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Plaintiff: Hammer, Sharon R Appearance Eric B. Swartz Robert J. Elgee 
Filing: A - All initial civil case filings of any type not listed in categories B-H, Robert J. Elgee 
or the other A listings below Paid by: Jones & Swartz Receipt number: 
0005184 Dated: 6/29/2012 Amount $88.00 (Check) For: Hammer, 
Sharon R (plaintiff) 
Complaint For Damages and Demand for Jury Trial Filed Robert J. Elgee 
Summons: Document Service Issued: on 6/29/2012 to City of Sun Valley, Robert J. Elgee 
Idaho; Assigned to Returned to Counsel for Service. Service Fee of $0.00. 
Summons: Document Service Issued: on 6/29/2012 to Nils A Ribi; 
Assigned to Returned to Counsel for Service. Service Fee of $0.00. 
Summons: Document Service Issued: on 6/29/2012 to Dewayne L 
Briscoe; Assigned to Returned to Counsel for Service. Service Fee of 
$0.00. 
Robert J. Elgee 
Robert J. Elgee 
Summons: Document Service Issued: on 6/29/2012 to Adam King; Robert J. Elgee 
Assigned to Returned to Counsel for Service. Service Fee of $0.00. 
Summons: Document Service Issued: on 6/29/2012 to Robert Youngman; Robert J. Elgee 
Assigned to Returned to Counsel for Service. Service Fee of $0.00. 
Summons: Document Service Issued: on 6/29/2012 to Kelly Rae Ek; Robert J. Elgee 
Assigned to Returned to Counsel for Service. Service Fee of $0.00. 
Summons: Document Service Issued: on 6/29/2012 to Michelle Robert J. Elgee 
Frostenson; Assigned to Returned to Counsel for Service. Service Fee of 
$0.00. 
Summons: Document Service Issued: on 6/29/2012 to Franz Suhadolinik; Robert J. Elgee 
Assigned to Returned to Counsel for Service. Service Fee of $0.00. 
Subpoena: Document Service Issued: on 6/29/2012 to Michelle Griffith; Robert J. Elgee 
Assigned to Returned to Counsel for Service. Service Fee of $0.00. 
Summons: Document Service Issued: on 6/29/2012 to Joan Robertson Robert J. Elgee 
Lamb; Assigned to Returned to Counsel for Service. Service Fee of $0.00. 
Summons: Document Service Issued: on 6/29/2012 to Wayne Willich; Robert J. Elgee 
Assigned to Returned to Counsel for Service. Service Fee of $0.00. 
Miscellaneous Payment: For Making Copy Of Any File Or Record By The Robert J_ El gee 
Clerk, Per Page Paid by: Naylor & Hales, PC Receipt number: 0005260 
Dated: 7/2/2012 Amount: $35.00 (Credit card) 
Miscellaneous Payment: Technology Cost - CC Paid by: Naylor & Hales, Robert J. Elgee 
PC Receipt number: 0005260 Dated: 7/2/2012 Amount: $3.00 (Credit 
card) 
Miscellaneous Payment: For Making Copy Of Any File Or Record By The Robert J. Elgee 
Clerk, Per Page Paid by: Naylor & Hales PC Receipt number: 0005289 
Dated: 7/3/2012 Amount: $51.00 (Credit card) 
Miscellaneous Payment: Technology Cost - CC Paid by: Naylor & Hales Robert J. Elgee 
PC Receipt number: 0005289 Dated: 7/3/2012 Amount: $3.00 (Credit 
card) 
Order of disqualification 
Order of assignment 
Robert J. Elgee 
Robert J. Elgee 
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Fifth Judicial District Court - Blaine County 
ROA Report 
Case: CV-2012·0000479 Current Judge: Jonathan P. Brody 
Sharon R Hammer vs. City of Sun Valley, Idaho, etal. 
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Change Assigned Judge 
Notice Of Service of discovery requests 
Notice Of Service of Amended discovery requests 
Notice Of Service Of Second Amended Discovery Requests 
Acceptance Of Service 
Amended Complaint for Damages and Demand for Jury Trial 
Notice Of General Appearance for Defendents 
Defendant: City of Sun Valley, Idaho Appearance Kirtlan G. Naylor 
Judge 
Jonathan P. Brody 
Jonathan P. Brody 
Jonathan P. Brody 
Jonathan P. Brody 
Jonathan P. Brody 
Jonathan P. Brody 
Jonathan P. Brody 
Jonathan P. Brody 
Defendant Ribi, Nils A Appearance Kirtlan G. Naylor Jonathan P. Brody 
Defendant: Briscoe, Dewayne L Appearance Kirtlan G. Naylor Jonathan P. Brody 
Filing: 11 - Initial Appearance by persons other than the plaintiff or Jonathan P. Brody 
petitioner Paid by: Naylor, Kirtlan G. (attorney for Briscoe, Dewayne L) 
Receipt number: 0000033 Dated: 1/2/2013 Amount: $66.00 (Check) For: 
Briscoe, Dewayne L (defendant), City of Sun Valley, Idaho (defendant) and 
Ribi, Nils A (defendant) 
Defendant's Answer to Plaintiff's Amended Complaint for Damages and 
Demand for Jury Trial 
Jonathan P. Brody 
Defendants' Motion For Costs Of Previously Dismissed Action Pursuant to Jonathan P. Brody 
I.R.C.P 41(d) 
Affidavit of Jacob H. Naylor in Support of Defendant's Motion for Costs of Jonathan P. Brody 
Previously Dismissed Action Pursuant to I.R.C.P. 41{d) 
Notice Of Hearing Re: Defendant's Motion for Costs of Previously 
Dismissed Action 
Jonathan P. Brody 
Hearing Scheduled (Motion 03/19/2013 01 :30 PM) Motion for Costs of Jonathan P. Brody 
Previously Dismissed Action 
Defendants' Motion to Appear Telephonically for Hearing on Motion for Jonathan P. Brody 
Costs of Previously Dismfssed Action 
Order granting Defendants' Motion to Appear Telephonically for Hearing on Jonathan P. Brody 
Motion for Costs of Previously Dismissed Action 
Plaintfff's Motion for permission to appear telephonically 
Plaintiff's Response in Opposition to Defendants' Motion for Costs of 
Previously Dismissed Action 
Affidavit of Sharon R. Hammer in Support of Plaintiff's Response in 
Opposition to Defendants' Motion for Costs of Previously Dismissed 
Action 
Jonathan P. Brody 
Jonathan P. Brody 
Jonathan P. Brody 
Order granting Plaintiffs motion for permission to appear telephonicaUy Jonathan P. Brody 
Reply Brief in Support of Defendants' Motion for Costs of Previously Jonathan P. Brody 
Dismissed Action Pursuant to I.R.C.P. 41(d) 
Continued (Motion 03/19/2013 09:00 AM) Telephonic in Minidoka Co. Jonathan P. Brody 
Motion for Costs of Previously Dismissed Action-Plaintiff's counsel, 
Defendants and Counsel to Appear Telephonically 
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Case: CV-2012-0000479 Current Judge: Jonathan P. Brody 
Sharon R Hammer vs. City of Sun Valley, Idaho, etal. 
User: CRY ST AL 











Miscellaneous Payment: For Making Copy Of Any File Or Record By The Jonathan P. Brody 
Clerk, Per Page Paid by: brennan rego Receipt number: 0002199 Dated: 
3/19/2013 Amount: $84.00 (Credit card) 
Miscellaneous Payment: Technology Cost - CC Paid by: brennan rego Jonathan P. Brody 
Receipt number: 0002199 Dated: 3/19/2013 Amount: $3.00 (Credit card) 
Hearing result for Status scheduled on 03/19/2013 09:00 AM: Court Jonathan P. Brody 
Minutes Telephonic in Minidoka Co. 
Motion for Costs of Previously Dismissed Action-Plaintiff's counsel, 
Defendants and Counsel to Appear Telephonically 
Hearing result for Status scheduled on 03/19/2013 09:00 AM: District Jonathan P. Brody 
Court Hearing Held 
Court Reporter:NONE 
Estimated Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing: Telephon·1c in 
Minidoka Co. 
Motion for Costs of Previously Dismissed Action-Plaintiff's counsel, 
Defendants and Counsel to Appear Telephonically 
Hearing Vacated Motion scheduled on 03/19/2013 01:30 PM Jonathan P. Brody 
Amended Notice Of Hearing Re: Defendants' Motin for Costs of Previously Jonathan P. Brody 
Dismissed Action 
Hearing Scheduled (Motion 04/16/2013 01:30 PM) Mobon for costs of 
Previously Dismissed Action 
Jonathan P. Brody 
Notice Of Service Of Discovery Requests to Defendant City of Sun Valley Jonathan P. Brody 
Request to obtain approval to video record, broadcast or photograph a Jonathan P. Brody 
court proceeding & Order 
Court Minutes Jonathan P. Brody 
Hearing type: Motion 
Hearing date: 4/16/2013 
Time: 2:02 pm 
Courtroom: District Courtroom-judicial Bldg 
Court reporter: Maureen Newton 
Minutes Clerk: Crystal Rigby 
Tape Number: MINI 
Party: City of Sun Valley, Idaho, Attorney: Kirtlan Naylor 
Party: Sharon Hammer, Attorney: Eric Swartz 
Hearing result for Motion scheduled on 04/16/2013 01:30 PM: District Jonathan P. Brody 
Court Hearing Held 
Court Reporter:Maureen Newton 
Estimated Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing: Motion for costs of 
Previously Dismissed Action less 100 
Case Taken Under Advisement Jonathan P. Brody 
Memorandum Decision Denying Defendants' motion for costs of previously Jonathan P. Brody 
dismissed action pursuant to IRCP 41(d) 
no longer u/a Jonathan P. Brody 
Notice Of Service of Defendants City of Sun Valley's First Set of Jonathan P. Brody 
Interrogatories, Requests for Produciton of Documents, and Requests for 
Admission to Plaintiff 
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Fifth Judicial District Court - Blaine County 
ROA Report 
Case: CV-2012-0000479 Current Judge: Jonathan P. Brody 
Sharon R Hammer vs. City of Sun Valley, Idaho, etal. 
Sharon R Hammer vs. City of Sun Valley, Idaho, Nils A Ribi, Dewayne L Briscoe 
Other Claims 
Date 
5/17/2013 Notice Of Service Re: Defendant City of Sun Valley's Responses to 
Plaintiffs First Set of Interrogatories and Requests for Production of 
Documents 
5/29/2013 Acceptance Of Service of Subpoena 
6/11/2013 Notice of Compliance 
6/19/2013 Notice of Compliance 
6/20/2013 Notice of compliance 
6/27/2013 Stipulation for Protective Order 
7/3/2013 Order Re: Stipulation for Protective Order 
9/17/2013 Hearing Scheduled (Motion to Dismiss 10/01/2013 02:00 PM) 
Motion to Dismiss 
Memorandum in Support of Defendants' Motion to Dismiss 
Affidavit of Kirtlan G. Naylor in Support of Motion to Dismiss 
9/24/2013 Errata to Plaintiffs Response in Opposition to Defendants' Motion to 
Dismiss 
Plaintiffs Response in Opposition to Defendants' Motion to Dismiss 
9/27/2013 Reply Memorandum in Support of Defendants' Motion to Dismiss 
10/1/2013 Court Minutes 
Hearing type: Motion to Dismiss 
Hearing date: 10/1/2013 
Time: 2:45 pm 
Courtroom: District Courtroom-judicial Bldg 
Court reporter: Maureen Newton 
Minutes Clerk: ANDREA 
Tape Number: 
Party: City of Sun Valley, Idaho, Attorney: Kirtlan Naylor 
Party: Dewayne Briscoe, Attorney: Kirtlan Naylor 
Party: Nils Ribi, Attorney: Kirtlan Naylor 
Party: Sharon Hammer, Attorney: Eric Swartz 
Hearing result for Motion to Dismiss scheduled on 10/01/2013 02:00 PM: 
District Court Hearing Held 
Court Reporter: Maureen Newton 
Estimated Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing: 1-100 pages 
Hearing result for Motion to Dismiss scheduled on 10/01/2013 02:00 PM: 
Case Taken Under Advisement 
11/4/2013 Plaintiffs Motion to Enforce Subpoena Against Non-Party Patricia Ball and 
to Compel the Production of Documents Withheld from Production in 
Discovery and in Response to Subpoena 
Memorandum in Support of Plaintiffs Motion to Enforce Subpoena Against 
Non-Party Patricia Ball and to Compel the Production of Documents 
Withheld from Production in Discovery and in Repsonse to Subpoena 
Affidavit of Wayne Willich Former Mayor of the City of Sun Valley in 
Support of Motion to Compel 
Affidavit of Attorney James R. Donoval Related to Motion to Compel 
User: CRYSTAL 
Judge 
Jonathan P. Brody 
Jonathan P. Brody 
Jonathan P. Brody 
Jonathan P. Brody 
Jonathan P. Brody 
Jonathan P. Brody 
Jonathan P. Brody 
Jonathan P. Brody 
Jonathan P. Brody 
Jonathan P. Brody 
Jonathan P. Brody 
Jonathan P. Brody 
Jonathan P. Brody 
Jonathan P. Brody 
Jonathan P. Brody 
Jonathan P. Brody 
Jonathan P. Brody 
Jonathan P. Brody 
Jonathan P. Brody 
Jonathan P. Brody 
Jonathan P. Brody 
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Affidavit of Counsel in Support of Plaintiff's Motion to Enforce Subpoena Jonathan P. Brody 
Against Non-Party Patricia Ball and to Compel the Production of 
Documents Withheld from Production in Discovery and in Response to 
Subpoena 
Hearing Scheduled (Motion 12/03/2013 01:30 PM) Motion to Enforce Jonathan P. Brody 
Subpoena 
Notice Of Hearing Jonathan P. Brody 
Continued (Motion 12/17/2013 01:30 PM) Motion to Enforce Subpoena Jonathan P. Brody 
Amended Notice Of Hearing Jonathan P. Brody 
Notice Of Taking Deposition of Franz Suhadolnok 
Stipulated Joint Discovery Management Plan 
Notice of Taking Deposition of Michelle Griffith 
Notice Of Taking Deposition of Robert Youngman 
Amended Notice Of Taking Deposition Duces Tecum of Michelle Griffith 
Jonathan P. Brody 
Jonathan P. Brody 
Jonathan P. Brody 
Jonathan P. Brody 
Jonathan P. Brody 
Amended Notice Of Taking Deposition Duces Tecum of Franz Suhadolnik Jonathan P. Brody 
Amended Notice Of Taking Deposition Duces Tecum of Robert Youngman Jonathan P. Brody 
Order Re: Stipulated Joint Discovery Management Plan Jonathan P. Brody 
Memorandum Decision Granting Defendants Motion to Dismiss Jonathan P. Brody 
Defendants' Motion to Remove Defendants Ribi and Briscoe from the Case Jonathan P. Brody 
Caption 
Defendant's Opposition To Plaintiff's Motion to Enforce Subpoena 
Affidavit of Kirtlan G. Naylor in Opposition to Plaintiff's Motion to Compel 
Memorandum in Support of Plaintiff's Motion for Reconsideration of 
Defendants Ribi and Briscoe's Motion to Dismiss 
Jonathan P. Brody 
Jonathan P. Brody 
Jonathan P. Brody 
Plaintiff's Motion for Reconsideration of Defendants Ribi and Briscoe's Jonathan P. Brody 
Motion to Dismiss 
Hearing Scheduled (Motion for Reconsideration 01/07/2014 01 :30 PM) Jonathan P. Brody 
Notice Of Hearing 
Continued (Motion for Reconsideration 01/21/2014 02:00 PM) 
Amended Notice Of Hearing 
Reply in Support of Plaintiff's Motion to Enforce Subpoena Against 
Non-Party Patricia Ball and To Compel the Production of Documents 
Withheld From Production in Discovery and in Response to Subpoena 
Jonathan P. Brody 
Jonathan P. Brody 
Jonathan P. Brody 
Jonathan P. Brody 
Supplemntal Affidavit of Counsel in Support of Plaintiffs Motion to Enforce Jonathan P. Brody 
Subpoena Against Non-Party Patricia Ball and To Compel the Production 
of Documents Withheld From Production in Discovery and in Response to 
Subpoena 
Supplemental Affidavit of James R. Donoval in Support of Plaintiff's Motion Jonathan P. Brody 
to Compel 
Defendant's Motion to Appear Telephonically for Hearing Jonathan P. Brody 
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ROA Report 
Case: CV-2012-0000479 Current Judge: Jonathan P. Brody 
Sharon R Hammer vs. City of Sun Valley, Idaho, etal. 
User: CRYSTAL 














Hearing type: Motion 
Hearing date: 12/17/2013 
Time: 2:03 pm 
Other Claims 
Courtroom: District Courtroom-judicial Bldg 
Court reporter: Maureen Newton 
Minutes Clerk: Crystal Rigby 
Tape Number: DC 
Party: City of Sun Valley, Idaho, Attorney: Kirtlan Naylor 
Party: Sharon Hammer, Attorney: Eric Swartz 
Judge 
Jonathan P. Brody 
Hearing result for Motion scheduled on 12/17/2013 01:30 PM: District Jonathan P. Brody 
Court Hearing Held 
Court Reporter:Maureen Newton 
Estimated Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing: Motion to Enforce 
Subpoena less 100 
Order Granting Defendant's Motion to Appear Telephonically for Hearing Jonathan P. Brody 
Reply Memorandum in Support of Plaintiff's Motion for Reconsideration of Jonathan P. Brody 
Defendants Ribi and Briscoe's Motion to Dismiss 
Transcript Filed (12/17/13 Hearing) Jonathan P. Brody 
Defendants' Opposition To Plaintiff's Motion for Reconsideration 
Plaintiff's Motion for Permission to Appear Telephonically 
Jonathan P. Brody 
Jonathan P. Brody 
Order Granting Plaintiff's Motion for Permission to Appear Telephonically Jonathan P. Brody 
Memorandum Decision Denying Plaintiff's Motion to Enforce Subpoena 
and Compel 
Court Minutes 
Hearing type: Motion for Reconsideration 
Hearing date: 1/21/2014 
Time: 2:45 pm 
Courtroom: District Courtroom-judicial Bldg 
Court reporter: Maureen Newton 
Minutes Clerk: Crystal Rigby 
Tape Number: DC 
Party: City of Sun Valley, Idaho, Attorney: Kirtlan Naylor 
Party: Dewayne Briscoe, Attorney: Kirtlan Naylor 
Party: Nils Ribi, Attorney: Kirtlan Naylor 
Party: Sharon Hammer, Attorney: Eric Swartz 
Hearing result for Motion for Reconsideration scheduled on 01/21/2014 
02:00 PM: District Court Hearing Held 
Court Reporter:Maureen Newton 
Estimated Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing: telephonic less 
100 
Notice of Compliance 
Hearing Scheduled (Scheduling Conference 02/04/2014 01 :30 PM) 
Notice Of Hearing 
Plaintiff's Motion for Permission to Appear Telephonically 
Jonathan P. Brody 
Jonathan P. Brody 
Jonathan P. Brody 
Jonathan P. Brody 
Jonathan P. Brody 
Jonathan P. Brody 
Jonathan P. Brody 
Order Granting Defendant's Motion to Appear Telephonically for Hearing Jonathan P. Brody 
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Order Granting Plaintiffs Motion for Permission to Appear Telephonically Jonathan P. Brody 
Plaintiffs Motion for Reconsideration of Plaintiffs Motion to Enforce Jonathan P. Brody 
Subpoena Against Non-Party Patricia Ball and to Compel the Production of 
Documents Withheld from Production in Discovery and in Repsonse to 
Subpoena, Oral Argument Requested 
Supplemental Affidavit of Wayne Willich Former Mayor of the City of Sun Jonathan P. Brody 
Valley in Support of Motion to Reconsider Denial of Motion to Compel 
Court Minutes Jonathan P. Brody 
Hearing type: Scheduling Conference 
Hearing date: 2/4/2014 
Time: 1 :45 pm 
Courtroom: District Courtroom-judicial Bldg 
Court reporter: Maureen Newton 
Minutes Clerk: Crystal Rigby 
Tape Number: DC 
Party: City of Sun Valley, Idaho, Attorney: Kirtlan Naylor 
Party: Sharon Hammer, Attorney: Eric Swartz 
Hearing result for Scheduling Conference scheduled on 02/04/2014 01:30 Jonathan P. Brody 
PM: District Court Hearing Held 
Court Reporter:Maureen Newton 
Estimated Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing: telephonic less 
100 
Hearing Scheduled (Status 02/03/2015 01:30 PM) Jonathan P. Brody 
Hearing Scheduled (Jury Trial 04/08/2015 09:00 AM) 8 days 
Notice Of Hearing 
Motion for IRCP 37(e) discovery sanctions against Plaintiff 
Jonathan P. Brody 
Jonathan P. Brody 
Jonathan P. Brody 
Affidavit of Kirtlan G. Naylor in support of discovery sanctions {Under Seal) Jonathan P. Brody 
Document sealed 
Memorandum in Support of Plaintiffs Motion for Reconsideration of 
Plaintiffs Motion to Enforce Subpoena Against Non-Party Patricia Ball and 
to Compel the Production of Documents Withheld from Production in 
Discovery and in Response to Subpoena 
Memorandum Decision Denying Motion to Reconsider 
Memorandum Decision Denying Motion to Amend 
Briefing Schedule for Defendant's Motion for Sanctions 
Hearing Scheduled (Motion 04/14/2014 02:30 PM} for Reconsideration 
Notice Of Telephonic Hearing on Plaintiffs Motion for Reconsideration of 
Plaintiff's Motion to Enforce Subpoena Against Patricia Ball and to Compel 
Production of Documents 
Hearing Scheduled (Motion 04/14/2014 03:00 PM) for Petition to 
Appeal-Plaintiff to appear telephonically 
Jonathan P. Brody 
Jonathan P. Brody 
Jonathan P. Brody 
Jonathan P. Brody 
Jonathan P. Brody 
Jonathan P. Brody 
Jonathan P. Brody 
Notice Of Telephonic Hearing on Plaintiffs Motion for Permission to Appeal Jonathan P. Brody 
Memorandum in Support of Plaintiff's Motion for Permission to Appeal 
Plaintiff's Motion for Permission to Appeal 
Jonathan P. Brody 
Jonathan P. Brody 
Notice Of Telephonic Hearing on Plaintiff's Motion for Permission to Appeal Jonathan P. Brody 7 
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ROA Report 
Case: CV-2012-0000479 Current Judge: Jonathan P. Brody 
Sharon R Hammer vs. City of Sun Valley, Idaho, etal. 
Sharon R Hammer vs. City of Sun Valley, Idaho, Nils A Ribi, Dewayne L Briscoe 
Other Claims 
Date 
2/26/2014 Hearing Scheduled (Motion 04/14/2014 03:00 PM) for Permission to 
Appeal 
Memorandum in Support of Plaintiffs Motion for Permission to Appeal 
Plaintiffs Motion for Permission to Appeal 
3/10/2014 Plaintiffs Opposition To Defendant's Motion for Sanctions 
Notice of Compliance with Briefing Schedule for Defendant's Motion for 
I.R.C.P. 37(e) Discovery Sanctions Against Plaintiff 
Affidavit of James R. Donoval on Opposition to Defendant's Motion for 
Sanctions 
3/21/2014 Reply Memorandum in Support of Motion for I.R.C.P. 37(e) Discovery 
Sanctions Against Plaintiff 
417/2014 Defendants' Objection to Motion for Permissive Appeal 
Defendant's Opposition To Plaintiff's Motion for Reconsideration to Deny 
Plaintiffs Motion to Compel 
4/11/2014 Stipulation for Scheduling and Planning Dates 
4/14/2014 Hearing result for Motion scheduled on 04/14/2014 03:00 PM: District 
Court Hearing Held 
Court Reporter:Maureen Newton 
Estimated Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing: for Permission to 
Appeal less 100 
Hear·1ng result for Motion scheduled on 04/14/2014 03:00 PM: District 
Court Hearing Held 
Court Reporter:Maureen Newton 
Estimated Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing: for Petition to 
Appeal-Plaintiff to appear telephonically less 100 
Hearing result for Motion scheduled on 04/14/2014 02:30 PM: District 
Court Hearing Held 
Court Reporter:Maureen Newton 
Estimated Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing: for 
Reconsideration-Telephonic less 100 
Case Taken Under Advisement 
4/17/2014 Order on motion for discovery sanctions 
5/8/2014 Order Denying Permissive Appeal 
No Longer UA 
Scheduling Order, Notice Of Trial Setting And Initial Pretrial Order 
5/16/2014 Memorandum Decision Denying Motion to Reconsider 
6/3/2014 Amended Scheduling Order, Notice Of Trial Setting And Initial Pretrial 
Order 
9/10/2014 Notice of Compliance 
9/30/2014 Notice Of Taking Deposition Upon Oral Examination of Karen Gin nett 
Notice Of Taking Deposition Upon Oral Examination of Dr. Mary 
Barros-Bailey 
11/18/2014 Declaration of Susan Robertson 
User: CRY ST AL 
Judge 
Jonathan P. Brody 
Jonathan P. Brody 
Jonathan P. Brody 
Jonathan P. Brody 
Jonathan P. Brody 
Jonathan P. Brody 
Jonathan P. Brody 
Jonathan P. Brody 
Jonathan P. Brody 
Jonathan P. Brody 
Jonathan P. Brody 
Jonathan P. Brody 
Jonathan P. Brody 
Jonathan P. Brody 
Jonathan P. Brody 
Jonathan P. Brody 
Jonathan P. Brody 
Jonathan P. Brody 
Jonathan P. Brody 
Jonathan P. Brody 
Jonathan P. Brody 
Jonathan P. Brody 
Jonathan P. Brody 
Jonathan P. Brody 
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Memorandum in Support of Sun Valley's Motion for Summary Judgment Jonathan P. Brody 
Sun Valley's Motion for Summary Judgment Jonathan P. Brody 
Notice Of Hearing Re: Defendant's Motion for Summary Judgment Jonathan P. Brody 
Hear'ing Scheduled (Motion for Summary Judgment 12/16/2014 03:00 Jonathan P. Brody 
PM} 
Declaration of Kirtlan G. Naylor Jonathan P. Brody 
Declaration of Kirtlan G. Naylor- Exhibit F of Exhibit J is Filed under Seal Jonathan P. Brody 
Document sealed 
Hearing Scheduled (Motion for Summary Judgment 12/16/2014 02:00 Jonathan P. Brody 
PM) Plaintiff 
Notice Of Hearing Jonathan P. Brody 
Plaintiffs Motion for Summary Judgment Jonathan P. Brody 
Memorandum in Support of Plaintiff's Motion for Summary Judgment Jonathan P. Brody 
Affidavit of Sharon R. Hammer in Support of Plaintiff's Motion for Summary Jonathan P. Brody 
Judgment 
Affidavit of James R. Donoval in Support of Plaintiff's Motion for Summary Jonathan P. Brody 
Judgment 
Affidavit of Wayne Willich in Support of Plaintiff's Motion for Summary 
Judgment 
Jonathan P. Brody 
Affidavit of Counsel ·in Support of Plaintiffs Motion for Summary Judgment Jonathan P. Brody 
Continued (Motion for Summary Judgment 12/16/2014 02:00 PM) Jonathan P. Brody 
Defendant 
Amended Notice Of Hearing Re: Defendant's Motion for Summary 
Judgment 
Corrected Memorandum in support of Sun Valley's motion for summary 
judgment 
Jonathan P. Brody 
Jonathan P. Brody 
Defendant City of Sun Valley's List of Lay Witnesses for Trial Jonathan P. Brody 
Sun Valley's Memorandum in Opposition to Plaintiffs Motion for Summary Jonathan P. Brody 
Judgment 
Plaintiffs Response to Sun Valley's Motion for Summary Judgment 
Affidavit of Counsel in Support of Plaintiffs Response to Sun Valley's 
Motion for Summary Judgment 
Reply in Support of Plaintiff's Motion for Summary Judgment 
Jonathan P. Brody 
Jonathan P. Brody 
Jonathan P. Brody 
Supplemental Affidavit of James R. Donoval in Support of Plaintiff's Motion Jonathan P. Brody 
for Summary Judgment 
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Hearing type: Motion for Summary Judgment 
Hearing date: 12/16/2014 
Time: 2:14 pm 
Courtroom: District Courtroom-judicial Bldg 
Court reporter: Maureen Newton 
Minutes Clerk: Crystal Rigby 
Tape Number: DC 
Party: City of Sun Valley, Idaho, Attomey: Kirtlan Naylor 
Party: Sharon Hammer, Attorney: Eric Swartz 
Judge 
Jonathan P. Brody 
Hearing result for Motion for Summary Judgment scheduled on Jonathan P. Brody 
12/16/2014 02:00 PM: District Court Hearing Held 
Court Reporter:Maureen Newton 
Estimated Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing: Defendant less 
100 
Hearing result for Motion for Summary Judgment scheduled on Jonathan P. Brody 
12/16/2014 02:00 PM: District Court Hearing Held 
Court Reporter:Maureen Newton 
Estimated Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing: Plaintiff less 100 
Case Taken Under Advisement Jonathan P. Brody 
Notice of Compliance 
Notice of Compliance 
Memorandum Decision on Motions for Summary Judgment 
No longer U/A 
Jonathan P. Brody 
Jonathan P. Brody 
Jonathan P. Brody 
Jonathan P. Brody 
Hearing result for Pretrial Conference scheduled on 02/03/2015 01 :30 PM: Jonathan P. Brody 
Hearing Vacated telephonic 
Hearing result for Jury Trial scheduled on 04/08/2015 09:00 AM: Hearing Jonathan P. Brody 
Vacated 8 days 
Judgment 
STATUS CHANGED: Closed 
Jonathan P. Brody 
Jonathan P. Brody 
Civil Disposition entered for: Briscoe, Dewayne L, Defendant: City of Sun Jonathan P. Brody 
Valley, Idaho, Defendant; Ribi, Nils A, Defendant; Hammer, Sharon R, 
Plaintiff. Filing date: 1/16/2015 
Affidavit of Eric B. Swartz in Support of Motion to Withdraw as Attorneys Jonathan P. Brody 
for Plaintiff 
Motion to Withdraw as Attorneys for Plaintiff Jonathan P. Brody 
Associated Appearance of Attorney James R. Don oval for Reconsideration Jonathan P. Brody 
of Entry of Summary Judgment Purposes Only 
Motion for Reconsideration of Entry of Summary Judgment Jonathan P. Brody 
Notice Of Filing Jonathan P. Brody 
Affidavit of Kirtlan G. Naylor in Support of Defendant's Memorandum of 
Costs and Attorney Fees 
Defendant's Memorandum of Costs and Attorney Fees 
Affidavit of Wayne Willich in Support of Plaintiffs Motion for 
Reconsideration 
Jonathan P. Brody 
Jonathan P. Brody 
Jonathan P. Brody 
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Affidavit of Sharon R. Hammer in Support of Plaintiff's Motion for 
Reconsideration 
Affidavit of James R. Donoval in Support of Plaintiff's Motion for 
Recon side ration 
Judge 
Jonathan P. Brody 
Jonathan P. Brody 
Facts in Support of Motion for Reconsideration of Entry of Summary Jonathan P. Brody 
Judgment 
Memorandum in Support of Plaintiff's Motion for Reconsideration of Entry Jonathan P. Brody 
of Summary Judgment 
Notice Of Filing 
Notice Of Hearing 
Hearing Scheduled (Motion 03/17/2015 01 :30 AM) Motion for 
reconsideration of entry of Summary Judgment etc. 
STATUS CHANGED: Closed pending clerk action 
Motion for expeidited ruling on motion to stay proceedings on petition for 
fees 
Jonathan P. Brody 
Jonathan P. Brody 
Jonathan P. Brody 
Jonathan P. Brody 
Jonathan P. Brody 
Motion to stay proceedings on petition for fees pending reconsideration of Jonathan P. Brody 
entry of summary judgment and rulings on motion to withdraw 
Memorandum in support of motion to stay proceedings on petition for fees Jonathan P. Brody 
pending reconsideration of entry of summary judgmetn and rulings on 
motion to withdraw 
Affidavit of James R. Donoval in support of plaintiff's motion to stay petition Jonathan P. Brody 
for fees 
Notice of filing Jonathan P. Brody 
Defendant's Objection to Plaintiff's Motion to Stay and Motion to Expedite Jonathan P. Brody 
Memorandum Decision on Motion to Stay Proceedings on Petition for Stay Jonathan P. Brody 
and Motion to Expedite 
Order on Motion to Stay Proceedings on Petition for Stay and Motion to Jonathan P. Brody 
Expedite 
Reply in Support of Motion to Stay Proceedings on Petition for Fees Jonathan P. Brody 
Pending Reconsideration of Entry of Summary Judgment and Rulings on 
Motion to Withdraw 
Court Minutes Jonathan P. Brody 
District Court Hearing Held (Status 2/10/2015 at 1 :30pm in Minidoka Jonathan P. Brody 
County) 
Court Reporter:Maureen Newton 
Estimated Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing: less 100 
Scheduling Order Jonathan P. Brody 
Hearing Scheduled (Motion 03/03/2015 03:30 PM) Call into Conf. Call Jonathan P. Brody 
Filing: L4 -Appeal, Civil appeal or cross-appeal to Supreme Court Paid Jonathan P. Brody 
by: Donoval, James R (attorney for Hammer, Sharon R) Receipt number: 
0001117 Dated: 2/25/2015 Amount: $129.00 (Check) For: Hammer, 
Sharon R (plaintiff) 
Bond Posted - Cash (Receipt 1118 Dated 2/25/2015 for 100.00) Jonathan P. Brody 
Notice Of Appeal Jonathan P. Brody 11 
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Plaintiffs Objection to Motion to Disallow, Defendants' Memorandum of 
Costs and Attorney Fees 
Judge 
Jonathan P. Brody 
Memorandum in Support of Plaintiffs Objection to Motion to Disallow, Jonathan P. Brody 
Defendants' Memorandum of Costs and Attorney Fees 
Court Minutes Jonathan P. Brody 
Hearing type: Motion to Withdraw 
Hearing date: 3/3/2015 
Time: 2:24 pm 
Courtroom: District Courtroom-judicial Bldg 
Court reporter: Maureen Newton 
Minutes Clerk: Crystal Rigby 
Tape Number: DC 
Party: City of Sun Valley, Idaho, Attorney: Kirtlan Naylor 
Party: Sharon Hammer, Attorney: Eric Swartz 
Hearing result for Motion to Withdraw scheduled on 03/03/2015 03:30 PM: Jonathan P. Brody 
District Court Hearing Held 
Court Reporter:Maureen Newton 
Estimated Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing: Call into Conf. Call 
less 100 
Hearing result for Motion scheduled on 03/17/2015 01:30AM: Hearing Jonathan P. Brody 
Vacated Motion for reconsideration of entry of Summary Judgment etc. 
Order Modifying Automatice Stay Jonathan P. Brody 
Order Permitting Jones & Swartz PLLC to Withdraw as Attorneys for 
Plaintiff 
Appealed To The Supreme Court 
STATUS CHANGED: Inactive 
Hearing Scheduled (Status 04/07/2015 04:00 PM) 
Jonathan P. Brody 
Jonathan P. Brody 
Jonathan P. Brody 
Jonathan P. Brody 
Notice Of Hearing Jonathan P. Brody 
Notice Of Service of Order Permitting Jones & Swartz PLLC to Withdraw Jonathan P. Brody 
as Attorneys for Plaintiff 
Defendant-Respondents' Request for Additional Transcript and Record Jonathan P. Brody 
Miscellaneous Payment: Copies Of Transcript For Appeals Per Page Paid Jonathan P. Brody 
by: JDIDAHOLAW, PLLC Receipt number: 0001534 Dated: 3/16/2015 
Amount: $2,557.50 (Check) 
Plaintiff: Hammer, Sharon R Appearance Wyatt Johnson 
Continued (Status 04/07/2015 02:30 PM) 
Motion to Supplement Objection to and Motion to Disallow Defendants 
Fees and Costs 
Jonathan P. Brody 
Jonathan P. Brody 
Jonathan P. Brody 
Memorandum in Support of Motion to Supplement Objection and Motion to Jonathan P. Brody 
Disallow Fees and Costs 
Supplemental Memorandum in Support of Plaintiffs Objection to, and Jonathan P. Brody 
Motion to Disallow, Defendants' Memorandum of Costs and Attorney Fees 
Affidavit of Sharon R. Hammer in Opposition to Sun Valley's Memorandum Jonathan P. Brody 
of Costs and Fees 
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Hearing type: Status 
Hearing date: 417/2015 
Time: 3:40 pm 
Courtroom: District Courtroom-judicial Bldg 
Court reporter: Maureen Newton 
Minutes Clerk: Crystal Rigby 
Tape Number: DC 
Party: City of Sun Valley, Idaho, Attorney: Kirtlan Naylor 
Party: Sharon Hammer, Attorney: James Donoval 
Hearing result for Status scheduled on 04/07/2015 02:30 PM: District 
Court Hearing Held 
Court Reporter:Susan Israel 
Estimated Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing: less 100 
Hearing Scheduled (Motion 06/02/2015 01 :30 PM) 
Notice of Hearing and Scheduling Order on Motions 
Jonathan P. Brody 
Jonathan P. Brody 
Jonathan P. Brody 
Jonathan P. Brody 
Defendants' Notice of Non-Opposition Jonathan P. Brody 
Sun Valley's Objection to Plaintiff's Motion for Reconsideration of Summary Jonathan P. Brody 
Judgment 
Defendants' Response to Plaintiff's Motion to Disallow Costs and Fees Jonathan P. Brody 
Reply Memorandum in Support of Plaintiff's Motion for Reconsideration of Jonathan P. Brody 
Entry of Summary Judgment 
Affidavit of James R. Donoval in Response to Allegations of Conflict of 
Interest with Attorney Eric Swartz(Under Seal) 
Document sealed 
Notice Of Filing 
Reply Memorandum in Support of Motion to Disallow Costs and Fees 
Jonathan P. Brody 
Jonathan P. Brody 
Jonathan P. Brody 
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Eric B. Swartz, ISB #6396 
Joy M. Vega, ISB #7887 
JONES & SW ARTZ PLLC 
1673 W. Shoreline Drive, Suite 200 [83702] 
P.O. Box 7808 
Boise, ID 83707-7808 
Telephone: (208) 489-8989 
Facsimile: (208) 489-8988 
Email: eric@jonesandswartzlaw.com 
joy@jonesandswartzlaw.com 
Attorneys for Plaintiff Sharon R. Hammer 
FILED M~a ·.os 
I JUN 2 9 2012 j 
JoLynn Drage, Clerk District 
Court Sla;ne Coun , Idaho 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTII JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BLAINE 
SHARON R. HAMMER, 
Case No. CV. ~o \ ·2.. • c.\: lC, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
CITY OF SUN VALLEY; 
NILS RIB!, in his individual and official capacity, 
DeW A YNE BRISCOE, in his individual and official 
capacity; ADAM KING, in his official capacity; 
ROBERT YOUNGMAN, in his official capacity; 
KELLY EK, in her official capacity; 
MICHELLE FROSTENSON, in her official capacity; 
FRANZ SUHADOLNIK, in his official capacity; 
MICHELLE GRIFFITH, in her official capacity; 
JOAN LAMB, in her official capacity; and 
WAYNE WILLICH, in his official capacity, 
Defendants. 
COMPLAINT FOR DAMAGES 
AND DEMAND FOR JURY 
TRIAL 
[J.C.§ 6-2101, et seq.) 
ROBERT J. ELGEE 
COMES NOW the Plaintiff, Sharon R. Hammer, by and through her counsel of record, 
Jones & Swartz PLLC, and alleges and states the following: 
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PARTIES, JURISDICTION, AND VENUE 
I. At all times relevant hereto, Plaintiff Sharon R. Hammer ("Ms. Hammer") was 
residing in the county of Blaine, state of Idaho. Ms. Hammer served as the City Administrator 
for the City of Sun Valley from June I, 2008 until January 19, 2012. Ms. Hammer also worked 
as a paid-on-call firefighter and EMT for the City of Sun Valley during this time. 
2. Defendant City of Sun Valley ("City'') is a municipal corporation and political 
subdivision of the State of Idaho. As a body politic and corporate, the City has the power to sue 
and be sued. Additionally, the City may be held to compensate for actions that implement, 
execute or violate a policy statement, resolution, ordinance, regulation, or decision officially 
adopted and promulgated by its officials, each of whom may be acting in good faith. 
3. Defendant DeWayne Briscoe is the current elected Mayor of the City, having 
been sworn into office on January 3, 2012. Prior to becoming Mayor, Defendant Briscoe was 
elected Council President for the Sun Valley City Council in or about January 2010, and acted in 
that position until January 3, 2012. 
4. At all times relevant hereto, Defendant Nils Ribi acted as an elected Council 
Member for the Sun Valley City Council. Defendant Ribi's first term began in or about January 
2006 through January 2010. Defendant Ribi's current term began on or about January 5, 2010, 
and will end in January 2014. 
5. Defendant Robert Youngman is the current elected Council President for the 
Sun Valley City Council, having been sworn into office on January 3, 2012. Defendant 
Youngman was first sworn in as a City Council Member in or about January 2010. 
6. At all times relevant hereto, Defendant Adam King acted as the City Attorney for 
the City. 
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7. At all times relevant hereto, Defendant Kelly Ek was employed by the City as the 
Sun Valley City Clerk. 
8. At all times relevant hereto, Defendant Michelle Frostenson was employed by the 
City as the Sun Valley Finance Director/City Treasurer. 
9. Defendant Franz Suhadolnik is currently an elected Council Member for the 
Sun Valley City Council. Defendant Suhadolnik's current term began on January 3, 2012, and 
will end in January 2016. This current term is his first term as a City Council Member. 
I 0. Defendant Michelle Griffith is currently an elected Council Member for the 
Sun Valley City Council. Defendant Griffith's term began on January 3, 2012, and will end in 
January 2016. This current term is her first term as a City Council Member. 
11. At all times relevant hereto, but ending on January 3, 2012, Defendant Joan Lamb 
acted as an elected Council Member for the Sun Valley City Council. Defendant Lamb's former 
term ended on or about January 3, 2012. 
12. At all times relevant hereto, but ending on January 3, 2012, Defendant Wayne 
Willich acted as the elected Mayor for the City. Defendant Willich's former term ended on or 
about January 3, 2012. 
13. This Court has original jurisdiction over this controversy pursuant to Idaho Code 
§ 6-2105(3 ). 
14. Venue is proper in this Court pursuant to Idaho Code§ 5-402. 
FACTUAL ALLEGATIONS OF APPLICABLE CITY POLICIES 
AND ROLES OF CITY REPRESENTATIVES 
15. As a result of the City's national search of candidates, Ms. Hammer was 
appointed to the position of City Administrator by Defendant Willich following the unanimous 
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vote of Defendants Briscoe, Lamb, and Ribi, and non-party, former Council Member David 
Chase. 
16. The terms and conditions of Ms. Hammer's employment with the City were set 
forth m a written employment agreement. Pursuant to that employment agreement, 
Ms. Hammer's duties as City Administrator commenced on June I, 2008. 
17. The terms and conditions of Ms. Hammer's employment agreement were, from 
time to time, amended and/or extended by agreement between her and the sitting Mayor, as 
allowed for within the original employment agreement. 
18. On or about January 16, 1997, the City did adopt its Personnel Policies and 
Procedures Manual ("Manual"), which has been amended from time to time. Attached as 
Exhibit l, and incorporated herein by reference pursuant to Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure IO(c), 
is a true and correct copy of the Manual governing the City and its representatives at all times 
relevant hereto. 
19. Upon information and belief, the City has adopted other rules and regulations 
regarding ethical rules and professional responsibilities of City Council Members. Such other 
policies and rules may also have been violated by certain Defendants named herein. 
20. Pursuant to the Manual, Ms. Hammer, as City Administrator, was responsible to 
and directed by the sitting Mayor. From June 1, 2008 until January 3, 2012, Ms. Hammer was 
directly supervised by Defendant Willich. From January 3, 2012 until January 19, 2012, 
Ms. Hammer was directly supervised by Defendant Briscoe. 
21. Pursuant to the Manual, the City Attorney, Defendant King, was also directly 
supervised and evaluated only by the Mayor. 
22. As City Attorney, Defendant King was the legal advisor of the City. He was 
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further obligated to provide professional legal advice and services to the City Administrator and 
Mayor on matters related to the City's policies and procedures. At all times relevant hereto, the 
City Administrator was Ms. Hammer. At all times relevant hereto, the Mayor was either 
Defendant Wayne Willich or Defendant DeWayne Briscoe. 
23. Pursuant to the Manual, all other City employees, including the City Clerk and 
City Treasurer, were directly supervised and evaluated by the City Administrator, Ms. Hammer. 
24. The primary roles of City Council Members are to approve the appointment 
and/or discharge of certain City employees, and enact or modify ordinances and policies and 
procedures for the City. 
25. City Council Members have no authorized role in the day-to-day administration 
or operations of the City. 
26. City Council Members have no authority to direct another City employee in the 
administration of that employee's duties. No City employee is directly supervised by any City 
Council Member. Pursuant to the Manual, no City employee's job performance is evaluated by 
any City Council Member. Pursuant to the Manual, no City employee is allowed to provide 
confidential records to any Council Member without approval from either the Mayor or the City 
Administrator. City Council Members have no authority to seek or take disciplinary action 
against any City employee. 
27. Within the Manual, the City expressly adopted a harassment policy that prohibited 
"harassment in any form, including verbal, physical and visual harassment" either "by or against 
any of its Employees." (Ex. I,§ 7.5.) 
28. When an employee believes that he or she has been harassed "by a co-worker, 
Supervisor, any City official, or individual outside of the City organization," the anti-harassment 
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guidelines of the Manual instruct the employee to "immediately notify his/her Department Head . 
of the facts of the incident or incidents and the name(s) of the individual(s) involved." (Ex. I, 
§ 7.5, Guidelines A.) Further, if the complaint is against "a member of the City Council, the 
Employee should report the complaint to the Mayor." (Ex. !, § 7.5, Guidelines B.) 
29. The Manual further prohibits retaliation against a person "for filing a harassment 
charge or making a harassment complaint." (Ex. !, § 7.5, Guidelines G.) 
FACTUAL ALLEGATIONS SUMMARIZING VIOLATIONS OF THE 
IDAHO PROTECTION OF PUBLIC EMPLOYEES ACT 
30. Ms. Hammer realleges the allegations contained above as if the same were set 
forth in full herein. 
31. Throughout her employment by the City, Ms. Hammer was repeatedly and 
continuously harassed, physically and emotionally intimidated, and verbally abused by the 
conduct of Defendant Ribi. 
32. Ms. Hammer repeatedly reported the incidents of harassment, intimidation and 
abuse to Defendant Willich, Defendant King, or City Police Chief Cam Daggett. 
33. In retaliation for Ms. Hammer's complaints against him, Defendant Ribi sought 
confidential documents from other City employees, including at least Defendants Ek and 
Frostenson, in order to create the appearance of misconduct by Ms. Hammer. 
34. Defendants Ek and Frostenson distributed confidential documents regarding or 
relating to Ms. Hammer to, at least, Defendant Ribi and Defendant King. 
35. In response to pressures from and allegations of misconduct alleged by 
Defendants Ribi, Youngman, Briscoe, and King, which were allegedly supported by confidential 
employment documents supplied by Defendants Ek and Frostenson, Defendant Willich, along 
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with Defendants Ribi, Youngman, Briscoe, and Lamb, placed Ms. Hammer on administrative 
leave pending an independent special investigation. 
36. Following the conclusion of the City's special investigation in late December 
2011, Defendant Willich found Ms. Hammer to have done no wrong, and requested that she 
return to work immediately. Pursuant to the Manual, Defendant Willich's decision was final and 
binding. 
37. Following the swearing in of Defendant Briscoe as City Mayor in January 2012, 
Defendant Briscoe re-placed Ms. Hammer on administrative leave. A few weeks later, 
Defendant Briscoe, along with Defendants Ribi, Youngman, Suhadolnik, and Griffith, 
terminated Ms. Hammer from her position as City Administrator. 
38. Upon information and belief, Ms. Hammer was twice put on administrative leave 
and then fired in response to ongoing retaliation and pressures from Defendants Ribi, Briscoe, 
Youngman and King. 
39. Ms. Hammer suffered adverse actions when she was placed on administrative 
leave and then fired. 
40. Ms. Hammer suffered emotional distress and/or economic losses when she was 
placed on administrative leave and then fired. 
FACTUAL ALLEGATIONS OF VIOLATIONS OF THE 
IDAHO PROTECTION OF PUBLIC EMPLOYEES ACT, I.C. §§ 6-2101, et seq. 
41. Ms. Hammer realleges the allegations contained above as if the same were set 
forth in full herein. 
42. In or about the fall of 2008 through spring of 2009, Ms. Hammer worked with 
Defendant Willich in the development and/or amendment of certain written policies pertaining to 
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City finances and City Council operations, including but not limited to the budget policy, fund 
balance policy, revenue and expenditure policy, investment policy, debt management policy, 
Powers and Authorities of the Mayor and City Council, and a Mayor and Council Ethics Policy. 
Defendant Willich presented such policies to the Sun Valley City Council for review and 
adoption. 
43. During the development of such policies, Ms. Hammer was repeatedly contacted 
by Defendant Ribi, both telephonically and in person, regarding specific language he demanded 
be included in or deleted from the draft policies. Ms. Hammer told Defendant Ribi that those 
discussions were to be held with the entire City Council at a public City Council meeting, and 
that any changes Defendant Ribi was seeking needed to be approved by vote of the entire City 
Council. 
44. During each such confrontation, Defendant Ribi became hostile toward 
Ms. Hammer. In response to Defendant Ribi's aggression, Ms. Hammer directed Defendant Ribi 
to discuss the issues with Defendant Willich. 
45. During several of these confrontations, Defendant Ribi would stand in the 
doorway of Ms. Hammer's office, thereby prohibiting her ability to leave, and verbally chastise 
her for not doing exactly what he wanted her to do. 
46. After each such confrontation, Ms. Hammer discussed Defendant Ribi' s improper 
hostile conduct toward her with Defendant Willich. Defendant Willich told Ms. Hammer that he 
would discuss the hostile conduct with Defendant Ribi. Upon information and belief, Defendant 
Willich did discuss the same with Defendant Ribi. 
4 7. On or about April 16, 2009, a Sun Valley City Council meeting was held. During 
said meeting, Defendant Willich publicly stated words to the effect that City Council Members 
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have no authority to direct any City employee, including Ms. Hammer, to do anything. 
Defendant Willich further stated that City Council Members should instead direct all inquiries 
and requests to Defendant Willich himself. 
48. In or about early 2009, Defendant Ribi requested, and was provided, a Sun Valley 
Fire Department ("Fire Department") pager from Sun Valley Fire Chief Jeff Carnes. 
49. Normally, only members of the Fire Department are issued pagers once they have 
successfully completed extensive formal emergency response trainings and have officially 
become a member of the Fire Department. Defendant Ribi had not completed any such requisite 
trainings. Defendant Ribi has never been a member of the Fire Department. 
50. After he was provided a Fire Department pager, Defendant Ribi routinely 
appeared at the scene of emergency calls. In or about April of 2009, Defendant Ribi arrived at a 
call for a vehicle crash. Ms. Hammer, who was a member of the Fire Department, was on one of 
the response teams. Defendant Ribi began taking photographs of the scene. 
51. Subsequently, Ms. Hammer raised concerns with Sun Valley Police Chief Cam 
Daggett, Sun Valley Fire Chief Jeff Carnes, and Defendant Willi ch about the potential liability to 
the City from Defendant Ribi's presence at emergency calls and his taking of photographs of 
such events. At the next Local Emergency Planning Committee meeting, Ms. Hammer 
attempted to explain to Defendant Ribi the potential liability he could create for the City. 
Defendant Ribi became very angry at Ms. Hammer, raised his hands in the air and began shaking 
them, and said: "No, no, no, you don't understand!" He told Ms. Hammer that he was taking 
photographs of the events for his own personal use. 
52. Ms. Hammer explained to Defendant Ribi that if the photographs had no official 
City function, than he was just like any other non-City related individual and there was no good 
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reason for him to be allowed at emergency scenes and that he should be barred from talcing such 
photographs. Defendant Ribi became even more angry and red in the face, and raised his voice, 
shouting even louder at Ms. Hammer. 
53. Eventually, Fire Chief Carnes told Defendant Ribi that the pager needed to be 
repaired, and the pager was returned. Over the next few weeks, Defendant Ribi caused enough 
commotion over not having a Fire Department pager that it was returned to him. Upon 
information and belief, Defendant Ribi is still in possession of said pager. 
54. On or about May 14, 2009, a Sun Valley City Council meeting was held. Prior to 
that meeting, Ms. Hammer was repeatedly contacted by Defendant Ribi, both telephonically and 
in person, regarding what the City Council Priorities should be. He contacted her about the issue 
before those priorities were presented for discussion and approval the City Council. 
55. During those communications, Defendant Ribi demanded that Ms. Hammer malce 
changes to the language of the proposed City Council Priorities. During each confrontation, 
Ms. Hammer told Defendant Ribi that his requests were to be discussed with the entire City 
Council at a public City Council meeting and that any changes Defendant Ribi was seeking 
needed to be agreed upon by the entire City Council. Defendant Ribi became angry and hostile 
toward Ms. Hammer. In response to Defendant Ribi's aggressions, Ms. Hammer directed him to 
discuss the issues with Defendant Willich. 
56. Ms. Hammer thereafter discussed Defendant Ribi's hostile conduct toward her 
with Defendant Willich. Defendant Willich told Ms. Hammer that he would discuss the hostile 
conduct with Defendant Ribi. Upon information and belief, Defendant Willich did do so. 
57. On or about July 9, 2009, a Sun Valley City Council meeting was held. Prior to 
that meeting, Ms. Hammer was repeatedly contacted by Defendant Ribi, both telephonically and 
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in person, regarding the Amtrak Service Resolution that was to be discussed by the City Council 
at the July 9th meeting. During those communications, Defendant Ribi demanded that 
Ms. Hammer make changes to the language of the proposed Amtrak Service Resolution. 
58. During each confrontation, Ms. Hammer told Defendant Ribi that his requests had 
to be discussed with the entire City Council at a public City Council meeting and that any 
changes Defendant Ribi was seeking needed to be agreed upon by the entire City Council. 
Defendant Ribi became angry and acted with aggression toward Ms. Hammer. In response, 
Ms. Hammer directed Defendant Ribi to discuss the issues with Defendant Willich. 
59. Ms. Hammer thereafter discussed Defendant Ribi's angry and aggressive conduct 
toward her with Defendant Willich. Defendant Willich told Ms. Hammer that he would discuss 
the angry and aggressive conduct with Defendant Ribi. Upon information and belief, Defendant 
Willich did discuss the same with Defendant Ribi. 
60. On or about January 21, 2010, a Sun Valley City Council meeting was held. Prior 
to that meeting, Ms. Hammer was contacted by Defendant Ribi on several occasions, both 
telephonica!ly and in person, regarding the language that he demanded be included in the 
Sun Valley City Council Powers and Authorities and Code of Conduct being discussed by the 
City Council. 
61. During each such confrontation, Ms. Hammer told Defendant Ribi that those 
discussions were to be held with the entire City Council at a public City Council meeting and 
that any changes Defendant Ribi was seeking needed to be made by the entire City Council. 
Defendant Ribi became angry and acted with aggression toward Ms. Hammer. In response, 
Ms. Hammer directed Defendant Ribi to discuss the issues with Defendant Willich. 
62. Ms. Hammer thereafter discussed Defendant Ribi' s angry and aggressive conduct 
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toward her with Defendant Willich. At this time, Ms. Hammer specifically discussed with 
Defendant Willi ch that Defendant Ribi' s anger and hostility toward her was becoming a pattern 
of conduct. Ms. Hammer again described her repeated experiences of perceived verbal and 
visual abuse. Ms. Hammer and Defendant Willich discussed that Defendant Ribi's violent 
conduct seemed to result from Ms. Hammer refusing Defendant Ribi' s requests and therefore 
prohibiting him from getting what he wanted. Defendant Willich told Ms. Hammer that he 
would discuss this violent conduct with Defendant Ribi. Upon information and belief, 
Defendant Willich did discuss the same with Defendant Ribi. 
63. During the January 21,2010 Sun Valley City Council meeting, Defendant Willich 
again publicly reminded the City Council Members, and in particular Defendant Ribi, that City 
Council Members should contact him directly, not City personnel, regarding all City matters. 
64. Continuing through January 2010 until about the end of May 2010, Defendant 
Ribi continued to contact Ms. Hammer, both telephonically and in person, and repeatedly 
demanded that she make modifications to the language of the Sun Valley City Council Powers 
and Authorities and Code of Conduct that was still being discussed by the City Council. 
65. On each occasion, Ms. Hammer reminded Defendant Ribi of Defendant Willich's 
direction that City Council Members were to discuss such matters with Defendant Willich only, 
and not City employees. On each occasion, Defendant Ribi became angry and acted with 
hostility toward Ms. Hammer. In response to said confrontatio~s, Ms. Hammer directed 
Defendant Ribi to discuss the issues with Defendant Willich. 
66. In each instance, Ms. Hammer thereafter discussed Defendant Ribi's hostile 
conduct toward her with Defendant Willich. Defendant Willich told Ms. Hammer that he would 
discuss the angry and hostile conduct with Defendant Ribi. Upon information and belief, 
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Defendant Willich did do so. 
67. On or about March 23, 2010, a Sun Valley City Council meeting was held. Prior 
to that meeting, Defendant Ribi contacted Ms. Hammer, both telephonically and in person, 
regarding changes that he demanded be included in the Comprehensive Audited Financial Report 
being prepared by City staff. 
68. During such confrontations, Ms. Hammer told Defendant Ribi that he had no 
authority to make or request any changes to the audited financial statements, which had been 
prepared by independent auditors and were part of the Comprehensive Audited Financial Report. 
Ms. Hammer also told Defendant Ribi that the remainder of the Comprehensive Audited 
Financial Report was the responsibility of City staff, and not the City Council. Defendant Ribi 
became angry and acted with aggression toward Ms. Hammer. In response, Ms. Hammer 
directed Defendant Ribi to discuss the issues with Defendant Willich. 
69. Ms. Hammer thereafter discussed Defendant Ribi's improper angry and 
aggressive conduct toward her with Defendant Willich. Defendant Willich told Ms. Hammer 
that he would discuss the angry conduct with Defendant Ribi. Upon information and belief, 
Defendant Willich did do so. 
70. During the March 23, 2010 Sun Valley City Council meeting, Defendant Ribi 
angrily and in a hostile manner pounded with his fists on the table in front of him regarding his 
disagreement with Ms. Hammer on issues surrounding the Comprehensive Audited Financial 
Report. Defendant Ribi' s physical actions were directed at Ms. Hammer and his disagreement 
was with her. 
71. Also during the March 23, 2010 meeting, Ms. Hammer spoke with Defendant 
King, who was sitting next to her, about the inappropriate and frightening actions of Defendant 
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Ribi. Defendant King stated to Ms. Hammer that Defendant Ribi' s conduct was inappropriate 
and unacceptable.' After the meeting, Ms. Hammer further discussed Defendant Ribi's physical 
aggression and visual and verbal abuses toward her with Defendant Willich and Defendant King. 
Defendant Willich told Ms. Hammer that he would discuss the improper conduct with Defendant 
Ribi and, on information and belief, Defendant Willich did do so. 
72. On or about May 20, 2010, a Sun Valley City Council meeting was held. During 
that meeting, Defendant Willich again publicly told all City Council Members that they were not 
to verbally abuse, or interrogate, any of the City's employees. 
73. On or about June 3, 2010, a Sun Valley City Council meeting was held. Prior to 
that meeting, Ms. Hammer was contacted by Defendant Ribi, both telephonically and in person, 
regarding the Property Tax Levy Policy that was being discussed by the City Council. 
74. During those communications, Defendant Ribi demanded that Ms. Hammer make 
changes to language in the proposed Property Tax Levy Policy. Ms. Hammer told Defendant 
Ribi that those discussions were to be held with the entire City Council at a public Sun Valley 
City Council meeting and that any changes Defendant Ribi was seeking had to be made by the 
entire City Council. Defendant Ribi became angry and hostile toward Ms. Hammer. In response 
to such confrontations, Ms. Hammer directed Defendant Ribi to discuss the issue with Defendant 
Willich. 
7 5. Ms. Hammer thereafter discussed Defendant Ribi 's angry and hostile conduct 
toward her with Defendant Willich. Defendant Willich told Ms. Hammer that he would discuss 
the improper hostile conduct with Defendant Ribi and, upon information and belief, he did do so. 
76. On or about June 28, 2010, the Sun Valley City Council passed a Tentative 
Budget for Fiscal Year 2011 ("Tentative 2011 Budget"). 
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77. A day or two following the City Council's passage of the Tentative 2011 Budget, 
Defendant Frostenson discovered a math error that she had made in the calculation of the total 
amount of the Tentative 2011 Budget. Defendant Frostenson corrected the math error. The 
corrected amount was not presented to the City Council for further approval. The corrected 
Tentative 2011 Budget was approximately $200,000 less than what had been approved by the 
Sun Valley City Council. The corrected Tentative 2011 Budget was published by the City in the 
Idaho Mountain Express. 
78. Defendant Ribi saw the corrected Tentative 2011 Budget after it was published in 
the Idaho Mountain Express. After his review of the newspaper publication, Defendant Ribi 
called Ms. Hammer at City Hall. Defendant Ribi sounded very upset and agitated to 
Ms. Hammer. He immediately began berating her for the change in the corrected Tentative 2011 
Budget as published in the Idaho Mountain Express. 
79. Ms. Hammer attempted to discuss the matter with Defendant Ribi and offered 
several options for publicly resolving all of his concerns about the issue. Defendant Ribi yelled 
at Ms. Hammer, shouting words to the effect that she had no right to change the amount of the 
Tentative 2011 Budget after it had been approved by the City Council. 
80. Ms. Hammer suggested that Defendant Ribi speak with Defendant Willich so that 
they could decide the best way to proceed on the issue. Defendant Ribi became increasingly 
angry, abusive and hostile, and continued to berate Ms. Hammer in a threatening manner. 
81. Ms. Hammer was frightened by the tone and threatening manner of Defendant 
Ribi's voice and words. She told Defendant Ribi that he had no right to speak to her in that 
manner and that she was going to hang up the telephone, which she did. 
82. Ms. Hammer immediately contacted Defendant Willich and described the incident 




to him. She specifically told Defendant Willich that she had become seriously concerned about 
Defendant Ribi' s volatile emotional state and about his inability to control his anger and 
aggression toward her. Ms. Hammer also told Defendant Willich that she was becoming 
increasingly fearful of Defendant Ribi. Defendant Willich told Ms. Hammer that he would 
discuss Defendant Ribi' s behavior with him. Upon information and belief, Defendant Willi ch 
did do so. 
83. In or about the summer of 2010, Ms. Hammer, Defendant Willich, and Defendant 
King met and discussed the multiple events of hostile and abusive conduct by Defendant Ribi 
toward Ms. Hammer. 
84. Defendant King told Ms. Hammer that he had conducted legal research on the 
issue and decided that because Defendant Ribi was an elected official, there was nothing that 
could be done to discipline him. Defendant King stated that if Defendant Ribi were a City 
employee, Defendant Willich would have cause to fire Defendant Ribi for his harassing and 
hostile conduct. Defendant King advised Ms. Hammer and Defendant Willich that the only thing 
to be done was for Defendant Willich to continue to advise Defendant Ribi to refrain from acting 
in a harassing, abusive and hostile manner toward Ms. Hammer. 
85. In or about August through September of 2010, the City was negotiating a 
marketing contract with Sun Valley Marketing Alliance. 
86. Several times during that timeframe, Ms. Hammer was contacted by Defendant 
Ribi, both telephonically and in person, regarding the language of the draft marketing contract. 
During those communications, Defendant Ribi demanded that Ms. Hammer make changes to the 
language of the proposed marketing contract. His demanded changes had not been discussed 
with, or approved by, either Defendant Willich or the City Council. 
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87. Ms. Hammer told Defendant Ribi that his desired changes to the draft marketing 
contract had to be discussed with Defendant Willich and the entire City Council at a public City 
Council meeting. Ms. Hammer further advised Defendant Ribi that any changes he was seeking 
needed to be made by the entire City Council. 
88. Council Member Ribi became angry and hostile toward Ms. Hammer. In 
response to his demands and harassing conduct, Ms. Hammer directed Defendant Ribi to discuss 
the issue with Defendant Willi ch. Ms. Hammer thereafter discussed Defendant Ribi' s improper 
and hostile conduct toward her with Defendant Willich. Defendant Willich told Ms. Hammer 
that he would discuss the hostile conduct with Defendant Ribi. Upon information and belief, 
Defendant Willich did do so. 
89. On or about October 21, 2010, a Sun Valley City Council meeting was held. 
Prior to that meeting, Defendant Ribi contacted Ms. Hammer, both telephonically and in person, 
regarding a contract for audit services that the City was negotiating with Eide Bailly, LLP. 
During those communications, Defendant Ribi demanded that Ms. Hammer make changes to the 
language of the proposed contract for audit services. His demanded changes had not been 
discussed with or approved by either Defendant Willich or the City Council. 
90. Ms. Hammer told Defendant Ribi that his proposed changes had to be discussed 
with Defendant Willich and the entire City Council at a public Sun Valley City Council meeting. 
Ms. Hammer further advised Defendant Ribi that any changes he was seeking needed to be made 
by the entire City Council. 
91. Defendant Ribi became angry and hostile toward Ms. Hammer because she 
refused to succumb to his demands regarding the contract for audit services. In response to his 
demands and hostile behavior, Ms. Hammer directed Defendant Ribi to discuss the issue with 
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Defendant Willich. Ms. Hammer thereafter discussed Defendant Ribi's hostile conduct toward 
her with Defendant Willich. Defendant Willich told Ms. Hammer that he would discuss the 
hostile conduct with Defendant Ribi. Upon information and belief, Defendant Willich did do so. 
92. On or about November 18, 2010, a Sun Valley City Council meeting was held. 
Prior to that meeting, Defendant Ribi repeatedly contacted Ms. Hammer, both telephonically and 
in person, regarding the External Contract Policy that was being discussed by the City Council. 
During those communications, Defendant Ribi demanded that Ms. Hammer make changes to the 
language of the proposed External Contract Policy. Defendant Ribi's requested changes had not 
been discussed with or approved by the City Council. 
93. In response to his demands, Ms. Hammer told Defendant Ribi that his demands 
had to be presented to the entire Sun Valley City Council at a public City Council meeting. She 
also told Defendant Ribi that any changes he was seeking needed to be made by the entire City 
Council. Defendant Ribi became angry and hostile toward Ms. Hammer for not acquiescing to 
his demands. 
94. In response to the onset of anger from Defendant Ribi, Ms. Hammer directed him 
to discuss the issue with Defendant Willich. Ms. Hammer thereafter discussed Defendant Ribi's 
improper conduct toward her with Defendant Willich. Defendant Willich told Ms. Hammer that 
he would discuss the improper conduct with Defendant Ribi. Upon information and belief, 
Defendant Willich did do so. 
95. On or about March 17, 2011, a Sun Valley City Council meeting was held. Prior 
to that meeting, Defendant Ribi repeatedly contacted Ms. Hammer, both by telephone and in 
person, regarding several issues that were to be discussed at the March 17, 2011 City Council 
meeting, including but not limited to the City's Management Responses to the independent 
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auditors' Management Report, funding of consolidated dispatch services, and allowing City 
Council Members to have input in establishing City Council meeting agenda items. Defendant 
Ribi demanded that Ms. Hammer make changes to the language of the Management Responses 
to the Management Report. 
96. During one such in-person confrontation, Ms. Hammer told Defendant Ribi that 
any issues related to funding of consolidated dispatch services and establishing City Council 
meeting agenda items needed to be discussed either directly with Defendant Willich, or publicly 
with the entire City Council at the March 17, 2011 meeting. Ms. Hammer also told Defendant 
Ribi that she would not make changes to the Management Responses to the Management Report 
without direction from Defendant Willich. 
97. After Ms. Hammer refused to fulfill his demands, Defendant Ribi became very 
agitated and began pacing nervously in Ms. Hammer's office, shaking his hands in the air and 
saying in an agitated voice: "No, no, no! You don't understand!" Ms. Hammer was shaken by 
Defendant Ribi's conduct. Eventually, Ms. Hammer was able to defuse the situation and get 
Defendant Ribi to leave her office. 
98. After the incident in her office, Ms. Hammer discussed Defendant Ribi's 
physically hostile and verbally abusive conduct toward her and her growing fear of him with 
Defendant Willich and Defendant King. Defendant Willich told Ms. Hammer that he would 
discuss the conduct with Defendant Ribi and, upon information and belief, Defendant Willich 
did do so. Defendant King again advised Ms. Hammer that no disciplinary action could be taken 
against Defendant Ribi because he was an elected official. 
99. In or about late 2010 through early 2011, Ms. Hammer spent substantial amounts 
of time working with the City's external engineering firm, CH2M HILL, and Defendant Willich 
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preparing a detailed long-term Capital Improvement Plan ("CIP"). 
100. On or about April 7, 2011, a Sun Valley City Council meeting was held. Prior to 
that meeting, Ms. Hammer was contacted by Defendant Ribi, telephonically and in person, 
regarding multiple issues related to the draft CIP that was being submitted to the City Council for 
review and approval at the upcoming meeting. 
IO I. During one of the in-person confrontations, Defendant Ribi insisted that it was 
unnecessary for an engineer from CH2M HILL to be present at all subsequent CIP meetings. 
Ms. Hammer attempted to explain to Defendant Ribi that the engineer from CH2M HILL had 
developed the extensive spreadsheets incorporated into the CIP, that Ms. Hammer was 
unfamiliar with the details of the CIP spreadsheets, and that it was important for the 
CH2M HILL engineer to be personally present to make any changes in the CIP requested by the 
City Council. During that confrontation, Defendant Ribi refused to Jet Ms. Hammer speak and 
repeatedly said: "No, no, no - you don't understand!" 
I 02. Also during that confrontation, Defendant Ribi demanded that Ms. Hammer make 
substantive changes to capital project items that were included in the draft CIP, herself, without 
any input from or approval of either Defendant Willich or the City Council. Again, Ms. Hammer 
told Defendant Ribi that he had to discuss his proposed changes with either Defendant Willich or 
the entire City Council at the upcoming April 7, 2011 public City Council meeting. 
Ms. Hammer also told Defendant Ribi that all of the changes he was seeking regarding capital 
projects in the CIP needed to be made by the entire City Council. 
103. In addition to the substantive changes he wanted Ms. Hammer to unilaterally 
make to the CIP, Defendant Ribi was also adamant that multiple non-substantive modifications 
to the CIP, such as column sizes, colors and descriptions, be made. 
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I 04. When Ms. Hammer refused to make the substantive and non-substantive changes 
in the CIP as demanded by Defendant Ribi, he became livid and yelled at Ms. Hammer. 
Defendant Ribi yelled words at her to the effect that she did not know who she worked for, 
indicating that he believed she worked for him directly - not the City. Defendant Ribi's tirade 
continued to the point that Ms. Hammer became concerned that he would also become physically 
violent toward her. 
I 05. Throughout Defendant Ribi's violent outburst, Ms. Hammer did her best to defuse 
the situation. Eventually, Ms. Hammer was able to get out of her office, away from Defendant 
Ribi, and walked to a different part of the Sun Valley City Hall. 
I 06. Ms. Hammer thereafter again met with Defendant Willich and Defendant King, at 
which time she again expressed her concerns about Defendant Ribi' s emotional wellbeing, and 
his continuing harassment and abuse of her. Defendant Willich told Ms. Hammer that he would 
discuss the improper hostile conduct with Defendant Ribi. Upon information and belief, 
Defendant Willich did do so. 
107. On or about April 21, 2011, a Sun Valley City Council meeting was held. At that 
meeting, Defendant Willich again publicly and sternly warned the City Council, and in particular 
Defendant Ribi, that Defendant Willich would not tolerate any City Council Member directing 
any City employee on how to do their job. Defendant Willich also stated that City employees do 
not work for the City Council or any of its individual members. Defendant Willich explained 
that, by law, all City employees work for him, as the Mayor, not for the City Council. 
108. Following Defendant Willich's instruction and warning during the April 21, 2011 
City Council meeting, Defendant Ribi continued contacting Ms. Hammer directly and instructing 
her what to do in her job. 
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109. In or about May of 2011, Ms. Hammer met with Defendant King to discuss her 
ongoing complaints and concerns about Defendant Ribi. Defendant King advised Ms. Hammer 
that, based upon legal research he had conducted, because Defendant Ribi was an elected 
official, not a City employee, no disciplinary action could be taken against him. 
110. In or about June of 2011, Defendant Ribi told Ms. Hammer in a telephone call 
that he wanted her to be responsible for maintaining the City's website. Shortly thereafter, 
Defendant Ribi confronted Ms. Hammer in person, blocking the doorway of her office in the 
Sun Valley City Hall. He stated that Ms. Hammer should be working on the City's website. 
Ms. Hammer told Defendant Ribi that David Blampied, the Sun Valley Administrative Assistant, 
was responsible for keeping the City's website up to date. Defendant Ribi became very angry. 
He raised his hands in the air and began shaking them, shouting: "No, no, no! You don't 
understand!" 
111. Defendant Ribi said that David Blampied did not know how to keep the 
Sun Valley website up to date. Ms. Hammer told Defendant Ribi that she knew nothing about 
maintaining a website and suggested that he speak to Defendant Willich about the issue. 
Defendant Ribi then became more agitated and very angrily said words to the effect that 
Defendant Willich did not know how to do his job. 
J 12. Eventually, Defendant Ribi left Ms. Hammer's office. Ms. Hammer thereafter 
met with Defendant Willich and discussed Defendant Ribi's demands that she be in charge of the 
City's website. They again discussed Ms. Hammer's concerns about Defendant Ribi's hostile 
conduct toward her. Defendant Willich told Ms. Hammer that he would discuss the issues of the 
City's website and Defendant Ribi's hostile conduct with him. Upon information and belief, 
Defendant Willich did do so. 
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113. On or about July 20, 2011, a Sun Valley City Council meeting was held. Prior to 
that meeting, Defendant Ribi repeatedly contacted Ms. Hammer, both telephonically and 
personally at City Hall, regarding a contract with Cox Cable that the City was negotiating. 
114. During those communications, Defendant Ribi demanded that Ms. Hammer spend 
substantial amounts of time researching cable service contracts of other similar municipalities. 
Ms. Hammer told Defendant Ribi that she took direction from Defendant Willich, not from him. 
And, Ms. Hammer told him that she would speak to Defendant Willich about his request to 
expand research related to the Cox Cable contract. 
115. Defendant Ribi became angry and argumentative with Ms. Hammer. He angrily 
said words to the effect that Defendant Willich did not know what his job was. Ms. Hammer 
thereafter discussed Defendant Ribi' s hostile conduct toward her with Defendant Willi ch. 
Defendant Willich told Ms. Hammer that he would discuss the improper hostile conduct with 
Defendant Ribi. Upon information and belief, Defendant Willich did do so. 
116. Upon information and belief, or about August 2, 2011, Defendant Willich met 
with Defendant King at Defendant King's office in Ketchum, Idaho. The two met specifically to 
discuss Defendant Ribi's harassment and abuse of Ms. Hammer, as well as Defendant Ribi's 
mistreatment of several other City employees. 
117. Upon information and belief, after the August 2, 2011 meeting with Defendant 
Willich, Defendant King, without authority from either Ms. Hammer or Defendant Wi!lich, 
discussed in detail the harassment complaints and concerns about Defendant Ribi's conduct with 
Defendant Ribi. Defendant King never disclosed to Ms. Hammer or Defendant Willich that 
Defendant King had thereafter spoken with Defendant Ribi regarding the complaints against 
Defendant Ribi. 
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118. On or about September 15, 2011, a Sun Valley City Council meeting was held. 
During the meeting, discussion was held regarding acceptable methods for modifying budgeted 
line items. 
119. During a break, Ms. Hammer was trying to explain to Defendant Ribi the 
generally accepted accounting practices and procedures for modifying municipal budgets. 
Defendant Ribi became very agitated and continuously interrupted Ms. Hammer to tell her how 
he wanted the particular procedure done. Defendant Ribi's proposed budgeting procedure 
contravened the generally accepted accounting practices. 
120. Every time Ms. Hammer tried to speak to Defendant Ribi about the correct 
budgeting procedures, he would cut her off, raise his arms in the air and begin waiving his hands, 
saying angrily: "You don't understand!" As the conversation continued, Defendant Ribi became 
more and more enraged. 
121. Eventually, Ms. Hammer told Defendant Ribi that she was going to discuss the 
matter with Defendant Willich. At that point, Defendant Ribi raised his arms, turned toward 
Ms. Hammer and, in a physically threatening manner, yelled: "No! You will not talk to the 
Mayor!" 
122. In reaction to Defendant Ribi's physically and verbally violent outburst, 
Ms. Hammer was alarmed, immediately stepped back and away from Defendant Ribi, and stated: 
"Whoa!" As a result of Defendant Ribi's physical actions and yelling directed at Ms. Hammer, she 
was fearful of harmful or offensive contact with her body by Defendant Ribi. 
123. Ms. Hammer then turned away from Defendant Ribi and walked down the 
hallway of City Hall and back into the Sun Valley City Council Chamber where Defendant 
Willich, several City Council members and several City staff were present. Defendant Ribi 
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followed Ms. Hammer down the hallway and into the Sun Valley City Council Chamber, and 
acted as if nothing had happened. 
124. This incident was witnessed by City employee David Blampied. Upon 
information and belief, several City employees either witnessed Defendant Ribi's assault of 
Ms. Hammer or heard some or all of the altercation. 
125. Immediately following the City Council meeting of September 15, 2011, 
Ms. Hammer held meetings with Defendant Willich, Defendant King, and Sun Valley Police 
Chief Cam Daggett. During each meeting, Ms. Hammer described the physical altercation by 
Defendant Ribi. Ms. Hammer also expressed her concern over Defendant Ribi's increasingly 
agitated, erratic and threatening behavior, and sought advice on how to respond to Defendant 
Ribi. Police Chief Daggett suggested that Ms. Hammer shut and lock her door when she knew 
Defendant Ribi to be at the Sun Valley City Hall. He also suggested that Ms. Hammer consider 
recording her conversations with Defendant Ribi. In turn, Defendant King agreed that Police 
ChiefDaggett's suggestions were appropriate. 
126. Upon information and belief, Defendant Witlich spoke with Defendant Ribi and 
directed him to not act with aggression toward Ms. Hammer. Upon information and belief, 
Defendant Willich instructed Defendant Ribi to come to him with any request that Defendant 
Ribi would have otherwise sought from Ms. Hammer or any other City employee. 
127. Upon information and belief, in or about November 2011, Defendant Ribi and 
Defendant King directly contacted City employees, Defendant Michelle Frostenson and 
Defendant Kelly Ek, and requested employment documents regarding or relating to Ms. Hammer 
and Defendant Willich. Upon information and belief, Defendant Ribi was provided copies of 
confidential employment and payroll records by Defendant Frostenson and/or Defendant Ek. 
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128. Upon information and belief, in or about November 2011, Defendant Ribi and 
Defendant King further distributed the ill-gotten and allegedly accusatory confidential 
employment materials regarding Ms. Hammer to Defendants Youngman and Briscoe, and the 
men utilized said materials during communications between and among each other to craft a plan 
for Ms. Hammer's termination. 
129. On or about November I 0, 2011, prompted by Defendant Ribi, Defendants Ribi, 
Briscoe and Youngman called for a Special Executive Session of the Sun Valley City Council to 
be held on November 11, 2011. On or about November 11, 2011, a Special Executive Session 
was held. Upon information and belief, Defendants Ribi, Youngman, Briscoe, King, Willich, 
and Frostenson attended the meeting. 
130. Upon information and belief, during the November 11, 2011 meeting, prompted 
by Defendants Ribi and King, Defendant Frostenson presented the ill-gotten and allegedly 
accusatory confidential employment documents regarding Ms. Hammer to Defendants Willich, 
Youngman and Briscoe. Upon information and belief, Defendants Ribi, Youngman and Briscoe 
then demanded that Ms. Hammer be terminated or forced to resign. Upon information and 
belief, Defendant King provided legal advice to Defendants Willich, Briscoe (then Mayor-elect), 
Youngman and Ribi in furtherance of Ms. Hammer's termination. 
131. Following the November 11, 2011 meeting, Defendants Willich and King 
confronted Ms. Hammer in her office at Sun Valley City Hall. Defendant Willich told 
Ms. Hammer that she had been accused of theft, fraud and embezzlement. Defendant King told 
Ms. Hammer that they were considering pursuing criminal charges against her. Defendant 
Willich then told Ms. Hammer that he had been a directed by Defendants Ribi, Youngman and 
Briscoe, based upon Defendant King's legal advice, to seek Ms. Hammer's resignation. 
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132. After being informed of the accusations, Ms. Hammer requested specific 
information that supported the accusations. Ms. Hammer also requested an opportunity to 
address the Sun Valley City Council regarding the same. 
133. Ms. Hammer also advised Defendants Willich and King that she would not resign. 
134. Defendant Willich then told Ms. Hammer that he, personally, did not believe the 
allegations, and that he felt it was a "witch hunt." 
135. Ms. Hammer was never provided with any written allegations of misconduct 
against her. Nor was Ms. Hammer ever provided with any type of evidence in support of any 
claims of misconduct against her. Ms. Hammer was never allowed to address the City Council 
regarding said allegations. 
136. On or about November 13, 2011, Ms. Hammer's former legal counsel provided 
written notice to the City and its elected officials of the on-going harassment of Ms. Hammer by 
Defendant Ribi, which had culminated in the November 11, 2011 meeting and Defendants Ribi, 
Youngman, and Briscoe's attempt to force her resignation. That notice also requested that 
Defendant King recuse himself from any further proceedings regarding Ms. Hammer. Defendant 
King disregarded the request of recusal. 
137. On or about November 14, 2011, the Sun Valley City Council held a continuation 
of the November 11, 2011 Special Executive Session. Upon information and belief, the 
November 14, 2011 Special Executive Session was attended by Defendants Ribi, Youngman, 
Briscoe, King, and Willich. Following that Special Executive Session, Defendants Youngman 
and Briscoe voted in favor of a special investigation to be conducted by an independent 
investigator into the alleged accusations of wrongdoing by Ms. Hammer. Upon information and 
belief, the special investigation was also to examine the claims of harassment and assault by 
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Defendant Ribi against Ms. Hammer. Defendant Ribi voted against a special investigation being 
conducted. 
138. On or about November 18, 2011, Ms. Hammer was provided with written notice, 
prepared by Defendant King and signed by Defendant Willich, that she was being placed on 
administrative leave from her positions as City Administrator and paid-on-call firefighter/EMT. 
Ms. Hammer was provided with no explanation regarding the reason for being placed on 
administrative leave. 
139. In or about November 2011, Ms. Hammer filed a complaint in the Blaine County 
District Court and a complaint with the Idaho Human Rights Commission. Both complaints 
were regarding and relating to Ms. Hammer's claims of harassment and retaliation by the 
Defendants. By December 2011, all Defendants had knowledge of the District Court and Idaho 
Human Rights Commission complaints. 
140. In or about November 2011 through January 2012, Defendants Ribi, Frostenson, 
Briscoe, as well as the City's outside legal counsel retained to defend the City against Ms. 
Hammer's filed complaints, and upon information and belief other City representatives, 
continued harassing Ms. Hammer by making statements to and/or about her to the effect that if 
Ms. Hammer did not voluntarily resign, then the City would file criminal charges against her. 
141. In or about late December 2011, the City's special investigation was concluded. 
Based on the findings of the investigation, Defendant Willich determined that Ms. Hammer had 
done nothing wrong, and requested that she return to work immediately. Pursuant to the Manual, 
Defendant Willich' s decision was final and binding. 
142. On or about December 27, 2011, Ms. Hammer returned to her normal duties as 
City Administrator and paid-on-call firefighter and EMT. 
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143. On January 3, 2012, Defendant Briscoe was sworn into office as the Mayor. 
144. On January 4, 2012, Defendant Briscoe placed Ms. Hammer back on 
administrative leave. Ms. Hammer was provided with no explanation regarding the reasons for 
being re-placed on administrative leave. 
145. On January 19, 2012, Defendant Briscoe, following the unanimous vote of 
Defendants Youngman, Ribi, Suhadolnik, and Griffith, terminated Ms. Hammer from her 
position as City Administrator. 
146. Ms. Hammer has never been provided with any written explanation regarding the 
reasons for her tennination. Ms. Hammer has requested that the City hold a hearing and afford 
her due process to defend any allegations of misconduct. The City has refused to hold any sort 
of hearing regarding or relating to her tennination. 
147. Following Ms. Hammer's tennination, Defendant Briscoe prepared and/or 
authorized the publication of a written announcement regarding Ms. Hammer's tennination. 
Defendant Briscoe instructed and/or authorized the City to purchase newspaper advertisement 
space in the Idaho Mountain Express, where the press release was published, in the color red, 
within a day or two of her tennination. 
148. Following Ms. Hammer's tennination, Defendant Briscoe prepared and/or 
authorized the publication of at least two additional press releases by the City regarding or 
relating to allegations of misconduct and/or harassment of other City employees by 
Ms. Hammer. The press releases imply that Ms. Hammer was guilty of the alleged misconduct. 
Defendant Briscoe instructed and/or authorized the City to purchase newspaper advertisement 
space in the Idaho Mountain Express, where the press releases were published. 
149. Defendant Briscoe' s public statements have had a deleterious and harmful affect 
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on Ms. Hammer's ability to obtain new employment. 
150. Before and after Ms. Hammer's termination, Defendant Ribi did, and continues 
to, maintain a website and a blog; both of which recount and discuss allegations of misconduct 
and/or harassment of other City employees by Ms. Hammer. Content within Defendant Ribi's 
website and blog imply that Ms. Hammer was guilty of the alleged misconduct. 
151. Defendant Ribi's public statements have had a deleterious and harmful affect on 
Ms. Hammer's ability to obtain new employment. 
COUNT( 
RETALIATORY DISCHARGE PER IDAHO CODE§§ 6-2101, et seq. 
152. Ms. Hammer realleges the allegations contained above as if the same were set 
forth in ful) herein. 
153. At alJ times relevant hereto, Ms. Hammer had a valid and enforceable contract of 
employment with the City. 
154. During Ms. Hammer's employment as City Administrator, Defendant Ribi did 
intentionally instruct her and attempt to direct her work as City Administrator. Defendant Ribi 
also intentionaIJy harassed her, and then sought Ms. Hammer's termination after she repeatedly 
refused to fulfil) his demands. (See infra, ,n[ 42-145.) 
155. During her employment as City Administrator, Ms. Hammer made over twenty 
(20) complaints to Defendant Willi ch and/or Defendant King regarding Defendant Ribi' s 
harassment of her. (See infra, ,n[ 46-126.) 
156. Each complaint of harassment by Ms. Hammer was a protected activity pursuant 
to the Manual and Idaho Code§§ 6-2101, et seq. 
157. As a result of Ms. Hammer's refusals to fulfil) Defendant Ribi's unauthorized 
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demands for information, he verbally, physically and visually harassed Ms. Hammer. 
158. As a result of Ms. Hammer's complaints to Defendants Willich and King 
regarding Defendant Ribi's verbal, physical and visual harassment of her, Defendant Ribi, in 
concert with Defendants Briscoe, Youngman and King, did actively seek to terminate or force 
the resignation of Ms. Hammer. 
159. On November 18, 2011, Ms. Hammer was placed on administrative leave by the 
City. 
160. On January 4, 2012, Ms. Hammer was again placed on administrative leave by the 
City. 
161. Ms. Hammer was terminated from her position as City Administrator on 
January 19, 2012, by Defendant Briscoe following a unanimous vote of the Sun Valley City 
Council, then comprised of Defendants Youngman, Ribi, Suhadolnik, and Griffith. 
162. Ms. Hammer's persistent rejections of performing acts for Defendant Ribi, at his 
personal behest and for his personal purposes, caused Defendant Ribi to intentionally and 
detrimentally interfere with the intra-office relationships between Ms. Hammer and, at least, 
Defendants Ek and Frostenson. 
163. Ms. Hammer's persistent rejections of performing acts for Defendant Ribi, at his 
personal behest and for his personal purposes, caused Defendant Ribi to intentionally and 
detrimentally interrupt the daily operations of the City. 
164. As a result of Defendant Ribi's success in causing interference and discord 
between Ms. Hammer and at least Defendants Ek and Frostenson, these City employees provided 
Defendant Ribi with confidential City documents and other materials that allegedly implicated 
Ms. Hammer of wrongdoing. 
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165. Defendants Ribi and King presented such ill-gotten, accusatory materials to all 
other Defendants and commenced a campaign for the termination and public disparagement of 
Ms. Hammer. 
166. Ms. Hammer was twice placed on administrative leave from her positions as City 
Administrator and firefighter and EMT as a result of her persistence in reporting violations and 
suspected violations of the Manual by Defendant Ribi to Defendants Willi ch and King. 
167. Ms. Hammer was terminated from her positions as City Administrator and 
firefighter and EMT as a result of her persistence in reporting violations and suspected violations 
of the Manual by Defendant Ribi to Defendants Willich and King. Ms. Hammer was also 
terminated from her positions as a result of filing complaints with the Blaine County District 
Court and the Idaho Human Rights Commission. 
168. Some or all of the foregoing acts and/or omissions engaged in by Defendants Ribi 
and Briscoe were done outside of the course and scope of their employment and with malice or 
with reckless disregard of Ms. Hammer's protected rights. 
169. As a direct and proximate result of the unlawful and intentional reprisals against 
Ms. Hammer because she engaged in protected activities, Ms. Hammer has suffered severe 
economic damages, including but not limited to a loss of past and future wages, retirement 
benefits, medical benefits, other fringe benefits, and other losses to be proven at trial. 
Ms. Hammer has also suffered emotional damages, including but not limited to public ridicule, 
contempt, and hatred; embarrassment; emotional pain and suffering; and loss of enjoyment of 
life. 
ATTORNEY FEES AND COSTS 
Plaintiff has been forced to incur attorney fees and costs related to the prosecution of this 
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matter. Plaintiff is entitled to recover her reasonable costs and attorney fees pursuant to Idaho 
Code§ 6-2105(1), Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 54, and/or other applicable law. 
DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL 
Plaintiff hereby demands a trial by jury of no less than twelve ( 12) persons on all issues 
to be tried. 
NOTICE OF RESERVATION OF RIGHT TO AMEND 
Plaintiff reserves the right to ask the Court for leave to amend any and all of her 
allegations and counts contained herein to conform to the evidence of record and facts 
subsequently learned by Plaintiff. Plaintiff also reserves the right to amend any and all of her 
allegations and counts contained herein to include a claim for punitive damages. 
DEMAND FOR JUDGMENT FOR RELIEF 
WHEREFORE, Plaintiff prays for relief against the Defendants as follows: 
I. An order reinstating the Plaintiff to the same position held before she was 
wrongfully terminated; 
2. An order reinstating the Plaintiff's full fringe benefits and seniority rights; 
3. An award of special and general damages for injury or loss caused by each 
violation of the Idaho Protection of Public Employees Act, including but not limited to lost 
wages, benefits and other remuneration; 
4. An award of pre-judgment and post-judgment interest as allowed by law; 
5. An award of attorney fees and costs, or $20,000 as reasonable attorney fees and 
costs in the event judgment is obtained by default; 
6. Any further relief to which the Plaintiff is entitled as the Court may deem just and 
equitable, including the right to seek leave to claim awards of punitive damages. 
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DATED this 29th day of June, 2012. 
JONES & SWARTZ PLLC 




STATE OF IDAHO ) 
: ss. 
County of Ada ) 
The Plaintiff, being sworn, having read the foregoing, says that the facts set forth therein 
are true, accurate, and complete to the best of Plaintiff's knowledge and beli . 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORNTObeforemethis ;JfJ~ayofJune, 2012. 
My Commission expires: .s;/11/t~ 
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\X1dcome to the City of Sun Valley. We congratulate you on your decision to join us. We trust 
you will be happy with this decision. Every effort will be made on our pan: to accomplish this 
end. 
The City of Stm Valley has carefully sele~ you to be one of its Employees. We realize char 
our Strength and future grmvth depends directly on the efforu of all our Employees. Cities are 
successful due to the results obtained from sincere and enthusiastic Employees who work 
together as a teai.n to provide the highest level of services to residents a.11d visirors. 
All jobs are important ac the City of Sun Valley. No matter what your assignment may be, you 
can be assured that it is important and tbat the degree of efficiency and professionalism you 
de:nonstrate will have bearing on your foture and on the future of the City organization and 
che residents and visitors we serve. 
MISSION STATEMENT 
We, the Employees and elected officials of the City of Sun Valley, are dedicated to providing a 
positive envirorunent wherein the quality of life and economic well-being of ail who live, visit 
and work in Sun Valley may be preserved. 
111e success of the City of Sun Valley rehes on a moral sense of stewardship and adherence to 
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ACKNOWLEDGMENT OF RECEIPT 
,__ __________ .acknowledge receipt of tbe City of Sun Valley Pctsonnd 
Policies and Procedures Maoual and/or any amet1dments ot changes to the Manual. 
I understand that I have thirty (30) days to read and review the Manual and to fully uadastand 
the provisions in the Manual. 
I understand that this Manual is not a contract and cannot c.ceate a contn.ct 
I understand that r nm obligated to perfonn niy duties of employment in conformance with 
the provisions of the: Manual and my ::.dditional .rules, regulations, policies or procedures of 
the department in which I work whether or not I chooie to read the Manual or any 
amendments or chan~ co the Manual. 
··----------------





SECTION 1: GENERAL POLICIES 
1.1 PURPOSE 
The purpose of the Personnd Pol.ides and Pmuiun.>s Mt:l11UIU is to set fonh the standards, 
procedures, and regulations guiding employment with the Oty of Sun Valley. It is predicated 
on the belief rhac achievemem of the City's goals artd objectives rests primarily on the efforts, 
dedication and cooperation of the Employees. In order to maintain efficient and effective City 
services, it is essential that the rules and regulations governing pe:soru1el be dearly 
communicated and impartially admin.iscered Where federal law or funding source regulacions 
are in conflict v.-ith this Manual the City shall follow such l.aws or regulations as applicable. 
1.2 ESTABLISHMENT OF POLICIES AND PROCEDURES 
The Per,onnd Policies and Pnxrxiwes Manual. shalt be prepared and maintained by the City 
AdminiStQWr or his/her designee. In response to changes in applicable laws, regulations and 
.changing conditions within the City, the City Administrator shall periodically review and 
recommend additions, deletions or amendments to these policies to the Mayor and Council. 
Amendmems and revisions to the Manual shall be by resolution of the Mayor and the Ci.ty 
Cmmcil a...rid shall be approved prior t0 implementation. 
Ti1e Manual, ,virh all adopted amendments and changes, supersedes all previous policies not 
consistent with the provisions hereof. The Manual, however, i~ is not intended to be an 
exclusive source of rules and regulations concerning employment. Individual City depanmcnts 
are entitled co esca61ish work standards and procedures necessary to i.rnplem.."Ilt Gty poligr or 
to efficiently carry out the functions of the department, provided such standards do not 
diminish tb.e benefas or protections granted to Employees by City policy. 
The contents of this Manual are subjea; to modification at any time without notice. The City 
reserves the righ~ ro revise, supplement or rescind any of the provisions of the Manual as 
deemed appropriate. It is undernood chat any such modification may alter che rights and 
ob~crations of the City to its Employees. The Ciry reserves the right to change these pol.ides 
and procedures as the City deems appropriate. 
1.3 EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNI1Y POLICY 
The selection of aU City Employees and all employmem decisions, including classification, 
transfer, discipline and discharge will be made without regard to race, i:-e!igioa, gender, age, 
national origin. No job, or class of jobs, will be closed to any individual except where a mental 
or physical attribute, gender or age i~ a bona fide occupational qualification. It is the policy of 
Gey to comply as applicable with the lunericans with Disabilicies Acc. All objections co 
application of the City's Equal Employment Opporrunity Policy shall be brought co the 
aa:ention of the City Administrator or in the C.'lse of objection to actions undertaken by the 





1.4 AT WILL EMPLOYMENT 
The Pe:-sonnel Policies and Procedures Manual is nm a contract. All Employees 0f the Cicy 
are Employees~ At Will" and may be terminated at anytime with or without cause. 
1.5 EMPLOYMENT AGREEMENTS 
The City may enter into written employment agreements with any Employee. The provisions 





SECTION 2: ADMINISTRATION OF PERSONNEL POLICIES Al\iD 
PROCEDURES 
2.1 GENERAL ADMINISTRATION 
Authority for the administration of Personnd Policies and Procedures is delegated to the City 
Administrator, who is responsible to and directed b}' the Mayor, and who is responsible for 
the City's day-to-day operations. 
A. It shall be the responsibility of the City Administrator co p1-ovide interpretation 
and advice to Department :E-Ieads and Supervisory staff concerning the application 
of these policies and procedm-...s. The Qcy Admimscr.uor shall make the final 
determination of questions of interpretations of these policies and the application 
of these policies. 
B. City Attorney: As the legal counsel for the City, the City Attorney shall provide 
professional legal advice and services to the City Administrator and Mayor on 
matters related to these policies and procedures. 
2.2 DISTRIBUTION 
At the time of employmem, each Employee shall receive a copy of this Manual. It is the 
responsibility of the Employee to familiarize him or herself with the contents of the Manual 
and to acknowledge ics receipt in writing. Periodic updates or changes shall also be 
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SECTION 2: ADMINISTRATION OF PERSONNEL POUCIES AND 
PROCEDURES 
2.1 GENERAL ADMINISTRATION 
Authority for the administration of Personnel Policies and Procedu...-es is delegated to the City 
Administrator, who is responsible to and directed by the Mayor, and who is responsible for 
the City's day-to-day operations. 
A. It shall be the responsibility of the City Administrator to provide interpretation 
and advice to Department Heads and Supenr:isory scaff coqceming the application 
of these policies and procedures.. The City Administrator shall make the final 
det:1mination of questions of interpretations of these policies and the application 
of these policies. 
B. Qty Attorney: As the legal counsel for the Gty, the Gty Attorney shall provide 
professional legal advice and services to the City Administrator and Mayor on 
mai.'ters related to these policies and procedures. 
2.2 DISTRIBUTION 
At the time of employment, each Employee shall receive a copy of this Manual. It is the 
responsibility of the Employee to familiarize him or herself with the contents of the Manual 
and to acknowledge its receipt in writing. Perioclic updates or changes shall also be 





SECTION 3: EMPLOYMENT PRACTICES 
3.1 APPOINTING .ACTHORITY 
TI1:- appointment and discharge of the City Administrator, City Oerlc, Gzy Treasurer and City 
Anorney shalJ be made by the Mayor and approved by the majority of the City C:iuncil. AU 
other personnel shall be appointed or discharged by the Cicy• Administrator. 
3.2 ADMINISTR.A TION AUI'HORI1Y 
The City Administrator and Gey Attorney shall be directly supervised and evaluated by the 
Mayor. All other personnel, including the City aerk and City T:reasu..-er, shall be directly 
supervised and evaluated by the City Administrator. 
3.3 PERS01'i"NEL RECORDS 
Complete and pennanent records of the employment history of each current and former 
Employee of the Qcy shall be maintained by the City Administrator's office. These files shall 
:omain all documents pennitted by Federal and State law. No document shall be placed in a.., 
Employee's file without his/her knowledge and receipt of a copy of same. 
P:rsonnel records 31'! confidential documents and are oul;· to be reviewed by chose staff on a 
need to know basis. Such review is restricted to the Employee. the Employee's Supervisory 
chain, che City Administrator and the Mayor. 
The City Admiaistra:01· is responsible for assuring that the following infotmation and documents 
arc included in each Employee's Personnel File: 
1. TI1e original employment application and resume; 
2. A copy of i:he off er letter, 
3. Copies of all personnel act-ion forms, such as change of na.-ne or address, salary and 
wage adjustments, promotion or demotions, separations, disciplinary actions, or 
records of leaves of absences; 
4. Copies of perfom1a11ce appraisals; 
5. Copies or ail licenses and certificates pertinent t0 the job requirements; 
6. The Employee's signed statement of having received, read and understood the ut.y 
of Sun V.illey's Personnel Poljcies & Procedures Manual; and 
7. A copy of the Employee's background inves-.i.gation and verification of references. 
The Gty Administrator's Office will maintain separate Employee records as the Employee's 
Payroll Record File, which will include the following: 
1. A copy of the Employee's W-2 form; 
2 A copy of the Empioyee's Employment Eligibility Verification Form (Fmw I-9), 
required for all Employees by the U. S. Department of Juscice, Immigration and 




3. A copy of the Employee's PERS! application and authorization for salary deduction 
co provide for benefits; 
4. A copy of any aucboriz.acion for salary deduction for benefits; 
5. Copies of the Employee's selection of benefits; 
6. Time and attendance rer..ords; 
7. Payroll records; 
8. Wage garnishments. 
The confidentiality of all indi,~dual Employee records shall be Strictly enforced subject to che 
conditions outlined above. An Employee's Personnel File and Payroll Record File shall not he 
removed from the City Administrator's office except upon written approval of the Cey 
Adminis-i.rator. 
3.4 RECRUITMENT AND SELECTION PROCEDURES 
The employment hiring process will be comprised of the following stages: 
A. Vacancies: ·when a vacancy occurs, a request to fill the vacant position shall be 
prepared by the respeccive Department Head and presented to the City 
Admirtlstrator. It shall include infonnation pertinent to the decision of whether or 
not to fill the vacancy. The Cit}· Administrator shall review the budget to ensure 
that each vacancy is within its budgeted position ,illocation. The Ci9• Administ.tator 
shall also consider the availability of in-house candidates to fill the vacancy. 
B. Recruinnent Pro::ess: The recruitment process will begin when a request is received 
c\lld approved by the City Administrator. The C.ity Administrator will dctennine 
whether the recruitment will proceed as an "open competitive," a "closed 
promotional," Oi an "open/promotional" opporcunity. The City Adminisi-..rator shall 
detennine the recruiting sources to be used and the recruitment time period, taking 
into accoum the City's needs, recruitment strategy, and any special requirements of 
che position. 
C. Notice of Recruitment: Notice of all City recruitments mall be posted on the City's 
bulletin boards or other designated locations for a period of at least three business 
days. This nocice shall include the deadline for filing applications. 
D. fues of Examinations: 
1. Open Competitive: This recruia:nem shall be open to the public. Such 
recruitment shall be used to fill enny level vacancies, and vacancies above 
the entry level where sufficient qualified applicants for promotion are not 
available. 
2. Closed Promotional: This recruitment shall be open only to regular and 
probacion;ny Employees of the City who meet the nunimum requirements 





J. ~n and Promotional: ~'hen in the interests of the City, an external search 
is deemed necessary to fill a particular position, a promotional recruitment 
may also be open to the public. 
E. Appli;:at)on Process: All applications for employment shall be made on an official 
City application form. TI1e fonn will require infonnation covering a candidate's 
education, er.tining, experience, and other infom1ation deemed pertinent and 
allowable by law. When the position to be filled requires special or exceptional 
F. Selection Methods: Applicanrs for positions shall meet the minimum qualifications 
of the position for which they have applied Qualifications shall be evaluated on the 
basis of information provided on the application fonn, resume, and any 
supplememal documents required by the City, as well as on written and perfonnance 
test scores, interview scores and background investigations. 
3.5 APPOINTMENTS 
W:,en a candidate has been chosen for a position, the City Administrator shall prepa."'C an offer 
lercer. This letter will com:ain the following information: 
1. The position title; 
2. The effective da~e of hire; 
3. The wage/salary which will be offered; to include anr intent and purpose to adjusc 
salary not related to merit mcrease; 
4. The working hours; 
5. Notice chat the appointment is contingent upon i.11ccessful completion of a physical 
examinadon, if the position is in a classification which requires such; 
6. A copy of the job description; and 
7. A signarure block for the candidate to sign, indicating tlut he/ she has accepted the 
position under the above cirC1.unscanccs. 
A copy of :he offer letter shall be kept in the Employee's permanent personnel file. 
3.6 EMPLOYMENT OF RELA TTVES 
The City does not employ members of an Employee's immediate family, unless the City 




An Employee may requesc a transfer from one depamnem to another, providing the position 
thar the Employee wishes to transfer to is in the same classification series and that the position is 
an equal or lower classification in the series than the classification io which the Employee is 
currently. In addition, the Employee must meet the minimum qualifications for the position as 
set forth in tbe classification specification documents. 
The Employee sh.all direcc his/her request to the City Administraror. The request shall then be 
forwarded to the appropriate Depar..ment Head. Such requests sI1all be given consideration 
when a suitable vacancy occurs and .must be approved by the City Administrator. 
Th.is transfer policy is not designed to, nor does it create any contra.cc right, express or implied, 
to a transfer, nor does the City's refusal to gran~ an Employee's requ~ for transfer give rise to 
any claims ag:iinst it. The Cit}' reserves the right to fill any vacancy by transfer or by other 
recruitment means, as deemed appropriate by the City Administrator. 
3.8 RESIGNATIONS/DISMISSALS 
Upon a.'1. Employee's resignation or dismissal, records pertaining to the separation of the 
Employee shall re.main pa.."t of the Employee's permanent personnel file. 'foe City 
Administra:or shall ensure that separations from employment are handled in a marlller that '9i,i!I 
not imerrupt the orddy operation of City business. 
Upon separation from employment, an Employee shall be paid for any wages/ salaiy due and for 
all unused vacation time at the Employee's regular rate of pay within 48 hours of separation 
from service. In che evem of an Employee\ death, the estate of the Employee shall be paid all 
of the Empioyee's accrued salary and vacation leave. 
3.9 HOURSOFWORK 
The City Administrator shall determine the hours during which City office and depanments shall 
be open ta serve the public. The hours of work of individual positions may be proposed by the 
respective Depa.mn~nt Head and approved by the City Administrator in order to serve the needs 
of the City. 
The work schedule will nonnally provide for a work week of focy (4-0) hours within a seven-day 
period, from 8:0J a.m. to 5:00 p.m., including a lunch period. Other work schedub may be 
established by the City Administrator in order to meet the needs of specific City services. 
3.10 A ITENDANCE A.t"'\'D PUNCTIJAUTY 
Employees are expected to be at work on their nomially scheduled workdays, w1less they have 
received approval for an absence from their immediate Supervisor. An Employee who is absent 
from work for cl.tree (J) consecutive working days, without Supervisory authorization or a 




his/her job as of the last day of active employment, and will be declared to have volum:ariiy quit, 
unless the City subsequently determines that the absence was due to circumstances beyond the 
Employee's control. Because of overtime requirements, non-exempt positions should not begin 
work before their assigned time nor leave work later than their assigned ending time wichout the 
prior approval of their Supervisor. 
Non-exenlpt Employees who are more than ten (10) minures late to their assigned place of work 
are considered tardy. An Employee who regularly fails ~o arrive at work on time without a 
legitimate reason or who does not notify his/her Supervisor is subj ea: to disciplinary action. The 
Supen~sor shall determine whether the reason given is legitimate. Employees who cease and/ or 
leave work before the end of their assigned work day shall also be subjea to disciplina1-y action. 
3.11 WORK.SCHEDULES 
The City Administrator will work with the Department Heads to establish normal work 
schedules. The City retains the right to alter work schedules in order co best meet the needs of 
ch.e orga11.ization and of the public. 
S.12 RESIDENT REQUIREMENTS 
The Fire Chief, Ass:stant Fire Chief and Street Superintendent are required to reside within the 
incorporated limits of Sun Valley or Ketehurr_ The Qty ma}' on an annual basis provide a 
housing ,ilbwance or suitable housing to aid in the additional coStS of nearby !"esidency. In 
addition, emergency services departments may adopt restrictions on travel time JI1d dist,mce 
requirem~ms for Employees or volunteers in order to accomplish Employee response during 
emergenaes. 
3.13 CITI" VEHICLES 
Drivers of City-owned vehicles or drivers of private vehicles while on City business shall obey all 
traffic and speed laws. The use of seat belts is required a:: all times. Controlled subStances shall 
never be carried in a City vehicle or a private vehicle on City business, wr..h the exception of 
evidence by law enforcement officials. 
City-owned vehicles shall never be used for p1ivare purposes. When Employees are required co 
travel outside the City while on City business, Employees should use a City vehicle unless use of 
a private vehicle is approved by the Supervisor. 
The Fire Chief is pro,~ded City-owned vehicles which may be taken home and used during any 
work period for travel wirhin or out of the City. In the absence of the Fire Chief, the Assistant 
Fire Chief may use the City·o\vned vehicle during a11y worl-. period for travel within or out of the 
City. 
3.14 TRAVEL EXPENSES REIMBURSEMENT 





according to .he following: 
1. Prior co traveling outside the County, the Employee shall make written applicacion 
and obtain approval from the Supervisol' for the trip. Travel requests shall include 
an estimate of the costs involved 
2. Requests for reimbursement of expenses shall be submitted on a travel expenses 
f 01m. All expenditure receipts shall be submitted when a request for reimburse_ment 
is made. 
3. The City Adminiscrator will set maximum per diem allowances for meals. 
4. If an Employee is authorized ·to use his/her private vehicle for City business, 
mileage shall be paid at the race set by the Federal tax reimbursement rate. 
3.15 ELECTRONIC COMMl.i"NICATION SY5TEMS USAGE POLICY 
A. PURPOSE: The availability of elearonic comnnmicacion systems -within the work 
environment provides many opportunities for enhancement of product.ivicy and 
effectiveness. These systems also entail che opportunity for rapid tra11sfer and broad 
dissemination of sensitive macei.ial that can have damaging effects on the City of Sun 
Valley. its employees, and the public, if not managed properly. It is import3nt, t.lierefore, 
that the City of Sun Valley establish a policy which provides direction to City empio;-ecs 
regarding the purchase, lease, license and use of electronic com..,nunication systems. 
B. ADMINISTRATION: The City Administrator or her/his designee shall be responsible 
for the implementation of the Electronic Communication 5'ystem Usage Policy. 
C DEF1NITIONS: 
1. Electronic Communications System includes cell phones, PDA's, hardware, 
software, webpage, computers, electronic ma.ii systems (email), voice nlai.l systems, 
paging systems, electronic bulletin boards, Internet services, fax machines, mobile 
digital terminals (MDT), and any part of the aty of Sun Valley leased or acquired 
network sysrem(s) of any sort. 
2. Computer - A programmable eleC"..ronic devic.e that can store, retrieve, and 
process data, including any computer issued or maintained by the City of Sun 
Valley, including but not limited to both laptop and desktop versions, or any 
computer which is attached to or a part of the City of Sun Valley computer 
netwo1k 
3, Iiardware - The physical cornponentS of a computer, including the monitor, 
ke)•board, central processing unit, floppy drives, CD-ROM drives, external storage 
media, and all periphernl accessories, including but not limited to, network 
connections, printers, scanners, speakern, printer cables and mouse. 
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4. License -To permit or authorize the use of. 
5. Network System - The hardware and software ~·ruch provides for the 
interconnection of Ciq, computers. 
6. Programming - A sequence of coded inse,'Uctions chat can be inserted into a 
mechanism (such as a computer) to work out a series of instructions. 
7. Shareware - Compmer software that can be used and copied without charge. 
However, shareware is copyrighted and, if the copyright holder requests, a 
donation or fee must be paid if the software is used regulariy. 
8. Software - The entire set of programs, procedures and related documentation 
associated with a computer system/program. · 
D. PURO-iASES, COPYRIGHT AND LICENSES 
1. The purchase, lease, or license of all electr0nic co1rununicacion system hardware 
and software must be approved by the City Achninistrator or her/his designee. 
2. Copying of computer ~uftware owned by the City of Sun Valley shall be 
governed by the copyright agreement .. 
3. License agreements will be maintain~d by the City Administrator or her/his 
designee. The license agreement shall be the ultimate rule goveming the use of 
the software. Any act pennitted by th.is policy, but not permitted by the license 
agreement of the software program, shall be considered null and void. 
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4. Software registration must be completed for all software purchased by the City 
at the time of pw·chase and shall ii~ the Qty of Sun Valley as the purchaser and 
list the City Administrator as the coma.ct for inquiries as co the use of the 
product. 
E. GENERALREQLlREMENTS 
1. The eleccronic communication system is to be used for Qty business purposes 
only. 
2. Incidental personal use of the Intemet is allowed from time-to~time during 
breaks, including the lunch hour, to check for email on a personal, non-City 
account(s). 
3. All messages composed, sent, stored, copied or received via elearon.ic 
communication systems are the property of the City. These messages are not 




expectations of privacr in such messages. The Ciiy Administrator has the right 
to access, dose and/ or disclose aJJ messages sent via an dearonic 
communications system. Employees, therefore, should treat electronic 
communications with the same degree of propriety and prof essionalisrn as 
official correspondence. 
4. The City AdminiStrator shall regulate the requirements for City password usage. 
All employees shall change, alter, or modify their passwords as required by the 
City AdminiStrator. 
5. Confidential deccronic files must be professionally erased or storage devices 
containing these files removed from any computer or hardware device p1ior to 
the computer or hardware device being removed from the agency for servicing, 
repairs, or replacement. 
6. The Gty Administrator must be notified immediately when --
a. Sensitive information is or suspected of being lost or disclosed t0 
unauthorized parties. 
b. Unauthoriz.ed use of the electronic communications system has taken 
place, or is suspect.."(j of raking place. 
c. Passwords are lost, srolen, or disdosed, or are suspected of being lost, 
stolen, or disclosed. 
d. Any unusual system beha\'ior such as missing files. frequent system 
crashes, misrouted messages, and the like appear because it may indicate a 
computer virus infection or similar security problem. 
7. It is the intent of the City to provide the tools that eveiy employee needs to 
successfully complete assignments. Occasionally an employee is allowed to use 
his or her personal computer for City business subject to prior depmm~nt head 
approval and the following conditions: 
a. Any personal computer used for Cit.y business will be regulated by this 
policy as if it were a City purchased computer. 
b. Al! document files, emails, and any other type of ftle created on a 
personally-owned computer that is being used for Gty business is subject 
to the Public Records Law, and the employee who owns the computer 
musi: make the computer and its contencs available for inspection in 
accordance with that law at any time it is requested. 
8. The Ciq.· Administrator shall define the network server uses, organizational 
fo1mat, use of older/file protection, storage and other aspects of networlc 
capabilities. Employees have the responsibility to use the neLWOtk server 





9. Electronic commwucacions are subjecc to rhe provisions of Resolution 2006-05 
- Records Retention. 
10. An employee may indicate her/his affiliation with the City of Sun Valley in 
bulletin board discussions, chat sessions, and other offerings on the Internet. 
This may be done by explicitly adding certain words, or it may be implied. In 
such cases where the employee states her/his affiJiacion with the City, she/he 
mu~ also clearly indicate the opinions expressed are her/his own and not 
necessarily those of the City of Sun Valley. •· 
11. The use of electronic communication systems shall be in keeping with applicable 
Federal, State, local, civil and ctuTIL."lal laws. 
F. lJNATJTHORIZED ACl'IVITIES 
L No personally owned softv.rare applications or shareware software may be 
installed on a City computer, including, but not limited to, games, emertainment 
software, and screen savers unless written permission is given by the City 
Administrator and it is allowed by the licensing agreement of the software. 
2. No employee may tamper with, change, delete, reprogram, copy protected 
codes, enter into areas of the program reserved for programming. insert 
additional programming, or rename any computer software program purchased, 
leased, or licensed for use by the agency, unless it is authorized by the licensing 
agreement. No employee shall perform any repairs, installations, modifications, 
removal, or relocation of any computer hardware, peripherals, and associated 
components ·without first obtaining authori7..ation by the C.ity Administrator. 
3. Electronic transfer of files, software, or programs purchased by che City is not 
authorized unless it is allowed by the licensing agreement of the software 
product. 
4. Employees shall not use the email accow1t or passv.rord assigned to another 
individual to send or receive messages un1ess authorized to do so by the awner 
of the email accowtt. 
5. The electronic communication system shall not be used to solicit or proselycire 
for commercial ventures, religious or political causes, outside organizations, or 
other non job-related solicir.ations, or used for any personal commerce or 
purchases. 
6. The electronic communication S)'stem shall not be used to send (upload) or 
receive (download) copyrighted materials, trade secrets, or proprietary 
information. Failure to observe copyright or license agreements may result in 





7. No employee shall uciliu or cause any Gty-owned computer to utilize an 
automatic log-on. Employees are prohibited from leaving a City computer 
unattended while logged on. 
8. The encryption of files and the use of encl'yption programs are not pennitted on 
any City computer without the prior authorization of the City Administrator. 
9. No employee shall bypass or modi~, any imtalled security systems or menu 
interfaces without rh.e expressed permission of the City Administrator. 
10. No employee shall knowing!yinrroduce any computer virus into any part of the 
electronic communications system oper.u:cd by the City. Employees must use 
due care and caution to avoid inadvertenrly introducing computer viruses into 
any City computer by any means. Any material received which is suspect., e.g. 
multi?le copies of email with the same subject line information receiV"...d in rapid 
succession, should not be opened. 
11. Viewing, downloading, communicating and/ or transmitting material (for other 
d1.1n fow enforcement putpases) that is known to involve the use of obscene 
language, irnag:!s, jokes, sexually explicit materials or messages that disparage any 
?erson, group, or classification of i:idividuals is stridy prohibited fury 
employee who l1ses rhe City's equipment or network for th= purposes will be 
subjecL to an immediate, severe disciplinary response. 
12. Employees shall not use photographs or other material depicting City logos, 
vehicles, etc. on any personal or privately-owned home page. Personal/ private 
home pages shall be clearly id.encifiable as personal pages. 
13. Electronic communicarion o/5Cems are for the exclusive and sole use of City 
employee and shall not be used at any time by family members, friends or other 
persons not employed by tbe City. 
J-lJ 
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SECTION 4: JOB DESCRIPTIONS & SAL~RY PLAN 
4.1 JOB DESC1UPTIONS 
-
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!JI Employee positions in the City will have a job description whidt v.1ill include but is not limited co 
the position tide, statement of duties, required skills, knowledge and abilities, education and 
experience requirements. 111e job description will be developed by the Depanment Head and 
approved by the City Administrator. A review of each job description shall be conducted periodically 
by the City Administrator. The City Admin.iStrator may from time to time abolish certain job 
positions based upon the needs of the Gty. 
4.2 FULL-TfME AND PART-TIME STATUS 
The status of the position hdd with the Ocy may affect the status of obligations or benefits associaced 
wih City employment. The procedures for hiring, promotion and transfer of full-ti.me Employees 
shall be subject to the provisions of th.is Manual. Personnel actions concerning part-time or casual 
Employees are no! subject to guidelines set forth herein unless the Manual's provisions expressly 
provide rherefore. The primary, groups of Employees and their respective status is outlined as 
follows: 
A. FULL TIME REGUL.lill. ElvlPLOYEES 
L Employees whose typical work schedule calls for at least 30 hours of scheduled work 
during a seven (7) calendar day period Full-time regular Employees shall receive all 
Employee benefits provided by the City as such benefits now exist or may be 
subsequendy changed. 
2. Police Officer Idaho Post Certificazion: Any police office, obtaining an Idaho post 
certification shall be eligible for a regular employment srarus. 
3. The Police Department has selected a full time employment scheduling period 
of fourteen (14) days as allowed by FLSA. This scheduling may be chauged by 
the Police Chief with the approval of che City Administrator. 
B. PA.RT TTh1E REGULAR EMPLOYEES 
1. Employees whose typical work schedule calls for at least twenty (20) hours, but not 
as much as thirty (30) hours, of scheduled work dwing a seven (7) calendar day 
period. Pan-cime regular Employees shall receive reduced Employee benefits in 
accordance with policies adopted by the Council. The scope of benefits received 
may vary proportionatdy Vlith the number of hours typic...J~, scheduled for a pm-
time regular Employee. The nwnber of hours scheduled may also affect the 
Employee's obligation t.O participate in certain mandatmy state benefit programs. 





4.3 · SEASONAL & TEMPORARY EMPLOYEES 
This Section sets fonh policies governing the City's use of temporary and seasonal Employees, and 
volunteers. Except as specifically provided wichin this Section, volunteers and seasonal Employees 
do not have a.'ty rights as regular full or part-time Employees. 
A Seasonal and Temporary Employees may be employed on an as-needed basis by the 
City, not co exceed 1,000 hours per fiscal year (October 1 through September 30). 
Within budgetary constraincs, the City Admirustrator will have the authority to 
appoi.,t temporary and seasonal Employees. 
B. TI1e Oty Administrator will detennine the appropriate hourly rate of pay and 
benefits, if any. All Seasonal and Tempo1-a:y Employees will be retained with a 
written Letter of Employmem. 
4.4 VOLUNTEERS 
Volunteers may be uciliz.ed by the City in any capacity that is deemed suitable by the City 
Administrator. The number of volunteers being utilized by the City at any one time may vary by 
programmatic needs and the availability of volwiteers available with specialized skills or abilities 
which may be needed. 
Upon the initiation of the volunteer relationship, the volwiteer shall sign a "Volunteer Waiver Form." 
Volunteers shall submit a monthly log detailing the number of hours contributed to the City. The 
Ory will utilize volunteers to provide fire suppression services. 
The City shall provide coverage for all volunteers under the State workers' compensation ~stem as 
required by law. 111e Cicy Administrator will detem1ine the amount of hourly pay and conditions for 
such pay and/ or benefits, if any. 
4.5 EXEMPT EMPWYEES 
The City Administrator is authorized to evaluate each job position as necessary to determine whether 
it shall be "exempt" from certain work provisions as ~fined in the Fair Labor Standards Act (FLSA). 
The following positions have been determined robe "exempt": City Administrator, Police Chief, Fire 
Chief, Assista.'1t Fire Chief, Dim.tor of Community Development, Street Superintendent, City dexk, 






The City's policy is to recognize and compensate Employees for work performed within and 
beyond the norr:,al worl{ period. Accordingly, the City will maintain a Salary Plan. 
The Salaiy Plan shall include all job positions in the City except the Gty Administrator and 
City Arromey and shall set forth salary ranges for those positions. The City Administrator 
shall have the responsibility co develop and maintain the Salary Plan. The Sahu}• Plan will 
establish m.inimwn and maxir::mm salaries for ea.ch job position, with the exception of the 
City Adminismu:or and CiLy lutomey. The Salary Plan will be pres...onted to rhe Mayor and 
Gey Council for adoption. Every third year, commencing in April 2010, the City 
Administrator will updare the Salary Plan for regional market changes to ensure job posicions 
are competitive. (Amended by Resolution 2007-06) 
B. SALARY PIAN AD:Mll\IISTRATION 
The SalaJ.J' Plan shall be implemented and administered by the City Achninistrator who shall 
determine the rate of pay for each Employee. Movement in the Sal.uy P!.-,n is nor automatic. 
The City AdminiS'~rator reserves the right to change Employee salaries for any reason deemed 
appropri;:,cc including but not limited to job penom,am:e and the availability of Cii:y funds. 
In order to properly compensate Employees, salary detenninations shall be based upon che 
following: 
1. New Employees: The job qualifications, experience and education of the nevv 
Emp:oyee will be evaluated in determining a new Employee's starting sala.iy witlun 
the Salazy Plan. 
2.. Merit Increases; In order to properly compensate Employees, adjustments in salary 
sr.all be based on a merit pay syscem. Adjustments will not be automacic, but shall 
depend upon achieving an "above standard" rating or "outstanding" racing on an 
annual perfonnance evaluation or a six momh 
probationary pe:fomunce evaluation. Salary adjustments for those 
Employees achieving a rating won:hy of merit increase consideration shall fall 
within the salary plan range for chat positio:1, unless approved otherwise by the City 
Administrator. 
3. Employee Changes In Status: 
a. Promotions: An Employee who is promoted t0 a higher 
classification shall be placed in the higher salary range and will 
receive an increase not to exceed the maximwn rate in the new 




hire date for purposes of calculating annual benefits, but the date of 
promotion will be used for purposes of performance evaluations and 
merit consideration. 
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b. Volunta!y Demotion: An Employee who voluntarily is demoted shall be 
placed in the new job position salary range, at a step as dose as possible 
to his/her previous step and range. However, his/her salary shall not 
exceed the maximum rate for the new, lower salary range. 
c. Involuntary Demotion: An Employee who is involuntarily demoted as a 
result of disciplinary action may be placed in a new job position range 
and his/her salary reduced. 
d. Transfers: An Employee who transfers laterally to a classification with 
the same salary range shall retain his/her present salary placement. 
~ Employees who have reached Step 9 of their position's Salary Plan: 
4.7 PAY PERIODS 
Upon recei,~ng an exceUent performance evaluation, an employee who 
as reached Step 9 of thetr position's Salaiy Plan may be eligible for a 
2.5% pay increase. -
The City operates on J. biweekly par period which shall conm1ence on Monday and continue through 
che following second Sunday (two weeks). Employees shall receive pay for the prior two week pay 
period by 5 p.m. the follm:ving Thursday. If the Thursday is a holiday, the pay date will be che first 
business day preceding the holiday. The manner of distribution of paychecks will be determined by 
the Cicy Administrator. 
4.8 OVERTIME PAY 
A. OVE.RTTh-iE PAY FOR NON-EXEMPT E..\!IPWYEES 
The Fair Labor Standards Act (Fl.SA) stipulates chat overrime compensation shall be paid 
ro non-exempt Employees. All overtime must be authorized by the Supervisor in advance. 
Oven:ime pay will be administered as follows: 
L The Police Depamnent work period shall be fourteen (14) days as allowed under 
FI.SA. Overtime for nonexempt Employees will begin to accrue after eighty 
hour of work v.ithin the work period. Overtime will be compensated at a rate of 
pay equal to one and one-half times the Employee's regular hourly rate of pay. 
2. All other nonexempt Employees shall be entitled to ovenime pay for work 
perfom1ed in excess of forty ( 40) hours per week. Overtime will be compensated 
at a rate of pay equal to one and one-half times the Employee's regular hou...-iy 





3. The Employee may request to be granted compensatory time off v,rri:hout pay in 
lieu of receiving overcime pay consistent w-ith the appli9<1ble FLSA regulations. 
This request must be made each time ovenime hours are worked. The request 
should be directed to the Department Head, who may grant the request if time 
off would nor pose a disruption of operations and the delivery of services. 
Compensatory cime off will be ac the rate of one and one-half hours off for eac}i 
hour of overtime worked. 
4. Compensatory time acciual will not exceed 40 hours for any Employee. 
B. EXE.\.i._P'f EMPLOYEE OVERTIME 
It is anticipated thac exempt Employees will work more than 2080 hours per year. Exempt 
Employees are e:i..pected to manage workloads to meet the high quality service needs of the 
City, including the supervision of staff, and may have variations in the hours worked from 




SECTION 5: BENEFITS 
5.1 HOL1DAY5 
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The following eleven (11) holidays are observed: employee's birthday or anniversary, 
11artin Luther King, Jr. Day, Presidents' Day, Memorial Day, Independence Day, Labor 
Day, Veteran's Day, Thanksgiving Day, cne day after Thanksgiving, Christmas Day, and 
New Year's Day. 
Hoiidays which fall on a Saturday arc taken on Friday; chose wh.id1 fall on a Sunday are 
taken on a Monday. 
Police Officers are scheduled into eighty (80) hour rocations either for work or for a day 
off over finy-cwo (52) weeks. Officers who have a regular scheduled day off on a 
holiday shall be provided eight hours of compensatory rime off. Officers who are 
scheduled ;:o work on a holiday will be compensated with one (1) hour of compensatory' 
time off for each hour wo~d on the holiday. 
Any other Employee who is called into work during a designated holiday, in addition to 
being paid for the holiday, shall be paid time and one•half for each hour worked on the 
holiday. Compensation shall be either cash or compensatory time off, at the discretion 
of the Department Head. 
5.2 VAC'\.TIONLEAVE 
A. The purpose of vacation leave is to allow the Employee e1..1:ended rest and rejuvenation. 
Regular full-time Employees shall be provided annual vacation leave according to the 
following schedul!:: 
Years of Employruem Vacation Days 
Year 1 10 
Years 2-7 15 
Years8+ 2C 
B. Regular part-time Employees shall be provided vacation leave according te the above 
fom1ula in proponion to hours acruaUyworked in a cypical 40 hour work week. 
C. The following provisions apply to vacation leave: 
1. Employees are required to take a minimum of 80 hours of vacation per year, 
unless approved otherwise by the Employee's Supezvisor. Employees may 
begin taking accrued vacation time after six (6) months of employment. 
2. Employees may accrue a m3Ximum of one hundred (100) hours of vacation .. 





the Employee will cease accruing vacation leave until his/her accrual balance 
falls helms,, one hundred (100) hours. (Amended by Resolution 2007.06) 
3. Vacation Leave Conversion: With the approval of the Employee's 
Supervisor and the City Aaministracor, up to fony (40) hours of vacation 
leave may be convened to cash payment at the Employee's straight time rate 
each calendar year only if the Employee has used an equal amount of 
vacation leave ir. the previous 12 month period; for administrative 
purposes, no more :han two (2) requests for conversion during the 
calendar year will be allowed, and any hours of vacation leave counted in 
the first request for that year may not be counted in the second. 
4. Paid .holi~ays which occur during vacation leave will not be charged to 
vacation tune. 
S. Vacation must be scheduled and approved in advance with che respective 
Department Head, in order co ensure continued operation of City services. 
5.3 SABBATICAL LFA VE 
A. The purpose of the sabbatical is co allow che Employee e,,."tended paid time off from 
work t0 pursue a personal or professional interest, i:1ducling rest and relaxation. 
B. Employees will be entitled to fifteen {15 days) of paid sabbatical leave after completion 
of the firsr rhree years of employment and evezy four {4) years of employment 
thereafter. The following provisions ap?ly to sabbatical leave: 
1. The fifteen (15) days leave must be taken in the first year following ead1 
three year anniversary date or be forfeited, i.e., years 4, 8, 12, etc. 
2. There is no conversion of the sabbatical leave to cash payment at anytin1e 
including upon leaving the empioyment of the Gty prior to or during a 
sabbacical year. The sabbatical leave may be combined with other additional 
accrued vacation, if approved by the Supervisor. The sabbatical leave dates 
muSt be scheduled in consultation and with the approval of the Supervi~or. 
Ir is expected that the fifteen {15) days of sabbatical leave will be taken as a 
single block of time off. 
5.4 SICK LEA VE 
Sick leave shall be a benefit co all regular full-time Employees as .in assurance against a loss of 
income during the Employee's illness, injmy, or disability when the Employee is un.tble to fulfill 
!us/her job duties. Employees may also cake sick leave co care for a member of the immediate 
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Sick Leave Accrnal: Employees may accrue a mmcimwn of 720 hours of sick leave. 
Sick time accruals are forfeited at the tune of employment tennination and there is no 
cash equivalent payment provided by the City. 
Physician's Statement: The City may request a Physician's Statement for absences of 
moi-e than three (3) days. 
Duplication or benefits: Sick leave benefits are not to be drawn during such time as die 
Employee is drawing unemployment, workers' compensation, disability insurance, or any 
other similar benefits or payments, either from the City or from any other source except 
for personal, non-City related insurance benefits. 
5.5 MEDICAL INSURANCE 
The City provides to each Employee and his/her dependents a medical health insurance policy, 
which includes but is not limited to health and dental insw-ance. Due co the changing nature of 
medical insurance and the associated premiums, the current Medical Insurance Plan of the City 
will be on file with the Finance Manager/City Treasurer. Appendix A summarizes the current 
benefits and will be updated and attached to this Manual whenever changes in coverage or 
benefit are approved by the Mayor and City Council. 
5.6 FA.Iv!ILY CARE AJ'\U MEDICAL LEA VE POLICY 
To the extent nm already provided for under currenc leave policies and provisions, the City will 
provide family and medical care leave for eligible Employees as required by federal and state law. 
Appendix B secs forth certain rights and obligations with respect to the Federal Faintly and 
Medical Leave Act of 1993 (FMLA). 
5.7 LIFE INSURANCE 
The City may provide each Employee a Life Insurance Policy. Appendix C summarizes any 
current benefit. The Appe:::idix will be updated and attached to this Manual whenever changes in 
coverage or benefit are approved by the Mayor and Cky Council. 
5.S WORKERS' COMPENSATION INSURANCE 
All Employees are covered by workers' compensation insurance in accordance w1th state and 
federal law. An Employee who suffers a work related illness or injUI)' should check with the City 
Adnunistrator's office for further information. 
5.9 STATE u'NEMPLOYMENT INSURANCE, S0Cli\.L SECURITY BENEFITS 
ANDPERSI 
All Employees of the City are covered by these benefits in accordance with state and federal law. 
In addition, all regular Employees are covered by the Public Employees' Retirement System of 





5.10 SECTION 457 DEFERRED COMPENSATION 
All regufar full-time Employees and regular pan-time Employees who work more than thirty (30) 
hours per week are eligioie to panicipate in the City's optional deferred compensation plan. This 
plan, governed by IRS (Section 457) and state law, provides for the Employee to defer a portion 
of his/her income before taXes through payroll deduction. and provides for a variety of 
investment options. 
5.11 SPECIAL LEAVE 
A. PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPME!\.11' A.ND EDUCATIONAL 
The City encourages and supporu the continuing education and training of Employees. 
Job related training or education shall be approved ill advance by the Employee's direct 
Supeivisor, in consultation with the c.icy Administrator, and shall i.!lclude tuition, 
materials, a.1.d books. It shall be reimbursed to the Employee upon evidence of a 
passing grade. The approval of educational reimburseinent is not automatic; it is a 
discretionary benefit. The intent of the educational reimbursement policy is to cover the 
cost of individual classes only, on an infrequent basis. This policy is not intended to 
cover the costs associated v..ith the pursuit of associate, W1.dergraduate, graduate, or 
professional degree programs. Educational reimbursement, per this section, is academic 
ir. nat-u.re and is distinct from job related training, wmkshops, seminars, classes and/ or 
conferences. 
B. MILITARY LEA VE 
An Employee who is a member of the National Guard, or is in a reserve component of 
::he Armed Forces of the United States, or of the Public Health Services, shall be entitled 
to a leave of absence from City sen.,ice for a period not exceeding 15 calendar days in 
any one (1) calendar year period Such leave shall be granted with.out loss of time, pay, 
or other benefit.~ to which the Employee is emicled. When an Employee receives bona 
fide orders to temporary active or crnining duty, such military leave longer than 15 days 
in a11y calendar year shall be granted v.,ichour City pay. 
C. BEREAVEMENT LEA VE 
Bereavement leave of three (3) days is authorized in case of a deach. in the immediate 
family. Immediate family is defined as spouse, child, parent, parent-in-law, brother or 
sister. 
D. COURT APPEARANCE 
Any Employee required tn appear in coun: or before the Grand Jury as a juror, witness 




receive foll compensation as though he were actually on the job during such time. 
He/ she shall claim any -1.~mess or other fee tO which he/ she may be entitled by reason 
of such appearance and pay the same over to the Cn:y Treasurer to be deposited in the 
general fund 
E. LEA VE OF ABSENCE WTIHOL 'T PAY 
City Employees may apply for a leave of absence without pay for illnesses not otherwise 
covered by the City's family/medical leave policy. emergencies, or other compelling 
reasons. Tiie City Adminisrrator -v,1ill review the request and detennine whether to 
approve the leave. _A..11 applicable leave balances (i.e., sick, vacation, compensatory') must 
be exhausted before the leave without pay begins. 
1. Reinstatements: Except for a leave of absence without pay of less than 90 days 
duration. the Employee's position will not be held open. For Leaves beyond 90 
days duration, the Empioyee muSt appiy for reinstatement and will then be 
reinstated into the first available position of a similar classification and pay as the 
position vacated. 
2. Benefit accruals: No vacation, sick leave, retir.:mcnt, or other benefits will be 
paid or accrued during pe::iods of leave ·without pay. 
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SECTION 6: EMPWYEE EVALUATION 
6.1 EVALUATION PROCEDURES 
A STANDARDPROCEDURES 
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Full-time Employees shall receive a job perfonnance evaluation at six mon<::hs 
setvice and thirty (30) days prior to one year of service. Thereafter, performance 
evaluacio:is shall be conducted annually at the Employee's anniversary date. With 
the approval of the City Administrator, the dates of performance evaluations may be 
extended when 1} the Employee's performance needs improvement, and the 
Supervisor, with the concwrence of the City Administrator, determines that it is in 
the best interest of the City and the Employee to grant an extension to allow for 
improvement; 2) the Employee is on a leave of absence v.rithout pay for more than 
30 days; and 3) when circumstances indicate that the Employee has not had 
adequate rime to demonstrate suitability for regular status or continued employme11t. 
Each Employee will be evaluated to assess the pe1fonnance of that Employee in the 
job being performed for the City. Each evaluation will be given on rhe basis of the 
direct Supen~sor's observations of the Employee's perfonnance, the ac::uracy of the 
Employee's work in addition co rhc quantity and qualiry of the work. Each 
Supervisor will seek the input of ocher City personnel and input, where appropriate, 
from others outside of the City workforce who have a.n on-going knowledge of the 
Employee's work. 
1. The City ~rator shall provide to each Supervisor an appropriate 
Employee Appraisal Fann 
2. The Supervisor shall perform the following: 
a. Review the Employee's job description; 
b. Review Employee's Goals from the previous appraisal period. 
c. Complete the Employee Performance Appraisal Form 
3. The Employee will also complete a self-evaluation on the Employee 
Performance Appraisal Form. 
B. EVALUATION 
Each evaluation shall conclude with a meeting between the evaluated Employee 
and the immediate Supervisor in which the Employee will be provided with die 
w:rir;cen evaiuation prepared byche Supervisor. The Employee will be given an 
opportunity to respond to the evaluation. The Supervisor will e>'tablish 
perfomunce goals for the Employee for the next year and detail any work 






Any Employee shall have the right to appeal his/her perfonnance evaluation to the City 
Aclminiscrator by submitting his/her concerns in writing. The City .Adrrunistr.1.tor shall meet 
with the Employee to discuss the Employee's concerns. The City Administrator shall issue a 
written finding, either upholding the Employee's perfonnance evaluation, or returning it to the 
Supervisor for changes or revision. Any written materials from this process shall become part of 
the Employee's personnel file. The City Administrator's written findi:1g shall be final and there 




SECTION 7: STANDARDSOFCONDUCT 
7.1 PURPOSE 
Pltf000032 
This policy shall assure that all Employees are aware of imponant policies, procedures and 
regulations governing their employment with the City. In addition., the City expects chat this 
policy shall ensure chat Employees at all i:imes condu:t themselves in a manner that reflects 
favorably on the Ci{)' a.'ld builds and suppons the im~<'Tiry and credibility of the City 
organiz.,.tior_ Violation of any of the policies included in this Section may be grounds for 
disciplinary aaion, up co and including tenni.n.ation of employment, depending upon the severity 
of the violation. 
7.2 SAFETY POLICY 
Safety and health is th~ primary concern and responsibility of every, Employee working for the 
City. The City recognizes its obligation to provide adequate safety equipment, to train 
Employees in safe operations and practices, and to establish and enforce safety regulations. 
A.11 Employees are obligated to perform their assigned duties safety by following established safe 
wodt procedures, using the proper safety equipment, and by reporilllg or correcting unsafe acts 
or workplace conditions. 
7.J CONFLICT OF 11'\'TEREST 
Gey Employees are expressly prohibited from engaging in any accivi.ties which could represent a 
conflict of inceres-.: with cheir City employment. 
It is che responsibility of the Employee to nocify his/her Depattrnem Head •,vhen the 
Employee's circumstances or work assignment change and create a situation wherein a conflict 
of interest may arise. The Depamne.'1t Head will notify the City Administrator in writing of the 
potential conflict. The City Administrator, in consultation wich the Gty Anomey, shall make 
recommendation to the Mayor and Council as co what action should be taken to avoid the 
potential conflict of interest. 
7.4 CONFIDENTIALITY OF RECORDS 
Empioyees having access to confidential records such as personnel actions, medical records, 
payroll records, etc., shall maintain strict confidentiality of such records. City records may only 
be released or dissemina~ed by the Mayor, City Administrator or City Clerk in accordance with 
!:he publi:: records law.s of the Stace of Idaho. 
7.5 HARASSMENT POLICY 
The purpose of this pol.icy is to set forth the City's position prohibiting harassment by or against 
my of its Employees or applicants. The City's harassment pol.icy is in keeping with the City's 





harassment in any fonn, including verbal, physical and. visual harassment. 
A. Sexual harassment includes, bur is not limited to, making unsolicited and unwelcome 
sexual advances, requests for sexual favors and/ or orher verbal, physical, or visual 
conduct of a sexual nature which occi.:rs under the foliowing circumstances: 
1. Submission to such conduc: is explicitly or implicitly made a tenn or 
condition of employment; or 
2. Submission to or rejection of such conduct is used as the basis for 
~mploymenr decisions affecting the Employee or applicant; or 
3. Such conduct has the purpose or effeet of substantially interfering wich the 
individual's perfonnance and/or creating an intimidating, hostile or 
off ensivc work e..ivironrnent. 
B. Racial or ethnic harassment includes, but is nor limited to, ethnic slurs, jokes or 
other verb.ai or physical conduct relating to an individual's race, national 01igin, or 
ancesuy where such conduct: 
1. Has the purpose or effect of creating an intimidating, hostile, or offensive 
wmking environment; or 
2. Has the purpose or effect of unreasonably interfering wi::h an individual's 
work performance; or 
3. O,hetwise adversely :ufects an individual's employment oppommicies. 
C. Also similarly prohibited. is any form of harassment again~ a person because oi that 
pe:son's religious creed, physical handicap, medical condition, se,,...ual orientation, 
marital sta::us or age. 
Guidelines: 
A. An Employee who believes that he or she has been harassed by a co-wod,er, 
Supervisor, any City official, or individual outside of the City organtzation, should 
immediately notify his/her Department Head of the facts of the inc.idem or 
incidems and the name(s) of the individual(s) involved. 
B. If the complaint is against the Employee's Department Head, the Employee shouid 
report it directly to rhe City Administrator. If the complaint is against the uLy 
Administrator, or a member of the City Council, the Employee should repon the 
complaint to ~he Mayor. If the complaint is again£! the Mayor, the Employee should 
report it co the President of the C.Ouncil. 
C. A Supetv:isor or Department Head who is notified of a complaint or otherwise 
becomes aware of a violation of this policy must irrunediately notify the City 
Adminiscrator. Failure co do so may result in disciplinaxy action up to and including 
term.iii.a ti on. 
0. Once an incident has been brought to rhe attention of management, an investigation 
will be conducted by the City Administrator's office or other person designated by 




incident including, but not limited to, 
the totalit)' of the circumstances, the nature of the conduct, and the context in which 
the alleged incident occun-ed ihe City has the right to retain an independent third 
pa.rn,• to conduct the investigation. 
E. If the complaint is against a patron of City services, the City will take tbose steps 
within its power to investigate and eiiminate the problem. 
F. If a violation of thts policy is found to have occurred, the Employee who is found to 
have vi<:>lated this policy will be subject to discipline, up to and including 
tenninanon. 
G. Retaliation: Retaliation against a person for filing a harassment charge or making a 
harassment complaint is prohibited. Employees found to be retaliating against 
another Employee shall be subjeet to disciplinary action, up to and including 
termination. 
7.6 SL'BSTANCE ABUSE 
The City maintains a "zero-tolerance" policy toward the use or possession of illegal substances 
and roward an Employee being impaired or incapacitared by alcohol or any other corurolted 
substance. 
The 1mauthor.zed possession, consumption, transfer or sale of any illegal drug shall be grounds 
for immediate disciplinary action. 
An Empioyee may not, under a:iy circumstances, report to work impaired by or under the 
influence of alcohol or any illega] or comrolled substance. Any Employee who does repon to 
work under the influence of alcohol or a.11}' illegal or controlled drug will be relieved of duty and 
subject to d.isciplinaiy action. 
7.7 OUTSIDE EMPLOYMENT 
The City Ad.-ni.nistrator shall have the authori::.y to limit outside employment activities of Qty 
Employees when in his/her judgment that employment would create a potential conflict of 
interest, a potential breach of confidentiality on substantive matters of City business, or would 
have the potenjal co de~-imemally affect che Employee's ability to perfonn for the City. Prior to 
engaging in outside employment, Gey Employees must submit a written request to the C.ity 
Administrawrwho shall approve or deny the request within five working days. 
7.8 PROPRIETARY RIGHTS 
A.ny and all work products including software design, reports, and resea.rr..h analysis completed 
by City Employees while in the employ of the City are deemed to be the property of rhe City. 
No Employee may sell, copy, or otherwise use such information for outside economic gain 




7.9 DRESS AND PERSONAL GROOMING 
Employees shall at all ti.mes dress in a manner which reflects a professional image of the City. 
Cloching should reflect commonly accepted office standards and Employees should be well 
groomed at all times. Icerns including. but not limited to: halter tops, "spaghetti straps," 
extremely shon shorts, spandex shores, or wom or soiled jeans are neither appropriate nor 
acceptable during working hours. Employees in violation of this policy will be required to leave 
che premises a.,d return in appropriate an:irc, and rime taken to comply with this requirement 
will be at the Employee's own ex.pens~ 
7.10 SMOKE-FREE WORK ENVIRON~ENT 
It is the policy of the City to create and maim:ain a safe and healthful work envirorunent. 
TI1ercfore, the City is a smoke-free workplace. Consistent with this policy, all Ory buildings and 
vehicles are designated no-smoking areas. Employees desiring t0 smoke may do so in offs.ite 
locations dming their nomial lunch or break periods. 
7.11 GR..'\.TUITIES 
No Employee shall accept any fee, gift, or other valuable item in the course of performing the 
duties of his/her position. Employees may accept such items as candy, cake, cookies, or other 
items of nominal value which are imended to be appreciative in nature and which are made 
available for general office ::onsumprion or use. Meal expenses related to the conduct of City 
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SECTION 8: DISCIPLINE 
8.1 POLICY A...'\'D PURPOSE 
The putpose of this policy is to establish a disciplinary system to assure a fair and consistent 
procedure for the prevention and correction of Employee perfonn.mce deficiencies. It is the 
policy of the City to promote a positive discipline process wherein the objective is to assist the 
Employee to succeed in nis/her responsibilities whenever possible. 
8.2 SUPERVISORY RESPONSIBILITY 
I~ is the responsibility of each Supervisor to identify, evalu;11:e, and institute measures to correct 
perforrnance deficiencies. Supervisors are expected to utilize the following strategies: 
l. Conununicate and explain the Gr.y's expectations and performance standards. 
2. Comrnwiicate and explain the Gty's disciplinary policies. 
3. Provide Employee training, recognition, and feedback on pedonnance st:andards. 
4. C.Cmdua periodic performance reviews and appraisals. 
8.3 APPLICABILin· 
Tius policy shall apply to all regular full-time and regular pan-time Employees. It shall not apply 
to ch:: City Adminiscr.1tor, City Clerk, City Treasw-er, City Accomey. or a11y seasonal or 
temporary Employees, paid call firefighters or volunteers. 
8.4 CAUSES FOR DISCIPLINARY ACTION 
Any action or i."l.action which is a hindrance to the effective performa.'lce of City operations, or 
reflects dlscredit upon the City or its Employees, .vill be considered just cause for disciplinary 
action. Disciplinary action may be taker. for (but is nm: limited w) the following actions: 
1. Violation of any City policy, rule, or regulation, contained in these Personnel 
Policies or in any other Gty communication of general distribution. 
2. Violation of tbe Drug-Free Workplace Policy. 
3. Violation of lawful duty. 
4. Insubordination, including refusal to obey a reasonable order and promoting work 
unit insubordination. 
5. Absence from the workplace without prior authorization (w1excused or excessive 
absenteeism). 
6. Habitual tardiness or absences. 
7. Abuse of sick leave benefits. 
8. Failure ro perform assigned work in an efficient and acceptable manner. 
9. Abusive language or conduct toward the public or fellow Employees, or other 
conduct unbecoming a City Employee, including disrespect coward Supervisoiy or 




auchoricy over other Employees, or on or off-duty conduct which may bring 
discredit to the City. 
10. Being wasteful of Cicy materials, property, or time. 
11. Unacceptable interpersonal skills, 1:0 the extent that the workplace environment is 
below standard. 
12. Conviction of a wmkrelared felony. 
13. Use of religious, political. or fraternal influence for personal gain. 
14-. Theft. 
15. Personal a=ceptance of a fee, gift, or other valuable item in the course of the 
employee's worl, for the City. 
16. Release of confidential infmmation. 
17. Falsification of forms, records, or reports, including but not [irnited to time cards 
or job applications. 
18. Panicipating in unlawful harassment toward any member of the Cit}' staff or the 
public, including but not limited to sexual or racial har;issmeot. 
19. Violation of safely !av.rs, regulations, or guidelines. 
20. Use of position, City property, or confidential City infonnation for personal gain; 
or for the gain of others. 
$.5 FORNIS OF DISCIPLINARY ACTION 
Disciplinaiy aetion may rake any of the following forms, in any order, depending upon the 
seriousness of the infraction, the Employee's previous worl, histo.iy and longevity, and other 
relevant factors. Progressive. discipline shall be applied only where che Supervisor believes that 
the potemial for improvement and curative behavior is possible. 
A. pntl reprimand: An oral reprimand is a wa..--ning rather than a punitive action, and is 
designed to prevent the Employee from being placed in a position where formal 
discipline must be used. A Supervisor may make a brief note documenting the 
conversation and will retain the note for future reference. Documentation of an oral 
reprimand will not be placed in the Employee's personnel file. 
B. W1itten reorimand: A ,vritten reprimand is also intended t0 be a warning procedure; 
however, the written reprimand also serves to place the Employee on official notice 
char future abuse will result in a more severe fonn of disciplina..-y action. As such, 
the written reprimand will be placed in the Employee's personnel file. 
C. ~ension without pay: Suspension without pay is a form of discipline which is 
usu:illy taken either after a written reprimand has failed to correct the performance 
deficieng, or when the severity of the· violation is such thac it warrants a suspension 
without pay. 
D. Disciplinarv pmbation: Discipiin:uy probation is a form of discipline which is 
usually t.iken when a written reprimand or SUSf>"...rtsion without pay have failed to 
con-ec,: the perfonnancc deficiengr or when the severity of the violation is such that 
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probationary status. The Employee loses regular status, and must bring his/her 
perfonna..'lce up to a "Standard" racing in order to regain regular Employee status. 
E. ,?alarv reduction: A reduction in salary is the reduction of the Employee's salary to a 
lower step on the salazy range to which his/her position is assigned. This form of 
discipline may be used for any length of time that the City Administrator deems 
appropriate, md is generally bur not exclusively used when it is advantageous to 
have the Employee on the job bu, the seriousness of the violation or perlormance 
problem warrants more disciplin.uj1 action than a ~vritren reprimand. 
F. Involuntar;, demotion: A demotion to a lower classification may be used as a fonn 
of disciplinary action, when dismissal is not warra..'lted, or when the Supervisor feels 
that the Employee has the potential for correcting the misconduct. When demotion 
to a lower dassificacion occurs, the salary of the Employee will be equal to, or less 
than, the Employee's present sala.'}', at the discretion of rhe Supervisor a.'1d Gty 
Administrat-::>r. 
G. ;Qismis~* Dtsmisi.-al from City service may be necessary after other attempts to 
comet the performance deficiencies have failed or when the seriousness of the 
infraction is such that dismissal is warranted. 
S.6 ADMINISTRATION OF DISCIPLINE 
Tb~ fotlowing is a list: o{ positions with the authoiity to impose discipline 
l. The Employee's Supervisor may administer an oral reprimand and a wntten 
reprimand and recommend o.:her levels of discipline. 
2. Consi.tent wich 8.7 below, the City Administraror will review and approve all 
recommendations for suspensions without pay, disciplinary probations, reductions in 
salaiy, involuntary demotions, and dismissals from City service. 
S.7 INFOR.1\ilAL REVIEW 
A regular, full-time Employee shall have the right to :m Iufonnal Review regarding disciplinary 
actions consisting of suspension without pay, disciplinary probation, salaiy reduction, 
involuntary demotion, or dismissal from City employment v.•ithin 5 working days after receiving 
notification of the proposed disciplina.11 action. 
The following steps shali be followed in submitting and processing a request for an Informal 
Review. for purposes of riris Informal Revies,,r process, the City Administrator shall be deemed 
to be the Dep:u,:mem Head for all Employees. The Chief of Police shall be deemed to be the 
Department Head for the Police Depar::ment; the Fire Chief shall be deemed the Department 
I-lead for the Fire Department; and the Community Development Director shall be deemed the 





Step l: In disciplinary actions imposed by the Department Heads, the affected Employee may 
submit a request for an Informal Review of rhe disciplinary action t0 the City 
Adminis:rator within five (S) worki.ng days after receiving notification of the proposed 
disciplinary action. The Departmen: Head shall review the Employee's requeSt for an 
Informal Review and provide to the City Administrator any a.,d all relevant information 
regarding the proposed di~-ciplinary action within three (3) days after notification of the 
Employee's request for an Informal Review. 
Step 2: The City Acfrninistrator shall meet with the affected Employee and the Depamnent 
Head to t-eview the reasons for the proposed disciplinary action and any relevant 
infonnarion che Employee desires to submit in connection with the disciplinary action or 
the informario:i. and/ or events upon which the proposed disciplinary action is based. 
Step 3: Upon the conclusion of the Informal Review, the Cicy Administrawr shall prepare his 
decision in writing upholding, modifying. or rescinding the proposed disciplinary action. 
Step 4: If t..1.e affecred Employee is dissatisfied with the deciS1on of the City AdrninistratOr, then 
the Employee may request .:hat the City Administrator's decision be informally reviewed 
by rhe Mayor ·wich.i.., five (5) working days after receiving the Cicy Administrator's 
decision. The Mayor shaU meet wirh the City Admi.tiistrator and the Employee, review 
the Ernploye~·s written r!:!aterial and relevant info1n1arion regarding the proposed 
disciplinary action and provide his wriuen decision within three (3) days after the 
IT'.eeting. The decision of the Mayor shall be final and binding. 
In the event of disciplinary acrion proposed by the City Adrnfrtistrator acting in the capacity of 
the Depanment Head, such proposed disciplinary accion shall be reviewed directly by che Mayor 
consistem with Seep 4, above. The decision of the Mayor shall be final and binding. 
If th~ requt:st for an Infonnal Review is not initiated within the time limits established by this 
Section, then the right for an Infonnal Review shall be deemed to be waived. Any discipEnaiy 
action not i:aken to che ner. step of the Infonnal Review procedure wichin rhe time iimirs 
esrablished by this Section shall be considered settled on the basis of the last decision made. 
The time limits prescribed in this Section for che initiation and completion of the seeps of the 





MEDICAL INSUR4NCE PLAN 
CITY STAFF HEALTH REIMBURSEMENT A.RRANGEMENT 
ANNUAL ROLLOVER AND PORTABILITY POUCY 
Pltf000040 
Regence BlueShidd of Idaho has been selected by the city of Sun Valley to provide health 
insurance for its fulkime regular employees (adea.sc thirty (30) hours or more per week). The 
Health insurance plan includes a Health Reimbursement Arrangement (HRA) program. 
Individual employee HR.A accounts are established and annually the city appropriates funds to 
the HR.A account to hdp pay for employee deduaiblcs. 
It is tht- City's policy that at che end of each fiscal year, any unused ap?ropciacion funds in an 
individual's I-IR.A.. account may be rolled over into the next fiscal year. The m.u.,mum amount 
.:hat may be rolled over e:.ch year is seventy percent (70%) of the remaining funds. The fonds 
may be used in subseguent years for medical coses as authorized by Regence BlueShieki 
Vesting of rollover funds occurs ar the completion of three (3) years of full-rime employmenL 
Rollover funds will ar that time become available as a profitability payment to an employee 
should the employee leave City employmenL After year three (3), an employee, upon 
employment tem1ination, will be provided a payment of up to $1,SOO of any vested rollover 
funds. At the end of five (5) or more years of employment, an employee will be emitled to 
paymcm of up to $5,000 of any vested rollover funds. 
An employee receiving a profitability payment may choose co either have the payment made as 
income and, therefore, subje..:t to all applicable payroll taxes and payroll benefits or the employee 
may select that a payment or payments be made directly for another health insurance plan. 
MAYOR & COUNCIL HR.A PROGRAM 
The Mayor and Cow1cil are full-time employees of the City and are eligible to receive health 
inslU":lllce benefits equal t those provided to othe1· employees. In additio:i., the Mayor & Council 
may select to provide for their health insurance coverage through an existing health insurance 
program of their own or through a spouse's health insurance program. If one of rhese options is 
selected, the Mayor and/ or Councilperson(s} may still participate in the City's Health 
Reirnbursemem Arrangemem: (HR.A) program as follows:I 
1 The Mayor :and Cm.111ci1 are con~iderctl a unique class under thh pol.icy anci, therefore, other 
employees arc not eligible for this HRA Progrrut'.. 
r ... --1 
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1. The City will establish an individual HRA account for the Mayor and/ or· Councilperson 
and contribute $1,217.40 per month to the account. The maximum total contribution 
over a twelve month period is $14,608.80 and the 2period of time will be from January 1 
through December J 12 
2. The HRA account may be used by rhe Mayor and/or Councilperson(s) for the 
reimbursement of their health insurance premiums and/ or deductibles including all 
dependents on the program. 
3. The Mayor and/ or Councilperson(s) must present to ISC, the City's E-iRA account 
managers, acceptable proof of health insurance premium paymenc in order to be 
reirnbW"Sed (i.e. payroll documentation or premium invoice). 
4. The Mayor and/ or Councilperson(s) must present to 1SC acceptable proof of deductible 
payment in order to be reimbursed (1.e. doctor's receipt or Explanation of Benefits 
(EOB) from health insu."1lllce provider.) 
5. ISC will be responsible for verifying receipts and payroll deduction documentation and 
,viii make timely reimbursements for all eligible health insurance premium costs and 
deductibles. a.'ld deductibles. 
z The monLhly and m:u:imun: an..'1.uai Cio/ Comribution m the I-IRA a.:cot:rn:s is caicular.ed based upon the 
cuL1·em per e:nployce and dep:::Hkm prrmiwn a.,si; charged :,y Regence BlueShicld of Idaho (Health Insurance) 
and Me:Life (Demal Insurance) for Cicy employees and rhe Ciry's share of paid deduaibles in the cw:rellt 







Total per month: 
$ 84.40 (famil0 
Health 
$ 263 .00/ nom:h 
$ 316.00/rnonth 
$ 354.00/month (or $11!!/n)onth/cruld up to 3 childn~n) $ 30.00 
$ 933.00 
Totai ;=-year: $ 11,196.00 
$1,012.80 
Plus: City DeduC';ible P~ent: $ 2,400.00 
Total A.'1.nual HRA Account Contribution: $ 14, &08.80 





6. The maximum total reimbursement for the twdve-monrh HRA period is $14,608.80. 
7. At the end of the twelve-month period, or at anytime that the elected tenn of the Mayor 
and/ or Councilperson(s) should end, any remaining funds in the Mayor's or 
Councilperson(s) HRA. account will revert back to the City and ,1,ill be forfeited by the 
Mayor and/or Councilperson(s) if they do not have outstanding receipts to withdraw 






Right~ and obligations, which are not specifically set forth below, are sec forth in the Department 
of Labor regulations impiementi.ng th:! Federal Family and Medical Leave Act of 1993 (FlvlLA). 
Unless oth~isc provided by this article, "Leave" under chis article shall mean leave pursuant to 
cheB.1IA. 
A. Definitions 
L "l2-month period" means a rolling 12-month period measured bad.ward from the date 
leave is taken and continuous with each adcfo:ional leave day taken. 
2. "Child" mean~ a child under the age of lS years of age, or 18 years of age or older who is 
incapable of self -care because of a tnemal or physical disability. 
An Em?loyee's child is one for whom the Empioyee has acrnal day-ro-day responsibilit}' for 
care and includes a biological, adopted, foster, or s:epcbild. 
3, A child is "incapable of self-care" if be/ she requires active assistance or supervision to 
provide d;:uly self-care in three or more of the acrivities of daily Evi.'lg or i..'1SOU!llental 
activities of cLily iivir1g, such as c.uing for grooming and hygiene, bathing, dressing, and 
eating, cooking, cleaning, shopping, taking public cransporcation, paying bills, maintaining a 
residence, using telephones and direcwries, ere. 
4. "Parent" means the biological parent or an Employee or an individual who stands or stood 
in. kx:o para?tis (in place of a parent) to an Employee when the Employee was a child This 
renn does not include parents-in-law. 
5. "Spouse" means a husband or wife as defined or recognized under Idaho State law for 
purposes of marriage. 
6. "Serious health condition'' means an illness, injury, impairment, or physical or mental 
wndition that involves: 
a. Inpatient can: (L.e., an overnight stay) in a hospital, hospice, or residential medical 
care facility, including any period of incapacity (i.e., inability to work, o:· perform 
other regular daily activities due ro the serious health condition, treaonenc involved, 
or recovery there from); or 
b. O,minuing .:reaunent by a health care provider: A ~rious health condition 
involving continuing trearmem by a health care provider includes any one or more 




~ A period of incapacity (i.e., inability to work, or perfonn ocher regular daily 
activities due to serious health condicion of mart than three consecutive 
calendar days, and any subsequent treatment or period of incapacity relating to 
the same condition, that also involves: 
ii) Treatmen: rn•o or more times by a h~rh care provider, by a nurse or physicians 
assistant under direct supervision by a health care provider, or by a provider of 
health care services (e.g., a physical therapist) under orders of, or on referral, by 
a health care provider; or 
iii) Treatment by a health care provider on at least one occasion which results in a 
regimen of continuing treatment under the supervision of the health care 
provider. This includes, for example, a course of prescription medication or 
therapy requiring special equipment tO resolve or alleviate the health condition. 
If che medication is over the cotmter, and can be initiated without a visit to a 
health care provider-, i~ does not constiwce a r-egimen of continuing treatment. 
Any period of incapacity due to pregnancy or for prenatal care. 
A'1y period of incapacity or treatment for such incapacity due to a· chronic serious health 
condition. A chronic serious health condition is one which: 
i) Requires periodic visics for treatment by a health care pro,rider, or by a nurse or 
physician ·s assistant tmder direa supervision of a health care provider; 
ii) Continues ove1- a11 extended period of time (fr1cluding reaming episodes of a 
single w1derlying condition); and 
i) !vlay cause episodic rather than a continuing period of incapacity (e.g., asthma, 
diabetes, epilepsy, etc.). Absences for such incapacity qualify for leave even if 
the absence lasts only one day. 
A period of incapacity chat is penr.anent or long-term due to a condition for 
which creatmem may not be effective. The Employee or family member muse 
be under the contim.1.L11g supervision of, but need not be recei,~ng active 
treatment by, a health L"are provider. 
Any period of absence co receive multiple treatmencs (tncluding any period of 
recovery there from) by a health care provider or by a provider of health care 
sen~ces under orders of, or on referral by, a health care provider, either for 
restorative rurgeiy after an accident or ocher injwy, or for a condition that would 
likely result in a period of incapacity of more than three conseeutive calendar days 
in the ab;;ence of medical intetventiou or treatment. 
7 . .'.'._Health Care Pro1.-ider" means: 
1) A doctor of medicine or osteopathy who is authorized to praaice medicine or 
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surgery by the State of Idaho; 
2) Individuals duly licensed as a physician, sw·geon, or osteopathic physician or surgeon 
in another stare or jwisdiction, including anotb.ei- country, who directly treats or 
supervises treacmenc of a serious health condition. Podiatrists, dentists, clinical 
psychologists, optomenists, and chiropractors {limited to treannent consisdng of 
?vfa.'lual ma.'lipulation of the spine to correct a sublw.ation as demonstrated by X-
rays to exist) authoriz.ed to practice in Idaho and perfom1ing within the scope of 
their practice as defined under State law; 
2) Nurse practitione!"S and nurse-midwives and clinical social workers who are 
authorized to practice under State law and who are perfonningwithin the scope of 
their practice as defined under State law; 
3) C!1riscian Science practitioners listed with the First Church of Chri:;.t, Sciencist in 
Boston, Massachusetts; and 
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4) Any health care provider from "\\'hom aa employer or group health plan's benefits 
manager will accept certification of the existence of a serious health condition to 
substantiate a claim for benefits. 
B. Reasons for Leave 
L~ave is only penr.itted f-'.Jr the folJowing reasons: 
1) The hirch of a child or to care for a newborn of an Employee; 
2) The placement of a child with ar. Employee in connection with the adoption or foster 
care of a child; 
3) Leave t0 care for a child, parent, or a spouse who has a serious health condition; or 
4) Leave because of a serious health condition th.at makes the Employee unable to perfonn 
the functions of his/her position. 
C. Employee's Rights to Leave: 
A11 Employee is eligible for leave if the Employee: 
1) Has been employed for at least 12 months; :md 
2) Has been employed for at least 1,250 hours during the 12 month period 
immediately preceding the cornmencernem of the leave. 
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D. _,'\mount of Leave: 
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Eligible Employees are entitled to a total of 12 workweeks of leave during any 12-month 
period. 
E. lvfinimum Duration of Leave 
If leave is requested for the birth, adoption, or foster care placement of a child of the 
Employee, leave must be concluded within one year of the birth or placement of the child. 
In addition, the basic minimum duration of such leave is two weeks. However, an Employee 
is entitled to leave for one of these purposes {e.g., bonding with a newborn) for at least one 
da}', but less than two weeks duration on any two occasions. If leave is requested to care for 
a child, parent~ spouse or the Employee him/herself with a serious health condition, there is 
no minimum amount of leave tliat must be talcen. However, the notice and medical 
cen:ification pro,~sions of this policy musL be complied with. 
1. Spouses Both Empioyed bv the un: 
In any case in which a husband nnd wife both employed by the City are entitled to leave, 
che aggregate number of worlweeks of leave to which both may be entitled may be 
limited to 12 workweeks during any 12 month period if leave is taken for the birth or 
placement for adoption or foster care of th~ Employees' child (i.e., bonding leave). This 
limitation does not apply to aII}' other type of leave under this policy. 
F. Employee Benefits While on Leave: 
Leave under this policy is unpaid; however, rhe Employee may use sick, vacation, and/ or 
compensatory time as determined by the City. While on leave, Employees will continue 
to be covered by the City's group health insurance to the same e1.."tent that coverage is 
provided while the Employee is on the job. 
If an Employee fails co return to work after his/her leave entitlement has been 
exhausted or ei..-pires, the City shall have the right to recover its share of health plan 
premiums for the entire period, wtless the Employee does not return because of the 
continuation, recurrence, or onset of a serious health condition of d1e Employee or 
liis/her family member which would entitle the Employee to a !::ave, or because of 
circtimstances beyond the Employee's control The City shall have the right to recover 
premiums through deduction from any swns due the City (e.g., unpaid, wages, vacation 
pa}', ecc.). 
G. Substitution of Paid Accrued Leaves: 
\While on leave under this policy, as set fonh herein, an Employee may elect to 
concurrently use paid accrued leaves. Similarly, the City may require an Employee to 




an Employee to use Family and Medical Care Leave concun·ently v.'lth a non-Flvll...A. 
leave which is FMLA qualifying. 
1. EmP.lovee's Right to Use Paid Accrued Leaves Concurrently With Familv Leave: 
Where an Employee has earned or accrued paid vacation, administrative leave, 
compensatory rune, or sick leave, that paid leave may be subsrinm:d for all or part of 
any otherwise unpaid leave under this policy. 
2. "A..s for sick leave. an Emplgyee is entitled to use sick leave concurrently with leave 
under this oolicv if: 
a) The leave is for the Employee's ov;,n serious health condition; or 
b) The ieave is needed to care for a parent, spouse, or child with a serious 
health condition, and would be pennitted as sick leave under i:he City's sick 
leave policy. 
J. TI1e City's Righc ro Res_gire an Emplovee to Use Paid Leave ~'hen Using FMI;..A. 
leave: Employees must exhaust their accrued leaves concurremly with FM:LA leave 
to the same ex.em that Employees b..ave the right to use their accrued leaves 
conctuTemly with FMLA leave, with two exceptions: 
a) Employees are not required co use accrued compensatory time earned in lieu 
of oven::me earned pursuant to tile Fair Labor Scandards Act; and 
b) Employees will onl}· be required to use sick leave concurrently with Bvll..A 
leave if the leave is for the Employee's own serious health condition. 
4. The City's Right to Require an Enmloyee to Exhaust FMIA Leave Concurrem:ly 
w._ith Other Leaves: If an Employee takes a leave of absence for any reason which is 
FM1A qualifying, the City may designate that non·FMLA leave as running 
concum:ndy with the Employee's 12-week FM1A leave entitlement. 
5. Qg,'s and Em9:loyee's Rights If an Employee Requests Accrued Leave W"iiliout 
Mentioning the Fl\.11A: If an Employee requests to utilize accrued vacation leave or 
other accrued rime off wi.:hout reference ro a FMLA qualifying purpose, the City 
may noc ask the Employee if the leave is for a F.'MLA qualifying purpose. However, 
if the City denies the Employee's request and the Employee provides 
infonnacion that che requested time off is for a FMlA qualifying purpose, the 
City may inquire funher i..,ro the reason for the absence. If the reason is FMLA. 
qualifying, the City may require the Employee to exhaust accrued leave as 
described above. 
6. Medical Certification: Employees who request leave for their own serious health 
condition or to care for a child, par"..nt, or a spouse who has a serious health 
condition, must provide written certification from the health care provider of the 
individual requiring care if requested by the City. 
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If rhe leave is requested because of the Employee-'s own serious health condition, 
the certification must include a statemcnr rhat the Employee is W1able to w01k at all 
or is w1able to perfo1m the essential functions of his/her position. 
a) Time to Provide a Certification: W'hen an Employee's leave is foreseeable, 
and at least 30 days notice has been provided, if a medical cen:ificacion is 
requested, the Employee must provide it before the leave begins. When chis 
is not possible, the Employee muse provide the requested certification to the 
City withi"l the ,ime frame requested by the City (which must allow at least 
15 calendar days after the employer's request), unless it is not practicable 
'.!nder the patticular circurr,.scances to do so despite the Employee's diligent, 
good faith efforts. 
b) Consequences for Failure to Prm~de an Adequate or Tunely Certification: 
If an Employee provides an incompbi:e medical cenification, the Employee 
will be given a reasonable opporcun.ity to cure any such deficiency. 
However, if an Employee fails to provide 
a medical cenification within the time frame esrablished by this policy, the 
Cn:y may delay the taking of B..11.A leave unri1 the required cercificatLOn is 
provided. 
c) Recertification: The Ory may require a medical opinion of a second health 
care provider chosen and paid for by the Ciry. If the second opinion is 
diff erem from the first, i:he City may require the opinion of a third party 
provider, jointly approved by the City and the Employee, buc paid for by the 
City. The opinion of the third provider -will be binding. An Employee m.iy 
request a copy of che health care provider's opinions when there is a 
recertification. 
7. Imemuttent Leave or Leave on a Reduced Leave Schedule: If an Employee requests 
leave intermittently (a few days or hours at a time) or on a reduced leave schedule to 
care for an immediate fanmy member with a serious health condition, 
the Employee must provide medical certificacion that such leave is medically 
necessa1y. "Medically necessary» means that there must be a medical need for 
the leave and that che leave can best be accomplished through an intermittent 
or reduced leave schedule. 
Employee Notice of Leave: Although the City recognizes that emergencies arise 
which may require Employees to request immediate leave, Employees are requested 
to give as much notice as possible of their need for leave. If leave is foreseeable, at 
least 30 days notice is required. In addition, if an Employee knows that he/she ,vill 
need Leave in the future, but does nor k.nmv the exact date(s) (e.g., for the birth of a 
child or to take care of a newborn) the Employee shall inform his/her Supervisor as 
soon as possible that such bave will be needed. Such notice may be given orally. If 
the City determines that an Employee's notice may dday the granting of the leave 




Right w Reinsraiemem: Upon expiration of leave, an Employee is entitled to be 
reinstated w the position of employment held when the leave commenced, or to an 
equivalent position with equiYalent employrnent benefits, pay, and other terms and 
conciitions of employment. Employees have no greater rights to reinstatement, 
benefits an.cl other conditions of employment than if the Employee had been 
continuously employed during the FML.I\ period. 
~einstatemem U29n Return from Leave: If a definite date of reinstatemem has 
been agreed upon, at the beginning of the leave, the Employee will be reinstated on 
the dace agreed upon. If the reinsraremenr date differs from the original agreement 
of the Employee and the City, the Employee will be reinstated within cwo business 
days, where feasible, after the Employee notifies the employer of his/her readiness 
to return. 
Emplovee's Obligation to Petjoqicallv Reporr on His/Her Condition; Employees 
may be required co periodically report on their status and incent to return to wo1k 
This will help to avoid any delays to reinstatement when the Employee is ready to 
1·eturn. 
Firness for Dutv Cenificarion: As a condition of reins--...a-..e::iem of an Employee 
whose leave was due t0 the Employee's own serious health condition, which made 
the Employee unable to per.onn hi.s/her job, the Employee must obtain fimess for 
duty clearance from his/her health care provider that the Employee is able to 
resume sud1 work. Subsequent to obtaining such certification from his/her ovm 
health care provider, the Emplor...e must present this certification to the City 
physician who will issue a return to work certification. Failure to provide such 
cerrification will result in denial of reinstatemem. 
Reinstatement of "Key Employees": The City may deny reinstatement to a "key" 
Employee (i.e., an Employee who is among the highest paid 10% of all Employees 
of the City "Within 75 miles of the worksite) if such denial is necessary to prevent 
substantial economic cost to the operations of the City, and the Employee is nocified 
of the City's intent to deny re.instatement on such basis a;: the rime the employer 
dct:::nnines that such injurywould occur. 
Reguired Fonns: Employees must fill out or provide tbc follow1ng applicable forms 
in comection wirh leave under this policy. These fonns should be submitted to the 
E:nployee's Supervisor, who wiJl forward the request to the Ciw Administrator's 
Office, Employees must complete a "Request for Family or Medical Leave Fonn" 
prep;tred by the City. NOTE: EMPLOYEES WILL RECEIVE A RESPONSE 
TO THEIR REQUEST FROM 1HE CITY, WHIQ-I ~'Ill SET FOR1H 
CERTAIN CONDITIONS OF 1HE LEAVE. Employees must also tum in a 
Medical cen:ificaci;:,n - either forthe Employee's own serious health condition or for 
the serious health condition of a child, parent, or spouse, and must have on ftle an 







United Heritage has been selected by the City of Sun Valley to provide life insurance for its 
full-time employees. Coverage fo.r this insurance is provided by the C'..ity of Sun Valle}' and 
at no cost to employees. TI1e amouut of the life insurance provided is in the amounr of 
$50,000 per employee, however, the amount of the life insurance p1-ovidcd is reduced 
according to age once the employee .reaches the age of 65. 
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==~= 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BLAINE 
SHARON R. HAMMER, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
CITY OF SUN VALLEY; NILS RIB!; 
and De WAYNE BRISCOE, 
Defendants. 
Case No. CV-2012-479 
AMENDED COMPLAINT 
FOR DAMAGES AND 
DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL 
[I.C. § 6-2101, et seq.) 
COMES NOW the Plaintiff, Sharon R. Hammer, by and through her counsel of record, 
Jones & Swartz PLLC, and alleges and states the following: 
PARTIES, JURISDICTION, AND VENUE 
1. At all times relevant hereto, Plaintiff Sharon R. Hammer ("Ms. Hammer") was 
residing in the cowity of Blaine, state of Idaho. Ms. Hammer served as the City Administrator 
for the City of Sun Valley from June I, 2008 until January 19, 2012. Ms. Hammer also worked 
as a paid-on-call firefighter and EMT for the City of Sun Valley during this time. 
2. Defendant City of Sun Valley ("City") is a municipal corporation and political 
subdivision of the State of Idaho. As a body politic and corporate, the City has the power to sue 
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and be sued. Additionally, the City may be held to compensate for actions that implement, 
execute or violate a policy statement, resolution, ordinance, regulation, or decision officially 
adopted and promulgated by its officials, each of whom may be acting in good faith. 
3. Defendant DeWayne Briscoe is the current elected Mayor of the City, having 
been sworn into office on January 3, 2012. Prior to becoming Mayor, Defendant Briscoe was 
elected Council President for the Sun Valley City Council in or about January 2010, and acted in 
that position until January 3, 2012. Some or all of the alleged acts and/or omissions engaged in 
by Defendant Briscoe were done outside of the course and scope of his employment with the 
City and with malice or with reckless disregard for Ms. Hammer's protected rights. 
4. Defendant Nils Ribi acted as an elected Council Member for the Sun Valley City 
Council. Defendant Ribi's first term began in or about January 2006 through January 2010. 
Defendant Ribi's current term began on or about January 5, 2010, and will end in January 2014. 
Some or all of the alleged acts and/or omissions engaged in by Defendant Ribi were done outside 
of the course and scope of his employment with the City and with malice or with reckless 
disregard for Ms. Hammer's protected rights. 
5. This Court has original jurisdiction over this controversy pursuant to Idaho Code 
§ 6-2105(3). 
6. Venue is proper in this Court pursuant to Idaho Code § 5-402. 
FACTUAL ALLEGATIONS OF APPLICABLE CITY POLICIES 
AND ROLES OF CITY REPRESENTATIVES 
7. Robert Youngman is the current elected Council President of the Sun Valley City 
Council, having been sworn into office on January 3, 2012. Mr. Youngman was first sworn in as 
a City Council Member in or about January 2010. 
8. At all times relevant hereto, Adam King acted as the City Attorney for the City. 
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9. At all times relevant hereto, Kelly Ek was employed by the City as the Sun Valley 
City Clerk. 
I 0. At all times relevant hereto, Michelle Frostenson was employed by the City as the 
Sun Valley Finance Director/City Treasurer. 
11. Franz Suhadolnik is currently an elected Council Member for the Sun Valley City 
Council. Mr. Suhadolnik's current term began on January 3, 2012, and will end in January 2016. 
This current term is his first term as a City Council Member. 
12. Michelle Griffith is currently an elected Council Member for the Sun Valley City 
Council. Ms. Griffith's term began on January 3, 2012, and will end in January 2016. This 
current term is her first term as a City Council Member. 
13. At all times relevant hereto, but ending on January 3, 2012, Joan Lamb acted as 
an elected Council Member for the Sun Valley City Council. Ms. Lamb's former term ended on 
or about January 3, 2012. 
14. At all times relevant hereto, but ending on January 3, 2012, Wayne Willich acted 
as the elected Mayor for the City. Mr. Willich's former term ended on or about January 3, 2012. 
15. As a result of the City's national search of candidates, Ms. Hammer was 
appointed to the position of City Administrator by Mayor Willich following the unanimous vote 
of Council Members Briscoe, Ribi and Lamb, and former Council Member David Chase. 
16. The terms and conditions of Ms. Hammer's employment with the City were set 
forth in a written employment agreement. Pursuant to that employment agreement, 
Ms. Hammer's duties as City Administrator commenced on June 1, 2008. 
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17. The terms and conditions of Ms. Hammer's employment agreement were, from 
time to time, amended and/or extended by agreement between her and the sitting Mayor, as 
allowed for within the original employment agreement. 
18. On or about January 16, 1997, the City adopted its Personnel Policies & 
Procedures Manual ("Manual"), which has been amended from time to time. Attached hereto as 
Exhibit l, and incorporated herein by reference pursuant to Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure l 0( c ), 
is a true and correct copy of the Manual governing the City and its representatives at all times 
relevant hereto. 
19. Upon information and belief, the City has adopted other rules and regulations 
regarding ethical rules and professional responsibilities of City Council Members. Such other 
policies and rules may also have been violated by certain Defendants named herein. 
20. Pursuant to the Manual, Ms. Hammer, as City Administrator, was responsible to 
and directed by the sitting Mayor. From June 1, 2008 until January 3, 2012, Ms. Hammer was 
directly supervised by Mayor Willich. From January 3, 2012 until January 19, 2012, 
Ms. Hammer was directly supervised by Mayor Briscoe. 
21. Pursuant to the Manual, the City Attorney, Mr. King, was also directly supervised 
and evaluated only by the Mayor. 
22. As City Attorney, Mr. King was the legal advisor for the City. He was further 
obligated to provide professional legal advice and services to the City Administrator and Mayor 
on matters related to the City's policies and procedures. 
23. At all times relevant hereto, the City Administrator was Ms. Hammer. 
24. At all times relevant hereto, the Mayor was either Wayne Willich or Defendant 
DeWayne Briscoe. 
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25. Pursuant to the Manual, all other City employees, including the City Clerk and 
City Treasurer, were directly supervised and evaluated by the City Administrator, Ms. Hammer. 
26. The primary roles of City Council Members are to approve the appointment 
and/or discharge of certain City employees, and enact or modify ordinances and policies and 
procedures for the City. 
27. City Council Members have no authorized role in the day-to-day administration 
or operations of the City. 
28. City Council Members have no authority to direct another City employee in the 
administration of that employee's duties. No City employee is directly supervised by any City 
Council Member. Pursuant to the Manual, no City employee's job performance is evaluated by 
any City Council Member. Pursuant to the Manual, no City employee is allowed to provide 
confidential records to any City Council Member without approval from either the Mayor or the 
City Administrator. City Council Members have no authority to seek or take disciplinary action 
against any City employee. 
29. Within the Manual, the City expressly adopted a harassment policy that prohibited 
"harassment in any form, including verbal, physical and visual harassment" either "by or against 
any of its Employees." (Ex. I,§ 7.5.) 
30. When an employee believes that he or she has been harassed "by a co-worker, 
Supervisor, any City official, or individual outside of the City organization," the anti-harassment 
guidelines of the Manual instruct the employee to "immediately notify his/her Department Head 
of the facts of the incident or incidents and the name(s) of the individual(s) involved." (Ex. I, 
§ 7.5, Guidelines A.) Further, if the complaint is against "a member of the City Council, the 
Employee should report the complaint to the Mayor." (Ex. I,§ 7.5, Guidelines B.) 
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31. The Manual further prohibits retaliation against a person "for filing a harassment 
charge or making a harassment complaint." (Ex. 1, § 7.5, Guidelines G.) 
FACTUAL ALLEGATIONS SUMMARIZING VIOLATIONS OF THE 
IDAHO PROTECTION OF PUBLIC EMPLOYEES ACT 
32. Ms. Hammer realleges the allegations contained above as if the same were set 
forth in full herein. 
33. Throughout her employment by the City, Ms. Hammer was repeatedly and 
continuously harassed, physically and emotionally intimidated, and verbally abused by the 
conduct of Defendant Ribi. 
34. Ms. Hammer repeatedly reported the incidents of harassment, intimidation and 
abuse to Mayor Willich, Mr. King, or City Police Chief Cam Daggett. 
35. In retaliation for Ms. Hammer's complaints against him, Defendant Ribi sought 
confidential documents from other City employees, including at least Ms. Ek and 
Ms. Frostenson, in order to create the appearance of misconduct by Ms. Hammer. 
36. Ms. Ek and Ms, Frostenson distributed confidential documents regarding or 
relating to Ms. Hammer to, at least, Defendant Ribi and Mr. King. 
37. In response to pressures from and allegations of misconduct alleged by 
Defendants Ribi and Brisco and Messrs. Youngman and King, which were allegedly supported 
by confidential employment documents supplied by Ms. Ek and Ms. Frostenson, Mayor Willich, 
along with Council Members Ribi, Youngman, Briscoe, and Lamb, placed Ms. Hammer on 
administrative leave pending an independent special investigation. 
38. Following the conclusion of the City's special investigation in late December 
2011, Mayor Willich found Ms. Hammer to have done no wrong, and requested that she return to 
work immediately. Pursuant to the Manual, Mayor Willich's decision was final and binding. 
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39. Following the swearing in of Defendant Briscoe as City Mayor in January 2012, 
Defendant Briscoe re-placed Ms. Hammer on administrative leave. A few weeks later, 
Defendant Briscoe, along with Council Members Ribi, Youngman, Suhadolnik, and Griffith, 
terminated Ms. Hammer from her position as City Administrator. 
40. Upon information and belief, Ms. Hammer was twice put on administrative leave 
and then fired in response to ongoing retaliation and pressures from Defendants Ribi and Briscoe 
and Messrs. Y oungrnan and King. 
41. Ms. Hammer suffered adverse actions when she was placed on administrative 
leave and then fired. 
42. Ms. Hammer suffered emotional distress and/or economic losses when she was 
placed on administrative leave and then fired. 
FACTUAL ALLEGATIONS OF VIOLATIONS OF THE 
IDAHO PROTECTION OF PUBLIC EMPLOYEES ACT, J.C. §§ 6-2101, et seq. 
43. Ms. Hammer realleges the allegations contained above as if the same were set 
forth in full herein. 
44. In or about the fall of 2008 through spring of 2009, Ms. Hammer worked with 
Mayor Willich in the development and/or amendment of certain written policies pertaining to 
City finances and City Council operations, including but not limited to the budget policy, fund 
balance policy, revenue and expenditure policy, investment policy, debt management policy, 
Powers and Authorities of the Mayor and City Council, and a Mayor and Council Ethics Policy. 
Mayor Willi ch presented such policies to the Sun Valley City Council for review and adoption. 
45. During the development of such policies, Ms. Hammer was repeatedly contacted 
by Defendant Ribi, both telephonically and in person, regarding specific language he demanded 
be included in or deleted from the draft policies. Ms. Hammer told Defendant Ribi that those 
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discussions were to be held with the entire City Council at a public City Council meeting, and 
that any changes Defendant Ribi was seeking needed to be approved by vote of the entire City 
Council. 
46. During each such confrontation, Defendant Ribi became hostile toward 
Ms. Hammer. In response to Defendant Ribi's aggression, Ms. Hammer directed Defendant Ribi 
to discuss the issues with Mayor Willich. 
4 7. During several of these confrontations, Defendant Ribi would stand in the 
doorway of Ms. Hammer's office, thereby prohibiting her ability to leave, and verbally chastise 
her for not doing exactly what he wanted her to do. 
48. After each such confrontation, Ms. Hammer discussed Defendant Ribi's improper 
hostile conduct toward her with Mayor Willich. Mayor Willich told Ms. Hammer that he would 
discuss the hostile conduct with Defendant Ribi. Upon information and belief, Mayor Willich 
did discuss the same with Defendant Ribi. 
49. On or about April 16, 2009, a Sun Valley City Council meeting was held. During 
said meeting, Mayor Willich publicly stated words to the effect that City Council Members have 
no authority to direct any City employee, including Ms. Hammer, to do anything. Mayor Willich 
further stated that City Council Members should instead direct all inquiries and requests to 
Mayor Willich himself. 
50. In or about early 2009, Defendant Ribi requested, and was provided, a Sun Valley 
Fire Department ("Fire Department") pager from Sun Valley Fire Chief Jeff Carnes. 
51. Normally, only members of the Fire Department are issued pagers once they have 
successfully completed extensive formal emergency response trainings and have officially 
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become a member of the Fire Department. Defendant Ribi had not completed any such requisite 
trainings. Defendant Ribi has never been a member of the Fire Department. 
52. After he was provided a Fire Department pager, Defendant Ribi routinely 
appeared at the scene of emergency calls. In or about April of 2009, Defendant Ribi arrived at a 
call for a vehicle crash. Ms. Hammer, who was a member of the Fire Department, was on one of 
the response teams. Defendant Ribi began taking photographs of the scene. 
53. Subsequently, Ms. Hammer raised concerns with Sun Valley Police Chief Cam 
Daggett, Sun Valley Fire Chief Jeff Carnes, and Mayor Willich about the potential liability to the 
City from Defendant Ribi's presence at emergency calls and his taking of photographs of such 
events. At the next Local Emergency Planning Committee meeting, Ms. Hammer attempted to 
explain to Defendant Ribi the potential liability he could create for the City. Defendant Ribi 
became very angry at Ms. Hammer, raised his hands in the air and began shaking them, and said: 
"No, no, no, you don't understand!" He told Ms. Hammer that he was taking photographs of the 
events for his own personal use. 
54. Ms. Hammer explained to Defendant Ribi that if the photographs had no official 
City function, then he was just like any other non-City related individual, that there was no good 
reason for him to be allowed at emergency scenes, and that he should be barred from taking such 
photographs. Defendant Ribi became even more angry and red in the face, and raised his voice, 
shouting even louder at Ms. Hammer. 
55. Eventually, Fire Chief Carnes told Defendant Ribi that the pager needed to be 
repaired, and the pager was returned. Over the next few weeks, Defendant Ribi caused enough 
commotion over not having a Fire Department pager that it was returned to him. Upon 
information and belief, Defendant Ribi is still in possession of said pager. 
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56. On or about May 14, 2009, a Sun Valley City Council meeting was held. Prior to 
that meeting, Ms. Hammer was repeatedly contacted by Defendant Ribi, both telephonically and 
in person, regarding what the City Council Priorities should be. He contacted her about the issue 
before those priorities were presented for discussion and approval by the City Council. 
57. During those communications, Defendant Ribi demanded that Ms. Hammer make 
changes to the language of the proposed City Council Priorities. During each confrontation, 
Ms. Hammer told Defendant Ribi that his requests were to be discussed with the entire City 
Council at a public City Council meeting and that any changes Defendant Ribi was seeking 
needed to be agreed upon by the entire City Council. Defendant Ribi became angry and hostile 
toward Ms. Hammer. In response to Defendant Ribi's aggressions, Ms. Hammer directed him to 
discuss the issues with Mayor Willich. 
5 8. Ms. Hammer thereafter discussed Defendant Ribi' s hostile conduct toward her 
with Mayor Willich. Mayor Willich told Ms. Hammer that he would discuss the hostile conduct 
with Defendant Ribi. Upon information and belief, Mayor Willich did do so. 
59. On or about July 9, 2009, a Sun Valley City Council meeting was held. Prior to 
that meeting, Ms. Hammer was repeatedly contacted by Defendant Ribi, both telephonically and 
in person, regarding the Amtrak Service Resolution that was to be discussed by the City Council 
at the July 9th meeting. During those communications, Defendant Ribi demanded that 
Ms. Hammer make changes to the language of the proposed Amtrak Service Resolution. 
60. During each confrontation, Ms. Hammer told Defendant Ribi that his requests had 
to be discussed with the entire City Council at a public City Council meeting and that any 
changes Defendant Ribi was seeking needed to be agreed upon by the entire City Council. 
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Defendant Ribi became angry and acted with aggression toward Ms. Hammer. In response, 
Ms. Hammer directed Defendant Ribi to discuss the issues with Mayor Willich. 
61. Ms. Hammer thereafter discussed Defendant Ribi's angry and aggressive conduct 
toward her with Mayor Willich. Mayor Willich told Ms. Hammer that he would discuss the 
angry and aggressive conduct with Defendant Ribi. Upon information and belief, Mayor Willich 
did discuss the same with Defendant Ribi. 
62. On or about January 21, 2010, a Sun Valley City Council meeting was held. Prior 
to that meeting, Ms. Hammer was contacted by Defendant Ribi on several occasions, both 
telephonically and in person, regarding the language that he demanded be included in the 
Sun Valley City Council Powers and Authorities and Code of Conduct being discussed by the 
City Council. 
63. During each such confrontation, Ms. Hammer told Defendant Ribi that those 
discussions were to be held with the entire City Council at a public City Council meeting and 
that any changes Defendant Ribi was seeking needed to be made by the entire City Council. 
Defendant Ribi became angry and acted with aggression toward Ms. Hammer. In response, 
Ms. Hammer directed Defendant Ribi to discuss the issues with Mayor Willich. 
64. Ms. Hammer thereafter discussed Defendant Ribi's angry and aggressive conduct 
toward her with Mayor Willich. At this time, Ms. Hammer specifically discussed with Mayor 
Willich that Defendant Ribi's anger and hostility toward her was becoming a pattern of conduct. 
Ms. Hammer again described her repeated experiences of perceived verbal and visual abuse. 
Ms. Hammer and Mayor Willich discussed that Defendant Ribi's violent conduct seemed to 
result from Ms. Hammer refusing Defendant Ribi's requests and therefore prohibiting him from 
getting what he wanted. Mayor Willich told Ms. Hammer that he would discuss this violent 
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conduct with Defendant Ribi. Upon information and belief, Mayor Willich did discuss the same 
with Defendant Ribi. 
65. During the January 21, 2010 Sun Valley City Council meeting, Mayor Willich 
again publicly reminded the City Council Members, and in particular Defendant Ribi, that City 
Council Members should contact him directly, not City personnel, regarding all City matters. 
66. Continuing through January 2010 until about the end of May 2010, Defendant 
Ribi continued to contact Ms. Hammer, both telephonically and in person, and repeatedly 
demanded that she make modifications to the language of the Sun Valley City Council Powers 
and Authorities and Code of Conduct that was still being discussed by the City Council. 
67. On each occasion, Ms. Hammer reminded Defendant Ribi of Mayor Willich's 
direction that City Council Members were to discuss such matters with Mayor Willich only, and 
not City employees. On each occasion, Defendant Ribi became angry and acted with hostility 
toward Ms. Hammer. In response to said confrontations, Ms. Hammer directed Defendant Ribi 
to discuss the issues with Mayor Willich. 
68. In each instance, Ms. Hammer thereafter discussed Defendant Ribi's hostile 
conduct toward her with Mayor Willich. Mayor Willich told Ms. Hammer that he would discuss 
the angry and hostile conduct with Defendant Ribi. Upon information and belief, Mayor Willich 
did do so. 
69. On or about March 23, 2010, a Sun Valley City Council meeting was held. Prior 
to that meeting, Defendant Ribi contacted Ms. Hammer, both telephonically and in person, 
regarding changes that he demanded be included in the Comprehensive Audited Financial Report 
being prepared by City staff. 
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70. During such confrontations, Ms. Hammer told Defendant Ribi that he had no 
authority to make or request any changes to the audited financial statements, which had been 
prepared by independent auditors and were part of the Comprehensive Audited Financial Report. 
Ms. Hanuner also told Defendant Ribi that the remainder of the Comprehensive Audited 
Financial Report was the responsibility of City staff, and not the City Council. Defendant Ribi 
became angry and acted with aggression toward Ms. Hammer. In response, Ms. Hammer 
directed Defendant Ribi to discuss the issues with Mayor Willich. 
71. Ms. Hammer thereafter discussed Defendant Ribi' s improper angry and 
aggressive conduct toward her with Mayor Willich. Mayor Willich told Ms. Hammer that he 
would discuss the angry conduct with Defendant Ribi. Upon information and belief, Mayor 
Willich did do so. 
72. During the March 23, 2010 Sun Valley City Council meeting, Defendant Ribi 
angrily and in a hostile manner pounded with his fists on the table in front of him regarding his 
disagreement with Ms. Hammer on issues surrounding the Comprehensive Audited Financial 
Report. Defendant Ribi's physical actions were directed at Ms. Hammer and his disagreement 
was with her. 
73. Also during the March 23, 2010 meeting, Ms. Hammer spoke with Mr. King, who 
was sitting next to her, about the inappropriate and frightening actions of Defendant Ribi. 
Mr. King stated to Ms. Hammer that Defendant Ribi's conduct was inappropriate and 
unacceptable. After the meeting, Ms. Hammer further discussed Defendant Ribi' s physical 
aggression and visual and verbal abuses toward her with Mayor Willich and Mr. King. Mayor 
Willich told Ms. Hanuner that he would discuss the improper conduct with Defendant Ribi and, 
on information and belief, Mayor Willich did do so. 
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74. On or about May 20, 2010, a Sun Valley City Council meeting was held. During 
that meeting, Mayor Willich again effectively told all City Council Members that they were not 
to verbally abuse, or interrogate, any of the City's employees. 
75. On or about June 3, 2010, a Sun Valley City Council meeting was held. Prior to 
that meeting, Ms. Hammer was contacted by Defendant Ribi, both telephonically and in person, 
regarding the Property Tax Levy Policy that was being discussed by the City Council. 
76. During those communications, Defendant Ribi demanded that Ms. Hammer make 
changes to language in the proposed Property Tax Levy Policy. Ms. Hammer told Defendant 
Ribi that those discussions were to be held with the entire City Council at a public Sun Valley 
City Council meeting and that any changes Defendant Ribi was seeking had to be made by the 
entire City Council. Defendant Ribi became angry and hostile toward Ms. Hammer. In response 
to such confrontations, Ms. Hammer directed Defendant Ribi to discuss the issue with Mayor 
Willich. 
77. Ms. Hammer thereafter discussed Defendant Ribi's angry and hostile conduct 
toward her with Mayor Willich. Mayor Willich told Ms. Hammer that he would discuss the 
improper hostile conduct with Defendant Ribi and, upon information and belief, he did do so. 
78. On or about June 28, 2010, the Sun Valley City Council passed a Tentative 
Budget for Fiscal Year 2011 ("Tentative 2011 Budget"). 
79. A day or two following the City Council's passage of the Tentative 2011 Budget, 
Ms. Frostenson discovered a math error that she had made in the calculation of the total amount 
of the Tentative 2011 Budget. Ms. Frostenson corrected the math error. The corrected amount 
was not presented to the City Council for further approval. The corrected Tentative 2011 Budget 
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was approximately $200,000 less than what had been approved by the Sun Valley City Council. 
The corrected Tentative 2011 Budget was published by the City in the Idaho Mountain Express. 
80. Defendant Ribi saw the corrected Tentative 2011 Budget after it was published in 
the Idaho Mountain Express. After his review of the newspaper publication, Defendant Ribi 
called Ms. Hammer at City Hall. Defendant Ribi sounded very upset and agitated to 
Ms. Hammer. He immediately began berating her for the change in the corrected Tentative 2011 
Budget as published in the Idaho Mountain Express. 
81. Ms. Hammer attempted to discuss the matter with Defendant Ribi and offered 
several options for publicly resolving all of his concerns about the issue. Defendant Ribi yelled 
at Ms. Hammer, shouting words to the effect that she had no right to change the amount of the 
Tentative 2011 Budget after it had been approved by the City Council. 
82. Ms. Hammer suggested that Defendant Ribi speak with Mayor Willich so that 
they could decide the best way to proceed on the issue. Defendant Ribi became increasingly 
angry, abusive and hostile, and continued to berate Ms. Hammer in a threatening manner. 
83. Ms. Hammer was frightened by the tone and threatening manner of Defendant 
Ribi's voice and words. She told Defendant Ribi that he had no right to speak to her in that 
manner and that she was going to hang up the telephone, which she did. 
84. Ms. Hammer immediately contacted Mayor Willich and described the incident to 
him. She specifically told Mayor Willich that she had become seriously concerned about 
Defendant Ribi's volatile emotional state and about his inability to control his anger and 
aggression toward her. Ms. Hammer also told Mayor Willich that she was becoming 
increasingly fearful of Defendant Ribi. Mayor Willich told Ms. Hammer that he would discuss 
Defendant Ribi's behavior with him. Upon information and belief, Mayor Willich did do so. 
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85. In or about the summer of 2010, Ms. Hammer, Mayor Willich, and Mr. King met 
and discussed the multiple events of hostile and abusive conduct by Defendant Ribi toward 
Ms. Hammer. 
86. Mr. King told Ms. Hammer that he had conducted legal research on the issue and 
decided that because Defendant Ribi was an elected official, there was nothing that could be 
done to discipline him. Mr. King stated that if Defendant Ribi were a City employee, Mayor 
Willich would have cause to frre Defendant Ribi for his harassing and hostile conduct. Mr. King 
advised Ms. Hammer and Mayor Willich that the only thing to be done was for Mayor Willich to 
continue to advise Defendant Ribi to refrain from acting in a harassing, abusive and hostile 
manner toward Ms. Hammer. 
87. In or about August through September of 2010, the Chy was negotiating a 
marketing contract with Sun Valley Marketing Alliance. 
88. Several times during that timeframe, Ms. Hammer was contacted by Defendant 
Ribi, both telephonically and in person, regarding the language of the draft marketing contract. 
During those communications, Defendant Ribi demanded that Ms. Hammer make changes to the 
language of the proposed marketing contract. His demanded changes had not been discussed 
with or approved by either Mayor Willich or the City Council. 
89. Ms. Hammer told Defendant Ribi that his desired changes to the draft marketing 
contract had to be discussed with Mayor Willich and the entire City Council at a public City 
Council meeting. Ms. Hammer further advised Defendant Ribi that any changes he was seeking 
needed to be made by the entire City Council. 
90. Council Member Ribi became angry and hostile toward Ms. Hammer. In 
response to his demands and harassing conduct, Ms. Hammer directed Defendant Ribi to discuss 
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the issue with Mayor Willich. Ms. Hammer thereafter discussed Defendant Ribi's improper and 
hostile conduct toward her with Mayor Willich. Mayor Wi!lich told Ms. Hammer that he would 
discuss the hostile conduct with Defendant Ribi. Upon information and belief, Mayor Willich 
did do so. 
91. On or about October 21, 2010, a Sun Valley City Council meeting was held. 
Prior to that meeting, Defendant Ribi contacted Ms. Hammer, both telephonically and in person, 
regarding a contract for audit services that the City was negotiating with Eide Bailly, LLP. 
During those communications, Defendant Ribi demanded that Ms. Hammer make changes to the 
language of the proposed contract for audit services. His demanded changes had not been 
discussed with or approved by either Mayor Willich or the City Council. 
92. Ms. Hammer told Defendant Ribi that his proposed changes had to be discussed 
with Mayor Willich and the entire City Council at a public Sun Valley City Council meeting. 
Ms. Hammer further advised Defendant Ribi that any changes he was seeking needed to be made 
by the entire City Council. 
93. Defendant Ribi became angry and hostile toward Ms. Hammer because she 
refused to succumb to his demands regarding the contract for audit services. In response to his 
demands and hostile behavior, Ms. Hammer directed Defendant Ribi to discuss the issue with 
Mayor Willich. Ms. Hammer thereafter discussed Defendant Ribi's hostile conduct toward her 
with Mayor Willich. Mayor Willich told Ms. Hammer that he would discuss the hostile conduct 
with Defendant Ribi. Upon information and belief, Mayor Willich did do so. 
94. On or about November 18, 2010, a Sun Valley City Council meeting was held. 
Prior to that meeting, Defendant Ribi repeatedly contacted Ms. Hammer, both telephonically and 
in person, regarding the External Contract Policy that was being discussed by the City Council. 
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During those communications, Defendant Ribi demanded that Ms. Hanuner make changes to the 
language of the proposed External Contract Policy. Defendant Ribi's requested changes had not 
been discussed with or approved by the City Council. 
95. In response to his demands, Ms. Hammer told Defendant Ribi that his demands 
had to be presented to the entire Sun Valley City Council at a public City Council meeting. She 
also told Defendant Ribi that any changes he was seeking needed to be made by the entire City 
Council. Defendant Ribi became angry and hostile toward Ms. Hanuner for not acquiescing to 
his demands. 
96. In response to the onset of anger from Defendant Ribi, Ms. Hanuner directed him 
to discuss the issue with Mayor Willich. Ms. Hammer thereafter discussed Defendant Ribi's 
improper conduct toward her with Mayor Willich. Mayor Willich told Ms. Hanuner that he 
would discuss the improper conduct with Defendant Ribi. Upon information and belief, Mayor 
Willich did do so. 
97. On or about March 17, 2011, a Sun Valley City Council meeting was held. Prior 
to that meeting, Defendant Ribi repeatedly contacted Ms. Hanuner, both by telephone and in 
person, regarding several issues that were to be discussed at the March 17, 2011 City Council 
meeting, including but not limited to the City's Management Responses to the independent 
auditors' Management Report, funding of consolidated dispatch services, and allowing City 
Council Members to have input in establishing City Council meeting agenda items. Defendant 
Ribi demanded that Ms. Hanuner make changes to the language of the Management Responses 
to the Management Report. 
98. During one such in-person confrontation, Ms. Hanuner told Defendant Ribi that 
any issues related to funding of consolidated dispatch services and establishing City Council 
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meeting agenda items needed to be discussed either directly with Mayor Willich, or publicly 
with the entire City Council at the March 1 7, 2011 meeting. Ms. Hammer also told Defendant 
Ribi that she would not make changes to the Management Responses to the Management Report 
without direction from Mayor Willich. 
99. After Ms. Hammer refused to fulfill his demands, Defendant Ribi became very 
agitated and began pacing nervously in Ms. Hammer's office, shaking his hands in the air and 
saying in an agitated voice: "No, no, no! You don't understand!" Ms. Hammer was shaken by 
Defendant Ribi's conduct. Eventually, Ms. Hammer was able to defuse the situation and get 
Defendant Ribi to leave her office. 
100. After the incident in her office, Ms. Hammer discussed Defendant Ribi's 
physically hostile and verbally abusive conduct toward her and her growing fear of him with 
Mayor Willich and Mr. King. Mayor Willich told Ms. Hammer that he would discuss the 
conduct with Defendant Ribi and, upon information and belief, Mayor Willich did do so. 
Mr. King again advised Ms. Hammer that no disciplinary action could be taken against 
Defendant Ribi because he was an elected official. 
101. In or about late 2010 through early 2011, Ms. Hammer spent substantial amounts 
of time working with the City's external engineering firm, CH2M HILL, and Mayor Willich 
preparing a detailed long-term Capital Improvement Plan ("CIP"). 
102. On or about April 7, 2011, a Sun Valley City Council meeting was held. Prior to 
that meeting, Ms. Hammer was contacted by Defendant Ribi, telephonically and in person, 
regarding multiple issues related to the draft CIP that was being submitted to the City Council for 
review and approval at the upcoming meeting. 
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103. During one of the in-person confrontations, Defendant Ribi insisted that it was 
unnecessary for an engineer from CH2M HILL to be present at all subsequent CIP meetings. 
Ms. Hammer attempted to explain to Defendant Ribi that the engineer from CH2M HILL had 
developed the extensive spreadsheets incorporated into the CIP, that Ms. Hammer was 
unfamiliar with the details of the CIP spreadsheets. and that it was important for the 
CH2M HILL engineer to be personally present to make any changes in the CIP requested by the 
City Council. During that confrontation, Defendant Ribi refused to let Ms. Hammer speak and 
repeatedly said: "No, no, no -you don't understand!" 
l 04. Also during that confrontation, Defendant Ribi demanded that Ms. Hammer 
herself make substantive changes to capital project items that were included in the draft CIP, 
without any input from or approval of either Mayor Willich or the City Council. Again, 
Ms. Hammer told Defendant Ribi that he had to discuss his proposed changes with either Mayor 
Willich or the entire City Cowicil at the upcoming April 7, 2011 public City Council meeting. 
Ms. Hammer also told Defendant Ribi that all of the changes he was seeking regarding capital 
projects in the CIP needed to be made by the entire City Council. 
105. In addition to the substantive changes he wanted Ms. Hammer to unilaterally 
make to the CIP, Defendant Ribi was also adamant that multiple non-substantive modifications 
to the CIP, such as column sizes, colors and descriptions, be made. 
106. When Ms. Hammer refused to make the substantive and non-substantive changes 
in the CIP as demanded by Defendant Ribi, he became livid and yelled at Ms. Hammer. 
Defendant Ribi yelled words at her to the effect that she did not know who she worked for, 
indicating that he believed she worked for him directly - not the City. Defendant Ribi's tirade 
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continued to the point that Ms. Hammer became concerned that he would also become physically 
violent toward her. 
I 07. Throughout Defendant Ribi's violent outburst, Ms. Hammer did her best to defuse 
the situation. Eventually, Ms. Hammer was able to get out of her office, away from Defendant 
Ribi, and walked to a different part of the Sun Valley City Hall. 
108. Ms. Hammer thereafter again met with Mayor Willich and Mr. King, at which 
time she again expressed her concerns about Defendant Ribi's emotional wellbeing, and his 
continuing harassment and abuse of her. Mayor Willich told Ms. Hammer that he would discuss 
the improper hostile conduct with Defendant Ribi. Upon information and belief, Mayor Willich 
did do so. 
109. On or about April 21, 2011, a Sun Valley City Council meeting was held. At that 
meeting, Mayor Willich again effectively warned the City Council, and in particular Defendant 
Ribi, that Mayor Willich would not tolerate any City Council Member directing any City 
employee on how to do their job. Mayor Willich also stated that City employees do not work for 
the City Council or any of its individual members. Mayor Willich explained that, by law, all 
City employees work for him, as the Mayor, not for the City Council. 
110. Following Mayor Willich's instruction and warning during the April 21, 2011 
City Council meeting, Defendant Ribi continued contacting Ms. Hammer directly and instructing 
her what to do in her job. 
111. In or about May of 2011, Ms. Hammer met with Mr. King to discuss her ongoing 
complaints and concerns about Defendant Ribi. Mr. King advised Ms. Hammer that, based upon 
the legal research he had conducted, because Defendant Ribi was an elected official, not a City 
employee, no disciplinary action could be taken against him. 
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112. In or about June of 2011, Defendant Ribi told Ms. Hammer in a telephone call 
that he wanted her to be responsible for maintaining the City's website. Shortly thereafter, 
Defendant Ribi confronted Ms. Hammer in person, blocking the doorway of her office in the 
Sun Valley City Hall. He stated that Ms. Hammer should be working on the City's website. 
Ms. Hammer told Defendant Ribi that David Blampied, the Sun Valley Administrative Assistant, 
was responsible for keeping the City's website up to date. Defendant Ribi became very angry. 
He raised his hands in the air and began shaking them, shouting: .. No, no, no! You don't 
understand!" 
113. Defendant Ribi said that David Blampied did not know how to keep the 
Sun Valley website up to date. Ms. Hammer told Defendant Ribi that she knew nothing about 
maintaining a website and suggested that he speak to Mayor Willich about the issue. Defendant 
Ribi then became more agitated and very angrily said words to the effect that Mayor WiHich did 
not know how to do his job. 
114. Eventually, Defendant Ribi left Ms. Hammer's office. Ms. Harn.mer thereafter 
met with Mayor Willich and discussed Defendant Ribi's demands that she be in charge of the 
City's website. They again discussed Ms. Hammer's concerns about Defendant Ribi's hostile 
conduct toward her. Mayor Willich told Ms. Hammer that he would discuss the issues of the 
City's website and Defendant Ribi's hostile conduct with him. Upon information and belief, 
Mayor Willich did do so. 
115. On or about July 20, 2011, a Sun Valley City Council meeting was held. Prior to 
that meeting, Defendant Ribi repeatedly contacted Ms. Hammer, both telephonically and 
personally at City Hall, regarding a contract with Cox Cable that the City was negotiating. 
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116. During those communications, Defendant Ribi demanded that Ms. Hammer spend 
substantial amounts of time researching cable service contracts of other similar municipalities. 
Ms. Hammer told Defendant Ribi that she took direction from Mayor Willich, not from him. 
And, Ms. Hammer told him that she would speak to Mayor Willich about his request to expand 
research related to the Cox Cable contract. 
117. Defendant Ribi became angry and argwnentative with Ms. Hammer. He angrily 
said words to the effect that Mayor Willich did not know what his job was. Ms. Hammer 
thereafter discussed Defendant Ribi's hostile conduct toward her with Mayor Willich. Mayor 
Willich told Ms. Hammer that he would discuss the improper hostile conduct with Defendant 
Ribi. Upon information and belief, Mayor Willich did do so. 
118. Upon information and belief. or about August 2, 2011, Mayor Willich met with 
Mr. King at Mr. King's office in Ketchum, Idaho. The two met specifically to discuss Defendant 
Ribi's harassment and abuse of Ms. Hammer, as well as Defendant Ribi's mistreatment of 
several other City employees. 
119. Upon information and belief. after the August 2, 2011 meeting with Mayor 
Willich, Mr. King, without authority from either Ms. Hammer or Mayor Willich, discussed in 
detail the harassment complaints and concerns about Defendant Ribi's conduct with Defendant 
Ribi. Mr. King never disclosed to Ms. Hammer or Mayor Willich that Mr. King had thereafter 
spoken with Defendant Ribi regarding the complaints against Defendant Ribi. 
120. On or about September 15, 2011, a Sun Valley City Council meeting was held. 
During the meeting, discussion was held regarding acceptable methods for modifying budgeted 
line items. 
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121. During a break, Ms. Hanuner was trying to explain to Defendant Ribi the 
generally accepted accounting practices and procedures for modifying municipal budgets. 
Defendant Ribi became very agitated and continuously interrupted Ms. Hammer to tell her how 
he wanted the particular procedure done. Defendant Ribi's proposed budgeting procedure 
contravened the generally accepted accounting practices. 
122. Every time Ms. Hammer tried to speak to Defendant Ribi about the correct 
budgeting procedures, he would cut her off, raise his arms in the air and begin waiving his hands, 
saying angrily: "You don't understand!" As the conversation continued, Defendant Ribi became 
more and more enraged. 
123. Eventually, Ms. Hammer told Defendant Ribi that she was going to discuss the 
matter with Mayor Willich. At that point, Defendant Ribi raised his anns, turned toward 
Ms. Hammer and, in a physically threatening manner, yelled: "No! You will not talk to the 
Mayor!" 
124. In reaction to Defendant Ribi's physically and verbally violent outburst, 
Ms. Hammer was alanned, immediately stepped back and away from Defendant Ribi, and stated: 
"Whoa!" As a result of Defendant Ribi's physical actions and yelling directed at Ms. Hammer, 
she was fearful of hannful or offensive contact with her body by Defendant Ribi. 
125. Ms. Hammer then turned away from Defendant Ribi and walked down the 
hallway of City Hall and back into the Sun Valley City Council Chamber where Mayor Willich, 
several City Council Members and several City staff were present. Defendant Ribi followed 
Ms. Hammer down the hallway and into the SWl Valley City Council Chamber, and acted as if 
nothing had happened. 
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126. This incident was witnessed by City employee David Blampied. Upon 
information and belief, several City employees either witnessed Defendant Ribi's assault of 
Ms. Hammer or heard some or all of the altercation. 
127. Jmmediately following the City Council meeting of September 15, 2011, 
Ms. Hammer held meetings with Mayor Willich, Mr. King, and Sun Valley Police Chief Cam 
Daggett. During each meeting, Ms. Hammer described the physical altercation by Defendant 
Ribi. Ms. Hammer also expressed her concern over Defendant Ribi's increasingly agitated, 
erratic and threatening behavior, and sought advice on how to respond to Defendant Ribi. Police 
Chief Daggett suggested that Ms. Hammer shut and lock her door when she knew Defendant 
Ribi to be at the Sun Valley City Hall. He also suggested that Ms. Hammer consider recording 
her conversations with Defendant Ribi. In turn, Mr. King agreed that Police Chief Daggett's 
suggestions were appropriate. 
128. Upon information and belief, Mayor Willich spoke with Defendant Ribi and 
directed him to not act with aggression toward Ms. Hammer. Upon information and belief, 
Mayor Willich instructed Defendant Ribi to come to him with any request that Defendant Ribi 
would have otherwise sought from Ms. Hammer or any other City employee. 
129. Upon information and belief, in or about November 2011, Defendant Ribi and 
Mr. King directly contacted City employees Ms. Frostenson and Ms. Ek, and requested 
employment documents regarding or relating to Ms. Hammer and Mayor Willich. Upon 
information and belief, Defendant Ribi was provided copies of confidential employment and 
payroll records by Ms. Frostenson and/or Ms. Ek. 
130. Upon information and belief, in or about November 2011, Defendant Ribi and 
Mr. King further distributed the ill-gotten and allegedly accusatory confidential employment 
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materials regarding Ms. Hammer to Defendant Briscoe and Mr. Y owigman, and the men utilized 
said materials during communications between and among each other to craft a plan for 
Ms. Hammer's termination. 
131. On or about November 10, 2011, prompted by Defendant Ribi, Defendants Ribi 
and Briscoe and Mr. Youngman called for a Special Executive Session of the Sun Valley City 
Council to be held on November 11, 2011. On or about November 11, 2011, a Special Executive 
Session was held. Upon information and belief, Defendants Ribi and Briscoe, Mayor Willich, 
Messrs. King and Youngman, and Ms. Frostenson attended the meeting. 
132. Upon information and belief, during the November 11, 2011 meeting, prompted 
by Defendant Ribi and Mr. King, Ms. Frostenson presented the ill-gotten and allegedly 
accusatory confidential employment documents regarding Ms. Hammer to Mayor Willich. 
Mr. Youngman and Defendant Briscoe. Upon information and belief, Defendants Ribi and 
Briscoe and Mr. Youngman then demanded that Ms. Hammer be terminated or forced to resign. 
Upon information and belief, Mr. King provided legal advice to Mayor Willich, Mr. Youngman, 
and Defendants Ribi and Briscoe (then Mayor-elect), in furtherance of Ms. Hammer's 
termination. 
133. Following the November 11, 2011 meeting, Mayor Willich and Mr. King 
confronted Ms. Hammer in her office at Swi Valley City Hall. Mayor Willich told Ms. Hammer 
that she had been accused of theft, fraud and embezzlement. Mr. King told Ms. Hammer that 
they were considering pursuing criminal charges against her. Mayor Willich then told 
Ms. Hammer that he had been directed by Council Members Ribi, Youngman and Briscoe, based 
upon Mr. King's legal advice, to seek Ms. Hammer's resignation. 
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134. After being infonned of the accusations, Ms. Hammer requested specific 
infonnation that supported the accusations. Ms. Hammer also requested an opportunity to 
address the Sun Valley City Council regarding the same. 
135. Ms. Hammer also advised Mayor Willich and Mr. King that she would not resign. 
136. Mayor Willich then told Ms. Hammer that he, personally, did not believe the 
allegations, and that he felt it was a "witch hunt." 
137. Ms. Hammer was never provided with any written allegations of misconduct 
against her. Nor was Ms. Hammer ever provided with any type of evidence in support of any 
claims of misconduct against her. Ms. Hammer was never allowed to address the City Council 
regarding said allegations. 
138. On or about November 13, 2011, Ms. Hammer's fonner legal counsel provided 
written notice to the City and its elected officials of the ongoing harassment of Ms. Hammer by 
Defendant Ribi, which had culminated in the November 11, 2011 meeting and Council Members 
Ribi, Youngman, and Briscoe's attempt to force her resignation. That notice also requested that 
Mr. King recuse himself from any further proceedings regarding Ms. Hammer. Mr. King 
disregarded the request of recusal. 
139. On or about November 14, 2011, the Sun Valley City Council held a continuation 
of the November 11, 20 II Special Executive Session. Upon infonnation and belief, the 
November 14, 2011 Special Executive Session was attended by Council Members Ribi, 
Youngman and Briscoe, Mr. King, and Mayor Willich. Following that Special Executive 
Session, Council Members Youngman and Briscoe voted in favor of a special investigation to be 
conducted by an independent investigator into the alleged accusations of wrongdoing by 
Ms. Hammer. Upon infonnation and belief, the special investigation was also to examine the 
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claims of harassment and assault by Defendant Ribi against Ms. Hammer. Upon information and 
belief, Defendant Ribi voted against a special investigation being conducted. 
140. On or about November 18, 2011, Ms. Hammer was provided with written notice, 
prepared by Mr. King and signed by Mayor Willich, that she was being placed on administrative 
leave from her positions as City Administrator and paid-on-call firefighter/EMT. Ms. Hammer 
was provided with no explanation regarding the reason for being placed on administrative leave. 
141. In or about November 2011, Ms. Hammer filed a Complaint in the Blaine County 
District Court and a Complaint with the Idaho Human Rights Commission. Both Complaints 
were regarding and relating to Ms. Hammer's claims of harassment and retaliation by the 
Defendants. By December 2011, all Defendants had knowledge of the District Court and Idaho 
Human Rights Commission Complaints. 
142. In or about November 2011 through January 2012, Defendants Ribi and Briscoe, 
Ms. Frostenson, as well as the City's outside legal counsel retained to defend the City against 
Ms. Hammer's filed Complaints, and, upon information and belief, other City representatives, 
continued harassing Ms. Hammer by making statements to and/or about her to the effect that if 
Ms. Hammer did not voluntarily resign, then the City would file criminal charges against her. 
143. In or about late December 2011, the City's special investigation was concluded. 
Based on the findings of the investigation presented to Mayor Willich, he determined that 
Ms. Hammer had done nothing wrong, and requested that she return to work immediately. 
Pursuant to the Manual, Mayor Willich's decision was final and binding. 
144. On or about December 27, 2011, Ms. Hammer returned to her normal duties as 
City Administrator and paid-on-call firefighter wid EMT. 
145. On January 3, 2012, Defendant Briscoe was sworn into office as the Mayor. 
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146. On January 4, 2012, Defendant Briscoe placed Ms. Hammer back on 
administrative leave. Ms. Hammer was provided no explanation regarding the reasons for being 
re-placed on administrative leave. 
147. On January 19, 2012, Defendant Briscoe, following the unanimous vote of 
Council Members Youngman, Ribi, Suhadolnik, and Griffith, terminated Ms. Hammer from her 
position as City Administrator. 
148. The City has never provided Ms. Hammer any written explanation regarding the 
reasons for her termination. Ms. Hammer has requested that the City hold a hearing and afford 
her due process to defend any allegations of misconduct. The City has refused to hold any sort 
of hearing regarding or relating to her termination. 
149. Following Ms. Hammer's termination, Defendant Briscoe prepared and/or 
authorized the publication of a written announcement regarding Ms. Hammer's termination. 
Defendant Briscoe instructed and/or authorized the City to purchase newspaper advertisement 
space in the Idaho Mountain Express, where the full-page press release was published, in the 
color red, within a day or two of her termination. 
150. Following Ms. Hammer's termination, Defendant Briscoe prepared and/or 
authorized the publication of at least two additional press releases by the City regarding or 
relating to allegations of misconduct and/or harassment of other City employees by 
Ms. Hammer. The press releases imply that Ms. Hammer was guilty of the alleged misconduct. 
Defendant Briscoe instructed and/or authorized the City to purchase newspaper advertisement 
space in the Idaho Mountain Express, where the press releases were published. 
151. Defendant Briscoe's public statements have had a deleterious and harmful effect 
on Ms. Hammer's ability to obtain new employment. 
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152. Before and after Ms. Hammer's tennination, Defendant Ribi did, and continues 
to, maintain a website and a blog, both of which recount and discuss allegations of misconduct 
and/or harassment of other City employees by Ms. Hammer. Content within Defendant Ribi's 
website and blog imply that Ms. Hammer was guilty of the alleged misconduct. 
153. Defendant Ribi's public statements have had a deleterious and harmful effect on 
Ms. Hammer's ability to obtain new employment. 
COUNTI 
RETALIATORY DISCHARGE PER IDAHO CODE§§ 6-2101, et seq. 
154. Ms. Hammer realleges the allegations contained above as if the same were set 
forth in full herein. 
155. At all times relevant hereto, Ms. Hammer had a valid and enforceable contract of 
employment with the City. 
156. During Ms. Hammer's employment as City Administrator, Defendant Ribi did 
intentionally instruct her and attempt to direct her work as City Administrator. Defendant Ribi 
also intentionally harassed her, and then sought Ms. Hammer's termination after she repeatedly 
refused to fulfill his demands. (See supra~ 45-153.) 
157. During her employment as City Administrator, Ms. Hammer made over twenty 
(20) complaints to Mayor Willich and/or Mr. King regarding Defendant Ribi's harassment of 
her. (See supra ,r,r 48-127.) 
158. Each complaint of harassment made by Ms. Hammer was a protected activity 
pursuant to the Manual and Idaho Code§§ 6-2101, et seq. 
159. As a result of Ms. Hammer's refusals to fulfill Defendant Ribi's unauthorized 
demands for information, he verbally, physically, and visually harassed Ms. Hammer. 
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160. As a result of Ms. Hammer's complaints to Mayor Willich and Mr. King 
regarding Defendant Ribi's verbal, physical and visual harassment of her, Defendant Ribi, in 
concert with Defendant Briscoe and Messrs. Youngman and King, did actively seek to terminate 
or force the resignation of Ms. Hammer. 
161. On November 18, 2011, Ms. Hammer was placed on administrative leave by the 
City. 
162. On January 4, 2012, Ms. Hammer was again placed on administrative leave by the 
City. 
163. Ms. Hammer was terminated from her position as City Administrator on 
January 19, 2012, by Defendant Briscoe following a unanimous vote of the Sun Valley City 
Council, then comprised of Council Members Youngman, Ribi, Suhadolnik, and Griffith. 
164. Ms. Hammer's persistent rejections of performing acts for Defendant Ribi, at his 
personal behest and for his personal purposes, caused Defendant Ribi to intentionally and 
detrimentally interfere with the intraoffice relationships between Ms. Hammer and, at least, 
Ms. Ek and Ms. Frostenson. 
165. Ms. Hammer's persistent rejections of performing acts for Defendant Ribi, at his 
personal behest and for his personal purposes, caused Defendant Ribi to intentionally and 
detrimentally interrupt the daily operations of the City. 
166. As a result of Defendant Ribi's success in causing interference and discord 
between Ms. Hammer and, at least, Ms. Ek and Ms. Frostenson, these City employees provided 
Defendant Ribi with confidential City documents and other materials that allegedly implicated 
Ms. Hammer of wrongdoing. 
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167. At least Defendant Ribi and Mr. King presented such ill-gotten, accusatory 
materials to all other Council Members and commenced a campaign for the termination and 
public disparagement of Ms. Hammer. 
168. Ms. Hammer was twice placed on administrative leave from her positions as City 
Administrator and firefighter and EMT as a result of her persistence in reporting violations and 
suspected violations of the Manual by Defendant Ribi to Mayor Willich and Mr. King. 
169. Ms. Hammer was terminated from her positions as City Administrator and 
firefighter and EMT as a result of her persistence in reporting violations and suspected violations 
of the Manual by Defendant Ribi to Mayor Willich and Mr. King. 
170. Ms. Hammer was also tenninated from her positions as a result of filing 
Complaints with the Blaine County District Court and the Idaho Human Rights Commission. 
I 7 I . Some or all of the foregoing acts and/or omissions engaged in by Defendants Ribi 
and Briscoe were done outside of the course and scope of their employment with the City and 
with malice or with reckless disregard for Ms. Hammer's protected rights. 
172. As a direct and proximate result of the unlawful and intentional reprisals against 
Ms. Hammer because she engaged in protected activities, Ms. Hammer has suffered severe 
economic damages, including but not limited to a loss of past and future wages, retirement 
benefits, medical benefits, other fringe benefits, and other losses to be proven at trial. 
Ms. Hammer has also suffered emotional damages, including but not limited to public ridicule, 
contempt, and hatred; embarrassment; emotional pain and suffering; and loss of enjoyment of 
life. 
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ATTORNEY FEES AND COSTS 
Ms. Hammer has been forced to incur attorney fees and costs related to the prosecution of 
this matter. She is entitled to recover her reasonable costs and attorney fees pursuant to Idaho 
Code§ 6-2105(1), Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 54, and/or other applicable law. 
DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL 
Plaintiff hereby demands a trial by jury of no less than twelve (12) persons on all issues 
to be tried. 
NOTICE OF RESERVATION OF RIGHT TO AMEND 
Plaintiff reserves the right to ask the Court for leave to amend any and all of her 
allegations and counts contained herein to confonn to the evidence of record and facts 
subsequently learned by Plaintiff. Plaintiff also reserves the right to amend any and all of her 
allegations and counts contained herein to include a claim for punitive damages. 
DEMAND FOR JUDGMENT FOR RELIEF 
WHEREFORE, Plaintiff prays for relief against the Defendants as follows: 
1. An order reinstating the Plaintiff to the same position held before she was 
wrongfully terminated; 
2. An order reinstating the Plaintiff's full fringe benefits and seniority rights; 
3. An award of special and general damages for injury or loss caused by each 
violation of the Idaho Protection of Public Employees Act, including but not limited to lost 
wages, benefits and other remuneration; 
4. An award of pre-judgment and post-judgment interest as allowed by law; 
5. An award of attorney fees and costs, or $20,000 as reasonable attorney fees and 
costs in the event judgment is obtained by default; and 
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6. Any further relief to which the Plaintiff is entitled as the Court may deem just and 
equitable, including the right to seek leave to claim awards of punitive damages. 
DATED this 26th day of December, 2012. 








cdl 16:59:15 12-26-2012 
VER;IDCATION 
STA TE OF IDAHO ) 
: ss. 
County of Ada ) 
· The Plaintiff, being sworn, having read the foregoing, says that the facts set forth therein 
are true, accurate, and complete to the best of Plaintiff's knowledge and belief. 
s 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN TO before me this~ day of December, 2012. 
Notary Public for Idaho 
My Commission expires: -J.+.'~"H~-
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 26th day of December, 2012, a true and correct copy 
of the foregoing document was served on the following individual(s) by the method indicated: 
Kirtlan G. Naylor 
NAYLOR & HALES, P.C. 
950 W. Bannock Street. Suite 610 
Boise, ID 83702-6103 
[ ] U.S. Mail 
[ ] Fax: 383-9516 
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Wdcome co the Cit.y of Sun Valley. We co11gracwate you on you:· decision w join us. We crust 
you will he happy wid1 tbis decision. Every effort will be made on OLU' p.11t to accomplish chis 
end. 
TI1e City of Sun Valley has carefully selected you to be one of its Employees. We realize that 
our streni;th and future growth &pends dirncdy on the efforu of all our Em.ployees. Cities arc 
successful due to the results obtained from sincere and enthusiastic Employees who work 
together as a ceam co provide the highest level of services to resident..~ a..,d visitors. 
All jobs are imponanc ai: the City of Sun Valley. No matter what your assignment may be, you 
can be as~urcd that it is important and that rhe degree of efficiency and professionalism you 
de.'1lonscrate will have bearing on your funu:e and oa the futw-e of the City organiz..1.cion .md 
the .r::sidencs and visicors we serve. 
MISSION STATEMENT 
We, the Employee:. and elected officials of the City of Sun Valley, are dedicated to providing a 
positive envimnmcnt wherein the quality of life and economic well-being of all who live, visit 
and work in Swi V,illey m.,J' be preserved. 
Tii.e ruccess of the City or Sun Valley relies on a moral sense of si:ewardship and adherence to 
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CITY OF SUN VALLEY PERSONNEL POLICIES AND PROCEDURES MANUAL 
ACKNOWLEDGMENT OF RECEIPT 
l,_ acknowledge rcc-.eipt of the Ctty of Sun Vaillcy Pctsonncl 
Polic~ and I'roceduccs Ma.nual l\nd/or any a.rncndmeius ot changes to the Manual. 
I uml~stand that [ ha.vc thic:ty {30) days to read and tevicw the Mam.1a:. and to fully unde1:stand 
the provisions in the Manw 
r umlet'Sl:2.nd chat thii Manual is not a contract and cr.nnot create a conttact. 
I understand that I am obligt.ted to perform tny duties of employment in confomHtncc:: w1t.h 
the provisions of the Manual and :wy :wditional 1:ules, ~egulations, policiell at pt~edurcs of 
the dcpu-tmcnt in whi.ch I wm:k whethet oc not I choo~c to read the Manual or. any 
mnendmcuts or changes co the Manu11l. 
--------~----------------
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SECTION 1: GENERAL POLICIES 
1.1 PURPOSE 
The pwpose of the Personnel. Policies and Prrt.a:lures Mm,uai. is to set fotth the standards, 
procedures, and regulations guiding employ::nent with the City of Sun Valley. It is predicated 
on the belief that achievement of ,he City's goals and objectives re~'ts ?cima.tily on the efforts, 
dedi:::u:ion und r.ooperacion of the Employees. In order to maimain dficicnt and effective Cit:11 
services, it is e~-semial that the ntles a.ad reg,.tlai:ions governing p::rsonnel be clearly 
commtU1icaced ,Uld impartially adroiniStered. Where federal bw or funding source regulacions 
are in conflict: with this MMual, the City shalt follow such l..1.ws or regulations as applicable. 
1 . .2 ESTABLISHMENT OF POLICIES AND PROCEDURES 
The Peronnd ,%/ir.ics and Prmx/Jue; M/11'/.ual shall be prepared and maintained by the Ocy 
AdminiStrawr or his/her designee. In response to changes in applicable laws, regulations and 
.changing conditions withiJ.1 the City, che City Adrnin.istracor shall periodically ,eview and 
recomrn:1,d addirions, deletions or ,unendmencs co these policies to :hi: Mayor and Council. 
Ar:aendments and revisions to the Manual shall b..! by resolution of che Mayor md the Gey 
Cow1cil and shall be approved prior to implementation. 
T~1e Manual, with all adopu::d amendmencs and changes, supersedes all previous policie..~ Mt 
consistent wit.\ the pro\.-isions hereof. The 1fanual, however, i, is not iruended w be an 
~xdusive source of mlcs and regulations cooceming empioymenc. Individual Cicy depann1cncs 
are entitled co ~se,.blish work standards md procedures necessaty to impk:mcm City policy or 
to efficiently cany out the funccions of the department, provided such standards do not 
dimi.'lish me ben:!fits or procecr.ions granted to Employees by Gt,r policy. 
The contents of this Manual .U'C subjea: to modification at any ti.me without notice. The City 
1-eserves the rigb~ to revise, supplement or re~cind any of the provisions of die Manual as 
deemed appropriate. It is understood that any such r:iodific.1.tionmay alter the rights and 
obligations of che City to its Employees. The Ci~y rese1'\,e$ the right to change these policies 
and procedures as the City deems ap proµriate. 
1.3 EQUAL &\.1PLOYMENT OPPORTUNI1Y POLICY 
The seleaion of all CiLy Employees and all employrnem decisions, indudi.'lg clas~ificacion, 
cr.insfer, di.sclpline and discharge will be made withouc regard ro r.1ce, ref.igion, gender, age, 
national origin. No job, or ciass of jobs, will be closed to any individual except where a mental 
or physical :m:ribute, gender or age i5 a bona fide occupational qualific,uion. It is the policy of 
Cii:y co comply as applicable with the Americans w:itb Disabilir:ies l\r..r. All objections to 
npplic..i.tion of the Cily's Equal Employ:mcnc Opponunity Policy shall be broughi: co the 
attention of the Giy Administrator or in the case of objection to ac~ions undertaken by che 





l.4 ATWILL E.'\oiPLOYMENT 
The Personnel Policies and Procedures Manual is not a comract. All Employees ·c;,f the City 
are Employees "Ar Will" and may be tenn.inated at ,uiytime wicli orv.,ithour cause. 
1.5 EMPLOYMENT AGREEMENTS 
The City may eiuer into wrilten employmem agreemencs with a."l.y Employee. The ?rovisions 





SECTION 2: ADMINISTRATION OF PERSONNEL POLICIES AND 
PROCEDURES 
2.1 GENERAL ADMINISTRATION 
Authoriw for ch.e adminisrrarion of Personnel Policies and Procedures is delegated to the Cicy 
Administr..tor, who is responsible to and <llr'"..cted by the Mayor, and who is responsible for 
che City's day-to-day oper.itions. 
A. It shall be the responsibility of the City Administrator to provide interpretation 
and advice io Ocparaneru Heads and Supervismy staff co11ceming the application 
of these policies and procedums. The City Administrator shall make the final 
determination of questions of interpretations of rhese policies and the application 
of these policies. 
B. City Attorn..."'Y: As the legal counsel for the Cu.y, rhe at)' Altomey shall provide 
professional legal advice and services to the Cr.:y Administrator and Mayor on 
ma.'1:ers related co chese policies and procedures. 
2.2 DISTRIBUTION 
Ar i:h.c time of cmplo},ment, each 1:mployce shall r<?ceive a copy of this :t...fam.:al.. It is d1e 
r::sponsibilit.y of :he Employee ro familiarize him or hei-self with the wnt.::ms of the Manual 
and to acknowledge its receipt in writing. Pe1iodic upda;;es or changes shall also be 
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SECTION 2: ADMINISTRATION OF PERSONNEL POLICIES AND 
PROCEDURES 
2.1 GENERALADMINISTRA.TION 
Authority for the administrauon of Persormd Policies and Procedu.es is delegated to the City 
Admini:;trator, who is responsible to and directed by the Mayor, ;ind who is responsible for 
the City's day·to-<lay operations . 
• A.. Il shall be the responsibility of the Ciw Administrator to provide interpretation 
and advice co Department Heads and Supervi.soiy scaff cot1ceming die application 
of these policies and procedures. The City Administrator shall make the final 
decc11nination of questions of interprecacions of these ?<)hcies and the application 
of these policies. 
13. City ALtorncy: As the legJJ counsel for the City, the Cii.y Accomey shall provide 
professional. legal advice and services to d1e Cily Ad.minist,';ltor and Mayor on 
mittters rdated t0 these policies md procedures. 
2.2 DISTRrBUTION 
A~ ~he ,ime of employment, each . Employee .;hall receive a copr of this 1rfnnual. It is the 
responsibility of the Employee ro familiru:iz.c him or herself with tht contents oi r.he Manual 
md m acknowledge its receipt in writing. P!riociic upd,1tl's or ch,tnges shall also be 






SECTION .3: E..\1PLOYMENT PRACTICES 
.).1 APPOfl\JTING AL-THORITY 
........ ------------·--· ·---·----
Tl1e app(lintmrot aud discharge of che City Administrator, City Clerk, City Treasurer and City 
A,~oi-oey shall be made br the Mayor and approved by r.he majority oi the Cicy Council. All 
other person..,et shall be appointed or disc:1a.rged by the City Administrator. 
3.2 ADMINISTRATION AITTHORI1Y 
The Ci~· Adminis,rator and Ci.ty Attomey shall be directly supervised and evaluated by che 
M;iyor. 1\.ll other personnd, including rhe City Clede and City Tre.isurer, shall he di.recd)' 
supervised and evaluated by d1e CiLy Admi.tll$trator. 
J.3 PERSONNEL RECORDS 
Complete md pennaneilt records of thee employ:menr histo1y of each cunem and f01mer 
Employee of the O.cy shall be maintained by the Ciry Admi.n:scraor's office. These files ,hall 
;;omain all documents pennitted by Federal and Stai;e {aw. No do<.-utne..'1t shall be placed in aa 
Employee '.s file withow; bislll.i!r kuowledge and receipt of a copy of same. 
Personnel records :u~ COt'iidential documems and are oulr to be ~eviewed by tho~-e sraff on. a 
need to i.<.now basit.. S~tdi review is r;!~1:riaed co the Employee, the Employee's Supervisory 
chaia, d1e City Administrator and the Mayor. 
TI1e City Acfrr..inistra:;or is responsible for assuring that the following infomiacion and doc!.llnems 
are included in each Employee's Personru!I File: 
1. The original employr.lent application md resume; 
2. A copy ofthe off er ictter; 
3. Copies of all personnel action fonns, such as cha.Ttge of name or address, salary and 
wage adjustments, promotion or demotions, separaci.oris, di.sciplinai.y act.ions, or 
records of leaves of absences; 
4. Copies of perfomu.nce appraisals; 
5_ Copies of ail licenses aud ::ertificates pertinem: m the job requi.-emcn~ 
6. The Empioyee's signed SL.ttement of having received, read and undersrood the Cily 
of Sun Valley's Personnel Policies & Procedures Manual: and 
7. A copy of che Employee'i backgroWld inveSt-igation a.ud verification of references. 
The Cicy Adrninism1tor's Offi~ will maintain separate Employee records as d1e Employee's 
Payroll Record Ek which will include the following: 
1. A copy of che Employee's W-2 fonn; 
2. A copy of the Employee's Employrnenr El.igibilit.y Verifica(ion Form (Fom1 I-9), 
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3. A r.:opy of ~he Employee's P&"ZSI application and auchorizacion for salary dedua.i.on 
D) provide for benefits; 
4-. A cop-y of any authorization for salaiy dcduccion for benefits; 
5. Copies of the Employee's selection of benefits; 
6. Tune and attendance records; 
7. Payroll records; 
8. Wage garn.is!uuents. 
The conlidemiality of all indi\~dual Employee r~cords shall be mi.ctly enforced subject to the 
conditions outlined ab0\1e. A.11 Employee's Personnel File and Payroll Record File shall not be 
removed from the City Admin.iscracor's office except upou writ-ren approval of the City 
Adminisa.itor. 
3.4 RECRUITMENT AND SELECTION PROCEDURES 
The employment hiring process will be comprised of che following !>"tages: 
A. Vacancies: ~'hen a vacancy occurs, a request t0 fill the vacam position mall be 
prepared by ,he respective Department He:id and presented to die c.ity 
Adm.uu~"Crator. It shall include infonnation pertinent w the decision of whether or 
nm to nU the vacancy. The City Admirustt':l.tor shall review the budget to ensure 
that each V"Jc.:incy t.S within its budgeud position allocation. The City Administrator 
shall also consider the av:ulability of in-house candidates to fill the v3.c~ncy. 
B. Recmitmetit Process: The recruir.menr process will begin when a r<:qL1e~1: i~ received 
and approved by r;he City Adminisrrnto.r. The City Ad&ninist11ttor will dctc1minc 
whether the l'ecruitment will proceed ns an "open competitive," a "closed 
promotional," or m "open/ promotional" oppon:unity. The City Adminis::rator shall 
determine the recruiting sources to be used and the! recntimu:nt time period, taking 
into accowu the City's needs, recruitmenc stnccgy, and a.riy special requirements of 
the position. 
C Notice of Recruitmet1t: Notice of .ul Ci~y recruitmen~s shall be posted on the City's 
bulletin boards or other designated locations for a period of at least duce business 
days. This notice shall include [he deadline for filing applications. 
D. Types of Examinations: 
1. Qpcn ~itive; This recruim1ent shall be open to the public. Such 
recruim1ent shall be used to fill entry level vacancies, and vacancies above 
the entry level where sufficient qualified applicants for promotion are not 
available. 
1 Closed Pro1nocioJ1al: Tlus recruitment shall be ope1:1 only to regular and 
probacion:uy Employees of rhe City who meet the mininmm requirements 





3. Ooen and Promo::ional: \Xlhen in the interescs of the Gty, an external seai·ch 
is deemed necessary to fill a particular position, J promotional recruicment 
may also be open to the public. 
E. ~ProcesS: Ali applicarions for employment shall be made on ,m official 
City application fmm. TI1e fonn will require information coveting a candidate's 
education, training, experience, and other infonnacion deemed pertinem and 
allowable by law. When the position to be filled requires sµeci.al or exceptional 
F. Selection Methods. Applic.ints fot· positions shall meet tl1e minimum qualifications 
of the position for which chcy have applied. Qualifications shall be evaluated on the 
basis of infotmation provided on the application form, resume, ruid any 
supplememal documems 1·equired by the City, as well as on written and perfonnance 
test scores, imcrvicw ,cores and background investigations. · 
3.5 APPOINTMENTS 
W.'1.en ;i candidate has been chosen for a position, the City A.dn.,inistraror shall prepare an offer 
!mer. TI1i~ lenerwill coruain the following infotmation: 
L Th: position ride; 
2. 111e dfecrive dare olhfre; 
3. 111e wage/salazy which will be offered; to include any intent and purpose to adjust 
salary not dared to merit increase; 
4. TI1e working hours; 
5. Notice chat the appointm.em is conciugent upon :o:uccessful completion of a physical 
examina,ion, if ch:: pos.ition is in ;1 classification which .requires such; 
6. A copy of the job d.escriptio11; and 
7. A signaL1.1re block for di.e candidate co sign, i1ldicacing that hd she has accepted the 
posi~ion under the above ciro.unsranccs. 
A copy of the offer lecrer shall be kept in the Employee's pem1anem personnel file. 
3.6 FMPLOYM:ENT OF REL-\ TIVES 
The Gty does not employ members of an Employee's irnmediate family, unless tbe City 
Administrator approves tbis amingernem. 





An Emploree may request a cransfer from one depamlt!nt ;:o anotlier, providing the position 
that the Etnployee '9.•ishes to transfor to is in che same classification series and that the position is 
an equal or lower classification in rlle series than the classificatiM in wh.icb che Employee is 
currently. In addition, die Employee musi: meet the minimw11 qualifications for the position as 
set forth in the classification spedficacion documents. 
The En'lployee shall d.irea his/her request oo the City Adminiscnuoc-. The requesc shall chen be 
for,varded tO the appropriate Department Head. Such :requescs shall be give11. cottsider.iiion 
when a suitclble vacancy occurs and must be approved by the Ci..y Administrator. 
'fh.is cransfer poucy is not designed co, nor does i:: create aiiy contract 1ight, express or implied, 
co a tramfor, nor does the City's refus:u to gram: .an Employee's request for transfer give tis: to 
any cbinlS ug:ur.st it. The V..l}' re.-.erves the right to fill any vacancy by tr.msfer 01· by other 
recruitment means, as deemed appropriate by the City Administrator. 
3.8 RESIGNA TIONS/DISMISSAl.S 
Upon an Empioyee's resignaciot1 01· dismissa~ records pen:aining to tl1e separation of the 
Empioyc:c shall remain pan: of i:he Employee's permanent personnel file. The City 
Administra:or shall ensure chat sepnr,1,io.:s from employmem a..-e hand.led in a rnanner that t\•ill 
not ;mem1pt ch~ orddy oper.1tion of CiLy business. 
Upon separation frotn employment, an Employee shall be paid for any wa<&esl salary due and for 
all unused vac.,uon time at the Employee's regular rate of pay within 4& hours of scpa.r~tion 
from sen•ice. In the event of an Employee's de-,tth, the cSl:ate of the Employee shall be p.ud all 
of the Empioyee's accrued salaty and vacation leave. 
3.9 HOURS OF WORK 
The Cit}' Administracor shall detem1.i11e the hours during which Cily office and depan:mems shall 
be open co serve che public. The hours of work of individual positions may be proposed by the 
respeetive Department Head md approved by the aty Administrator in order to serve the n~eds 
of the City. 
The •,vodc schedule will non nally provide for a work week of focy (40) hotu'S ·within a seven-day 
period, from 8:00 a.rn. co 5:00 p.m., including a lunch period. Ocher work schedulc-~~ may be 
establi;;hed by che City Aciministrat0r in order .o meet the ~eds of specific Ci.ty services. 
3.10 A 'ITENOANCE Al\'D PUNCTIJALITY 
Employees a:·e e.xpeeted to be .u: work on their normally scheduled workdays, w1less they have 
received approval For an absence from their immediate Supervisor. An Employee who is absent 
from work for tlu-ee (3) col'.secutive working days, without Supctvisoly authoriz;.ition or a 





his/her job as of the fas~ day of a.ctive employ1~ent, and will be declated to have voluntarily quit, 
llnless the Cicy subsequently cktennines thac the absence was due to circw!::scances beyond thl: 
'E.cnployee's control. Because of overtime req:.iiremencs, non-exempt positions should noc begin 
wo1k before their .migned time nor lca.ve -u•ork later than thefr assignee! ending ti.-ne without the 
piior approval of their Supervisor. 
Non-exempt Employees who a.1-e more than ten (10) minutes late to cheir assigned place of work 
are considered rardy. An Einp!o)>ee who regularly fails to arrive at work on rime without ~ 
legitimate reason or who does not notify his/her Supervisor is subjea: co disciplinary action. The 
Supervisor shall demmiae whether the re-.1so11 given is legitimate.. Employees who cease ,uid/or 
leave work before che end of their assigned wol'k day shall also be subject to dis::iplinaty action. 
3.11 WORIC.SCI-IEDULES 
The City Admini...~r will work with th:: Department Heads to establish nomial work 
schedules. The a,:y retains the right to alter w01k schedules in order to bcSt meet the needs of 
the organization .ind of che public. 
3.12 RESIDENT REQUlREMEl'"\f'fS 
111e Fire Chief, As$istanc Fire Chief and Strl!et Superim:endent are required co reside within che 
i11c.orporai:ed limi~s of Sun Valley or Kctchu1T_. ~01c Ci.1.y ,nay on an a:.1m.t.-u basis provide a 
housing ;ilbwance or !mirable housing co aid in che addi;;ional ::osts of nearby residency. Tn 
adcfo:ion, emcq;ency services depanmcncs may adopt t'estriccions 011 ovei time and distance 
requfrem~nts for Employees 01· volunteers ia order to accompEsh Employ~ response dwing 
emei-genc1es. 
J.13 CITY VEHICLES 
Driven of City-own-6!i vehicles or diivers of priv,u:e vehicles while on City business shall obey ail 
rmffic and speed laws. 'The use of seat belts is t·equired at all times. Cm1trolled substances shail 
never be carried in a City vehicle or a private vehicle on Ciqr busi.1.1c.o;s. wi,h the exception of 
evidence by law enforccmem officials. 
City.owned vehicle~ shall never be used for private purposes. When Employees are required co 
tnwel outside die CitJr ,~rhi!e on Ci.cy business, Emplor...es should use a City vehicle wtlcss use of 
a private vehicle is approved by the Supervisor. 
The Fi.re Chief is provided City-0':\rncd vehicles which may be taken ll()n1e and used d~u-ing any 
work pe,:iod for crave! within or out of the Ci1.y. Ir. che absence of the Pire Chief, the Assistant 
Fire Ouef may use the City-owned vehicle durillg any wotk period for travel widw.1 or out of the 
C..i1.y. 
3.14 TRAVEL EXPENSES REIMBURSEMENT 




according to the following: 
1. Prior ::o traveling outside the Coung,, the Employee shall make written application 
and obtain approval from the Supervisor for d1e trip. Travd requests shall includ~ 
an estimate of the costs involved. 
2. Requests for reimbursement of expenses shall be submitted on a r.ravel expensts 
fm,n. All expendimre receipts shall be submitreci when a request for :reimburS:!l!\ent 
is made. · 
3. The City Administr:uor will set m,'1.rimum per diem allowances for meals. 
4. If an Employee is authorized ·m use his/her private vehicle for City business, 
mileage shall be paid at the ra~ set by the Federal m:: reimbursement rnte. 
3.15 ELECTRONIC CO!vL.WNICA.TION SYSTEMS USAGE POLICY 
A. PURPOSE: 'l'h.e :wailability of el.ca:ronic commw1icacion systems within the work 
environmenr provtdes many oppmtuniries for enhancement of produc:ivi.g, and 
dfoctiveness. Th:~ systems also email chc opporrunity for rapid transfer :u1d bco.id 
dissemination of sensitive matc.t-i.al that can have datna,,omg effects. on i;he Cicy of Sun 
Valley, ics employees, .md the public, if nor managed properly. It is impon:a.m, therefore, 
that the Ctty of Sun Valley estabiish a policy which provides. direction to City employees 
regarding the purchase, li:asc, license and use of e.lec:ranic communicacion sysceins. 
B. ADMINISTRAT[ON: The City Administrator or h.er/h.is d.esignee shall he responsible 
fo:· i:he implementation of the Electronic C.ommuni.cation System Usage Policy. 
C. DEFINITIONS: 
1. Electronic Couununications Sy.stem includes cell phones, PDA's, hardware, 
sofi:ware, webpage, computers, electronic mail systems (emaii), voice mail system.~. 
paging systems, eleccronic bulletin bo:ards, Interoet services, fax rnachines, mobile 
digital tctminais (MD1), and any pan: of the City of Sun Valley leased or acquired 
necwotk system(s) of any SOL"t, 
2. Compurer - A prognunmable eleC" .. ronic device that c.1.n swre, rctriev-::, au.cl 
process data, including any computer issued or maintained by i:he Gty of Sun 
Valley. including but noc limited to both laptop and desktop versions, or J.ny 
computer which is atcached to or a pan of the Cio/ of Sun Valley computer 
network. 
3. Hardware • The physical components of a computer, including the monitor, 
ke}•board, central processing unit, floppy drives, CD-ROM drives, e~"temal stoL.1.ge 
media, and all peripheral. accessories, including but not lirnit~d co, nenvork 
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4. License • To permic or authorize the use of. 
5. Network System - The hardware and software which provides for the 
imercO!meccion of City computers. 
6. Prograi.1w.1ing- A s:qttence of coded insuucrions dtat can be inserted imo a 
mecha:usm (such as a COT{>Uter) co work out a series of instruc.i.ons. 
7. Shareware -Compllter softwa..--e tha, c.-u1 he ur.ed and copied without chargi:. 
However, shareW:lrC is copyrighted .1nd, if the copyiight hol<ler reqliesi;s, a 
dona~ion or fee must be paid if the software is us::-.d regularly. 
8. Softwat'I! -The entire set of pmgr,1ms, procedures and re.lated documenracton 
associated ,;,;ricl1 a computer sysi:em/program. 
D. PURO-IASES, COPYRIGHf Al\'D LICENSES 
1. The purdutse, lease, a:- ticense of all eleci:ronic co1tunui:i.icacion syscem hardware 
;1nd software must be approved by the Ci.t:y Adminism.tor or her/his des.ignee. 
2. Copying ui computer ,oftwa.r-: owni;:d by [he Cily of Suu Valley :shall be 
governed by the copyiight agreem~m .. 
l Ucense agr.-:etnellts .... >ill be mai.ntai..,ed by the City Ad.tnit1im11.cot- or her/his 
designee. The license agreemenc shall be the ultinuce rule goveming ~he use of 
rhe software. Any aa: peIT1UL-wd by this policy, bu~ not pl-'t'O'Utted by the llcense 
agreement of die sof tw.ire program, shat! be considered null and void. 
4. Software registration must be compleccd for all soii:ware purchased h}' the Cicy 
ac rhe time of purd1ase and shall list rhc Cicy of Sw1 Valley as the purcha,;cr and 
Ii,. che City Adminismtor as the comaet fol· inquiries as to the use of the 
product. 
E. GENERAL REQUlREMENTS 
L The elecmmic cotrununication system is to be used for City business pL1rposes 
only. 
2. Incidenral perso!lal use of rhe Imemet is allov.•ed from rime-w-time duri...'lg 
breaks, including the lunch hour. to chedt for email on a personal, non-City 
accoum(s). 
3. AH mess.1.ges composed, ~enc, s:rored, copied or received via electronic 
conumi.nic;uiun systems are rhe property of the City. These messages arc not 






ex:>ec~a.ions of privacy iu such messages. The City Administrator has the 1-ighc 
co ·access, dose and/ or disclose all 1nessages sent via au electronic 
commurucacions system. Employees. therefore, :.·hould treat electronic 
communications with the same degree of propriety .ind professionalism as 
official correspondence. 
4. ·n1c City Administrat0r shall i-....gulate the requireni.ems for City password usage. 
All employees shal1 change, alter, or modify their passwords as required ~}' tl1e 
CiLy Administrator. 
5. Confidencial electronic files must be professionally erased or SlOrage (le\~ces 
comaining these files removed from any computer or hardware device piior to 
the computer or hardware device being removed from tbe agency for :.-ervicing, 
repairs, or repla~"Cmem. 
6. The City Administrator must be notified immediately when --
a. Sensitive infomution ts or suspeeted of being lost or disclosed ro 
unauthorized parties. 
b. Unauchmized use of ,he elcetronic communications system has taken 
place, or is suspectoo of taking p!ac~. 
c. Passwords are lost, stolen, or disclosed, or are suspected of being lost, 
srnlen, or c!isclo~d 
d. !\ny unusu;tl system behavior such a, missing files, fr.:qnern: system 
crashes, misrouced mess;s'7!:s, ,rnd tl1e like appear because it may indicate a 
compu::er virus infecrion or similllr secunty problan. 
7. I= is chc i:1.ten~ of che City to provide che tools that ~vet}' employee needs ro 
successfully complete assignnients. Occasionally an employee is allowed tO use 
his or her personal computer for City busines:; sul,jecc co prior depa.itment head 
approval and che follmving conditions: 
a. Any personal comput.:r used for Ciw business will be regulated by this 
pol.icy as if it were a City purch,tsed computer. 
b. A.II document files, emails, and any other type of file created on a 
?Crsonally-ovm.ed computer that i.$ being used for Oty business is subject 
to the Public Records L-lw, and the employee who owns the compu~r 
muSt make the compucer and its cou.ei1cs available for inspection i.t.1 
accordance with tbat !aw a.: any time it is requested. 
8, The City Administraror shall define che netwod{ server uses, organizational 
fonnar, use of older/file proreccion, scorn.g~ and ocher aspecrs of network 
capabilities. Employees have the r~spo11sibility co use d1e ne~work server 






9. Elccc:·onic conunumcacions are sub jeer to rhe provisions of Resolution 2006·05 
- Records Rewn:ion. 
10. An emoloyee may indicate her/his affiliacion with the Gey of Sun Valley in 
bu:let~ board discassions, chat sessions, and ocher ofieri.1g$ on i.hc Imemec. 
This may be done by explicitly adding cercain words, or it may be implied. In 
such ca~s where the employee states her/his affifou:ion wi~h rhe Cfry, she/he 
muS!.: also clearly i.nd.ic..-ate che opiniotis expressed arc her/h1s own and not 
net:ess.l.'1ly those of the Qi:y of Sw1 Valley. 
11. The use of electronic cornmW1icacion systems shall be in keeping with applic:tb le 
Federal, Stare, local, civil and criminal laws. 
F. UNAU'IHORIZED AcnvrrIEs 
1. No µersonally owned softw:u-:'! app~cations or shareware sofrware may be 
inStalJed on a City computer, including, but not limited w, games, encen.:ainmenc 
software, and ,cree11 ~':l.vers unless written permission is given by t:ie CiLy 
Administrator and it is allowed by che licensing agreement of che sofLw:ue. 
2. No employee may tamper with, change, <lelece, reprng:-am, copy prmec:red 
codes, encer inco a{~as of rhc µrogram t'<!scrved for progr.uruning, inserr 
..dditiona! progra.•n.ming, or rename Jn}' compmer software program purchased, 
bs::d, or i.i.ce:1scd foru.s¢ by rne ag::ncy, unless it is auci,oriud by rhe licensirtg 
ag~mem. No em?!oyce shall pe1forn1 any repai:s, umallations, modificacions, 
removal, or relocation of any computer hardware, !)et~pher.l!s, and associated 
componen:s without first obrain.ing ailthoi'i7.arion by t:he Ciiy Adm.i.nisrrawr. 
3. Eleci:ronic transfer of fi.les, software, or programs purchased by the Ciq, is not 
autr1orized unless it is allowed by the licensing agreement of the softwar<! 
produo:. 
4. Employees sh;ul not use the email accow1t or password assigned co another 
individual co send or receive messag-!s unless authorized to do so by the owner 
of che email ac::oum:. 
S. The electronic communication 5YS"c:em shall not be used co solicit or prnselytize 
for commercial ventures, religious o:· politic.t! causes, outside org,mizations, or 
other non job-rel;ited solicitations, or us~d for any persoual couunercc or 
purcl:ases. 
6. The elec:.ronic communicition S)'stem shall not be used ro send {upload) or 
receive (download) copyright..'"Ci mate1ials, trade secrets, or proprietary 
information. Failure to observe cop}'righr or license agrecm.cms may n:sn.lt in 
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7. No employee shall uriliz.! or ca.use any City·owued computer to utilii•..e an 
automatic Jog-on. En"lployees are 1>rohibited from leavi.ng a Cicy computer 
u11ancnded while logged on. 
8. The encl}'J)tion of files and the !JSe of enaypcion programs arc not pcnniu.ed on 
any City computer without die pdor aud1oriz.ation of the Cicy Administratoi-. 
9, No employee shal..l bypass or mo<lif J• any installed security systems or menu 
interfaces wu:hoi1t the expressed peimission of the City Administrator. 
10. No emplciyee shall kn()'t;'Ulgly introduce anr computer ~-irus into iU'ly part of rhe 
electronic communications sys";em operru:cd by the Qty. Emplo;-ees must use 
due care and caucion to avoid inadvertently introducing computeJ: viruses imo 
any Ut.y c:ompuler by any 1neans. An}' 1ruuerial received which is suspect, e.g. 
multiple CO?ies of email with che same subjccc line infonnacion received in rapid 
succession, should_ not be open~ 
11. Viewing, down.loading, comn11.1r.icating and/ or tran:.mining macedaJ (for other 
than !il"lv enforo~meru purposes) that is known to involve cl1e use of obscene 
language, imag::s, jok.:::s, sexually explicit mate.-ials or m:ssages th.1.c dispu;:ige any 
person, group, or dassi6cation of individuals is stricdyprohibited. A.J1y 
employee who uses rhe City's equipment or network for these purposes will be 
subject to an immcc.liaz:e, severe disciplin:u.y response. 
l2. Empi0)1ees shall nor use phot.."lgt"a[)hs or ocher nurc1ial depicting City logos, 
vehicles, etc. on any personal or privately-owned home page. Personal/privare 
home pages shall be clearly ide1uifiable as personal pages. 
13. Electronic c.omn1unicru:io11 sr~ms ii.re for the exciusive and sole use of City 
employee and shall nor be used at .uiy time by fami~· members, friends or other 






SECTION 4: JOB DESCRIPTIONS & SAU.RY PU.N 
4.1 JOB DESCRIPTIONS 
All Employee positions in the City wiU have a job description which will include bu. is not limited to 
the position ,ide, ru.temem of duties, requi.r~d skills, knowledge and abilities, education and 
experience requirements. The job description will be developed by ch: Depa,,..-unem Head and 
approved by the City Adminiscrator. A review of each job description shall be condua.:ed periodically 
by the City Administrator. The City Administrator may from time to time abolish cemin job 
poiitiom bas:d upon the needs of the City. 
4.2 FULL.TIME AND PAR.T·Tllv!E STATUS 
The sta~us of rh.c position held '11-'lm chc City :r.ay aifect che smtus of obligations or benefits a~X>ci.1ced 
~t~th City employmeru:. The proc.~dures for hiring, prnmmi-..">n and transfor of full-cime Employ~s 
shall be subject to the provis-ions of chis Ivlanua.l. Personrtd aci;ions concerning parNimc or casu;;[ 
Employees are not ~-ubiect to g1.1idclines ~t forth herein lll"less the Manual's provisions expressly 
provide therdo~. The primary groups of Employees and their respective status is ou.:lined as 
follow.s: 
A. FULL THvlE R.EGUl.AR E.v.lPLOYEES 
1. Employi!es whose ,ypicJ.! work schedule calls for at least 30 hours of sd1eduled work 
during a seven (7) calendar cl.ay period. Fu!ki.me regular Employees shall receive all 
Employee benefits provided by chc CiLy ,is such benefits now exist or may be 
subsequently changed. 
2. Police Officer Idaho Post Certification; Any police officer obtaining -an Idaho post 
cettification shail be eligible for a regular employment status. 
3. The Police Departmem has sdceted a full tin~ employment 5eheduling period 
of fourteen (14) days as allowed by Fl.SA. This scheduling may be changed by 
che Police Q1ief with the ,-ipproval of the City A(.-lJninisrmor. 
B. PART TIM£ REGULAR EMJ>LOYEES 
l. Employees whose l}'pical work schl!Clule cal.ls for ar leasi: twemy {20) hours. but not 
as much as chirty (30) hours, of schedu!~d work during a st.ven (7) calendar day 
period. PatHime regular Employees shall receive reduced Employee benefits in 
accordance ,vith policies adop~d by the Council. The sea~ of benefits received 
may vaiy proporcionately wich rhe number of hours typically scheduled for a pm· 
time regular Employee. The number of hours scheduled may also affect the 
Employee's obligation to participate in certill!l mandatory state benefit programs. 






4.J · SFASONAL & TEMPORARY EMPLOYEES 
This Section sets fotth policies govetning the Ciry's use of rcmporaiy and s~sonal Employees, and 
volimceers. Except as specifically provided within this Section, volunteers and seasonal Employees 
do nor have any right$ as regular fuU or part·tirne Employees. 
A Seasonal and Tempo=a.•y Employees may be employed on an as-needed b:isis hyrhe 
Ci.7, not w exceed l,O::>o hours per fiscal yea:: (October 1 through Sepcembe1· 30). 
Wirhm budg:muy constraims, the Cii.y AdminiStratot will have du: aucho1ily w 
appoi.'lt temporary and seasonal Employees.. 
B. The Gty Administrator wiU determine the appropriate hourly nu:t of pay a.'1.d 
b:!ncfits, if any. All SeasonaJ and Tempor.uy Employees will be retained with a 
wncren Ler..er of Employment. 
4A VOLUNTEERS 
Volunteers may be utilized by the Cq• u1 any capacity that is deemed suitable by the Cily 
Administ:-atol'. The number of volunteers being mili1..ed by the City at any oue time may vnr:y by 
prograinn:ra.tic needs and the availability of volunceers available with ~pecialized skills m· abilities 
,,.,,·hich may be needed. 
Upon the iu.it:.ition of d1e voluncee.r relationship, the vohmteer shall sign a "Volunteer \v'aiver Form." 
Volimu::ers shall submit a rnoru:hly log detailing the number of hours conr.ribuced to the Oty. The 
Qrywill utilize volunr.eers to provide fire suppression services. 
The Cicy shall provide cove1<1ge for all vo!W1tecrs w1der the S,atc workers' compensatiou :.ystcrn as 
required by law. The City Admmismuo:: will determine the amount of hourlf pay and condicions for 
su~h pay and/ or benefo:s, if any. 
4.5 &'::EMPT EMPLOYF..ES 
The City .Adininistrawr is autho!17..cd to evaluate each job position as necessat)' to detem~ne whether 
it shall be "exempt" from certain work provisions as defi:1ed in the Fair Llbor Stand.mis Aa (FLSA). 
Tire following positions have been determined to be "exempt": City Admin.im-aror, Police Chief, Fire 
Chief, Assistant Fire Oucf, Director of Conununity Development, Si:reet Superim:.endent, ULY Oe1k, 





4.6 SAL<\RY PIAN 
A. POLICY 
The City\ policy is to rccogniZ!.! a,,td compensate Employees for work perfom1ed within and 
beyond che nonnal work period. Accordingly, che City"Q;~ll maim:ai.n a Salary Plan. 
'lhe Salaiy Pl-."'I shall include all job posicions 10. d1e City eim:pt the City Adtnin.i~1111.ror md 
City Aiwrney and shall set forth salary ranges for those position~. The CiLr Adminiscratar 
shall have du: responsibilicr to develop and maintain ch~ Salary Plan. TI1c Salary Plan will 
establish minimum and maxir~mm s:ilaries for each job position, with the exc~ption of dlc 
Gty Adminisrracor and City Attorney. The Salary P!an will be presenced ,o the Mayor and 
O:ty Cot~'lcil for adoption. Every third }'i!ai.·, commencing in April 2.010, che City 
Administnu:orwill updacc the Salary l'l.an for regional market ch.mg~ ro ~nsure job po~i.tions 
are competitive. {Amended by Resolution 2007-06} 
B. SALA11..Y PLAN ADMINISTRATION 
The Salary Plan shall be impLmcmed and adminimred by the City Ad.nuJusu-acor ·,d,o shail 
dei:ennine tht 1.u;e of pay for each Employee. Mov~ment it>. the Salaiy Pfon is not automacic. 
The Ci,;y Adminu.trntor reserves the rigb.i: to change Eniployi:t sahuics for -any reason deemed 
appropri.:te including bu:: uoc limited w job pe:-fonnaace and ch::! availabilic:y of C~ty funds. 
In order m properly compensate Employ~s, salary decenni.,aiiom shall be based ,1pon rhe 
following: 
L New Employees: Th::! job qulllifications, experi~nce and education of th! new 
Employee will be evaluated in detennining; new Employee's starting saLuy wicl1in 
the Sa!.uy Plan. 
2. Me1it increases: In orcb· ;;o propcdy compeasate Employees, adjustments in s,1.huy 
shall be based on ;. merit pay syscem. Adjm,;merus will not be automacic, buc slull 
depend upon :i.cnieving an "above st.'ln<lilrd• rating or "out::.-canding" rating on ;J.r, 
annual perfonnance evaluation or a sii.: month 
;)l'obaciomuy perfomunce evaluation. Salary, adjusuncm:s for those 
Employees achieving a racing wonhy of merit increase consid.:rntion shall fall 
within the salary plan nmge for chat posicio:i, unless approved ocherv,ise by the City 
,\dministracor. 
3. Employee Changes Iu Status: 
a. Promotions: An Employee who is promoccd tO a higher 
classificacion ,hall be placed in the higher salary range and will 
receive an u1crease no: to exceed the m..1Ximum rate in che new 





hire date for purposes of calculating annual b~1lCfits, buc cl-ie _date of 
promotion will be used for purposes of performance evaluauons and 
merit consideration. 
b. VolW1ta1.}' Demotion: An Employee who voluntarily is demoted shall be 
plneed in ;:he new job position salary range, at a step as dose as possible 
to his/her previous step and range. However, his/her salary shall not 
exceed d1e maximum race for che new, lower salary range. 
c. Involuntary Demotion: AJ.1. Empioyee who is involuncarily den10ced as a 
.-~suit of disciplinary :i.ction ma)' be placed in a nev.• job posiEi.on range 
and his/her salaty reduced. 
d. Tr.msfors: An Employee who cr.msfe,s laterally to a classification with 
the same $.).[aiy range shall retain his/her present sa1ai.y placcmem. 
e. Employees who have reached Ste!_) 9 of their position's Salary Plan: 
4.7 PAY PERIODS 
Upon m~iving an excdlent performance C\'aluati.on, an employee who 
as reached Step 9 of their position's Sahuy Plan J';laf be eligible for l 
2.5% pay increase. -
The City operates on J. biweekly pay pe1iod which shall ~om:l1.:n..:e on Monday and continue chrougb 
che following second Sunday (Lwo wc~ks). Employees shall receive pay for the prior Lwo week pay 
period by 5 p.m. tb.e foUowini 1ltm-sday. ff the Thursday is ;i holid-.1;y, the pay date will be t:he first 
business d.ty preceding the holiday. Tite man.i:ter o[ discribui:icm of p::i}1checks will be detcrmi.,~d by 
the City Adminiru--aror. 
4.8 OVERTIME PAY 
A OVERTlME PAY FOR NON-EXEMPT E.vIPLOYEES 
The Fair Labor Standards Act (FI.SA) stipulates that oven:ime compensation shall be paid 
.o non-exempt Employees. All overti1ne muse be autho1ized by che Supervisor in advan~. 
Overtime pay \vii! be ad.mi.uisrercd as follows: 
1. TI1e Police Department work period shall be fourteen (H) da~,s a~ allow~ wider 
FI.SA Overrimc for nonexempt Employees will begin to accrue after eighty 
hour of work wichu1 the wodc period. Ove1time will be compeusaced at a race of 
pay equal to one ;md one-half times the Employee's regu1ar hourly rate of pay. 
2. Ail other noaexempt F.mployees shall b: entitled to overtime p:iy for work 
pe.rfom1ed ir, excess of forty (40) hours per "'.-eek. Overtime will be compeu.saced 
;u; a nte of pay equal to one and one-half ti.mes the Employee's regular houdy 




3. The .Employee may request co be granted compensacory time off .;richout r>aY in 
lieu of reccivi!lg ove;titnc pay consi..,;t;euc witb the applic,:able FLSA regulations. 
This rcque~1 muse be made e-a.:h time overtime hours are worked. The request 
should be direcced to the Depa.itment He.id, who may gram: the request if rime 
off would no;: pose a disruption of operacions and the delivery of services. 
Compensatory' rime off wiH be at the rate of one aud one-half hours off fo1· each 
how· of overtime worked. 
4. Compensato1y time accrual will not exceed 40 hou~ for any Employee. 
B. EXEMPT EMPLOYEE OVERTIME 
It is ant:icipa~d that e..,empt Employees will work more than 2080 hour:; pet year. Exempt 
Employees ;ire expected r.o manage workloads to meet the high quality service needs of rhe 
City, i nduding the .rupervision of sr.-iff, and may have va..,.iacions i:1 tlle hours wod(ed from 





SECTION 5: BENEFITS 
5:1 HOUDAYS 
----------------
The following eleven (11) holidays are obsei:ved: employee's birthday or armiversary, 
1.-Iarcin Lucl1er King. Jr_ Day, Presidents' Day, Memorial Day, Independence Day, Labor 
Day, Ve,eran's Day, Thanksgivi11g Day, che day after Thanksf,i1-in$, Christmas Day, and 
New Y~'s Day. 
Hoiidays which fall on a Saturday ai·c taken on Friday; chose which fail on a Sunday ue 
taken on ) Monday . 
.Police Officers are scheduled into eighty (80) hour rotacions either for work or for a &ty 
off over fi.fty-cwo (52) weeks. Officers who have a r~gular scheduled day off on a 
holid:a:y shall be provided eigh.: hours of cornpensarory time off. Officers who :ti.-C 
schcduied m work on a holiday will be compensa~ed with one (l) hour of compensawry 
time off for each hour worked on die holiday-
Any och::r Employee who i.- cil.led into work duL-ing a -designa,ed holiday, u1 add1tio11 co 
being paid fonhe holiday, shall be paid time .md on~·half for each hour worked on the 
holiday. Compensation shall be either cash or cr)mpensaco:y rime off, ar d1e cfucrecion 
of th: Depmmcm: Head. 
5.2 VACAT[ON LEA VE 
A The purpose of vacation !eave is co allow che Employee extended rest and rejuvenation. 
Regular fuU-cimc Employees shall be provided annual vacatiO[l leave according to the 
foll owing schedul;:; 
Years of Entpbyment Vacation Da~ 
Year l 10 
Years 2-7 15 
Years 8+ 20 
B. Regukr p.ut--cimc EmploJ,~...S shall be provided vacation ieave acco1-ding to diz above 
fom1ula in propottion to hours actually worked in a typical 40 hourwod, week. 
C. The following provisions apply to vacation leave: 
1. Employees are required to c.-Jce a mini.mum of 80 hours of vacation per year, 
unless approved otherwise by che Employee's Supervisor. Employees ITu,Y 
begin taki"'"!g accrued vacation ti.me af-tcr six (6) monchs of employment. 
2_ Employees may accrue a maximum of one hundred (10)) hours of vaC;1.tion. 
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dtc Employee will cease accrning vaca..-ion le~ve unril his/her accrual balance 
falls below· one hundred {100) how-s. (Am.ended b)' Resolucion 2007.06) 
3. Vacation Lea,•e Conversion: With the approval of the Employee's-
Supervisor and the Cicy Administr.1t0r, up co forty {40) hom-s of vacation 
leave may be converted to cash payment at the Employee's straight t:me rate 
each calendar year only if th.:: Emplo)'-ee has used an equal :unotm, of 
vacation leave in the previous t2 month period; for adtninistrarive 
purposes, no rnorc chan two (1) requeS'..s for conver~i.on during che 
calcmdaryear will be allowed, and any hours of vacation leave coum~d in 
the first request for that year may not be counted in the second. 
4. Paid .hoh<;!ays which o:::cur during vacation leave will no, be charged co 
vaca[IOn tune. 
5. V;ication muse be sch<!duled and approved in advance with che respective 
De,,nrrm(!nt Head, in order to enSul"e continued operation of City rervices; 
5.3 SABBA TIO\L LEA VE 
A. The puL'pOse of the sabbatical is ro allow tbe Employee e.\."tended paid time off from 
woil to pursue a p:;--rsonal or profession~ i:uerest, i1icludi11g rest .tnd rela.-:atiun. 
13. Employ.::c:s will be encided co fifteen (15 days) of paid sabbacic.l! leave :i.fter completion 
of the first dn~e years of ernploymem and every, four (4} years of employment 
thereafter. The following provisions apply to sabbatical leave: 
1. The fifteen (15) d;rjs leave musr be taken in rhe first year following each 
chree year anniYersa:y date or be fo!feired, i.e., years 4, 8, 12, etc. 
2. There is no conversion of the sabbatical ka.ve ,;o cash payment at a.nrrime 
including upon leaving the employnient of cite City prior to or duriug a 
sabbatical year. T.:ie sabbatical leave may be combined with other additional 
accrued vacation, if ap;;>roved by che Supervisor. The sabbatical leave date-.s 
;nuSt be scheduled in coosulmion and with che approval of rhe Supervisor. 
It is expected dur the frfceen (!5} days of sabbatical leave will be ta.ken as a 
sir.gle block of time off. 
.5.4 SICK LEA VE 
Sick leave shall be a benefit to all regular foll-time Employees as an assur-.u1ce against a loss of 
iucome dutiitg the Employee's illness, injmy, or disabilit}•when the Employee is unable to fulfJI 
his/her job duric:,:. Empioy~ may also ca.i<e sick leave tO care for a member of the immediate 






Sick Leave Accmal: Employee.~ may accrne a maximum of 720 ho\lrs of sick l~ave. 
Sick time acc:uals are fo&:iteci a. the time of employment tennination an<l there 1s no 
cash equivalent payment pmvid«I by the Ciry. 
Physician's Statemeflc 'The C'..ity may requ~.: a Physiciar:'s Statement for absences of 
more than three (3) days. 
Duplica..""io., of benefits: Sick leave benefits are uor to be drawn during such ciroe as che 
Employee is dill.wing unemployment, workers' compensation, disabilicy- insurance, or any 
other 3imilar benefits or payments, eid1er From the Cit.y or from any other source ~xcept 
for personal, nor1-City related i.osurana: benefits. 
5.5 MEDICAL INSURANCE 
The Ory provides to each Employee and his/her dependents .1 rn.edical ii.ealtb insurance pohcy, 
which indud1s but is nor limited to health and dencal iit.~W'ance. Due to the changing nature of 
medical insurance ,ind the .tSSociared prett1iwns, the current Medical fnsmance Plan of the Cicy 
will be on file with the Finance Mmager/Cicy Treasurer. Appen& A summarizes the cw-rem: 
benefits and will be updac..."Ci and accad1ed to this Manual whenever changes in c.overage or 
benefa ·,1re approved by ·~he 1-iayor and C!ty C'..oltncil. 
;.6 FA.1\1ILY CAREA . .i.'\:'D MED{C:\L LEAVE POLICY 
To the eKtent not already pro,·idcd for undi:r current leave policies and provisior..s, me City ..... 'ii! 
provide fan tily a:t<l medical care leave for eligible Employees as required b}' fedc:o.l and stare law. 
Appendix B sets fo1,h certain rights and obligations with l'espect to the Federal Family and 
Medic a! Leave Act of 199 J (FMLA). 
5.7 r.JFE fNSG'RAJ.'l"CE 
The City may provide each Employee a Lifo Insurance Policy. Appendix C sununarizcs any 
currem benefit. The Appendix will be updated and attached co this Manual wh::neve1· changes in 
coverage or benefit are approved by the Mayor and Cily C0tmcil. 
5.S WORKERS' COMPENSATION INSURANCE 
All Employees .u:e covered by workers' compensation in:.·urance in accordance with state and 
federal law. An Employee who !>uffors 2 work related illness or injmy should check with the City 
Administrawes office for fw!her .infonuation. 
5.9 STATE UNEMPLOl'M&'iT INSURANCE, SOCL~L SECURITY BENEFITS 
AND PE.RSI 
All Etupley~es of che Cicy arc wve~ by the:.e bcncfos in accord.u:icc with state and fed:!ral law. 
Iil addition, all r~gdar Employees are covered by the Public Employees' Retirement System of 





5.10 SECTION 457 DEFER.RED COMPENSATION 
.I\Jl regular fu!J.time Employees and regular p:ll"'~·ci.'Tl:: Employees who work more than thirty (30) 
hours per week are eligible i:o p-,1.J.ticip.u:e in chc Oty's optional ddeJTcd compensation p!an. This 
plan, governed by fR.S (Section 457) and state law, provides for the Employee co d::for .. portion 
of his/her income bef:.m: i:axes through payroll deduction, and provides for a variety of 
investment options. 
5 .11 SPECIAL LEA VE 
A. PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT A .. l\lD EDUCATIONAL 
The Ciw encourages and supportS rhe continuing educ..tion .md training oi Employees. 
Job related training or :ducadon sh."I.!! be approved in advanc:: by che Employee's direct 
Supervisor. hi consuicacion w1.th the City Administr.u:or, and shall include tuition, 
materials, an.cl books. It shall be reimbursed to che Employee L1pon tvidenc~ of a 
pa>Sing grade. The approval of education.tl reiniliursement is not ;:iuwma,ic; it is a 
discre,ionaty benefit The inr;enc of the educational rcimbursernem poli-.y :s to cover the 
cost of indi\•idual cl.mes only, on ·.m infrequ~nt b.1Sis. This pohcy is noc uttend::d to 
cover che coses associated wirh the pursuit of associate, undergradu;i,re, graduate, or 
profossimul degn:c pmg!'il.Tl1s. F..ducacional reimbursement, per this se:;tion, is acacbnic 
ii:! :i:u.ure .md is Jisttilct from job rdawd training, wo:kshops, seminars, classes md/or 
conferences. 
B. MILITARY LEA VE 
An Employee who is a member of the National Guard, or is in a reserve compon,~nc of 
:he Armed f.orces of the United States, or of rhe Public Health Services, shall be entitled 
to :l leave of absenc:t: from City service for a period nor exceeding 15 cai.end;u- <lays in 
any one (1) cak:nd.1r year pc1iod. Such leave shall be gramed wir:1out loss of tim-!, pay, 
or ocher be,lt!:it$ to whid1 me Employee is emitled. W'hen an Employee receives bona 
fide orders m ce:npomry active oi· c111ining dl1ly, such mil.it~ leave longer than 15 days 
i.ii any calendar yea:- shall b::~ granted wctlwuc Ciw pay. 
C BEREAVEMENT LEAVE 
Berea.vemem leave of three (J) days is authorized m case of a dead1 i.n t:ie immediate 
family. Immediate family is defined as spouse, child, parent, pai:enc·in-law, broche!· or 
sister. 
D. COURT APPEARANCE 
Any Employee required to appear in cour, or before 1.he Grand Jury a:; a juror, witness 





receive ftd[ compensation as though he -o,:ere acmally on the job cl.ming such time. 
He/ she shall claim ,Ulf wimess o:· other foe ro which he/ she may be entitled by reason 
of such apix:arance and pay ch:: same over to the Cicy Treasurer tO be deposited in the 
general fund. 
E. LEA VE OF ABSENCE \iTIHOu'T PAY 
City Employees mar apply for a leave of absence v:ithout pay for illnesses 110c od1erwisc 
covered by the City's family/medical leave policy·, emergencies, or other compelling 
reasons. The Cit}' Administrator will review the request and decennine whee:her to 
approve the leave. All applicable leave balances (i.e., sick, vacation, compensato1y) rnust 
be exhausted before the leave wid1out pay begins. 
L Reirn,tacemen~s: Excep~ for a leave of absence withouc pay of less tha.."I 90 days 
duration, the Employee's position will not be held open. For leaves beyond 90 
days duration, the fu11ploy:e must apply for reinstatement and will then be 
remstated imo the first available posi~ion of ,1 similar classificacion and pay as the 
position vacated. 
2. Benefit accn.pls: No v:ication, sick leave, recirement, or other benefits will be 
paid o.r accrued duL1.ngpe!iods of leave without pay. 





SECTION 6: EMPLOYEE EVALUATION 
6.1 EVALUATION PROCEDURES 
A STANDARD PROCEDURES 
Full-time Employees shall receive a job perfonn.111ce evaiuation .1.t six mooths 
se1vice and thi.rcy (30) days prior to one year of service. Thereafter, performance 
evaluations shall be co11ducced ,umually at the Employee's annive1'S:lt}' dace. With 
the .ipptoval of the City :\dministrator, the dares of performance evaluations may be 
er.ended when l) :he Employee's performance needs improvement, and the 
Supervisor, wirh cbe concu1n:oce of che City Administrator, detennines that it is in 
the best interest of th.e Gey and tbe Employee t0 grant an exrension to allow for 
improvement; 2) che Employee is on a leave of :ibsc.-u:e without pay for more than 
30 day~ and 3} when cira.1.mscnces indiCJ.tc chat the Employee has not had 
adequari'! time to demonstrate suitability for regular status or contiuued employ1ncnc. 
Each Employ~e will be evaluaccd. to assess the performance of th,,c Employee in the 
job being perfonned for the C'Jl,)'. Each ~valuation will be given on the basis of che 
di:-ecc Su~rvisor'-~ ob~ervacions o[ the Employee's periow.ance, the accur-.lcy or che 
Employee's ,vo:-k in addition co the qu21uir;y and qualiry of {he work. Each 
s~1pervisor will 5-!ek the input of other Cit}' person.'lCl and input, wh.:!re appropriate, 
from o;;hers outside of che City workfol'ce 1vho have an on-going knowldge of dw 
Employee's work. 
1. The QLy Administrator shall provide co each Supervisor an appropriate 
Employee Appruisal Fonn 
2. The Supervisor shall perform the followi.'1g: 
a. Review the Employee's job description; 
b. fu:view Employee's Goals from chc previous appraisal period 
c. Complete rhe Employee Perfo.mance Appl'aisal Ponn 
3. The Employee will also complete a self-evaluation on the Employee 
Perfonnauce Appl'l'.isal Fo1m. 
B. EVALUATION 
Each evaluation shall coi1cb.1de with a meeting between the evaluated Employee 
and che im1nediate Supe1visor in which the Employee will be provided with che 
,vrinen evaiuacion prepa,ed b)' the Supervisor. 'fl1e Employee wilJ be given an 
opp01tuuity to respond ro the evalu11tion. The Supervisor will :!Stablish 
perfonua.nc= goals for i:he Employee for rhe next }'-ear and detail any work 







Any Employee shali have .he right to appeal his/her perfonnance evaluation to the Qcy 
Administrator by submittinig his/her concerns in writing. The Cily Administrator shall meet 
with the Employee to discuss the Employee's concems. The City Adminismuor shall issue a 
wLitten findit1g, either upholding the Employee's pcrfon11ance evalu.arton, or recurning it to rhe 
Supervisor for changes or revision. Anyw!itten materials from this proc::ss shall become pai.t of 
the Employee's ~sonnel file. The City Adm.iuistrator's written finding shall be final and there 




SECTfON 7: STA:NDARDS OFCONDuct 
7.1 PURPOSE 
This poiicy shall assure that all Employees are aware of important policies, procedures an? 
:t:gulations govcming their emploJ'I!lent with the City. To addil:ion, ch~ CiLy ex:pecrs that tlus 
policy snall ensure 0at Employ~es ar 3!1 rimes condu.:t. c.hem_sdvcs in a 11~~ner tl;at refle<;rs 
favorably on rhe Utj' and builds anct ~1.1ppom che uu:egmy and credi.bi~cy or the Cuy 
organizacion. Viola.ion. of any of the policies included in this Section m.,y be grmul<ls for 
disciplin:uy acrion, up m .tnd indudirigtenninarion of employmeat, depending upon th~ severily 
of rhe vioh;ion. 
7.2 SAFETY POLICY 
Safety and h~a.ltb is the ptimaxy ::onccm and responsibility of every Employee working for the 
Cily. The City recognizes irs obligacion tO provide acl"'quate safety equipment, to n-ai11 
Employee~ in safe operations and practices, and to establish and enforce safow regulacio~s. 
Ail Employees are obligaced to p(!rfonn ;:heir assigned duties safocy by following escabiished safo 
work procedures, using the proper safecy ~quiprnem, and by rcponing or corn~ccing unsafe acts 
or wodcplace conditions. 
7.3 COI\TF.LICT OF II\'TEREST 
O.ty Employ~es are expressll' proh1biced from engugi.tg in any activities which could rcpl"'..sem a 
conflict of inceres;; with ::heir City employment. 
it is che responsibi.li...-y c,f the Employee t.:0 no.:ify his/her Departtnt!nc P..ead \llth~n the 
Employee·~ circumstances or work assignment change and create a ~1.i.;.ltion wherein a c0t1flict 
of imeresi: may arise. The Department Head will notify the City Ad.'11UllStrator in wricing of the 
potential conl:licr. The Qq, Administrator. in consultation with che City Attomey, shall inruce 
r::cornmendacion co the Mayo, and Council as m what a<..'tion sho\tld be taken to avoid the 
potential conflict of interest. 
7.4 CONFIDENTIALITY OF RECORDS 
Empio)•ees havi.'lg ac~ss co coufidential records such as ~rsonnd accions, medical records, 
payroll records, etc.., shall rnmmai11 .mice confidential.ii:y of such records. City records may oaly 
be rele.i.seci or disseminated by die Mayor, Ci~y Adm:nis::rn:or or City Oerk in accordance with 
di.e public records laws of the Still'~ of Idaho. 
7.5 I-IARASSMENT POUCY 
The purpose of chis policy is co set forth i:he Cicy's positton prohibiting harassment by or againSt 
any of its Employees or applicai1ts. The Oty's harassment poliq is in keeping \'1-i:th tht City's 
commitment to provide a work environment tha.: is free of discriminacion. The City prohibits 





harassment in any fomi, including verbal, physical .md visual harassment. 
A. Sexual harassmem includes, bur LS no, limited ro, malcing unsolicited and w~welcome 
sexual ~dvances, requescs for sexual fo1:ors and/or ocher verbal, physi:::al, or visual 
conduc.: of a sex.ual nature which occi:.rs under ch.e following circumstances: 
1. Submission to such conduc~ is explicitly or implicidy made a term or 
condition of emolovment; or 
2. Submission to ·or' rejection of such conduct is used as the basis foi:-
~mploym.em decisions affocdng che Employee or app!ican~ or · 
3. Such conduct has the purpose or effect of :rubscancially interfering wich the 
individual's performance and/or crcacing an intirnid,'l!'ing, hoscil~ or 
offensive work environment. 
B. Racial or ethnic ha.rass1nem includes, but is noi: limited to. etlmic slurs, jokes or 
other verb.al 01- ph.J'Si:::al concb.1ct relating to an individu:tl's race, national origin. or 
ancesuy where such conduct: 
1. His the purpose o. :ffect of crea:ing an incimidating, hostile, or offensive 
wmfo.ng -~\~roruru:nt', or 
2. Has the pwpose or eff::ct of unreasonably interfering wid1 an individual's 
wo:-k performance; or 
J. Othenvise adversely :i.ffects an individual's employme11t opport'..i.nicies. 
C. Also similarly prohibited. is any fotm of harassnt~nt ag.1inst a per-son hec.1use of that 
person's religious cri:ed, physical handicap, medical condition, sexu:u orientation, 
marital stams or age. 
Go.ideline~ 
A. An Employee who believes that he or she has been harassed by a co-worker, 
Supctvi.sor, any Cicy official, or individual. outside of the Giy orianization, should 
immediately notify his/her Department I-lead of rhe facts of the LCcidenc or 
incidems and the name(s) of rhe i.odividual(s) involved. 
B. rf the complaint is against the Employee's Department: Head, rhe Employee should 
repo1t it directly to the Ci.cy Administrator. If the complaint is against che CiLy 
Administrawr, or a member of che Cicy Council, che Employee should repon; the 
complaim to ;;he 1\·fayor. If che complaint is against :he Mayor, the Employee should 
repon ic to rhe Presidem of the U)lUlciL 
C. A Supervisor or Deparcniem Head who is notified of a complaim or otheiwise 
beconl!s aware of a violation of this policy must immediately notify che City 
Adminiscr.1wr. Failure to do so may result in disciplinaiy action up to and including 
termiuation. 
D. Once an incident has been broughc to the attention of management, an invescigacion 
will be conduc-~d by the c.ity- Administrator's office or other person designated by 
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incident including, bm not limited to, . . 
the totality of the circunmanccs, the 11.ature of the conduct, and the context in which 
th: alleged iuci.dent occun-cd. The aLJ' hil.S the right co retain an independ:~m third 
pa.tty to conducr. the invesrigation. . 
E. If the complaint is agai..,st a patron of a~y i.'ervt(.'eS, the City will take those steps 
within its power to invescigate and eliminate che problem. 
F. If a vio!alion of chis policv is found to have occurred, tbe Employee who is found to 
have violated this poli..'l' _-.,.rill be subject co discipline, up to and including 
rennination. 
G. Retaliation: R.:taliation against a person for filinr; ,1 ha1:assment cha.t.-ge or making a 
harassment complaint is [)rolubited. Employees found r.o bt 11.':talillling against 
i:l.:.,otl~er . Employee shall be subjecc to disciplin.·uy action, up to and including 
ten!'llnanon. 
7.6 SUBSTANCE A.BU'SE 
· The at)' m,umains a "zcro-mlera.n~" policy coward the use or possession of illegal M>Stauccs 
and wwanl an Employee being impaired or itlc.lp:tc:itated by alcohoi or auy ocher coru:rolled 
substa.'lce. 
The unau~hom.cd posse$ion, consumption, transfer or sale of any illegal c..1ug shall be grounds 
for iin,nediate disciplina:y accion. 
An Employee 1uay not, unde1· any ctrctu11stanc=s, report co work impaired by or under che 
influence of alcohol or aoy illegal or controlled substance. Any Employee who does report w 
work under the influence of akohol or a.ny illegal or controlled d:ug will be 1-elieved of duty and 
subject to disciplimuy action. 
7.7 OUTSIDE E..\1PLOYMEN1' 
The uty Administraror shall have the aurhoiity co limil o:.iuide ::mploymCJ.l.t activities of a~v 
Employees when in his/her judgment that employment would create a potemial conflict of 
interest, a potential breach of confidentiality on substanttve tnattCt'S of a~y business, or would 
have the potern:ia! co deuim.emally affaci: the Employee's ability to perform for the City. Prior to 
engaging in outside employment, CiLY Employees muse submit a writ".en request co d1e City 
Administrator wbo shall approve 01· deny the reql&eSt within rt\.'e working days. 
7 .S PROPR.IE'f ARY RIGHTS 
An)' and aJl work products including soft~rare design, repon:s, and .re.sea1-=h analysis completed 
by City Employees while in die employ of the City are deemed to be tbe property of the City. 
No Employee inay sell, copy, or otherwise use such informatio."> for outside economic gain 





7. 9 DRESS AND PERSONALGROOMrNG 
E.mployees shall at ail ti.mes dress in a manner which reflects a prob-siorutl image of the City. 
Qothing should refiect commonly a-:cepred office standards and Employees should be well. 
groomed at all ti.mes. Items including, but not limited to: halter tops, "spaghecci . straps," 
t:}.'"tremely shon: shom, spandex shores, or wo:n or soiled jeans arc neither appropnate t1or 
acceptable during t:1,orking hours. Employees _in violation of this policy will be required w l~ve 
che pn.."'mises arid return in appropriate atti.rc, and cime taken to comply with d:us requirement 
will be aI chc Employee's own expense. 
7.10 SMOKE-FREE WOR!C ENVIRONME1'1T 
It is the policy of che Cit}' to create and maincain a safe and healthful work environmem. 
'Tii.crefore, the Cit)• is a smoke-free workplace. Consistem with this pol.ic..y, all City buildings and 
vehicles are designated no-smoking areas. Etnplo~•ees desiring to smoke may do so in offsite 
locarions during ~heir nomw lunch or break periods. 
7.11 GRATUITIES 
No Emplo'fee shlil accept any fee, gift, or o~htr vafoable item in rbe cou,-s.: of pe1fo1ming the 
dt:cies of h.is/her position. Employees may accept such items as candy, cake, cookies, or other 
items of nominal value which iire intended to be 1ppreciatiYe in na':W";! and which a.re made 
available for genet-:tl office oon;.1.m1pcion or use. ]\,foal expenses rdated LO the conduct of Ciry-
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SECTION 8: DISCIPLINE 
8.1 POLICY A. .. -.....'D PURPOSE 
~~-~,r;d'' c•,'1 SUN VALU~Y 
The pur;,ose of this policy is ro establish a disciplinary i.ysrem co assui-e a fair ai:id eo~iscent 
procedure for the prevention and col'rc:ction of Einpioyee performance defi~nc1es. it is the 
policy of the City to promote J posicive discipline process wherein the objecdv~ is to assist the 
Employee to succeed iu h.is/her responsibilities whenever possible. 
8.2 SUPERVlSORY RESPONSCBILITY 
L i~ the respon!>ibility of each Supcrvi.'IOr to identify, e\'lllu;tte, and in~,:itutc mca,.ures to con·ect 
performance deficiencies. Supervisors a.re expected co utilize the following scrai;egies: 
1. Communicate and explain the Ci:ty'll expl!ctatimts and perfomnu1cc: st;u1dards. 
2. CommunLcate and explain che CiL)ls discipliumy policies. 
}. Provide Employee a-aining. recognition, and f~dh.ack on perfonn.m::e ~e;mdards. 
4-. C'.onduct periodic perfonn:mce reviews and appraisals. 
&.3 APPLICAB!LffY 
This polig.· shall apply to all reguL.1.r full-tim~ and regula. part-rime Employees. le ~hall no. appl~, 
to rhe CiL}' Adminisr.ramr, City derk, Qty 1'reasll.!-er, City Attorney·. or any seasonal or 
tempomry Employees, paid caH firefigh,ers or volLU1teers. 
8.4 CAUSES FOR DISCIPLINARY A.CHON 
Any action or i.n.action which is a ru.'ldranc.! to tt\e effective petforma..".lC.'e of Qty opel'ations, m· 
reflects disc1-edit upon th<! Ci1.y or its Employees, will be considered jusc cause for clisciplin..uy 
a:xion. Discipllllary action may be ca.ken for (buc is not wnited to) rhe following accions: 
1. Violation of any Cit), policy, 1.tle, or regulation, contained in these Personnel 
Policies or in any other City com..'Tlunicru:ion of general dist:ibucion. 
Z. Violation of the Drug-Free Work.pince Policy. 
3. Violation of !awful duty. 
4. losubordio.acion, including refosal to obey a reasonable order and pi·omociug work 
unit ins'Jbomnation. 
5. Absence from the workplace without prior authorization (une~cused or excessive 
absemeeism}. 
6. Habttual tardi11ess or absct1ces. 
i. Abuse of sick leave benefits. 
8. Failu.-e to perfom1 assigned work in an efficient and acceptable manner. 
9. Abusive language or conduct toward the public or fellow Employees., or ocher 
conduct unbecoming a City Employee, including disrespect toward Supervi.smy or 
















authotit)' over other Employees, ot' on or off-duty conduct which may bri11.g 
discrecli;: to the City. 
Being wasteful of Cily materials, propen.y, or ~i.ire. , . . 
Unacce1>table incerpei-son.il skill01, to the extent that t."lt workplace environment IS 
bdow standard. 
0.)nviction of a wodt related felony. 
Use of religious, policica!, or fraternal influence for personal g;ain. 
Theft. 
Personal acceptance of a f::e, gift, or other valuable item in the course of che 
employee's wmk for the City. 
Relea,;e of confidential infmm.2tio.1. 
Fa1sificarion of forms, records, or reports .• including b:.it nm limited to time cards 
or job applic.ltions. 
ParcicipatLtlg iu unlawful harassment toward any member of the City staff or the 
public, including but not limited to se:>.."Ua! or mcial harassmem. 
Violation of sa.feLy laws, regulations, or guidelines. 
Use of position, City propeny, or confide1u:ial Gty infonnation for personal gain; 
or for the ~n of others. 
S.5 FORMS OF DISC[PLINARY ACT{ON 
Oisciµlina,y action may tak<! a..,y of the following: fonns, in any <Jrder, depenrung upon the 
:.eriousness of the infraction, the Employee's previous work hiscozy and longevity, mid 0th~r 
rel,want factors. Pmgressi,•e cliscipline shall be appiied ody wh~~ rhe Supervisor believes d1at 
;;he pore1:1J:ial for in:1provemem: and curacive behavior is possible. 
A Ot-al rcplin1and: An oral repiimand is a \\rru-rung rather chan il. punitive action, and is 
designed to prevent .he Employee from being placed in a position where fo1mal 
discipline must be used. A Supervisor may 11take a brief note documeucing the 
conversation and will retain the nore for fulllt'e reference. Docwnentm:ion of an oraJ 
reprimand will noc be placed ir. the Emplo,.-ee's pcrsonncl file. 
B. WA@n,1+-primand: A v.:1iaen r::pritmmd is also intended to be a warning procedure; 
however, the written rcp11mand also serves to place the Employee on official no~ice 
rhru: fu.t~1re abuse will result in a more seve:re fom1 of disciplimu.y a.."'ti.on. As such, 
th~ v.•ritccn 1·eprimand will be placed in the Empk~e·s personnel file. 
C. ~nsion withouc_;;:iar. Suspeus.ion wichout pay is a fom1 of discipfu1e whi.ch is 
usudly taken eicher after a written reprimand has faiied to con·ect che perfo:.maace 
defici,=ng• or wh:n the seve1il)" of che ·violation is such that it warrants a suspeu,ion 
without pay. 
D. DiscipliniUU.OObaa.ion; Discipliu:uy probation is a form of discipline which is 
usually taken when a wdtt.en reprimand or Susp"'...nsion without pay have failed co 
corn:ct the peifonuan.ce defidenc . y or when the severity of the violation is such tbol.c 
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probarionai-y s.:atus. The Employ~ loses regular st?tus, and musr bting h.:.s/h<:r 
perfo1mance up co a "Standard» rating i:1 order ro regain regular EmplO}'ee sr.an:s. 
E. Sal:irv reduction: A reduction iz1 sa!.uy is the reductton of the Ern.ployet.'s salaiy to a 
lower seep on che salaty range to which his/her position is assigned. This form of 
discipline may be used for any length of cime th.,r the Cil}' .Adminisrraior deems 
appropmc::, and is generally but !lOt exclusively used when it is ad\'antageous to 
have chc Einµloree on the job but the seriousness of ,he violation or penonmmcc 
problem wairants more discipiinary action d1au a wriuen reptfrnand. 
F. Involuntarv demoti9n: A democion w a lower dassificacion may be used as a fonn 
of discipli.nai.y accion, when dismissal is not wa.."rnnted, or when die St1pervisor feels 
that the Employee has the po;;encial for correcting thi: miscoaduc~. \\'.lhen demotion 
to a lower classiticacion occurs, t:he salary of the Employee will be equal i:o, or less 
th.m, che Emplorec's pres:nt salary, ar the discrecioo of .~ Supervisor ;1..'"l.d Qty 
.t\dministrni:or. 
G. Disir..issah Dismis.'wll from Gey service may be necessary after och:r ,mempts ro 
correct the De1formance deficieucies have failed or when tht" seriousness of lhe 
inbction is ;udl that di:;missal is w,manu,.d, 
8.6 ADMINISTRATION OF DISCIPLINE 
Th~ fdkiwin<;; is:.. Ii:,,: of positions ~t,ith the authv,iy to impose discipline 
L The Employ:e's Superviso1· rnay adminiscer an oral rcprim,·md and a written 
reprimand an.d :-ecommend o:her levels of discipline. 
2. Consim:m wi~h 8.7 below, the CiLy Adrninistrawr will :-tview and approve ail 
rccomn::ienc!arions for ~u:,;pensions without pay, disciplinary probations, redu-:cions in 
sa.bu.y, involuncuy dcmocioils, and dismissals from City service. 
8.7 lNFOIU,,IAL REVIEW 
A regular, ntll-cime Employee shall have the right to :i.-i Informal Review regardi.,g discipl.innry 
accions consis.:ing of suspension without pay, disciplinary probation, :,.uruy redi1crion, 
involuncary demotion, or dismissal from Ciiy employment within 5 worki.'lg days after receiving 
notification of die proposed disciplinary acrion. 
The following steps shall be fo!lov.,~d in submircing and pmces~-ing a reque~1: for an Informal 
Review. For puiposes of this Inform.,l Review pl"Occss. the City Adminhi:r.itor shall be deemed 
to be the Depa.mnent Head for all Employees. The Chid of Polic::: shall be deemed to be the 
Depanment Head for che Police Depattmem; the Fire Chief shal.1 be deemed d1e Department 
He:id for the Fire Dep~.nmem; and the Com1nunity Devclopmeru Di1~ctor shall be deemed the 
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Step 1: In disciplinary actions imposed by die. Deparnnem ~s,_ [~e affecte~ Employee n~v 
submit a requeSt for an I0.fo1mal Re"Yiew of the dLsetpllnary aet1on to the C1tr 
Administrae0r wichin five (5) worki.ug days after receiving notification of dl¢ proposed 
disciplin.11i' accion. The Departmen: Head shall revien, the Employee's request for an 
Infonnal &"View and provide co che City Adminiscr-..cor any and all relevant information 
rcgal'ding the proposed disciplinary action within three (3) d:iys aftei· norificacion of dle 
Emplo)'C.e's request for an Infom1al Revi.e"''· 
Seep 2: The City Administrator shall meeL with the affocted Employee and the Deparune11t 
Head co review die reasons ior che proposed disciplinary action a..-,d any :relevant 
infonnai:ion che Employee desires to submit in cot1nection with the disciplinaiy action oi-
l11e i.nfonnation .md/or events upon v;bich tbe proposed discipiinlUJ' action is based. 
Step 3: Upon the conclusion of the Infonnal Review, the uty Adminiscra:or shall prepare his 
d.:,ision in w citing uphokli..,g, modifying. or rescinding the pmpo:.-ed disciplinary accion. 
Step 4: Ir t.\e affected Employee is dissacisficd wi.ch the decision of the Cu.y Administra,;or, then 
d,e Employee may reciuest .:hat che Cicy, Adminismv;or's decision be infonnally reviewed 
by the Mayor withi."l five (5) working days after re"'..eiving the Cicy Administrator's 
decision. The Mayor shall meet witb the City Adiniuistr.\tor a..'Ui the En1ployee, review 
ch·! Employe:'s wri.:cen nt.1terial and relevant info1marion regarding the proposed 
disciplin.uy accian and provide his w1irren decision within three (3) days after ~he 
meeting. 111c decision of the Maror shall be final and binding. 
u1 che event af disciplinary action proposed hy the C'.ity Adrni!1:strntor acti!lg in thc ca?acit;1 of 
the Depattmen~ Head, such proposed disci.plinary clCtion. shall be reviewed directly by the Mayor 
consistcm with Srep 4, above. The decision of the Mayo!· shall be final and binding. 
If the requ~st for an Infon.nal Review is not initiated with.in the time lir.,1its escablished by this 
Section, then the right for an Informal Review shall be deemed to be \'!1aived. Any disciplinaiy 
act.ion not rnkcn to the nex. step of the lnfonnal. Review p1~dw·e within che cime limits 
established by chis Section shall be considered settled on the basis of the last decision made. 
The cime limits µrescribed in dus Section for the initiation and completion of che sreps of the 






MEDICAL 1NSUR.4NCE PLAN 
CITY STAFF HEALTH REIMBURSEMENT ARRANGEMENT 
ANl"-rr.JAL ROLLOVER AND PORTABILITY POLICY 
Regence B[ueShield of Idaho has been selecred by the City of Sun Valley tO provide health 
insulrl!lcc for its foll-,ime .regular employees (ac · least tluny (30) hours or more per week). The 
Heakh insurance plan includes a Health Reimbursement An1ID.gemem (HR.A) program. 
Indivicbal cmploy.:e HR.A accounts ·ill"~ established and ,umually .~ city appropcia.tes funds to 
che I-IRA Jccounc LO help pay for employee d::xiuctiblcs. 
It is the Cly's poli(..y d.1i1t at che end of e-.ich fiscal year, any unu.secl ap?ropriation runds i.n an 
ittdividual's E-IR..<\. accmmt may be rolled over imo the next fiscal year. 'The maximu..-r1 amoum 
.:hac may be rolled over each year is seventy percent (70%} of the remaining foads. The funds 
niay be :ised in subse-qu~nt ye;1rS for medical co~cs as authorized by Regence IllueShie!d. 
Vesting of rollover funds occun at the completion of three (J) yea.., of ful1-time employment. 
Rollover funds •:vill ac that ~iin~ become available as a profitabilii:y pa~rn1ent to an employee 
should the empl.oyee leave City employment. l\frer y~r three (3), a.ii. empby~, upon 
employment tetmir.acion, will be provided a pa}'ment of u? co $1,500 of any ve.,;ced rollover 
fonds. At che end of five (5) OJ" lllDte years of employment, an employee will be encitled co 
paJ'lTtCnt of up co $5,000 of any vested rollover funds. 
t\n employee receiving a. profitability paymenc may choose w either have che p.;:yrnellt made as 
incon-.e and, chereforc:, subiect to all applicable payroll taxes and payroU benefits or the employee 
n1ay Select thar a paymenc or p.iyments be made directly For an0the:· health insurance plau. 
MA. YOR Ix. COUNCIL HRA PR.OGRAM 
The Mayor and Council are full-time etnpioyees of the City and ?.!"(: eligible to receive health 
insurance beuefo:s equcl t those provided to oth-ir employees. In addkion, che kfayor & Council 
may select t0 pro,~de for their b.e;J.llh insu..."'al,1ce coverage through an e.'<isting health insurance 
program of their own or through a sp~'s health insw.i.nce pmgram. If nne of chese options is 
sdected, the Mayor au.cl/or Cou11::ilperson(s) may still paiticipare in the City's Healch 
Rei.mbursernern: Ammgement (}-.iRA) program as follows: 1 
1Thc Ma}'O, arid Co:1ucil a.l"C con~idim.'tl. :i uuiquc clas.~ under this polily :ind, therefore, other 




1. The Ci~y will establish an individ~1ru HRA account for tbe Mayor and/ or Councilperson 
and concribute $1,2!7.4C per mo:ich co the account:. The m:iximurn ::ocal. comriburion 
over ;i cwelve monch peri;d is $14,608.80 and the lperiod of cime will be from January 1 
t:hrough December 3 ( 2 
2. The I-IRA account 111.'l.J be used by the Mayor and/or Councilperson(s) for che 
reimoursemem of their health insura.n~ premiums and/ or deducci.bles including all 
dependents on tr...e program. 
J. TI1e Mayor and/o~· Councilperson(s) must present tO ISC, rhe City's HRA accoun~ 
managers, acceptable proof of health insurance prelllillID pay,nem in order co be 
reimbursed (i.e. payroll documemmion t1r premium .invoice). 
4. Tile M:l)'O, and/ or Couru:uptrson(s) must present to ISC ar.cepcabk proof of ckducrible 
payment in order to be reimbursed (i.e. doctor's receipt or Explll!lation of Benefits 
{EOB) from health insurance provider.) 
5. ISC will be responsible for verifying ~1.:ei?(3 and payroll deduction docwm:nt2.tion and 
\\-ill make ::imdy reim.bursemcncs for all digibk healcl1 insurance premium co!;ts and 
deduc::ibles. a.'ld dedi1ctiblcs. 
~ The montltt,, :ind m:i..,.i.murr •• 1n:1uJt Ci:;, ComdbL1tio11 tu the Hit.A. a-~oocnts is cai..,"UL-..oo based :1po11 che 
cun1!n•; p:;:i· ::.:np'.oye: and ,lcp~:1Jcm Jmmim-, wst; charr;cd :>}' Regence :HiucSh1e!d o[ Idaho (Hc:al,b !nsurmce) 
md 1'-1.c-:Llfo {DenL.u !nmr:mce) for Cicy employees: and ch~ Cily's share of paid dcd:iciibles in di:: current 





Toca.I per inon:h: 
$ 263.00/r:v.»tth 
$ .316.00/n\Omh 
$ :l:i'i.00/rnomh (orSU8/monthhhild 11p to} diildr:c1~ S 30.():) 
:$. 933.00 
Tot:ii p~r year: S 11, 196.CO 
Sl,012.80 
Plu:;; Giy Deduet.ibl~ Payment: $ 2,•100.00 
Total Ar.null HRA Account Contribution: $ H, 608.80 
Total WJ.OutlJ.}' HRA Accoum Coam'ibution; $ 1,217.-1,0 




6. TI1-: maximum .ocal teimbursemem;. for the twdve•monch HRA period is $14,608.80. 
7. At the end of tht! twelve-month period, or at anytime that tht elected tetm of the Mayor 
and/or Cou.ncilperson(s) should ~nd, any remaining fo:,cls in the Mayo1)s or 
C.O!.U1ci!person(s) HR.A account will revert back to the Gty and will be forfeited by the 
r/i.ayor .u1d/or Coui1cilpcrsDt1(s} if chey do noc have outstanding receipts to withcl·mv 






FEDERAL FAMILYA .. ND MEDICAL LEA VE ACT OF 1993 (FML-1) 
Rights and obligations, which are no. specifically set forrh below, are set forth in the D<:partmem 
of Labor regulations impietneming ch~ Feder.tl Family and Medical Leave Act of 199 3 (FMLA). 
Unless oth:rwisc provided by this article, "Le::ivcn under this article shall mear- bve plirsuant to 
dte F!vfLA. -
A Definitions 
l. "12-month petiod" means a rolling 12-mon:h pe1~od measured bad&ard irom the date 
leave is taken and ..:antinuo:is \'l,irh each adclicional leave day token. 
2. "Child" means 2. child under the age of lS ye,U"S of age, or 1S years of age or older who is 
incapable of sdk.""t:-c because of a mencal or physical disabiliqr. 
An Employee's child is Oil:! for whom the Employee has acmal day-w-day i-csponsibility fol' 
care :md induJes a biological, adopted, foster, or s-..epcbj(d. 
J. A child is "incapable of se\f-c,m~~ tf he/sh~ ret:uires ac~ive assistance or sup::rvision m 
provide daily self-car~ iu three or more of me· acttvities of daily living or instrumemal 
activiti~s of daily living. such as ca.ring for grooming and hygiene, bathing, dressing, .ind 
eating, cooking, deaning, shopping, raking .public ,:ransponacion, p:tj~ng bills, maincain.ing a 
residence, usiug cel,:phones and directories, ere. 
4. "Parent" me~s the biolof,-ic.tl pa.rent or an Employee or an individual v.-·ho stands or steod 
in. /oo) panntis (in pbct of a parem) t0 an Employee when che Employee was a child. This 
tt!nn does not include parents-in-law. 
S. ~spo.:o.se" means a husband or wife as ddined or recogni7..e:d under Idaho State bw for 
purposes of marriage. 
6. '' Se1ious health condition" me~ns an illness, injwy, impairment, or physical o:· m:mal 
condition d1at involves: 
a. Inpatient care (i.e., ,in overnight sray) in a hospital, hospice, or residential medical 
care facility, inch.:.ding any period of incapacity (1.e., inability to work, or perfon.n 
ocher regular daily ai.:civities due t0 the serious health condiciou, treaunenc involved, 
or .recove1y ,he1-e from); or 
b. Continuing m:acmen~ by a hcalrh ca.re provider: A seriotis health coudicion 
involving continuing .:r~1mn:~nc by a heclch care provider includes any ouc or more 
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A period of incapuciq' (Le,, inabili::y m work, or p;:rfonn ocher regular d~ly 
aetiviti<:s due t0 ~~rious he.i.lth condition of m,.")re than three consecutive 
calendar days, and any subsequent creatm,mt or period of i11capacii:y rdaci.ng co 
the same condition, ch.at also mvolves: 
u.) Tl<!atmem t'91o or more tim~s by a h~lth care provider, by a nurse or physicians 
assistant under c:lirecr. supervision by a heaith care erovider, or by a provider of 
health care services (e.g., a physicil r.her.!pist) tmder orders of, or on referral, by 
a health care provi.d~t'. or 
iii) Tre:mnem; by a hea!rh care provider on ac leas.: one occasion which re$ults in a 
regimen of continuing c:-catmcm under the rupcn~sion of the healch ca.re 
provider. This includes, for example, a course of prescriptioct medication or 
therapy requiring special equipment to resolve or alleviate the health condition. 
If che medication is over the cow:1rer, and can be initiated without a visit to a 
healch care provider, it does not con.riiuce a rc<;1men of continuing crear.l1lent . 
."'\.ny period of incapacity due to pregnancy or for prenac;u care. 
i1..ny period of incapacicy or treatment for such incapacity due to a· chronic serious heaich 
cond.frion. A chronic serious healch comfaion is one which: 
i) Requires periodic visits fo:- treatmcm by a health care pro,-ider, or br a mirse or 
physician's assistam under direct supervision of a health care provider; 
it} Con.tinues over an enencbi period of 1:ime [i:1duding recurring episodes oi a 
single w1derlying condirion}; and 
i) iVlay cause episodic rather than a continuing period of incapacity (e.g., asthma, 
diabetes, epilep~y. etc.). Absence~ for sucb iuc:ipaciry qualify for leave even if 
the absence lases only ouc day. 
A pel-iod of incap.iciq, dw is perma11em or long-i:enn due co a condition for 
which tl'"--atmcm maj' not be effective. The Employee or family member muse 
be under the continuing sup::ivision of, bu, need no~ be receiving active 
treatmem by, a health c.:are providei·. 
Aay pi?riod of absence rn receive mu!ciple treatments (including any period of 
r~vety d1ere fmn1) by a health care provider or by a provider of health care 
serviu:s tmder orders of, ,;r o:n. referral by, a hcald.1 care provider, either for 
restorative surgery after an accident or other injtuy, or f~r a condition 1Jm would 
likely result in a period of inc.1pacicy of more than th,ee coL1secucivc calendar days 
in the ab.,ence of medical imerveuciou or treatmem. 
7. «I·Ieah:h Cai.-e Providet~' means: 





surgery by the Stare of Idaho; 
2) Individual$ duly licensed as a ph}'Sic~m, surgeon, or osteopathic physician or surgeon 
in :mother stare or jurisdiction, including another country, who direet~' treats or 
supervises cn:a,mem of a serious health condition. Podiatriscs, dentists, clinical 
psychotogistS, optomer.risr.s, and chiropractors Oirnitcd co treatment consisr.ing of 
M.u1ual manipulation of the spine to correct a subluxation as demonsrrated b}' X-
rays m exist) a,u:horiz.ed to practice in Idaho and perfom1ing wi::hi.i1 the scope of 
their practice as defined under $!;ate law; 
2) Nurse pracr:itioni::r<; and nurs::-midwives a.ad clinical S<X..-ial wo;;kers wbo are. 
:mthorized rn praccice under Seate law and who ace perfonning within the scope of 
their practice as defined under State law; 
3) Ou:isti::u1 Si:ien:.:e pracri~ioners [isi:ed with che Firsc Church of Christ, Scientist in 
Bosron, Massachuset.s: and 
4) Any be::ilrh cilre provider from wbom an employer or group health plan's benefits 
manager will ac..--ept ccrcification Di die eicis.:cncc of a serious heal:h condicion ~o 
suhs::a.nciai:e il claim for benefits. 
Leave is only pennittec for :he following rea.rons: 
l) The bittb of a child 01' co care for a newbnrn of an Employee; 
2) The plac~mem or a child with ll'. Employee in connt:'.;cion \.vi.th the adoption or foster 
care of a ;;:hild; . 
3) Leave to care for a child, parent, or a spouse who has a serious health condition; or 
4) Leave because of a .~erious h.calrh condirion that mak<.."S che Employee wiable to perform 
the functtons of his/her position. 
C. Employee's Ri~htS ro Leave: 
An Employee is digiblc for leave if chc Employee: 
1) Has be-Jl employed for at least 12 months; .~nd 
2) Has been employed for at least 1,250 houri: during the 12 1nomh period 






D. ,i\.mount of Leave: 
Eiigiblc Employees are emidcd to a iotal of t2 workweeks of leave duriu.g any 12-moruh 
period. 
E.. },;1inimwI1 Duration of Leav~ 
If leave i.o;: requested for the birth, adaption1 O!' fosteL' care placernem of a child of the 
Employee, leave must l,e concluded ,1;,ithin one year of ihc bi1th or place111ent of the child. 
In addition, the basic minimwn durarion of such leave is two weeks. However1 an Employee 
j:; entitled ro leave for one of i:hese purposes (e.g., bonding with a newborn) for at least one 
day, but less d1an two weeks duration on anr two occasions. If leave is requested to care for 
a child, parern, spouse or the Employee him/herself with a sc.rious health condition, there is 
no 1ni.nir::1.um amoum. of tcavc. that must be taken. However, the notice and medical 
cercificadon provisions of this policy muse be complied with. 
Ir. any case in wk.ch ,1 :msb,u1.d and wifo both employed by the Cicy are emit.led to leave, 
the ~ggregate m1~ber of wod:.weeks of le,we to which boch may be cncitled m-a.y be 
limited to 12 workweeks during .c1y 12 momh period if leave is tak~n for the birth Ol" 
placement for adoption or fosrc1· ca.."1: of the Employees' child (i.e., bonding leave). Th.is 
h:nitation does nor apply to any other type of lcav~ unde-.r t:his: policy. 
F. EmP.loyee Beqefas \)?hile on Leave: 
Le,wc under this po!lcy is unpaid; ho"Xr:!,,.:r, the Employee may use sicl:;:1 vacation., a.nd/ or 
compensacmy time as detenni.ned by che City. Whil~ on leave, Employees will continue 
to be covered by the City's group ~alth insurance co the same i!A'tem tlm coverage is 
provided while d1e Employee ts on the job. 
If an Ernployee fails co retum co work after his/her leave em:itlemenc has been 
exhausi:ed or expires, the City· shall have the right co recover i::s share of health plan 
premiums for the entire period, unless the Employee d0i:s not r~cum because of tbe 
cont~nuatlon, recurrence> or onset o~ a serious heDlth condition of the Employe.:: or 
his/her fami!y membe,· ,duch would entitle the Emp!or...c to a b1vc, or because of 
circunmances beyond the Employee's CO!ltrol. 'J'hc City shall luve the right to recover 
premiums through deduction from any suins due: the City (e.g., unpaid, wa~s, vacation 
pay, etc.}. 
\\7hile on !e:ave under chis policy. as set fort!1 t1erem, an. Employee rn;iy elect to 
concurrently use p.Ud accrue<l lcaves. Similady, the City may require an Employee w 






an Employee to use Family and Medical Care Leave concun-eady with a non-F.lvf.U\ 
leave which is FMLA qualifying. 
1. Emplovee's Righr to Use Paid Accrued Leaves <:=oncun~qdy Wit~1 ~amilv Leave: 
Where an Employee has earned or accrued paid vacation, adnmustrati 'le leave, 
compensatory rime, or sick le:nre, that paid leave ma1• be substiruced for al.I or pa1t of 
any otherwise unpaid leave under this policy. 
L Augr sick leave. an_fanQ!Qvee is entitledto u~ick leaveconcun:erL~ith bve 
_undL'l' dli.:i._2Qµ.cv if: 
,,) The leave is for the Employee's owt, serious health condition; or 
b) The ieave. is needed to care for a parent, spouse, or child with a se1ious 
heJ.!th condtcion, and would be penniL-ted as sick leave under rhe City's sick 
leave policy. 
3. TI1e City's Ri~hr CD Rtq].lire an Emplovee m Use Paid Leave \Xfhen l1si1u;. FMJ.A 
Leave: Employees must eYl1aust their accrued leaves coucurremly widi FlvllA leave 
ro ~h~ same ex.em that Employees have the right co use chcir accrncd leaves 
concurremly wii:h FML-\ bnre, wi~h two exceptions: 
a) Employees are noc required co US(! accrued compensatory cime <!a.med in lieu 
of overtime ear:.1ed pursuani: ro the Fair L;bor Standards Ace; and 
b) Ei::iployees will o~· be required ~o ase sick leave conetm-ently wich FMLA 
leave if the leave is for the Employee's own serious heal.ch condition. 
4. The Gty's Righr ~o R~qyirc an F.nwlo_y_e)Lto Exhaust FMLA_Leavc_ Concurrendy 
With Other r~aves: rf ::in Employee takes ;1 Jeave of abse11ce l'or any reason which i.s 
FM.I.A qualifying, the Gt_y 1n.1y designate chat non-FMLA leave as rwuling 
wncun-erniy with the Employee's 12-weekFMLA leave entitletnenc. 
5. ~ji,y's_m1d EmQlgyee's Rights [f an g,mglgyee Requests A~;n,ru~ave Wi!:bouJ 
Mencionini; che F1VlL\: If an Employee requests ;;o utilize ,tectued vacation le;:we or 
other accrued cime off wicli.out reference to a fltflA qualifyi"'.g pU!pose, the City 
may not ask the Employee if the leave is for a FMLA qualifying purpose. However, 
if the City denies che E:nployec's request and the Employee provides 
information that t.lic requesred time off is for a FMI..A qualifying pm-pose, rhe 
City may inquin~ further inro the reasou for the absence. If ~he t-eason is FML\ 
qualifying, che Cicy may require the Employee to exhaust accmed leave as 
riesctibcd above. 
6. ?v1edid Certification: Employees who request Jeave for their O'wn serious health 
condition or to care for a child, parent, or a spouse who has a serious he.l.lth 
con<lirion, must ?rovide written certification from the health care provider of the 
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If the: l:.:ave is reouesred because of the Employee's own serious health c.-.ondicion, 
t:he certification n~u~ i..ndud.: a scaremc.nc that the .Employt.oe is W1able ro work at all 
or is unal>le co perfo1n1. the. essential funccions of his/her position. 
a) 'lime to Pro,~de a Cen'ificacign: \Xlhen an Em?loyee's leave is foreseeable, 
and a, least 30 days aocice. has b«n provided, if a medical ce1tification is 
requested, the Employee must provi.de le before the leave begins. ~'hen chi., 
ls not possible, the Employee must provide the requested eertificacion co the 
Gi:y within the time frame rcqueSted by che City (which must allo,;J;~ at least 
15 calendar day$ afur the employer's request), unless ic is not practicable 
w.1ck:r the particular cin;urP.stances to do so despite the Employee's diligtnt, 
good faith efforts. 
b) C'.011sequences for F.Ulure to Provide an Ad~J:~Q.L.1;:imelv c~Jtificario~: 
If an Employee provide.'i an incomplete medical certification, l:he Employee 
v..-ill be given a reasonable opporrU!tity to cure any such deficiency. 
However, ii an Employee fails to provide 
a medical ccnification within the time fra.n1e established hy this policy, the 
Ory may deby che taking of ?::.'V!lA leave until the required cercificaclon i::. 
provided. 
c) Recertificaciqp: The Ci1:y may req:1.ire a medica! opinion of l second heakh 
car~ provi~r chosen and p:Ud for by the City. If the ~ond opinion is 
d!fforem from the first, cl1c City rnay r~quire the opinion of a ~hi.re! patty 
provider, jointly approved by che City and tl,e Employee, but paid for by the 
Gty. The opinion of the third provider will be binding. An Employee may 
request ~ copy of the heakh care provider's opinions when ch.ere is a 
rc:cenification. 
7. foterminem Leave or Leave on a Redw:~d U,we Sd1.edule: If an En:~ployee t·equest:s 
leave incemiittendy (a fe\\.r days or hotm. ac a time) or on a reduced leave s,bed~a.le to 
:::::u."C for a.,. immediate family member with a serious h~alth condition, 
the Employee must provide medic,J certification that such leave is medic.,lly 
necess~uy. Niedlcally necessary" m~s that there must. be a medical. r.eed for 
the leave and that the leave can best be accomplished through ai.1 intem.Utten.t 
or reduced leave schedule. 
Enl.P.!Qytr Nociceo( Leave; Althm1gh the City recognizes that emergencies arise 
which may require Employees 10 1-equest i1mnediaie leave, Employees are requested 
to give as much notice JS possiole of their need for leave. If leave is foreseeable, at 
least 30 days nOl:ice is mquired. 1n addition, if an Employee kt10'."\'S ::h.,1.t h~/ she ·• .. vill 
need leave in tl,e future, but does not know tl1e aact date(s) (e.g., for the bid1 of a 
child or to take c.tre of a n....'"Wbom} the Empl<>yct! shall inform b..is/htr Supervisor as 
soon as possible that such leave will be needed. Such notice may be given or,Jly. If 
chc City decemll11cs that an Employee's notice may delay chc granting of the leave 





Rj_~hr. co Rein~t.uement: Upon cxpil'aciou oi leave, an Employe: is entitled co be 
reinStaced oo the position of employment hdd when the ieave commenced, or co an 
equivalent position with equivalent employment bcnefas, pay, .u1d o,her tenns and 
conditions of employmenc.. Employees have no greater rights to reinlt.itement, 
beni!fics and other condirious of employment thatt if the Employee bad been 
continuously employed during the FMIA period 
Reinstate111ent Uoon Retum from I.eave: If a definire dare of reinstatemeru has 
been agreed ~1pon, at ;:he be&in.ning of th: leave, the Employee wiU be reinstated on 
the date :.greed upon. If the rei1ma.:emenr dar.e differs from the original agreement 
of the Employee and tbe CiLy, the En1ployee w.Ji be ?'->i~tated Vl•itbin two business 
days, ,vhe1-e feasible, after the Employee notifies the employer of his/her readiness 
corerum. 
E1m.>lovec's Obligm:ion to 1>!',..'iodicallv Repor, on liis/lier Condition: .Employees 
may be required to pe11oc!ic;1.Ur report 0:1 their status a.,d incent to recum to work. 
This will hdp to avoid any delays co 1-cinstacemem when the FJuployee is 1·eady to 
retw,1. 
l:i.m.e1Lf.01· l~J1'..9.rtifii:ati(ln: As a condition of reinS"..ate1:1enc of an Employee 
whose leave was due to the Employee's own sc:.ious health condition. which made 
::he Employee ~tr.able w pelform his.t11~r job, che Employee must obtain fitness for 
ducy deru;u1ce from bis/her heakh care provider that the Employee is able to 
resume sucli work. Subsequent to obtaining such ce,tifo:arion from his/her own 
health c,m! provide!', the Empioyee must present tbis cen:ificacion to ch:: City 
physician who will issue a 1-ctwn to work certification. Failure to ;,rovide such 
cerrifica::ion ,."ill result in denial of reinstamnc:m. 
~instatement of ~Kev Employees": The 0Ly may deny reinsta~nem to a "k..--y" 
Employee (i.e •• an Employee who is among the highest paid 10% of all Employees 
of the Ci.ty within 75 miles of the worksite) if such denial is necessary ro prevent 
substanrial economic CCJst to the operations of tb.e Cicy, and the Employee is notified 
of the CiLY's imem: to deny reinstatetnent on such basis at the tune the employer 
dccennines chat such iojuzywould occur. 
Reguireg Fo~: Employees tnuSt fill out or provide the following applicable forms 
in connection with leave u..11der this policy. ·n1ese forms should be submitted to the 
E:nployee's Supervisor, who will for\"\'llrd the request to the City Administrator's 
Office. Employees mu$t complete a "Request for Family or Medical I.eave Fonn" 
prepared by the City. NOTE: EMPLOYEES W'ILL RECEIVE A RESPONSE 
TO THElR REQUEST FROM THE ClTY. WHIQ-I WILL SET FOR1H 
CERT.AlN CONDITIONS OF THE LEAVE. Emplo;ree.,; must also tum in ll 
Medical ccnificru:ion -- either fo1· the EmpJor..e's own seriou.~ healch c.,ndicion or for 
c!-te serious health conditio11 of a cl1ild, parent. or spouse, ilLld must have on file an 







LfRE !NS~IIUNCH., fP..QGlU.lt([ 
Unit-ed Heritage hns been sclccr.ed by the Gty of Sun Valley tc-, provide 1ifo insurauce foi: it$ 
full-time employees. Coverage for this insut,mc: i.s provided by the City ~)f Suu Valley and 
:i.t oo co:.t to employees. The amount of the life insurance provided is i.u the mnou.n! of 
$50,000 per ernployee, however, the amount of the life insurance provided i~ ceduced 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BLAINE 
SHARON R. HAMMER, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
CITY OF SUN VALLEY; NILS RIB!; and 
De WAYNE BRISCOE, 
Defendants. 
Case No. CV-2012-479 
DEFENDANTS' ANSWER TO 
PLAINTIFFS AMENDED COMPLAINT 
FOR DAMAGES AND DEMAND FOR 
JURY TRIAL 
Defendants City of Sun Valley, Nils Ribi and De Wayne Briscoe by and through their 
attorneys ofrecord, Naylor & Hales, P.C., answer Plaintiff's Amended Complaint for Damages and 
Demand for Jury Trial ("Plaintifrs Complaint") on file herein as follows: 
1. Defendants deny each and every allegation contained in Plaintifrs Complaint 
not herein specifically and expressly admitted. Defendants reserve the right to amend this and any 
other answer or denial stated herein, once they have had an opportunity to complete discovery 
regarding the allegations contained in Plaintiff's Complaint. 
DEFENDANTS' ANSWER TO PLAINTIFF'S AMENDED COMPLAINT - 1. 
187 
-
2. Answering paragraph I of Plaintiff's Complaint, Defendants admit the 
allegations. 
3. Answering paragraph 2 of Plaintiff's Complaint, Defendants admit only that 
the City of Sun Valley is a municipal corporation and political subdivision of the State ofldaho. The 
remainder of the allegations in this paragraph are legal conclusions, and to the extent any response 
is required, Defendants deny the same. 
4. Answering paragraph 3 of Plaintiff's Complaint, Defendants only admit the 
first two sentences, and deny the remainder of the allegations. 
5. Answering paragraph 4 of Plaintiff's Complaint, Defendants only admit the 
first three sentences, and deny the remainder of the allegations. 
6. Answering paragraphs 5-6 of Plaintiffs Complaint, Defendants acknowledge 
that this Court has jurisdiction over properlypled matters involving Idaho Code Sections 6-90 I and 
6-910; however, in making this acknowledgment, Defendants do not admit that any such matters are 
actually properly pied in Plaintiff's Complaint, or that the facts set forth in Plaintiff's Complaint 
actually justify the exercise of such jurisdiction. To the extent this Court has jurisdiction over these 
matters venue is proper. 
7. Answering paragraphs 7-14 of Plaintiff's Complaint, Defendants admit the 
allegations. 
8. Answering paragraphs 15-16 of Plaintiff's Complaint, Defendants admit the 
allegations. 
9. Answering paragraph I 7 of Plaintiff's Complaint, Defendants deny the 
allegations. 
DEFENDANTS' ANSWER TO PLAINTIFF'S AMENDED COMPLAINT - 2. 
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-
10. Answering paragraph 18 of Plaintiffs Complaint, Defendants admit the 
existence of the Personnel Policies and Procedures Manual ("Manual") referenced therein, but deny 
that Exhibit 1 is a true and accurate copy of the Manual governing the City and its representatives 
at all times relevant hereto. 
11. Answering paragraph 19 of Plaintiffs Complaint, Defendants only admit that 
other ethical rules and professional responsibilities have been adopted by the City Council. 
Defendants deny any violation of these ethical rules and professional responsibilities. 
12. Answering paragraph 20 of Plaintiffs Complaint, Defendants admit the 
allegations. 
13. Answering paragraph 21 of Plaintiff's Complaint, Defendants admit that Mr. 
King was supervised by the Mayor, but he was evaluated by the Mayor and the City Council. 
14. Answering paragraph 22 of Plaintiff's Complaint, Defendants admit that 
Attorney King was the legal advisor of the City, but deny Plaintiff's characterization of his duties 
and obligations as contained in the remainder of the allegations. 
15. Answering paragraph 23 of Plaintiff's Complaint, Defendants admit that 
Plaintiff was the City Administrator from June I, 2008, until January 19, 2012. 
16. Answering paragraph 24 of Plaintiffs Complaint, Defendants admit the 
allegations. 
17. Answering paragraph 25 of Plaintiffs Complaint, Defendants state that the 
language of the Manual speaks for itself, and that the paragraph contains Plaintiffs legal conclusions 
and characterizations, and to the extent that any response is required, Defendants deny the same. 
DEFENDANTS' ANSWER TO PLAINTIFFS AMENDED COMPLAINT - 3. 
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18. Answering paragraphs 26-28 of Plaintiffs Complaint, these paragraphs 
contain Plaintiffs legal conclusions and characterizations, and to the extent that any response is 
required, Defendants deny the same. 
19. Answering paragraphs 29-31 of Plaintiffs Complaint, the document cited 
speaks for itself, and to the extent that any response is required, Defendants deny the same. 
20. Answering paragraph 32 of Plaintiffs Complaint, which purports to repeat and 
incorporate prior allegations, and to the extent any response is required to such allegations, 
Defendants reassert and incorporate by this reference their prior responses to all of such allegations. 
21. Answering paragraphs 33-36 of Plaintiffs Complaint, Defendants deny the 
allegations. 
22. Answering paragraph 37 of Plaintiffs Complaint, Defendants admit only that 
Mr. Willich solely placed Plaintiff on administrative leave pending a special investigation, and deny 
the remainder of the allegations. 
23. Answering paragraph 38 of Plaintiffs Complaint, Defendants admit only that 
Mr. Willich returned Plaintiff from administrative leave, and deny the remainder of the allegations. 
24. Answering paragraph 39 of Plaintiffs Complaint, Defendants admit the 
allegations. 
25. Answering paragraphs 40-42 of Plaintiffs Complaint, Defendants deny the 
allegations. 
26. Answering paragraph 43 of Plaintiffs Complaint, which purports to repeat and 
incorporate prior allegations, and to the extent any response is required to such allegations, 
Defendants reassert and incorporate by this reference their prior responses to all of such allegations. 
DEFENDANTS' A."ISWER TO PLAINTIFF'S AMENDED COMPLAINT - 4. 
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27. Answering paragraph 44 of Plaintiffs Complaint, Defendants admit the 
allegations, and add that Plaintiff also worked with members of the City Council on these matters. 
28. Answering paragraphs 45-48 of Plaintiffs Complaint, Defendants deny the 
allegations. 
29. Answeringparagraph49 of Plaintiffs Complaint, Defendants admit only that 
a Sun Valley City Council Meeting was held on April 16, 2009. Defendants deny the remainder of 
the allegations. 
30. Answering paragraphs 50-55 of Plaintiffs Complaint, Defendants deny the 
allegations. 
31. Answering paragraph 56 of Plaintiff's Complaint, Defendants admit only that 
a Sun Valley City Council Meeting was held on May 14, 2009. Defendants deny the remainder of 
the allegations. 
32. Answering paragraphs 57 -58 of Plaintiffs Complaint, Defendants deny the 
allegations. 
33. Answering paragraph 59 of Plaintiff's Complaint, Defendants admit only that 
a Sun Valley City Council Meeting was held on July 9, 2009. Defendants deny the remainder of the 
allegations. 
34. Answering paragraphs 60-61 of Plaintiff's Complaint, Defendants deny the 
allegations. 
35. Answering paragraph 62 of Plaintiff's Complaint, Defendants admit only that 
a Sun Valley City Council Meeting was held on January 21, 2010. Defendants deny the remainder 
of the allegations. 
DEFENDANTS' A.l'ISWER TO PLAINTIFF'S AMENDED COMPLALl'IT - 5. 
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36. Answering paragraphs 63-68 of Plaintiff's Complaint, Defendants deny the 
allegations. 
3 7. Answering paragraph 69 of Plaintiffs Complaint, Defendants admit only that 
a Sun Valley City Council Meeting was held on March 23, 2010. Defendants deny the remainder 
of the allegations. 
38. Answering paragraphs 70-73 of Plaintiff's Complaint, Defendants deny the 
allegations. 
39. Answering paragraph 74 of Plaintiffs Complaint, Defendants admit only that 
a Sun Valley City Council Meeting was held on May 20, 2010. Defendants deny the remainder of 
the allegations. 
40. Answering paragraph 75 of Plaintiffs Complaint, Defendants admit only that 
a Sun Valley City Council Meeting was held on June 3,2010. Defendants deny the remainder of the 
allegations. 
41. Answering paragraphs 76-77 of Plaintiffs Complaint, Defendants deny the 
allegations. 
42. Answering paragraph 78 of Plaintiff's Complaint, Defendants admit the 
allegations. 
43. Answering paragraphs 79-86 of Plaintiff's Complaint, Defendants deny the 
allegations. 
44. Answering paragraph 87 of Plaintiff's Complaint, Defendants are presently 
without sufficient information upon which to admit or deny the allegations contained therein, and 
so deny the allegations at present for lack of knowledge, information or belief. 
DEFENDANTS' A."ISWER TO PLAINTIFF'S AMENDED COMPLAL"IT - 6. 
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45. Answering paragraphs 88-90 of Plaintiff's Complaint, Defendants deny the 
allegations. 
46. Answering paragraph 91 of Plaintiff's Complaint, Defendants admit only that 
a Sun Valley City Council Meeting was held on October 21, 2010. Defendants deny the remainder 
of the allegations. 
47. Answering paragraphs 92-93 of Plaintiff's Complaint, Defendants deny the 
allegations. 
48. Answering paragraph 94 of Plaintiff's Complaint, Defendants admit only that 
a Sun Valley City Council Meeting was held on November 18, 2010. Defendants deny the remainder 
of the allegations. 
49. Answering paragraphs 95-96 of Plaintiff's Complaint, Defendants deny the 
allegations. 
50. Answering paragraph 97 of Plaintiff's Complaint, Defendants admit only that 
a Sun Valley City Council Meeting was held on March 1 7, 2011. Defendants deny the remainder 
of the allegations. 
51. Answering paragraphs 98-100 of Plaintiff's Complaint, Defendants deny the 
allegations. 
52. Answering paragraph IO I of Plaintiff's Complaint, Defendants are presently 
without sufficient information upon which to admit or deny the allegations contained therein, and 
so deny the allegations at present for lack of knowledge, information or belief. 
DEFENDANTS' ANSWER TO PLAL"'ITIFF'S AMENDED COMPLAINT - 7. 
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5 3. Answering paragraph 102 of Plaintiff's Complaint, Defendants admit onlythat 
a Sun Valley City Council Meeting was held on April 7, 2011. Defendants deny the remainder of 
the allegations. 
54. Answering paragraphs 103-108 of Plaintiff's Complaint,Defendants deny the 
allegations. 
55. Answering paragraph 109 ofFlaintiff's Complaint, Defendants admit only that 
a Sun Valley City Council Meeting was held on April 21, 2011. Defendants deny the remainder of 
the allegations. 
56. Answering paragraphs 110-114 of Plaintiff's Complaint, Defendants deny the 
allegations. 
57. Answering paragraph 115 of Plaintiff's Complaint, Defendants admit only that 
a Sun VaJley City Council Meeting was held on July 20, 2011. Defendants deny the remainder of 
the allegations. 
58. Answering paragraph 116 of Plaintiff's Complaint, Defendants admit only that 
Mr. Ribi requested research regarding cable service contracts of similar municipalities in accordance 
with Mr. Willich' s offer of staff resources for such research. Defendants deny the remainder of the 
allegations. 
59. Answering paragraph 117 of Plaintiff's Complaint, Defendants deny the 
allegations. 
60. Answering paragraph 118 of Plaintiff's Complaint, Defendants admit only that 
Mr. Willich and Attorney King met on August 2, 2011, and deny Plaintiff's characterization of this 
meeting. 
DEFENDANTS' A.1"SWER TO PLAINTIFF'S AMENDED COMPLAL'\'T- 8. 
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61. Answering paragraph 119 of Plaintiffs Complaint, Defendants deny the 
allegations. 
62. Answering paragraph 120 of Plaintiff's Complaint, Defendants admit only that 
a Sun Valley City Council Meeting was held on September 15, 2011. Defendants deny the 
remainder of the allegations. 
63. Answering paragraphs 121-125 of Plaintiffs Complaint, Defendants deny the 
allegations. 
64. Answering paragraph 126 of Plaintiffs Complaint, Defendants are presently 
without sufficient information upon which to admit or deny the allegations contained therein, and 
so deny the allegations at present for lack of knowledge, information or belief. 
65. Answering paragraphs 127-130ofP!aintitrs Complaint, Defendants denythe 
allegations. 
66. Answering paragraph 131 of Plaintiffs Complaint, Defendants admit that on 
November 10, 2011, a Special Executive Session of the Sun Valley City Council was called for 
November 11, 2011, and that this session was held on that date. Defendants deny the remainder of 
the allegations. 
67. Answering paragraph 132 of Plaintiffs Complaint, Defendants deny the 
allegations. 
68. Answering paragraphs 133-137 of Plaintiffs Complaint, Defendants admit 
that Mr. Willich and Attorney King met with Plaintiff, but deny Plaintiff's characterization of the 
meeting. 
DEFENDANTS' ANSWER TO PLAINTIFF'S AMENDED COMPLAINT - 9. 
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69. Answering paragraph 138 of Plaintiff's Complaint, Defendants admit only that 
Plaintiff's former legal counsel, Mr. Donoval, provided a letter to Mr. Willich, but deny the 
Plaintiff's characterization of the letter and its contents. 
70. Answering paragraph 139 of Plaintiff's Complaint, Defendants state that 
Plaintiff's allegations contain privileged information, and to the extent that any response is required, 
deny the allegations. 
71. Answering paragraph 140 of Plaintiff's Complaint, Defendants admit that 
Plaintiff was placed on paid administrative leave on November 18, 2011 by Mr. Willich, but deny 
the remainder of the allegations. 
72. Answering paragraph 141 of Plaintiff's Complaint, Defendants admit only that 
the Plaintiff's original IPPEA lawsuit was filed on November 21, 2011. Defendants deny the 
remainder of the allegations. 
73. Answering paragraph 142 of Plaintiffs Complaint, Defendants deny the 
allegations. 
74. Answering paragraph 143 of Plaintiff's Complaint, Defendants admit that the 
special investigation was concluded and that Mr. Willich requested that she return to work. 
Defendants deny the remainder of the allegations. 
75. Answering paragraphs 144-145 of Plaintiffs Complaint, Defendants admit 
the allegations. 
76. Answering paragraph 146 of Plaintiff's Complaint, Defendants admit only that 
Plaintiff was placed back on paid administrative leave on January 5, 2012. 
DEFESDANTS' A.l\'SWER TO PLAINTIFF'S AMENDED COMPLAINT - 10. 
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77. Answering paragraph 147 of Plaintiff's Complaint, Defendants admit that 
Plaintiff was terminated without cause by unanimous vote of the Sun Valley City Council on January 
19,2012. 
78. Answering paragraph 148 of Plaintiff's Complaint, Defendants deny the 
allegations, because she was terminated without cause pursuant to the provision in her employment 
agreement allowing for termination without cause. 
79. Answering paragraph 149 of Plaintiff's Complaint, Defendants admit that a 
publication was placed in the Idaho Mountain Express, but deny Plaintiff's characterizations of that 
press release. 
80. Answeringparagraph 150 of Plaintiff's Complaint, Defendants admit only the 
City issued press releases regarding resolution of claims made by other employees. Defendants deny 
Plaintiff's characterization of these press releases. 
81. Answering paragraph 151 of Plaintiff's Complaint, Defendants deny the 
allegations. 
82. Answering paragraph 152 of Plaintiff's Complaint, Defendants admit that Mr. 
Ribi has a website and a personal blog, but deny the remainder of the allegations and Plaintiff's 
characterization of the content of Mr. Ribi's blog. 
83. Answering paragraph 153 of Plaintiffs Complaint, Defendants deny the 
allegations. 
84. Answering paragraph 154 of Plaintiff's Complaint, which purports to repeat 
and incorporate prior allegations, and to the extent any response is required to such allegations, 
Defendants reassert and incorporate by this reference their prior responses to all of such allegations. 
DEFENDA..'ffS' A.c'IISWER TO PLAINTIFF'S AMENDED COMPLAINT-11. 
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85. Answering paragraph 155 of Plaintiffs Complaint, Defendants admit the 
allegations. 
86. Answering paragraphs 156-160 of Plaintiffs Complaint, Defendants deny the 
allegations. 
87. Answering paragraphs 161-163 of Plaintiffs Complaint, Defendants admit 
the allegations, but clarify in paragraph 162 that Plaintiff was placed back on paid administrative 
leave on January 5, 2012 .. 
88. Answering paragraphs 164-172 of Plaintiffs Complaint, Defendants deny the 
allegations. 
89. Responding to Plaintiffs paragraph entitled, "Attorney Fees and Costs," 
Defendants deny the allegations. 
90. Responding to Plaintiff's paragraph entitled, "Demand for Jury Trial," 
Defendants have no current objection to a jury trial on these issues. 
91. Responding to Plaintiffs paragraph entitled "Notice of Reservation of Right 
to Amend," Defendants reserve any right to object to Plaintiff's prospective motions to amend as 
they are made. 
92. Plaintiffs Complaint last contains Plaintiffs "Demand for Judgment for 
Relief," and to the extent any answer is required thereto, these Defendants deny the allegations 
contained therein, deny that the Plaintiff has stated any valid cause of action, or that the Plaintiff is 
entitled to any of the relief requested therein. 




Defendants have not been able to engage in sufficient discovery to leam all of the 
facts and circumstances relating to the matters described in the Plaintiff's Complaint and therefore 
request the Court to permit Defendants to amend their Answer and assert additional affirmative 
defenses or abandon affirmative defenses once discovery has been completed. 
SECOND DEFENSE 
That the Plaintiff's Complaint fails to state a cause of action against the Defendants 
upon which relief can be granted and should therefore be dismissed pursuant to Rule 12(b)(6) of the 
Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure. 
THIRD DEFENSE 
That some or all of the Plaintiff's claims are barred by the doctrine of estoppel. 
FOURTH DEFENSE 
That some or all of the Plaintiff's claims are barred by payment. 
FIFTH DEFENSE 
That some or all of the Plaintiff's claims are barred by release. 
SIXTH DEFENSE 
That some or all of the Plaintiff's claims are barred by waiver. 
SEVENTH DEFENSE 
That the Plaintiff's injuries and damages, if any, were proximately caused by the 
negligent or careless misconduct and acts or omissions of other persons or entities not parties to this 
action, for whom the Defendants have no legal relationship with or responsibility. 




That the Plaintiff has failed to act reasonably or to otherwise mitigate Plaintiff's 
damages, if any. 
NINTH DEFENSE 
That the Plaintiff is estopped to assert the claims and damages alleged in her 
Complaint by reason of her know ledge of the facts and circumstances regarding the transactions and 
events at issue and her conduct throughout the transactions and events, which conduct has been 
relied upon by the Defendants to their detriment. 
TENTH DEFENSE 
That the allegations contained in the Plaintiff's Complaint do not rise to the level of 
a deprivation of rights which are protected by the Constitution or any of the legal provisions referred 
to in the Plaintiff's Complaint. 
ELEVENTH DEFENSE 
That the named Plaintiff's causes of action for declaratory or injunctive relief are 
improper at this time, because the named Plaintiff has stated a claim for damages in her Complaint 
and therefore has acknowledged that she has an adequate remedy at Jaw. 
TWELFTH DEFENSE 
That the allegations contained in the Plaintiff's Complaint regarding her complaint 
for declaratory and injunctive relief do not allege or show sufficient evidence of the existence of a 
reasonable likelihood of success. 




That the allegations contained in the Plaintiff's Complaint regarding her request for 
declaratory and injunctive relief do not show or sufficiently allege the existence of immediate or 
irreparable injury. 
FOURTEENTH DEFENSE 
That the Plaintiff's damages, if any, were proximately caused by the Plaintiff's own 
negligence (which negligence was equal to or greater than that, if any, of the Defendants), careless 
or criminal misconduct, thereby precluding any recovery by the Plaintiff. 
FIFTEENTH DEFENSE 
That the Defendants acted in a reasonable and prudent fashion satisfying any duty, 
if any, that they owed under the rules, regulations, statutes, ordinances, customs, policies and usages 
of the City of Sun Valley, the County of Blaine, the State of Idaho and/or the United States of 
America. 
SIXTEENTH DEFENSE 
To the extent that the Plaintiff is asserting state law claims against Defendants, some 
or all of such claims are barred by the failure of the Plaintiff to comply with the Idaho Tort Claims 
Act. 
SEVENTEENTH DEFENSE 
To the extent that the Plaintiff is asserting state law claims, the liability, if any, of the 
Defendants for any state law claims or causes of action is limited pursuant to the provisions of the 
Idaho Tort Claims Act. In asserting this defense, Defendants are in no way conceding or admitting 
liability. 
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EJffifflIBNTH DEFENSE 
To the extent that the Plaintiff is asserting state law claims against the Defendants, 
some or all of such claims are barred since they arise out of and/or stem from activities for which 
the De fondants are immune from liability by virtue of the provisions of the Idaho Tort Claims Act. 
ATTORNEY FEES 
Defendants have been required to retain attorneys in order to defend this action and 
are entitled to recover reasonable attorney fees pursuant to federal and state law and applicable Rules 
of Civil Procedure. 
WHEREFORE, Defendants pray for judgment against the Plaintiff as follows: 
1. That the Plaintifl's Complaint be dismissed with prejudice and that the 
Plaintiff take nothing thereunder. 
2. That the Defendants be awarded their costs, including reasonable attorneys' 
fees pmsuant to I.C. § 6-2107, § 12-120, or§ 12-117, and Rule 54(d)(l) of the Idaho Rules of Civil 
Procedure. 
3. That judgment be entered in favor of Defendants on all claims for relief. 
4. For such other and further relief as the Court deems just and equitable under 
the circumstances. ,f.. 
DATED this L day of January, 2013. 
NAYLOR & HALES, P.C. 
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FACTUAL & PROCEDURAL BACKGROUND 
On February 8, 2013, the defendants filed a Motion for Costs of Previously Dismissed 
Action Pursuant to I.R.C.P. 41(d) asking for an order of costs in the amount of $2,055.99, and to 
stay this case until those costs are paid by the plaintiff. The basis for such an award is that the 
plaintiff filed a previous case (Blaine County Case No. CV-2011-928) against the City of Sun 
Valley, Nils Ribi, and others not named as defendants in the current case. The previous case was 
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voluntarily dismissed by the plaintiff on January 12, 2012. This case was filed on June 29, 2012. 
In the time period between the cases the plaintiff retained new counsel. The plaintiff alleges, in 
both this case and the previous case, a violation of the Idaho Protection of Public Employees Act 
(IPPEA). 
The defendants argue that the Court should award costs pursuant to I.R.C.P. 4l(d), which 
provides: 
If a plaintiff who has once dismissed an action in any court 
commences an action based upon or including the same claim against 
the same defendant, the court may make such order for the payment 
of costs of the action previously dismissed as it may deem proper 
and may stay the proceedings in the action until the plaintiff has 
complied with the order. 
I.R.C.P. 4l(d). There are a few issues before the Court. One issue is whether the requirements of 
the rule are met. Specifically, the issue is whether the present case includes the "same claim 
against the same defendant" as the previous case. Another issue raised by the defendants in 
briefing is whether "costs" include attorney fees. Before either issue is addressed, it is prudent to 
examine whether awarding costs would be appropriate given the circumstances of this case and 
the rationale underlying I.R.C.P. 41 (d). 
The Court heard oral argument from counsel for plaintiff and defendants on April 16, 
2013. For the following reasons, the defendants' motion is denied. 
LEGAL STANDARD 
I.R.C.P. 41(d) indicates that a court "may" order that costs be paid for a previously 
dismissed action. Id. Therefore, the decision to award costs in this instance is discretionary with 
the Court. Zucker v. Katz, 708 F.Supp 525, 539 (S.D.N.Y 1989) (commenting on the similarly 
worded federal rule). When a matter is within a court's discretion the court must correctly 
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perceive the issue as discretionary, act within the boundaries ofits discretion and consistent with 
the applicable legal standards, and reach its determination through an exercise of reason. Richard 
.I. and Esther E. Jf'ooiey Trust v. DeBest Plumbing, Inc., 133 Idaho 180, 187,983 P.2d 834,841 
(1999). 
ANALYSIS & DISCUSSION 
I.R.C.P. 4l(d) is modeled after F.R.C.P. 41(d). Therefore, to understand the rationale 
behind the Idaho rule, the rationale behind the federal rule can be examined. The primary 
.. :--· ...... ·"'•- -.;. ...... :~···. 
purposes of F .R .C .P. 41 ( d) are to prevent forum shopping, and to prevent litigants from 
dismissing and refilling actions when it becomes apparent that a favorable judgment is not likely 
in the initial case. See Thomas Southard, Increasing the "Costs" Nonsuit: A Proposed Clarifying 
Amendment to Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 41 (d), 32 Seton Hall L. Rev. 367, 367-68 (2002). 
If a plaintiff has good reason for dismissing the prior case, a court is within its discretion in 
refusing to award costs. Zucker, 708 F.Supp at 539-40. In this case, the plaintiff argues that she 
dismissed the prior action because she believed that a settlement could be obtained. Counsel for 
both parties indicated that settlement negotiations did take place following the dismissal of the 
first case, though these negotiations were fruitless. The defendants argue that there were other 
reasons why the plaintiff may have dismissed the previous action, including an attempt by 
plaintiff's prior counsel to avoid sanctions. 
There are a few reasons why it is inappropriate, given the rationale behind the rule, why 
to award costs in this case. The first is that this case was not filed in different forums. It was filed 
in Blaine County in both instances. Therefore, there is little indication that the plaintiff was 
engaging in impermissible forum shopping. Moreover, because settlement negotiations took 
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place, there is reason to believe that at least part of the reason the plaintiff dismissed the case was 
because she believed that such negotiations might be fruitful. The case was also dismissed at a 
relatively early stage. There was a hearing on injunctive relief, but regardless of the outcome of 
that hearing, the case was nowhere close to conclusion. 
An additional reason that an award of costs is inappropriate is because the behavior 
about which the defendants complain was engaged in by the plaintiff's previous attorney. The 
defendants argue that the "prior litigation was unusually burdensome and onerous" given its 
short duration. Defendants' Motion for Costs for Previously Dismissed Action Pursuant to 
LR.C.P. 4l(d), 3. Specifically, the defendants complain about the "constant correspondence from 
[p]laintiff's counser•, and that the plaintiff filed multiple "unwarranted" motions. Id. Since that 
time, the plaintiff has retained new counsel, and the plaintiff is no longer employed by defendant 
Sun Valley. It would be inappropriate to sanction the plaintiff for the conduct of her counsel in 
the previous case without a strong indication that the plaintiff dismissed the case for forum 
shopping reasons, or because the plaintiff feared an unfavorable result. There is no such showing 
in this case. As noted above, the defendants argue the possibility that one of the reasons the case 
was dismissed was so that the plaintiff's attorney could avoid sanctions. Even if true, the plaintiff 
should not be punished for her prior attorney's attempt to avoid sanctions. 
Even if costs were appropriate to order, attorney's fees would not be granted. Some 
federal courts construing the federal rule have allowed fees to be awarded. Expanding the 
language of the rule is not this Court's function. 
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For the foregoing reasons. it is hereby ORDERED that the defendants' Motion for 
Costs of Previously Dismissed Action Pursuant to I.R.C.P. 4I(d) is DENIED. 
Dated this~day of April, 2013. 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
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I, ~y,i:>eputy Clerk for the County of Blaine, do hereby certify that on the 
;).l\ day of April, 2013, I filed the original and caused to be served a true and correct copy 
of the above and foregoing document: MEMORANDUM DECISION DENYING 
DEFENDANTS' MOTION FOR COSTS OF PREVIOUSLY DISMISSED ACTION 
PURSUANT TO I.R.C.P. 4l(d) to each of the persons as listed below: 
Eric B. Swartz 
Joy M. Vega 
PO Box 7808 
Boise, ID 83707 
Kirtlan G. Naylor 
Naylor & Hales, P.C. 
950 W. Bannock St., Ste. 610 
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Kirtlan G. Naylor [ISB No. 3569] 
NAYLOR & HALES, P.C. 
Attorneys at Law 
950 W. Bannock Street, Ste. 610 
Boise, Idaho 83702 
Telephone No. (208) 383-9511 
Facsimile No. (208) 383.9516 
Email: kirt@naylorhales.com 
Attorneys for Defendants Citv of Sun Vallex. 
Ribi, and Briscoe. 
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Court Btaine County. Idaho 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BLAINE 
SHARON R. HAMMER. 
Plaintiff~ 
VS. 
CITY OF SCN VALLEY; NILS RTBI; and 
DeW A YNE BRISCOE, 
Defendants. 
Case No. CV-2012-4 79 
DEFENDANTS' MOTION TO 
DISMISS 
Defendants, by and through their counsel, Naylor & Hales, P.C., hereby move the 
Cout1 to dismiss the individually named defendants Nils lubi and De Wayne Briscoe from the cunent 
action, pursuant to I.R.C.P. 12(b)(6). This motion is supported by Defendants' 1v1emorandmn in 
Support and the Affidavit of Kirtlan G. Naylor, filed concurrently herewith. 




DATED this~ day of September, 2013. 
NAYLOR & HALES, P .C. 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
(t,;.. 
[ HEREBY CERTIFY that on the r-1 day of September, 20 l 3, I caused to be served, 
by the method(s) indicated, a true and correct cot;fof the foregoing upon: 
Elie B. Swartz 
Joy M. Vega 
Jones & Swartz, PLLC 
PO Box 7808 
Boise, ID 83707-7808 
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Attorneys for Defendants City of Sun Vall~y, 
Ribi, and Briscoe. 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BLAINE 
SHARON R. HAMMER, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
CITY OF SUN VALLEY; NILS RIB!; and 
DeWayne BRISCOE, 
Defendants. 
Case No. CV-2012-479 
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF 
DEFENDANTS' MOTION TO 
DISMISS 
Detendants, by and through their counsel, Naylor & Hales, P.C., hereby submit their 
Memorandum in Support oftheir Motion to Dismiss the Plaintiffs Complaint. For the reasons set forth 
below, and pursuant to l.R.C.P. 12(b)(6), the Motion should be granted and the individually named 
Defendants Ribi and Briscoe should be dismissed from Plaintiff's A.mended Complaint forfailureto state 
a valid legal claim. 





The Plaintiff, Sharon Hammer, has brought suit against Defendants City of Sun Valley, 
Councilmember Nils Ribi, and Mayor De Way11e Briscoe for retaliatory discharge in violation of the Idaho 
Protection of Public Employees Act. ( Amended Complaint, ~, 1-4, 154-172) Plaintiff has named 
Defendants Briscoe and Rihi in their individual capacities. (Amended Complaint, p. 1) A plain and clear 
reading of Plaintiffs Amended Complaint sets forth that Plaintiff's employer was the City of Sun Valley, 
a governmental entity, and that Defendant,; Ribi ru1d Briscoe were elected officials, or agents, of the City 
of Sun Valley. Pursuant to J.C. § 6-210 I, er. seq., there is no individual liability for a cause of action 
brought under the [daJ10 Whistleblower Act. Thus, naming these defendants in their individual capacities 
is unsupported by statute or legal precedent and these individually named defendants should be dismissed 
for Plaintiff's failure to state a legal claim against these defendants pursuant to I.R.C.P. 12(b)(6) 
ARGUMENT 
Tosun-iveanI.R.C.P. 12(bX6) motion to dismiss, a complaint does not need to plead enough facts 
toproveplaintiff's case, but must rather "contain sufficient tactual maner,accepted as tme. to 'state a claim 
to relief that is plausible .on its face."' Ashcroft t'. Iqbal, 129 S. Ct. 1937, J 949, t 73 L. Ed. 2d 868 
(2009)citing Bell Atlantic Corp. 11. Twombly, 550 U.S. 544,570, 127 S.Ct.1955, 1958 (2007). 1 Here, 
while Plaintiff has made sufficient al legations to meet this standard with respect to her claim of retaliatory 
1 The use of Federal cases in order to establish the legal standard for a Rule l 2(b )(6) motion to 
dismiss is appropriate. The Idaho Supreme Court bas stated that Idaho has adopted the Federal Rules 
of Civil Procedure in order to interpret Idaho procedure as unifi.)rmly as possible with the federal cases, 
in order to "establish a uniform practice and procedure in both the federal and state courts in the State 
ofldaho." Chacon v. Sperry Corp., 111 Idaho 270,275, 723 P.2d 814,819 (1986). 




discharge against Defendant City of Sun Valley, there is no Idaho precedent or statutory authority to 
impose liability against individuals for violations ofthe Idaho Whistleblower Act, and thus Plaintiff has failed 
to state a valid legal claim against individually named Defendants Nils Ribi and De Wayne Briscoe. 
Dismissal of these individually named defendants is therefore warranted under I.R.C.P. 12(b)(6). 
A. Defendants Nils Ribi and DeWayne Briscoe Must Be Dismissed From This 
Proceeding Pursuant to the Nature of the Idaho WhistlebJower Act 
As Defendants Ribi and Briscoe are agents of the City of Sun Valley, and are not an 
employer as defined by l C. § 6-2103( 4)(b), Plaintiff cannot name these defendants in their individual 
capacities because the Idaho \Vhistleblower Act does not create a cause ofaction against individuals but 
only governmental entities. T11eldaho Whistleblower Act, as a whole, is inconsistentV1-ith individual liability. 
The purpose of the ''agent" language set forth in I.C. § 6-2103(4)(b) serves as a mechanism by which 
respondeat superior liability attaches to the state ofidaho and other governmental employers. The 
Whistleblower Act provides "a legal cause of action for public employees who experience adverse action 
from theiremJ2illyer as a resultofreporting waste and violations of a law, rule orregulation." LC.§ 6-2101 
( emphasis added). "'Employer' means the state ofldaho, or any political subdivision or governmental entity 
eligible to participate in the public employees refaement system ... " I. C. § 6-2103( 4 )( a) ( in temal citation 
omitted). J'\t1 agentofthe employer is statutorily included in the de.finition of"cmployer ," and there is no 
pro.,,ision foran agent of the employer to have any sort of individual liability apart from that of the employer. 
I.C. § 6-2l03(4)(b). Thus, while a whistlcblower claim is valid against a political subdivision or 
governmental entity, there is no validity to bring such a claim against an individual agent of that governmental 
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entity. As Plaintiff has only al lcged a \\Tongful tcrnunation pursuant to violation of the rPPEA, sole liability 
would only be available against the City of Sun Valley as her requisite "employer.'' 
In particular, Idaho's \Vhistleblo\-\,er Act provides for several forrnsof relief foremployees 
who v.rin favorable judgments against their respective employers without need for individual liability. I. C. 
§ 6-2106. for example, I.C. § 6-2106 provides that employees may be entitled to "any orall" of the 
following forms ofrcl ief: "an injunction to restrain continued violation of [the Whi stleblower ActJ," 
"re1nstaten1ent of the employee to the same positionhel d before the adverse action, 11 tmd "reinstatement of 
full fringe benefits and seniority rights." LC. § 6-2106. The fact that only the state of Idaho or other 
governmental entities could grant the relief afforded by the Idaho Wh.istlcblowcr Act further supports the 
idea that the legislature did not intend for supervisory employees or managers to be individual fy liable tmder 
the act. SeeAbbamont, 138 650 A.2d at 964;A.lejandro, 13 I S. W.Jd at 668-69. By providing that an 
aggrieved employee may be awarded "any and all" of the reliefal lowed under the Idaho WhistJeblower Act 
vv'ithout individual or supe1visor liability, the legislature clearly intended to afford an aggrieved party all the 
relief allowed under the act from the governmental entity itself. 
Based on the al legations in Plaintiff's :\mended Complaint, she incorrectly seems to argue 
that the legfr:lature intended to define every public :Jcctor 3upcr.·i:,or:,· crnploycc in Ida.ho n5 .:u1 ''c1nployc1," 
and hence place each at risk of personal liability whenever he or she makes a personnel decision that could 
later be considered in violation ofthe Idaho \Vhistleblower Act. However, other.courts across thecom1try 
have preeminently adopted the interpretation that the "agent" language similarto that found in LC. § 6-
2103(4 )(b) is only intended to ensure that employe~ will be held liable if their supervisory employees 
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violate a whistleblower act, and that employers cannot avoid liability by arguing that a supervisor failed to 
follow instructions or deviated from the employer's policy. 
In interpreting parallel federal and state whistle blower statues,2 nearly all other jurisdictions 
hold that similar definitions of"employer" and "agent'' d9 not create a cause ofaction against individuals. 
Rather, ''the 'agent' language is used to incorporate the theory of respondear superior, rather than [ to J 
expose either supervisors or co-workers to personal liability in employment disc1imination cases." Obst 
v. Microtron, Inc., 588 N.W.2d 550,553,554 (Minn. Ct. App. 1999) (internal quotation on1itted); see 
Wathen v. General Electric Co., 115 F.3d 400,406 (6th Cir. 1997). The California Supreme Court 
observed that 
[S]ince 1993, eight federal circuits have either (l) held that the "agent'' 
lan&,ruage docs not create individual liability for disc.1imination, or (2) forn1d 
that, although individuals can be sued in their official or representative 
capacity. they may not be sued in their individual capacity and have no 
personal liability, or(3)imerpretedsimilar language in a stale statute as not 
creating individual liability. 
2 Due to the nearly-identical elements of proof set forth in state whist1eb1ow1n12: statutes and 
federal cases involving retaliatory discharge claims arising under Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 
196-1, J9 U.S.C. § § '.:WOO ct seq., fcdcrof and ~tntc cc,\.n1:s .:in,,lyz:c. the. twG dai1u;:, iu v i1 lually LI n;: ~umc: 
manner. Compare Vil!iarimo r. Aloha ls/and Air. Inc., 281 F.3d I 054 (9th Cir. 2002) wUh Van v. 
Portneuf Medical Center, 14 7 Idaho 552 (2009). iV1oreover, the Idaho Whistleblower Act shares 
similar language as a number of federal employment laws in defining the tem1 "employer." See, e.g., 
Title VII, 29 U.S.C. § 2000e(b); Age Discrimination in Employment Act, 29 U.S.C.A. § 62l(b); 
Americans VI-1th Disabilities Act, 42 U.S.C. § 12 l l I (5)(A) (all stating that '"employer' means a person 
engaged in an industry affectin!l comme:rce: .. [;,inrl] nny ngPnt of s,wh person'') (emphasis added). 
Thus, all of these federal employment laws are both helpful and applicable in determining the scope of 
similar language in Idaho's \Vhistleblower Act because "all the definitions of employer in these stah1tes 
arc worded to covca the 1<1t,;cul' vf the c:wplu yt:t."' Kenu v. Baird, P .2ll 13 33, l 3 3 7 (Cal. 199&). 
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Reno v. Baird, P.2d 1333, 1337 (Cal. 1998). More specifically, the California Supreme Court indicated 
that the Courts of Appeal of the Second, Fourth, Fifth, Seventh, Eighth, Ninth, Tenth, and Eleventh Circuits 
have all explicitly held that the "agent" language folli1d in federal employment discrimination laws do not 
impose personal I iab ii ity upon supervisory employees. Id. at l 3 3 7-40 (citing Tomka v. Se if er Corp., 66 
F.Jd 1295, 1313-14 (2d. Cir. 1995)~ Birkbeck v. Marvel Lighting Corp., 30 F.3d 507 (41h Cir. 1994); 
Gran/ v. Lone Star Co., 2 I F.3d 649, 651-53 (Y' Cir. 1994); Unircd States Equal Employment 
Opportunity Commission v. AICSecurity ;nvesliga1ions, Lid, 55 F.Jd 1276 (7111 Cir. 1995); Lenhardt 
v. Basic Jnstiluf(J ofT(Jchnology, Inc., 55 F.3d 3 77 (8:h Cir. 1995); ,\filler 1• • • Maxwell's !nlcrn, Inc., 
991 F .2d 5 83 (91h Cir. 1993); Saucers v. Salt Lake County, l F.3d 1 122 (l or 11 Cir. 1993 t Cross v. 
Stare of Alabama, 49 f .3d 1490, l 504 (11th Cir. l 995)). 
Other federal and state courl<; that have reviewed this issue have agreed with the California 
Supreme Court's assessment and determined that whistleblower and emplo)ment discrimination schemes 
do not cre:it~ inciivici1rn I 1 iAhi h1y fnr supeervisors United Stole.\· ex rel. Lamar v. Burke, 894 F.Supp. 
1345 (E.D.Mo. I 995) (holding that since Title VII's definition v.'aS broader and yet did not impose 
individual liability on supervisors, the narrower, ordinary and natural meaning of employer for purposes of 
the False Claims Act did not impose individual I iability on employee/supervisors);Palladino v. VNA of 
Southern New Jersey, Inc., 68 F.Supp.2d 455 (D.N.J.1999) (holding that corporate officers and 
supervisors were not subject to individual liability under the federal False Claims Act because the Act 
prohibited discrimination ,vith respect to employ1nent conditions and only an employer could logically grant 
the relief made available); Janken v. GM Hughes Electronics, 53 Cal.Rptr.2d 141, 747 (Cal. I 996) 
(rejecting individual liability and stating the agent language was in tended to "ensure that employers will be 




held liableiftheir supervisory employees take actions later to be found discriminatory, and that employers 
cannot avoid liability by arguing that a supervisor failed to follow instructions or deviated from the 
employers policy"); Obs, v. Mi~roton, lnc., 588 N. W.2d 550 (Minn. Ct. App. 1999) (declining to hold 
individuals liable under Minnesota's whistle blower stanite ); Alejandro v. Robstown Independent School 
District, 131 S.W.3d 663, 668 (Tex. Ct. App. 2004) (holding that there is no private right of action 
against the superintendent or members of the board of trustees in their individual capacities because the 
"Act creates a private cause of action against the etnploying 'state or local governmental entity"'). 
For example, in Abbamont \'. Pi scat a-way Township Board of Education, 138 650 A.2d 
958 (N.J. 1994) the New Jersey Supreme Couttrejected individual liability under its whistleblower 
provisions, which contained a definition of en:ployer similar to the definition in Idaho's Act. See id. at 963 
( stating that under New Jersey's Whi stl eblower Act. "an employer can be any person or group of persons 
acting directly or indirectly on behalf of or in the interestofanemployerwith the employer's consent"). The 
Court noted that the employer was the "party with the power and responsibility ... to take ... remedial 
action" under the statute and "that to fulfill the remedial purposes of. .. [the actJ, employers should be 
strictly liable for equitable reliefin the nature of reinstatement, restoration of back pay and the like.'' Id. at 
964 (citation omitted). 
However, even alleged acts by "agents" acting outside the course and scope of their 
emplo)'ment cannot overcome the clear statutot)' intent in a whistle blower act "Reta] iato1)· Discharge" cl aim 
(as Plaintiffhave titled the only Cow1t in the state court complaint). The retaliation claimed was Hammer's 
discharge, and the City ofSun Valley was the only "employer·'' for purposes of discharge. It would be 
improbable to allege that her tennination, which is the hasis for her entire claim, was somehow effectuated 




for her entire claim, was somehow effectuated "outside the course and scope" of the duties of 
Defendants Ribi and Briscoe. There is no feasible way that a non-constructive termination can be 
executed outside of the course and scope of employment of supervisors. While Plaintiff makes 
allegations involving a wide range of irrelevant factual context, and while she may allege that some 
of these occurred outside the course and scope of the individually named defendants' employment, 
she has only brought a discrete claim of a retaliatory disc.barge, and so it is the discharge itself which 
is the only claim at issue. There is no case law that suppo11s a finding of individual liability for a 
retaliatory discharge. 
ATTORNEYS FEES 
Attorney fees and costs should be granted in the filing and pursuing of this motion 
pursuant to I.R.C.P. 11 (a)( I). Plaintiffs counsel filed the Complaint in this action naming 
individuals without any basis in law. Further, Defense Counsel put Plaintiffs counsel on notice of 
the legal inadequacy of her pleading on July 29, 20 I 3, after the Amended Complaint was filed and 
allowing for Plaintiff to voluntarily dismiss these individuals, but Plaintiff took no corresponding 
action. (See Affidavit of Kirtlan G. Naylor if~ 3-4) 
The only apparent reason for this frivolous naming ofcertain city offidals was to put 
them to unwarranted public scrutinv. 
CONCLUSJON 
For the reasons set forth above, the rndividually named Defendants Ribi and Briscoe 
in Plaintiffs Amended Complaint must be dismissed, and costs and attorneys fees awarded to 
Defendants. 
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DATED this /1 day of September. 2013. 
NA '{LOR & HALES, P .C. 
By~~-~'------3',;,.---+~~~~~~~~~-"-~ 
Kirtla 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
t"-~ 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the J1 day of September, 2013, I caused to be served, 
by the method(s) indicated, a true and con-ect copy of the foregoing upon: 
Eric B. Swartz 
JoyM. Vega 
Jones & Swartz, PLLC 
PO Box 7808 




fax Transmission: 489-8988 
_X__ Email: eric@joncsandswartzlaw.com 
j ovqjoncsandswartzlaw .com 
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Kirtlan G. Naylor (ISB No. 3569] 
NAYLOR & HALES, P.C. 
Attorneys at Law 
950 W. Bannock Street, Ste. 610 
Boise, Idaho 83 702 
Telephone No. (208) 38 3-9511 
Facsimile No. (208) 383-9516 
Email: kirt@navlorhales.com 
Attorneys for Defendants City of Sun Valley, 
Ribi, and Briscoe. 
FILED~-·~-
SEP 1 7 2013 
Jolynn Drage, Cle District 
Cow1 Bt:sfns County. Jdaoo 
·- IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BLAINE 
SHARON R. HAMMER, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
CITY OF SUN VALLEY; NlLS RIBI; and 
DeWAYNE BRISCOE, 
Defendants. 
STA TE OF IDAHO ) 
) ss. 
County of Ada ) 
Case No. CV-2012-479 
AFFIDAVIT OF KIRTLAN G. 
NA \'LOR IN SUPPORT OF MOTION 
TO DISMISS 
I, KIRTLAN NAYLOR, hav1ng been duly sworn do hereby depose and say as 
follows: 
I. I have personal knowledge of the matters set forth herein, and if called upon 
to testify of them, T could do so competently. 
AFFIDAVIT OF KIRTLAN G. NAYLOR 
IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO DISMISS - I. 
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2. I am counsel ofrecord for The City of Sun Valley, Nils Ribi, and Dewayne 
Briscoe, all named defendants in the current action. 
3. OnJuly29,20J 3, I sent an email to Plaintiff's counsel, Eric Swartz, informing 
him that there was no basis for the individual liability of Mr. Ribi or Mr. Briscoe based on their one 
claim of retaliatory discharge pursuant to I. C. *§ 6-2101, et. seq .. and informing him of our intent 
to move for dismissal of these individuals. A true and accurate copy of this email with attachment 
is attached hereto as Exhibit A. 
4. In that email of July 29, 2013, J attached a memo of legal analysis supporting 
our assertion that there is no individual liability for a retaliatory discharge claim under the Idaho 
Whistleblower Act, which legal analysis supports the currently pending motion to dismtss. 
AFFIDAVIT OF KIRTLAN G. NAYLOR 
Notary Public for Idaho 
Residing at Boise, Idaho ~ l 
Commission Expires: fiq /7 
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CERTIFIC~ OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on theft day of September, 2013. I caused to be served, by the 
method(s) indicated, a trne and conect copy of the foregoing upon: 
Eric B. Swartz 
Joy M. Vega 
Jones & Swartz, PLLC 
PO Box 7808 
Boise, ID 83707-7808 
Allorneys for Plaintiff 
Attaclunent: Exhibit A 
U.S. Mail 
Hand Delivered 
Fax Tnmsmission: 489-8988 
Y Email: eric0).jonesandswartzlaw.com 
jov@jonesandswartzlaw.com 
M:\(CRMp\Hummer v. Sun V11flcr\Plcadings 1.1?.:. Cascs\lCV 12--179 (Hummer \VB 2012)\S406_18 MTD _Aff l<GN.wpd 
AFFIDAVIT OF KIRTLAN G. NAYLOR 












Monday, July 29, 2013 7:03 PM 
Eric Swartz 
Joy Vega; Jake Naylor; Tricia Wassmuth 
Hammer state law claim MTD 
Whistleblowar Act no individual liability.pdf 
Unless we can come to agreement to consolidate the state case with the federal case shortly, we will be filing 
a Rule 3(b) motion to dismiss Nils and Mayor Briscoe from the state case as we did in Hulsey. 
Given the fact that the state case is only a WBA, and the only action available is against the "employer" (City of 
Sun Valley), there can be no claim for individual liability. See the detailed brief we have researched attached 
hereto and the conclusion. 
If the case is not consolidated, we will file this motion in state court and seek f~es and costs for pursuing It. 
Let us know. 
Kirtlan G. Naylor 
Direct 208 947.2070 
~ ;_~:, ~.:Yi~~•~K~. ~~~~~~~: ~~;~; 
This email is a confidential communlcation. 
If ii was sent to you mi~takenly, 
please notify me and destroy your copy. 
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The Whistleblower Act provides "a legal cause of action for public employees who 
experience adverse action from rheir employer as a result of reporting waste and violations of a 
law, rule or regulation." LC. § 6-2 l 01. Section 6-2103( 4)(a) of the Whistleblower Act states: 
'"Employer' means the state of Idaho, or any political subdivision or governmental entity eligible 
ro participate in the public employees retirement system, chapter 13, title 59, Tdaho Code.'' It 
also provides that the word "employer" includes "an agent of an employer." LC. § 6-2103(4)(b). 
Plaintiff cannot name Nils Ribi and Dewayne Briscoe in their individual capacities as an 
"employer" under Section 6-2103((4)(b), just because they are agents of the City. The Idaho 
Whistleblower Act does nol create a cause of <1ction against individuals. 
There are two possible constructions of the "ager.t" language found in Section 6-
2103( 4}(b). Plaintiff apparently argues thar the legislature intended to define every pubfic sector 
supervisory ernployee in Idaho as ai1 "emp!oyer," and hence place each at risk ofpersonal 
fiability whenever he or she makes a personnel decision 1hat could later be considered in 
violation of the Whistleblower Act. The other constmction is the one universally adopted by 
other courts around the country: the "agent" language is only intended to ensure that employers 
wi[J be held liable if their supervisory employees violate the Whist!eblower Act, and that 
employers cannot avoid liability by arguing that a supervisor failed to follow instructions or 
deviated from the employer's policy. 
Tn other words, it1 interpreting similar definitions of "employer" and "agent" contained in 
parallel federal Jaws 1 and state wh istleblower statutes, nearly all other jurisdictions hold that such 
1 Due to the nearly-identical elements of proof set fo1th in state whistleblowing statutes 
and federal cases involving retaliatory discharge claims arising under Title Vll of the Civil Rights 
Act of 1964, 29 U.S.C. §§ 2000 et seq., federal and stare courts analyze !he two claims in 
virtually the same manner. Compare Vi!liarimo v. Aloha Island Air. inc., 281 F.3d 1054 (9'h Cir. 
2002) with Van v. PortfleLr{Medical Center, 147 Idaho 552 (2009). Moreover, the Idaho 
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laws do nor create a cause of action against individuals. Rather, "the 'agent' language is used to 
incorporate tbe theory of respondeat supel'ior, rather than [to] expose either supervisors or co-
workers ro personal liability in employment discrimination cases." Obst v. Microtron, Inc., 588 
N.W.2d 550, 553, 554 (Minn. Ct. App. 1999) (internal quotation omined); see Wathen 11. General 
Electric Co., I 15 F.3d 400, 406 (6th Cir. l 997). The California Supreme Court observed that: 
[S]ince 1993, eight foderal circuits have either(!) held that the "agent" language does 
not create individual liability for discrimination, or (2) found that, although 
individuals can be sued in their official or representative capacity, they may not be 
sued in their individual capacity and have no personal liability, or (3) interpreted 
similar language in a state stat'Ute as not creating individual liability. 
Reno v. Baird, P.2d 1333, t337 (Cal. 1998). More specifically, the California Supreme Court 
indicated that the Courts of Appeal of the Second, Fourth, Fifth, Sevenrh, Eighth, Ninth, Tenth, and 
Eleventh Circuits have all explicitly held that the "agent" language found in federal employment 
discrimination laws do not impose personal liability upon supervisory employees. Id. at !337-40 
(citing Tomka v. Seiler Corp., 66 F.3d J 295, I 3 l 3-14 (2d. Cir. 1995); Birkbeck v. Mmvd lighting 
Corp., 30 F.3d 507 {4'h.Cir. l 994); Grant v. lo11e Star Co., 21 F.3d 649, 65 J-53 (5'" Cir. [994); 
United Scates Eqaal Employment Opportunity Commission v. A.IC SecuriTy im•estigations. Ltd., 55 
F.3d I 276 (71h Cir, 1995); Lenhardt v. Basic lnsUtute of Technology, Inc., 55 F.3d 377 (Sil• Cir. 
1995); Millet v. Maxwell's intern, Inc, 991 F.2d 583 {9'h Cir. 1993); Saucers 11. Salt lake County, 
Whistleblower Act shares similar language as a number of tederal employment laws in defining 
the term "empfoyer." See, e.g., Title Vil, 29 U.S.C. § 2000e(b); Age Discriminatio~ in 
Employment Act, 29 U.S.C.A. § 621(b); Americans with Disabilities Act, 42 U.S.C. § 
[2 l l 1(5)(A) (all stating that "'employer' means a person engaged in an industry affecting 
commerce ... [and] any agent of such person") (emphasis added). Thus, a!! ofthese federal 
employment Jaws are both helpful and applicable in detem1ining the scope of similar language in 
Jdaho's Whistleblower Act because "all the definitions of employer in these statu1es are worded 





J F.3d J 122 (10'" Cir. 1993); Cross v. State ~/Alabama, 49 F.3d 1490, 1504 (I J'h Cir. 1995)). 
Virtually all federal and state co,111s that have reviewed this issue have agreed with the 
Califomia Supreme Court's assessment and detem1i11ed that their respeetive whistleblower and 
employment discrimination schemes did not create individual liability for supervisors. United States 
ex rel. Lamar"· Burke, 894 F.Supp. 1345 (E.D.Mo. 1995) (holding that since Title Vfl's definition 
was broader and yet did not impose i11dividuaJ liability on supervisors, the narrower, ordinary and 
natural meaning of employer for purposes of the False Claims Act did not impose individual liability 
on employeeisupervisors); Palladino v. VNA o( Southern New Jersey, Inc., 68 F.Supp.2d 455 
(D.N.J.1999) (holding that corporate officers and supervisors were not subject to individual liability 
under the federal False Claims Act because the Act prohibited discrimination with respect to 
employment conditions and only an employer could logically grant the relief madeavailable);Janken 
v. GM Hughes Eleclronics, 53 Cal.Rptr.2d 741. 747 (Cal. 1996) (rejecting individual liability and 
stating the agent language was intended to "ensure that employers will be held liable if their 
supervisory employees take actions later to be found discriminatory, and that employers cannot avoid 
liability by arguing that a supervisor failed to follow instructions or deviated from the employer's 
policy"); Obst v. Micro1011. Inc., 588 N.W.2d 550 (Minn. Ct. App. 1999) (declining to hold 
individuals liable under Minnesota's whistleblower stature); Alejandro v. Robs101m independent 
School Dislricl, 131 S.W.3d 663,668 (Tex. Ct. App. 2004) (holding that there is no private nght of 
action against the superintendent or members of the board of trustees in their individual capacities 
because the "Act creates a private cause of action against tile employing 'state or local governmental 
entity"'). 
For example, in Ahbamont l-'. Ptscatm,vay Township Board o/Educalion, JJ8 650 A.2d 958 




provisions, which contained a definition of employer similar to the definition in Idaho's Act. See id. 
at 963 (stating that under New Jersey's Whistleblower Act, "an employer can be any person or group 
of persons acting directly or indirectly 011 behalf of or in the interest of an employer with the 
employer's consent"). The Court noted that the employer ,,..·as the "party with the power and 
responsibility ... to take ... remedial action" under the statute and "that to folfil! the remedial 
purposes of ... (the act], employers should be strictly liable for equitable relief in the nature of 
reinstatement, restoration of back pay and the like." Id. at 964 (citation omitted). 
Furthennore, ldaho's Whistlcblower Act provides for several forn1s ofrelief for employees 
who win favornble judgments against their res1lective employers. LC. § 6-2106. For example, 
Section 6·2 l 06 provides that employees may be entitled to "any or all" of the following fon11s of 
relief: "an injunction to restrain continued violation of [the Whistleblower ActJ," "reinstatement of 
the employee to the same position held before the adverse action,'' and "reinstatement of full fringe 
benefits and senioiity rights." l.C. § 6-2106. By providing that an aggrieved employee may be 
a warded "any and al I" oft he relief a II owed tinder the Idaho Whistlcblower Act, the legislature clearly 
intended to afford an aggrieved party all the relief allowed under the act. The fact that only the state 
of1daho or other governmental entities could conceivably grant much of the relief afforded by the 
Idaho Whistleblower Act further supports the idea that the legislature did not intend for supervisory 
employees or managers to be individually liable under the act. See Abbamont,138 650 A.2d at964; 
Alf4andro, 131 S.W.3d at 668-69. 
CONCLUSION 
The Idaho Whistleblower Act, as a whole, is inconsistent with individual liability. The 
purpose of the "agent" language set forth in LC.§ 6-2103(4)(b) serves as a mechanism by which 




Further, even alleged acts by "agents" acting outside the course and scope of their 
employment cannot overcome the clear starutory intent in a WBA "Retaliatory Discharge'' claim (as 
Plaintiff have titled the only Count in the state court complaint). The reraliation claimed was 
Hanut:ter's discharge, and the City of Sun Yatley was the only "employer" for pull)oses of discharge. 
Even so, just asserting "some or all" of the acts in the complaint were done by Ribi and 
Briscoe outside tile course and scope of their employment is not enough to rebut the statutory 
presumption found in 6-903(5). Unless Plaintiff can articulate what act alleged in the complaint was 
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SHARON R. HAMMER, 
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vs. 
CITY OF SUN VALLEY; NILS RIB!; 
and DeWA YNE BRISCOE, 
Defendants. 
Case No. CV-2012-479 
ERRATA TO PLAINTIFF'S 
RESPONSE IN OPPOSITION TO 
DEFENDANTS' MOTION TO 
DISMISS 
TO THE CLERK OF THE ABOVE-ENTITLED COURT: 
PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that,on September 23, 2013, Plaintiff sent to the court for 
filing PLAINTIFF'S RESPONSE IN OPPOSITION TO DEFENDANT'S MotION TO DISMZSS. The 
Appendix referenced in the RESPONSE was inadvertently omitted from the document. Attached 
hereto is the Appendix. 
Plaintiff and Plaintiffs counsel apologize to the Court and to Defendants for any delay or 
inconvenience caused by this mistake. 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
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vs. 
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and De WAYNE BRISCOE, 
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OPPOSITION TO DEFENDANTS' 




In this case, Plaintiff Sharon R. Hammer asserts a single cause of action pursuant to the 
Idaho Protection of Public Employees Act, Idaho -Code §§ 6-2101, et seq. ("IPPEA"). 
Ms. Hammer claims that adverse actions were taken against her by Defendant City of Sun Valley 
("City"), as her employer; by Defendant Nils Ribi, both within and outside the scope of his role 
as a City Councilman; and by Defendant DeWayne Briscoe, both within and outside the scope of 
his role as City Mayor. Defendants Ribi and Briscoe have been named in their ind,ividual 




capacities because they both acted intentionally, maliciously, and beyond the scope of their 
employment with the City for the purpose of effectuating adverse actions by the City against 
Ms. Hammer. 
Defendants' Motion to Dismiss should be denied in its entirety. By their Motion, the 
Defendants ask the Court to dismiss Defendants Ribi and Briscoe, individually, from this case by 
claiming that the IPPEA does not provide a private right of action against any liable bad actor 
other than a plaintiff's employer. H?wever, the IP PEA does not prohibit the naming of 
individuals in an action arising under it. Rather, it expressly anticipates the inclusion of 
individual defendants (e.g., enumerated proof requirements include placing venue within the 
"county where the person against whom the civil complaint is filed resides." LC. § 6-2105(3); 
emphasis added). 
The Court should reject the Defendants' position that only an employer can be held liable 
for injurious and illegal actions pursuant to the IPPEA. Limiting an injured plaintiff's recourse 
to a governmental entity employer does not comport with the intent of the IPPEA or its plain 
language. Neither does relieving prospective individual defendants of liability when they acted 
with intent, malice, and beyond the scope of their employment in such a way that resulted in the 
employer engaging in unlawful conduct. 
II. 
UNDISPUTED FACTUAL BACKGROUND FOR PURPOSES 
OF A MOTION TO DISMISS 
Defendants have moved to dismiss the Amended Complaint pursuant to Idaho Rule of 
Civil Procedure 12(b)(6), thereby requi_ring the Court to accept as true all material allegations of 
the Amended Complaint and draw all reasonable inferences in a light most favorable to the 
Plaintiff. Glengary-Gamlin Protective Ass 'n, Inc. v. Bird, 106 Idaho 84, 88, 675 P.2d 344, 348 
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(Ct. App. 1983) (citing:Warth v. Seldin, 422 U.S. 490, 501-02 (1975)). As such, the Court must 
accept as true the following facts: 
• Ms. Hammer had a valid and e~forcea,ble contract of employment as the City 
Administrator for the City of Sun Valley from June 1, 2008 until January 19, 2012. 
Ms. Hammer also work~d as a paid-on-call firefighter and EMT for the City of Sun Valley 
during this time. ( Am. Compl. 1il 1, 15 5.) 
• Defendant Briscoe is the current elected Mayor of the City, having been sworn into 
office on January 3, 2012. Prior to becoming Mayor, Defendant Briscoe was elected Council 
President for the Sun Valley City Council in or about January 2010, and acted in that position 
until January 3, 2012; Some or all of the alleged acts.and/or omissions engaged in by Defendant 
Briscoe were done outside of the course and scope of his employment with the City and with 
malice or with reckless disregard for Ms. Hammer's protected rights. (Am. Compl. ,i 3.) 
• Defendant Ribi acted as an el~cted Council Member for the Sun Valley City Council. 
Defendant Ribi's first term began in or about January 2006 throu~ January 2010. Defendant 
Ribi's current term began-on or about January 5, 2010, and will end in January 2014. Some or 
all of the alleged acts and/or omissions engaged in by Defendant Ribi were done outside of the 
course and scope of his employment with·the City and with malice or with reckl~ss disregard for. 
Ms.-Hammer's protected rights. (Am. Compl. 14.) 
. . 
• On or about January 16, 1997, the City adopted its Personnel Policies & Procedures 
' . 
Manual (''Manual''), which has been amended from time to tinie. (Am; Compl. ,i 18.) 
• Within the Manual, the City expressly adopted a harassment policy that prohibited 
"harassment in any form, including verbal, physic!ll and visual harassment" either "by or against 
any of its Employees." (Am. Compl. ,i 29.) 
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• When an employee believes that he or she has been har~sed "by a co-worker, 
Supervisor, any City official, or individual outside of the City organization," the anti-harassment 
guidelines of the Manual instruct the employee to "immediately notify his/her Department Head 
of the facts of the incident or incidents and the name(s) of the individual(s) involved." Further, if 
the complaint is against "a member of the City Council, the Employee should report the 
complaintt? the Mayor." (Am. Compl. 130.) 
• The Manual further prohibits retaliation against a person "for filing a harassment 
charge or making a harassment complaint." (Am. Compl. ,r 31.) 
• City Council Members have no authority to direct another City employee in the 
administration of that employee's duties. No City employee is directly supervised by any City 
Council Member. No City employee's job performance is evaluated by any City Council 
Member. No City employee is allowed to provide confidential records to any City Council 
Member without approval from either the Mayor or the City Administrator. City Council 
Members have no authority to seek or take disciplinary action against any City employee. (Am. 
Compl. ,r 28.) 
• During Ms. Hammer's employment as City Administrator, Defendant Ribi 
intentionally instructed her and attempted to direct her work as City Administrator. Defendant 
Ribi also intentionally harassed her, and then sought Ms. Hammer's termination after she 
repeatedly refused to fulfill his demands. (Am. Compl. fl 45-153, 156.) 
• As a result of Ms. Hammer's refusals to· fulfill Defendant Ribi's unauthorized 
demands for information, he verbally, physically, and visually harassed her. (Arn. Compl. ,, 45-
153, 159.) 
• Throughout her employment; Ms. Hammer was repeatedly and continuously harassed, 
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physically and emotionally intimidated, and verbally abused by the conduct of Defendant Ribi. 
(Am. Compl. ,r,r 33, 45-153, 156.) 
• Ms. Hammer repeatedly reported the ·incidents of harassment, intimidation and abuse 
to Mayor Wayne Willich, Adam King, or City Police C,:hief Cam Daggett. (Am. Compl. ,r,r 34, 
48-127, 157.) 
• In retaliation· for Ms.-Hammer's complaints against him, Defendant Ribi sought 
confidential documents from other City employees, including at least Kelly Ek and Michelle 
Frostenson, in order to create the appearance of misconduct by Ms. Hammer. (Am. Compl. 
,r,r 35, 129-133.) 
• At Defendant Ribi's instruction, Ms. Ek and Ms. Frostenson distributed confidential 
personnel documents regarding or relating to Ms. Hammer to, at least, Defendant Ribi and 
Mr. King. (Am. Compl. ,r,r 36, 129-133.) 
• In response to pressures from and allegations of misconduct alleged by Defendants 
Ribi and Briscoe, which were allegedly supported by confidential employment documents 
supplied by Ms. Ek and Ms. Frostenson, Mayor Willich, along with Cowicil Members Ribi, 
Youngman, Briscoe, and Lamb, placed Ms. Hammer on a4ministrative leave pending an 
independent special investigation. (Am. Compl. ,r,r 37, 140.) 
• Following the conclusion of the City's special investigation in late December 2011, 
Mayor Willich fowtd Ms. Hammer to have done no wrong, and requested that she return to work 
immediately. Pursuant to the Manual, Mayor Willich's decision was final and binding. (Am. 
Compl. fl 38, 143.) 
• Following the swearing-in of Defendant Briscoe as City Mayor in January 2012, 
Defendant Briscoe re-placed Ms. Hammer on administrative leave. A few weeks later, 
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Defendant Briscoe, along with Council Members Ribi, Youngman, Suhadolnik, and Griffith, 
terminated Ms. Hammer from her position as City Administrator. (Am. Compl. ,i,i 39, 145-148.) 
• Ms. Hammer was twice put ~n administrative leave and then fired in response to 
ongoing retaliation and pressures from Defendants Ribi and Briscoe. (Am. Compl. ,i,i 40, 45-
153.) 
• Ms. Hammer was terminated from her positions-as City Administrator, firefighter and 
EMT as a result of her persistence in reporting violations and suspected violations of the Manual 
by Defendant Ribi to Mayor Willich.and Mr. King. (Am. Compl. ,i 169.) 
• Ms. Hammer was also terminated from her positions as a result of filing Complaints 
with the Blaine County District Court and the Idaho. Human Rights Commission. (Am .. Compl. 
,, 141-142, 170.) 
• Ms. Hammer suffered adverse actions when she was placed on administrative leave 
and then fired. (Am. Comp!. ,i41.) 
• Following Ms. Hammer's t,ermination, Defendant Briscoe prepared and/or authorized 
the publication of a written announce~ent regarding Ms. Hammer's termination. Defendant 
Briscoe instructed and/or auth1;uized the :city to.purchase newspaper adveajsement space in the 
Idaho Mountain Express, where· the full-page press release was published, in the color red, 
within a day or two of her termination. 1:he press release implied that Ms. Hammer was guilty of 
the alleged misconduct. (Am. Compl. 'l 1_49.) 
• Following Ms. Hammer's termination, Defendant Briscoe prepared and/or authorized 
the publication of at least two additional press releases by the City rega¢ing or relating to 
allegations of misconduct and/or harassment of other City employees by Ms. Hammer. The 
press releases implied that Ms. Hammer was guilty .of the alleged misconduct. .(Am. Compl. 
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,-r 150.) 
• Before and after Ms. Hammer's termination, Defendant Ribi did, and continues to, 
maintain a personal website and a blog, both of which recount and discuss allegations of 
misconduct and/or harassment of other City employees by Ms. Hammer. Content within 
Defendant Ribi' s website and blog imply that Ms. Hanuner was guilty of the alleged misconduct. 
(Am. Compl. ,r 152.) 
• Defendant Briscoe's and Defendant Ribi's public statements have had a deleterious 
and harmful effect on Ms. Hammer's personal and professional reputation and her ability to 
obtain new public-sector employment. (Am. Compl. ,r,r 151, 153.) 
III. 
STANDARD OF REVIEW 
Grounds for dismissal under Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 12(b )( 6} may be comprised 
only of the pleadings, to determine whether a claim for relief has been stated, and nothing more. 
I.R.C.P. 12(b)(6). "The only facts which a court may properly consider on a motion to dismiss 
for failure to state a claim are those appearing in the complaint .... " Taylor v. McNicho/s, 243 
P.3d 642, 2010 WL 3448851 (Idaho 2010) (quoting Hellickson v. Jenkins, 118 Idaho 273, 276, 
796 P.2d 150, 153 (Ct. App. 1990)). And the Court must construe all such facts as being true. 
Walenta v. Mark Means Co., 87 Idaho 543, 547, 394 P.2d 329, 331 (1964) (citing Williams v. 
Williams, 82 Idaho 451, 354 P.2d 747 (1960); and Wackerli v. Martindale, 82 Idaho 400, 353 
P.2d 782 (1960)). "After drawing all inferences in favor of the non-moving party, the Court then 
examines whether a claim for relief has been stated." Id. "The issue is not whether the plaintiff 
will ultimately prevail, but whether the party is entitled to offer evidence to support the claims." 
Brooksby v. Geico Gen. Ins. Co., 153 Idaho 546,548,286 P.3d 182, 184 (2012). 






The IPPEA Allows for Suits Against Individual Persons; It is Not Limited to 
Government Entity Employers 
Defendants' Motion to Dismiss ignores .the applicable and plain language of the IPPEA. 
Instead, their motion fo~uses on cases interpreting Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 
(42 U.S.C. §§ 2000, et seq.) and other states' statutes and cases interpreting the same. The only 
thing that needs to be reviewed to answer the question posed by Defendant's motion is the 
IPPEA. 
When determining the provisions and intent of a statute, the Court is obligated to first 
look solely at the language of the statute itself, before looking at .outside sources or case law to 
make detenninations related to the statute. Where the language of a statute is plain and 
unambiguous, a Court must give effect to the statute as written. State v. Rhode, 133 Idaho 459, 
462, 988 P.2d 685 688 (1999); citation o~itted. "Unless the result is palpably absurd, this Court 
assumes that the legislature meant what is clearly stated in the statute." Id. 
The Idaho legislature drafted the IPPEA to expressly include the right to sue a person 
under the IPPEA: 
6-2105 .. Remedi~s for e~ployee bringing action -- Proof required. 
*** 
(2) An employee who ~eges a violation of this chapter may 
bring a civil action for appropriate injunctive relief or actual 
damages, or both, within one hundred eighty (180) days after the 
occurrence of the alleged violation of this chapter. 
(3) An action begun under this section may be brought in the 
district court for ... the county where the person against whom 
the civil complaint is filed resides or has his principal place of 
business. 
(I.C. § 6-2105(2) and (3)~ emphasis added.) "Person" cannot mean a governmental entity 
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employer. It can only mean individual persons who are the "agent" of the governmental entity 
employer: 
(4)(a) "Employer" means the state of Idaho, or any political 
subdivision or governmental entity eligible to participate in the 
public e~ployees retirement system, chaP.ter 13, title 59, Idaho· 
Code; . 
(b) "Employer" includes an aeent of an en1:0Ioyer. 
(I.C: § 6-2103 (4)(a) and (b); emphasis added.) The only other "persons" who are referenced in 
the IPPEA are governmental entity employer officers 8:Jld employees: 
(5) .. Public body" means any of the following: 
(a) A state officer, employee, agency, department. division, 
bureau, board; commission, council, authority, educational 
institution or any . other hody in the · executive branch of state 
government; 
(b) An agency, board, commission, council, institution member or 
employee of the legislativ~ br~ch of state govequnent; 
(c) A county, city, town,~gional governing body,'council, school 
district, special district,. municipal" corporation, other political 
subdivision, board, department, commi_ssion, council, agency or 
any member or employee pf them; 
( d) Any other body that is created by state or local authority, or 
any member or employee ~f that body; 
(e) A law enforcement agency· or any member or employee of a 
law enforcement agency; ~d 
( f) The judiciary and any member or employee of the judiciary. 
(J.C. § 6-2103(5).) The legislative history on the IPPEA also confirms that Idaho's lawmakers 
intended the IPPEA to-apply to·governniental entity employers and heads_ of those agencies: 
Chainaan Tt.pr•ta aalt .. :I.ft .. cleHnlUoai.of '"publ:l..c body'" vu latenclecl 
ta •••• •1 the 1roup1 tla&c ara Hated in ·tM l•alalattoa 1141 
coalidered tile "'public body", a.p. aeraln •tated tbat ta.. "pulllllc 
body" t• to.aeaa all atata a'aeacla• aacl the a.a.ta of dao•• .. eaci••• 
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(Appendix A hereto, Mar. 5, 1993 Human Resources Committee notes; H242.)1 
Defendants admit that Defendants Ribi and Briscoe are agents of the City of Sun Valley, 
but deny that they are within the definition of employer as defined by I.C. § 6~2103(4)(b). 
Defendants argue that the term "agent" is intended to incorpo;ate respondeat superior liability to 
ensure that governmental entity employers are held liable for acts of its agents: 
As Defendants Ri.bi and Briscoe are agents of the City of Sl;Ul Valley, and are not an 
employer as defined by I.C. § 6-2103( 4)(b). Plaintiff cannot name these defendants in their individual 
capacities because the Idaho WbistJeblower Act does not create a cause of action against individuals but 
only governmental entities. The Idaho Whistleblower Act, ~a whole, is~ with individual liability. 
The purpose of the "agent" language set forth in I.C. § 6.;.2 J 03( 4)(b) serves as a mechanism by which 
1/'espondeat superior liability attaches to th7 state ofldaho and other governmental employers. The 
(Mem. in Support of Defendants' Motion to Dismiss, p. 3.) 
"Under the doctrine of respondeat superior, 'an employer is liable in tort for the tortious 
conduct of an employee committed within the scope of employment."' Nava v. Rivas-Del Toro, 
151 Idaho 853, 857, 264 P.3d 960, 964 (2011). The doctrine of respondeat superior is not 
synonymous with the plain meaning of the term "agent" as used in the IPPEA. Also, there is no 
indication that the enactment of the IPP~ re-wrote the doctrine of respondeat superior to make 
a governmental entity employer liable for all acts of its agents regardless of whether the acts 
were authorized. 
1 The IPPEA was originally drafted and debated by the Idaho House of Representatives, and in particular 
the Human Resources Committee, during the ·1993 Idaho General Assembly legislative session, as House 
Bill 242. The IPPEA was re-presented in the same form it had. been presented to the Idaho House of 
Representatives in 1993 during the 1994 legislative session as House Bill 616, and eventually was passed 
by both the Idaho House of Representatives and the Idaho Senate, and signed by the Governor on 
March 15, 1994. 
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An ••agent" is ·either authorized or not authorized. An agent who acts outside of the scope 
of his authority is still calted an "agent" .. The actions of an agent are the actions of the 
corporation. An age~t is only liable for actions which are o_utside its scope of duty to the 
corporation." Cantwefl v. City of Boise, 146 Idaho 127, 138, 191 P.3d 205, 216 (2008) 
(emphasis added) (citing Ostrander v. Farm Bureau Mut. Ins. Co. of Idaho, 123 Idaho 650, 654, 
851 P.2d 946, 948 (1993)). See also T. W. & L. 0. Naylor Co. v. Bowman, 39 Idaho 764, 230 P. 
347 (1924) ("A principal cannot be bound by the acts of an agent done outside of the actual or 
apparent scope of his authority, unless such acts have been ratified and adopted by the 
principal.") 
Defendants' argument that there is no personal liability under ,the IPPEA because of 
respandeat superior assumes, incorrectly, that the only ac;fverse employment action for which 
relief can be granted under the IPPEA is adverse employment action that is carried out by an 
agent acting within the scope of his employment. The IPPEA does not differentiate between 
liability for adverse employment action tµtdertaken by an authorized or unauthorized agent. The 
IPPEA provides for a cause of action :for all adverse employment action undertaken by an 
"employer" and its "agent " - whether the ••agent" is authorized, or not. 
B. Title VII and Other States' Whistleblower Statutes and Cases Interpreting the 
Same Relied Upon by the Defendants Have No Application In Analyzing Whether 
Individuals Are Subject to Personal Liability Under thelPPEA 
The other states' statutes and cases interpreting the same cited by the Defendants are not 
the same as the IPPEA. The language of the statutes is different; the purpose behind the same is 
different; the scope of the statutes are different. 
The Obst v. Microton, 588 N.W.2d 550 (Minn. App. Ct. 1999) case cited.in Defendants' 
Memorandwn relates to a Minnesota ''whistleblower" statute (Minn. Code.Section 181.931) (the 
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"Minnesota Whistleblower Statute") that covers all private and corporate employers (including 
individuals (i.e., sole proprietor), as well as government entities. Unlike the IPPEA, which 
expands the definition section beyond "employer" to include an "agent" of the employer, the 
Minnesota Whistleblower Statute is expressly limited to people who employ employees: 
"Employer means any person having one or _more employees in Minnesota and includes the state 
and political subdivision of the .state." MINN. STAT. §181.931, Subd. 3. Unlike Idaho's 
legislators, Minnesota's legisl3:tors . did n9t expand employer to include employees, agents, or 
offi_cers of the employer. They also did nt;,t expressly provide for remedies and a venue for suing 
individual persons. 
The Reno v. Baird, 18 Cal. 4th 640, 957.P.2d 1333 (Cal. Sup. Ct. 1998) case cited by the 
Defendants also concerns a statute that d~es not include an express invitation to bring an action 
against an individual (unless the individual is an employer). Defendants' citation to Abbamont v. 
Piscatway Township, 138 N.J. 405,650 A.2d 958 (NJ. Sup. Ct. 1994) is also unsupportive. Not 
only does the statute at issue in Abba11J0nl not include IPPEA's express invitation to sue a 
person, nowhere in th;e Abbamont holding does the New Jersey Supreme Court make a finding 
that government officials are not personally liable under New Jersey's "conscientious employee" 
statute. The Abbamont holding is limited to: (1) the employer is responsible for the employee's 
actions under the doctrine of respondeat superior under the New Jersey Whistleblower Statute; 
l 
and (2) an aggrieved employee is entitled to seek punitive damages under the New Jersey 
Whistleblower Statute. The Abbamont finding regarding respondeat superior tracks the 
definition of employer under the conscientious employee act. Under CEP A, "employer" is 
defined as: 
any individual, partnership, association, corporation or any person 
or group of persons acting directly or indirectly on behalf of or 
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in the interest of an employer with the employer's consent and 
shall include all branches of State· Government, or the several 
counties and municipalities thereof, or any other political 
subdivision of the State, or .a school district, or any special district, 
or any authority, commission, or board or any other agency or 
instrumentality thereof. 
Abbamont v. Piscataway Twp. Bd. of Educ., 138 N.J. 405, 415, 650 A.2d 958, 962 (N.J. 1994) 
quoting N.J.S.A. 34:19-2a (emphasis added). The New Jersey statute, by definition, imposes 
liability on an employer for acts of the employer's agent that were within the scope of their 
employment, or where acts outside the scope of employment are later ratified by the employer. 
The IPPEA does not make a distinction between agents' authorized or unauthorized acts -
whether ratified or not. 
Defendants' contention that the Idaho Supreme Court case of Van v. Portneuf Medical 
Center, 147 Idaho 552, 212 P.3d 982 (2009) found that there is no personal liability for 
government officials or employees under the IPPEA, is not accurate. The Van Court did not 
address whether there was individual liability under the IPPEA. With regard to the IPPEA, it 
found, only, that the IPPEA was not subj~ct to Idaho Tort Claim Act notice requirements. 
v. 
CONCLUSION 
For the foregoing reasons, Plaintiff Sharon Hammer respectfully requests that the Court 
deny the Defendants' Motion to Dismiss, and that Defendant Briscoe and Defendant Ribi be 
maintained as parties in their individual capacities. Plaintiff further requests that the Defendants' 
request for attorney fees and costs be denied. And, if the Court considers the Affidavit of Kirtlan 
G. Naylor in ruling upon any aspect of the Defend:mts' Motion to Dismiss, that the Motion be 
converted to a motion for summary judgment and the Plaintiff provided ample additional time to 
respond to such evidence. 
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DATED.this 23rd day of September, 2013. 
JONES & SW ARTZ PLLC 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 23rd day of September, 2013, a true and correct copy 
of the foregoing document was served on the following individual(s)·by the method indicated: 
Kirtlan G. Naylor 
NAYLOR & HALES, P.C. 
950 W. Bannock Street, Suite 610 
Boise, ID 83702-6103 
The Honorable Jonathan P. Brody 
District Judge 
Minidoka County Courthouse 
8th & G Streets 
P.O. Box 368 
Rupert, ID 83350 
[ ] U.S. Mail 
[X] Fax: 383-9516 
[ J Hand Delivery 
[ ] Email: ~@naylorhales.com 
[ ] U.S. Mail 
[X] Fax: (208) 436-5272 . 
[ ] Overnight Delivery 
[ ] Hand Delivery 
[ ] Email: 
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.... 
Kinlan G. Naylor [!SB No. 3569) 
NAYLOR & HALES, P .C. 
Attorneys at Law 
950 W. Bannock Street, Ste. 610 
Boise, Idaho 83702 
Telephone No. (208) 383-951 I 
Facsimile No. (208) 3 83-9516 
Email: kirt{a).naylorhales.com 
Attorneys for Defendants City of Sun Valley, 
Ribi, and Briscoe. 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BLAINE 
SHARON R. HAMMER, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
CITY OF SUN VALLEY; NILS RIBI; and 
De Wayne BRISCOE, 
Defendants. 
Case No. CV-2012-479 
REPLY MEMORANDUM IN 
SUPPORT OF DEFENDANTS' 
MOTION TO DISMISS 
Defendants, by and through their counsel, Naylor & Hales, P.C., hereby submit their Reply 
Memorandum in Support of their Motion to Dismiss the Plaintiffs Complaint. 
ARGUMENT 
A. A Claim of Retaliatory Discharge Cannot Support Individual Liability. 
Plaintiff's only stated cause of action is that of retaliatory discharge under the Idaho 
Protection of Public Employees Act §§ 6-2101, el seq. Defendants have argued that such a claim 
is impossible to reconcile with allegations of individual liability. Even in the introduction of 
Plaintiff's opposition memorandum, she clearly concedes that Defendants Ribi and Briscoe 
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themselves did not take the adverse employment action against Plaintiff themselves, but rather that 
they acted "in such a way that resulted in the emplover cnga2ing in unlawful.conduct." (Plaintiff's 
Response in Opposition to Defendants' Motion lo Dismiss, p. 2. hereinafter "Plaintiff's Opposition 
Memo") (emphasis added) Plaintiff makes multiple facn1al allegations of conduct against 
Defendants Ribi and Briscoe, but those allegations serve only to support the retaliatory nature of her 
claim. 
Plaintiff never refutes Defendants' argument that it would be absurd to try and claim that 
her termination, whlch is the basis for her entire claim, was somehow effectuated "outside the course 
and scope" of the duties of Defendants .Ribi and Briscoe. Her own arguments concede that 
individual liability does not exist in this case due to the fact that all adverse actions applicable to the 
IPPEA are directly attributable to the City, and not to Defendants Ribi and Briscoe as individuals: 
Defendants Ribi and Briscoe have been named in their individual 
capacities because they both acted intentionally, maliciously, and 
beyond the scope of their employment with the city for the purpose 
of effectuating adverse actions by the Citv against Ms. Hammer. 
Plaintiff thus recognizes that Defendants Ribi and Briscoe acted separate and apart from the "adverse 
actions by the Cit):'." However, the only cause of action she alleges here is the retaliatory tem1ination 
taken by the City, and which cannot be imputed to an individual defendant outside the course and 
scope oftheiremplo)ment. The only \Vay that the City can take any action at all is through its agents 
and, as previously argued, Lhe doctrine of respondeat superior affords plaintiffs sufficient grounds 
to gain the remedies provided by the TPPEA. As there cannot be individual liability for a retaliatory 
discharge, Defendants Ribi and Briscoe should be dismissed. 
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B, Defendants Ribi and Briscoe Are Age11;ts of the City of Sun Valley and 
Therefore Are Not Individually Liable Under the IPPEA. 
As Defendants Ribi and Briscoe are agenL.;; of the City of Sun Valley. they are included under 
the definition of"employer" as stated in I.C. § 6-2103(4)(h), and are therefore not individually liable. 
Plaintiff cannot name these defendants in their individual capacities because the IPPEA does not 
create a cause of action against individuals but only governmental entities. The IP PEA, as a whole, 
is inconsistent with individual liability. The purpose of the "agent" language. set forth in LC.§ 6-
2103( 4 )(b) serves as a mechanism by which respondeat superior liability attaches to the state of 
Idaho and other governmental employers. 
The Idaho Supreme Court has recen.tly affirmed in a paral1el statutory construction case that 
the inclusive use of "agent" in the definition of"employer" serves to invoke re.\pondeat superior and 
does not create any individual liability. Johnson v. North Idaho College, 153 Idaho 58, 63 (2012). 
In that case, the analysis was ,,·ith respect to the Idaho Human Rights Act, but the pertinent part of 
the Court's reasoning was the reaffirmation of the precedent that it is appropriate to apply Title VII 
analysis to parallel state statutes. id., (citing Bm11les \!. Keating, I 00 Idaho 808, 8 l I (1979)). 
While the IPPEA expressly includes the agent of the employer in the definition of 
"employer," there is no provision for an agent of the employer to have any sort ofindividual liability 
apart from that liability already imputed to the employer. I.C. § 6-2103{4)(b). This is logical, 
because a governmental entity cannot act for itself, and therefore cannot create liability for itself, but 
can only act through agents, and those individual agents acting on behalf of the governmental entity 
should not be held liable when acting on behalf or the gov~nunental entitv. However. Plaintiff 
argues that Defendants Ribi and Briscoe, as agents of the City, are liable under the IPPEA hut that 
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their alleged actions outside the course and scope of their employment ,vas "unauthorized," and that 
the IPPEA authorizes individual liability for any damages stefmning from this conduct. (Plaintiff's 
Opposition Memo, p. 10-11) In other ,vords, the Plaintiffs position is that Defendants Ribi and 
Briscoe should be considered an "employer·· by virtue or their agency in order to bring a cause of 
action under the lPPEA, but then should face individual liability for allegedly actin$ outside the 
course and scope of that agency. This is a circular argument and contrary to the plain language and 
purpose of the statute. 
If Defendants Ribi and Briscoe acted outside the course and scope of their ernployment and 
somehow caust::d damage to Plaintiff, there may be other legal causes of action that are available for 
Plaintiff to seek appropriate relief, but Plaintiff has only alleged a violation of the IP PEA For 
purposes of governmental I iabiliry, the 1PPEA includes actioris by agents instead of excluding those 
actions to force agents to face individual liability. Again, it is impossible for Defendants Ribi and 
Briscoe to be held individually liable for a retaliatory tennination, as a termination is a specific act 
of the employer, and Defendants Ribi and Briscoe could not have the authority to terminate Plaintiff 
outside the course and scope of their employment. 
There is also no reasonable basis to believe that the exclusion of individual liability "does 
not comport with the intent of the IPPEA or its plain language." (Plaintiffs Opposition Memo, p. 
2) The intent of the f PPEA is "to protect the integrit-v of government by providing a legal cause of 
action for public employees ,vho experience adverse action.from their employer as a result of 
reporting waste and violations of a law, rule or regulation." J.C.§ 6-2101 (emphasis added). The 
plain language references govermnental entities and employers, but does not create any individual 
causes of action or state that the putpose of the IPPEA is to penalize individual employees outside 
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of their agency or course and scope of their duties. There simply is no catLo:;e of action found within 
the statute that would support individual liability, and otl1er than the mere mention of "persons" in 
the venue provision of the statute, Plaintiff has pointed to no provision or case law that would 
support otherwise. As Defendants Ribi and Briscoe arc agents of the City, they cannot be held 
individually liable for violations of the IPPEA, and should be dismissed. 
C. The Plain Language of the IPPEA Does Not Establish Individual Liability. 
'Ibe IP PEA is clear, through a plain reading of the material sections of the statute, that it only 
prohibits conduct by employers and their agents. I.C. § 6-2104 specifically states the types of 
conduct prohibited by the IPPEA, and in so doing, it only references "employers." It specifically 
prohibits "employers" from taking adverse actions against employees. and never mentions 
individuals, persons, public bodies, or any other construction of plausible parties. Additionally, the 
intend to impose individual liability on employees. 
This analysis is echoed in 1\.filler v. Maxwell's intern. Inc., 991 F.2d 583,587 (9th Cir. 1993), 
where the NintJ1 Circuit discussed the stan1tory limits ofliability found in Title VII to employers with 
fifteen or more employees. and the ADEA, \Vhich limits liability to employers with t\.venty or more 
employees. The court there stated that the reasoning behind such limitation ·was, in part, to avoid 
burdening small entities with the costs as,.e;ociated with litigating these types of claims. Id "If 
Congress decided to protect small entities with limited resources from liability, it is inconceivable 
that Congress intended to allow civil liability to nm against individual employees." Id. 
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With the IPPEA, a similar conclusion can be clearly drawn, as the definition of"employer" 
includes only "the state of Idaho, or any political subdivision or governmental entity eligible to 
participate in the public employees retirement system, chapter 13, title 59, Idaho code." LC.§ 6-
participate in the public employees retirement system, it is likewise inconceivable that the Idaho 
legislature saw fit to impose individual liability for violations of the IPPEA as individuals cannot 
be eligible to participate in the employee retirement system. 
Contrary to Plaintiffs argument, the IPPEA does not "include an express invitation to bring 
an action against an individual." (Plaintiffs Opposition Memo, p. 12) In support of this assertion, 
Plaintiff cites to two provisions in the IPPEA, which, when read in the context of the entire statute, 
have little to no practical application to the IPPEA itself. Plaintiff bases the majority of her argument 
on LC. § 6-2105(3), which is the venue statute for the IPPEA, and reads fully as follows: 
An action begun under this section may be brought in the district 
court for the county where the alleged violation occuITed, the county 
where the comolaina.nt reside.~. or the cmmtv where the nf'r.snn acrninst 
While this language does reference a "person against whom the civil complaint is filed," this 
mere mention of an individual defendant in this isolated section of the statute is insufiicient to fully 
extend the authority of the IPPEA to individual liability when the conduct prohibited is specifically 
limited to employers. Additionally, the "principal place of business" language is inconsistent within 
this section of the statute itselfas it is inconceivable how an alleged individual defendant's principal 
place of business would have any bearing upon an allegation of govermnental retaliation, when that 
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pe-rson must be an agent of the governmental entity and thus the principal place of business language 
is superfluous. 
Plaintiff then relies on the definition cf the term "public body," as found in I.C. § 6-2103(5), 
in order to apply individual liability to the IPPEA. This reliance is misplaced, hov,,ever, as this term 
is never mentioned anyv.rhere else in the stanne. Plaintiff argues that the references to individual 
employees and members in this section are indicative of the legislature's intent to impose individual 
liability for violations of the IPPEA. (Plaintiffs Opposition Memo, p. 8-10) And although stating 
that Defendants' argument "ignores the applicable and plain language of the IPPEA;i she only cites 
to 20 year-old legislative history to suppo11 het interprctallon of the plain language of the IPPEA. 
(Id) However, a plain reading of the full IP PEA indicates that the term "public body" never appears 
anywhere else in the statute, nor is it referenced in any material way. It is simply a defined tenn 
without material application. As already argued above, the conduct prohibited by the IPPEA applies 
strictly to "employers," and as that term is'fully defined within the statute with no reference to the 
"public body" language, it needs no further explanation. As the plain language of the IPPEA does 
not authorize individual liability, dismissal of Defendants Ribi and Briscoe is proper. 
D. Plaintiff Hns Provided No Supporting Precedent to Refute the 
Application of the Lack oflndividualLiability in Title VII to theIPPEA. 
Plaintiff has failed to rebut Defendants' argurnent that there is no case lav.: that supports a 
finding of individual liability for a retaliatory discharge in a whistleblower statute context. 
Plaintiff's few attempts to distinguish cases regarding the application of Title VII principles are also 
unpersuasive when vie,.,•ed in the context of all the persuasive authority cited by DeJendants (and 
othenvise unrebutted by Plaintiff). Out of Lhe numerous cases cited by Defendants in support of 
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applying Title VII's lack of individual liability and respondeat superior to similarly stnictured 
agency language in the IPPEA, which y.ras not exhaustive by any means, Plaintiff has not provided 
one case to the contrary to support her position that the IPPEA or similarly structured statutes 
support individual liability. She has only attempted to distinguish three of the various cases cited 
by Defendants. 
Even Plaintiffs attempts to distinguish cases cited by Defendants are unpersuasive. For 
example, Plaintiff attempts to distinguish Obst v. i'vficrorron, inc., 588 N.W.2d 550,554 (Minn. Ct. 
App. 1999) affd, 614 N. W.2d 196 (Minn. 2000), through differences in the language of the 
Minnesota whistleblower statute, which interestingly enough, was the model behind Idaho's own 
whistleblower slatute. (See Errata to Plaintiffs Response, p. 2) While the language behind the two 
whistleblower statutes is facially different, this is an irrelevant distinction because the Miimesota 
court's analysis in this case was ultimately based on a Title VII Malysis, not an isolated analysis of 
its own statute. In doing so, that court noted Title VII's definition of an employer including "any 
agent of such a person." Obst, 588 N.\V.2d at 544. The court there specifically recognized the 
difference in the language in noting, "in Title VII cases, which use a broader definition of employer 
than appears in the Minnesota whistleblower statute, courts have declined to find individual 
liability." Id (emphasis added). 
Even after recognizing that Title VII employed a "broader definition," the Obst court then 
applied Title VII law to the more na1rn,v M(nnesota whistleblower statute. Obst, 588 N. W.2dat 544. 
In other words, even though Plaintiff points out that the Minnesota whistleblower statute is facially 
more restrictive than the Idaho IPPEA. this is an inunaterial distinction in Obst due to the reliance 
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of the Minnesota court on the "broader definition" of emr,Joyer used by Title VII. which is practically 
parallel to the IPPEA definition. 
Plaintiff's remaining attempts to distinguish Defendants' cited cases rely on her presumption 
that the venue provision of the IPPEA "expressly invites" a claim to be brought against an 
individual. However, as previously argued, this presumption is erroneous because it does not 
comport with the full context of definitions and actual prohibited conduct as found in the IPPEA. 
Otherwise, the statute in Reno v. Baird, 18 Cal. 4th 640, 957 P.2d 1333 (Cal. Sup. Ct. 1998), is 
directly on point and specifically includes language that is almost identical to the [PPEA with respect 
lo the definition of an employer and includes agents in that definition. The California Supreme 
Court then continued, much like the Minnesota Appellate Court, to apply a Title VII analysis to this 
similar stanltory construction. and held that individual liability did not apply. Id. at 647-656. As 
Plaintiff has failed to provide any legal basis for not applying the widely accepted interpretation of 
Title VII precedent to the IPPEA, Defe~dants' arguments that it is applicable are valid and 
Defendants Ribi and Briscoe should be dismissed. 
ATTORNEYS FEES 
Defendants wish to clarify at this point that the Affidavit of Kirtlan G. Naylor, filed 
contemporaneously with its motion to dismiss, is intended only for this Court's consideration fi.,r 
attorney fees pursuant to I.R.C.P. 1 1 (a)( l ). Defendants request that this Court exclude consideration 
of this affidavit in making a determination on Defendants' motion to dismiss, which is based on 
purely legal grounds, and thus does not convert this motion to dismiss into a motion for summary 
judginent as contemplated in J.R.C.P. 12(b). 
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CONCLUSJON 
For the reasons set forth above, Defendants renew their request that individually named 
Defendants Ribi and Briscoe in Plaintiffs Amended Complaint be dismissed, and costs and 
attorneys fees awarded to Defendants. 
DATED this 27th day of Septernher, 2013. 
NAYLOR & HALES, P.C. 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BLAINE 
SHARON R. HAMMER, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
CITY OF SUN VALLEY; NILS RIBJ; 
and De WAYNE BRISCOE, 
Defendants. 
Case No. CV-2012-479 
PLAINTIFF'S MOTION TO 
ENFORCE SUBPOENA AGAINST . 
NON-PARTY PATRICIA BALL AND 
TO COMPEL THE PRODUCTION OF 
DOCUMENTS WITHHELD FROM 
PRODUCTION IN DISCOVERY AND 
IN RESPONSE TO SUBPOENA 
COMES NOW the Plaintiff, Sharon R. Hammer ("Ms. Hammer"), by and through her 
counsel of record, Jones & Swartz PLLC, and pursuant to Rules 7(b)(l), 26, 33, 34, and 45 of the 
Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure hereby moves this Court to enforce the Subpoena against non-
party Patricia Latham Ball and to compel the production of documents withheld from production 
in discovery and in response to subpoena. 
This Motion is made and supported by the pleadings of record herein and is further 
supported by the Memorandum and the Affidavits of Wayne Willich, James Donoval, and Eric 
Swartz, all of which are filed contemporaneously herewith. This Motion concerns: 
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COMPEL THE PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS WITID-lELD FROM PRODUCTlON IN DISCOVERY AND 
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A. Defendant City of Sun Valley's Answer to Interrogatory No. 1 and Responses to 
RequestsforProductionNo.4,6, 7,8, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17,22,25,26,27,28,29,30and31; 
B. Subpoena categories No. 3, 4, 5, 7, 8, 9, 10, 12, 13, and 15; and 
C. Patricia Latham ~all and/or City of Sun Valley's claim of privilege with respect 
to the same. 
By this Motion, Plaintiff Sharon Hammer respectfully requests that the Court: 
1. Conduct an in camera review of the materials being withheld on grounds of 
. privileges established by the party claiming the same and which are not overcome by the 
arguments made in her supporting memorandwn or at oral argument; 
a. Order the production of such docwnents if the Court finds no applicable 
privilege or a waiver thereof; 
b. Order redacted pri;,duction to reveal facts, but preserve truly confidential 
information or attorneys' mental impressions; 
2. Order the production of materials in their entirety that are being withheld on un-
established claims of privilege; 
3. Order the production of materials for which any applicable privilege was waived; 
and 
4. Award Ms. Hammer her attorney fees and costs incurred as a result of having to 
bring this motion. 
DATED this 1st day of November, 2013. 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTII JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BLAINE 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
Defendant City of Sun Valley (the ·'New Administration of Sun Valley")' and/or 
Subpoena respondent Patricia Latham-Ball ("'Investigator Ball") have refused to disclose in 
excess of two hundred (200) emails and other correspondence sought by Ms. Hammer based on· 
asserted attorney-client, work product, and/or common interest privileges. The documents 
1 The "Prior Administration of Sun Valley" of fonner Mayor of Sun Valley Wayne Willich ("Former 
Mayor Willich") (whose administration ended on January 3, 2012) and the "New Administration of 
Sun Valley" are differentiated herein. 
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sought by Ms. Hammer all relate to a disciplinary investigation of Ms. Hammer that was 
performed and concluded by the Prior Administration of Sun Valley during November and 
December of 2011. The materials being sought are directly related to the "adverse action" 
claims made by Ms. Hammer against the Defendants in this action under the Idaho Protection of 
Public Employees Act ("IPPEA"). 
None of the communications involving Investigator Ball are protected by any privileges. 
Investigator Ball was retained by Fonner Mayor Willich or the Prior Administration of 
Sun Valley solely as an "investigator" and not as an attorney. Investigator Ball was not retained 
by Former Mayor Willich or the Prior Apministration of Sun Valley in regard to any litigation 
matters. 
None of the communications involving two other attorneys (K.irtlan Naylor and Adam 
King) are protected by any privileges either. Neither attorney was retained as legal counsel by 
the Prior Administration of Sun Valley or the former Mayor of Sun Valley in regard to the 
disciplinary investigation of Ms. Hammer. Neither attorney was ever asked for any legal advice 
during the disciplinary investigation of Ms. Hammer. And, while the attorneys may have been 
allowed to receive a copy of Investigator Ball's report, neither attorney was ever authorized to 
communicate with Investigator Ball as part of the disciplinary investigation of Ms. Hammer. 
Even if Investigator Ball and/or the New Administration of Sun Valley could establish 
the existence of a privilege, the New Administration of Sun Valley released Investigator Ball's 
written report to the public. The report of Investigator Ball has been continuously published in 
the Idaho Mountain Express newspaper's on-line website since November of 2012. The release 
of the written report waives any privilege claims that the New Administration of Sun Valley or 
Investigator Ball or the other two attorneys would have otherwise been able to make related to 
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the report or any communications associated with the investigation of Ms. Hammer, whether it 
be attorney-client, work product, or common interest related. 
Counsel for Ms. Hammer has attempted to meet and confer on this matter with counsel 
for the New Ac;Iministration of Sun Valley and Investigator Ball. There is no question that the 
New Administration of Sun Valley and Investiga!(>r Ball bear the burden of proving that the 
communications sought are covered by a privilege. Counsel for the respective clients, however, 
disagree on whether the privileges asserted by the City of Sun Valley and Investigator Ball are 
applicable. 
U. FACTUAL BACKGROUND 
Former Mayor Wayne Willich was the duly elected and the authorized Mayor of 
Sun Valley until January 3, 2012. As mayor, Former Mayor Willich "shall be the chief 
administrative official of the city . . . and have the superintending control of all the officers and 
affairs of the ~ity." (I.C. § 50-602.) Former Mayor Willich's decision with respect to employee 
disciplinary matters are .final and binding. 2 
On November 14, 2011, the Sun Valley City Council under the Prior Administration of 
Sun Valley emerged from an executive session and passed a resolution ordering Former Mayor 
Willich to hire a fact-finding investigator in response to allegations of misconduct levied against 
then City Administrator, Ms. Hammer, by Sun Valley City Council Member Nils Ribi ("Cmmcil 
Member Ribi"), the ··Hammer Disciplinary Investigation."3 The resolution did not retain any 
authority for the Sun Valley City C.ouncil to oversee or otherwise be involved in the 
investigation. Oversight of the investigation was Former Mayor Willich's task pursuant to Idaho 
2 Affidavit of Wayne Willich ("Willich A:ff."}, Ex. A, Section 8.6 and 8.7 of the Sun Valley written 
Personnel Policies and Procedures. 
3 Willich Aff., ~ 13·24. 
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Code § 50-602. Based on Council Member Ribi's allegations against Ms. Hammer, 
Ms. Hammer was placed on administrative leave by the Prior Administration of Sun Valley 
while the Hammer Disciplinary Investigation proceeded.4 
Investigator Ball was retained to perform the fact-finding portion of the Hammer 
Disciplinary Investigation, and her findings were intended for internal purposes, only. Former 
Mayor Willich testifies that he did not retain Investigator Ball in regard to any potential or 
threatened litigation: 
16) At no time during either the November 11, 2011 or the 
November 14, 2011 executive sessions of the Sun Valley City 
Council was there any discussion of using the Hammer 
Disciplinary Investigation in regards to any potential or threatened 
litigation. At no time during either the November 11, 2011 or 
November 14, 2011 executive sessions of the Sun Valley City 
Council was there any discussions of the Hammer Disciplinary 
Investigation being commenced to work with the Blaine County 
Prosecutor's office to participate in a criminal investigation. The 
direction that I received from the Sun Valley City Council at the 
November 14, 2011 executive session was solely to perform a 
disciplinary investigation related to Former Administrator 
Hammer, solely for internal City Of Sun Valley purposes.5 
*** 
18) Eventually, I agreed to hire Patricia Latham-Ball ("Investigator 
Ball") to perform the "fact finding" portion of the Hammer 
Disciplinary Investigation. 
19) During the initial discussions I held with Investigator Ball 
related to the Hammer ~sciplinary Investigation, I explained to 
her that she would be performing an independent internal Sun 
Valley fact finding investigation related to the misconduct 
allegations asserted against Former Administrator Hammer. At no 
time during the discussions that I held with Investigator Ball did 
we ever discuss that she would be investigating matters related to 
litigation of any type or preparing any reports to assist Sun Valley 
in preparation for defending Sun Valley related to any threatened 
or pending litigation. 
4 See Exhibit J, .Sub-Exhibit A to Affidavit of Plaintiff's Counsel in Support of Plaintiff's Motion to 
Compel the Production of Documents ("Aff. of Counsel"). 
5 Willich Aff., ,I l 6. 
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20) I certify that the sole reason that as Mayor of Sun Valley I 
retained Investigator Ball to perform the Hammer Disciplinary 
Investigation was to assist me in my duties as the Mayor of Sun 
Valley to investigate and take necessary disciplinary actions 
related to Former Administrator Hammer, if required, and for no 
other reason. 
21) On November 23, 20·11, I signed the attached engagement 
letter attached as Exhibit B with Investigator Ball related to her 
services to perform the Hammer Disciplinary Investigation. I 
certify that although I discussed the letter with Mayor Elect 
Briscoe and City Attorney King, no mention was made to either of 
them that Investigator Ball was being retained to do anything other 
than an internal Sun Valley disciplinary matter, and in particular, 
no mention was ever made to or by either Mayor Elect Briscoe or 
City Attorney King that Investigator Ball's activities-were in any 
way related to threatened or pending litigation. 
22) At no time thereafter during my tenure as Mayor of Sun Valley 
was Investigator Ball retained by Sun Valley, or directed, to 
perform any legal work or to prepare her report in regards to 
pending litigation, as Investigator Ball was retained solely to 
perform an internal Sun Valley disciplinary investigation." 
23) It was my intent that Special Investigator Patti Ball was to 
report solely to me.6 
The Ball Retainer Agreement provided that Investigator Ball was to provide 
communications related to the Hammer Disciplinary Investigation to a limited "control group" of 
Former Mayor Willich, Sun Valley City Attorney Adam King ('•City Attorney King"), and 
Mayor Elect DeWayne Briscoe ("'Mayo! Elect Briscoe"). 7 However, pursuant to Idaho Code 
§ 50-602, Fonner Mayor Willich retained sole authority to direct the actions of Investigator Ball 
during the course of the Hammer Disciplinary Investigation. 
6 Willich Aff., ,nr 16, 18-23. 
7 Willich Aff., Ex. B, Ball Retainer Agreement. Mayor Elect Briscoe served as President of the 
Sun Valley City Council prior to January 3, 2012, when he was sworn in as the new Mayor of Sun Valley, 
taking the place of Former Mayor Willich. 
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On November 21, 2011, Ms. Hammer filed a lawsuit pursuant to the provisions of the 
IPPEA against Collllcil Member Ribi, the City of Sllll Valley, and City Attorney King ("2011 
IPPEA Lawsuit").8 In the 2011 IPPEA Lawsuit, Ms. Hammer alleges that' the Hammer 
Disciplinary Investigation and the act of placin,g Ms. Hammer on administrative leave were in 
retalia~ion for Ms. Hammer reporting at least fifteen (15) separate complaints of harassment, 
hostility, abuse, and assault by Collllcil Member Ribi. The 2011 IPPEA Lawsuit was voluntarily 
dismissed on January 12, 2012. On June 29, 2012, Ms. Hammer filed the.-present IPPEA claims 
('"2012 IPPEA Lawsuit"), naming Mayor Elect Briscoe, Council Member Ribi, and the City of 
Sun Valley as Defendants.9 
After Former Mayor Willich had retained Investigator Ball to perform the Hammer 
Disciplinary Investigation, Sun Valley's insurance company (Idaho Counties Risk Management 
Program; "ICRMP") assigned attorney Kirtl~ Naylor ("Attorney Naylor") to defend the 2011 
IPPEA Lawsuit. 10 Prior to the filing of the 2011 IPPEA Lawsuit, Attorney Naylor had no 
previous connection to the Prior Administration of Sun Valley. Former Mayor Willich was 
eventually orally informed that Attorney Naylor had been assigned by ICRMP in regard to the 
2011 IPPEA Lawsuit. 11 Former Mayqr Willich immediately objected to Attorney Naylor 
representing the City of Sun Valley at the same time Attorney Naylor was representing Council 
Member Ribi and City Attorney King; because Former Mayor Willich perceived this as a 
8 Hammer v. Ribi, et al., CV-2011-928, Blaine County ("'2011 IPPEA Lawsuit"). See also, Exhibit A to 
Affidavit of James Donoval in Support of Plaintiff's Motion to CQmpel Production of Documents 
("Donoval Aff. "), front page of Complaint in· 2011 IPPEA Law Suit. 
9 Council Member Youngman, added to the 2011 IPPEA Lawsuit in December 2011,.and City Attorney 
Adam King were not named in the 2012 IPPEA Lawsuit. 
10 Attorney Naylor was also re-retained by ICRMP to defend the re-filed 7012 IPPEA Lawsuit. 
11 Willich Aff., ,r 25. 
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conflict of interest. 12 Former Mayor Willich complained to ICRMP and expressly told ICRMP 
that he was not allowing Attorney Naylor's representation of the City of Sun Valley because of 
the conflict of interest. 
Attorney Naylor immediately appeared in the 2011 IPPEA Lawsuit on behalf of City 
Attorney King, Council Member Ribi, and eventually appeared in the 2011 IPPEA Lawsuit on 
behalf Council Member Youngman, app~ntly with their knowledge and approval. However, 
Attorney Naylor filed an Appearance in the 2011 IPPEA Lawsuit without ever obtaining formal 
authority from either the Sun Valley City Council, the Prior Administration of Sun Valley, or 
Former Mayor Willich to do so, and without ever enteri~g into a written retainer agreement with 
the Prior Administration of Sun Valley to.do so. 
On December 12, 2011, Former ~1ayor Willich met with Mayor Elect Briscoe and City 
Attorney King to review Investigator Ball's written report related to the Hammer Disciplinary 
Investigation (the "Authorized Ball Report"). 13 Former Mayor Willich concluded that the 
Authorized Ball Report was final as to all matters related to the allegations associated with 
Ms. Hammer and that the Hammer Disciplinary Investigation was over. 14 Form~r Mayor Willich 
also concluded that, because the Authorized Ball Report included sensitive personnel issues and 
was full of what he considered erroneous findings, the Authorized Ball Report should remain 
only at City Attorney King's office in Ketchum, Idaho, without being released to the public.15 
Former Mayor Willich also states that as of December 12, 2011, he indicated to Investigator Ball 
that her services to the City of Sun Valley were completed. 16 
12 Willich Aff., ffl[ 36-38, 67. 
13 Willich Aff., ,i 42. 
14 Willich Aff., ,i 53 .. 
15 Willich Aff., ffll 56-57. 
16 Willich Aff., 155. 
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On December 16, 2011, Former Mayor Willich met with Attorney Naylor. 17 Fonner 
Mayor Willich reminded Attorney Naylor that he was not the attorney for Former Mayor Willich 
· or the Prior Administration of Sun Valley's attorney: 
67) I did not consider Attorney Naylor to be representing me as 
Mayor of Sun Valley or to be the legitim~te attorney of Sun Valley 
because he had been forced upon Sun Valley by ICRMP without 
my approval. I told Attorney Naylor that - if anything - his limited 
role as an attorney was ,to defend Council Member Ribi and 
ICRMP in the Hammer Retaliation Law Sui4 and that Sun 
Valley's interests related to Former Administrator Hammer's 
claims were vastly different than either Council Member Ribi's or 
ICRMP's.18 
"'** 
72) I told Attorney Naylor that the Hammer Disciplinary 
Investigation and the Hammer Retaliation Law Suit were separate 
and distinct matters and that Attorney Naylor was not supposed to 
have had any involvement in the Hammer Disciplinary 
Investigation.19 
73) I told Attorney Naylor that in defending Council Member Ribi 
and ICRMP from the Hammer Retaliation Law Suits, Attorney 
Naylor was clearly on a ·'different team" than either myself or Sun 
Valley.20 
74) At the December 16, 2011 meeting, I told Attorney Naylor that 
his acts in trying to control·the Hammer Disciplinary Investigation 
turned the Hammer Disciplinary Investigation into a "witch hunt" 
of Former Administrator Hammer as part of Attorney Naylor's 
defense of the Hammer Retaliation Law Suit.21 
75) At the December 16, 2011 meeting with Attorney Naylor, 
Attorney Naylor tried to convince me to continue investigating 
Former Administrator Hammer for misconduct. I specifically told 
Attorney Naylor that he was not the attorney in regards to the 
Hammer Disciplinary Investigation and that I considered any and 
i 7 Willich Aff., ,i 66. 
is Willich Aff., iJ 67. 
19 Willich Aff., ,i 72. 
20 Willich Aff., ,i 73. 
21 Willich Aff., 1 74. 
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all matters related to any investigation of Former Administrator 
Hammer to be concluded.22 
On December 23, 2011, Former Mayor Willich notified Ms. Hammer that she was being 
placed back on active duty status with full rights and authority as the Sun Valley City 
Administrator.23 Fonner Mayor Willich also advised Ms. Hammer that she had been exonerated 
of any disciplinary claims, and that the Hammer Disciplinary Investigation was over.24 
On January 4, 2012, immediately after Mayor Elect Briscoe was sworn in as the new 
Mayor of Sun Valley, Ms. Hammer was again placed on administrative leave by Mayor Elect 
Briscoe and the New Administration of Sun Valley. Ms. Hammer was thereafter terminated 
from her position as City Administrator on January 19, 2012, by Mayor Elect Briscoe, following 
a unanimous vote of the Sun Valley City Council, then comprised of Council Member 
Youngman, Council Member Ribi, Council Member Franz Suhadolnik, and Council Member 
Michelle Griffith. 
Between December 13, 201 ! and December 20, 2011, without Former Mayor Willich's 
knowledge or approval, Attorney Naylor and Investigator Ball worked together to prepare a 
totally different report than the Authorized Ball Report. The report by Attorney Naylor and 
Investigator Ball is dated December 20, 2011 (''Unauthorized Ball Report").25 The Unauthorized 
Ball Report was voluntarily provided to the Blaine County Prosecutor by Attorney Naylor as 
early as January of 2012.26 The Unauthorized Ball Report.has also been continuously published 
22 Willich Aff., 175. 
23 Willich Aff., 1 83. 
24 Willich Aff., ,r 84. 
25 Willich Aff., Ex. G. 
26 Donoval Aff., ,r 5. Attorney Naylor may also have provided the Unauthorized Ball Report to Blaine 
County Prosecutor before January 2012, because Prosecutor Jim Thomas states in his report that 
ICRMP's Attorney Naylor contacted him in December 2011, requesting that Mr. Thomas initiate an 
investigation into employee misconduct. (Donoval Aff., Ex. G.) If Attorney Naylor did as Mr. Thomas 
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in the on-line section of the Idaho Mountain Express newspaper since at least November of 
2012.27 
Between the time that Former Mayor Willich concluded the Hammer Disciplinary 
Investigation and dismissed Investigator. Ball, and when the Unauthorized Ball Report was 
apparently completed on December 20, 2011, there were no communications between Former 
Mayor Willich and Investigator Ball.28 During this same eight (8) day period of time, the 
Privilege Log indicates that Investigator Ball and Attorney Naylor communicated on almost a 
daily basis.29 During that eight (8) day period, Attorney Naylor sent Investigator Ball five (5) 
emails, while Investigator Ball sent Attorney Naylor nineteen (19) emails.3° Former Mayor 
Willich was not copied on any of these emails. During this same period of time, Investigator 
Ball's billing records state that Investigator Ball and Attorney Naylor held at least three one-on-
one telephonic conferences. 31 
In late November of 2012, approximately ten (10) months after Former Mayor Willich 
had left office, the Idaho Mountain Express posted an on-line version of the Unauthorized Ball 
Report.32 Upon review of the same, Former Mayor Willich learned, for the first time, that 
Investigator Ball had prepared the Unauthorized Ball Report during his tenure as Mayor of 
Sun Valley - a report that he did not authorize and that he had never before reviewed or 
states, he did so without Former Mayor Willich's approval and, as such, was not acting on behalf of the 
City of Sun Valley. 
27 Donoval Aff., ,r 1 J • 
28 See Aff. of Counsel, Ex. C., Investigator Ball Invoices, and Ex. D, Privilege Log. 
29 Id. 
30 Aff. of Counsel, Ex. D. Privilege Log. 
31 Willich Aff., Ex. C, indicates telephone conferences between Attorney Naylor and Investigator Ball on 
December 13, 2011, December 15, 20 I I and December 1 7, 20 I 1. 
32 Willich Aff., ,r 87. 
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approved.33 Former Mayor Willich also discovered that the Unauthorized Ball Report differed 
significantly from the Authorized Ball Report that he had reviewed on December 12, 2011 and 
had ordered be held in confidence at City Attorney King's office.34 Most significant was the fact 
that the materials supporting Ms. Hammer's claims about Council Member Ribi's harassment 
were missing from the Unauthorized Ball Report.35 Also included in the Unauthorized Ball 
Report are erroneous witness statements and unauthorized findings by Investigator Ball that the 
allegations against Ms. Hammer were true. 36 
III. ARGUMENT 
A. The Pending Discovery Requests 
The communications at issue in this Motion to Compel occurred during the course of the 
Hammer Disciplinary Investigation and through the preparation of the Unauthorized Ball Report. 
They are communications that occurred without the authority, direction or knowledge of Former 
Mayor Willich. They are communications by and between persons who were not authorized to 
engage in the same. There are communications which do not qualify for any privilege. In 
general, the communications are between Investigator Ball and Attorney Naylor; Investigator 
Ball, Attorney Naylor and City Attorney King; and Investigator Ball and other Prior ,. 
Administration of Sun Valley officials, some of which Attorney Naylor anc:l City Attorney King 
are copied on. 
33 Willich Aff., fl 88-89. 
34 Willich Aff., ,r 90. 
35 Willich Aff., ,r 90. 
36 Willich Aff., ,r 91. 
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Ms. Hammer h~ requested that both Investigator Ball and the New Administration of 
Sun ValJey produce any and all documents related to the Hammer Disciplinary Investigation.37 
Investigator Ball and the New Administration of Sun Valley have both responded that any 
communications between Investigator Ball, Attorney Naylor or City Attorney King, or between 
Investigator Ball and other Prior Administration of Sun Valley officials in which Attorney 
Naylor or City Attorney King were copied, or any other communications to or from Investigator 
Ball, are either attorney-client privileged or work product privileged documents.38 Attorney 
Naylor has also asserted that the communications sought by Ms. Hammer are privileged based 
on some sort of common interest privilege.39 
The New Administration of Sun Valley and Investigator Ball, both through Attorney 
Naylor, have provided a Privilege Log·that includes two hundred ten (210) separate emails 
related to the Hammer Disciplinary Investigation.40 The Privilege Log includes one hundred 
fifty two (152) emails during the remainder of Former Mayor Willich's term as Mayor of 
Sun Valley through January 3, 2012. Of those one hundred fifty two (152) emails: 
• 30 emails were between Attorney Naylor, City Attorney King and Investigator Ball 
• 40 emails were between City Attorney King and Investigator Ball 
• 65 emails were between Investigator Ball and Attorney Naylor 
• I email was between City Attorney King and Attorney Naylor 
• 16 emails were between Investigator Ball and Sun Valley employees and officials 
other than Former Mayor Willich 
Of the one hundred fifty two (152) emails during the remainder of Former Mayor 
Willich's tenure as Mayor of Sun Valley, thirty (30) emails were ether sent, received or copied 
37 Aff. of Counsel, Exs. A and B, Sun Valley's Answers and Responses to First Interrogatories and 
Request for Production, and Subpoena to Investigator Ball, respectively. 
38 Aff. of Counsel, Exs. A and C, Sun Valley's Answers and Responses to First Interrogatories and 
Request for. Production, and Investigator ~Ball's Response (through her counsel, Attorney Naylor) to 
Investigator Ball Subpoena, respectively. 
39 Aff. of Counsel, Ex. F, Response to Subpoena. 
40 Aff. of Counsel, Ex. D, Privilege Log. 
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by Sun Valley employees or officials other than Former Mayor Willich who were not entitled to 
any attorney-client privilege. 
Of the one hundred thirty six (136) emails in the Privilege Log between City Attorney 
King, Investigator Ball and Attorney Naylor during Former Mayor Willich's remaining tenure as 
Mayor of Sun Valley, Former Mayor Willich was copied on only thirty-three (33) of the emails 
(or less than twenty-five percent (25%)). The overwhelming amount of communications 
between Attorney Naylor, City Attorney King and Investigator Ball during Former Mayor 
Willich's remaining tenure as Mayor of Sun Valley were being done without Former Mayor 
Willi ch' s knowledge or approval. 
B. Sun Valley and Investigator Ball Cannot Meet Their Burden of Proving 
the Attorney°Client Pri.vileges They Are Claiming 
The burden of showing that information is privileged, and therefore exempt from 
discovery, is on the party asserting the privilege. Kirk v. Ford Motor Co., 141 Idaho 697, 704, 
116 P.3d 27, 34 (2005) citing Ex parte Niday, 15 Idaho 559, 98 P. 845 (1908). The attorney-
client privilege is described in Rule 502(b) of the Idaho Rules of Evidence, which states: 
A client has a privilege to refuse to disclose and to prevent any 
other person from disclosing confidential communications made 
for the purpose of facilitating the rendition of professional legal 
services to the client which were made (I) between the client or the 
client's representative and the client's lawyer or the lawyer's 
representative, (2) between the client's lawyer and the lawyer's 
representative, (3) among clients, their representatives, their 
lawyers, or their lawyer's representatives, in any combination, 
concerning a matter of common interest, but not including 
communications solely among clients or their representatives when 
no lawyer is a party to the communication, (4) between 
representatives of the client or between the client and a 
representative of the client, or (5) among lawyers and their 
representatives representing the same client. · 
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(LR.E. 502(b).) Rule 502 requires that privileged communications be: (1) confidential within the 
meaning of the rule; (2) made between persons described in the rule; and (3) for the .purpose of 
facilitating the rendition of professional legal services to the client. State v. Allen, 123 Idaho 
880, 885-86, 853 P.2d 625, 630-31 (Ct. App. 1993), overruled on other grounds by State v. 
Jones, 127 Idaho 478, 903 P.2d 67 (1995) and State v. Gomez, 126 Idaho 83, 878 P.2d 782 
(1994). 
The communications with the attorney must have been made in the course of the 
attorney's official representation of the client. Rule 502(a)(5) defines "confidential 
communication" as: 
(5) Confidential communication. A communication is 
"confidential" if not intended to be disc1osed to third persons other 
than those to whom disclosure is made in furtherance of the 
rendition of professional legal services to the client or those 
reasonably necessary for the transmission of the communication. 
(I.R.E. 502(a)(5).) 
Because the attorney-client privilege impedes the judicial search for truth, it is strictly 
construed. In re Walsh, 623 F.2d 489, 493 (7th Cir. 1980). The party asserting the attorney-
client privilege bears the· burden of establishing all of its elements on a docwnent-by-document 
basis: 
In sum, a proper analysis as to the withheld documents must be 
conducted on a document by docwnent basis. If the document 
would not have been generated 'but for' litigation, it is privileged. 
However, if it was generated for purposes other than litigation, 
even though litigation may have been a 'real possibility', it must be 
disclosed. 
United States v. Torf (In re Grand Jury Subpoena), 350 F.3d 1010, 1018 (9th Cir. 2003). "As 
with the attorney-client privilege, the person asserting the work product privilege cannot make a 
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blanket assertion of the privilege, but must state document-by-document what information the 
privilege applies." Buckner v. United States, 1995 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 14107 (D. Idaho 1995) 
citing United States v. Bornstein, 977 F .2d 112, 115 ( 4th Cir. 1992). 
1. Attorney-client privilege does not exist with respect to Investigator Ball's 
communications that fall outside of the scope of her representation. 
In this case, although Investigator Ball is a. licensed attorney, she was not retained to 
perform legal services. She was hired, only, to conduct a fact-finding employment investigation. 
In Diversified Industries, Inc. v. Meredith, the court found that fact-finding investigations are not 
the provision of legal services: 
We are persuaded that Law Firm was not hired by Diversified to 
provide legal services or advice. It was employed solely for the 
purpose of making an investigation of facts . . . the work that Law 
Finn was employed to perform could have been performed just as 
readily by non-lawyers . . . . Thus Diversified has failed to satisfy 
one of the requisites of a successful claim of attorney-client 
privilege. 
Diversified Industries, Inc. v. Meredith, 572 F .2d 596, 603 (Ct. App. gth 1978). 
Even if Investigator Ball's fact;finding investigation could be the provision of legal 
services, her services were terminated on December 12, 2011. That is when the Authorized Ball 
Report was completed and was provided to Former Mayor Willich, City Attorney King, and 
Mayor Elect Briscoe, and Investigator Ball was advised that her assignment was over. Any 
communications which Investigator Ball took thereafter (at least until January 3, 2012, when 
Former Mayor Willich's term as Mayor of Sun Valley ended) were not within the scope of 
Investigator Ball's work on the Hammer Disciplinary Investigation. Berry v. M_cFar/and, 153 
Idaho 5, 9,278 P.3d 407, 411 (2012) ("If the attorney agrees to undertake a specific matter, the 
relationship terminates when that matter has been resolved."). A significant number of the 
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emails and documents being withheld by Investigator Ball and the New Administration of 
Sun Valley fall within the period of time when her relationship with the Prior Administration of 
Sun Valley was terminated. 
Investigator Ball was not hired to perform legal services and her communications with 
others regarding the Hammer Disciplinary Investigation do not qualify for the attorney-client 
privilege. As such, all communications with Investigator Ball should be produced. 
2. City Attorney King was specifically prohibited from acting as legal 
counsel incident to the Hammer Disciplinary Investigation, and as such, 
communications to or from City Attorney King regarding the same were 
not privileged comm'!nications. 
City Attorney King's role in the Hammer Disciplinary Investigation was limited to 
assisting Former Mayor Willich with finding and hiring a fact-finding investigator.41 City 
Attorney King was not asked to perform anything in regard to the Hammer Disciplinary 
Investigation.42 Further, because City Attorney King was named as a defendant in the 2011 
IPPEA Lawsuit, it was determined that City Attorney King should not be Investigator Ball's 
legal contact. 43 
No communication to or from City Attorney King regarding the Hammer Disciplinary 
Investigation can be claimed as privileged. The Bammer Disciplinary Investigation was not 
within the scope of his engagement to provide legal services, and any communications with City 
Attorney King regarding the Hammer Disciplinary Investigation should be produced. 
41 Willich Aff., ,r 17. 
42 Willich Aff., ,r 17. 
43 Donoval Aff .• Ex. D, August 28, 2012 Affidavit of Adam King in Support of Non-Party City of Sun 
Valley's Motion to Quash Subpoena, Ribi v. Donoval, Case No. CV-2011-1040, Dist. Ct. for the Fifth 
Judicial Dist., St. ofldaho. 
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3. Attorney Naylor never entered into an authorized attorney-client relationship 
with either the Prior Administration of Sun Valley or Former Mayor Willich in 
regard to the Hammer Disciplinary Investigation~ nor was any legal advice 
sought from Attorney Naylor by Former Mayor Willich regarding the Hammer 
Disciplinary Investigation, making any communications to or from Attorney 
Naylor not privileged. 
(a) Attorney Naylor was never formally retained by the Prior Administration of 
Sun Valley during Former Mayor Willich' s tenure to perform any legal work. 
Not only did Former Mayor Willich not retain Attorney Naylor or seek advice from 
Attorney Naylor in regard to the Hammer Disciplinary Investigation, Fonner Mayor Willich 
outright rejected Attorney Naylor as the attorney for the Prior Administration of Sun Valley or 
himself in regard to any matters, including as the Prior Administration of Sun Valley's legal 
counsel in the 2011 IPPEA Lawsuit. Immediately after learning about Attorney Naylor and his 
attempt to represent several clients at once, Former Mayor Willich objected to Attorney Naylor's 
representation of the City of Sun Valley.44 Former Mayor Willich complained to ICRMP and 
expressly told ICRMP that he was not allowing Attorney Naylor's representation of the City of 
Sun Valley because of the conflict of interest. "As a general rule, no attorney-client relationship 
exists absent assent by both the putative client and attorney." Berry v. McFarland, 153 Idaho 5, 
9, 278 P.3d 407, 411 (2012). "[W]here the question as to the attorney's authority is raised, his 
actual authority must be established .... " Muncey v. Children's Home Finding and Aid Society 
Of Lewiston, 84 Idaho 147,153,369 P.2d 586,589 (1962). 
The lack of any written retainer agreement between Attorney Naylor and the Prior 
Administration of Sun Valley during Former Mayor Willich's tenure as Mayor of Sun Valley 
cannot be minimized. All three other attorneys potentially involved in the Hammer Disciplinary 
Investigation matter (City Attorney King. Investigator Ball, and attorney Brad Miller) obtained 
44 Willich Aff., fl 36-38, 67. 
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written retainer agreements with the Prior_ Administration of Sun Valley defining their scope of 
duties to the Prior Administration of Sun Valley.45 
Attorney Naylor -did not enter into a written engagement agreement until after the New 
Administration of Sun Valley took over from Former Mayor Willich on January 4, 2012. The 
only hint of an attorney-client relationship before this date is Investigator Ball's August 30, 2012 
Affidavit wherein she states that on November 28, 2011, unidentified ''Sun Valley officials" 
informed her that Attorney Naylor was to be her legal contact. 46 As mayor, Former Mayor 
Willich "shall be the chief administrative official of the city . . . and have the superintending 
control of all the officers and affairs of the city." (I.C. § 50-602.) Former Mayor Willich never 
gave Attorney Naylor authority to be the legal contact for Investigator Ball. And, the 
unidentified "Sun Valley officials" could not have retained Attorney Naylor without Former 
Mayor Willich's authority. Former Mayor Willich was the only representative of the City of 
Sun Valley (the client) to retain an attorney for the City of Sun Valley. Sun Valley'.s only other 
officials with authority to retain counsel would have been the Sun Valley City Council, but for 
the Sun Valley City Council to act, they must do so by ordinance or resolution passed by a public 
vote, including in regard to contracts: 
The legislative authority of each city in the state of Idaho, ... shall 
be vested in a council consisting of either four (4) or six (6) 
members, one half ( I /2) of whom shall be elected at each general 
city election. Councils shall have such powers and duties as are 
45 The Sun Valley City Council passed an ordinance in 2008 defining City Attorney King's duties 
(Donoval Aff., Ex. H). Investigator BaU entered into a written retainer agreement with Sun Valley on or 
about November 23, 2011 (Aff. of Counsel, Ex. C; Willich Aff., Ex. B). And even attorney Brad Miller 
entered into a written retainer agreement on December 13,201 l, limiting his role to that of defending a 
fiublic record request (Donoval Aff., Ex. I). 
6 Donoval Aff., Ex. E, August 30, 2012 Affidavit of Patricia Latham Ball in Support of Non-Party City 
of Sun Valley's Motion to Quash Subpoena, Ribi v. Donoval, Case No. CV-2011-1040, Dist. Ct. for the 
Fifth Judicial Dist., St. ofldaho. 
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now or n;iay hereafter be provided under the general laws of the 
state of Idaho. 
(LC.§ 50-701.) 
"At all meetings of the council a majority of the full council shall constitute a quorwn for 
the transaction of business; unless otherwise provided by law, a question before the council shall 
be decided by a majority of the members present." (LC. § 50-705.) 
The passage or adoption of every ordinance, .and every resolution 
or order to enter a contract shall be by roll call of the council with 
the yea or nay of each being recorded, and to pass or adopt any 
ordinance or any such resolution or order, a majority of the 
council shall be required. 
(LC. § 50-902.) 
Absent City Council action, Former Mayor Willich unilaterally controlled the "officers 
and affairs" of Sun Valley pursuant to Idaho Code§ 50-602. 
Whoever the unidentified "Sun Valley officials" that Investigator Ball referred to were, 
they were not the client or a representative of the client for the purposes of establishing an 
attorney-client privilege: 
(2) Representative of the client. A ''representative· of the client" is 
one having authority to obtain professional legal services, or an 
employee of the client who is authorized to communicate 
information obtained in the course of employment to the attorney 
of the client. 
(J.R.E. 502(a)(2).) 
Attorney Naylor's actions regarding the Prior Administration of Sun Valley and Fonner 
Mayor Willich during the remainder of Farmer Mayor Willich' s tenure as Mayor of Sun Valley 
can only be described as having "gone rogue." Attorney Naylor filed his Appearance in the 2011 
IPPEA Lawsuit on behalf of the Prior Administration of Sun Valley without confirming with 
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Former Mayor Willich or the Sun Valley City Council that he was doing so. Attorney Naylor 
then appeared at court hearings of November 29, 2011 and December 15, 2011 on behalf of the 
Prior Administration of Sun Valley (as well as City Attorney King, Council Member Ribi and 
Council Member Youngman) without giving any indication to either Former Mayor Willich or 
the Sun Valley City Council that he was doing so, or how he would be responding to the issues 
raised at either ofthose·hearings.47 Nor did Attorney Naylor ever report back to Former Mayor 
Willich or the Sun Valley City Council as to what the results had been or what the Court had 
decided in either of those hearings, or what course the Prior Administration of Sun Valley should 
be taking in regard to the 2011 IPPEA Lawsuit.48 In addition, Former Mayor Willich has 
confirmed that during the approximately eight (8) remaining weeks of his tenure as Mayor of 
Sun Valley, Attorney Naylor did not provide any of the communications or settlement offers that 
Ms. Hammer's legal counsel had provided to Attorney Naylor regarding the 2011 IPPEA 
Lawsuit to either Former Mayor Willich or the Sun Valley City Council.49 
Although Attorney Naylor may have been cont.acting his clients, Council Member Ribi, 
Council Member Youngman, City Attorney King, and/or ICRMP, about matters during the 
remaining tenure of Fonner Mayor Willich, he certainly was not doing so for his putative client, 
the Prior Administration of Sun Valley (or Former Mayor Willich) during that period. As 
Former Mayor Willich st.ates in his Affidavit, he never considered Attorney Naylor to have been 
the authorized attorney for the City of Sun Valley in any regard.50 Because there was never a 
meeting of the minds (formal or informal) between Attorney Naylor and the Prior Administration 
47 Willich Aff., ff 63~64. The November 29, 2011 and December 15, 2011 hearings in the 2011 IPPEA 
Lawsuit related to injunctive relief that Ms. Hammer was seeking related to the administrative leave that 
she had been subject to. 
48 WiJlich Aff., ,Mr 63-64. 
49 Wi11ich Aff., ,r 65. 
so Willich Aff., ff 61, 67-68, 78. 
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of Sun Valley as to Attorney Naylor being legal cowisel for any matters; including the 2011 
IPPEA Lawsuit, Attorney Naylor had (and has) no basis for claiming an attorney-client privilege 
as to any matters related to the City of Sun Valley or the Prior Administration of Sun Valley. 
Further, we know that the services he was providing through ICRMP could not have been 
related to the Hammer Disciplinary Investigation. Ms. Hammer contacted ICRMP incident to 
the investigation, seeking counsel. ICRMP denied her request for counsel stating that the 
investigation was not covered under the ICRMP-City of Sun Valley Policy of Insurance because 
it was not a "claim."51 Further, as Former Mayor Willich states in his Affidavit, during the 
remainder of his tenure as Mayor of Sun Valley, Attorney Naylor acted solely as counsel for 
Council Member Ribi and ICRMP in regard to the 2011 IPPEA Lawsuit, and Fonner Mayor 
Willich never considered Attorney Naylor to have been the authorized attorney in regard to the 
2011 IP PEA Lawsuit or any other matters on behalf of the Prior Administration of Sun Valley or 
Former Mayor WiJlich. 52 
Attorney Naylor was acting outside the scope of the legal services that he was hired to 
perform - hired by ICRMP to defend Council Member Ribi and City Attorney King in the 2011 
IPPEA Lawsuit. He was never hired to do anything with respect to the Hammer Disciplinary 
Investigation. Any communications involving Attorney Naylor and the Hammer Disciplinary 
Investigation are not privileged communications and they should be produced. 
(b) Attorney Naylor was never retained by the Prior Administration of 
Sun Valley or Former Mayor Willich to perform any legal work 
related to the Hammer Disciplinary Investigation. 
Even if the Court somehow finds that Attorney Naylor had a legitimate attorney-client 
relationship with the Prior Administration of Sun Valley related to the 2011 IPPEA Lawsuit, 
51 Donoval Aff., Ex. L. 
52 Willich Aff., 1~ 61, 67-68, 78. 
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there is no question that Attorney Naylor was never retained to perform any.work related to the 
Hammer Disciplinary Investigation. Former Mayor Willich- has stated, under oath, that he 
sought no legal advice from Attorney Naylor in regard to the Hammer Disciplinary Investigation. 
He also states that he gave Attorney Naylor no authority to take part in the Hammer Disciplinary 
Investigation or to communicate with, or direct or advise, Investigator Ball in regard to the 
Hammer Disciplinary Investigation. 
At best, because Attorney Naylor had been assigned to act as counsel in regard to the 
2011 IPPEA Lawsuit (against Former Mayor Willich's wishes), Former Mayor Willich allowed 
Attorney Naylor to passively receive reports and updates (along with Former Mayor Willich, 
City Attorney King and Mayor Elect Briscoe) from Investigator Ball. Otherwise, Attorney 
Naylor was not provided any other authority or asked for any legal advice related to the Hammer 
Disciplinary Investigation that would have qualified any communications to or from Attorney 
Naylor with the cloak of attorney-client protection. Simply because an attorney is involved in a 
matter to monitor that matter in relation to any other matter(s) the attorney may be involved in, 
does not provide any communications to or from the attorney with regard to the monitored 
matter, privileged. See, e.g., Dawson v. New York Life Ins. Co., 901 F. Supp. 1362, 1367 (N.D. 
Ill. 1995) ("the attorneys were acting more as 'courier[ s] of factual information,' rather than 
'legal advisers.' Therefore, the communications of the employees to the attorneys are not subject 
to the attorney-client privilege."). 
None of communications between Attorney Naylor and Investigator Ball, or any 
communications to or from Attorney Naylor related to the Hammer Disciplinary Investigation, 
are protected by an attorney-client privilege related to Attorney Naylor. Therefore, all such 
communications should be produced. 
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C. The "Work Product" Assertions Are Not Viable 
The work product of the adverse party or their attorney .is protected from discovery 
within the limitations of Rule 26(b)(3) of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure. Sanders v. 
Ayrhart, 89 Idaho 302 (1965) citing Hickman v. Taylor, 329 U.S. 495 (1946). The party 
asserting the work product privilege bears the burden of establishing all of its elements on a 
document-by-document basis. 
In sum, a proper analysis as to the withheld documents must be 
conducted on a docwnent by document basis. If the document 
would not have been generated 'but for' litigation, it is privileged. 
However, if it was generated for purposes other than litigation, 
even though litigation may have been a 'real ·possibility', it must be 
disclosed. 
United States v. Torf (/n re Grand Jury Subpoena), 350 F.3d 1010, 1018 (9th Cir. 2003). "As 
with the attorney-client privilege, the person asserting the work product privilege c~ot make a 
blanket assertion of the privilege, but must state document-by-document what information the 
privilege applies." Buckner v. United States, 1995 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 14107 (D. Idaho 1995) 
citing United States v. Bornstein, 977 F .2d 112, 115 ( 4th Cir. 1992). The proponent work of the 
product doctrine privilege must prove that the documents or correspondences at issue were 
prepared or made in anticipation of, or in regard to, litigation. In Jordan v. United States Dept. 
of Justice, the U.S. Court of Appeals for the District of Colwnbia stated: "The work-product rule 
does not extend to every written document generated by an attorney; it does not shield from 
disclosure everything that a lawyer does. Its purpose is more narrow, its reach more modest." 
Jordan v. United States Dept. of Justice, 591 F.2d 753, 775 (D.C. Cir. 1978). 
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1. Investigator Ball's work was not privileged based on the work product doctrine. 
Where, as here, Idaho Code § 50-602 and Section 3.2 of the Sun Valley Personnel 
Policies and Procedures required that all Prior Administration of Sun Valley employees and 
agents report directly to Former Mayor Willich, and no one else, during Former Mayor Willich's 
tenure as the Mayor of Sun Valley, Inve~tigator Ball, City Attorney King and Attorney Naylor 
had no independent authority to determine what their own role was in regard to their services to 
the Prior Administration of Sun Valley. Only Former Mayor Willich could determine the scope 
of Investigator Ball's representation. Former Mayor Willich has testified that Investigator Ball 
was retained by him only to perform an independent "fact finding investigation." Former Mayor 
Willich has confirmed, under oath, that Investigator Ball was not retained as an attorney, that 
Investigator Ball was not retained because of threatened litigation, and that Investigator Ball was 
not retained because of any potential criminal matters that were to be referred to the Blaine . . . 
County Prosecutor. 
Any materials being withheld based on the work-product doctrine relative to Investigator 
Ball should be produced, as Investigator Ball was not acting as counsel, not generating anything 
but facts (as opposed to mental impressions), and was not acting in anticipation of litigation. As 
such, no work product privilege applies. 
2. Attorney Naylor's communications regarding the Hammer Disciplinary 
Investigation are not privileged based on a work product privilege claim. 
Any communications between Attorney Naylor and anyone associated with the Hammer 
Disciplinary Investigation .are not covered by a work product privilege, because Attorney Naylor 
was not retained to·perform any work related to the Hammer Disciplinary Investigation and the 
Hammer Disciplinary Investigation was not being conducted in regard to any pending litigation. 
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The Hammer Disciplinary Investigation was commenced before Ms. Hammer filed the 2011 
IPPEA Lawsuit. Both the Privilege Log and Investigator Ball's billings confirm that Investigator 
Ball and Attorney Naylor had no communications until after Investigator Ball had entered into 
her formal, written Ball Retainer Agreement with Sun Valley on November 23, 2011. In 
addition, Investigator Ball's billing records show that, after being retained by the Prior 
Administration of Sun Valley, Investigator Ball recognized that her client was the City of 
Sun Valley, and that Attorney Naylor was not ("Review emails from client and Kirt Naylor").53 
Attorney Naylor was assigned by ICRMP to defend the 2011 IPPEA Lawsuit after the IPPEA 
Lawsuit was filed. The Hammer Disciplinary Investigation was not in response to litigation. No 
materials generated by the Hammer Disciplinary Investigation were for purposes of litigation. 
The Hammer Disciplinary Investigation was a fact-finding investigation. 
More importantly, as has been confirmed by Fonner Mayor Willich, under oath, Attorney 
Naylor's involvement in the Hammer Disciplinary Investigation was limited to passively 
receiving copies of reports from Investigator Ball related to the Hammer Disciplinary 
Investigation (along with City Attorney King and Mayor Elect Briscoe). Attorney Naylor was 
never authorized to become involved in the Hammer Disciplinary Investigation. He was never 
authorized to direct Investigator Ball in regard to the same. He was not even authorized to 
discuss any matters related to the Hammer Disciplinary Investigation with Investigator Ball. 
None of the communications or documents withheld by Attorney Naylor regarding the Hammer 
Disciplinary Investigation qualify for work product protections and, as such, they all should be 
produced. 
53 Willich Aff., Ex. C, Investigator Ball billing invoices, November 24, 2011 entry. 
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D. The "Common Interest" Privilege Does Not Apply 
In his letter of August 23. 2013, Attorney Naylor asserts that any of the cornmwrications 
related to the Hammer Disciplinary Investigation are privileged, purportedly because they were 
done in regard to a "common interest" with the Blaine County Prosecutor, the Idaho Attorney 
General's office, and the Forensic Auditor.54 Idaho Rule of Evidence 502(b)(3) provides for a 
common interest privilege: "among clients, their representatives, their lawyers, or their lawyers' 
representatives, in any combination, concerning a matter of common interest, but not including 
communications solely among clients or their representatives when no lawyer is a party to the 
communication." (I.RE. 502(b)(3).) The: Comment to this rule states: 
IRE 502(b)(3) is intended to provide that when clients who share a 
common interest in a legal matter are represented by different 
lawyers .they can communicate with each other in an effort to 
develop a joint strategy or otherwise advance their interests, and 
their communications in that endeavor will be privileged; that each 
client involved has a privilege for all such communications; and 
that this privilege will survive a later falling-out among the parties. 
The privilege does not, however, extend to communications solely 
between the .. clients or their representatives when no lawyer is 
present. The rationale for this privilege was stated in In Re: Grand 
Jury Subpoenas, 902 F.2d 244, 249 (4th Cir. 1990): "[P]ersons 
who share a common interest in litigation should be able to 
communicate with their respective attorneys and with each other to 
more ~ffectively prosecute or defend their claims." The original 
IRE 502(b)(3) was amended to expand the scope of the privilege to 
include all ~ommunications among clients, their representatives, 
their lawyers, and their lawyer's representatives when engaged in 
discussion of common legal concerns. 
The person asserting the "common interest" exception to the attorney-client privilege must 
satisfy four requirements: (a) the communication was made in the course of joint defense or 
common interest; (b) the communication was designed to further the shared interests; (c) the 
54 Aff. of Counsel, Ex. F. 
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communication is otherwise privileged; and ( d) the privilege has not been waived. In Re: Bevill, 
Bresler & Schulman Asset Mgt. Corp., 805 F.2d 120 (3rd Cir. 1986). 
The assertion of the common interest privilege also requires a showing that the 
communications are otherwise privileged. As discussed above, the communications at issue 
were not attorney-client privileged communications or work-product. They are not "otherwise 
privileged" and do not qualify for the common interest privilege. 
As testified to by Former Mayor Willich: (a) there was never an intent that the Hammer 
Disciplinary Investigation was being commenced in regard to any alleged criminal allegations; 
(b) neither Attorney Naylor nor anyone else was authorized to work with, or provide the Blaine 
County Prosecutor ( or anyone else) with any information or seek that the Blaine County 
Prosecutor be contacted regarding any. criminal allegations related to Ms. Hammer or the 
Hammer Disciplinary Investigation without Former Mayor Willich's explicit approval (which 
was never given); and (c) the Hammer·Disciplinary Investigation and the preparation of the 
Authorized Ball Report and the Unauthorized Ball Report (and communications being withheld 
that were incident thereto) were all completed well before they were submitted to the Blaine 
County Prosecutor and well before the Forensic Audit. Further, even if the timing of events 
supported a finding of communications "in the course" of the common interests, what was the 
shared interest between: an internal fact-finding investigation for the purposes of whether 
employment discipline should be undertaken against Ms. Hammer; the 2011 IP PEA Lawsuit 
regarding City Council Member Ribi's harassment of Ms. Hammer; a Forensic Audit of the City; 
and the Blaine County Prosecutor's review of the Unauthorized Ball Report? The common 
interest privilege does not support Investigator Ball and the New Admini.stration of Sun Valley's 
withholding of any materials. 
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E. Even If There Was a Privilege Related to Investigator Ball's Work or · 
Communications A.bout the Same, Any Such Privilege Was Waived by the 
Publication of the Unauthorized Ball Report 
There is no question that the attorney-client privilege, the work product privilege and the 
common interest privilege can be, and are, waived by the release or publication of docwnents. or 
communications related to the matters asserted to have · been privileged. The privilege is not 
absolute and may be waived by the clienfs consent: "When the 'consent' of the client is found, 
*e privilege is said to have been 'waived."' Skelton v. Spencer, 98 Idaho 417, 419, 565 P.2d 
1374, 1376 (1977). "Consent" of the client to the disclosure of confidential communications 
may be either express or implied from the conduct of the client. id. (citing Grant v. Harris, 116 
Va 642, 82 S.E. 718, 719 (1914)). Waiver can also occur by implication, a judicially imposed 
limitation on the attorney-client privilege, imposing an objective standard on waiver rather than 
the client's subjective intent: 
A privileged person would seldom be found to waive, if his 
intention not to abandon could alone control the situation. There is 
always also the objective consideration that when his conduct 
touches a certain point of disclosure, fairness requires that his 
privilege shall cease whether he intended that result or not. He 
cannot be allowed, after disclosing as much as he pleases, to 
withhold the remainder. He may elect to withhold or to disclose, 
but after a certain point his election must remain final. 55 
Further, Rule 510 of the Idaho Rules of Evidence states that the waiver can occur as to the 
entirety of the privilege if some, but not all, of the confidential materials are disclosed: 
A person upon whom these rules confer a privilege against 
disclosure of the confidential matter or communication waives the 
privilege if the person or·the person's predecessor while holder of 
the privilege voluntarily discloses or consents to disclosure of any 
significant part of the matter or communication. 
ss Skelton v. Spencer, 98 Idaho 417,419,565 P.2d 1374, 1376 (1977) quoting Wigmore § 2327 at 635-36. 
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(I.R.E. 510.) .. Accordingly, it has been widely held that voluntary disclosure of the content of a 
privileged attorney communication constitutes waiver of the privilege as to all other such 
communications on the same subject." Weil v. lnvestmentllndicators, Research & Mgmt., Inc., 
64 7 F .2d 18, 23 (9th Cir. 1981 ). "The privilege which protects attorney-client communications 
may not be used both as a sword and a shield." Chevron Corp. v. Pennzoil Co., 974 F.2d 1156, 
1162 (9th Cir. Cal. 1992). 
[W]hen (the privilege holder's) conduct touches a certain point of 
disclosure, fairness requin:s that his privilege shall cease whethe:,;-
he intended that result or not. He cannot be allowed, after 
disclosing as much as he pleases, to withhold the remainder. He 
may elect to withhold or disclose, but after a certain point his 
election must remain final. 
Weil v. Investment/Indicators, Research & Mgmt., .Jnc., 647 F.2d 18, 23 (9th Cir. 1981). 
In addition, where one government agency voluntarily turns over what it asserts to be 
attorney-client protected communications or documents to another government agency, the 
privilege can no longer be reasserted. Permian Corp. v. United States, 665 F.2d 1214 (D.C. Cir. 
1981). Once there is a waiver, there is no going back. 
Subject matter waiver occurs where, as here, the Unauthorized Ball Report itself has been 
published continuously in the on-line section of the Idaho Mountain &press newspaper since at 
least November of 2012. The Unauthorized Ball Report~ also been extensively quoted in the 
Forensic Audit Report, the Attorney General's Investigator Report, and the Blaine County 
Prosecutor's Report, all of which have also been continuously published in the on-line section of . 
the Idaho Mountain Express newspaper since at least November of 2012. Waiver occurred, too, 
when the New Administration of Sun Valley provided the Unauthorized Ball Report to the 
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Blaine County Prosecutor (as well as the Idaho Attorney General's office and the Forensic 
Auditor). 
F. Communications Between Non-Lawyers Council Member Ribi and 
Mayor Elect Briscoe Are Not Privileged 
As has been previously mentioned, during the remainder of Former Mayor, Willich's 
tenure as Mayor of Sun Valley, thirty (30) emails in the Privilege Log were either sent to, sent 
from, or copied to Sun Valley employees and officials other than Former Mayor Willich, who 
were not part of the control group entitled'to privilege protection, including Mayor Elect Briscoe, 
Council Member Ribi, Assistant Finance Manager Tammi Hall, and former Sun Valley City 
Clerk Kelly Ek. None of these individuals are clients nor are they "representatives of the client" 
as that phrase is used in Idaho Rule of Evidence 502(a)(2). There cannot be an attorney-client 
privilege or work product privilege that applies to communications with these people. In fact, 
even if there was an underlying privilege that could be claimed by the City of Sun Valley as the 
client, disclosure of such communicatio~ with non-representatives of the client would waive the 
privileges. 
IV. CONCLUSION 
For the foregoing reasons, Plaintiff Sharon Hammer respectfully requests that the Court: 
I. Conduct an in camera review of the materials being withheld on grounds of 
privileges established by the party claiming the same and which are not overcome by the 
arguments herein or at oral argument; 
a. Order their production if the Court finds no applicable privilege or a waiver 
thereof; 
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b. Order_ their redacted production to reveal facts, but preserve truly confidential 
information or attorneys• mental impressions; 
2. Compel the production of materials in their entirety that are being withheld on un-
established claims of privilege; 
3. ·compel the production ~f materials for which any applicable privilege was 
waived; and 
4. A ward Ms. Hammer her ~ttomey fees and costs incurred as a result of having to 
bring this motion. 
DATED this 1st day of November, 2013. 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 1st day of November, 2013, a true and correct copy of 
the foregoing document was served on the following individual(s) by the method indicated: 
Kirtlan G. Naylor 
NAYLOR & HALES, P.C. 
950 W. Bannock Street, Suite 610 
Boise, ID 83702-6103 
The Honorable Jonathan P. Brody 
District Judge 
Minidoka County Courthouse 
8th & G Streets 
P.O. Box 368 . 
Rupert, ID 83350 
[X] U.S. Mail 
[ ] Fax: 383-9516 
[ ] Hand Delivery 
[ ] Email: kirt@naylorhales.com 
[X] U.S. Mail 
[ ] Fax: (208) 436-5272 
[ ] Overnight Delivery 
[ ] Hand Delivery 
[ ] Email: 
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Eric B. Swartz, ISB #6396 
Joy M. Vega, ISB #7887 
.JONES & SWARTZ PLLC 
1673 W. Shoreline Drive, Suite 200 [83702) 
P.O. Box 7808 
Boise. ID 83 707-7808 
Telephone: (208) 489-8989 
Facsimile: (208) 489-8988 
Email: eric@jonesandswartzlaw.com 
. joy@jonesandswartzlaw.com 
Attorneys for Plaintiff Sharon R. Hammer 
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FILED A..M~-...1 
· NOV O \ 2013 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO. IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BLAINE 
SHARON R. HAMMER 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
CITY OF SUN VALLEY; 
NILS RIBI, in his individual and official capacity; 
De WAYNE BRISCOE. in his individual and official 
capacity; 
Defendants. 
Case No. CV-2012-479 
AFFIDAVIT OF WAYNE WILUCH 
FORMER MAYOR OF THE CITY OF SUN VALLEY 
IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO COMPEL 
I, WAYNE WILLICH, first duly sworn on oa~ depose and state as follows: 
1) My name is Wayne Willich; and from the first week of January of 2008 to January 3, 
) 
2012, I was the duly elected Mayor of the City Of Sun Valley, Idaho (''Sun Valley"), and that I 
am competent to testify as to the matters herein. I certify pursuant to Rule 11 of the Idaho Code 
Of Civil Procedure, that the facts alleged herein are true and accurate and are made with personal 
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knowledge, and would further swear to such under oath and at 1ria1 if required. 
2) During my ten~ as Mayor of Sun Valley, the attached Section 3.2 of the Sun Valley 
written Personnel Policies And Procedures (Exhibit A) was in existence and in full force, 
including that the following provision related to Sun Valley City Attorney Adam King ("City 
Attorney King") was in full force and effect: 
"The City Administrator and City Attomey s"all be directly supervised and evaluated by 
the Mayor (emphasis added). All other personnel, including the City Clerk and Treasurer, 
shall be directly supervised and evaluated by the City Administrator." 
3)-During my tenure as Mayor of Sun Valley, the attached Section 8.7 of the Sun Valley 
written -Personnel Policies And Procedures (Exhibit A) was in existence and in full force, 
including that the following provision related to Sun.Valley employee disciplinary matters was 
in full force and effect: 
"T"e decision of the Mayor shall bef,nal and binding (emphasis added)." 
The Harassment Allegations Of Former Administrator Hammer Against Council Member. 
Ribi 
4) On multiple occasions between April of2009 and September of 2011, fonner Sun Valley 
City Administrator Sharon R. Hammer ("Fonner Administrator Hammer'') reported to me that Sun 
Valley City Council Member Nils Ribi (''Council Member Ribi") had been·hostile to her and had 
harassed her. 
5) In particular, Fonner Administrator Hammer reported to me that Council Member Ribi 
had been hostile to her and had hara.,sed her because Former Administrator Hammer had told 
Council Member Ribi that Fonner Administrator Hammer took direction from me and that Council 
Member Ribi was not authorized to give Fonner Administrator Hammer any directions without my. 
approval. 
6) In particular, it is my opinion that thereafter Council Member Ribi treated Fonner 
Administrator Hammer improperly and in a hostile manner, when Fonner Administrator Hammer 





Council Member Ribi's directions in regards to: 
a) April of 2009: Enactment of fund balance, property tax levy, budget and appropriation, 
council powers, and telecommunication devices policies; 
b) May of 2009: City Council priorities; 
c) July of 2009: Amtrak service resolution; 
d) January of 20 IO through May of 20 I 0: City Council powers and ethics; 
e) March of 20 I 0: CAFR report; 
t) June of 2010: Amendment of property tax policy; 
g) August and September of 2010: Contract for Sun Valley resort marketing; 
h) October of 20 IO: Contract for audit preparation; 
i) November of 2010: Policy on external contracts; 
j) March of 2011: Audit comments, policy on consolidated dispatch and City Council 
member powers and ethics; 
k) April through September of20ll: Capital improvement plan; 
I) April of201 l: Audit comments and management responses; mandatory garbage collection 
and marketing alliance bylaws; 
m) July of 2011: Cox Cable contract; 
n) September of201 I: Contract for emergency services and budget amendments. 
7) On multiple occasions described in Paragraphs 5 and 6 herein, Former Administrator 
Hammer described to me that when I was not present in the Sun Valley City Hall, that Council 
Member Ribi would stand in the doorway of her office and in a hostile manner argue with her when 
Former Administrator Hammer would tell Council Member Ribi that he needed to get approval from 
me before Former Administrator Hammer would do something that Council Member R.ibi wanted 
Former Administrator Hammer to do. During several of those incidents, Former Administrator 
Hammer told me that Council Member R.ibi had yelled at her."The Mayor Does Not Know What His 
Job Is!". In addition, on several occasions I was present in Sun Valley City Hall and observed 
Council Member Ribi being confrontational with Former Administrator Hammer in Former 
Administrator Hammer's office. 
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8) On multiple occasions related to the incidents described in Paragraph 5 and 6 above, 
Fonner Administrator H~ercomplained to me about Council Member Ribi's inappropriate and 
hostile conduct towards her, and that she was becoming more concerned about Council Member's 
hostility. During several of these discussions, City Attorney King was also present. Based on my 
discussions with Former Administrator Hammer, on more than one occasion I mentioned Former 
Administrator Hammer's complaints to Council Member Ribi and publicly reminded Council 
Member Ribi in Sun Valley City Council meetings to not contact Sun Valley staff members about 
administrative or operational matters without my knowledge, and to treat all Sun Valley employees 
in an appropriate manner. 
9) Subsequent to Fonner Administrator Hammer's appointment as the Sun Valley City 
Administrator in June of 2008, on several occasions former Sun Valley City Council Member Joan 
Lamb ("Former Council Member Lamb") disclosed to me her concerns about Council Member 
Ribi's unacceptable and hostile attitude towards Former Administrator Hammer. I told.Fonner 
Council Member Lamb that I had discussed the issue with Former Administrator Hammer and City 
Attorney King, as well as Council Member Ribi himself. On several occasions between 2009 and 
2011, in public Sun Valley City Council meetings, I remember Former Council Member Lamb 
chastising Council Member Ribi for his improper contact and treatment of Sun Valley staff members, 
including Former Administrator Hammer. 
10) J;)uring public S~ Valley City Council meetings of April 16, 2009; January 21, 2010; 
May 2, 2010; and, April 21, 2011, I was required to specifically remind Sun Valley City Council 
Members, and in particular Council Member Ribi, that Sun Valley City Council Members should not 
contact staff members, including Former Administrator Hammer, and instead should contact me 
regarding Sun Valley issues, which had been the source of Council Member Ribi's hostility towards, 
and harassment of. Fonner Administrator Hammer. 
11) On August 2, 2011, I met with City Attorney King at his office in Ketchum, Idaho. I told 
City Attorney King that since Council Member Ribi's re-election to the Sun Valley City Council in 
November of 2009, I had been approached by multiple Sun Valley staff members complaining about 
Council Member Ribi's improper contact and attempts to direct Sun Valley staff members as to what 
to do, without mine or Fonner Administrator Hammer's approval. I stated to City Attorney King that 
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many of the Sun Valley staff members also complained that Council Member Ribi was verbally 
abusive and hostile towards them. I told City Attorney King that my greatest concern, however, was 
that Council Member Ribi seemed to target females in particular. I also reminded City Attorney King 
of the multiple conversations he, I and Former Administrator Hammer had held regarding Council 
Member Ribi's harassment, abuse and hostility towards Fonner Administrator Hammer. City 
Attorney King told me he agreed that Council Member Ribi's conduct towards Fonner Administrator 
Hammer was unacceptable, but that because Council Member Ribi was an elected official there was 
nothing that I could do to discipline Council Member Ribi, other than to discuss the issues with 
Council Member Ribi and ask Council Member Ribi to act appropriately. 
12) On September 15, 2011, at the end ofa Sun Valley City Council meeting, Former 
Administrator Hammer reported to me that Couricil Member Ribi had assaulted her during a break in 
the meeting. Fonner Administrator Hammer told me that when Fonner Administrator Hammer told 
Council Member Ribi that she would ,have to discuss a matter about budget amendments with me 
rather than doing what Council Member Ribi had asked, Council Member Ribi raised his arms in a 
threatening manner, came towards her and shouted at her, seriously scaring Fonner Administrator 
Hammer. Former Administrator Hammer was visibly upset at Council Member Ribi's actions. 
Subsequent to the September 15. 2011 incident, I discussed the incident with Council Member Ribi 
and told Council Member Ribi that he simply cannot act that way towards Former Administrator 
Hammer. 
The Retaining Of Investigator Ball AsA "Fact Finding" Investigator Related To The 
Hammer Disciplinary Investigation And Other Matten 
13) On November 11, 2011, a special Sun Valley City Council executive session was 
held, which Former Administrator Hammer was not allowed to attend, in which Council Member 
Ribi and former Sun Valley Treasurer Michelle Frostenson ("Former Treasurer Frostenson'') 
made undocumented allegations of misconduct against Foriner Administrator Hammer. 
14) At the November 11, 2011 special Sun Valley City Council executive session, 
Council Member Ribi, Sun Valley mayor elect De Wayne Briscoe (''Mayor Elect Briscoe") and 
Sun Valley City .Council Member Robert Youngman ("Council Member Youngman") 
determined not to allow Former Administrator Hammer to respond to any of the misconduct 
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allegations that were made against her and requested that I seek Former Administrator Hammer's 
immediate resignation. Former Administrator Hammer refused to resign. 
15) On November 14, 2011, a second special Sun Valley City Council executive session 
was held, which Former Administrator Hammer was also not allowed to attend, in which the Sun 
Valley City Council directed that I commence an investigation of the misconduct allegations that 
Council Member Ribi and Former Treasurer Frostenson had made against Fonner Administrator 
Hammer (the .. Hammer Disciplinary Investigation"). 
16) At no time during either the November 11, 2011 or the November 14, 2011 
executive sessions of the Sun Valley City Council was there any discussion of using the Hammer 
Disciplinary Investigation in regards to any potential or threatened litigation. At no time during 
either the November 11, 2011 or November 14, 2011 executive sessions of the Sun Valley City 
Council was there any discussions of the Hammer Disciplinmy Investigation being commenced 
to work with the Blaine County Prosecutor's office to participate in a criminal investigation. The 
direction that I received from the Sun Valley City Council at the November 14, 2011 executive 
session was solely to perform a disciplinary investigation related to Former Administrator 
Hammer, solely for internal Sun Valley .purposes. 
17) After the executive session of the Sun Valley City Council of November 14, 2011, I 
directed City Attorney King to obtain a list of possible independent investigators to perform the 
fact finding portion of the Hammer Disciplinary Investigation. I gave City Attorney King no 
other authority of any kind in regards to the Hammer Disciplinary Investigation. 
18) Eventually, I agreed to hire Patricia Latham-Ball ("Investigator Ball") to perform the 
"fact finding" portion of the Hammer Disciplinary Investigation. 
19) During the initial discussions I ~eld with Investigator Ball related to the Hammer 
Disciplinary Investigation, I explained to her that she would be performing an independent 
internal Sun Valley fact finding investigation related to the misconduct allegations asserted 
against Former Administrator Hammer. At no time during the discussions that I held with 
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Investigator Ball did .we ever discuss that she would be investigating matters related to litigation 
of any type or preparing any reports to assist the Sun Valley in preparation for defending Sun 
Valley related to any threatened or pending litigation. 
20) I certify that the sole reason that as Mayor of Swi Valley I retained Investigator Ball 
to perfonn the Hammet Disciplinary Investigation was to assist me in my duties as the Mayor of 
Sun Valley to investigate and take necessary disciplinacy actions related to Former Administrator 
Hammer, if required, and for no other reason. 
21) On November 23, 2011, I signed the engagement letter attached as Exhibit B with 
Investigator Ball related to her services to perfonn the Hammer Disciplinary Investigation. I 
certify that although I discussed the letter with Mayor Elect Briscoe and City Attorney King, no 
mention was made to either of them that Investigator Ball was being retained to do anything 
other than in regards to an internal Sun Valley disciplinary matter, and in particular, no mention 
was ever made to or by either Mayor El~ Briscoe or City Attorney King that Investigator Ball's 
activities were in any way related to threatened or pending litigation. 
22) At no time thereafter during my tenure as Mayor of Sun Valley was Investigator Ball 
retained by Sun Valley, or direc~ to perform any legal work or to prepare her report in regards 
to pending litigation, as Investigator Ball was retained solely to perform an internal Sun Valley 
disciplinary fact finding investigation. 
23) It was my intent at all times that Investigator Patti Ball was to report solely to me. 
24) I certify that attorney Kirtlan Naylor (" Attorney Naylor") had no input in regards t-0 
the selection of Investigator Ball as an investigator nor did I discuss with Attorney Naylor in any 
way t4e duties of Investigator Ball in regards to the Hammer Disciplinary Investigation prior to, 
or after, the signing of the engagement letter attached herein as Exhibit B. 
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Attorney Naylor Was Directed To Not Have Any Role In The Hammer Disciplinary 
Investigation 
25) On or about November 23, 2011, I was orally notified that Attorney Naylor had been 
appointed by ICRMP to defend the law suit that had been filed by Former Administrator 
Hammer against Sun Valley, Council Member Ribi and City Attorney King (the "Hammer 
Retaliation Law Suit"). 
26) Subsequent to retaining Investigator Ball, I agreed that Attorney Naylor could receive 
copies of Investigator Ball's reports and be updated by Investigator Ball as a group with myself, 
Mayor Elect Briscoe and City Attorney King as to the status of the Hammer Disciplinary 
Investigation. However, I deny that I ever gave Attorney Naylor any authority to direct or 
actively participate in any way in the Hammer Disciplinary Investigation, including that I never 
authorized Attorney Naylor to directly communicate with Investigator Ball. 
27) Subsequent to the hiring of Investigator Ball, I never authorized Investigator Ball to 
report to, or even speak to, Attorney Naylor, in regards to the Hammer Disciplinary 
Investigation, I did have a discussion with Investigator Ball related to Attorney Naylor in which I 
agreed that Attorney Naylor could be part of the group report Investigator Ball would eventually 
make to City Attorney King, Mayor Elect Briscoe and myself related to Investigator Ball's 
factual findings. However, at no time did I authorize Investigator Ball to communicate with 
Attorney Naylor, and not myself, without my knowledge. 
There Was Never A Joint lnvestiption Intended Or Authorized With The Blaine County 
Prosecutor 
28) At no time during my tenure as Mayor of Sun Valley through January 3, 2012, did I 
authorize or seek that the Blaine County Prosecutor institute a criminal investigation of either 
Former Administrator Hammer or any other Sun Valley employee, nor did I provide Attorney 
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29) At no time during my tenure as Mayor of Sun Valley did I ever intend that Sun 
Valley would participate jointly with either the Blaine County Prosecutor or any other 
government agency or entity in regards to an investigation of Former Administrator Hammer or 
any other Sun Valley employees, nor did I ever direct any Sun Valley employee, official or agent 
to work jointly with either the Blaine County Prosecutor or any other government agency or 
entity in regards to an investigation of Fonner Administrator Hammer or any other Sun Valley 
employees. 
Attorney Naylor Improperly Influenced The Hammer Disciplinary Investiption 
30) Subsequent to retaining Investigator Ball to perform the "fact finding" portion of the 
Hammer Disciplinary Investigation, I did not discuss the Hammer Disciplinary Investigation 
with Investigator Ball until mid-December of 2011 when Investigator Ball had prepared her 
written report, to ensw-e that there was no insinuation that I was somehow seeking to influence 
the findings of the Hammer Disciplinary Investigation. 
31) To the best of my recollection, on November 28, 2011, Investigator Ball did not 
contact me by telephone, or any other means, and request my permission to discuss the Hammer 
Disciplinary Investigation with Attorney Naylor, or that Investigator Ball be allowed to report to 
Attorney Naylor in regards to any aspect of the Hammer Disciplinary Investigation, nor did 
Investigator Ball ever subsequently obtain my permission to discuss the Hammer Disciplinary 
Investigation with Attorney Naylor or report to Attorney Naylor in regards to the Hammer 
Disciplinary Investigation. 
32) On November 29, 2011, during the course of Investigator Ball's interview with me 
related to the Hammer Discipliruuy Investigation, I disclosed to Investigator Ball that on 
numerous occasions over the prior three years that Former Administrator Hammer had reported 
to me that Council Member Rihi had hara.c.sed and been hosti1e to Former Administrator 
Hamm.er, and that on several occasions I was required to tell Council Member Ribi that he 
should not be contacting Fonner Administrator Hammer without my approval or treating Fonner 
Administrator Hammer in a hostile manner. 
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33) At the November 29, .2011 interview with Investigator Ball, I directed Investigator 
Ball to expand her factual investigation to include performing an investigation of Former 
Administrator Hammer's complaints of harassment against Council Member Ribi. I specifically 
directed Investigator Ball to obtain detailed facts related to Council Member Ribi' s harassment 
of Former Administrator Hammer from myself, Former Administrator Hammer, Former 
Treasurer Frostenson, former Sun Valley- City Clerk Kelly Ek ("Former Clerk Ek"), Former 
Council Member Lamb and Council Member Youngman. 
34) Sometime subsequent to the retention of Investigator Ball, I discovered that 
Investigator Ball and Attorney Naylor were involved in extensive discussions related to the 
Hammer Disciplinary Investigation, without my knowledge or my approval. 
35) Subsequent to my discovery of the communications between Investigator Ball and 
Attorney Naylor in regards to the Hammer Disciplinary Investigation, Investigator Ball thereafter 
began reporting to Attorney Naylor rather than myself, in violation of the directions I had given 
to Investigator Ball. 
36) Subsequent to my discovery of the surreptitious actions of Investigator Ball and 
Attorney Naylor in regards to the Hammer Disciplinary Investigation, I discussed the matter with 
Attorney Naylor, and told Attorney Naylor that I believed that he was improperly seeking to 
influence the Hammer Disciplinary Investigation. Attorney Naylor's response to me was that he 
was paid by and represented the Idaho Counties Risk Management Program ("ICRMP"), Sun 
Valley's insurer, and that he did not report to me, and that his job was to protect ICRMP against 
civil claims that were being made by Former Administrator Hammer against Council Member 
Ribi in the Hammer Retaliation Law Suit. 
37) Subsequent to my conversation with Attorney Naylor, I contacted an ICRMP official 
and asked that Attorney Naylor be replaced as the ICRMP supplied counsel in the Hammer 
Retaliation Law Suit, but was told by the ICRMP representative that ICRMP had the sole 
direction in determining who the legal counsel would be related to the Hammer Retaliation Law 
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38) Subsequent to my conversation with ICRMP officials, Investigator Ball and Attorney 
Naylor contiµ.ued to actively communicate in regards to the Hammer Disciplinary Investigation, 
without my approval or authority, and Investigator Ball thereafter continued to take direction 
related to the Hammer Disciplinary Investigation from Attorney Naylor rather than myself. 
39) I have reviewed Investigator Balrs billings for the period of November 27, 2011 to 
January 4, 2012 (Exhibit C), which clearly indicates that immediately upon her appoin1ment as 
the fact finding investigator related to the Hammer Disciplinary Investigation, Investigator Ball 
began reporting to Attorney Naylor rather than to me, and continued to do so through my tenure 
as Mayor of Sun Valley which ended on January 3, 2012. Investigator Ball's billings indicate 
that there were at least twenty one (21) correspondences 9Ctween Investigator Ball and Attorney 
Naylor during a two month period, when Investigator Ball was supposed to have been 
independent of Attorney Naylor's influence in regards to the Hammer Disciplinary Investigation 
and was instead to report solely to me. 
40) Ultimately, I found that Attorney Naylor and.Investigator Ball conspired to turn what 
was supposed to be an independent investigation of several matters, into a purposeful 
prosecution of Former Administrator Hammer and a method to specifically seek to exonerate 
Council Member Ribi from Fonner Administrator Hammer's serious allegations of harassment, 
abuse and hostility by' Council Member Ribi. 
The Authorized And Final Ball Report Of December 12, 2011 
41) On December 9, 2011, lmet with Mayor Elect Briscoe and City Attorney King at 
City Attorney King's office in Ketchum, Idaho and reviewed Investigator Ball's first draft of a 
written report related to the Hammer Disciplinary Investigation. Over the weekend of December 
9, 2011 through December 11, 2011, Investigator Ball made numerous corrections and 
modifications to the draft report. 
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42) On December 12, 2011, I again met with Mayor Elect Briscoe and City Attorney 
King at City Attorney King's office in Ketchum, Idaho and reviewed Investigator Ball's revised 
written investigation report related -to the disciplinary investigation (the "Authorized Ball 
Report"). 
43) Attached are the relevant pages of Investigator Ball's invoices (Exhibit C) and City 
Attorney King's invoices (Exhibit J?) for the period which confirm the December 9, 2011 and 
December 12, 2011 meetings to review the Authoriz.ed Ball Report. The invoice of Investigator 
Ball (Exhibit C) confirms that on December 12, 2011 that Investigator Ball presented to me a 
singular report, which was the Authoriz.ed Ball Report. The invoice of City Attorney King 
(Exhibit D) confirms that as of December 12, 2011 the Authorized Ball Report was a singular 
report and was '"final". 
44) Based on my own personal knowledge and a mini-investigation of several allegations 
of misconduct against Former Administrator Hammer, I was able to take apart several false 
factual claims made by Investigator Ball in the Authorized Ball Report related to Fonner 
Administrator Hammer. 
45) There were issues ~ the Autliomed Ball Report related to allegations of financial 
misconduct of Former Treasurer Frostenson that I believed had not been fully investigated by 
Investigator Ball or were otherwise simply fallacious. 
46) There were issues in the Authorized ·Ball.Report related to allegations of harassment 
by Fonner Administrator Hammer against Collllcil Member Ribi, which because of my personal 
knowledge of the incidents, were simply fallacious. Investigator Ball failed to adequately 
investigate the allegations of harassment against Council Member Ribi that I had directed her to 
investigate, including that Investigator Ball bad not allowed Former Administrator Hammer to 
detail all of the incidents of harassment by Co\Dlcil Member Ribi that she had complained to me 
about over the course of the prior three years, nor did Investigator Ball interview Fonner Council 
Member Lamb related to Council Member Ribi's hostility tow~ds Fonner Administrator 
Hammer and women in general. 
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47) Based on the conversations with Attorney Naylor and Special Investigator Ball at the 
December 9, 2011 and December 12, 2011 meetings, it became clear to me that during the 
course of the Special Investigation that both Attorney Naylor and Special Investigator Ball were 
seeking to find anything that would substantiate Council Member Ribi • s public assertions that 
Former Administrator Hammer had done something "'criminal" in order to protect ICRMP from 
potential damage claims asserted by Former Administrator Hammer in the Hammer Retaliation 
Law Suit, rather than performing an "independent" investigation. 
48) Based on the obvious errors Investigator Ball made in the Authorized Ball Report, it 
brought the entire Authorized Ball Report'into question. An~ based on Attorney's Naylor's 
improper influence over Investigator Ball, I consider:ed the Authorized Ball Report to have been 
mishandled, poorly done, and it looked like some kind of attack piece that was crafted or put 
together possibly by Attorney Naylor. 
49) After reviewing the Authoriz.ed Ball Report related to the issues associated with 
Former Administrator Hammer, and in performing my own .investigation, I determined that the 
Authorized Ball Report was flawed and that none of the allegations against Former 
Administrator Hammer that had been raised by either Former Treasurer Frostenson or Council 
Member Ribi, or bad been investigated by Investigator Ball, reqwred any further disciplinary 
investigation or disciplinary actions against Former Administrator Hammer, because each 
allegation· was covered by some specific authorization that either I or the Sun Valley City 
Council bad provided Former Administrator Hammer as was allowed pursuant to Former 
Administrator Hammer's written employment agreement with Sun Valley and Sun Valley 
policies. 
50) After reviewing the Authorized Ball Report and discussing matters with Investigator 
Ball, I determined that Fonner Administrator Hammer had not violated any Sun Valley 
Personnel Policies And Procedures and that Former Administrator Hammer had done nothing 
which she. should be disciplined for. I also determined that there could not possibly be anything 
that Former Administrator Hammer could be criminally charged with. 
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51) After the presentation of the Authorized Ball Report, I concJuded that the Authorized 
Ball Report was final as to all matters related to the allegations associated with Former 
Administrator Hammer. 
52)1 certify that as of December 12, 2011, I considered the Authorized Ball Report to be 
the final work product requested of Investigator Ball. 
53) As of December 12, 2011, I considered any investigation ofFomterAdministrator 
Hammer was complete as far as I was concerned, and the Authorized Ball Report that 
Investigator Ball prepared and presented to City Attorney King, Mayor Elect Briscoe and myself 
on December 12, 2011, related.to any allegations of misconduct against Fonner Administrator 
Hammer, was finished and final. As far as I was concerned, as of December 12, 2011, the 
Hanuner Disciplinary Investigation was over, and it.was done. 
54) After Investigator Ball presented the Authorized·Ball Report that I reviewed at City 
Attorney King's office on December 12, 2011, I considered Investigato~ Ball to have concluded 
any and all work she had been assigned to perform on behalf of Sun Valley. 
55) I certify that as of December 12, 2011, I considered the Authorized Ball Report to be 
the final work product requested of Investigator Ball, and indi~ to Investigator Ball that her 
services to Sun Valley were completed. 
56) As the matters in the Authorized Ball Report included sensitive personnel issues, I 
directed that the Authom.ed Ball Report would only be able to be reviewed by current Sun 
Valley City Council Members, and no one else, and only at City Attorney King's office in 
Ketchum, Idaho. 
57) I also determined that because the Authorized Ball Report was full of flaws and 
erroneous findings and that the Authorized Ball Report should remain only at City Attorney 




58) At no time afterDecember 12, 2011, did I authorize City.Attorney King, Attorney 
Naylor, Investigator Ball or any other Sun Valley official or employee to release the Authorized 
Ball Report or any information related to the Hammer Disciplinary Investigation to the Blaine 
County Prosecutor or to anyone else d~g my tenure as Mayor of Sun Valley through January 
3, 2012. 
59) Based on the Authori7.ed Ball Report, and my authority to m~e final and binding 
disciplinary findings pursuant to section 8.7 of the Sun Valley Personnel Policies And 
Procedures, I concluded that Former Administrator Hammer had not committed any infractions 
of Sun Valley policies related to a) her use of a Sun Valley automobile because I had authorized 
her to use the automobile at all hours for both Sun Valley and personal use, b) her use of flex 
time to compensate her for non-standard work hours she had been required to work over the 
course of 2008 through 2011 because I had authorized her to use the flex time, and, c) her use of 
a Sun Valley credit card because Fonner Treasurer Frostenson and the Sun Valley City Council 
had already specifically approved as legitimate all expenditures Fonner Administrator Hammer 
had incurred on the Sun Valley credit card 
60) Based on my findings related to allegations against Fonner Administrator Hammer, 
and my ·authority pursuant to Section 8. 7 of the Sun Valley Personnel Policies And Procedures, I 
considered all disciplinary actions against Former Administrator Hammer to be concluded as of 
December 12, 2011. 
The December 16, 2011 Meeting With Attoraey Naylor 
' 
61} I certify that from the moment he was appointed by I_CRMP as defense counsel in 
regards to the Hammer Retaliation Law Suit; I considered Attorney Naylor to have acted in 
contradiction ·to my directions and authority and to the best interest of Sun Valley, in favor of bis 
defense of Cowicil Member Ribi and ICRMP, and therefore I never considered or recognized 
Attorney Naylor to have been either Sun Valley~s attorney or my personal attorney. 
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62) I believe that Attorney Naylor purposefully never sought to enter into a written 
retainer agreement with Sun Valley defining his role as counsel in regards to the Hammer 
Retaliation Law Suit to fraudulently later assert that he was given broader authority as an 
attorney than he was ever intended to be, or actually was, provided. 
63) Attorney Naylor never discussed with me, or the Sun Valley City Council at a Sun 
Valley City Cowicil meeting, that he was appearing in Court on November 29, 2011 on behalf of 
Sun Valley in regards to the Hammer Retaliation Law Suit, nor did I provide Attorney Naylor 
with any directions as to how to respond to matters at issue at the November 29, 2011 hearing. 
Any arguments or discussions that Attorney Naylor held with the Court at the November 29, 
2011 hearing on behalf of Sun Valley were done without my explicit or implicit authority or 
approval. Subsequent to the November 29, 2011 hearing in the Hammer Retaliation Law Suit, 
Attorney Naylor never discussed with me, or the Sun Valley City Council at a Sun Valley City 
Council meeting, the results of the November 29, 2011 Court hearing, or the direction that he 
was thereafter going to talce in the Hammer Retaliation Law Suit. 
64) Attorney Naylor also never discussed with me, or the Sun Valley City Council at a 
Sun Valley City Council meeting, that he was appearing in Court on December 15, 2011 on 
behalf of Sun Valley in regards to the Hammer Retaliation Law Suit, nor did I provide Attorney 
Naylor with any directions as to how to respond to matters at issue at the December 15, 2011 
hearing. Any arguments or discussions that Attorney Naylor held with the Court at the December 
15, 2011 hearing on behalf of Sun Valley were done without my explicit or implicit authority or 
approval. Subsequent to the December 15, 2011 hearing in the aammer Retaliation Law Suit. 
Attorney Naylor never discussed with me, or the Sun Valley City Council at a Sun Valley City 
Council meeting, the results of the December 15, 2011 Court hearing, or the direction that he 
was thereafter going to take in the Hammer Retaliation Law Suit. 
65) I have subsequently discovered that prior to, and dwing -the course of, the Hammer 
Disciplinary Investigation, several written settlement offers related to Former Administrator 
Hammer and the Hammer Retaliation Law Suit were served upon Attorney Naylor by Former 
Administrator Hammer's legal counsel, which Attorney Naylor never provided to either me or 
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the Sun Valley City Council. Nor did Attorney Naylor ever request that a Stm Valley City 
Council meeting be held to discuss the settlement proposals put forth by Former Administrator 
Hammer. 
66) On December 16, 2011, I met with Attorney Naylor at Attorney Naylor' s offices .in 
Boise. 
67) I certify that at the meeting of December 16, 2011, I did not consider Attorney Naylor 
to be representing me as Mayor of Sun Valley or t(! be the legitimate attorney of Sun Valley 
because he had been forced upon Sun Valley by ICRMP without my approval. I told Attorney 
Naylor that - if anything - his limited role as an attorney was to defend Council Member Ribi 
and ICRMP in the Hammer Retaliation Law Sui~ and that Sun Valley's interests related to 
Form.er Administrator Hammer's claims were vastly different tlian either Council Member Ribi's 
orICRMP's. 
68) I certify that in my discussion with Attorney Naylor on December 16, 2011, I did not 
consider that I was seeking any legal advice from Attorney Naylor nor did I consider that 
Attorney Naylor was providing me with any legal advice. I did not consider the conversations 
with Attorney Naylor on December 16, 2011 to be attorney.client conversations. 
69) At the December 16, 2011 meeting with Attorney Naylor, I told Attorney Naylor that 
I considered Former Administrator Hammer to be a "whistlehlower" who was entitled to 
protection from Council Member Ribi and from any retaliation for having disclosed the multiple 
acts of harassment against Former Administrator Hammer. Attorney Naylor responded that the 
definition of what a ~stleblower'' was grey, and that Former Administrator Hammer was not 
considered a "whistleblower". Attorney Naylor could not differentiate between why Former 
Administrator Hammer should not be considered a "whistleblower", but why Former Treasurer 
Fmstenson and Fonner ,Clerk Ek were considered aq ·'whistleblowers". 
70) It is my belief that Attorney Naylor refused to recognize Former Administrator 
Hammer as a "whistleblower" suQ.ject to necessary protections, as a strategy to protect <;ouncil 
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Member Ribi and ICRMP from Former Administrator Hammer's legitimate claims that Council 
Member Ribi had harassed Former Administrator Hammer, and that Council Member Ribi was 
now retaliating against Former Administrator Hammer for complaining about it. 
71) At the December 16, 2011 meeting, I told Attorney Naylor that Council Member 
Ribi's, Mayor Elect Briscoe's and Council Member Y oungman's actions at the special Sun 
Valley City Council executive session ofNovember 11, 2011, and thereafter, regarding the 
allegations of misconduct against Former Administrator Hammer , was a "kangaroo court", 
especially because Council Member Ribi, Mayor Elect Briscoe and Council Member Youngman 
refused to let Former Administrator Hammer directly confront them to answer the allegations of 
misconduct that were asserted against Former Administrator Hammer. 
72) At the December 16, 2011 meeting, I told Attorney Naylor that the Hammer 
Disciplinary Investigation and the Hammer Retaliation Law Suit were separate and distinct 
matters and that Attorney Naylor was not supposed to have had any involvement in the Hammer 
Disciplinary Investigation. 
73) At the December 16, 2011 meeting, I told Attorney Naylor that in defending Council 
Member Ribi and ICRMP from the Hammer Retaliation Law Suits, Attorney Naylor was clearly 
on a "different team" than either myself or Sun Valley. 
74) At the December 16, 2011 meeting, I told Attorney Naylor that his acts in trying to 
control the Hammer Disciplinary Investigation turned the Hammer Disciplinary Investigation 
into a "witch hunt'' of Former Administrator Hammer as part of Attorney Naylor's defense of the 
Hammer Retaliation Law Suit 
75) At the December 16, 2011 meeting with Attorney Naylor, Attorney Naylor tried to 
convince me to continue investigating Former Administrator Hammer for misconduct. I 
specifically told Attorney Naylor that he was not the attorney in regards to the Hammer 
Disciplinary Investigation and that I considered any and all matters related to any investigation 
of Fonner Administrator Hammer to be concluded. 
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76) At the December 16, 2011 meeting .with Attorney Naylor, I told Attorney Naylor that 
I still had concerns ahout the misconduct of Fonner Trea.'IUrer Frostenson which I had discovered 
during the Hammer Disciplinary Investigation. However, I told Attorney Naylor that the issues 
related to Former Treasurer Frostenson were not his concern as part of his defense of the 
Hammer Retaliation Law Suit. 
77) At the December 16, 2011 meeting with Attorney Naylor, I provided Attorney Naylor 
with an oral history of the multitude of complaints that Former Administrator Hammer had made 
about Council Member Ribi's harassment of Former Administrator Hammer and the several 
times I notified Council Member Rihi that his hostile conduct towards Fonner Administrator 
Hammer needed to cease. I told Attorney Naylor that I did not believe that the Sun Valley 
investigation regarding whether Council Member Ribi had violated the Sun Valley Personnel 
Policies And Procedures related to the harassment of Former Administrator Hammer, as 
Investigator Ball did not adequately interview Former Administrator Hammer or myself. In 
addition, Investigator Ball had been given direct orders to interview both Former Council 
Member Lamb and Council Member Youngman related to Council Member Ribi's harassment of 
Former Administrator Hammer, and simply refused to do so. I told Attorney Naylor that he was 
not the attorney related to the investigation of Council Member Ribi's harassment of Former 
Administrator Hammer either. I told Attorney Naylor that I was considering hiring a new 
investigator to perform a new, internal, Sun Valley investigation of Former Administrator 
Hammer's harassment complaints against Council Member Ribi; because of Attorney Naylot's 
improper influence over Investigator Ball's previous investigation, but that I may not have 
enough time before the end of my term as Mayor of Sun Valley to do so. I told Attorney Naylor 
thatl had concerns that something potentially needed to be done to protect Former Administrator 
Hammer from Council Member Rihi. 
78) At the December 16, 2011 meeting, I told Attorney Naylor that I recognized that he 
was trying to defend Council Member Ribi against the Hammer Retaliation Law Suit that 
ICRMP would have to pay for, but that I had a separate obligation to protect Fortner 




Attorney Naylor was not part of. 
79) At the December 16, 2011 meeting, Attorney Naylor told me that he wanted to 
forward information to the Blaine County Prosecutor regarding potential criminal charges 
against Former Administrator Hammer and other Sun Valley employees. I told Attorney Naylor 
that doing so was not part of his job in defending against the Hammer Retaliation Law Suit. I 
told Attorney Naylor that nothing that Former Administrator Hammer had done could possibly 
be considered to have been "criminal" because everything that she had been accused of had 
either been approved by myself or the Sun Valley City Council. However, I .told Attorney Naylor 
that ifhe found anything that he could convince me of was "criminal" related to any Sun Valley 
employees, that I would allow him to tum over the information to the Blaine County Prosecutor. 
Attorney Naylor gave me the document attached as.Exhibit E, which he said he would keep in 
his files if he ever needed it, which I signed. However, I told Attorney Naylor that I expected 
him to obtain my specific approval before he turned over any documents to the Blaine County 
Prosecutor. In addition, I specifically told Attorney Naylor that he was not to provide the 
Authorized Ball Report that I directed stay in City Attorney King's possession at City Attorney 
King's Ketchum, Idaho office to the Blaine County Prosecutor under any circumstances because 
of its multitude of flaws, errors and unauthorized and unwarranted conclusions. Subsequent to 
my signing the document attached as Exhibit E, and prior to the end of my term as Mayor of Sun 
Valley on January 3, 2012, Attorney Naylor never sought my approval to forward any 
information to the Blaine County Prosecutor. If Attorney Naylor provided any information to the 
Blaine County Prosecutor prior.to my term of office as Mayor of Sun Valley ending on January 
3, 2012, Attorney Naylor did so without my approval and against my explicit instructions. 
80) At the December 16, 2011 meeting, I told Attorney Naylor that I believed that 
immediately after Mayor Elect Briscoe was sworn in as the new Mayor of Sun Valley that 
Former Administrator Hammer would be terminated as the Sun Valley City Administrator. I 
told Attorney Naylor that I was going to spend the next week trying to work out a settlement 
between Former Administrator Hammer and the new Sun Valley City Council. 
81) At the December 16, 2011 meeting with Attorney Naylor, Attorney Naylor told me 
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that as long as Sun Valley continued to investigate Former Treasurer Frostenson and Council 
Member Ribi, that anyone who was placed on administrative leave should be provided-with a 
notice regarding what their obligations were while on administrative leave. I signed the 
documents attached as Exhibit F regarding Former Administrator Hammer. At the December 16, 
2011 meeting, I also remember signing the same type of documents regarding Former Treasurer 
Frostenson, Former Clerk Ek, former Sun Valley Fire Chief Jeff Carnes, former Sun Valley Fire 
Deparlment employee Tina Carnes, and former ·sun Valley firefighter Nick Carnes, all of whom 
were also on administrative leave pending investigations. I did not consider the signing of the 
fonns provided to me by Attorney Naylor as meaning that I had entered into any form of 
attorney-client relationship with Attorney Naylor nor did I consider that Attorney Naylor's role 
as the attorney for Council Member Ribi and ICRMP related to Hammer Retaliation Law-Suit to 
have been expanded because I signed the documents. 
Former Administrator Hammer Is Returned To Active Duty And The Hammer 
Disciplinacy Investi1ation Formally Ends · 
82) During the week of December 16, 2011 through December 23,.2011, I sought to 
discuss possible alternatives to settling matters between Sun Valley and Fonner Administrator 
Hanuner, but I could not get Mayor Elect Briscoe or Council Member Youngman to discuss any 
settlement options with me because neither Mayor Elect Briscoe or Council Member Youngman 
would return my calls. 
83) On December 23, 2011, I notified Former Administrator Hammer that she was being 
placed back on active duty status with full rights and authority as the Sun Valley City 
Administrator. 
,· 
84) I thereafter gave Former Administrator Hammer notice that she had been exonerated 
of any disciplinary claims and that I considered the Hammer Disciplinary Investigation and all 
matters reJated to Former Administrator. Hammer concluded. 
85) Dming the week of December 27, 2011 through December 30, 2011, I sought to call 
a special Sun Valley City Council meeting to seek to have Fonner Treasurer Frostenson 
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tenninated.as the Sun Valley Treasurer for misconduct and insubordination, and to discuss· 
settlement options related to Former Administrator Hammer, but Mayor Elect Briscoe, Council 
Member Ribi and Council Member Youngman refused to acknowledge or attend such a meeting. 
86) I have subsequently-discoveml'that between·December-23, 201'1 when "I took Former 
Administrator Hammer off of administrative leave, and January 3, 2012 when my term as Mayor 
ofSwi Valley expired, several written settlement-offers related to Former Administrator Hammer 
and the Hammer Retaliation Law Suit were servecl"up Attorney Naylor by Former Administrator 
Hammer's-Jegat counsel, which'AttomeyNaylor never provided to· either me-or the-Sun Valley 
City Council. Nor did Attorney Naylor ever request that a Sun Valley City Council meeting be 
held to discuss the settlement proposals provided to Attorney Naylor by Former Administrator 
Hammer. 
The Unauthorized Ball Report 
87) On or about December 4, 2012, the Idaho Mountain Express posted on its on-line 
version, a document purporting to be a report issued by Investigator Ball dated December 20, 
2011 (the·"Unauthori7.eci"Bal:lReporr)(Exhibit·G), whichwas-purportedlypreparedpriortothe 
end of my administration as Mayor of Sun Valley on January 3, 2012. 
88) I certify that prior to my viewing of the Unauthom:ed Ball Report on or about 
December 4, 2012, that I never was provided a copy of the Unauthorized Ball Report, including. 
specificaUy that I was never provided a copy of the Unauthorized Ball Report prior to the end of 
my tenure as Mayor of Sun Valley on Jaµuary 3, 2012. 
·s9)-I certify that the Autbo~ Ball Report significantly differs from the Unauthorized 
Ball Report in that the Authoriz.ed Ball Report asserted multiple facts and made multiple 
conclusions about the conduct of Former Administrator Hammer that differ from the facts and 






90) I certify that the Authorized Ball Report I was provided on December 12, 2011 also 
significantly differs fro~ the Unauthorized Ball Report in that the Authorized Ball Report 
included-factual allegations and fmdings about misconduct of Council Member Ribi which are 
missing from the Unauthorized Ball Report. 
91) I certify that I would have never approved the Unauthorized Ball Report or its 
publication. as in the Unauthorized Ball Report Investigator Ball has made numerous factually 
incorrect statements, based mostly on hearsay, as well as doubtful and dubious statements of 
individuals that had been interviewed by Investigator Ball. In additio~ Investigator Ball had no 
authority pursuant to her retainer agreement (Exhibit B) to make any conclusions or fmdings of 
any sort,,as Investigator Ball's role related to the Hammer Disciplinary Investigation was merely 
to interview individuals with· knowledge·ofthe··allegatio:ns· of mistbnduct against Former 
Administrator Hammer, to obtain any relevant documents, and to report on what those facts and 
documents were . .J -consider:lnvestigator.BalP s-jncluding of findings and ~nclusions in the 
Unauthorized Ball Report to be an unauthorized and -illegal usurpation of my authority to have 
made "final and binding" decisions regarding Sun Valley employee disciplinary matters pursuant 
to Section 8. 7 of the Sun Valley Personnel Policies And Procedures while I was still Mayor of 
Swi Valley. 
92) I certify that between December 12, 2011-until my tenure as Mayor of Sun Valley 
ended on January 3,"2012, I gave Investigator Ball no authority to contact Attorney Naylor, to 
discuss the issues associated with the Hammer Disciplinary Investigation or to take any direction· 
of any sort from Attorney Naylor. 
·93) I"certifytfuit Between December 12, 2011 and the end ofmy tenure as Mayor·OfSun · 
Valley on January 3, 2012, I gave Investigator Ball no authority or no direction to modify the 
· Authorix.ed Ball Report in any fashion _o-r to prepare any additional ·or supplement.al reports for 
Sun Valley related to the Hammer Disciplinary Investigation she had been retained to perform on 
behalf of Sun Valley, including.in regards to the Unauthorized Ball Report. 
94) I have reviewed the December of 2011 invoice of Investigator Ball (Exhibit C) which 
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indicates that_~ direct ~iolation.ofmy authority and without my-knowledge or approval, between 
December 13, 2011 and December 20, 2011, Investigator Ball surreptitiously communicated 
with-Attorney Naylor and-apparently prepared the Unauthorized Ball Report at Attorney 
Naylor's direction without my authority, knowledge or direction, and dated the Unauthorized 
Ball Report on December 20, 2011 to fraudulently assert that it had been completed dwing my 
tenlll'C with my knowledge as Mayor of Sun Valley, when it had not 
95) I certify, that the Authorized Ball Report did not include_the language that appears on 
the Unauthorized Ball Report claiming that "This Document Is Protected By Attorney Work 
Product Privilege", as at no time was Investigator Ball retained by Sun Valley during my tenure 
as Mayor of Sun Valley to perform any legal work or to prepare her report in regards to pending 
litigation, as Investigator Ball was retained solely to perform the fact finding portion of an 
internal Sun Valley disciplinary investigation. 
Fwther Affiant sayeth not. 
Subscribed To And Sworn Before 
Me This M__ Day Of '5~e:\?.-w-
2013. 
~ :l>f'o)f't;", . 
..,__.. ___ .............. 1 
GARV W. BROWER 
NOTARY PUBLIC 
STATE OF IDAHO 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 1st day of November, 2013, a true and correct copy of 
the foregoing document was served on the following individual(s) by the method indicated: 
Kirtlan G. Naylor 
NAYLOR&HALES, P.C. 
950 W. Bannock Street, Suite 610 
Boise, ID 83702-6103 
The Honorable Jonathan P. Brody 
District Judge 
Minidoka County Courthouse 
8th & G Streets 
P.O. Box368 
Rupert, ID 83350 
25 
[X] U.S. Mail 
[ ] Fax: 383-9516 
[ ] Hand Delivery 
[ ] Email: kirt@naylorhales.com 
[X] U.S. Mail 
[ ] Fax: (208) 436-5272 
[ ] Overnight Delivery 
[ ] Hand Delivery 
[ ] Email: 
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cttyof SUN VALLEY 
CITY OF SUN VALLEY 
PERSONNEL POLICIES & PROCEDURES MANUAL 
Adopted bytbe Mtyor ml CityCouDcil 
Resobioo:No.1997-2Janmuy16, 1997 
Resolur:icm No. 1997-9 January 16, 1997 
Resolution·No. 2001-03 May 16, 2001 
RcsobionNo. 2004-o8 Novanbcr 18. 2004 
Resolution No. 2007..()6 Pebnmy151 2007 
Re.,nlation 1'b. 2007-12 Much 151 '2007 
SV1 
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Novmabcr 23. 20i I 
Mayor Wayne Willida 
City of Sml Valley 
() 
MANAGEMENT NORfflWEST 
9Ui W)'nd.,... Driw -Baiat. m 13702 
Ph: 20I-J42•7J42 Fa: *"'7J..7IOS ., •. ,,,.,,,_ 
Phl•timD*lcuJ,59m 
City of Sa Valley will be billed It a lloarly mo of $240 far all .wt rmdac:lld Trawl 
1ime from ·Boiao ID San VaDeywill be billed It 1/2 tbe hourly ratfl plus ~pated 
m.ilaae Tbc City of Sa Valley will a1lo be J.IIIJIOlll,ib1 far tbe nimburmuat of all 
RIIIOlllblo ad HClllllrJ ~ mtpelllCI mmnccl dUlin& lbeCCIIIIII oflbe 
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2011. at the law o&ico of Hawley Trmell, localed at 126 Main Street South, Suite B.4, 
Hailey, Idaho. A wri1tcn. report will be prepared after the interviews -are· conducted. 
Please lign and date below·aad return to the undersigned via email or fax. My cell phone 







Management Northwest - Patricia Latham Baa, Esq. 
916 Wyndemere Orlve 
~Wg 
lnvok:e submitted to: 
City of Sun Valley- Attention: Tammi Hal 
January 04, 2012 
Invoice #14569 
ProfeaslonalServlces 
11/17/2011 PLB Telephone .conference with Adam.King 
11/18/2011 PLB Telephone c:onfefence with Adam King and Mayor 
11/21/2011 PLB Telephonic interview and briefing with client Telephone call from 
cUent 
11/22/2011 PLB Emails to and from dlent; Prepare and aand tef'dative Interview 
schedule 
11/23/2011 PLB Prepare engagement letter 
PLB Telephone can from King 
PLB Prepare email to Mayor n,gardlng Interview schedule; Review 
volcemaDa from Mayor, Prepare email regarding witness oat; 
Review volcamail and letter form Hanvner's counsel; Review file; 
Prepare emall. to client regan:Ong parametefs of Investigation; 
Prepare Day two lntarvtew schedule; Telephone conference with 
attorney MUler regarding conference room usage; Review emails 
from King regardng documentallon 
11/2412011 PLB Review emaDa from client and Kirt Naylor 
n 
Hrs/Rate Amount 
0.30 NO CHARGE 
240.00lhr 
0.40 NO CHARGE 
240.00lhr 
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City of sun Valley ~ Attention: Tammi Han Page 2 
Hra/Rate Amount 
11/25/2011 PLB Review and reply to emails by and between WW, KN and DB; 1.10 284.00 
Prepare emau to client regarding scope of Investigation 240.001hr 
11128/2011 PLB EmaBs to and f1'0m client 0.20 48.00 
240.00/hr 
11/2712011 PlS Review file; Prepare for JnteMewa 1.50 360.00 
240.00Jtv 
11128/2011 PL8 Travel from Boise to HaUey; Travel fi'om Halley to Sun Valley Lodge 3.20 384.00 
BUlecl at half time 120.00lhr 
PLB Confer wtth Mayor; Telephone conference with Naylor, Conduct 7.40 1,776.00 
lnter'llews; Confer with Hammer's attomey; Confer with Naylor: 240.00/hr 
Prepare for day two Interviews 
11/29/2011 PLB Travel to Halley from SUn Valley; Return lrlp 0.80 98.00 
Haff..Ume blUed 120.00Jhr 
PLB Prepare for Day Two Interviews; Review Day 1 notes; Conduct full 10.50 2,520.00 
day of lntervtewa; Confer with dent; Evening: Status calf to Naylor; 240,00lhr 
Rewtew documenta from wltnessea; Review emaiJs fcom client and 
wttnesaes: caua to anc:t 1rom Naylor regarding Prior and Interview 
schedule; Prepare for Day Three JntaMaws 
11130/2011 PlB Prepare for Interviews; Conduct Interviews; Telephone conference 4.20 1,008.00 
to and from Naylor; Emalia from Hammer's attorney; EmaU from 240.00Jhr 
cftent 
PLB Travel fnxn S&m Valley to Boise 2.80 336.00 
Half time bitted 120.00/l'lr 
12/1/2011 PLB EmaBa to and from Hammer, Review additional documentation 2.10 504.00 
provided by Hammer; emaua to and from Mayor; EmaBa from King; 
Review documentation; Emaila regard!ng expanded scope of 
240.00/hr 
lnvestigatlOn to Include Flnt Department complalnta; Review emaDs 
to and from ctient 
12/2/2011 PLB TefaphOne confarence wfth cUent; Prepare request for documents 2.30 552.00 
for expanded eoope of Investigation; Telephone conference with 240.00Jhr 
Naytor; Provide atatus = to cftent; Emaffa fmm King regardJng 
documents requested; from Rlbt regarding doc:umentatfon 
12/312011 PLS Telephone canference with Naykr, Travel to and rec:efve 1.20 288.00 
documents; Review file 240.00/hr 





City of Sun Valley- Attention: Tammi Hall Page 3 
Hrs/Rate Amount 
12/512011 PLB Travel to and meet with Frostanaon to conduct Interview relatfng to 9.50 2.280.00 
Fire Oepartant; Review City documents wtlh Froltenson; Confer 240.00/hr 
with Naytor; Review aadJt card documents With Frostenson 
PLB Post-Interviews: Conduct extensive review of time NCOrd8, time 5.50 1,320.00 
cards, payn,I reports, wllness notes and other FJre Department 
Ome record documentation; Crosa-check payroll to time reports; 
Cros.check time report& to handwrttten tfme card totals 
240.00/hr 
12/6a011 PLB RevJew ftle; Telephonic foUow-up Interview with Mal Prior; 3.50 840.00 
Telephonic Interview of Ray Franco; Foflaw..up telephcnlc Interview 240.00Jhr 
with Ek; Tefephone call to Naylor 
PLB Conduct exten9lve review of credtt can:f. invOfces for City 6.50 1,560.00 
Administrator. and Are Chief; EmaJls to and from Halt, Hammer, 240.00lhr 
WJUlch. Naylor, Ek. King 
12flfl.011 PLB Review emails m:im wltneA Ek; Review documents; Review 8.20 1,968.00 
witness notes; Commence preperatlon d Jnveetlgdve report; 
Review doa.aments provided by Hal; Review al docWnenta and 
240.oon,r 
commence seledlng Exhl>ita for report; eroas-c:ornpare eJChlblts to 
report details; Summartze witness notes; Continue prapandlon of 
first draft report; Conduct talaphonlc intemew of Adam IQng; Confer 
with Nayfor; Emafls to and frum Naylor 
12181'2011 Pl.B Numerous emails to and from Hall regarding document collectSon; 13.50 3,240.00 
Review documents; Conlnue preparation of Investigative ~ 240.001hr 
Review and prepare exhlbft8 and 8JChfbl llsta; Numerous emails to 
and from Naykr, Emafla to and from Hall; Research law; Review 
cBent policy manual; Review exhibit& and exhibit lfst 
121912011 PLS Review and revise report; Emalia to and fn:m Naylor, Telephone 4.40 1,056.00 
conference with Naylor 240.00lhr 
12/1112011 PL.a Review and ravtse draft lnvastlgaflve report; Review exhibit list 3.20 768.00 
240.00/lv 
12/12/2011 PLS Final review of ntport; Finalize exhibits; Travel to and pa,tldpate In 5.20 1,248.00 
tefephonfc meeting; Review recorded lnteNiew, Emalia to and from 240.00Jhr 
clJent . 
1211312011 PLS Review emails from Prior; Telephone conference with Naylor; Email 0.60 144.00 
to Prior, Rewse report; Email to and from Mayor 240.001hr 
12115/2011 PL8 Review emafl from Prior; Telephone caU to Naylor; EmaB to Pnor 0.30 12.00 
240.00/hr 
12116/2011 PlB Emails to and from NS)'fOr 0.40 96.00 
240.00/hr 
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City of Sun Valley - Attention: Tammi Hall Page 4 
Hrs/Rate Amount 
12/17/2011 PLB Email from Naylor; Telephone conferencewllh Naylor 0.40 96.00 
240.00/hr 
12/19/2011 'PLB Review Hammer tape; Emafls to and from Naylor regarding report 
12/20/2011 PL8 Review Prior tape; Review and revtse ttvee Investigative .reports; 
Emails to and from Naylor; Anallze reports; Add exhibits 
1/3fl012 PLB Telephone call from Tammi; Retum call to Kirt 
For pn>feaslonal services rendered 





0.20 NO CHARGE 
240.00Jhr 
110.40 $25,008.00 
11/28/2011 SUn Valley LodgJng and Meals 395.43 
Lunch - Shorty's 12.00 
MIieage from Baise office to Haley confarence room then sun Valley lodge - 157 .5 x $.51 80.33 
Breakfast 7.50 
1112912011 Braakfast 7.88 
Mileage fi'om Halley to Sun Valley and return trip- ZT x S.51 13.77 
Dinner - 18.89 18.89 
11/30/2011 M.Deage from Sun VaUey to Boise -157.5 x $.51 80.33 
Braakfastll.unch - Shortfs 11.50 
12/5/2011 Bast VVestem Vista Inn at Iha Airport Hotai Conference Room for Froatenson lntervfewj 124.84 
Hatsl-provldec:I Lunch for Meeting; Hotel photocopy charge 
12/20'2011 Copying coat 32.96 
412 at .08 
Total C08tl $785.43 
Total amount of this biU $25,793.43 
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Meeting with Mayor V\lllllch and Councilman Briscoe to review Patti Ball 
draft report. 























6 of Sun Valley 
12112/201'1 -
Extended meeti, rr MIi.Wiich Councilman Briscoe 
12/13/2011 -
Detailed review of final report from Patti Ball; 
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For professional services rendered 


























I, Mayor Wayne Wlllich, do hereby authorize Kirtlan G. Naylor of the taw firm 
Naylor & Hales, P.C. to nottfy the 8jaine County Prosecuttng Attorney with regard 
to the information and facts discovered in an employment investigation that may 











PERSONAL AND CONFIDENTIAL 
Sharon Hammer. City Administrator 
Mayor Wayne Willich 
December 16. 2011 
n 
NOTICE OF CONTINUJID PAID .ADMINISTRATIVE LEAVE 
PENDING INVErnGATION 
rti1:tb 
YOU ARE HEREBY NOTfirlED TB.AT subsequent to placing you on paid leave, we 
have received infonnation indicating that you may have acted, omitted acts. or o~. 
performed in ways which are. contrary to 1hc expectations or the staudarda of conduct for the City 
of Sun Valley employees. 
Because the matter under investigation potmtially affects other employees, we amnot 
provide additional details about the behavior that is of concem at this time. .. 
THEREFORE, UNm... THE INVESTIGATION INTO SUCH INFORMATION IS -
'SUFFICIENTLY COMPLETED, YOU ARE HEREBY CONTINUED ·oN PAID LEA VE 
Ji'ROM PERFORMANCE OF YOUR CURR.ENT DUTIES WITH PAY. 
P.endiilg the outcome of our inquiry. you are directed not to perform any of the duties of 
your employment other than those necessary to preserve the City's interests in your absence. 
Further, you should not make any representations or statements as a representative of the City of 
Sun Valley. You are further directed not to make any contact (directly, indirectly, pcrsonaily or 
through any other person) with any peISOD who may have filed a complaint against you or been a 
witness to any such event This is a confidential -personnel matler at this point, and you 
should respect that confidentiality until our inquiry ia complete and you have been able to 
respond to our initial determinations. This paid leave is !!2.t a-disciplinary action. 
You are also directed, ,as a condition of your continued receipt of your pay during this period of 
paid leave, to respond honestly to any inquiries from me. or any other individual designated by 
me, concemmg any aspect of this investigation and any matters of business which are within 
your knowledge and within the normal course of your employment, as set forth in the Notice of 
AdmiDistra.tion served on you as well. 
YOU ARE FURTHER DIRECT'ED TIIAT effective immediately, and during the 
period of your paid leave, you are not authorized to be present in any of the private offices of 
any City facility which are not accessible to any other member of the general public, without 
express written permission from me or.the official in control of such facility. Finally, you ar;:. 
directed not to access or utilize any City computer, computer system, network resource or 
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applicatio.n. (however characterized) or remove any documents or other City property ( excluding 
only your personal effects UilCOllI1ected with City operations) from any City facility. 
You are hereby notified that any violation of the directives set forth in this Notice 
may result in separate ·additional comequences. 
In the event the investigation Indicates personnel action is warranted, you will be 
given an opportunity to present any response to the information received as a result of the on• 
going investigation before a final decision is made regarding the action to be taken. 
If you do no1 desire to accept this continued paid leave pending the outcome of 
the on-going investigation, but prefer that your employment records with the City of Sun show 
that you terminated your employment by resignation. please su.bmjt your written,resignation to 
me and yom resignation will be d.ocun:!..ented and yaur final paycheck will be p.repared and 
delivered to you. 
Please be advised that sim:e this matter involves potential personnel action, you are 
requested to respect its confidential nature UIItil all steps in the process have been completed. ... 
DATED. this 1~ day of December 2011. 
Mayor 
Affumation of Service 
Service of the foregoing Notice was delivered via U.S. Mail to Attorney James Donoval. counsel 
?!,--
for Sharon Hammer on trui-t-=- day of December, 2011. 
Notice of Leave • Page 2 
EXHIBIT A ~ Page 3 
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PERSONAL AND CONFIDENTIAL 
Sharon Hammer, City Administrator 
Wayne Willich, Mayor 
December 16, 2011 
NOTICE OF ADMINISTRATIVE INVESTIGATION; ORDER TO PARTICIPATE 
IN INTERVIEW PROCESS AND ADVICE OF RIGHTS 
YOU ARE HEREBY ADVJSE.D that _you m~y be questioned as a part of an official 
investigation. You will be asked questions specifically directed and narrowly related to the __ 
performance of your official duties. You are entitled to all the rights and privileges 
guaranteed by the laws and the Constitution of this state and the Constitution of the United 
states, incJuding the right not to be compelled to incriminate yourself and to have an attorney 
of your choice present during questioning. Accordingly, you are hereby ordered pursuant 
to Garrity v New Jersey, 385 U.S. 493 (1967), to submit to this Interview and are 
specifically advised that nothing You say In response to questions ·posed to you 
during this interview will be used against you in any subsequent crhnlnal prosecution. 
YOU ARE FURTHER ADVISED that if you refuse to answer questions relating to the 
performance of your official duties, you-will be subject to administratlve charges which may 
result in your dismissal from employment. ff you do answer, neither your statements nor any 
infonnation or evidence which is gained by reason of such statements can be used against 
you in any subsequent criminal proceeding. However, these statements may be used 
against you in relation to subsequent administrative charges and violations .of the City of Sun 
Valley's policies and procedures as well as the City of Sun Valley Personnel Policy. 
You are hereby notified that you are hereby placed on a paid leave status, and that, as a 
condition of continued receipt of pay during this paid leave, you are directed to assist this 
agency concerning matters you were addressing as an active employee and to provide the 
City of Sun Valley with a telephone number and address where you will be available at all 
times during said paid leave. You are further directed to fully cooperate wtth and 
honestly and fully respond to any inquiries you receive from the Mayor or any other 
person involved in this administrative Investigation. Further, if you provide false, 
misleading or incomplete infonnation In answering any questions during this 
procedure, you may subject yourself to administrative action, up to and including your 
dismissal from employment with the City of Sun Valley. 
~-
NOTICE OF ADMINISTRATIVE INVESTJGATION-1 
EXHEBIT D • Page 1 
'-"·· 
. . n . 
. " ·"' 
Once you have had an opportunity to review this Notice, and In the event you do not intend to 
compty with this order to participate in this aspect of the administrative investigation, you are 
directed to notify me immediateJy. As previously noted herein, in the event you refuse to 
participate tn or to answer questions relating to the perfonnance of your official duties, you 
may be subject to administrative action, up to and including dismissal from· your employment 
with this agency. However, that is a decision you must make. 
YOU ARE FURTHER DIRECTED NOT TO MAKE CONTACT WITH ANY PERSON WHO 
MAY HAVE FILED A COMPLAINT AGAINST YOU OR WHO HAS BEEN A WITNESS TO 
ANY SUCH EVENT. WHETHER IN· PERSON. THROUGH A THIRD PARTY, BY 
TELEPHONE, OR IN ANY OTHER MANNER NOT SPECIFICALLY STA TED HEREJN. 
If, after considering this Notice, you prefer that your employment records with the City show 
that you tenninated your employment by resignation, please submit your written resignation 
to me, so that your records may be proper1y documented and your final paycheck wm be 
prepared and delivered to you. 
Affirmation -of Service 
.. 
Service of the foregoing Notice was delivered via U.S. Mail to Attorney James DonovaJ, "ts,- -
counsel for Sharon Hammer on this /JI!- day of December, 2011. 
NOTICE OF ADMINISTRATIVE INVESTIGATION~ 2 
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D~ber.28, 2011 
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On November 21, 2011, lbe 111dinlpcd - nlllncd by the Cily of Sun VaUcy 
("the City") to perfbrm an lowatiptlon concerning complalnll nilled relating to alleged 
violations of the City ofSwi Valley Ptr--1 Pollclee & Procemrc. Manual ("Manual") 
- by City Admlnilb'lltor Sharon Ham111e1 ("Hammer"). Specifically, the City requellcd 
· tilat the underalped CODduct an inveatlption relating to a complaint locfaed by the City 
Trea111R1, Michelle Pnill-n ("Proen111n") relating to Hannner'a llleged mlaxmduct. 
On Deceinber 2, 2011, the City reqllelled that the~ oflnve_ll!gatio11_1Jc_~dl:lllllto _ _ __ _ 
IJlcliJde .-prdlmliwy.mhaaikini>f poiimiiifviolatlon1 ofciiaduct WJthia the City's Flie 
Department. 
The _potential violations by Hammer were reported by From1110 to Mayor WWlch on 
· Oclober 5, 2011, Ribi on Novembcr.10, 2011 and theCityCouncilllll November 11, 
- --- -- 2011: Fiollellloil, H8Dl!ri« md C"lly Clerk Kelly Ek ("Bk") were placed on adminlmrive 
leave pending an interual lnwllligation. 
-~ ._ '" - .. . ----
INVJSTIGA'QQN PROTOCQL 
The lnwllligalion COJlliad of! 
A. lnfervtewa or tile Followln1 .lndMduab: 
I. Michelle FrostenllOII, City Tn:aaurer 
2. Sharon Hammer, City Adminllb'lltor 
3. KellyBlc, ~Clerk ----- -- -
.-, -4.-,,Wayne.Willidi. Mayor ·.·,,c"' 
-- 5. -D\'18)'DC Bri1COC, Mayor-ID~t · 
6. Nils RibfCouncDn110 
7. Connie Marri1, PoHce Oft"ICCJ" 
8. Mark Hoffman, Dovelopment 
9. Cameron Daggett, Police Chief 
I 0. Mil Prior, Fil'el"ighlar 
11. Adam Kln1, City Atlomcy 
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THIS DOCUMENT IS PROTBCTBD BY A7TORNEY WORK PRODUCT PRIJ/ILBGE 
QVEJlYJEW QF FINDINGS 
Sufficient evidence exists to support multiple vlolationa of City policy by Hammer. Since 
the documentation and witneas statements rcalllted in evidence that could alao legally 
implicate Hammer, 1 foUow-up interview was not conducted with Hammer. Additionally, 
preliminary interviews pcrtainlng to City Fire Department concerns supported possible 
violation of City policy and law. Accordingly, no intcrvlewa were conducted with Chief 
Jeff Carnes, Tina Carnes or Nick Carnes. These anattera should be lmanedlately Jeferred 
to an outside agency for further andit and investigation of posaible civil and/or criminal 
violations. 
ALLEGATIONS AND INVF.8'1'IGATQR'S FACTUAL PJNDINC'.S 
5Mmn Hemmrr 
U1eofCltyVehidg 
Frostcaaon allegea that Hammer has violated the City's policy in her peraonal use of a 
City-owned vehicle, 12.001 Ford Expedition (''City Vehicle"). Section 3.13 oftbe 
Manual st*lca In patinent part 
"Clty-oWlllld M!h/du Iha/I never be used for priW1te pu,pmo. JYl,en ER,playea arr, 
l'l!t}llired la travel 0111:slde d,e City while OIi City b11:slnus, Employees :sho11/d &e a City 
vehicle unl,m _, of a private \IC!hlcle is approved by the Siipen,lsor." 
In reaponae to the existena: of Manual Policy number 3.13, Hammer contends that the 
Mayor bad authority to change the terms and conditions of her employment hued upon 
paragraph 10 (A) ofber Employment Agreement (Bxbibit A), which waa extended via an 
Agrecnicnt Bxtcnaion (Bx hi bit B~ The Employment Agreement, Paragraph IO (A) states: 
• Tbe Mayor, in couultation with the Employee, ahlU fix such other terms and 
conditions of employment, as he may dcterininc fltm time to time to be 
appropriate, relating to the. perfonnance of Employee, provided such tera• and 
conditions are DOI lnCODBistent wldt or in conOict with the provisions of this 
Apeement. • · 
Hammer admits that she his openly used the City Vehicle fw both perBOnal and buainCBB 
purpoaa aince comnJCDcing her employment In June of 2008. In a signed written 
statement entitled "lJ&c of City Vehicle" dated November 28, 2011 and provided to the 
inveatigator (attached as Exhibit C). Hammer states that when ahc first moved to Sun 
Valley in June of2008, she did not have a vehicle. Haimner asserts as followa: 
t 
"Mayor Willich authorized nte to use thf Ford Expedition whenever I needed it, 
even for JlffllOnal 11,c. Because of che !proximity to City Hall, I let\ die Ford 






THIS:DOCUJIBNT IS PROTBCTBD BY A7TORNBY WORK PllODUCT PRIVILEGE 
Baaed on the approval of ~yor Wlllicllt 1 ued the Ford Bxpedition ra personal 
use." 
Hunmor further writca: 
"In0ctobcrof2008, I andmyhusbandrnoved...approximatdy 1.7 miles froan 
City Hall and Che City Hall Fire Station.At that time, I bad a discuaaion with 
Ma)OI' WillichrcgarcUng continued me of the Ford Expedition.. Mayor WilUcb 
apecifJCllly told me that I could conlinue to IMCd,.the Ford Expedition at aU times. 
including for conunuting to City Hall and fCI' penona1 use. We discusaed that I 
had become a anemberof the Sun Valley Fire Dcpa1bueut and the need for my 
availability to respond to Fire DeJ)llrtment pagea. ••.. • (Exhibit C) 
Hammer admits that she maintained poaaesalon of the Chy Vehicle and has operated it 
-Cor perioneJ use such u going lo ,the gym and to the grocery store. 11 She hu also uaed 
this.vehide when responding to pages "from the gym. the groccryatorc, the movie 
cheater and Che golf co~ ail well as ·"social events.• She contends that Mayor WWieh 
and Oty Council members have viewed heroperating the City Vehicle "in the evenings. 
weekends ud holiday& N 
"Not once in over three year1 did any member orthe City Council question me about the 
use of the Ford Expedition even though my use of the Ford Expedition was coupicuooa. 
At all times, my use of the Ford Bxpedition was done with the explicit approval and the 
authority ot Mayor Willich.11 (Exhibit C) 
Hammer admits that &be bad been questioned by·Fl'Oltenlon regarding her peraonal use of 
the City Vehicle. Froatenson llatea that she railed che i111Ue sevcnl times 11 • violation of 
policy, and that Hammer only responded. • 1 know." Prostenaon states that moat rca:ntly 
she complained to Hammer on September 191 201 J and Septanber22, 2011. when 
RanmlU had the vehicle in Boise while an personal time. Hammer claims that she 
advised Froateuaon that there was an agreement allowing her penonal uae. 
Mayor WiUich at11tes that he does not spec:iru:ally remanber authorizing Hammer's 
peraonal use of the City Vehicle, but he •migltt have said that." Mayor WHlicb expressed 
that be bad no real objection to its use for peraonal and bminea. Neither Hammer nor 
Mayor WiUicb presented the investigator with IIDY written email, amcndnu:nt or 
memorandum authorizing Ham~n penonaJ use of the City Vehicle. Witncsacs 
intervil:\Wd agreed that they had viewed Hammer openly driving the City Vehicle for 
busincn· and penional uso. Mayor-Elect Dwayne Briscoe staled that he was unaware that 
a City policy existed prohibiting peraonal use. 
Both Mayor Willich and Hammer referenced the age and lack of vaJue of the City 
Vehicle to 1Upporl a finding that there was no violation. Ham1ner wrote that the Oty 
VehJcle '1Jas been fully deprecialed in Sun Valleys financial records and is currendy only 





THIS DOCUMENT IS Pll.OTEC'J'BDBY A'ITORNBY WORK PRODUCT PRMLEGII 
expreasi:id that it was a surplus vehicle that ·he 1'should have just sold to• to Hammer '1 for 
$300.1' 
Flndlnga: 
Sufficient nld:ence aist, to 1uppo11.a Ylulatlon of Polley 3.13 of the City's Manual. 
Whether the Mayor authorized Hammer to bypass Policy 3.13 is unclear from the fac11. 
While the Mayor claims that he may heve granted her authority, there is no documentary 
°"'dcnce supporting dlis authorization. Fut1hermore, even if the Mayor had authorized a 
departure from Policy 3.13, ii does not appear that he had authority to do ID under 
Hammer', conlrad or the Manual 
While Paragraph 10 (A) of Hammer's Employment Agreement pennill the Mayor to •fix 
such other terms and conclitiona of anployment as be 1nay det~mine from time to time to 
be appropriate, w the Mayor is only authorized to do so aa it relates lo -,,Crf'onnance of 
Employee" and only to the extent that such other terms are Niiot inconsistent with or in 
conflict with the provisiolls or this Agreement• This Agreement incorporates 1be 
Personnel Manual into the Agreement in that it 1pecificaJJy1talcs in Paragraph 10 (b) thal 
"all provisions of the Peisonnd Manual and regulations and rules of the Employer 
relating to vacation and sick leave, retirement contributions, holidays and othel· benefits 
which no,v exist or hereq/Jer 111ay be amendsd. a/10 shall apply to En1p/c,yee as they 
WOltld to orher ,m,ployea of Ehlplaycr. • (Exhibit A. emphasis added). 'Bencflts" would 
include use of the City Vehicle. It further statea in Paragraph 12 A that "the text herein 
shaU constitute the entire agreement between the partics.i' Additioully, the M1nuaJ 
apecificaHy states that •in order to maintain efficient and effective city acrviccs, it is 
easm.tial that the rules and regulatiODS goveming pcrso1ulel be clearly conununicated and 
lmpartlally administered." 
Additionally, Hammen Employment Agreement conunenced on June I, 2008 with no 
fixed tcrn1. It was amended on September 17, 2009 to state that ii "shnll automaticalJy 
renew on its anniversary date (June 1st) for a period of one (I) year hereinafter unless 
notice that the Agreement shall tenllinate is gi~n at leul sixty (60) days bef orc the 
expiration date.ii According to the Agreement Extension, the BmpJoymeol Agreen1ent 
between the City and Hammer reaewed aulomatically on June I, 2010 and expired under 
its own tcnns on Jw1c I, 2011. Any contractual audaority interpreted to be granted her for 
personal use of a City Vehicle al inception of empJoyancnt woul~ 1111uably have expired 
on June 1, 201 J. 
Accordingly, there appears to be no authority either in the Manual or contractually for the 
Mayor to circumvent Policy 3.13. Whether the City considers the openly accepted 
penonal use oflbe City Vehicle by the Mayor and Councilman as a mitigating factor is 
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P• or cttf Credit Ct.,-4 tor rmonaJ f'.!el Ow:m 
City Treasurer frostenaon raised. concerns to aty Council and the Mayor that Hammer's 
fuel.purobases f «,F.Y (flacal year) 20 IO (October 2010 throush October 20 J 1) oa her 
City~iuued credit card ippcared excessive at approximately SJ 700. She expressed 
conccm dial Hammer v.as using the Clty-iaued credit card to purchase fuel .for personal 
use. A prelbninuy audit of these fuel charges by the invatigator confirms that this 
estunatc ls accurate Jf not higher. A few credit card stalcmeota couJd not be Jocaaed. aod a 
few receipts were miaing, all of wbich·could drive the number higher. 
Since Hammer openly used a City-:o\Wlcd vebicJe for personal and businca we, a 
inileago log would be lbe controlling document to determine aether.City funds were 
appropriately used. Hammer neither nuintams a log nor other documentation tracking the 
nwnber of miles driven each year (or buaJness versus personal. Her omission now makes 
ii impossible to RSCe11ain the exact amount of fuel consumed f cr each purpose. 
Hammer states that she used both her City,-issued CR:dit card and a JJCl'IODal Capital One 
or MasterCard credit card to fuel the aty Vehicle. She denies ever' using the City credit 
card to purchase fuel r« any vehicle other than the Oty Vehicle. She producc:d a 
aummary of \Wat she contends were pertOQal gas pun:hucs for the City Vehicle (Exhibit 
C). 11te documentation docs not reference a license plate number, so lhere la no ability to 
confmn that 1he purchases were for her City Vehicle nther 1h1111 her husband's or another 
vehicle. Hammer contends thal bet husband fills his vehicle with hit own crecit card. 
Hammen document•tion shows th•t her pmonal credit card charges for fuel in 2009 
totaled SSS0.49, $287.42 in 2010 and $574.76 for201 I to date. In addition to those 
charges, she sought reimbursement from the City rcr businC11 fuel charges inaarred on 
her personal credit card in the following amounts: 2009 • S 170.36; 201 o -Sl43. 90; 2011 
• none) (Bi<hibil C). 
Hammer provided the investigator with a signed atatenmn dated November 28, 2011. 
entitled "Use of City V chicle" (l!xbibit C) and a folio w.up letter daled December l, 201 I 
(Exhibit D. page 3, paragraphs 2 and 3) • Hamtncr indicated that she reviewed the City-
issued credit card statement each 1UOnth and veri faed that all suppot:1ing documentation 
was praent to suppot1 the expenses; she then initialed the yellow cover sh.eel. The cover 
sheet and supporting documentation wen:: then £awarded to Mayor Willich CO review, 
approve: 1111d sign. Thereafter, Hammer reported that the packet was f uwarded to a Sun 
Valley Cily Council member, on a rotating basis.for approval and aignalore.(Exhibil C) 
Hammer imerta that the Mayor, Frostenaon or the City Council could have questioned 
the appropriateness or the payments at any time, but did not do so. 
FlodlDga: 
SufOclent evidence exllf1 to support • finding lhat Hammer violated the City's 
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The City maintains a written.credit card policy and requires City card 111111 to sign a 
Cndit Card U.• Agr=naat. 1be City cannot locate a signed ..,,anent fer Hammcr. 
Since per lhe poUcy lbe Qty Adminiatnror la napoaaible ror hlndlins misuse 
co,mplafnts, it fa nasonable to conclude that she ls aware ofber obligations "'41tn using a 
City card. The policy lltalaa that "City credit cards may not be used f« pmollll 
purchases or pll'IOllal use." 
Hammer's cal mdar year 2010 pcnonal credit cud ch111ea •e the most compelling 
evidmaeotffammm'a mfmse oftheOtycard. Hammeradmltl that lhc City Vthide la 
the only vebid e llhc drives. Sh c ~ admits that she usad the City Vebide in 2010.far 
pcncmal and bulineu purpoa~ includin1 bat not limited ID comm~g 1o and from 
work, poccry shoppins. golfm1 and IIHending other social events. Wimeacs aJ,o 
obaand her using dae Qty Vehicle to attend football pmes ud to so camping on her 
he tbne. Despite tbaeadmillioni, Hammel'splllOaal fuel pmclmes showed 
absolutely ao 2010 pcnonal fuel purchases t« lhe City Vehicle tor theYll'lt four and ane-
haltnxmtbs of 2010. Her 11rst111e ot'apononalcndit ~ ia 2010 waa·May.}6.2010. ln -·-
lhe meantime, the a1y'a detail ledger lllowa at least four gaoline ~-4~J~is. __ _ 
ame time period on lbe Citya bUIUlall cndit card 
Additioully. fer FY 1010 (October 2010 thmugb Och;,ber201 l). no pmooal Juel 
purchaes were made fer the followiq moatha: October, January. March, May and July. 
(Bxhlbit C). 
Otbc:r oooccms include rcpi:aad rcfezeacea on the submitted fuel expae to II Admln CC 
cbtrg•" lldbcr than dmigutlng that the fuel was r« a specific businemrtrip (Bxbfbk B).:0 
One ld'ermce on d11, auppartlag cb,:urneatation submitted by Hammer 1taa •1 c:an't lcll 
if this is the city cc or my personal cc.• (Exhibit B, Jllie 2.). Thia wu fuel pmdmed on 
Hammen City credit card that wu reimbursed to lier (Bxbibit B) 
Multiple pun:haaa in dCIIC time and proximity waa allo aotcd. Hammer states that the 
onJy vehicle lho fud ed with the Cly card wu her City Vehicle. On Bxhibit P', Hammr1 
City credit card reflects three fuel purcbaa• on tile City cud• follows~ 
4/S/11 - 7:19 In Hailq(l9,536gaUona) 
416111 - 9:Sl in Hailey (10.SB311Dons) 
4/6111 16:22 in Mountain Home (11,718 pllona) 
No Olher bullncu Imel expmsea fCI' 11ml dale (e.s., hotda, food purdma out of*>wn) "lo'"' 
are noted m.1 bar City credit card ar.tcment The gaa receipts arc not Fi.re m: El4T related. .,~~· . 
because the hmdwrittm noca1ion on 1he n=celpta stlta II Admiuistration .. cndlt card ;;~n.~ 
cbargm .. Boise.• Howwcr. personal purchasa tlaat aro linGd out on hat pinonal CepitaJ _..-..... 
One card reflocttllefolowingpenonal tralllllCliona on thaae aame dat11:(Bxha'bit C): · · · ,.,_-: .. -~~l;,r~· · 
:/~~,w.:· · :' : '! . . ~i-l~~-h.::1i · 4/S/11 - Twin Falls (Costco and Target) 
4/6111- Boise (Boise Co-Op) _;::·,~:·:r.:~~, . . ..:··-:~W~:::.~Tqf~~:. - ,.-;~~i:i.t:..; . 
. :•L ~~ ... 
346 
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Based upan the above entries. Hammer's Oty Vehicle appears to have been fueled on die 
morning of April S. 2011 m Hailey. Hammer made purchuea at Costco 111d Target in 
Twin Fall1on her penonll cnxllt card. 'l1le vehide wu then re-fueled in Hailey.on the 
morning of April 6. 2011. Hammer made a pcraonaJ purcbue at the Boise Co-Op on that 
lllllH: date and then refueled in Mountain Homa in tho afternoon. Baaed upon lhese: 
entries,it 1ppcara that the d~ption ftt41S/1 I and 4/6/1 J 111pporting threo fuel 
pure~ in two days far .. Baile Adminiantion• is not accurate. 
As stated in the Manual's Mission Statement, the aty 1'1:db on a moral aenac of 
ate wardship and adherence to the idaala of exccUence In IICl'Yice to its cillzena. .... 
Hammer's u,e of the City c.redit card for pcnonal fuel consumption iwd boifailtire to . 
track prnonal and busiam. oar: of CueJ 'WIii in complete disreprd of ber n:sponaibllitiea 
11 a public eerna.t It ia recommended that ma external investigation and/or audit be 
conducted to ueertain rhc dearee of misuse oftbe City card and to determine whether 
any violationi of law bavc ocauTOd. · · 
:nme OffRprt!pg 
'' H • •• • ....... , ... -. m•• • • , ..... ,.~.~.', M"¥•,••• •••,-L-- -~>•h•, ,.~..... • ·-·--·-> 
·~. . . . . ,_; . . 
u• ;.,. n-,J ,,•••••·•,, ~•• _.,. 
Froakmon Ulerts that Hamn• baa not been-properly reporting vacation and lick time 
otftbus raultJna in her being wnmgfblly reimburacd for time off and maintaining benefit 
accrmla to which abc ia nol otherwise entJdal.. 
s,4.u,,,; 
. ·,JPbullng:Jllftffldent m~ c:dstl to 11pport:aflndhaa tut Hammerfdedto 
report lick time off. 
Hammer indicated that even while ill at home abe would continue working. It also does 
not appear chat Hammer took any e1tended day, of for uck leave purpoaca other than· · · 
from JIDUII')' 6-1 J. The Mayor did not object to Hammer occuion.Uy working frm1 
homo. Accordingly, inaufrtcient evidence exists to 111pport a (mding that Hammen use 
and reporting ohick leave dearly violated the Cityi1:,ollcy. However, the time off taken 
ftomJanmry 6-11, 2011. should be deducted fnm lier sick leave bank. 
('a,doaltPtUflM 
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Exhibit 01 aa provided by Prost~ sbowa the following vacllion houra n,portcd via 
-Hammer aending email, to Frostenaon: 
2008· 40 
2009~0 . 
. 20 l O • 80 (plua cu bod out III lddition1);40 hours)• 120 
·2011 - 184 hours (plus cumcl out an additional 40 bowa) = 224 
,Hammer produced lo the lnvatlptor I typed 1tatement slped and dated November 28, 
201 JI wlic;ll ia entitled "Vacation, SJckandPlcx Time.• (Exhibit H) Hammen poeition _. 
_ _ -~ _tllat pur11111nt le, ~t~e>! ?(c) of.J.!ea: ~ployillel.ll _Agrecmtent, 1thl,)v11 g~tcd 40 hQUll :. -...... 
· · · paid YICICJon,credilcd to her accouiU at tlm ltart of employment and 160 boon per year 
'thereafter.·Thia iasue.i, not diaputed;·A, argued in bet reapometo the Uso of Vehicle -
dfscuulon.·Hanimcr lllel1I that the Mayo, altered the terma ofhcrVICltlon and 1ick plan 
plll'8Ullllt to.Section l 0A of her Employment Agrooment Specifically. Hammer contends: . 
-. --- -- ----· - - --·-····-·--:,:_--Mayor WUUchautliortadme.toutiiizeflexti111cio:makeupforworkpafonnsf:· .. 
-------- ... ' - ' -. :. : ..... :., .... ~---~-~-:_:.-,~~!~~~;::~~fJ:!r~iii8::'n81!:r.rS::-~~C#:,~:i·: ... ~---·- .. 
· · -- -- .. the Sun Valley Policies and Proccdurea.•-(F.xhibit H)-
Hammer then aets f arth I detaUed tnclcing of all houn spent working weekends, tlmsgb __ ,. 
her hmcb periods (dtiDg Policy 3.9 to support her lunch break eatitlement), holiday, and -:_ · · 
aflcdhe standard cloec of buaineaa. Hammer clafma that by virtue ofdda approved "flex.}: 
t~rogram.abe las accrued approxlmatdy J40day1 off.mt lime; "which wa1 never.1~i 
,.--··ofl'ldlUyaccnm'IFplrt of'niy-vacatioiftime<puriUant·to-my~twilhMlyof ·-··· 
Wlllich.• (Bxhibk H). Sbe: continued. "noaethclca. the time WU authorir.ed punuanl to -
Sccclon l 0A • of her Blllployment Agreement (l;!xblbits A encl B). Hammer "auerta that 1 · ·· 
only~--~~tcly 19 ~~tboa.e_J4~ f:lap I ac:crued~iag tbc 200~ lhmug~ 20}1 __  
_ '. period; As of.November 2Ql l~leatimate Chat I atill·pouess appmdmately 121 da}'I of 
accn.lOd flex time vacation punuant lo my ,ign:emcnt with Mayor Willicb." (Exhibit H) 
. ....~,--.. 
;:.;;,.·· 
·--~-.. -· ; .... ~::u[~f-
. ::-~.' :~:~}~~- . 
'.~i~f 
:~;!~"-~;'' .. , 
... ·-.,1:~; 
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next day. The Mayor also lad no ~jection to Hanuner working hm home on occaion, 
• when 1be is ill. Ho\\Cver~ the ~r Bllles dlat at no time did be approve any program 
deemed "flex lime" or comp time for H101mer. When adviled wlllt Hammer was 
contendils perllinins to "flex time" beina tracked and U8ld Instead of ¥1C1tion, the 
Mayor responded that lie was •to1111y unaware of that" and did llOt •horize Ir. 
... , ·. '~ -
Finding: Saffldeat mdeuee allta to npport I flDdln& that Hmmer .. filled ta 
properly report nca•-ti• tak& Her eonduct la In vlolatlaa of timekeeping 
requlrementa ad 11 tatamellllt,to flllltkatloa or tbneardl (Pollq 11.4 (17). Failure 
to report w~tlon taken ftllllted In Hammer nceMna ealllal Ht ne1Uon 
pa,-nta to which 111, ,,.. not entitled, An Independent oa1Blde adlt and 
-- ...... -......... liiiiillpffiii'itioliild tii'lmimiBitilfeoiidictitncfditeiiiliitliiiiteifirtbe · ·· · ·- ···· ........ · 
• .·., ".f;:•:··-1:t·~ ;. ,....,. ..... 
-.•.•. -•• ·.i,., 
Hammen accrual rates wen: Id Jnltially In lmr Bmployant Agn:cmeat at 40 bow. up 
··-- ·--·-''··~· ~- _ . f'nintY1C11donand 160bOID'I IIIIIUllly thereafter. Hammcr'lspmentpe111bungto 
:::-:~~""-7_:··-~·:· .. :-::··--·~·-- ---~--contiilctull modification of ~~-lama of her vacation bcnd"lt ·1a rejected far the 11111e 
:'.: :: -~;:;:·;. ; .:~: : ; -~ : :·.- · : .. · · · --: . r~n di~ undar •use of-Vehicle" set farUt previoualy ia this repor1. AckUtionaUy, 
:·:·;· ~.:_·:-:~~-~:'_"_-":--'.~~~-:·:· ~--=·,·:.:·.~:.·.·-~-~-·;:~:~~~~~~-=~~=o!:f,~::;.:c:1·· 
worken. Hunmcr i1 rapomible tor adllltin1 to the Polldea aet forth In tbc Manual. 
Bnlployeca arc 111111ed a aalary and benefita, which encomplllCI their compensation 
pacbgee. Thcy 1n1 not aurhodzed to make their own rules. Hammer, • the Qty 
., :r: Adminiltntor II rapcmlible for eaf'orcing die City .Manual. Sbe ii fully aware that she is 
";,.-,:, .;'::. :· -:.~.:.:-.::":·,:, -~::·····~---,,·~:~~~.an-a.cmptllllried employee,:u indicated· ID· Policy 4.5.; Shi: iB·paid ·fCI' lhejob without 
· · · · reprd to the numbs of houn wcll'kcd. Polley 4.8 (B} dearly atata lb1t "exempt 
-- , employees-will work more tban 2080 houn per,_.. and that Ibey may "have variations 
- hi the hours worked from week to •ek to do 10.• Hammer akould aim be aware Chat 
.... ··· - .. , ....... __ . ::i·:····:,:::=::under fdaho:Jaw.and:thi::manual;-ihcJirtotatitledtt,·1,lilN:h":lm:iki;Mc;;e:bi1poitafitly,=::~ 
M1::lflnmleru:neltber:entJtlcidtooviiirdmefanUhoumworlmdowi-tartyperweck 
(Policy 4.8 (B)), nor ii ahe entitled or even eliafblo for a compeatory or -i1ex• time elf· 
Jl'OgnuD • doacn'bed by HltnDIII'. -~llcy 4.8). 
~111tr:mpt lo claim some •rt or compmt11tary lime ,a (refemd by her u Nflcx 
A~· r1mei either reveals I compledon J.ack or andentadiag of wage and hour Jaws or an 
· :r abuse of her p,wer u City Adminiltrator, Sued upon the evidence p,mentad, it appe111 
.:-,:;; :;;~:.;. _ . ,i:t;f< ·. to dearly fall under the latter, Additionally, rcprdlea of lsr claim that &be Is enlitlal to 
_ .J:: _ a flax tbnc program. Mayor Willicb denies antcrlaa into B1JCh u .....,_.,nt with H11mner 
·· - - ,~:::\':'cc'.-':·· :. :;~t or grmdiilgheraucb &llllhorization.·B~ lfbc bad, arpbly • \\Ouldnot bavebad legal 
:"'_:.:--;.:·;;·;~~~~:·;~:'.: :~~~-rt.~F:·:.·· "aiithoritY:io~innt auch I pn>pma II applied to·Humner. 
_=.-.~.c;~.}~!J:U,t1);'f: .. ~-~~-~ .. ~~:,;. ~... - . .. ·<:~1!:.;- ~ 
I;fk~~i~i~;~~:-= ·. Io:~ whether~ violation occumd, tu Inwadptor diare•rdcd lime ;takon 
;·?:_;~: ~la;:( ·r -· ·.- ·:,--,byJfuuiier,to enp• ln·baroumination 1tudia. BMT lninln1 ad tmlln1, 11 · 
il:~J~ .. - ;1K' · · f;,,\¥efe ap~ by the Mayor and inured to the benefit of the City. Tmnlng to 
f-~~i.::b:-~~[W,~; .. ,_.:t. '~~~arr tlken,-Himmcr ua m~ It diJ'f'lC\llt to account fa- her time mr due lo lier fl 
, : ':'l~f !Iii ·. .. \ r 
. - ·- .,, ~ .... ~ ....... ·,:.l'J ...... -· .... • .·,.:.. 
•.. - •.J,l_\ ~~;~·~':,'\• 
10 
··.·t'·' 
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comple1e timeards tncking vacation time off taken. Other department beads ao dO» and 
It appears hi8J)y suaplcious that Hanuner did not. Hammer provided the investigator ,wth 
an after-the-fact recap ofber wcation time uaed, wbich further dcmonstntcs that she 
bl1tmlly failed to track and/or accwately report vacation time u It w11 used each year 
(Exhibit D), 
Bued upon documentation presented by Proateaaon (via en1aih received fmm Hanuner 
nlcnndng time off u compared to payroU documnts) as well • Hammen written 
statctnellll. sufficient evidence exists lo support a findins that, al I nunbnum. the 
folJov.iag timeioffwa taken• YICllfon and not reported: 
• 2008; Hammer C811led 40 hours of vacation time and properly reported 40 hours 
of vacation time. This left a zero balance golns Into 2009. 
• 2009: Hamnier eamod 160 hourt of vacation time for calendar year 2009. 
Frostcnson's recook support a fmding that Hammer did not report any used 
vacation for 2009. Records provided by ProatenaoD indicate that with the IDOlt 
conservative lnterptetation of this data, ll.lalt 96 boun Mn taken by Hammer 
11 unreported vacation in ~. u evidenced in Exhibit 0. Theac include 4/J 7/09. 
S/15/09-s/22109, 6/8/09 and 9/28/09-10/01/09. Adcllionally, Hammer expressly 
ad.mill in her written supplemental statement that time off she toolc from S/14· 
5/18 waa fer 'notber-m-law fimaraJ• and further admita not counting this time 
against ber vacation bank (Bxldbit D~ The Citya Manual does not include I paid 
bereavanc:nt leave benefit for thJa purpoae. Family Medical Leave does not COYer 
this type of ablcncc either. Thea dare, thia lime should have been rcpmffli 11 
vaeadon. Additionally, Hammer admit. to takin.1 an additiOJlll 48 houn (l/2S-
l/26. 4/30-S/3 and 11/19122) for vacation in 2009 for which there appem to be no 
.reponing of vacation time used (Bxblbi1 D). In mm, there appean t~ have been 
at leut 144 bo111·1 of ncatloa taken In 200, by Ham111er without any houn 
belq deducted frmn her •atttloa bu:k. Tldl would leam Hanuner wllh two 
dayt of unuled ••cation time In her bank golq lato 2010. 
• 2010- Hammer C1111ed 160 hours for 2010, pl111 carried over J6 hounfrom 2009 
(using COJllffi'lltive vacation reporting numbera to give Hammer lhe benefit of the 
doubt). FtcetenlOll'a: docwnentadon mows thatHmruner WonnaUy roported, via 
email to Froatenao~ 80 hours of vacation In 2010, which weR, deduc:kd Crom 
Hammen vecation accruala (Exhibit 0). H1n11ncr admita in Exhibit D that she 
actually took 160 houn of vacation in 2010. Ratbcr than reporting thOIO extra 
hours. Hammer cubed out 40 hems of "unused" vacation on Nofflllher 21, 2010. 
She had no authority to cuh out tbla amount, because lhc bad not reported any 
time off in 2009. Policy S.2 C(3) provides for caab outs only if the employee bas 
used an equal amount of vacation leave ht the previous 12 n1ontb period. Hammer 
had not rcpmmi any used vacation in 2009. Purthcnnore, and more lmportandy, 
Hammer ,wa not authorized to roc:eivo a 40 houn cash out of vacation oa. 
November 21, 2010, because she did not have that much actual vacation to cash 
OUI. The maJmum cub out laking aU of Hammen number, as truewouJd have 
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received• cuh.outror 24 hours ohompem1tlon or,vhlch lhe wu not 
entitled. · 
• 2011 ~ Hammer earned J 60 hours of vacation at Im slart of 2011. Frostenson's 
docwncntation suppona thit only184hours·were daimedas.ftOlltion through 
.payroU (BxbibJt O~,HllhllMt admits actuaUy taking 248 hours ofvation to date 
in 201l(ExhlbU D, 31 days-x-8 hnlday). Additionally; Hammerrcceived a cuh 
out paynlClll fCI' 40 h<>1n ofaUcFd unuacd vacation on April 24, 201 I. This 
brings :the total.to 288 hounof VIClllion either caahed out or taken. u paid timeofT 
for 201 l. Por the calendar year 2011 10 date,...,na Indicate lhat H11n1iner 
hu ncetved t:0mpm111tlon ror at leut 128 houn of llllCU'Ded \IIICaUon 
benefitl, tbroup either cuhecl out nation or continued pay. 
sqH,llql: 
Hammer contends tlat her May 2011 vacation sllould have been credited to her camed 
Sabbatical time rlf. Hamaner dai1111 tblt on or about May 10,201 I, mu "informed 
Frosteuoa that she was going to take an extended vacation of23days,. including using 
IS daya of SllbbtticaJ vaca11on• which Frosleuon did not record (ExJibit H) Froatcmon 
denies tJat Hammer ever advised her that she should apply sabbatical lime lo lhe May 
201 l vacation. The email cb;umontation 8QJJPCS't1 Prostc:nson'I position that the lime df 
request was for vacation mlherchan a lllhbatical. AddilionaUy. Frostenson states that 
even if Hammer had requested that lhc time off'be recorded u Sabbatical leave. Hammer 
was not yet cJi9blc fC6 her aabbatical time while she \\BS on the May vacation. becalJIC 
she had oot reached her three-year anniversmy. FJ'Oltenson fil'f her indicates that 
sabbatical time cfibu never been placed into vacation accrwda in the 1ystem. Sabbatical 
is CJaeked scparalely alld only on employee ~,at When utilized. itmt11I be taken in 
one lwnp sum and is paid out as stnight salary and not coded as vacation. 
Policy 5.3 stales that aabbaticals are earned after completion of the first three years of 
empJoyntent. Hammer places her own actual anplo~I shirt date as June 2l, 2008 
(BxJibit J, lmndvitten note under 11SabbaticaJ•). The vacallon in question ran from May 
9,201 J to June 9, 2011. Thm:f~ skew• nol eligible fora sabbatical leave for this 
Ume oCf. Second. Policy S.3 roqu_irea the employee to achedule the sabbatical dates •in 
conaullatioa and wilb the approval of the Supcrviio,i'whicb would be lhc Mayor in 
Hammen case. Therefore. any notification or emaD lo FrosteDSOJ'I would have no impact 
unless authorized by the Mayor.Finally, abbaticals must be bllcen • a single block of 15 
days. which has not occurred since Hammer became eligible for this benefit. Hammer It 
eUaible far a 15-day Sabbatjcal• "hlch must be taken within Olle year from being 
eanted. However, tbh ft • aepan1e ll1ue from vacallon time off 111d 11 not treated 
llke vacation from a cub oat or reportlq 1tandpoJnt. 
In sum, dear viola tiom of the Manual oc:cvrrod due to false reporting and failure to 
accura tcly report vacation usage. Vacation time off' must be accurately rcpo11cd by City 
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funds. At a minimu01, Hammer violated City policy. le IJll implications should be punued 
through audit and outside agency invesri gation. 
InR!d.8F.t9!Jle4 QluenatJ•o wlfh Olftc;e Mol'd, B!Wdlng EggrtlJs Sgtlpn 
On November 11. 2011, the City Couneil engaged in an Executive Session to discuss 
FrostC1110n's concerns n:ladng to Hammer. Hammer admits that abc was aware that this 
wu an Executive Sesalon. Executive Sessions arc confidential and not open to the public. 
Hammer provided a signed statement to the Investigator dated November 28.2011, which 
ii en tided ''November 10-J J 1 20i 1 • and attached • Exhibit J. Thia statement confirms 
that Hanuner was 1 \WU'C that the City Council intended to hold an Executive Session on 
November 11 1 2011, forlhe pW'J)Ole of'"hirin& firing and disciplining an employ=c.'" 
(Exhibit J) Although the Executive Session was scheduled for 2 p.m. on a holiday 
closure, Hammer states that abc was wodcing in the office at that time. Hammar admilB 
mecling Ofr1eer Connie Monis •around the Police chief's office door- and hearing Mayor 
Willich and Councilman NUa Jlibi ("Ribi") talking.-Hammer states that a garbage truck 
pulled up outside after 45 seconds and then she left this area of the building. At this point 
she bdieved the meeting was about her since Frostcnson waa in attendance. 
Hammer and Morris both state that they went on a ride in the police car, because 
Hammer waa upset When they returned to her office, Hammer states that she obtained 
tea three times in a location outside the Council Chamber front door. Hanuner admits 
hearing somcaubsta11tivccoaveraation from the meeting. She admits that she "stood by 
the door f cr approximately 30 seconds to I minute bn:wing tea11 and returned to get hoc 
waler ,wo more timcs11 standing there "for no mo,e than one minute each time.'' Each 
time she admits hearing voices in the Chamber. but states she "could not make out much 
of \\'Ital was being dilcussed." (Exhibit J). 
Morris cbu~a she cwcrheard some portions of the Executive Session by viz1ue of working 
at and around her work slaticn. Monis states that she was under the impression that 
Council meetings arc open to the public: and lhus not confidential. Both Morria and 
Hammer deny any intentional eavesdropping. 
With regard to the recorded volcemail submi"ed to the City by City Clerk. Kelly Ek 
("Ek")t both Hammer and Morris verify that they arc the pat1ics to the convenations. 
Both deny any wrongdoing by virtue of the conversation. The voicemailis in the 
poaaeaion of the investigator and the City. 
City Police CbiefCan1eron Dagg:tl, 1986 to ~t, bas listened to the Recording and 
believes there \\91 no wrongdoing evidenced on die Recording. 
Finding: 
I1t1Ufl1clent evidence exltts to support a flndtng that Morris or Hammer tmprope1'1y 
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discuaaioD8 fi'oll! areas of the. building open to the public. Con venations lose the 
protection of confidentiality when the speaker hu 1M discussion in a place where othen 
have the right to be am! talks loudly enouah fm the con venation to be oYCrheud This 
appean to have happened bare. The Council, althouah in an Executive Session I.e., . 
closed to'ihe public,,discuaed the matter loudly enouah to be heard outside the room. 
Moma and Hammer liDgmd in areas where they had thcrlaht to be at the time. 
Allho•lh not a teelmlcal breach, It la clear tllat Haanmer violated the 1plrll ortbe 
concept of the Execatlve Ballon by Unprlng Ira the hall to llatea ud la uY!n1 
Morr la relay tbe Inf ormatlon ahe heard rro111 the eloaed HUion. Additionally, 
lllflldenteY!dence exltt• lo support a finding llait Haiamer abuaed lier po1lllon or 
authority by aidblg In a poUce car with Officer Morrl1 lo dbea11 lhe Executive 
Seallon coatlenta and later qu111lonlng tbla nliordlnate 11arr member. I!) extract the 
coufldenllal content of an Exenllve Seulon. This line of Inquiry, wblcb wu evidenced 
in the recording provided by Ek, la inconsistent with the •moral sense of atewardabip" set 
forth In the City'I Mission Statement. The conduct was clearly unbecoming of a City 
Adminiatrator and was thus Improper. 
Un1uthprlzed.Bgnu1 Granted to RIY fnnco 
Ray Pranco ("Franco") Aaiatant Fire Chief for the last three yean, was granted the 
following bonusea and/or raises: 
03/06/09. FY 09 pay a<ijustment of step increase from 7 to 8 (3.78~; bonus of$7SO.OO 
10/0l/09 • FY 10 pay acfiustment of2.1% 
10/01/10- FY 102% COLA (cost oflivingadjustment); additioual bonus of$2,000 
(Exhibit K) 
TI1e 2009 increases were authorized by signatures of the Mayor, City Administrator anil 
Finance Director. The October, I, 2010, COLA Is covered in two documents. The fllSt 
states in handwriting "FY 11" and Is authorized by tho Mayor and City Administrator 
only. The aecond lists the 2 % COLA pl111 the $2,000 bonus, authorized by lbe Mayor and 
City Administrator. (Exhibit K) 
Franco states that Hammer infonncd him that she was providing him with the $2,000 
bonus and instructed him not to tell anyone about its issuance. In his inlel'pretation, this 
Included Fire Chief Jeff Carnes. Carnes and Franco never dlscllSSed the bonus. With 
regard to the 2009 bonus, Franco states that Hammer did not give him the 1111111c 
instruction regarding non-diacl06ure. Franco states that 2009 bonuses were given to 
"ovol'yone. • Since this Issue arose after Ha1nmer's initial interview, she has not yet been 
re-Interviewed on this polnL 
Finding: 
Insufficient evidence exist, to support a findl111 that the bonu1 payout waa In 
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Tho Mayor signed otf on the boaua ias~ and the bonus payout wa proparJy 
documented lo tho file. Employer, abould not iutruct employeos not Jo disclose wages as 
thia is protcctod concerted aclivity • .ffowever, no advene action w• threatened against 
Franco ff he opted to disclose 1be bonUL The Qty Admtnlstra1or appeand within lw 
11uthority to ia\11 the bonua, • long as it WIB approval by the Mayor:~~.policies were 
providod by the City to contradict tbiuuthorlty. ..:'.'( : . . 
Another iuuc railed by Prostemon WII whather Hmnmer ~ytltered 
documenladon submitted concerning Fnmcd, work on BLM fires. Bal!Od upon witneu 
statements, there appc:111 to be great confusion on the billing and tracklagpi'oceas for 
BLM work. Tbn w• alao scant docwne:Dlatioa provided to provide pddmce OD th• 
issue. Accordingly, imufllcient evidencB wu presented to make I dctmnu,llllion on this 
issue. ·· 
"•-,:,.1, .• 
PmQlct Q(lgterpt fflfb l•~c Astw 
Concema \WR raised wbBther Hammet WIB eapgod in I relatiombip Wif4:.Gft} BuiJdin& · 
Jnapector Eric Adtma (" Adams•) resulting in Adams being provided pnlrirendal ·· · · -· 
treatment in compematkm and obtainln& workforcobollling. No evidence·WII pnwided 
by any witnw to aupport a finding that a romantic mationsbip existed If any time 
betwoco Hammer and Adams. Evidence w• provided to support a socJal friendship 
betw=1 Adami and Hmu11er. Wltncaca rdtnneed that Adam and Hanuner wen: fiiaoda 
whom socialized outside the office. One witDC1111 showed the inwltiplOr pbotographl 
which depicted penons identified to be Adams and Hammer r11hing together/· 
Adam's penouncl file ret1ects that on June 6, 201 J, Hmnmer and tho Mayor approved a 
SS,000 lt\lultldellt to wkcs ltia aaJary more companble with other Department heads 
and rc&ct qualify of wuk by employee.• (Bxbib.it L) On October I. 201 J. Hmuner and 
tho Mayor authorized• 2% coat of living ecUuatmont. On thal Pmonnd Action Form, it 
wu noted "(SS.00011lary acUustment in June 201 J} a While It appeaq that thn fa.no 
new llllry ldjustment being s,atmf ia Oc:tober of 201 J •. Adam's compamtion WIit 
1tljusted upward by anathet S.S,000 iacremeot. · ""~ · 
AJ to workforce houain& Mal Prior c:1ahnl that Adams hu rec:eiYed prd'ereatfaJ ' .. 
creatmcnt in obtaining City-owned houains- The City bought two condonunluma and then 
granted Adams OD8 slot even though he already owns·property. He allO claims that the 
City lowered the rent on Adtun'I Qty housing. 
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Inaufftclenf evidence exist, to 1uppo11 a flndJng tbat a romantic relatlomlup existed 
beh,een Adam and Hammer that created a conruct of intereat. Of DOie, however, la 
the feet that Hammer ~posed heraelfto allegations of preferential treatmenl by engaging 
in social relationships with a pcnion over whom she controlled compensalion and other 
peraonnel decisions. While i1 1a·acbowledged that the Cty i, a 1mall town and the social 
circle may not be large, Jt is imperative for if City Administrator to strictly co1npJy with 
Polley 7.3, which cxprmJy prohibits City employees fmu engaging in any actMUes 
which could 1'9present a conflict of interest with their Qty emp1oymenL 
Workf' orce bOllllag guidelines ,verc not adequately outlined or provided ao that the 
lnvestlgator could have a basis upon which to evaluate this issue. It is reconunended that 
the City establish Slrict policies for eligibility requirements f cr determining· plaeement 
into City-owned housing to avoid any appearance of favoritiam er impropriety. 
. ... 
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While conducting the investigation on the abovweforenced iaues, Councllman Ribi 
recdvcd the texr mC11111ge attached a Bxhlbit M f'rcm Mal Prior ("Prior"), Captain of the 
CilYI Pirc Department (''Departtnenl"). Rlbi imntediately senl Che l~l mcuage to the 
Investigator. Prior was contacted and reluctantly agreed to meet f cr in interview on 
November 30, 20 l l. A follow-up telephonic intervic\Y wu conduct~ on December 6, 
2011 with Prior. AddJtlonally. 1 telcphonJc interview wa conduc~ with Assistant Fire 
Chief. Ray Franco (11Frm;1co"), on December 6. 201 I immediately after he returned fmm 
vacalioa. Issued railed:· · / 
. Juuc #J • Fa11mcatton or fire Department Tlrot Cnrds .. Nick Cmiel' Tlmecardl . I . 
. Mal Prtoa· lntervle1VtPrior hu been with the Department for 15 yws,and hu limvcd as 
. , . Qlptaln for lhc laat4~S y Prior ISS1lt1s that there is fatsiJlcatfon ofNfcJc Carnes' time 
· ~'. J~;i:ijr~a taking pl ace within · DoJ>811ment. Prior atatea that he has ,Jitneascd Tina Carnes 
: ,.i filaif), timccards wilbfn t p111ment for her son, Nick Carnes. He is aware on one 
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. . . ' d R .d d. Bia k .. b. t.__ Prior .. ' 
Cam.ea. He cita,E.ncA an111 1yFnnco111 Ree ·. c aaot er~"~ .states 
that Nick Camea doea riot alwiys ,QI out a time card. Tina Carnes fdfa out Nick Carnes 
tin,ecard •a.lot" • witnease d by Prior. Prior lllilerts that .tbue reflcded on Nidc: Carnes' 
thneard boot actual.tiine wmkecL· He notes.Chat Nick Camea works!fbll-tbne at KelJy 
Autmnotive as ~evi mace that the hom reported Cll1DOl be accual (Nole: ,Hi: aJso 
recomnwnds reviewing aU ,Kelly Automotive accounts as there may be charges to tile 
City &u1n Kelly Automotive fm services ll'ICh u oil changes that did not actuallylake 
place). j 
Prior states that he prepares the Fire and EMS ,e1Kn1. He aeea payroll fdes and what ii 
submjtfed. •The records aubniltted·are not an· accurate account of ti1ne ·actually worked. 
He ciccis-lbithe hu known abDul 1he nnsoonwct fer two~· but did not report It to the 
Fire Chief. Jeff' Caines ("Chief"). because~ ~d loae hisjoh . I . 
Priorstatea that he iq,orted his c01u:ems to Hammet •a COllple of tunes. .. He specif'acaUy 
nset wJth her to discuss his concerns in .the Swmner of2011 at Perry/a. Prior indicated 
that be reported to Hammer that Nick Carnes• timccarda were bdng falaifiod within the 
Fin' Department. No ehengcs wera omerved to address theac iuuea.·/ In Prior'a opinion. 
Hammer "listened ad didt1f do anything.• He states. "Slie was supposed lo do something 
about u.• Tbcrc was no inYaliption to·hia .koowledgc.111d the coaduct cmtinued. 
Hammer did not rell lum she would look mto it. mad she never got back to him regarding 
these concerns. He aJao advised Hammer that theft wu "a lot of sba'dy stuff that goes on• 
at the Department and rd'c:lfflCCd misuse of city credit cards and thJ votunw firefighter 
funds. The only chanac was that llhe took over u treasurer of 1be volunteer fiads. .Prior 
states that CW!f}'OIIC ii indmiclded by the Chie( He bas been there for 38 )'WI, md the 
Chief la "very good11 wUb the city council aild 1nayor.• Prior &tales that receady the Chief 
n•de a generaJ stateani:nc to him that this is not the find time 10111COne Jw •gone aftet" 
him. and the: Chiel rd'crenccd Set'f'Nivens. Prior stated, '\ve all· kno'iv what is going ODt 
and we don't want to be pan of it" He also stated1 •we all weal to Sharon Hammer and 
told her.• 1 . . I 
Ray Fraac:e Intentew: Franco hu been the Asiistent Fire Chief f~r three years. Prior to 
this position be aaved as the Dcpartrnent's Captlin f1r twenty~ Several yean ago 
Franco wu respouible fa procesaiug timccarda. Nick Cana was ~d Iliff ia 
consiarentJy reporting more time on his tiam::canl.s lhan he actually Worked. In November 
or December of 2008, Franco WII prepuing timccards f cr peyroD lilbmission when he 
saw that Nick Carnes had reported 240 houra far one moolh. Franco states that Nick 
Cania did not work rboee hours. Franco states that no one puts in 1non hours than 
Franco 81Jd he worb 160 houra per month. Franeo Rfused to ap~e if; the Chief 
approved the time. I 
Franco states that there were "quite I ffNI timesn that he rcfmed to ~n timec.ds do to 
fa lsiflcd timecsds f'nln Nick Carnes. He does not believe other workers are falsifying 
timecards. In ap~ximatcly January 2009, Franco wa advised ~ Tina Carne. would 
be taking over the fiinecard pl'OCCllling. BaaJcally, he feels that the responsibility was 
taken away froni }wn. Franco believes that it la a <:onfJlct ofintcn:st forTlna Carnes to be 
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Fmnco states that Nick Carnes arid Tina Carnes are comiatently reporting more time than 
is actually ~g worbd by Nick Carnes. He notes that 7:"ict <;ames hm a full-time job at 
Ketchum. fran,co also states that Tina Canu:s fills out NicJcls tm1ecards. 
Franco stales that there is a fear of people loaing their jobs If they say anything. Franco 
indicated that he is "terrified• about losing his job. Franco once told the Chief that if the 
City Council .asks Wm to bring this to bis attention he would have to tell lhe tnrth. Franco 
believes that the Cbid'does not can. Franeo states-that the Chietknowl thlt the 
rimecards are being falsified by Tina, and he signs orr on tnem. Franco-does not 
uudenrand why the timecards md rcco&ds fu the ~mcnt haw not been audited. He 
states that even ih review goes back a year, it will find hours reported when tbe 
employee was not even there (at the City job). 
Pranco took sonic concems to the City Administrator Hammer a raw times in 2010 
IIJJoping someone would catch It md look II it.11 One concern he raised to Hanuucr was 
that Nick Carnes was granted use of the Chlers City credit catcl. Nothing lriggc:A,d an 
invesligation or mt from Hammer to his knowledge. 
Michelle Fra1le1110D Interview· Frostcnson states that she has no autborUy 10 review 
Department tinleCIU'cb and supporting th~ documentation. These arc maintained at 
the Pire Dcpal1mcnl Tiu Carnes, wife of the Chiefmd another of fireflghterNiclc 
Carnes is responsible for prcpuing.the Depa11ment's payroll numbers and aubmittlng 
Chose totals to Frostcnson. Frostr:nson io Cum cirects payincnt on these amounts without 
any variance to the nwnbers rcporlcd. Frostcnson stltes that she had no ability to 
question tho reporting chain or payroll nmnbcn reporsed by Tina Camea. Froatenson was 
not gnsntcd access to lhe supporting timccards. Fronenson assetts that during the last City 
audit1 approximately Novanbcr20101 ahe ~quated aulhority fmm Hanunor to obtain 
accc:ss to the Department timecanls and rccords.;Harmner denied her request. 
ACta"dlngly, lhc Department rccmds were nota subjcc« of last year's audit. 
A sample of a Depa.rbnent Payroll document provid,d each payroll period is attached as 
ExhibitN (2010sample attached). J.n most instances, it bem the approval and initials of 
the Chief. Actual payroll ledgers arc then initialed by Hammer for approval (Hxhlbit N. 
2011 sample attached). A random review of the general payroll ledger reflects that 
Deparuncnt staff' JUCmbcn arc paid the JJOUrs reported in the Depautnienl Payroll 
submitted by Tina Camca.. Frostenson states that all hours reported by Tina Carnes via 
the Departnleftt Payroll auma,ary are paid out to each employee. Thal is the controlling 
document from which she pays Department staff. Fl'061enl00 provided several examples 
to the invc:sligator w~n the pcral ledger reflected payroll checks issued for the 
amowita reported by Tina Carnes in bor Dcpartmenl Payroll Report. 
The Mayor advised the investigator that Tina Carnes cJmnaed that the houn trac:k.ed by 
the Department were not actually houn paid k> firefighters. No evJdmce supports this 
claim, and '.due to the potential legal implications of the alleged conduct, none of lhe 
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Administrator Hammer iia.itiala aid approves all .Ona! payroll doc\unentation. induding 
hours paid out to Department staff: 
k to Nick Carnes, Prostcnson mtea that Nick Cam.es reported so many hours wcned in 
approxhnalely 2009 and 2010 tbatthe City was required to pay PBRSI contributions of 
$3743. la 2009, Frosteoson believed that Nick Carnes could Dot actuaUy be working all 
the hours be reported. She took her eoncerna toHaawner. Hammen response was tbat 
she saw Nick Camea oo sJte a lot and that ahe "hoped" what Prostenson was presenting to 
her "was not true.11 For a period of one year, Frostenson cJalma to have rqx>rted her 
concerns to Hammer regardng Nick Camei hours mid the PERSJ isaue. Ha01mer was 
non-responsive to hei' ad told her Jo talk to the Chief. Frostenson Bt11ted that she bas 
emails to Chief md Hammer on this issue, but she currently did nol have access to her 
emails while on administrative leave. She also recalls talking to the Chief directly about 
her concerns. He was nol n,de to·her, but no solution was provia::d to her. Frostenaon 
also dllims that in approximately 201 J, Hammer told Frostenson that there were people 
in the Department who lad made accaAtion to her about the F'm, Department. Hamme.r 
did not pnmde her with names or content · ' 
Tlmecard Documentation: 
The investigator wu provimd with timeca'd files from the Dcpartmenl for what appears 
to be 2009 through currenL Since 11pP.roxi1uatefy 2009, Tina Carnes has been responsible 
for Department payrolt including submitting tho total payroll time to be paid to the City 
Treasurer. Tue timecards an, difficult to llS8C88 since the files were received in clisarray. 
Most of the rcconls and timecarda an: missing years and signal\1res. A review of the 
timecards shows a complete lack of procedure, accuracy or responsible recmdkceping. 
Many files were disorganized to the point or containing loose timccards with no year, no 
signatures by employees or. superyisors and no logical framework to support the time 
recorded. 
BcJow are a few time records the investigator reviewed 111d analyzed pel'talning to Nick 
~m~ . 
Nick Canes: 
January 2009 (ExbJblt O) 
Handwritten time reccrd (oo olTteial timecl!ll'd) suppoi11 l07.5 hours worked despite 
attached calculator tape rcflecdng 103 hours. Payroll Department form reported 164 
hours worked by Nick Carnes. 
July 2009 (Exhibit P) 
Nick Camos' timccard n:port. 17 hours for Hydrants and 66 hom'I for "other." Payroll 
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October 2010 (Exhibit Q) 
Handwritten itemized worksheet reflects 53 hours. Actual timecanl reports 68 hours. 
Entries from worlcshoet are altcral when added to timecard. For eu111plc, I 0/25 same 
description, "clean chief office• is changed from 4.0 to 6.S hours. "Clean TJ/sbirt mder" 
ls changed from s.o to S.S. Tiie timecard la missing employee and supervisor signature. 
An accompa11ying handwritten payroll ch111 ror same period shows no total houn worlced 
forN. Cames,butshows IO hours in col11111D(I0/14· I hr~ 10/24 - 2hrs.: I 116- I hr~ 
li/S-11/06 - 6 hrs). The first two entries (l../14111d IDl24)arenot reflected In the 
timecard. The 11/S-l U6 entries are ieflected as a total of IS houn In the timecad as 
compared to the 7 total hours reflected on the log. Payroll Repo11 to Finance Director 
cites Nick Carnes aa working 68 hoara. · 
November 2010 (Exlllblt R) 
Time ard ra:ards Fire• 47; Snow ren10val • 13. Payroll Report lo Finance Director 
reports 62 F1re hours 111d 13 Snow Removal. Handwritten log does not match timc:cwd. 
Timc:card unsigned by employee and supervisor. 
February 2011 2/14 through 3/13 (Elhlblt S) 
Handwriting appears different than prior.Nick Came timecaids. Timecard is unsigned. 
Timecanl total reported is 31 boun. Payroll Report to Finance Director for paynient 
reporta 47 houra. 
March 2011 3/15-4/10 (Exhibit T) 
Unsigned Nick Carnes' timecard reported 33 boars. Payroll Report cites 41 ho11ra. 
April ti tbrou111 May 9 2011 (Exhibit V) 
No tilllCQl"d submitted by Nick Carnes, but Payroll Report repoi1ed 20 hours to Finance 
Director for payment 
.Jime 2011 (Exhibit V) 
Ullligncd Nick Carnes' timecard total ls 32 llour,. Payroll repo11 submitted for payment 
totals 65 boars. 
July 201 l (Exhibit W) 
Unsigned N'tck Camca timecard in di!Terent handwriting. Total or 65 hours reported on 
limc:cwd. PayroU report 78 bovn. 
Note: While reviewing tiniecards, there apJICm'Cd lnconslstenciea among other payroll 
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rq,m'ted for Carnes md Prior, all thnecmda 111d reccrda for each Department employee 
should be rmewcd md Independently audited to CDBUre that hours were accurately 
reported and paid. 
Juue H .. b'IWGIUPI pf Payroll Ram:11- Undeqegortln• Mal frlpr'• AdpalTlm1 
Worked · 
Proatenaon states that on-call flrefighten cb not receive PBRSI because they arc 
considered pal't-time anployem with no benefit& They are mcpred to be paid fonll 
hours worked. including mectfnp. drills. calls. training time 111d general work performed 
on behalf of the Ciry. Proatemon states that at the md of July 201 J, lhe bad a cilacuuion 
with the Chief and Hammer about Prior'a hours. He bad worked 36 boun of City thDc to 
prepare far a BLM fire and Frostenson advfled them that ahe cannot obllln. 
reimbunemeat from BLM !or thoac boun. Prostcnlon ates that she told Hammer 111d 
Chief that they mut pay Prior far those warted houn. She also caut1-d .them that If he, 
is working off the clock md gets injnd, lbere could be I workcn' com~matfoa issue. 
Froatenson poiated to Exhibit X to demomtrate that Prior WIB not pald·fcrthoae hours . 
that were ~uaed with the Chicf111.d Hammer. The rimecardforJuly,~Qll~~ Tl : .. : .. 
reported houn by Prior. Tina Carnes only reported 40 boura f orlhe period 10 the Finance 
Director for payment. The paycheclduued to Prior fer thi• period only covered 40 hours· 
of reported work (Exhibit X) 
Prior statra that he is not paid fer all hOllJI he actually works. He ia only allowed to be 
pm d a maxlmu1n of79 boun per month. If be worb 80 or men boun a month or twenty 
or more per week he would have to receive beneflta. hM:Juding PBRSL He believe, lhal 
111der state law employees who work more than 20 hours per week m•tlltprovlded ·: ::: 
benefits. He stata that he only gets paid fer four boUJ'I per day, five days per week. 
Unlike othe, workers, be does not.get paid-for additional time worked sucb·u going on · · 
calla. Frostenson told him be could only work 79 hours. Tina Camea md the Chief also 
have told him that he cannot work more than 79 boun; however, the Chief lets him do ao. 
Por example, during the week of November 28-December 4,201 J, Prior covcn:d u 
backup Chief since Franco is on vacation. He wiU not be paid rc:r this thne even though 
he wilJ be covering and attending a meeting. If Prior complains. be will not receive hia 79 
hours ao lac doca not complain. He states tbal Mayer, Councilman Rlbi. Frostcnaon, 
Hammer •d the Chief know be is working more houra. Hammer also knows becauae 
she aecs him working. ' t 
,;,.~ 
Upon ffllUCII for the amount of houn worked but not paJ d, Prior aubmlUcd the following· 
totnla via an email dated December 13, 2011 (Exhibit 00): · 
"'"+}...,t-.: 
;~r-· 
;~tlt~h 2009-J 84 mpaid boun 
2010 563 unpaid hours 
2011 582 unpaid to date :r;~r: ~~r 
·-'n·of., .. • ~~l,1,1'"~-, 
In Prior's entail, he wrote, "I also have an email from Fire Chief~~;for wor~f; 
111.d not getting paid except forcalls. Sharon Hanuncr respmdcd to cniiik'~·(Bxbibit OO)f.-• 
j;~f"';. ..-.:·i! 
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The retemx:ed emails are inclumd a Bxhiblt HH and are dated June 28 and June 29, 
2011. . 
Franco stales that "Mal Prior la the one ptllng the shaft.• Fnnco repor1a that Prior Is 
working off the clock. Or, In aome inallDCes Tina will lake Prlm's reported hours and wUJ 
iechice thcin before ahe tuma them In fer payrolL·Pranco Ill.lies that "you can, che~t 
people out if they wOJ'k. • Franco stales that "they don't wmt to pay his (Prior'a) PB RSI.• 
Franco states that talking to the Chief about It ''does no good.• 
Time Rprd1 CK Me• Prior: 
A fflW payroll cycles were reviewed for Prior. See below IIUIIIIIIIII'}' 
November 2010 (Exhibit Y) 
. Prior subml~d a _signecl l\vo-pege dmecll'd reporting "" hl!!I" ¥.fr.e and 4 boars .Street 
labor. Payroll submitted to FiDaDCe Director only reflects 75 houn Fire and 4 Street. 
December 2~1f (Exlllblt Z) 
Prior submitted signed two-page timccard (uo supavlsor aignaturc); 85 houra Fire ud 
10 boura Soow·reported; Payroll to Finance Directorreporled 10 Street and only QI 
Fire. 
February 14, 2011 tbroagb. Mardi Jl, 2011 (Exhtbll AA) 
Slgued timecard reflecll 82 houra actually wuked when count each entry; total appeara 
to be 82 md then CXOIIICd out 111d cbansed to 69 houn. Payroll rq,orted 78 boar, lo CT 
July 2011 (ExblbJt X) 
Priors aigued timecan.:I reports 77 hour, wodled; Payroll nporta only 40 hours worlred. 
Paycheck 45868 abo• only 40 houn paid lo Prior. 
Jm•P- Mlteu or Chlsf Cupel' CltJ:::lypef GgpHpe C[ldJI Card, 
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has caused bun to concluded t1we is misuse by the Cima'. Franco baa kept a calendar 
when he SUBpectJ personal uae. Franco is willing to produce all documentaUon, lnduding 
the c:alendar. He atatea that Nick Carnes drives a Cblffl'Olct white pictuptruck and fDla 
up In Ketchum at Brico. Franeo ii unsure whether Brico baa surveillance videos. 
Franco states that the Chfef km>ws 1bou1 thJa. and the Chief loob at the bills. When " 
Fraoco thinks the bllla are ~CCllllvc; Franco does not sign them. Franco "does not want 
any part of that.• Pnnco statea that the gasoline bllJa wnr ahow _red flap ~ multiple 
falJ..upa occur within 7 minutes. Pnnco states that the gu carda also indicate what alleged 
City ~lde is being fdled. Franco n:ceivea documentatio~ via email ,reprdina the 111 
bUJa.-~d he ha maintained copiea of them. He will provide all documentation 
. supponingmiaappropriation of City tunda. He docs not have many docum.cnta in his 
actual· poaaealoD. 
Credit.Card Statemmtr. The investigator did not have poueasion of the City'a gasoline 
credit Cl!~ 
. IMIC 8 • Mlnse o[Carpa' Ab: Crdft cant 
. . 
Franco ·statea that any privflep Nick Camea wants he Is given. "He hu cart bJancbe.• 
Franco states that he has reviewed bUls and ia aware that Nick Camea UHi the Chief's 
Oty credit card to purchase personal items. Franco Jq>011cdhf1 c:onccma to Hammer a 
fr:w limes in 2010. He IBked her why "a c:ertain penon Ja abJe to use credit cards a couple 
ot t!mes; wmt on bactcountry training in Stanley and Ni~ I.lad the credit card then: and 
the card was in bis hands ID.d othen didn't get to use it but he did." Dates unknown. 
·• Franco cliima that NicltCima ha made local cbarge&"foi:iiod on the Cliref'I City caret 
aa well. To hil knowJedg~ Nick is ·not an authomed user of the card. Franco states that 
Hammer told him that she would look into it. However. she never got beck to Franco and 
nothills chansed. Franco concluded that she was not Jooklng into ii or doing anything . 
about iL Franco llllea that he went two or three times lo Hmnmor to tJy to make her .. 
aware of his crallt card misuse concerns. 
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Mal Prior clahm &hat the Camel family ute1 the Chiera City-laued ~redil card II lheir 
own. He aata. that 'Nick buys ltuff all the time• on the City card and hu the number 
D1emorized. Prior baa witncmed Nick ean. pmdllling ken on-line witb the City card. 
Prior cloel nor k,now if what he is ~I ia appropriate. bUI it does not seem right 10 
· him that Nick Camca i1 umng the card. A few months ago. Frnco told him that Nick 
-, · ,, Camel wa no loapr allowed to UIC the Cblef'I credit canl However, Prior feels that 
· · ·Nick c.m. ii •till Illini It. Nick Camel pw the Cbief'1 City credit card number over 
.. , tbe phone when purcbaaing a S400 ~wmobile helmet. He ltaled lbat helmets are not 
__ , clearly a penonaJ Item, but Nick Carnca does not leave bia helmet at the Department 
Also, Nick Camca balns the only one to set • S400 helmet is "welrd. • 
: ·:: Prior .. reed to Hammet tW.put l1lllliiter that tho Cama' were~bly mluing the 
· City credit cmd. To hia knowledge. no action Wll labn ·by Hammer, .,.ca111e Nick 
Cam11 continued to use the card after his IDllliDg with Hammer. 
__ ~~t <:ard Statem•• TJae inVCllliptor hid poacasion ofFY 20IO_credft card& 
... \Atllehed u Bxhlbit BB is the Chlefa credit canhlltcment udreceipt f m pmchue or a 
__ :.8.13.?9.99 hdniet. No lipaturc is on tbe receiJll linc:e it wu an on-line ~bac. 
. ., ' : Bxhibit:CC adl'fbrtb I cridlfcarcfpurc:bae ilZlp~comJhat WII IIIIIUpporled by I 
-·-·receipt. Cilyemployee, T~ Hall, hadtorequcatriplynlmlt ofthe mnount Tina 
Camea indicated to Hall via email that Jeff bad acddatally made a pcrlDDII purc:hase of 
shoes on the card. Payment wu pranJaed, but the investlptor does nol have a 
mnf'lfflllflon of repayment at thia time. Odacn:dlt card rec:oipll do nal contlla the 
•1natureportlon and/er are on-line or I\OIHignahn-required purcbuea. Wltne111e11 wm 
.. need to review and cont1nn wbiab darsaare far non-bUIGml pumbucL 
lp11 fS .. Mlplps Qr fDPu1Y 
Pri_1t.r.~~-~-~!.lle Qty~-~-~ 111d it auddealyditap~_i!) ~--Y/~lcr 
of 2010. He belhMa the Catncd'amlly may i.vc uicd it u a l,ade;,in at Rexburg Motor 
Sports to pwdl111 a poraonal nowmobilc. Fnnco alao llatea tbal a Department 
DIDI~• dlappelred and I Camel' pel'IDllll awwmobllc WII purcbued at Rexburg 
Motor Sparta. "Bwryone thought they did that" (referring lo nu11ppropriatingCity 
property to purdme • pcraonaJ snowmobile). , 
•11uc M • MJeuprMd•Un ,cyo1uptccr fluQ•M• Aetlftlon baa 
. ~- l)' " ,., 
_._ ... -.. , -··:::t;,,."~ Fr~ &tat• that the Ketchum/Sun Valley Volunt• FarefighterAaociation la aepante 
,--~ ... ..._._...... . , .... , .. , .. .fiom tbe,.City. 1bfa WII confin1M4 by Proatenaon. who ha no financial accea o, duties 
')JJ,:~-!L. ·- . '/~"t·.~ ;with-~ to tbla Allodation. Pnnco acates that it ha lu own fedenl ud 1l1te 
~;~:i~:-~~.i: , ,:~(~~~;;;;idcri~Jon number. Ket~bum/SV Volunlecr ~ghter Aaociation. Franco 1tate1 that 
-0 ·!·!,t-:- - ·./. ,. '~:~.;;:;:.'.: ~~ .~t~uon "aot it troubfc 1111 )'ear" wBh 1. -- t 11 nm by vohmteer offlcen, anc1 
,_·:;~~.-:.:.·· ,·-1 · • · ~:~~';'~-~a---··L.:- now &1.-T-·-
• j!_~.! .__ .q~i_,"!:~'i ,_ ~~~,!- us &-~-. 
,.-·· 
2S 
~-f;~~:...:· .. ; ·, .~.; . _,. 
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Prior contends tbat Co.taco pun:hases made from tho Volunteer Flreftghter Association 
fLmds are diverted tQ the Carnet ~ousebolcl, Prior complained this past summer to 
Hammer about his bclief thal ,the Volunteer F"trct"Jghfe.r Funds w= being mia.bandled. 
He cited ini~ use !lDCUack of control of the funds. He is unaware of any 
investigitionJaklng placc;but·Haminets: solution was tbit ibebccamc Treasure of the 
Volunteer F"ucfi.shter Aasociation ~ took over the accounL 
Franco stated that there had been food purchase& divened to the Camea household from 
that. fund. City firefaahter Todd .Tan Robrahn reported to F1811CO that on. two occasions in 
the Summer m 201 O. he witnessed NlckCanies take Association purchiscs from CoatCo 
and divert _them to his house. Todd witncsaed Nick actually slop at Nick's house and drop 
food off thit he did·· not buy aeparat_cly (bought with the volunt~ foundation· money). 
Franco said that the Association shut the Coatco card down. Franco states that be "secs 
very 01uch wrons wilhn this conduct Hammer was aware of what ·tnmspbed. and she 
took over approximately nJne mcnlhs ago as Treasurer to make spreadsheet and balance 
items. Franco states that Hammer was aware as Cty Adminislrator what Nict Carnes was 
doing. She did nothing about his reported actions even though he is a City employee. 
Franco also stated that Nick Carnes would haw been birod by the ChJef. S1aff ~1embers 
have cxprcaed con~is about the Cames being related and have complained to each 
other about the special privileges granted by du: Chief to his son. 
111111 #7 -Sbarpp Hamuw;'a FallJJre ID Submit Flre Dep1rtm9t Tlmct1rd1;, 
Sharon Hammer was included ·in the Fire Department's payroll reporting without 
submitting tilnecards to support any hours actually worked. See below hours reported by 
F'll'C Department Payroll to Finance Direetorfor2010 FY. whJch were paid lo fflumuer in 
addition to her ary aalary: 
October 2010 • 10 hours, no limecard 
Novembcr20JO - 9.S no time card 
December 20 JO - 6.0 no timecard 
January 2011 - 4.0 no timecard 
Feb 2011 -7.0 no tunccard 
March 2011- 4.0 hours no timccard 
April 2011- 6 houn, no timecmd 
May201J-O 
June2011-0 
July 201 1 • 3 hoW"Bt no tlmccard 
August 20U • 2 hours. no limecard 
September 2011 • 6 hours. no tinlecll'd 
October20J 1 -14 hours. no limccard 
November 2011 - 10 hours, no timecard 
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Jam 8 • Potgtla) Qpub~ l!YID!IP B.UeiYed by Hamme•· ind Harfm1n 
Both Mark HofJinan C-'Hc:ffin10•) and H1umner are full~thne exempt nlaried City 
e.uployee& In iddflion. they lel'YO as paid on-caJJ flrer,ghterslEMTs. At issue is whether 
Hanuner or Hottman nbmitted and received multiple payments from the City f orwork 
perfonucd within lhe 11111110 workday. Even though tbe inveatigmo, did not locate a policy 
addrcasing this issue, it.appears that City employcies are not allowed to obtain double 
compensation tor the amc hom worked. At least two witnesses, Frostenson and 
Hoffinan, wnfuined this understanding. _ 
This issue is difficult to assess since Hammer did not prepare Depart1ncnr timeaards (see 
mue trl in preceding paragraph) despite receiving extracoo1pens1lionf« Fire 
Depart1nent labor that was in addition to hcrCily Administrator salary. Additionally, jf it 
difficult 10 IICCrtain whether Departrilmit time worked WII on eve.ninp and weekends 
(for which extra compensation would be allowed) or during the work day (where double 
payment would not be allowed other than if the employee used paid vacation time from 
the City). Hoffman submitted ti01c cards, but many are missing or inac:curate and do nol 
reflect specific time periods worked ( e.g.. 8:oo· a.m. - Jp.m.). Hofflnan also received 
addilional Depm1111enr compensation in addition to his City salary. Additionally, since 
Departanent timecards have not been provided to the City Treuurcr in the past. the City 
Treasurer was precluded from verifying whether double pay01enta were issued. A full 
audit Is nec:essary 10 cross-cbcck Department records against City payroll 
f II the investigator's presence, Frostenson did I brief compa,ison of Department timecards 
to payroll summaries. One cxan1ple note by Frosteoson wu u fol~owa: 
• Hammer took time elf from her City Adminiatrator.position from June 71 2010 
through June J 1, 2010 fer ropes training with Mule Hoffman. (ExhihitG). Mark 
Hoffinan recorded 9.S hours f « this purpose. while Hammer took lbe entire week 
mt. No vacation time (coded 11 4-01) was taken frotn her City salary for this 
purpose, and she received her City salary (Exhibit FF payroJJ summaay). On<&JI 
firefighter payments are coded in tlte payroll as N6-0l." Based on the 
Depar1n1e11ts records, Hammer was paid 21 hours additioaaJ compensation for 
June 2010. The Department's time log reflects 12 hours earned by Hammer for 
services other than ropes training. Thcrefo~ it appears fna the reconciliation 
that Hammer waa paid 12 hours for ropes training in eddltion to hor continued 
aty salary. Frostenson states that Hoffinan'a records also cannot be reconciled. 
(Exhibit FF) 
Frostenson states that there are multiple instances wherein she caaanot reconcile 
Department tin'leCaJ'ds co payroll given to the City Treas11rer. She would need to.conduct 
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Preliminary lbadtpp as to llllles #l- #8 
•• ... C 
Nk*Cqrng 
Of the records reviewed. the time submitted on Nick Carnes' timecard was consistently 
less than the time submitted to the City fur paynu:nL 1n these cases Tina Carnes added 
time to the records without ex~ation. This review indicate:& overpayment to Nick 
Carnes. The conclusion reached based upon the review of the records is corroborated by 
the statements of witnesses who aaid that they did not believe Nick Carnes worked the 
numbor of hours for which he was being paid. This situation continued for two reasons. 
First, employees feared for their~ions should they speak up. Second, the City 
Treasurer did not have authority to review the time records prior to payment. Multiple 
wltnesaes, including the City Treasurer and Aaista~t Fire Chief raised these concerns 
with H111w1er; however. they WCff! not addrcsacd. Based upon the infonnatiot.1 reviewed 
to date there is a slrof18 indication that the tune submissions were f11udulent. The 
investigator suggestl that further •~ting of this process be performed by the Cityts 
outside auditors. 
M,I Priori 
Baaed upon tile records reviewed and Priors statements, the Fire Departmenrs pay 
practices relating to Prior 1, compensation are a clear depertwe uoin basic wage and hour 
Jaw principb. Jt appears that Prior was not paid for hours worked and for overtime: 
hours. In addition, the misstate.incnt of his hours precluded hia participation in the 
normal ruU limo benefits. This mue should be fully audited by the City'a outside 
auditors. 
.!Jen,qlnlnglaua C.eatq/n6dfn 3-lt 
Sufficient evidence exists of potential falsification of documents, misuse and/or 
misappropriation of City property and fimda, and improper uac of Aslociation funds to 
warrant a full audit and outside investigation of thcso issues. WilnClleS should be 
interviewed fn.coajunction with their rcviewofdocwnentation ao thal theycao·guide 
investigaton as to which charges were made C« penonaJ purchases and by whom the 
charges were made. 
It is clear that the repor1ing relationship between the Chief, Jeff Camcs and Tina Carnes 
created a c:onflict of interest in violation of 7.3. Sufficient evidence also exists to trigger 
an investigation regarding whether the City has complied with Idaho statutes pe11ai11lng 
to nepotism. 
Sufficient evidence also exist, to support a finding that Hanuner was made aware of the 
issue, set forth ibove and did not nolify the Mayor or take immediate action to trigger a 
formal aud!t of the slluatlon or to address the issues. This conduct is inconsistenl with her 
duties as the City.Administrator. Hammer and the Carnes fiunily members were not 
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Eric B. Swartz, 18'-1 ~96 
JoyM. Vega, ISB.#7887 
JONES+&SWARTZ PLLC 
1673 W. Shoreline Drive, Suite 200 [83702] 
P.O. Box 7808 
() 
FILE 
NOV O ~ 2013 Boise, ID 83707-7808. 
Telephone: (208) 489-:-8989 
Facsimile: (208) 489-8988 
Email: eric@jonesandswartzJ.aw .com 
joy@jonesapdswartzlaw.com 
JoL.ynn Drage. Clerk~ 
Court Blaine eoun 1 .. aho 
Attorneys for Plaintiff Sharon R. Rammer 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IJll AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BLAINE 
SHARON R. HAMMER, 
Case No. CV-2012-479 
Plaintiff, 
•• vs. 
CIT.Y OF SUN VALLEY; NILS RIB.I: 
and DeWA YNE BRISCOE, 
Defendants. 
AFFIDAVIT OF ATTQBNEY JAMES IL'DONQV AL 
RELATED IQ MOTION TQ COMPEL . 
I, JAMES R. DONOV AL, first duly sworn on oath, depose and state as follows: 
1) That my name is J mnes R. Donoval, and that I mn competent to testify as to the 
matters herein. I certify pursuant to Rule 11 of the Idaho Code Of Civil Procedure, that 
the facts alleged herein are true and accurate and are made with personal knowledge, and 
would further swear to such under oath and at trial if required. 
1 
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2) I represented the Plaintiff herein Sharon R. Hammer ("Ms. Hammer") in the matter 
of Hammer v. Ribi. etal. CV-2011-928, Blaine County, Idaho (the "2011 IPPEA Law Suit"). 
The document attached as Exhibit A is a lrue and accurate copy of the front page of the 
Verified Complaint For Damages And Injunctive Relief Pursuant To The Idaho Protection Of 
Public Employees Act filed on November 21, 2011 in the 2011 IPPEA Law Suit 
3) Attached as Exhibit B is a lrue and accurate copy of a letter I sent on November 
23, 201lto Sun Valley City Attorney Adam King ("City Attorney King''), attorney Brad 
Miller and attorney Kirtlan Naylor ("Attorney Naylor'') seeking specific written confirmation 
as to the authorization from Sun Valley for either City Attorney King, attorney Brad Miller or 
Attorney Naylor to act as legal counsel for Sun-Valley and specifically for what matters and 
in what capacity. Neither City Attorney King, attorney Brad Miller or Attorney Naylor 
responded in any way to the letter of November 23, 2011. 
4) On November 28, 2011, prior to Ms. Hammer's interview with Sun Valley 
retained fact fmding investigator Patricia Latham-Ball ("Investigator Ball"), I asked 
Investigator Ball who Investiglltor Ball would be making her report of the interview to. 
Investigator Ball responded that she would have to make a phone call about the issue. 
After making a phone call, Investigator Ball told both Ms. Hammer and I that she 
"reported to Kirt Naylor". I objected to Investigator Ball reporting to Attorney Naylor, 
whose sole role should have been to defend Sun Valley, Sun Valley City Council 
Member Nils Ribi and City Attorney King in regards to the 2011 IPPEA Law Suit, and 
not to have any involvement in what was supposed to be an "independent" investigation. 
2 
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Former Sun Valley Mayor'Wayne Willich ("Fonner Mayor Willich") subsequently told 
me that that ihe telephone call that Investigator Ball made on November 28, 2011 was not 
,· 
to him. Former Mayor Willich also subsequently told me that Attorney Naylor was not 
supposed to have any role in the investigation that Investigator Ball was working on, nor 
was Investigator Ball supposed to report to Attorney Naylor for any matters regarding 
Sun Valley. 
5) On January 11, 2012, I attended a hesring in the 2011 IPPEA Law Suit in which 
Attorney Naylor disclosed that the written report prepared by Investigator Ball had been 
released to the Blaine County Prosecutor at some time prior to the January 11, 2012 hearing. 
Attached as Exhibit C is a true and accurate copy of the transcript of the portion of the 
January H, 2012 hearing in whichAttomcy Naylor admits that the written report of 
,, 
Investigator Ball had bee\l1released to the Blaine County l>rosecutor. 
6) In the hallway of the Blaine County Courthouse, after the conclusion of the 
January 11, 2012 hearing in the 2011 IPPEA Law Suit, Attorney Naylor told me that he was 
going to make sure that Ms. Hammer was criminally prosecuted and that her career would be 
ruined. 
7) I am acting prose in the matter of Ribi y. Donoyal. CV-2011-1040, Blaine County, 
Idaho (the "Ribi v. Donoval Law. Suit"), in which the plaintiffs' causes of.action against me 
for defamation and emotional distress have already been dismissed a\ summary judgment. 
My counter claims against plaintiff-counter defendant Nils Ribi for defamation and 
emotional distress arc still pending in the Ribi v. Donoval Law Suit. 
3 
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8) During the course of the Ribi v. Donoval Law Suit I sought some of the documents 
now being sought from Sun Valley and Investigator Ball by Ms. Hammer herein, including 
the written report(s) of Investigator Ball. 
9) Attached as Exhibit D is a true and accurate copy of an Affidavit City Attorney 
King filed on August 30. 2012 in the Ribi v. Doooval Law Suit in opposition to my request 
for production of the documents I was seeking from Sun Valley and Investigator Ball. 
10) Attached as Exhibit E is a lrUe and accurate comet_ of an Affidavit filed on 
August 301 2012 by Investigator Ball in the Ribi v. Donoval Law Suit in opposition to my 
request for production of the documents I was see~ from Sun Valley and Investigator Ball. 
11) Attached as Exhibit F is a true and accurate copy of a document dated Decemb,er 
20, 2011 ("the ''Unauthorized Ball Report'') which the Idaho Mountain Express newspa~ 
began publishing in its on-line section.on or about November 21, 2012, and which has been 
continuously published in the on-line section of the Idaho Mountain Express newspaper since 
that time. 
12) In August of 2012, a forensic auditor hued by Sun Valley issued a written report 
which extensively quoted the Unauthoril.ed Ball Report (the ''Forensic Audit Report"). On 
approximately November 21, 2012, the Idaho Mountain Express newspaper began publishing 
in its on-line section the Forensic Auqit Report, which has been continuously publim.ed in the 
on-line section of the Idaho Mountain Express newspaper since that time. 
4 
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13) In0ctob:erof2012, the Idaho A~ General's office.issued a written report 
which extensively quoted the Unauthorized Ball Report (the "AG Investigator Report''). On 
approximately November 21, 2012, the Idaho Molllltain Express newspaper began publishing 
in its on-line section the AG InvestigatOr Report, which has been continuously published in 
the on~line section of the Idaho Mountain Express newspaper since that time. 
14) On November 21, 2012, the Blaine County Prosecutor issued a written report 
related to allegations of misconduct against Ms. Hammer (the "Prosecutor No Probable 
Cause Finding"), a true and accurate copy of the relevant portions of which are attached. as 
Exhibit G. The Prosecutor No Probable Cause Fmding has been continuously published in 
the on-line section of the Idaho Mountain Express newspaper since November of 2012. 
15) Attached as ·Exhibit H is a true and accurate copy of a document defining City 
Attorney King's duties as the Sun Valley City Attorney, adopted by the Sun Valley City 
Council on December 18, 2008, 
16) Attached as Exhibit I is a bue and accurate copy of the written retainer agreement 
between Sun Valley and attorney Brad P. Miller of Hawley Troxell dated December 13, 
2011, limiting attorney Miller's representation of Sun Valley to a public record request 
matter. 
17) Attached as Exhibit J is a true and accmate copy of a letter issued by Sun 
Valley's insurance company Idaho Counties Risk Management Program ("ICRMP'), dated 
5 
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December 15, 2011. defining ICRMP's·duties to cover Sun Valley, Council Member Ribi 
and City Attorney King in the 2011 IPPBA Law Suit 
18) Attached as Exhibit K is a true and accurate copy of the written retainer 
agreement between Attorney Naylor and Sun Valley, dated February 13, 201-2, related to 
documents and a Subpoena issued in_tbe Ribi v; Donoval Law Suit. 
19) Attached as Exhibit L is a true an~ accurate copy of a letter from ICRMP 
dated December 14, 2011, which I received on or about December 15, 2011. 
Further Affiant sayeth not 
6 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this ·1st day of November, 2013, a true and correct copy of 
the foregoing document was served on the ;following individual( s) by the method indicated: 
K.irtlan G. Naylor 
NAYLOR&HALES, P.C. 
950 W. Bannock Street, Suite 610 
Boise, ID 83702·6103 
The Honorable Jonathan P. Brody 
District Judge 
Minidoka County Courthouse 
8th & G Streets 
P.O. Box368 
Rupert, ID 83350 
7 
[X] U.S. Mail 
[ ] Fax: 383·9516 
[ ] Hand Delivery 
[ ] Email: kirt@naylorhales.com 
[X) U.S. Mail 
[ ] Fax: (208) 436--5272 
[ ] Overnight Delivery 
[ ] Hand Delivery 
[ ] Email: 
JovM. VEGA 






James R. Donoval 
P.O. Box 1499 
Sun Valley, ID 83353 
(312) 859~2029 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFfH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BLAINE 
SHARON R. HAMMER, ) 




NILS RIBI, an individual; THE CITY OF SUN ) 
VALLEY, an Idaho municipal corporation; and, ) 
ADAM KING, an individual, ) 
relief only), ) 
Defendants. ) 
No. 
ROB.EAT J. ELGE~ 
VERIFIED COMPLAINT FOR DAMAGES AND INJUNCTIVE RELIE[ 
PURSUANT Tg Tiff IDAHO PRO'[ECTION·OJ.I' PUBLIC EMPWYEES ACT· 
NOW COMES the Plaintiff, SHARON R. HAMMER. and in support of her Verified 
Complaint states as .follows: 
I) Plaintiff Sharon R. Hammer ("Ms. Hammer") is a resident of Sun Valley, Blaine 
County. Idaho. In May of 2008, pursuant to a written City Administrator Employment 
Agreement, Ms. Hammer was hired as the City Administrator Of Defendant The City Of Sun 
Valley. in Blaine County, Idaho (''Sun Valley") and (the "City Administrator"). The written 
City Administrator Employment Agreement has been amended and extended from time to 
time and is effective through at least May 31, 2012. In 1990, Ms. Hammer gi:aduated with a 
Juris Doctor degree &om Southem II1inois University Law School and was licensed in 
Illinois. In 1991, Ms. Hammer also received her law license in Tennessee. For several years 
Ms. Hammer practiced as a prpsecuting attorney for Perry, County; Illinois and as the City 
I 
VERIFIED COMPLAINT PlJRSUANT TO 1llE IDAHO PROTECTION OF PUBLIC EMPLOYEES ACT 
377 
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JAMES R. DONOVAL 
November 23, 2011 
Adam King, Esq. 
POBox4962 
Ketchum, ID 83340 
Brad Miller 
Hawley Troxell, et al. 
sn Main St., Suite 1000 
Boise, ID 83702 
Attorney At Law 
43-25 F~rway Nine Condos 
POBox1499 
Sun Vatley, ID 83353 
(312) 859-2029; (208) 721-7383 
Jdonoval@aol.com 
.Kirt Naylor 
Naylor & Hales 
950 W. Bannock St. 
Boise, ID 83702 
Re: Sun Valley Special tnvestigation 
Dear Mr. Kin& Mr. Naylor and Mr. Miller: 
As you are aware, on November 14, 2011, the Sun Valley City Council voted to perform a 
Special Investigation. It is my understanding that a Special Investigator has been appointed by 
Mayor Willich. The issues of the Special Investigation and the employees or Crty Council 
members under investigation have not been defined and have not been disclosed. Under the 
circumstances, it is my understanding that Crty. Council member Nils Ribi, Mr. King, Michelle 
Frostenson and Kelly Ek, are all potential "'persons of interest" in the investigation, in addition 
to Sharon Hammer. 
I would like Immediate clarification as to who is representing Mayor Willich, the City Of 
Sun Valley or the Special Investigator in regards to the Special Investigation. I understand that 
Mr. Nayjor is representing the City Of Sun Valley, Mr. Ribi (although attorney Keith Roarke has 
also filed an Appearance on behalf of Mr. Ribi) and Mr. King in the tdaho Public Employees 
Protection Act case I flied on behalf of Ms. Hammer (CV 2011~938, Fifth District). However, I 
have been provided with no indication that Mr. Naylor is representing either Mayor Willich, the 
Oty Of Sun Valley or the Special Investigator in regards to the Special Investigation. On 
November 18, 2011, I sent Mr. Miller a letter asking for specific confirmation of what his rote 
would be in regards to the Special Investigation, yet I still have no response to that request. And 
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advise to Ms. Hammer regarding Mr. Ribi's harassment, and now because Mr. King is 
potentially a "person of interest" in the Special Investigation himself, he cannot have any role 
himself in the Special Investigation. In addition, Ms. Hammer had a conversation with Mayor 
Wlllich in which he said he is not sure that any of the three of you will be involved In the Special 
Investigation. Therefore, I am requesting a letter or other correspondence, signed by Mayor 
Willich, indicating that he has specifically retained any of you specifically as counsel for himself, 
the City Of Sun Valley or the Special Investigator specifically In regards to the Special 
Investigation by 5:00 p.m. Monday, November 28, 2011, or I will cease to discuss anything 
related to the Special Investigation with any of you and contact Mayor Willich and the Special 
Investigator directly. An answer of "I represent the city" Is wholly unacceptable. Just as you may 
represent a municipality in defending a car accident case or in prosecuting municipal violations, 
that does not mean that you represent the municipality in regards to other matters. Therefore, 
if I do not receive a document with Mayor Willich's signature on it specifically stating that you 
represent the City Of Sun Valley, Mayor Willlch or the Special Investigator specifically in regards 
to the Special Investigation by Monday, t will take that as evidence that you don't represent any 
of them and act accordingly. 
In the meanwhile) although most Sun Valley employees are employees "at will"', Ms. 
Hammer is not, as she has a contract with Sun Valley. The City Of Sun Valleys investigation is 
potentially seeking her discipline or termination "for cause"" requiring a much different 
obligation and process on the part af Sun Valley towards Ms. Hammer as opposed to any other 
employee, including Mr. Ribi, Ms. Frostenson, Ms. Ek and Mr. King himself. We request that if 
Ms. Hammer is going to appear for questioning in regards to the Special Investigation that she 
be provided any and all documents or other evidence of any type that is intended to be used at 
such questioning at least two days before such questioning, and that she be allowed legal 
counsel at those proceedings. In addition, if ultimately any allegations are made against Ms. 
Hammer (which have not been done at this point)~ we demand a written charging document, 
that a hearing be held, and that Ms. Hammer have the opportuntty to present evidence and 
witnesses in opposition to any allegations alleged against Ms. Hammer. And should Ms. 
Hammer be disciplined or terminated1 we demand that a written findings of fact and 
conclusions of law be prepared so that Ms. Hammer has an opportunity to appeal such findings 
and that a future appellate Court has clear knowledge of what Ms. Hammer was found in 
violation of and for what reasons. If Mr. Rlbi and Mr. King are going to seek Ms. Hammer's 
termination "for cause" pf ease at least ensure that her due process rights are protected in the 
meanwhile. 
Since this whole affair began on November 11, 2011, when Mayor Wilflch and Mr. King 
gave Ms. Hammer a vague description of what it was she was being accused of, in multiple 
correspondences and as has been detailed in the Verified Complaint and Emergency Motion For 
Temporary Restraining Order, multiple individuals have also in tum been accused of violating 
Sun Valley Policies And Procedures during the covert investigation of Ms. Hammer that Mr. Ribi 
has commenced. At least subsequent to the election on November 8, 2011, Ms. Frostenson and 
Ms. Ek violated Section 3.2 of the Sun Valley Policies And Procedures by discussing Sun Valley 





approval. Since the election at least; Mr. King has also violated Section 3.2 of the Sun Valley 
Policies And Procedures by discussing Sun Valley matters and reporting to Mr. Ribi without 
Mayor Wilflch's knowledge or approyal. Mr. Rib,, Ms. Frostenson, Ms. Ek and Mr. King all 
violated Section 7 .4 of the Sun Valley Policies And Procedures by disclosing or obtaining Sun 
Vafley confidential and employee information without Ms. Hammer's or Mayor's Wlllich's 
knowledge or approval. And Mr. Ribi has been alleged to have violated the Sun Vafley 
Harassment Policy (Section 7.5 of the Sun Valley Policies And Procedures} and multiple 
provisions of Section 8.4 of the sun Valley Policies And Procedures (i.e. Causes For Discipline 
Action) over the last three years. Most, if not all, of the allegations against Ms •. Hammer appear 
to be based on Mr. Ribf's, Ms. Frostenson's, Ms. Ek's and Mr. King's own violations of well 
established Sun Valley Policies And Procedures regarding discussing and disclosing Sun Valley 
related information, in order to obtain the information that we believe is being used as 
evidence of wrong doing against Ms. Hammer in the first place. All of these violations against 
Mr. Ribi, Mr. King, ·Ms. Frostenson and Ms. Ek are as serious and disturbing as any of the vague 
assertions that have been made against Ms. Hammer thus far. Should Ms. Hammer be singled 
out in the investigation, and none of the other individuals are investigated during the Special 
Investigation, we will raise that as an addltlonal claim that the whole matter is simply a uwitch 
hunt" against Ms. Hammer to support Mr. Ribi's retribution against Ms. Hammer for making 
harassment claims against Mr. Ribi. 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BLAINE 




vs. ) Case No. CV-2011-928 
) 
NILS RIBI, an individual; THE ) 
CITY OF SUN VALLEY, an Idaho } 
municipal corporation; ADAM ) 
KING, an individual; and ) 
ROBERT YOUNGMAN, an individual, ) 
) 
Defendants. ) _________________ ) 
EXCERPT OF TRO HEARING 
The above-entitled matter came on for hearing on 
Wednesday, Janu.azy 11, 2012, at the hour of 9:30 a.m., at the 
Blaine County Courthouse, Hailey, Idaho. 
BEFORE: The Honorable Randy Stoker 
Susan P. Israel, CSR No. 244 
P. o. Box 1379 
Ketchum, ID 83340 
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For the Plaintiff: 
For the Defendants: 
For the Defendant: 
(Nils Ribi) 
A P P E A R A N C E S 
JAMES R. DONOVAL, ESQ. 
Attorney at Law 
P. 0. Box 1499 
Sun Valley, Idaho 83353 
KIRTLAN G. NAYLOR, ESQ. 
Naylor & Hales, P.C. 
Attorneys at Law 
950 West Bannock Street 
Suite 610 
Boise, Idaho 83702 
R. KEITH ROARK, ESQ. 
The Roark Law Firm, LLP 
409 North Main 




































WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 11, 2012 
10:30 A.M. 
(EXCERPT OF HEARING) 
THE COURT: Well, let's talk about then -- if 
you're going to ask questions of the witness about whether 
it's a final ruling or whether it wasn't, why do we need to 
get into the issue of what was communicated by this 
investigator'? 
MR. DONOVAL: Because what I've read in their 
response is that things were communicated to the Mayor and 
they weren't final, so he had no authority to make a final 
ruling. And what I'm trying to get to is what was 
cormnunicated to the Mayor that gave him the basis for 
making a final determination on whether· Ms. Hammer -- I'm 
sorry, Judge, am I confusing you on that? 
THE COURT: No, I'm following. 
MR. DONOVAL: Okay. 
What I think Mayor Willich should be able to 
testify to is he got enough information out of that report 
from Ms. Ball related to the allegations against Ms. Hammer 
that he was entitled to make a final ruling that the new 
mayor doesn't have a r.ight to vacate. There might be other 
issues in that report related to either Mr. Ribi or 
3 
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Ms. Frostenson or other issues that were pending in the 
investigation that Mayor Willich might say, no, I didn't 
think that those were final, but at least he should be able 
to testify that the allegations or the investigation of 
Ms. Hammer were finished and he found nothing for which he 
needed to go forward with any disciplinary actions. We 
need to get to that issue and allow Mayor Willich to 
testify as to what he found in that report as to Ms. Hammer 
versus other things in the report that he might not have 
found as to being final. And so to do that, I think we 
should be allowed to have him testify what his discussions 
were with Ms. Ball in regards to the report, who is not a 
lawyer, who does not have attorney-client privilege. 
THE COURT: Mr. Naylor, has this report been 
disclosed? 
MR. NAYLOR: No, Your Honor; and I can 
represent to the Court that it has been provided to the 
Blaine County Prosecutor for referral for an independent 
investi -- review as to any potential criminal conduct, not 
only related to Ms. Hammer but other individuals, and for 
that reason, the prosecutor has specifically instructed the 
City to not disclose the report at the present time to the 
principals because of the pending investigation. 
THE COURT: If that's true and that report has 



































attorney-client privilege if there is one? 
MR. NAYLOR: As to the report itself? 
THE COURT: Yes. 
MR. NAYLOR: Well, that's not what he's asking 
the Mayor to talk about. He's asking him what 
conversations Patti Ball had while in the presence of me 
and Adam King. And any comment by her may have been 
elicited by questions by us, and the entire conversation 
was intended to be attorney-client privilege. She was 
acting as an agent. The Mayor and the Mayor-elect were 
both principals party to the attorney-client privilege. 
And, frankly, because of the fact that Mr. Willich has 
already testified that this was a draft report, it's not 
the same report that Mayor Briscoe relied upon 
subsequently. And so the details of the report aren't 
relevant, it's just what facts and information was relied 
on for which decision. 
THE COURT: Well, I'm going to sustain further 
inquiry, Mr. Donoval, with regard to the contents of that 
communication. 
MR. DONOVAL: Or any conversations in regards 
to that meeting, Your Honor? 
THE COURT: Yes. 
(REPORTER'S NOTE: This concludes the requested 






































..-------"---,.--:::;,~,__ ____________ _ 
REPORTER'S CERTIFICATE 
I, SUSAN P. ISRAEL, CSR #244, Official Court 
Reporter, Fifth Judicial District, State of Idaho, do 
hereby certify that the foregoing transcript, consisting of 
Pages 1 to 5, inclusive, is a true and accurate record of 
the proceedings had on the date and at the time indicated 
therein as stenographically reported by me to the best of 
my ability and contains all of the material requested. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand 
this 18th day of January, 2012. 
SUSAN P. ISRAEL, CSR NO. 244 
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Kirtlan G. Naylor [ISB No. 3569) 
NAYLOR & HALES, P.C. 
Attorneys at Law 
950 W. Bannock Street, Suite 610 
Boise, ID 83702 
Telephone No. (208) 3 83-9511 
Facsimi]e No. (208) 383-9516 
Email: kirt@naylorhales.com 
Attomeys,for City of Swi Valley 
(l 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF.IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BLAINE 
NILS RIBI, 




AFFIDAVIT OF ADAM KING IN 
SUPPORT OF NON~P ARTY CITY OF 
SUN VALLEY'S MOTION TO 
QUASH SUBPOENA 
vs. 




R. KEITH ROARK, 
Third Party Defendant. 
I, ADAM KING, having been duly sworn do hereby depose and say as follows: 
I. I am over eighteen yecµ-s of age and I have personal knowledge of the matters 
set forth herein, and if called upon to testify of them, I could do so competently. 
AFFIDAVIT OF ADAM KING IN SUPPORT OF NON-PARTY CITY OF SUN 




2. I am currently the City Attorney for the City of Sun Valley. I was appointed 
as City Attorney by the City CoWicil in 2008. 
3. The Sun Valley City CoWicil called a special executive session on November 
10, 2011, pursuant to Idaho Code§ 50-706. I did not know the purpose or the agenda of the meeting 
before it was actually held. 
4. The special executive session was held on November 11, 2011. MicheJJe 
Frostenson, Treasurer for the City of Sun Valley, presented allegations to the Sun Valley City 
Council of potential misuse of public funds and equipment by Sharon R. Hammer, City 
Administrator for the City of Sun Valley, as well as other City employees. 
5. Afterthe executive sessio~ then-Mayor Wayne WilJich and I spoke with Ms. 
Hammer about Ms. Fronstenson's allegations. 
6. On November 12, 2011, attorney James R. Donoval sent Mr. Willich a letter, 
copied to the City Council and two ci~ens recently elected, but not yet sworn in as City 
Councilmembers. The letter threatened the City of Sun Valley with a lawsuit in connection with Ms. 
Hammer's a11egations of harassment and potential disciplinary action against her for the alleged 
misuse of public funds and equipment. In addition, the first page of the letter stated: ''In 
Contemplation of Litieation." A redacted copy of this letter is attached hereto as Exhibit A. 
7. The City Council called a second special executive session on November 14, 
2011, regarding the allegations of Ms. Hammer's and other employees' potential misuse of public 
funds and equipment. 
AFFIDAVIT OF ADAM KING IN SUPPORT OF NON-PARTY CITY OF SUN 
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8. Following the November 14, 2011 session, the City Council authorized a 
special investigation into the allegations against Ms. Hammer and, in part, because litigation had 
been threatened. 
9. On November 15, 2011, Mr. Donoval sent Mr. Willich, copied to the City 
Council and the Councilmembers-elect, a second letter stating that Mr. Donoval intended to file a 
lawsuit in connection with Ms. Hammer's allegations of harassment and any potential disciplinary 
action against her for the alleged misuse of public funds and equipment. In addition, the first page 
of the letter stated: "In Contemplation ofLitiiitation." A redacted copy of this letter is attached 
hereto as Exhibit B. 
10. On November 16, 2011, Mr. DonovaJ sent Mr. WiUich, copied to the City 
Cowicil and the Councilmembers-elect, a third letter that basically reiterated the prior two letters and 
offered to settle and avoid a lawsuit. In addition, the first page of the letter stated: "In 
Contemplation ofLitiption." A redacted copy of this letter is attached hereto as Exhibit C. 
11. On November 17, 2011, I contacted Patricia L. Ball, of Management 
Northwest, and another possible investigator, regarding the City's desire to possibly retain her 
services for a fact-finding investigation regarding various allegations that could be the subject of 
litigation. 
I2. On November 18, 2011, I, along with Mr. Willich and Mr. Briscoe 
interviewed Ms. Ball and another investigator. 
13. Ms. Hammer was placed on paid administrative leave the same day, 
November 18, 2011. 
AFFIDAVIT OF ADAM KING IN SUPPORT OF NON--P ARTY CITY OF SUN 
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14. On November 21, 2011 .. the. City of Sun Valley retained Ms. BaU for the 
purpose of conducting an investigation into the alleged violations of City Policy. At that time, I was 
to be Ms. Ball's legal contact. Ms. Ball and Mr. Willich signed a written Engagement Letter for City 
of Sun Valley Investigation on November 23, 2011. 
15. Ms. Hammer filed a complaint in ldabo 's Fifth District Court, Blaine County, 
against me, the City of Sun Valley and Nils Ribi on November 21, 2011, as Hammer v. Ribi et al., 
Blaine County Case No. CV-2011-928. Because 1 was a named defendant in the lawsuit, it was 
determined that I should not be Ms. Ball's legal contact, to avoid any appearance of a conflict. 
17. f.DJtt~liliif:f@;ttieieitjf~~,c~~oRir:~~~.,: 
•Jo1i~y··for' oove~i. ~Kiiillri~.00~,iylor;;lllij;f~zge:Hai~--P:c.:,was assigned to provide' legal 
deleiMt'.:fm'.tbe City of Sun Valley on November 22, 2011. 
18. Sun Valley officials decided on or about November 28, 2011, that Mr. Naylor 
would be Ms. Ball's primary legal and process contact and all coordination was to go through him. 
Ms. Ball was to report substantive issues directly to Mssrs. Briscoe, Willich and myself. 
-;p;4'._ 
DATED thisc.Q_ day of August, 2012. 
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Kirtlan G. Naylor [ISB No. 3569J 
NAYLOR & HALES, P.C. 
Attorneys at Law 
950 W. Bannock Street, Suite 610 
Boise, ID 83702 
Telephone No. (208) 383-9511 
Facsimile No. (208) 383-9516 
Email: kirt@naylorhales.com 
Attorneys for City of Sun Valley 
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R. KEITH ROARK, 
Third Party Defendant. 
Case No. CV-2011-1040 
AFFIDA VITOFPA TRICIA LA THAM 
BALL INSUPPORTOFNON-PARTY 
CITY OF SUN VALLEY'S MOTION 
TO QUASH SUBPOENA 
I, Patricia Latham Ball, having been duly sworn do hereby depose and say as follows: 
1. I am over eighteen years of age and I have personal knowledge of the matters 
set forth herein, and if called upon to testify of them, I could do so competently. 
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2. I am an attorney licensed in the Staie ofldaho, Washington and California 
and currently own and operate Management Northwest, an employment and human resources law 
practice. I also provide investigations relating to alleged violations of law and policy, suspected 
theft, misappropriation, harassment and discrimination. I founded Management Northwest in 2002. 
3. I was contacted by Sun Valley City Attorney Adam King on November 17, 
2011, regarding the City's desire to possibly retain my services for a fact-fmding investigation 
regarding various allegations that could be the subject of litigation. 
4. I had an interview with Mr. King, then-City Council President Dewayne 
Briscoe and then-Mayor of Sun Valley, Wayne Willich, on November 21, 2011. 
5. On November 21, 2011, I was retained by the City of Sun Valley for the 
pmpose of conducting an investigation into alleged violations of City policy. On November 23, 
2011, I signed, as did Mr. Willi ch on behalf of the City of Sun Valley, an "Engagement Letter for 
City of Sun Valley Investigation." 
6. My role was to act solely as a fact-finding investigator regarding whether there 
were violations of Sun Valley City policy regarding specific allegations as provided to me from Mr. 
Willich and the City Council. I was aware of the threatened litigation and the complaint that was 
filed. 
7. My initial attorney contact regarding the investigation was with Mr. King, as 
the City Attorney for the City of Sun Valley. 
8. I arrived in Sun Valley to beginconductinginterviews on November 28, 2011. 
Sun Valley officials informed me that K.irtlan G. Naylor; Nayk,r&Hale&; P .~ ... wouldhe. my primary 
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iegal and process contact, and all COffldination was- to go through him .. I was to report substantive 
issues directly to Mssrs. Briscoe, King, Willich and Naylor . 
9. Throughout the course of my investigation, I sought legal advice and guidance 
for the investigation through Mr. Naylor, with full approval and consent of the City of Sun Valley. 
10; On November 30,201 l>Mr. Naylor informed me> on behalf of the City, that 
the scope of my investigation was to be expmded into additional and newly brought allegations. 
11. I conducted my investigations into the various allegations over the following 
weeks. This included approximately four (4) days of interviewing witnesses, additional telephonic 
interviews, several days of evidence review, analysis, communications and drafting the report. 
12. I completed the factual basis of my report on December 9,201 l~ and thereafter 
presented a draft version of the report for review to Mr. Wi1Hch, the City Council, Mr. King and Mr. 
Naylor on December 12, 2011. 
13. I finalized my report and analysis on Decem~er 20> 2011. 
14. My report consisted of an application of the discovered facts to potential 
violations of city policy. 
15. OnoraboutJuly22,2012,Iwasserveda"SUBPOENAFORPR0DUCTION 
OF DOCUMENTS" from a process server for James R. Donoval, prose litigant in the above 
captioned case. A true and correct copy of the Subpoena is attached hereto as Exhibit A. 
16. The Subpoena commands that I produce numerous items identified in an 
attachment to the Subpoena. The gist of the commands is that I produce any and all documentation 
related to my investigation. 
AFFIDAVIT OF PATRICIA L~THAM BALL IN SUPPORT OF NON~PARTY CITY OF 




17. Because the Subpoena sought the investigative report and all related materials 
that were prepared on behalf of Sun Valley in anticipation of litigation. and also requested privileged 
communications, I inf onned the City of the Subpoena. 
,?A-f1---
DA TED this .2!L... day of August, 2012. 
Patricia Latham Ball 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN TO before me this __ day of August, 2012 . 
• 1- •• . ,, 
..... ,~, 
.1, r 
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INTRODUCTION 
OD November 21, 2011, lbcundenigned was retained by the City of Sun Valley 
("the City") to perfimn an investigation concerning complaints rai aed relating to alleged 
violations-of the City of Sun Valley PerlOIIDel Policies & Procewrea Manual ("Manual") 
by City Administrator Sharon Hammer ("Hammer"). Specifieally, the City riqueaed 
that the 1D1dersigned conduct an imies1igatlon relating lo a complaint lodged by the City 
T!alsurer, Michelle Frostenson rFrostenson") relating to Hamnier' s alleged misconduct. 
On December 2, 2011, the City requested that the scope ofinvestiption be broadened to 
Include a preliminary evaluation of potential violations of conduct within the City's F'ue 
Department 
The potential violations by Hammer were reported by Froalenson to Mayor WWich on 
October 5, 2011, RibionNovember 10, 2011 .,d the City Council on November 11, 
2011. Frostenson, Henuner and City Clerk Kelly Ek ("Ek") were placed on adminilllrarive 
leave pending Bil internal investig,tion. 
JNVl!!STIGATION PROTOCOL 
TM investigation coll8ind of 
A Interviews or the Fono,ring Jndlvld11als: 
I. Michelle Froalcnson, City Trtasurer 
2. Sharon Hammer, City Admini slrator 
3. Kelly Ek, City Clerk 
4. Wayne Willidl, Mayor 
S. DMyne Briacoe, Mayor-Elect 
6. Nila Ribi, Councilman 
7. Connie Morris, Police Officer 
8. Mark Hoffman, Development 
9, Cameron Daggett, Police Chief 
I 0. Mal Prior, Firefighter 
11. Adam King, City Attorney 
12. Ray Franco, Asaistant Fire Chief 
Witneszs were interviewed at the law of1icca of Hawley Troxel in Hailey, Idaho or 
telephonically. Froatenson participated in a follow-up intervwlv in Boise, Idaho. 
Willlessea were instructed that the Investigation was cont'WentiaL They were al so advised 
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OVERVIEW QF FINDINGS 
Sufficient evidence exists to support multiple violations of City policy by Hummer. Since 
the documentution end witness statements resulted in evidence that could also legally 
implicate Hammer, a follow-up interview was not conducted v.ith Hammer. Additionally, 
'preliminary interviews pertaining to City Fire Department concerns suppo11ed possible 
violation of Cily policy and law. Accordingly, no interviews were conducted with Chief 
Jeff Carnes, Tina Carnes or Nick Carnes. These matters should be immediately ref erred 
to an outside agency for further audit and investigation of possible civil and/or criminal 
violations. 
ALLEGATIONS AND INVESTIGATOR'S FACTUAL FJNDINGS 
Sharon Hammer 
Use of City Vehicle 
Frostenson ulleges thatHan1mer has violated the City's policy in her personal use of a 
City-owned vehicle, a 2001 Ford Expedition ("City Vehicle"). Section 3.13 oflhe 
Manual states in ,pertinent part: 
"Cily-owned vehicles shall never be 11sed for privale purpo&es. IY/ten Employees arr, 
reiJlliml to /rave/ 011/slde the Cily while 0,1 Cily busi11es.r, Employees sho11ld use o C/ly 
vehicle ,n1les.r u:se of a private vehicle is approved by the Supervisor. • 
In response to the existence of Manual Policy number 3.13, Hammer contends IIJat the 
Mayor had authority to change the terms and conditions of her employment baaed upon 
paragraph 10 (A) of her Employment Agreement (Exhibit A), which was extended via an 
Agreement Extension (Exhibit B). The En1ploymenl Agreement, Paragraph IO (A) states: 
• The Mayor, in COBsultation ,vith the Employee, shall fix such other temJS and 
conditiona of employment, as he may detennine fnm time to time to be 
appropriate, relating to the performance of Employee, provided such te1D1S and 
conditions are not inconsistent ,vid1 or in coollict with the provisions of this 
Agreenient. • 
Hammer admits that she has opeuly used the City Vehicle for both personal and business 
purposes sincecomn1encingheremployme111 in June of 2008. Jn a signed written 
statement entitled "Use of City Vehicle" dated November 28, 2011 and provided to the 
investigator (attached as Exhibit C), Hammer stales that when she first moved to Sun 
Valley in June of 2008, she did not have a vehicle. Hammer asserts as follows: 
"Mayor Willich authorized me to use !he Ford Expedition whenever I needed it, 
even for personal use. Because of the proximity to Qty Hall, I left the Ford 
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Based on the approval of tv{ayor Witlich, I used- the Ford Expedition for personal 
use ... 
Hammer funher writes: 
•rnOctoberof2008, I and myhusbandmoved...approximately 1.7 miles from 
City Hall and the City Hali Fire Station. At that time, I had a discussion with 
Mayor WiUich regarding continued use of the Ford Expedition. Maym Willicb 
.1peciflcally told me that l could continue to used the Ford Expedition at all limes, 
includingforconuuuting to City Hall and fm- personal use. We discussed that r 
had become a member of the Sun Valley Fire Department and the need fa my 
availability to respond ro Fire DepartlllCht pages ..... • (Exhibit C) 
Hammer admits I hat she maintained possession of the City Vehicle and has operated it 
"for personal use sucl1 as going to the gym and to the grocery store.•• She has also used 
this vehicle when responding to pages llfrom the gym. the grocery store, the movie 
theater end the golf course• as wdl as •social events." She contends Chat Mayor W illich 
and City Council members have viewed her operating the City Vehlcle "in the evenings, 
weekends and holidays. N 
"Nof once in over lmee years did any member of the City Council question me about the 
use of the Ford Expedition even though n1y use of the Ford Expedition was conspicuws. 
At afl rimes. my use of Che Ford Expedition waa done with the explicit approval and the 
authority of Mayor Willich. N (Exhibit C) 
Hammer admits that she had been questioned by Frostenson regarding her personal use of 
the City Vehicle. Frostenson states that she raised the issue several times as a violation of 
policy, aod that Hammer only responded, 111 know.N Frostenson states that most tccently 
she complained to Hammer on September 191 20 J J end September 22. 2011. when 
Hammer bad the vehicle in Boise while on personal time. Hanuner claims that she 
advised Frostenson that there. was an agreement aUowing her personal use. 
Mayor Willich slates that he does not specificaJly remember authorizing Hammer's 
personal use of the City Vehicle, but he "might have said lhat.., Mayor WiUicb expr~ 
that be had no real objection to its use for personaland business. Neither H1rnmernor 
Mayor Willich presented the invesdgaror with any \\!'itten emai~ amendment or 
memorandum authorizing Hammer's personal use of the City Vehicle. Witnesses 
interviewed agreed that they had viewed Hammer openJy driving the City Vehicle for 
busincss and personal use. Mayor-Elect Dwayne Briscoe stated that he was unaware thnt 
a Cily policy existed prohibiting personal use. 
Both Mayor WiHich and Hamnier ttf erenced tbe age and lack of value of the City 
VemcJe to support a finding that there was no violation. Hammer wrote that the City 
Vehicle 11has been. fully depreciated in Sun Valley'J financiid records and is currendy only 
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expressed-that it was a surplus vehicle that he "should ltavejust sold ton to Hammer "for 
$300.M -
Findi11gs: 
Sufficient evidence exists te support a violation of Polley 3.13 of the City's Ma1111a). 
Whether the Mayor authorized Hammer to bypass Policy 3. J 3 is unclear from the facts. 
W h ilc the Mayor claims that be naay have granted her authority, there is no documentary 
evidence supporting this authorization. Fuithermore. even if the Mayor bad authorized a 
departure fran Policy 3.13, it does not appear that he bad authority to do so under 
Hammer's conlract or the Manual 
WhJJe Paragraph JO (A) of Ha1umers .EnapJoyment Agreement pennfts lhe Mayor to •fix 
such other temJS and coudilions of empJoyo,ent as he may determine from time to time to 
be appropriate," tbe Mayor is 011Jyautl1orized todoso as it relates to "perfonnance of 
Employee" and only to the exte,nt that such other terms are "not inconsistent with or in 
contJict with the provisions oftbis Agreement" This Agreement incorporates the 
Personnel Manual intotbeAgreemenl in that it specifically states in Paragraph IO (b) that 
"all p1ovisions of rbe Personnel Manual and regulations and rules of the Employer 
relating to vacation and sick leave. retirement contributions, holidays and otherbenefits 
which no111 e.risl or he1-eqfler may be an,e,lded. c,/so shall apply lo .Employee as !hey 
would to other employees of Eblpfoyer. 11 (Ethibit A. emphasis added). 41Benefiti' would 
include use oflhe aay Vehicle. It further states in Patagraph 12 A that "Che text herein 
shall constitule die entire agreement between the parties." Additionally; the Manual 
specifically states that "in order to maintain efficient and dfective city services~ it is 
essential that the rules and regulations governing personnel be clearly comn1unicated and 
impartially administered." 
Additionally, Hammer's Employment Agreement commenced on June I, 2008 with no 
fixed term. It was amended on September 17, 2009 to stale that it "shall automalicall y 
renew on its anniversary date (June 1st) for a period of one (I) year hereinafter unless 
notice that the Agreement shall tennioale is given at least sixty (60} days before the 
expiration date." According to the Agreement Extension. the Employment Agreement 
bel\\ten the Cily and Haiwner renewed automatically on June I, 2010 and expired under 
its own terms on Jwie I, 2011. Any contractual authority interpreted to be granted her for 
personal use of a Ci1y Vehicle al inception of employment would argud:bly have expired 
on June l, 201 J. 
Accordingly, lbere appears to be no authority either in the Manual or contractually for the 
Mayor to circumvent Policy 3, J 3. Whether the City considers the open!y accepled 
personal use of the City Vehicle by the Mayor and Councilman as a mitiga1ing factor is 
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Use of City Credit Card for PenonaJ Fuel Ch1tm; 
CityTuasurer Frooenson raised .concerns to City Coullc:il and rbe Mayor that Hanuuc:r's 
fuel -purchases for FY (fiscal year}2010 (October 2010 through October 201 J) 011 her 
City-issued credit card appeared :excessive at approxianately S 1700. She expmaed 
concem that Hamaner was using the City-issued credit alrd to-purc!Jase fuel for personal 
use. A prel.imina1'y audit of these fUef chargea by the investigator confirms that this 
eati011tc is accurate if not higher. A few credit card statemeots couJd not be localed, and a 
few receipts were missin& aJI of v.hicb could drive the nurnbet higher. 
Since Hammer openly il8ed a eity.0"11ed vehicle forpenonal and business use, a 
mileage log would be the controlling docunient to delennine aether City funds were 
appropriately used. Hammer neiaher maintains a log nor other documentation tracking the 
nun1ber of 01iles driven each year Cor business versus personal Her omission-now 1uakes 
it ianpossibJe to asca1ain the exact amount of fuel consumed for each purpmc. 
Hammer states that she used botla laer City~issued credit card and a personal capital One 
or MasterCard credit card to fuel the City Vehicle. She denies ever using the City credit 
card 10 purchase fuel f ot any vehicle other than the C'lty Vehicle. She produced a 
sununm:y of what she conh:nds were penonal gas purchases fa rbe City Vehicle (Exhibit 
C} The documentation does 11ot ref erencc a license plate number, so chere is no ability to 
conf'mn that the purchases were: far her City Vehicle radler Uw1 her husband's or another 
vehicle. Hammer conlenda that her husband fdls his vehicle with his own credit card 
Hammer's documenlafion shows that her personal credit card charges for fuel in 2009 
totaled SSS0.49, $287.42 in 2DIO·and $574.76 for201 J to date. In addition to those 
charges, she sought reirnbutsemenl ftoan the City fer business fuel charges incurred on 
her personal credit card in the following amounts: 2009 - $170.36; 2010 • $243.90; 2011 
- none) (EIChibil C). 
Hanuncr provided the investigator with a iigned statement dated November 28, 201 I, 
entitled "Use of City Vehicle" (Bxhibit C) and a foJlow.up letter dated Dcce1nbcr J, 20 I J 
(Exhibit D, page 3, puagraphs 2 and 3) • Hammer indicated that she review~ tile City· 
issued credit card staleanent each month and wrified lhat all supporting documentation 
was present to suppo11 the expenses; .she then initialed the yellow cover sheet. The cover 
sheet and SUpix-1ing doaunenla(jon were tlaen fcrwarded to Mayor WilJich to review, 
approve and sign. Thereafter. Hammer reported that lhe packet waa £awarded to a Sun 
VaUey City Council member, on a rotating basis, for approval and signature.(Exhibit C) 
Hammer merta that the Ma)'OC, Froscenson or the Cty Council could have questioned 
the appropriateness of the payntents at any t.ime, but did not do so. 
Findings: 
Suffldent evidence exl1tt to support II finding that Hammer •iolated the City'• 
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The City maintains a written credit card poli~ and requires City card users to sig11 a 
Cmiit Card Us er Agre:12Ua1t. The City cannot locate a signed agreement fCI' Hammer. 
Since per the policy the City Administrator is responsibJ e for handling misuse 
complaints, it is reasonable toconc.lude that she is awue of her obligafioas \\flat using a 
City card. The policy states that •city ~it cards may not be med f Cl' personal 
pun:hases or personal use." 
Hammefs calendar year 2010 personal credit card charges arc the most compelling 
evidence ofHammer•s misuse ofrhe City card. Hammer admits that the CJty VdiicJ e is 
the onJy vehicle ahe drives. She also adnlits that she used the City Vehicle in 2010 for 
personal and business puq,os~ including but not limited to commuting ro and from 
work. grocery shopping. golf mg and attending other social events. Willlesses also 
observed her using the City Vehicle to attend football games and to go camping on her 
free time. Despite these admissions, Hammet's pa'SODal fiie1 purchases showed 
absolutely no 2010 personal fuel purcba.!es fer the City Vehicle for the first four and one-
haJfmontbs of 2010. Her itr'St lWC of a personal crtdit catd in 2010 Wlls May 16, 2010. In 
the meantime. the Citts detail J~er shows at least four gasoline purchases during this 
:same time period on rhe Citys busineu credit card. 
Additionally, f cr FY 20 JO (October 2010 through Oc(ob er 2011), no personal fuel 
purchases were made f cr rhc following months: October, Janwtty. March, May and July. 
(ExJu'bit C} 
Othcrcom::ems include rq,eaitcd references on lbe submitted fuel expmse to" Admin CC 
chargai II rather than designating that-the fuel was fa a specific business lrip (Bxhibit B). 
One refennce on the supporting documentation submitted by Hammer statea "I can•r tdJ 
if this is the city cc or my personal cc,11 (Exhibit E, page 1). This was fuel purchased on 
Hammers City credit card that was reimbursed to her (Exhibit B) 
Multiple purchases in close time and proximity were also noted. Hammer states that the 
only vehicJeshe fueled withd1e City card was her Cjty Vehicle. On Exhibit P, Hammers 
City credit card reflects three fuel pwcllascs on the City card as follows: 
4/5/11 • 7: 19 f n Hailey (19,536 gallons) 
4/6/11 - 9:51 in Hailey (10.583 gallons) 
4/6/ll 16:22 in Mountain Honie (J J.718 gallons) 
No other business b'&VeJ expCIIS.es for that date (e.g., hotcls, food purchues out of lown) 
are noted an her City credit card statement The gas receipts are oot Fire or EMT related, 
because the hqndwrittm notation on the receipts states "Administration- cnditcard 
charges - Boise.• However, personal purehases that arc lined out on her personal Capita) 
One card reflectthefoJowingpetSOnal transactions on those same dates (Bxlu1>it C): 
4/S/ll -TwinFaJls(Coslco and Target) 
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Based upon the above entries, Hammer's City Vehicle appears to have been fueled on the 
morning of April S, 2011 in Hailey. Hammer made purchases at Costco and Target in 
Twin Falls on her pcraonal credit card. The vehicle was then re-fueled in Hailey on the 
morning of April 6,201 I. Hammer made a personal purchase at the Boise Co-Op on that 
Slll1C date and then refueled in Mountain Home in the afternoon. Based upon these 
entries, it appean that lhe descriplion for 4/S/11 and 4/611 J supporting three fuel 
purchases in two days fer "Boise Administrarioo• is aot accurate. 
As slated in the Manual's Mission Statemem, the Qty "relics on a moral sense of 
stewardship and adherence to the ideals of excellence in service to its citizens ... ,. 
Hammer's use of the City credit card for personal tueJ consumption and her failure to 
track personal and buainess use of fuel was in cornplcte disregard of her responsibilities 
as a public savant. It is recommended that an external investigation and/or audit be 
conducted to ascertain the degree of misuse of the City card and to determine whether 
any violations oflaw have ocauTCd. 
Time Off Reporting 
Froatenson asserts that Hanuner bas not been properly reporting vacation and sick time 
off thus resulting in her being wrongfully reimbursed fortilne off and maintaining benefit 
accrw.s to which she is not otherwise entitled. 
Sick 11Rtej 
Ftndi~ lnnfflctent evidence exlsta to support a finding that Hammer railed to 
report sick tioie off. 
Hammer indicated that ewn while ill at home she would continue working. It also does 
not appear that Hammer took any extended days of for sick leave pmposcs other ll18D 
from January 6-11. The Mayor did not object to Hammer occaaionlllly working fran 
home. Accordingly, insufficient evide.occ exists lo aupport a fmding that Hammen uso 
and reporting ofsici:JeaveclearJy violated the City'ipolicy. However. rhe time off taken 
from January6-l I, 201 J, should be deducted from lier sick leave bank. 
Froitcnatil, asserts that Hammer has not been properly reporting vacation time off thus 
resuJtini in her being reimbursed for vacation and maintaining vacation accruals to which 
she is not dberwisc entitled. Frostenson provides the documents set forth in Exhibit G to 
suppor{l{ammer's f allure to accurateiy rg,ort time off. Frostenson states that other than 
emai1aJl.ammer never f onnaJJy reported vacation or sick time off on any timecard as did 
other ~lleJ:lt heads. The investigaJor haa not been able to flnd documentatlon that 
Hanunet. -. ··r· .· y formally repm1ed ancftrackcd ... . · her vacation on any City time RCOrd. Hammer · . not produced any such documcntatkm 
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Exhibit o. as provided by Prostenson. shows the folJowio& ~ca.lion hours reported via 
Ha1nmersending emails to Prost~nson: 
2008- 40 
2009- 0 
20 IO - 80 (plus cas bed out an additional 40 hours) = 120 
201! - J 84 hours (plua cashed outaa additional 40 houn) ... 224 
Hammer produced to the investigator a typed statement signed and dated November 28, 
201 J, wlich is entitled "Vacatkm, Sick and Flex Time.• (Bxhibit H) Hammers position 
ia that pursuant to Section 7{c) of her Eanployiucnt Agreement. she was granted 40 houn 
paid vaeatfon credited to her account at the start of employn1cnt md 160. hours per year 
thereafter. This iasue is not disputed. As aped in her response to the Uac of Vehicle 
discussion, Hammer aserts that the Mayor altered the terms of her vacation and sick plan 
pursuant to Section J DA other Em_ployincnt Agreement. Specifically, Hammer contends: 
''Mayor WU Heh uborized me to utilize flex time lo make up for work performed 
outside lhe normal 8.110 un. to S:00 p.m. &bl1dard Sun Valley eD:1ployec office or 
work hours (i.ududing a one hour IU11Ch break) u is described in Section 3 !) of 
the Sun Valley Policies andPmceduces,• (Exhibit H) 
Hammer then sets fmh a detailed tracking or all hours spent working weekmds, tll'Ough 
her lunch periods (citing Policy 3.9 to support her fW1ch break atitlenient). holidays and 
after the standard close of business. fflll1llDCI' clmms that bywtue oftbia approved "Oex 
time-program, she baa accrued approxunatdy J 40 days of Do. time, "whida was never 
o.ff1l!ll1ly accnzd Ii part of my vacation lhue pursuant to my agreement wilh Mayor 
Willicb." (Exhjbit H). She cxmlinued, "notlethelc:ss, die time wu authoriad pursuant to 
Seelion l OA • of he:r Bn1ployment Agreement (Exhiblta A and B). Hammer 11asse.i1s that I 
only usedapproxillllfeJy 19 oftbose 140dayslacauedduring rhe2008 lhmugh 2011 
period. As of November 2011, I estimate lbat latill possess IQ)proxhnately 121 days of 
acorucd flex thne vacation pursuant to my agreement witb Mayor Willich. • (Exhibit H) 
H11wneralao stated that some otthe time taken was aulhorizcd by the Mayor. For 
exmnple, authorized time off included studying for the bar exam (64 boma in 2009) and 
EMT-rel_ated trainln& such aa studying fer the EMT teat, paa1icipatmg Jn ropes training 
and reaponding lo Fire or RMT calls during the day. After setting fmdi heraUeged 
acoruaJs, Hunmcr sent a follow-up email totlle investigatoriadicatingfjqt ahe had made 
an error In her calculations because she "neglected to factor in that ahe hlKI been paid out 
for 40 hours of vacation• f<r 2010 and 2011. (Bxhibit .I) 
~ Mayor states 1h11 time uffcr bar exam preparalion and FireJBMToffJated matta:a 
during lhe day \VIII.appropriate paid time since it inured to lhe benefit ol lbe City, TJle 
'hadaooli)eclloato8-........,...,.tinuecl_payibing-- ··· 
• ut ft being dcddctcd &om 11:r vacafioil accfliils. The Mayor confimted that "Ff-· . 
Ii 'igfl pcd'o,mer· who work, long houn. Wlili a:eprd to a ftexiblc acbedulc, the Ma 
' . ; -. that if ID employee auch ~ammer wurJCi· 11ft, he allows her fo COffle Jn Jite:. ~'- . 
J .:.'. • 
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next day. The Mayor also hid no objedion to Hammer working from home on occasion, 
as when she is Ill. Ho\Wvcr, the Mayor states !hat at no time did be approve any program 
deemed '"ex time" or comp timeforHammer. When advised wlat Hammer was 
contend'mg pertaining to "flex time" being tracked and used instead of vacation, the 
Mayor responded that he was "totally unaware of that" and did not authorize it 
Finding: Sufficient evidence exlm to support a finding that HaD1mer failed to 
properly report vacation ltme taken. Hel' conduct la In vlolatlon of timekeeping 
requirements and 15 tantamOllllt to fablflcatlon oftlmeeanls (Policy 8.4 (17). Failure 
to report vacation taken resalted In Hammer receiving caahed out vacation 
payment• lo which ahe was not enlllled, An Independent oatllde odlt and 
lnvedlgatloa should be Immediately conducted to determine the extent of the 
falalOcatlon. 
Hammer's accrual rates were set initially In her Employment Agreement at 40 hours Up 
front vacation and 160 hours annually !hereafter. Hammer's argument pertaining to 
contractual modification of the terms or her 'laClltion benefit is rejected for the same 
reason discussed under •use of Vehicle" sot forth previously in this report. Additionally, 
Hammer's Employment Agreement specifically states that "vacation accrual and use shall 
follow the procedures set forth in the Personnel MllllUII.I." (Exlibit A) As with other City 
workers, Hammer is respoosiblc for adhering to the Policies set forth in the Manual. 
Employees are granted a salary and benefits, which encompasses their compensation 
packages. They are not authorized to make their own rules. Hanuner, as the City 
Administrator is responsible for enforcing the City Manual. Sbe is fuDy aware that she is 
au exempt salaried employee, as indicated in Policy 4.S. S be is paid for the job without 
n:prd to lhc l11llllm of houn worked Policy 4.8 (B) clearly stalell lbat •exempt 
employees will work more than 2080 hours per year" and that they may "liave variations 
in the hours worked from week to week to do so." Hammer should also be aware that 
under Idaho law and the manual, she is nol entitled to a lunch break. More in1portantly, 
Ms. Hammer is neither entitled to overtime for all hours worked over forty per wedc 
(Policy 4.8 (B)), nor is she entitled or even eligible for a compensatory or "flex" time off 
program as dcscn'bed by Hammer.(Policy4.8)-
Hammer's attempt to claim some sort of compensatory time off (rcfcned by her as "flex 
time") either reveals a completion lack of undmtaming of wage and hour laws or an 
abuse of her power as City Administrator. Based upon !he evidence preaen!cd, it appears 
to clearly fall under the latter. Additionally, reprdless or her claim that she is entitled to 
a flex time pogram, Mayor Willicb denies enterlog into such an agreement with Hammer 
or gnuttingher such authorization. Even ifhe had, arguably be ,wuld not have had legal 
authority to grant such a prognun as applied to Hammer. 
In considering whether a violation occurred, the investigator disregirded time ofl'takco 
by Hammer to engage In bar examination studies, EMT training and testing, as!se 
were approved by the Mayor and inured to the benefit of the City. Tmnlng to o · r time 
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complete timecards ~ing vacation time cff lakcn. Other department heads so do. and 
it appears hig1ly suspicious that Hanuncr did not. Hammer provided the invesli gator with 
an after.fhc-fact recap _of her vacation time used, which fi.111hcr demonstrates that she 
blatantly failed to traclc and/or accurately report vacation time as it was llSCd each year 
(Exhibit D). 
Based upon docmncntation presented by Frostenson (via emails received from Hammer 
referencing time off as compared to payroll docwneots) es web as Hamn1er's written 
statements, sutr1eient evidence exists to support a finding rhatt at a minimum. the 
f oJlo\\ing time off was taken as vacation and not reported: 
• 2008: Hammer camed 40 hours of vacation time and properly reported 40 hours 
of vacation time. This left a zero balance going into 2009. 
• 1009: Hammer earned 160 bOOJS of vacation time for calen~r year 2009. 
Frostenson's records suppo11 a finding that Hammer did not report -any used 
vacation for 2009. Records provided by FrosterJSon indicate that with the most 
conservative interpretation of this data. A11t:m 96 hours were taken by Hanimer 
as unreported vacation in 200'J. as evidenced in Exhibit G. These include 4/17/09, 
S/15/09-5/22109, 6/8109 and 9/2S/09-JO/OJ/09. Additionally. Hammer expresdy 
admita in her written supplemental statement that time off she took from S/14'" 
S/18 was for ttmotber-in-faw funeral• and further admits not counting this time 
against her vacation bank (Exhibit ni The City's Manual does not include a paid 
bereavement leave benefit for this purpose. Family Medical Leave does not cover 
this type of absence either. Therefore. this time should have been reported as 
vacation. Additionally, Hammer admits to taking an additional 48 boun (Jf.25-
1/26. 4/30.S/J and I l/l 9122) for vacation in 2009 for which tltete appears to be no 
reporting of vacation time used (Exluoit D). In sum, there appears to have been 
at least 144 hou1-. ohacatlon taken in 2009 by Hammer ,"rithoat any hours 
being dedacted from her fleatfou hank. This would leave Hammer wfth two 
days ofunused vacation tfme In her bank goin& Into 2010. 
• 2010 • Hammer earned J60hours for 2010, plus carried over 16 hoUJ'S from 2009 
(l!Sing conservative vacation reporting numbers to give Hammer the benefit of the 
dcdlt). Frostcnson's documentation shows that Hammer infonnalJy reported, via 
email to Frostenson. 80 boors of vacation in 20JO, which were deducted fn>in 
Hammer's vacation accruals (Exhibit 0). Htunn1cr admits in Exhibit D I hat she 
actually took 160 hours of vacation in 2010. Rather than reporting those extra 
boun. Hammer cashed out 40 hours of "unmed11 vacation on November 21. 2010. 
She had no authority to cash out this amount, because she had not reported any 
time off in 2009. Policy S.2 C(3) provides for cash ouls only if the employee has 
used an equal amount of vacation leave in the previous 12 month period. Hammer 
had notrepotted any used vacation in 2009. Fnrthcnnore, and more i,uportandy, 
Hammer was not authorized to receive a 40 boUIS cash out of vacation 011 
November 21 1 2010t because she did not have that much actual vacation to cash 
out. The maximum cash out takiog all of Ha11uner's numbers as rrue wouJd have 
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received a cuh out for 24 houn ofcompens1tJon ofwhJch she was not 
entitled. 
• 2011 - Hammer canted J 60 hours of vaca lion a I the start of 20l l. Frostenson's 
docwncnlation s.upporls that only 184 boars were claimed as vacation through 
payroll (Exhibit G). Hammer admits actually taking 248 hours of vacation to date 
io 2011 (Exhibil D, 31 days x 8 lin/day). Additionally, Hammer received a cash 
oul pay01cnt for40 hours ofallc9=d unused vacation on April 24, 201 J. This 
brings the total to 288 hours ofvec:ation either cashed out or taken as paid time off 
for 201 I. For the calendar year 2011 to date, reports Indicate that Hammer 
haa received compensation for at least 128 bours of unearn!d vacation 
benefits, through dther cashed out VIIC&flon or COJ1tinued pay. 
SaH,tl,;qJ: 
Hammer contends thither May 20J I vacalionshouldhavc been credited to bcrcamed 
Sabbatical lime off. Hammer claims thlton or about May 101 2011, she "informed 
Frostenson that she was going to take an ex tended vacation of23 days. including using 
IS clays of sabbaaical vacation" which Froslensoo did nol record (Exhibit H) Frostcnson 
denies tlat Hammer ever advised her that sh, should apply sabbatical time to the May 
2011 vacation. The email documentation supports Prostenson's position that the time off 
request was fa- vacation rather than a sabbatical. Additionally, Frostenson states lhat 
even ifHan1mer had rcquc:sled that the time oflbe recorded as Sabbatical leave, Hammer 
was not yet elitible fa- her sabbatical time while she \\8S on the May vacation, became 
she bad not reached her three-year annivcrsllly, Fros.tenson fiB'ther indicates that 
sabbatical time off has never been placed into vr.catlon accruals in the system. Sabbatical 
is Cracked scpara tdy and only on employee requcs t When utilized, it mus r be taken in 
one lump sum and is paid out as straight salary and not coded as vacatioa 
Policy 5.3 states that sabbaticals are earned after completion of the first lhree years of 
employmcnl Hammer places her own actual onploymenl start date as June 23, 2008 
(Exlibit I. hand\\litte11 note under -Sabbatical•). The vacation in question ran from May 
9. 20JJ to1Wle 91 2011. Thercfo~ she was not eligible for a sabbatical leave for this 
time ofl Second. Policy 5.3 requires the employee lo schedule the sabbatical dates •in 
consultation and with the approval of the Supervisor" which would be the Mayor In 
Hammer's case. Therefore, any notification or email to F1'05tenson would have no impact 
unless authorized by the Mayor. Finally, 1&bba licals mu;t be taken as a single bJock of l 5 
days, which has not occurred since Hammer became digi'ble for this benefl t Hammer b 
eUglbJe for a 15-day Sabbatical, which inll!1 be taken 1Yltbln one year from being 
earned. Ho\Yever, this la a. aeparate Jame from vacaffon time off 1111d Is not treated 
like vacation from a cash oat or reportb1g standpoint. 
In sum, clear violations of the Manual occurred due to false reporting and failure to 
accurately report vacation usage. Vacation tune off Dlt1St be accurately repo11ed by City 
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funds. At a minimum, Hammer viola&ed City policy; lepl impJications should be pursued 
through audit and outside agency inYCStigation. 
Tagcd Reco1·ded Conrenat(on with omce Mor1·1s RegardtngEx,ecntlye Susltn 
On November I I, 201 l, the City Council engaged in an Executive S~ion to discuss 
Frostcnson's concenJS relating to Hammer. Hammer admits that she was aware that this 
was an Executive SessioJL Executive Sessions are confidentw and not open to the public. 
Hammer provided a signed stalen1cnt to the investigator dated November 28, 2011, which 
ls entitled ~vember 10-JJ, 201 P' and attached as Exhibit J. This st11tcmcnt confll1118 
!hat Hanuner was a \WC that the City Council intended to hold an Executive Session on 
November I J , 201 J. for ihc purpose of "hitin g. fuing and disciplining an employee. 11 
{Exhibit J) Although the Executive Session was scheduled for2 p.m. on a holiday 
closure. Hammer slates that she \WS working in lhe office at that time. Hammer admits 
meeting Officer Connie Monis •around the Police chicrs office door" and hearing Mayor 
Willich and Councilman Nils Ribi {"Ribi") talking. Hammer states ahat a garbage truck 
pulled up outside after 45 seconds and then she left this area of the building. At thi, point 
she believed the meeting was abouther since Frostenson was in attendance. 
Hanu11er and Morris both state that they went on a ride in the police car, because 
Hammer was upset When they returned to her office, Hammer states that she obtained 
tea three times in a location outside the Council Chamber front door. Hammer admits 
hearing some substantive conversation from the meeting. She admits that sl:ie 11stood by 
the door fCl' approximately 30 seconds to I minute brewing tea" and returned to get hot 
water iwo more time.," standing there 'Tor no more than one minu1e each lime." Eacl1 
time she admits hearing voices in the Chamber, but stales she "could 1,ot make out tmtch 
of,mat was being discussed." {Exhibit J). 
Morris claims she overheard some portions ofthe Executive Session by vi11ue or working 
at and around her lvork station. Moais states that she ,vaa under the impression that 
Council meetings arc open to the public and thus not confidential. Both Morris and 
Hammer deny any inten1ional eavesdropping. 
With regard to the recorded voicernail submitted to the City by City Cferk, Kelly Ek 
("Ek·), both Hammer and Morris verify lhat they are the pm1ies to the conversations. 
Both deny any wrongdoing by vittue of the conversation. The voicemaif is in rbc 
possession of the investigator and the City. 
City Police Chief Cameron Daggett, l 986 to present, has Ustened to the Rc:cording and 
believes there was no wrongdoing evidenced on the Recording. 
Finding: 
lnsufficlent evidence exist• to support a f1u.din1 that Morris or Hammer hnpropeiiy 
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discussions from areas of the building open lo tile public. Conversations lose the 
protection of confidentiality when the speaker has the discussion in a place where othen 
bave the right to be and talks loudly enough for the conversation to be overheard This 
appeara co have happened here. The Council, allhough in an Executil'i! Session i.e., 
closed lo the public, discussed the matter loudly enough to be heard outside thcroom 
Morris and Hammer lingered in areas where they had the right to be at the time. 
Although not a tecbnfcal breach, It ii dear that Ha1nmer \lloJated the spirit of the 
concept of the Executive Batton by Ungerfng In the hall to listen ud lo having 
Morris relay lhe inf ormatlon she heard from the cloaed sesslon. Additionally, 
suffldent evidence exists to SUPPorf a tlndJng that Hammer abuaed lier position of 
authority by 1·Jd1Dg In a police car with Officer Morrfa to dlacuu the Ex«utlve 
Seaalon cou rents aud later questioning lbi1 subordinate staff member to extract Che 
couOdentlal content of an Executive Smlon. This line of inquiry. which was evidenced 
in the recording provided by Ek, is inconsistent with the •moral sense of stewardship'• set 
fo11h in the City's Mission Statemenl TI1e conduct was clearly unbecoming of a City 
Administrator and was thus improper. 
Uuaytbori2ed Bonus Grauted ·to R!! Franco 
Ray Franco ("Franco") Assistant Fire Chief for the Jast three years, was granted the 
following bonuses and/or raises: 
03/06/09 - FY 09 pay adjushncnt of step increase from 7 to 8 (3. 78~; bonus of$750,00 
J0/01/09- FY 10 payacfjWltmcnt of2.I% 
10/01/10- FY 10 2% COLA (cost of living adjustment); additional bonus ofS2,000 
(ExhibitK) 
TI1e 2009 increases were authorized by signatures of the Mayor, City Administrator and 
Finance Director. TheOctobeJ, 1,2010, COLA is covered in two documents. The fust 
states in handwriting "FY l I II and is authorized by lhc Mayor and aty Administrator 
only. The second lists the 2 % COLA phn the $2,000 bonm, authori~ed by the Mayor and 
City Administrator. (Exhibil K) 
Franco states that Hammer informed him lhat she was providing him with the $2,000 
bonus and inslructed him not to tell anyone about its issuance. In his interpretation, this 
included rtre Chief Jeff Cames. Carnes and Franco never discussed the bonus. With 
regard to the 2009 bonus, Franco states that Hammer did not give him the same 
instruction regarding non-disclosure. Franco states that 2009 bonuses were given to 
"everyone." Since thls issue arose after Hammer's initial interview, she has not yet been 
re-interviewed on this point 
Finding: 
Insufficient evidence exbts to support a finding thaf the bonus payout was In 
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The Mayor signed off on the bonus issuance, and the bonus payoul was properly 
docwne11ted in the fiJe. Employers should not instruct employees not to disclose wages as 
this is protected concerted activity. However, no adverse action was threatened against 
Franco if he opted to disclose the bonus. The City Administrator appeared within her 
authority to isslle the bonl&\ as long u it was approved by the Mayor. No policies were 
provided by the City to contradict this authority. 
Another issue raised by Frosteoson was whether Hanimer inappropriate!. y nl1ered 
documentation submiUed conceru.i.ng Franco's work on BLM fires. Based upon witness 
statements, there appeara to be great confusion on the billing and trackiagprocess £or 
BLM work. There was also scant documentation provided to provide gujdance on this 
issue, Accordingly, insufficient evidence was presented to make a dctemtination on this 
issue. 
Conflict oflnterpt with Et·lc Adams 
Concerns were raised whether Hammer was engaged in a relationship with City Building 
Jnspector Bric Adams(" Adam&•) resulting in Adants ~ing provided prefunmtial 
treatment in compensation and obtaining workforce housing. No evidence was provided 
by any witness to support a finding that a romantic relation.ship existed at any time 
between Hammer and Adams. Evidence was provided to support a social friendship 
between Adams and Hanuner. Witnesses referenced that Adam and Haminer were friends 
whom socialized outside the office. One witness. showed the investigator photograplla 
which depicted persons identified to be A~ams and Hammer (1Sbing together. 
Adam's personnel fl.le reflects that on June 6, 2011 1 Hammer and the Mayor approved a 
$5,000 adjustment to "nlake bis salary more comparable with other Depa11ment heads 
and reflect qualify of work bycmplo~ • (Exhibit L) On October 1. 2011, Hanunerand 
the Mayor authorized a 2% cost of living adjustment On that Personnel Action Ponn. it 
was noted '"($5,000salary adjustment in June 2011 ).11 While it appears that there is no 
new salary adjustment being granted in October of 20 J I I Adam's compensation was 
adjusted upward by another $5,000 increment. 
~ to workforce housing Mal Prior claims that Adams has received pn:f erential 
treatment in obtaining City-owned housing. The City bought two condomjniums and then 
granted Adams one slot even though he already owns property. He also claims that the 
City lowered the rc11t on Adam's Qty housing. 
Finding: 
Evidence e:dated to support a f"mdlng that the October 2011 bouus may have been 
made la error. If not, the Personnel Action Form supportJna the bonus should be 
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lnsurncreut evidence exists to support n OndJog that a romantic 1·eJntionshfp existed 
between Adam Rnd Hnmmer that created a conflict of interest, Of note, however, is 
the fact that Hammer exposed herself to allegations of pref ereufial treatinent by engaging 
in social relationships \Vith a pen;on over whom she controlled compensation and other 
personnel decisions. WJ1ile it is acknowledged that the City is a small town aud the social 
circle niay not be large, it is imperative for a City Administrator to strictly comply with 
Policy 7 .3 1 which expressly proldbits City employees from engaging i11 any aclivities 
which could represent a confi ict of interest with their City employment. 
Workforce housing guidelines were not adequately outlined or provided so that the 
investigator could have e basis upon which to evaluate this issue. It is reconunended that 
the City estabJish slrict policies for eligibmty requirements fCI' deleimining placement 
into City-owned housing to avoid any appearance of favoritism or impropriety . 
... 
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Prellminm Investigatign of fire Department 
While conducting the investigalion on rhc above-referenced issues, Coimcilman RJbi 
received the lex.I message attached as Exhibit M f rc1n Mal Priot ("Prior'?. Captain of the 
City's Fire Department ("Department"). Rtoi imn1cdiately senl the text message co the 
investigator. Prior was contacted and reluctantly agreed to meet fee an interview on 
November 30, 2011. A follow-up telephonic interview was conducted on December 6, 
201 J with Prior. Additionally. a telephonic interview was conducted with Assistant Fire 
Chief: Ray Franco ("Franco")1 on December 6,2011 immediately after he returned Crom 
vacation. Issued raised: 
Issue #1 ~ FnlslflcaUon of Fire Department Time C!1[ds - Nick Carnes• Tlmecg~ds 
M11lPr:lor lntervfe,r. Prior has been whb the Department for JS years, and has mved as 
Captain for the last 4· S y*· Prior asserts that there is falsification of Nick Carnes' time 
cards laking place within . DeparlmenL Prim· stales that he has witnessed Tina Carnes 
fals(fy tunecards wit bin p m1ment for her son, Njck Carnes. He is aware on one 
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Carnes. He cites Eric Adaa1S, Ray Franco 111d Reed BJacJc as other witnesses. Prior states 
lbat Nick Carnes does not always-fill out a time card. Tina Carnes fills out Nick Carnes 
rimecard "a lot• as witnessed by Prior. Prior aascrts that fhncn:flecfedon Nick Cames' 
limecard .ia not actual lime ,vorlwl. He notes lhal Nick Carnes works full-tiine at Kelly 
Auto111otive as furtherevience U1at the hours reported cannot be actual (Nole: He also 
recommends reviewing all Kelly Automotive accow.1ts as then: may be charges to tl>e 
Qty ftoin Kelly Automotive for savic.es such as oiJ changes that did not actually take 
place). 
Prior states that be prepares the Fire and EMS report He sees payroll files and what is 
submitted. TJ1e records submitted arenot anaccurateaccowitofti111eactually worked. 
He cites that behu known about die 1uisconduct fer two years, but did notreportif to the 
Fire Chief, Jeff Carnes ("Chier'). because he would rose ms job. 
Priontates that he repar1ed his concerns to Hammer "a couple oftimes.11 He specifically 
met with her to discuss his concerns in the: Summer of2011 at Perry's. Prior indicated 
that he reported to Hammer that Nick Carnes' limecarda were being falsified wirbin the 
Fire DepartolCllt. No changes were observed to addtas these issues. Jn Prior's opinion. 
Haum1er "listened and didn't do anything.• He states, "She was suppgsed to do something 
about ii." There was no invesliption to his lcnowlcdgc. mad tbe conduct oontinued. 
Hammer did not tell him she would look into it, and she never got back to hin1 regarding 
lhese co:acems. He also advised Hammer that there was "a lot of shady stufflhat goes on" 
at the Department and Jd'mnced misuse of city credit cards and the volunteer f uefighter 
funds. The onJy change was that &he took over as treasurer of the volunteer fillds. Prior 
stales lhat everyone is inlinlidlted by the Cbiet: He has hffli there for 38 year,. and the 
Chief is "very good• with the city council and mayor.• Prior stares that recently the Chief 
made a general state111ent to him that this is not the first time someone has "gone aftett 
hin\ and rhe Chief n:feMlCCd JeffNivens. Prior slated, "we all know what is going 011, 
and we doo'I want to be part of it." He also stated, "We alt \Yeul lo Sharon Hmmner and 
told her.• 
Ray Franeo Intervle,r. Franco has been the Assisblnt Fire Chief for d1tee yeam. Prior to 
this position he served as the Department's Captain for twenty years. Severa! years ago 
Franco was responsible for prGCCSSing timc:cards. Nick Carnes was and still is 
consistently reponing nlOl'e ti111e on his timccards than he actually worked. In November 
or December of 2008, Franco was preparing timccards for payroll submission when he 
sa\Y that Nick Carnes had reported 240 hDllJ'S for one monlh. Franco states that Nick 
Carnes did not work those hours. Franco states that no one puts hnnore hours than 
Franco and I1e works 160 hours per month. Franco refused to approve ii; tJJe Chief 
approved the ti1ne. 
Franco states that there were "quite a few times" tbat he rensed to sign timecards do to 
falsified timeClll'ds from Nick Carnes. He does not believe other workers are falsifying 
timecards. In approximately January 2009, Pl'BIJQJ was advised that Tma Carnes would 
be taking O\'er fl:ie tlinecard processing. Basically, he feels thal the responsibility was 
taken away from hhn. Franco believes rbat it is a conflict of intcrcst for Tina Carnes to be 
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f mnco stales that NicJc:: Cam cs mid Tina Carnes are consistently repo11ing more time than 
is actual I y being worked by Nick Carnes. He notes that Nick Carnes has a fuH-timc job at 
Ketchum Franco also states that Tina Cames fiUs out Niclc'stimecards. 
Franco states that there is a fear of people losing their jobs iftheysay anything. Franco 
indicated that he is "terrified" about losing bis job. Franco once told the Chief that if the 
City Council asks hhu to bring this to hls attention he would have to tell the lruth. Franco 
believes thatlhe Chief does not care. Franco states that the Chief knows that the 
timecards arc being falsified by Tina, and he signs off on them. Franco does not 
tndefstand why the timecards and recotds fa: the Department have not been audited. He 
states that even ifa review goes back a year, it will find hours reported when the 
employee was not even there (at the City job). 
Franco took sorueconcems to the City Administrator Hammera few times in 2010 
"hoping someone would catch it and look at it'* One concern he raised to Hanmicr was 
that Nick Carnes was granted use orthe Chiefs City credit card. Nothing trigg,Q'Od en 
investigation or audit from Hammer to his knowledge. 
Mlcbelle Frostenson Interview- Frostenson states that she has no authority to review 
Department timecards and supporting ti1nccard documenration. These are maintained at 
the Fire Dcpa11menL Tina Carnes, wife of the Chief and mother of fire.fighter Nick 
Carnes is responsible for preparing the Department's payroll numbers and submitting 
those totals to FrostCIJSOn. Frosai:nson in turn cl rccts payment on these amounts without 
any variance to the numbers reported. Frostcnson states that she had no ability to 
question the reporting chain or payroll nuinben reported by lina Cames. Froscenson was 
not g;mnaed access to the supporting timecards. Frostenson asserts that during the fast City 
audit, approximately November 2010, she requested authority from Hanuucr to obtain 
access to the Deparlment limecards and records. Hammer denied her request. 
Accmlingly. the Departmentrecords wen: not a subject oflast year's audit. 
A sample of a Department Payroll c.locument provid;d =ch payroD period is atcachcd as 
Exbibil N (2010 sample attached). In most instances, it bears the approval and initials of 
the Chief. Actual payroll ledgers arc then initialed by Hammer for approval (Exhibit N, 
2011 sample attached). A random review of the general payroll ledger reflects that 
Deparlment staff membm arc paid the hours reported in the Department Payroll 
submitted by Tina Cames. Frostens~ states that all hours reported by Tina Cames via 
the Dcparlmelll Payroll swn01ary are paid out to each employee. That is the controlling 
document from which she pays Dcpartrnenl staff. Frostenson provided several examples 
to lhe investigator wherein the general ledger reflected payroll cbecJcs issued for the 
amounts reported by 1ina Cames in her Department Payroll Report 
The Mayor advised tbc investigator that Tina Carnes claimed that the hours tracked by 
the Departmenl were not actually hours paid to firefighters. No evi~ce supports this 
~laim, and· due to the potential legal implications of the alleged conduct, none of the 
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Administrator Hammer initials and approves aJ! final payroll docwnentation, including 
hours peid out to Department staff. 
As to Nick Carnes, Frostenson states Chai Nick C11mes reported so many hours worked in 
approximately 2009 and 2010 &hat the City was required to pay PERS[ contributions of 
$.3743. In 2009, Frosteoson belie~ th11t Nick Carnes could not actually be working all 
the how·s he reported She took her concerns to Harwner. Hammer's response was 1hat 
she saw Nick Carnes on sjte a lot and that she "hopedtt what Prostenson was presenting to 
her "was not 1111e.11 For a period of one year, Frostenson claims lo have reported her 
concerns to Hammer reganing Nick Carnes' ho11rs and the PERSI issue. Hammer was 
non-responsive to her aid told her to tallc to the Chief. Froslcnson stated thal she has 
emails to Chief and Hammer on this issue, bur she currently did 001 have access to her 
emails while on administrative leave. She also recaJls talkf ng to the Chief directly about 
her concerns. He was nol nlde to her, but no solution was provid=d to her. Frostenson 
arso claims that in approximately 2011, Hanuner toldFrostenson that there were people 
in the Department who had made accusation to her aboul the Fire Department. Hammer 
did not provide her with names or content -
Timecard Documenf11tloa: 
The inveslig1tfor was provi«i,d with timectrd files from the Departlllent for what appears 
to be 2009 through current. Since app~1na1eJy 2009, Tina Carnes bas been responsible 
for Department payrol~ including submitting lhc total payroll time to be pajd to the City 
Treasurer. The timecards are difficult to assess since 1be files were received in disamiy. 
Most cl the recol'ds and limecardsare missing years and signatures. A review oftbe 
timecards shows a compJ elc I act of procedure, accuracy or responsible rec«dkceping. 
Many tiles were disorganized to the point of containing loose timecards with no year, no 
signatures by employees or supervisors and no logical framework to suppon the time 
recorded. 
Below are a few time records the investigator reviewed and analyzed pertairung to Nick 
Carnes: 
Nick CMnes;, 
January 2009 (Exhibit O) 
Handwritten time reccrd (no ollkial timecard) suppo1ta 107.5 boors worked despite 
attached calculator rape reflecting 103 hours. Payroll DcpaJ1mcnt f on:n reported 164 
hours worked by Njck Carnes. 
July 2009 (Exldblt P) 
Nick Camcs1 timccard reports 17 hours for Hydrants and 66 honn for "other.~ Payroll 
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October 2010 (Exldblt Q) 
Handwritten itemized worksheet reflects 53 hours. Actual timecani reports 68 holU'S. 
Entries from woiksheel are altered when added to timecard. For exa01plc; l 0/25 same 
description, "clean chief office11 is changed from 4.o· co 6.S hours. "Clean T3/sbirt order' 
is changed from 5.0 to S.S. Tite thnccard is missing employee and supervisor signature. 
An accompanying handwritten payroll chai1 far same period shows no total hours worked 
for N. Carnes, but shows 10 hours in column (10/14- I hr.; 10/24- 2 hrs.; 11/6 - J hr.; 
11/5-11/06 - 6 hrs). The first two entries ( 1-/14 and J 0/24) are not reflected in the 
timecard. The 11/5-11/6 entries are reflected as a total of J S hours in the timecmd as: 
compared to the 7 total hours reflected on the log. Payroll Repc,11 lo rrnance Director 
cites Nick Carnes as working 68 hours. · 
NDvember lf>IO (Exhibit R) 
Time card records Fire - 47; Snow removal - I 3. Payroll Repeat to Finance Director 
reports 62 Fire hours and 13 Snow .Removal Handwritten log does not 1natch timecll"d. 
Timecan:I unsigned by emplo~ec and supervisor. 
February 2011 2/l4 through 3/13 (Exhibit S) 
Handwriting appears different than prior Nick Came timecaros. Timecard is unsigned. 
Tiniecard lotal reponed is 31 hours. Payroll Report to Finance Director for payment 
reports 47 hours. 
March 2011 3/15-4/10 (Exhibit 'O 
Unsigned Nick Carnes' tin1ecard reported 33 hours. Payrolt Report cites 4l lloars. 
April 11 through May 9 201J (Exhibit U) 
No thnecsrd submitted by Nick Carnes, but Payroll Report rq,otted 20 hours to Finance 
Director for payment 
June 2011 (ExhfhU V) 
Unsigned Nick Cames' timecard 1otal is 32 hours. PayroU rcpot1 submiued for payment 
totals 6S houn. 
July 2011 (Exhibit W) 
Unsigned Nick Carnes timecard in ditrerent handwriting. Total of 65 hours reported on 
timecard. Payroll report 78 hours. 
Note: While reviewing tinleeards, there appeared inCOIJS!Stencies antongolher payroll 
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reported for Carnes atd Prior, all tbnecards and reccrds for each Department employee 
should be reviewed 111.d independently audited to ensure that hours were accurately 
tepOl'ted and paid. 
Ique #l - f'nlllflcalJon or hyroll Rg>prtB -UntltmJlqrtlne Mel Prlor's Ac;u,11 Thu 
Worked 
Frostenson states that on•call firefighters <b 11ot receive PERSI because they are 
considered pa11-time employees with no benefits. They are required to be paid for aU 
hours worked. including meetings, drills, calls, training time and general work perfonned 
on behalfoCthe City. Froatenson states that at the end of July 2011, she had a discussion 
with the Chief and Hammer about Prior's hours. He had worked 36 hours of City time to 
prepare f « a BLM fire and Frostenson advised them that she cannot obtain 
reimbursement from BLM for those hours. Frostenaon states that she told Hammer and 
Chief that they must pay Prior fer those worbd hours. She also cautioned them that ifhe 
is working off the clock and gets inped, there could be a workers' compensation issue. 
Frostenson pointed to Exhibit X to demonstrate that Prior was not paid for those hours 
that were discussed with the Chief 111d Hammer. The timecmd for July 2011 reflects n 
reported hours by Prior. T"llla Carnes only reported 40 hours for the period to the Finance 
Director fot payment. The paycheck issued to Prior for this period only covered 40 hours 
of reported work (Exhibit X) 
Prior states that he is not paid for all bolU'S he actually works. He is only allowed to be 
paid a maximum of79 houn per month. If he works 80 or more hours a month or twenty 
or more per w=k he would have to receive benefits, including PERSI. He believes that 
under state law employees who wmlc more than 20 hOID'S per week musr12'provided 
benefits. He states that he only geta paid fer t'our hours per diy. five days per week. 
Unlike othei workers, he ck>es not get paid for additional time worla::d such as going on 
calls. Frostenson told him he could only work 79 hour& Tina Carnes and the Chief also 
have told him that be cannot work more than 79 hours; however. the Chief Jets him do so. 
For example, during the week of November 28-Decem~ 4, 2011, Prior covered as 
backup Chief since Franco is on vacation. He will not be paid far this time even though 
he wiU be covering and attending a meeting. If Prior complains, he wiJJ not receive his 79 
hours so he does not complain. He states that Mayor, Councilman Rib~ Frostenson. 
Hammer and the Chief know be is working more homs. Hamnie.r also bows because 
she secs him working. 
Upon request for the amount of bQW'! worked but not paid, Prior submitted the following 
totals via an email dated December 13,201 l (Exhibit 00): 
2009184 wipaid hours 
20[0 563unpaid hoU?B 
20ll 582 unpaid to date 
In Prior's email, he wroh; "I aJso have an email from Fire Chief thanking me for working 
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The referenced eniailsarc includ:d as Exhibit HH and are dalcd June 28 and June 29, 
2011. 
Franco stales that "Mal Prior is the one gelling the shaft.• Franoo reports lhal Prior ls 
working off the clock. Or, in some· instances Tina will lake Prior's reported hours and will 
reduce them before she turns them in fm- payroll. Franco states that "you can't cheat 
people out if they work." Franco states that "they don't want to pay his (Prior'&) PERSI." 
Franco states thattalldng to the Chief about it ''does no good." 
Time Reoord1 fgr Mal Prior: 
A few payroll cycles were reviewed for Prior. See below summary: 
NoYember 1010 (Exhibit Y) 
Prior submitted a signed two-page tiniecard reporting 83 hours Fire and 4 ho11r1 Street 
labor. Payroll submiHcd to Finance Director only reflects 7S houn Fire and 4 Street. 
December 2010 (Exhibit Z) 
Prior submitted signed two-page titnecard (no supervisor signature); 85 houl"S Fire and 
10 hours Snow reported; Payroll lo Finance Director repated 10 Street and only 68 
Fire. 
February 14, 1011 tbroagh Mu-ch 13, 1011 (Exhlbll AA) 
Signed timecard reflects 82 hours actually worked when count each entry; total appears 
lo be 82 111d then crossed out and changed to 69 hours. Payroll reported 78 bours to CT 
July 2011 (Exhibit X) 
Prior's signed timecard reports Tl hours worked; Payroll reports only 40 hours worl<ed. 
Paycheck 45868 ahowa only 40 l1ours paid to Prior. 
lgqe 113 -Mlmse of Chief Cerner City-baned GpoUne CredJt Cards 
Mal Prior asserts that the City's gasoline c:iedlt cards are misused; specifically, the Chief 
and Nick Carnes 11.-e filling up their private vehicles with the Cl1y gasoline card. Prior 
stales that he advised Ha01mer of this concern In the Sununer ¢2011. Hammer "jusl 
listened, but didn't do ppylhing because ii is stiU going on." .,;. 
}-:r . 
Franco states tbal there is a Brico/Unlted OU gas aird for eac4~f dlRe City Department 
vehicles - the Chief's car, Franco's car and pickup lnlCk. The ::_' arc left in the vehicles. 
Prancoit~lbal it ls clearly mderstooif that no one is · ·. · o mt up personal cars 
using the 'City gaa cmda. Franco asserts Iba! Nick Cam ea bas' fil up his pergonal 
vehicle wiiiFc°rty gu c:ard. Although he has not witnessed it, ... · review of the biUa 
i 
~i:r 
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bas caused him to concluded there is misuse by the Carnes'. Fnmco has kept a calendar 
when be suspects personal use. Franco is willing to produce aU documentation. including 
the caJendar. He states that Nick c..»es drives a Chevrolet white pickup truck ud fills 
up in Ketchum at Brico. Fnmco is unsure whether Brico has surveillance videos. 
FTIUICO states that the Chief knows about this. and the Chief loob at the bills. When 
Franco thinks dte bills are exces.,ive, Franco does not s{gn them. Franco ''does not want 
any part of that.11 F11nco states that the gasoline bilJa wili show red Oags because multiple 
fiU-ups occur within 7 minutes. Franco states that the gas cards also indicate what alleged 
City vehicle is being fdled. Franco receives dooumentation via einail regarding tbe gas 
bills. and he has maintained copies of them. He will provide aD documentation 
supporting ~ppropriation of City funds. He docs not have many documents in his 
actual possession. 
Credit Card Statements: The investigator did not have possess.ion of the City's gasoline 
credit cards. 
Issue ff .. MisU§e or Carne,' City Credit Card 
Franeo stares that any privUep Nick Carnes wants be is given. IIJJe has cart blanche. • 
Franco states that be ha& reviewed bills and is aware that Nick Carnes ·uses the Chiefs 
Qty credit card to purchase personal items. Franco repo11ed his concerns to Hammer a 
few times in 2010. Heasked herwby "a cmain person i11 able to use credit cards a couple 
of times; went on bacltcountry training in Stanley and Nick had lhe credit card there and 
the card was in his bands and others didn1r get to use it but he did." Dates unknown. 
Franco claims thar Ntck Carnes has made local charges for:food on the Cliaef's City cud 
aa well. To his knowledge, Nick is not an authorized user of the card Pl'llPCO states that 
Hammer tokl him that she would look into it However, she never got back to Franco and 
nothing changed. Franco concluded that she was not looking into it or doing anything 
about it F1'Elaco states that he went two or three times to Ham.mer to try to make her 
aware of his credit cud misuse concerns. 
Franco states that Nick Carnes has purchased items tJtat are not business related. Franco 
is aware of a helmet for $400 that no·other Department employee received; the other 
workers use hand~mc-downs. Nick Carnes does not keep the hclmct at the Department; 
everyone else uses cquiplll£1lt that Is at the station. Fnnco was not present when Nick 
Carnea purchased the helmet, but heard Nick talking about it and saw it when Nick 
received it. Fra.nc.o states that the Carnes do not hide theft use of the City card. they 
openly use it forpeisonal purchases. RecentlyJ the Carnes spent $2500 o.n Nlck Carne's 
snowmobile - ·~tter boards, exhaust pipe, clutch" using. the Chief's Citf._card. Nick 
replaces climbing boots I lot The firef'agbtcrs get only ·on~ pair_ and II SVt (~ the 
~country teams, but Nick <;antes goes through boots that he purchases ~n the Chiefs 
~ C$'d. Franco also states that Nick Carries' person.,_snowmobilc is qjleg~y •mi:fed 
~-· by Nick ~o.Jhe C'Jty. Frmoo amtcd that most receil ..,.·. e believes Clil~ or Nick ·-Oreen _Monster shoes on-line for personal use _·. . 
.-.._=,;;,_;. . ... _, . . ·, - :· ~~.. _.: 
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Mal Prior claims that the Carnes family uses the Chiera City-Issued credit card as their 
own. He states that ·Nick buys stuff all the time'1 on the City card and has the nwnber 
memori7.ed Priot has witnessed Nick Carnes purchasing items on-line with the City card 
Prior does ·not know if what he is purchasin.g is appropriate, but it does not seem right to 
hl01 that Nick Camea is using the card A few months ago, Franco told him that Nick 
CanlCS was no longer allowed to use the Chief's c;:redit card However. Prior feels that 
Nick Carnes is still using it Nick Carnes gave the Chiefs City credit card number over 
the phone when purchasing a $400 snowmobile helmet. He stated that helmets are not 
clearly a personal item. but Nick Carnes does not leave his helmet at the Department. 
Also, Nick Carnes beiJlg the only one to get a $400 helmet is "weird." 
Prior reported to Hammer this past .swrunerthac the Carnes' were possibly misumng the 
City credit cmi To bis knowledge. no action was taken by Hammer, because Nick 
Carnes continued to use the card after his meeting with Hammer. 
CredJt Card Statement,: The investigator had possession ofFY 2010 credit cards. 
Attached as Exhibit BB is the Chiefs credit card statement and recef pt f cw purchase of a 
$399 .99 helmet No signatw-e is on the receipt since it was 1111 on-line purchase. 
Exhibit CC sets forth a Cffltit card purchase at Zappos.com that was unsupported by a 
receipt. ary employec;.Tanuui Hal~ had to request repayment of the amount Tma 
Comes indicated to Hall via email that Jeff had accidentally niade a personal purchase of 
shoes on the card. Payanent was promised, but the investigator does nor have a 
conf n11l8tion of repayment at tbla time. Other credit card receipts do not contain the 
signature portion and/or arc on-line or non-signature-required purchases. Witnesses will 
. need to review and conf'mn which chugcs are f cr non-business purchases. 
Issue #5 -Milling Qty fropertv 
Prior stales that tbe City owned a 8"°'orcycle and it suddeoJy disappeared in the Winter 
of 2010. He believes the Can1cs family may have used it as a trade-in at RexburgMotot· 
Spo11S to purchase a personal snowmobile. Franco also states that a Department 
motorcycle disappeared and a Carnes' personal snowmobile was purchased at Rexburg 
Motor Sports. "Everyone thought they did that" {referring to misappropriating City 
property to purchale a personal snowmobilei 
ts111e t'lJi- Ml&aporpprJatJon or Volunteer FlrofJRbter Aggclatlon 'fup~ 
Fr~ states that the Ketchwn/Sun Valley Volunteer Firefighter Association is separate 
fro1n the City. This wu confirmed by Frostenson. who has no financial access or dude& 
with regard to this Associalion. Franco states that it has its own federal and stare 
identif'Jcation number. Ketchum/SV Volunteer Firefighter Association, Franco states that 
the Asaociation 11gor in trouble last year" witb IRSil is run by volunteer oflkers. and 
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Prior contends that Cosico purchases made from the Volunteer Firefighter Association 
funds are dive11ed to the Carnes' household Prior complained Ibis past summer to 
Hammer about his belief rhal lhc Volunteer F"ucfighter Funds were being mishandled. 
He cited improper use IIDd lack of control of the funds. He is unaware of any 
investigation taking place, but Hammer's solution was tbat she became Treasure of the 
Volunteer Firefighter Association and took over the account. 
Franco slated that there had been food purchases diverted to the Carnes household from 
that fund City firefighter Todd Taan Robrahn reported to Franco that 011 two occasions in 
the Summer of 20 I 0, he witnessed Nick Cam es take Association purchases from Cost Co 
and divca1 them to his house. Todd witnessed Nick actually stop at Nick's house and drop 
food off that be did not buy separately (bought wilh the volunteer foundation DIOJley). 
Franco said that the Association shut the Cosico card down. Franco states that he "sees 
very much wrong with" Ibis conduct Hammer was aware of what transpm,d, and she 
took over approximately nine months ago as Treasurer to make spreadsheet and balance 
items, Franco states that Hammer was aware as City Administrator what Nick Carnes was 
doing. She did nothing about his reported actions even though he is a City employee. 
Franco also stated that Nick Carnes would have been hired by the Chief. Staff members 
have expressed conccnJS about the Carnes being related and have complained to each 
other about the special privileges granted by the Chief to his SOIL 
Js•qe #7 - Sharon Hammer's Fallpre to Submit Fire Deparrn,ent Tlmecards: 
Sharon Hammer was included in !he Fire Department's payroll reporting wi1hout 
submitting rimecards to suppo11 any hours actually worked Sec below hours reported by 
Fire Department Payroll to Finance Director for 2010 FY, which were peid to Hammer in 
addition to her City salary: 
October2010- IOhours, no limecard 
Novenlber2010- 9.5 no time card 
December 20 IO • 6.0 no rimccard 
January 201 I - 4.0 no timecard 
Feb 20ll - 7.0 no liroecard 
March 201 I- 4.0 hours no timecard 
April 2011- 6 hours, no timecard 
May20ll-O 
June201l • 0 
July 2011 • 3 hours, no tin1ecard 
August 2011 • 2 hours, no timecard 
September 2011- 6 hours, no timecard 
October201 I • 14 hours, no timecard 
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Issue #B - fote;11tral Double Paymenq Bceeived bf Hammer •ad Hoffman 
Both Mark Hoffinan <-H«finan"} and Hanm1er are full-lime exempt salaried City 
employees. In addition, they serve as paid on-eall firefighters/BMTa. At issue is whether 
Hanuner or Hoffman sub111iued and re~ved muJtiple paymenta from the City for work 
performed within tlae sante work day. Even though the investigator did not locate a policy 
addressing this issue, it appears that City employees are not allo\Ved to obtain double 
<:001pensation for the sa1nehoun worked. At least two witnesses, Frostenson and 
Hoffman, confirmed this understanding. 
This issue is difficult to assess since Hammer did not prepare Department timecanfs (see 
Issue #7 in precedins pmagraph) despite receiving extra compensation for Fire 
Depar1ment labor that was in addition to her City Adnainistntor salary. Additionally, if it 
difficult to ascertain whether Depa11men1 time worked was on evenings and weekends 
(for which exlra compensation would be allowed) or during the work day (wh~ double 
payment would 001 be allowed other than if the e1nployee used paid vacation time fmm 
the City). Hoffman sub1nitted tune cards, but many are missing or inaccurate and do not 
reflect specific time periods worked (e.g., 8:00 a.m. - lp.tn.). Hoffinan also received 
additional Depat1mcnt compensation io addition lohis Crtysalary. AddltionaJJy, since 
Department t4necards have not. been provided lo the City Treasu~r in the past, the aty 
Treasurer was precluded from verifying whether double payments were issued. A full 
audit is necessary to cross-check J?epart1nen1 records against City payroll. 
111 the investigator's prCSCDce, Frostenson did a brier comparison of Depart111ent tiniecards .. 
to payroll summaries. One exa111ple note by Prostenson was as follows: 
• Hammer took time off &om her City Administrator position from June 7, 2010 
tluough June 11, 2010 for ropes training with Mark Hoffman. (Exhibit G). Marie 
Hoffinan recorded 9.5 houn for Ibis purpose. \Yhileffammer took the entire week 
elf. No vacation time(coded as 4-01) was taken tiom her City salary for this 
purpose, and she received her City salary (Exhibit FF payroll su1nnw-y ). On-call 
firefighlerpaymenls are coded in the peyroll as "6-01." Based on the 
Depm1rncnt's records, Hamnaer was paid 27 hours additional con1pensalion for 
JW1e 2010. The Department's time log reflects 12 hours earned by Hammer for 
services olher rban ropes lraining. Tfaef me, it appears from the reconciliBlion 
that Hammer was paid 12 hours forropes mwiing in addition to heuontinued 
City salary. Frostemon states lbat Hoffman's rea>rds also cannot be reconciled. 
(Exhibit FF) 
Prostcnson states that there are multiple instances wherein she cannot reconcile 
Departmeot limecards lo payroll given to the City Treawrer. Slle would need to conduct 
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frelimiparx .Findtnga as to Issues #1 - #8 
Nidc Carnq: 
Of the records reviewed, the time submitted on Nick Carues' timccard was consistently 
less than the time submitted to the City tor payment. Jn these cases Tina Carnes added 
time to the records without explanation. This review indk:ates overpayment to Nick 
Ca mes. The conclusion reached based upon the review of the records is corroborated by 
the statements of witnesses who said that they did not believe Nick Carnes worked the 
nwnber of hours for which he was being paid. This situation continued for two reasons. 
First, employees feared for their positions should-they speak up. Second. the City 
Treasurer did not have authority to review the time records prior to payment. Multiple 
witn~ses, including the City Treasurer and Assistant Fire Chief raised these concerns 
with Hammer; however, they were not addressed. Based upon the infomiation ~ewed 
to date there is a strong indication that the time submissions were fraudulent. The 
investigator suggests that further auditing of thiB process be performed by the Citys 
outside auditors. 
Mg/Prior: 
Based upon the records reviewed and Prier's statements, the Fire Department's pay 
practices relating to Prior's compensation are a dear departure from basic wage and hour 
law principles. It appears that Prior was not paid for hours worked and for ovel'time 
hours. In addition. the misstatement of his .hours precluded his participation in the 
nonnal full lime benefits. This issue should be fully audited by the City's outside 
auditors. 
Sufficient evidence exists of polential falsification of documents. ntisuse and/or 
misappropriation of City property and funds, and improper use of Association funds to 
wm-nmt a full audit and outside investigation of these issues. Witnesses should be 
interviewed in conj1mction with their review of documentation so that they cen guide 
investigators as to which charges were made for personal purchases and by whorn the 
charges were made. 
It is cJ~rtbat the reporting relationship between the Chic( JefTCames and Tina Carnes 
created a.confiict of interest in violation of7.3. Sufficient evidence also exists to trigger 
an investigation regarding whether the City has comp1ied with Idaho statutes pertaining 
to nepotism. 
Sufficient evidence also exists to support a finding lbat Hanuner was made aware of tJ1e 
issues set forth above and did not notify the Mayor or take immediate action to trigger a 
fomw audit of Ute situation or to address the issues. This conduct is inconsistent with her 
duties as the City Administrator. Hammer and the Carnes family members were not 
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property. This request_was initiated as_aresultofa iomtusionby ~~··inv~ti~: 
Patricia Ball that "revealed suspected·'-~fuai··acti~ieyt; Sf#ificailly1 ~:~~~.-bi~ludetU 
ai1egations that former City -~~···Sharon H~~·~,:~·~iwfy~hicl~::and~ .. : .. 
credit card,_and failed to accurately~~ for_~ l~aca~onho~• -m·-~~~o~'::. ' 
. . . ·.. I, • . .: ·-" • • • : •. ' ' ' ., '. 'I' :·•' ~ '" • . ,' 
it'. was alleged that Yaie Chief JeffiCarilei bad : possibly made· unauthorized· pmsonaJ:-and\ . __ 
ex~ve gasoline purcbases·.usiiJg. a City credit: card, ancl· bad c~gapd:'i~ ~-~-~~: . .--·.. . .. - . . . .•. . 
· involving bis son, part-time firefighter/BMTNick ~~·- . I,:· 
· AJi the Prosecuting Attomey is .genenl]y ~uded: tio~-- ~tins :.thctr.- own, .. 
· criminal- investigations, I .requested ~. · assbtaoce · trom'·.'the · -Idaho.~ A~.,,;~ ;--
-General's Criminal Investigative Unit and.Scott B~ Crimmal-Invesd~-.tirii(~( •-
. - opened~a-criminal.investi.gation into the alleptions in 1anuBry,or2012~ 0n-'t~:~~1r·: ' 
.' , -~ ., . ~;., . . :- .. , t,. .t."~- V / - "; ., .• , 
2012; Investigator Birch-obtained tlueo (l) bankm boxes of docmnents fiai-Nayloflhat~: . 
. . . · ,.. ' . '. .. :, - ;~ ·--~~- . .}. , .•. ~:':_a:"'-. 
includcc[ credit cud statements fiom the City of Sun. Valley for October of -201_0:throup) '.. . 
, ; . • ,· r • • . • , • .. - • •. • .. ,' • :_ ••• -~ _ . ."; :: --..... /:'.·~~- .... ~~:i;,'."": . 
Novt:IQber,·2011, payroll-and time card records.tor~ Sun Valley. Fue:Depa¢.n~nf iif~·-'_. · 
···---~ .. ---~ . --_ ., ~- -.·.:. "";'. - y.:':·_ . .-:·,:;_:·4--: .... ;;;: :/,·-=\. ~-
f1SC81-years-200~2011, as well u a copy of Pacricia;.Ball's·m~ptjon~Repo#{':.~~}::~-:( -
~-2~~ 2ou. A review oftbis dMa ~tatccl~ti~:~~-~~;~~,_~!<:~~:~ 
.requested811d/or subpoenaed from a number:of soun:es,iocludin&Jhe City(of.S_d_ii:"'Valle:,;~ ;- '.·, .. 
. . .. __ : . . : .. . . ' . . ' . :_'-" --' .. - .' '_ ·: . '; .. f,,.:..,:'_ .;,'.~ . ,' .. 
em~:c:c,Dcpho~ records, independent cmp~oymmt reco~"court:affidavia.:~1'.~•3--\ · · 
receipts froln vario111 retailers from.March or2oio.1'> ~ ~~~in·~~~~:~i~~E -_ ::~-
IJ1;adcliti.OD: to~tbe referenced documents. an electEoniC" copy of tberHSNo: Poiensic: Audft;;· __ ;: _ .-_-
. ·=8~~imowat'.81Ml1tem1yn&\~.fie~~;;t}.f~~:.' · 
! . -
IL .. Standard for FiUDg Charge, la Criminal Casa-
In order_ to chatge a person .. with a crime; lllY. legal~- etbic~L~iliti;:\ .: 
requires that there_ be probable~ supp)~·the cbatp. _ &e SW; Y._ h!~~~ 17_~· 
Idaho 453,: 46U4, 105 Pi 1_047~ 1050-(1909)~ Idaho Const. Art., I.§ l;·idaho.·,.Code,§:1~- --
804:;.Idaho Crim._~- S.l; IR.Cl': J.8(a).,ho~ cawic;~ts.tiom info~~-~~> 
lead:'a pe~n:ofordiilafy .. ~ ~d; ~~.~-lie~· or en~ -~'honest ~-strong:, 
. . - ··- ... ·-·; .. 
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suspicion that such pcrSon is.guilty" of a particular crime. Smte v. Alger. 100 Ida.ho 67S, 
6n, -603 P.2d 10091 1011 (1979). -
Having a strong enough suspicion to believe in a. person's guilt· does not·. end the. 
inquiry. In detennining whether charges should be filed, a prosecutor must also determine 
whether·there is a ·-likelihood of conviction given the high standard of proof~- in a 
criminal case. In criminal ~ the ·burden of proof ·placed upon the State is to prove its · 
case beyond a reasonable doubt,· which· is a far more difficult burden. of proof -than·~ 
preponderance of the evidence standard used in civil cases. _See State .v. Sbahln,cI39 . 
Idaho 267. 273, 77 P .Jd 956, 962 (2003) (explaining that the meaning of proof beyond a· 
reasonable doubt requires "an abiding conviction, to a moral certainty. of the truth.of the 
charge" in the eyes of a unanimous juty). 
Analyzing the likelihood of conviction requires me to took at the strength of- the · 
evidence-presented, as well as consider defenses and evidence likely to be raised .. by the·. 
ace.used.· In the context of govcmment employees, the most common -of ~-defenses is . ,. 
that the employee was given permission, or was authorized, to engage in the: ~ \ .·· · 
act(s) of alleged misconduct. If tacit or explicit authorbatioa was ·gi~-the emp~6~. · 
may lack tho ·requisite criminal intent, as they believed their actions -~ justified and. 
. . . . ~ ', . .. 
permitted.'·~ r.c. 18-2406(3) (providing for a defense to theft when the property.is taken .. 
"open and avowedly, and under a claim of right made in good faith"). 
In sum. I am compelled to review requests for criminal prosecution very_ critically •.. 
' ' . ' .. ' .. ' .• ,. 
Besides the important legal and ethical considerations set forth above, I must also ~~ ... ·. 
the human and ecollODlic costs of prosecutio~ and· the toll. criminal prosecution'~-on all~ . '. 
involved~ While I am.responsible for seeing that those who-violate the criminal laws in.our 
comm~ are brought to justice, I will not initiate criminal prosecution unless I am vezy 
confident that the charges are supported by compelling evidence and . will• ultimately be 
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1IL The Allegations again.st Sharon Hammer 
a. Mlsus1: o/Ciq Property 
Hammer is alleged to.have used a City vobiclc for personal use, above and beyond 
her responsibilities as City AdministratorJI and is alsb alleged to haw used a City"~t 
card for gas t:!urcbases for the perso~ use of the vehicle. 
Th¥. is a lack of hard evidence supporting crimi.nal cluqca· for these aJlegatio~s: 
Although Itarmncr used the City vehicle for personal use, there·is a l~k of documentation.· . 
. to support criminal charges. As stated.in die HSNO report; 
Based 011 our review of the (Hammer tbel) cbarges,: there. is net· · · 
adequate infonnation to determine if the charges were for gasolinci: 
_ use in a City-owned -or a per.sonally-owned vehicle, nor can we:,· 
determine how many miles the·· City..ownecl car .was-_ used . for 
personal use and City business use. It does not appear that Ms •. 
··. Hammer maintained d~entation as to the type of City business 
·. attended to with tho City-own&d vehicle or the miles used for City 
or personal use. 
'!'he: lade ·of evidence establishing - alleged crimes. with specificity presents a seriowa ,-- ,-~ 
bindamco to• tiling criminal charges -and will ultimately binder any attempt to ~-- ; 
·· charge.\ beyond a_rea;ooable doubt. . . . . ·. 
. ' ., 
· · ··.• More c:ompeWns. hmvcver, is~~ tbau~ City-~tb!f;l·these ,- ,. 
activities.· w1Sfdaiim&l&iii113olsf6-velltc1ai -· · -- ·. · · · · · :~: .· . !llnW · -c" _ 
·. ~.- . 
. ~~~:pt:~.:~:-.#.~~19.r~~:-~~H~!~~~f;;:~~~;~:~~-j~l, W"illich- ~: ~::~.~ .;::;: .. 
. Hl1'1Umt to use the city credit car4 for fuel parchases a5sociatecl· with Hammer'~: --~f~;F_: -C 
·:. ... ~· - . ... . 
City :vehicle;;: The credit card charges Wetc then. submitted· and approved during. the_.~plar;.~;, · . . .. . 
co~-- or c1auns. which prowies another 1ayer or authorization front·,: H~~ ··:- . ·.< . ·: .. . . ·- .;, _, 
. supervisors} ·~·.: :. • , .. • .,I, i : '!!I ·:;; .. ·1 
. , 
... ' . ":_~· ' 
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., Ai nocec1 throughod, the.HSN~ reporr; ~ -proccd1ns _mi~f pn,U)C011 wcie ~1y-&s~iv.s~ib1-:/ · : <>. ·_ . , ·,= .• 
City offlc:lals entrusted with Ille ·_oversighe ~( credit card aad claim pmeemng; This general willlngn~ to,· ·· . _ 
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Evidence and documentation supporting this alleged., misuse of City property is 
either lacking or the activity bad been approved by Cit)' officials._ Accordingly, I cannot 
find that sufficient evidence exists to file and prove these allegations beyond a reasonable 
doubt. 
b. Penonal Leave 
Hammer is alleged to have failed to account for personal leave she took while 
employed by the City. Specifically. the HSNO Report found 3S2 unexcused hours for 
which the ~ity paid Hammer. 
AJ was the case with the use of the City vehicle, Hammer's use of personal leave 
. was consistent with tho apparent approval of her· supenrjsors. In this reg&Ed;~ :W-allicb•i 
•~!~~i~~~<.:~,:.~~,,:.~::>~·fl~_;,~~·;.~~~!t~~t~~;t:~,;~~:,:fi~~ffr>~~ij- · 
~.~~~t~-~ .. ~~-:~~mtat'~~~i9!:~:t~~i Although the Personncl· Manual:states_tbat the ... 
normal work schedule is 8:00 a.m. to·S:00 p.m~ Willich expected~' as a senior 
executive, to work additional hours beyond her regularly scheduled work day·~ was ' -• _ 
authorized,. to -take time. aft" that corresponded with the- axtri·hours she. worked.~ond tho:., . -·• ·· 
regular work day.2 This lack ofa structured schedule and flmdble tim~ accoµu.ting,i11•~-:>· ·.: 
it. higbly likely that there are considerable b.oUL"S of Hammer's work,~--_- that. me:····- · 
unaccounted for, and these unaccounted hours could significantly decrease, or even erase,•: . 
the :~52 unexcused hour deficit set forth in the HSNO Report. Furthamore~-~~~4:· '· --
'wrjf•'of'.~eifab1,sb1ni·mtaccunte·:f~::of;~~~11iout4D"'""~!:~.~\\'Pit.l 
.,~!!®ti«>J#"am,'•:;n,f\Yafof.,~t1y··~I"'*f~i~=·~1 
-er--taking.-parsonal,.timto~whicb poses .another sigoificamt problem in building a criminal .. ;-'.;/_ •. .. . .. '~ ·.· ,_ . . . - -
case against her. 
For the abovo stated reasons, there is insufficient evidence . tt) establish that 
Hammer submitted false claims or committed theft for unaccounted personal leave, and I. 
will not file criminal charges for this alleged misconduct. 
2 These extra hours included. Hammer's attendance at· evening mectiiip. wort perfbrmc:d at home. and .her 
Staml as a 24'1 EMT. . 
s 
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Consideration and appoinbnent of City Attorney 
Mayor and City Council 
Sharon Hammer, City Administrator 
Idaho Code § 50-204 Appointment of Officers provides that the mayor . . . with the consent of the 
council shall appoint a ... city attorney . . . for the efficient operation of the city. 
Idaho Code§ 50-204a (1) Duties of City Attorney provides that: 
The city attorney shall be the legal advisor of the municipal corporation, may represent th~ city in 
all suits or proceedings in which the city·is interested, and shall perform such other duties as may 
be prescribed by ordinances and resolutions duly passed. Nothing herein, however, shall preclude 
any city from employing alternative additional counsel when deemed advisable. 
The Mayor is recommending that Adam King be appointed as the City Attorney for purposes of: 
• general representation at City Council and Planning and Zoning meetings including 
administrative meetings and staff meetings and meetings with third parties outside the City; 
• preparation and/or review of all contracts, resolutions, agreements and ordinances: 
• preparation of legal opinions involving municipal law; 
• presentation of appropriate training seminars for administrative personnel regarding 
municipal law and planning and zoning updates; 
• preparation of the record and transaipt for judicial review petitions; 
• general municipal law advice· and consultation to, the Mayor and City Council members in 
appropriate circumstances; and 
• other services as agreed upon by King and the City. 
• All of the above is on an as needed basis and at the discretion of the City. 
In ·the past the city attorney has been paid a retainer on a monthly basis and billed against the 
retainer. The Mayor is recommending that Adam work on an hourly basis as needed and bill for the 
hours worked. The City may hire alternative or additional legal counsel at their discretion. 
Recommended Action: Move to consent to appointing Adam King as City Attorney as 
outline above. . .. 
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. Fi· 'HAWLEY ATTORNfi:YS AND COUNSF.I.ORS , . TH_ Q XELL ____________ H_a_w-ley-_ T-r-ox_e_ll_E_nn_is __ &_H_a_w:_le·y·L-LP .... 
'"-" 877 Main Street, Suite 1000 
BRAD P. Mn.t.ER 
ADMrITED TO PRAC11CELAW IN IDAHO 
bmilleJtlhawleylrmeU.a,m 
DIJIEC'J' OlAL! 201.381.4832 
DllU:CI' FAX: D.954.5240 
ENGAGEMENTLETl'ER 
VIAEMAIL 
Mayor and Council Members 
City of Sun Valley 
Re: Legal Representation 
December 6, 2011 
Dear Honorable Mayor and Council Members: 
P.O. Box 1617 
Boise, Idaho 83701-1617 
208.344.6000 
www.hawleytroxellcom 
· This letter will confirm the understanding of the representation that Hawley Troxell Ennis 
& Hawley LLP {the "Firm .. ) ·has agreed to undertake on behalf of the City of Sun Valley (the 
"City"), and to set forth the_ scope and the terms of our engagement 
Please review this letter carefully. If it meets with your approval and reflects your 
understanding of our respective responsibilities, please sign and return. the letter. 
1. Scope of the Engagement 
The Firm will defend the City's· interests with regard to public records requests made by 
attorney James R. Donoval in November 2011 any other tasks as instructed by the Mayor or City 
Council. 
2. Progress and Reportin1 
The status of the matter as well as any significant developments will be regularly reported 
to City Attorney Adam King or your designee as they occur. Fmthennore. copies of all 
significant documents and communications will be .forwarded to you as this matter progresses. 
32084.0107.21811282.1 
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Please remain in close contact with the individuals in the firm you will be working with 
to ensure meaningful consultations regarding instructions and authority occur. As this matter 
progresses please bring any questions or concerns immediately to our attention so that they can 
be promptly and effectively addressed and resolved. 
Facsimiles, cell phones and email are common methods of communications employed by 
this firm. As you are no doubt aware these forms of communication arc not secure against 
unauthorized access. These forms of communication do not ensure the confidentiality of their 
contents and thei:e is potential risk of disclosure and loss of attorney-client privilege in using 
these forms of communications. · If you object to our using any one or more of these forms of 
communication, please let us know immediately and we will attempt to honor that request. 
3. Staffmg 
The attorneys primarily responsible for rendering legal services in this matter are Brad P. 
Miller and D. John Ashby. Where it is to your advantage to do so, we may utilize the services of 
other lawyers, paralegals, and law clerks in the Firm. We will attempt wherever possible to 
assign work ·assignments in a way that maximizes legal effectiveness and time efficiency, while 
minimizing your legal expenses. The Firm's goal is to provide c.ost effective, high quality legal 
services. The Firm agrees to represent you in this matter on an hourly fee basis. The time spent· 
by various lawyer and non-lawyer persons in this office will be charged at the applicable hourly 
rate for each person. 
4. Basis for Fees and Costs 
The Firm has established hourly rates for each attorney, paralegal, and law clerk in the 
Firm. , These hourly rates are based on a variety of factors including the experience and expertise 
of each individual and the nature of the legal work being performed. Currently, Brad P. Miller's 
hourly rate for this matter is $275.00 and D. John Ashby's hourly rate for this matter is $200.00. 
All charges will be incurred in I/10th of an hour intervals. 
S. Billing Procedures 
As a general business practice the Firm's billing rates and fixed fees are reviewed as ·or 
January 1st of each year. Any rate adjustments are reflected on the monthly invoice. The 
specific basis on which fees, .costs and expenses are computed, as well as billing procedures 
including the handling of past due accounts are set forth in greater detail in the enclosed she~t 
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It is the Firm's practice to serve clients with the most effective support systems available, 
while at the same time allocating costs of such systems to the clients who ~e them. Therefore, 
in addition to fees for legal services, you may also be charged for courier, photocopy duplication, 
computer research facilities (such as LEXIS and WESTLA W), docwnent preparation, court 
reports. and other out-of-pocket costs incurred on your behalf. 
In most matters, billing statements will be generated on a monthly basis. Substantial 
transactions or matters may be billed once upon conclusion of the matter. In those cases, upon 
your request, we will prepare periodic informational statements setting forth the approximate 
level of fees incurred to date. · 
Every effort is made to include expenses in the statement for the month in which the 
expenses are incurred. However, some expenses such as courier charges are not available "lmtil 
the following month, in which case a supplemental statement will be sent to you for these 
additional charges. 
Statements are due and payable upon receipt, but in any ~vent no later than thirty (30) 
days after they are received by you. As·our statements reflect time expended anywhere from 15 
~· to 45 days prior to the statement date, we would appreciate receiving payment for our services 
upon presentation. 
6. Record Retention/Destruction Policy 
At the conclusion of this matter. the Finn will return any valuable property you have 
entrusted to us. The Finn will also dispose of any and all superfluous documents consistent with 
maintaining the confidentiality- of the contents of those docwnents. The Finn will store the 
balance of the file. at the Finn's expense, for at least five (5) years. Unless you have made other 
a~gements, the file will be disposed of at the Finn's expense after the five (5) year retention 
period. A copy of the Firm's.Records Retention/Destruction Policy is available upon request. 
7. Independent Legal Review 
The Firm has written this engagement letter on its own behalf. Please feel free to seek 
independent legal advice from legal counsel of your choosing in order to review this engagement 
letter. As we wish to provide you ample opportunity to consult with independent counsel, we do 
not require that you return this letter immediately. If you·wish, we will be glad to provide you 
with names of counsel for your interview and selection and to discuss with such counsel any 
iss.ues arising under this engagement letter. 
32064.010T.2tdd-Jb.1 . 
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We look forward to representing you and thank you for looking to us to assist you. If you 
have any questions concerning the contents of this letter, or any matter relatblg to our legal 
representation, please do not besit:a,te to cal) me directly. We appreciate the opportunity to 
represent you. 
Sincerely, 
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP 
M~ 
Brad P. Miller 
BPM/tsul 
Encl: Client Service Policies 
( . 
I have read and understand the terms of our engagement as stated above and agree to be 
bound.thereby. 7'- . 
DA TED this~ day of December.2011. 

















At Hawley Troxell Ennis & HawJey LLP. we maintain the firm's centwy-old tradition of professional 
excellence and integrity by providing every client with the highest quality Jegal service. Regardless of a 
client's size, business. or location, the services we provide are individually fashioned to meet each client's 
specific needs and wishes. We are aware of our clients' concerns for efficiency and economy and make 
every effort to keep costs down. consistent with proper representation. 
The ideal client-attorney relationship requires a mutual understanding of expectations and an open line of 
communication. The followfog policies were developed with that objective in mind and with a 
commitment to hold the line on escalating legal costs. 
INJTIAL CONFERENCE 
The client-attorney relationship generally begins with an initiai conference. When scheduling this 
conference, you will be asked to provide infonnation regarding potential parties involved in your situation 
so that we can ensure we have no conflict of interest with other clients or firm members. The pmpose q_f 
this initial meeting is for your attorney to learn about your situation. and then to <Hscuss with you the 
scope and amount of services that will need to ·be provided, who will provide those services. and the fees 
and costs involved. 
A fundamental principle in the client-attorney relationship is that the attorney maintains confidentiality of 
information relating to the representation. We encourage you to communicate fully and frankly with your 
attorney. · 
ENGAGEMENT lErrER OR REPREsENTATION AGREEllfNT 
The initial meeting will be followed by an engagement letter from your attorney that will outline the 
pertinent facts of the case, the scope of the representation, the fees to be charged, and the possible 
expenses to be incurred. · 
RETAINER 
A retainer may be requested at the beginning or during the course of representation. Depending on our 
arrangement with you, this retainer may be used throughout the representation to pay for out-of-pocket 
costs and our fees. At the conclusion of the representation the retainer will be used to pay our final 
invoice for costs and legal services. If a balance remains, it will be refunded to you. If the retainer is 
exhausted, you are responsible for payment of fees and out-of-pocket costs not covered by the retainer. 
Payment of a retainer does not relieve you of your obligation to make prompt payment of our monthly 
invoices. 
Unless otherwise directed, all retainer funds are placed in an interest bearing client trust account. The 












CLIENT S~RVICE POLICIES 
FEES AND ExPENSES 
We usually compute our fees on an hourly basis. These standard hourly rates are subject to modification 
at any time. Time charges may •. if applicable, irn;lude waiting time in court or elsewhere and time spent in 
yr· ···c,''\, travel. Other fee arrangements include setting a reasonable fixed fee for services, and occasionally the 
}' ''.i firm represents a client on a contingent fee basis. Premium rates may also be charged for work involving 
;:" greater complexity. intensity of effort. specialized services. or addition!ll liability potential. 
J·· 
... I . 
:~ ~1 
--~j ~: 
Besides professional fees, some ~egal work will invQlve additional charges for out--of-pocket expenses and 
support costs, including, but not limited to: · 
• photocopy· • delivery • travel • document production • court 
reporter • expert witness fees • court fees · • computer-assisted legal 
research 
Unless amngements are made, the finn docs not advance costs of more than $300. Necessary costs above 
that amount may be billed directly to you by the service provider. 
BILLING STATEMENTS 
Unless otherwise agreed, you will receive monthly statements.· These statements provide you with· 
chronological information about the services provided and the cost of such services. We can. however, 
provide you with· as much-or as little--detail as you wish. regarding the services we provide. You 
should discuss your billing preferences_ with your primary attorney. All invoices are due and payable in 
full upon receipl If your account becomes delinquent: 
• You will be subject to an interest charge of l2%_per annum for invoices delinquent for.more 
than 30 days. 
• You will be subject to attorney fees and expenses allowed by law if your account is referred 
for collection. 
• The firm may find it necessary to terminate services and withdraw from representation. 
Problems or questions about bills should be promptly directed to your primary attorney or .Susan Olson at 
(208) 344-6000. . 
WORKIG RELATIONSHIP 
You convey to the firm. as your legal representative. the power of attorney to e1tecute all pleadings and 
take such other actions as may be necessary or advisable on your behalf. Any settlement affecting your 
· interests will, however, require your prior consent. 
Your satisfaction with our law finn depends on your.relationship with the individuals who are helping 
you solve your problem. If you have concerns about which attorneys work on your matter, please d!scuss 
these concerns with your primacy attorney. If, at any time during our representation, you become unhappy 
or dissatisfied with our -work, we encourage you to contact your primary attorney and discuss your 
concerns. If you are unable to resolv:e these issues with your primary· attorney, please contact Steven W. 
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December 15, 2()11 
CITY OF SUN VALLEY 
Adam King, City Attorney 
P0Box4l6 ' 
Suri Valley, ID 83353 




Dear Mr. King: 
2012038739 
CITY OF SUN VALLEY 
Sharon Hammer 
11/21/2011 
This will acknowledge our receipt-and review of the complaint for damages and iJljunctive relief 
filed by Sharon R. Hammer against'the City of Sun Val1ey, Nils Ribi, and Adam King. The 
complaint was filed November 21, 2011 ht the District Court of the Fifth Judicial District State of 
Idaho as Case No. CV-2011-928. 
Reviewing the complaint, the allegation~ which give ri~ to this ,action -surround Ms. Hammer's 
activities as. the city manager for the City of' Sun Valley. Th; complaint describes an ongoing 
dispute between Ms. Hammer a,nd counci1 member Nils Ribi. The complaint also describes 
conflicts between the city council and Ms._ Hammer ~garding her role with the city·-administrator · 
and actions she has taken as its _ manager. According· to the complaint, Ms. Hammer has been 
placed on paid administrative leave pending an -investigation. The complaint alleges the actions of 
the defendants violate ·the Idaho Pro~tion of Public Employees Act which, according to Ms. 
Hammer, prohibits an employer from taking adverse actions against an employee who 
communicates, in good faith. a violatio~ or s.~spected violation of law rule or regulation adopted by 
apolitical subdivision of the state. She seeks monetary damages'as wen as injunctive relief. 
We direct your attention to the definitions, coverages ·and exclusions sections of the 2011/2012 
ICRMP policy where, at Section II, general'liability insurance is provided. The policy reads: 
COVERAGE A. General Liability. We agree, subject to the terms. 
and coQditi~ns of this Coverage, to pay on your behalf those sums 
which you become legally obligated to pay as damages for personal 
injury or.property damage which arise out of an o:ccurrence during 
the Policy Period. 
See ICRMP policy page 16. 
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The policy defines the terms "accident'', "bodily injury", "claim", "damages"~ "occurrence", 
"personal injury", and "property damage" as follows: 
The following definitions are applicable to the General Liability and 
Premises Medical Payments Insuring Agreements of this Policy: 
1. "Accident" means an unexpected happening. without 
intention or design. 
3. "Bodily hijury" means physical mJury to any person, 
including death or sexual molestation, and any mental anguish or 
mental suffering· associated with or· arising fronfsuch physical injury. 
6. "Damages" means monetary damages awarded through 
judgment in a court proceeding or through settlement agreed· to by us 
to compensate a claimant for harm suffered. 
! 0. "Occurrence" means an accident or a continuous or repeated 
exposure to conditions which result in JJe.rsonal 'Injury or·property 
damage during the Policy Period. All personal. injuries to one or 
more persons and/or property damage arising out of an accident or a 
continuous or re~ted exposure to conditions .shall be deemed one 
~occu"enc~. Coverage for personal injury 8:fising out of sexual 
molestation shall be covered· as one occurrence and all-damages shall 
be deemed to have occurred at the time the initial act is committed 
whether committed by one perpetrator or two or m0t:e perpetrators 
acting in concert regardless of the number of incidents of sexual 
molestation taking place after the initial incident. This insurance 
does not apply to any insured that ~as been found to have 
committed a criminal act involving sexual molestation. 
1 r. "Personal Injury" means bodily injury, mental anguish, 
shock. sickness,. disease, disability, wrongful eviction, malicious 
prosecution, humiliation, invasion of rights of privacy; libel, slander, 
or d~famation · of character, piracy .and any infringement of copyright 
of property; erroneous service of civil papers, assault and battery and 
disparagement of prop~. As respects Coverage C only, personal 
injury shall also mean false· arrest. false imprisonment. detention, 
unlaw.ful discrimination and violation of civffrights arising out oflaw 








13. "Property Damage" means· physical damage to or 
destruction of tangible ,property, including loss -of use resulting from 
such physiJ?I damage or destruction. 
The applicable exclusions.to the General.Liability Insuring-Agreement are found :at pages 20~21 of 
the policy and read: 
"Liability Coverage under the General Liability and Premises 
Medical ~ayments lnsuringAgreements does notJ~.pply: 
With Respect to-Coverages A; B, and C: 
... 
2. To personal injury -.~_property damage resulting from an act. 
or omission intended or expected from the standpoint of any inSured 
to cause.pen_onal inilll'J' or property t;lamage. This exclusion applies 
even if the personal injury or prop~rty damage is.of a different kind 
or. 4egree, or is .sustained by a different person or property, tbanthat 
intended or expected. '!'.his exclusion shall ·not apply to personal 
injury ·resulting from the use of reasonable force to protect persons or 
property, or in-the petfonnlll)ce of a duty of the insured. 
10'.. To any-claim or sllii for -which the only monetary damages 
sought are costs of.suit and/or attomey·~·fees . 
. .. 
14. To any claim relating to employment or wrongful termination 
of the employment of any.· person, including. threatened, actual or 
allegC?d discrimination or-harassment. -
The IC~ policy also providesEJ:TOrs and Omissions coverage at Section 1v-·ofthc policy. The 
insuring agreement rea,ds: 
COVERAGE A. We agree, subject to the tenns and- conditions of 
this Coverage, to pay on your behalf all sums which: you shall 
b_ecome legally obligated to pay as damages because of any claim 
which isjirst made against you.during·~is Policy Period, arising out 
of any wrongful act ·by you. 
All wrongful acts, including- all related w,ongful acts, must take 
place after the retroactive date, if any, shown in the Declaration Page 
and before the end of this Police ·Period. A clain.-may also -beflrst 
made againi;t you if it is ntade during any Extended Reporting Period 
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See ICRMP policy, p .. 28. 
The policy defines the terms bodily injury, claim, damages, personal injury, and wrongful act at 
page 28 of the policy which reads: 
The following definitions are applicable to the Errors and Omissions 
Insuring Agreement of this Policy: 
1. ''Bodily Injury" means physical mJury to any person, 
incJilding death or sexual molestation, and any mental anguish or 
mental suffering associated with or arising from such physical injury. ,. 
2. "Claim" means a· demand received by you for money 
da~ges alleging· a wrongful act of a tortious nature by you. No 
claim exists where the only monetary damages sought or demanded 
are costs of suit and/or attom~y's fees. A claim shall include 
complaints filed with the Idaho Human Rights Commission (IHRC) 
and · the Equal Employment. Opportuniti_es Commission (EEOC) 
subject to the exclusions set out below. 
3. "Damages" m~s- monetary damages awarded through 
judgment in a court proceeding or through settlement agreed to by us 
to compensate a claimantfor.hann suffered. 
5. "Personal Injury" means bodily m1ury, mental anguish, 
shock, sicknesst disease, disability, wrongful eviction, malicious 
prosecution, humiliation, .invasion of rights of privacy; ;libel, ·slander 
or .defamation of character. piracy and any infringement of copyright 
of property, erroneous service of civi1 papers, assau1t. and battery and 
d~sparagement of property. 
6. "Property Damage" means physical damage to· or 
destruction of tangible property, including loss of use. · 
7. "Wrongful Act" means the negligent perfoimance of or 
failure to· perfonn a· legal cluty or responsibility in .. a tortious manner 
pursuant to the Ic,taho Tort ·Claims Act or be premised upon 
.allegations of unlawfu~ violations of civU.rights pursuant to Federal 
iaw arising out of public office or position. 
The applicable exclusions to the Errors and Omissions section of the policy are found at pages 29-
30 which read: 
------------------'---'"-"--'------'----................... 
/. , 
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The Errors and Omissions Insuring Agreementdoes not cover any 
claim: 
2. Arising out of any dishonest, fraud11lent, criminal, malicious, 
deliberate .or intended. wrongful act committed by you or at your 
direction. · 
3. F9r ·bodily injury, personal injury, or· property damage, as 
defined in this Section. 
4. Resulting from a wrongful act intended or expected from· the 
standpoint ofany insuredto cause·damages;. This exclusion applies 
even if the damages claimed are of a different kind or degree than 
that intended- or expected. 
Cov<:rage -Under the General Liability Insuring Agreement would not extend to claims involving 
_inientionalconduct or intentional ac~ on behalf of the City of Sun Valley or, its employees. To 
the extent the verified complaint is based upon· intentional acts, those claims are excluded from 
coverage under the General Liability Insuring __ Agreement. 
Additionally, the General Liability Insuring Agreement does not extend coverage to ·claims 
relating to employment or wrongful termination. We recognize that, presently; Ms. Hammer has 
notbeen discharged, nor has she been demoted or, suspended without pay. Instead, she is on paid 
'administrative-leave pending_ an investigation of her actions as th~·city administrator. We also 
recognize the alleged violations of the idaho 'Protection of Public Employees Act are not limited 
to employment disputes between Ms. Hammer and the City of Sun Valley. 
1n the Errors and Omissions section of the policy, coverage is extended for damages caused by 
wrongful acts which would include· the, perfonnance or failure to perform. ·a legal duty or 
responsibility in a tortious manner. While covetage for employment disputes is not excluded; this 
section of the policy excludes coverage for bodily injury, personal injuries, or property damage. 
For that reason; any claims for emotional· distress or other bodily injuries arising out of any 
employment disputes would not be covered µnder the Errors .and Omissi_qns section of the poliqy. 
However, coverage would exi~ for economic damages ·$uch as lost wages and benefits. 
Additionally. consistent with the GeneraLLiability Insuring Agreement,, claims ar_ising from, 
intentional acts are excluded from coverage. FinaJJy, claims where the soJe monetary relief 
,sought is limited to injunctive relief and attorney's fees are not covered under the policy. 
Because the complaint contains allegations relating to all1::ged violations of the Idaho Protection 
of Public Emplpyees Act whic.h could be construed as arising independent from an employment 
action againstMs. Hammei: or could involve employment disputes seeking lost wages c;,r benefits, 
JCRMP wiU, in accordance with the terms and conditions of the policy, provide the City of Sun 
V~lley, Nils Ribi, and Adam King, a defense. By -extending a defense, ICRMP does not waive, 
and reserves all rights under the terms and conditions of the insurance policy, and specifically., 
449 
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reserves its right to deny any oblig~tion to indemnify the City. Mr: Ribi or Mr. King for any 
claims that are currently :pied and which .do·not describe a.covered claim under the terins and 
conditions of the ICRMP poHcy. Additionally,~ICRMP does not waive its right to withdraw its 
defense should it be determined that coverage under the policy does not exist for the claims set 
forth in the complaint 
If you have any questions concerning the foregoing, and our position with .respect to ICRMP' s duty 
to defend and indemnify the City and the .individual defend~ts, please contact the Sr. Claims 





cc: Rick Ferguson. _ICRMP Ex~utive Director 
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NAYLOR & HALES, P.C. 
950 W. Bannock Street, Ste. 610 
Boil~ ldallo 83707 
(208) 383-9511; (208) 383-9516 (fu:) 
D ORIGINAL 
LEGAL SERVICES AGREEMENT AMENDED February 2013 
THISAGREBMENT,effectivetmsl3111 dayofFebruary,2012;isbetweentheatyofSunValley 
("Sun Valley City"), and the firm of Naylor & Bala, P.C. This Agreement sets forth the terms of our 
representation of S1.m Valley City's legal interests, including information about our fees and billing 
procedures. 
SER f/ICES: Naylor & Hales, P .C. agrees to provide legal services to Sun Valley City and its S1aff 
in connection with Bllbpoena issues for prlvikgn dbcun,entB and general lillgationse.rvka related to 
action tDlcen by Jbn Dontnllll, known as H&S casefila 8620, 8617, B715. The services shall include, 
but not be limited to, the actual amount of time that an attorney is required to spend on Sun Valley City's 
behalf, including telephone calls, office conferences, document preparation and review, research, court 
appearances, and travel time, etc. 
FEES: Our fees for services are based upon a variety of factors. In assessing fees for legal 
services, the Idaho Rules of Professional Conduct require lawyers to consider several factors. These 
factors include the time and labor required, the novelty and difficulty of tbc issues involved, the skill 
needed to adequately peri'orm tlle servi~ the amount of~ at stake, the results obtained, the time 
limitations imposed by1he client or by circumstances, the length and nature of the professional relationship 
with the client, and the experience, competence, and reputation of the lawyer(s) performing the setvices. 
Based upon the nature of the work and time involved in representing Sun Valley City, the agreed fees 
payable to the finn for handling Sun Valley City's legal matters is $135.00 per hour for all services, plus 
costs, which agreed, to amount represents a discounted rate :for public entitles. 
COSTS: In addition to the fees, you will also be billed for out-of-pocket expenses, such as court 
filing fees, court reporter fees, deposition costs, copy/scan expenses, travel expens~ investigation fees, 
and similar charges that may be incurred in connection with our representation of Sun Valley City's 
interests. These costs represent out-of-pocket expenses necessary to render the services requested. 
Normally, these costs will be paid by you directly to the provider, but this firm will request the 
reimbursement of these expenses which have been incurred and paid on Sun Valley Citys behalf 
CLIENT BILLING: We will submit a monthly billing stafement to you which sets forth the fees 
and costs in all cases. Statements will be mailed to you on the first day of each month for setvices 
performed and costs incurred during the previous month. These statements are due and payable in full 
upon receipt. Unless the firm1s statements arc paid within thirty (30) days of the statement date, this firm 
reserves the righty upon written notice to you, to suspend all activities on Sun Valley City's behalf and 
obtain leave of the court t.o withdraw from further representation of Sun Valley City's interests in any 
pending litigation. In addition;if the amount of the statement is not paid in full within thirty (30) days of 
LEGAL SERVICES AGREEMENT- I. 
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the statement date, a finance charge will be assessed on the outstanding balance. The finance charge will 
be computed by applying a periodic rate of one and ono-half percent (1 R 1/2%) per month (18% per annum) 
against the past due balance. 
CONFUCTS: You have not advised us, nor are we presently aware of any actual or potential 
conflicts of interest in representing you at this time. We do reserve the right, however, to withdraw from 
our representation should any such conflict arise in the future. 
WITHDRAW AL:. Naylor & Hales reserves the right to withdraw from our legal representation of 
Sun Valley City's interests if it fails to honor the terms of this Agreement or if Sun Valley City's conduct 
has made our representation unreasonably difficult. In such a circumstance, Sun Valley City agrees to take 
all steps necessaxy to complete our withdrawal from Sun Valley City's legal matter, and also agrees to pay 
fur all services rendered and costs which bave been incurred on Sun Valley City's behalf up to the date of 
ourwithdrawal. :/A dtftM1u.,Uh4Pi4tl,"6J...., &It. MAM. mlt.. ~•w·~""-
~o~ -~ ~:-, e.dsVJ:>y..bL~ 
Naylor & Hales will expect to ~~alley City's interests until fhe conclusion of the 
matter involved. If, however, you wish to terminate our services, please advise us, and we will promptly 
take the necessary steps to conclude our represen1ation in compliance with the Idaho Rules of Professional 
Conduct. In such event, you shall not be relieved of Sun Valley Citys obligation to pay for all services 
rendered or costs incurred on Sun Valley City's behalf prior to the date of termination. 
This agreement shall also be applicable to any other matter for which you retain this fum. We 
reserve the right to change our fee structure. However, if our fee structuie chao~ we will provide you 
with reasonable written notice. 
The members of this finn are aware of the burden that high legal fees can create. Therefore, we 
will attempt to expend only that amount of time required to properly represent Sun Valley City's interests. 
Please feel free to discuss om fees with ua at any time, or any other questions or concerns you may have 
about this Agreement or the fee arrangement in Sun Valley Citys ~ particularly at the time of the first 
consultation. 
Naylor & Bales, P.C. 
Naylo H 
9SO W. Bannock Street, Ste. 610 
Boise, ID 83702 
383-9511;383-9516 (fax} 
City of San Valley 
BY.~ 
Mayor Dewayne Briscoe 
City of Sun Valley ~ ! _.L-!-Cr,,,L-E:,.,t---
Attn: City Administr11or 
81 Blkhom Rd.; PO Box 416 
Sun Valley, ID 83353 
208 622-4438· 
ThlUlk you for retaining Naylor & Bala tlJ npraDtt you, kgal interests. 
LEGAL SERVICES AGREEMENT M 2. 
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IN CASE OF ERRORS OR INQUIRIES ABOUT YOUR BILL 
The Federal Truth-in Lending Act requires prompt correction of the billing mistakes. 
1. If you want to preserve your rights under the Act, here's what to do if you think your bill is wrong 
or if you need more information about an item on your bill: 
a. Do not write on the bill. On a separate sheet of paper, write (you may telephone your 
inquiry but doing so will not preserve your rights under this law) the following: 
i. Yomname. 
ii. A description of t:be error and an explanation why you believe it is an error. 
iii. The dollar amount of the suspected error. 
iv. Any other information (such as youraddress)wbich you think will belptbe firm to 
identify you or the reason for your complaint or inquiry. 
b. Send your billing enor notice to: Naylor & Hales, P.C., 950 W. Bannock Street, Ste. 610, 
Boise, Idaho 83702. 
Mail it as soon as you can. but in any case, early .enough to reach the firm within 60 days 
after 1he bill was mailed to you. 
2. Our firm must acknowledge all letters pointing out possible errors within 30 days of receip~ unless 
the finn is able to _correct your billing during that 30 days. Within 90. days after receiving your 
letter, our firm mll.1t either correct the error or explain why the firm believes the bill was correct. 
Once om firm has explained the bill, our firm has no further obligation to you even though you still 
believe that there is an error, except as provided in Paragraph 5 below. 
3. Once you have notified us in writing of your objection to a bill, neither we nor an attorney or a 
collection agency may send you collection letters or take other collection action with respect to the 
amount in dispute; but periodic statements may-be sent to you, and the disputed amount can be 
applied against your credit limit You cannot be threatened with damage to your credit rating or 
sued for the amount in question, ilor can the disputed amount be reported to a credit bureau or to 
other creditors as delinquent until the creditor has answered_ your inquiry. HOWEVER; YOU 
REMAIN OBUGATED TO PAY THE PARTS OF YOUR BilL NOT IN DISPUTE. 
4. If it is determined that our fum has made a mistake on your bill, you will not have to pay any 
finance charges on any disputed amount. Ifit turns out that our firm bas not made an error, you may 
have to pay finance charges on the amount in disput.c, and you will have to make up any missed or 
required payments on the disputed amount. Unless you have agreed that yom bill was correct. the 
LEGAL SERVICES AGREEMENT- 3. 
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firm must send you a written notification of what you owe; amt. if it is determined that our firm did 
not make a mistake in billing 1b.e disputed amount, you llll1St be given the time to pay which you 
normally ere given to pay UDdisputed amounts before any more finance charges or late payment 
clwges on the disputed amount can bo charged to you. 
5. If our finn's explanation regardh,tg the disputed amount does not satisfy you, and if you notify our 
firm in writing within 10 days after you receive the explanation that you still refbsc to pay the 
disputed amount, the firm may report you to credit bureaus and other crmito.rs and may pursue 
regular oollcction procedures. But the firm must let you know t.o whom such reports were made. 
Once the ma1tflr bas been settled betwocn you and our firm, our firm must notify those to whom our 
firm reported you as dclinqueo.t of the subsequent resolution. 
6. If our firm does not follow these ndes, the firm is not allowed to collect the first $50.00 of the 
disputed amount and finance charges, even if the bill turns o1lt to be correct 
LEGAL SERVICES AGREBMENT-4. 
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SC01T OLDHAM 
CLAIMS MANAGER 
December 14. 2011 
James Donoval 
4325 Fairway Nine Condos 
P.O. Box 1499 
Sun Valley, JD 83353 
Re: Hammer v. City of San Valley 
Dear Mr. Donoval: 
We have received your letter dated December 61 2011. In your correspondence. you contend that 
your client, Ms. Hammer is being prosecuted by the City of Sun Valley in connection with a 
disciplinary action involving her current employment. It is our understanding Ms. Hammer has 
not been discharged from her job. Instead, she is on paid administrative leave while an 
investigation is pending concerning her activities as the City administrator. In your letter, you 
are requesting that ICRMP provide Ms. Hammer a defense in connection with the ongoing 
investigation. 
We direct your attention to the general conditions section of the ICRMP policy where, at page 3, 
the company's obligation to provide a defense to its ins~ds is addressed. The policy reads: 
Unless otherwise stated, the following conditions are app_licablc to ALL 
sections of this policy. 
8. Defense of Claims or Suit. We may investigate or settle any covered 
dabn or sall against you. We will provide a defense with counsel of 
our choice, at our expense. if you are sued for a covered daim. 
a. Wtth respect to claims or suits involving Section II -General 
Liability Insurance and Premises Medical Payments, Section III 
-Automobile Liability Insurance and Automobile Medical 
Payments and Section IV - Em>rs and Omissions Insurance, our 
defense costs incurred with not exceed $2,000,000 per covered 
claim, subject to $3,000,000 in the aggregate for Sections II, III, 
and IV combined for all covered claims that are subject to this 
Policy's policy period. The "per covered claim" defense costs 
amount is the most we will incur regardless whether one or more 
of Section II, III and IV are .involved in a single claim, and is in 
addition to the Limits of Indemnification shown in the 
Declarations. Our obligation to defense any cllllnr or sull ends 
when either: 
( 1.) The amount of loss or damages we pay equals the 
Limit(s) oflndemnification afforded under this Policy, or 
ICWfOCourfflEsRl51< MANAGEMENTF'RoGRAM.lJNOERWRITERS • 3100VISTA tll,V1;MJE.,SuTE300• Bo1SE. IDAH083705 • P.O. Bole 15249. EICISE. ION«:>83715 
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(2.) The defense costs incurred by us equal $2,000,000 per 
covered claim or the defense costs incurred by us equal 
$3,ooo.ooo:aggregate for the policy period. 
b. Notwithstanding the aforementioned, we will have no duty to 
investigate or defend a claim, suit, dispute, disagreement or 
other proceeding seeking relief or redress in any fonn other than 
money damages, including but not limited to costs, fees, or 
expenses which any lns11ttd may become obligated to pay as a 
result ofa consent decree, settlement, adverse judgment for 
declaratory relief or injunctive relief. Such denial of 
investigation or defense includes. but shall not be Um ited to any 
dalm, suit, dispute, disagreement or other proceeding: 
(I.) By or on behalf of any insured, whether directly or 
derivatively, against: 
(a.) Any·other Jnstued, or 
(b.) Any other federal, state or local governmental 
entity or politically subdivision; 
(2.) By the spouse, child, parent, brother, or sister of any 
Insured for consequential injury as a result of any injury 
to an lm,ued; or 
(3.) Involving any intergovernmental agreement(s) where 
any Insured is a party to the agreement(s). 
By the plain language of the policy, ICRMP's obligation to defend arises when the insured is 
sued for a covered claim. The investigatio~ described in your correspondence is not a lawsuit. 
Because Ms. Hammer has not been su~ she is not entitled to a defense under the ICRMP 
policy. 
If you have any questions concerning our position relative to coverage, we would be happy to 
review any authority you feel would shed light on the issue of coverage. If you have any 





cc: Rick Ferguson, ICRMP Executive Director 
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Eric B. Swartz, ISB #6396 
Joy M. Vega, ISB #7887 
JONES & SW ARTZ PLLC 
1673 W. Shoreline Drive, Suite 200 [83702] 
P.O. Box 7808 
Boise, ID 83707-7808 
Telephone: (208) 489-8989 
Facsimile: (208) 489-8988 
Email: eric@j onesandswartzlaw .com 
joy@jonesandswartzlaw.com 
Attorneys for Plaintiff Sharon R. Hammer 
n 
FILE 
NOV O 4 2013 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BLAINE 
SHARON R. HAMMER, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
CITY OF SUN VALLEY; NILS RIBI; 




County of Ada ) 
Case No. CV-2012-479 
AFFIDAVIT OF COUNSEL IN 
SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'S MOTION 
TO ENFORCE SUBPOENA AGAINST 
NON-PARTY PATRICIA BALL AND 
TO COMPEL THE PRODUCTION OF 
DOCUMENTSWITIBIELDFROM 
PRODUCTION IN DISCOVERY AND 
IN RESPONSE TO SUBPOENA 
I, ErucB. SWARTZ, being first duly sworn upon oath, depose and state: 
1. I am an attorney with the law firm.of Jones & Swartz PLLC, and am authorized to 
practice law before this and all courts of the state ofldaho. 
2. Attached hereto as Exhibit A is a true and correct copy of Defendant City of 
Sun Valley's Responses to Plaintiff's First Set of Interrogatories and Requests for Production of· 
Documents. 
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3. Attached hereto as Exhibit Bis a true and correct copy of the Subpoena served on 
Patricia Latham Ball. 
4. Attached hereto as Exhibit C is a true and con:ect copy of Patricia Latham Ball's 
response and objections to Plaintiff's Subpoena (Exhibit B hereto), along with Ms. Ball's 
engagement agreement and time records. 
5. Attached ~ereto as Exhibit D is a true and correct copy of the privilege log 
produced by Ms. Ball and/or attorney Kirtlan Naylor identifying the documents responsive to the 
Plaintiff's Subpoena to Ms. Ball (Exhibit B hereto) that are being withheld by Ms. BaU and/or 
her attorney and/or the City of Sun Valley. 
6. Attached hereto as Exhibit E is a true and correct copy of my August 16, 2013 
meet-and-confer email to Kirtlan Naylor regarding Ms. Ball's response to the Subpoena. 
7. Attached hereto as Exhibit F is a true and correct copy of Kirtlan Naylor's 
August 23, 2013 response to my August 16, 2013 meet-and-confer email. 
8. Attached hereto as Exhibit G is a true and correct copy of my August 27, 2013 
meet-and-confer email to Kirtlan Naylor regarding Ms. Ball's response to the Subpoena. 
9. Attached hereto as Exhibit H is a true and correct copy of Kirtlan Naylor's 
August 30, 2013 response to my August 27, 2013 meet-and-confer email. 
10. Attached hereto as Exhibit I is a true and correct copy of my September 5, 2013 
meet-and-confer email to Kirtlan Naylor regarding Ms. Ball's response to the Subpoena. 
11. Attached hereto as Exhibit J is a true and correct copy of Kirtlan Naylor's 
September 18, 2013 response to my September 5, 2013 meet-and-confer email. 
Ill 
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FURTHER YOUR AFFIANT SA YETH NAUGHT. 
SUBSGRffll!tJ,41'ffi SWORN TO before me this 1st day of November, 2013 . 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 1st day ofNovember, 2013, a true and correct copy of 
the foregoing document was served on the following individual(s) by the method indicated: 
Kirtlan G. Naylor 
NAYLOR & HALES, P.C. 
950 W. Bannock Street, Suite 610 
Boise, ID 83 702-6103 
The Honorable Jonathan P. Brody 
District Judge 
Minidoka County Courthouse 
8th & G Streets 
P.O. Box 368 
Rupert, ID 83350 
[X] U.S. Mail 
[ ] Fax: 383-9516 
[ ] Hand Delivery 
( ] Email: kirt@naylorhales.com 
[X] U.S. Mail 
[ ] Fax: (208) 436-5272 
[ ] Overnight Delivery 
[ ] Hand Delivery 
[ ] Email: 
JOYM.VEGA 
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TO AFFIDAVIT OF COUNSEL IN SuPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'S MOTION TO ENFORCE SUBPOENA 
AGAINST NON-PARTY PATRICIA BALL AND TO COMPEL THE PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS 
WITHHELD FROM PRODUCTION IN DISCOVERY AND IN RESPONSE TO SUBPOENA 
EXHIBIT A 
TO AFFIDAVIT OF COUNSEL IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'S MOTION TO ENFORCE SUBPOENA 
AGAINST NON-PARTY PA TRICIA BALL AND TO COMPEL THE PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS 
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MAY f 7 2013 
K.irtlan 0. Naylor [ISB No. 3569] 
NA YWR & HALES, P.C. 
Attorneys at Law 
950 W. Bannock Street. Ste. 610 
Boise, Idaho 83702 
Telephone No. {208) 383-951 I 
Facsimile No. (208) 383-9516 
Email: kirt@na_ylorhalcs.com 
Attorneys for Defendants City of Sun Valley, Ribi, and Briscoe 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFfHJUDICIAL DISTRICT 




CITY OF SUN VALLEY; N1LS RIBI; and 
DeWA YNE BRISCOE, 
Defendants. 
Case No. CV-2012-479 
DEl'ENDANT CITY OF SUN 
VALLEY'S RESPONSES TO 
PLAINTill'F"S FIRST SET OF 
INTERROGATORIESAND 
REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION . 
OF DOCUMENTS 
COMES NOW the above-named Defendants, the City of Sun Valley, Nils Ribi and 
De Wayne Briscoe (collectively -r>efendant City of Sun Valleyj, by and through their attorneys of 
~ the Jaw firm of Naylor & Hales, P.C., pursuant to Rules 26, 33 and 34 of the Idaho Rules 
of Civil Procedure, and respond to Plaintiff's First Set ofintmrogatories and Requests for Production 
of Documents as follows; 
DEFENDANT CITY OF SUN VALLEY'S DISCOVERY RESPONSES -1. 
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PRELIMINARY NOTE 
Defendants have not yet completed discovery in this matter and therefore do not 
possess complete information at the present time. Defendants resezve the right to 
supplement or amend any or all of the answers/responses contained herein once they 
have had an opportunity to complete discovery .regarding the matters referred to in 
Plaintiffs Fint Set ofintenogatories and Requests for Production of Documents. 
JNTERROGATOIUE§ 
INTEBROGATORY NO, 1: Identify each person who 85.1isted in or contributed to, in 
any way, the preparation of your answers and responses to PLAINTIFFS FIRST SET OF 
nrrER.ROGATORIES AND REQ~TS FOR PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS TO 
DEFENDANT CITY OF SUN VALLEY, and for each such perso~ identify each specific 
interrogatory and/or request for production with which they lmistcd or contributed. 
ANSWER: Objection. This request is overly broad, unduly burdensome, and not 
reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence. Further. this request calls for 
information protected by attorney-client privilege and/or work product doctrines. Subject to these 
objections, Defendant answers none. 
INTERROGATORY NO. 2: If you have any knowledge, either directly or indirectly. 
of any admission of any kind by the Plaintiff, her agents or reprcsentati.ves, which might be relevant 
in any way to Plaintiffs IPPEA Complaint and/or the Answer in this lawsuit. please state the nature 
of each such admission. identifying the person or persons who allegedly made such admission. and 
all persons who heard or may have been in a position to hear such arlm:ission. 
ANSWER: Objection. This request is overly broad, unduly burdensome. better suited for 
deposition. and not reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence. Subject 
to this objection. Defendant answers that there arc numerous affidavits and pleadings tiled by 




Plaintiff in multiple court cases that are relevant to this action. Plaintiff and her attorney/husband 
have also authored memorandas and correspondences as City Administrator. 
ffiTERROGATQRYN0,3: Identify each and every duty and obligation of Adam King. 
as the legal advisor of Sun Valley. 
ANSWER; As response. see the attaehed memorandum written by Plaintiff that 
establishes the duties of the City Attorney of Sun Valley. (SV 1914) Please see attached City of 
Sun Valley Personnel Manual (SV 8-9), and City of Sun Valley Resolution 2010-02, City Council 
and Mayor Powers and Authorities. (SV 1926-36) Please also note Idaho Code § 50-208A. 
JNIJRROGATQRYNO. 4: Identify the section, paragrap~ or clause of the governing 
personnel policies and procedures manuaJ or other document that permits the Sun Valley City 
Council to evaluate Adam King as the legal advjsor of Sun Valley. 
ANSWER: Objection. The term "evaluate,, is vague and undefined. Without waving this 
objection, please see Idaho Code§ 50-206, which discusses the authority of the Sun Valley City 
Cowicil to remove 1he City Attorney. 
fNTERRQGATORY NO. 5: Identify each and every duty and obligation of a Sun Valley 
City Council Member. 
ANSWER: As respoDSep please see Idaho Code § 50-701 (et seq.). Please also see 
portions of the attached City of Sun Valley Personnel Manual, (SV 9), and City of Sun Valley 
Resolution2010-0Z City Council and Mayor Powers and Authoriti~ (SV 1926-36), and Resolution 
2010-04, City Council and Mayor Code of Ethics and CodeofConducL (SV1937-I939) 
INTERROGATORY NO. 6: Identify each and every duty and obligation of the Sun 
Valley City Council President 
DEFENDANT CITY OF SUN VALLEY'S DISCOVERY RESPONSES~ 3. 
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ANSWER: As a response, please also sec portions of the attached City of Sun Valley 
Resolution 201()..02, City Council Mayor Powers and Authorities. (SV 1929) 
INTERRQGATQRYNO. 7: Identify and describe each and every basis for Sun Valley's 
decision to place Ms. Hammer on administrative leave in 2011. 
ANSWER,: Objection. This interrogatory is ~ over-broad, and better suited for 
deposition. However; without waiving these objections. pleuc sec Plainti.ff s attached notices of 
paid administrative leave. {SV 337-341) 
INTERRQGATORYN0.8: Identifyandcblcn'beeachandeverybasisforSun Valleys 
decision to pJace Ms. Hammer on administrative leave in 2012. 
ANSWER: See answer to Interrogatory No. 7. 
INTERRQGATQ8YN0,9: Identifyanddescribceachandeverybasisfor Sun Valleys 
decision to terminate Ms. Hammer from her employmcnt as City Administrator. 
ANSWER; This inteaogatory is YagUe; over-broad_ and better suited for deposition. 
However, without waiving these objections, Plaintiff was terminated without cause pursuant to her 
Employment Agreement. 
INTERROGATORY NO. JO: You state for your seventh affinnative defense: "That the 
Plaintiff's injuries and damages; if any, were proximately caused by the negligent or careless 
misconduct end acts or omissions of other persons or entities not parties to this action, for whom the 
Defendants have no lega) relationship with or responsibility." Identify each such other person or 
entity, and describe each related negligent or careless misconduct or act or omission engaged in by 
such person or entity. 
ANSWER: Objection. This intem>gatory is vague, over-broad, and better suited for 
deposition and cliscovecy is still ongoing. However. without waiving these objections Defendant 




responds that Plaintifrs prior counsel needlessly publicized her claims through online comments 
and public media ststements, and excessive litigation, contnouting to any difficulty she may 
currently face in finding employment. Discovery has just begun and this may be supplemented. 
INTER.ROCA TQRY NO. 11: You state for your eighth affirmative defense: nThat the 
Plaintift'has :failed to act reasonably or to otherwise mitigate Plaintiff's damages, if any." Identify 
and describe each and every way that Ms. Hammer has failed to act reasonably or to otherwise 
mitigate her damages. 
ANSWER: Defendant answcrstbatdiscoveiy is ongoing and will supplement its response 
as necessary. 
INTERROGATORY N0.12: You state for your ninth affirmative defense: ''That the 
Plaintiff is estopped to assert the claims ~ damages alleged in her Complaint by reason of her 
knowledge of the facts and circumstances regarding the ~ons and events at issue and her 
conduct throughout the transa&tions and. events, which conduct has been relied upon by the 
Defendants to their detriment... Identify and describe each and evety fact and circumstance 
regarclingthc1ransactions and events at issue and Ms. Hammer's conduct tbroughoutthe transactions 
and events that the Defendants relied upon to their detriment. 
ANSWER: Objection. This interrogatory is vague, over-broad, and more suited for 
deposition. However. without waiving these objectio~ Defendant responds that the release 
executed by Plaintiff subsequent to her tcmunation without cause, along with the Janguage in her 
Employment Agreemcn4 preclude her cuacnt claims. 
INTERROGATORY NO. 13: You state for your fourteenth affirmative defense: "That 
the Plaintiff's ~ if any. were pro~ly caused by the Plaintiffs own negligence ...• 
DEFENDANT CITY OF SUN VALLEY'S DISCOVERY RESPONSES - 5. 
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careless or criminal misconduct, thereby precluding any recovery by the Plaintiff." Identify and 
describe each such act of negligence, careless or criminal misconduct by Ms. Hammer. 
ANSWER: Objection. This interrogatory is vague, over-broad, and more suited for 
deposition. However. without waiving these objections, Defendant answers that Plaintiffs overall 
conduct while employed with the City of Sun Valley could make it difficult for her to find current 
employment 
REOUFSfSFORPRODUCl'ION 
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. I: In your answer to paragraph 18 of Plaintiffs 
IPPEA Comp1aint, you state: "Defendants admit the existence of the Personnel PoJicies and 
Procedures Manual ('Manual') referenced therein. but deny that Exhibit 1 is a true and accurate copy 
of the Manual governing the City and its representatives at all times relevant hereto." Please 
produce true and complete copies of each and every version of any personnel policies and 
procedures manual and all attachments, exhibits, oraddendums thereto, that you assert governed Sun 
Valley and its representatives (mcluding employees and elected officials) at any and all times related 
to the acts and omissions asserted in Plaintifl's IPPEA Complaint. 
RESPONSE: In response, please tiee attached documents Bates stamped sv I ~60. 
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 2: In your aoswer to paragraph 19 of Plaintiff's 
IPPEA Complaint, you state: "Defendants only admit that other ethical rules and professional 
responsibilities have been adopted by the City Council." Please produce true and complete copies 
of each and every version of each document containing any ethical rules and/or professionaJ 
responsibilities governing Sun Valley and its representatives {including employees and elected 
officials) that have been adopted by the Sun Valley City Council at any time related to the acts and 
omissions asserted in Plaintiff's IPPEA Complaint 




RESPQNSJ;: In n,sponsc, please see attached documents Bates stamped sv 1926 .. 1939. 
REQUEST FOR PROQUcrtONN0.3: Pleaseproducetnaeand c:omplete copies of each 
and every contract for legal services entered into between Sun Valley and Adam King from the 
beginning of his legal representation of Sun Valley to the date of your response to this Request for 
Production. 
RESPONSE: In response. please sec attached documentB Bates stamped SV 1912 .. 1913. 
REOUESTl'ORPRODUCTIQNN0,4: Pleasepoducetrueandcompletecopiesofeach. 
and every billing statement or invoice of Adam King to Sun Valley for legal services provided 
during the 1imeframe of June I, 2008 through the date of your response to this Request for 
Production. 
RESPO}!SE: Objection. This request is not reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery 
of admissible evidence and calls for infonnation protected by attomcy-client privilege and/or work 
product doctrines. 
BEQUEST FOR PRODUcnoN t{O. 5: In Yout answer to paragraph 21 of PJaiudfPs 
IPPEA Complaint, you state: "Defendants admit that Mr. King was supervised by the Mayor. but 
he was evaluat.ed by the Mayor and the City Council." Please produce true and complete copies of 
each and every written evaluation, of any type. conduded by Mayor Willich or Mayor Briscoe 
and/or the Swi Valley City Council. of Adam King relating to his legal representation of Sun Valley 
through the date of your r:esponsc to this Request for Production. 
RJ.SPQNSE: Defendant responds that there me no written evaluations of Adam King. 
U<>IJESI EQB PROQYCOQN NP, 6: Please produce true and complete copies of all 
written communications or audio m::ordings of communications between Adam King and Patricia 
DEJ'ENDANT CITY OF SUN VALLEY'S DISCOVERY RESPONSES~ 7. 
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Latham Ball regarding or relating to any of the investigative services Ms. Ball provided to Sun 
Valley and/or any of the draft or final reports that she prepared for Sun Valley. 
RESPONSE: Objection. This request is overly ~ unduly bwdcnsome, and not 
xeasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of edmissiole evidence. Further, this request calls for 
information protected by attorney-client privilege and/or WOtk product doctrines. Subject to these 
objections, Defendant will produce n:sponsive.documents with a confidentiality order as these 
documents relate to personnel issues. 
REQUEST fOR PRODUCTION NO, 7: Please produce true and complete copies of all 
written communications or audio recordings of communications between Adam King and any other 
Sun Valley employee or representative l'egaiding or relating to any of the investigative services 
Patricia Latham Ball provided to Sun Valley and/oraoyofthe draft or final reports that she prepared 
for Slm Valley. 
RESPONSE: Objection. This request is overly broad, unduly burdensome, and not 
reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admiSS1l>le evidence. Further, this reque& calls for 
information protected by attorney-client privilege and/or work product doctrines. 
REQUDTEQR.PRQDUCTIONNQ, 8: Please produce a true and complete copy of the 
investigation report dated on or about December 9, 2011. produced by Patricia Latham Ball and 
placed in Adam King's custody by Mayor Willich for review by Sun Valley City Council Members. 
RESPONSE: Objection. This request is overly bro~ unduly burdensome, and not 
reuonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence. Further. this request calls for 
information protected by attorney-client privilea:e and/or work product doctrines. 
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REQUESTFORPRODUC11QNNO, 9: Please produce true and complete copies of each 
and every governing document that sets forth the duties and obligations of the Sun Valley City 
Council for the timeframe of2007 through 2012. 
RESPONSE: In response. please see attached Bates stamped documents SY 1926-1939. 
REOUESTFQRPRODUCTIONN0.10: Please:producetrueand complete copies of each 
and every governing document that sets forth the duties and obligations of Adam King as Sun 
Valleys legal advisor. 
BESJ'QNSE: See response and documents provided with Interrogatory number 3 and 
InterrogatOry number 4. 
REOUFS[ FORPRODUCTIONN0, 11: Pleaseproduce1rucand complete copies of each 
and eveiy contract for services c:ntcred into between Sun Valley, any Sun Valley teprCSeDtative or 
employee, and Patricia Latham Ball from November I, 2011, to the date of your response to this 
Request for Production. 
RESPONSE: In i:espome, please see attached Bates stamped documents SV 201 I-2012. 
REOQESTFQRPROpurnp?fN0, 12: Pleascproducetrucand complete copies of each 
and evtrY billing statement or invoice of Patricia Latham Ball to Sun ValJey for investigatory 
services provided during the timeftame of November 1, 2011 through the date of your response to 
this Request for Production 
RESPONSE: Objection. This request is inelevant and not reasonably calculated to Jead to 
the discovery of admissible evidence. Further, this request calls for information protected by work 
product doctrines. 
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REOUESTFORPRQDJlC[IONim. J3: Pleasepmclucetnie and complete copies of each 
and eveiy draft and final venion of any ~port, investigative or otherwise, including all exhibits or 
attachments, prepared by Patricia Latham Ball regarding or relating to Sharon Hammer. 
RESPONSE: Objection. This request is overly broad, unduly burdensome, and not 
reasoEably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissl"ble evidence. Further. this request calls for 
information protected by attomey-clicnt privilege and/or WOik product doctrines. Subject to these 
objections_ Defendant will produce iesponsive documents with a confidentiality order as these 
documents !date to personnel issues. 
REQUliSTfORPRQPVCIJONNQ, 14: Pleasepioducetrueand complete copies of each 
and every draft and final version of any report, investigative or otherwise. including all exhibits' or 
attachments, p1epared by Patricia Latham Ball regarding or relating to any other Sun Valley 
employee or representative. 
RESPON§I: Objection. This request is overly broad, unduly burdensome. and not 
reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence. Further, this request calls for 
infolDUltion protected by attorney-client privilege and/or work product doctrines. Subject to these 
objections, Defendant will produce responsive documePts with a confidentiality order as these 
documents relate to personnel issues. 
REQUFS[FQRPRQPJlCTIONNO. ts: Pleaseproducetrueand complete copies of each 
and every draft and final version of any report, investigative or otherwise, including all exhibits or 
attachments, prepared by Patricia Latham Ball regarding or relating to Nils Ribi. 
RESPONSE: Objection. This request is overly broad, unduly burdensome, and not 
reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence. Further, this request calls for 
infonnation protected by attomey-client privilege and/or work product doctrines. Subject to these 
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objections, Defendant will produce responsive documents with a confidentiality order as these 
documents relate to pet"SOnnel issues. 
REQUESTEQRPRQDUCDONN0.16: Pleucproduce ttueand complete copies of any 
and all communications to or 1mm Kirtlan Naylor and Patricia Latham Ball regarding or relating to 
any of the investigative services Ms. Ball provided to Sun Valley and/or any of the draft or final 
iq>0rts that she prepared for Sun Valley. 
RESPONSE: Objection. This request is overly broad, unduly burdensome, and not 
reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence and calls for information 
protected by attorney-client privilege and/or work product doctrines. 
REQUESTFORPRODUC[JOJ'i N0.17: Pleaseprod.ucetrueand complete copies of any 
and all communications to or from any employee or representative ofSWl Valley, other than Mr. 
King or Mr. Naylor, and Patricia Latbam Ball regarding or relating to any of the investigative 
services she provided to Sun Valley and/or any of the draft or final reports that she prepared for Sun 
Valley. 
RESPONSE: Objection. This request is overly broad. unduly burdensome, and not 
reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence. Fwther, this request calls for 
illfonnation protected by work product doctrines. 
REQUEST FQRPRQDUCTJONN0.18: Please produce a true and complete copy of the 
personnel file of Sharon Hammer as compiled prior to and/or during her employment as City 
Administrator through the date of your response to this Request for Production. 
ftF.Sr<>NSE: Defendant wiJl produce responsive documents with a confidentiality order 
as these documents relate to personnel issues. 
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REQUEST PQR PRODUCTION ~0. 19: Please produce true and complete copies of all 
Sun Valley City Council meeting minutes from November2011 through December 31, 2012. 
RESPONSE: In MSpO~ please see attached Bates stamped documents sv 2069-2296. 
BEQUEST FOR PRQDJJCllQN NO. 2Q: Please produce a true and complete copy of~ 
\ 
each and every publication or press release placed in the Idaho Mountain Express by Sun Valley 1 
regarding or relating to the termination of Sharon Hammer as City Administrator, during the 
timcframe of November 1, 2011 through the date of your response to this Request for Production. 
RESPONSE: Objection. This interrogatory is irrelevant and not calculated to Jead to 
admissible evidence. Without waiving i:bese objections. please see attached Bates stamped 
documents sv 2297-2332. 
REQUESTFORtBOIDJCl'IONNO. 21: Pleaseproducetrucand complete copies of any 
and all communications to or from any representatives of the Idaho Mountain Express and Sun 
Valley, regarding or relating to the publications or PffliS releases produced in your response to 
Request for Production No. 20. 
RESPONSE: Objection. This interrogatory is irrelevant and not calculated to lead to 
admissible evidence. Without waiving these objectio~ please see attached Bates stamped 
documents SV 2297-2332. 
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 22: Please produce true and complete copies of any 
and all communications between Sun Valley representatives (including employees and elected 
officials) regarding or relating to all draft and final versions of the publications or pieSS releases 
produced in your response to Request for Production No. 20. 
RESPONSE: Objection. This request is excessive, overly broad, unduly burdensome, and 
not reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence. Further, full production 
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of the requested documents will be costly and will involve the creation of a privilege log and/or 
appropriate redaetions, and so Defendants object to producing the communications in native format 
to avoid over-disclosme. Defendants are currently processing the requested emails and creating the 
applicable privilege log, and will provide these to Plaintiff in a timely fashion. 
REQUf.8I FOR PRODUC[ION NO. 23: Please produce a true and complete copy of 
each and every publication or press release placed in the Idaho Mountain Express by Sun Valley 
regarding or relating to the "resolution of claims made by other em.plo~" as stated in your answer 
to paragraph 1SO of Plaintiffs IPPEA Complaint. 
RpPONSE: Objection. This intem,gatory is irrelevant and not calculated to lead to 
admissible evidence. Without waiving these objections, please see attached Bates stamped 
documents SV 2333-2348; SV 2351-2359; and SV 2367-2378. 
REQU§T FORPRODUCTIONN0.24: Pleascproducetrueand complete copies of any 
and all communications to or :from any representatives of the idaho Mountain Express and Sun 
Valley, regarding or :relating to the publications or press releases produced in your response to 
Request for Production No. 23. 
RESPONSE: Objection. This intenogatory is irrelevant and not calculated to lead to 
admissible evidence. Without waiving these objections, please sec attached Bates stamped 
documents SV 2333-2348; SV 23Sl-2359; and SV 2367-2378. 
REQUEST,OR PRODUCTION NO, 25: Please produce true and complete copies of any 
and all eommunications between Sun Valley representatives (including employees and elected 
officials) regarding or relating to all draft. and final versions of the publications or press releases 
produce in your response to Request for Production No. 23. 
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B,ESPONSE: Objection. This request is excessive, overly broad, tmduJy burdensome, and 
not reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence. Further, full production 
of the requested documents will be costly and will involve the cmmon of a privilege log and/or 
appropriate redactions, and so Defendants object to producing the communications in native format 
to avoid over-disclosure. Defendants me currently processing the ieq1JeStCd emails and creating the 
applicable privilege log. and will provide these to Plaintiff in a timely fashion. 
REQUEST ,ORPRQDJJCJ'IONN0.26: Plcaseprodw:etrueand complete copies of any 
and all communications between any Sun Valley 1epeseatative(s) and Nils Ribi n,ganling or 
relating to Mr. Ribi's website and personal blog. during the timcftame of October 1, 2011 through 
the date of your response to this Request for Production. 
RESPONSE: Objection. This request is excessive, overly broad, unduly burdensome, and 
not reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidem:e. Further, full production 
of the requested documents will be costly and will involve the creation of a privilege Jog snd/or 
appropriate redactions, and so Defendants object to producing the communications in native format 
to avoid over-diselosure. Defendants are cuaently processing the requested emails and creating the 
applicable privilege log, and will provide these to Plaintiff in a timely fashion. 
REQUESTFQBPRQDUCl]ONN0.17: Pleasep.mduc:etrueand complete copies of each 
and every contract for legal services entered into between Sun Valley and Kirthm Naylor from the 
beginning of his legal z:cpresentation of Sun Valley, in or about November 2011, to the date of your 
response to this Request for Production. 
RF,8PONSE: Objection. This interrogatoty is irrel~t and not caJculated to lead to 
admissible evidence. Further, this R:quest calls for infonnation protected by attomey-cJient 




privilege doctrine. Without waiving these objections, please see attached Bates stamped documents 
SV 2379-2410. 
UQUESTlQR.PRQDUCTIQNN0.28: Pleaseproducetrueandcompletecopiesofeach 
and every billing statement or invoice from Kirtlan Naylor to Swi Valley for legaJ services provided 
during the timehme of November 1, 2011 through the date of yoW' response to this Request for 
Production. 
RESPONSE: Objection. This intcnogatOry is irrelevant and not calculated to lead to 
admissible evidence and calls for information protected by attomc:y-client privilege and/or work 
product doctrines. 
REQUESTF<)RPRODUCJlONN0.29: Pleascproducetrucand complete copies of each 
and every contract for legal services enteted into between Idaho Counties Risk Management 
Program ("ICRMP") and Kirtlan Naylor related to Mr. Naylor's Jegal representation of Sun Valley, 
in or about November 2011, to the date of your response to this Request for Production. 
RESPONSE: This request is overly broad, 1.Ulduly burdensome, and not teaSOnably 
calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence ind requests documents not in Defendant's 
possession. Further, this request calls for information protected by attomeyooelient privilege end/or 
the work. product doctrines. Without waiving said objections, there are no documents ~ponsive. 
BIQUESTFQRPRODUCJ]ONNQ.30: Pleueproducetrueand complete copies of each 
and every billing statement or invoice from Kirtlan Naylor to ICRMP for legal services provided 
relating to Sun Vallcy,during the timeframeofNovember 1, 2011 through the date of your response 
to this Request for Production. 
RESPONSE: This request is not relevant overly broad, unduly burdensome, and not 
reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence and requests documents not 




in Defendant's possession. Further, this request calls for information protected by attorney-client 
privilege and/or the wodc. product doctrines. Without waiving said objections. there arc no 
documents responsive. 
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 31: Please produce true and complete copies of all 
writtcncommunicationsoraudiorecordingsofcommuoications bctwcenKirtlanNaylorandPatricia 
Latham Ball regarding or ~ting to any of the investigative services Ms. Ball provided to Sun 
Valley and/or any of the draft or final reports that she prepared for Sun Valley. 
JllSPONSE; This zequest is overly broad, unduly burdensome, and not reasonably 
calculat.ed to lead to the discoveJY of admissible evidence. Further, this request.calls for information 
protected by attorney-client privilege and/or the work product doctrines. 
BEQUESf lQRPRQPUCTIONNO, 32: PJease produce true and complete copies of all 
email communications (m native format) to Sun Valley City Clerk. Kelly Ek from Sun Valley, and 
vice versa, during the timeframe of 1une I. 2008 through the date of your response to this Request 
for Production. 
RESPONSE: Objection. This request is excessive, overly broad, unduly burdensome, and 
not reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admismble evidence because it seeks documents 
from/to a non""J)CDO~ and as such is incomprehensible. 
UQUW FOR PRODUCTION NQ. J3: Please produce true and complete copies of all 
email communications (m native fonnat) to Sun Valley City Treasurer Michelle Frostcnson from 
Sun Valley, and vice versa, dwing the timeframe of June I, 2008 through the date of your response 
to this Request for Production. 
DEFENDANT CITY OF SUN VALLEY'S DISCOVERY RESPONSES ~ 16. 
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RF-SPQNSE: Objection. This request is excessive, overly broad, unduly burdensome, and 
not reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence because it seeks docwnents 
from/to a non-person, and as such is incomprehensible. 
REQUESTFQRPRQDUCTIQNN0.34: Pleaseproducetrueandcompletecopiesofany 
and all written documents pertaining to the requirement that the City Administrator actually prepare 
formal, written time cards for submission every pay period. 
RESPONSE: Objection. This ICqDCSt is irrelevant and not reasonably calculated to lead to 
the. discovery of admissible evidence. Without waiving said objections, Defendant responds that 
there is no formal requirement for a city administrator to provide fonnal time cards pursuant to the 
Sun Valley Employment Manual, and there are no documents responsive. 
REOUESTFQRPRQDUCTIQNNO, 3S: Please produce true and complete copies of the 
time cards for Virginia Egger, through September 2012. 
R,SPONSE: Objection. This request is in'elevant and not reasonably calculated to lead to 
the discovezy of admiSS1l>le evidence. Without waiving said objections, Defendant responds that 
there is no fonnal requirement for a city administrator to provide fonnal time cards pursuant to the 
Sun Valley Employment Manual, and there are uo documents responsive. 
REQUESTFORPRQDUCl'IONNQ.36: Please produce true and complete copies of the 
time cards for Bob Van Nort, tluough 2007. 
RESPONSE: Objection. This request is irrelevant and not reasonably calculated to lead to 
the discovery of admissible evidence. Without waiving said objections, Defendant responds that 
there is no formal requirement for a city adminis1rator to provide fonnal time cards pursuant to the 
Sun Valley Employment Manual, and there are no documents responsive. 
DEFENDANT CITY OF SUN VALLEY'S DISCOVERY RESPONSES· 17. 
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__________________ - ............. -..... -------··t:S•lill!l:IX"i-
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REQUESTFORPRQDUCTIONN0.37: Pleaseproducetrueand complete copies of the 
time cards for Jerry Osterman, through 2008. 
RESPONSE: Objection. This request is irrelevant and not reasonably calculated to lead to 
the discove.iy of admissible evidence. Without waiving said objections, Defendant responds that 
there is no fonnal requirement for a city administrator to provide formal time cards pl1l'SUIIIlt to the 
Sun Valley Employment Manual, and there are no documents responsive. 
REOUESTFORPRODUCTIONN0.38: Pleaseproducetrueand C0111plete copies of the 
time cards for Sharon Hammer, through Janumy 2012. 
RESPONSE: Objection. This request is irrelevant and not reasonably calculated to lead to 
the discove.iy of admissible evidence. Without waiving said objections, Defendant responds that 
there is no formal requirement for a city administrator to provide formal time cards pursuant to the 
Sun Valley Employment Manual, and there are no documents IeSpOI1Sive. 
REOUFSf FORPRQDUCTIONNO. 39: Please produce true and complete copies of the 
time cards for Susan Robertson, through the date of your response to this Request for Production. 
RESPONSE: Objection. This request is irrelevant and not reasonably calculated to lead to 
the discove.iy of admissible evidence. Without waiving said objections, Defendant responds that 
there is no formal requirement for a city administrator to provide fonnal time cards pursuant to the 
Swi Valley Employment Manual, and there are no documents responsive. 
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 40: Please produce true and complete copies of the 
time cards for Michael Parda, through December 2012. 
RESPONSE: Objection. This request is irrelevant and not reasonably calculated to lead to 
the discovery of admissible evidence. Without waiving said objections, Defendant responds that 
DEFENDANT CTlY OF SUN VALLEY'S DISCOVERY RESPONSES - 18. 
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--.. ___________ ,....... __________ _ 
---...------- I"""-\. 
( J \ J 
them is no formal requirement for.a city administrator to provide formal time cards pursuant to the 
Sun Valley Employment Marn,ai, and there are no documents responsive. 
DATED thisatofMay, 2013. 
NAYLOR&HALEsio P.C. 
DEFENDANT CITY OF SUN VALLEY'S DISCOVERY RESPONSES- 19. 
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CERTIFICATE OF srCE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the / ?-day of May, 2013, I caused to be served. by 
the method(s) indicated. a true end correct copy~ foregoing upon: 
Eric B. Swartz 
JoyM. Vega 
Jones & Swartz, PLLC 
POBox7808 
Boise, ID 83707·7808 
Attorneys for Plaintlff 
- ]r.S-Mail 
--//'!_land Delivered 
Fax Transmission: 489-8988 
- Email: eric@ionesandswertzlaw.com 
i2y@iom;undswartzlaw.com 




TO AFFIDAVIT OF COUNSEL IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'S MOTION TO ENFORCE SUBPOENA 
AGAINST NON-PARTY PATRICIA BALL AND TO COMPEL THE PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS 
WITHHELD FROM PRODUCTION IN DISCOVERY AND IN RESPONSE TO SUBPOENA 
EXHIBITB 
TO AFFIDAVIT OF COUNSEL IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'S MOTION TO ENFORCE SUBPOENA 
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n 
Eric B. Swam, ISB #6396 
Jay M. Vep, ISB #7887 
JONES & SWARTZ Pl.LC 
1673 W. Shoreline Drive, Suite 100 (83702] 
P .0. Box 7808 
Bo~ ID 83707-7808 
Telephone: (208) 489-8989 
Facsimile: (208) 489-8988 
Email: eric@jonesandswmUlaw.com 
joy@jonesandswartzlaw.com 
Attorney1 far Plaladff Simon R. Hamner 
n 
IN nm DISTRICT COURT OF nm FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR nJB COUNTY OF BLAINE 
SHARON R. HAMMBR, 
vs. 
CITY OF SUN VALLEY; Nll.S RIBI; 
and DeWA YNE BRISCOE, 
Defendaots. 
.Case No. CV-2012-479 
SUBPOENA TO PRODUCE 
DOCUMENTS, INFORMATION, 
OR OBJECTS 
TO: PATRICIA LAlllAM BALL_ INDIVIDUAIJ.. Y AND 
ON BEHALF OF MANAOEMENTNORTiiWBST 
You,, Patricia Lalbam Ball, me commanded to produce at the time. date. and place set 
forth below the following documents, electnmically stoffll infonnation, or objects, ineluding but 
not limited to all D01eS, whether band written or eleerronic· emails and auachments· letters. in . . ' ' 
draft or final fonn; memoranda, in draft: or final form; investigation materials; tepOl1S, in draft or 
final f01111; written deteJminations; conespondencc; audio recordings; photographs; ledgers; 
invoices; and other tangible tbmgs iegarding or ielated to; 
SUBPOENA TO PRODUCE IXJCUMENT, INFORMAUON, OR OBJECTS- I 
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1. Each and every contract for services entered mto between you and Sun Valley, or 
any City of Sun Valley. Idaho ("Sun Valleyj representative, .from October I, 2011, to the date 
of yom response to this hquest for Production. 
2. Each and every billing statement or imroice by you to Sun Valley for 
investigatory services provided during the timeframo of October 1, 2011. through the date of 
your response to this Request for Production. 
l. :Each and every draft mi final version of any rq,ort, investipti.ve or otherwise. 
including all exlul>its or attaduncnts, ptepued by you regarding or relating to Sharon Hammer. 
4. 13ach and every draft and final version of any report, investigative or otherwise. 
including all exml>m or attachments, ptqmed by you regarding or relaring to Nils RJoi. 
S.. Bach and every draft and final version of any seport, investigative or o~ 
including all exhibits or attachmems, prepm-ed by you regantins or relating to any Sun Valley 
employee or representative. other than Sharon Hammer and Nils Ram. 
6. Any aod all communications (emails in native format) to or from you and Wayne 
'Wdlich regarding or relating to any of the investigalive scmcca you provided. to Sun Valley, 
and/or any of the draft or final reports that you prepared for Sun Valley. 
7. Any and all communiastions (emails in native fotmat) to or ftom you and Adam 
King regarding or relating to any of die investigative services you provided to Sun Valley, aml/or 
any of the draft or final reports that you prepared for Sun Valley. 
8. Any and all CODJJTJUDieations (emails in native format) to or m,m you and 
Dewayne Briscoe regarding or mating to any of tho investigative services you provided to Sun 
Valley, and/or any of the draft or final reports that you prepared for Sun Valley. 
9. Any and all communications (emails in native tbrmat) to or from you and N"tls 
Ribi n:gaidiog or :relating to auy of1he investigative services you provided to Sun Valley, and/or 
any of the draft or final iq,orts that yoo prepared for Sun Valley. 
18. Any and all communicatio.ns (emails in native format) to or from you and Xirtlan 
Naylor regarding or relating to any of~ investigative serviees you provided to Sun Valley, 
and/or any of the draft or final reports~ you prepared for Sun Valley. 
11. Any and all commuuications (emails in native format) to or from any employee or 
iq,rescatative of Sun Valley. other than those listed in Requests 6 through JO. and you reprdmg 
or relating to any of the investigative Bel'Yiccs you provided to Sun Valley and/or Ill)' of die draft 
or final reports 1bat you prepared for Sa :valley. 
12. 1k investigadon report ~ on or about, December 9~ 2011, produced by you 
and provided to Wayne W"dlich. 
SUBPOENA TO PRODUCE DOCUMENT, INFORMATION, OR. OBJECTS-2 • 
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11 The investigation report~ on or about, December 20, 2011. produced by you 
and provided. to Kirtlan Naylor or ob:r Sun Valley representaDves. 
14. Any and all communications (emails in native format) to or from you and the 
Blaine County Prosecutor's Office, including but not limited to Tam Thomas reprding any 
investigation on bebalfofSun Valley. 
15. Any and all communications (emails in native format) to or from you and the 
Idaho Attorney General's Criminal Investigation Unit, including but not limited to Scott Birch 
regarding any investigation on behalf of Sun Valley. 
16. Any and all comrnamications {emails in native format) to or from you and Hagen 
S1reiffNewton & Osbim regarding any investigation on behalf of Sun Valley. 
17. Any and all communications (emails in native fomaat) to or from you and Moffatt 
Thomas Barmt Rock & Fields Chui. regarding any investiption on behalf of Sun Valley. 
In producing documents, you must produce a copy of each as 1bey are kept in the 
ordinary course of business, or you must orpniB and label than to correspond to the categories 
in this demand In pmducing elecuonic:ally stoml ~ you must .prodm:e it in a form or 
forms in which it is ordinarily maintained or in a n:asonably useable fonn or forms, such as 
native format saved to a CD. You need not pmduce the same clcdlonically stored information 
in more than one form. In pn>docing eleetronically stored information, you need not provide 
discovery of electronically stored .infomumon from sources 1bat you identify as being not 
reasonably accem1>Je because of undue burden or cost. It will be your burden to show that the 
information is not 1"'88CJDBbly accessible beeame of undue burden or cost. 
If you withhold subpoenaed infomud:ion under a claim that it is privileged or subject to 
protection as trial-prepatation materialt you must expressly make the claim and dcacnl,c the 
nature of the withheld ~ oo,rnrnmfoations. or tangz"blc things in a manner that, without 
revealing ufonnation itself privileged. or protected, will enable tho parties to assess the claim. If 
infonnation produced in response to this subpoena is sub.iect to a claim of privilege or of 
SUBPOENA TO PRODUCE DOCUMENT, INFORMATION. OR OBJECTS- 3 
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proteelion as trial-preparation material, the person making the claim may notify any party that 
receival the information of the claim and the basis for iL After being notified, a party must 
promptly mum, sequester, or destroy the specified information and any copies it bas; must not 
use or disclose the information UDlil the claim is resolved; must take R11SOnable steps to retrieve 
the information if the party disclosed it bcfotc being DOtificd; and may p.omptly present the 
infonnation to the court under seal for a determination of the claim. The person who prod!=d 
the infonnatioo must preserve the infonnatioo until the claim is resolval. 
The Plaintiff's attomey is responsible for issuing and serving this subpoena and must take 
reasouable steps to avoid imposing UDdue burden or expense on you, the penon or organization 
subject to the subpoena. The issuing court must enforce this duty and impose an appropriate 
SBDCtioD on the Plaintiff's attomey if they mil to comply. The following accommodations have 
been made in order minimize any potential undue burden or expense: 
Yoa may comply with thla Sabpoeaa witlulut appeariac in penoa at dae olliees or 
Joa• & Swartz PLLC - MODday, the 11• day or Jane, 2013, at 11:00 o'dock a.m., by 
malling .. e nqusted informatioa to Jones & Swartz fJ,1£ P.O. Bos 7808. Boile. ID 
83707-7808, poatmarked by Friday, Jue 14, 2013, AND by cempldiag ucl lumq 
aotarued dae Cer1ificate on pqe 6 oftlul S.bpreaa 
If you Jail to appear at the place and time specified above, or if you filil to produce the 
ma1erials referenced above, you may be held in contempt of court and subject to sanctions in 
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As an officer of the Court, punuant to Rule 4S(a)(3), this (/J day of May, 2013. 
JONF.8 .t: SWARTZ Pl.LC 
SUBPOENA TO PRODUCR DOCUMBNT. INPOIMATION. OR.OBJECl'S- 5 .. 
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CJBTIFICATE Of PADJCJA LAIRW BA:J,t., INDIVIOOALLX 
Oil ON BERALJ' Of MANAGJMINT NQBTHWEST 
fPBNIPING DOCIJMENIS IN J.p;;p OF LIVE TESTIMONY 
I Patricia I.aflvm Ball, individually or on behalf of Management Northwest, hereby 
certifies that the attached constitutes a full and complete raponse to the Subpoena Duces Tecum 
served upon me. The attached corurists of __ pages. or __ number of documents, and 
__ audio recordings. This Certificate and the attachments are tumished in lieu of 
appeanmce for deposition. 
Dated this __ day of ___ ___,, 2013. 
PATRICIA LA1HAM BALL 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
: sa. 
On this day of 2013. before me, a notary public for said .stale, 
personally appeared • known or kteotified to me to be the 
--------- of the orpDimtion that QCCUfcd the within instrmnmt or the 
person who executed the within instrument on behalf of said organimion, and acknowledged to 
me that such organintion executed the same. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have bcreun.to set my band and seal the day and year first 
above written. 
Notary Public for _________ _ 
My Commission expires:--------
SUBPOENA TO PRODUCE DOCUMENT. INFORMATION, OR. OBJECTS- 6 
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EXIIlBITC 
TO AFFIDAVIT OF COUNSEL IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'S MOTION TO ENFORCE SUBPOENA 
AGAINST NON-PARTY PATRICIA BALL AND TO COMPEL THE PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS 
WITHHELD FROM PRODUCTION IN DISCOVERY AND IN RESPONSE TO SUBPOENA 
EXHIBITC 
TO AFFIDAVIT OF COUNSEL IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'S MOTION TO ENFORCE SUBPOENA 
AGAINST NON-PARTY PATRICIA BALL AND TO COMPEL THE PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS 
WITHHELD FROM PRODUCTION IN DISCOVERY AND IN RESPONSE TO SUBPOENA 
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KtRTLAN G. NAYLOR 
Direct Una: 947-2070 
E-mail: klftOnaylorhales.com 
Eric Swartz 
Jones & Swartz, PLLC 
n n 
-. i···~ \.-i..,,·.;.'.'il_ ,i(lj '!'J 
NAYLOR &.. HALES, P.C .. 
ATTORNEYS AT LAW 
June 24, 2013 
1673 W. Shoreline Dr., Suite 200 . 
Boise, ID 83 702 
Re: Hammer v. City of Sug Valley. et al. 
Blaine County Case No: CVJ2-479 
Dem- Mr. Swartz: 
"----·--·--------
Klrtlan G. Naylor 
Rogel' J. Hales 
Btuca J. Castleton 
James R. stoll 
Elie F. Nellon 
David Sauer 
Jacob H. Na,tar 
Tyler D. WIiiams 
OfCounsel 
Robert G. Hamon 
James D. Canion 
V"u, Send Now 
As you have been advised, this firm represents Patti Ball regarding the subpoena you 
served her. Attached are the responsive documents to the subpoena issued to Patti Ball on May 6, 
2013. As Ms. Ball was. an agent of the City of Sw Valley in her capacity as an independent 
investigator. we are producing these documents on her behalf and as her legal counsel in this matter, 
and this response constitutes her compli~ with the served subpoena. 
The following are detailed descriptions of the documents, privileges, and objections 
to your numbered paragraphs in the subpoena requests of Ms. Ball: 
I. As responsive documents, please see attached SV 2011-2012. 
2. Asresponsivedocuments,pleaseseeattachedBALL356,359-362,364,366. 
3. Defendants object at this time and assert work product -privilege and to 
maintain the privacy of personnel matters. Once a protective order is issued, 
these documents will be produced (BALL 001-354. 1696-1720, 1721-1751.) 
As a note of clarification. prior to the final December 20, 2011 reports. the 
draft reports of December 9, 2011 and December 12, 2011, were in a 
950 W. ,annock Street, Suite 610 • Boise, Idaho 83702. Phone: (208) 383-9511 • f-'x: (208) 383-9S16 492 
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' : Bric Swartz 
June 24, 2013 
Page2 
consolidated fonn. Therefore, the responsive draft reports for multiple , 
requests are duplicative, and will be produced only once. , 
4. As responsive documents, please see Defendants response and objections to 
subpoena request #3. 
s. As responsive documents. please sec Defendants response and objections to 
subpoena request #3. I 
6. As responsive documents. please see attached BAU. 1643-l 6SS. However, 1 
Defendanb object to producing emails in native format as the logistics of , 
doing so would be overly burdensome. 
7. There are no unprivileged documents or communications responsive to this 
request. Please refe.tence the attached privilege log for each existing 
communicauon and the associated privilege asserted. 
8. There are no unprivileged documents or communications responsive to this 
request. Please reference the attached privilege log for each existing 
communication and the associated privilege asserted. 
9. As responsive documents. please see attached BALL l 656-l 695. However~ 
Defendants object to producing emails in native format as the logistics of 
doing so would be overly burdensome and lead to the release of privileged 
infonnation and communications. Additionally. certain attachments within 
these communications contain attorney client communications. and are · 
indicated via redaction as to their specific nature. 
IO. There are no unprivileged documents or communications responsive to this 
request. Please reference the attached privilege log for each existing 
communication and the associated privilege asserted. 
11. As responsive documents, please see attached BALL 1439-1639. However, 
Defendants object to producing emails in native format as the logistics of 
doing so would be overly burdensome. 
12. As responsive documents. please see responses and objections to subpoena 
requests #3-5. 
13. As responsive~ please see responses and objections to subpoena 
requests #3-5. 
14. There are no responsive documents to this request. 
lS. As responsive documents. please see attached BALL 1640-1642 & BALL 
1752. In addition. please refer to the attached privilege log for other 
communications which are privileged and the associated privilege asserted. 
16. There are no responsive documents to this request. 
17. There are no responsive documents to this request. 
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We are providing stipulations for state and federal court proceedings for protective 
orders consistent with our prior discussions. Once the stipulations are authorized, we will file and 
upon the Court's order, we will produce the affected documents. 
KON:tjw 
Encs. 





Ma,or Wa,ae Willich 
Chy of Saa Valley 
n 
MANAGEMENT NORTHWEST 
916 W,.... DIM ..... ID b70'Z 
fb: 20W42-7.M2 Fa: 20M7J.7IO.S 
htm;((mp*9' f!P'( 
obtU'l111Ul''mf mm 
a.·Ba...-t.._.llrCltyelS..V..,la ....... llla 
at,-otSa v..,. will be llilW •• ....,. nafl.S240 r. .u-* rmdacted. 1'mwl 
timcl 1:1111 BaialOS- V.O.,will bollillld• llltbeJIGllaly-plaaJIS--..,., 
milOIII 'l'lleQlyof8allV.U.,wiDllloN1 ......... llrdlll .......... mall 
... lbleadw "'•••..-•iwnddadntlbeODll'Noltbe 
UMllipCiaa. iacludiaa batnatlillited tomu..._ lall.1111111. "'"'' C..•prindl1 
CIOIII. 
'l'llecalrOl paapbl*pa•• a1.u ........,,.,,._.,m., ro-dle --.,aicm will 
include City Atlmley Adlm. lCia&tllayar-BllclDnyuBlilDO 111d Mayor WiDicla. 
495 ............ 
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2011. at tbo law office of Hawley Troxell. localed at 126 Main Street South. Suire B-4. 
Hailey, Idaho. A writua mport will be prepared after lhc intemews are conducted. 
Please •Ill aad date below and return to tbe uadcrsigacd via email or fax. My cell phone 
number is 208-2226. 
Smm,ly, 
#~ 








Management Northweat - Patricia Latham Bal, Esq. 
918 Wynclam- Drive 
~Wg 
lnvolce SUbmflled ta: 
City of Sun Valley • Allanlfon: Tammi Hal 
January 04, 2012 
Invoice #14589 
Pict 111111111 Senlcea 
11/1712011 PLB Telephone all dere11c:e with Adam f<lng 
11/18/2011 PlB T11lepha1111 all ,rwanc:e with Adam King and Mayor 
11/21/2011 PlB Tefephonfc fntarvlew and brfeffngwfth cffenl; Tefephane caD from 
cllent 
1112212011 PlB Emaifl ta and from cffenl; Prap1119 and aa1CI tentalfve 111181.iew 
adledule 
1112312011 PlB Pn,plA engagement feller 
PLB Telepha111 caD from Kl,V 
PI.B Prepare amafl ta Mayar nigardlng fnleMew 9Checlule; Review 
vafcemaffa from Mayar; Prepare ernd regarding wf1rlllu flat; 
Rav1eW volaamal and feller farm Hammer's caunsaf; Review fffe; 
Prepare email ID c:ffant raga,df11g parametms of imlwllg8tlan; 
Prepare Day twa fntarvfew IChedule; Telephone CCII .rw.,c:e with 
8llamllY Millar ragantng c:anr-.c:e roam ueage; Rllllfew ema11, 
from King regarding doc:umenlllllan 
11/2412011 PLB Revf- emalJI from c:ffant and Kirt Nayfar 
-n 
Hra/Ral8 Amaunt 
0.30 NO CHARGE 
240.00/hr 
0.40 NO CHARGE 
240.00/hr 



















City of sun Valley- Attention: Tammi Hal Page 2 
Hrs/Rate Amount 
11/25/2011 Pl.B Review and ntply to emala by and between WN, KN and DB; 1.10 264.00 
Prepare email to cUant ragard1ng ,cope of Investigation 240.00lhr 
11/28fl011 PLS Emala to and from cllent 0.20 48.00 
240.00/tl' 
1112712011 PLB Review 11e; Prepare for lnter.fewl 1.50 380.00 
240.00'hr 
11/2812011 PLB Travel from Boise ta Halley. Travel rram Halley to Sun Valley Lodge 3.20 384.00 
SIied at half time 120.00l!Y 
PlB Confer with Mayor. Telephone conflnnce wtth Naylor; COnduct 7.40 1,776.00 
lnteMewa; Confw with Hammer't attorney. Conferwlth Naylor. 240.00lhr 
Prepare for day two tnt9l'Vlewa 
11129/2011 PLB Travel to Haley tom Bun Valley. Return trfp 0.80 98.00 
Half-time billed 120.00lhr 
PLB Pntpare for Day Two lntarvfewl; Revtew Day 1 notes; COnduct full 10.50 2,520.00 
day of Jntervlawa; Confer with c11ent;. Evening: stalua cal to Naylor; 240.00lhr 
Review doaJfflenta from Wltneuel; Revtew emah tom client and 
wf1neleel; Cella to and from Naylor regarding Prior and lnttlM8W 
schedute; Prepare for Day Thnle 1rav1ewa 
11/30/2011 PL9 Prepare for lnter-m,we; Conduct lnlerwii,wa; Tlllephone corfarence 4.20 1,008.00 
to and from Naylor; Emalia from Hammer's attomey; Emal from 240.00lhr 
client 
PLB Travel from Sun Valey to 9olae 2.80 338.00 
Half time billed 120.00/hr 
12/112011 PLB Email• to and tam Hammer. Revtew addllkJnal documentll6on 2.10 504.00 
provided by Hammer, EmaPa to and from Mayor; Emala from King; 240.0Qlhr 
Review dacumentallan; EmaUa regarding. eplf lCied 1cope of 
lnYedgaaon to include Fin, Depat1mllnt campfalnta; Review emall 
lo and from clent 
1212/2011 PLS Telephone conference with dlent Prepan, requnt for documents 2.30 552.00 
ftlr mcpanded sc:ope of Investigation; Telephone ca lference Wfth 240.001hr 
Naylor. PnMde atatul updaCII to Cllent; Emlllla from King regarding 
documenta requeated; Emalla from Rlbl ragard1ng doCurnllntation 
12131'l011 Pl.8 Telephone conference with Naylor; Travel fD and naive 1.20 288.00 
doc:umentl; Review ftle 240.QQlhr 




City of Sun Valley· Altentlon: Tamrnl Hall Page 3 
Hl'IIRate Amount 
12/512011 PL8 Travel ID and meet with Fro8tenaon to oandud lnt8I ufeW rllldng to 9.50 2,280.00 
Ffre Oepa,tent; RtNtew City documenta with Fradanaon; Conrar 240.00lhr 
with Nayfor; Review credit card documents With Fl'Ollenlon 
PL8 Polt-Wervlewe: Conduct exl8nllwt review ~time reconil. ttme 5.50 1,320.00 
carda, payroll reports. wllneu notes and othw Fire Department 240.00Jhr 
time record dacumentatlon: Crou,checlc payroll to time reparts; 
Cra81M:heck time repo,ta to hlnlwiltten time card tDta1e 
12/812011 PLB Revfew tUa; TeJaphonlc falbw,up lntar.iewwllh Mal Prior: 3.50 840.00 
Telephonic lntervfeW of R~ Franco; FolkJw..up telephmdc lntarvlew 240.00/hr 
wfth Ek; Telephone call to ayfor 
PLB COnduct mclenllYe nwtew of creclt card lnvalcel far City 8.50 1,580.00 
Admlnl8tralor. and Fin, Chief: Emale lo and from Hal. Hammer, 240.00lhr 
Wlllch. Naylar, Ek. King 
12/7fl011 PL8 Review emails tam wftneea Ek; Review documenlB; Review 8.20 1,988..00 
wllne8a nalN; Commence preparallon d ktvelllgatlw repat; 240.DOlhr 
Review doc:umenta pruvldad ~ Halt Review .. daCumenta and 
commence lllledng Exhlbfta report CraaHanpare lbhlblla to 
report detalli; Summarlz8 wnneaa no1a1: cananue prepara11on ot 
11111t dratt f9POlt conduct tBlephonk: 1ntemew or Adam King; eonrer 
wflh Naylor; Emala 1D and tam Naylor 
121812011 PL8 Numerau1 emafla to and fi'om Hall ragardlng dDcument cdledon; 13.50 3,240.00 
Review docurnenta; Continue pr9p8l'8llon of lnveetlgaflve raport; 2'40.00lhr 
Review and prepare exhlblbl and exhibit 11118; Numerous emab lo 
and from Naylar; Emallll ta and tam Hal: R111adl law; Revtaw 
clant pollcy manual; Review ehlbb and exhibit Dal 
12ID/l011 PLB Review and l8Vf8e report; Emalll lo and flam Naylor; Telephone 4.40 1,058.00 
canfel9nc:e wllh Naytor 2'40.0Mlr 
12/11/l011 PLB Review and t'9vlae draft lnvelllpllve ,aport Review exhibit llat 3.20 788.00 
240.00lhr 
12/12/2011 PI..S Ffnal revlaw of repo,t; Flnallze uhlbb; Travel to and pal1lclpale In 5.20 1,248.00 
lelephonlc meeting; Review raoarded lnlw.iN; Emalta to and fram 240.oan.. 
dlent 
12/13fl011 PLB Review emalle from Prtor; Tefephane cor4arence wllh Naylor; Emall 0.80 144.00 
to Prfor; Revlle report; i:maD to and 1iam Mayor 240.00lhr 
12/1512011 PlB Review email fram Prtar; Ttlephane call to Naylor; Emal to Prfor 0.30 72.00 
240.00lhr 




City of Sun Valey- Attention: Tammi Hall 
12/17f.l011 PLB Emal from Naylor; Telephone conrer.nce with Naylor 
12/1912011 'PLB Review Hammer tape; Emails to and. tram Naylor regarding report 
12120/2011 PLB Review Prior tape; Review and l'9Vlle thrae Investigative reports; 
Emaill to and from Naylor; Finalize reports; Add exhlbitl 
1/312012 PLB Telephone call from Tammi; Return call to Kirt 










0.20 NO CHARGE 
240.001hr 
110.40 $25,008.00 
11f.l8fl011 Sun Valley Lodging and Meals 385.43 
Lunch - Shorty'• 12.00 
Mileage from Boise offlce to Halley conf8l'ance roam then 81.m Valley Lodge -157.5 X $.51 80.33 
Breakfalt 7.50 
11J29l2011 8realcfast 7.88 
Mileage fi'om Hailey to Sun Valley and return trip- 27 X $.51 13. 77 
Dlnner-18.89 18.89 
11/30f2011 ~ from Sll1 Valley to Solle- 157.5 X $.51 80.33 
Bf88kfaatA.unch- Shorty's 11.50 
12/5/2011 Best Western Vllta Inn at the Altpolt: Hotel Conftnnce Room for Fl'Olten8on Interview; 124.84 
Hotel-provtded Lunch for Meetfng; Hotel photocopy charge 
12/20/l011 Copying cost 32.96 
412 at .08 
Tolal cx,ets $785.43 
Total amount of 1h11 blD $25,793.43 
Balance due $25,793.43 
500 
DAI I 'I•~ 
n n 
EXHIBITD 
TO AFFIDAVIT OF COUNSEL IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'S MOTION TO ENFORCE SUBPOENA 
AGAINST NON-PARTY PATRICIA BALL AND TO COMPEL TI:IE PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS 
WITHHELD FROM PRODUCTION IN DISCOVERY AND IN RESPONSE TO SUBPOENA 
EXHIBITD 
TO AFFIDAVIT OF COUNSEL IN SuPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'S MOTION TO ENFORCE SUBPOENA 
AGAINST NON-PARTY PATRICIA BALL AND TO COMPEL THE PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS 
WITHHELD FROM PRODUCTION IN DISCOVERY AND IN RESPONSE TO SUBPOENA 
501 
PRIVILEGE LOG 
ADAM KING Am CLIENT COMMUNICATIONS/WORK PRODUCT 
From To Cc Sent Sublect 
Adam B. Km& 'Patti Latham Sall' 11/22/2011 Factual Reauest 
lnlleStiptlon 
~mB.k!ng 'Patti Latham Ball' 11/22/2011 Admlnlmation 
lnvestiption 
Patti Latham Sall wwiUlch@'mdaho.Ol'I Adam8.Kin1 11/22/2011 Administration 
Adam 8.Kln1 'Patti Latham Bait' 11/22/1011 FKtUal Request 
lnvestlptlOn 
Wayne Willlch Patti Latham Ball Adam a. Kine 11/22/2011 Administration 
Adam B. Kina; Dwayne lnvestiptlon 
Patti Latham Ball WW\Hlth@lsvldaho.ora lriStO Elnemal 11/23/2011 Admlnbtrltlon 
'Dwayne Brisco btemal'; lnvestiption 
Patti Lathim Ball wwtUk:h@IMdaho.org Adami.Kina 11/23/2011 Administration 
wwllllch@'Mdl.ho.ora; 
Dwayne 8rtsca External; ~rwestiptlon 
Patti Latham aau Adami.Kina 11/23/2011 Admtnlstratlon 
lnvestlptlon 
AdlmKJn,: oball@mnwlepl.com 11/21/2011 Admlnl5ttatlon 
Dwayne 8rtsco &t:emal; lnvestlption 
Wavne Willlth Patti Litham Ball AdamB. Kina 11/23/2011 Adnffllst:raUon 
'Adam a. Kina'; 'Owayne lnvestlption 
Patti Latham hit 'Wayne WUlkh' Brtsco External' 11/23/2011 Administration 
Dwayne Brisco External; lrwestli~ 
Wayne WIIUch Patti latham Ball Adami.kin& 11/lS/2011 Administration 
kwestlptlon 
.Dball@I - .com dewavne 11/21/2011 Administration 
dewayne PattJ Latham Ball 11/29/2011 Factual Reauest 
Patti Latham Ball Adam I. tan,, 11/30/2011 Factual Reauest 
AdamB.klnl wwllllch@lsvldaho.ora 'Patti La1ham Ball' 12/1/2011 Factual Rtauest 
Adam8,lln& wwtlllch@l~.OfR 'Patu Latham 8111' 12/1/2011 Fitctua.l Reauest 
Wayne Wlllich Adam a. Kln1 Patti Latham Ball 12/1/2011 Factual Request 
Patti Ball Adami. klnl 12/5/2011 Factual Reauest 
Adami.Kina 'Patti BaH' 12/5/2011 Factual l\eaues1 
P11e1 of16 
Privilege 
AID CUENT COMMUNICATION/ 
WORIC PRODUCT· ADAM KING 
ATTY OJENT COMMUNICATION/ 
WORK PRODUCT· ADAM KING 
iAm CLIENT COMMUNICATION/ 
WORK PRODUCT· A/JAM KING 
Am CLIENT COMMUNICATION/ 
WORK PRODUCT -ADAM ICING 
AnY CLIENT COMMUNICATION/ 
WORK PRODUCT· ADAM KING 
ATTY OJENT COMMUNICATION/ 
WORK PRODUCT· AON/. KING 
Am CUENT COMMUNICATION/ 
WORK PRODUCT· ADAAt ICING 
ATlY CUENT COMMUNICATION/ 
WORK PROOUCf • ADAM KING 
ATIY CLIENT COMMUNICATION/ 
WORk PROOUCT • ADAM KING 
ATIY CLIENT COMMUNICATION/ 
WORK PRODUCf • ADAM KING 
ATIY CLIENT COMMUNICATION/ 
WORK PRODUCT· ADAM KING 
Affl QJENT COMMUNICATION/ 
WORi PRODUCT - ADAM KING 
Affl CLIENT COMMUNICATION/ 
WORK PRODUCT· ADAM KING 
ATIY CLIENT COMMUNICATION/ 
WORK PRODUCT· ADAM KING 
Am WENT COMMUNICATION/ 
WORK PRODUCT· ADAM KING 
ATTY OJENT COMMUNICATION/ 
WORK PRODUCT· ADAM KING 
ATTY CU£NT COMMUNICATION/ 
WORK PRODUCT· ADAM KING 
Am CUENTCOMMUNtCATION/ 
WORK PRODUCT· ADAM KING 
iAm CUENT COMMUNICATION/ 
WORK PRODUCT· ADAM KING 
Am CLIENT COMMUNICATION/ 
































Patti Latham Ball 
Tammi Hall 
WavneWilllch 
Patti latham Ball 
Wayne Wlllich 
Pant Latham Ball 



















Patti Latham Ball 
pball@lmnwlepl.com 
'Wavne Wllllch' 
Patti Latham BaU 
'Wayne Wllllch' 
'Patti Latham BaU' 
Patti Latham Ball' 
Patti Latham Ball' 
Adam a. Kina 
Adame. Kina 
Adam B. Kiili 
pball@lmnwtenl.com 
pball•mnwlepl.com; 
Adam a. 1CJn1 
'Wayne Wllllch'; 
pballt!Pmnw\epl.com 





ADAM KING Am CLIENT COMMUNICATIONS/WORK PRODUCT 
Cc Sent Subject 
'Patti Latham Ball' 12/6/2011 factual Reauest 
12/6/2011 Factual Reauest 
12/6/2011 Factwl Request 
wwllllchli'svldaho.org 12/6/2011 Factual Request 
WayneWIIJlch 12/6/2011 Factual Reciuest 
12/6/2D11 Factual Reauest 
12/6/2011 Factual Reauest 
12/6/2011 Factual Request 
Adame.Kin& 12/6/2011 Factual Al!CIUest 
12/6/2011 Factual Request 
Adam a. Kina; Dwayne 
Brisco EKtemal 12/7/2011 Factual Reauest 
Adam B. Kina; 'Wayne 
Wllllch' 12/7/2011 Factual Request 
'Wayne Wllllch' 12/22/2011 Factual Reauest 
12/22/2011 Factual Request 
12/22/2011 Factwl Reauest 
12/22/2011 Factual Request 
12/22/2011 Factual Request 
12/22/2011 Factual Request 
12/22/2011 Factual Request 
12/22/2011 Factual Request 
Page2of16 
Prlvile1e BATES-Number 
!ATTY CUENT COMMUNICATION/ 
WORK PRODUCT· ADAM KING BAll 423-424 
ATTY CUENT COMMUNICATION/ 
WORK PRODUCT· ADAM KING 8AlL 501 
Am CLIENT COMMUNICATION/ 
WORK PRODUCT· ADAM KING BALL S02-503 
ATIY CLIENT COMMUNICATION/ 
WORK PRODUCT· ADAM KING BALL 504-505 
ATTY QJENT COMMUNICATION/ 
WORK PRODUCT-ADAM ICING BALL S06-507 
ATTY CUENT COMMUNICATION/ 
) 
WORK PRODUCT· ADAM KING BALL 508-509 
Am CLIENT COMMUNICATION/ 
WORK PRODUCT· ADAM KING 8All 510-511 
ATIY CLIENT COMMUNICATION/ 
WORK PRODUCT -ADAM KING BALL 512-514 
ATIY CLIENT COMMUNICATION/ 
WORK PRODUCT· ADAM ICING BALt 515-517 
ATTY a.JENT COMMUNICATION/ 
WORK PRODUCT -ADAM KING BAU. 520-521 
ATTY CLIENT COMMUNICATION/ 
WORK PRODUCT -ADAM KING BALL 1461-1463 
Am OJENT COMMUNICATION/ 
WORK PRODUCT· ADAM KING BALL 1458-1459 
Am CLIENT COMMUNICATION/ 
WORK PRODUCT· ADAM KING BALL 529 
ATIY WENT COMMUNICATION/ 
WORK PRODUCT -ADAM KING BALL530 
ATIY CLIENT COMMUNICATION/ 
J) 
WORK PRODUCT -ADAM KING 8ALLS31 
Am CLIENT COMMUNICATION/ 
WORK PRODUCT· ADAM KING BALLS32 
ATrY CLIENT COMMUNICATION/ 
WORK PRODUCT -ADAM KING BALL533 
Am QJENT COMMUNICATION/ 
WORK PRODUCT· ADAM KING BALL 534-535 
ATIY CLIENT COMMUNICATION/ 
WORK PRODUCT· ADAM KING BAU536-537 
ATTY QIENT COMMUNICATION/ 
WORK PRODUCT - ADAM KING BAU 538-539 
PRIVILEGE LOG 
ADAM KING Am CUENT COMMUNICATIONS/WORK PRODUCT 
Fram To Cc Sent Subject Privlleae BATES-Number 
Am CUENT COMMUNICATION/ 
Adam B. Kin& 'Patti Latham Ball' 'Wayne Wllnch' 12/22/2011 Factual Rl!Quest WORK PRODUCT· ADAM KING BALL541 
Am CUENT COMMUNICATION/ 
Pam Latham Ball 'Adam B. Kina' 1/21/2012 Factual Request WORK PRODUCT· ADAM KING BAl.1540 
:) ) 
:) ) 











Patti Latham Ball 
Patti Latham Ball 
Patti Latham laH 
Patti Latham Ball 
Patti Latham Ball 
pballltmnwlepl.com 
Klrtlan Naylor 
Patti l..athilm Ball 
rro Cc 
Patti Latham Ball 












Patti Latham Ball 
Klrtliln Navtor 
PRIVIU:GE LOG 
ICIRTlAN NAYLOR Am CLIENT COMMUNICATIONS/WORK PRODUCT 
Sent Sublect PRIVILEGE BATES-Number 
lnvestlptlon Am CLIENT COMMUNICATION/ 
11/25/2011 Administration WORK PRODUCT· KIRTlAN NAYLOR BALL691 
lnvestlptlon . Am CLIENT COMMUNICATION/ 
ll/28/2011 Administration WORK PRODUCT· KIRTlAN NAYLOR BAlL 711 
ATTY CLIENT COMMUNICATION/ 
11/29/2011 Factual Request WORK PRODUCT· KIRllAN NAYLOR BAU 782 
ATTY CLIENT COMMUNICATION/ 
11/29/2011 Factual Request WORK PRODUCT· KIRTlAN NAYLOR BALL 713 :) ) 
Am CLIENT COMMUNICATION/ 
11/29/2011 Factual Request WORK PRODUCT· klRTlAN NAYLOR BALL 784 
Am CUENT COMMUNICATION/ 
11/29/2011 Factual Request ' WORK PRODUCT• KIRTLAN NAYLOR BAlL 855-856 
lrwestiptlon ATTY QJENTCOMMUNICATION/ 
11/30/2011 Administration WORK PRODUCT· KIRTlAN NAYLOR BALL 726 
Am CUENTCOMMUNICATION/ 
12/2/2011 factual Request WORK PRODUCT· KIRTlAN NAYLOR BALL 645-646 
tnvestlptlon Am CUENT COMMUNICATION/ 
12/2/2011 Administration WORK PRODUCT- KIRTlAN NAYLOR BAlL709 
lnvestiptlon Am CLIENT COMMUNICATION/ 
12/2/2011 Mmlnfstratlon WORK PRODUCT• Klltl\AN NAYLOR BALL850 
) ) 
lnvestlptlon ATTY CLIENT COMMUNICATION/ 
12/3/2011 Administration WORK PRODUCT· ICIRTLAN NAYLOR BALL 710 
lnwsUptlon ATTY CLIENT COMMUNICATION/ 
12/3/lDU Adminlstntlon WORK PRODUCT - KIRTlAN NAYLOR BAll738 
lnvestiption Am QJfNT COMMUNICATION/ 
~/2011 Administration WORK PRODUCT· KIRTlAN NAYLOR BAlL 739 
ATIY QJENT COMMUNICATION/ 






Patti Latham Ball 
:pball@lmnwlepl.com 
Kirtlan N11ylor 
Patti Latham Ball 
Patti Latham Ball 
Kirtlan Naylor 
Patti Latham Ball 
Patti Latham Ball 
Klrtlan Naylor 
Patti Latham Baill 
Patti Latham Ball 
pball@Imnwlepl.com 
Klrtlan Naylor 







Patti Latham Ball 
Klrtlan Naylor 
KirUan Navlor 









KIRTlAN NAYLOR ATTY CLIENT COMMUNICATIONS/WORK PRODUCT 
Sent SubJect PRIVILEGE BATES-Number 
lnvestlptlon ATTY CLIENT COMMUNICATION/ 
12/5/2011 Administration WORK PRODUCT - KIRTLAN NAYLOR BAU 724 
lnvestlptlon ATTY CLIENT COMMUNICATION/ 
12/5/2011 Administration WORK PRODUCT· KIRTlAN NAYLOR BAU 725 
lnvestiptlon ATTY CU ENT COMMUNICATION/ 
12/S/2011 IAdmlnlstratlon WORK PRODUCT· KIRTlAN NAYLOR 8ALLB91 
Am CU ENT COMMUNICATION/ 
12/6/2011 Factual Request WORK PRODUCT - KIRTLAN NAYLOR BAU848 :) ) 
lnvestlptlon Am CLIENT COMMUNICATION/ 
12/8/2011 Administration WORK PRODUCT - KIRTlAN NAYLOR BALL 749 
lnvesti&atkln ATTY CUENT COMMUNICATION/ 
12/8/2011 Administration WORK PRODUCT· KIRTlAN NAYLOR BAll 750-751 
lnvestlptlon Am CLIENT COMMUNICATION/ 
12/8/2011 Administration WORK PRODUCT- KIRTlAN NAYLOR BAU 752 
lnvatlptlon ATTY CLIENT COMMUNICATION/ 
12/8/2Dll Administration WORK PRODUCT· KIRTI.AN NAYLOR BAll 753.754 
lnvestlptlon ATTY CLIENT COMMUNICATION/ 
12/8/2011 Administration WORK PRODUCT· KIRTlAN NAYLOR BAU 755--756 
lnvestiptlon ATTY CLIENT COMMUNICATION/ 
12/8/2011 Administration WORK PRODUCT- ICIRTl.AN NAYLOR BAU757-75B 
':) ) 
lnvestlptlon ATTY CLIENT COMMUNICATION/ 
12/8/2011 Administration WORK PRODUCT· ICIRTLAN NAYLOR BALL 759-760 
lnvestlptlon Am CU ENT COMMUNICATION/ 
12/8/2011 Administration WORK PRODUCT· KIRTLAN NAYLOR BALL 761 
lnvestlptlon Am CLIENT COMMUNICATION/ 
12/8/2011 Administration WORK PRODUCT· KIRTlAN NAYLOR BALLB47 
Investigation Am CUENT COMMUNICATION/ 
12/9/2011 Administration WORK PRODUCT· ICIRTLAN NAYLOR BAU 618-644 
PapSaf16 
PRIVILEGE LOG 
klRTlAN NAYLOR ATTY CLIENT COMMUNICATIONS/WORK PRODUCT 
From To Cc Sent SUblect PRIVILEGE BA TES-Number 
lnvestlptlon Am CLIENT COMMUNICATION/ 
Patti Latham Ball Klrtlan Naylor 12/9/2011 Administration WORK PROOUCf - ICIRTlAN NAYLOR BALl 736 
Jnvestlptlan ATTY CLIENT COMMUNICATION/ 
Klrtlan Naylor Patti Latham Ball 12/9/2011 Administration WORK PRODUCT - ICIRTLAN NAYLOR BAU 737 
' f 
lnvest111t1an . !AmCUENTCOMMUNICATION/ 
Patti Latham Ball Klrtlan Naylor 12/9/2011 Administration WORK PRODUCT - KIRTlAN NAYLOR BALl854 
lnvestlptlon ATTY CLIENT COMMUNICATION/ 
pbaHOmnwleul.com Klrtlan Naylor 12/9/2011 Administration WORK PRODUCT- KIRTlAN NAYLOR BALL890 ) 
ATTY CLIENT COMMUNICATION/ 
Patti Latham Ball Klrtlan Naylor wwllllch@Psvldaha.ara 12/11/2011 Factual Request WORK PRODUCT - KIRTLAN NAYLOR BAU 76S 
lnvestiptlan ATTY CLIENT COMMUNICATION/ 
Patti Latham Bal Klrtlan Naylor 12/12/2011 Administration WORK PRODUCT· KJRTlAN NAYLOR BALL 542-551 
lnvutJptlon ATTY CLIENT COMMUNICATION/ 
Patti Latham Ball Klrtliln Naylor 12/12/2011 Administration WORK PRODUCT - KIRTLAN NAYLOR BAU 648-679 
lnvestiptlan ATTYCUENTCOMMUNICATION/ 
pball@lmnwle11l.com Klrtlan Naylor 12/12/2011 Administration WORK PRODUCT - ICIRTlAN NAYLOR BALL 727 
lnvestiptlon Am CLIENT COMMUNICATION/ 
Patti Latham Ball Klrtlan Navlor 12/12/2011 Administration WORK PRODUCT- ICIRTLAH NAYLOR BALL 728 
ATTY QJENT COMMUNICATION/ 
oball@lmnwleal.com Wayne Wllllch 12/12/2011 Faaual Rl!CWUt WORK PRODUCT· KIRTLAN NAYLOR BAU 762·763 J) 
Am OJENT COMMUNICATION/ 
Wayne Wllllch Patti Latham Ball 12/12/2011 Factual Request WORK PROOUCT • KIRTIAN NAYLOR BALL 764 
lnvestiptlon ATTY CLIENT COMMUNICATION/ 
Patti Latham Ball Klrtlan Naylor 12/13/2011 Administration · WORK PRODUCT· ICIRTIAN NAYLOR BALL 706-707 
lnvestlpUon ATTY alENT COMMUNICATION/ 
Patti Latham Ball Klrtlan Naylor 12/13/2011 Administration WORK PRODUCT- KIRTlAN NAYLOR BAll 712 
lnvestlptlon Am CLIENT COMMUNICATION/ 














Patti Latham BIii 
Patti Latham BIii 
Patti Latham Ball 
Patti Latham Ball 
Patti Latham Ball 






Patti Lathim Ball 
IJ>balllfmnwlepLcom 
pball@mnwlepl.com 








KIRTlAN NAYLOR Am CU ENT COMMUNICATIONS/WORK PRODUCT 
Cc Sent Subject PRIVILEGE BATES-Number 
lnvestlpllon Affi CLIENT COMMUNICATION/ 
12/16/2011 AdmJnlstraUon WORK PRODUCT· KIRTlAN NAYLOR SAU 723 
Stacey lhler; Jake N1ytor; 1nvestl1atlon AID CLIENT COMMUN/CATION/ 
D1vesasser 12/16/2011 Administration WORIC PRODUCT - KIRTIAN NAYLOR BAU 776-777 
lnvestllatlon ATIY CLIENT COMMUNICATION/ 
12/16/2011 Administration WORK PRODUCT- KIRTlAN NAYLOR 8AU.778-779 
lnvesti(atlon Am CLIENT COMMUNICATION/ 
12/16/2011 !Administration WORK PRODUCT- KIRTI.AN NAYLOR SAU 78~781 ) 
Stacey lhler: Jake Naytor; lnvestiptlon Am CLIENT COMMUNICATION/ 
DaveS,sser 12/16/2011 AdmlnlstRtlon WORK PRODUCT - KIKT\AN NAYLOR 8All853 
lntte5tlpllon Am CUENT COMMUNICATION/ 
12/17/2011 Admlnlstrauon WORK PRODUCT- KIRTlAN NAYLOR BAU 772-773 
lnvest:lptlon ATIY CLIENT COMMUNICATION/ 
12/17/2011 Administration WORK PRODUCT- Kllll\.AN NAYLOR 8AlL 774-775 
lnvestlpUon Am CUENT COMMUNICATION/ 
12/19/2011 Administration WORK PRODUCT- KIRTLAN NAYLOR BALL 797-845 
lnvestlptlon Am CLIENT COMMUNICATION/ 
12/19/2011 Administration WORK PRODUCT· klRTlAN NAYLOR BALL846 
lnvestlptlon Am CUENT COMMUNICATION/ 
U/19/2011 Administration WORK PRODUCT - KIRTI..AN NAYLOR BALL 858-889 
) 
lnvestlptlon Am CUENT COMMUNICATION/ 
12/20/2011 Administration WORK PRODUCT• KIRTLAN NAYLOR SALL 552-557 
lnvestlptlon Am CLIENT COMMUNICATION/ 
12/20/2011 Administration WORK PRODUCT· KIRTlAN NAYLOR BALL 563-S77 
lnvestfcatlan tATIY CLIENT COMMUNICATION/ 
12/20/2011 Administration WORK PRODUCT- KIRTIAN NAYLOR 8AlLS78-607 
lrWestlptlon Affi QIENTCOMMUNICATION/ 
12/20/2011 Adndnlstratlon WORK PRODUCT - KIRTI.AN NAYLOR BAll 608-614 
Pase7of16 
From 
Patti Litham Ball 
Klrtlan Naylor 
Patti ~tham Ball 
Patti Latham Ball 
Patti Litham Ball 
Patti utham Baff 
Klrtlan Naylor 
Patti Latham Ball 
Nlls@lnllsrlbl.com 
Patti Latham Ball 
Ktrtlan Naylor 
Patricia l.ltham Ball 
Patti Litham Ball 
0, 









Patti utham BaU 
Klrtlan Naylor 
Klrtlan Navia,; Patti Ball 
Klrtlan Naylor 
Patti Latham Ball 
K.inlan Naylor 




KIRTIAN NAYLOR Am CLIENT COMMUNICATIONS/WORK PRODUCT 
Cc Sent Sublect PRIVILEGE BA TES-Number 
lnvestlptlon Affi CLIENT COMMUNICATION/ 
12/20/2011 AdmlnlJtratlon WORK PRODUCT· KIRTlAN NAYLOR BALL647 
lnvestlption Am CLIENT COMMUNICATION/ 
12/20/2011 Admlnlstriltlon WORK PRODUCT· ICIRTLAH NAYLOR BALL 723 
lnvestiptlon ATIY WENT COMMUNICATION/ 
12/20/2011 Administration WORIC PRODUCT- KIRTLAN NAYLOR BALL 785-786 
hwestlptJon AnY CLIENT COMMUNICATION/ 
12/20/2011 Administration WORK PRODUCT - KJRTlAN NAYLOR BAU 787-788 J) 
lnVtitlptlon ATIY OJENT COMMUNICATION/ 
12/20/2011 AdminJstratlon WORK PRODUCT- KIRTLAN NAYLOR BALL 789-790 
lnvestiption ATTY CUENT COMMUNICATION/ 
12/20/2011 Administration WORK PRODUCT - KIRTI.AN NAYLOR BALL 791·792 
lnvestlptlon ATIY CUfNT COMMUNICATION/ 
12/20/2011 AdmlnlstratiQn WORK PRODUCT - ICIRTlAN NAYLOR 8Al.l 793-794 
lnvestiJation Am CUENT COMMUNICATION/ 
12/20/2011 Admlnlstratlon WORK PRODUCT- KIRTIAN NAYLOR BALL 795-796 
Am CLIENT COMMUNICATION/ 
12/23/2011 Factual Rl!Quest WORK PRODUCT· KIRTlAN NAYLOR BAll 713-714 
lnvestlptlon ATTY CLIENT COMMUNICATION/ 
3/7/2012 Administration WORK PRODUCT - KIRTl.AN NAYLOR BAU561 
J) 
lnvestlptlon Am CLIENT COMMUNICATION/ 
Stacey lhler; Birch, Scott 3/7/2012 Administration WORK PRODUCT· klRT\AH NAYLOR BALl 562 
lnVtitlptlon AID CLIENT COMMUNICATION/ 
3/7/2012 Administration WORK PRODUCT· KIRTlAH NAYLOR 8ALL617 
Subpoena re,ardl11f Am CUfNT COMMUNICATION/ 
7/25/2012 lnvestlaatlon WORK PRODua. KJRTLAN NAYLOR BALL 696 -700 
lnvestlption ~nv CLIENT COMMUNICATION/ 
7/25/2012 Admlnlstratlon WORK PRODUCT - KIRTLAN NAYLOR BAU.857 
Pagelof 16 
From To 
Klrtlan Naylor Patti Latham Ball 
Patti Latham Ball Klrtlan Naylor 
Kirtlan Naylor Patti Latham Ball 
Patti Latham Ball KlrtJan Naylor 
Patnda Latham B.111 Kirtlln Naylor 
Patti Latham 8.111 Klrtlan Naylor 
Patti Latham 8.111 IOrtlan Naylor 
Klrtlan NIVIOr Patrida LatNm Ball 
Patti Latham &.Ill Klnliln Naylor 
klrtlan NiMOt Patti lall 
Patti Latham Ball Klrtlan Navlor 
P1ttl Latham &.Ill Klrtlan Navlor 
Klrtlan Navlor Patti Ball 
Patti Latham Ball Klrtlan Navlor 
PAIVll.£GE LOG 
ICIRTIANNAYlORATTYCUENTCOMMUNtCATIONS/WORKPRODUCT 
Cc Sent Subject PRMLEGE 
Subt,oen• recardln1 ATTY CLIENT COMMUNICATION/ 
Stacey lhler.Jake Navlor 8/7/2012 lnvestlaation WORK PRODUCT- KIRTlAN NAYLOR 
Subpoena reaardlfll Am CLIENT COMMUNICATION/ 
8/7/2012 lnvestlntlon WORK PRODUCT- ICIRT\.AN NAYLOR 
Subpoena ~1,,. ,'TTY QJENT COMMUNICATION/ 
8/10/2012 lnvestlption WORK PRODUCT - KIRl\AN NAYLOR 
Subpoena reprdlnl ATIY CUENTCOMMUNICATION/ 
8/11/2012 lnvest\aation WORK PRODUCT - ICIRT\AN NA'II.Oll 
Subpoana rea1n:lin1 ATIY CLIENT COMMUNICATION/ 
8/11/2012 lmiat11at1on WORK PRODUCT - ICIRTI.AN NAYLOR 
Subpoena rqardlna ATTY CUENT COMMUNICATION/ 
8/11/2012 lnvestiPtlon WORK PRODUCT- ICIRTI.AN NAYLOR 
Subpoena rqardi111 ATlY CUENTCOMMUNICATION/ 
8/11/2012 In _, n WORK PRODUCT- ICIRTI.AN NAYLOR 
Subpoena re,ardlna Am CLIENT COMMUNICATION/ 
8/14/2012 lnvestllatlon WORK PRODUCT - KIRTlAN NAYLOR 
Subpoena rq•n:lin& Am CLIENT COMMUNICATION/ 
8/17/2012 lnvestlllatlon WORK PRODUCT· KIRTlAN NAYLOR 
lnvestlptlon ATIY CUENT COMMUNICATION/ 
Jake Navlor; Stacav lhler 8/19/2012 Administration WORIC PRODUCT- ICIRTI.AN NAYLOR 
SUbpoena repn11n1 ATIY CLIENT COMMUNICATION/ 
1/20/2012 I nvestialtlon WORK PRODUCT- KIR'1\AN NAYLOR 
lnlll:S1iptlon Am CLIENT COMMUNICATION/ 
8/20/2012 Admlnlstntion WORK PRODUCT· KIRTIAH NAYLOR 
Subpoena rqlrdinf ATTY CLIENT COMMUNICATION/ 
8/20/2D12 lnvestlUtlon WORK PRODUCT· KIRTI.AN NAYLOR 
Subpoena rqlrdlfll Am CUENT COMMUNICATION/ 
8/20/2012 lnve5tl11tion WORK PRODUCT· ICIRTlAN NAYLOR 

















KIRTI.AN NAYLOR ATIY CUENT COMMUNICATIONS/WORK PRODUCT 
from To Cc sent Subject PRIVILEGE BATES-Number 
Subpcena regardln& Am OJENT COMMUNICATION/ 
Patti Lltham Sall Kirtlan Naylor 8/20/2012 investi11tlon WORK PRODUCT· klRnAN NAYlOI\ SALL 730 
lnvestiptlon Am QJENT COMMUNICATION/ 
Patti uttiam eau Klrtlan Navlor Jake Naylor; Stacey lhler 8/20/2012 Administration WORK PRODUCT- KIRTlAN NAYLOR BALL nt 
Subpoena re1ardin1 Am WENT COMMUNICATION/ 
Klrt!an Naylor Patti latham Ball Stacey lhler; lake ta;ylor 10/25/2012 inV1!stlg1tlon WORK PRODUCT - KIRTLAN NAYLOR BALL 715-722 
Subpoena regarding ATIY CLIENT COMMUNICATION/ ) 
Kirtlan Naylor Patti Latham 8111 11/8/2012 lnvestla:atlon WORK PRODUCT· KIRTI.AN NAYLOR BAll 740-741 
dewayne; Michael Parda; 
Sall Patti Latham; Ja~ lnvestiptlon AnY CUENT COMMUNICATION/ 
IGrtlan Naylor OayGIII Naylor 11/30/2012 Administration WORK PRODUCT· KIRTLAN NAYLOR BALL 766--767 
lnvestlption AID CUENT COMMUNICATION/ 
Kirtlan Naylor Patti Latham Ball 12/4/2012 Admlnlstritlon WORK PRODUCT - JCIRTlAN NAYLOR BAU688 
lnvestiption Am CUENT COMMUNICATION/ 
Klrtlan Naylor Tyter Williams; Jake Nav'or Patti t.atham aau 12/4/2012 Mmtnistratlon WORK PRODUCT· KIRT\.AN NAYLOR &AU.690 
lnvestiptlon Am CUENT COMMUNICATION/ 
Patti Latham Ball Klrtlan Naylor 12/4/2012 Administration WORK PRODUCT - ICIRTlAN NAYLOR BALL 742-744 
lnYUtipdon ATTY CUENT COMMUNICATION/ 
Klrttan Naylor P.itti La1ham Ball 12/4/2012 Administration WORK PRODUCT - KIRTLAN NAYLOft BALL 74S-746 
Investigation Am CLIENT COMMUNICATION/ 
) 
Klrtlan Naylor Panl Latham Ban 12/4/2012 Administration WORK PRODUCT· KIRTLAN NAYLOR BAll 747-748 
Patti Ball; Stacey lhler; Jake lnvesti1at1on ATTY CUENT COMMUNICATION/ 
tortlan Naylor 8ln:h, Stott ka-y\or 12/11/2012 Administration WOI\I( PRODUCT· KIRTI.Nl NAYLOR BA.ll 61S-616 
Page 10 of 16 
. ' 
PRMLEGELOG 
ADAM ICING AND KIRT\AH NAYLOR ATTY QJENT COMMUNICATIONS/WORK PRODUCT •. 
From To Cc Sent Subject Privilege BA TES-Numbef' 
ATTY QJENT COMMUNICATION/ 
lnvmlfation WORK PRODucr • KING AND 
Adam B. Kina Dball@mnwleul.com 11/17/2011 Administration NAYLOR BAU.1223 
Am CLIENT COMMUNICATION/ 
lnvestiptlon WORK PRODUCT· IONG AND 
Adam B. l(]n1 'Patti Latham Bau' 11/22/2011 Administration NAYLOR BAll 1078-1141 
Adam B. Kina; 'Patti lltham 
Ball'; Am CLIENT COMMUNICATION/ 
wwHIJch@svldaho.ora; lnvesti11tion WORK PRODUCT· KING AND 
Klrtlan Naylor 'Dwayne Brisco Elltemal' 11/24/2011 Administration NAYLOR BAU..1074-1075 
'Patti Latham Sall': Am QJENT COMMUNICATION/ 
wwWlch@swkho.ors; lnvestlptkln WORX PRODUCT• KING ANO 
Adam8.1Cin1 ~e Brisco E.ictem,I' Klrtfan Naylor 11/24/2011 Administration NAYLOR BAL1 l076-1on 
:) ) 
Patti Lldwn BIii; Amlm 8. Am QJENT COMMUNICATION/ 
Kin&; Dwayne Brisco lnvestiptlon WORK PRODUCT• KING ANO 
Klnlan Navlor WayneWllllch External U/25/2011 Administration NAYLOR BALL 1064-1066 
Patti l.alham BIii; 'Wayne ATTY CLIENT COMMUNICATION/ 
Wllllch'; 'Adam a. Kine'; lnvestiptlon WORK PRODUCT· KING AND 
klrtlan Naylor 'Dwayne Brisco External' 11/25/2011 Administration NAYI.OR BALL 1067-1069 
ATIY QJENT COMMUNICATION/ 
lnvestlptlon WORK PRODUCT· KING AND 
pball@mnwlepl.com Wayne Wllllch 11/25/2011 Administration NAYLOR BALL 1070-1071 
Wayne Wllllc:h; Mam a. ATIY CLIENT COMMUNICATION/ 
Km&; Patti Latham Ball; lnvestlptlon WORK PRODUCT· KING AND 
Ktnlan Naylor Dwayne 8rtsco External 11/25/2011 AdmlnlstJatlon NAYlOR BALL 1072-1073 
Patti Latham Ball; ATTY QJENT COMMUNICATION/ 
wwillldlOsvldaho.ori; lnvestlption WOAIC PRODUCT• KING AND 
Klrtlan Nilylor Ad.Im B. K1111 11/25/2011 !Administration NAYLOR BAU 1160-1163 
Patti Latham Ball; J) 
wwUllc:h.nldaho.ora; ATTY QJENT COMMUNICATION/ 
Adam 8. Kin,: KlrUan lnvestlptlon WORK PRODUCT· ICING AND 
dewayne Navlor 11/25/2011 Admln1stratlon NAYLOR BAll 1164·1167 
wwllllchllJVjdaho.ora; 
Dwayne 8r1sca fxtlmll; ATIY CLIENT COMMUNICATION/ 
Adam I. Kina; IClrtlan lnvestiption WORK PRODUCT- ICING AND 
. Patti Lathim BaH Naylor 11/25/2011 Administration NAYLOR BAll 1168-1171 
ATTY QJENT COMMUNICATION/ 
Wayne WH/ich; Kirtlan lnw:stlptlon WORK PRODUCT· KING AND 
l>ball@mnwJe11J.com Naylor Adam a.King 11/26/2011 Administration NAYLOR BALL 1154-1159 
Pa1e llof 16 
PRIVILEGE lOG 
ADAM KING AND KIRTlAN NAYLOR Am CU£Nl COMMUNICATIONS,M'ORK PftODUCf 
From To Cc Sent SUl:lject Prlvtleae BATES-Number 
Am CUENT COMMUNICATION/ 
lrwestiptlon WORK PRODUCT· KING AND 
oball@lmnwleul.com WavneWJlllch 11/28/2011 AdmlnlstRtion NAYLOR BAll 1061-1063 
Am CLIENT COMMUNICATION/ 
WORK PRODUCT· KING AND 
Klrtlan Naylor P1tt1 Latham Ball 11/29/2011 factual Request NAlLOR 8AU935 
AffiCUENT COMMUNICATION/ 
'Patti Lltham 6111'; ICirtlan WORK PRODUCT - KING AND 
Adam 8. Kin& Navtor 11/29/2011 Factual Request NAYLOR 8All936 
Am CU£NT COMMUNICATION/ 
WORK PRODUCT• KING AND 
Patti Ball Klrtl.an Naylor 11/29/2011 FattualRaquftt NAYLOR BALL 939-941 
:) ) 
ATIY QJENTCOMMUNICATION/ 
lnvestiptlon WORK PRODUCT• IONG AND 
I pbaD@lmnwleaal.com Adlm8.Kln8 11/29/2011 Adminl~tlon NAYLOR 8All 1148-1153 
Am QJfNT COMMUNICATION/ 
WOllk PRODUCT - ICJNG AND 
loball@lmnwlenl.com Adlm a. Kln1 11/30/2011 F1ctu,I Request NAYLOR BAU 1142-1147 
Am CUENTCOMMUNICA110N/ 
Adam 8. Kina; Dewayne 1nve1t11at1on WOIUt PRODUCT· KING ANO 
Kirtlan Navlor Patti Latham liiU Briscoe; Wavne WIIUch 11/30/2011 Admlmstratton NAYLOR BAU17S3 
Am OJENT COMMUNICATION/ 
'Patti Lltham BaU'; IOrtlan WORK PRODUO' - klNG AND 
Adam B. 1C1n1 Naylor 12/1/2011 FICl\lal Reo.uest NA.Vt.OR BAU.900 
Affi QJENT COMMUNICATION/ 
pbaHOmnwlepl.com; WORK PRODUCT- KING AND 
Adami.kin, 1Clrtli111 Navlor 12/1/2011 Factual Reauest NAllOR IIAl.l 946-1042 
Am CUENT COMMUNICATION/ 
'Adam a. Kine'; l(jrUan WORK PRODUCT· KING ANO 
')) 
Patti lltham SIU Naylor 12/1/2011 FICtUal Reai,est NAVlOR BAU 1172-1174 
Affi CUENTCOMMUNICATION/ 
WORK PRODUCT - KING AND 
Patti LaU\am Ball Klrtlan Naylor 12/1/2011 Factual Request NAYLOR 8AU. 1189-1195 
ATTYQ.IENTCOMMUNICATION/ 
WORK PRODUCT· klNG AND 
Patti Latham Bait 'Adam a. Kina' ICirtlln Naylor 12/1/2011 Factual ReQuest NAYLOR BAU.1196-1202 
Am CUENT COMMUNICATION/ 
WORK PRODUCT· «!NG AND 
Patti L1tham Ball 'Adam 8. Kini' Klrtlan Navlor 12/1/1011 Factual Reo.uest NAYLOR BALL 1203-1209 
Affl OJENT COMMUNICATION/ 
~ tartlan Naylor 
WORK PRODUCT - KING AND 
Adami.Kina pbaHO .. I.com 12/1/2011 Factual lleQuest NAYLOR &All 1211}-1216 
Pqellof16 
PIUVIL£GE LOG 
ADAM KING AND KIRTI.AN NAYLOR Am CUENT COMMUNICATIONS/WORK PRODUCT 
From To Cc Sent Sub.lect Prlvlleae aATES·Number 
AnY Ql£NT COMMUNICATION/ 
WORK PRODUCT - KING AND 
Adam B. Ki111 pbaU@lmnwlepl.com Kll'Uan Naylor 12/1/2011 Factual Request NAYLOR BAU.1224-1402 
ATTY CLIENT COMMUNICATION/ 
Klrtlan Naylor, 'Patti WORK PRODUCT· KING AND 
Adam B. King Latham Ball' 12/2/2011 FactUill Request NAYLOR BALL901-906 
ATTY CUENT COMMUNICATION/ 
WORK PRODUCT - KING AND 
Patti Latham Ball Klrtlan Naylor 12/2/2011 Factual Reauest NAYLOR BAU 1181-1188 
Am QJENT COMMUNICATION/ 
'Patti Latham Ball'; Kirtlan WORK PRODUCT - KING AND 
Adam B. Kina Naylor 12/5/2011 Factual Request NAYLOR BALL 907-908 
ATTY CUENT COMMUNICATION/ 
:)) 
WORK PRODUCT· KING AND 
Adam B. Kini 'Patti Latham Sall' Kirtlan Naylor 12/5/2011 Factual ReQtJest NAYLOR BAlll043 
Am CLIENT COMMUNICATION/ 
Adam B. Klnc; 'Patti Latham WORIC PRODUCT • KING AND 
Klrtlan Naylor ea1r 12/5/2011 Factual Request NAYLOR 8Ail10S3 
Am CLIENT COMMUNICATION/ 
Klrtlan Naylor; Adam a. WORK PRODUCT - KING ANO 
Patti Latham Ball Kini 12/6/2011 Factual Request NAYLOR BAU.899 
Am QJENT COMMUNICATION/ 
WORK PRODUCT· KING AND 
Patti Latham Ball Klrtlan Naylor 12/6/2011 Factual ReQuest NAYLOR BAll 909-910 
ATT't QJENT COMMUNICATION/ 
WORK PRODUCT· ICING AND 
IClrdan Naylor Adam 8. Kina s1a~1h1er 12/6/2011 Factual ReQuest NAYLOR BALL933 
ATIY aJENT COMMUNICATION/ 
Klrttln Naytor; Adam 8. WORK PRODUCT - ICING ANO 
loball11Pmnwle1al.com Kini 12/6/2011 Factual Reauest NAYLOR BAU.1046 
Am CUENT COMMUNICATION/ 
WORK PRODUCT· ktNG ANO 
pball@mnwle1al.com Adam 8. Kin, 12/6/2011 Factual Reauest NAYLOR 8AU1047 
ATTY CUENT COMMUNICATION/ 
'Patti Latham Ball'; Kirtlan WORIC PRODUO • KING AND 
Adam B. Kin& Navtor 12/6/2011 Factual Reouest NAYLOR BAU1048 
Am CLIENT COMMUNICATION/ 
WORK PRODUCT· KING AND 
,Dball@)mnwle1ll.com Adam8.Kina 12/6/2011 Factual Request NAYLOR BAU.1049-1050 
Am CUENTCOMMUNICATION/ 
'Patti Lltham Ball'; Klrtlan WORK PRODUCT· KJNG AND 
Adami.Kini Nayu,r 12/6/2011 Factual Request NAYLOR 8ALL10S1 
Pa1e13ofl6 
PRMLEGELOG 
ADAM KING AND ,wm.AN NAYLOR Am CLIENT COMMUNICATIONS/WORK PRODUCT 
From To Cc Sent Subject Prhril!tle BATES-Number 
ATTY QJENT COMMUNICATION/ 
'Adam B. Klnc'; IClrtlan WORK PRODUCT· KING AND 
Patti Latham Ball Navlor 12/6/2011 Factual Request NAYLOR BALL10S2 
ATTY QJENT COMMUNICATION/ 
lnvestlptlon WORK PROOUCT • ICING AND 
Adam B. IClna IClrtlan Naylor 'Patti Latham 11111' 12/7/2011 Administration NAYLOR BALL934 
ATTY QJENT COMMUNICATION/ 
Klrtlan Naylor; Adam B. lnnst111tlon WORIC PRODUCT· ICING AND 
Patti Latham Ball Kln1 12/8/2011 Administration NAYLOR BALL942 
Adam I. Kina; Am CLIENT COMMUNICATION/ 
wwlllch•svldaho.ora; lnvestlptlon WORK PRODUCT· KING AND 
Patti Latham Ball Klrtlan Naylor Dwavne Brisco ExternaJ 12/12/2011 Administration NAYLOR BALL898 
ATTY CLIENT COMMUNICATION/ 
Patti l.atham Ball; IClrttan Adam .. IClnc; Dwayne lnvestiptlon WORK PRODUCT· ICING AND 
Wayne Willlch Navlor artsm Elltemal 12/13/2011 Admln1Sb'ltlon NAYLOR 8ALL1044 
ATTY QJENT COMMUNICATION/ 
lnvestlptlon WORIC PRODUCT· KING AND 
Adam a. Kina 'Patti Latham Ball' 12/13/2011 Administration NAYLOR BALL1045 
ATTYCUENT COMMUNICATION/ 
SUbpoena repn:llng WORK PRODUCT· KING AND 
Patti Latham Ball 'Klrtlan Nayfor' 'Adam a. Kina' 7/23/2012 lnvesti&atlon NAYLOR BALL1180 
~m CUENT COMMUNICATION/ 
Subpoena rqan:lln1 WORIC PRODUCT· KING AND 
Patti Latham Ball IClrtlan Naylor Adami.Kina 7/23/2012 invest111tlon NAYLOR BALL 1217-1220 
Adam Kina; Virtlnll Eger; 
Keith Roark; ATTY CUENT COMMUNICATION/ 
NlsiPnUJl'lbl.tom; Jake Subpoena regardln1 WORIC PRODUCT· ICING AND 
Klrtlan Naylor Patti Latham Ball Navlor; Stacey lhler 7/25/2012 lnvestllatlon NAYLOR BALL 892-895 
ATTY CUENTCOMMUNICATION/ 
'Adam King'; Dwayne Brisco subpoena reprdln& WORIC PRODUCT· KING AND :) ) 
Patti Latham Ball External; IClrtlan Navtor 7/25/2012 lnvesttaatton NAYLOR BAU un-1111 
ATTY CUENT COMMUNICATION/ 
SUbpoena regardln1 WORK PRODUCT· ICING AND 
Patricia Latham Ball Adam Kin& 7/25/2012 lnvestlaatlon NAYLOR BALL1179 
ATTY CUENT COMMUNICATION/ 
SublloeN, reprdln1 WORK PRODUCT· ICING AND 
Patrlda Latham Ball Klrtlan Naylor; Adam Kini 8/14/2012 lnvest11atlon NAYLOR BALL 937-038 
ATTY CUENT COMMUNICATION/ 
Klrtlan Naylor; Adam B. 1nvest1pt1on WORK PRODUCT· ICING AND 
Patti Latham BaU Kint: 8/16/2012 Administration NAYLOR BALL 929-932 
Pap14of16 
PRNILEGE LOG 
ADAM KING AND KIRTLAN NAYLOR ATlY CUfNT COMMUNICATIONS/WORK PRODUCT 
From To Cc Sent Si.lbiect Prlvlleae BATES-Number 
Am QJENT COMMUNICATION/ 
Klrtlan N•ylor; Adam a. lnvestlptlon WORK PftODUCT - KING AND 
Patti Latham Ball Kini 8/16/2012 Administration NAYLOR BAU. 943-945 
ATTY CLIENT COMMUNICATION/ 
Klrtlan Naylor; P1ttJ L1th1m lnvestiptlon WORK PRODUCT· KING AND 
Adamtc1n1 BIii 'Vlralnll faer"; J1ke Naylor 8/16/2012 Administration NAYLOR BAU.1054-1055 
Am QJENT COMMUNICATION/ 
Patti Latham Ball; 'Adam lnvestiptlon WORK PRODUCT· KING AND 
Kfrtlan Naylor ICln•' 'Vlralnla &•er': Jake Navlor 1/16/2012 Administration NAYLOR BAU 1056-1057 
Am QJENT COMMUNICATION/ 
lnWIStiptlon WORK PftODUCT - KING AND 
Patti Lltham Ball 'Adam King'; Klrtlan Navlor 'Vlralnla faer' 8/16/2012 Admlnlstntlon NAYLOR BAU.1058 
ATTY CUENT COMMU.NICATION/ 
investlptlon WORK PRODUCT - KING AND 
:) ) 
Patti Lltham Ball 'Adam Kina'; IClrtlan Naylor 'Vlr1lnla faer' 8/16/2012 Administration NAYLOR BAU.W59 
ATTY QJENT COMMUNICATION/ 
lnvesllptlon WORK PRODUCT• KING AND 
Patti Latham Ball 'Adam King'; Klrdan Naylor 'Vlralnla Ener' 8/16/2012 Administration NAYLOR BAU.1060 
ATTY CLIENT COMMUNICATION/ 
lnvutlptlon WORIC PRODUCT· KING AND 
Kirtlan Navlor PattJ Ball IJakeNavlar 8/11/2012 Administration NAYLOR BALL 925-928 
ATIY CUENT COMMUNICATION/ 
lnvutlptlon WORK PRODUO - ICING AND 
Patti Lltham Ball Klrtlan Naylor 8/20/2012 Administration NAYLOR BAU.911-914 
ATTY CUENT COMMUNICATION/ 
lnVeStlptlon WORK PRODUO • KING AND 
Patti Lltham Ball Kl111an Naylor 8/20/2012 Admlnlstrlltlon NAYLOR BAU915-920 
ATTY CLIENT COMMUNICATION/ 
lnvestlptlan WORK PROOUO- ICING AND 
Patti Lltham Ball Kirtlan Navlor 8/20/2012 Administration NAYLOR BAU. 921-924 
Am CUENT COMMUNICATION/ :) ) 
Subpoena rq1rdln1 WORK PRODUCJ - KING AND 
Patti Latham Ball Klrtlan Navlor 8/20/2012 uwestllation NAYLOR BALL 1175-1176 
pballllmnwlepl.com; 
Adam Kina; kelth; Al ,-m CLIENT COMMUNICATION/ 
Nordstrom; Dewayne Subpoena rqardln1 WORK PRODUCT - KING AND 
Stacey lhler Briscoe Klrttan Naylor; Jake Naylor 8/21/2012 lnvesti.atlon NAYLOR BALL 1221-1222 
ATlY CUENT COMMUNICATION/ 
Patti Ball; Stacey lhler; Jake lnvestlptlon WORK PRODUCT - KING AND 




TYLER WIWAMS ATIY CLIENT COMMUNICATIONS/WORK PRODUCT .. 
From To· Cc Sent Subject Privilege BATES-Number 
Subpoena regarding ATIY CLIENT COMMUNICATION/ 
Patti Latham Ball Tyler Williams 8/27/2012 investigation WORK PRODUCT - TYLER WIWAMS BALL 1412-1417 
Subpoena regarding Am CLIENT COMMUNICATION/ 
Tyler Williams Patti Latham Ball kirtlan Naylor 8/27/2012 investigation WORK PRODUCT - TYLER WIWAMS BALL 1418-1423 
Subpoena reaardlng Am CLIENT COMMUNICATION/ 
Patti Latham Ball Tyler Williams 8/27/2012 Investigation WORK PRODUCT - TYLER WIUIAMS 8AU1424 
Subpoena resarding Am CLIENT COMMUNICATION/ 
Patti Latham Ball !Tyler WilUams 8/29/2012 Investigation WORK PRODUCT - lYLER WIUIAMS BAU1409 
) ) 
Subpoena regarding ATTY CLIENT COMMUNICATION/ 
Patti Latham Ball Tyler Williams 8/29/2012 Investigation WORK PRODUCT - TYLER WllUAMS 8AU1410 
Subpoena regarding ATTY CLIENT COMMUNICATION/ 
Patti Latham Ball Tyler Williams 9/7/2012 Investigation WORK PRODUCT - TYlER WllUAMS BAU1411 
Subpoena rqarding ATlY QIENT COMMUNICATION/ 
Tvler Williams Patti Latham Ball 9/7/2012 investigation WORK PRODUCT - TYLER WIUIAMS BAU 1425-1439 
:) ) 
Paae 16of16 
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EXHIBITE 
TO AFFIDAVIT OF COUNSEL IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'S MOTION TO ENFORCE SUBPOENA 
AGAINST NON-PARTY PATRICIA BALL AND TO COMPEL THE PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS 
WITHHELD FROM PRODUCTION IN DISCOVERY AND IN RESPONSE TO SUBPOENA 
EXHIBITE 
TO AFFIDAVIT OF COUNSEL IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'S MOTION TO ENFORCE SUBPOENA 
AGAINST NON-PARTY PATRICIA BALL AND TO COMPEL THE PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS 








Friday, August 16, 2013 2:58 PM 
kirt@naylorhales.com 
Jake Naylor (Jake@naylorhales.com); Joy Vega 
n 
Subject 2393.2 Hammer v. City of Sun Valley: Ball Subpoena Privilege Log - Meet and Confer 
Kirt: 
I am writing to meet and confer on the Patty Ball subpoena regarding the employment investigation she did of Sharon 
Hammer. Specifically, I am requesting that the City of Sun Valley and/or Patty Ball respond to subpoena Request Nos. 3, 
4, 5, 7, 8, 9, 10, 12,,13, and 15, which were objected to on the grounds of attorney-client privilege and work-product .. I 
am also requesting that they produce the two hundred and ten documents responsive to the subpoena that were 
withheld on the grounds of "attorney-client communication/work product." 
Based on the privilege log, the majority of the withheld documents appear to be emails to/from Patty Ball. While Patty 
Ball may be a licensed attorney, she was not hired by the City as an attorney. She was hired as an independent fact-
finding investigator. Neither the attorney-client privilege nor the work-product doctrine applies in such a 
situation. Performing an independent fact finding function is not the rendition of professional legal services, nor does it 
give rise to protected mental impressions as part of litigation. 
Claims of privilege and work-product related to you, Adam King, and Brad Miller are also misplaced. Neither you, Mr. 
Miller, nor Mr. King were engaged by the City to work on the Hammer investigation. To the extent that your 
communications with Ms. Ball related to something that you (nor Mr. Miller or Mr. King) were hired for; such 
communications with Ms. Ball would have waived any claim of privilege as Ms. Ball was not your (nor Messrs. Miller or 
King's) client or a representative of your (or Me~srs. Miller or King's) client. 
Also, even if there was a claim of privilege, a blanket claim of privilege is not appropriate. Ms. Ball was investigating 
facts. Facts, witness statements, and the like are no~ privileged. 
Finally, any attorney-client or work product privilege related to the Hammer Investigation that might have existed ha~ 
also been waived because the written report(s) prepared by Ms. Ball regarding the Hammer Investigation were 
voluntarily released by Sun Valley. The reports were shared with the Blaine County Prosecutor, the Idaho Attorney 
General's office, as part of the Forensic Auditor d1.Jring 2012, and the reports were published in the Idaho Mountain 
Express newspaper. 
Please advise no later than August 23, 2013 whether the City and/or Ms. Ball are willing to produce the withheld 
documents or whether a Motion to Compel will be necessary. If we have to file a motion we will seek to recover cos~s 
and fees. Thank you. 
Regards, 
Eric B. Swartz 
Jones & Swartz PLLC 
1673 West Shoreline Drive, Ste 200 
Boise, ID 83702 
Ph. (208) 489-8989 





NOTICE: DO NOT read, copy or disseminate this communication unless you are the intended addressee. This 
communication may contain confidential and/or legally privileged information intended only for the addressee. All parties, 
entities or individuals privy to or in any way using or disclosing any protected health information in conjunction with this e-
mail shall comply with all federal and state laws and regulations, including HIPAA regulations, with regard to the 
confidentiality, handling, and use ,of such protected health information. If you are not the intended recipient, you are 
hereby notified that any disclosure, copying, distribution, or the taking of any action in reliance upon the contents of this 
information is strictly prohibited, If you have received this communication in error, please call us (collect) immediately at 






TO AFFIDAVIT OF COUNSEL IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'S MOTION TO ENFORCE SUBPOENA 
AGAINST NON-PARTY PA TRICIA BALL AND TO COMPEL THE PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS 
WITHHELD FROM PRODUCTION IN DISCOVERY AND IN RESPONSE TO SUBPOENA 
EXJilBIT F 
TO AFFIDAVIT OF COUNSEL IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'S MOTION TO ENFORCE SUBPOENA 
AGAINST NON-PARTY PATRICIA BALL AND TO COMPEL THE PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS 
WITHHELD FROM PRODUCTION IN DISCOVERY AND IN RESPONSE TO SUBPOENA 
521 
KIRTLAN G. NAYLOR 
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NAYLOR&.. HALES, P.C. 
ATTORNEYS AT LAW 
August 23, 2013 
n 
Klrtlan G. Naylor 
Roger J. Hales 
BruceJ. Castleton 
James R. Stoll 
Eric F. Nelson 
David Sasser 
Jacob H. Naylor 
Tyler 0. Williams 
Of Counsel 
Robert G. Hamlin 
James D. Carlson 
Eric Swartz Sent na Electronic Mail 
Jones & Swartz, PLLC 
1673 W. Shoreline Dr., Suite 200 
Boise, ID 83702 
eric@jonesandswartzlaw.com 
Re: Hammer v. City o/Sun Valley, et al. 
Blaine County Case No: CVI2-479 
Dear Eric: 
This letter is in response to your email of August 16, 2013, regarding our .response 
to the subpoena issued to Patti Ball regarding materials and communications produced· from her 
independent investigation. In light of your objections to our response to that subpoena, I would 
direct your attention to Judge Brody's "Memorandum Decision Granting Motion to Qua~" filed 
October 22, 2012, in the Ribi v. Donoval matter (Blaine Co., Case No. CV~201 l-1040) (enclosed 
herein). As a preliminary observation, the subpoenas filed in both matters ( one by Mr. Donoval, and 
one by your firm) seek similar information from Ms. Ball, so the legal analysis of one is applicable 
to the other. 
In his decision, Judge Brody makes multiple legal rulings and factual findings that 
directly address your objections. I anticipate that he would use this same legal analysis should you 
decide to file any motion to compel: · 
9SO W. Bannock Street, Suite 610 • Boise, Idaho 83702. Phone: (208) 383-9511 • Fax: (208) 383-9516 
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l Objections to privilege claims to emails to/from Patti Ball: 
objections to communications from Adam King, Brad Miller, and Kirt 
Naylor to Patti Ball: objections regarding the lack of privilege of 
facts, witnesses statements, and the like. 
"There is ample support in the record that Ms. Ball was retained by 
Sun Valley in anticipation oflitigation, and that her investigation was 
substantially focused on issues that appeared ripe for impending 
litigation ... Moreover, if Sun Valley retained Ms. Ball in substantial 
part to conduct her investigation in anticipation of litigation, as this 
Court finds it did, the materials groduced as part of that investigation 
are protected under I.R.C.P. 26(b)(3). It is irrelevant whether Mr~ 
Naylor was her primary contact, or whether Ms. Ball was retained as 
an attorney or merely an investigator. I.R.C.P, 26(b)(3) protects 
material produced in anticipation oflitigation either for a party or for 
that party's representative." (p. 4, internal citations omitted) 
( emphasis added) 
"Mr. Donoval correctly points out that widerlying facts are not 
protected by the work product doctrine. However, the doctrine does 
protect disclosure of communications. 'Communications, are 
precisely what Mr. Donoval seeks in his subpoena. Mr. Donoval is 
free to depose any of the individuals interviewed by Ms. Ball in the 
course of her investigation in order to discover underlying facts which 
may be related to this case. He is not entitled to copies, however 
~corded, of Ms. Ball's interyiews with witnesses or communications 
with Sun Valley representatives engaged in pursuant to Ms. Ball's 
duty as an investigator. He can obtain the widerlying facts obtained 
by Ms. Ball in these interview through other discovery methods." (p. 
5, intema1 citations omitted) (emphasis added) 
Thus, Judge Brody has already ruled that the very same materials you seek here are 
protected by the work-product doctrine. As these emails to and from her to employees and attorneys 
are communications, their privileged nature is independent as to their content. Alternative discovery 
methods are available to determine the unprivileged facts. 
In addition to this, and contrary to your assertion, Ms. Ball was a representative of 
the City of Swi Valley by nature of her retention by the City as an investigator. As such, 
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communication with attorneys representing the City of Sun Valley, such as Adam King, Brad Miller. 
or myself, would be additionally protected under the attorney client privilege. This is clearly· 
indicated in the privilege log, as all attorney-client and work product privilege regarding these 
communications are claimed under Adam King, Brad Miller, Tyler Williams, or myself, with Patti 
Ball never claiming the attorney-client privilege on her own behalf, as an attorney. 
11 Objections regarding the disclosure of the reports to the Blaine 
County Prosecutor, the Idaho Attorney General's office, as part of 
the Forensic Auditor during 2012, and publication in the Idaho 
Mountain Express newspaper. 
"In this case, Ms. Ball's report was disclosed to the Blaine Col.lllty 
Prosecutor. Blaine County'and Sun Valley are not adversaries; rather 
they share a common interest. Disclosure to the Blaine County 
Prosecutor is consistent with maintaining secrecy from Sun Valley's 
adversaries." (p. 5, internal citations omitted) 
As the Idaho Attorney General's office participated with Blaine County in its 
investigation, it too would be considered as sharing a common interest. Likewise, the Forensic 
Auditor would hardly be considered an adversarial party as it was retained by special counsel to the 
City of Swi Valley, Moffat Thomas Barrett Fields to perform the forensic audit for the City of Swi 
Valley. While the written sections of the report (but not the exhibits) were disclosed by the Blaine 
Cowity Prosecutor to the Idaho Mountain Express newspaper, this was due to public records request 
to the Blaine County Prosecutor, and not voluntarily by the City of Sun Valley. 
To the extent that the December 20, 2011, reports, but not the exhibits, have been 
published, there is a valid argument that the work product privilege has been waived with respect 
to what has been published. Regardless, in Defendants' letter of June 24, 2013, it was noted that 
with respect to the Ball Reports and the previously undisclosed exhibits to those reports, that "once 
a protective order is issued, these documents will be produced." I will supplement our response to 
the subpoena with applicable documents shortly. 
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In light of the unique circumstance of a direct ruling from the same judge granting 
a motion to quash based on similar legal arguments from a substantially identical subpoena just a 
few months ago, I would advise that any attempted motion to compel would be facially frivolous, 
and we would seek corresponding attorney's fees for any necessary response to any such motion. 




cc: Clients, w/out Enclosure 
M:UCRMP\Hammer v. Sun Vallcy\Lett<n\8406 Swartz 07. wpd 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF Tl-IE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STA TE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BLAINE 
Nils Ribi, 
Plaintiff/Counterdefendant 
. and ,Patricia BrolinMRibi, 
Plaintiff. 
v. 












MEMORANDUM DECISION GRANTING NONMPARTY CITY OF SUN VALLEY'S 
MOTION TO QUASH,SUBPOENA 
MEMORANDUM DECISION GRANTING MOTION TO QUASH Page 1 of7 




The City of Sun Valley ("Sun Valleyj, a non-party to this matter filed a Motion to 
Quash Subpoena pursuant to LR.C.P. 4S{d) concerning a subpoena iS.1Ued by the 
Defendant/Counterclaimant. James Donoval to Patricia Ball, an investigator hired by S\Ul Valley. 
Oral argument was heard on this matter on September 18, 2012. Because this Comt fmds that the· 
ma~rials sought in the subpoena are protected by the work product doctrine, Sun Valley's 
Motion to Quash Subpoena is granted. 
FACTS AND BACKGROUND 
This case was initiated on December 30, 2011, when the Plaintiff's filed a complaint 
against Mr. Dono~ The lawsuit was filed seeking redress for allegedly defamatory and 
emotionally~ statements made by -Mr. Dooowl in a series of written communications 
with members of the Sun Valley government and Ms. B~lin-RJ.1,i in November 2011. There 
were three letters sent by Mr. Donoval to the mayor and members of the S1D1 Valley City Council 
between November 12, 2011 and November 17, 2011. All three of these letters either explicitly 
or implicitly threatened litigation against Sun Valley or members of its government On 
November 21, 2011, Mr. Donoval, on behalf of Sharon Hammer, filed a lawsuit against Sun 
Valley and members of its govemment 
On November 17, 2011, Adam King. the Sun Valley City Attorney, contacted Ms. Ball 
about the possibility of retaining her services for a fact.finding investigation regarding various 
allegations that could be the subject oflitigation. On November 21, 2011, 81D1 Valley retained 
Ms. Ball for the pwpose of conducting an investigation into alleged violations of Cify policy. On 
November 22, 2011, Kirtlan Naylor was assigned by Sun Valley's insurance carrier to provide 
legal defense to Sun Valley, and Mr. Naylor was to appointed as Ms. Ball's primary legal contact 
on November 28, 2011. The scope of Ms. Ball's investigation included allegations concerning 
MEMORANDUM DECISION GRANTING MOTION TO QUASH Page 2 of7 
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violation of city policy made against Ms. Hammer. as well as allegations made by Ms. Hammer 
against Nils Ribi in her November 21, 201.l lawsuit In conducting this investigation, Ms. Ball 
interviewed witnesses, reviewed information, and drafted a report. This report was concluded on 
December 20, 2011. Portions of this report were later provided to the Blaine County Prosecutor 
for review as to any criminal. conduct 
On July 22. 2012,. Ms. Ball was served a subpoena by Mr. Donoval commanding Ms. 
Ball to produce all audio tapes of intervie"Y5, documents, communications, agreements, and 
reports obtained or produced in COllllection with Ms. Ball's investigation for Sun Valley. Ms. 
Ball informed Sun Valley of the subpoena, and Sun Valley filed the current motion to quash. 
LEGAL STANDARD 
A court bas the discretion to quash or modify a subpoena if the subpoena is 
"unrea.sonable, oppressive, fails to allow time for compliance, [ or] requires disclosure of 
privileged or other protected matter and no exception or waiver applies." I.R.C.P. 45(d). When a 
court has discretion, it must not abuse that discretion. A court ~loes not abuse its discretion when: 
(1) it correctly perceives the issue as one of discretion~ (2) acts within the boundaries of such 
discretion and consistently with the legal standards applicable to the specific choices before it; 
and (3) reaches its decision by an exercise of reason. Clark v. Klein. 137 Idaho 154, 156, 45 P.3d 
810, S12 (2001). 
DISCUSSION 
Sun Valley argues that the subpoena issued to Ms. Ball should be quashed because: (1) 
the subpoena is facially invalid; (2) the subpoena seeks protected work product. and; (3) the 
subpoena seeks material protected by the ~mey•client privilege. The subpoena issued by Mr. 
Donova1 t.o Ms. Ball is mcially invalid. ~ deficiency, however, can be cured. Therefore, this 
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Court will consider whether the information sought by the subpoena. is protected by either the 
work product doctrine or the attorney-client privilege. 
A party may obtain discovery of documents and tangible things prepared in anticipation 
of litigation "by or for another party or by or for that other party's representative ..• only upon a 
showing that the party seeking discovery has substantial need of the materials ... and that the 
party is unable without undue hardship to obtain the substantial equivalent of the materials by 
other means." LR.C.P. 26(b )(3). If discovezy of such material is ordered, "the comt shall protect 
against disclosure of the mental impressions, conclusions, opinions, or legal theories of an 
attorney or other representative of a party concerning the litigation." Id 
There is ample support in the record that Ms. Ball was retained by Swi Valley in 
anticipation of litigation. and that her investigation was substantially focused on issues that 
appeared ripe for impending litigation. Aff. Ball, 13; Aff. King. 'i 11. Ms. Ball was consulted 
after Mr. Donoval had threatened litigation. was retained on the same day Mr. Donoval initiated 
litigation, and conducted an investigation squarely related to that and other potential litigation. 
Af£ Ball, ft 3,5,6,10; Aff. King, ,nr 11,15,18. Therefore, the report Ms. Ball's report was 
prepared in large part for S1m Valley in anticipation of. or in conjunction with pending and 
anticipated litigation. Moreover, if Sun Valley retained Ms. Ball in substantial part to conduct 
her investigation in anticipation of litigation., as this Court finds it did, the materials produced as 
part of that investigation are protected under I.RC.P. 26(b)(3), It is irrelevant whether Mr. 
Naylor was her primary contact, or whether Ms. Ball was retained as an attorney or merely an 
investigator. I.RC.P. 26{bX3) protects ma.teria1 produced in anticipation of litigation either for a 
party or for that party•s representative. 
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Mr. Donoval correctly points out that underlying facts are not protected by the work 
product doctrine. Upjohn Co. v. U.S., 449 U.S. 383, 395 (1981). However, the doctrine does 
protect disclosure o( comml?cations. Id "Comm.µnications" are precisely what Mr. Donoval 
seeks in his subpoena. Donoval Subpoena at 2. Mr. Donoval is free to depose any of the 
individuals interviewed by Ms. Ball in the course ofher investigation in order to discover 
umlerlying facts which may be related to this case.-He is not entitled to copies, however 
recorded, of Ms. Ball's interviews with witnesses or communicati~ with Sun Valley 
representatives engaged inplD'suant to Ms. Ball's duty as an investigator. He can obtain the 
underlying facts ob1ained by Ms. Ball in these interviews through other discovery methods. 
It is possible under certain circums~ to waive the work.product doctrine. Ifworlc 
product is disclosed, and that.disclosure is.to an adversary, the protection is lost. Trustees of 
Elec. Workers No. 26 Pension Trust Fund v. Trust Fund Advisors, Inc., 266 F.R.D. 1, 14-15 
(D.C. Cir. 201 O) (citations omitted). In this case. part of Ms. Ball's report was disclosed to the 
Blaine County Prosecutor. Blaine County ~ Sun Valley are not adversaries; rather they s'1a,re a 
common interest. DisclOSUie to the Blaine County Prosecutor is consistent with maintaining 
secrecy from Sun Valley's advasaries. See U.S. v. AT&T, 642 F.2d 1285, 1300 (D.C. Cir. 1980) 
(MCrs disclosure of work product to the government, fbr the purpose of aiding in the 
investigation of MCI's opponent did not waive work product immunity). "While the mere 
showing of a voluntary disclosure to a third person will generally suffice to show waiver of the 
attomey-clieot privilege. it should not suffice in itself [to waive protection of work product]." Id. 
at 1299. ·Since there has been DO showing 1hat Sun Valley disclosed its work product to an 
adversary, it has not waived protection of its work product. 
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Mr. Donoval has not shown that he C8llll0t obtain the underlying facts through 
depositions, interrogatories, requests for production, or other discovery methods, he has shown 
neither a substantial need for Ms. Ball's materi~ nor an undue hardship in attaining the 
substantial equivalent of these materials by other means. Moreover. he has not shown that Sun 
Valley has waived work product protection. Because Mr. Donoval bas not met this burden under 
LR.C.P. 26(b)(3), and this Court finds that Ms. Ball was retained in anticipation of litigation, and 
the materials she prepared were prepared in anticipation of litigation, those materials are 
protected. Beeause of this. there is no need to analyze whether those materials are protected from 
disclosure under the attorney-client privilege. 
CONCLUSION 
For the foregoing reasons, the City of Sun Valley's MOTION TO QUASH SUBPOENA 
is hereby GRANTED. 
IT IS SO ORDERED 
Dated~ (fl.({1 I r1: 
~
I ~ 
Signed: ~' . Jona~rody.~ tnti? 
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CERTIFICArE OJI' SERVICE 
"'/ I I. Crystal Rigby, Deputy Cler.k for the County of Minidoka, do hereby certify that on the 
~ day of October, 2012, I filed the original and caused to be served a true and correct 
copy of the above and foregoing document: M:EMORANDUM DECISION GRANTING NON-
PARTY CITY OF SUN VALLEY'S MOTION TO QUASH SUBPOENA to each oftbe persons 
as listed below: 
Kirt1an NayJort 
Naylor & Hale'3 P.C. 
950 W. Bannock St., Suite 610 
Boise, ID 83702 
James R. Donoval 
P.O. Box 1499 
Sun. Valley, ID 83353 
/U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
_ Hand Delivery 
_ Overnight Mail 
Via Facsimile 
.. / U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
_ Hand Delivery 
_ Overnight Mail 
Via Facsimile 
CLERK OF 1HE DISTRICT COURT 
('~· 
BY: ___ \.__) ___ ~------C'__..~·~-----.,..-----
Crystal Rigb~ 
Deputy Clerk 
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TO AFFIDAVIT OF COUNSEL lN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'S MOTION TO ENFORCE SUBPOENA 
AGAINST NON-PARTY PATRICIA BALL AND TO COMPEL THE PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS 
WITHHELD FROM PR0DUCT£ON IN DISCOVERY AND IN RESPONSE TO SUBPOENA 
EXIDBITG 
TO AFFIDAVIT OF COUNSEL IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'S MOTION TO ENFORCE SUBPOENA 
AGAINST NON-PARTY PATRICIA BALL AND TO COMPEL THE PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS 











Tuesday, August 27, 2013 2:35 PM 
kirt@naylorhales.com 
Jake Naylor (Jake@naylorhales.com); Joy Vega 
n 
RE: 2393.2 Hammer v. City of Sun Valley: Ball Subpoena Privilege Log - Meet and Confer 
Willfch_AffidavitPDF 
Thank you for your meet and confer response. As I ul"!derstand it, Judge Brody's prior findings were made without the 
benefit of Mayor Willich's testimony. As I read Mayor: Willich's testimony (attached), the City of Sun Valley did not grant 
you, Ms. Ball, or Mr. King the authority necessary for one or more of you to act in the capacities that are necessary for a 
claim of the privileges that Ms. Ball is claiming in response to the subpoena served on her. 
Also, even if there was a basis for the privileges claim on the withheld materials, what basis does Ms. Ball/the City have 
to continue claiming such privileges where, as here, the Ball reports were made public? Please respond by the end of 
the week. Thank you. 
Regards, 
Eric 8. Swartz 
Jones & Swartz PLLC 
1673 West Shoreline Drive, Ste 200 
Boise, ID 83702 










James R. Donoval, Pro Se (ISBA No. 8142) 
4110 Eaton Ave., Suite D 
Caldwell. ID 83607 
(312) 859-2029 




IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE F'IFl'H JUDICIAL DISTRICT 






___ . ----_____ .... Plaitttig ---· ·- ··- ---- _l - -
v. 








SUPPLEMENTAL-M1,i'IDA VIT OF WAYNE wn.LICH 
FORMER M&!OR OF !BE CUX OF SJHiYALLEY 
I. WAYNE WilLICH, .first duly sworn on oath,. depose and state as follows: 
1) My name is Wayne Willich, and from 1he first week of J~uary of 2008 t.o 
January 3, 2012, I was the duly elected Mayor of the City Of SW1 Valley~ Idaho .. and that 
I am competent t.o testify as to the matters herein. I cerfify pursuant to Rule 11 of the 
Idaho Code Of Civil Proced~ that the facts alleged ~,;em are true and accurate and are 
made with personal knowledg~ and would further swear to such under oath and at trial if 
required. 
2) On or about December 4. 2012, the Idaho Mountain Express posted on its on-
line version. a document purporting to be a report iimied by Investigator Patti Ball dated 





pmported.ly prepared prior to the termination of my admimstmtion as Mayor Of Sun 
Valley on January 3. 2012. 
3) I certify that prior to my viewing of the ,Questionable Patti Ball Report on or 
about .December 4. 2012. that I never was provided a copy-of the Questionable Patti Ball 
Report, including specifically that I was never provided a copy of the Questionable Patti 
Ball Report prior to the termination of my tenure as M.ayor Of Sun Valley on January 3. 
':!Q!2_ 
4) I certify that on December 12, 2012 and December i3, 2012, I was provided a 
copy of a report (the "rmal Patti Ball Report") prepared by Investigator Ball that 
significantly differs from the Questio•le Patti Ball Report in that the Final Patti Ball 
Report included. factual allegations and findin!S about misconduct of Sun Valley City 
Council Member Nils Ribi which are missing from the Queslionable Patti Ball Report. 
5) I· certify that the Final Patti Ball Report also significantly differs from the 
Questionable Patti Ball Report in that the Final Patti Ball Report asserted multiple facts 
and made multiple conclusions about the conduct of Sharon R.. Hammer 1hat differ from 
Questionable Patti Ball Report. 
6) I certify that in many sections of the Final Patti Ball Report that Investigator 
Ball bad made factually incorrect statements.. and had made several clearly incorrect 
2 
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findings and conclusion, based on hearsay, doubtful and dubious statements of 
individuals that bad been interviewed bv Irivesti¢.or Ball related to allegations of 
misconduct~ Ms. Hammer. 
7) I certify that in many sections of the Final Patti Ball Report that Investigator 
Ball made factually incorrect stat.ements. and made several clearlv inconect findiruzs and . . . . -
conclusion, based on hearsay, doubtful and dubious statements of individuals that bad 
bCCI\ interviewed by Investil[lltor Ball related to allegations of harassment. hostility and 
other misconduct against Council Member Ribi, and that Investigator Ball bad woefully 
failed to make a concerted effort to investigate the serious allegations of harassment and 
hostile work environment that bad been alleged against Council Member Ribi by Ms. 
8) I certify that as of December 13, 2011, I considered the Final Patti Ball Report 
to be the final work: product requested of Investigator Ball and indicated to Investigator 
Ball that her services to Sun Valley were completed. 
9} I have reviewed the December 2011 invoices of Investigator Ball (Investigator 
B) and Sun Valley City Attorney Adam King (Exln"bit C). The invoice ofinvesti~ 
Ball (Exhibit B} confirms that on December 12, 2011 and December 13, 2011 that 
Investigator Ball presented to me a singular report. which was the Final Patti Ball Report. 
The invoice of City Attorney King ~bit C) confirms that as of December 13, 2011 the 
Final Patti Ball Report was a singular report and was "final". 
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10) Based on the Final Patti Ball Report, and my authority to make final and 
bindin2 disciolinarv findinas 1>ursuant Section 8.7 of the Stm Vallev Personnel Policv 
• .. • • .._ • ' i • . T 
And Procedures, I concluded that Ms. Hammer had not committed any infractions of Sun 
· Valley policies related to a) her use of a Sun Valley automqbile because I had authorized 
her to use the automobile at all homs for both Sun Valley and personal use~ b) her use of 
flex time to compensate her for non-standard work homs she bad been ~uired to work 
over the course of 2008 through 2011 because I had authorized her to use the flex time, 
and. c) her use of a Sun Valley credit card because Stm Valley Treasurer Michelle 
Frostenson and the Sun Valley City Council had already 'specifically &ppl'9Ved as 
leeitimate all exoenditures Ms. Hammer had incurred on the Sun V allev credit card. - ... .. ~ 
11) Based on my findings related to alle~ons of Diisconduct against Ms. 
Hammer. and my authority pursuant to Section 8. 7 of the Sun Valley Personnel Policies. 
I considered all disciplinary actions against Ms. Hammer to be concluded as of December 
12) Based on the Final Patti Ball Rq,ort and my own knowledge of Ms. 
Hammer's multiple complaints and my knowled¥e of Council Member Ribi's conduct 
towards Ms. ~er during 2009 through 2011, and my authority to make final and 
binding disciplinary findings pursuant Section 8. 7 of the Sun Valle~ Personnel Policy 
And Proced~, I concluded that Council Member Ri'bi bad violated the Sun Valley 





multiple occasions over the comse of 2009 through 2011, includmg that CowtCil Member 
Ribi bad assaulted Ms. Hammer during a break in a Sun Valley City Council meetints on 
Septembez-15. 2011. 
I 3) I certify that between December 13, 2012 until my tenure as Mayor Of Sun 
Vallev tenniuated on Januarv 3. 201~ I eave Investieator Ball no authoritv to contact 
' • • - - • I 
attorney lGrtlan Naylor, to discuss 1he issues associated with the investigation which 
resulted in.the Final Patti Ball Report orto take anv direction of ~y sort from Attorney 
Naylor. 
14) I certify that between December. I 3, 2011 and the t.ermination of my tenure as 
Mayor Of Sun Valley on January 3. 2012. I gave Investigator Ball no authority or no 
direction to modify the Final Patti Ball Report in any fashion or to prepare any additional . 
or suoolemental reoorts for Sun Vallev related to 1he disciDlioarv investi.eation she had 
... ... - .... • - -1- • .. • 
been retained to perfonn on behalf of Sun Valley. 
15) I have reviewed the ~her of201 l invoice of Investigator·Ball (Exhibit 
B) which indicates that in direct violation of my authority and without my knowledge or 
approval, between December 1S; 2011 andDccember20,2011, Investigator Ball 
surreptitiously communicated with Attomey Naylor and fll'!)8l'Clltly prepared the 
Questionable Patti Ball Report at Attorney Naylor's direction without my authority, 
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1·"; 2011 m -.iently ......rt that it had been complok:d duriogmy-nnrith my .. 
~... .knowledlze as Mavor Of SWI V allev. when it had not. ~~-~-f ~ ·- . . ... 




I 6) I certify, that the Final Patti Ball Report did not include the language that 
8?P83l'8 on the Questionable Patti .8all Re?.>rt .C.~ that_ "This Doc:un.ient Is Protected 
By Attorney Work Product Privilege", as at no time was Investigator Ball retained by 
Sun Vallev d~ my tenure as Mayor Of Sun Valley to ~orm any le~ won: orto 
piepare her report in regards to pending Iitigati~ as Investigator Ball was retained solely 
to perform an internal Sun Valley disciplinary inv~on. 
17) At no time dur,ing my tenure as Mayor Of Sun Valley through January 3, 
2012. did I authori7.e or seek that the Blaine County Prosecutor institute a crimiDa1 
inveSl:i,gstion of either Ms. Hammer, Sun Valley Fire Chief Jeff Carnes or any other Sun 
Valley em~lovee. nor did I provide Attomev Naylor with anv authority to do so wi1hout 
mv soecific aomoval. whi.ch Attomev Navlor never obtained. .. . . .. ·- -




TO AFFIDAVIT OF COUNSEL IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'S MOTION TO ENFORCE SUBPOENA 
AGAINST NON-PARTY PATRICIA BALL AND TO COMPEL THE PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS 
WITHHELD FROM PRODUCTION IN DISCOVERY AND IN RESPONSE TO SUBPOENA 
EXHIBITH 
TO AFFlDAVIT OF COUNSEL IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'.$ MOTION TO ENFORCE SUBPOENA 
AGAINST NON-PARTY PATRICIA BALL AND TO COMPEL THE PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS 











Kirtlan Naylor <kirt@naylorhal_es.com> 
Friday, August 30, 2013 1:43 PM 
Eric Swartz 
Jake Naylor; Joy Vega; Tricia Wassmuth 
() 
RE: 2393.2 Hammer v. City of Sun Valley: Ball Subpoena Privilege Log - Meet and Confer 
SV 338-33912-16-2011 HAMMER-Notice of Continued Leave (served}.pdf; SV 344-345 
12-16-2011 HAMMER-Garrity Notice (served).pdf 
We already informed you that we would provide you the Ball Reports in conjunction with the 
confidentiality agreement, and even addressed your very argument, so I am unclear about 
your continued concern on that issue. 
Regarding the two affidavits of Mr. Willich filed in the motion for reconsideration, primarily, 
the maJority of the substance of these affidavits was in fact considered by Judge Brody 
through Mr. Donoval's introduction of Mr. Willich's prior testimony given at the January 11, 
2012 hearing. However, to anything not: addressed in that prior testimony, these new 
affidavits only serve to specifically-affirm the creation of the relationships and authority that 
you now state did not exist. Mr. Willich states that he retained Ms. Ball as the investigator 
for the city1 and as Judge Brody has held, her work product (including communications) are 
privileged with respect to that investigation. It is irrelevant what Mr. Willich believed was 
the '1final report," because there is no evidence that he terminated Ms. Ball's services, nor 
that her services were affirmatively terminated by anyone at the City at any time, nor 
reliable evidence that she acted outside the parameters of her services. 
In addition, there is evidence that rebuts your conclusions from the Willich affidavit that 
affects the asserted privileges. For example, see the attached notices signed by then-mayor 
Willich on December 16, 2011 that establish the investigation was still pending and putting 
Sharon Hammer on notice of legal rights and obligations of her continued cooperation in 
that investigation. This directly contradicts Mr. Willich's affidavit (paragraph 11). 
Mr. King. and myself were at all times relevant counsel for the City, and as Ms. Ball was a 
representative of the City with respect to her investigation, and there is no evidence of the 
termination of any of these relationships, our communications are privileged both by nature 
of the work product privilege and our attorney client relationship. 
Please let me know of any further concerns, but we feel these matters have clearly already 
been decided by Judge Brody. · 
Kirtlan G. Naylor 
Direct 208 947-2070 
fl1""Jl NAYLOR&. HALES. P.C. ••1•1 951JWEST l!ANNOCKST.,.SlllTE 610BOISE.1>113702 
This email is a confidential communication. 
If it was sent to you mistakenly, 







PERSONAL AND CONFIDENTIAL 
Sharon Hammer, City Administrator 
Wayne Willich, Mayor 
December 16, 2011 
n 
NOTICE OF ADMINISTRATIVE INVESTIGATION; ORDER TO PARTICIPATE 
IN INTERVIEW PROCESS AND ADVICE OF RIGHTS 
YOU ARE HEREBY ADVISED that you may be questioned as a part of an official 
investigation. You will be asked questions specifically directed and narrowly related to the 
performance of your official duties. You are entitled to all the rights and privileges 
guaranteed by the laws and the Constitution of this state and the Constitution of the United 
States, including the right not to be compelled to incriminate yourself and to have an attorney 
of your choice present during questioning. Accordingly, you are hereby ordered pursuant 
to Garrity v New Jersey, 385 .U.S. 493 (1967), to submit to this interview and.are 
specifically advised that nothing you say in response to questions posed to you 
during this interview wfll be used aga_lnst you in any subsequent criminal prosecution. 
YOU ARE FURTHER ADVISED that if you refuse to answer questions relating to the 
performance of your official duties, you will be subject to administrative charges which may 
result in your dismissal from employment. If you do answer, neither your statements nor any 
infonnation or evidence which is gained by reason of such statements can be used against 
you in any subsequent criminal proceeding. However, these statements may be used 
against you in relation to subsequent administrative charges and violations of the City of Sun 
Valley's policies and procedures as well as the City of Sun Valley Personnel Policy. 
You are hereby notified that you are hereby placed on a paid leave status, and that, as a 
condition of continued receipt of pay during this paid leave, you are directed to assist this 
agency concerning matters you were addressing as an active employee and to provide the 
City of Sun Valley with a telephone number and address where you will be available at all 
times during said paid leave. You are further directed to fully cooperate with and 
honestly and fully -respond to any inquiries you receive from the Mayor or any other 
person involved in this administrative Investigation. Further, if you provide false, 
misleading or incomplete Information in answering any questions during this 
procedure, you may subject yourself to administrative action, up to and including your 
dismissal from employment with the City of Sun Valley. 




Once you have had an opportunity to review this Notice, and in the event you do not intend to 
comply with this order to participate in this aspect of the administrative investigation, you are 
directed to notify me immediately. As previously noted herein, in the event you refuse to 
participate in or to answer questions relating to the performance of your official duties, you 
may be subject to administrative action, up to and including dismissal from your employment 
with this agency. However, that is a decision you must make. 
YOU ARE FURTHER DIRECTED NOT TO MAKE CONTACT WITH ANY PERSON WHO 
MAY HAVE FILED A COMPLAINT AGAINST YOU OR WHO HAS BEEN A WITNESS TO 
ANY SUCH EVENT, WHETHER IN. PERSON, THROUGH A THIRD PARTY, BY 
TELEPHONE. ORIN ANY OTHER MANNER NOT SPECIFICALLY STATED HEREIN. 
If, after considering this Notice, you prefer that your employment records with the City show 
that you terminated your employment by resignation, please submit your written resignation 
to me, so that your records may be properly documented and your final paycheck will be 
prepared and delivered to you. 
Affirmation of Service 
Service of the foregoing Notice was delivered via U.S. Mail to Attorney James Donoval, 
J,·t!Y 
counsel for Sharon Hammer on this~ day of December, 2011. 









Sharon Hammer, City Administrator 
Mayor Wayne Willich 
December 16, 2011 
-n 
NOTICE OF CONTINUED PAID ADMINISTRATIVE LEA VE 
PENDING INVESTIGATION 
YOU ARE HEREBY NOTIFIED THAT subsequent to placing you on paid leave, we 
have received information indicating that you may have acted, omitted acts, or otherwise 
performed in ways which are contrary to the expectations or the standards of conduct for the City 
of Sun Valley employees. 
Because the matter under investigation potentially affects other employees, we cannot 
provide additional details about the behavior that is of concern at this time. 
THEREFORE, UNTIL THE INVESTIGATION INTO SUCH INFORMATION IS 
SUFFICIENTLY COMPLETED, YOU ARE HEREBY CONTINUED ON PAID LEAVE 
FROM PERFORMANCE OF YOUR CURRENT DUTIBS WITH PAY. 
Pending the outcome of our inquiry, you are directed not to perform any of the duties of 
your employment other than those necessary to preserve the City's interests in your absence. 
Further, you should not make any representations or statements as a representative of the City of 
Sun Valley. You are further directed not to make any contact (directly, indirectly, personally or 
through any other person) with any person who may have filed a complaint against you or been a 
witness to any such event. This is a confidential personnel matter at this point, and you 
should respect that confidentiality until our inquiry is complete and you have been able to 
respond to our initial determinations. This paid leave is !!.2! a disciplinary action. 
You are also directed, as a condition of your continued receipt of your pay during this period of 
paid leave, to respond honestly to any inquiries from me, or any other individual designated by 
me, concerning any aspect of this inve!!(igation and any matters of business which are within 
your knowledge and within the normal course of your employment, as set forth in the Notice of 
Administration served on you as well. 
YOU ARE FURTHER DIRECTED THAT effective immediately, and during the 
period of your paid leave, you are not authorized to be present in any of the private offices of 
any City facility which are not accessible to any other member of the general public, without 
express written permission from me or the official in control of such facility. Finally, you are 
directed not to access or utilize any City computer, computer system, network resource or 





application (however characterized) or remove any documents or other City property ( excluding 
only your personal effects unconnected with City operations) from any City facility. 
You are -hereby notified that any violation of the directives set forth in this:Notice 
may result in separate additional consequences. 
In the event the investigation indicates personnel action is warranted, you will be · 
given an opportunity to present any response to the information received as a result of the on-
going investigation before a final decision is made regarding the action.to be taken. 
If you do not desire to accept this continued paid leave pending the outcome of 
the on-going investigation, but prefer that your employment records with the City of Sun show 
that you terminated your employment by resignation, please submit your written resignation to 
me and your resignation will be documented and your final paycheck will be prepared and 
delivered to you. 
Please be advised that since this matter involves potential personnel action, you are 
requested to respect its confidential- nature until all steps in the process have been completed. 
DATED this 16th day of December 2011. 
Affirmation of Service 
Service of the foregoing Notice was delivered via U.S. Mail to Attorney James Donoval, counsel 
?!,-
for Sharon Hammer on thi~ day of December, 2011. 





TO AFFIDAVIT OF COUNSEL IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'S MOTION TO ENFORCE SUBPOENA 
AGAINST NON-PARTY PA TRICIA BALL AND TO COMPEL THE PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS 
WITHHELD FROM PRODUCTION IN DISCOVERY AND IN RESPONSE TO SUBPOENA 
EXHIBIT I 
TO AFFIDAVIT OF COUNSEL IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'S MOTION TO ENFORCE SUBPOENA 
AGAINST NON-PARTY PA TRICIA BALL AND TO COMPEL THE PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS 







Thursday, September 05, 2013 1:03 PM 
'Kirtlan Naylor' 
Jake Naylor; Joy Vega; Tricia Wassmuth 
n 
Cc; 
Subject: RE: 2393.2 Hammer v. City of Sun Valley: Ball Subpoena Privilege Log - Meet and Confer 
Kirt: 
The continued concern is Patty Ball's failure to respon.d to subpoena Req1,1est Nos. 3, 4, 5, 7, 8, 9, 10, 12, 13, and 15, and 
her and/or the City's withholding of the two hundred and ten documents on the grounds of privileges that do not exist 
or, if they did exist, they no longer do because they were waived. The two November 16 documents you provided do 
not establish any of the claimed privileges -they are simply advising Ms. Hammer that she is being put on administrative 
leave. 
If Ms. Ball and/or the City is going to continue to withhold the documents and continue to refuse to respond to certain 
requests, I think the only way that we are going to be able to avoid having to bring a Motion to Compel is to see 
confirmation of the City's engag~ment of you, Ms. Ball, and Mr. King as counsel for the Sharon Hammer 
investigation. Mayor Willich states there were no such engagements. 
Can you produce written confirmation of your engagement for the purposes of rendering legal advice incident to the 
Hammer investigation that is dated after November 14 when the Council decided to do the investigation and before 
December 12 when the investigation was brought to an end by Mayor Willich? 
Can you produce written confirmation of Ms. Ball's engagement for the purposes of rendering legal advice incident to 
the Hammer investigation that is dated after November 14 when the Council decided to-do the investigation and before 
December 12 when the investigation was brought to an end by Mayor Willich? 
Can you produce written confirmation of Ms. Ball's authorization to retain counsel on behalf of the City such that she 
qualifies as a representative of the client as required by Rule 502(a)(2) of the Idaho Rules of Evidence? 
Can you produce written confirmation of Mr. King's engagement for the purposes of rendering legal advice incident to 
the Hammer investigation that is dated after Novem~er 14 when the Council decided to do the investigation and before 
December 12 when the investigation was brought to an end by Mayor Willich? 
Regarding the alleged common interest privilege: 
Notwithstanding the fact that Ms. Ball was not hired as counsel and not hired for litigation, can you produce written 
confirmation of your alleged common interest agreement with Ms. Ball that is dated before the dates of the 
communications being withheld? 
Notwithstanding the fact that Ms. Ball was not hired as counsel and not hired for litigation, can you produce written 
confirmation of Ms. Ball's alleged common interest agreement with Mr. King that is dated before the dates of the 
communications being withheld? 
Can you produce written confirmation of your alleged common interest agreement with Mr. King that is dated before 
the dates of the communications being withheld? . 
1 
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Notwithstanding the fact that the FoOic Auditor is not an attornev, was not auOrized to obtain legal representation 
for the City, and was not involved in litigation, can you produce written confirmation of vour alleged common interest 
agreement with the Forensic Auditor that is dated before the dates of the communications being withheld? 
Even if any of these documents exist, can you explain how the public publication of the Hammer investigation reports 
did not waive the privileges being asserted to withhold communications giving rise to the reports? Can you explain 
how your work-product was not waived when you shared it with people who were not your clients and who were not 
representatives of your client? 
Your clients, the City and Ms. Bait, bear the burden of proving the privileges being claimed. The aforementioned 
requested materials are instrumental in establishing the privileges-particularly in light of Mayor Willich's statement 
that the alleged privileges do not exist. As such, it seems prudent for you all to produce these things voluntarily now, 
versus forcing Ms. Hammer to file a Motion to Compel which will necessarily require you and your clients to produce the 
materials in response in order to prove the claimed privileges. 
I appreciate hearing back from you by Sept. 12. Thank you. 
Regards, 
Eric B. Swartz 
Jones & Swartz PLLC 
1673 West Shoreline Drive, Ste 200 
Boise, ID 83702 
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EXHIBIT J 
TO AFFIDAVIT OF COUNSEL IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'S MOTION TO ENFORCE SUBPOENA 
AGAINST NON-PARTY PA TRICIA BALL AND TO COMPEL THE PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS 
WITHHELD FROM PRODUCTION IN DISCOVERY AND IN RESPONSE TO SUBPOENA 
EXHIBIT J 
TO AFFIDAVIT OF COUNSEL IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'S MOTION TO ENFORCE SUBPOENA 
AGAINST NON-PARTY PATRICIA BALL AND TO COMPEL THE PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS 








Kirtlan Naylor < kirt@naylorhales.com > 
Wednesday, September 18, 2013 3:22 PM 
Eric Swartz 




RE: 2393.2 Hammer v. City of Sun Valley: Ball Subpoena Privilege Log~ Meet and Confer 
050 Plfs Aff of Hammer Confirming the Final and Binding Dismissal by SV .... pdf 
Eric, 
Thank you for the extension to respond to your email below. 
I'm not sure you understand our position. It is basically the same position as Judge Brody's 
decision. 
The two December [I believe you meant to say December] 16 notices to Sharon Hammer, 
signed by Willich demonstrate his faulty memory when he asserts now that as of December 
12 "the investigation. was brought to an end." Those notices clearly indicate the 
investigation was ongoing. This mis-recollection of fact by Willich, upon which you rely, is 
at the heart of the dispute on these issues. · 
To further illustrate the ongoing nature of the "investigation," please see the affidavit of 
your client attached. The December 29 email from Sharon indicates she had no idea that 
the investigation was complete, arid in reply, the mayor references the meeting and report 
of December 12 specifically as a draft, and neither mentions a final report nor any 
termination of Patti Ball as of that date. Finally, in the attached affidavit at paragraph 5, 
Sharon states that Willich told her, as of Dec. 16, that "the report of Special Investigator Ball 
was close to being completed and that disciplinary charges against me. if any. would be 
determined in a few days." 
Therefore, Ms. Ball's relationship as an agent to the City continued well pa~t December 12 
by the sworn testimony of your client. 
We also rely on Judge Brody's decision t_hat found sharing the Ball reports with the 
prosecuting attorney did not waive any .privilege, and since the City did not make them 
public, the City has not waived its privileges. 
Kirtlan G. Naylor 
Direct 208 947-2070 
1i'1~J1 NAYLOR&. HALES, P.C . 
•• ).J 950WEST BANNOCK Sr .. SUITE 61DBOl!iE.lH13702 
This email is a confidential communication. 
If it w.is sent to you mistakenly, 
please notify me and destroy your copy. 
From: Eric Swartz [mailto:eric@jonesandswartzlaw.com] 
Sent: Thursday, September 05, 2013 1 :03 PM 
To: Kirtlan Naylor 
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James R. Donoval 
P.O. Box 1499 
'Sun Valley, ID 83353 
(312) 859-2029 
Idaho Atty No. 8142 
FILED~ 
JAN O 5 2012 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF' THE FIF'IH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OJi' IDAHO, IN AND FOR.THE COUNTY OF BLAINE 
SHARON R. HAMMER., ) 
Plaintiff; ) 
) 
v. ) No. CV-2011-928 
) 
NILS RIB!, .an individual; 111B CITY OF SUN ) 
V AILEY, an Idaho mUDicipal corporation; ) 
ADAM KING, an individual; and, ROBERT, ) 
YOUNGMAN, ) 
Defendants. ) 
AFF'D)AVIT OF' SHARON R. HAMMER 
CONFIRMING THE PINAL AND BINDING DISMISSAL QF AU.. 
ALLEGATIONS OJI' WRQNGDQING A!,LEGED BY I!W CITY OF SUN 
V AL"Ef AGAINST SHARON R. HMWEB 
l; SHARON R HAMME~ first duly sworn on o~ depose and state as follows: 
I) My name is Sharon R. Hammer, I am the Plaintiff herein, and I am competent 
to testify as to the matters herein. I certify. pursuant to Rule 11 of the Idaho Code Of Civil 
Procedure, that the facts alleged herein are true and accurate and are made with persona] 
knowledge, and would further swear to such under oath and at trial if required. 
2) On information and belief: based on statements made by Sun Valley Finance 
Manager Michelle Frost.cnson and allegations asserted by Sun Valley City Council Member 





.. , - -n n 
201.1. and November 14, 2011, on November 14, 2011 Sun Valley Mayor Wayne W!llich 
ordered that a special independent investigation (the "Special Independent Investigation") be 
oommenced regarding the allegations made by Council Member Ribi at the November 11, 
2011 and the November 14, 2011 Sun Valley City Council Executive Sessions. Several days 
later, Mayor W!llich retained a former prosecuting attorney named Patti Ball {"Special 
Investigator Ball") to thereafter perform the Special Independent Investigation. 
3) On November 18, 2011,-1 received the letter attached as Exhibit A from Mayor 
Willich placing me on "administrative leave" (the "Administmtive Leave Letter"), and 
descnl>ing that the "administrative leave" was not a disciplinary action. At the time Mayor 
W'illich gave me the Administrative Leave Letter, Mayor W'illich told me that I was being 
placed on "administralive leave" to ensure that I was protected from Council Member Ribi 
and to ensure that there were no insinuations that I had any influence on the Special 
Independent Investigation. 
4) Between November 18, 2011 and the first week of December of 2011, I answered 
any and all questions posed to me by Special Investigator Ball, submitted documents 
requested of me to Special Investigator Ball, held an extensive personal one-on-one interview 
with Special Investigator Ball, and otherwise fully cooperated with Special Investigator Ball 
and the Special Independent Investigation. 
S) On or about December 16, 2011, I discussed settlement potential with Mayor 
W'illich, who also told me that the report of Special Investigator Ball was close to being 
completed and that disciplinary clwges against me, if any, would be determined in a few 






pending Motion For Preliminary And Permanent Iajunction until the formal charges. if any, 
against me could be reviewed or responded to. 
6) At some time prior to December 23, 2011, Mayor Willich received an oral report 
and reviewed a written report from Special Investigator Ball detailing Special Investigator 
Ball's findings in regards to the Special Independent Investigation. Although I have 
requested a copy of 1he written report of Special Investigator Ball related to the Special 
Independent Investigation, I have been told by Mayor Wi1lich 1bat it is solely in the 
possession of City Attorney Adam King (a Defendant herein), who bas not released a copy of 
Special Investigator Ball's report to me. 
7) On December 23, 2011, I received the email attached as Exhibit B from Mayor 
WUlich, confirming that I was to report back to active duty as the Sun Valley City 
Administrator and as a Sun Valley :firefighter and EMT. 
8) On December 28, 2011, I received the annual review attached as Exhibit C from 
Mayor W°lllic~ indicating that I performed at the highest possible level in eveiy category of 
performance as the Stm Valley City Administrator. In the annual review I Mayor Willich also 
gave extensive additional comments as to my high level of performance, dedication and 
integrity in regards to my service as the Sun Valley City Administrator. 
9) On or about December 29, 2011, I was told by Mayor Willich that the Special 
Independent Investigation found nothing that could warrant any formal charges of discipline 
being filed against me. On information and beliet the report of Special Investigator Ball only 
3 
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( ) (l 
insimaates that there were potential differences of opinion in regards to my complying with 
certain provisions of the Sun Valley Personnel Policies And Procedures. 
10) On December 29, 2011, I received the email attached as Exluoit D from Mayor 
Willich confirming to me that Jiothing Mayor Willich found in the Special Independent 
Investigation or the report of Special Investigator Ball warranted any .finther disciplinary 
action. No formal disciplinazy charges were ever issued to me by Mayor Wlllich. The 
December 29, 2011 email from Mayor Wtllich attached as Exhibit D confinns that the 
investigation of me, commenced based on Council Member Ribi's and Finance Manager 
Frost:enson's unsubstantiated allegations, was closed. 
11) Pursuant to Section 2. l(A) of the Sun Valley Personnel Policies And Procedures 
adopted by the Sun Valley City Council (Exluoit E), as the Sun Valley City Administrator, I 
have unilateral discretion to malcc final determinations as to the intm:p1etation of any and all 
Sun Valley Personnel Policies And Procedures, including in regards to how they apply to 
myself. 
12) Section 8.7 of the Sun Valley Personnel Policies And Procedures adopted by the 
Stm Valley City Council of which C.Ouncil Member Ribi is a member (attached as part of the 
V eriµed Amended Complaint herein), provides that all decisions of the Mayor Of Sun Valley 
in regards to disciplinary actions related to all Sun Valley employees, including the Stm 
Valley City Administrator, are "final and binding", and therefore pursuant to my authority 
under Section 2.l(A) of the Stm Valley Personnel Policies And Procedures. all future 






( ') n 
.. 
FURTHER YOURAFFIANT SA YETH NOT 
Datedthis ? dayofJanuary,2012. 
SUBSCRIBED TO AND SWORN to before me this S day of January, 2012. 
N~£4'-0f-Idah_o ____ _ 
Residing in the state Ofldaho,Blaine County 




November 18, 2011 
Dear Sharon: 
Effective Immediately you are being placed on paid administrative leave untfl further notice 
from your position as City Administrator and pald on-call firefighter/EMT. Please deliver all City of Sun 
Valley property In your possession to City Hall Immediately, including but not limited to cell phones, 
~ . 
keys, )Pads, computers, computer flies/computerized records, papers, telephones, pagers, fire 
equipment, EMT equipment and any other property in your possession which belongs to the Cty of Sun 










Frfdayt December 23. 2011 3:46 PM 
'sharonrhammer@ao.com' 
SUbJect Return from leave 
Sharon, 
I am requesting you return from leave 
on Tuesday Deceml;>er 2"'f4h at your 
normal 8:'00 AM time. You will assume 
your nonnal duties as City Administrator. 
paid-on-call firefighter and EMT roles. 
J must remind you ther8 is. a certain level 
of tension among the City staff and I 
expect you to make every effort to achieve 
a .degree of harmony among them. 
Also, if yau feel any animosity. intimidation 
or other untoward behavior directed at 
you, yau must come to me with the lnfonnation 
to give ma a chance to resolve It If you 
are not satisfied you are free to oontaat 
Kirt Naylor at his offices in Boise. 
Tel 208-3~511 
llich 
City of Sun Valley 
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CONFIDENTIAL 
CITY 0-F SUN VALLEY 
- . 
EMPLOYEE PERFORMANCE EVALUATION 
SUPERVISOR.EVALUATION . . 
FOR DEPARTMENT HEADS/SUPERVISOR_ 
N~MI!: ~~Ai/.HIHl'1E~ 
. Jo a T 1 TL e: CITY' ,4.l)WeJ1 s 7L'A7ole 
DEPARTMENT: AoM,tJ1cs: rl44 r,oAJ 
PERIOD COVERED -BY THIS EVA·LUAT·ION: "'Z.0// 
DA·TE ·OF EVALUATION: 'lz./z&/"Z-0// 
.. 





C I TY . 0 F . S U N VA L L .E Y 
PERFORMANCE EVALUATION 
SUPERVISOR EVALUATION 
· PLEASE RATE EACH CATEGORY AND PROVIDE COMMENTS.. 




5 • EXTRAORDINARY 
INSTRUCTIONS: The.Job desaipllon and duties Of the pcsition era atte.c:hed and should be l1!MINl8d prior to c::ampleting 
. ·-
the evaluation. COfflplata Iha form elactrorically. For al abrla provide a rating~ and comments. 
1. PROFES$10NM; KNOWLEOOE: · Rating:.£_ 
Consider these crltaria Jn ratbv 
> AbDlty to damol lllr818 cunwtl pn:,faSSional tacmlques for job aca:xnpllshmant 
,- keeps currant ?fl aarety praaicm and tec:mlquas and ensures that safety 18 a lop department priority 
> AbDity 1D clemolmbam nmB.ml and equipment aldlls 
Comment: 
> Ability ta tralA.and i'lstruc:t Clhers 
> Knawledga and ·epp1~ cl fads,• policles, methods and pn:x:edures 
, > Reports or records when required as part of the Job 
> Strangfl of written anch:11'81 communication aklls 
-S-"19:~o,/\J . t:;otSS I/IJl;~t:.. 154,..../0,..;D 7HE 
Page 2 of 6 
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2. LEADERSHIP: Rating:' ,.5 
Cona!der theae criteria in rating: 
> Ablitr' 1D explaln the misslan of the depaJ1mant and ii& baliafs and pradicas 
> Ens&ns that the profuslonal goals of lhe City, aaff and pubfic aie carried out In a conaistant and 
~tructive manner 
> Develops and malntall• a positive l8lation&hip with Iha mnrnunity, staff and ragicnal agancies 
> PRwlde& fal' a paalth,e WIJrk environment which encourages a high level of service and an appraclatlon 
Comment 
for good work 
> Ablity to persuade. madvale ar gukle slaff 
> Pi u11t01eB and supports an empk,)188'8 plOfassbnal growth, when8ver practical 
> AbUil¥ ID take charge in sllualons, when apprOp,late 
•. 
,.,... 
3. PLANNING, ORGANIZATION. ANO SKILLS: Rating: .!:::2_ 
Consider these critarla in rating: 
conunent 
> Effective use of T8ICIUrCillS (e.g., time. tools, equlprnari materials, &1aff) 
> ~ lg pdorltlzll 'and echedule work asslgnmenlS 
> EJtabllshes and meelB deadflnes 
> Dependability of quality; accuracy & thon>UQ~ 
> Quantity of work ffl9lltS expectations and needs of lhe department 
.. 
Page 3 of 6 
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n 
4. INTERPERSONAL SKILLS AND.RELATIONSHIPS: Rating: S 
Consider ~ese crtter;ia In rating: 
> Ability to display Ulct and counasy 
> Ability to partidpate conslrudM!ty and open to suggestions from others 
> Abillty to handle unplea$ant, strwssful and/or volatile situations 
Comment: 
. . 
> WIiiingness ID work with &upel'Viltlr, fellow employees, and others 
> Fairness and Impartiality In deafmg with olhal'S 
> Fle.xib.ility; Ablllty ID effaCtlvely adjust to changing priorities and circumstarces 
> Use of common sense and practicality _to decision making 
5. INITIATIVE/RESOURCEFULNESS/PROBLEM SOLVING: Rating: .£ 
Consider these criteria In rating: 
) Knowledge of where and haw ID _get lnforma~ 
> Employee's resoun::efulnsss in being mote efficient and effective 
> Employee's abiHty ID refer a situaion ID appropriate department or supetvlsor 
> Identification of apprcpriate altemative for adioo 
> Judgment in making appftlpfialB choices and decision 
> Employee's use of innovative methods/approaches in Identification of alternatives 
Comment 
.,ii 





•• n . n 
6. EVAWATE PR~GRESS. SU~ AND/OR CHALJ.ENGES 1H WORKING ON GOAL:5 FROM LAST 
PERFORMANCE EVALUATION: 
·-,:F<JA-AN~/)S. D,-. /Ui]f t::•,l"rt: 7',lo .::r,o,s PON{: 
'-' A , o o rE'rA,J 1>1 ~ ., · • 
7. GOALS FOR NEX1' YEAR OR RW.IEW PERIOD: 
. ~ ..... ~ 
/JV MAY. 7/hl, #wt/~' lit!' A- 81fid~t::;,.sHH~ 
A: D 1-t uJ , ,:;;-r u-r, oAJ · A-tJ_ t> . P tAI:. F-o/£. M 
Fo/t.. fl,4, E. c:::. 0 14 ,A.Ill l'-J ' ,,...., • 
EMPLOYEE PERFORMANCE EVALUATION 
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t. Fram: WByne WUDch 
Sant: Thursday; December 29, 20111:40 PM 
To: Sharon Hammer 
Subject: RE: lnvesUption 
Sharon, 
Here is the way I understand It now. A draft 
report was prepared by Patti Ball. It was reviewed 
by Mayor Elect Briscoe, ICRMP attomeys, Adam 
King and. ~e. After revlewlngthe report and 
conducting a bit of an lnvestlption of my own, 
I have c::onduded there was Insufficient material 
In the report ta warrant your staying on leave. 
In fact, throush my own work, I was able to find 
several lnmnslstendes In the report that led me 
to brtns the entire report Into question. 
As far as I am conce,:ned the matter Is dosed. 
The Mayor 
From: Sharon Hammer 
Sant: lbulSday, Decemb.,- 29, 20119".53 AM 
--... lb: wayne wtlllch · - - · - --
,,, ·• SUb)ect: lnve5tiatlon 
n 
Mayor: can you please advise me on the status of the Jnvestfgatlon of me? 
Sharon R. Hammer 
City Administrator 
sun va11ev City Hall 
PABox416 
81 Ellchom Road 
Sun YaUey, ID 83353 
208 622.4438 · 
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S.ECI10N 2: ADMINIST.B.A.TION OF PERSONNEL POUCIPS AND 
PROCEDURES 
2.1 GENERAi.ADMINISTRATION 
.A:nthoriry for the admiuismtion of Personnel Policies and Procedures is delegatm to the C.ity 
Adminimaror, who is IeSpOnSible tO and directed by the ~. and who is responsible for 
the c.itys day-u,.,day operations. · 
A lt shall be the 1'l"$p0DS1'bility of the City A.dminismtor t0 provide :imer:pretatiOD 
and advice to Depammm &ads and Supervisoiy staff roncemmg the application 
of these policies and procedmes. The aty Admmismror shall make 1he final 
deu~m,iu,.a:icm of questioas of imcrpret:atians of these policies and the application 
of these policies. . . ,. " . 
B. Clty .Attomey: As the legal counsel for the <lty, the aty Attomey shall prtmda 
ptofessiaoal 1epl ~ and services t0 the Cay .A.dmmiscmor and Mayor on 
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The dispute at issue involves the Plaintiff, Sharon R. Hammer, and the 
Defendants, the City of Sun Valley, Nils Ribi, and De Wayne Briscoe. The dispute is 
centered on the Plaintiff's treatment while an employee for the City of Sun Valley. The 
Plaintiff brought suit against the Defendants for retaliatory discharge in violation of the 
Idaho Protection of Public Employees Act ("IPPEA"). The Plaintiff has claims against 
the City of Sun Valley, as well as Mr. Briscoe, and Mr. Ribi, in their individual 
capacities. 
The Defendants filed a Motion to Dismiss on September 19'\ 2013, seeking to 
dismiss the claims against Mr. Briscoe and Mr. Ribi. The Defendants argue that both Mr. 
Briscoe and Mr. Ribi are elected officials, or agents, of the City of Sun Valley, and 
therefore are not individually liable for a cause of action brought under I.C. § 6-2101, the 
IPPEA. Pursuant to that argument, the Defendants seek to dismiss the claim against Mr. 
Briscoe and Mr. Ribi for failure to state a legal claim. The Plaintiff counters, stating that 
both Mr. Briscoe and Mr. Ribi can be individually sued though the IPPEA, and that the 
statutory intent of the IPPEA does not comport with limiting an injured plaintiff's ability 
to bring a cause of action against such individuals. 
The Motion to Dismiss was argued before this Court on October 1, 2013, with this 
Court taking the matter under advisement. 
MOTION TO DISMISS STANDARD 
The standard for reviewing a 12(b)(6) Motion for Dismissal of a complaint is "A 
12(b)(6) motion looks only at the pleadings to determine whether a claim for relief has 
been stated." Young v. City of Ketchum, 137 Idaho 102, 104, 44 P.3d 1157, 1159 (2002). 
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When reviewing a motion to dismiss pursuant to I.R.C.P. 12(b)(6), the non-moving party 
is entitled to have all inferences viewed in his favor. Id. at I 04 citing Orthman v. Idaho 
Power Co., 126 Idaho 960,961,895 P.2d 561,562 (1995). After drawing all inferences 
in the non-moving party's favor, this Court must find whether a claim for relief has been 
stated. Id. "The issue is not whether the plaintiff will ultimately prevail, but whether the 
party is entitled to offer evidence to support the claims." Id. This Court must "examine 
whether Plaintiffs have sufficiently alleged the requisite elements of standing in their 
complaint to survive a 12(b}(6) motion to dismiss." Id. "Where a claim for relief is stated, 
the complaint survives the motion to dismiss and the plaintiff is entitled to offer evidence 
in support of its claim." lndep. Sch. Dist. of Boise City v. Harris Family Ltd. P'ship, 150 
Idaho 583,587,249 P.3d 382,386 (2011) citing Orthman v. Idaho Power Co., 126 Idaho 
960, 962, 895 P.2d 561, 563 ( 1995). 
DISCUSSION & ANALYSIS 
"A 12{b)(6) motion looks only at the pleadings to determine whether a claim for 
relief has been stated." Young v. City of Ketchum, 137 Idaho 102, 104, 44 P.3d 1157, 
1159 (2002). The issue presented before this Court is whether the Plaintiff stated a claim 
for relief. 
To resolve the issue presented to this Court, it must be determined whether Mr. 
Ribi and Mr. Briscoe are considered employers as defined by LC. §6-2103(4)(b). The 
IPPEA provides a cause of action "for public employees who experience adverse action 
from their employer as a result of reporting waste and violations of a law, rule or 
regulation." LC. §6-2101. "Employer means the state of Idaho, or any political 
subdivision or governmental entity eligible to participate in the public employees 
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retirement system ... " LC. §6-2103(4)(a). Furthermore, an "'(e]mployer' includes an 
agent ofan employer," LC. §6-2103(4)(b), with no provision of the statute specifically 
exposing an agent of an employer to any individual liability. Statutory interpretation is 
necessary to determine whether Mr. Ribi and Mr. Briscoe fall into the definition of 
employer, as defined by the IPPEA. 
When determining the meaning of words in a statute this Court is instructed to 
consider "(I) [t]he language of a statute should be given its plain, usual and ordinary 
meaning. Where a statute is clear and unambiguous, the expressed intent of the 
legislature shall be given effect without engaging in statutory construction. The literal 
words ofa statute are the best guide to determining legislative intent." LC.§ 73-113. 
Where the meaning of a statute and the words within it are clear, this Court is confined to 
follow that meaning and may neither add to nor take away by judicial construction. 
Credit Bureau of Lewiston-Clarkston, Inc. v. Idaho First Nat. Bank, 117 Idaho 29, 784 
P .2d 885 ( 1989). The plain meaning of a statute will prevail unless following such a 
meaning would lead to an absurd result. Gibson v. Bennett, I 08 P.3d 417, 141 Idaho 270 
(2005). Furthermore, unambiguous language in a statute must fully interpreted by its 
plain meaning by courts applying the statute unless clearly expressed legislative intent is 
contrary. Kenneth F. White, Chtd. v. St. Alphonsus Regional Medical Center, 31 P.3d 
926, 136 Idaho 238 (200 I) review denied. Where words are used in a statute that have a 
well-known meaning at common law, they are presumed to have been used in that sense. 
State v. Schulz, 151 Idaho 863,867 (2011), See State v. Oar, 129 Idaho 337,340,924 
P.2d 599, 602 (1996) (quoting Lorillard v. Pons, 434 U.S. 575, 583, 98 S.Ct. 866, 871, 
55 L.Ed.2d 40, 47 (1978). 
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Here, this Court must determine whether an IP PEA action can be filed against 
individuals who are elected officials and make decisions for a government employer. An 
IPPEA claim is purely statutory. Van v. PortneufMed. Ctr., 147 Idaho 552,558,212 P.3d 
982, 988 (2009). It is purely a statutory claim against government employers. Id 
Although, this holding in Portneufis clear, that case did not directly address the question 
presented here. Nevertheless, looking at the structure and context of the IPPEA, a claim 
may be brought against a political subdivision or governmental entity, but not against an 
individual agent or member of that entity. 
The question is whether I.C. § 6-2103( 4)(b) creates individual liability. 
Defendants essentially concede that Mr. Ribi and Mr. Briscoe are agents and thus fall 
under the agency analysis (and therefore subject the City of Sun Valley to potential 
liability), but argue that they are not subject to individual liability as they are not 
employers themselves. The IPPEA specifically includes the agents of employers into the 
definition of"employer", when it stated "'[e]mployer' includes an agent of an employer." 
LC. §6-2I03(4)(b). "Include," from the Latin lnc/audere, meaning "to shut in, keep 
within," means "to confine within, hold as in an inclosure, take in, attain, shut up, 
contain, inclose, comprise, comprehend, embrace, involve. Tenn may, according to 
context, express an enlargement and have the meaning of and or in addition to, or merely 
specify a particular thing already included within general words theretofore used. 
'Including' within statute is interpreted as a word of enlargement or of illustrative 
application as well as a word of limitation." Black's Law Dictionary 763 (6th ed. 2009) 
citing Premier Products Co. v. Cameron, 240 Or. 123, 400 P.2d 227,228 (1965). The 
primary definition of"include" is oflimitation; it is not primarily a conjunctive word, 
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although it can be. The word can mean two different things, which highlights the problem 
here. 
While no Idaho case law is directly on point, numerous courts around the country, 
when analyzing similar statutes, have come to the conclusion that the "agent" language is 
only intended to hold employers liable and not supervisory employees, most citing 
respondeat superior liability as the reason for the inclusion of the word "agent." see 
Wathen v. General Electric Co., 115 F.3d 400, 406 (6th Cir. 1997); Obst v. Microtron, 
Inc., 588 N.W.2d 550, 553-554 (Minn. Ct. App. 1999); Reno v. Baird, 957 
P.2d!333,I337 (Cal. 1998) citing Tomka v. Seiler Corp., 66 F.3d 1295, 1313-1314, (2d 
Cir.1995), Lenhardt v. Basic Institute of Technology, Inc., 55 F.3d 377 (8th Cir.1995), 
U.S. E.E.O.C. v. AIC Security Investigations, Ltd., 55 F.3d 1276 (7th Cir.1995). These 
cases suggest a hypertechnical reading of the statute does imply personal liability. That is 
the situation here, in that a technical reading or expansive definition of "includes" 
suggests individual liability. However, a traditional meaning of"include" and the context 
of the statute means that the above cases are correct. 
The statutory remedies do not support individual liability. IPPEA, LC. § 6-2106, 
provides "any or all" of the following relief for employees: "(I) An injunction to restrain 
continued violation of the provisions of this act; (2) The reinstatement of the employee 
to the same position held before the adverse action, or to an equivalent position; (3) The 
reinstatement of full fringe benefits and seniority rights; ( 4) The compensation for lost 
wages, benefits and other remuneration; ( 5) The payment by the employer of reasonable 
costs and attorneys' fees; (6) An assessment ofa civil fine of not more than five hundred 
dollars ($500), which shall be submitted to the state treasurer for deposit in the general 
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fund." Only the State ofldaho, or another governmental entity, not an individual, could 
provide much of the relief prescribed by the statute, further illustrating that the Idaho 
legislature did not intend to have supervisory employees be part of the definition of 
"employer." An individual council member or commissioner could not individually take 
action to reinstate an employee or provide benefits. 
There is a provision in the statute which has created additional ambiguity. LC. § 
6-2105(3) is the venue provision of the statute. It states, "[a]n action begun under this 
section may be brought in the district court for the county where the alleged violation 
occurred, the county where the complainant resides, or the county where the person 
against whom the civil complaint is filed resides or has his principal place of business." 
LC. § 6-2105(3). This suggests that an action could be filed against an individual. There 
are several problems with this, however. The first and second are the stated legislative 
intent codified in 6-2101, and the holding in Van v. Portneuf 
The third problem is that the remedies in the statute do not suggest individual 
liability. LC.§ 6-2104 sets forth the ways the chapter may be violated. It can only be 
violated by employers, not individuals engaging in particular conduct, unless a strained 
interpretation is used. 
This is not to say there are no other possible causes of action for alleged conduct 
of individuals, but there is not an IPPEA claim. It can be dangerous for courts to overlook 
or ignore parts of a statute, but here the codified legislative intent, case law, and other 
parts of the statute lead to the conclusion that an individual cannot be sued 
notwithstanding 6-2105(3). 
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Taking all inferences in the non-moving party's favor, and looking only to the 
pleadings, a claim for relief has not been stated as to the claims brought against Mr. Ribi 
and Mr. Briscoe. Mr. Ribi and Mr. Briscoe in their individual capacities are not 
employers under the definition of the IPPEA. Therefore, the Plaintiff cannot bring a 
cause of action against them using the IPPEA. 
The Defendants seek sanctions pursuant to I.R.C.P 11. The issue presented is 
fairly arguable and not so clear under Idaho law that sanctions are warranted. Rule 11 is a 
court management tool to be applied narrowly. This Court finds that sanctions are not 
warranted. 
CONCLUSION 
For the foregoing reasons, the Defendants Motion to Dismiss is hereby 
GRANTED. 
IT IS SO ORDERED 
Dated: 11 / n/2 13 
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Kirtlan G. Naylor [ISB No. 3569] 
NAYLOR & HALES, P.C. 
Attorneys at Law 
950 W. Bannock Street, Ste. 610 
Boise, Idaho 83702 
Telephone No. (208) 383-9511 
Facsimile No. (208) 383-9516 
Email: kirt@naylorha1es.com 
Attorneys for Defendants City of Stm Valley, 
Ribi, and Briscoe. 
DEC 1 0 2013 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BLAINE 
SHARON R. HAMMER, 
Plaintiff, 
VS. 
CITY OF SUN VALLEY; NILS RIB!; and 
De Wayne BRISCOE, 
Defendants. 
Case No. CV-2012-479 
DEFENDANT'S OPPosmoN TO 
PLAINTIFF'S MOTION TO 
ENFORCE SUBPOENA 
Defendant1 The City of Sun Valley, by and through its counsel, Naylor & Hales, 
P.C., hereby submit this Opposition to Plaintiff's Motion to Enforce Subpoena. Plaintiff has 
made multiple allegations attempting to negate existing attorney client and work product 
privileges through bad faith affidavits."An allegation of bad faith is a representation to the·Court 
that opposing counsel has done something he knows to be in violation of relevant court rules or 
' 
1Defendants Nils Ribi and De Wayne Briscoe were dismissed by this Court's Order dated 
November 22, 2013. 
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which he knows is frivolous." Jornigan v. New Mexico Mut. Cas. Co., 228 F.R.D. 661,663 (D. 
New Mexico 2004) ( emphasis added). When determining discovery matters, the Court has 
discretion to assess the credibility of a witness' affidavit based on other contradictory evidence. 
See Flaherty v. Coughlin, 713 F .2d l 0, 13 {2d Cir .1983), Satcorp Int'/ Group v. China Nat'/ 
Import & Export Corp., 917 F.Supp. 271 (S.D.N.Y.), vacated and remanded in part, 101 F.3d 
(2d Cir.1996). This bad faith is evident tlrrough the currently filed affidavit of Mr. Willich in 
support of the pending motion and the fact that it is contradicted by Mr. Willich's own prior 
sworn testimony and other documents provided to this Court either via affidavit or in camera. 
and that Mr. Willich's testimony has changed based solely on Defendants' stated defenses. For 
these reasons, there is no evidence to rebut this Court's prior ruling with respect to a substantially 
similar subpoena issued to Ms. Ball, and as such, Plaintiff's motion to enforce should be denied. 
I. 
BACKGROUND FACTS 
On November 10, 2011, Michelle Frostenson, Sun V a1ley Treasurer, reported to Nils 
Ribi, Sun Va1ley City Council member, potential misuse of public funds and equipment by 
Plaintiff Sharon R. Hammer, Sun Valley City Administrator, and other City employees. 
(Affidavit of Nils Ribi ("Ribi Aff.")2, t 3.) The City Council called a special executive session 
on November 11, 2011, and Ms. Frostenson presented her allegations before the entire City 
Council. (Ribi Aff.., ,Mr 4-5.) After the special executive session, Wayne Willich, then-Mayor of 
Sun Valley, and Adam King, City Attorney, spoke with Plaintiff about Ms. Frostenson's 
allegations. (Ribi Aff .• ,r 6; Affidavit of Adam King ("King Aff.")3, t 5.) 
2Attached as Exhibit C to the contemporaneously filed Affidavit of Kirtlan G. Naylor. 
3 Attached as Exhibit D to the contemporaneously filed Affidavit of Kirtlan G. Naylor. 
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On or about November 12, 2011, James R. Donoval, then-attorney for Plaintiff, sent Mr. 
Willich a letter, copied to the Sun Valley City Council and two citizens recently elected, but not 
yet sworn in as City Councilmembers, stating Plaintiff's intention to pursue litigation against Sun 
Valley and city officials in connection Plaintiff's allegations of harassment and the City's 
potential disciplinary action against her. (Ribi Aff., , 8; King Atf., 16, Ex. A) In addition, the 
heading found on the first page of the letter stated: "In Contemplation of Litigation." (King 
Aff., 16, Ex. A) (emphasis i.u letter). 
The City Council called.a second special executive session on November 14, 2011, 
regarding the allegations of Pl~ntiff's Jd other employ~' potential misuse of public funds and 
\ 
equipment (Ribi Aff.;,r 9; King Aff.·17.) Following the special executive session, the City 
Council authorized a special investigation into the allegations against Plaintiff, in part because 
litigation had been threatened, and co-at1;thorized Mr. Willich and Councilrnember Briscoe (as 
then Mayor-elect) to jointly supervise the investigation, including the hiring of an independent 
prosecutor. (Ribi Aff., 11 O; King Aff.,·,- 8; Affidavit of Dewayne Briscoe (Briscoe Aff.)4.'13) 
On or about November 15, 2011, Mr. Donoval sent a second letter to Mr. Willich, copied 
to the City Council and the Councilmernbers-e]ect, again stating that Mr. Donoval intended to 
file a lawsuit in connection with Plaintiff's allegations of harassment and the City's potential 
disciplinary action against her for the alleged misuse of public funds and equipment. (Ribi Aff., 
11; King Aff., ,r 9, Ex. B.) The second letter stated: "In Contemplation of Litigation." (King 
Aff., Ex. B..) (emphasis in letter). On or about November 16,2011, Mr. Donoval sent a third 
letter to Mr. Willich, copied to the City Council and the Councilrnembers-elect, which reiterated 
4Attached as Exhibit F to the contemporaneously filed Affidavit of Kirtlan G. Naylor. 
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the prior two letters and proposed a settlement that would prevent the filing ofa lawsuit. (Id) 
This third letter also stated: "In Contemplation ofLimation." (Ribi Aff.;112; King Aff., 110, 
Ex. C .. ) (emphasis in letter). Mr. DonovaJ later stated via sworn affidavit that his specific intent 
of sending the three Jetters to the City Council was to expressly inform the City of Sun Valley of 
pending litigation regarding the allegations and alleged disciplinary actions taken against 
Plaintiff. (K.. Naylor Aff., Ex. 0;11 8-9) Thus, the City CoWICil was on notice as of November 
12.2011, of potential or threatened litigation, which was before the City Council even authorized 
the independent investigation on November 14, 2011. 
On November 17, 2011, Mr. King contacted Patricia L. Ball, of Management Northwest, 
and another possible investigator, regarding the City's desire to possibly retain services for a fact-
finding investigation into various allegations that could be ~e subject of litigation. (King Aff., ·,r 
11; Affidavit of Patricia L. Ball ("Ball Aff.'')5;,r 3.) Ms. Ball was interviewed by then-Council 
President Dewayne Briscoe, Mr. King and Mr. Willich on or about November 21, 2011. (King 
Aff., ,r 12; Ball Aff., ,r 4.) In the interim, on November 18, 2011, Plaintiff was placed on paid 
administrative leave. (King Aff., 113.) 
After Mr. Willich and Councilmember Briscoe interviewed and selected Ms. Ball as the 
independent investigator, the City of Sun Valley retained Ms. Ball on November 21, 2011, for 
the purpose of conducting an investigation into the alleged violations of City policy. (King Aff., 
, 14~ BaJl Aff., ,r 5.; Briscoe Aff., 13) At that time, Mr. King was to be Ms. Ball's legal contact 
(King Aff., Yi 14; Ball Aff., ,r 7.) A formal engagement letter was signed by Ms. Ball and Mr. 
Willich on November 23, 2011. (King Aff., 1 14; Ball Aff., 5.) 
s Attached as Exhibit E to the contemporaneously filed Affidavit of Kirtlan -G. Naylor. 
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As anticipated, on November 21, 2011, Mr. Donoval filed a complaint on behalf of 
Plaintiff in Idaho's Fifth District Court, Blaine County, against Sun Valley, Nils Ribi and Adam 
King.6 (King Aff., ,r 15; Ribi Aff., ,r 13.) Mr. King forwarded the complaint to the City's 
insurance carrier and on November 22, 2011, Kirtlan G. Naylor, Naylor & Hales, P.C., was 
assigned to provide legal defense for Sun Valley. (King Aff., ,r 17 .) 
Ms. Ball arrived in Sun Valley to begin conducting interviews on November 28, 2011. 
(Ball Aff., ,r 8.) Sun Valley officials decided on or near that day that Mr. Naylor would be Ms. 
Ball's primary legal and process contact, and all legal coordination was to go through him. This 
is reflected by communications made between the parties which are submitted in camera before 
this Court. (See generally, K. Naylor Aff., Ex. A, SV IN CAMERA 3-14; Ex. B, SV IN 
CAMERA 50-52, 55, 57-58, 64) Ms. Ba11 was to report substantive issues directly to Mr. 
Briscoe, Mr. King and Mr. Willich. (King Aff.;,r 18; Ball Aff., ·,r 8.) Throughout the course of 
Ms. Ball's investigation, she sought legal advice and guidance for the investigation through Mr. 
Naylor, with full approval and consent of Sun Valley. (Ball Aff.;,r 9~ See generally, K. Naylor 
Aff., Ex. A, SV IN CAMERA 15, 26-27, 31-32; Ex. B, SV IN CAMERA 52-53, 55, 58-61) In 
addition, Mr. Willich sought and received legal advice and direction regarding the investigation 
and other matters pertaining to Plaintiffs litigation throughout the entire period of the 
investigation. (See generally, K. Naylor Aff., Ex. A, SV IN CAMERA 16-29, 31-37~ Ex. B, SV · 
IN CAMERA 50, 52, 56-57, 59-61) 
On November 30, 2011, by direction from Mr. Willich, Mr. Briscoe and Mr. King, Mr. 
Naylor infonned Ms. Ball that the scope of the investigation was to be expanded into additional 
6Blaine County Case No.CV-2011-928. 
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and newly brought allegations. (Bal1 Aff., ,r 1 O; K. Naylor Aff., Ex. B, SV IN CAMERA 64) Ms. 
Ball conducted the investigation into the various allegations over the following weeks. (Ball Aff., 
111.) This included approximately four (4) days of interviewing witnesses, additional telephonic 
interviews, several days of evidence review, analysis, communications and drafting the report. 
(Id.) Ms. Ball completed the factual basis of her report on December 9, 2011, and thereafter 
presented a draft version of the report for review to Mr. Willich, Mr. Briscoe, the City Council, 
Mr. King and Mr. Naylor on December 12, 2011. (Ball Aff.,·,r 12.) After making corrections, 
some even requested by Mr. Willich himself, Ms .. Ball finalized her report and analysis on 
December 20,201 L (Ball Aff.;,r 13; K. Naylor Aff., Ex. B, SV IN CAMERA 57) The report 
consisted of Ms. Ball's application of the discovered facts to potential violations of city policy. 
(BalJ Aff., '1 14.) 
The above narrative regarding Ms. Ball's investigation was corroborated by further sworn 
statements and testimony by Plaintiff and Mr. Willi ch. In an affidavit signed on January 5, 2012, 
Plaintiff affirmatively swore that Mr. Willich stated to her on December 16, 2011, "that the 
report of Special Investigator Ball was close to being completed and that disciplinary charges 
against me, if any, would be determined in a few days." (K. Naylor Aff., Ex. G, ,r 5) In another 
affidavit from Plaintiff signed on January I 0, 2012, Plaintiff personally understood that Ms. Ban 
issued her .. final report" in regards to her investigation on December 20, 2011. (K. Naylor Aff., 
Ex. H, 111) This was based on Plaintiff's own review of Ms. Ball's billing statements and her 
conversations with Mr. Willich at or around the time of her return from administrative leave on 
December 27, 2011. (Id., ,r,r 12-13) 
In sworn hearing testimony of January 11, 2012, Mr. Willich 's telling of his narrative 
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also largely corroborates the narrative as stated above. There, in response to questioning by Mr. 
Donoval himself, Mr. Willich testified that when the investigation commenced, it specifically 
was not "solely in·regards to allegations against Plaintiff." (K. Naylor Aff., Ex. I, 63:8-13, 45:15-
46:11) He further testified Ms. Ball performed her investigation during the period of November 
18, 2011 to approximately December 20, 2011. (id at 19:20-24; 21:3-1 I) He also clarified 
repeatedly that he reviewed a "summary," "draft," or "interim" report in meeting with Ms. Ball, 
Mr. King, Mayor Briscoe, and Mr. Naylor on or about December 12, 20 I I. (Id. at 23: 12-25, 
24:7-25:3) In addition, Mr. Donoval, as· counsel for Plaintiff and during the questioning of Mr. 
Willich, affirmatively stated in open court and under oath that "[t]he report wasn't issued until 
December 20th approximately." (Id at 72:10-13) 
Mr. Willi ch then produced his first sworn affidavit in support of Plaintiff's allegations 
made to the Idaho Human Rights Commission, dated February 24, 2012. There, he characterizes 
Ms. Ball's investigation as to pertaining to "several matters," and not solely an investigation into 
the disciplinary allegations against Plaintiff. (K. Naylor Aff., Ex. J, ff 15-16) While he also 
does not state the specific date of the completion of Ms. Ball's services, he does state that she 
presented her findings in_ "mid-December of 2011," and that he then notified Plaintiff on 
December 23, 2011 that she would be back on active duty status. (Id) 
However, once this Court granted Defendant's motion to quash in the Ribi v. Donoval 
matter on October 17, 2012, (Blaine County Case No. CV~201 l-1040), Plaintiff began 
attempting to manipulate the previously established factual narrative to suit her legal strategy. As 
will be discussed below, the legal basis and argument behind that motion to quash, as advanced 
• 
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by Mr. Donoval and current Plaintiff's counsel,7 is nearly identical to what is currently argued by 
Plaintiff here. In that case, this Court quashed the subpoena against Ms. Ball on grounds that her 
work was privileged as work product. (A:ff. of Naylor, Ex. M, p. 3-6) Since that time, Mr. 
Donoval and Plaintiff have reacted to this Court's decision granting that motion to quash by 
manipulating the factual narrative through sworn statements of Mr. Willich in an attempt to carve 
Ms. Ball's investigation out of the realm of work product and therefore compel Ms. Ball to 
produce all documents, communications, and work product from that investigation. 
Shortly after this Court quashed Mr. Donoval's subpoena, Mr. Donoval moved for 
reconsideration, and included two separate affidavits of Mr. Willich, one prior to Defendant's 
response to reconsideration and one after. The first affidavit filed in support ofreconsideration 
on November 8, 2012, is the first version of the narrative currently pursued in the current action 
as sworn to by Mr. Willich. In that affidavit, Mr. Willich characterizes the report he reviewed on 
either December 9 or 12, 2012, as simply the "Written Investigation Report," but Mr. Willich 
states that this report was "considered final at that time," instead of being a "draft" or "interim'' 
report as he had previously testified. (K. Naylor Aff., Ex. K, 122) This is also the first mention 
of Mr. Willich's alleged affirmative action in terminating Ms. Ball's services, wherein Mr. 
Willich swears that he considered Ms. Bal] to have concJuded "any and all work she had been 
assigned to perform on behalfofthe City of Sun Valley" on December 9, 2012. (Id at mf 22, 27) 
Mr. Willich then submitted a supplemental affidavit in support ofreconsideration on 
December 7, 2012. One substantial change found between these affidavits, just filed one month 
7Attorneys Eric B. Swartz and Joy M. Vega, currently counsel ofrecord for Plaintiff, 
entered a notice of association of counsel on May 1, 2012, on behalf of Mr. Donoval in Blaine 
CoWlty Case No. CV-2011-1040, but Mr. Donoval continued to provide the majority oflegal 
filings and argument. 
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apart, is Mr. Willich's changing characterization of Ms. Ball's draft report presented on 
December 12, 2012. In this affidavit, Mr. Willich swears that he was provided a copy of Ms. 
Ball's "Final Patti Ball Report" on December 12, 2012 and December 13, 2012. (K.. Naylor Aff., 
Ex. L;14) This is in obvious contradicti_on to his January 11, 2012 sworn courtroom testimony 
where he specifically clarified that the report he reviewed was a "summary," "draft,'' or 
••interim," report. In addition, Mr. Willich alleged that the completion date of Ms. Ball's services 
was December 13, 2011. (Id at1 8) 
At that point in the timeline, this Co tut granted a stay against Mr. Donoval' s motion for 
reconsideration in the Ribi v. Donoval matter. Instead of seeking that stay to be lifted and to 
simply argue a fully briefed motion for reconsideration, Plaintiff chose to issue a nearly identical 
subpoena in the current matter to Ms. Ball on May 6, 2013, seeking much of the same 
documents, commwrications, and investigation product as sought in the previous subpoena. 
(Compare Ball Aff., Ex. A; Swartz Aff., Ex. B) As Ms. Ball was an agent of the City of Sun 
Valley, Defendant responded to the subpoena on her behalf on June 24, 2013 and provided all 
I 
non-privileged documents and lodged objections as to privileged information. (Swartz Aff., Ex. 
C) Plaintiff then began attempts to meet and confer to seek production of those privileged 
docwnents. (Swartz Aff., Ex. E, G, I) 
Dw-ing the meet and confer correspondence, Defense counsel highlighted that not only 
had this very same Court held that Ms. Ball's investigative materials were work product and 
privileged, but also noted that Mr. Willich's contradictory sworn statements filed in support of 
Plaintiff's motion for reconsideration did not support Plaintiff's legal argument that no such 
work product privilege existed. (See Swartz Aff., Ex. F, H, and J) In a good faith effort to 
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provide Plaintiff with the necessary evidence to avoid a discovery dispute, Defendant provided 
Plaintiff with documented evidence which directly contradicted Mr. Willich's affidavits filed in 
support of the previous reconsideration. (Swartz Aff., Ex. H, J) This evidence included two 
legal documents signed by Mr. Willich on December 16, 2011: a Garrity notice of administrative 
investigation and a "Notice of Continued Paid Administrative Leave Pending Investigation," 
both of which directly contradicted Mr. Willich's previously filed affidavits in support of 
reconsideration that Ms. Ball ended her investigation on either December 9th or 13th. (See 
Swartz Aff., Ex. H) Of note is that both of these signed legal documents corroborate the pre-
October 2012 narrative and Mr. Willich's own previously sworn testimony that Ms. Ball's 
investigation lasted until December 20, 2012. (Swartz Aff., Ex. H) 
In response to this good faith effort to provide Plaintiff with evidence that any motion to 
compel production of these privileged documents would be frivolous, Plaintiff produced yet 
another version of the ongoing series of Mr. Willich' s contradictory sworn statements and 
testimony in order to avoid Defendant's legal position. In this latest retelling, l'vfr. Willich again 
swears to the statement that there was no discussion or intent for the investigation into the 
allegations of Plaintiff's misconduct to be used in any potential or threatened litigation. (Willi ch 
Aff. in Support of Motion to Compel, 1116, 19-21) He also asserts that at the City Council 
meeting on November 14, 2011, "the Sun Valley City Council directed that I commence an 
investigation of the misconduct allegations that Council Member Ribi and Former Treasurer 
Frostenson had made against Former Administrator Hammer." (Id. at ,r 15) 
He continues and asserts that this investigation "was solely to perform a disciplinary 
investigation related to Former Administrator Hammer, solely for internal Sun Valley purposes." 
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(Willich Aff. in Support of Motion to Compel, 1f'tl 16, 18, 19, 20) He asserts that as of December 
12, 2011, Ms. Ball had submitted her fmal report, now named the "Authorized Ball Report," and 
that as of December 12, 2011, he "considered Investigator Ball to have concluded any and all 
work she had been assigned to perform on behalf of Sw Valley," and that he affirmatively 
indicated to Ms. Ball, "that her services to Sun Valley were completed," as of that date. (Id. at ,, 
52-55) For the first time, he references the December 16, 2011 meeting with Mr. Naylor, which 
had previously been unacknowledged until Defendant highlighted legal actions taken by Mr. 
Willich on or about that date, and attempts to explain at length what occurred at that time. (Id. at 
,, 61-81) fu short, Mr. Willich's latest affidavit attempts to subvert and negate any attorney-
client privilege or work product privilege previously claimed by Defendant, but fails as to the 




A. Plaintiff has Failed to Sufficiently Meet and Confer Regarding Defendant's 
Response to Interrogatories and Requests for Production. 
In its Motion to Compel, Plaintiff seeks this Court to compel production not only of Ms. 
Ball and the subpoena issued to her, but also from Defendant regarding "any and all documents 
related to the Hammer Disciplinary Investigation." (Memorandum in Support of Motion to 
Enforce, p. 11-12) Plaintiff bases her motion to compel on both the subpoena issued to Ms. Ball, 
and from Plaintifrs First Interrogatories and Request for Production8• Along with her motion, 
8Plaintiff' s Motion specifically requests relief from this Court regarding "Defendant City 
of Sun Valley's Answer to Interrogatory No. 1 and Responses to Requests for Production No. 4, 
6, 7, 8, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17,22,25,26,27,28,29,30,31." (Plaintiff's Motion to Enforce 
Subpoena and Compel the Production of Documents Withheld From Production in Discovery 
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Plaintiff's counsel has attached evidence of attempts to meet and confer with regards to the 
response to Ms. Ball's subpoena. However, clearly absent is any attempt to meet and confer with 
respect to Sun Valley's Answers and Responses to Plaintiff's First Discovery Requests. 
Plaintiff clearly makes meet and confer requests based on Subpoena Requests Nos. 3-5, 
7-10, 12, 13, and 15. (See Swartz Aff., Ex. E, I) There is absolutely no mention of any 
objections to Defendant's Answers and Responses to Plaintiff's First Discovery Requests. 
Defendants have lodged valid objections to all cited discovery requests submitted by Plaintiff. 
(See generally, Swartz Aff., Ex:. A) As there has been no meet and confer with regards to these 
discovery requests, any motion to compel regarding these requests is inappropriate and should be 
denied. 
B. The Motion to Compel Should be Denied Because it Seeks Privileged Work 
Product. 
As previously held by this Court in the Ribi v. Donoval matter, the discovery sought by 
Plaintiff from Ms. Ball through the nearly identical subpoena there was privileged as work 
product. In its prior decision, the Court specifically held that "Ms. Ball was consulted after Mr. 
I 
Donoval had threatened litigation, was retained on the same day Mr. Donoval initiated litigation, 
and conducted an investigation squarely related to that and other potential litigation." (K. Naylor 
Aff., Ex. M, p. 4) Work product is generally immune from discovery. See I.R.C.P. 26(b)(3). 
Work product refers to "documents and tangible things ... prepared in anticipation of litigation 
or for trial by or for another patty or by or for that other party's representative (including the 
party's attorney, consultant, surety, indemnitor, insurer, or agent) .... " Id In holding that such 
work product protection existed, this Court noted that it would cover all non-waived work 
and in Response to Subpoena, p. 2) 
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product, including communications which are the heart of Plaintiff's motion to compel. (K. 
Nay]or Aff., Ex. M, p. 4-5) 
In this case, the subpoena demands nearly identical production as that sought in the Ribi 
v. Donoval matter: all documents generated in connection with Ms. Ball's disciplinary 
investigation. (Compare BaU Aff., Ex. A; Swartz Aff., Ex. B) However, as previously held by 
this Court and as continually argued here, all of these materials were prepared in anticipation of 
litigation and are therefore immune from discovery as the work-product of an agent of Sun 
Valley. See I.R.C.P. 26(b)(3). The timeline described above makes it clear that the investigation 
was_conducted and all related documents and items were prepared in anticipation of litigation. 
The very reason Ms. Ball was retained by Sun Valley was because of allegations of misconduct 
brought by City personnel, which raised issues of potential violations of City policy and Jaw, 
combined with the subsequent threat of a lawsuit by Mr. Donoval, on behalf of Plaintiff. Mr. 
Donoval, in fact, sent three letters to Mr. Willich, the City Council and Councilmembers-elect, 
all of which stated "In Contemplation ofLiti\:ation." One of these letters was even sent before 
the City Council authorized the investigation into Plaintiff's conduct on November 14, 2011. 
In light of the legal reasoning behind Court's prior ruling against Mr. Donoval in October 
2012, Plaintiff has produced contradictory affidavits from Mr. Willich that attempt to overcome 
the previously established work product privilege. These few sworn statements made post-
October 2012 lack credibility when weighed against the pre-October 2012 corroborated 
testimony of other persons, in camera evidence contemporaneous at the time of the investigation, 
and Mr. Willich's internally inconsistent sworn statements. f\s detailed above, both 
Councilmember Ribi and Mr. King affinned that the investigation was authorized in part due to 
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the threatened litigation communicated by Mr. Donoval. Even Mr. Willich and Plaintiff herself 
supported such factual inferences through their sworn testimony lodged prior to this Court's 
granting Defendant's motion to quash. 
While Mr. Willich now attempts to obscure the obvious, it is blatantly clear (and even 
sworn to by Mr. Donoval himself), that there was threatened and potential litigation regarding 
any disciplinary action taken against Plaintiff prior to the City Council of Sun Valley's 
authorization of the independent investigation on November 14, 2011. It is unreasonable to 
assume that Mr. Willich's current affidavit is credible when it pretends that the investigation into 
Plaintiff's alleged misconduct was not performed in anticipation of litigation, when Mr. Donoval 
swore that he sent a letter to inform the City of Sun Valley of that very litigation. To quote Mr. 
Donoval himself, in the November 12, 2011 letter addressed to Mr. Willich and copied to then all 
current and members-elect of the City Council: 
Should the City of Sun Valley choose to either not hold the 
Executive Session described above or to fully dismiss all 
allegations of mis-management or other wrong d_oing against 
Plaintiff, with prejudice, by Friday, November 18, 2011, on 
Monday, November 21, 2011, we will file the aforementioned 
harassment claims against Mr. Ribi and the City of Sun Valley 
and let the litigation process, and the inevitable negative publicity 
to the City of Sun Valley that will ensue, take its course. Any 
further disciplinary action taken by the City of Sun Valley 
against Plaintiff thereafter will result in the addition of 
damage to reputation and retaliatory discharge claims against 
Mr. Ribi and the City of Sun Valley. 
(King. Aff., Ex. A, p. 5) Mr. Donoval himself specifically tied any potential disciplinary action 
against Plaintiff to threatened litigation. Even if Mr. Willich could be taken at his word in that 
the investigation was "solely" for an internal disciplinary matter, Mr. Donoval had already 
threatened that any disciplinary action taken against Plaintiff ( even as a "solely" internal City of 
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Swi Valley matter) would be part and parcel to Plaintiff's threatened litigation regarding 
Councilmember Ribi. Therefore it is unreasonable and impossible for Mr. Willich to now 
semantically divorce Ms. Ball's investigation from the threat of potential litigation, seeing as 
Plaintiff's own legal counsel was the one who married them together, and did so before any 
investigation was contemplated by the Sun Valley City Council or Mr. Willich. 
This combination of the investigation with Plaintiff's 2011 IPPEA lawsuit was only 
further confirmed with the filing of the lawsuit itself. Plaintiff alleges in that lawsuit, filed on 
November 21, 2011, that the mere act of investigating Plaintiff would be considered an "adverse 
action'' under the Idaho Protection of Public Employees Act, and therefore, sought damages 
based on this alleged "adverse action" taken against her. (K. Naylor Aff, Ex. N, p. 23, 25-26) 
Mr. Donoval's previous threat that his pending litigation would involve any discipline taken 
against Plaintiff was carried out, and the very investigation authorized by the City Council was 
cited as a direct basis for Plaintiff's alleged damages in her litigation. 
Further, Plaintiff misrepresents applicable Ninth Circuit law to this Court through citation 
to an overruled standard in support of her argument that if Ms. Ball's investigation would not 
have been generated "but for" litigation, then it must be disclosed. (Memorandum in Support of 
Motion to Enforce, p. 23) Significantly, Idaho has not adopted any holding as relating to the 
dual-purpose issue of work product protection. Plaintiff attempts to persuade this Court by citing 
to an overruled Ninth Circuit case requiring a "but for" litigation standard, United States v. Tor/ 
(In re Grand Jury Subpoena), 350 F.3d 1010, 1018 (9th Cir. 2003). In fact, this case was 
overturned directly to reject the "but for" standard proposed by Plaintiff and the Ninth Circuit 
adopted the more permissive ''because of' standard. See In re Grand Jury Subpoena (Mark 
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Torffforf Envtl. Mgmt.), 357 F.3d 900,908 (9th Cir. 2004) (Tori). 
The "because of' standard does not consider whether litigation was 
a primary or secondary motive behind the creation of a document. 
Rather, it considers the totality of the circumstances and affords 
protection when it can fairly be said that the "document was 
created because of anticipated litigation, and would not have been 
created in substantially similar form but for the prospect of that 
litigation[.]" 
* * * 
The c;:iuestion of entitlement to work product protection cannot be 
decided simply bv looking at one motive that contributed to a 
document's preparation. The circumstances surrounding the 
document's preparation must also be considered. 
Id. (citations omitted) (emphasis added). In Torf, the 9th Circuit held that documents were 
entitled to work product protection where, "taking into account the facts sunounding their 
creation, their litigation purpose so permeates any non-litigation purpose that the two purposes 
cannot be discretely separated from the.factual nexus as a whole." Id lbis is precisely the issue 
at hand with Ms. Ball's investigation. 
1broughout Mr. Willich's sworn statements and testimony, even post-October 2012, he 
has never stated that he, nor the City Council, contemplated the hiring of an independent 
investigator or the commencement of an independent investigation regarding the disciplinary 
allegations against Plaintiff until November 14, 2011. (Willich Aff. in Support of Motion to 
Compel, ,r 15) This was clearly after Mr. Donoval had already threatened litigation on November 
12, 2011. There is no evidence that such investigations were common practice when addressing 
disciplinary matters, nor that the City had any policies in place that would make such an 
investigation a typical practice outside of potential or threatened litigation.9 Councilmember Ribi 
9 Although Defendant does not believe there to be any such evidence, in light of a 
potential supplemental affidavit from Mr. Willich (or other witness) which would allege 
evidence to support a common practice or policy of hiring special investigators to address 
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and Mr. King both have stated that the investigation was commenced, in part, to address the 
potential and threatened litigation from Mr. Donoval. Mr. Donoval himself threatened that his 
potential litigation would be impacted by any disciplinary actions taken against Plaintiff, which 
actions would arise from the findings made via Ms. Ball's disciplinary investigation. 
Plaintiff also attempts to argue that because Mr. Willich swears that as of December 12, 
2011, Ms. Ball's work was completed and her services were finished, that anything that 
happened after this point was no longer authorized work product and is subject to disclosure. 
This argument might have merit, were Mr. Willich's statements true. While Mr. Willich swears 
that he gave Ms. Ball no authority or direction to modify the "Final Ball Report" in any manner 
' 
after December 12, 2011, there are email communications provided in camera which contradict 
this assertion. (Compare K. Naylor Aff., Ex. B, SV I:N" CAMERA 57 with Ex. L, ,i 14) As 
referenced above, Mr. Willich also told Plaintiff as of December 16, 2011, that Ms. Ball's 
investigation would be completed in a few days, not that it had already been completed. He also 
signed continuing notices of paid administrative leave pending an ongoing investigation well 
after December 12, 2011, when he claimed that Ms. Ball had completed all her duties and the 
investigation was completed. 
Ultimately, Plaintiff now attempts to separate Ms. Ball's investigation from all the factual 
circumstances around it by relying solely upon Mr. Willich's few sworn statements made after 
this Court's October 2012 ruling, trying to both ignore then-anticipated litigation and 
retroactively limit the time of Ms. Ball's actual investigation. However, when looking at the 
context of all the factual inferences, and especially when looking at the testimony and statements 
disciplinary matters outside of potential or threatened litigation, Defendant would request an 
opportunity to present any rebuttal evidence at the December 17, 2013 hearing. 
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made prior to October 2012 and this Court's granting Defendant's motion to quash, it is evident 
that Ms. Ball's investigation was commenced and performed in anticipation of litigation, and that 
her final report was submitted on December 20, 2011, and to that extent, work product protection 
applies to all communications from Ms. Ball, as this Court as already held. 
C. Any Documents That Might Be Publically Waived as to the Work-Product 
Privilege Via Publication have been Produced. 
Plaintiff correctly asserts that portions of the written report containing the findings of Ms. 
I 
Ball's investigation pertaining to Plaintiff were published on the website of the Idaho Mountain 
Express beginning approximately November of 2012, although they are no longer published 
there. These third party disclosures did not include the accompanying and referenced exhibits, 
nor did they include Ms. Ball's findings regarding Plaintiff's allegations against Councilmember 
Ribi (which were reported separately) and were produced pursuant to a public records request 
submitted to the Blaine County Prosecutor. 10 (See generally, Donoval Aff., Ex. F) However, 
Defendant has already provided the full draft and final copies of all of Ms. Ball's reports, 
including the accompanying exhibits, to Plaintiff via discovery, and under the stipulated 
protection order as made by this Court to maintain the confidentiality of the exhibits. (K. Naylor 
Aff., ,i 18) Thus, Plaintiff's request for production of these documents is moot. 
Additionally, there is no legal precedent for this Court to consider the publication of the 
findings of Ms. Ball's report to have to have waived all drafts, docwnents, exhibits, 
communications, and other investigative materials along with the published findings sections. 
Idaho does not have rules or case law regarding waiver or the scope of waiver of the work 
rosun Valley did not produce these documents to the Intennountain Express, but instead 
they were provided pursuant to a public records request to the Blaine County Prosecutor. 
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product protection. However. the Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 26(b)(3) is similar to Idaho 
Rule of Civil Procedure 26(b )(3). The extent of a waiver of work product protection under the 
FRCP 26(b)(3) is determined by Federal Ru1e of Evidence 502, which expressly applies to both 
attorney client privilege and work product protection. Under that ru1e, work product protection is 
only waived as to the subject matter of the disclosed work product when fairness requires, and is 
limited to only that subject matter. and does not create a blanket waiver of the work product 
privilege as to the entire case. Hernandez v. Tanninen, 604 F.3d 1095, 1100-01 (9th Cir. 201 O). 
Plaintiff attempts to mix and match precedent regarding different standards applicable to 
either attorney-client communications or protected work product documents in order to 
manufacture a blanket waiver of all of Ms. Bal]' s communications. Plaintiff correctly cites to the 
legal standard that "voluntary disclosure of the content of a privileged attorney communication 
constitutes waiver of the privilege as to all other such communications on the same subject." 
Wei/v. Jnvestment/Jndicators, Research & Mgmt., Inc., 647 F.2d 18, 23 (9th Cir. 1981). What 
Plaintiff is arguing presently, however, is that voluntary waiver of a single docwnent waives .all 
c.9mmunications that could be connected in any tangential manner to that document. This 
mixing of standards is not supported by any legal precedent. In fact, in a case cited by Plaintiff, 
the exact opposite is true: 
We conclude, then, that while the mere showing of a voluntary 
disclosure to a third person will generally suffice to show waiver of 
the attorney-client privilege, it should not suffice in itself for 
waiver of the work product privile!!e. 
Permian Corp. v. United States, 665 F.2d 1214, 1219 (D.C. Cir. 1981), quoting United States v. 
AT&T, 642 F.2d 1285. 1299 (D.C.Cir.1980) (emphasis added). Thus, it is an inapplicable 
argwnent that because the documents regarding Ms. Ball's findings pertaining to Plaintiff may 
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have been disclosed by the Blaine County Prosecutor, that all communications that Ms. Ball 
made are likewise disclosed. Plaintiff has not produced any evidence that Defendant has 
voluntarily disclosed any attorney-client communications between Mr. King or Mr. Naylor nor 
any of the work product communications currently retained from production, and as such, the 
privileges remain intact. 
As noted by this Court previously, Plaintiff can seek the underlying facts of the 
communications made by Ms. Ball via deposition or other discovery, but Plaintiff is not entitled 
to Sun Valley or its agents' work product. (K. Naylor Aff., Ex. M, p. 5) Publication of Ms. 
Ball's report as to the isolated findings regarding Plaintiff do not waive other communications 
made which are not required by fairness to be disclosed. Defendant has preserved the privileges 
and protections by withholding those communications and producing a privilege log to Plaintiff 
to demonstrate the basis behind those communications. As the draft and final reports of Ms. 
Ball's findings were already disclosed to Plaintiff, and as any publication of her findings does not 
create a blanket waiver as to all the work product, her communications are still protected. In 
addition, Plaintiff's argument that the "common interest" privilege does not apply due to the lack 
of the underlying work product privilege is inapplicable because the communications are still 
protected as work product and were not disclosed by Defendant to any adverse third parties at 
any time. (See Memorandum in Support of Motion to Enforce, p. 26-27) In similar fashion, as 
this Court previously held, all communications made by Ms. Ball are protected as work product, 
and as such, Plaintiff's argument that thirty emails which were sent to or copied to employees 
other than Mr. Willich is irrelevant, as Plaintiff has failed to identify any of the parties as adverse 
parties to Defendant. (Compare K. Naylor Aff., Ex. M, p. 5; with Memorandum in Support of 
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Motion to Enforce, p. 30) 
D. Plaintiff's Arguments that Mr. King and Mr. Naylor Were Unauthorized to 
Participate in Ms. Ball's Investigation is Not Supported by Any Credible 
Evidence. 
Plaintiff argues that Mr. Naylor and Mr. King were never authorized in any capacity with 
regards to the 2011 IPPEA Lawsuit, which argument strains common sense and is flatly 
contradicted by the record. Primarily, Plaintiff argues that Mr. Naylor never provided an official 
retention letter to signify that he represented the City of Sun Valley. (Memorandum in Support 
of Motion to Enforce, p. 17-21) However, Mr. Donova! has actually provided evidence of such 
retention through his currently filed affidavit. When an insured under ICRMP seeks that ICRMP 
provide a defense for a claim covered under the insurance policy, the insured has already 
contractually waived any right to choose counsel while ICRMP provides that defense. (Donoval 
Aff., Ex. L) Therefore, Plaintiff's claims that Mr. Willich never authorized Mr. Naylor are ill-
founded, because Mr. Willich actually did authorize ICRMP to choose counsel for this matter by 
virtue of entering the City of Sun Valley into a contractual agreement with ICRMP in order to 
have them provide a defense for covered claims with counsel of!CRMP' s choosing. As also 
produced by Mr. Donova!, there is clear.evidence that ICRMP provided a defense of Plaintiff's 
2011 IPPEA lawsuit as a claim covered under its policy. (Donoval Aff., Ex. J) Additionally, as 
generally exhibited by the in camera emails produced to this Court, there were multiple 
communications between Mr. Naylor and Mr. Willich throughout his tenure as the Mayor of Sun 
Valley. (See generally, K. Naylor Aff., Ex. A) 
Plaintiff also attempts to use these letters from ICRMP to somehow establish that the 
investigation into Plaintiff was not considered by ICRMP to be a claim and therefore was not 
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part of their coverage. (Memorandum in Support of Motion to Enforce, p. 21) However, this is 
based on Plaintiff individually seeking coverage from ICRMP, and has nothing to do with the 
City of Sun Valley's defense ofclaim provided by ICRMP. (Donoval Aff., Ex. L) Mr. Donoval 
had apparently requested that ICRMP provide a defense for Plaintiff based on the ongoing 
investigation of her. ICRMP correctly stated that the investigation itself, as pertaining to 
Plaintiff, was not a lawsuit. (Id) However, Plaintiff apparently wholesale ignores the true basis 
ofICRMP's defense extended to the City: Plaintiff's filed a very active lawsuit against the City. 
(Donoval A:ff., Ex. J) Plaintiff's arguments make no sense whatsoever, because to this day, there 
has never been a lawsuit filed against Plaintiff pertaining to her work at the City of SW1 Valley 
which might qualify her for potential ICRMP representation. 
Plaintiff argues and Mr. Willich fervently swears in his latest affidavit that Mr. Naylor 
was: 1) never authorized to direct or actively participate in the Hammer Disciplinary 
Investigation; or 2) never authorized to directly communicate with Investigator Ball. 
(Memorandum in Support of Motion to Enforce, p. 21-22; WillichAff. in Support of Motion to 
Compel, 1130-40) As demonstrated by,the communications provided in camera to this Court, it 
is evident that this is not the case, because there are multiple instances where Mr. Willich 
received communications that clearly indicated that Mr. Naylor and Mr. King were participating 
in the administration of the investigation, and there is no evidence of any objection by Mr. 
Willich. (See generally, K. Naylor Aff., Ex. A and B) 
The reality is that while Mr. Willich now attempts to make sworn statements to avoid the 
attorney client privilege by retroactively limiting Mr. Naylor's authority, Mr. Willich's current 
affidavit is internally nonsensical to the point where it is not at all credible. He first states that he 
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"never considered or recognized Attorney Naylor to have been either Sun Valley's attorney or my 
personal attorney," and makes multiple allegations where he says that Mr. Naylor was never 
authorized by Mr. Willi ch to appear at hearings on behalf of the City of Sun Valley. (Willi ch 
Aff. in Support of Motion to Compel, iMf 61-64) However, even after asserting that Mr. Naylor 
acted against the best interest of the City of Sun Valley, "from the moment he was appointed," 
Mr. Willich paradoxically came all the way from Sun Valley to meet with Mr. Naylor in his 
Boise office on December 16, 2011. (Id. at ,r 66) Mr. Willich then allegedly reasserts how 
"vastly different" the City of Sun Valley's interests were to Mr. Naylor's alleged interests, and 
how Mr. Willich was not seeking any legal advice from Mr. Naylor, and that he was, "clearly on 
a 'different team."' (Id. at ,r,r 68, 72-74) Then, inexplicably, Mr. Willich details alleged legal 
advice sought by Mr. Willich, and provided by Mr. Naylor at the December 16, 2011 meeting, 
regarding Mr. Naylor's legal analysis of employee whistleblowers, continuing investigation of 
Plaintiff, alleged misconduct of Ms. Frostenson, settlement negotiations with Plaintiff, and 
placing Plaintiff and other employees on continued administrative leave. (Id. at iMf 69, 75-77, 79-
81) This legal advice included signing legal notices of continued administrative leave pending 
investigation that were prepared bv Mr. ~aylor and signed by Mr. Willich. (Id. at ,r 81) 
Most interestingly, Mr. Willich states that Mr. Naylor allegedly wanted to forward 
information to the Blaine County Prosecutor regarding potential criminal charges, and Mr. 
Willich refused to do so, allegedly telling Mr. Naylor, "that doing so was not part of his job in 
defending against the Hammer Retaliation Lawsuit." (Willich Aff. in Support of Motion to 
Compel, ,r 79) Yet, confusingly enough, even after multiple assertions that Mr. Naylor was 
allegedly diametrically opposed to the best interests of the City of Sun Valley, Mr. Willich signed 
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an authorization to allow Mr. Naylor to do exactly what Mr. Willich claims he had just told him 
was not part of his job. (Id at ,r 79) 
Thus, Mr. Willich's affidavit contains these bizarre contradictions: that while Mr. 
Willich believed that Mr. Naylor was allegedly neither working on behalf of the City of Sun 
Valley, nor did he have the City's best interests at heart, Mr. Willich traveled over 150 miles to 
discuss legal matters in Mr. Naylor' s office. While Mr. Willi ch alleges that Mr. Naylor was not 
the attorney for the City of Sun Valley, and even goes so far as to admit that Mr. Naylor appeared 
at multiple hearings representing the City in an unauthorized capacity, Mr. Willich then signed 
multiple legal documents prepared by Mr. Naylor. While Mr. Willich alleged that Mr. Naylor 
had improperly influenced Ms. Ball's investigation and was not authorized to participate in any 
way regarding any investigations, Mr. Willich signed continuing notices of administrative leave 
at the express advice of Mr. Naylor for multiple city employees. While Mr. Willich allegedly 
asserts he forbade Mr. Naylor from providing information to the Blaine County Prosecutor, Mr. 
Willich signed a written authorization for Mr. Naylor to do just that. 
In short, :Mr. Willich swears that he "did not consider that [he] was seeking any legal 
advice from Attorney Naylor nor did [he] consider that Attorney Naylor was providing [him] 
with any advice,'' while then clearly swearing to specific instances where Mr. Willich sought 
legal advice from Mr. Naylor, which was then provided to Mr. Willich. (See Willich Aff. in 
Support of Motion to Compel, ,r 68) This is not even considering the various emails provided in 
camera to this Court, which demonstrate multiple instances of Mr. Willich seeking and being 
provided legal advice and counsel from Mr. Naylor regarding Ms. Ball's investigation, without 
any objection by Mr. Willich to Mr. Naylor's participation. (See generally, K. Naylor Aff., Ex. A 
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andB) 
In addition, in weighing Mr. Willich's credibility, it is notable that in his January 11, 
2012 hearing testimony and four subsequent affidavits over the past almost two years, that he has 
only now mentioned that he believed that Mr. Naylor was not actually representing the City of 
Sl.m Valley in any capacity. Mr. Willich has spWl wild and unsubstantiated conspiracy theories 
and allegations as to Mr. Naylor's actions, but it is only now, a full two years after Mr. Naylor 
was first retained by ICRMP to represent the City of Sun Valley and in connection with an 
attempt to undermine the attorney-client and work product privileges asserted by the City, that 
Mr. Willich conveniently alleges that he never actually authorized Mr. Naylor to legally represent 
the City of Sl.m Valley. For Mr. Willich to only now, years later, claim that he was unaware of 
the scope of Mr. Naylor's representation is absurd. As Mr. Naylor was clearly representing the 
City of Sun Valley, the attorney-client privilege applies to his communications made in 
furtherance of his representation, regardless of Mr. Willich's singular statements otherwise. 
IV. 
CONCLUSION 
For the reasons stated herein, Defendant requests that the Court deny Plaintiff's motion to 
enforce its subpoena served against Ms. Ball. In addition, in light of the lack of credible evidence 
or legal argument supporting Plaintiff's motion to enforce, and pursuant to IR CP 3 7( a)( 4 ), Defendant 
requests an award of reasonable expenses in opposing Plaintiffs motion, including attorneys' fees. 
DATED this J01h day of December, 2013. 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the 10th day of December, 2013, I caused to be served, 
by the method(s) indicated, a true and correct copy of the foregoing upon: 
Eric B. Swartz 
JoyM. Vega 
Jones & Swartz, PLLC 
PO Box 7808 
Boise, ID 83707-7808 
Attorneys for Plaintiff 
-/U.S.Mail 
1 Hand Delivered 
· Fax Transmission: 489-8988 
Email: eric@jonesandswartzlaw.com 
iov@jonesandswartzlaw.com 
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Kirtlan G. Naylor [ISB No. 3569] 
NAYLOR & HALES, P.C. 
Attorneys at Law 
950 W. Bannock Street, Ste. 610 
Boise, Idaho 83702 
Telephone No. (208) 383-9511 
Facsimile No. (208) 383-9516 
Email: kirt@naylorhales.com 
Attorneys for Defendants City of Sun Valley, 
Ribi, and Briscoe. 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFfH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
·OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BLAINE 
SHARON R. HAMMER, 
Plaintiff, 
VS. 
CITY OF SUN VALLEY; NILS RIBI; and 
De WAYNE BRISCOE, 
Defendants. 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
) ss. 
County of Ada ) 
Case No. CV-2012-479 
AFFIDAVIT OF KIRTLAN G. 
NAYLOR IN OPPOSIDON-TO 
PLAINTIFF'S MOTION TO COMPEL 
I, K.IRTLAN NAYLOR, having been duly sworn do hereby depose and say as 
follows: 
1. I have personal knowledge of the matters set forth herein, and if called upon 
to testify of them, I could do so competently. 
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2. I am counsel of record for Defendant1 The City of Sun Valley in the current 
action. I was retained on November 22, 2011, by the City of s;un Valley's insurance provider 
ICRMP to provide a defense to a lawsuit filed by Sharon Hammer on November 21, 2011. 
3. Provided to this Court in camera and therefore not attached to this affidavit 
as Exhibit A are attorney-client communications between myself and the City of Sun Valley. These 
communications have not been otherwise disclosed and therefore retain their attorney-client 
privilege. Exhibit A contains true and accurate copies of the actual communications and I can attest 
for their authenticity. (See SV IN CAMERA 1-37) 
4. Provided to this Court in camera and therefore not attached to this affidavit 
as Exhibit B are communications identified by the privilege log provided in conjunction with the 
response to Plaintiffs May 6, 2013 subpoena issued to Patti Ball. These communications have not 
been otherwise disclosed and therefore retain their work product and/or attorney-client privilege. 
Exhibit B contains true and accurate copies of the actual communications and I can attest for their 
authenticity. (See SV IN CAMERA 38-64) 
5. Attached hereto as Exhibit C is a true and accurate copy of the Affidavit of 
Nils Ribi, dated August 28, 2012, and previously filed in the Ribi v. Donoval matter (Blaine County, 
Case No. CV-2011-1040). 
6. Attached hereto as Exhibit Dis a true and accurate copy of the Affidavit of 
Adam King, dated August 28, 2012, and previously filed in the Ribi v. Donoval matter (Blaine 
County, Case No. CV-2011-1040). 
1Defendants Nils Ribi and DeWayne Briscoe were dismissed by this Court's Order dated 
November 22, 2013. 
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7. Attached hereto as Exhibit E is a true and accurate copy of the Affidavit of 
Patricia Latham Ball, dated August 30, 2012, and previously filed in the Ribi v. Donoval matter 
(Blaine County, Case No. CV-2011-1040). 
8. Attached hereto as Exhibit Fis a true and accurate copy of the Affidavit of 
Dewayne Briscoe, dated January 9, 2012, and previously filed in the Hammer v. Ribi, et. al., matter 
(Blaine County, Case No. CV-2011-928). 
9. Attached hereto as Exhibit G is a true and accurate copy of the Affidavit of 
Sharon R. Hammer Confirming the Final and Binding Dismissal of All Allegations of Wrongdoing 
Alleged by the City of Sun Valley Against Sharon R. Hammer, excluding exhibits, dated January 
5, 2012, and previously filed in the Hammer v. Ribi, et. al., matter (Blaine County, Case No. CV-
2011-928). 
10. Attached hereto as Exhibit H is a true and accurate copy of excerpts of the 
Supplemental Affidavit of Sharon R Hammer In Reply to the City of Sun Valley's Objection to 
Second Motion for Temporary Restraining Order,'fl 11-13 excluding exhibits, dated January 10, 
2012,andpreviouslyfiled in theHammerv. Ribi, et. al., matter (Blaine County, Case No. CV-2011-
928). 
11. Attached hereto as Exhibit I is a true and accurate copy of excerpts of the 
transcript testimony of Wayne Willich given at a January 11, 2012 hearing in the Hammer v. Ribi, 
et. al., matter (Blaine County, Case No. CV-2011-928). 
12. Attached hereto as Exhibit J is a true and accurate copy of the Affidavit of 
Wayne Willich Fonner Mayor of the City of Sun Valley, excluding exhibits, dated February 24, 
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2012, and previously filed in the Hammer v. City oJSun Valley Idaho Human Rights Complaint (No. 
E-0112-241; No. 38C-2012-00122). 
13. Attached hereto as Exhibit K is a true and accurate copy of the Affidavit of 
Wayne Willich Former Mayor of the City of Sun Valley, excluding exhibits, dated November 5, 
2012, and previously filed in the Ribi v. Donoval matter (Blaine County, Case No. CV-2011-1040). 
14. Attached hereto as Exhibit Lis a true and accurate copy of the Supplemental 
Affidavit of Wayne Willich Former Mayor of the City of Sun Valley, excluding exhibits, dated 
December 7, 2012, and previously filed in the Ribi v. Donoval matter (Blaine County, Case No. CV-
2011-1040). 
15. Attached hereto as Exhibit M is a true and accurate copy of the 
"Memorandum Decision Granting Motion to Quash" of this Court filed on October 22, 2012, in the 
Ribi v. Don oval matter (Blaine County, Case No. CV-2011-1040), granting the City of Sun Valley's 
motion to quash the subpoena of Mr. Dono val served upon Ms. Ball. 
16. Attached hereto as Exhibit N is a true and accurate copy of excerpts of the 
"Verified Complaint for Damages and Injunctive Relief Pursuant to the Idaho Protection of Public 
Employees Act," filed by Mr. Donoval as counsel for Plaintiff on November 21, 2011, as Hammer 
v. Ribi, et. al, Blaine County, Case .No. CV-2011-928. 
17. Attached hereto as Exhibit O is a true and accurate copy of the Affidavit of 
James R. Donoval, excluding exhibits, dated January 17, 2012, and previously filed in the Ribi v. 
Donoval matter (Blaine County, Case No. CV-2011-1040). 
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18. As counsel for Defendant City of Sun Valley, I produced the draft and final 
versions of Ms. Ball's investigative reports to counsel for Plaintiff on Octo her 31, 2013, designating 
them confidential pursuant to the June 28,.2013 order of this Court. 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN 
Notary Public for Idaho 
Residi~g ~t Boise: Idaho n!1 l· Comn11ss1on Expires: OtJ._ _ / 7 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the 10th day of December, 2013, I caused to be served, 
by the method(s) indicated, a true and.correct copy of the foregoing upon: 
Eric B:Swartz 
JoyM. Vega 
Jones & Swartz, PLLC 
PO Box 7808 
Boise, ID 83707-7808 
Attorneys for Plaintiff 
Attachments: Exs. A-0 
AFFIDAVIT OF KIRTLAN G. NAYLOR IN 
~Mail 
Yir;a-Dehvered 
Fax Transmission: 489-8988 
Email: eric@jonesandswartzlaw.com 
iov@jonesandswartzlaw.com 
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Kni:1an G. Naylor [ISB No. 3569] 
NAYLOR & HALES, P.C. 
Attorneys at Law 
950 W. Bannock Street, Suite 610 
Boise, ID 83702 
Telephone No. (208) 383-9511 
Facsimile No. (208) 383-9516 
Email: kirt@naylorhales.com 
Attorneys for City of Sun Valley 
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R. KEITH ROARK, 
Third Party Defendant 
Case No. CV-2011-1040 
AFFIDAVIT OF NILS RIBI IN 
SUPPORT OF NON-PARTY CITY OF 
SUN VALLEY'S MOTION TO 
QUASH SUBPOENA 
I, ~ RIB!, having been duly sworn do hereby depose and say as follows: 
L I am over eighteen years of age and I have personal knowledge of the matters 
set forth herein, and if called upon to testify of them. I could do so competently. 
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2. lam currently a member of the City Council for the City ofSun Valley. I was 
first elected to the City Council in 2005 and have since been re-elected in 2009. 
3. On November 10, 2011, the Treasurer of the City of Sun Valley, Michelle 
Frostenson, came to me and reported potential misuse of public funds and equipment by Sharon R. 
Hammer, City Administrator of the City of Sun Valley as well as other city employees, and asked 
if she could bring these matters to the attention of the City Council, because she had reported them 
to Mayor Willich on October 5, 2011, and nothing had been done about it since then. 
4. After hearing Ms. Frostenson's allegations, I contacted then-City Council 
President Dewayne Briscoe and Councilman Bob Youngman, and we called a special executive 
session pursuant to Idaho Code § 50-706 in order to have Ms. Frostenson present her allegations 
before the entire City Council. 
5. That special executive session was held on November 11, 2011, and Ms. 
Frostenson presented her allegations of potential misuse of public funds and equipment by Ms. 
Hammer in her role as City Administrator and by other City employees. 
6. ItismyunderstandingMr. Willich and Adam King, City Attorney for the City 
of Sun Valley, spoke with Ms. Hammer about Ms. Frostenson's allegations after that executive 
session. 
7. On November 11, 20 I 1, shortly after the special executive session, I first 
learned that Ms. Hammer had some sort of allegations that I had harassed her. 
8. On November 12, 2011, attorney James R. DonovalsentMr. Willichaletter, 
copied to the City Council and two citizens recently elected, but not yet sworn in as City 
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Councilmembcrs. The letter threatened the City of Sun Valley with a lawsuit in connection with.Ms. 
Hammer's allegations of alleged harassment and the City's potential disciplinary action against her. 
9. Another special executive session was then held on November 14, 2011, 
regarding the allegations of Ms. Hammer's potential misuse of public fimds and equipment, and to 
arrange for an independent investigation into those matters. 
10. Following the November 14,2011 special executive session, theCityCouncil 
authorized a special investigation into the. allegations against Ms. Hammer, in part because litigation 
had been threatened. 
11. Mr. Dono val sent Mr. Willich a second letter, and copied the City Council and 
the Councilmembers-elect on November 15, 2011. This letter again indicated Mr. Don oval's intent 
to file a lawsuit on behalf of Ms. Hammer in connection with her allegations of harassment and the 
City's potential disciplinary action against her for the alleged misuse of public funds and equipment 
12. On November 16, 20 I 1, Mr. Donoval sent Mr. Willich a third letter, copied 
to the City Council and Council.members-elect. This letter essentially reiterated the prior two letters 
and proposed a settlement offer to avoid litigation. 
13. On November 21, 2011, Sharon R. Hanuner filed a lawsuit against me, the 
City of Sun Valley and Adam King, as Hammer v. Ribi, Blaine County Case No. CV-2011-928. 
!: 
DATED this '2f6 day of August, 2012. 
NilsRibi 
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SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN TO before me this ZSday of August, 2012. 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the '.bO~y of August, 2012, I caused to be 
served, by the method(s) indicated, a true and correct copy of the foregoing upon: 
James R. Donoval L U.S. Mail 
PO Box 1499 
Sllll Valley, ID 83353 
Defendant-Counter Plaintiff-
Third Party Plaintiff 
R. Keith Roark 
The Roark Law Firm 
409 N. Main St 
Hailey, ID 83333 
Attorneys for Nils Rihi and 
Patricia Brolin-Ribi 
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K.irtlan G. Naylor [ISB No. 3569] 
NAYLOR & HALES, P.C. 
Attorneys at Law 
950 W. Bannock Street, Suite 610 
Boise, ID 83702 
Telephone No. (208) 383-9511 
Facsimile No. (208) 383-9516 
Email: kirt@naylorhales.com 
Attorneys for City ofSwi Valley 
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NILSRIBI, 
Plaintiff-Counter Defendant, 
PA TRICIA BROLIN-RIBI, 
Plaintiff, 
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R KEITH ROARK, 
Third Party Defendant. 
Case No. CV-2011-1040 
AFFIDAVIT OF ADAM KING IN 
SUPPORT OF NON-PARTY CITY OF 
SUN VALLEY'S MOTION TO 
QUASH SUBPOENA 
I, ADAM KING, having been duly sworn do hereby depose and say as follows: 
1. I am over eighteen years of age and I have personal knowledge of the matters 
set forth herein, and if called upon to testify of them, I could do so competently. 
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2. I am currently the City Attorney for the City of Sun Valley. I was appointed 
as City Attorney by the City Council in 2008. 
3. Toe Sun Valley City Council called a special executive session on November 
10,2011, pursuant to Idaho Code§ 50-706. I did notknowthepurposeorthe agenda of the meeting 
before it was actually held. 
4. The special executive session was held on November 11, 2011. Michelle 
Frostenson, Treasurer for the City of Sun Valley, presented allegations to the Sun Valley City 
Council of potential misuse of public funds and equipment by Sharon R. Hammer, City 
Administrator for the City of Sun Valley, as well as other City employees. 
5. After the executive session, then-Mayor Wayne Willich and I spoke with Ms. 
Hammer about Ms. Fronstenson's allegations. 
6. On November 12,201 l, attorney JamesR. Donoval sent Mr. Willichaletter, 
copied to the City Council and two citizens recently elected, but not yet sworn in as City 
Councilmembers. The letter threatened the City of Sun Valley with a lawsuit in connection with Ms. 
Hammer's allegations of harassment and potential disciplinary action against her for the alleged 
misuse of public funds and equipment. In addition, the first page of the letter stated: "In 
Contemplation of Liti,:ation." A redacted copy of this letter is attached hereto as Exhibit A. 
7. The City Council called a second special executive session on November 14, 
2011, regarding the allegations of Ms. Hammer's and other employees' potential misuse of public 
funds and equipment. 
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8. Following the November 14, 2011 session, the City Council authorized a 
special investigation into the allegations against Ms. Hammer and, in part. because litigation had 
been threatened. 
9. On November 15, 2011, Mr. Donoval sent Mr. Willich, copied to the City 
Council and the Councilmembers-elect, a second letter stating that Mr. Donoval intended to file a 
lawsuit in connection with Ms. Hammer's allegations of harassment end any potential disciplinary 
action against her for the alleged misuse of public funds and equipment. In addition, the first page 
of the letter stated: "In Con,emplation of Liti1ation." A redacted copy of this letter is attached 
hereto as Exhibit B. 
10. On November 16, 2011, Mr. Donoval sent Mr. Willich. copied to the City 
Council and the Councilmembers-elect. a third letter that basically reiterated the prior two letters and 
offered to settle and avoid a lawsuit. In addition, the first page of the letter stated: "In 
Contemplation of Litigation." A redacted copy of this letter is attached hereto as Exhibit C. 
11. On November 17, 201 I, I contacted Patricia L. Ball, of Management 
Northwest, and another possible investigator, regarding the City's desire to possibly retain her 
services for a facMinding investigation regarding various allegations that could be the subject of 
litigation. 
12. On November 18, 2011, I, along with Mr. Willich and Mr. Briscoe 
interviewed Ms. Ball and another investigator. 
13. Ms. Hammer was placed on paid administrative leave the same day, 
November 18, 2011. 
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14. On November 21, 2011, the City of Sun Valley retained Ms. Ball for the 
purpose of conducting an investigation into the alleged violations of City Policy. At that time, I was 
to be Ms. Ball's legal contact. Ms. Bal1 and Mr. Will ich signed a written Engagement Letter for City 
of Sun Valley Investigation on November 23, 2011. 
15. Ms. Hammer filed a complaintinldaho'sFifthDistrict Court, Blaine County, 
against me, the City of Sun Val1ey and Nils Ribi on November 21, 2011, as Hammer v. Ribi et al., 
Blaine County Case No. CV-2011-928. Because I was a named defendant in the lawsuit, it was 
determined that I should not be Ms. Ball's legal contact, to avoid any appearance of a conflict. 
17. I forwarded the complaint to the City's insurance carrier in accordance with 
our policy for coverage. Kirtlan G. Naylor, Naylor & Hales, P.C. was assigned to provide legal 
defense for the City of Sun Valley on November 22, 2011. 
18. Sun Valley officials decided on or about November 28, 2011, that Mr.Naylor 
would be Ms. Ball's primary legal and process contact and all coordination was to go through him. 
Ms. Ball was to report substantive issues directly to Mssrs. Briscoe, Willich and myself. 
~ 
DATED this4'Q:_ day of August, 2012. 
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SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN TO before me this .2.£ day of August, 2012. 
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I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the ~ day of August, 2012, I caused to be 
served, by the method(s) indicated, a true and correct copy of the foregoing upon: 
James R. Donoval 
PO Box 1499 
Sun Valley, ID 83353 
Defendant-Counter Plaintij} 
Third Party Plaintiff 
R. Keith Roark 
The Roark Law Finn 
409 N. Main Sl 
Hailey, ID 83333 
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November 12, 2011 
Hon. Wayne Willich 
Sun Valley City Hall 
Sun Valley, ID 83353 
JAMES R. DONOVAL 
Attorney 
4325 Fairway Nine Condos 
P0Box1499 
Sun Valley, ID 83353 
(312) 859-2029, (208) 721-7383 
Jdonoval@aol.com 
STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL 
Not Fgr Public Distrlbutton 
In Contemplation Of Utlptign 
Re: Sharon R. Hammer-Sun Valley City Administrator 
Mayor Willich: 
Be advised that r represent Ms. Hammer related to the oral allegatiom of impropriety 
forwarded to Ms. Hammer late in the day on Friday, November 1 I, 2011, by yourself and Sun 
Valley City Attorney Adam King. These allegations had been discussed by yourself and Mr. 
King with Sun Valley City Council members Nils Ribi, Bob Youngman and De Wayne Briscoe 
during a Sun Valley City Council Executive Session earlier in the day. Pursuant to both Idaho 
State Statutes and the City Of Sun Valley Policies And Procedures, the Sun Valley City Council 
has no independent authority to take disciplinary action or to terminate Ms. Hammer. Only the 
Mayor Of Sun Valley can authorize the iermination or disciplinary action of a City Of Sun 
Valley employee. and in particular the Sun Valley City Administrator (namely, Ms. Hammer). 
Thus the tennination payment offered lo Ms. Hammer as described by yourself and Mr. King as 
being made on behalf of Mr. Ribi, Mr. Youngman and Mr. Briscoe, is unauthorized under Idaho 
law and the City Of Sun Valley policies, and is therefore a nullity. Therefore. no response to Mr. 
Ribi's, Mr. Youngman's and Mr. Briscoe's request will be forthcoming. 
Both you and Mr. King described allegations that were discussed at the Executive 
Session on Friday. However, no wriuen corroboration or written detail of such allegations were 
provided to Ms. Hammer during her discussions with you and Mr. King. Although you hinted at 
other allegations at that time, the two main allegations of impropriety described to Ms. Hammer 
was that Ms. Hammer somehow violated City Of Sun Valley vacation pay and use of City Of 
Sun Valley automobile policies. Ms. Hammer un-categorically denies any such allegations. 
1 




Ms. Hammer Was Granted Flexible Personal Time And Wais Authorized To Use A Citv Of 
Sun Valle\' Vehicle 
Although Ms. Hammer refuses'to respond in detail lo any allegations until such arc 
detailed in a fonnal written charging document. it should be noted that Section IO of the existing 
City Administrator Employment Agreement between the City Of Sun Valley and Ms. Hammer 
provides that "the Mayor, in consultation with the Employee, shall fix such other tenns and 
conditions of employment, as he may determine from time to time to be appropriate." Ms. 
Hammer discussed a flexible work schedule with you in which you agreed that hours worked 
outside of a normal 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. workday could be taken off without the use of vacation time. 
Additionally, Ms. Hammer requested and you approved her use of the City Of Sun Valley 
automobile at issue. Should the City Of Sun Valley, and in particular Mayor-Elect Briscoe, wish 
to change the current policies you implemented related to both flexible time off and the use of 
the City Of Sun Valley owned automobile, Ms. Hammer will comply with those directives. 
However, for the City Of Sun Valley to retroactively modify ejther policy as a basis for 
disciplinary action or for termination of Ms. Hammer has no support in law, logic or basic 
fairness, and will be challenged and litigated to the fullest extent, if required. 
Mr. Ribi Is Seeking Retribution For Ms. Hammers Reporting Of His Own Abusive 
Behavior And Harassment 
On multiple occasions, Ms. Hammer has been verbally and mentally abused by Sun 
Valley Council Member Nils Ribi, and on at least one occasion was physicaJly threatened by Mr. 
Ribi. These incidents were witnessed by others and reported to you, Mr. King and Sun Valley 
Police Chief Cam Daggett. It is my widerstanding that you have also notified Mr. Ribi of his 
inappropriate conduct towards Ms. Hammer. Ms. Hammer has required medical and personal 
counseling due to the harassment inflicted by Mr. Ribi, and Mr. Ribi's actions and the results of 
his actions have been documented. 
To date, Ms. Hammer has refrained from prosecuting Mr. Ribi and the City Of Sun 
Valley for harassment, as would be her right pursuant to the clearly established Sun Valley 
policies and procedures on harassment of employees. However, it is now clear to Ms. Hammer 
that due lo the impending change of administration, that by seeking her dismissal that Mr. Ribi is 
seeking retribution against Ms. Hammer for Ms. Hammer's previous reporting of Mr. Ribi's 
inappropriate action against Ms. Hammer to yourself and other Sun Valley officials. Thus, 
should the City Of SWJ Valley, and in p~rticular Mr. Ribi, continue to make allegations of 
impropriety against Ms. Hammer, she will prosecute Mr. Ribi and the City Of Sun Valley for 
harassment, for defamation of character and for retaliatory discharge to the full extent of the law. 
In doing so, Ms. Hammer will seek a full investi ation throu discovery and disclosure of facts 
of Mr. Ribi's own history of misconduct 
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Sgn Valley City Attorney Adam King Should Be Barred From Further Participation In 
· The Matter · 
We are seeking that Sun Valley City Attorney Adam King be barred from any further 
involvement in any matters related to Ms. Hammer. Mr. King has been notified by both you and 
Ms. Hammer of multi le issues related to the personnel problems associated with Mr. Ribi. And, 
The City Of Sun Vallev Has A Well Established. Policy On Employee Discipline 
The City Of Sun Valley has established progressive discipline policies related to all 
employees, which includes Ms. Hammer, and has established policies requiring that employees 
against whom disciplinary actions arc taken are to be provided with the right to due process to 
def end any aDd all allegations of misconduct. 
Ms. Hammer has never been notified of any prior acts of misconduct, and she has been 
given exceptional reviews by yourself since she became the Sun Valley City Administrator in 
2008. Ms. Hammer has been credentialed by the International City/County Manager's 
Association during her tenure with the City Of Sun Valley, verifying her dedication to the 
highest standards of ethical management, and has received the highest accolades from the 
Government Finance Officer's Association for both the City Of Sun Valley 2011 Budget and the 
City Of Sun Valley 2010 Audit, indicating Ms. Hammer's confonnance with the highest 
slandards of financial reporting, in direct contradiction to the claims asserted against ber as to her 
purported financial mismanagement. Considering Ms. Hammer's exemplary performance and 
the failure of the City Of Sun Valley to bring any previous allegations of mismanagement against 
Ms. Hammer, there is certainly no basis for a dismissal of Ms. Hanuner for cause based on 
purported violations of policies which had been approved by yourself. 
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As to the procedures being followed by the Sun Valley City Council related to Ms. 
Hammer's purported misconduct, Ms. Hammer is certainly entitled to I) fonnal written notice of 
lhc charges being assessed against her, 2) disclosun: of any and all documents which support the 
claims being made against her, and 3) a fonnal hearing on the charges being assessed against her 
at which time she is entitled to legal representation and the right lo confront her accusers and 
bring forward witnesses and evidence in.her defense. On infom1alion and belief, Fonner Sun 
Valley City Administrator Virginia Egger was provided with the same full due process rights 
when Mr. Ribi also brought misconduct aJlegations against her, and Ms. Hammer should be 
entitled to no less of due process protections. 
Any DisclpUnary Actions Against Ms. Hammer. Prior To A Fall And Comulete 
Confidential Investigation, The Confidential Filing or Formal Charges And Conf"Hlcntial 
Formal Proceedings Will Be Considered A Pnrposeful Attaek Upon Ms. Hamm~r's 
Otherwise Unblemished Professional Character 
Please be placed on notice that any disciplinary actions taken by the City Of Sun Valley, 
including placing Ms. Hammer on administrative Jeave before Ms. Hammer is provided with 
written charges and until a full and complete due process procedure is followed, all of which 
must be done in tolal confidence, will be considered to be an action on behalf of the City Of Sun 
Valley (and in particular Mr. Ribi), to damage Ms. Hammer's otherwise stellar and 1mblemished 
professional character, and will result in Ms. Hammer seeking vindication of such. As has been 
described, Ms. Hammer has a long history of being recognized for her professional performance 
end ethical conduct by national professional organizations such as the International City/County 
Manager's Association and the Govenunent Fmance Officer's Association. Based on those 
accolades, Ms. Hammer should be given the benefit oftbe doubt as to her integrity and ethics. 
As you are well aware, should you place Ms. Hanuner on admirustrative leave, such 
action wiU be published in the Idaho Mountain Express. The effed of such public notice of the 
assertion that Ms. Hammer has done something improper will never be able to be adequately 
countered in the future even if such charges are later dismissed. There can be no doubt that Mr. 
Ribi' s intentions of convincing you to put Ms. Hammer on administrative leave is a purposeful 
attempt on the part of Mr. Ribi to publicly besmirch Ms. Hammer's otherwise pristine reputation. 
I implore you to avoid the inclination to place Ms. Hammer on administrative leave. As 
you arc aware. Ms. Hammer has no authority to sign checks or for payroll - as that rests solely 
with you and Sun VaHey City Clerk Kelly Eck (based upon presentation of request for payment 
of such to you by Swi Valley Finance Manager/freasurer Michelle Frostenson). Thus, any 
. assertion that Ms. Hammer could somehow act inappropriately with Sun Valley funds is 
impossible. And as you are also aware, you are personally in Sun Valley City Hall almost every 
day and will continue to have direct supervision over almost all activities of Ms. Hammer during 
an investigatory period. The weighing of the costs associated with Ms. Hammer's permanent loss 
of professional credibility should you place her on administrative leave, and the costs of the 
inevitable litigation that will follow, are clearly outweighed by your personal ability to control 
and approve all financial transactions of Sun Valley during an investigatory period. 
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Request For A Special Sun Valley City Council Executive Session 
We arc seeking that you call a Special Meeting and Executive Session oflhe Sun Valley 
City Council for Wednesday, Novt;lmber 16, 2011, and that you allow myself, Ms. Hammer, and 
recently elected Sun Valley City Council members Franz Suhadolnik and Michelle Griffith to 
attend such fa:eeutive Session. Based on the above described issues, we request that Mr. King be 
barred from attending such Executive Session (although we have no objection to another 
attorney being present to represent yourself and the City Of Sun Valley). By the end of the day 
Tuesday, November IS. 2011, we demand that we be provided with formal written charges of 
any wrongdoing that Ms. Hammer is being charged with and that we be provided with any and 
all d.ocuments associated with the allegations against Ms. Hammer for use in such Executive 
Session. At the November 16, 2011 Executive Session we expect to fully discuss any assertions 
made against Ms. Hammer and the allegations being asserted herein against Mr. Ribi, and we 
will be expecting that any and all assertions of wrongdoing against Ms. Hammer be dismisse:d at 
that time, with prejudice. Should the City Of Sun Valley choose to either not hold the Executive 
Session described above or to fully dismiss all allegations of mis.management or other wrong 
doing against Ms. Hammer, with prejudice, by Friday, November 18, 2011 - on Monday, 
November 21, 2011, we wiU file the aforementioned harassment claims against Mr. Ribi and the 
City Of Sun Valley in the Blaine County Court and Jet the litigation process, and the inevitable 
negative publicity to the City Of Sun Valley that will ensue, lake its course. Any further 
disciplinary action taken by the City Of Sun Valley against Ms. Ham.mer thereafter will result in 
the addition of damage to reputation and retaliatory discharge claims against Mr. Ribi and the 
City Of Sun Valley. 
Obviously, this is not the stable transfer of administrations and the retaining of the quality 
professional employees that both you and Mayor-Elect Briscoe have publicly promised, nor can 
Mayor-Elect Briscoe possibly be satisfied that his new administration will commence with such 
acrimony. However, should Mr. Ribi's vindictive intentions against Ms. Hammer be the 
controlling focus of the Sun Valley City Council, inevitably the next few months, or years, will 
be dominated by attention being paid to Mr. Ribi's emotional illness and continued abuse of City 
Of Sun Valley employees rather than all of the high quality improvements that Ms. Hammer and 
the other highly skilled City Of Sun Valiey employees have brought and will continue to bring to 
the Cit fSllll Valley. 
V T yYou{)!) /} 
R.O~~~ 
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November IS, 201 I 
Hon. Wayne Willich 
Sun Valley City Hall 
Sun Valley, ID 83353 
.JAMES R .. DONOVAL 
Attorney 
4325 Fairway NIM Condos 
POBox1499 
Sun Valley, ID 83353 
(312} B?9-ZDZ9; (208) 721-7381 
jdonovalEPaol.com 
SJRlgLY g>NFIDENTIAL 
Not foe Public Dlstrfbutfon 
•o eontemplatlon Qf Utfodon 
Re: Sharon R Hammer-Allegations Of Misconduct 
Continued Demand For Total Confidentiality 
Mayor Willich: 
As you are aware, on November I 3, 2011, I served upon yourself and all current and about to be 
scaled Sun ValleyCity Council members a leaer seeking that you call a Special Sun Valley City Council 
meeting and Executive Session for November 16, 2011 to discuss the generic ontl allegations of 
misconduct being made by Nils Ribi against Ms. Hammer and the allegations of on-going and extensive 
harassment wruch Ms. Hammer has made asainst Mr. Ribi. 
It is my undersumding that for undisclosed reasons discussed in a Sun Valley City Council 
Executive Session on Monday, November 14, 2011. that the City Of Sun Valley will not call the Special 
Meeting and Executive Session J requested regarding the misconduct allegations being made against Ms.. 
Hammer as well as the extensive lunssmcnt allegations Ms. Hammer has made against Mr. Ribi. 
Howe~r. instead, Ms. Hammer was told by yourself that the City Of Sun Valley will be appointing an 
independent party to conduct an investigation of all misconduct. I applaud your decision to investigate all 
allegations being made by Mr. Ribi against Ms. Hammer. We request and expect that the independent 
party will also perform II complete investigation into ahc serious allegations ofhanissmcnt lhat Ms. 
Hammer has made against Mr. Ribi as part of the process, as well as Mr. Ribi's continued violation of 
Sec1i011 3.2 of Sun Valley Policies And Procedures related to Mr. Ribi's improper di~tivcs to Sun 
Valley employees BJUf Mr. Ribi's intrusion into the day to day operations of the City Of Sun Valley. Ms. 
Hammer will coope111te with the investigation, will fully disclose any facts and documents being 
requested by the investigator and will discuss with the investigator and yourself any issues related to the 
investigation. 
I want to reiterate our demand that any and all matters related to the investigation, any charges 
being made against Ms. Hammer and any meetings or hearings with or before )OUrself and the Sun Valley 
City Council remain highly confidential. As you have been made aware, we believe that Mr. Ribi's intent 
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is to somehow publicly besmirch Ms. Hammer's reputntion in retaliation for Ms. Hammer having. 
disclosed and filed multiple and on-going harassment assertions against Mr. Ribi, and that the 
investigation against Ms. Hammer is nothing more than a sham "witch hunt" against Ms. Hammer by Mr. 
Ribi. I want 10 reiterate in. the strongest terms possible that should any public disclosure be made of any 
allegations against Ms. Hammer of any sort, any public disclosure be made oftbe investigation being 
perfonned or any public disclosure be made of the proceedings that may bi:: brought against Ms. Hammer, 
Ms. Hammer will consider Mr. Ribi and .the City Of Sun Valley to have violated Ms. Hemmer's due 
proces.s rights and will prosecute Mr. Ribi and the City OfStm Valley to the maximum extent allowed by 
law for both retaliatory discharge for bringing harassment claims against Mr. Ribi and for damage to Ms. 
Hammer's reputation. 
In addition, I want to applaud your decision not to place Ms. Hammer on administrative leave 
until such time 11s the investigation nnd 11ny fonnnl proceedings ngninst Ms. Hammer hove been 
completed. As previously noted, you and City Clerk Kelly Eck sign all checks and for all payments out of 
City Of Sw1 Valley funds and you are personally in Sun Valley Ciiy Half every day to monitor Ms. 
Hammer (in the office next door to yours) and the on-going activities of the City Of Sun Valley, thus 
there is no c/lnncc for Ms. Hammer to perform any nets of misconduct without your knowledge. As I have 
previously e;,;;plained, the mere act of placing Ms. Hammer on administntive leave, for any reason, will of 
itself be an act of defaming Ms. Hammer for which there will never be satisfacrory repair. It is evident 
that Mr. Ribi's intent is to damage Ms. Hammer's reputnlion in nny way possible in retaliation for Ms. 
Hammer's claims for harassment against Mr. Ribi. I want 10 reiterate that we would consider any act of 
preemptive discipline such as putting Ms. Hammer on any fonn of leave, to also be an act of retribution 
for Ms. Hammer's harassment claims against Mr. Ribi and will also prosecute Mr. Ribi and the Ciiy or 
Sun Valley for such action for retaliatory discharge and for damages·to the fu llcst extent of the law. 
Finally, Uius far Mr. Ribi, and in some ways the City OfSun Valley, has handled this entire 
matter in an extremely unprofessional manner, and in some ways already in violation of Ms. Hammer's 
due process rights. Last Friday, you and City Attorney Adam King were directed by Mr. Ribi lllld other 
Sun Valley City Council members to ex.tend im offer of resignation to Ms. Hammer witJiout nny fom1al 
written charges having been provided to her and without any written evidence being produced to her. l 
would ask Uial should Ms. Hammer be accused of :my misconduct violations, that Mr. Ribi and the City 
Of Sun Valley "cite its source" by providing Ms. Hammer with the specific Jdaho statute, Sun Valley 
Municipal Code Section, Sun Valley Policy And Procedure section or other specific act or documenr 
which supports the allegations made against Ms. Hammer. Considering that we have clearly described 
Mr. Ribi's acts thus far as nothing more than a "witch hunt" in retaliation for the harassment claims made 
by Ms. Hommer against Mr. Ribi, and Mr. Ribi's long history of unsupported claims that he somehow has 
expertise in law and other municipal related matters, we hope that the City Of Sun Valley stands up for 
the highest standards of due process and ensures that Mr. Ribi's allcl!alions ofanv t\ aaainst Ms. 
Hammer are su orn:d b actual established written lcgnl prcccdcn . 
// 7; . ~1 
Veiy T,n1tYours, Jc/_/ ~-~-'f~4 / 
JAM'S~VAL ~ ' 
Attom~y At Law 
oc; S. JiD11uncr 
J. Lamh 










November 16, 201J 
Hon. Wayne Willich 
Sun Valley Chy Hall 
Sun Valley, ID 833S3 
.JAMES R. DO'NOVAL 
Attorney 
4325 Fairway Nine Condos 
P0Bax1499 
SUn Valley, ID 83353 
(312t 859-ZOZ9; (208) 7Z1•73B3 
JdonavalOaoJ.com 
JTRICJLY CQNFIDENllAL 
Nat For Publk D!Jtrfputtpn 
lo r,ontemplatlpn Qf ytjgtipn 
Re: Sharon R. Hammer-City Of Sun Valley- N'als Rll>i: Harassment Settlement 
Mayor Willich: 
As you are awam, on November l 3, 2011, I served upon yomsclf and all current and 
about to be seated Sun Valley City Council mem~ a letter seeking that you call a Special Sun 
Valley City Council meeting and Executive Session for November 16, 2011 to discuss the issues 
detailed in the letter related to Mr. Ribi's on-going harassment of Ms. Hammer. As I sta1ed, Ms. 
Hammer had chosen not to previously proceed agamst Mr. Ribi for violation offhe City Of Sun 
Valley harassment policies because of your personal promise that you had discussed the maUer 
with Mr. R.al>i and because of your personaJ promise that the City Of Sun Valley would take 
actions to protect Ms. Hammer from any :further inappropriate behavior on the part of Mr. Ribi. 
It is apparent that due to the recent change of administration. Mr. Ribi now considers himself to 
be :free to continue his prior history of abuse and harassment ofMs. Hammer. 
It is my understanding that for undisclosed reasons discussed in a Sun Valley City 
Council Executive Session on Monday, November 14, 2011, that the City Of Sun Valley will not 
call the Special Meeting and Executive Session I requested to confront Mr. Ribi regarding his 
harassmc:ot of Ms. Hammer, nor is there any suggestion that the City Of SlDl Valley intends to 
take action against Mr. Ribi or enter into any resolution to the allegations made against Mr. Ribi 
by Ms. Hammer. 
In the ]RVious letter, I clearly described that if all matters related to Mr. Ribi's 
harassment of Ms. Hammer were not fully resolved by Friday, November 18, 2011, that I would 
be filing a harassment law suit against Mr. Ribiand the City Of Sun Valley on November 21, 
2011. In addition, as was made very clear in the letter, the failure to call the Special Meeting and 
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Executive Session requested alone would result in the filing of the aforementioned harassment 
law suit against Mr. Ribi and the City Of Sun Valley. 
I had previously urged to you to investigate the allegations against Mr. Rl'bi reprding 
Mr. Ribi's violations of the Section 3.2, Section 7.4 and Section 7.S of the SlDl Valley Policies 
And Procedures (related to Mr. Ribi 's impJOper directives towards Ms. Hammer and Sun Valley 
employees, Mr. Ribi's seeldng and obtaining ofconfidmlial Sun Valley and Sun Valley . 
employee information and Mr. Ribi's harassment of Ms. Hammer). You and the Sun Valley Ctty 
Council should take note that Mr. Ribi was the only member of the Sun Valley City Council 
voting against your xcquest for an independent investigation at the Monday. November 14. 2011 
Sun Valley City Cowicil meeting, evidencing Mr. Ribi's intent to avoid having to face these 
serious allegations 1egan:Ung his own conduct Now, since that meeting, we have been infonned 
that Mr. R.J.'bi continues to contact Sun Valley employees seeking confidential information 
regarding matters related to Ms. Hammer, in direct vio1ation of both Section 3.2 and Section 7.4 
of the Stm Valley Policies And Procedures, and even though you directed that an independent 
investigation of all matters is going to be perfOnned. 
We applaud your c:ondw.mng of an internal investigation. However, due to the serious 
nature of the harassment claims being made by Ms. Hammer, and to disclose Mr. Ribi's 
abhorrent conduct aad seek to protect not only Ms. Hammer but Sun Valley employees and the 
general public from Mr. Rib~ I still fully intend to file the mentioned harassment suit on behalf 
of Ms. Hammer on Monday, November 21, 2011 as previously discussed. As you are aware. that 
law suit will be a completely public proceeding and all allegations against Mr. Ribi and the City 
Of Sun Valley and any and ail actions and findings related to Mr. Ribi and the City Of Sun 
Valley after the filing of suc:b Jaw suit will be public recoro. Please be advised that on behalf of 
Ms. Hammer, that in order to avoid such action, we are offering the following temis of 
settlement related to all allegations made by Ms. Hammer against Mr. Ribi and the City Of Sun 
Valley in order to prevent the filing of the aforementioned harassment law suit: 
a) Mr. Ribi will resign from the Sun Valley City Council for "personal reasons" 
effective the day after Mayor-Elect Briscoe is sworn in as Mayor Of Sun Valley. This 
will allow Mayor-Elect Briscoe to name Mr. Ribi's replaccment; 
b) Toe City Of Sun Valley will pay Ms. Hammer the sum of one hundred 
thousand dollars {$100,000.00) in settJement of all harassment claims Ms. Hammer may 
have against Mr. Ribi and/or the City Of Sun Valley; 
c) Mr. Ribi will agree to never contact Ms. Hammer in any form. Mr. Ribi will 
also agree that should he ever contact Ms. Hammer again that Ms. Hammer will be 
entitled to further proceed against him personally for liquidated and punitive damages in 
the sum ofan additional one hundred thousand dollars (SI00.000.00) for further 
balassment and breach of his no-contact agreement. 
We would still be willing to sit with the Stin Valley City Council in Executive ~ion, 
including with :recently elected Sun Valley City Council members Michelle Griffith ~-Franz 
Suhadolnik and discuss the matter. However, should I not be provided written confirmation tl.J.at 
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all terms described herein have been accepted by the City Of Sun Valley and Mr. Ribi by 12:00 
p.m. (noon) Friday November 18, 2011. or that some other amicable settlement has been 
accepted by Ms. Hammer or is being negotiaied - on Monday November 21, 2011, on beha]f of 
Ms. Hammer I will .file in the Blaine County Court the harassment and intentional in:Oiction of 
emotional distress action previously descnoed against Mr. Ribi and the c· Of Sun vane . The 
Jaw suit will de'8i1 all acts of Mr. Ribi in harass' Ms. Hammer, 
have attached a courtesy draft copy of the V erifi~ Complaint that 
we propose will be filed on Monday, November 21, 2011, so that you may understand the 
serious nature of the claims being made by Ms. Hammer against Mr. R.t'bi and the City Of Slm 
Valley. 
And, there is no 
question that had any other employee of the City Of Sun Valley perfooned the various acts of 
verbal, mental and thmltened physical abuse that Mr. Ribi bas done over the course of at least 
the last three (3) years that such employee would have been severely disciplined or terminated 
from their employment position. Mr. Ribi should be treated no differently. As has been 
evidenced by recent allegations regarding Penn State University, public officials and employees 
have an tmquestionable duty to make the public aware of any allegations related to a public 
official's acts endangering the safety of individuals and to seek immediate removal of such . 
officials and report such acts to appropriate authorlti 
Should Mr. Ribi not resign as suggested, and subsequently petfonn any further acts of 
impropriety or iajmy to City Of Sun Valley employees, and in particular to Ms. Hammer .. 
it is certainly now the City Of Sun Valley and 
the individual members of the Sun Valley City Council who will be heJd responsible. 
The Sun Valley City Council has no authority to force Mr. Ribi's resignation. However, 
Idaho State Statute 19-4101 provides for the removal ofa public officer, after trial by the local 
county prosecutor. for actions of willful misconduct. Should Mr. Ribi refuse to resign. in order to 
protect City Of Sun Valley employees, in particular Ms. Hammer. and the public in general, l, 
and Ms. Hammer, believe that you, and the remaining Sun Valley City Co1mcil members are 
obligated to forward to Blaine County Prosecutor Tun J. Thomas a request to seek removal of 
Mr. Ribi from his position as a Sun Valley City Council member for acts of willful misconduct 
related t.o the hatassment of Ms. Hammer in violation of Section 7.5 ofthe Sun Valley Policies 
And Procedures. In addition, as is detailed in the Verified Complaint. Mr. Ribi's multiple 
violations ofboth Section 3.2 (related to authority to direct Sun Valley employees) and Section 
7.4 (related to disclosure of confidential Sw Valley and Sun Valley employee infonnation) of 
the Sun Valley Policies And Procedures should also subject Mr. Ribi to removal from office 
pursuant to Idaho Statute 19-4101 for additional and separate wiJ1ful misconduct by Mr. Ribi. 
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If the City Of Sun Valley and the individual members of the Sun Valley City Council do 
not either obtain Mr. Ribi's n:signationor seek prosecution of Mr. Ribi for willful misconduct, 
please be on notice that the City Of Sun Valley and the individual members of the Sun Valley 
City Council will bear responsibility for any future actions of impropriety or misconduct on the 
part of Mr. Ribi and any physical or emotional injury Mr. Ribi subsequently causes. 
Please note that upon the filing of the harassment Jaw suit against the City Of Sun Valley 
and Mr. Ribi. the Verified Complaint and this letter will be disclosed to the public, including that 
both will be provided to the Idaho Mowrtain Express, the Times-News and the Idaho Statesman 
for publication, in an effort for the public to take notice of Mr. Ribi's potential danger to Ms. 
Hammer, City Of Sun Valley employees, and the general public, and to disclose the failure ofthe 
City Of Sun Valley to take any actions to protect such individuals from further potential 
hanmment, threats and physical harm from Mr. Ribi. 
On a personal note, Ms. Hammer wishes to thank you for all of your efforts in seeking to 
ensure that Ms. Hammer bas been protected from Mr. Ribi and his insults. abuses, misconduct 
and attacks during your term as Mayor. As has been stated, Ms. Hammer has refrained from 
seeking the legal recourse she .is certainly entitled to against Mr. Rtoi based in large part on your 
personal promises and integrity. However, with the impending change of administration and that 
Mr. Ribi has now made clear that somehow he is "in charge" and "things will be done 
differently"', Ms. Hammer has no other recourse to protect herself and other Sun Valley :;;:;;:jp=t~oo, ~,~.llibi~i~. 
J~DONOVAL 
Attofney At Law 













SEP O 4 2012 
Kirtlan G. Naylor [ISB No. 3569] 
NAYLOR & HALES, P.C. 
Atto~eys at Law 
950 W. Bannock Street, Suite 610 
Boise, ID 83 702 
Telephone No. (208) 383-9511 
Facsimile No. (208) 383-9516 
Email: kirt@naylorhales.com 
Attorneys for City of Sun Valley 
-- .. -· - . ------- ... ··----,-, 
-FILED~-~: µ.gJ · 
L~~i 
Court Blaln8 Cmmly, Idaho 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 










R. KEITH ROARK, 
Third Party Defendant. 
Case No. CV-2011-1040 
AFFIDAVIT OF PATRICIA LATHAM 
BALL IN SUPPORT OF NON-PARTY 
CITY OF SUN VALLEY'S MOTION 
TO QUASH SUBPOENA 
I, Patricia Latham Ball, having been duly swom do hereby depose and say as follows: 
1. I am over eighteen years of age and I have personal know ledge of the matters 
set forth herein, and if called upon to testify of them, I could do so competently. 
AFFIDAVIT OF PATRICIA LAIBAM BALL IN SUPPORT OF NON-PARTY CITY OF 
SUN VALLEY'S MOTION TO QUASH SUBPOENA - 1. 
EXHIBIT E 627 
-
2. I am an attorney licensed in the State of Idaho, Washington and California 
and currently own and operate Management Northwest, an employment and human resources law 
practice. I also provide investigations relating to alleged violations of law and policy, suspected 
theft, misappropriation, harassment and discrimination. I founded Management Northwest in 2002. 
3. I was contacted by Sun Valley City Attorney Adam King on November 17, 
2011, regarding the City's desire to possibly retain my services for a fact-finding investigation 
regarding various allegations that could be the subject of litigation. 
4. I had an interview with Mr. King, then-City Council President Dewayne 
Briscoe and then-Mayor of Sun Valley, Wayne Willich, on November 21, 2011. 
5. On November 21, 2011, I was retained by the City of Sun Valley for the 
purpose of conducting an investigation into alleged violations of City policy. On November 23, 
2011, I signed, as did Mr. Willich on behalfofthe City of Sun Valley, an "Engagement Letter for 
City of Sun Valley Investigation." 
6. My role was to act solely as a fact-findinginvestigatorregardingwhethertbere 
were violations of Sun Valley City policy regarding specific allegations as provided to me from Mr. 
Willich and the City Council. I was aware of the threatened litigation and the complaint that was 
filed. 
7. My imtial attorney contact regarding the investigation was with Mr. King, as 
the City Attorney for the City of Sun Valley. 
8. I arrived in Sun Valleyto beginconductinginterviewsonNovember28, 2011. 
Sun Valley officials informedmethatKirtlan G. Naylor, Naylor&Hales,P.C., would be my primary 
AFFIDAVIT OF PATRICIA LATHAM BALL IN SUPPORT OF NON-PARTY CITY OF 
SUN VALLEY'S MOTION TO QUASH SUBPOENA- 2. 
EXHIBIT E 628 
.. 
legal and process contact, and all coordination was to go through him. I was to report substantive 
issues directly to Mssrs. Briscoe, King. Willich and Naylor . 
9. Throughoutthe course ofmy investigation, I sought legal advice and guidance 
for the investigation through Mr. Naylor, with full approval and consent of the City of Sun Valley. 
10. On November 30, 2011, Mr. Naylorinfonnedme,on behalfofthe City, that 
the scope of my investigation was to be expanded into add~tional and newly brought allegations. 
11. I conducted my investigations into the various allegations over the following 
weeks. This included approximately four ( 4) days of interviewing witnesses, additional telephonic 
int.eIViews, several days of evidence review, analysis, communications and drafting the report. 
12. I completed the factual basis of my report on December 9, 2011, and thereafter 
presented a draft version of the reportforreviewtoMr. Willich, the City Council, Mr. King and Mr. 
Naylor on December 12, 2011. 
13. I finalized my report and analysis on December 20, 2011. 
14. My report consisted of an application of the discovered facts to potential 
violations of city policy. 
15. On or about July 22, 2012, I was served a "SUBPOENA FOR PRODUCTION 
OF DOCUMENTS" from a process server for James R. Donoval, pro se litigant in the above 
captioned case. A true and correct copy of the Subpoena is attached hereto as Exhibit A. 
16. The Subpoena commands that I produce numerous items identified in an 
attachment to the Subpoena. The gist of the commands is that I produce any and all documentation 
related to my investigation. 
AFFIDAVIT OF PATRICIA LATHAM BALL IN SUPPORT OF NON-PARTY CITY OF 
SUN VALLEY'S MOTION TO QUASH SUBPOENA- 3. 
EXHIBIT E 629 
.. 
-
17. Because the Subpoena sought the investigative report and all related materials 
that were prepared on behalf of Sun Valley in anticipation oflitigation, and also requested privileged 
communications, I informed the City of the Subpoena. 
' 
DATED thisJO~ay of August, 2012. 
Patricia Latham Ball 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN TO before me this __ day of August, 2012. 
:·;:.-~~'~;;,,,. " .. 
_: .. · .t?<!i' ... ,-.,....... . . 
{ -~' t ---::~t\~ ) :, :: 
.• ........ 
AFFIDAVIT OF PA TRICIA LATHAM BALL IN SUPPORT OF NON-PARTY CITY OF 




CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the~ayof August, 2012, I caused to be 
served, by the method(s) indicated, a ~e and correct copy of the foregoing upon: 
James R. Donoval _) U.S. Mail 
PO Box 1499 
Sun Valley, ID 83353 
Defendant-Counter Plaintiff-
Third Party Plaintiff 
R. Keith Roark 
The Roark Law Firm 
409 N. Main St. 
Hailey, ID 83333 





Fax Transmission: (208) 788-3918 
AFFIDAVIT OF PATRICIA LATHAM BALL IN SUPPORT OF NON-PARTY CITY OF 




James R. Donoval. Pro Se 
P.O. Box I 499 
Sun Valley, ID 83353 
(312) SS9-2029 
Idaho Alfy No. 8142 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFI'H JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
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SUJ!POENA FOR PRODUcnON OF DOqJMEN]'§ 
TO: Patti Ball. c/o Management Northwest, 916 Wyndemere Dr .. Boise, ID 83702 
THE STATE OF IDAHO TO: PAffl BALL 
YOU ARE COMMANDED; To produce the following documents or objects, including 
electronically stored information, at the place, date and time, specified below: 
See Atmchcd ··~ents To Be Produced" 
PLACE, DATE M!l) TIMEi James R. Donoval, Attorney, c/o P.O. Box 1499, Sun 
Valley Idaho, 833S3, by _______ --' 
You are further notified that if you fail to produce the documents as specified 
above you may be held in contempt of court end that the aggrieved party may recover 
from you the swn of:$100 and all damages which the party may sustain by your failure to 
comply with this subpoena. 
~ 
r,.,.d d>is J5_ day of ;:/4'.-:> , 2012. • 
By on:ler of Court. , / 
c,}4,~ 
EXHIBIT A ~ Page 1 




Doc:umcnts To Be Produftd 
1) The retainer agreement or contract between yourself or any entities controlled by you 
or for which you are employed by which you were hired by the City Of Sun Valley, 
Mayor Wayne Willicb, Mayor DeWayne Briscoe. the Idaho Counties Risk Management 
Program ("[CR.MP"). Kirtlan Naylor or Naylor & Hales, to perform an investigation of 
allegations of any type made against either Sharon R. Hammer or Nils Ribi commencing 
in November of 2011. 
2) Any and aU invoices submitted to the City Of Sun Valley, Mayor Wayne Willieh., 
Mayor De Wayne Briscoe, the Idaho Counties Risk Management Program, Kirtlan Naylor 
or Naylor & Hales Idaho for any and all scrvicx:s readeied in regards to the investigation 
you were hired by any of these parties to pcrfoIID commencing in November of2.0l l. 
3) Copies of any and all audio tapes of any and all interviews conducted by yourself in 
rcganis to the investigation you performed descn"bcd in paragraphs 1 and 2 above rcleied 
to any matters or convemations associated with any 811d all allegations made against 
either Sharon R. Hammer or Nils Ribi. 
4) Copies of any and all docummts received by yourself' during the investigations 
described in paragraphs l and 2 including a description from who such documcots were 
obtained. 
5) Copies of any and all eomspomlences or coromuuicatious,. including emails. between 
yourself and any City Of Sm Valley employee, Mayor or City Council Member 
commencing in November of 2011 through current. 
6) Copies of any and all com:spondc:nces or communications. includiug emails, between 
yomself and either attomi,y Adam King, attorney Brad Millm; or attorney Kirtlan Naylor, 
commencing in November of 2011 through current, related. to the investigation you 
perfonned described in pmagiaphs 1 and 2. Should you claim that an attorney client 
privilege exists between yourself and either attorney King, attorney Miller or attorney 
Naylor, provide any written documents evidencing such attorney client relationship. 
Should you claim any correspondence or communication as being covered by an attorney 
client privilege, provide a log of each commoniQ8tion or conespondcncc, who the 
document was n=ceived from or sent to. the date of the correspondeDce or document, the 
general description of the nature of the subject matter of the document or correspondence, 
and the statute or rule under which the privilege is claimed. 
7) Copies of any and all reports produced by yourself in relation to the investigation 
described in paragraph l and 2 aboYC, whether in draft form or in final form, including 
evidence of the date of 1hc production of such report and to whom such report was 
provided. 
2 




... ,,. . . 
PROOF QF SfflV,CE 
The undersigned a=rtifies that a true and corre= of the foregoing Subpoena was served 
upon R. Keith Roart, 409 North Main Street. HaUey, ID 8 • by~~ of such Subpoena in the 
u.s.Mall,,,,_ _ _. .... _.,,,,,2012/ : p.m. /C.J.: , 
L,~ ,,IJ-.dW4·" 
James ri Donoval ·· 
EXHIBIT A- Page 3 
EXHIBIT E 634 
. , 
K.irtlan G. Naylor nsB No. 3569] 
NAYLOR &HALES, P.C. 
Attorneys at Law 
950 W. Banno~ Street, Suite 610 
Boise, ID 83 702 · 
Telephone No. (208) 3 83-9511 
Facsimile No. (208) 383-9516 
Email: kirt@rnrylorhales.com 
Attorneys for Defendants City of Sun Valley, 
Nils Ribi, Adatri '.King and Robert Youngman 
I FILE 
JAN O 9 2~2 
JoLynn Drage. Clerk o.i,:int:'I 
Court Blaine Count , ldaM 
IN THE D1STRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BLAINE 
SHARON R. HAMMER, 
~laintiff, 
vs. 
NILS RJBI, an individual; TIIE CITY OF SUN 
VALLEY, an Iqaho municipal cm:poration; 
ADAM KING/an individual; and ROBERT 
YOUNGMAN:.an individual, 
-···---·~ -·-~'- -:,-... _.,,,,,.".1·~~ ... ,v---··.·-., . ..;•·.· ·•·'"···'' • · • -·r • - • 
Defendants. 
STATE OF JD~:qo ) 
)ss. 
County ofBlaine ) 
Case No. CV-2011-928 
AFFIDAVIT OF 
DEWAYNE BRISCOE 
I, DEWAYNE BRISCOE, having been duly sworn do hereby depose and say as follows: 
1. I am the duly elected Mayor for the City of Sun Valley, Idaho since January 3, 2012, 
and served as the President of the City Council before that time for all times relevant to these 
l 
proceedings. 





2. I have personal :knowledge of the facts stated herein and could so testify if called 11.S 
a witness. 
~ Sun Valley City Council authorized me, as Mayor-elect, and then Mayor Wayne 
Wtllicb to jointly.supervise the investigation.into personnel matters relating to, among others, Sharon 
r 
3. 
Hammer, Sun Valley City Administer {"Hammer'i. In this capacity. former Mayor Willich and I 
interviewed an.cl ~elected Patti Ball as tile investigator. 
1 
4. ~ fin.al determination has been made regarding any report produced by Patti Ball . 
.'t 
. ' ~ - .. 
Former Mayor vr.ulicb did not baveau!horlty to unilaterally "close'' the investigation. He has a.t no 
time informed me of any such docisio"n, and as far as I know, he never advised me that no additional 
. . ... , ' - . - - -· -- - - - -- -- . .. . .. ..... . . 
' 
action should be;taken into matters :investigated. 
~ 
5. In.fact, I am awarc1:hatne authorized, in writing, collllllelfor the City to ci:mimun.icate 
certain findingsifrom the report to an appropriate independent party for review regarding possible 
.! 
criminal investigation/charges. Th.is written authorization was never rescinded, as far as I know. 
he at anytime before leaving office review any of the exhibits attached to the report 
' 
7. ~~thout consulting mtb me beforehand, Mayor Willich returned Hammer to work 
from paid leave on about December 2?, 2011. 
8. January 4, 2012, was1he:fust day I worked ill tbe Sun Valley City Hall as mayor. Ms. 
Hammer was wo;:xingthat day. I spent about one and a half hours allowing Ms. Hammer to express 
whatever she waf:ited to tell roe aboot b.er abilities, the allegations, and her position/response to the 
alleged miscondµct, as she tmderstood them. Throughout the day, she would come to me and 
continue her pre~;"entation to me on this matter. 






9. On_Thmsday, January 6, 2012. I caused to have Ms. Hammer served with aNOTICE 
OF l'AID AD~STRA.'l'.JVE LEA VE PENDING INVESTIGATION and NOTICE OF . . -. . . -- ~. . .. .. . ' - ' .... : -· . . ' . . - - ' . 
ADMINISTRA!frvE INVESTIGATION, ORDER TO PARTICJPATE IN iNTERVIEW 
... j; 
' 
PROCESS ~ ADVICE OF RlGBTS (Garrity). 
: ~ . 
10. l~as aware of, and based, in part, my decision to place Ms. Hammer on paid leave 
on the f~ilowing: 
. ·: . 
' • ·Tti.e Ball report 
Information had come to me that while Ms. Hammer had been returned to work the 
priorwec1c1ba.t there had been.reports ofrctalia1orybehavior towaro persons who had 
ptJ:)iiided info~on to hivestigator Ball, to which she had been a party or ins ti.gator. - ........ ,r.·· .. ----· . -. '""'····-·----.. ~ -···· . -- ..... --~ --·- n .... -- •r 
• - Under her supervision as City Administrator, the email acommts for two of the 
.irfy.estigation witn_csses had been placed on the server, available to any emplqyee, 
which may have j~~d confidential or attorney-client privileged material. 
Tnil.t while she had retumed to work. Ms. Hammer has accessed confidential 
a~omey-clicnJ: privileged materials between city officials and the city attorney, and 
divulged those to her husband/attomey J lllllCS Donoval . 
.. ~ . ..,...,,.c:,,,.,,., .•. ,.. .. ,,.,.,,,.,..,..,,,A,,""',,.,,,;,,Thllt'i)lttSUant•,:tt,; ·'..the•:':n'6tiees, "Ser\led .. ·.u,.1llifenen.ced ,,herem:;,''Ms;'.'·HaIIilIJ.er·,;wm; ... ,., .. ,,.,e•-••· .. ·t, ... ,.,, ......... ,' 
specifically directed to retum all city records and documents, as well as laptops, and 
4wpment in her possession or control, and she has not retumed mything to date, 
even though it is believed that she still has possession of items to mtum. This would 
itjclude, 11.t the least, documents and emails, whlcb she obtained only in her position 
~-CityAdministratorsmceDecembcr27,andwhichlknowshenowhasbecausehcr 
at'"..omey referenced these ma letter to counsel for the City dated January 3, 2012. 
rn· that letter, Mr. Donoval admitted, ''Finally, since Ms. Hammer has been placed OD 
ailtive duty, she has obtained email correspondences" that included at the least 
privileged communications between the City Treasurer and Clerk with the City 
.N!tomey. 
&rpresenceatwork.createdhostilityreportedbyatleasttwocriticalcityemployees. 
• Ap.er returning to work. she allowed the City Clerk to be locked out ofher office for 
a period of time. 








_______________ ... _._ ------
.. 
• Afta'nlllmiae'-tc-'tllmt, lhenportodbrallowed.blr llllanle11D he in lile lllllck oi&cos 
of-City Ball. wilb.paaitile ICCIIS to documasta tbat Jae co\lld mt otberwie o'brain 
exoe,t throvp ~pmcass orpublio rccords NqllBllb. 
• Afim mummc w ...,... • llpmt ai 1cut .,. -. dnttiJc • clclivamg 
commanioatiom t'8JDd tD.her lawnhs apinsUbe c#J 111.dits ~als. 
11. Dalldcm _.,,.pmtt~ llldbow&:dpoftbewmta,p ofdmCityBall, I made 
the clotjJicm tbatitwas iD the bcst m:1C:ta11 ottlae City fir Ma. Hammer ID 'be au .-4f ]:a,ie plD4liDg 






·: CERTIFICATE OF SERVJCE 
. I~~_CERTlFYthaton the ~anuary1_2012,Icausi=dto bi:: served, by the 
mcthod(sl indicated. a true arid correct cqpy of the ·foregoing upon: · · 
Japi'es R. Donoval 
.PC'II Box 1499 
-S~ 'V~ey,)D 83353 




Tlie Roarlc·Law Finn 
. 4~~)~ .. ¥.!.lD ~t. 
Htilcy, ID 83333 
. ·. ciittbmeysforDeferuiant 
· Ni~Ribi 







r/ U.S. Mail 
Hand Delivered 
~ E!nail: ·jdonove.l@aoLcom 
-/U.S.Mail 
~ Hand 0eiivcrcd 
.Ernail:.keitl:i@rouklaw.com 
F_aiT~sion: (208) 788-3918 




JAM l G 2012 . .,. . 
James R. Don.oval 
P.O. Box 1499 
'Sun Valley, ID 83353 
(312) 859-2029 
Idaho Atty No. 8142 
FILED;::. 
JAN O 5 2012 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BLAINE 
SHARON R. HAMMER, 
Plaintiff, 
v. 
NILS RIBI, an individual; THE CITY OF SUN 
VALLEY, an Idaho municipal corporation; 














AFFIDAVIT OF SHARON R. HAMMER 
CONF1RMING THE FINAL AND BINDING DISMISSAL OF ALL 
ALLEGATIONS OF WRONGDOING ALLEGED BY THE CITY OF SUN 
VALLEY AGAINST SHARON R. HAMMER 
I, SH.ARON R. HAMMER. first duly sworn on oath, depose and state as follows: 
1) My name is Sharon R. Hammer, I am the Plain.tiff herein, and I am competent 
to testify as to the matters herein. I certify, pursuant to Rule 1 1 of the Idaho Code Of Civil 
Procedure, that the facts alleged herein are true and accurate and are made with personal 
knowledge, and would further swear to such under oath and at trial if required. 
2) On information and belief, based on statements made by Sun Valley Finance 
Manager Michelle Frostenson and allegations asserted by Sun Valley City Council Member 




201.1. and November 14, 2011, on November 14, 2011 Sun Valley Mayor Wayne Willich 
ordered that a special independent investigation (the "Special Independent Investigation'') be 
commenced regarding the allegations made by Council Member Ribi at the November 11, 
2011 and the November 14, 2011 Sun Valley City Council Executive Sessions. Several days 
later, Mayor Willich retained a former prosecuting attorney named Patti Ball ("Special 
Investigator Ball") to thereafter perform the Special Independent Investigation. 
3) On November 18,2011,-Ireceived the letter attached as Exhibit A from Mayor 
Willich placing me on "administrative leave" (the "Administrative Leave Letter"), and 
describing that the ':'administrative leave" was not a disciplinary action. At the time Mayor 
Willich gave me the Administrative Leave Letter, Mayor Willich told me that I was being 
placed on "adminisnative leave" to ensure that I was protected from Council Member Ribi 
and to ensure that there were no insinuations that I had any influence on the Special 
Independent Investigation. 
4)Between November 18, 2011 and the firstweekofDecember of2011,I answered 
any and all questions posed to me by Special Investigator Ball, submitted documents 
requested of me to Special Investigator Ball, held an extensive personal one-on-one interview 
with Special Investigator Ball, and otherwise fully cooperated with Special Investigator Ball 
and the Special Independent Investigation. 
5} On or about December 16.- 2011, I discussed settlement potential with Mayor 
Willich, who also told me that the report of Special Investigator Ball was close to being 
completed and that disciplinary charges against me, if any, would be determined in a few 
days. Based on Mayor Willich's statements to me, I directed my attorney to withdraw the 
2 
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-
pending Motion For Preliminary And Permanent Injunction l.lllfil the formal charges, if any, 
against me could be reviewed or responded to. 
6) At some time prior to December 23, 2011, Mayor Willich received an oral report 
and reviewed a written report from Special Investigator Ball detailing Special Investigator 
Ball's findings in regards to the Special Independent Investigation. Although I have 
requested a copy of the written report of Special Investigator Ball related to the Special 
Independent Investigation, I have been told by Mayor Willich that it is solely in the 
possession of City Attorney Adam King (a Defendant herein), who has not released a copy of 
Special Investigator Ball's report to me. 
7) On December 23, 2011, I received the email attached as Exhibit B from Mayor 
Wtllich, confirming that I was to report back to active duty as the SWl Valley City 
Administrator and as a Sun Valley firefighter and EMT. 
8) On December 28, 2011, I received the annual review attached as Exhibit C from 
Mayor Willich, indicating that I performed at the highest possible level in evety category of 
performance as the Sun Valley City Administrator. ln the annual review, Mayor Willich also 
gave extensive additional comments as to my high level of performance, dedication and 
integrity in regards to my service as the Sun Valley City Administrator. 
9) On or about December 29, 2011, I was told by Mayor Willi ch that the Special 
Independent Investigation found nothing that could warrant any formal charges of discipline 
being filed against me. On information and belief: the report of Special Investigator Ball only 
3 
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-
insinuates that there were potential differences of opinion in regards to my complying with 
certain provisions of the Sun Valley Personnel Policies And Procedures. 
10) On December 29, 2011, I received the email attached as Exhibit D from Mayor 
Willich confirming to me that nothing Mayor Willich fmmd in the Special Independent 
Investigation or the report of Special Investigator Ball warranted any further disciplinazy 
action. No fonnal disciplinary charges were ever issued to me by Mayor WiJiich. The 
December 29, 20 I 1 email from Mayor Willi ch attached as Exhibit D confirms that the 
investigation of me, commenced basc;d on Council Member Ribi's and Finance Manager 
Frostenson's unsubstantiated allegations, was closed. 
11) Pursuant to Section 2.l(A) of the Sun Valley Personnel Policies And Procedures 
adopted by the Stm. Valley City Cotm.cil (Exhibit E), as the Sun Valley City Administrator, I 
have unilateral discretion to make final determinations as to the intetpretation of any and all 
Sun Valley Personnel Policies And Procedures, including in regards to how they apply to 
myself. 
12) Section 8.7 of the Sun Valley Personnel Policies And Procedures adopted by the 
Sun Valley City Council of which Council Member Ribi is a member (attached as part of the 
Verified Amended Complaint herein), provides that all decisions of the Mayor Of Sun Valley 
in regards to disciplinary actions related to all Sun Valley employees, including the Sun 
Valley City Administrator, are ''final and binding", and therefore pursuant to my authority 
under Section 2.l(A) of the Sun Valley Personnel Policies And Procedures, all future 
allegations ofwrongdoing against me have been found to be dismissed as "final and binding" 
4 
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FURTHER YOUR AFFIANT SA YETI-I NOT 
·~= Sh . Dated this ? day of January, 2012. 
SUBSCRIBED TO AND SWORN to before me this S day of January, 2012. 
L--"" -
Notary Publi and o e State Of!daho 
Residing in the state Of Idaho, Blaine County 
My Commission expires: ~ - /,. - ,,2 o I Y . 
-
5 
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•, 
James R. Donoval 
P.O. Box 1499 
Sun Valley, ID 83353 
(312) 859-2029 
Idaho Atty No. 8142 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE F'D IR roDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BLAINE 
SHARON R. HAMMER, 
p~ 
v. 
NILS RIBI, an individual; THE CITY OF SUN 
V All.EY, an Idaho municipal coq,ora:tion; 
ADAM KINO, an individual~ and, ROBERT, 













§JJPPLPJINTAL AFF1DA VlT Of SHAR,QN R. IIAMMQ 
IN REPLY TO THE QIY QF SUN VALLJY'S OB,llCTION TQ SECOND MOTION 
PQR TEMPORARY RESTRAININ'G O~l'Jl 
I, SliAltON R. HAMMER, fust duly swam on oath, depose and state as follows: 
1) My name is Sharon R. Hammer, I am the Plaintiff'horein, and I am competent to 
testify as to the matters herein. I certity, purswmt to Rule 11 of the Idaho Code Of Civil 
Procedure, that the facts alleged herein are ttue and accunde and are made with penonal 
knowledge., and would fm1:her swear to such under oldb and at trial if ~quired. 
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a.ccounts during my tenure as Sun Valley City Administrator were Finance Manager Michelle 
Frostenson, City CJerk Kelly Ek and Former Mayor Wlllich. It is therefore impossible for me to 
have st.oleo, embcr.rled or otherwise iJlegally obtained any City Of Sun Valley funds from any 
City Of Sun Valley bank or other financial accounts. 
l 0) It bas also come to my attention during the course of the Special Independent 
Investigation that r have been alleged to have misused the City Of Sun Valley credit card. There 
are actually multiple City Of Sun V aJley etedit eatds 1hat are used by npproxirnately ten (10) 
different City Of Sun Valley employees for various City Of Sun Valley related manors. During 
the course ofmy tenure as Sun Valley City Admini~r, I certify that each and every time I 
used the City Of Sun V alloy credit card it was for a legitimate purpose related to tM operation of 
the City Of Sun Valley. I also certify that each and every time I used the City Of Sun Valley 
credit card such use was specifically approv'ed in writing by Finance Manager Frostcnson, Former 
M.ayor Willich and a Cjty Of Sun VaJlcy City Council member on a rotating basis; including 
Council ~her Rlbi. The City Of Sun Valley Credit catd Policy (Exhibit B) passed by the SW 
Valley City Council in November of 2005, specifically makes it tho rc,ponsibility ofFinauee 
Manger Frostenson to ensure that th£ City Of Suo Valley credit cards are used properly. At no 
time during the course of my tenure as the Sun Valley City Administrator did Finance M~ 
Prost-enson ~er question my use of the City Of Sun Valley credit c:ard. 
M@yor Willic:h Find& No iMdence O[Apx Reason To Tab Disciplinary Action Against M!: 
Bammer. Orders Ms. Rammer Back To Active Duty And FonnaDy Qom '.the 
Investigation Agaiut Ms. llauJUW: 
11) On December 20, 2011, as is evidenced by Special lovcstigator Ball's billing:"5 
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12) On December 23, 2011, I was given the attached correspondence (Exhibit C) from 
Former Mayor Willieh plecing me back on active duty as the Sun Valley City Administnrtor with 
all powers andauthoritit:S ofsuob po9iti.on effective December 27, 2011. 
13) On Tuesday, December 27, 2011, I ratumed to work as the Sun Valley City 
Administrator at apPI'l)Xiroately 8:00 a.m. During the rooming of December 27, 2011, I met with 
Fonner Mayor Willich who told me that he had ~viewed the report of Special Investigator Ball 
and notwithstanding that the Special Independent 1nvestigation had never truly been iruiependent 
end was instead controlled by Attorney Naylor, Former Mayor Willich bad determined that~ 
Wll!I no evidence of any criminal conduct whatsoevct on my part or any reason to bring any 
disciplinary action agamst me. Former Mayor Willicb told me that he considered the investigation 
ioto my c.onduct to be completed and finished without any disciplinary charges being assessed 
against me. On December 29, 2011, I received the attached email {Exhibit DJ from Fonner Mayor 
Willicb confumingthat he considered the disciplinary investigation instituted against me to be 
closed. 
14)0n Jenuary S, 2012, 1 was served a written notit:e dat.ed.January 4,2012 by Sun 
Valley Police Chief Cam Daggett. from Cum:nt Mayor Briscoe placing me on "administrative 
leave" for a second time. Thia} notice provides me with. no notice of what the allegations against 
me are that wamtllted me being placed on "administrative leave" for a second time. 
Between Decembg 27 • .2011 And .Jangary s, 2011, Ms, Hammer Posses11aj All Legal 
Authority To Continee Tg Act As The Sun Valley City Administrator, Without Any 
R!l(luirement To Report To Either a,ttorney Naylor Qr Con-eat Mayor Briscoe 
15) As Fonner Mayor Willich had confinned that the Special Independent Investigation 
was closed and that no disciplinary a?tlom were going to be taken against me, the Notice Of 
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27) On January 4, 2012, the day before I 'MIS served with notice tbat I wasp~ on 
"administrative leave., for a second time. the tdaoo Human Rights Commission entered a formal 
Notice OfCbarge Of Discrimination apinst the City Of Sun Valley (Exlu"bit I). 
FURTHER YOUR. AFFIANT SAYETB NOT 
Dated this j/L day of Janu.ary, 2012. 
SUBSCRIBED TO AND SWORNto-bcfOTCmedlis )6tlt.day ofJanUSJ:y, 2012. 
RAMONA FLEISCHER 
NOTARY PUBLIC 
STATE OF IDAHO 
Nh~ 
Re.'liding in the State OfI~BJai,e CoP.JIW 






























IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BLAINE 




vs. ) Case No. CV-2011-928 
) 
NILS RIBI, an individual; THE ) 
CITY OF SUN VALLEY, an Idaho ) 
municipal corporation; ADAM ) 
KING, an individual; and ) 
ROBERT YOUNGMAN, an individual, ) 
) 
Defendants. ) _________________ ) 
TESTIMONY OF WAYNE WILLICH 
The above-entitled matter came on for hearing 
on Wednesday, January 11, 2012, at the hour of 9:30 a.m., 
at the Blaine County Courthouse, Hailey, Idaho. 
BEFORE: The Honorable Randy Stoker 
Susan P. Israel, CSR No. 244 
P. 0. Box 1379 
Ketchum, ID 83340 
I 'illO I "'i 00 C::::., ") 


























For the Plaintiff: 
For the Defendants: 
For the Defendant: 
{Nils Ribi) 
A P P E A R A N C E S 
JAMES R. DONOVAL, ESQ. 
Attorney at Law 
P. 0. Box 1499 
Sun Valley, Idaho 83353 
KIRTLAN G. NAYLOR, ESQ. 
Naylor & Hales, P.C. 
Attorneys at Law 
950 West Bannock Street 
Suite 610 
Boise, Idaho. 83702 
R. KEITH ROARK, ESQ. 
The Roark Law Firm, LLP 
409 North Main 
Hailey, Idaho 83333 
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A. The written agreement was an investigation for 
the City of Sun Valley, and as the chief administrative 
officer, I signed the agreement, and that's what we entered 
into. 
Q. (By Mr. Donoval) Okay. And as part of that 
written agreement, was Ms. Ball authorized to report to 
Attorney Naylor as part of that investigation as part of 






-- that she --
No. 
Okay. 
Subsequent to the hiring of Ms. Ball, did you 
authorize Ms. Ball to report to Attorney Naylor in regards 
to the investigation? 
A. No. 
Q. To the best of your knowledge, did Ms. Ball 
report to Attorney Naylor anyway? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Now, during the period of time between 
December sorry, between November 23rd and approximately 
December 20th, did Ms. Ball do this investigation? Did she 































she started working? 
A. No. 
Q. Okay. Was it in the range of November 20th 
through November 25th? 
A. As I recall, I think I signed the agreement 
November 18th, but that could be -- I think I signed the 
agreement, the engagement letter, November 18th. 
Q. And during -- subsequent to November 18th, 




And did you -- can you describe what, if 
anything, you personally did in regards to participating in 
that investigation? 
A. I was interviewed on the following Tuesday or 
Wednesday, I can't remember which. 
Q. During the period of time in late November 
through, say, mid December, did Ms. Ball give you 





There was a 
MR. NAYLOR: That's a yes or no, Your Honor. 
Oh. Yes. 
(By Mr. Donoval) Okay. And can you describe 
21 



























or myself was present. So we need some foundation on what 
conversations and who was present before we start talking 
about what was said. 
THE COURT: As to the foundational objection, 
that's sustained. Lay some foundation. 
Q. (By Mr. Donoval) During that period of time 
between, say, the end of November and mid December when you 
had these conversations with Ms. Ball, were any of them 
with just you and Ms. Ball individually? 
A. 
Q. 
THE WITNESS: No objection? 
No. 
(By Mr. Donoval) Okay. So during those 
conversations at all times was at least Attorney Naylor 
present when you had these conversations with Ms. Ball? 
THE WITNESS: Your Honor? 
THE COURT: The question -- do you understand 
the question? 
THE WITNESS: Yeah. I'm trying to answer 
correctly. Let me try this. 
There was a sununary report given and Attorney 
Adam King and Mayor Elect Briscoe were in the room. 
Q. {By Mr. Donoval) Was Attorney Naylor present 
when you reviewed that report or was he on the phone, do 
you remember? 
A. On the phone, I think. 
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Was there only one time that you talked to 
Patti Ball or was there multiple times that you talked to 
Patti Ball? 
A. Just that review. 
Q. Okay. 
So just for the clarification of the Court, 
between November, whatever, 18th, when Ms. Ball started the 
investigation and when the final report was prepared, other 
than your interview, did you have any other conversations 
with Patti Ball? 
A. May I correct your final report to say it was 
characterized as a draft or interim. 
Q. Okay. 
A. And the answer is no, I had no other 
conversations other than those. 
Q. Okay. 
So the only 1 conversation you had with Patti 
Ball was at the end of the time -- other than your 
interview, was at the end of the time when Ms. Ball had 
completed a report for you; correct? 
A. Right. 
Q. Okay. And at that conversation who was 
present? 
A. At the report? 
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City Attorney Adam King, Mayor Elect Briscoe, 
And did -- in that meeting, I'm going to call 
it a meeting, in that meeting did Ms. Ball give you an oral 
report of what she had found during the investigation? 
MR. NAYLOR: Objection. 
MR. DONOVAL: I 1 m not asking for what she said. 
I'm asking whether she gave a report. 
MR. NAYLOR: It goes to the content, Your 
Honor. He's already testified that she was there in the 
conversations. That's all he gets. 
THE COURT: I think that is a yes or no answer. 
I'll overrule the objection. 
Q. (By Mr. Donoval) So did Ms. Ball at that 
meeting give you an oral report of what she had found 
during the investigation? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Okay. 
And can you describe what that oral report 
indicated to you? 
MR. NAYLOR: Objection. 
MR. DONOVAL: Again, it's not attorney-client 
privilege. What Ms. Ball reports to Mayor Willich when 
Ms. Ball was not an attorney is not covered by 
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THE COURT: Let's get back to the questions and 
answers. I don't want to argue this whole case at this 
point. What I want to hear is the evidence that everybody 
has to put on, and then we'll hear argument about it. 
So I've sustained the objection as to inquiry 
as to other employees coming -- information coming out of 
this report. 
So ask your next question. 
MR. DONOVAL: Just two quick points --
THE COURT: I don't want to hear any more 
points, Mr. Donoval. I want to hear another question if 
you have one. 
MR. DONOVAL: Let me take a breath, Judge, 
because we went through that whole 10-minute spiel. 
Q. (By Mr. Donoval) Subsequent to your 
conversation with Ms. Ball and reviewing the report, was it 
your belief that there were portions of that report 
unrelated to Ms. Hammer? And I don't want to hear the 
specifics, but subjects of that report unrelated to 
Ms. Hammer that were not conclusive? 
MR. ROARK: Objection; leading. 
THE COURT: Overruled. 
A. There were multiple elements of the report 
subsequent to when I received it that I did my own I'll say 
mini-investigations, ano there were several problems with 



























certain elements of the report. 
Q. (By Mr. Donoval) And those elements were 
unrelated to Ms. Hanuner? 
A. They -- how am I going to describe this 
without --
Q. Let me strike the question. 
Assuming that those elements of the report 
were, let's say, repaired, would that in any way have 
changed your opinion on whether Ms. Hammer should have had 
any disciplinary action taken against her? 
A. No. 
Q. Okay. 
Now, on December 23rd isn't it true that you 
sent Ms. Hammer an email asking her to come back to active 
duty? 
MR. ROARK: Objection; leading, "isn't it 
true," 
Q. 
THE COURT: Sustained. 
MR. DONOVAL: Let me rephrase the question. 
(By Mr. Donoval) At some point in time at the 
end of December did you communicate with Ms. Hammer about 
her returning to active duty? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And can you describe what that communication 
was? 
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A. Specifically Ms. Hammer, right. 
MR. ROARK: All right. Thank you. I have 
nothing further. 
THE COURT: Redirect? 
MR. DONOVAL: Limited to cross. 
REDIRECT EXAMINATION 
BY MR. DONOVAL: 
Q. Mayor Willich, when you instituted the 
investigation, it wasn't just in regards to Ms. Hammer; is 
that correct? It wasn't solely in regards to allegations 
against Ms. Hammer; is that correct? 
A. That's correct. 
Q. Okay. 
And can you provide to the Court your 
impression after the independent investigation started of 
whether, in fact, it turned into a prosecution against 
Ms. Hammer? 
MR. ROARK: Objection, Your Honor. 
MR. NAYLOR: Objection. 
MR. DONOVAL: He can give his impression. 
THE COURT: Sustained. I don't know what the 
objection is, but I would sustain it. Impression is 
irrelevant. 
Q. (By Mr.- Donoval) Mr. Roark asked you a 
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Did you communicate with either of them by 
Not that I recall. 
Not that you recall? 
Yeah. 
Did you share with them either directly or 
through any intermediary any of the specific allegations 
that were made in Patti Ball's report about the possible 
criminal activity of Sharon Hammer? 
MR. DONOVAL: Objection, Your Honor. The 
report wasn't issued until December 20th approximately, so 
foundation would be appreciated in regards to that 
question. 
A. 
THE COURT: I think the question was ever. 
MR. ROARK: Ever. 
THE COURT: Overruled. 
No. 
Q. (By Mr. Roark) And, finally, you keep a diary 
that you referred to earlier in your testimony. That's a 
daily diary? 
A. Yeah. It looks like this (indicating), but 
it's for the correct year. 
Q. And so you mark in that all of your 
appointments for a particular day? 
A. Most of them. 
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I, SUSAN P. ISRAEL, CSR #244, Official Court 
Reporter, Fifth Judicial District, State of Idaho, do 
hereby certify that the foregoing transcript, consisting of 
Pages 1 to 74, inclusive, is a true and accurate record of 
the proceedings had on the date and at the time indicated 
therein as stenographically reported by me to the best of 
my ability and contains all of the material requested. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand 
this 26th day of July, 2012. 
SUSAN P. ISRAEL, CSR NO. 244 
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BEFORE THE IDAHO HUMAN RIGHTS COMMISSION 
AND THE EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY COMMISSION 








v. No. E-0112-241 
38C-2012-00122 
THE CITY OF SUN VALLEY, 
Respondent. 
AFFIDAVIT OF WAYNE WDJJCH 
FORMER MAYOR OF TUE CITY OF SUN VALLEY 
I. WAYNE W'ILLICH, first duly sworn on oath. depose and state as follows: 
1) That my name is Wayne Willich, and from the first week of January of2008 
through the first week of January of 2012, I was the duly elected Mayor of the City Of 
Sun Valley, Idaho, and that I am competent to testify as to the matters herein. I certify 
pursuant to Rule 11 of the Idaho Code Of Civil Procedure, that the facts alleged herein 
are true and accurate and are made with personal knowledge, and would further swear to 
such under oath and at trial if required. 
The Termination Of Former City Administrator Virginia Egger 
2) Subsequent to becoming Mayor Of Sun Valley, Sun Valley City Council Member 
Nils Ribi showed me a binder he had kept related to acts of financial misconduct that he 
believed fonner Sun Valley City A~ministrator Virginia Egger had performed while she was 
the Sun Valley City AdminiStrator through. the summer of2007. The information that 
Council Mom be, Ribi luui ,ollecred ,olatlng to 
1
M.s. Egge,', finandal Jnisoonduct had ho~ 
p-/2 1 /;u:,1 Z-
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provided to hlm by Sun Valley Treasurer Michelle Frostenson and included paperwork 
associated with payments Ms. Egger had supposedly authorized without Sun Valley City 
Council approval. Early in my administration, Council Member Ribi also told me on multiple 
occasions that he was adamant that Ms. Egger be terminated as the Sun Valley City 
Administrator during the spring and summer of2007 due to Ms. Egger's acts of misconduct 
3) Subsequent to becoming lv,fayor Of Sun Valley, I held multiple conversations with 
former Mayor Jon Thorson, Sun Valley City Council members and Sun Valley staff 
members. During those conversations I was informed by funner Mayor Thorson and City Of 
Sun Valley staff that fonner Sun Valley City Administrator Virginia Egger was involved in 
multiple arguments with Council Member Ribi. I was also informed that the majority of City 
Of Sun Valley staff members thought that Ms. Egger had been extremely difficult to work 
with. Former Mayor Thorson told me that the relationship between Council Member Ribi and 
Ms. Egger was so contentious that be directed Ms. Egger and Council Member Ribi to attend 
therapy and counseling to seek to resolve their contentious relationship. During my 
discussions and investigation, I also discovered that contrary to Ms. Egger's public claims 
that she resigned in June of2007, in actuality Ms. Egger was tenninated by funner Mayor 
Jon Thorson and the City Of Sun Valley, and was paid a severance payment of three months 
salary as was required pursuant to Ms. Egger's written contract with the City Of Sun Valley. 
Former Mayor Thorson told me that Ms. Egger's termination was done in large part due to 
her inability to get along with Council Member Ribi. I was informed by City Of Sun Valley 
staff members that former Mayor Thorson had an agreement with Ms. Egger that she could 
publicly say she had resigned rather than admitting that she was actuaHy terminated. 
2 




The Terms Of Sharon R. Hammer's City Administrator Emnloyment Aete@ment 
4) In June of 2008, the City OfSun Valley entered into a written City Administrator 
Employment Agreement with Sharon R. Hammer, which was drafted by then Si.m Valley 
CHy Attorney Rand Peebles. At the time I entered into the City Administrator Employment 
Agreement with Ms. Hammer, there was no discussion related to whether Section 3, 
Paragraph A watved any potential discrimination, haras&nent, retaliation or other non9 
contract claims should the City Administrator Employment Agreement be tenninated, nor 
was there any intent on my part that Ms. Hammer waive any future discrimination, 
harassment, retaliation or other non-contract claims ifthe City Of Sun Valley chose to ever 
terminate the City Administrator Employment Agreement pursuant to the ''without cause" 
provisions of Section 3, Paragraph A. Any assertions by the City Of Sun Valley or its current 
attorneys that Ms. Hammer waived any discrim~on, harassment, retaliation or tort claims, 
BepBrate from her cont.raet claims, including her claims )X"esented to the Idaho Human Rights 
Commission and in her Idaho Protection Of Public Employees Act law suit, are simply not 
based on mine or Ms. Hammer's agreements entered into in June of2008 
Ms. Hammer'l!I Complaints Of Council Member Ribi's Harassment, Abnse And Other 
ffosjileActs · 
5) On multiple occasions between October of 2009 and September of 20 l I , Ms_ 
Hammer reported to me that Cotmcil Member Ribi had been hostile to her and had harassed 
her because Ms. Hammer had told Council Member Ribi that he was not authorized to 
cont.act Sun Valley planning staff employees Mark Hofman and Diane Shay in regards to 
zoning matters pending before the Sun Valley City Council for which Council Member Ribi 
was to vote. In particular, it is my opinion that Council Member Ribi inappropriately tried to 
3 
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influence the City Of Sun Valley staff members mentioned, and thereafter treated Ms. 
Hammer improperly and in a hostile manner when Ms. Hammer told him to refrain from 
influencing such staff persons, inclu~ but not limited to: 
October of2009 during hearings on the De Novo Independence. LLC comprehensive 
plan amendment; 
July through November of 2010 during hearings on the 429 Dollar Momtain Zoning 
Map Amendment; 
June of2011 during Sun Valley area of impact hearings; 
August and'September of2011 during Sun Valley Co. comprehensive plan 
amendments~ 
Sept.ember of 2011 during Sun Valley area of impact discussion. 
6) On multiple occasions between April of2009 and September of 2011, Ms. 
Hammer reported to me that CotmciJ Member Ribi had aJso been hostile to her and had 
harassed her because Ms. Hammer b!¥1 told Council Member Ribi that Ms. Hammer took 
direction from me and that Council Member Ribi was not authorized to give Ms.Hammer any 
directions without my approval. In particular, it is my opinion that thereafter Council 
Member Ribi treated Ms. Hammer iJ?:tproperly and m a hostile manner, when she told 
Cowicil Member Ribi that she would follow my direction and not his in regards to: 
April of2009 enactment of fund balance, property tax levy, budget and appropriation, 
council powers, and telecomnumication devices policies; 
May of 2009 council priorities; 
July of2009 Amtrak service resolution; 
January of2010 through May of2010 council powers and ethics; 
March of 2010 CAFR report; 
June of 20 IO amenchnent of property tax policy; 
August and September of2010 contract for .Sun Valley resort marketing; 
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October of2010 contract for audit preparation; 
November of2010 policy on !'xtemal contracts; 
March of2011 audit comments, policy on consolidated dispatch and cowcil member 
powers and ethics; 
April through September of2011 capital improvement plan; 
April of 2011 audit comments and management responses; mandatory garbage 
collcwon and marl<.eting alliance bylaws; 
July of2011 Cox Cable contract; 
September of 2011 contract for emergency services and budget amendments. 
1) On multiple occasions described in Paragraphs S and 6 herein, Ms. Hammer 
described to me that when I was not present in the Sun Valley City Hall, that Council 
Member Ribi would stand in the doorway of her office and in a hostile manner argue with her 
when Ms. Hammer would tell Council Member Ribi that he needed to get approval from me 
before Ms. Hammer would do something that Council Member Ribi wanted Ms. Hammer to 
do. During several of those incidents, Ms. Hammer told me that Counc:il Member Ribi bad 
yelled at her "The Mayor Does Not Know What His Job Is!". In addition. on several 
occasions I was present in Sun Valley City Hall and observed Council Member Ribi being 
·-- -.-____oonfrontational_with-Ms.-Hammerin-Ms.Jiamme~s-office.-------------
8) On multiple occasions related to the incidents descn'bed in Paragraph S and 6 
above, Ms. Hammer complained to me about Council Member Ribi's inappropriate and 
hostile conduct towards her, and that she was becoming more concerned about Council 
Member's hostility. Owing several of these discussions, Sun Valley City Attorney Adam 
:E(.ing was also presentB;ged on my discussions with Ms. Hammer, on more than one __ 
occasion I mentioned Ms. Hammer's complaints to Mr. Ribi and publicly reminded Council 
5 ~ 
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Member Ribi in Sun Valley City Council meotings to not contact Sun Valley staff members 
about administrative or operational matters without my knowledge, and to treat all City Of 
Sun Valley employees in an appropriate manner. 
9) On multiple occasions after my election as Mayor OfSun Valley in November of 
2007, I held discussions with Sun Valley City Council Member Joan Lamb in which Council 
Member Lamb disclosed to me that Comill Member Rl'bi had been verbally abusive and 
hostile to several City Of Sun Valley staff members going back to Council Member Ribi' s 
service as a member oft.he Sun Valley Planning And Zoning Commission. Subsequent to Ms. 
Hammer's appointment as the SWl Valley City Administrator in June of 2008, on several 
occasions Council Member Lamb also diS<llosed to me her concerns about Council Member 
Ribi's unacceptable and hostile attitude towards Ms. Hammer, zmd I told her that I had 
discussed the issue with Ms. Hammer and City Attomoy King as well as Cmmcil Member 
Ribi himself. On several occasions between 2009 and 2011, in public Sun Valley City 
Council meetings, I remember Council Member Lamb chastising Council Member Ribi for 
his improper contact and treatment of City Of Sun Valley staff members, including Ms. 
Hammer. 
I 0) During public Sun Valley City Council meetings of April 16, 2009; January 21, 
2010; May 2, 2010; and, April 21, 2011, I was required to specifically remind Sun Valley 
City Cowtcil members, and in particular Cmmcil Member Ribi, that Sun Valley City CounciJ 
members should not contact staff members, including Ms. Hammer, and instead contact me 
regarding City Of Sun Valley issues, which had been the source of Council Member Ribi's 
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11) During my tenure as Mayor Of Sun VaUey, on multiple occasions I held 
conversations with Sun Valley City Clerk Kelly Ek, in which City Clerk Ek complained that 
r 
Council Mi::mber Ribi had been verbally abusive to City Clerk Ek and otherwise harassed 
her. On several of those occasions, City Clerk Ek told me that Council Member Ribi's 
actions bad caused her distress and caused her to cry. On several occasions, City Clerk Ek 
was so upset with how she had been treated by Council Member Ribi that I au1homed her to 
go home until she was ready to return to work. 
12) During my tenure as Mayor Of Sun Valley, on multiple occasions I held 
conversations with Sun Valley Treasurer Mich~lle Frostenson, in which City Treasurer 
Frostenson also complained that Council Member Ribi had been verbally abusive to City 
Clerk Frostenson and otherwise harassed her. City Treasurer Frostenson told me that Council 
Member Ribi tried to get City Treasurer Frostenson to revise documents and perform 
fi.mctions that Cotu1cil Member Ribi was not authorized to do without mine or Ms. Hammer's 
approval. On several of those occasions, City Treasurer Frostenson told me that Council 
Member Ribi' s actions had caused her distress. 
I --------i 
13) On August 2, 2011, I met with City Attorney King at his office in Ketchum, 
Idaho. I told City Attorney King that I wanted to confidentially discuss issues related to 
Cowicil Member Ribi. City Attorney King told me he would keep our discussion 
confidential. I then told City Attorney King that since Council Member Ribi's re-election to 
the Sun Valley City Cowcil in November of 2009, I had been approached by multiple City 
Of Swi Valley staff members complaining about Council Member Ribi • s improper contact 
and attempts to direct City Of Sun Valley staff members as to what to do, without mine or 
. 7 . @ 
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Ms. Hwnmer's approval. I stated to City Attorney King that many of the City Of Sun Valley 
staff members also complained that Council Member Ribi was verbally abusive and hostile 
towards them. I told City Attorney King that my greatest concern, however, was that Council 
Member Ribi seemed to target females in particular. I to]d City Attorney King that both City 
Clerk Ek and City Treasurer Frostenson had discussed with me Council Member Ribi's 
hostility towards both of them on multiple occasions, and City Attorney King told me he was 
also aware of City Clerk Ek' s and City Treasurer Frostenson' s complaints about Council 
Member Ribi. I also reminded City Attorney King of the multiple conversations he, I and Ms. 
Hammer had held regarding Council Member Ribi's harassment, abuse and hostiUty towards 
Ms. Hammer. City Attorney King told me be agreed that Council Member R.ioi's conduct 
towards Ms. Hammer was unacceptable, but that because Council Member Ribi was an 
elected official there was nothing that I could do to discipline Council Member Ribi, other 
than to discuss the issues with Council Member Ribi and ask Council Member Ribi to act 
appropriately. Subsequent to my discussion with City Attorney King, based on City Attorney 
King's billings (Exhibit A) indicating that he thereafter held a conference with someone other 
than myaclfthat day after our meeting, on information and belief; City Attorney King 
discussed my concerns about Council Member ~bi's harassment and abuse of City Clerk Ek, 
City Treasurer Frostenson and Ms. Hammer directly with Council Member Ribi. 
14) On September 15, 2011,atthe end of a Sun VaJley City Co1mcil meeting, Ms. 
Hammer reported to me that Council Member Ribi had assaulted her during a break in the 
meeting. Ms. Hammer told me that when Ms. Hammer told Council Member Ribi that she 
would have to discuss a matter about budget amendments with me rather than doing what 
I 
Cotmcil Member Ribi had asked, Council Member Ribi raised his arms in a threatening 
manner. came towards her and shouted at her, seriously scaring Ms. Hammer. Ms. Hammer 
8 @ 
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was visibly upset at Council Member Ribi's actions. City Attorney King was present when 
Ms. Hammer described the incident to me. Subsequent to the Septrember 15, 2011 incident, I 
discussed the incident with Council ¥ember Ribi and told him that he simply cannot act that 
way towards Ms. Hammer. 
The Flawed Investigation Into Council Member Ribi's Harassment, Abuse And Hostile 
Acts Towards Ms. Hammer 
15) On November 14, 2011, I and the Sun Valley City Council commenced what was 
supposed to be an independent investigation of several matters, to be performed by Special 
Investigator Patti Ball. The investigation was intended to include a thorough investigation of 
Ms. Hammer's, City ClcrkEk's and City Treasurer's Frostenson's harassment complaints 
against Council Member Ribi It was my intent that Special Investigator Patti Ball was to 
report solely to me. After Ms. Hammer filed an Idaho Protection Of Public Employees Act 
law suit against the City Of Sun Valley on November 21,2011, the City Of Sun Valley's 
insurance company ("ICRMP") appointed attorney Kirtlan Naylor to defend the City Of Sun 
Valley against Ms. Hammer's law suit. Thereafter, Attorney Naylor demanded that be be in 
control of and direct the Specil Investigation, and against my wishes, Special Investigator 
. Ball thereafter reported w Attorney Naylor instead of me. Ms. Ball's billmgs for the period of 
November 27, 2011 to January 4, 2012 (Exhibit B), clearly indicates thatimmediately upon 
her appointment as the Special Investigator she began reporting to Attorney Naylor rather 
than to me, and continued to do so through my tenure as Mayor Of Sun Valley which ended 
on January 3, 2012. Special Investigator Ball's bi1lings (Exhibit B) indicate that there were at 
least twenty one (21) correspondences betw~ Special Investigator Ball and Attorney 
Naylor during a two month period, when Special Investigator Ball was supposed to have 
been independent of Attorney Naylor' s influence in defending Council Member Ribi against 
9 @ 
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Ms. Hammer's claims of harassment, and was inste.ad to report solely to me. Ultimately, I 
found that Attorney Naylor and Special Investigator Ban conspired to tum what was 
supposed to be an independent investigation of several matters. into a purposeful proseoution 
of Ms. Hammer and a method to specifically seek to exonerate Council Member Ribi from 
Ms. Hammer's serious allegations ofharassment, abuse and hostility by Council Member 
Ribi. 
16) Ms. Hammer was interviewed by Special Investigator Ball very early during the 
Special Investigation. On several ooo~ions, after Special Investigator Ball bad also 
interviewed City Of Sun Valley employees and Sun Valley City Council members, including 
myself and Council Member Ribi, I asked Attorney Naylor and Special Investigator Ball 
when Ms.Hammer would be able to respond to any remaining allegations or assertions 
against her. Both Attorney Naylor and Special Investigator Ball responded that Special 
Investigator Ball had already met wi1h Ms. Hammer and did not need to do so any further, 
which I found unacceptable. When S~ial Investigator Bell presented me with her findings 
in mid-December of 2011, I found no evidence of any .. criminal" acts of Ms. Hammer nor 
did I find any evidence that Ms. Hammer had done anything that required any further 
disciplinary actions against Ms. Hammer. On December 23, 20l l, I notified Ms. Hammer 
that she was being placed book on active duty status with full rights and authority as the Sun 
Valley City Adminstrator. Based on my multiple conversations with Attorney Naylor and 
Special Investigator Ball, it became clear to me that during the course of the Special 
Investigation that both Attorney Naylor and Special Investigator Ball were seeking to find 
anything that would substantiate Council Member Ribi's public assertions that Ms. Hammer 
had done something "criminal" in order to protect ICRMP from potential damage claims 
asserted by Ms. Hammer in her Idaho Protection Of Public Employees Act law suit against ~ 
10 ~ 
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the City Of Sun Valley and Council Member Ribi, rather than perfiorming an "independent'' 
investigation, 
17) In regards to Ms. Hammer's hamssment and hostile work environment claims 
against Council Member Ribi, in reality, Special Investigator Patti Ball only perfonned a 
cursory investigation, including failing to fully interview all witnesses to Council Member 
Ribi's harassment and abuse of Ms. Hammer. In particular, on multiple occasions I sought 
for Special Investigator Ball to interview several persons with knowledge of Council Member 
Ribi's abusive conduct, including City Of Sun Valley Administrative Assistant David 
Blampicd. In particular, I studiously sought for Special Investigator Ball to interview female 
Sun Valley City Cowicil member Joan Lamb, but Special Investigator Ball refused to do so. 
When I ultimately received Special Investigator Ball's report I found it to be so flawed and 
lacking in any efforts to investigate Ms. Hammer's allegations against Council Member Ribi, 
that I discounted the entire report related to Special Investigator B-all's findings as to Council 
Member Ribi's harassment of Ms. Hammer. Any assertion by Attorney Naylor that Special 
Investigator Patti Ball's findings were based on a thorough and independent investigation of 









Further Affiant sayeth not. 
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AFFIDAVIT OF WAYNE WILLICH 
FORMER MAYOR OF THE CITY OF SUN VALLEY 
I. WAYNE WILLI CH, first duly swom on oath, depose and state as follows: 
1) My name is Wayne Wtllich, and from the first week of January of 2008 to 
January 4, 2012, I was the duly elected Mayor of the City Of Sun Valley, Idaho, and that 
I am competent to testify as to the matters herein. I certify pursuant to Rule 11 of the 
Idaho Code Of Civil Procedure, that the facts alleged herein are true and accurate and are 
made with. personal knowledge, and would further swear to such under oath and at trial if 
required. 
2) On November 11, 2011, a special executive session of the Sun Valley City 
Council was called by three members of the Sun Valley City Council, namely, City 
Council president Dewayne Briscoe, ,City Council member Nils Ribi, and City Council 




November 11, 2011 Sun Valley City Cowicil executive session because she was out of 
town. 
3) During the November 11, 2011 executive session of the Swi Valley City 
Council, Council Member Ribi asserted that he had obtained information from then Sun 
Valley Treasurer Michelle Frostenson that then Sun Valley City Administrator Sharon 
Hammer had committed certain acts of misconduct, including what CollllCil Member Ribi 
claimed were possibly eriminal acts. 
4) After Council Member Ribi asserted that Former Administrator Hammer had 
committed certain acts of misconduct. Fonner Treasurer Frostenson was called into the 
November 11, 2011 executive session of the Sun Valley City Cowcil, and claimed that 
Former Adm.inisttator Hammer had committed certain acts of misconduct. 
5) At the end ofthe November 11, 2011 executive session ofthe Swi Valley City 
Council, it was agreed that I would. speak with Former Administrator Hammer, and that 
another executive session of the Sun Valley City Council would be held on Monday, 
November 14, 2011, where a plan to go forward would be discussed. 
6) At the November 14, 2011 executive session of the Sun Valley City Council, in 
my opinion. the docwnents that Former Treasurer Frostenson had provided to the Sun 
Valley City Council provided only anecdotal evidence of any misconduct on the part of 
Former Administrator H8.lllJller. 
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7) At the end of the executive session of the Sun Valley City Council of 
November 14, 2011. I agreed to commence an investigation of the allegations of 
misconduct made by Council Member Ribi and FOIIDer Treasurer Frostenson against 
Former Administrator Hammer. 
8) At no time during either the November 11. 2011 or November 14, 2011 
executive sessions of the Sun Valley City Council was there any discussion of using the 
investigation in regards to any potential or threatened litigation. At no time during either 
the November 11, 2011 or November 14, 2011 executive sessions of the Sun Valley City 
Council was there any discussion of the investigation being commenced to work with the 
Blaine County Prosecutor's office to participate in a criminal investigation. The direction 
that I received from the Sun Valley City·Council at the November 14, 2011 executive 
session was solely to perform a disciplinary investigation related to Fonner Administrator 
Hammer, solely for internal City Of Sun Valley purposes. 
9) After the executive session of the Sun Valley City Council ofNovember 14, 
2011, I directed Sun Valley City AUomey Adam King to ob'tainalistofpossible 
independent investigators to perform. the disciplinary investigation related to the 
allegations of misconduct against Fonner Administrator Hammer. i gave City Attorney 
King no other authority of any kind in regaxds to the disciplinary investigation. 
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1 O) After reviewing the choices of investigators provided to me by City Attorney 
King, and telephone interviews with the candidates. on or about November 22, 2011, I 
selected Patricia Ball to perform what was to be an in~pendent disciplinary investigation 
solely related to the allegations against Fonner Administrator Hammer for internal City 
Of Sun Valley purposes. 
11) During the initial discussions I held with Investigator Ball, I explained to her 
that she would be performing an independent internal City Of Sun Valley disciplinary 
investigation related to the allegations asserted against Former Administrator Hammer. 
At no time during the diSCU8.9ions that I held with Investigator Ball did we ever discuss 
that she would be investigating matters related to litigalion of any type or preparing any 
reports to assist the City Of Stm Valley in preparation for defending the City Of Sun 
Valley related to ariy threatened or .pending litigation. 
12) I certify that the sole reason that as the Mayor Of Sun Valley I retained 
Investigator Ball to perfonn an investigation was to assist me in my duties as the Mayor 
Of Sun Valley to investigate and take necessary disciplinary actions related to Former 
Administrator Hammer, if required, and for no other reason. 
13) On November 23, 2011, I signed the attached engagement letter with 
Investigator Ball related to her services to perform the internal City Of Sun Valley 
disciplinary investigation. I certify that although I discussed the letter with Cowicil 
President Briscoe and City Attorney King, no mention was made by either of them that 
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Investigator Ball was being retained ,to do anything other than an internal City Of Sun 
Valley disciplinary matter, and in particular, no mention was ever made by either Council 
President Briscoe or City Attorney King that Investigator Ball•s activities were in any 
way related to threatened or pending litigation. 
14) I certify that attorney Kirtlan Naylor had no input in regards to the selection 
of Investigator Ball as an investigator nor did I discuss in any way the duties of 
Investigator Ball in regards to the investigation to be performed by Investigator Ball prior 
to the signing of the engagement letter attached herein. 
15) Subsequent to retaining Investigator Ball, I agreed that Attorney Naylor oould 
receive copies of Investigator Ball's reports and be updated by myself, Council President 
Briscoe and City Attorney King as the status of Investigator Ball's investigation. 
However, I deny that I ever gave Attorney Naylor any authority to direct or actively 
participate in any way in the investigation that Investigator Ball was performing, 
including that I never authorized Attorney Nyalor to directly comnnmicate with 
Investigator Ball. 
16) During my Novem~r 29, 2011 formal interview with Investigator Ball 
related to the misconduct allegations against Former Administrator Hammer, for the :first 
time I discussed harassment and misconduct allegations that had been made by Former 
Administrator Hammer and other City Of Sun Valley employees against Council 
Member Ribi with Investigator Ball. At that interview, I directed Investigator Ball to also 
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seek information from other interviewees about the harassment and misconduct 
allegations against Council Member Ribi. At no time during the discussion with 
Investigator Ban did I suggest that the information Investigator Ball was to obtain related 
to CoW1cil Member Ribi's alleged misconduct was for anything other than internal. Sun 
Valley disciplinary proceedings, and never suggested or intended that the information 
that Investigator Ball would receive about Council Member Ribi was to assist Sun Valley 
in relation to any pending or threatened litigation. 
17) Sometime subsequent to the retention of Investigator Ball, I discovered that 
Investigator Ball and Attorney Naylor were involved in extensive discussions related to 
the clisciplinmy investigation being performed by Investigator Ball, without my 
knowledge or my approval. 
18) Subsequent to my discovery of the communications between Investigator Ball 
and Attorney Naylor in regards to the disciplinary investigation, Investigator Ball 
thereafter began reporting to Attorney Naylor rather than myself, in violation ofmy 
directions to Investigator Ball. 
19) Subsequent to my discovery ofthe surreptitious actions of lnvestigator Ball 
and Attorney Naylor in regards to the disciplinary investigation, I discussed the matter 
with Attorney Naylor, and told Attorney Naylor that I believed that he was improperly 
seeking to influence the investigation being performed by Investigator Ball. Attorney 
Nay]or's response to me was that he was paid by and represented the Idaho Counties Risk 
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Management Program("ICRMP"), ~ City Of Sun Valley's insurer, that he did not 
report to me, and that he was protecting ICRMP against civil claims that were being 
made by Former Administrator Hammer against the City Of Sun Valley. 
20) Subsequent to my conversation with Attorney Naylor, I contacted.an ICRMP 
official and asked that Attorney Naylor be replaced as the ICRMP supplied counsel for 
the City Of Sun Valley, but was told by ICRMP representatives that ICRMP had the sole 
direction in determining who the City Of Sun Valley's legal counsel would be related to 
claims by Fonner Administrator Hammer which were being defended by ICRMP. 
21) Subsequent to my conversations with ICRMP officials, Investigator Ball and 
Attorney Naylor continued to actively communicate in regards to the disciplinary 
investigation being performed by Investigator Ball, without my approval or authority, and 
Investigator Ball thereafter continued to take direction related to the disciplinary 
investigation from Attorney Naylor rather than myself. 
22) On December 9, 2011 and December 12, 2011, I met with Council President 
Briscoe and City Attorney King at City Attorney King's office in Ketchum. Idaho and 
reviewed Investigator Ball's Written Investigation Report related to the disciplinary 
investigation. Attached are the relevant pages of City Attorney King's billings for the 
period that confirms the December 9, 2011 and December 12, 2011 meetings to review 
the Written Investigation Report and that the Written Investigation Report was 
I 
considered final as of that time. As the matters in the Written Investigation Report 
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included sensitive personnel issues, I directed that the Written Investigation Report would 
only be able to be reviewed by current Sun Valley City Council members,, and no one 
else, and ooly at City Attorney King's office. 
23) After reviewing the Written Investigation Report related to the issues 
associated with Former Administrator Hammer, and in perfonning my own investigation, 
I determined that the Written Inve~gation Report was flawed and that none of the 
allegations against Former ~tor Hammer that had been raised by either Former 
Treasurer Frostenson or Council Member Ribi, or had been investigated by Investigator 
Ball, required any further disciplinary investigation or disciplinary actions against Former 
Administrator Hammer, because each allegation was covered by some specific 
authorization that I had provided Fonner Admini.st:ra1or Hammer as was allowed pursuant 
to Form.er Administrator Hammer's written employment agreement with-the City OfSw 
Valley. 
24) After the presentation of the Written Investigation Report bylnvestigator 
Ball, I concluded that the Written Investigation Report was final as to all matters related 
to the allegations associated with Former Administraior Hammer. I thereafter gave 
Former Administrator Hammer notice that she had been exonerated of any clisciplinary 
claims and considered the matters concluded related to Former Administrator Hammer. 
25) After reviewing the Written Investigation Report related to the issues 
associated with Council Member Ribi. I determined that the findings of Investigator Ball 
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were fatally flawed, as Investigator Ball had not interviewed several individuals I 
directed Investigator Ball to interview related to Council Member Ribi' s history of 
misconduct. including Council Member Lamb, and that the claims of several individuals 
related to Council Member Ribi's misconduct, including by former Sun Valley City 
Clerk Kelly Ek and Fonner Treasurer Frostenson, directly contradicted statements and 
complaints about Council Member Ribi' s misconduct that had been made dircctl.y to me 
over the course of the prior three years. I concluded that Investigation Ball's fmdings in 
the Written Investigation Report were not credible, and bad been influenced by Attorney 
Naylor's control of the disciplinary investigation process through his improper 
communications with Investigator Ball. 
26) After reviewing the Written Investigation Report related to issues associated 
with other City Of Sun Valley employees, I concluded that Investigator Ball's findings 
were not credible, as many of them directly contradicted my own personal knowledge of 
City Of Sun Valley operations during the prior three years, and because many of 
Investigator Ball's conclmions were based on only a cursory investigation and mostly 
hearsay information. 
27) After Investigator Ball presented the Written Investigation Report that I 
reviewed at City Attorney King's office on December 9, 2011, I considered Investigator 
Ball to have concluded any and all work she had been assigned to perform on behalf of 
the City Of Sun Valley. 
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28) Since January 4, 2012, when I was replaced as Mayor Of Sun Valley by 
DeWayne Briscoe, I have not been provided with any additional information related to 
what, if anything, the City Of Sun Valley thereafter retained Investigator Ball to perform 
on behalf of1be City OfSunValley. 
Further Affi.ant sayeth not. 
Wayne 
Subscnl>ed 'f.And Sw2t~~ 
McThis~DayOf· o ,.... 
2012. 
µJ).ffidG· . ,§f), ~J 
Notary Public 
WANDA G. ALLRED 
NOTARY PUBLIC 
STATE OF IDAHO 
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DEC 1 2 2012 
James R. Donoval, Pro Se (ISBA No. 8142) 
4110 Eaton Ave., SuiteD 
Caldwe!L ID 83607 
(312) 859-2029 
Idaho Atty No. 8142 
_idonoval@,aol.com 
-. 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BLAINE 
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SUPPLEMENTAL AFFIDAVIT OF WAYNE WILLICH 
FORMER MAYOR OF THE CITY OF SUN VALLEY 
I, WAYNE WILLICH, :first duly sworn OD oath, depose and state as follows: 
I) My name is Wayne Willich, and from the first week of January of2008 to 
January 3, 2012 .. I was the duly elected Mayor of the City Of Sun Valley, Idaho, and that 
I am competent to testify as to the matters herein. I certify pursuant to Rule 11 of the 
Idaho Code Of Civil Procedure, that the :tacts alleged herein are true and accurate and are 
made with personal knowledge, and would further swear to such under oath and at trial if 
required. 
2) On or about December 4, 2012, the Idaho Mountain Express posted on its OD· 
line version, a document purporting to be a report issued by Investigator Patti Ball dated 
December 20, 2011 (the "Questionable Patti Ball Report") (Exhibit A), which was 
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purportedly prepared prior to the termination of my administration as Mayor Of Sun 
Vallev on Januarv 3. 2012. 
3) I certify that prior to my viewing of the Questionable Patti Ball Report on or 
about December 4. 2012. that I never was orovided a copvofthe Questionable Patti Ball 
Report, including specifically that I was never provided a copy of the Questionable Patti 
Ball Reoort prior to the termination of my tenure as Mayor Of Sun V allev on Januarv 3. 
?('112 
4) I certify that on December 12, 2012 and December 13, 2012, I was provided a 
copy of a report /the "Final Patti Ball Report") prepared bv Investigator Ball that 
significantly differs from the Questionable Patti BaII Report in that the Final Patti Ball 
Report included factual allegations and findings about misconduct of Sun V allev Citv 
Council Member Nils Ribi which are missing: from the Questionable Patti Ball Report. 
5) I certify that the Final Patti Ball Report also significantly differs from the 
Questionable Patti Ball Report in that the Final Patti Ball Report asserted multiple facts 
and made multiple conclusions about the conduct of Sharon R. Hammer that differ from 
Questionable Patti Ball Report 
6) I certify that in many sections of the Final Patti Ball Report that Investigator 
Ball had made factually incorrect:statements. and had made several clearly incorrect 
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findings and conclusion, based on hearsay, doubtful and dubious statements of 
individuals that had been interviewed bv Investigator Ball related to all~tions of 
misconduct 11¥ainst Ms. Hammer. 
7) I certify that in many sections of the Final Patti Ball Report that Investigator 
Ball made factually incolTeCt statements. and made several clearly incorrect fin~ and 
conclusion, based on hearsay. doubtful and dubious statements of individuals that had 
been interviewed bv Investi!!8,tor Ball related to alle~ations of harassment. hostility and 
other misconduct against Council Member Ribi, and that Investigator Ball had woefully 
failed to make a concerted. effort to investigate the serious allegations ofhm:assment and 
hostile work environment that had·been alleged against Council Member Ribi by Ms. 
8) I certify that as of December 13, 2011, I considered the Final Patti Ball Report 
to be the final work product requested oflnvesti!l810r Ball. and .indicated to Investigator 
Ball that her services to Sun Valley were completed. 
9) I have reviewed the December 2011 invoices of Investigator Ball (Investigator 
B) and Sun Valley City Attorney Adam King (Exhibit C). The mvoice of Investigator 
Ball (Exhibit B) confirms that on December 12, 2011 and December 13, 2011 that 
Investigator Ball presented to me a singular report. which was the Final Patti Ball Report. 
The invoice of City Attorney King (Exhlbit C) confirms that as of December 13, 2011 1he 
Final Patti Ball Report was a singular report and y.,as "final". 
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10) Based on the Final Patti Ball Report, and my authority to make final and 
bindin~ discinlinarv findin?S pursuant Section 8.7 of the Sun Valley Personnel Policy 
And Procedures, I concluded that Ms. Hammer bad not committed any infractions of Sun 
Valley policies related to a) her use of a Sun Valley automobile because I had authorized 
her to use the automobile at all hours for both Sun Valley and personal use, b) her use of 
fl.ex time to compensate her for non-standard work hours she had been requir~ to work 
over the course of 2008 through 2011 because I had authorized her to use the flex time, 
and. c) her use of a Sun Valley credit card because Sun V allev Treasurer Michelle 
Frostenson and the Sun Valley City Council had already specifically approved as 
Ie¢timate all expenditmes Ms. Hammer had incurred on the Sun Valley credit card. 
11) Based on my findings related to allegations of misconduct against Ms. 
Hammer. and my authoritv pursuant to Section 8. 7 of the Sun Valley Personnel Policies. 
I considered all disciplinary actions against Ms. Hammer to be concluded as of December 
13. 2011. 
12) Based on the Final Patti Ball Report and my own knowledge of Ms. 
Hammer's multi!)le complaints and my knowledge of Council Member Ribi' s conduct 
towards Ms. Hammer during 2009 through 2011, and my authority to make final and 
bmding disciplinary findings pursuant Section 8. 7 of the Sun Valley Personnel Policy 
And Procedures, I concluded that Council Member Ribi had violated the Sun Valley 
Personnel Policv on Harassment (Section 7.5) related to his treatment of Ms. Hammer on 
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multiple occasions over the course of 2009 through 2011, including that Council Member 
Ribi had assaulted Ms. Hammer dwing a break in a Sun Vallev Citv Council meeting on 
September 15. 2011. 
13) I certify that between December 13, 2012 until my tenure as Mayor Of Sun 
Vallev tenn.inated on Januarv 3. 2012. I gave Investigator Ball no authoritv to contact 
attorney Kirtlan Naylor, to discuss the issues associated with the investigation which 
resulted in the Final Patti Ball Report or to take anv direction of any sort from Attomev 
Naylor. 
14) I certify that between December 13, 2011 and the termination ofmy tenure as 
Mayor Of Sun Valle:v on January 3. 2012. I ~ave Investigator Ball no authority or no 
direction to modify the Final Patti Ball Report in any fashion or to prepare any additional 
or supplemental reports for Sun Valley related to the disciplinarv investil!ation she had 
been retained to perform on behalf of Sun Valley. 
15) I have reviewed the December of2011 invoice of Investigator Ball (Exhibit 
B) which indicates that in direct violation ofmy authority and without my knowledge or 
approval, between December 15, 2011 and December 20, 2011, Investigator Ball 
surreptitiously communicated with Attorney Naylor and a~arentlv prepared the 
Questionable Patti Ball Report at Attorney Naylor's direction without my authority, 
knowJedge or direction. and dated the Questionable Patti Ball Report on December 20. 
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20 I 1 to fraudulently assert that it had been completed during my tenure with my 
knowledge a,; Mavor Of Sun Vallev_ when it had not. 
16) 1 certify, that the Final Patti Ball Report did not include the language that 
a!)"Oe.arS on the Ouestionable Patti J3,all Reoqrt ~tajm.iM that ''This Document Ts Protected 
By Attorney Work Product Privilege", as at no time was Investigator Ball retained by 
Sun Vallev dt.trine" rnv tenure as Mavor Of Sun Vallev to nerfonn any legal work or to 
prepare her report in regards to pending litigation, as Investigator Ball was retained solely 
to oerfonn an internal Sun Vallev discinlinarv investiµtion. 
17) At no time during my tenure as Mayor Of Sun Valley through January 3, 
2012. did I authori2:e or seek that the Blaine Countv Prosecutor institute a criDlina.l 
investigation of either Ms. Hammer, Sun Valley Fire Chief Jeff Carnes or any other Sun 
V allev emnlovee. nor did I ~rovide Attomev Navlor with anv authoritv to do so without 
mv soeci:fic anoroval. which Attorney Navlor never obtained. 
Further Affiant sayeth not 
Subscribed To And Sworn Before 
Me This 1t'"" Day Of ~..&,,-t..:..,.._.-
2012. 
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James R. Donoval, 
DefendanUCounterclaimant. 
MEMORANDUM DECISION GRANTING NON-PARTY CITY OF SUN VALLEY'S 
MOTION TO QUASH SUBPOENA 
MEMORANDUM DECISION GRANTThlG MOTION TO QUASH Page 1 of7 
EXHIBIT M 689 
The City of Sun Valley ("Sun Valley"), a non-party to this matter filed a Motion to 
Quash Subpoena pursuant to I.R.C.P. 45{d) concerning a subpoena issued by the 
Defendant/Counterelaimant, James Donoval to Patricia Ball, an investigator hired by S1.m Valley. 
Oral argument was heard on this matter on September 18, 2012. Because this Court finds that the 
materials sought in the subpoena are protected by the work product doctrine, Sun Valley's 
Motion to Quash Subpoena is granted. 
FACTS AND BACKGROUND 
This case was initiated on December 30, 2011, when the Plamtiffs filed a complaint 
against Mr. Donoval. The lawsuit was filed seeking redress for allegedly defamatory and 
emotionally distressful statements made by Mr. Donoval in a series of written communications 
with members ofthe Sun Valley government and Ms. Brolin-Ribi in November 2011. There 
were three letters sent by Mr. Donoval to the mayor and members of the Sun Valley City Council 
between November 12, 2011 and November 17, 2011. All three of these letters either explicitly 
or implicitly threatened litigation against Sun Valley or members of its government. On 
November 21, 2011, Mr. Donoval, on behalf of Sharon Hammer, filed a lawsuit against Sun 
Valley and members of its government. 
On November 17, 2011, Adam King, the Sun Valley City Attorney, contacted Ms. Ball 
about the possibility of retaining her services for a fact-finding investigation regarding various 
allegations that could be the subject of litigation. On November 21, 2011, Sun Valley retained 
Ms. Ball for the purpose of conducting an investigation into alleged violations of City policy. On 
November 22, 2011, Kirtlan Naylor was assigned by Sun Valley's insurance cattier to provide 
legal defense to Sun Valley, and Mr. Naylor was to appointed as Ms. Ball's primary legal contact 
on November 28, 2011. The scope of Ms. Ball's investigation included allegations concerning 
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violation of city policy made against Ms. Hammer, as well as allegations made by Ms. Hammer 
against Nils Ribi in her November 21, 2011 lawsuit. In conducting this investigation, Ms. Ball 
interviewed witnesses, reviewed information, and drafted a report This report was concluded on 
December 20, 2011. Portions oftbis report were later provided to the Blaine County Prosecutor 
for review EtS to any criminal conduct. 
On July 22, 2012, Ms. Ball was served a subpoena by Mr. Donoval commanding Ms. 
BaJl to produce all audio tapes of interviews, documents, communications, agreements, and 
reports obtained or produced in connection with Ms. Ball's investigation for SWl Valley. Ms. 
Ball infonned Sun Valley of the subpoena, and Sun Valley filed the current motion to quash. 
LEGALSTANDARD 
A court has the discretion to quash or modify a subpoena if the subpoena is 
"'1.mreaso.nable, oppressive, fails to allow time for compliance, ( or] requires disclosure of 
privileged or other protect.ed matter and no exception or waiver applies." LR.C.P. 45(d). When a 
court has discretion, it must not abuse that discretion. A court does not abuse its discretion when: 
( 1) it correctly perceives the issue as one of discretion; (2) acts within the bolmdaries of such 
discretion and consistently with the legal standards applicable to the specific choices before it; 
and (3) reaches its decision by an exercise of reason. Clark-v. Klein, 137 Idaho 154, 156, 45 P.3d 
810, 812 (2001). 
DISCUSSION 
Sun Valley argues that the subpoena issued to Ms. Ball should be quashed because: (1) 
the subpoena is facially invalid; (2) the subpoena seeks protected work product. and; {3) the 
subpoena seeks material protected by the attorney.client privilege. The subpoena issued by Mr. 
Donoval to Ms. Ball is facially invalid. That deficiency, however, can be cured. Therefore, this 




Court will consider whether the information sought by the subpoena is protected by either the 
work product doctrine or the attorney-client privilege. 
A party may obtain discovery of documents and tangible things prepared in anticipation 
oflitigation "by or for another party or by or for that other party's representative ... only upon a 
showing that the party seeking discovery bas substantial need of the materials .•• and that the 
party is unable without undue hardship to obtain the substantial equivalent of the materials by 
other means." I.R.C.P. 26(b)(3). If discovery of such material is ordered, "the court shall protect 
against disclosure of the mental impressions, conclusions, opinions, or legal theories of an 
attorney or other representative of a party concerning the litigation." Id 
There is ample support in the record that Ms. Ball was retained by Sim Valley in 
anticipation of litigation, and that her investigation was substantially focused on issues that 
appeared ripe for impending litigation. Aff. Ball,·,- 3; Aff. King,,- I 1. Ms. Ball was consulted 
after Mr. Donoval had threatened litigation, was retained on the same day Mr. Donoval initiated 
litigation, and conducted an investigation squarely related to that and other potential litigation. 
Aff. Ball, ,r\l 3 ,5, 6, l O; Aff. King, ml 11, 15, 18. Therefore, the report Ms. Ball's report was 
prepared in large part for SWl Valley in anticipation of, or in conjunction with pending and 
anticipated litigation. Moreover, if Sun Valley retained Ms. Ball in substantial part to conduct 
her investigation in anticipation of litigation, as this Court finds it did, the materials produced as 
part of that investigation are protected under I.R.C.P. 26(bX3). It is irrelevant whether Mr. 
Naylor was her primary contact. or whether Ms. Ball was retained as an anomey or merely an 
investigator. I.R.C.P. 26(b)(3) protects material produced in anticipation oflitigation either for a 
party or for that party's representative. 
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Mr. Donoval com:ctly points out that underlying facts are not protected by the work 
product doctrine. Upjohn Co. v. U.S., 449 U.S. 383,395 (1981). However, the doctrine does 
protect disclosure of comnnmications. Id. "Communications" are precisely what Mr. Donoval 
seeks in his subpoena. Donoval Subpoena at 2. Mr. Donoval is free to depose any of the 
individuals interviewed by Ms. Ball in the course ofher investigation in order to discover 
underlying facts which may be related to this case. He is not entitled to copies, however 
recorded. of Ms. Ball's iotervicws with witnesses or communications with Sun Valley 
representatives engaged in pursuant to Ms. Ball's duty m; an investigator. He can obtain the 
underlying facts obtained by Ms. Ball in these interviews through other discovery methods. 
It is possible under certain circumstances to waive the work product doctrine. Ifwotk 
product is disclosed, and that disclosure is to an adversary, the protection is lost. Trustees of 
Elec. Workers No. 26 Pension Trust Fundv. Trust Fund Advisors, Inc., 266 F.R.D. 1, 14-15 
(D.C. Cir. 2010) (citations omitted). In this case, part of Ms. Ball's report was disclosed to the 
Blaine Collllty Prosec:ot:or. Blaine County and Sun Valley are not adversaries; rather they share a 
common interest Disclosure to the Blaine County Prosecutor is consistent with maintaining 
secrecy from Sun Valley's adversaries. See U.S. 11. AT&T, 642 F .2d 1285, 1300 (D.C. Cir. 1980) 
(MCI's disclosure of work product to the government, for the pwpose of aiding in the 
investigation ofMCJ's opponent did not waive work product immunity). '"While the mere 
showing of a voluntmy disclosure to a third person will generally suffice to show waiver of the 
attomey-clicmt pri-vilege, it should not suffice ill itself [to waive protection of work product]." Id. 
at 1299. Since there has been no showing that Stm Valley disclosed its work product to an 
adversary, it has not waived protection of its work product 





Mr. Donoval has not shown that he cannot obtain the underlying facts through 
depositions, interrogatories. requests for production, or other discovery methods, he has shown 
neither a substantial need for Ms. Ball's materials. nor an undue hardship in attaining the 
substantial equivalent of these materials by other means. Moreover, he bas not shown that Sun 
Valley has waived work product protection. Because Mr. Donoval bas not met this burden under 
LR.C.P. 26(b)(3), and this Court finds that Ms. Ball was retained in anticipation oflitigation. and 
the materials she prepared were prepared in anticipation of litigation, those materials are 
protected. Because of this, there is no need to analyze whether those materials are protected from 
disclosure under the attomey--client privilege. 
CONCLUSION 
For the foregoing reasons, the City of Sun Valley's MOTION TO QUASH SUBPOENA 
is hereby GRANIED. 
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NILS RIB!, an individual; TIIE CITY OF SUN ) 
VALLEY, an Idaho municipal corporation; and, ) 
ADAM KING, an individual, ) 
ROBERT .J .. ELGEE 
relief only), ) 
Defendants. ) 
VERIFIED COMPLAINT FOR DAMAGES AND INJUNCTIVE RELIEF 
PURSUANT TO THE IDAHO PROTECTION OF PUBUC EMPLOYEES ACT 
NOW COMES the Plaintiff, SHARON R. HAMMER, and in support of her Verified 
Complaint states as follows: 
1) Plaintiff Sharon R. Hammer("Ms. Hammer") is a resident of Sun Valley, Blaine 
County, Idaho. In May of 2008. pursuant to a written City Administrator Employment 
Agreement, Ms. Hammer was hired as the City Administrator Of Defendant The City Of SWJ 
Valley, in Blaine CoWlty, Idaho ("Sun Valley'') and {the "City Administrator"). The written 
City Administrator Employment Agreement has been amended and extended from time to 
time and is effective through at least May 31, 2012. In 1990, Ms. Hammer graduated with a 
Juris Doctor degree from Southern Illinois University Law School and was licensed in 
lllinois. In l991, Ms. Hammer also received her law license in Tennessee. For several years 
Ms. Hanuner practiced as a prosecuting attorney for Perry, County, Illinois and as the City 
1 
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EXHIBIT N 696 
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City Attorney King provided legal advice to both Mayor Willich and Ms. Hammer as to how 
to discipline Mr. Ribi for such harassment and assau1t (i.e. nothing can be done to Mr. Ribi), 
and even after multip1e demands by Ms. Hammer's counsel that Mr. King cease participating 
in any matters related to Ms. Hammer or the Special Investigation. On infonnation and 
belief, City Attorney King's motivation in himself seeking to tenninate Ms. Hammer and in 
assisting Mr. Ribi in 1he tennination of Ms. Hammer, is to increase the amount of work and 
fees that he would generate should Ms. Hamm.er be removed as the City Administrator. 
41) Idaho Statute 6-2015 provides for damages to any employee, as well as allowing 
for injunctive relief. against the municipality or its officials and employees who have violated 
the provisions of the Idaho Protection Of Public Employees Act by taking any adverse action 
against an employee for any of the reasons previously cited in Idaho Statute 6-2104. 
42) At all times herein, Mr. Ribi was acting both individually and in his role as an 
elected official of Sun Valley. At all times herein, City Attorney King was acting both 
individually and in his role as the Sun Valley City Attorney. 
4 3) The act of Sun Valley investigation Ms. Hammer of any infractions of any type, 
after Ms. Hammer had provided notice of Mr. Ribi's harassment and assault of Ms. Hammer 
and Mr. Ribi's other violations of the Sun Valley Policies And Procedures, inc1uding City 
Attorney Kings overt and covert acts, is an "adverse action" as that phrase is described in 
section 6-2104 of the Idaho Protection Of Public Employees Act. 
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46) Ms. Hammer has been damaged by the adverse actions of Mr. Ribi, City Attorney 
King and Sun Valley in investigating Ms. Hammer and by placing Ms. Hammer on 
administrative leave, even with pay, by the mere insinuation that Ms. Hammer is guilty of 
something that bas not even been disclosed to her. Considering Ms. Hammer's long history 
of outstanding public service described herein, and Ms. Hanuner having been just recently 
recognized for her preparation of the Sun Valley Budget for 2011 and the Sun Valley 
Comprehensive Financial Report for 2010 (see Exhibit A and Exhibit B), any insinuation that 
Ms. Hammer is in any way guilty of anything will ruin her professional reputation and her 
standing in the community, potentially pennanently. 
47) In addition, Mr. Ribf's long history of harassment, abuse and assault of Ms. 
Hammer, the adverse actions taken by Mr. Ribi, City Attorney King and Sun Valley 
described herein in response to Ms. Hammer's complaints of harassment, abuse, assault and 
violations -:,fSun Valley Policies And Procedures against Mr. Ribi, and the negative impact 
of being investigated and placed on administrative leave for no known reason, have caused 
Ms. Hammer physical, medical and emotional injuries which have been previously 
documented to her personal physician and her counselor/therapist and which continue. 
48) There has been absolutely no explanation made to Ms. Hammer. or any rational 
reason, for why Ms. Hammer has been placed on administrative leave as to her voluntary role 
as a Sun Valley firefighter and EMT, as has been ordered in the Administrative Leave Order. 
WHEREFORE, Plaintiff S!taron R. Hammer prays that this Honorable Court enter 
judgment as follows: 
25 




a) Judgment in Ms. Hammer's favor and against Defendants Nils Ribi, Adam King 
and the City Of Sun Valley, jointly 81!" individually, in the sum of One Million Dollars 
($1,000.000.00) or such other amount as shall be determined at trial for Nils Ribi's, Adam 
King's and the City Of Sun Valley's violation of the Idaho Protection Of Public Employees 
Act (6-2101 et seq.) in seeking to, and actually taking, adverse action against Ms. Hammer in 
investigating Ms. Hammer, in attempting to force her resignation as the Sun Valley City 
Administrator, and in putting her on administrative leave; 
b) For an injunctive order requiring that the City Of Sun Valley fully reinstate Ms. 
Hammer to active duty status immediately due to the City Of Sun Valley failing to provide 
Ms. Hammer with any notice or other indication of what charges have been asserted against 
her requiring her to be placed on such administrative leave by the City Of Sun Valley; 
c) For an order immediately allowing Ms. Hammer to continue her role as a volunteer 
Sun Valley firefighter and EMT; 
d) Enter an injunctive order prohibiting Defendant Adam King from acting as legal 
counsel to the City Of Sun Valley, Mayor Wayne Willich, Mayor-Elect De Wayne Briscoe, 
the Sun Valley City Council, or any Sun Valley employee in any way in regards to any issue 
related to either Ms. Hammer or the Special Investigation ordered by the Sun Valley City 
Council on Monday, November 14, 2011, due to his previous legal advice to Ms. Hammer 
and due to his obvious conflict of interest in regards to any matters related to Ms. Hammer 
and her harassment and assault claims against Mr. Ribi; 
e) Enter an injunctive order prohibiting Defendant Nils Ribi from contacting or 
discussing any Sun Valley matters with any Sun Valley employees or with City Attorney 
Kfog, and in particular Ms. Hammer, other than Mayor Willich, Mayor Elect Briscoe or other 
26 




cunent or about to be seated members of the Sun Valley City Council, and to fully cooperate 
with the pending Special Investigation. 
t) For an order requiring that the City Of Sun Valley cease and desist with any further 
investigation of Ms. Hammer or any acts of Ms. Hammer, including in regards to the Special 
Investigation, without first providing in camera notice to the Court of the specific reasons for 
the need for such an investigation and without first obtaining specific Court approval to 
commence and/or continue such investigation; 
g) For an order prohibiting any Sun Valley City Council member or employee, and in 
particular City Attorney Adam King, from disclosing any matters which were, or will be, 
discussed in any Executive Session of the Sun Valley City Council related to either Ms. 
Hammer or the Special Investigation, without further order of Court after an in camera 
request; 
h) For costs and attorney's fees as are allowed by law, and, 
i) For such other relief as this Honorable Court :fmds to be just, equitable and proper. 
PLAINTIFF DEMANDS A TRIAL BY JURY ON ALL TRIABLE MATIERS AND FOR 




Jam R. Donoval 
Atto ey For Sharon R. Hammer 
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AFFIDAVIT OF JAMES B. DONOV AL 
{Matters Verse Nils Ribi} 
I, JAMES R. DONOV AL, first duly swom on oath, depose and state as follows: 
1) That my name is James R. Donoval. that I am the Defendant-CounterPlaintiff-
Th.ird Party Plaintiff herein, and that I am competent to testify as to the matters herein. I 
certify pursuant to Rule 11 of the Idaho Code Of Civil Procedure,. that the facts alleged 
herein are true and accurate and are made Vt'ith personal knowledge, and would furthe,r 
swear to such under oath and at trial if required. I also certify that all of the documents 
attached herein are true and accurate copies of correspondences I sent to the various 
parties or received myself, that the documents I prepared were served or otherwise 
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delivered to only the recipients described herein or have been made part of pleadings 
filed in pending litigation. 
3) Over 1he course of the IasMhree years, I have had multiple conversations with 
individuals about their concerns about Defendant Swi Valley City Council Member Nils 
Ribi's emotional stability, including with Sharon R. Hammer, who is the Sun Valley City 
Administrator, and, who is also my wife. During that period, on numerous occasions, I have 
had the opportunity to personally witness Mr. Ribi in action as a Sun Valley City Counci1 
Member and at other public and private functions. Prior to mid year 2010, I also held 
multiple personal conversations with Mr. Ribi in which I was able to personally measure his 
character, his temperament and his emotional stability. 
4) Over the course of the last three years. I held multiple conversations with Ms. 
Hammer in which she disclosed to m_e multiple instances of Mr. Ribi harassing her, and being 
hostile towards her, in her duties as the Sun Valley City Administrator, and in which she 
expressed her concerns that Mr. RI"bi was potentially unstable and dangerous to at least her, 
as well as potentially other City Of Sun Valley employees. 
5) Over the course of the last three years I have been advised by individuals who have 
known Mr. Ribi for an extended period of time that Mr. RI"bi bas taken medication for both 
migraine headaches and for dental problems, and that potentially those medications cause his 
temperament and conduct to be varied and unstable. 
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6) In late November of 2011, (had a personal conversation with former Sun Valley 
Mayor Jon Thorson who told me that when Virginia Egger was the Sun Valley City 
Administrator, that Mr. Ribi had multiple arguments with Ms. Egger, and that Mayor 
Thorson directed Mr. Ribi to seek counseling with Ms. Egger, which the City Of Sun Valley 
paid for, to treat Mr. Rihi's anger and hostility i~s, at least with Ms. Egger. Prior to my 
call with fonner Mayor Thorson, several individuals related to the City Of Sun Val1ey had 
also disclosed to me the hostility that Mr. R.toi bad ~wn towards Ms. Egger. 
7) In early December, I had a personal phone conversation with William Sperling, 
who was Mr. Ribi's former next door neighbor in Sun Valley. Mr. Sperling told me that 
between 2001 and 2005 'lhat Mr. Ribi had harassed his wife on multiple occasions to the 
point that Ms. Sperling lodged hamss~ complaints with the City Of Sun Valley Police 
Department. Mr. Sperling told me that the predominant reason that they moved away from 
S1U1 VaJley was to get away from Mr. Ribi. Prior to my call with Mr. Sperling, several 
individua1s related to the City Of Sun Valley had also dist:losed to me that Mr. Ribi had 
harassed Ms. Sperling. 
8) On November 12, 2011, or thereabouts, I drafted 1he letter attached as Exhibit A of 
the Complaint herein (the "First Litigation Notice Letter''), and served the First Litigation 
Notice Letter on Sun Valley Mayor Wayne Willich, Sun Valley City Council Members Joan 
Lamb, De Wayne Briscoe, Nils Ri"bi, Robert Youngman. and City Council Members Elect 
Franz Suhadolnik and Michelle Griffith (hereinafter defined as the "Controlled Notice 
Group"). The First Litigation Notice Letter was clearly marked "STR1CTL Y 
CONFIDENTIAL, Not For Public Distribution, In Contemplation Of Litigation". I certify 
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that the purpose of the First Litigation Notice Letter was to notify the Controlled Notice 
Group of potential litigation arising o~t of actions that had been taken against my client 
Sharon R. Hammer. I certify that I intended that no persons other than the Controlled Notice 
Group ob1ain or see the First Litigation Notice Lett.er. I certify that. except for including the 
First Litigation Letter in filings in the pleadings in the Hammer v. Ribi matt.er, I pcrsona.lly 
allowed no one other than the Controlled. Notice Group to obtain or see the First Litigation 
Notice Letter. 
9) On November 16, 2011, or thereabouts, I drafted the letter attached as Exhibit B 
of the Complaint herein (the "Seamd Litigation Notice Letter"), and attached to the Second 
Litigation Notice Letter the draft Verified Complamt attachod as Exhibit C of the Complamt 
herein (the "Draft Complaint''), and served the Second Litigation Notice Letter and the Draft 
. Complaint on the Controlled Notice Group. The Second Litigation Notice Letter and the 
Draft Complaint was clearly marked ,"STRIC'ILY CONFIDENTIAL. Not For Public 
Distribution, In Contemplation Of Litigation". I certify that the purpose of the Second 
Litigation Notice Letter and the Draft Complaint was to notify the Controlled Notice Group 
of potential litigation arising out of actions that had been taken against my client Sharon R. 
Hammer. I certify that I intended that no persons other than the Controlled Notice Group 
obtain or see the Second Litigation Notice Letter or the Draft Complaint. I certify that, except 
for including the Second Litigation Notice Letter in filings in the pleadings in the Hammer v. 
Ribi matt.er, I pcrsona.lly allowed no one other than the Controlled Notice Group to obtain or 
see the Second Litigation Notice Letter. I certify that I personally allowed no one other than 
the Controlled Notice Group to obtain or see the Draft Complaint. 
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10) Between November 12, 2011 and November 16, 2011, when I issued the First 
Litigation Notice Letter, the Second Litigation Notice Letter and the Draft Complaint to the 
Controlled Notice Group, based on my personal observations of Mr. Ribi. my multiple 
conversations with.Ms. Hammer and my multiple conversations with individuals associated 
with the City Of Sun Valley, I held a sincere personal belief that Mr. Ribi was emotionally 
unstable and potentially seriously medically or emotionally ill, and that he was .a potential 
danger to Ms. Hammer and other City Of Sun Valley employees. 
11) On November 12. 2011 and November 16, 2011, when I issued the First 
Litigation Notice Letter, the Second Litigation Notice Letter and the Draft Complaint to the 
Controlled Notice Group, I did not do so with any ma.lice towards Mr. Ribi, but did so to a) 
provide notice to the City Of Sun Valley of potential legal claims Ms. Hammer had against 
the City OfS1m Valley and Mr. Ribi, and b) with the sincere belief that the City OfSmi 
Valley should be made aware of the potential that :Mr. Ribi was emotionally unstable and 
potentially seriously ill, and that he was a potential danger to Ms. Hammer and other City Of 
Sun Va11cy employees. 
12) On November 21, 2011, on behalf of Ms. Hammer, I filed.a Verified Complaint 
against Sun Valley City Council Member Nils Ribi, the City Of Sun Valley and Sun Valley 
City Attorney pursuant to the Idaho Protection Of Public Employees Act (Idaho Statutes 6-
2010 et. seq.) (the ''IPPEA") in Blaine County, Idaho (Hammen. Ribi et al., No. CV-2011-
928). The allegations in the Verified Complaint in the Hammer v. Ribi action were limited to 
the issues related to the IPPEA. The remaining claims in the Draft Complaint provided to the 
Controlled Notice Group were not filed as part of the Hammerv. Ribi case as Ms. Hammer's 
5 
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tort claims in the Dmft Complaint are subject to a waiting period under the provisions of the 
Idaho Tort Immunity Act ( (Idaho Statute 6-906-6-910). 
13) On or about November 28, 2011, I obtained a copy of the letter from R. Keith 
Roark attached as Exhibit D of the Complaint herein (the "First Roark Letter"). I certify that I 
did not receive a copy of the First Roark Letter either in the U.S. mail or via email. I certify 
that the first time I saw the First Roark Letter was on or about November 28, 2011 when I 
received a copy of an Affidavit of Nils Ribi prepared by R Keith Roorlc in the Hammer y 
Ribi case. 
14) On November 30, 2011, I sent the letter attached herein as Exhibit A to R. Keith 
Roark (the "First Response Letter"). 
15) On December 6, 2011, I received the email attached as Exhibit B herein from R. 
Keith Roark (the "Roark Email"). 
16) On approximately December 18, 2011, I received the letter dat.ed November 16, 
2011 attaohed as Exhibit C herein from R. Keith Roark (the "Second Roark Letter"). 
17) On approximately December 18, 2011, I received a second letter dated November 
16, 2011 attached as Exhibit D from R. Keith Roark (the "Third Roark Letter"). 
18) On December 22, 2011, I sent the letter attached herein as Exhibit E to R. Keith 
Roark (the "Second Response Letter''). 
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Further Affiant sayeth not. 
Subscrl~ .IP. And Swom Before 
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Eric B. Swartz, ISB #63% 
Joy M. Vega, ISB #7887 . 
JONES & SW ARTZ PLLC 
1673 W. Shoreline Drive, Suite 200 [83 702] 
P.O. Box 7808 
Boise, ID 8370%7808 
Telephone: (208) 489-8989 
Facsimile: (208) 489-8988 
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joy@jonesandswartzlaw.com 
Attorneys for Plaintiff Sharon R. Hammer 
I 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BLAINE 
SHARON R. HAMMER, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
CITY OF SUN VALLEY; NILS RIBI; 
and DeWA YNE BRISCOE, 
Defendants. 
I. 
Case No. CV-2012-479 
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT 
OF PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR 
RECONSIDERATION OF 
DEFENDANTSRIBIAND 
BRISCOE'S MOTION TO DISMISS 
INTRODUCTION 
Ms. Ham.mer respectfully requests that the Court reconsider its finding that an employer's 
agent cannot be held personally liable under the Idaho Protection of Public Employees Act 
("IPPEA"). The Court's November 26, 2013 finding omits language from the statute that 
addresses what would otherwise be an absolute defense to any violation of the Il>PEA. The 
. ' I 
Court's finding that the IPPEA does not provide for a separate cause of action against 
Defendants Ribi and Briscoe assumes that all liability arising out of the IPPEA is imputed to an 
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employer under the doctrine of respondeat superior. Under Idaho law, respondeat superior only 
imputes liability to an employer where the employer' .s agent's conduct giving rise to liability is 
conduct within the cow-se and scope of the agent's authority. The Court's ruling does not 
account for IPPEA violative conduct that falls outside the scope of respondeat superior liability. 
The intent of the IPPEA is to protect public employees from adverse action. Its purpose 
would not be served if all an employer needed to do to defeat an IPPEA liability is to claim that 
an agent's violative conduct falls outside the scope of respondeat superior liability. The 
language omitted from the Court's gecision -'- specifically the remedy against a person -
addresses how the IPPEA·s intent is preserved when an agent acting on behalf of ari. employer 
exceeds their authority and injures a public employee. The IPPEA expressly provides for 
remedies against agents of the employer in their individual capacity: 
6-2105. Remedies for employee bringing action -- Proof required . 
••• 
(2) An employee who alleges a violation of this chapter may 
bring a civil action for appropriate injunctive relief or actual 
damages, or both, within one hundred eighty (180) days after the 
occurrence of the alleged violation of this chapter. 
(3) An action begun under this section may be brought in the 
district court for ... the county where the perso11 ,.gainst whom 
the civil complaint is filed resides or has his principal place of 
business. 
(I.C. § 6-2105(2) and (3); emphasis added.) Furthet\· the remedies.available under the IPPEA 
can be applied to a person. "'Damages' means damages for iajury or loss caused by each 
violation of this chapter, and includes court costs and reasonable attorneys' fees." (I.C. § 6-
2105(1).) "Damages" are regularly applied to suits against "persons" in Idaho as are injunctions 
(I.C. § 6-2106(1)) and "compensation for lost wage3, benefits, or other remuneration" (LC. § 6-
2106(4)). 
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR RECONSIDERA noN OF 
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II. 
ARGUMENT 
A. The Omitted Statutory Words Must Be Included 
Where the language of a statute is plain and unambiguous, a Court must give effectto the 
statute as written. State v. Rhode, 133 Idaho 459, 462, 988 P.2d 685 688 (1999); citation 
omitted. "Unless the result is palpably absurd, this Court assumes that the legislature meant 
what is clearly stated in the statute." Id. A Court camot write words out of the statute. "It is a 
cardinal tule of construction that effect, if possible, must be given to every letter, word, phrase 
and clause of a statute. Any construction which fails to give effect to the word and letter of the 
statute, or which would leave any clause as meaningless, or give it an absurd signification, is 
never admissible whenever any other interptetation is possible.'' Ingram v. State Wagon-Road 
Comtn'n, 4 Idaho 139 (1894). See also, State v. Urrabazo, 150 Idaho 158 (2010) ('1Indeed, to 
treat the provision merely as an example essentially reads the words "after a defendant has been 
placed on probation" out of the statute. Such an interpretation would violate the rule of statutory 
construction requiring every word in a statute to be given its plain meaning.''); Magnuson v. 
Idaho State Tax" Commission. 97 Idaho ~17, 920, 556 P.2d 1197, 1200 (1976) ("(A]ll sections of 
the applicable statutes.should be considered and construed together to determine the intent of the 
legislature; and that it is incumbent upon a court to give the statute an interpretation that will not 
in effect nullify it.,,) (citations omitted). 
By omitting the .express remedy against an individual person under the IPPEA, the Court 
has improperly read out a cause of actic;m provided for in the IPPEA. In doing so based on the 
asswnption that respondent superior liability is the only liability under the IPPEA, the Court has 
also read-into the sta~te an ultimate defense-for employers - employers can say the actor was 
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not acting within the course and scope and. as a matter of law, the employer is not liable for that 
agent's conduct. See, e.g., Cantwe!l v. City of Boise, 146 Idaho 127, 138, 191 P.3d 205. 216 
(2008) ( .. The actions of an agent are lhe actions of the corporation. An agent is only liable for 
actions which are outside its scope of duty to the corporation/') (emphasis added) citing 
Ostrander v. Farm Bureau Mut. Ins. Co. of Idaho, 123 Idaho 650, 654, 851 P.2d 946, 948 
(1993))~ T. W. & L. 0. Naylor Co. v. Bowman, 39 Idaho 764, 230 P. 347 (1924) ("A principal 
cannot be bound by the acts of an agent done outside of the actual or apparent scope of his 
authority, unless such acts have been ratified and adopted by the principal.'? 
The Court's narrow interpretation of the IPPEA severely limits the iPPEA's intent, which 
is broad protection for public employees. This broad intent should be given broad effect: "The 
compiled laws establish the law of this state respecting the subjects to which they relate, and 
their provisions and all proceedings under them are to be liberally construed, with a view to 
effect their objects and to promote justice." I.C.§ 73-102(1). "The Court will interpret [a] statute 
broadly to effectuate the intent of the Jegislature." Elec. Whole.sale Supply Co. lnc. v. Nielson, 
136 Idaho 814,825, 41 P.3d 242, 253 (2001). 
B. The Non-Idaho Cases Relied Upon By The Court To Construe The I:PPEA 
Narrowly Should Be Reconsidered 
·In reaching its ruling on the Motion to Dismiss, the Court appears to have been persuaded 
by non-Idaho law regarding Title VU in its finding that there is no individual liability under.the 
IPPEA. The Court cited to Tomka v. Seiier Corp., 66 F.3d 1295 (2nd Cir. 1995). but missed the 
portion of Tomka finding individual liable under the New York Human Rights Law which uses 
the word "person" (in contrast to Title VII, which does not): 
the HRL states that it shall be an unlawful discriminatory practice 
•'for any person to aid, abet, incite, compe1 or coerce the doing of 
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any of the acts forbidden under this article, or attempt to do so." 
. . . Based on this language, several courts have . . . (held] that a 
defendant Who actually participates in the conduct giving rise to a 
discrimination claim may be held personally liable under the HRL. 
In the present case, Tomka has alleged that each of the individual 
defendants assaulted her and thereby created a hostile working 
environment. This allegation is sufficient to satisfy § 296(6), Bild 
the district coutt thus 1incorrectly dismissed Tomka's sexual 
harassment claims against the individual defendants in their 
. personal capacities under the HRL. 
Tomka, 66 F .3d at 1317; citations omitted. 
~0006/0009 
The Court also relied on Lenhardt v. Basic institute of Technology, 55 E.3d 377 (8th Cir. 
1995), but Lenhardt has been disfavored (see Cooper v. Albacore Holdings, 204 S.W.3d 238 
(Miss. Ct. App. 2006)), In Lenhardt, .the Eighth Circuit discussed what it thought Missouri 
courts would detennine about the Missouri Human Rights Act related to personal liability. As 
was noted in Cooper v. Albacore Holdings, "with all due respect to the Eighth Circuit, tlie 
Missouri Supreme Cowt does not blindly follow the 'predictions• of the federal cowts." Cooper, 
204 S.W.3d at 243. Cooper determined that because the Missouri HUman Rights Act refers to 
the word "person" as to who suits·could be brought against (as is the case with the IPPEA). "the 
MHRA imposes individual liability in ,the event of discriminatory conduct." Id. at 244. In 
Genaro v. Central Transport, 84 Ohio St.3d 293, 703 N .E.2d 782 (Ohio Sup. Ct. 1999), the Ohio 
Supreme Court also rejected a Title VII analysis of its Ohio anti-discrimination provision and 
determined that individual liability was imposed under the Ohio antiwdiscrimination provision 
based on the use of the phrase "person" in the statute. In contrast to Tomka. Cooper, Blazek, and 
the IPPEA at issue in the present action, the statute at issue in Obst v. Microtron, 588 N. W.2d 
550 (Minn. Ct App. 1999), where individual liability was not found, does not use the word 
"person." 
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As discussed in the Title VII section of Tomka, a significant portion of the rationale of 
excluding individual liability under Title VII is Title VII's expressed inapplicability to employers 
with less than fifteen employees. Tomka, 66 F.3d at 1314. The small employer exemption was 
also used in E.E.0.C. v. AIC Security, 55 F.3d 1276 (7th Cir. 1995), Wathen v. General,· Electric, 
115 F.3d 400 (6th Cir. 1997), and Reno v. Baird, 951 P.2d 1333, 18 Cal. 4•h 640 (Cal. Sup. Ct. 
1998), all relied upon by this Court. Unlike the statutes being analyzed in theses case, the IPPBA 
does not have a small employer exemption. The iPPEA applies to all public employers and all of 
their agents, regardless of the number of employees. The IPPEA also expressly provides for a 
remedy against an individual~ 
6-2105. Remedies for employee briqging action -- Proof required . ...... 
(2) An employee who aUeges a violation of this chapter niay 
bring a civil action for appropriate injunctive relief or actual 
damages, or both, within one hundred eighty ( 180) days after the 
occurrence of the alleged violation of this chapter. 
(3) An action begun un<ler this aection may be brought in the 
district court for ... the county where the person against whom 
the civil complaint is filed resides or has his principal place of 
business. 
{I.C. § 6-2105(2) and (3); emphasis added.) 
There was no need to look beyond Idaho Code section 6-2015, as its language is plain 
and unambiguous. The IPPEA's intent is, expressly, broad. Further, the Legislative History, 
however scant it may be, supports a reading of the IPPEA that does allow for a cause of action 
against a person. As the Plaintiff previously cited to the Court. Representative Berain (the 
sponsor of the IPPEA) testified befoi:e the Idaho House Human Rights Committee that the 
IPPEA also covered the "heads of those agencies" (i.e .• Mayor and City Council members), 
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clearly indicatin~ that the high ranking officials of the agencies at issue would also be subject to 
the provisions of the IPPEA. 
The IPPEA plain language, broad intent, and Legislative History all show why the logic 
related to the Lenhardt discussion on Title VII would not, and cannot, apply in this instance. The 
Lenhardt court stated: 
As a practical matter employees who unlawfully discriminate 
against 1heir fellow employees, and who thereby expose their 
employer to liability, do not get anything like a "free-passn to 
continue their wrongdoing with impunity . . . . An employer who is 
subject to well.founded claims of employment discrimination as a 
result of an employee's intentional acts of discrimination is not 
likely to look favorably upon the offending employee. To the 
contrary, the employer, to protect its own interests and to avoid 
further liability, almost certainly wiIJ impose some form of 
discipline upon the offending employee. That discipline may 
include a "free-pass" to the unemployment line, a result that would 
seem particularly likely if the employee engages in repeated acts of 
intentional discrimination against fellow employees. 
Tomka, 66 F.3d at 381. 
This Title VII logic simply cannot apply to the situation that we have in this case. 
Defendants Briscoe and Ribi are the Mayor and City Council member, respectively. There is no 
one who can impose discipline on them; nor are they going to impose any discipline themselves. 
This is just one more reason the IPPEA includes "person" and why Representative Berain 
assured the Idaho Legislature that the IPPEA would apply to the "heads of those agencies". 
III. 
CONCLUSION 
For the foregoing reasons, Plaintiff Sharon Hammer respectfully requests that this Couft 
reconsider having granted Defendants Ribi and Briscoe's Motion to Dismiss. 
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DATED this 10th day of December, 2013. 
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I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 10111 day of December, 2013, a true and correct copy of 
the foregoing document was served on the following individual(s) by the method indicated: 
Kirtlan 0. Naylor 
NAYLOR & HALES, P.C. 
950 W. Bannock Street, Suite 610 
Boise, ID 83702-6I03 
The Honorable Jonathan P. Brody 
District Judge 
Minidoka County Courthouse 
8th & G Streets 
P.O. Box 368 
Rupert, ID 83350 
[ ] U.S. Mail 
(t'J Fax: 383-9516 
[ l Hand Delivery . 
[ ] Email: kirt@naylorhales.com 
[ J U.S. Mail 
[;Q Fax: (208) 436-5272 
[ ] Overnight Delivery 
[ ] Hand Delivery 
[ ] Email: ..----
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Attorneys for Plaintiff Sharon R. Hammer 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STA tE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BLAINE 
SHARON R. HAMMER, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
CITY OF SUN VALLEY; NILS RIB!; 
and De WAYNE BRISCOE, 
Defendants. 
Case No. CV-2012-479 
PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR 
RECONSIDERATION OF 
DEFENDANTSRIBIAND 
BRISCOEtS MOTION TO 
DISMISS 
COMES NOW the Plaintiff, Sharon R. Hammer ("Ms. Hammet")1 by and through her 
cowsel of record, Jones & Swartz PLLC1 and pursuant to RuJes 7(b)(l) and l l(a)(2)(B) of the 
~ 
Idaho Rules of Civil Procedute hereby moves this Court to reconsider having granted Defendants 
Ribi and Briscoe's Motion to Dismiss on the grounds and for the reasons that the Court's current 
finding omits statutory language. creates a defense to the Idaho Prote·ction of Public Employees 
Act ("lPPEA0 ) that is inconsistent with the IPPEA language and intent, and that the cases relied 
upon by the Coun in reaching its ruling are not supportive of the Court's ruling. 
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This Motion is made and supported by the pleadings of record herein and is further 
supported by the Memorandum filed contemporaneously herewith. 
DATED this 10•h day of December, 2013. 
JONES & SWARTZ PLLC 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 10111 day of December 2013, a ttue and correct copy_ of 
the foregoing document was served on the following individual(s) by the method indicated: 
Kirtlan G. Naylor 
NAYLOR&HALES, P.C. 
950 W. Bannock Street, Suite 610 
Boise, ID 83702-6103 
The Honorable Jonathan P. Brody 
District Judge 
Minidoka County Courthouse 
8th & G Streets 
P.O.Box 368 
Rupert, ID 83350 
[ ] U.S. Mail 
[ )'j Fax: 383-9516 
[ J Hand Delivery 
[ l Email: kirt@naylorhales.com 
[ ] U.S. Mail 
[ )(] Fax: (208) 436-5272 
[ ) Overnight Delivery 
[ J Hand Delivery 
[ ] Email: 
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Facsimile: (208) 489~8988 
Email: eric@ionesandswartzlaw.com 
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'Attorneys for Plain'tiff Sharon R. Ham~er 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FlFfH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BLAINE 
SH.AR,.ON R. HAMM'ER, 
Plaintiff, 
VS; 
CITY OF SUN VALLEY; NlLS RIB!; 
and De WAYNE BRISCOE, 
Defendants. 
Case No. CV-2012-479 
REPLY IN SUPPORT OF 
PLAINTIFF'S MOTION TO 
ENFORCE SUBPOENA AGAINST 
NON-PARTY PATRICIA BALL AND 
TO COM.PEL THE PRODUCTION OF 
DOCUMENTS WITHHELD FROM 
PRODUCTION IN DISCOVERY AND 
IN RESPONSE TO SUBPOENA 
A. There Is No Evidence ofthe,Attorney-Client Relationships Necessary 
to Claim the Attorney-Client Privilege and Work Product at Issue 
Ms. Ball and the City of Sun Valley ( .. City") are opposing Plai11tifrs Motion to Compel 
', · over 200 documents by asking this Court to infer .an a.ttorney.client relationship in order to 
support the blanket assertion of the attorhey~client privilege and attorney work product 
, protections. "As demonstrated by the communications provided in camera to this Court, ... there 
aie multiple instances where Mr. Willich received communications that- clearly indicated that 
Mr. Naylor,and Mr. King·were participating in-the aaministration of the investigation, and there 
·REPLY IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'S MOTION TO ENFORCE SUBPOENA AGAINST NON-PARTY 
PATRICIA BALL AND TO COMPEL THE PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS WITHHELD FROM 
~PRODUCTION IN DISCOVERY AND IN RESPONSE TO SUBPOENA - 1 
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is no eviden.ce of any objection by Mr. Willich."1 
Obviously, Plaintiff cannot conuftent of the substance of these emails since they have not 
been produced. According to the privilege log. however, there were only six (6) emails between 
Attorney Naylor and Fonner Mayor Willich. Five (5) of them were frotn Attorney Naylor, and 
there is no evidence that any of them were received or read by Fonner Mayor WiIUch. There is 
only one (I) email from Former Mayor Willich to Attorney Naylor, on December 13, 2011 - one 
day after Fonner Mayor Willich concluded the Hammer Disciplinary Investigation: 
- . ~ .. 
Date ., Log Ref. . Frgrn I2 cc'd -




11/24/2011 ,_ BALL 1074-1075 Naylor Briscoe - . 
Ball, King, 
11/25/2011 BALL 1064-1066 Naylor • ~ L Willich Briscoe - . 
. Ball, Willi ch, 
BALL 1067-1069 il/25/2011 ... Naylor .. King, Briscoe . ·- ·-
Wlllich, King, 
11/25/2011 .. BALL 1072-1073 Naylor .. Ball, Briscoe .-
Ball, Willlch, 
. . . 11/25/2011 . ' .. -·- BALL 1160-1163 NayJor King . 
ON NOVEMBER 28 2011 THE HAMMER INVESTIGATION INTERVIEWS BEGIN - -
ON DECEMBER.12 fflll THE HAMMER.INVESTIGATION IS CONCLUDED - . ·• 
12/13/2011. BALL 1044·, - Willich Ball,Naylor _King, Briscoe 
Even.if the December 13, 2011 email states, affirmatively, that Fonner Mayor Willich 
was hiring Attorney Naylor, the Hammer Disciplinary Investigation was over. There appear to 
be no emails before December 13, 2011, that could support an affirmative engagement of 
1 Defendant's Opposition to Plaintiff's Motion to Enforce Subpoena, p. 22. Plaintiff should be able to see 
these communications if. as the City and Ms. Ball assert, they describe and define the relationship 
between Attorney Naylor and the City. Such communications are not covered by any attorney-client, 
work product or common interest privilege. Nguyen v. Excel. Corp., 197 F.3d 200 (5th. Cir. 1999) 
("Inquiry into the general nature of legal• services provided by counsel to a corporate client does not 
necessitate an assertion of attorney-client privilege"). Only communications that seek or provide· tegaJ 
advice are protected by the attorney-client privilege. State v. Allen, 123 Idaho 880, 853 P.2d 625 (Ct. 
App. 1993). 
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Attorney Naylor by Fonner Mayor Willich. "As a general rule, no attorney-client relationship 
exists absent assent by both the putative client and attorney." Berry v. McFarland, 153 Idaho 5, 
9, 278 P.3d 407, 411 (2012) (etnphasi~ added)_. "[W]here the ,question as to the attorney's· 
authority is raised, his actual authority must be established . . . . " Muncey v. Children's Home 
Finding and Aid Society of Lewiston, 84 Idaho 14 7, 153, 369 P,2d 586, 589 (l 962); Just because 
Attorney Naylor made the Hammer Investigation his business does not mean that Former Mayor 
' ' 
Willich's "lack of objection" was assent to convey actual authority to Attorney Naylor to be the 
City~ s ·attorney for the· purposes of the Hammer Disciplinary Investigation. Again, there is no 
evidence that these emails were received or read by Former Mayor Willich. The City's 
contet?,tion that there was an inferred attorney-client relationship via lack of objection also does 
not square with it and Ms. Ball's argument that unidentified "Sun Valley officials0 decided that 
Attorney Naylor was going to be the legal contact for the purposes of the Hammer Disciplinary 
H1vesti gation. 2 
Ms. Ball and the City's reiiance on an inferred attorney-client relationship , does not 
satisfy their burden of proving an actual attorney-client relationship and that each and every 
document being Withheld thereunder falls within the scope of any such actual relationship: 
Nowhere in the hwidreds of pages that. Ms. Ball and the City submitted to this Court is the~ 
proof that Mr. Naylor was hired by the City (Former Mayor Willich or by resolution of the enti~ 
City Council) to participate in. guide, or offer legal advicein regard to the Hammer Disciplinary 
Investigation. Mt'; Naylor was insuran~e defense counsel after the November 2 I , 2011 IPPEA 
lawsuit was filed. If Ms. Ball is in possession of what he claims is attorney-client privileged and 
work product documents - as her privilege log shows - Mr. Naylor's decision to share his 
2 Defendant's Opposition to Plaintifrs Motion to Enforce Subp~na, p. 5. 
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[?PEA-defense privileged com.mu:nicatio!}s and work product with her waived any privilege that 
might have existed. 
The City never had an attorney-client relationship with Ms. Ball. Ms. Ball was not 
directed to provide legal advice; she does not even assert that she was. She was engaged to 
conduct a fact-finding investigation. Neither Ms. Ball nor the City's hundreds of pages of 
documents submitted to this Court show any actual engagement of Ms. Ball for the purposes of 
providing legal advice incident to the IPPEA lawsuit or the Hammer Disciplinary [nvestigation. 
the docliifiettts available do show that her engagement was limited to fact-finding and limited to 
,, allegations. being made about Ms. Hammer's misconduct. There is no evidence of her. 
engagement morphing into providing legal advice about the investigation or the IPPEA lawsuit. 
The evidence available also shows that Fotm:er Mayor Willich and the City do not infonnally 
' enter into relationships. They use formal engagement letters. There is a complete absence of 
any such engagement letters to support the relationships that the City and Ms. Ball are asking 
this Court to infer exist. Without the formation of an attorney-client relationship, there cannot be 
any privilege or work-product protections to assert. 
B. Evea if An Attorney-Client Relationship Existed, the City and Ms. Ball Do Not 
Provide the Privileges Asserted on a Document-By-Document Basis 
The City and Ms. Ball ask the Court to assume the existence of attomey~clierit 
relationships; assume that the withheld documents fall within the scope of those relationships, . 
assume that the communications are, in fact, because of litigation, and assume that the 
communications, in fact, include legal advice. Assumptions and inferences ate not enough. The 
burden of showing that information is privileged; and therefore exempt froin discovery, is on the 
party asserting the privilege. Kirk v. Ford Motor Co., 141 Idaho 697, 704, 116 P.3d 27, 34 
(2005) (citation omitted). This burden is on a document-by-document basis: 
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In sum, a proper analysis as to the withheld documents must be 
conducted on a document by document basis. If the document 
would not have been generated 'but for' litigation, it is privileged. 
However, if it was generated for purposes other" than litigation, 
even though litigation may have been a •real possibility', it must be 
disclosed. 
United States v. Tor/ (In re Grand Jury Subpoena), 350 F.3d 1010, 1018 (9th Cir. 2003). The 
. City and Ms. Ball suggest that the "but for" standard should oe "because of,'' but they never 
undertake any ·effort to show that each of their over 200 withheld docwnents actually qualify for 
privilege protection. "As with the attomey.:client privjJege, the person asserting the work 
product privilege caililot make a blank.et assertion of the privilege, but must state document-by-
document what infonnation the privilege applies." Buckner v. United States, 1995 U.S. Dist. 
LEXIS 14107 {t>. Idaho 1995) citing United States v. Bornstein, 917 F.2d 112, 115 (4th Cir. 
1992). 
The City end Ms. Ball's assertion of blanket privileges in this case is particularly 
problematic in this case. Even if a privilege could be asserted related to the Hammer 
Disciplinary Investigation, that privilege cartnot be extended to communications related to the 
Hammer Disciplinary Investigation after December 12, 2011. That is when Former Mayor 
Willich concluded the investigation to be ovet and further concluded that Ms. Hammer did not 
engage in any misconduct.3 The City's current attempt to argue that the Hammer Disciplinary 
Investigation was not finished runs afoul of Idaho Code § 50-208, which provides that Former 
·. Mayor Willich controlled the "affairs" of Sun Valley, and Section 8.7 of the Sun Valley 
Personnel Policies, which confirms that all. decisions of Former Mayor Willich related to 
' ' 
employee disciplinary matters were "final and binding." Former Mayor Willich was the only 
City official who could have re.opened the investigation, and he bas testified that he did not. 
j Wiliich Aff., 153. 
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Any communications with Investigator Ball after Fotiiler Mayor Wtllich terminated the 
investigation. until at least until January 3, 2012, when Fonner Mayor Willich's term as Mayor, 
of Sun Valley ended, cannot be within the scope of arty attorney's work on the Hammet 
Disciplinary Investigation. Berry v. McFarland, 153 Idaho 5, 9, 278 P.3d 407, 411 (2012) ("If 
the attorney agrees to undertake a specific matter, the relationship terminates when that matter 
Has been resolved."). 
C. The Hammer Disciplinary investigation Was to Addresi Allegations of 
Ms. Hammer,, Alleged Misconduct - Not Because of Threatened Litigation 
The City and Ms. Ball's assertion that the Hammer Disciplinary Investigation was 
because of threatened ligation is not supported oy the evidence of record. On November 14. 
2011, after Ms. Hammer refused to resign at Council Member Ribi, Council Member Youngman 
aild CWTertt Mayor Briscoe's request; the Sun Valley City Council passed a resolution 
authorizing Fonner Mayor Willich ~o hire an attorney in regards to the Hammer Disciplinary 
lilvestigation.4 The minutes of the November 14, 2011 Sun Valley City Council meeting do not-
state that the Sun Valley City Council was going into executive session ·related to threatened; 
litigation. The minutes state that the Sun Valley City Council was going into executive session 
"To consider the evaluation. dismissal or disciplining- of, ot to hear complaints or charges 
·brought against. a public officer; employer, staff member or individual agent"s The minutes 
were later amended to include an ''agenda item to discuss hiring an attorney to conduct an 
independent investigation. "6 Although the members of tlie Sun Valley City Council had already 
received Mr. Donoval's communication of November 12, 2011 by the November 14, 2011 
Sun Vailey City Council meeting. the Sun Valley City Council gave no indication that 
4 Ex. K to Suj,plemental Affidavit of Plaintiff's Coiiilsel. 
5 Jd, 
6 ld. 
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Mt. DonovaJ's threat of litigation was why the Council was going into executive session on 
November 14,201 I. Of more importance is that, when the Sun Valley City Council came out of 
the November 14, 2011 executive session, no mention was made of threatened litigation, and 
instead the Sun Val1ey City Council passed a resolution to simply "authorize the Mayor to 
engage an attorney to conduct an independent investigation.''7 If the purpose of the hiring of 
investigator Ball was in regards to threatened litigation, as is ,now asserted by the City and 
Ms;· Sall, the Sun Valley City Council minutes would state as much .. Instead, the minutes and 
the subsequent Ball Retainer state that the investigation is to learn whether Ms. Hammer engaged 
in misconduct. Also, if Ms. Ball was being retained.because of litigation, her retainer agreement 
would have stated as much. 
D. The City and Ms. Ball's Response to Waiver is Not Sufficient 
The release of any communications that have been asserted to be privileged acts as a 
waiver for the communication itself (Skelton v. Spencer, 98 Idaho 417, 565 P.2d 1374 (1977)), as 
well as any matter associated with the topic of the communication (Weil v. Investment/ 
Indicators, Research & Mgt., 647 F.2d 18 (91h Cir. 1981). The waiver also encompasses drafts of 
the documents or communications. Loftin v. Ban'de, 258 F.R.D. 31 (D,C. Cir. 2009) and United 
States v. (Under Seal), 748 F.2d 871 (4th. Cir. 1984). This Court raised the issue of waiver in 
Ribi v. Donoval, Blaine County Case No. CV-2010~1040, at the time of Mr . .Donoval's Motion 
for R.econsideration.8 The Court never ruled on Mr. Donoval's pending Motion to Reconsider 
, because the Court stayed discovery until a:fter ruling on a Motion for Summary Judgment related 
to Ms. Brolin•Ribi's emotional distress claims against Mr. Donoval; but did ask Attorney Naylor 
how any privilege was not waived after the· Unauthorized Ball Report was released and published 
-~ 7 Id. 
8 Supplemental Affidavit of James Donoval: 
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in the Idaho MounJain Express newspapet.9 
Ms. Ball and the City do not cite any authority that supports their withholding of 
communications about the Ball reports after they made the Ball reports public and, apparently, 
provided them to the Pi'osecutor. 10 Instead, they atgUe that they have already produced the 
materials related to the reports. The City and Ms. Ball's argument beg.s the questions - what is 
in the materials that are being withheld and does it fall within the scope of engagement, the scope 
of a true privilege, and does fairness require that the materials be produced in light of the 
publication of the Ball reports? The City and Ms. Ball ask the Court to :trust them without 
allowing the Court to verify their statements. the only way to know whether the materials still 
withheld were otherwise waived is for the Court to review the materials and determine whether 
fairness requires the same to be produced . 
. , E. Conclusion 
For the foregoing reasons, as well as those stated in the Memorandum in Support of 
Plaintiffs Motion to Enforce Subpoena Aga.inst Non-Party Patricia Ball and to Compel the 
·:Production of Documents Withheld from Production in Discovery and in Response to Subpoena, 
· Ms. Hammer respectfully requests that the Court grant her Motion. and: 
1. Conduct an in camera review of the materials being withheld on grounds of 
privileges established by the party claiming the same and which are not overcome by the 
... , .... 
9 Mr. Donoval•s Response to Sun Valley's Motion to Quash the Subpoena for Investigator Ball's records 
in the Rib/ v. Donova/ matter was tiled on September 12, 2012, without the benefit of an Affidavit of 
Fonner Mayor Willich on the matter. The Court granted Sun Valley's Motion to Quash on October 22, 
2012, about a month before the Unauthorized Ball Report was published in the·Jdaho Mountain Express 
newspaper. Mr. Donoval filed his Motion to Reconsider on November 8, 2012, still prior to the 
publication of the Unauthorized Ball Report in the Idaho Mountain Express newspaper. At the January 
15, 2013 hearing on.the matter, the Court, ofi its own, noted that in the intervening days since the filing of 
the Motion to Reconsider, the Unauthorized Ball Report had been published in the Idaho Mountain 
.Express newspaper and questioned Attorney Naylor a:s to how that did not amount to waiver. 
10 One government agency turning over ~ocuments to another government agency waives privileges. 
Permian Corp. v. United States, 665 F .2d 12 t 4 (U.S. D.C. 1981) . 
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arguments herein or at oral argument; 
a. Order their production if the Court finds no· applicable privilege ot a waiver 
thereof; 
b. Order their redacted, production to reveal facts, but preserve truly confidential 
information or attorneys' mental impressions; 
2. Compel the production of materials in their entirety that are being withheld on Wl-
established claims of privilege; 
3. Compel the production of materials for which any applicable privilege was. 
waived; and 
4. A ward Ms. Hammer her attorney fees and costs incurred as a result of having to 
·bring this motion. 
DATED this 13th day of December, 2013. 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 13th day of December, 2013, a true and correct copy 
of the foregoing document was served on the following individual(s) by the method indicated: 
Kirtlan G. Naylor 
NAYLOR & HALES, P.C. 
950 W. Bannock Street, Suite 610 
Boise, ID 83702-6103 
The Honorable Jonathan P. Brody 
District Judge 
Minidoka County Courthouse 
8th &-G Streets 
P.O. Box 368 
Rupert, ID 83350 
[ ] U.S. Mail 
[X] Fax: 383-9516 
[ ] Hand Delivery 
[ J Email: kirt@naylorhales.com 
[ J U.S. Mail 
(XJ Fax: (208) 436-5272 
[ ] Overnight Delivery 
'[ ] Hahd Delivery 
[ ] Email: 
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JONES & SWARTZ PLLC . 
1673 W. Shoreline Drive; Suite 200 [83702] 
P.O. Box 7808 . 
Boise, ID '83707-7808 
Telephone: (208) 489-8989 
Facsimile: (208) 489-.8988 
Email: eric@jonesandswartzlaw.com 
joy@j onesandswartzlaw. corn 
Attorneys for Plaintiff Sharon R. Hammet 
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Case No. CV~2012-479 
SUPPLEMENTAL AFFIDAVIT OF 
COUNSEL IN SUPPORT OF 
PLAINTIFF'S MOTION TO 
CITY OF SUN VALLEY; NlLS RIBI; 
and.DeWAYNE: BRISCOE, 
Defendants. 
ENFORCE SUBPOENA AGAINST 
NON-PARTY PATRICIA BALL AND 
TO COMPEL THE PRODUCTION OF 
DOCUMENTS WITHHELD FROM 
PRODUCTION IN DISCOVERY AND , 
' . 
IN RESPONSE J'O SUBPOENA 
STATE OF.IDAHO ) 
: ss. 
· County of t,\da ) 
I; ERIC B. SWARTZ; being first duly sworn upon oath, depose and state: 
1. I am an attothey with the law firm of Jones & Swartz PLLC, and am authorized to· 
. practice law before this and all courts of the state of Idaho. 
2. Attached hereto as Exhibit K is a true and correct copy of the November l l, 2011 
Special Council Meeting Minutes, prodftced in discovery by Defendant City of Su.rt Valley. 
SUPPLEMENTAL AFFIDAVIT OF COUNSEL IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'S MOTfON TO ENFORCE 
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FURTIIER YOUR AFFIANT SAYETH NAUGHi. 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN tb before me this 13th day of December, 2013. 
My Commission eKpires . ()1./.!·.t.pJK. 
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CERTIFJCATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 13th day of December, 2013, a true and correct copy 
of the foregoing document was served on the following individual(s) by the method indicated: 
Kirtlan-G. Naylor 
NAYLOR&HALES, P.C. 
950 W. Bannock Street, Suite 610 
Boise, !t> 83702--6103 
ibeHoriorable Jonathan P. Brody 
District Judge 
Minidoka County Courthouse 
8th & G Streets 
P.0.Box 368 
Rupert, ID-83350 
{ ] U.S. Mail 
[X] Fax: 383-9516 
[ ] Hand Delivery 
[ ] Email: kirt@naylorhales.com 
[ ] U.S. Mail 
[X ] Fax: (208) 436-5272 
[ ] Overnight Delivery 
[ ] Hand Delivery 
[ ] Email: 
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SPECIAL. COUNCIL MEETING MINUTe& 
OF THE MAYOR AND CtTY COUNCIL 
ORIGINA·L 
IN THi! COUNCIL CHAMBERS• 81.aKfCORN ROAD 
CITY Of BUN VALl.EY, IDAHO 
NOVEMBER11,2011 HIOP.M. 
Toe Mayor and the City Coundl of Su·n·va11ey, e.Jne County, State of Idaho, met In a Special Council 
Meeting In lhe Sun VaDey City Hall Council Chambera on November 11, 2011 2:00 p.m. 
CALL TO OROER 
ROLL CALL 
PRESENT: Mayor Wayne WDileh, Council P1'811dent Dewayne Biiecoe, Counoll member Bob 
Youngman and Council member 1',111 Rlbl, 
ABSENT: eounas men,w Joa_n lamb. 
EXECUTIVE se88ION 
MOTION 
councfl member Nia Rfbl moved to enter Into Executive seaaton puraiant to Idaho Code87-2345 1 
(b) ; To consider the eval~_Uon; cfsmlaul or dltdpllnlng d, 01 to hear complaints or Chaf981 brought 
agalnat; a public offloer,. en,prgyee, staff member or lndlvldual agent, or pubflc _IChool etudent: 
seoortded by Counc:11 ri'iember'Bob Y®ngman. · 
AYES:. Council Pre8ldent Dewayne Briscoe, Councl member Bob Youngman and 
Councll inerribei' NIia Rlbl. 
NAYES: None 
Coiincll member Joan Lamb ·wea abMnt for this vote. 
The Mayor dedared·the·mouon canted. 
exacuttva Sa,k>n began at 2:10 p.rn. 
SlcecuUve Senion ended at 4!4S p.m. 
AMEND.AGENDA MOTION .. 
Counoll PnMldent o.wayne Brlacoe mCived to amend the agenda to add an Item liUthoftxlng 1he Mayor 
and City Attome'f to have a dlaculalon with a City Employee, aeconded by Councll member Bob 
Voun;man. 
AYES: Council Prealdent f:Je'Nayna- Briaicoe, Counctt met'nbor Bob Youngman and 
Councl member Nia Rfbl. 
NAYES: None 
Coullcll ,ngmb« Jotln t.emb wee at>aenf for ihl, vote; 
The Mayor declared tM motion carried. 
councn membfN' Bob Ygungman atited the good faith nteson to amend the agenda was tiaeed on 
lnfcimatlon '9C81Ved by eouncu In Execulive Session. 
'MOTION 
Council mamtM!r Nlla Rlbl moved to approve'authol1zlng the Maya, and City attorney to meet with an 
emi:tO)'N conllstertt v.tlh what waa dllCUINilld In Exict.ltive Sesslon, eeconded by Bob Youngman; 
AVES: CounoA ~ OcrHayne Bi'laooe, Counci member Sob Youngman and 
eounc11 member NJs RJbl. 
NAYES: None 
CouncH m-.ntber Joan Lamb wea libll6nt for this vcl9. 
MOTION 
Council Ptelldent 04l'Mlyne Bntcaa mwed to conUnue the Special CouncU meeting date certain to 
·Monday November 14th, 201.1 at f0:00 a.m, tiieanded by Oounclt member Bab Youngman. 
Cotmc1I momber J°"" Lamb was abNrit for thla vote. 
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AYES: Council Preelderlt DeW&yne Brlsoo9, Co.Inell rnernber '9ob Youngman and 
Cauncll.""""ba: NI!• Ribl. - -
NAYES: None 
The Mayor dec:tared the motion earned. 
RECESS 
Mayor Wllllch raeaeaed ~ meeting at 4:150 p.m. 
&'pECIAL COUNCIL MEETING MINUTES OF'l'HI! MAYOR AND CITY COUNQL CONTINUED 
CITY OF SUN VALL_EY, IDAHO 
COUNCI_L MEETING OF ~"1BER11,.2011. 
RECONVENl!:D NOVEMBER 14,.2011 tieo-AM 
ROLLCAL.l 
PRESENT: M&y9r Wayna WUllch, Col.incll Preeldent_Oewayne Br1tcae,-Couhcll member Bob 
YQUngrn,n, Council mem~er NIis Rlbh1nd-C9uncll-~ Joan ~rhb. 
ABSENT: Nona 
Council member JtNJn L.smb pa,tlcfpattd Via tilephoite. 
EXECUflVE les810N 
MOTION _ 
CauncllPi'eatdent Dev.ayne BrllCOe moved ID enLer lnto.E>tecutlYe Seaton pursuant to Idaho Code 
87-234&·1 (b) To ccmskH,r thil evaluallon,-dlamlllial ot. diiclpUring of, or to hear camplatnt• or charges 
brought agalnat, a public ~. employ• staff rm1mba' Qt lndNidual agent. or publlc school student; 
samndacfb}t Council member Bob Youngtnaf'i, 
EJcecutlve Sesalon began at 9:00 __ a.m~ 
EiJecullve Session eildlld al 12:00 p.m. 
AMEND AGENDA 
MOTION 
Council me·mber Bob. Youngman moved to add an Item to the agenda to dlst:uss·hlrlng an attorney \o 
condu~ an lndependenl lnvesUgatlon, ~ad by Couricll President Dewayne Brlscae. 
AVES: Council Pi'isldent Oewayna Brliceie, Council merntier Bob Youngman,Councll 
member NRa.Rlbl and Councll member Joan Lamb. 
NAYES:Norie 
The Mayor-declared the moUon carried. 
eou·nc11 member Bob Youngman·et.ated the good faith reaaon·waa this ltefrffust aroM during 
EltecuUve Seesfon. 
Councll member NII~ Rlbl l_ndlcawd ha wae opposed to starting an lndependenl lnveilllgaUon uritll 
Mayor Wllllch paaceo the City Admmlarrator on a leave of Absence. 
MOTION 
Ccuncll member Bob Youngman n'ioYed to aulhorl:ut the Mayor to engage an allomay to conduct an 
independent lnveatlgaUon, seconded by Councll Pnl8ldant·Dewayne Btiac:oe. 
AYES:· Councfl Praaldent D9M.Yne·Br1acoe. Councll mambei' Bob Youngman and 
NAYES: Councll member NIia Rlbl. 
Counall member Joan Lamb was unable,to vote due to • celluler disconnection. 
the.Mayor dedared the motion canted 
Special Clcy Council Meeting Minutei November 11, 2011 Page2 
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COUncll member Nii Rlbl movild to adJaum, 118COndi9d by Counclf member Bob Youngman. 
A YES: Council Prealdent DeMyne Brl9coa, Counol member Bob Youngman and 
Councl member Nia Rlbl. 
NAYES; None 
Counc/1 member Joan l..amli wu abNnl fi1r Uva vote. 
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Joy M. Vega, ISB #7887 
JONES & SW ARTZ PLLC 
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Court Blaine Coun , Idaho 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF TIIE FIFTH nJDICIAL t>iStRJCT OF 
THE STA TE OF IDAHO. IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BLAINE 
SHARON R. HAMMER, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
CITY OF SUN VALLEY; NILS RIBI; 
and DeWA YNE BRISCOE, 
_ Defendants. 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
: ss. 
County of Ada ) 
Case No. CV-2012~479 
SUPPLEMENTAL A:FFIDA VlT 
OF JAMES R. DONOVAL IN 
SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'S 
MOTION TO COMPEL 
I, JAMES R. DONOV AL, being first duly sworn upon oath, depose and state: 
1. That my name is James R. Donoval. and that I am competent to testify as to the 
matters herein. I certify pursuant to Rule l l of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure, that the facts 
alleged herein. are true and accurate and ate made With personal knowledge, and would further 
swear to ·such under oath and at trial if required. 
2. I am the Defendant/Counterclaimant in the matter of Ribi v. Donov'al, Case No. 
·CV-2011-1040, Blaine County. Idaho, in which I am also acting as counsel prose. 
• SUPPLEMENT AL APFIDA VlT OF JAMES R. DO NOV AL IN SUPPORT OF 
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3. On August 30, 2012, in ihe Rib/ v. Donoval matter, the New Administra1ion of 
Sun Valley filed a Motion to Quash a Subpoena I had served on Investigator Ball, seeking 
documents related to the Hammer Disciplinary Investigation. 
4. On September I 0, 2012, I filed my Memorandum in O!Jposition to Moiion to 
·Quash in the Rlbi v. Donoval matter. At the time, I was unable to obtain any Affidavits of 
current or prior Sun Valley officials related to the matter. 
5. On October 22, 2012, the Court entered its Memorandum Decision Granting Non-
Party Sun Valley's Motion to Quash Sub'poena in the Ribi v. Donoval matter. 
6. On November 8, 2012, I· filed a Motion to Reconsider the ruling by the Court 
quashing the Subpoena to Investigator Ball related to the Hammer Disciplinary Investigation.in 
the Ribi v. Donoval matter. The Motion to Reconsider was supported by an Affidavit of Fonner 
Mayor Willich, which contradicted and disputed almost everything that had been stated in 
pleadings by the New Administration of Sun Valley in regards to the original ruling of the Court 
related to the Subpoena issued to Investigator Ball. 
7. Prior to the Court making any rulings in regards to the Motion to. Reconsider in 
the Rtbt v. Donoval matter, the Unauthorized Ball Report that I had been seeking as part of the 
Subpoena to Investigator Ball was released by the New Administration of Sun Valley and 
published in the on-line section of the Idaho Mountain Express newspaper. 
8. At a January 15, 2013 hearing in the R/bt v. Donoval matter, the Court, on Its 
own, raised the issue that, because the Unauthorized Ball Report had been publicly published, 
the New Administration of Sun Valley had effectively waived any arguments regarding the 
documents I was seeking under the Subpoena issued to Investigator Ball related to the Harmner 
Disciplinary Investigation. 
SUPPLEMENTAL·AFFIDAVIT OF JAMES R. DONOVAL IN SUPPORT OF 
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9. Instead of making any ruiings related to the pending Motion to Reconsider, at the 
January 15, 20 I 3 hearing the Court deteftrtined that it would stay any further discovery 
proceedings, al'ld instead rule on the .pending Motion for Summary Judgment against Ms. BroHn-
Ribi's emotional distress claims against me. The Court entered an Order describing such on 
January 29, 2013. 
10. On April 23, 2013, the Court in the Rlbi v. Donoval matter entered swrunary 
jtidgthent against Ms. Brolin-RibPs emotional dlstross claims against me. Because the Court had 
also previously entered summary judgme'nt against Council Member Rib1's defamation claims 
against me, all matters related to the claims of either Council Member Ribi or Ms. Brolin-Ribi 
were concluded. 
11. . As aU claims by Council Member Rlbl and Ms. BrolinwRibi ih Rib! v. Donovai 
were dismissedt any further discovery related to their claims was thereafter unnecessary. 
12. The Court in Rlbi v. Donova/ has never thereafter taken up the still pending 
Motion to Reconsider related to the Subpoena to Investigator Ball,as the matter is moot'because 
of the dismissal of all claims against me brought by Council Member Ribi and Ms. Brolin-Ribi. 
FURTHER YOUR AFFIANT SAYilTI! NAUO?/ C - . ! 
i ~ R]}h\Nillt!L 
; JAMES R. DONOVAL 
--N~1ic for Idaho 
My Conunission expires 'j /aY/! 'I . 
SUPPLEMENTAL AFFlDAVlT OF JAMES R. DONOVAL IN SUPPORT OF 
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I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 13th day of December, 2013, a true and correct copy 
. of the foregoing document was served on the following individual(s) by the method indicated: 
.. 
Kirtlan G. Naylor 
NAYLOR&HALES, P.C. 
950 W. Barmock Street, Suite 610 
Boise, ID 83702-6103 
The Honorable Jonathan P. Brody 
District Jucige 
Minidoka County Courthouse 
8th & G Streets 
P.O. Box 368 
Rupert, IO 83350 
[ J U.S. Mail 
[XJ Fax: 383.9516 
[ ) Hand Delivery 
[ ] Email: kirt@naylorhales.com 
[ J U,S. Mail 
[X] Fax: (208) 436-5272 
[ ] Overnight Delivery 
[ ] Hand Delivery 
[ ] Email: 
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Kirtlan G. Naylor [ISB No. 3569] 
NAYLOR & HALES, P.C. 
Attorneys at Law 
950 W. Bannock Street, Ste. 610 
Boise, Idaho 83702 
Telephone No. (208) 383-9511 
Facsimile No. (208) 383-9516 
Email: kirt@naylorhalcs.com 
Attorneys for Defendants City of Sun Valley, 
Ribi, and Briscoe. 
FILE I JAN 1 ~ 20141 
JOLYfl!I. Df'!l{J8, Clerk District 
Court Blahfe Cou • fa!aho 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BLAINE 
SHARON R. HAMMER, 
Plaintiff, 
VS. 
CITY OF SUN VALLEY; NILS RIBI; and 
De Wayne BRISCOE, 
Defendants. 
Case No. CV-2012-479 
DEFENDANTS' OPPOSITION TO 
PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR 
RECONSIDERATION 
Defendants, by and through their counsel, Naylor & Hales, P.C., hereby submit,their 
Opposition to Plaintiff's Motion for Reconsideration. For the reasons set forth below, and pursuant 
to I.R.C.P. 1 l(a)(2)(B), the Motion should be denied and this Court's dismissal of Defendants Ribi 
and Briscoe should be upheld. 
LEGAL STANDARD 
A court may reconsider any of its interlocutory orders pursuant to Idaho Rule of Civil 
Procedure 11 ( a)(2)(B ). The decision is committed to the sound discretion of the trial court. E.g., 
Johnson v. Lambros, 143 Idaho 468, 473, 147 P.3d 100, 105 (2006). As such, a decision denying 
DEFENDANTS' OPPOSITION TO MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION - 1. 
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a motion for reconsideration will not be disturbed absent an abuse of discretion. The analysis on 
appeal would be: (I) whether the court correctly perceived the issue as one of discretion: (2) whether 
the court acted within the boundaries of such discretion and consistently with applicable legal 
standards; and (3) whether the court reached its decision by an exercise of reason. E.g., Blackmore 
v. Re/Max Tri-Cities, UC, 149 Idaho 558, 563, 237 P.3d 655, 660 (2010). 
PROCEDURAL BACKGROUND 
On November 26, 2013, this Court granted Defendants' Motion to Dismiss the individually 
named defendants Nils Ribi and Dewayne Briscoe. The reasoning for this dismissal was that Mr. 
Ribi and Mr. Briscoe are not employers under the definition of the Idaho Protection of Public 
Employees Act and, as such, are not liable in their individual capacities for a cause of action brought 
under the IPPEA. Plaintiff filed the pending motion for reconsideration alleging this Court's 
decision was improper because it "omits language from the statute" which allegedly establishes an 
"express remedy" for individual liability. In addition, Plaintiff alleges that this Court "does not 
account for IPPEA violative conduct that falls outside the scope of respondeat superior liability." 
However, it is clear from this Court's prior ruling and analysis that this Court addressed these 
considerations, and that Plaintiff's current attempt to discount the Court's prior analysis is fruitless. 
ARGUMENT 
A, Plaintiff Has Not Alleged that Mr. Ribi or Mr. Briscoe Participated in 
Conduct Which Would Fall Outside the Scope of Respondeat Superior 
Liability. 
Regardless of Plaintiff's revised legal argument, even assuming for this argument only that 
there may be an individual cause of action under the IPPEA, Plaintiff has failed to allege how Mr. 
Ribi or Mr. Briscoe's conduct 1) violated the IPPEA, and 2) was outside the realm of respond.eat 
superior liability. As argued previously, while she makes facial allegations that Mr. Ribi and Mr. 
DEFENDANTS' OPPOSITION TO MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION - 2. 
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Briscoe acted outside the course and scope of their employment, her main cause of action is based 
on retaliatory discharge, which discharge would be impossible for Mr. Ribi and Mr. Briscoe to 
execute outside their official capacities. Finally, pursuant to LC. § 6-903(5), Mr. Ribi and Mr. 
Briscoe are presumed to have acted within the course and scope of their employment, and Defendant 
City of Sun Valley has already admitted through discovery that it will assume any liability arising 
from proven violations within the course and scope of employment. (See Addendum I) As Plaintiff 
seeks damages from violation of the IPPEA, and the City of Sun Valley has already admitted that 
Mr. Ribi and Mr. Briscoe were acting in their official capacities and is liable for any proven damages 
from Mr. Ribi and Mr. Briscoe's official conduct, the further pursuit of individual liability is 
frivolous. 
Mr. Ribi and Mr. Briscoe need not be personally liable for Plaintiff to obtain her alleged 
damages under the IPPEA, and their absence as named individual defendants in no way undermines 
Plaintiff's ability to seek redress under the IPPEA from her former employer. However, the 
continuing crusade of Plaintiff to keep Mr. Ribi and Mr. Briscoe as individual defendants seems to 
imply that the individual liability of Mr. Ribi and Mr. Briscoe is somehow essential to her claims. 
For such an essential part of her claim, it is noteworthy then that she has failed to establish any 
IPPEA violative conduct by Mr. Ribi or Mr. Briscoe which would exclude them from respondeat 
superior liabi1ity. While she makes various policy arguments as to why individual liability might 
be beneficial to an IPPEA plaintiff in some vaguely undefined hypothetical, such a perfect storm has 
not occurred in her own claims. 
In fact, even in her "Demand of Judgment for Relief," Plaintiff has not even sought any 
remedy that would be appropriately apportioned to a non-employer defendant. The only possible 
DEFENDANTS' OPPOSITION TO MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION· 3. 
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monetary damages she seeks which are authorized under the IPPEA are "lost wages, benefits, and 
other remuneration," 1 damages which are apportioned to Defendant City of Sun Valley. 
Additionally, Defendant City of Sun Valley has not argued that the actions of Mr. Ribi and 
Mr. Briscoe would somehow absolve it of any potential IPPEA liability as Plaintiff's former 
employer. Therefore, the procedural history of this case and Defendant City of Sun Valley's prior 
argument does not support Plaintiff's proposed doomsday scenario of an employer who somehow 
avoids all liability by disavowing an offending individual employee or official. Again, in her 
complaint, while she has facially alleged that Mr. Ribi and Mr. Briscoe acted outside the course and 
scope of their employment, the adverse employment action that she cites to as violation of the IPPEA 
(her retaliatory discharge) is fuUy contained within the course and scope of the employment 
functions and powers of the City of Sun Valley, as enacted by its agents. 
B. Plaintiff's Renewed and Revised Reliance on I.C. § 6-2105(3) in Isolation 
is Unreasonable When Considered in the Entirety of the IPPEA. 
Plaintiff has brought no new arguments in her motion for reconsideration, but rather has 
simply repurposed a previously recognized ambiguity in the statutory language which was already 
ful1y argued by the parties and resolved by this Court. Plaintiff now proposes that I.C. § 6-2105(3 ), 
which she had previously identified as a venue statute implying individual liability,2 should now be 
exdusively considered as an "express remedy" against individual defendants. This is inconsistent 
1Plaintiff states in her demand for relief that her request for "Jost wages, benefits, and 
other numeration" is "not exclusive," however, the statutory remedies as found in I.C. § 6-2106 
do not provjde for any other money damages. 
2Plaintiff specifically noted that the IPPEA "expressly anticipates the inclusion of 
individual defendants (e.g. enumerated proof requirements include placing venue within the 
'county where the person against whom the civil complaint is filed resides.' J.C. § 6-2105(3) ... " 
(Plaintiff's Response in Opposition to Defendants' Motion to Dismiss, p. 2 (emphasis by 
Plaintiff)). -
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with the plain language of the provision, this Court's interpretation of the same, and the IPPEA as 
a whole. Plaintiff again relies heavily on the solitary mention of the word "person" in this provision, 
pulling it out-of-context from a clause which clearly discusses venue, and combining it with the out-
of-context use of the word "remedies" in the heading of the section in order to manufacture an entire 
cause of action of the IPPEA against individuals. Plaintiff cites to no other provision in the IPPEA, 
nor in Idaho precedent, to support her statutory invention. 
However, in its decision granting dismissal, this Court already interpreted the use of the word 
"person" in LC.§ 6-2105(3) correctly in context of the IPPEA asa whole, citing to supporting Idaho 
case law and parallel federal statutes. It recognized that this section "created additional ambiguity," 
due to the use of the word "person." This Court also clearly acknowledged Plaintiff's prior argument 
that this provision in the IPPEA, "suggests that an action could be filed against an individual." The 
Court then discounted that suggestion by holding to the stated legislative intent found in I.C. § 6-
2101, the holding of the Idaho Supreme Court in Van v. Portneuf Medical Center, and the actual 
statutory remedies available to an IPPEA plaintiff found in I.C. § 6-2104. Nothing Plaintiff argues 
here is new, and reconsideration is therefore unnecessary. 
Plaintiff also attempts to selectively reproduce the language of LC.§ 6-2105 in order to prop 
up her argument, and in doing so. avoids the most plain application of the statutory heading and title 
to the language of the statute itself. As argued in her motion for reconsideration, Plaintiff 
emphasizes the word "Remedies" in the title, and then reproduces the text of only LC. § 6-2105(2) 
and (3), arguing that I.C.§6-2105(3) specifically refers to the titular "Remedies." However:, the use 
of "Remedies" is most plain and clear when taken in context of the full statute, including the 
conveniently omitted LC.§ 6-2105(1): 
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6-2105. REMEDIES FOR EMPLOYEE BRINGING ACTION --
PROOF REQUIRED. 
(1) As used in this section, "damages" means damages for injury or 
loss caused by each violation of this chapter, and includes court costs 
and reasonable attorneys' fees. 
(2) An employee who alleges a violation of this chapter may bring a 
civil action for appropriate injunctive relief or actual damages, or 
both, within one hundred eighty ( 180) days after the occurrence of the 
alleged violation of this chapter. 
(3) An action begun under this section may be brought in the district 
court for the county where the alleged violation occurred, the county 
where the complainant resides, or the county where the person against 
whom the civil complaint is filed resides or has his principal place of 
business. 
(4) To prevail in an action brought under the authority of this section, 
the employee shall establish, by a preponderance of the evidence, that 
the employee has suffered an ad verse action because the employee, 
or a person acting on his behalf engaged or intended to engage in an 
activity protected under section 6-2104, Idaho Code. 
After looking at the statute as a whole, its organization and relationship to the heading breaks 
down quite clearly. Subsections (I) and (2) establish the remedies available to an employee who is 
alleging violation of the IPPEA, including a provision allowing for an aggrieved employee to bring 
a civil action. Subsection (3) specifically establishes the proper venue for bringing such an action. 
Subsection ( 4) establishes the burden of proof that a plaintiff must meet in alleging a violation of the 
IPPEA. Specifically, that burden of prooflanguage cites to "activity protected under section 6-2104, 
Idaho Code,'' which, as this Court has previously noted, only refers to violations by an "employer," 
and never once mentions individuaJs or uses the word, "person." 
Whi]e focusing her entire argument on the word, "person," Plaintiffs legal argument 
interestingly fails to acknow]edge how the IPPEA, as a whole, rarely addresses individuals in any 
capacity. Plaintiff's argument does not care to actually acknowledge that throughout the entirety of 
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the IPPEA, the word "person" is only used twice, once when defining the term, "employee," and the 
other in the aforementioned venue statute. See J.C.§§ 6-2103(3); 6-2105(3.). Plaintiff does not care 
to acknowledge the absence of the word "person" or any indication ofindividuals in the substantive 
prohibitions of employer conduct found in I.C. § 6-2104. Plaintiff does not care to acknowledge the 
substantive definition of "employer" in I.C. § 6-2103(4), which specifically details various public 
entities and their agents, but never once includes the word "person," or any other indication of 
individuals. 
The intent of the IPPEA is not to hold individual persons personally accountable for 
misconduct but to "protect the integrity of government by providing a legal cause of action for public 
employees who experience adverse action from their employer as a result of reporting waste and 
violations of a law, rule, or regulation." I.C. § 6-2101 (emphasis added). Notable here is the absence 
of the word, "person," in addition to the use of"employer." Were this language to read, "from their 
employer or any other person acting in the interests of that employer," then Plaintiff's legal 
arguments would be within the realm of plausibility. Because this language is non-existent, so is the 
plausibility of Plaintiffs motion. 
Further, Plaintifrs insistence upon the conceded "scant" legislative history as supporting 
individual liability is just as weak as her interpretation of I.C. § 6-2105(3 ). Looking first to the plain 
language of the statute, if the Jegislature desired an IPPEA action against individuals, then it is 
assumed that they would have discussed as much throughout the entire statutory scheme, and not 
simply a mention of the word, .. person." when discussing the potential venues for an employee's 
civil action. Instead, Plaintiff tries to again take another isolated mention of individuals in the 
legislative history - "the heads of those [state} agencies" - and thereby manufacture individual 
liability via this mention. However, the legislative history is in no way determinative of Plaintiff's 




interpretation, as noted in the text itself. The language cited by Plaintiff was from a committee 
hearing in a discussion which resulted in a final vote to be held over to a future date when the 
Attorney General's office would be able to address the questions and concerns of the committee 
regarding these issues. There is no indication of a final determination of any of these issues in 
committee. Therefore, the comments made during that meeting should not be considered as a final 
or binding interpretation of the IPPEA. 
For sake of argument, an equally reasonable interpretation to this phrase in the legislative 
history would be that Representative Berain simply intended to confirm that the agency language as 
found in I.C. § 6-2104(3)(b) would also include department heads as agents liable under respondeat 
superior. However, without Plaintiff providing the final deterntination of the comntittee's later 
hearing on the matter, her own proposed interpretation is inconclusive. As Plaintiff has absolutely 
no other evidence or precedent in Idaho to indicate otherwise, this one mention of "the heads of those 
[state) agencies" in paraphrased, facially inconclusive legislative minutes should not serve to 
overturn this Court's prior ruling which is soundly based on precedent, the plain language of the 
statute, and which is not contrary to the legislative history. 
C. This Court's Reliance on Title VII Precedent for the Definition of 
"Employer" Was Accurate and Appropriate. 
Plaintiff's arguments to distinguish the Title VII case law upon which this Court relied for 
its decision further underscores her misapplication of the law. Plaintiff has simply found the word 
"person" in those decisions, taken it out of context, and matched it to her own out-of-context 
interpretation of the word "person" in the IPPEA to fashion an argument supporting her position. 
An analysis of the cases cited leads to a vastly different conclusion. For its prior decision, this Court 
relied on the deterntination that Mr. Ribi and Mr. Briscoe were not "employers" as defined by the 
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IPPEA, and therefore the IPPEA does not support a specific action against them as individuals. In 
doing so, it relied upon multiple cases from Title VII case law interpreting the same question based 
on the similarity between the definition of .. employer" as found in the IPPEA and Title VII:3 
42 U.S.C. § 2000e(b) I.C. § 6-2103(4)(a) and (b) 
The term "employer'' means a person engaged "Employer" means the state of Idaho, or any 
in an industry affecting commerce who has political subdivision or governmental entity 
fifteen or more employees for each working eligible to participate in the public employees 
day in each of twenty or more calendar weeks retirement system, chapter 13, title 59, Idaho 
in the current or preceding calendar year, and Code; "Employer" includes an agent of an 
any agent of such a person ... employer. 
Based on the similarities between these two statutes, use of Title VII precedent in order to 
establish the lack of individual liability according to the definition of the term, "employer," is 
entirely appropriate. Plaintiff attempts to argue that alternative statutory schemes are more 
appropriate than Title VII for analysis, but these schemes are distinguishable from the IPPEA 
because they have a more expansive definition of the term, "employer," or because they specifically 
prohibit conduct by indi victual persons in their statutory language. 4 In that the statutory basis for the 
3The Seventh Circuit noted that the definition of "employer" as used in the ADA, Title 
VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, and the ADEA, were similar enough that "[c]ourts routinely 
apply arguments regardjng individual liability to all three statutes interchangeably." U.S. 
E.E.O.C. v. AIC Sec. Investigations, Ltd., 55 F.3d 1276, 1282 (7th Cir. 1995). The IPPEA would 
be similarly regarded. 
4In the cases alleged by Plaintiff to support her position, the statutes at issue include a 
more expansive definition of the term "employer," usually created through additional language 
indicating that persons other than employees or agents are acting directly or indirectly in the 
interests of the employer, which language is not found in the IPPEA. See Genaro v. Cent. 
Transp., Inc., 1999-0hio-353, 84 Ohio St. 3d 293, 298-99, 703 N.E.2d 782, 787 (1999) (statute 
at issue held to be "much broader in scope" than Title VII in that it defined "employer" as "any 
person employing four or more persons within the state, * * * and any person acting directly or 
indirectly in the interest of an employer.") (emphasis in original); Cooper v. Albacore Holdings, 
Inc., 204 S.W.3d 238,243 (Mo. Ct. App. 2006) (statute at issue held to be "broader in scope than 
that found in Title VII," in that it defined "employer" as "any person employing six or more 
persons within the state, and any person directly acting in the interest of an employer.") 
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legal reasoning in Plaintiff's proposed cases are distinguishable, her legal analysis is unsound. These 
cases found personal liability when the statute broadly defines employer to incJude any other person 
working in the employer's interest. That language is broad enough to create individual liability, 
because these statutes are intended to include violative conduct of others who are those who are not 
necessarily employees or agents of the employer. Were the IPPEA written with such an expansive 
definition of "employer," then Plaintiffs argument might have been plausible. Instead, the language 
in Title VII mirrors that in the IPPEA, and thus Title VII precedent is the appropriate comparison 
to the IPPEA. 
D. Plaintiff's "Parade of Horribles" Policy Arguments Are Implausible 
Because IPPEA Defined Employers Are Statutorily Liable for Violative 
Conduct. 
Plaintiff's last-ditch policy argument is that not allowing individual liability will allow 
supervisors and others in higher employer positions to violate the IPPEA at will, unchecked and 
uncontrolled. Such an argument was summarily discounted by the Seventh Circuit in discussing the 
similarly structured ADA: 
Lacking the support of the structure arguments, the EEOC and 
Wessel bring forth a short parade of horribles. They say that 
individual liability is essential to dissuade supervisors and other 
individuals from violating the law. They argue that the paramount 
consideration is stamping out discrimination and that through the 
loophole of no individual liability will pour a flood of unpunished and 
undeterrable discrimination. 
(emphasis in original). 
Additionally, Plaintiffs reliance on Tomka v. Seiler Corp .• 66 F.3d 1295 (2nd Cir. 1995), 
and Cooper v. Albacore Holdings, 204 S.W.3d 238 (Miss. Ct. App. 2006), is fully 
distinguishable to the IPPEA due to their respective statutes use of the word ''person" in their 
substantive prohibitions against conduct, not simply in a venue statute. The vast substantive 
differences in statutory language found in these cases with the IPPEA makes Plaintiff's 
attempted comparisons invalid. 
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We reject that Chicken Little-esque argument. The employing entity 
is still liable, and that entity and its managers have the proper 
incentives to adequately discipline wayward employees, as well as to 
instruct and train employees to avoid actions that might impose 
liability. It is true that increasing the number of potentially liable 
defendants would increase deterrence, as businesses put more 
resources into avoiding liability and plaintiffs saw more potentially 
liable parties and had a greater incentive to sue in marginal cases. But 
Congress has struck a balance between deterrence and societal cost, 
and we will not upset that balance. We do not doubt that the 
employment discrimination statutes have broad remedial purposes 
and should be interpreted liberally, but that cannot trump the narrow, 
focused conclusion we draw from the structure and logic of the 
statutes. A liberal construction does not mean one that flies in the face 
of the structure of the statute. See Hudson, 873 F.Supp. at 136 ("[W]e 
cannot reverse course in the face of some vague, aspirational broad 
intent. Congress had lofty goals but provided limited means for 
reaching those goals. Individual liability was not one of them."). We 
hold that individuals who do not otherwise meet the statutory 
definition of "employer" cannot be Hable under the ADA. 
U.S. E.£.0.C., 55 F.3d at 1282. Again, Plaintiff has failed to show how the adverse conduct that she 
faced would allow this type of abuse of the IPPEA, other than the mere proposition that such an 
abuse is imaginable. 
In a correlated fear, Plaintiff seems to be under the impression that employers will be able 
to somehow allege that the conduct of their employees was outside the course and scope of 
employment, therefore leaving plaintiffs without an individual cause of action against those 
employees would deny them any possible recourse against violations of the IPPEA. Defendants 
cannot imagine a plausible hypothetical where this issue of law would arise, as the IPPEA 
specifically creates employer liability for adverse actions taken against an employee's employment 
conditions. As noted by this Court, any conduct outside the course and scope of an individual's 
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erriployment would presumably open that individual to other legal remedies, but not to the IPPEA. 5 
Again, in any event, such an implausible scenario is not at issue here, where Plaintiff has only 
facially alleged that Mr. Ribi and Mr. Briscoe's conduct was outside the course and scope of their 
employment and Defendant City of Sun Valley remains in this action as the IPPEA defined 
employer. 
CONCLUSION 
Plaintiffs desperate attempt to keep Mr. Ribi and Mr. Briscoe as individual defendants 
through such sparse legal analysis is perplexing. Defendant City of Sun Valley remains in this 
litigation, and there has been no attempt to artificially manipulate this Coun' s prior decision to create 
a full dismissal of Plaintifr s entire action. Should Plaintiff prevail, all damages that she currently 
seeks are fully available from Defendant City of Sun Valley, and are only available from the City of 
Sun Valley. However, instead of saving the parties and this Court's time and resources in continuing 
on with the alleged merits of her claim and actually obtain the remedies she seeks, Plaintiff is stilI 
trying to piece together an individual claim against only Mr. Ribi and Mr. Briscoe based solely on 
a strained connection between the terms_"remedies," "person," and "the heads of those [state) 
agencies," all taken out-of-context. Plaintiff's proposed interpretation is contrary to the plain 
language of the whole of the IPPEA, all Idaho case law interpreting the IPPEA, and valid 
interpretation of a multitude of case law similarly interpreting the parallel Title VII definition of 
"employer." 
5Plaintiff has brought such claims against Mr. Ribi and Mr. Briscoe in their individual 
capacities in federal court. See Hammer v. City of Sun Valley, et. al., Federal District ofldaho 
Case No. I:13-CV-00211-EJL. 
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In light of Plaintiffs lack of legal or factual basis for her motion for reconsideration, 
Defendant requests that this Court deny her motion. 
DATED this 13th day of January, 2014. 
NAYLOR & HALES, P.C. 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the 131h day of January, 2014, I caused to be served, 
by the method(s) indicated, a true and correct copy of the foregoing upon: 
Eric B. Swartz 
JoyM. Vega 
Jones & Swartz, PLLC 
PO Box 7808 
Boise, ID 83707-7808 
Attorneys for Plaintiff 




X Fax Transmission: 489-8988 
Email: cric@jonesandswartzlaw.com 
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Kirtlan G. Naylor [ISB No. 3569] 
Jacob H. Naylor [ISB No. 8474] 
NAYLOR & HALES, P.C. 
Attorneys at Law 
950 W. Bannock Street, Ste. 610 
Boise, Idaho 83702 
Telephone No. (208) 383-9511 
Facsimile No. (208) 383-95 I 6 
Email: kirt@naylorhales.com 
Attorneys for Defendant City of Sun Valley 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE ST ATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BLAINE 
SHARON R. HAMMER, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
CITY OF SUN VALLEY; 
NILS RIBI, in his individual and official capacity; 
DeWA YNE BRISCOE, in his individual and official 
capacity; ADAM KING, in his official capacity; 
ROBERT YOUNGMAN, in his official capacity; 
KELLY EK, in her official capacity; 
MICHELLE FR OSTENSON, in her official capacity; 
FRANZ SUHADOLNIK, in his official capacity; 
MICHELLE GRIFFITH, in her official capacity; 
JOAN LAMB, in her official capacity; and 
WAYNE WILLICH, in his official capacity. 
Defendants. 
Case No. CV-2011-928 
DEFENDANT CITY OF SUN 
VALLEY'S ANSWERS TO 
PLAINTIFF'S SECOND 
AMENDED REQUESTS FOR 
ADMISSIONS TO CITY OF SUN 
VALLEY 
COMES NOW Defendant City of Sun Valley, by and through its attorneys ofrecord, 
the law firm of Naylor & Hales, P.C., pursuant to Rules 26 and 36 of the Idaho Rules of Civil 
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Procedure, and hereby responds to Plaintiff's Second Amended First Set of Requests for Admissi\)n 
to City of Sun Valley as follows: 
AMENDED REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. I: Admit that as to any facts 
relating to Nils Ribi in his official capacity alleged in Plaintiffs IPPEA Complaint against 
Sun Valley, Nils Ribi was acting in the course and scope of his employment/official position 
consistent with Idaho Code§ 6-2103(3). 
RESPONSE: The City of Sun Valley admits. 
AMENDED REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 2: Admit that pursuant to Idaho 
Code§§ 6-2101, et seq., Sun Valley is liable for any proven damages arising out Nils Ribi 's conduct 
while acting within the course or scope of his employment. 
RESPONSE: The City of Sun Valley admits. 
AMENDED REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 3: Admit that as to any facts 
relating to De Wayne Briscoe in his official capacity alleged in Plaintiffs IPPEA Complaint against 
Sun Valley, De Wayne Briscoe was acting in the course and scope of his employment/official position 
consistent with Idaho Code§ 6-2103(3). 
RESPONSE: The City of S'un Valley admits. 
AMENDED REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 4: Admit that pursuant to Idaho 
Code §§ 6-2101, et seq., Sun Valley is liable for any proven damages arising out of DeWayne 
Briscoe 's conduct while acting within the course or scope of his employment. 
RESPONSE: The City of Sun Valley admits. 
AMENDED REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 5: Admit that as to any facts 
relating to Adam King in his official capacity alleged in Plaintiffs IPPEA Complaint against 
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Sun Valley, Adam King was acting in the course and scope of his employment/official position 
consistent with Idaho Code§ 6-2103(3). 
RESPONSE: The City of Sun Valley admits. 
AMENDED REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 6: Admit that pursuant to Idaho 
Code §§ 6-210 l, et seq., Sun Valley is liable for any proven damages arising out of Adam King's 
conduct while acting within the course or scope of his employment. 
RESPONSE: The City of Sun Valley admits. 
AMENDED REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 7: Admit that as to any facts 
relating to Robert Youngman in his official capacity alleged in Plaintiffs IPPEA Complaint against 
Sun Valley, Robert Youngman was acting in the course and scope of his employment/official 
position consistent with Idaho Code § 6-2103(3). 
RESPONSE: The City of Sun Valley admits. 
AMENDED REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 8: Admit that pursuant to Idaho 
Code §§ 6-2101, el seq., Sun Valley is liable for any proven damages arising out of Robert 
Youngman 's conduct while acting within the course or scope of his employment. 
RESPONSE: The City of Sun v·alley admits. 
AMENDED REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 9: Admit that as to any facts 
relating to Kel~v Ek in her official capacity alleged in Plaintiff's IPPEA Complaint against 
Sun VaUey, Kel~I' Ek was acting in the course and scope of her employment/official position 
consistent with Idaho Code§ 6-2103(3). 
RESPONSE: The City of Sun Valley admits. 
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AMENDED REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. J 0: Admit that pursuant to Idaho 
Code§§ 6-2101. et seq., Sun Valley is liable for any proven damages arising out of Kelly Ek 's 
conduct while acting within the course or scope of her employment. 
RESPONSE: The City of Sun Valley admits. 
AMENDED REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. J 1: Admit that as to any facts 
relating to Michelle Frostenson in her official capacity alleged in Plaintiffs IPPEA Complaint 
against Sun VaHey, Michelle Frostenson was acting in the course and scope of her 
employment/official position consistent with Idaho Code§ 6-2103(3). 
RESPONSE: The City of Sun Valley admits. 
AMENDED REQUEST FOR ADMISSION N0.12: Admit that pursuant to ldaho 
Code §§ 6-210], et seq., Sun Valley is liable for any proven damages arising out of Michelle 
Frostenson 's conduct while acting within the course or scope of her employment. 
RESPONSE: The City of Sun Valley admits. 
AMENDED REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 13: Admit that as to any facts 
relating to Franz Suhadolnik in his official capacity alleged in Plaintiff's IPPEA Complaint against 
Sun Valley, Franz Suhadoln ik was acting in the course and scope of his employment/official position 
consistent with Idaho Code§ 6-2103(3). 
RESPONSE: The City of Sun Valley admits. 
AMENDEDREOUEST FOR ADMISSION N0.14: Admit that pursuant to Idaho 
Code §§ 6-2101, et seq., Sun Valley is liable for any proven damages arising out of Franz 
Suhadolnik ·s conduct while acting within the course or scope of his employment. 
RESPONSE: The City of Sun Valley admits. 
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AMENDED REQUEST FOR ADMJSSION NO. JS: Admit that as to any facts 
relating to Michelle Griffith in her official capacity alleged in Plaintiffs IPPEA Complaint against 
Sun Valley, Michelle Griffith was acting in the course and scope of her employment/official position 
consistent with Idaho Code§ 6-2103(3). 
RESPONSE: The City of Sun Valley admits. 
AMENDEDREQUESTFORADMISSION NO. I6: Admitthatpursuanttoldaho 
Code §§ 6-2101, et seq., Sun Valley is liable for any proven damages arising out of Michelle 
Griffith 's conduct while acting within the course or scope of her employment. 
RESPONSE: The City of Sun Valley admits. 
AMENDED REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 17: Admit that as to any facts 
relating to Joan Lamb in her official capacity alleged in Plaintiffs IPPEA Complaint against 
Sun Valley. Joan Lamb was acting in the course and scope of her employment/official position 
consistent with Idaho Code § 6-2103(3). 
RESPONSE: The City of Sun Valley admits. 
AMENDED REQUEST FOR ADMISSION N0.18: Admit that pursuant to Idaho 
Code§§ 6-2101, et seq., Sun Valley is liable for any proven damages arising out of Joan lamb's 
conduct while acting within the course or scope of her employment. 
RESPONSE: The City of Sun Valley admits . 
. AMENDED REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. I9: Admit that as to any facts 
relating to Wayne Wi/lich in his official capacity alleged in Plaintiffs IPPEA Complaint against 
Sun Valley, Wayne Willich was acting in the course and scope of his employment/official position 
consistent with Idaho Code § 6-2103(3 ). 
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RESPONSE: The City of Sun Valley admits. 
AMENDED REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 20: Admit that pursuant to Idaho 
Code§§ 6-2101, et seq., Sun Valley is liable foranyprovendamagesarising out of Wayne Willich's 
conduct while acting within the course or scope of his employment. 
RESPONSE: The City of Sun Valley admits. 
DATED this 10th day of December, 2012. 
NAYLOR & HALES, P.C. 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the 10th day of December, 2012, I caused to be served, 
by the method( s) indicated, a true and correct copy of the foregoing upon: 
Eric B. Swartz 
JoyM. Vega 
Jones & Swartz, PLLC 
POBox7808 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BLAINE 
SHARON R. HAMMER, 
Plaintiff, 
. vs. 
CITY OF SUN VALLEY; NILS RIBii 
and De WAYNE BRISCOE, 
Defendants. 
I. 
Case No. CV ·2012-4 79 
REPLY MEMORANDUM IN 
SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'S 
MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION 
OF DEFENDANTS RIBI AND 
BRISCOE'S MOTION TO DISMISS 
INTRODUCTION 
If the Idaho Legislature intended to limit Idaho Protection of Public Employees Act 
('"IPPEA") claims against employers, it would have stated as much. Instead, the Legislature 
enacted the IPPEA with a provision that unambiguously provides for a cause of action against a 
"person." A public employer is not a person. A person is someone who works for a public 
employer. The Court must read and apply the unambiguous language of the IPPEA. 
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On a Motion to Dismiss, the Court must also take Ms. Hammer's factual allegations as 
true. Ms. Hammer's Amended Complaint alleges that Defendants Briscoe and Ribi worked for 
the City of Sun Valley when they engaged in conduct that adversely affected Ms. Hammer, and 
that some or all of Defendants Ribi and Briscoe's conduct fell outside the scg_pe of their. _____________ _ 
·-·--------. ·- .---·~ ------
employment for which they are personally liable, as "persons" under the IPPEA. 
Defendants• Motion to Dismiss should not have been granted on the growid that 
Ms. Hammer did not state a cause of action against them because the IPPEA does not provide for 
a cause of action against a person. The IPPEA provides for a cause of action against the 
Defendants. And, Ms. Hammer properly alleged that claim. 
None of the Defendants' arguments change the Court's need to reverse its ruling 
dismissing the Defendants. Contrary to Defendants' argument, Ms. Hammer's Amended 
Complaint does state that Defendants Ribi and Briscoe acted outside the scope of their 
employment. 1 Contrary to the Defendants' argument, a cause of action against a person is not 
only expressly provided for in the IPPEA but such cause of action is consistent with the IPPEA 
intent of providing broad protection to public employees. Contrary to Defendants' argwnent, 
Title VII and case law interpreting it is inapplicable; the divergence from a lack of individual 
liability under Title VII is unifonnly found where state statutes provide for individual liability. 
Finally, the Defendants' argwnent that there is no situation where a public employer cannot be 
liable for an agent's conduct ignores the Jaw of respondeat superior - a law that this Court must 
assume the Idaho Legislature knew when enacting the IPPEA with an express remedy against a 
person. 
1 Amended Complaint, fl 3 and 4. 
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Defendants' opposition to Ms. Hammer's Motion for Reconsideration does not address·-----···-··· 
------· ... - -- -- --·--·- --
this Court's obligation to read the plain and unambiguous language of the IPPEA. They, instead, 
encourage the Court to amend the IPPEA by omitting plain and unambiguous language in the 
IPPEA. There has been no argument or finding that reading the IPPEA as written is palpably 
absurd. Nor has there been an argument or finding that the actual language providing for a cause 
of action against a person is ambiguous. Without such findings, the Court is obligated to give 
effect to every word in the IPPEA. State v. Rhode, 133 Idaho 459,462, 988 P.2d 685 688 (1999) 
("Unless the result is palpably absurd, this Court assumes that the legislature meant what is 
clearly stated in the statute.''); Ingram v. State Wagon-Road Comm 'n, 4 Idaho 139 (1894) ("Any 
construction which fails to give effect to the word and letter of the statute, or which would leave 
any clause as meaningless, or give it an absurd signification, is never admissible whenever any 
other interpretation is possible.''); State v. Urrabazo, ISO Idaho 158, 162,244 P.3d 1244, 1248 
(2010) ("read[ing] the words ... out of the statute ... would violate the rule of statutory 
construction requiring every word in a statute to be given its plain meaning.''). 
Including and giving effect to the IPPEA remedy against a "person'' in no way creates an 
ambiguity or palpable absurdity. Its effect is consistent with the IPPEA's intent to protect public 
employees against any and all adverse action - not just action that could be carried out by an 
employer, such as termination of employment, as argued by the Defendants. Any and all such 
adverse action expressly includes conduct that cannot be within the course and scope of 
employment with a public employer: "threaten[ing] or otherwise discriminat[ing] against an 
REPLY MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION OF 
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employee in any manner that affects the employee's employment .... " (I.C. § 6-2103.) The 
Idaho Legislature's broad definition of adverse action to include conduct that falls outside of the 
scope of employment, and its inclusion of a remedy against a "person," is consistent with the 
assumption that this Court is obligated to make - the Idaho Legislature knew Idaho• s rffPonrleat -------------
-····-----·-----
superior law and wanted to ensure that the IPPEA intent or remedies thereunder were not 
nullifled, "[T)his Court assumes that the legislature knows about existing judicial decisions 
when it enacts a statute." State v. Oar, 129 Idaho 337, 340, 924 P.2d 599, 602 (1996). The 
IPPEA was enacted in 1994. Idaho's respondeal superior law has been settled by judicial 
decisions since at least 19242 and has remained undisturbed since then.3 
B. The Title VII Cases Cited by Defendana and Relied Upon by the Court Actually 
Support This Court's Denial of the Defendants' Motion to Dismiss 
Defendants are asking this Court to read Title VII and cases interpreting Title VII without 
regard to the differences between Title VII and the IPPEA and without regard to the rationale 
behind the conclusion that there is no individual liability under Title VII. Specifically, the lack 
of individual liability under Title VII hinges on Title VIPs application to an employer with a 
minimum number of employees and does not, anywhere. mention a cause of action against a 
"person.'' In contrast, the IPPEA expressly provides for a cause of action against a person. The 
IPPEA certainly does not contain the Title VII small employer provision that the Courts have 
cited in finding no individual liability wider Title VII: "If Congress decided to protect small 
entities with limited resources from liability. it is inconceivable that Congress intended to allow 
2 T. W. cl L. 0. Naylor Co. v. Bowman, 39 Idaho 764. 230 P. 347 (1924) ("A principal cannot be bound 
by the acts of an agent done outside of the actual or apparent scope of his authority, unless such acts have 
been ratified and adopted by the principal.99) 
3 See, e.g., Cantwell 11. Ctty of Boise, 146 Idaho 127, 138, 191 P.3d 205, 216 (2008) ("Tho actions of an 
agent are the actions of the corporation. An agent is only Jiable for actions which are outside its scope of 
duty to the corporation.") Citing Ostrander v. Farm Bureau Mut. Ins. Co. of Idaho, 123 Idaho 650, 654, 
8S 1 P .2d 9461 948 ( 1993 ). 
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civil liability to run against individual employees." E.E.O.C. v. AIC Secu,ity, 55 F.3d 1276, 
1281 (7th Cir. l99S). Defendants' side-by-side comparison of Title VII and the IPPEA 
demonstrates the Idaho Legislature's lack of desire to limit the scope of the IPPEA. 
Upholding a cause of action against a person under the IPPEA is not onlY.: consistent with ----·-· 
the plain language of the IPPEA, but is also consistent with the Tomka case that this Court relied 
upon when denying Ms. Hammer the right to sue Defendants Ribi and Briscoe in their individual 
capacity. Tomka v. Seiler Corp., 66 F.Jd 1295, 1317 (2nd Cir. 1995) (finding individual liability 
under the New York Human Rights Law which uses the word "person"). The Court's reversal of 
its decision on the Motion to Dismiss is also supported by: Cooper v. Albacore Holdings, 204 
S.W.3d 238, 244 (Miss. Ct. App. 2006) (Disfavoring Lenhardt and finding individual liability 
under the Missouri Human Rights Act ("MHRA") because the Act refers to the word ''person"-
"the MHRA imposes individual liability in the event of discriminatory conduct."); Genaro v. 
Central Transport, 84 Ohio St.3d 293, 703 N.E.2d 782 (Ohio Sup. Ct. 1999) (rejecting a 
Title VII analysis of the Ohio anti-discrimination provision and detennining that individual 
liability was imposed under the Ohio law based on the use of the phrase ''person" in the statute.); 
Blazek v. U.S. Cellular, 937 F.Supp.2d 1003 (N.D. Iowa 2011) (finding that Title VII personal 
liability rationale exemption does not apply to the Iowa Human Rights Act). And, in a slew of 
cases from New Jersey, the U.S. District Court for New Jersey and various New Jersey courts 
have determined that there is personal liability under the New Jersey Conscientious Employee 
Protection Act that applied to "any person or group of persons acting directly or indirectly on 
behalf of or in the interest of an employer with the employer's consent/' See Palladino v. VNA 
of Southern New Jersey, 68 F.Supp.2d 455 (U.S. Dist. Ct. N.J. 1999); Espinosa v. Continental 
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Airlines, 80 F.Supp.2d 297 (U.S. Dist. Ct. N.J. 2000); Maw v. Adv. Clinical Communications, 
Inc., 359 N.J. Super. 420, 820 A.2d 105 (Ct. App. 2003). 
III. 
CONCLUSION 
. ·-·-------··-··- ----·-······----- ------------------- ... -· - --·-· ·---·· 
----·------··--- ---- ------- ---- - ----
For the foregoing reasons, Plaintiff Sharon Hammer respectfully requests that this Court 
reconsider having granted Defendants Ribi and Briscoe's Motion to Dismiss. 
DATED this 16th day of January, 2014. 
JONES & SWARTZ PLLC 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 16th day of January, 2014, a true and correct copy of 
the foregoing document was served on the following individual(s) by the method indicated: 
Kirtlan G. Naylor f J U.S. Mail 
NAYLOR&HALES, P.C. [X] Fax: 383-9516 ·--·-----·---------·-
.. -··-·····--·-· ------958-W:-Bannuck·Street;"Swt"flitlT··----·----y ] Hand Delivery 
Boise, ID 83702-6103 [ ] Email: kirt@naylorhales.com 
The Honorable Jonathan P. Brody 
District Judge 
Minidoka County Courthouse 
8th & G Streets 
P.O. Box 368 
Rupert, ID 83350 
[ ] U.S. Mail 
[X] Fax: (208) 436-5272 
[ J Overnight Delivery 
[ ] Hand Delivery 
[ ] Email: 
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Joy M, Vega, ISB #7887 
JONES & SWARTZ PLLC 
1673 W. Shoreline Drive, Suite 200 [83702] 
P.O. Box 7808 
Boise. ID 83707-7808 
Telephone: (208) 489-8989 
Facsimile: (208) 489-8988 
Email: eric@j onesandswartzlaw, com 
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Attorneys for Plaintiff Sharon R. Hammer 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BLAINE 
SHARON R. HAMMER, 
Plaintiff, 
VS, 
CITY OF SUN VALLEY; NILS RJBI; 
and De WAYNE BRISCOE, 
Defendants. 
Case No. CV-2012-479 
PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR 
RECONSIDERATION OF PLAINTIFF'S 
MOTION TO ENFORCE SUBPOENA 
AGAINST NON-PARTY PATRICIA BALL 
AND TO COMPEL THE PRODUCTION 
OF DOCUMENTS WITHHELD FROM 
PRODUCTION IN DISCOVERY AND IN 
RESPONSE TO SUBPOENA 
ORAL ARGUMENT REQUESTED 
COMES NOW the Plaintiff, Sharon R. Hammer ("Ms. Hammer"), by and through her 
counsel of record, Jones & Swartz PLLC, and pursuant to Rules 7(b)(1) and l l(a)(2)(B) of the 
Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure hereby moves this Court to reconsider having denied PLAINTIFF'S 
MOTION TO ENFORCE SUBPOENA AGAINST NON-PARTY PATRICIA BALL AND TO COMPEL THB 
PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS WITHHELD FROM PRODUCTION IN DISCOVERY AND IN REsPONSE TO 
SUBPOENA. The Court's current finding provides for a blanket work-product privilege covering 
in excess of two hundred (200) emails and attachments and other correspondence without 
PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION OF PLAINTIFF'S MOTION TO ENFORCE SUBPOENA 
AGAlNST NON-PARTY PATRJCIA BALL AND TO COMPEL THE PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS 
WITHHELD FROM PRODUCTION IN DISCOVERY AND fN RESPONSE to SUBPOENA - l 
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requiring the City of Sun Valley and Patricia Ba11 to prove that each withheld document actually 
qualifies for protection. It may be that the~ withheld materials should be redacted in pa.rt rather 
than completely withheld. It may be that these materia1s should not be redacted or withheld. 
The City and Ms. Ball's privilege log does not identify why these materials qualify for work-
product protection and they did not submit evidence to support such protection. The Court 
assumes that the materials (which it generally described Without review of the same) were in 
anticipation of litigation, when there is rto testimony to that effect and where Former Mayor 
Willich's ~estimony states otherwise. The Court's current ruling was also made without the 
benefit of Former Mayor Willich 's testimony about and regarding certain conclusions and 
assumptions that the Court made in its ruling. 
This Motion is made and supported by the pleadings of record herein and is further 
suppo1ted by the Supplemental Affidavit of Wayne Willich filed contemporaneously herewith 
and incorporated herein, and will be further supported by a Memorandum that will be filed 
within fourteen days of this motion. 
By this Motion, Plaintiff Sharon Hammer respectfully requests that the Court: 
1. Order the production of materials, in whole or redacted as necessary, withheld 
where the City of Sun Valley and/or Patricia Ball fail to prove with evidence that such materials 
(in whole or in part) qualify fol' protection; 
2. Conduct an in camera review of the materials being withheld on grounds of 
privileges established by the patty claiming the same, and: 
a. Order the production of such documents if the Court finds no applicable 
privilege or a waiver thereof; 
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b. Order redacted production to reveal facts, but preserve truly confidential 
information or attorneys' mental impressions~ 
3. Order the production of materials in their entirety that are being withheld on un-
established claims of privilege; 
4. Order the production of materials for which any applicable privilege was waived; 
and 
5. Award Ms. Hammer her attorney fees and costs incurred as a result of having to 
bring this motion. 
DATED this 31st day of January, 2014. 
JONES & SWARTZ PLLC 
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Attorileys for Plaintiff Sharon R. Hammer 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH rut>ICl.AL DISTRICT OF 
TIIB STATE OP IDAHO, IN AND FOR THB COUNTY OF BLAINE 
SHARON R. HAMMER, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
CITY OF SUN VALLEY; 
NILS -RIB!, iii his individual and officjal capacity; 
De WAYNE BRISCOE, in his individuaJ and official 
capacity; 
Defendant&. 
Case No. CV-2012479 
S.V,PLEMENIAL·AltillA)!JT QFWA\'NJ WILLlgt 
roRMER MAXQR QI DJI ClTX or SUN VALLU 
IN SUPPORT OF.MOTION~TO RECQNSJQ&BRJNIAL Qf MOTION TO COMPEL 
I, WAYNE WILLlCHt first duly sworn on oath, depose and state as follows: 
1) My name is Wayne Willicht and from the first week of January of 2008 to January 3, .. 
2012, I was the duly elected Mayor of the City Of Sun Valley, Idaho ("Sun Valley"), and that I 
am competent to testify as to the matters herein. l certify pursuant to Rule I 1 of the Idaho Code 
Of Civil Procedure, that the facts alleged herein an, true and accurate and ate made with personal 
1 
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knowledge, and would further sweat to such under oath and at trial if required. 
2) I have previously filed an Affidavit in the matter herein and stand on the veracity and 
trutlifulness of the statements made undor oath ln that Affidavit. 
3) I have reviewed the pleadings· and affidavits associated with the Motion To Compel 
herein, and have reviewed the Memorandum Decision Denying Plaintiff's Motion To Enforce 
Subpoena And Compel ("Memorandum Decision"). 
4) I find many factual statements of the Court in the Memorandum Decision, and in 
particular statements related to my actions and doclsJons, to be incorrect. I believe that many of 
the incorrect statements in the Memorandum Decision are due to the fact that I was not allowed 
to review any of the commwucations submitted by Sun Valley in opposition to the Motion to 
Compel In camera to the Court or confirm that 1hey were ever sent or received by myself, or as 
to tho veracity of the statements in the communlcirtions. 
S) I find it to be disturbing that correspondences and communications purportedly from 
me to other persons, or to me from other persons, including purportedly to or from Attorney 
Naylor, Investigator Ball, City Attorney King or Mayor Elect Briscoe, have been considered by 
the Court to have been legitimate without my acknowledgement of ever having sent them, or 
received them, or as to their veracity. 
6) I did not retain my email correspondences as Mayor of Sun Valley, nor have I had 
access to such emails since my last day in office as Mayor of Sun Valley on January 3, 2012. 
7) In particular, I have no particular recollection of ever sending the following emails 
which have been disclosed by Sun Valley as having purportedly been sent by Jllyselfpursuant to 
a Privilego Log provided to Ms. Hammer during discovery in the matter: 
11/22/2011 BALL 522 Wllllch to Ball, copy to King 
11/22/2011 BALL 518 Willloh to Ball, copy to Briscoe and King 
11/25/2011 BALL 519 Wlllich to Ball, copy to Briscoe and King 
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iWillich to Kins, copy to Ball 
Willlchto&U 
·wuuoh to Ball 
Willichto Ball 
,wmioh to Ball and Naylort copy to King and Briscoe 
WiJUch to Ball and King 
Willioh to Ball and King 
8) In addition, ifl did send the emails described in paragraph 6 above. the topics of the 
emaUs were in regards to what duties Investigator l3all was to perfonn, the scheduling of the 
interviews in the Hammer Disciplinary Investigation, when Investigator Ball would compiete her 
. written report, and other admirtistrative matters. I deny that in any of the correspondences did I 
seek any legal advice or discuss any matters related to the Hammer Law Suit with either 
Investigator Ball, Attorney Naylor, City Attomoy King or Mayor Elect ~riscoe. 
9) In addition, the Privilege Log includes multiple emails that were supposedly sent to 
me, many of which I may never have opened, may have been blocked by my spam program, I 
never read, or which I read but refused to respond to. J l.lso find it disturbing that the Court 
would consider these correspondences in making its decisions without any knowledse rel!!ted to 
my actual receipt of the correspondences or my reaotions or responses to the communications. I 
also have no recollection that in any of the correspondences that I may have read, was there any 
legal advice provided or any discussions related to the Hammer Law Suit with either Investigator 
Ball, Attorney Naylor, City Attorney King or Mayor EJect Briscoe. 
J 0) Until such time as I am able to review the emails and communications provided to the 
Court by Sun V ailey related to the Motion To Compel, or which I am supposedly a sender or 
receiver, I cannot vouch for their accuracy ot that they were even sent by me or received by me. 
11) As I have stated in my previous Affidavit. other than to provide me with names of 
attorneys that would possibly become the independent investigator related to the Hammer 
Disciplinary Investigation. and that he contact them and detennine whether they would be 
available to do so, I deny that I ever provided City Attorney King an:y authority to be involved in 
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had already been sued by Ms. Hammer as part of the Hanuner Law Suit and because he was to 
be interviewed as part of the Hammer Disoiplinary Investigation himself. If City Attorney King 
gave Investigator Bal) any indication that she was being retained in regards to litigation matters 
or the Hammer Law Suit, and not simply to perfonn an independent, fact finding, disciplinary 
investigation unrelated to the Hammer Law Suit; City Attorney King did so outside the scope of 
' . 
his duties and the dirCQtions that I had given him to simply help me find an investigator. 
Therefore, if City Attorney King '"contacted Ms. Ball about the possibility of retaining her 
services for a fact-finding investigation regardina various allegations that could be subject of 
litigation"\ as is stated in the Memorandum Decision, that is an incorrect conclusion regarding 
the limited scope of what.City Attorney King was supposed to discuss with, or disclose to, 
rnvestigator Ball. 
12) As I have stated in my previous Affidavit, I deny that I ever discussed with 
Investigator Ball that sbe was being retained ln regards to any pendini or threatened litigation, 
that we ever discussed the pending Hammer Law Suit, or that her work would be used in regards 
to any pending litigation including the H.ammor Law Suit,. in any of our discussions prior to the 
signing of her retainer agreement on November 23, 2011 or thereafter. If Investigator Ball was 
made aware of the Hammer Lew Suit or of any of the correspondences threatening litigation that 
had been sent to Sm1 Valley by Ms. Hammer's attorney, it wu not by me, and it was done 
without my knowledge or approval, possibly by City Attorney King or Attorney Naylor. 
13) I specifically deny the finding of the Court that uMr. Naylor was appointed as Ms. 
BalPs primary legal contact on November 28, 2011". As the Mayor of Sun Valley, and the 
responsible party for the Hammer Disciplinary Investigation, I had the sole authority to make 
detenninations as to the proceedings in the Hammer Disciplinary Investigation. Neither City 
Attorney King, Mayor Elect Briscoe or Attorney Naylor had any right to instruct Investigator 
Ball that Attorney Naylor was to have any involvement in the Hemmer Disciplinary 
Investigation,. or act as Investigator Ball's legal contact in regards to the Hammer Disciplinary 
Investigation. without m:y knowledge or approval. which was never given. The Privilege Log · 
does not show any written communications between myself and Attorney Naylor, Investigator 
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given any of them the indication that I had provided Attorney Naylor with any authority in 
regards to the Hammer Disciplinary Investigation on that date as the Court has somehow 
concluded. In fact, as l have otherwise made clear in my prior Affidavit, after ICRMP R:fused 
rny request to provide a different attorney than Attorney Naylor to defend the Hammer Law Suit, 
I speclflcally instructed Attorney Naylor that he was to have no part in the Hammer Disciplinary 
Investigation, othet than to be able to receive the report produced by Investigator Ball at the end 
of the Hammer Disciplinary lilvestigation. I also reaffirm that I never provided Investigator Ball 
with any authority to even contact Attorney Naylor or discuss the Hammer Disciplinary 
Investigation with Attorney Naylor. 
14) I specifically deny the Court'scoticluaion that "Ms. Ball's report was prepared in 
large part for Sun Valley in anticipation of, or in coajunction with pending and anticipated 
litigation."' Althoua}l Attorney Naylor, City Attorney King, Investigator Ball and Mayar Elect 
Briscoe may have retroactively asserted that InvostJ.gator Ball was retained in roprds to 
litigation or the Hammer Law Suit, there is no question that when I retained Investigator Ball it 
was solely to assist me in making my decision related _to whether to discipline Ms. Hammer or 
not. The Court's finding also ignores the fa.ct that I mandated that the written report showed to 
me at City Attorney King's office on Decembot 12, 2011 be kept at City Attorney King's office, 
in 1~ part, so that it could not be U8ed by AttomeyNaylor in the defense of the Hammer Law 
Suit because of its multiple flaws, errors and erroneous and unauthorized conclusions. 
15) I am very concerned and disturbed with the Court's findings that Hin fact, email 
communications provided in camera contradict Mr. Willich's assertions that he save Ms. Ball no 
authority or du=tion to modify the uFinal Ball Report" in any .manner after December 12, 
2011 ". The only emails disclosed in the Prlvilep Log from which the Court could conclude that 
I gave thJs purpo~ direction, is the Deoember 12, 2011 omall described as uBALL 764, 
Willich to Ball" and the December 13, 2011 email described as 0 BALL 1044t WiUich to Ball. 
copy to King and Briscoe". I have no recollection of sending these emails. Until such time as I 
cen review and confinn that I sent these emails, and that the contents are accurate, I find it 
unacceptable and .inaccurate for the Court to oonolude that these purported email 
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in the Court's possession, was ever actually sent by me, or gave Investigator Ball any direction 
related to continuing the Hammer Disciplinary Investigation after December 12, 2011, without 
my ability to confirm the sending of the email or other oommwlication and the intent of the email 
or communication. 
16) Although I do not remember.sending the December 12; 2011 email or the December 
13, 2011 email, at the time, I do remember that I was angry at Investigator BaJl for failing to 
follow my explicit instructions to interview Sun ValJcy City Cowicil member Joan Lamb in 
regards to Ms. Hammer's allegations of harassment and misconduct against Council Member 
Ribi, whom I believe would have verified CouncU Member Ribi's anger and hostility towards, 
and harassment of, Ms. Hammer. I believed that ln'Vestigator Ball refused to interview Council 
Member Lamb at the direction of Attorney Naylort in contradiction to my explicit directions, and 
told her so. Investigator Ball's refusal to interview Council Member Lamb wu a large part ofmy 
decision to end Investigator Ball's work for Sun Valley atthatjunetute. Any assertion that I 
directed Investigator Ball to continue preparing a roport in regards to the Hammer Disciplinary 
Investigation on or about December 13, 2011, is simply contrary to what was occurring at that 
point of ti.me. 
17) I do remember making comments to Investigator Ball, Attorney Naylor, Mayor Elect 
Briscoe and City Attorney King at the meeting of December 12, 2011, that there may be the need 
to continue investigating the allegations of misoonduct and harassment against CoW1ci1 Member 
RJbi, to investigate rnJsconduct that related to Fonner Treasurer frostenson's handling of Sun 
Valley finances that was discovered as part oftbc Hammer Disciplimuy Investigation, and to 
look into some of the Sun Valley Fire Department issues raised in the Hammer Disciplinary 
Investigation, unrelated to any allegations of misconduct against Ms; Hammet, but that the next 
administration of Mayor Elect Briscoe would have to take on that responsibility. However, I 
infonncd all involved that as far as I was ooncetned, the Hammer Disciplinary Investigation, and 
any other investisations during my tenure as Mayor ofSWl Valley, were completed. If I sent 
emails on December 12, 20 l 1 or December 13, 20 l 1, it may have been in regards to additional 
investigations of those matters after my term as Mayor of Sun Valley was over, rather than jn 
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directing Investigator Ball to continue working on those matt~ nor did l ever intend that she do 
so. 
18) In addition, the Court's conclusion that l sought to continue the Hammer Disciplinary 
investigation after December 12, 2011, totally tsnores the meeting and conversations I had with 
Attorney Naylor on December 16, 2011, and which are sworn to in my previous Affidavit, in 
which I specifically told Attorney Naylor that the Hammer Disciplinary Investigation was over, 
which is at least four days before Investigator Be.II prepared the unauthorized report dated 
December 20, 2011, which I never saw until about a year later when it was published in the 
Idaho Mountain Express newspaper on-line edition. 
19) Contrary to the Court's finding regarding my conversation with Ms. Hammer at the 
Sun Valley Golf Clubhouse on December 19, 201 J, I never indicated to Ms. Hammer that 
Investigator Ball's report was still being.firushed. What I indicated to Ms. Hammer at that 
meeting was that there were still some unresolved issues related to Council Member Rl'bi. 
Fonner Treasurer Frostcnson and the Sun Valley Fire Department, umelated to Ms. Hammer, 
that may need :further investigation after Mayor Elect Briscoe was sworn into office as the new 
mayor of Sun Valley on January 3. 2012. i'\t the time I did not tell Ms. Hammer that I had ended 
Investigator Ball's relationship With SWl Valley. Ms. Hammer may have assumed that 
Investigator Ball was handling the other matters related to Council Member Ribi, Former 
Treasurer Frostenson and the Sun Valley Fire Department, when such was not the case. 
20) The Court should also note that subs~uent to the end ofrny tenn as the Mayor of 
Sun Valley, I have discovered that tmknown Sun Valley employees or officials have forged my 
initials and/or signatW'e on financial documents. I have filed an Affidavit, under oatht describing 
such in the matter of Do11oyal i. §un Valla, CV •2012"600, Blaine County. I also discovered that 
several payroll documents that I was shown during the forensi~ aQdit and investigation by the 
Idaho Attorney General's office also indicated signatures and initials that purported to be mine, 
but that l did not recognize. on docutn~ts that I did not recognize either. Based on my personal 
history with him, I also simply do not ~t Attorney Naylor to be providing truthful infonnation 
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2 J) Until such time RS J am aJlowed to nwlew the communications and ·documents that 
have been J>rOVided to the Court related to the Motion To Compel and upon which the Court 
based its Memorandwn 0C(lision, that purport to be to me, from me, or have my signature or 
initials on them, and am able to verify their veracity. r must deny the legitimacy and veracity of 
any and all of the emails, communications or documents which the Court has used in making the 
Memorandum Decision. 
. 22) I request that the Court allow me to obtain each and every email or other 
coounwiications submitted by Sun Valley in objection to the Motion to Compel which I am 
asserted to have been a sender or receiver of, that I be allowed to thereafter review each and 
every email or other comrnWiication with an attomciy of my choice. and that I be allowed to file 
an additional Affidavit with the Court,- tn camera if required, detailing whether I sent. or received 
the emails or other conununications, and that I am allowed to explain the circumstances 
associated with. or the meaning of, each and every email or communication. 
Further Afflant sayeth not. 
Subscri~ Tg_And S~ofore 
Me This ~ay Of 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BLAINE 
SHARON R. HAMMER, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
CITY OF SUN VALLEY; NILS RIBI; 
and DeWA YNE BRISCOE, 
Defendants. 
Case No. CV-2012-479 
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF 
PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR 
RECONSIDERATION OF PLAINTIFF'S 
MOTION TO ENFORCE SUBPOENA 
AGAINST NON-PARTY PATRICIA BALL 
AND TO COMPEL THE PRODUCTION 
OF DOCUMENTS WITHHELD FROM 
PRODUCTION IN DISCOVERY AND IN 
RESPONSE TO SUBPOENA 
I. INTRODUCTION 
The Court's current finding provides for a blanket work product privilege covering in 
excess of two hundred (200) emails and attachments and other correspondence without requiring 
the City of Sun Valley and Patricia Ball to prove that each withheld document actually qualifies 
for protection. Just because a party claims that something is privileged does not mean that it is. 
There is a burden of proof that such a party bears. It begins with Rule 26(b)(5){A) of the Idaho 
Rules of Civil Procedure: 
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When a party withholds information otherwise discoverable under 
these rules by claiming it is privileged or subject to protection as 
trial preparation material. the party shall make the claim expressly 
and shall describe the nature of the documents, communications, or 
things not produced or disclosed in a manner that, without 
revealing information itself privileged or protected, will enable 
other parties to assess the applicability of the privilege or 
protection. 
(I.R.C.P. 26(b)(5)(A)). 
The City of Sun Valley and Ms. Ball's privilege log does not meet this most minimum of 
burdens. The privilege log leaves Ms. Hammer and this Court without the information necessary 
to ascertain whether the materials withheld actually qualify for a privilege. Just because 
correspondence is exchanged between counsel or counsel and an agent of a party does not 
automatically mean that a privilege applies. Even if a privilege does apply, it may not apply to 
an entire document. The Court's denial of the Motion to Compel does not address this. The City 
and Ms. Ball's counsel, Mr. Naylor, stated that the materials involved counsel and were 
privileged, and the Court accepted Mr. Naylor's statement as meeting the City and Ms. Ball's 
burden of proo£ Neither the City, Ms. Ball, Mr. Naylor, nor the privilege log identify the nature 
of the documents being withheld. The privilege log only identifies the documents withheld as 
emails. The subject matters or the nature of those emails are not addressed. At best, the 
documents withheld are categorized on the privilege log as falling within one of three categories: 
"factual request," "investigation administration," or "subpoena regarding investigation." 
Notably absent is any reference to litigation, legal advice, legal strategy, or anything of the sort . 
.. Factual request," "investigation administration," or "subpoena regarding investigation" are not 
the type of descriptions that qualify for attorney-client communications or the work product 
privilege. This is particularly true where facts are not privileged and neither is evidence of what 
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a person or persons did to carry out an investigation. 1 Such matters are not communications in 
furtherance of the provision of legal advice or strategy communications containing mental 
impressions in anticipation of, or as part of, litigation. 
The Court's decision also assumes that the undescribed materials withheld were done in 
anticipation of litigation, even though Former Mayor Willich - the only authorized 
representative to speak on such matters at the time for the client, the City - submitted testimony 
that states otherwise. Usually, it is the client demanding protections exist. Here, the one person 
who could claim the protections at that time on behalf of the City is actually arguing that no 
privileges existed. Yet, the Court has - without evidence to support the finding - found 
otherwise by drawing inferences and making assumptions. The party claiming a privilege is not 
entitled to inferences and assumptions. The party claiming the privileges is required to present 
direct evidence that each element of the claimed privilege exists. 
After drawing inferences and making assumptions in order to find that the materials 
withheld are privileged, the Court appears to have engaged in a "hardship to Ms. Hammer" test. 
As part of that analysis, the Court concludes that Ms. Hammer is not entitled to Ms. Ball's 
investigatory notes of interviews with witnesses and that Ms. Hammer can go interview all of the 
witnesses that Ms. Ball interviewed. There is no evidence of record that the materials withheld 
are notes of interviews with witnesses. It is not clear how the Court arrived at that conclusion. 
Respectfully, it cannot be detennined whether Ms. Hammer would face a hardship or not until 
and unless the City describes what it is withholding, as Rule 26 requires. Even then, without 
reviewing the materials first-hand, the Court cannot know whether Ms. Hammer could obtain 
that information from another source. 
1 Upjohn Co. v. United States, 449 U.S. 383, 396, 101 S. Ct. 677, 688 (1981); Diversified Industries, Inc. v. 
Meredith, 572 F.2d 596,603 (8th Cir. 1978). 
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Ms. Hammer appreciates that this case may not be popular with the Court. She also 
appreciates that reviewing over 200 documents to ascertain whether they qualify for a privilege 
in whole or in part may be burdensome, but she respectfully requests that the Court do so or that 
it appoint a special master to do so on the Court's behalf. 
II.ARGUMENT 
A. A Blanket Work Product Privilege Does Not Satisfy The City and Ms. Ball's 
Burden of Proof 
The materials at issue in this motion to compel were withheld on claims of attorney-client 
privilege and the attorney work product doctrine.2 This Court denied Ms. Hammer's Motion to 
Compel, finding that everything withheld by the City and Ms. Ball was subject to the attorney 
work product doctrine: "Because this Court finds that the materials sought in the subpoena are 
protected by the work product doctrine, the Plaintiff's Motion is denied."3 
The party asserting the work product privilege bears the burden of establishing all of its 
elements on a document-by-document basis: 
In sum, a proper analysis as to the withheld documents must be 
conducted on a document by document basis. If the document 
would not have been generated 'but for' litigation, it is privileged. 
However, if it was generated for purposes other than litigation, 
even though litigation may have been a 'real possibility', it must be 
disclosed. 
United States v. Torf (In re Grand Jury Subpoena), 350 F.Jd 1010, 1018 (9th Cir. 2003). "As 
with the attorney-client privilege, the person asserting the work product privilege cannot make a 
blanket assertion of the privilege, but must state document-by-document what information the 
privilege applies." Buckner v. United States, 1995 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 14107 (D. Idaho 1995) 
2 See Ex. D to Affidavit of Counsel in Support of Plaintiff's Motion to Enforce Subpoena and Motion to Compel 
("Aff. of Counsel"), Defendants' Privilege Log. 
3 Memorandum Decision Denying Plaintiff's Motion to Enforce Subpoena and Compel ("Mem. Decision"), p. 2. 
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citing United States v. Bornstein, 977 F .2d 112. 115 ( 4th Cir. 1992). The proponent work of the 
product doctrine privilege must prove that the documents or correspondences at issue were 
prepared or made in anticipation of, or in regard to, litigation. In Jordan v. United States Dept. 
of Justice, the U.S. Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia stated: ''The work-product rule 
does not extend to every written document generated by an attorney; it does not shield from 
disclosure everything that a lawyer does. Its purpose is more narrow, its reach more modest." 
Jordan v. United States Dept. of Justice, 591 F.2d 753, 775 (D.C. Cir. 1978). 
It is clear from this statement that the purpose of the privilege is to 
encourage effective legal representation Within [sic] the 
framework of the adversary system by removing counsel's fears 
that his thoughts and information will be invaded by his adversary. 
In other words, the privilege focuses on the integrity of the 
adversary trial process itself and seeks to ensure that such 
proceedings do not degenerate into mere "battles of wits." This 
focus on the integrity of the trial process is reflected in the specific 
limitation of the privilege to materials "prepared in anticipation of 
litigation or for trial." 
Id. ( citations omitted.) 
Appreciating that this Court has cited to threats of litigation that ran contemporaneously 
with Ms. Ball being hired, the Court cannot overlook the fact that Ms. Ball was hired to 
determine whether employment disciplinary action should be taken against Ms. Hammer. 
Ms. Ball's retainer agreement ("fact-finding investigation") and Former Mayor Willich's 
affidavit both state as much: 
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16) At no time during either the November 11, 201 I or the November 14, 2011 
executi\l\! sessions oftbe Sun Valley City Council was there any discuaion of using lhe Hammer 
Disciplinary fn~p.tion in n::ganls to any pnntial or lhreatened. litiption. At no time durina 
either the November 11. 2011 or November 14. 20 ! 1 executive sessions of lhe Sun Valley City 
Council was lhere any discussions orebe Hammer Disciplinary Investigation being oom.meoced 
to work with the Blaine County Prosecutor', office to participate in a criminal investigation. The 
dindioo that I m:eiwd from the Sun Valley City Council at tbe November 14, 2011 executive 
seaion was solely to per(mm. a duiciplinary investigation. relaled to Fonner Administrator 
Hammer, IIOlely fer iDlernal Sun Valley purposes. 
(Sept. 19, 2013 Affidavit of Wayne Willich, ,r 16.) Fonner Mayor Willich's testimony is that of 
the client - the City. Idaho Code § 50-602, related to the powers and authorities of a mayor in 
Idaho, states in relevant part: 
The mayor ... shall be the chief administrative official of the city, 
... have the superintending control of all the officers and affairs 
of the city, .. .. (Emphasis added.) 
Fonner Mayor Willich, as the client, is telling this Court that the assertion of the work product 
doctrine is a sham because the subject materials were not because of or in relation to litigation. 
At least until January 3, 2012, when Former Mayor Willich's tenure as Mayor of Sun Valley 
ended, Investigator Ball, City Attorney King and Attorney Naylor all reported solely to Former 
Mayor Willich, and Former Mayor Willich had sole authority over the purpose and direction of 
the Hammer Disciplinary Investigation. And, he is stating that it was not litigation related. 
The Court should also recognize the specific language of the Sun Valley City Council 
resolution of November 14, 2011 (the ''Authorizing Resolution"), which authorized the Hammer 
Disciplinary Investigation, which simply states: 
Council member Bob Youngman moved to authorize the Mayor to 
engage an attorney to conduct an independent investigation. 4 
4 Affidavit of Wayne Willich, fl 13-24. 
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No other Sun Valley City Council action was thereafter taken in regard to the Hammer 
Disciplinary Investigation, or which limited Former Mayor Willich's right to conduct the 
Hammer Disciplinary Investigation as·he saw fit. The Authorizing Resolution clearly indicated 
that, in conformance with Idaho Code§ 50-602, the Sun Valley City Council recognized that it 
was Former Mayor Willich's sole responsibility to conduct the Hammer disciplinary 
Investigation, and to hire Investigator Ball, without any conditions attached to such activities. 
While the Court concludes that Ms. Ball was subsequently advised by unidentified City 
officials that her new legal contact was Mr. Naylor, there is no evidence or testimony that what 
Ms. Ball was doing would not have been done but for litigation. Not even the City and 
Ms. Ball's privilege log supports such a conclusion. The privilege log in no way supports the 
conclusion that her communications with anyone contained mental impressions or legal 
strategies because of or in anticipation of litigation. Indeed, the privilege log states, only, that 
the withheld materials fall within three categories that are anything but. The privilege log states 
the withheld documents are: "factual request," "investigation administration," or "subpoena 
regarding investigation." Notably absent is any reference to litigation, legal advice, legal 
strategy, or anything of the sort. Moreover, there has been no showing that Ms. Ball's withheld 
materials were for any purpose other than the preparation of her reports. 
Communications about the process (i.e., "factual request," "investigation administration," 
or "subpoena regarding investigation") in which Ms. Ball was engaged to prepare those reports is 
not work product. In re LTV Securities Litigation, 89 F.R.D. 595,603 (N.D. Tex. 1981) (''terms 
and conditions of an attorney's employment, the purpose for which an attorney has been 
engaged, [ and] the steps which an attorney took or intended to take in discharging his obligation" 
not protected); In re Walsh, 623 F.2d 489, 494, cert. denied sub nom. Walsh v. United States, 449 
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U.S. 994 (1980) (recognizing general rule that matters involving receipt of fees from clients are 
not protected); Diversified Indus., Inc. v. Meredith, 572 F.2d 596, 603 (8th Cir. 1977) ("The 
memorandwn contained no confidential infoimation. It did little more than reveal the 
relationship between the parties, the purpose for which Law Firm had been engaged, and the 
steps which the Finn intended to take in discharging its obligations to Diversified. Such a 
docwnent is not privileged."); Nguyen v. Excel Corp., 197 F.3d 200, 206 (5th Cir. 1999) 
· (although "inquiry into the substance of the client's and attorney's discussions does implicate the 
privilege," "inquiry into the general nature of the legal services provided by counsel does not 
necessitate an assertion of the privilege because the general nature of services is not protected by 
the privilege."); Valenti v. Allstate Ins. Co., 243 F.Supp.2d 200, 218 (U.S. M.D. Pa. 2003) 
("Actual circumstances of the attorney-client relationship remain discoverable, even when the 
underlying communications itself may be privileged. ... The facts of legal consultation or 
employment, client identities, attorney's fees and the scope and nature of employment are not 
deemed privileged."); Oasis International Waters, Inc. v. United States, 110 Fed. Cl. 87, 100 
(U.S. Ct. Cl. 2013) ("Courts have consistently held that the general subject matters of clients' 
representations are not privileged. Inquiry into the general nature of the legal services provided 
by counsel does not necessitate an assertion of the privilege because the general nature of 
services is not protected. . . . The fact of legal consultation is not privileged because it does not 
directly reveal the substance of a client's request for legal advice.") 
Although Ms. Hammer was not privy to the emails and other communications submitted 
to the Court in camera, there is no question that the Court relied on these communications to 
make its finding as to the relationship between Ms. Ball, Mr. Naylor, City Attorney King and 
Sun Valley, the scope of work to be performed, the directions as to who was to perform work 
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and when, none of which is covered by any privilege. For example, the Court states "email 
communications provided in camera contradict Mr. Willich's assertion that he gave Ms. Ball no 
authority or direction to modify the "Final Ball Report" in any manner after December 12, 
2011." As the in camera communication the Court relied on for this finding clearly related to the 
description of the work that was to be performed by Ms. Ball (and/or others), and presumably did 
not include legal advice, legal strategy, or attorney mental impressions, this communication itself 
should have been disclosed to Ms. Hammer, rather than provided secretly in camera to the Court 
without Ms. Hammer being able to address what it may have stated. 
It is also problematic that the Court allowed both City Attorney King and Ms. Ball to 
submit Affidavits which describe their duties, as well as Mr. Naylor's duties, in regard to the 
Harruner Disciplinary Investigation, and yet allow other documents discussing those same roles 
and duties to, somehow, be privileged. Once City Attorney King and Ms. Ball openly discussed 
their roles and duties, and the role and duties of Attorney Naylor, in their O'Ml Affidavits, any 
and all correspondences related to the roles and duties of either Ms. Ball, City Attorney King or 
Mr. Naylor should have been subject to disclosure. 
Although Former Mayor Willich has not reviewed the emails or communications at issue, 
his recollection of communications with Ms. Ball had to do with the duties Ms. Ball was to 
perform, the scheduling of the interviews in the Hammer Disciplinary Investigation, when 
Investigator Ball would complete her written report, and other administrative matters. (See 
Supplemental Affidavit of Wayne Willich ("Willich Supp. Aff."), ,i 8.) And, Fonner Mayor 
Willich denies that any of the correspondences he sent sought legal advice or discussed any 
matters related to the Hammer lawsuit with Ms. Ball. (Willich Supp. Aff., 18.) Former Mayor 
Willich also denies that any of the communications he received from either Ms. Ball, City 
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Attorney King, or Mr. Naylor provided any legal advice or related to the Hammer lawsuit. 
(Willich Supp. Aff., ,r 8.) Former Mayor Willich notes that, as is described in his prior Affidavit 
in the matter, after ICRMP refused his request to provide an attorney other than Attorney Naylor 
to defend the Hammer lawsuit, Former Mayor Willich specifically instructed Attorney Naylor 
that he was to have no part in the Hammer Disciplinary Investigation, other than to be able to 
receive the report produced by Investigator Ball at the end of the Hammer Disciplinary 
Investigation. (Willich Supp. Aff., ,r 13.) Former Mayor Willich also confirms that he never 
provided Investigator Ball with any authority to even contact Attorney Naylor or discuss the 
Hammer Disciplinary Investigation with Attorney Naylor. (Willich Supp. Aff., ,r 13.) 
Fonner Mayor Willich goes on to specifically deny the Court's conclusion that 
"Ms. Ball's report was prepared in large part for Sun Valley in anticipation of, or in conjunction 
with pending and anticipated litigation." (Willich Supp. Aff., ,r 14.) Although Mr. Naylor, City 
Attorney King, Ms. Ball, and Mayor Elect Briscoe may have retroactively asserted that Ms. Ball 
was retained in regard to litigation or the Hammer lawsuit, there is no question that when Former 
Mayor Willich retained Ms. Ball, it was solely to assist Former Mayor Willich in making his 
decision whether or not to discipline Ms. Hammer. (Willich Supp. Aff., ,r 14.) Former Mayor 
Willich also testifies that he mandated that the written report shown to Fonner Mayor Willich at 
City Attorney King's office on December 12, 2011, be kept at City Attorney King's office, in 
large part so that it could not be used by Attorney Naylor in the defense of the Hammer lawsuit 
because of its multiple flaws, errors and erroneous and unauthorized conclusions. (Willich Supp. 
Aff., ,r 14.) 
Given Former Mayor Willich's testimony and this Court's own finding upon review of 
the in camera documents, Ms. Hammer asks the Court to reconsider a blanket privilege waiver. 
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At a minimwn, the docwnents reviewed by the Court appear to be subject to at least redacted 
production so as to preserve any actual work product contained therein. It would also be prudent 
for the Court to review the rest of the approximately 200 documents being withheld which the 
City and Ms. Ball describe as "factual request," "investigation administration," or "subpoena 
regarding investigation." If the documents do not contain legal advice, legal strategy, or mental 
impressions, they should be produced. If they contain such information in part, then the 
docwnents should be produced in redacted form to protect only the qualifying portions. 
8. Fonner Mayor Willich Should Be Permitted to Comment on the Documents Relied 
Upon by This Court and the Documents Being Withheld 
In his Supplemental Affidavit, Fonner Mayor Willich calls into question the authenticity 
of the docwnents reviewed by the Court. Former Mayor Willich should be pennitted to review 
the documents that the Court reviewed in camera in order to respond to the same. Former Mayor 
Willich should also be permitted to review any and all emails and attached materials that were 
sent to him or sent by him. Allowing Former Mayor Willich to review the documents will not 
waive any privilege as he was the person who could speak for the client at the time the purported 
privilege arose. 
It is noteworthy that Fonner Mayor Willich is trying to prevent this Court from being 
misled. He is not trying to assert the privilege in an attempt to cover up facts or to mislead the 
Court. He wants the truth to be known. He has personal knowledge that someone within the 
City forged his initials and/or signature on financial documents. (Willich Supp. Aff., 120.) In 
addition, based on Former Mayor Willich's personal history with Mr. Naylor, Fonner Mayor 
Willich does not trust Mr. Naylor to provide truthful information to the Court. (Willich Supp. 
Aff., ,r 20.) The Court cannot talce lightly Former Mayor Willich's concerns about the credibility 
of the communications that were purportedly sent by, or to, Former Mayor Willich. The Court 
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also cannot take lightly that Former Mayor Willich asserts that if he did send or receive any of 
the emails at issue, the emails were in regard to what duties Ms. Ball was to perform, the 
scheduling of the interviews in the Hammer Disciplinary Investigation, when Investigator Ball 
would complete her written report, and other administrative matters. (Willich Supp. Aff., ,r 8.) 
Former Mayor Willich denies that any of the correspondences he may have sent to or received 
from either Ms. Ball, City Attorney King or Mr. Naylor included legal advice, legal strategies, or 
any matters related to the Hammer lawsuit. (Willich Supp. Aff., ,r,r 8, 9.) Former Mayor Willich 
notes that, as is described in his prior Affidavit in the matter, after ICRMP refused his request to 
provide a different attorney than Attorney Naylor to defend the Hammer lawsuit, Former Mayor 
Willich specifically instructed Attorney Naylor that he was to have no part in the Hammer 
Disciplinary Investigation, other than to be able to receive the report produced by Investigator 
Ball at the end of the Hammer Disciplinary Investigation. (Willich Supp. Aff., ,r 13.) Former 
Mayor Willich also confirms that he never provided Investigator Ball with any authority to even 
contact Attorney Naylor or discuss the Hammer Disciplinary Investigation with Attorney Naylor. 
(Willich Supp. Aff., ,r 13.) 
Former Mayor Willich goes on to specifically deny the Court's conclusion that 
"Ms. Ball's report was prepared in large part for Sun Valley in anticipation of, or in conjunction 
with pending and anticipated litigation." (Willich Supp. Aff., ,r 14.) Although Attorney Naylor, 
City Attorney King, Investigator Ball and Mayor Elect Briscoe may have retroactively asserted 
that Investigator Ball was retained in regard to litigation or the Hammer lawsuit, there is no 
question that when Former Mayor Willich retained Investigator Ball, it was solely to assist 
Former Mayor Willich in making his decision related to whether to discipline Ms. Hammer or 
not. (Willich Supp. Aff., ,r 14.) Former Mayor Willich notes that the Court's finding also 
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ignores the fact that Former Mayor Willich mandated that the written report shown to Former 
Mayor Willi ch at City Attorney King's office on December 12, 2011, be kept at City Attorney 
King's office, in large part so that it could not be used by Attorney Naylor in the defense of the 
Hammer lawsuit because of its multiple flaws, errors and erroneous and unauthorized 
conclusions. (Willich Supp. Aff., 114.) 
Ms. Hanuner respectfully requests that this Court allow Former Mayor Willich to review 
the withheld and in camera materials so that he, and counsel of his choosing, can ascertain 
whether documents are being improperly shielded, or are actually subject to protection. Such a 
review would be prudent in addition to an in camera review by the Court (or Special Master). 
C. The Waiver Was Broader Than the Court Recognized 
The Court's conclusion on a lack of waiver focuses, only, on the release of the 
Unauthorized Ball Report to the Blaine County Prosecutor. The Court does not address that the 
Unauthorized Ball Report was published for a year in the on-line section of the Idaho Mountain 
Express newspaper, and that several articles were written about the Unauthorized Ball Report 
and the Hanuner Disciplinary Investigation in the Idaho Mountain Express and the Boise Weekly 
newspapers. Ms. Hanuner could understand the Court's ruling if the Court found that the only 
person who the Unauthorized Ball Report was released to was the Blaine County Prosecutor, 
who thereafter kept it confidential. However, for the Court to assert that no waiver resulted in all 
matters associated with the Hanuner Disciplinary Investigation due to the publishing of the 
Unauthorized Ball Report, literally globally, to millions of persons, cannot be accurate. 
As the Court noted: 
Under the federal rule, work product protection is only waived 
when fairness requires, and is limited to the subject matter of the 
related disclosure, and does not create a blanket waiver of the work 
product privilege in the entire case. Hernandez v. Tanninen, 604 
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F.3d 1095, 1100-01 (9th Cir. 2010). ··Moluntary disclosure of the 
content of a privileged attorney communication constitutes waiver 
of the privilege as to all other such communications on the same 
subject." 
(Mem. Opinion, pp. 8-9, citing Weil v. Investment Indicators, Research & Mgmt., Inc., 647 F. 2d 
12, 23 (9th Cir. 1981 ). It is not conceivable that the entire contents of Ms. Ball's report could be 
publically released and yet that does not constitute a waiver of any privilege as to all other such 
communications on the same subject. Again, according to the City and Ms. Ball's privilege log, 
the materials being withheld relate directly to the report and, on their face, relate to the process 
that she engaged in in producing the report. The City and Ms. Ball describe the materials as 
falling into one of tluee categories: "factual request," "investigation administration," or 
"subpoena regarding investigation." 
III. CONCLUSION 
For the foregoing reasons, Ms. Hammer respectfully requests that the Court reconsider its 
denial of her Motion to Enforce Subpoena and Motion to Compel. Ms. Hammer requests the 
relief identified herein and in her Motion for Reconsideration. 
DATED this 13th day of February, 2014. 
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The dispute at issue involves the Plaintiff, Sharon R. Hammer, and the 
Defendants, the City of Sun Valley, Nils Ribi, and De Wayne Briscoe. The dispute is 
centered on the Plaintiff's treatment while an employee for the City of Sun Valley. The 
Plaintiff brought suit against the Defendants for retaliatory discharge in violation of the 
Idaho Protection of Public Employees Act ("IPPEA "). 
The Plaintiff filed a Motion to Reconsider, seeking reconsideration on the 
previously decided Motion for Summary Judgment The Motion to Reconsider was 
argued before this Court on January 21, 2014. For the reasons stated on the record, this 
Court denied the Plaintiff's Motion to Reconsider. 
CONCLUSION 
For the foregoing reasons, the Plaintiff's Motion to Reconsider is hereby 
DENIED. 
IT IS SO ORDERED 
Dated: :2/t{ /,y 
I 
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The dispute at issue involves the Plaintiff, Sharon R. Hammer, and the 
Defendants, the City of Sun Valley, Nils Ribi, and De Wayne Briscoe. The dispute is 
centered on the Plaintiff's treatment while an employee for the City of Sun Valley. The 
Plaintiff brought suit against the Defendants for retaliatory discharge in violation of the 
Idaho Protection of Public Employees Act ("IPPEA''). 
The Defendants brought a Motion to Amend, seeking to amend the caption of the 
case. The Motion to Amend was argued before this Court on January 21, 2014. For the 
reasons stated on the record, this Court denied the Defendants Motion to Amend. 
CONCLUSION 
For the foregoing reasons, the Defendants Motion to Amend is hereby DENIED. 
IT rs so ORDERED 
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Kirtlan G. Naylor [ISB No. 3569] 
NAYLOR & HALES, P.C. 
Attorneys at Law 
950 W. Bannock Street, Ste. 610 
Boise, Idaho 83 702 
Telephone No. (208) 383-9511 
Facsimile No. (208) 383-9516 
Email: kirt@naylorhales.com 
Attorneys for Defendants City of Sun Valley, 
Ribi, and Briscoe. 
APR - 7 2014 
Jot.)'m pr,,g,,, CltH1c Oistric.f 
Coutt Blaine. . Idaho 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BLAINE 
SHARON R. HAMMER, 
Plaintiff, 
vs.· 
CITY OF SUN VALLEY; NILS RJBI; and 
DeWayne BRISCOE, , 
Defendants. 
' --'------........................ ______________ __. 
Case No. CV-2012-479 
DEFENDANT'S OPPOSITION TO 
PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR 
RECONSIDERATION TO DENY 
PLAINTIFF'S MOTION TO COMPEL 
Defendant, the City of Sun Valley, by and through its counsel, Naylor & Hales, P.C., 
hereby submit this Opposition to Plaintiff's Mocion For Reconsideration to Deny Plaintiff's 
Motion to Compel. Plaintiffs dogged attempts at seeking Ms. Ball's work product material is an 
apt illustration of the proverb, "If at first you don't succeed1, try2, try3, try4 again." In her latest 
1See Order Granting Defendant's Motion to Quash, October 17, 2012, Ribi v. Donoval 
(Blaine County Case No. CV-2011-1040) 
2See Plaintiffs Motion for Reconsideration (Motion to Quash Patricia Ball Subpoena), 
November 5, 2012, Ribi v. Donoval (Blaine County Case No. CV -20 l l -1040), and all 
accompanying briefing and affidavits. 
3See Plaintiff's Motion to Enforce Subpoena Against Non-Party Patricia Ball and to 
Compel the Production of Documents Withheld From Production in Discovery and In Response 
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bid, Plaintiff repeats erroneous legal argument supported by bad case law, brings issues before 
the Court that have never been raised through any meet and confer, questions the integrity and 
motives of the Court, and ultimately relies again upon another one of Mr. Willich's affidavits. 
Interestingly, all of these issues could have been raised in Plaintiffs reply or at the oral argument 
held in the prior motion to compel, but were igi10red by Plaintiff until the Court denied her 
motioi1. Plaintiff's current legal arguments are simply repeated from her prior motions 
notwithstanding the Court's prior rulings on the same arguments. Reconsideration is improper 
and Defendant requests attorney fees and costs for having to defend against this frivolous motion. 
The Court correctly detennined in its prior ruling that "there is ample support in the 
record that Ms. Ball was retained by Sun Valley in anticipation of litigation, and that her 
investigation was substantially focused on issues that appeared ripe for impending litigation," 
and subsequently ."the materials produced as part of that investigation are protected under 
I.R.C.P. 26(b)(3)." (January 17, 2014 Memorandum Decision Denying Plaintiffs Motion to 
Enforce Subpoena and Compel, p. 6-7) This includes any communications made by Ms. Ball in 
performing her investigation. (Id at 7) Additionally, any waiver of the;: work product protection 
is not a blanket waiver of all documents or communications in relation to that waived document. 
(Id at 9) Nothing Plaintiff has raised in her current motion for reconsideration affects the 
Court's prior ruling. However, Defendant will still address Plaintiffs arguments for 
reconsideration to, hopefully, dissuade Plaintiff from any further motions brought about from 
misunderstanding the applicable doctrines. 
to Subpoena, November 4, 2013, current action, and resulting Memorandum Decision Denying 
Plaintiffs Motion to Enforce Subpoena and Compel, January 23, 2014. 
4Plaintiff s currently pending Motion for Reconsideration. 
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Defendants do not have the burden of establishing all elements of work product 
protection by a document-by-document basis as Plaintiff alleges. Idaho has never established 
that it has adopted the "but-for" standard. Frustratingly, Plaintiff still cites to the overruled 
United Stales v. T01f (In re Grand .Jury Subpoena), 350 F.3d 1010, 1018 (9th Cir, 2003), as 
basis for her "but for" standard of the work product protection. As pointed out previously in 
Defendants briefing, this case has been directly overturned on the exact point oflaw for which 
Plaintiff cites it, and the Ninth Circuit has adopted the more pem1issive ''because of' standard. 
See In re Grand Jwy Subpoena (Mark Torf!Forf Errvtl. Mgmt.), 351 F.3d 900, 908 (9th Cir. 
2004) (Tor.I). 
The "because of' standard does not consider whether litigation was 
a primary or secondary motive behind the creation of a document. 
Rather, it considers the totality of the circumstances and affords 
protection when it can fairly be said that the "document was 
created because of anticipated litigation, and would not have been 
created in substantially similar form but for the prospect of that 
litigation[.]" 
* *"' 
The question of entitlement to work product protection ca1mot be 
decided.simplv by looking at.one motive that contributed to a 
document'§ preparation. The circumstances surrounding the 
document's :,;,reparation must also be considered. 
Id (citations omitted) (emphasis added). 1i1e Court has already determined, multiple times, that 
Ms. Ball's investigation was performed in anticipation oflitigation. There is no credible new 
fact or legal argument that Plaintiff has submitted that contradicts the Court's previous ruling. 
For Plaintiff to continually rely on bad case law to support her assertion of the "but for" I itigaticm 
standard is the definition of frivolity and should be a reason for awarding costs and fees to 
Defendant in having to defend against this motion. 
Plaintiff also still ignores the distinction between the attorney-client privilege and the 
work product doctrine. Plaintiff continues to inappropriately mix the standard for each, thus 
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suggestion the standards are interchangeable. (See Plaint{U~s Memorandum in Support of Morion 
for Reconsideration, p. 7-8) This argument is not supported by case law. Plaintiff uses the legal 
analysis for attorney client privilege to argue that Ms. Ball's conununications were not protected 
as work product. These are not interchangeable doctrines. 
Plaintiff also repeats her argument that publication of portions of the findings from two of 
Ms. Ball's three reports in the online Idaho Mountain Express, is a "global" waiver of any and all 
documents and communications from her investigation. Even with a publication waiver, though, 
and as argued extensively by Defendants in prior briefing, waiver of the work product protection 
is not the same as voluntary disclosure of privileged attorney communication •. and waiver of any 
work product documents only waives those documents themselve~. What Plaintiff continually 
fails to acknowledge is that online publication of the Ball Report was limited to these limited 
findings sections of the reports, found in pages Ball 1.A29, and Ball 343-348.:i The remainder of 
the findings from each report and their accompanying exhibits, or pages Ball 30-342, and Ball 
348-354, have never been publically published or available. Plaintiff has never produced 
conclusive evidence that the reports, in their.entirety with exhibits were ever "globally" 
published or disclosed. 
Plaintiff now, for the first time, objects to Defendant's privilege log produced on June 24, 
2013, in order to support her argument for reconsideration. Plaintiff has never raised this 
objection through any meet-and-confer attempt during the past eight months. (See Affidavit of 
5 These publications are still available online. Pages Ball 1-29, or the findings of one of 
the reports, are publically available at «http://:mtexpress.corn/pdfYpattyball.pdf" and pages Ball 
343-348, the findings of a different report, are publically available at 
"http://rntexpress.com'pdf/pattyba1l2.pdf'. Additionally, as evident in those pages online, even 
those portions were redacted and so there has never been any full publication of any of the 
reports. 
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Eric Swartz in Support of Motion to Enforce Subpoena, Ex. 6-11) Thus, the Court should 
disregard Plaintiff's objection. Regardless of this procedural shortcoming, the merits of 
Plaintiff's objection to the privilege log are unconvincing. Plaintiff argues the attorney-client 
privilege applies to only specific and individual statements of communications that "include legal 
advice, legal strategy, or attorney mental impressions," and that Defendant's privilege log does 
not indicate these specific determinations. This is an unsmmd interpretation of the attorney-
client privilege when viewed in the plain language ofl.R.E. 502{b) and I.R.C.P. 26(b)(3). The 
Court previously, and correctly, cited to LR.E. S02(b) which establishes that the attorney-client 
privilege stands to protect communications, "made for the purpose for facilitating the rendition of 
professional legal services to the client .. .'' (emphasis added) The privilege log accurately 
details emails that are either a) communications made by Ms. Ball that are described briefly, but 
clearly, as pertaining to her investigation and therefore protected as work product, or they are b) 
communications ni.ade between Ms. Ball and various attorneys representing Defendant in the 
facilitation of the rendition of professional legal services that, as Ms. Ball was an agent of the 
city, would then be doubly protected as work product and as attori1ey-client communications. 
Plaintiff additionally argues that attorneys who state facts regarding the general 
representation of their clients and the general scope of that representation somehow waive all 
documents and communications which further specify that representation and scope: "Once City 
Attorney King and Ms. Ball openly discussed their roles and duties, and the role and duties of 
Attorney Naylor, in their oVvn affidavits, any and all correspondences related to the roles and 
duties of either Ms. Ball, City Attorney King, or Mr. Naylor should have been subject to 
disclosure." Oddly, the case law that Plaintiff cites in her own memorandum does not even 
support this incorrect legal conclusion. See Oasis International Waters, Inc. v. United States, 
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110 Fed. Cl. 87, 100 (lJ .S. Ct. Cl. 2013). Additionally, this is a disingenuous waiver argument 
by Plaintiff, as the only reason why the general representation of Artomeys King and Naylor is 
being discussed at all is because Plaintiff has openly questioned this representation supported by 
Mr. Willich's questionable affidavits. 
Defendant understands that Mr. Willich keeps repeating that he believes the clearly 
threatened litigation had no influence on Ms. Ball's investigation. However, Mr. Wil1ich's sole 
opinion, although incessant, is subject to determinations of credibility and plausibility by the 
Court. The Court has previously held that the evidence before it supports that Ms. Ball's 
investigation was conducted in contemplation of potential litigation, and that Mr. Naylor and Mr. 
King were authorized to participate in this investigation. (January 14, 2014 Order, p. 9) Further, 
while Mr. Willich has offered yet another affidavit in support of Plaintiffs motion, neither this 
latest affidavit nor any of Plaintiff's argument has addressed the myriad of factual inconsistencies 
highlighted in Defendant's previous briefing, which ultimately undemiine Mr. Willich's 
credibility as to any of his statements sworn under oath.6 (See Defendam 's Memorandum in 
Opposition to Plaintiff's Motion to Enforce Subpoena, p. 5-1 L 21-25) Mr. Willich' s newest 
contradictory affidavit does not trump his older affidavits or sworn testimony which is now 
inconvenient to Plaintiffs latest legal theories. Plaintiff repeatedly argues that "[t]he Court 
cannot take lightly" Mr. Willich's various assertions of conspiracy and malfeasance. However, 
the Court may do just that in the light of more credible evidence before the Court, especially as 
Mr. Wi1lich' s credibility is suspect from his breadth of contradictory sworn statements and 
6Mr. Willich, in his latest sworn affidavit, asserts that "I have previously filed an 
Affidavit in the matter herein, and stand on the veracity and truthfulness of the statements made 
under oath in that Affidavit." (~ 2) Conspicuously absent is any review or assertion of veracity 
or truthfulness of any of Mr. Willich's other sworn statements or testimony cited by Defendant as 
contradictorv, and is a tacit concession of those contradictions. 
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testimony. 
Neither does one line from the Special City Council Meeting Minutes of November 14, 
2011 (which Plaintiff characterizes as the "Authorizing Resolution") serve as immutable proof of 
the intent of the entire Sun Valley City Council in its motives for authorizing its investigation. 
The intent to have an investigation was clearly in part due to lvtr. Donoval's threatened litigation, 
which intent was established by the previously submitted affidavits of Nils Ribi (,i,i 9-10), Adam 
King (,i,i 7-8), and Ms. Ball CiMl 3, 6). Plaintiff has produced no credible evidence to the contrary. 
It is hard to understand why Plaintiff specifically requested the relief of an "in-camera" 
review of commm1ications throughout her briefing only to subsequently belittle the Court's 
actual in-camera review of those communications, both through Mr. Willich's latest affidavit and 
through argument to the Court. Plaintiff. through her briefing, questions the Court's ability or 
desire to take the "burdensome" task of reviewing these communications and further questions 
the Court's impartiality in avoiding a case which "may not be popular with the Court." (See 
Plaintiff's Memorandum in Support r~/'Motionfor Reconsideration, p. 4) Plaintiffs briefing also 
states that the Court has "draw[nl inferences and mad[e] assumptions" "without evidence to 
support" its findings. (Id at 3) Mr. Willich apparently finds tl1e Court's actions as, 
''disturbing," (January 29, 2014 Affidavit o.f Wayne Willich, ,i1 5, 9, 15 ), "concem[ing]" (Id. at ,i 
15), "unacceptable and inaccurate," (Id.) and aUeges that the Court "ignored" specific facts. (Id. 
at ,r,i 14, 18) However, for having such strong feelings about the evidence now, it is interesting 
that neither Plaintiff nor Mr. Willich failed to contest these same issues raised by Defendant's 
evidence and argument during the motion t~ compel. Instead, Plaintiff felt it only important now 
in this subsequent motion for reconsideration, after seeing the Court's ruling. This is a waste of 
the Court and Defendant's time and resources. 
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Mr. Willich's "concern" with the Court,s ruling is based on his alternative factual 
recollections of the emails sent in 2011 drawn from an analysis of the privilege log produced to 
Plaintiff by Defendant on June 24, 2013. However, Plaintiff had all of this evidence at least five 
months before she brought her motion to compel in November 2013. Mr. \Villich never 
mentioned that the emails recorded in this log were questionabie or "illegitimate" in his affidavit 
of September 19, 2013. It was not raised in any manner even after Defendant relied on these 
emails in its opposition briefing. OnJy after the Court relied, in part, on those emails submitted 
in camera for its decision did Plaintiff bring this motion for reconsideration with a new objection 
to a long produced privilege log and the latest affidavit of Mr. Willich suddenly calling into 
question all emails that might be detrimental to Plaintiffs legal position. 
As irrefutable proof that any emails sent by Mr. Willich are not under privilege, Mr. 
Willich swears to alternative versions of the "tmth" in order to remedy any adverse effects of the 
Court's prior ruling: Alternative A: Mr. Willich simply has no recollection of ever sending the 
emails. (January 29, 2014 Affidavit of Wayne Willi ch, 17) Alternative B: If those emails were in 
fact sent by Mr. Willich, then the topics were definitely and conclusively related to matters that 
Plaintiff has concurrently argued would be outside her interpretation of the attorney.client 
privilege. (Id. at 1il 8) Regardless of the fact that "Fonner Mayor Willi ch has not reviewed the 
emails or communications at issue," (see Plaintiff's Memorandum in Support of Reconsideration, 
p. 9);. he now clearly recalls the content of all the emails sent more than two years ago between 
himself and Ms. Ball, Mr. King, and Mr. Naylor. However, there is another option, unmentioned 
by Plaintiff or Mr. Willi ch, Altemative C: that Mr. Willich actually sent the emails as wiitien. In 
failing to acknowledge Alternative C, Plaintiff and Mr. Willich's seemingly assert that every 
single email purporting to be sent froin Mr. Willich to Ms. Ball is suspect in some way. Mr. 
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Willich makes a similar statement regarding communications to Mr. King and Mr. Naylor, 
stating that he never sought legal advice from either of them in any correspondences. (January 
29, 2014Affidavil of Wayne Willich, ~ 8) Mr. Willich's new affidavit is not supported by the 
evidence before the Court, nor by common sense. 
In addressing emails allegedly sent to Mr. Willich from other parties, emails ·which again, 
he admittedly has never actually reviewed or seen, he also swears to multiple versions of the 
"truth": either he never opened them, they may have been blocked by a spam program, he never 
read them., or he read them "but refused to respond." (January 29, 2014 Affidavit of Wayne 
Willich, 119) (emphasis added). Again, the most obvious version-that Mr. Willich received, read, 
and responded to emails certified by other parties-is not a suggested poss~bility to any of the 
emails in question. Mr, King and Mr. Naylor also allegedly never sent any legal advice to Mr. 
Willich, or he just never read any such communications. And again, these assertions defy not 
only the evidence before the Court, but common sense. 
Plaintiff apparently hopes that having Mr. Willich raise new and assorted allegations-
unsupported by anything than his current testimony and contradicted by his past testimony-that 
Mr. Willich will be allowed to participate in the in camera review of any communications, and 
allow Mr. Willich an opportunity to "explain" himself further. 7 What Mr. Willich is actually 
requesting is the equivalent of a "take-home ex.am," where he and "an attorney of [his] choice," 
7Upon order of the Court, Defenda.J'.lt would be willing to provide any and al1 
comrritmications for further in camera review. However, Defendant objects to Plaintiff or Mr. 
Willich's informal demands to participate in any review of documents submitted to the Court for 
in camera review. Contrary to Plaintiffs assertions, allowing Mr. Willich to view the in camera 
documents would in fact waive any privilege to them, as Plaintiff has provided no legal basis as 
to Mr. Wi11ich's current authority because he is no longer is an elected official. AdditionaJly, he 
has demonstrated through his cooperation with Plaintiff that he is an adverse party to the City of 
Sun Valley. 
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will be able to do exactly what they have done with the Court's other rulings: manipulate or 
attempt to discredit the docwnented truth in a targeted way in order to have a preferable outcome 
for Plaintiff. 
Defendant has had to repeatedly respond to erroneous legal arguments and an ever 
changing (and contradictory) factual narrative presented by Plaintiff. Defendant requests not 
only that the Court deny Plaintiff's frivolous motion for reconsideration. but that it impose costs 
and fees pursuant to I.R.C.P. 37(a)(4) to Defendants in light of having to respond, yet again, to 
the same legal arguments and another of the continuing and contradictory affidavits of Mr. 
Willich., 
DATED this 7th day of April, 2014. 
NAYLOR & HALES, P.C. 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the 71" day of April, 2014, I caused to be served, by the 
method(s) indicated, a true and correct copy of the foregoing upon: 
Eric B. Swartz U.S. :Mail 
Joy M. Vega 
Jones & Swartz, PLLC 
PO Box 7808 
Boise, ID 83707-7808 
Attorneys for Plaint~ff 
8406_32 Defs' Opp Motio,i Reconoidera1io11.wpd 
Hand Delivered 
Fax Transmission: 489-8988 
Email: eric(@jonesandswartzlaw.com 
joy@j onesandswartzlaw. com 
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MEMORANDUM DECISION DENYING MOTION TO RECONSIDER 
PLAINTIFF'S MOTION TO ENFORCE SUBPOENA AND COMPEL 
BACKGROUND 
The dispute at issue involves the Plain1if4 Sharon R. Hammer, and the 
Defendants, the City of Sun Valley, Nils Ribi, and DeWayne Briscoe. The dispute is 
centered on the Plaintiff's treatm~t while an employee for the City of SW1 Valley. The 
Plaintiff brought suit against the Defendants for retaliatory discharge in violation of the 
Idaho Protection of Public Employees Act ("IPPEA j. 
The Plaintiff filed a Motion to Reconsider, seeking reconsideration on the 
previously decided Motion to Enforce Subpoena and Compel. The Motion to Reconsider 
was argued before this Court on April 15, 2014. Sharon Hammer ("Plaintiff') brought a 
Motion to Enforce Subpoena against non-party Patricia Ball and to compel production of 
documents withheld from production in discovery and in response to subpoena. Ms. Ball 
and the Defendants, City of Sun Valley ("Sun Valley") opposed the Motion claiming that 
attomey.-client privilege and anomey work product protections apply. Oral argument was 
heard on that matter on December 17, 2013. This Court found that the materials sought in 
the subpoena were protected by the work product doctrine, and the Plaintiffs Motion was 
denied. The Plaintiff then filed a Motion to Reconsider the Motion Enforce Subpoena and 
Compel. pursuant to I.R.C.P. 7(b)(l) and l l(a)(2)B), which was heard before this Court 
on April 15, 2014. For the following reasons the Motion to Reconsider is denied; 
LEGAL STANDARD 
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I.R.C.P. 26(b)(l) permits broad discovery of any matter that is not privileged, 
even if it is inadmissible, so long as it is "reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of 
admissible evidence." 1.R. C.P. 26(b )(1 ). The burden of showing information is 
privileged, and therefore exempt from discovery, is on the party asserting the privilege. 
Kirkv. Ford Motor Co., 141 Idaho 697, 703-04, 116 P.3d 27, 33-34 (2005) citing Ex 
parte Niday, 15 Idaho 559, 98 P. 845 (1908). I.R.E. 502(b) states: "A client has a 
privilege to refuse to disclose and to prevent any other person from disclosing 
confidential communications made for the purpose of facilitating the rendition of 
professional legal services to the client which were made ( 1) between the client or the 
client's representative and the client's lawyer or the lawyer's representative, (2) between 
the client's lawyer and the lawyer's representative, (3) among clients, their 
representatives, their lawyers, or their lawyer's representatives, in any combination, 
concerning a matter of common interest, but not including communications solely among 
clients or their representatives when no lawyer is a party to the communication, ( 4) 
between representatives of the client or between the client and a representative of the 
client, or (5) among lawyers and their representatives representing the same client". 
I.R.E. 502(b ). A communication is confidential where it is not intended to be disclosed to 
third parties, other than those third parties who are furthering the rendition of professional 
legal services to the client or who are necessary to transmit the confidential 
communication. I.R.E. 502(a)(S). 
Furthermore, work product is generally immune from discovery. See I.R.C.P. 
26(b)(3). Work product is considered "documents and tangible things otherwise 
discoverable ... prepared in anticipation of litigation or for trial by or for another party or 
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by or for that other party's representative (including the party's attorney, consultant, 
surety, indemnitor, insurer, or agent) ... " Id Work product can only become discoverable 
"upon a showing that the party seeking discovery has substantial need of the materials in 
the preparation of the party's case and that the party is unable without undue hardship to 
obtain the substantial equivalent of the materials by other means." Id Additionally, "[i]n 
ordering discovery of such materials when the required showing has been made, the court 
shall protect against disclosure of the mental impressions, conclusions, opinions, or legal 
theories of an attorney or other representative of a party concerning the litigation, 
including communications between the attorney and client, whether written or oral." Id 
DISCUSSION 
In the Motion to Compel and Enforce Subpoena Sun Valley argued that the 
Motion to enforce the Plaintiff's subpoena should be denied because the subpoena seeks 
protected work product and material protected by the attorney-client privilege. The 
Plaintiff argued that the material sought was not protected by the attorney-client privilege 
and should not be considered work product. 
A party may obtain discovery of documents and tangible things prepared in 
anticipation of litigation "by or for another party or by or for that other party's 
representative .•. only upon a showing that the party seeking discovery has substantial 
need of the materials ••• and that the party is unable without undue hardship to obtain the 
substantial equivalent of the materials by other means." I.R.C.P. 26(b X3 ). If discovery of 
such material is ordered, "the court shall protect against disclosure of the mental 
impressions, conclusions, opinions, or legal theories of an attorney or other representative 
of a party concerning the litigation." Id 
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The Court found in the Motion to Compel and Enforce Subpoena, and further 
finds here, there is evidence in the record that Ms. Ball was retained by Sun Valley in 
anticipation of litigation, and that her investigation was substantially focused on issues 
that appeared ripe for impending litigation. Aff. Ball, ,r 5; Aff. King, ,r 14. Ms. Ball was 
consulted after Mr. Donoval had threatened litigation, was retained on the same day Mr. 
Donoval initiated litigation, and conducted an investigation squarely related to that and 
other potential litigation. Aff. King, Ex. A, p. 5, Aff. King, ,r 15, Aff. Ball, 'I 5, 7. 
Therefore, Ms. Ball's report was prepared in large part for Sun Valley in anticipation of, 
or in conjunction with pending and anticipated litigation. 
This Court's previous finding is that the investigation was completed on 
December 20111, 2011. There have been new affidavits produced that create 
inconsistencies as to when the investigation was completed. However, there is not enough 
evidence that shows that this Court's previous finding that the investigation was 
completed on December 201\ 2011, was incorrect. As noted in this Court's previous 
ruling, e-mail communications provided in camera contradict Mr. Willi ch' s assertion that 
he gave Ms. Ball no authority or direction to modify the "Final Ball Report" in any 
manner after December 12, 2011. K. Naylor Aff., Ex. B, SV IN CAMERA 57; Ex. L, ,r 
14. Furthermore, Plaintiff's previous affidavit states that Mr. Willich stated to her on 
December 16, 2011, "that the report of Special Investigator Ball was close to being 
completed and that disciplinary charges against me, if any, would be determined in a few 
days." Aff. K. Naylor, Ex. G, 15. This further shows that Mr. Willich did not see the 
investigation as complete on December 12, 2011. This Court continues to find that for the 
purposes of this motion, Ms. Ball's investigation was complete on December 20, 2011. 
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Moreover, if Sun Valley retained Ms. Ball in substantial part to conduct her 
investigation in anticipation of litigation, as this Court finds it did, the materials produced 
as part of that investigation are protected under I.R.C.P. 26(b )(3). It is irrelevant whether 
Mr. Naylor was her primary contact, or whether Ms. Ball was retained as an attorney or 
merely an investigator. I.R.C.P. 26(b)(3) protects material produced in anticipation of 
litigation either for a party or for that party's ~ve. 
As this Court previously noted, the work product doctrine protects disclosure of 
communications. Upjohn Co. v. U.S., 449 U.S. 383,395 (1981). ''Communications" are 
precisely what the Plaintiff seeks, essentially all documents generated in connection with 
Ms. Ball's disciplinary investigation. The Plaintiff is free to depose any of the individuals 
interviewed by Ms. Ball in the course of her investigation in order to discover under! ying 
facts which may be related to this case. However, the Plaintiff is not entitled to copies, 
however recorded, of Ms. Ball's interviews with witnesses or communications with Sun 
Valley representatives engaged in pursuant to Ms. Ball's duty as an investigator. 
Furthermore, the Plaintiff is not entitled to the e-mails produced in accordance with the 
investigation. The Plaintiff can obtain the underlying facts obtained by Ms. Ball in these 
interviews through other discovery methods. Notably, at least portions of the report itself 
became publically available and Plaintiffhas it. 
It is possible under certain circumstances to waive the work product doctrine. If 
work product is disclosed, and that disclosure is to an adversary, the protection is lost. 
Trustees ofElec. Workers No. 26 Pension Trust Fund v. Trust Fund Advisors, Inc., 266 
F.R.D. 1, 14-15 (D.C. Cir. 2010) (citations omitted). In this case, part of Ms. Ball's report 
was disclosed to the Blaine County Prosecutor. Blaine County and Sun Valley are not 
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adversaries; rather they share a common interest. Disclosure to the Blaine County 
Prosecutor is consistent with maintaining secrecy from Sun Valley's adversaries. See U.S. 
v. AT&T, 642 F2d 1285, 1300 (D.C. Cir. 1980)(MCI'sdisclosure of work product to the 
government, for the pwpose of aiding in the investigation of MCI's opponent did not 
waive work product immunity). "While the mere showing of a voluntary disclosure to a 
third person will generally suffice to show waiver of the attorney-client privilege, it 
should not suffice in itself [to waive protection of work product]." Id. at 1299. Since there 
has been no showing that Sun Valley disclosed its work product to an adversary, it has 
not waived protection of its work product 
As stated in this Court's decision on the Motion to Compel and Enforce 
Subpoena, the Plaintiff has not shown that Sun Valley has waived work product 
protection. The Plaintiff argues that Sun Valley has waived its attorney-client and work 
product privilege. While there is no direct Idaho case law on the issue, the Plaintiff cites 
to federal case law which analyzes a similar work product rule. Under the federal rule, 
work product protection is only waived when fairness requires, and is limited to the 
subject matter of the related disclosure, and does not create a blanket waiver of the work 
product privilege in the entire case. Hernandez v. Tanninen, 604 F.3d 1095, 1100-01 (9th 
Cir. 20 l 0). "Moluntary disclosure of the content of a privileged attorney communication 
constitutes waiver of the privilege as to all other such communications on the same 
subject" Weil v. Investment.Indicators, Research & Mgmt., Inc., 64 7 F. 2d 12, 23 (9th 
Cir. 1981 ). The Plaintiff attempts to argue that the voluntary waiver of a single document 
waives all communications presented in a case. However, this is not the case. Even a case 
cited by the Plaintiff states "[ w]e conclude, then, that while the mere showing of a 
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voluntary disclosure to a third person will generally suffice to show waiver of the 
attorney-client privilege, it should not suffice in itself for waiver of the work product 
privilege." Permian Corp. v. United States, 665 F.2d 1214, 1219 (D.C. Cir. 1981) citing 
United States v. AT&T, 642 F.2d 1285, 1299 (D.C.Cir.1980). Because Ms. Ball's findings 
were disclosed to the Blaine County Prosecutor does not mean that waiver should be 
applied to all of Ms. Ball's other communications. Furthermore, there has been no 
evidence produced by the Plaintiff that the Defendant has voluntarily disclosed any 
attorney-client communications between Mr. King and Mr. Naylor nor any of the work 
product currently not being disclosed. Therefore, the privileges remain. Lastly, Plaintiffs 
argument that Mr. Naylor and Mr. King were unauthorized to participate in Ms. Ball's 
investigation is not supported by the evidence in the record. 
In the Motion to Reconsider, the Plaintiff has not shown that she cannot obtain the 
underlying facts through depositions, interrogatories, requests for production, or other 
discovery methods, nor has the Plaintiff shown either a substantial need for Ms. Ball's 
materials, nor an undue hardship in attaining the substantial equivalent of these materials 
by other means, and again, the Plaintiff has the report itself. Because the Plaintiff has not 
met the burden under I.R.C.P. 26(bX3), and this Court finds that Ms. Ball was retained in 
anticipation of litigation, and the materials she prepared were prepared in anticipation of 
litigation, those marerials are protected. Because of this, there is no need to analyze 
whether those materials are protected from disclosure under the attorney-client privilege. 
Defendant sought fees and costs pursuant to Rule 37(a)(4), which were previously 
denied without prejudice as stated in the prior ruling. No fi.uther argument was provided 
at the last hearing. Fees and costs for the original Motion to Enforce Subpoena and 
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Compel are denied. The Motion to Reconsider was not frivolous, concerned an important 
issue, and did provide the Motion a new affidavit. Thus, fees and expenses are denied. 
CONCLUSION 
For the foregoing reasons, the Plaintiffs Motion to R«onsider is hereby 
DENIED. 
IT IS SO ORDERED 
Dated: ¢~/ t1 , 
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CERTmCATE OF SERVICE 
the /1 day of , 2014, I filed the original and caused to be 
I. Crystal Rigby, ~lerk fur the County ofBleine, do hereby certify that on 
served a true and correct copyfthe above and foregoing document: MEMORANDUM 
DECISION DENYING MOTION TO RECONSIDER to each of the persons as listed 
below: 
Eric B. Swartz __ U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
Jones & Swartz PLLC __ Hand Delivery 
1673 W. Shoreline Drive, Suite 200 __ Overnight Mail 
Boise. Idaho 83 707 ~ Via Facsimile 
Fax :208-489-8988 
Kirtlan G. Naylor 
Naylor & Hales, P.C. 
950 W. Bannock St., Suite 610 
Boise, ID 83 702 
Fax:208-383-9516 
_U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
__ Hand Delivery 
_ Overnight Mail 
___t_ Via Facsimile 
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Kirtlan G. Naylor [ISB No. 35691 
Jacob H. Naylor [JSB No. 8474) 
Tyler D. Williams [!SB No. 85121 
NAYLOR & HALES, P.C. 
A ttomeys at Law 
950 W. Bannock Street, Ste. 610 
Boise, Idaho 83 702 
Telephone No. (208) 383-9511 
Facsimile No. (208) 383-9516 
Email: kirt@naylorhales.com; jake@naylorhales.com; tdw@naylorbales.com 
Attorneys for Defendants City of Sun Valley, 
Ribi, and Briscoe. 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE ST ATE OF IDAHO. IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BLAINE 
SHARON R. HAMMER, 
Plaintiff, 
VS. 
CITY Of SUN VALLEY; NILS RIBI; and 
DeWaync BRISCOE, 
Defendants. 
Case No. CV-2012-479 
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I, SUSAN ROBERTSON, declare under penalty of perjury that the following is true and 
correct: 
I . I am over the age of eighteen ( 18) and competent to testify to the matters herein. I 
make this declaration based upon personal knowledge. 
2. I am the Sun Valley City Administrator and in that capacity I am a custodian of 
City Records, including the following. Attached hereto as Exhibit A is a true and correct copy 
of Plaintiff Sharon R. Hammer's "City Administrator Employment Agreement." (SV 61-66.) A 
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true and corrcct copy of Plaintiffs "City Administrator Employment Agreement Ex.tension11 is 
attached her~to u Exhibit B (SY 67-68). A true and correct copy of Plaintiff's "Supplcruental 
Release Pursuant to City Administrator Employment Agrcement.11 is attached hereto as Exhibit C 
(SV 387). 
PURSUANT to Idaho Code§ 9·14-06 and Rule 7(d) oftbe Idaho Rules of Civil 
Procedure, I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct. 
EXEClITED on this )!J!±tfay of ::th;~ , 2014 
~~ 
SUSAN' ROBERTSON 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on tbe/fl(day of November, 2014, I caused to be served, 
by the method(s) indicated. a true and correct copy of the foregoing upon: 
Eric B. Swartz 
JoyM. Vega 
Jones & Swartz, PLLC 
PO Box 7808 
Boise, ID 83707·7808 
Attomeys for Plaintiff 
_ _.Jl.S. Mail 
y Hand Dehvered 
Fax Transmission: 489-8988 
Email: eric@jonesandswartzlaw.com 
ioy@ionesandswartzlaw.com 
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nns CITY ADMINISTRATOR BMPtOYMBNT AGRBBMENT hereinafter 
''Agreement". ldfectivo the 1st day of J11De 2008, by and between the CITY OF SUN 
VALLBY, State of Idaho, a municipal corpomion. hereinafter called "Empl.oyoi>", and 
SHARON R HAMMER hereinafter called "Employee .. is made in contemplation of the 
following: 
RECITALS 
WHBRBAS. Employer desires to employ the services of said Employee as 
City Administrator of the City of Sun Valley ("City.,}; and 
WHEREAS. Employee desires to accept employment as City Administrator of 
City pursuant to the terms and conditions hereof: 
NOW, THBREPORE. in consideration of the mutual covenants and promises 
herein contained, and the above Recitals which are incorporated herein, the partiea agree as 
follows: 
SEcrJONl. DUTIES 
Employer hcieby agrees to employ Bmployci, as City Administrator of the City 
of Sun Valley to -peirfurm the duties customarily performed by City Administrator, and which 
Employer, 1hrough the Mayor3 shall from time to ti.me assign. Employee sball pcJfoon such 
duties thoroughly. competcntlJ and with the highest level of professionalism as would be 
expected of a. city administrator with Employee's background, qualifications and experience. 
SECTIONl.. EMPLOYMENT 
A Employee's Employment shall commence June l, 200&. Employee 
shall report to work no later than June 23. 2008. 
B. Nothing in this Agreement shall prevent, limit or otherwise interfere 
with the right of the Employer to terminate the services of Employee under -the applicable 
provisions ofSeetion 3 below. 
C. Nothing in this Agreement shall prevent. limit or otherwise interfere · 
with the right of the Employee to resign at any time from her position with Employer, subject 
ooly to 1he notice provision set forth in Seotion '3, Subsection C, of this Agreement 
CITY ADMIN(S'm.ATOll. lii\l!PLOYMHNT AGaE8MENT - I 
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SECTION 3. TERMINATION AND SEVERANCE PAY 
A. Employer. acting tluough the Mayor, may terminate Employee's 
employment. without eauae. for any reason or no reason. Ally such deei.sion to terminate 
sbaU occur only after the Mayor eooaulta with each member of tho City Council Upon suob 
tcnnination. Etnployer shall pay Employee, as ~c pa.y, a lump sum caah payment equal 
to six (6) months. bue saluy described in Sectton 5, Subsection A. 
The severance payinnt herein is intended to be Employee's sole exclusive 
remedy for any and Ill claims for &Image, of any kind arising from a termination without 
caae and such acvemnce payment is hereby agreed to be reasonable, fair and equitable by 
both parties to this Agreement Accordingly, Employee waives her right to bring a claim of 
any kind· for dl.lJIIFS against Employer arising from a termination without cause. 
CoDSCq\lCfltly, n:ceipt of the sevcrancc pa.ymcnt is subject to execution of a release of all 
claims against the City of Sun Valley. A termination without cause shall not entitle 
Employee to an in:foanal review under any section of the City of Sun Valley Penonncl 
manual ("Peno1mel Manaal"). 
B. In the event Employee is terminated for "came", then Employer shall 
not be obligated to make. any severance payment to Employee. '*Cause" is defined as {i) a 
material bn,acb of this Ag1eement; (ii) tepCatcd neglect of Bmployee's duties as City 
Administrator. or (iii) misconduct such u theft. dishonesty, fiawi, misrepresentation. 
embezzlement or other acts of willful misconduct. moral turpitude or criminal conduct 
C. Unless the pmties otherwise ap. if Employee voluntarily resigns her 
position with Bmploycr. lhcn Employee aball give Employer three (3) months notice in 
advance; providedBmploy,r may waive such three month advance notice in its discretion. In 
the event of a voluntary teSignalion. Employee shall not be entitled to any severance payment 
unless the Mayor shall decide otherwise in his aole discretion. 
If .Employee applies for employment clsewhcrc. and during the term of her 
employment hereunder is included in a list of ten or £ewer candidates still under consideration 
for such cmploymenl. then. upon lcaming of her inclusion in sudi a list, Employee shall 
promptly infonn the Mayor and each member of the City Council, which shall be confidential 
insofar as is pemritted by Rpplicable law. 
D. In the event Employee is terminated by Employer. acting through the 
Mayor. for any rcaon. then Employer shall pay Bmployee, at the rate of compensation then 
being ca.med by Employee, all accrued and unused vacation Clltitlement in accordance with 
the then currant policy for City Department Heads. 
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SECTION 4. DISABILITY 
Unless otherwise required by law, if employee is pennaneatly disabled or is 
otherwise unable to perfonn her duties because of sickness. accident, injury. mental 
incapacity or health for a period of foW' (4) successive weeks beyond any accrued sick leave, 
Employer shall have the option to tenuinate this Agreement. subject to the severance pay 
requirements of Section 3, Subsection A. However. Employee shall be compensated for any 
sick leave, vacation. holidays, compensatory time and other benefits accrued at the time 
Employee became disabled in accordance with Personnel Manual provisions which are 
applicable to management employees, AND reduced by the Disability payments received for 
the preceding twelve (12) months. If Employee suffers any pennaruml disability or is 
otherwise unable to perform her duties then sick leave, vacation, holidays. compensatory 
time, and other benefits shall cease to accrue at that time. 
SECTIONS. COMPENSATION 
A. Employer agrees to pay Employee for her services a salary (hereinafter 
"Base Salary"} at the rate of One Hundred Ten Thousand Dollars ($110,000.00), per year, 
payable in equal installments at the same time as other employees of the Employer are paid 
B. Employer shall match, oot to exceed to five percent (5%) of 
Employee's base salary of Section A, contributions made by Employee to a 4S7 Plan. 
C. Except as otherwise specifically provided in this Agreement, Employee 
shaU receive the general employment benefits, including medical plan coverage, in the same 
amount and to the same extent as Employer grants to Deparnnent Heads. 
D. During the course of Employee's term of employment, Employer will 
pay into the Public Employees' Retirement System of Idaho ("PERSr'), for the account of 
Employee, in accordance with the policy established by Employer for all employees of 
Employer generally. 
E. Etnployer shall provide Employee a housing allowance of SJ ,000.00 
per month. 
SECTION 6. SICK LEA VE AND VACATION 
A. Upon commencement of employment, Employee shall have credited to 
her personal account forty (40) hours of sick leave and thereafter shall accrue sick leave at the 
same rate as City Department Heads employed by the City. 
B. The leave entitlement granted to Employee pursuant to Subsection A of 
this Section 6 shall be used by Employee for time attributable to recovery from an illness or 
injury only and not as additional vacation time. If such sick leave is not used, it shall continue 
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to acctUC, except that such entitlement shall not accrue beyond the maximum acguaj limits 
e$1ablishcd for City Deparlment Heads in respect to the same entitlemenL Upon termination 
of this Agreement Employee shall not be entilled to be paid for any accrued but UDUSOd leave 
time. 
C. Upon COIIIIJICIICCmlent of employment, Employee shall have credited to 
her personal accolUlt forty (40) haun paid vacation leave ml thetea!\er shall acCIIIC vacalion 
leave at the mte of one hlllldted-sixty (160) hours per year. Vacation ai:crual and use shall 
follow the procedures set forth In the Personnol Mallual. 
SECTION 7. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION 
A The Ma:yor shall review and evaluata the performance of the Employac 
at least once annually for eonsidmation of a compensation incrwe. Further, the Mayor shall 
provide the Employee with a summary written Slab:ment of the evaluation. 
B. Amlually, the Mayor and Employee shall define such goals and 
performance objectives which they determine necessary for the proper operation of the City 
and in the attainment of the Employer's policy objectives ind shall further establish a :relative 
priority 111110ng those various goals and objectives. Said goals and objectives shall be in 
writing. and shall genetelly be attainable within the time limitations as specified and the 
llllllual operaling and capital bwlgets. 
SECI'ION8, GENERAL EXPENSF.S AND MEMBERSHIPS 
A Employer recognizes that certain expenses of a noo-personal and 
generally job-affiliated nature may be incurred by Employee from time to time, and hereby 
agrees to ~bursc or to pay actual expenses in accordance with the travel IUld other policies 
of the Employer. 
B. Employer shall pay the membership fees to the International City 
Management Association on behalf ofi!mployce. · 
C. Employer shall reimburse Employee's direct expenses for relocatillg to 
the Wood River Valley, as substantiated by receipts, up tn $15,000.00. 
SECTION!>. INDEMNIFICATION 
Consistent with Idaho Code § 6-903, City agrees lo indemnify and hold 
bannless Employee fiom claims, liabilities, or causes of action brought agai11St Employee 
which are related to the course and scope or Employee's employment or which arise out of 
any act or omission within the course and scope of Employee's employment; provided, tbe 
City may refuse a defense or disavow and refuse to pay any judgment for Bmploycc if it is 
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dctcnnined that such act or omission of the Employee was not within the course and ;cope of 
ber employment or included malice or criminal inlfflt 
SECTION IO. OTBERTERMSANDCONDUIONSOFEMPLOYMENT 
A. The Mayor, in coasultation with the Employee, aball fix such other 
terma and conditions ex employment, u be ma.y determine from time to time to be 
appropriate, relating 10 the perfonnanee of Employee, provided 8IICb tenns and conditions 111e 
not illconsistelll with or in conflict with the provisions oftbis Agreement. · 
B. Bxccpt as herein specifically provided, all provisions of the Personnel 
Manual and regullllioos and rules of the Employer telating to vacation and sick leave, 
retirelllcnt contributioos, holidays and other benefits whH:h now exist or heredltr may be 
omcoded, alao shall apply lo Employee as they would to other employees of Employer. 
SECllONll. NOTICES 
Notices pursuant to this Agreement sbaJJ be given by deposit in the custody of 
the United States Posbll Service, postage prepaid. addressed as follows or to such other 





City of Sun Valley 
P.O.Box416 
Sun Valley, ID 833S3 
360 W. lllinois St. 
#3P 
Chicago, n.60610 
Alternatively, notices required pursuant to this Agreeinent may bo personally 
served by hand deli.very. Notic:e shall be deemed given as of the date of personal service nr as 
oflbc dale of deposit of such written notice in !he course of transmission in the United Slates 
Postal Setvice. · 
SECTION 12. GENERAL PROVISIONS 
A. 
parties. 
The text herein shall constitute the entire agitt,menl between tbe 
B. If any provision, or any ponion thereof, in this Agreement is held 
unconstitutional, invalid or unenforceable, the remainder or this Agreement, or portion 
CITY ADMINISTRATO!tl!Ml'LOYMBNT AGRBEM!!NT • S 
5'1"'2008 .wt PM 
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CITY ADMINISTRATOR 
EMPLOYMENT AGREEMENT EXTENSION 
,.., This Employment Agreement Extension {"Extension") is made and entered into as of this 
I T"+.,., day of September 2009, by and between the City of Sun Valley, State of Idaho, 
a municipal corporation, hereinafter referred to as "Employer" and Sharon R. Hammer 
hereinafter referred to "Employee,• collectively known as the "Parties," is made In contemplation 
of the following: 
RECITALS 
WHEREAS, Empk>yer and Employee are parties to the City Administrator Employment 
Agreement; and 
VVHEREAS, Employer and Employee wish to extend the origina, Employment 
Agreement effective June 1, 2008; and 
WHEREAS, the Panies wish to amend the Employment Agreement as set forth in this 
Extension. 
TERMS AND CONDITIONS 
SECTION 1. TERM 
The term of the Employment Agreement Extension is one year commencing on June 1, 
2009 end fuMy Incorporates an terms of the Employment Agreemeri, originally executed by the 
Parties and effective on June 1, 2008, and this Employment Agreement Extension. 
SECTION 2. EMPLOYMENT 
The Employment Agreement shall automatically renew on its anniversary date (June 11~ 
for a period of one (1) year hereinafter unless notice that the Agreement shall terminate Is given 
at least sixty (60) days before the expiration date. In the event the Agreement is not renewed, 
all compensation, benefits and requirement& of the Employment Agreement shall remain in 
effect until the expiration of the term of the Employment Agreemert unless Employee voluntarily 
resigns. 
SECTION 3. COMPENSATION 
A. Employer agrees to pay Employee for her services a aalary (hereinafter "Base 
Salary') at the rate of One Hundred Sixteen Thousand One Hundred and Thirty Two Dollars 
($116,132.00), per year, beginning October 1, 2009 payable in equal installments at the same 
time as other employees of the Employer are paid. 
B. Employer shall match, not to exceed five percent (5%) of Empk>yee's base salary 
ot Section A above, contributions made by Employee to a 457 Plan or other quarmed retirement 
program. 
1 
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-
C. Consideration shall be given on an annual basis to increased compensation. 
Increased compensation can be in the form of a salary increase andior bonus and/or increase in 
housing allowance. 
D. Employer shall provide Employee a housing allowance of One Thousand One 
Hundred and Twenty Five Dollars (i,1, 125.00) per month beginning October 1, 2009. 
SECTION 4. NOTICE 
Employee: Sharon Hammer 
P.O. Box 1499 
sun Valley, ID 83353 
SECTION 5. GENERAL 
All other provisions of the City Administrator Employment Agreement effective June 1, 
2008 sha!I rema·1n in full force and affect. 
EMPLOYER 








Sharon R. Hammer' 
-




SUPPLEMENTAL RELEASE PURSUANT TO CITY ADMINISTRATOR EMPLOYMENT AGREEMENT 
Upon payment of the severance payment required pursuant to Section 3.A. of the City Administrator 






dministrator Employment Agreement as were intended when the City 
nt Agreement was entered into on June 1, 2008. -- -v'Jtf.~--
/'· ,1 
/21/~ 
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Kirtlan G. Naylor [ISB No. 3569] 
Jacob H. Naylor [ISB No. 8474] 
Tyler D. Williams [ISB No. 8512] 
NAYLOR & HALES, P.C. 
Attorneys at Law 
950 W. Bannock Street, Ste. 610 
Boise, Idaho 83702 
Telephone No. (208) 383-9511 
Facsimile No. (208) 383-9516 
NOV 1 8 2~--i 
• --·•s.so•., ___ ___ 
Jo,~w.:. .: .. , c.:erk District 
__ ,;_,.:·: •· ~i~' - . :~ _-..... - :!:;~.,_ 
Email: kirt@naylorhales.com; iake@naylorhales.com; tdw@naylorhales.com 
Attorneys for Defendants City of Sun Valley, 
Ribi, and Briscoe. 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BLAINE 
SHARON R. HAMMER, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
Case No. CV-2012-479 
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF 







0 CITY OF SUN VALLEY; NILS RIBI; and 
DeWayne BRISCOE, w 
Defendants. 
Defendant, the City of Sun Valley, by and through its counsel, Naylor & Hales, P.C .• hereby 
submits this Memorandum in Support of Sun Valley's Motion for Summary Judgment. As shown 
below, swnmary judgment is appropriate in this case and Plaintiff's complaint should therefore be 
dismissed, with final judgment entered in favor of Sun Valley, Nils Ribi and DeWayne Briscoe. 




Plaintiff Sharon R. Hammer sued Sun Valley wtder the Idaho Public Employee Protection 
Act, Idaho Code§ 6-2101 el seq (the "Whistleblower Act11 ) on June 29, 2012. (See Complaint for 
Damages and Demand for Jury Trial). She claims that she was twice placed on paid administrative 
leave pending an investigation in December 2011 and January 2012, then terminated on January 19, 
2012, in retaliation for having allegedly reported that then-Councilman Nils Ribi 1 harassed her. 
Hammer, however, waived this claim when she executed her City Administrator Employment 
Agreement ("Employment Agreement") on June 1, 2008. She then later released this claim at the 
time she was terminated in January 2012 when she executed a "Supplemental Release Pursuant to 
City Administrator Employment Agreement" (the "Release") in exchange for a six-month severance 
payment. Indeed, the Honorable Edward J. Lodge, United States District Court for the District of 
Idaho, has already ruled that Hammer's waiver and release was valid and binding with respect to 
similar state and federal claims based on retaliatory discharge. 
Additionally, Hammer's Whistleblower Act claim is meritless. First, a portion of it is time 
barred because she did not timely file suit within 180 days after the alleged violation. More so, with 
respect to the non-time barred portions, swnmary judgment is appropriate because, in short, there 
is insufficient evidence upon which Hammer can make out a prim.a facie case of retaliation in 
violation of the statute. And even if she could, Sun Valley had a legitimate, non-discriminatory 
reason to discharge her and she cannot show that such reason was a pretext. Trial is therefore 
unwarranted here. 
1Nils Ribi served two, four-year terms as a Sun Valley Councilman, ending in January 
2014. 
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Last, Hammer's claims for damages exceed the scope of allowable damages under the 
Whistleblower Act. In the unlikely event that any portion ofHammer1s claim makes it past summary 
judgment, and in the even more unlikely event she prevails at trial, Hammer cannot as a matter of 
law obtain the full relief she seeks. The Court should therefore grant partial summary judgment with 
respect to damages. 
II. 
BACKGROUND 
A. Hammer's Employment A1reement and Release 
Hammer was hired as the City Administrator for Sw Valley on June l, 2008, under the terms 
of a Mitten Employment Agreement. (Complaint, ,Ml 1, 16.) Section 3 of the Employment 
Agreement contains two termination provisions such that Hammer's employment could be 
terminated by Sun Valley either with or without cause. Specifically, Section 3 .A (the "without cause" 
provision) provides in plain and unambiguous language: 
Employer, acting through the Mayor, may terminate Employee's employment, 
without cause, for any reason or no reason. Any such decision to terminate shall 
occur only after the Mayor consults with each member of the City Council. Upon 
such termination, Employer shall pay Employee, as severance pay, a lump sum cash 
payment equal to six (6) months, base salary described in Section 5, Subsection A. 
The severance payment herein is intended to be Employee's sole exclusive remedy 
for any and all claims for damages of any kind arising from a termination without 
cause and such severance payment is hereby agreed to be reasonable, fair and 
equitable by both parties to this Agreement. Consequently, receipt of the severance 
payment is subject to execution of a release of all claims against the City of Sun 
Valley. A termination without cause shall not entitle Employee to an informal 
review under any section of the City of Sun Valley Personnel manual ("Personnel 
Manual"). 
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(Declaration of Susan Robertson, Ex. A (Employment Agreement, § 3.A)) (emphasis original). 
Section 3.8 provides that in the event of a tennination "with cause11 Hammer would .IlQ1 be entitled 
to any severance payment. (Id., § 3 .B.) 
The next year Hammer executed an Employment Agreement Extension that provided for 
automatic, annual one-year extensions of the Employment Agreement. (Id., Ex. B (Employment 
Agreement Extension, § 2.)) It is thus undisputed that the Employment Agreement was in full force 
and effect at the time of Hammer's tennination. 
On January 19, 2012, Hammer was terminated from her position at Sun Valley under the 
11without cause'' provision of her Employment Agreement. In compliance with Section 3 .A, Hammer 
drafted, through her attorney/husband James R. Donoval, and executed the Release stating in full: 
Upon payment of the severance payment required pursuant to Section 3 .A. of the City 
Administrator Employment Agreement dated June 1, 2008, I release the City of Sun 
Valley for any claims defined in Section 3.A. of the City Administrator Employment 
Agreement as were intended when the City Administrator Employment Agreement 
was entered into on June 1, 2008. 
(Id., Ex. C) Hammer received her six-month severance payment as stated therein and she and Sun 
Valley parted ways. 
A mere six months after accepting that money and agreeing not to sue Sun Valley, however, 
Hammer turned around and sued Sun Valley and two officials2 for alleged violations of the 
Whistleblower Act.3 Hammer alleges that during the time of her employment at Sun Valley from 
2The Court dismissed defendants Mayor De Wayne Briscoe and Councilman Nils Ribi on 
November 26. 2013, because there is no individual liability under the Whistleblower Act. 
3Hammer had previously sued and then voluntarily dismissed Sun Valley and various 
officials based upon similar allegations, in Blaine County Case No. cv.2011-928 (J. Elgee). She 
had also filed a claim against Sun Valley, Ribi and Briscoe with the Idaho Human Rights 
Commission, also based on similar allegations. It is undisputed that Hammer knew of the 
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June 1, 2008, until her discharge on January 19, 2012, she was harassed by Councilman Nils Ribi, 
which she asserts she reported to various Sun Valley officials and in retaliation she was placed on 
administrative leave, investigated, then terminated. (Complaint, ,ii 31-38.) Her Complaint 
conveniently ignores the waiver language in her Employment Agreement and the fact that she 
received a six-month severance in exchange for releasing this very claim. 
B. Hammer's Termination 
Mayor Briscoe was sworn into office as the new Sun Valley mayor on January 3, 2012. 
(Complaint at 29, ,r 143.) As is common with new administrations, he made the determination that 
he could not work with the prior mayor's chosen city administrator. Instead, as was his prerogative 
as mayor, Mayor Briscoe decided he would rather vet and hire his own person for that important 
position, with whom he would necessarily have a close working relationship. 4 (Declaration ofK.irtlan 
G. Naylor, Ex. A (Briscoe Depo Tr. at 129:4- 130:8); Ex. B (Griffith Depo Tr. at 13:14-24, 15:21-
23, 17:1-5, 29:13-21, 33:16-24); Ex. C (Youngman Depo Tr. at 27:24 -29:6, 82:11 - 83:1); Ex. D 
(SuhadolnikDepo Tr. at 14:16-24); Ex. E(Ribi Depo Tr. at 171 :20-172:15)). Thus,onJanuary 19, 
Hammer's position with Sun Valley was terminated under the "without cause" provision of her 
Employment Agreement, under which she executed a Release of all claims against Sun Valley and 
received a six month severance payment, as set forth above. 
allegations that form the basis of the present lawsuit at the time she was terminated and signed 
the Release. 
4Under Idaho Code§ 50-206, appointed officers (such as Hammer) may be removed by 
the mayor for any reason "deemed sufficient" with the affirmative vote of half the full city 
council plus one. Alternatively, a city council may upon its own initiative remove an appointed 
official by unanimous vote. 
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c. Related Federal Case 
Hammer also brought a related federal action against Sun Valley, Briscoe and Ri bi, wherein 
she alleged fourteen claims for gender discrimination and harassment, retaliation, due process 
violations (both procedural and liberty interest), conspiracy, assault, wrongful termination, breach 
of contract and negligent infliction ofemotional distress. See Hammer v. Sun Valley, Case No. 1: 13-
cv-21-EJL. That case is still pending, but substantially overlaps with the present Whistle blower case, 
especially with respect to the Employment Agreement and Release. The Honorable Edward J. Lodge, 
United States District Judge, significantly narrowed the federal case by dismissing all but two claims 
based on the plain and unambiguous language of the very same Employment Agreement and Release 
at issue here. (Naylor Deel. Ex. I ("Lodge Decision")) 
In Judge Lodge•s words: "the laneuaee of the contract couJd not be clearer. The 
waiver/release was to 'any and all claims' without any limitations." (Lodge Decision at 17) 
( emphasis added). Thus, Judge Lodge dismissed nearly all of Hammer's claims existing against Sun 
Valley at the time of her termination. Notably, Judge Lodge's dismissal included claims for 
retaliation closely mirroring Hammer's Whistleblower claim here. Only Hammer's claims for assault 
(which does not involve Sun Valley) and liberty interest violation (which accrued after the release) 
remain in the federal lawsuit. s 
D. Other Oneoin& Sun Valley Matters 
While Hammer's tennination was because Mayor Briscoe detennined he could not work with 
her and would rather vet and hire his own City Administrator, there were other ongoing Sun Valley 
5Hammer moved for reconsideration but no decision has been entered yet on that motion. 
Additionally, defendants moved for summary judgement on the remaining two claims, which is 
also pending. 
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matters wider investigation, which did in part relate to her being placed on paid administrative leave. 
These matters were not, however, the cause of Hammer's termination. 
To put these events in context, thestartingpointisthe fall of20I l. On October 5, 2011, then-
Sun Valley Treasurer Michelle Frostenson met with then-Mayor Wayne Willich and expressed 
concerns she had about possible City mismanagement. (Naylor Deel., Ex. F (Frostenson Depo Tr. 
at 15:22- 16:14, 25:11- 37:19); Ex. B. (Willich Depo Tr. at 11:14- 14:3)) Frostenson again raised 
the same issues to Councilman Ribi on or about November 10 because she did not believe Mayor 
Willichhadadequately addressed her concerns. (Frostenson Depo Tr. at 15:22-16:6; 53:14-22; Ex. 
C (Ribi Depo Tr. at 26: 14 - 32:9)) Ribi contacted Councilman Bob Youngman and 
Councilman/Mayor-Elect DeWayne Briscoe6 regarding these same matters and a City Council 
special executive session was called for November 11, 2011. (Complaint at 26, 1129.) 
During the November 11 executive session, Frostenson presented her allegations to the 
Mayor and City Council. ( Complaint at 26, 1 130; Briscoe Deel., Ex. A. 7) Afterwards, Mayor Willich 
and Adam King, the City Attorney, met with Hammer, presented the allegations that had been made 
against her and proposed that she resign in exchange for a severance payment. (Complaint at 26, 'il 
131.) Hammer turned down the offer. (Complaint at 27, 1 133.) 
On November 13, Hammer's husband/attorney, James R. Donoval, delivered to the Sun 
Valley City Council and Mayor Willich a letter, dated November 12, threatening litigation regarding 
6Briscoe defeated Willich in the Mayoral race on November 8, 2011. Additionally, Franz 
Suhadolnik and Michelle Griffith were elected as new City Council members, replacing Mayor 
Briscoe (due to his vacancy) and Joan Lamb. 
'Mayor Briscoe's declaration is attached as Exhibit J to the declaration ofKirtlan Naylor. 
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Ribi's alleged harassment, and in the event of any disciplinary action against Hammer. (Complaint 
at 27, ,r 136; Briscoe Deel., Ex. B.) 
On November 14, the City Council conducted a follow-up executive session. (Complaint at 
27, ,i 137.) The City Council voted to engage an attorney to conduct an independent investigation 
into the allegations being made. (Briscoe Deel., Ex. A at SV 2070.) 
Donoval sent Sun Valley a second letter, dated November 15, again threatening a lawsuit in 
connection with Hammer's allegations of harassment by Ribi and the City's intent to conduct an 
investigation. (Briscoe Deel., Ex. C.) Donoval followed up with a third letter, dated November 16, 
which actually applauded the decision to conduct an internal investigation, yet still threatened a 
lawsuit unless Sun Valley agreed to Hammer's absurd settlement terms, which included Ribi's 
resignation, a six-figure payment to Hammer, and a promise that Ribi would never contact Hammer 
again, otherwise he would be subjected to a hundred thousand dollar punitive damage assessment. 
(Briscoe Deel., Ex. D.) 
On November 18, Mayor Willich placed Hammer on non-disciplinary paid administrative 
~. pending the outcome of the investigation. (Briscoe Deel., Ex. E.) Hammer responded by filing 
a Whistleblower Claim ( the first Whistleblower action) in Blaine County Case No. CV-2011-928, 
which was later voluntarily dismissed. She also filed a complaint with the Idaho Human Rights 
Commission. (Complaint at 28, ,r 139.) 
Sun Valley hired Patricia Ball8 on or about November 21 to conduct the investigation. The 
11Ball Investigation11 occurred over the next several weeks and, with authorization from Mayor 
8While Ms. Ball is an attorney, her investigation was not done in the capacity of a legal 
representative. 
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Willi ch, expanded into a broader inquiry of Sun Valley financial issues, Fire Department issues, and 
Hammer's allegations of harassment by Ribi. (Briscoe Deel., Ex. F.) (Filed Under Seal) 
On December 16, Mayor Willich provided authorization for the Blaine County Prosecuting 
Attorney to be notified about "information and facts discovered in an employment investigation that 
may be the subject of criminal conduct." (Briscoe Deel. Ex. I.) He also issued to Hammer a 
"NOTICE OF CONTINUED PAID ADMINISTRATIVE LEA VE PENDING INVESTIGATION'1, 
along with a Garrity Notice. (Briscoe Deel., Ex. G and H) (emphasis original). 
The Ball Investigation then culminated in a December 20, 2011 report known as the "Ball 
Report09 (id.). With respect to Hammer, the Ball Report concluded that 11 [ s ]ufficient evidence exists 
to support multiple violations of City policy by Hammer[]" and that "[t]hese matters should be 
immediately referred to an outside agency for further audit and investigation of possible civil and/or 
criminal violations." (Id at BALL 3.) After receiving the Ball Report, but before Ball actually 
presented it to the Mayor and City Council, Mayor Willich decided that he disagreed with the report 
and recommendations Ball made and therefore unilaterally brought Hammer back from paid 
administrative leave on December 27. (Complaint at 28, ml 141-142.) 
Briscoe took office as Sun Valley's newMayoronJanuaryJ,2012. (Complaint at 29,, 143.) 
The next day he provided authorization for the Blaine County Prosecuting Attorney to be notified 
about 0 infonnation and facts discovered in an employment investigation that may be the subject of 
criminal misconduct." (Briscoe Deel., Ex. J.) He also issued Hammer a "NOTICE OF PAID 
ADMINISTRATIVE LEA VE PENDING INVESTIGATION11 , essentially tracking the language of 
9The Ball Report actually consists of three separate reports covering allegations involving 
the Fire Department, Ribi and Hammer. (Briscoe Deel.,, 8.) For purposes here, the Ball Report 
will refer only to the report covering the investigation into Hammer. 
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former-Mayor Willich's notice. (Briscoe Deel., Ex. K.) Mayor Briscoe also issued Hammer a Garrity 
Notice. (Briscoe Deel., Exl. L.) Similar notices were issued to other Sun Valley employees in 
connection with the Ball Investigation findings about the Fire Department. (Briscoe Deel., 1 14.) 
As noted above, Hammer was terminated on January 19, 2012, because Mayor Briscoe 
determined he could not work with her and would rather vet and hire his own city administrator. 
Afterwards, Sun Valley issued a press release in the Idaho Mountain Express informing the public 
that Hammer had been terminated as the City Administrator. (Briscoe Deel., Ex. 0.) 
In February 2012, shortly after Hammer was terminated, Sun Valley hired the law firm of 
Moffatt Thomas Barrett Rock & Fields, Chtd., who engaged an independent accounting firm, Hagen, 
Streiff, Newton & Oshiro, P. C., to conduct a thorough audit of Sun Valley's financial matters from 
2009 through 2011. (Briscoe Deel., 118.) The resulting Forensic Audit was completed in August 
2012. The audit found significant problems, including: (a) non-compliance with control and approval 
of expenditure processes; (b) lack of control over work schedules by salaried exempt employees; ( c) 
exempt employees being paid twice for work performed during normal working hours; ( d) exempt 
employees being paid salaries inconsistent with the personnel manual; (e) problems with the 
compensation of hourly on-call firefighters; (f) non-compliance with the accrued vacation hour 
policies; (g) improper use of city property; (h) improper use of city credit cards; (i) inappropriate use 
of a fuel card; and (j) problems with travel expenses reimbursement. (Briscoe Deel., Ex. P.) 
Similarly, on November 21, 2012, the Blaine County Prosecuting Attorney issued a letter to 
Sun Valley about the criminal investigation initiated months before, which had been perfonned by 
Scott Birch, the Attorney General Office's Criminal Investigative Unit Chief. Based upon the 
criminal investigation, which included a review of Sun Valley documents as well as the Ball Report 
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and the Forensic Audit, the PA found misconduct by Hammer, but he chose not to pursue criminal 
charges in light of the heightened burden of proof of "beyond a reasonable doubt." Notably, the PA 
concluded: 
Although no criminal charges will be forthcoming. the investigations revealed serious 
failures at multiple levels of management and supervision within the City of Sun 
Valley, including (I) a failure to document; (2) a failure to follow stated policies and 
procedures; (3) lax management and oversight; (4) poor time accounting; (5) 
apparent conflicts of interest; and (6) a lack of checks and balances throught the 
claims process. 
(Briscoe Deel., Ex. Q.) 
Meanwhile, in June 2012 while both the Forensic Audit and criminal investigations were 
underway, two tort claim notices against Sun Valley and various Sun Valley officials, including 
Hammer, were settled. These claims were brought by Frostenson and Kelly Ek, a former Sun Valley 
Clerk. Both claimed that Sun Valley officials, including Hammer, retaliated against them after 
making allegations of misconduct and financial problems. (Briscoe Deel., 1 20.) Sun Valley 
published press releases about the fact of the settlements in June 2012, which included brief 
synopses of the allegations. (Briscoe Deel., Exs. Rand S.) Both matters were later resolved. 
Hammer then filed the present suit on June 29, 2012, and has attempted to confuse these 
events and conflate them in such a way as to show that Ribi somehow orchestrated a scheme to have 
her fired in retaliation for reporting his alleged harassment. As shown below, however, Hammer 
cannot proceed to trial because she waived and then released this claim and, in any event, there is 
insufficient evidence to support her claim. 




SUMMARY JUDGMENT STANDARD 
Summary judgment is appropriate "if the pleadings, depositions, and admissions on file, 
together with the affidavits, if any, show that there is no genuine issue as to any material fact and the 
moving party is entitled to a judgment as a matter oflaw." I.R.C.P. 56( c ); Shapley v. Centurion Life 
Ins. Co., 154 Idaho 875 (2013). Adefendingpartymaymoveforsummary judgment as to all or any 
part of the claims against it. I.R.C.P. 56(b). 
The initial burden of establishing the absence of a genuine issue of material fact rests with 
the moving party. Harris v. State, 147 Idaho 401, 404-405 (2009). In determining whether this 
burden has been met, "a court will consider only that material contained in affidavits or depositions 
which is based upon personal knowledge and which would be admissible at trial." Petricevich v. 
Salmon River Canal Co., 92 Idaho 865, 869 (1982). Any disputed material facts is liberally construed 
in favor of the non-moving party, and the court makes all reasonable inferences in favor of the party 
resisting the motion. McCoy v. Lyons& 120 Idaho 765, 769 (1991). 
Upon this initial showing, the burden then shifts to the non-moving party and in order to 
defeat summary judgment must submit "evidence ... which contradicts the evidence submitted by 
the moving party, and which establishes the existence of a material issue of disputed fact." State 
Dept. of Agric. v. Curry Bean Co., 139 Idaho 789, 792 (2004). Even disputed facts will not defeat 
summary judgment when the non-moving party fails to establish the existence of an essential 
element of the case, Badell v. Beeks, 115 Idaho 101, 102 (1988), or when a plaintiff fails to establish 
a prima facie case on which he or she bears the burden of proof. State v. Shama Res. Ltd P'ship, 12 7 
Idaho 267,270 (1955). Further, the non-moving party "must not rest on mere speculation because 
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a mere scintilla of evidence is not enough to create a genuine issue of fact." Harris v. Staie Dept. 
of Health and Welfare, 123 Idaho 295, 298 (1992). 
IV. 
ARGUMENT 
A. Hammer Plainly and Unambieuously Waived and Later Released Her 
Whistleblower Claim A&ainst Sup Valley 
Hammer's Employment Agreement is a plain and unambiguous complete recital of the terms 
and conditions of her employment with Sun Valley. It specifically states that "[t]he text herein shall 
constitute the entire agreement between the parties." (Employment Agreement§ 12.) Relevant here, 
the Employment Agreement provides that Hammer could be terminated, "without cause, for any 
reason or no reason.11 (Id., § 3.) (emphasis added) It further provides that, at the time Hammer 
executed the agreement, she waived all claims of any kind arising from a tennination without cause. 
(Id) In a separate clause Hammer also agreed that upon receipt of the agreed upon severance 
payment she would release all claims against Sun Valley. (Id.) 
Thus, Hammer's present Whistle blower Claim fails for two distinct reasons: first, she waived 
any claim arising from a termination without cause when she entered into her Employment 
Agreement with Sun Valley; second, she later released all claims against Sun Valley when she 
received her six-month severance payment. Summary judgment is therefore appropriate, consistent 
with the Lodge Decision on the same issues. 
1. Hammer's Waiver and Release are Enforceable 
It is well settled that 'lf]reedom of contract is a fundamental concept underlying the law of 
contracts." Rawlings v. Layne & Bowler Pump Co., 93 Idaho 496, 499 ( 1970). It is, therefore, "a 
general rule of this state and the majority of American jurisdictions that a party may contract to 
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absolve [herself] from certain duties and liabilities under a contract subject to certain limitations." 
Anderson & Nafziger v. G.T Newcomb, Inc., 100 Idaho 175, 178 (1979). 
A legally enforceable contract must manifest mutual assent of the parties to its terms, which 
must be stated plainly and explicitly, and there must be consideration. State v. Korn, 148 Idaho 413, 
415 (2009) ( citing 17 A Am.J ur .2d Contracts § 19 (2d ed. 2009) ). When the terms of a contract are 
clear and unambiguous their interpretation and legal effect are questions of law. Opportunity, LLC. 
v. Ossewarde, 136 Idaho 602,605 (2002) (citing Idaho v. Hosey, 134 Idaho 883,886 (2000)). "The 
meaning of an unambiguous contract must be determined from the plain meaning of the words." Id 
The intent of the parties is thus ascertained from the contract language. Id. at 607. 
Thus, 11 [ w)here preliminary negotiations are consummated by written agreement, the writin~ 
supercedes all previous understandings and the intent of the parties must be ascertained from the 
writing." Valley Bank v. Christensen, 119 Idaho 496,498 (l 99l)(emphasis added). "If the written 
agreement is complete upon its face and unambiguous, no fraud or mistake being alleged, extrinsic 
evidence of prior or contemporaneous negotiations or conversations is not admissible to contradict, 
vary, alter, add to or detract from the terms of the written contract." Id 
All contracts must also be supported by valid consideration. Weisel v. Beaver Springs Owners 
Ass'n, Inc., 152 Idaho 519, 526 (2012). Consideration exists where there is something given in 
exchange for a promise. While consideration is invalid if it is something to which the other party 
already has an absolute right, "forbearance to prosecute a disputed claim is good consideration." 
Salmeron v. U.S., 724 F.2d 1357, 1363 (9th Cir. 1983)(citing 1 Corbin on Contracts§ 140 at 595 
(1963)). Further, where a contract is in writing the presmnption is that it is supported by valid 
consideration. Weisel, 152 Idaho at 526. 
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2. Hammer Waived Any Claim Arising from a Termination 
Without Cause Under the Plain and Unambiguous Terms of the 
Employment Agreement 
When Hammer was hired by Sun Valley in June 2008 she executed the Employment 
Agreement in which she contractually waived any claim that could arise from a future termination 
without cause. (Employment Agreement§ 3.A.) Specifically, the clear and unambiguous language 
of her Employment Agreement states: 
The severance payment herein is intended to be Employee's sole exclusive remedy 
for any and all claims for damages of any kind arising from a termination without 
cause and such severance payment is hereby agreed to be reasonable, fair and 
equitable by both parties to this Agreement. Accordingly, Employee waives her right 
to bring a claim of any kind for damai:es against Employer arising from a tennination 
without cause. Consequently, receipt of the severance payment is subject to 
execution of a release against the City of Sun Valley. 
(Id) (bold in original, underline added) Accordingly, Hammer cannot maintain her present 
Whistleblower Action against Sun Valley because she indisputably waived this claim when she 
executed the Employment Agreement. 
3. Hammer Later Released Sun Valley of All Existing Claims Under 
the Plain and Unambiguous Terms of the Release 
The "without cause" provision in Section 3.A of Hammer's Employment Agreement also 
includes a requirement stating that ''receipt of the severance payment is subject to execution of a 
release of all claims against the City of Sun Valley." (Employment Agreement,§ 3.A.) This release 
clause is separated from the previously discussed waiver provision, as it allowed Hammer the choice 
(upon a termination "without cause") to: {l) accept the contractually provided severance payment 
and consequently release all claims against Sun Valley, regardless of whether they arose from a 
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termination without cause; m: (2) to reject the severance payment and retain the right to pursue all 
non-waived claims against Defendant City of Sun Valley. (Jd.) 
The plain language of Plaintiff Hammer's Employment Agreement clearly states that receipt 
of the severance payment is subject to a release of all claims against Defendant. (Id.) This release 
is a conditional term and was only required if Plaintiff Hammer voluntarily took receipt of the 
severance payment. This is a clear and distinct event from the initial waiver for all claims arising 
from a termination "without cause". In other words, when Hammer made her choice to accept the 
severance payment and executed the Release, she released all claims against Sun Valley. 
If Hammer wanted to sue Sun Valley, her option at that time was to forego the severance 
payment and pursue any non-waived legal action she believed she might have. This was a basic 
risk/reward analysis. In signing the Release and accepting the severance payment, Hammer was 
guaranteed her six-month severance payment. In exchange for that certainty, she agreed to release 
any claim for damages available at that time. Alternatively, she could have rejected the severance 
payment and taken the risk of pursuing a lawsuit against Sun Valley for any un-waived claims. 
It is undisputed that on January 23, 2013, Hammer chose the first option and accepted the 
severance payment in exchange for a release of "all claims against the City of Sun Valley." She is 
now attempting to seek double-recovery as she has retained her six-month severance payment and 
also seeks money damages under the Whistleblower Act (as well as her federal court claims). This 
is contrary to the plain and unambiguous language of her Employment Agreement and Release. 
Because Hammer has released all claims against Sun Valley - as Juda;e Lodae has already found -
Hammer cannot maintain the present action. Summary judgment is therefore appropriate. The 
analysis and decision by Judge Lodge is correct, persuasive and can be relied upon by this Court. 
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B. Hammer's Whistleblower Claim Is Meritless 
1. Idaho's Wbistleblower Act 
For the sake of argument, even if the Court were to analyze Hammer's claim on its merits, 
it cannot survive summary judgment. The Whistleblower Act is designed to benefit the citizens and 
protect the integrity of government "by providing a legal cause of action for public employees who 
experience adverse action from their employer as a result of reporting waste and violations of law, 
rule or regulation." LC. § 6-2101. Specifically, the Whistle blower Act prohibits the governmental 
employer from taking: 
... adverse action against an employee because the employee ... communicates in 
good faith10 the existence of any waste of public funds, property or manpower, or a 
violation or suspected violation of law, rule or regulation adopted under the law of 
this state, a political subdivision of this state or the United States. Such 
communication shall be made at a time and in a manner which gives the employer 
reasonable opportunity to correct the waste or violation. 
LC. § 6-2104(1)(a). 
The Whistleblower Act contains an implicit, common-sense requirement that the employer 
engage in some sort of 11predicate act" that triggers the application of the statute in the first place. 
Black v. Idaho State Police, 155 Idaho 570, 574 (2013). Thus, the statute cannot be used as a tool 
to resolve or take action as a resuh of poHtical, internal, or organizational issues. It only protects 
activities directed at reporting or 11blowing the whistle" on the predicate act of wrongdoing related 
to waste or the violation of a law, rule or regulation. See id.; I.C. § 6-2101. 
10"For purposes of subsection l(a) of this section, an employee communicates in good 
faith if there is a reasonable basis in fact for the communication. Good faith is lacking where the 
employee knew or reasonably ought to have known that the report is malicious, false or 
frivolous." I.C. § 6-2104(1)(b). 
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If a plaintiff can establish the existence of a predicate act triggering the application of the 
Whistleblower Act, the issue becomes whether the plaintiff can set forth sufficient facts to 
demonstrate a prima facie case for retaliatory discharge. This requires an adequate showing that: (1) 
the plaintiff was an employee that engaged in or intended to engage in a protected activity; (2) the 
defendant is an employer that took adverse action against the employee; and (3) there is a causal 
connection between the protected activity and the employer's adverse action. Curlee v. Kootenai Cnty 
Fire & Rescue, 138 Idaho 391, 464 (2008). 
Under McDonnell Douglas, once the plaintiff establishes a prima facie case, the burden shifts 
to the defendant to show that its adverse employment action was for a legitimate, non-retaliatory 
reason. McDonnell Douglas Corp. v. Green, 411 U.S. 792, 801-804 (1973). If the employer meets 
this burden, the burden shifts back to the plaintiff to prove that the legitimate, non-discriminatory 
reason the employer proffered is a pretext. Id.; see Hatheway v. Bd. of Regents of Univ. of Idaho, 155 
Idaho 255, 263-264 (2013) and Frogleyv. Meridian Jt. Sch. Dist. No. 2, 155 Idaho 558,564 (2013) 
(both implicitly overruling Curlee's swnmary judgment framework and applying McDonnell 
Douglas burden shifting framework to employment retaliation claims). 11A plaintiff may establish 
pretext either directly by persuading the court that a discriminatory reason more likely motivated the 
employer or indirectly by showing that the employer's proffered explanation is unworthy of 
credence." Frogley, 155 Idaho at 564. 
2. A Portion of Hammer's Claim is Time-Barred 
All actions under the Whistleblower Act must be brought "within one hundred eighty ( 180) 
days after the occurrence of the alleged violation .... " I.C. 6-2105(2). Hammer's Complaint was 
filed June 29, 2012. She therefore cannot proceed on any alleged violation that occurred prior to 
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January 1, 2012, which is 180 days before the date of her Complaint. See id. This necessarily 
excludes her theories that she was retaliated against by being placed on paid leave and investigated 
in November and December 2011. 
3. Sun Valley Did Not Engage in a Predicate Act Merely Because an 
Elected Official Allegedly Violated City Policy 
Hammer alleges that Councilman Ribi harassed her in violation of Sun Valley's Personnel 
Policies & Procedures Manual. (Complaint, ,i 18, Ex. 1 ("Employee Manual")) The Employee 
Manual includes a "Standard of Conduct" section that, among other things, prohibits work place 
harassment "in any form, including verbal, physical and visual harassment." (Id., § 27; Employee 
Manual, § 7.5.) The Complaint rambles on at some length about the alleged violations of the 
Employee Manual Ribi supposedly engaged in, but they essentially boil down to mere allegations 
that Hammer and Ribi had several disagreements about a number of work-related issues and at times 
Ribi would become angry, bang his fists on a table and "verbally chastise her for not doing exactly 
what he wanted her to do." (See id., ,i,i 43-126.) 
Hammer's deposition testimony echoes the same type of alleged misconduct: 
Q. And what was the nature of the harassment? 
A. Those allegations are in the complaint. 
Q. What was the nature of the harassment that you claim Nils Ribi did? 
A. The bigger incidents are in the complaint. The nature of his harassment was to try 
to intimidate me into doing what he wanted me to do. He had a pattern of coming by 
City Hall during the lunch hour when he knew that the mayor and most of the other 
City employees were not in City Hall. He would stand in my doorway and try to 
intimidate me into doing things that he -I had not been directed to do by the mayor. 
When I would suggest that he talk to the mayor, because it was very-made clear to 
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me that my direction came from the mayor, he got very agitated. He would raise his 
hands and lean through the doorway and shake his hands and say, t'No. No. You don't 
understand." He yelled at me that the mayor did not know what his job was. 
(Naylor Deel., Ex. H, Hammer Depo Tr. at 187:7 - 188:6.) 
In other words, Hammer's allegations comes down to her belief that Ribi would at times 
become angry over work-related disputes. Even assuming this conduct violated the Employee 
Manual, it certainly does not trigger application of the Whistleblower Act. Indeed, the Idaho 
Supreme Court has rejected taking an expansive view of what constitutes a violation of a law, rule 
or statute necessary to implicate the Whistleblower Act. Mallonee v. State, 139 Idaho 615, 620 
(2004). Under the plain language of the statute, the Mallonee court ruled that there must be a 
violation oflaws, rules or regulations that had been properly promulgated by an administrative body 
giving them the force and effect of law. Id. Where no such promulgation has occurred, a violation 
of a city policy simply does not amount to a predicate act. Id. at 620-621. Thus, merely violating an 
internal city policy does not trigger application of the Whistleblower Act. See id. 
Consequently, while reporting an alleged assault or status-based harassment may be a 
predicate act for purposes of the Whistleblower Act, Hammer cannot proceed to trial under any 
theory that Ribi merely violated the Employee Manual. 
4. Hammer Cannot Demonstrate a Prima Facie Case 
Even to the extent Hammer could show a Sun Valley official engaged in a sufficient predicate 
act to implicate the Whistleblower Act, she still cannot adequately demonstrate a prima facie case 
to warrant trial. 
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a. Placing an Employee on Paid Administrative Leave 
Pending an Investigation Is Not Advene Action 
The Whistleblower Act plainly states what constitutes an adverse action: "to discharge, 
threaten or otherwise discriminate against an employee in any manner that affects the employee's 
employment, including compensation, terms, conditions, location, rights, immunities, promotions 
or privileges." I.C. § 2103(1 ). 
Sun Valley does not dispute that termination is an adverse action. However, placing an 
employee on paid administrative leave pending an investigation is not. As the Rhode Island Supreme 
Court very recently explained in finding that similar action as here did not violate that state's nearly 
identical whistleblower statute, 11 "(t]he use of paid administrative leave provides a reasonable means 
of immediately neutralizing a potentially contentious situation while minimally affecting the 
[employee]." Russo v. State, Dept. of Mental Health, Retardation and Hospitals, 87 A.3d 399, 407 
(R.I. 2014) (internal quotations omitted). 
The Russo court further discussed how its decision was bolstered by the fact that under 
federal case law, to be actionable, an adverse employment action must be "materially.adverse in 
order to 'prevent lawsuits based upon trivial workplace dissatisfactions' or 'bruised 'ego(s]."' Id 
(quoting White v. Burlington Northern & Santa Fe Railway Co., 364 F.3d 789, 795, 797 (6th Cir. 
2004) (en bane) affd by Burlington Northern & Santa Fe Railway Co. v. White, 548 U.S. 53 (2006) 
(requiring that an adverse employment action must be material). Thus, consistent with the wording 
of the Idaho Whistleblower Act, actionable adverse actions include (other than the obvious 
11Rhode Island's Whistleblower Act states "[a]n employer shall not discharge, threaten, or 
otherwise discriminate against an employee regarding the employee's compensation, terms, 
conditions, location, or privileges of employment ... [because the employee engaged in 
protected activity.]" R.I. Gen Laws § 28-50-3. 
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discharge) such things as change in salary, benefits, responsibilities, refusals to hire or promote, 
reprimands, reassignment with significantly different responsibilities and otherwise inflicting direct 
economic harm. Id. Indeed, "several federal appellate courts have specifically held that 
administrative leave with pay is not an adverse employment action." Id. ( citing Singletary v. 
Missouri Dept. of Corr., 423 F.3d 886, 891-892 (8th Cir. 2005); Kenney v. Merit Syst. Protection 
Bd., 356 Fed. Appx. 394,396 (Fed. Cir. 2009); Joseph v. Leavitt, 465 F.3d 87, 91 (2d Cir. 2006); 
Peltier v. United States, 388 F.3d 984, 988 (6th Cir. 2004); Von Gunten v. Maryland, 243 FJd 858, 
869 (4th Cir. 2001); Breaux v. City of Garland, 205 FJd 150 (5th Cir. 2000)). 
Idaho's case law is consistent with the these other jurisdictions. In fact, the Idaho Supreme 
Court in Hatheway, mandated that to be actionable an adverse employment action must include 
significant changes in employment. Hatheway, 155 Idaho at 265 (citing Burlington Indus., Inc. v. 
Ellerth, 524 U.S. 742, 761 (1998); Kcosis v. Multi-Care Mgmt., Inc., 97 FJd 876, 887 (6th Cir. 
1996). Being placed on paid administrative leave pending an investigation does not constitute an 
adverse action, as in such instances there is no material or significant changes to the "compensation, 
terms, conditions, location, rights, immunities, promotions or privileges" of one's employment. See 
LC.§ 6-2103(1). 
In this case, Hammer was placed on paid administrative leave twice pending the Ball 
Investigation into the allegations that had been made against her during the November 11, 2011 
executive session, as well as a possible criminal investigation pursuant to the authority given by 
former-Mayor Willich on December 16 and reiterated by Mayor Briscoe on January 3, 2012. As 
numerous jurisdictions have made clear, such paid administrative leave does not constitute an 
adverse action. Rather, it was Sun Valleys' means to neutralize contentious situation with minimal 
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effect on Hammer's employment. As such, while Sun Valley does not dispute that tennination is an 
adverse act, Hammer cannot base her Whistleblower Act claim on merely being investigated while 
on paid leave. 
b. Not All of Hammer's Reporting Qualifies as a Protected 
Activity 
As discussed above, merely violating a city policy does not constitute a predicate act and thus 
does not trigger application of the Whistleblower Act. See Section 3.b, supra. It follows that 
reporting conduct that does not constitute a predicate act is likewise insufficient to create liability. 
See I.C. § 6-2104(1)(a) (requiring reporting in good faith the existence of waste, or violation or 
suspected violation of law, rule or regulation). Hammer therefore cannot support this element of her 
cause of action merely by showing that she reported Ribi's conduct that was allegedly in violation 
of the Personnel Manual. 
c. Hammer Cannot Demonstrate That Her Termination Was 
Causally Connected to Complaining About Ribi's 
Conduct 
Hammer claims that she was terminated because from 2008 through 2011 she reported 
harassment by Ribi to Mayor Willich, Adam King and Cam Daggett. Even viewing the evidence in 
a light most favorable to Hammer, however, her contentions are belied by the actual evidence in the 
record. To reiterate, Mayor Briscoe was sworn into office as the new Sun Valley mayor on January 
3, 2012. As is common with new administrations, he made the determination that he could not work 
with the prior mayor's chosen city administrator. Instead, as was his prerogative as mayor, he decided 
he would rather vet and hire his own person for that important position, with whom he would 
necessarily have a close working relationship. Thus, on January 19, Hammer's position with Sun 
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a. There is Insufficient Direct Evidence of Pretext 
Direct evidence may exist in retaliatory discharge cases where the "evidence, if believed, 
proves the fact without inference or presumption." Id. at 565 (internal quotations omitted). In other 
words, the evidence must require the conclusion that the defendant unlawfully retaliated against the 
plaintiff. Id This typically requires some overt statement. See id For example, in one age 
discrimination suit an employer issued a memorandum to management saying to "Fire Early - he is 
too old." Id (discussing Merritt v. Dillard Paper Co., 120 F.3d 1181 (11th Cir. 1997). This direct 
statement thus requires no inferences as it directly showed that the employer's proffered reason for 
firing that employee was a pretext. This type of evidence is rare in retaliatory discharge cases. Id 
at 567. 
There is simply no similar direct evidence in this case that would show Sun Valley's reason 
for discharging Hammer was a pretext. Absent such evidence, Hammer cannot create a triable issue 
rebutting Sun Valley's proffered reason for her discharge. 
b. There is Insufficient Indirect Evidence of Pretext 
Where there is no direct evidence of pretext, a plaintiff "may come forward with 
circumstantial evidence that tends to show that the employer's proffered motives were not their actual 
motives because they are inconsistent or otherwise not believable." Frogley, 155 Idaho at 567 
(internal quotations omitted). However, "such evidence must be substantial and specific." Id 
( emphasis added). "[I]ndirect evidence is not substantial and specific where no evidence beyond 
what is produced to satisfy the plaintiff's prima facie case is produced. Id. And "[ c ]ourts only require 
an employer [to] honestly believed its reason for its actions, even ifits reason is foolish or trivial or 
even baseless." Id. (internal quotations omitted). Summary judgment is therefore appropriate where 
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the plaintiff fails to show that the defendant did not honestly believe its proffered reasons for its 
actions. Id. 
There is simply no such evidence in this case. Rather, the evidence merely shows that the 
only thing that happened at all related to Hammer reporting alleged harassmentt by Ribi is that Sun 
Valley broadened the Ball Investigation to include looking into those allegations. Hammer's theory 
that Ribi had some grand plan to get her fired, for which he recruited various other city officials and 
employees to execute, is pure speculation. Hammer cannot meet her burden to show pretext by 
relying on her baseless accusations. 
C. Hammer's Remedies are Limited By the Whistleblower Act 
If the Court allows Hammer to proceed to trial on any portion of her Whistleblower claim, 
it should nevertheless grant partial summary judgment to Sun Valley with respect to the scope of 
Hammer's potential recoverable damages. Specifically, Hammer claims that she has suffered "severe 
economic damages" and is entitled to her "loss of past and future wages, retirement benefits, medical 
benefits, other fringe benefits, and other losses to be proven at trial[,]" and also seeks recovery for 
her "emotional damages, including but not limited to public ridicule, contempt, and hatred; 
embarrassment, emotional pain and suffering; and loss of enjoyment of life." (Complaint at 32, ,r 
169.) Thus, Hammer indicates that she is entitled to recovery any type and category of damages she 
can prove as a result of her termination if a jury finds her termination was in violation of the 
Whistleblower Act. Such broad recovery, however, is not authorized under the statute. 
Instead, the Whistle blower Act explicitly limits the scope of recoverable damages to a finite 
enumerated list of special damages, and does not allow for general damages at all. Initially, the 
statute defines "damages" to include "injury or loss caused by each violation of this chapter, and 
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includes court costs and reasonable attorneys' fees." LC. § 6-2105(1). It then states that "[a)n 
employee who alleges a violation of this chapter may bring a civil action for appropriate injunctive 
relief or actual damages, or both .... " I.e. § 6-2105(2). The statute goes on to list the specific 
remedies that are available, stating: 
A court, in rendering a judgment brought under this chapter, may order any or all of 
the following: 
(1) An injunction to restrain continued violation of the provisions of this act; 
(2) The reinstatement of the employee to the same position held before the 
adverse action, or to an equivalent position; 
(3) The reinstatement of full fringe benefits and seniority rights; 
(4) The compensation for Jost wages. benefits and other remuneration; 
(5) The payment by the employer of reasonable costs and attorneys' fees; 
(6) An assessment of a civil fine of not more than five hundred dollars 
($500), which shall be submitted to the state treasurer for deposit in the 
general fund. 
LC. § 6-2106 (emphasis added). 
Thus, the statute only allows the court to order "any or all" of these express and specific 
remedies; it does not provide for any other type of relief. Although the initial providing for damages 
or equitable relief seems general, see LC.§ 6-2105, it must be read in conjunction with the more 
specific provisions of LC. § 6-2106, which plainly and explicitly sets forth the remedies that a court 
may order for an employee. See Wheeler v. Idaho Dept. of Health and Welfare, 147 Idaho 257, 263-
264 (2009) (stating that the court "must construe a statute as a whole, and consider all sections of 
applicable statutes together to determine the intent of the legislature."). Reading the provisions 
together, Section 2105 authorizes damages and/or specific relief, and Section 2106 lists the types 
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relief the court may order. To read the Whistleblower Act so broadly as to provide the broad and 
unenumerated relief sought by Hammer would require the Court to effectively nullify Section 2106. 
In this case, Hammer does not seek the equitable relief authorized under subsections (I) 
through (3) (nor would it be appropriate here) and therefore in the unlikely event Hammer were to 
prevail she would only be allowed to recover her reasonable costs and attorney fees and 
"compensation for lost wages, benefits and other remuneration." LC.§ 6-2106(4), (5). 
At least one Idaho district court has found that the Whistleblower Act limits the scope of 
recoverable damages such that damages do not include pain and suffering or front pay. See Van v. 
PortneufMed Ctr., Jnc., l56Idaho696, I065(20I4)(Vanl/). That issue was appealed but the Idaho 
Supreme Court declined to consider it because the court found no liability. Id. Nevertheless, the 
district court's decision in Van JI was correct. Nothing in Section 2106 can be read as a "make· 
whole" remedy. It contains no reference to pain and suffering or any other general damages Hammer 
believes she is entitled to. It also does not refer to front pay extending to Hammer1s retirement as her 
claims suggests. Instead, it contains a list of six enumerated remedies, to the exclusion of all others. 
Thus, Hammer is not entitled to the broad relief she seeks. Consequently, in the event any portion 
of her Whistleblower Act claim proceeds, the Court should take this opportunity to grant partial 
summary judgment in favor of Sun Valley with respect to Hammer's damages. 
v. 
CONCLUSION 
As shown above and in the accompanying materials, summary judgment is appropriate in 
this case. 
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correct: 
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all named defendants in the current action. 
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Hammer et al. v. Sun Valley et al, Case No. 1:13-cv-211-EJL. Attached as exhibits are true and 
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1 MR. NAYLOR: Object to the fonn. 
2 THE WITNESS: That was in question. My first 
3 year on the council there became a question of 
4 confidentiality by a council person, Joan Lamb, and 
5 breaking confidentiality of executive sessions. And 
6 there was a council discussion on exclusivity of 
7 executive sessions. 
8 And then recently we've had an attorney 
9 general's report which varies from that, assistant 
10 attorney general's report on confidentiality of 
11 executive sessions going beyond what I have understood 
12 before. So I understood they were to be confidential; 
13 however, in my tem1 on the council we had another 
14 council person break that confidentiality, and nothing 
15 was done to her, she wasn't reprimanded, nothing 
16 happened done in that case with Joan Lamb. 
17 So in generalities I'm answering your 
18 question. My understanding personally is that I keep 
19 things confidential on executive sessions. Like I said, 
20 it's up to each council person to decide. 
21 Q. (BY MR. SWARTZ) After the female council 
22 member broke confidentiality, did the city council 
23 implement a policy on confidentiality regarding 
24 executive session? 
25 MR. NAYLOR: Object to the fonn. 
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1 THE WITNESS: I can't answer that. I haven't 
2 looked at that part of our City policy manual or that 
3 for some time, I don't know at this time. 
4 Q. (BY MR. SWARTZ) Are you doing okay? 
5 A. Oh, yeah. 
6 Q. Earlier I asked you if you recalled any city 
7 council member discussing criminal allegations against 
8 Sharon Hammer in the November 11, 2011 executive 
g session, and you stated that you did not recall that. 
10 A. Yes, I still reaffinn that I do not recall. 
11 Q. What about the November J 4 meeting, do you 
12 recall whether there was any discussion of criminal 
13 allegations at the November 14 meeting? 
14 A. Criminal allegations against who? 
15 Q. Sharon Hammer. 
16 A. I don't recall at that meeting. 
17 What do you want me to reference in this? 
18 Q. We'll get there in a second. 
119 What about the November 17, 2011 executive 
20 session, do you recall any criminal allegations being 
21 discussed in executive session there? 
22 A. No, I don't recall. 
23 Q. I understand. 
24 I'm showing you an affidavit that was 
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through 817. I'm going to ask you to take a look at 
paragraph JO. 
A. This isn't anything pertaining to me or my 
document. This is someone else's document. 
Q. Yes, Ni1s Ribi and his private attorney Keith 
Roark put this together. 
A. What was the date of this? 
Q. It looks like it is November 23rd. 
A. You want me to take a look at paragraph 1 O? 
Q. Paragraph 10, please. 
A. (Reviewing document.) The plaintiff is who? 
Q. The plaintiff is Sharon Hammer. 
A. I tried to understand. It's a long paragraph. 
I tried to understand it. 
Q. Yes, it is. In reading it it states that: As 
of November 18, the city council and mayor had reason to 
believe that Ms. Hammer may have committed serious 
misconduct, including possible criminal violations 
dealing with misuse of public funds and falsification of 
public records. Do you see that there? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Do you recall any discussions about those 
items in the November 11, 14, or 17 executive sessions? 
MR. NAYLOR: Object to the form; asked and 
answered. 
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THE WITNESS: I don't recall. 
Q. (BY MR. SWARTZ) One way or the other? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Okay. Mayor, why was Ms. Hammer's employment 
terminated? 
A. Ms. Hammer's employment was terminated at my 
recommendation to the council because I felt that it 
would be difficult to work with Ms. Hammer in the 
future. And I wanted a choice of naming my own 
administrator, similar to what Mayor Willich had done 
four years previously. 
Q. Why did you feel like it was going to be 
difficult to work with Ms. Hammer? 
A. One of the reasons was the letter that we 
discussed previously, in which she had said she had 
authority over the mayor, over the city attorney, over 
the city council. I don't know whether she put the 
implementation in that letter or not. But I felt that 
it would be difficult to work, if I had the total 
responsibility and someone else had the authority under 
that interpetation. I felt that I could work better 
with someone else. 
Q. What other reasons? 
A. That's pretty much it. My style of 
management, my style of management considerations 
M & M Coart Reporting Service, Inc. 
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1 differed from what had transpired in the pasL I wanted 
2 a management in a more strict control of the City. And 
3 I just felt that I could work better perhaps with 
4 another city administrator. 
5 Q. I'm sorry. I didn't catch that. 
6 A. I could work better with another city 
7 administrator, of going through the process again of 
8 city administration. 
g Q. Showing you that letter that you were 
10 referring to, just to make sure we are on the same page, 
11 it's SH-TIMELINE 465 through 466. ls that the letter 
12 that you are referring to where she states that she has 
13 got authority to interpret the policies? 
14 A. Yes. "I have the authority to make final 
15 determination of the application of all Sun Valley 
16 personnel policies and procedures, and neither the Sun 
17 Valley City Attorney, the Sun Valley Mayor or the Sun 
18 Valley City Council has the authority to question or 
19 overrule such findings." 
20 But I terminated Sharon Hammer without cause. 
21 Q. Do you see -
22 A. I requested termination of Sharon Hammer 
23 without cause. 
24 Q. Why is that? 
25 A. Because that was my determination. 
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1 Q. Who did you request that of? 
2 A. The council. It was the mayor's request to 
3 terminate Sharon Hammer according to her contract that 
4 she helped write under the clause of -- what did we just 
5 say? 
6 MR. NAYLOR: Without cause. 
7 THE WITNESS: Without cause. And the council 
8 then reaffirmed that, and I informed the council that I 
9 felt that I would be able to work better with a new city 
10 administrator and I asked that she be terminated without 
11 cause. 
12 Q. (BY MR. SWARTZ) Did you discuss her contract 
13 with the city council? 
14 A. I'm not sure. I believe the city -- I don't 
15 know whether the city council had a copy of her contract 
16 or not. I don't know at the time. 
17 Q. Did you look at her contract before you 
18 reached your determination? 
19 A. Yes. 
20 Q. That you wanted to terminate her for cause --
21 or without cause? 
22 A. Yes, I knew that clause was in there, yes. 
23 Termination with cause, without cause. It was my 
24 determination to ask for the termination of the council 
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Q. Let's go back to the letter that you were 
citing as the reason that you believed it would be 
difficult to work with Ms. Hammer. 
A. Let me correct you. I'm sorry. It's your 
deposition. But you said "the reason." I am just 
listing out some things during the course of this 
deposition of why I felt that I would rather work with a 
new city administrator. 
Q. What are those things? 
A. I have already listed them during the course 
of the conversation. And it's not pertinent because 
she's being tenninated without cause. 
Q. Well, I would like you to help me identify 
what in your testimony today you believed supported your 
belief that you could not work with Ms. Hammer. 
MR. NAYLOR: Object to the fonn. He just 
barely answered that 
Q. (BY MR. SW ARTZ) For example, was it because 
she was in the Willich camp, was that a reason why you 
didn't believe you could work with Ms. Hammer? 
MR. NAYLOR: Object to the form. 
THE WITNESS: As I stated, and I'll state it 
again. Jt was my decision that 1 would rather work with 
a new city administrator, and it was my decision to ask 
the council to terminate her without cause. 
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Q. (BY MR. SWARTZ) Yes. And I'm asking you 
about the testimony you just gave where you said, for 
all these reasons that you talked about today you 
reached that conclusion. I want you to help me identify 
all the reasons that led you to believe that you would 
work better with a new city administrator? 
MR. NAYLOR: Object to the form; asked and 
answered. 
THE WITNESS: Yes, 1 believe we have gone 
through that. But again, I'll come back to the question 
that my determination was to terminate her without 
cause, that I could work better with another city 
administrator. And what you have, what we have 
discussed previously, I've already answered. 
Q. (BY MR. SWARTZ) You haven't identified all 
those things that you believe --
A. J don't have to. l tenninated her without 
cause, so I don't need those things. 
Q. I understand. I'm looking for -- you keep 
using this phrase, I've identified a bunch of things 
today that have led me to believe that I couldn't work 
with her as an administrator. I just --
A. I don't believe I used that exact language. 
MR. NAYLOR: We can go back and read from the 
record. 
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1 MR. NAYLOR: Right. But factually what are 1 
2 you talking about? If there is anything you want to put 2 
3 on the record as a proffer to assist, then otherwise the 3 
4 way you've asked the question, it's objectionable. 4 
5 MR. SWARTZ: We'll file the proffer with the 5 
6 judge. 6 
7 MR. NAYLOR: Okay. Then that would prevent me 7 
8 from having an opportunity now to make a decision on how 8 
9 to advise my client because you are withholding the 9 
10 proffer from me. 10 
11 MR. SW ARTZ: I don't have the documents. 11 
12 We'll file it with thejudge. You guys can respond. 12 
13 And then ifwe come back a different day, we'll come 13 
14 back a different day. 1' 
15 MR. NAYLOR: Just making my record. 15 
16 MR. SWARTZ: Yes. 16 
17 MR. NAYLOR: We'll read and sign. 17 
18 MR. SW ARTZ: Thank you everybody for your 18 
19 time. 19 
20 (Deposition concluded at 4:22 p.m.) 20 
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1 approves the budget, and decides on issues related to 
2 land use and planning and expenditures of City funds 
3 within the budget, to a certain extent. To the extent 
4 that they're outside the budget, I should say. So the 
5 city council sets the budget, and ensures that the 
6 budget is followed, and authorizes any extraneous 
7 expenditures. 
8 Q. Based upon your experience, in January of 
9 2012 did the city council review timecards? 
10 A. In January of20l2? 
11 Q. Yes. 
12 A. We've never reviewed timecards. 
13 Q. And in your experience, beginning in January 
14 of 2012, did the city council review employee vacation 
15 reporting? 
16 A. We have established a finance committee, and 
17 the finance committee receives a report from the 
18 treasurer which indicates any payroll-related 
19 expenditures which are not ordinary. For example, if 
20 the police department has a lot of overtime, it's listed 
21 on that report. Beyond that, we don't see the details. 
22 Q. When was the finance committee established? 
23 A. I don't remember. It wasn't in place 
24 immediately. I think it was established maybe -- I'm 
25 guessing. You told me not to guess, so I don't know. 
Page 11 
l. Q. After you started sometime? 
2 A. Yes. 
3 Q. When you started in January of 2012, what 
4 was the procedure for approval of City expenditures? 
5 A. When I started? So you're referring to the 
6 period before I was -- I have no idea what they did. 
7 Q. When you came on in January of 2012 --
8 A. When I came on in January of 2012, bills 
9 were paid, and I was new, and I don't know how things 
10 worked. It wasn't until we were seated for a period of 
11 time before J became clear on exactly how things worked, 
12 and at that time I believe the treasurer paid bills. 
13 What the mechanism was for her to do that, I don't know. 
14 Q. Did the city council approve expenditures? 
15 A. The city council filed -- received and filed 
16 expenditures, but we did not approve them. 
17 Q. Who approved them? 
18 A. I assume either the mayor or the city -- I 
19 don't know, to be honest. Someone other than the 
20 council. 
21 Q. At city council meetings, would someone 
22 present a packet of City expenditures to the city 
23 council and ask them to approve them? 
24 A. They did not ask for our approval. They 






















































and we did get a list of expenditures. 
Q. Who would present those? 
A. They were enclosed in our package. I assume 
they were prepared before by the treasurer, but I don't 
know who presented them necessarily. It was just an 
agenda item. 
Q. Was there a period of time where the city 
council authorized the city treasurer to pay credit card 
expenditures and - in advance of a city council 
meeting, and then the city council would later--
A. Not that I'm aware of. 
Q. Maybe before your time? 
A. Maybe. 
Q. And you came on at a pretty interesting 
time. I know you were receiving courtesy copies of 
letters from James Donoval regarding Sharon Hammer, and 
allegations being made against her, and her allegations 
against Nils Ribi, before you even -- before you were 
even sworn in it. Is that right? 
A. That's correct. 
Q. When you were sworn in, did you have an 
understanding that Sharon Hammer had made complaints to 




Q. And when you were sworn in and took your 
seat, did you have an understanding that Nils Ribi was 
bringing allegations to light that he received from 
Michelle Frostensen about Sharon Hammer's misuse of City 
property and finances? 
MR. NAYLOR: Object to the form. 
THE WITNESS: When I took office? I don't 
know. Eventually I came to that understanding, but I 
don't know whether that happened before or after 1 was 
sworn in. 
BY MR. SWARTZ: 
Q. And you were sworn in in January of2012? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Do you know why Sharon Hammer's employment 
was tenninated? 
MR. NAYLOR: Object to the form. 
THE WITNESS: Yes. 
BY MR. SWARTZ: 
Q. What is your understanding? 
A. She was terminated without cause in 
accordance with her contract. 
Q. Who first raised the idea of terminating her 
employment? 
A. The mayor. 
Q. And did he explain why he was looking to 
M & M Co11rt Reportiiig Service, I oc. 
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l tenninate her employment? 
2 A. Not specifically. 
3 Q. When did you first learn from the mayor that 
4 he was considering tenninating her employment? 
5 A. I don't remember. 
6 Q. Was it at a city council meeting, an 
7 executive session, passing on the streets? 
8 A. It wouldn't have been passing on the 
9 streets. It would have either been -- and it wouldn't 
10 have been in a public forum, so it could have been in 
11 some executive session, and we had a lot of them during 
12 that time, so I don't know which one. 
13 Q. Was it -- was it disclosed in an executive 
14 session, and then the decision was made at this city 
15 council meeting, or was it disclosed at an executive 
16 session and some time passed, and it was later disclosed 
17 in the city council meeting? 
18 MR. NAYLOR: Object to the form. 
19 THE WITNESS: My understanding is that the 
20 mayor has the authority to make that decision 
21 independent of the city council. So my understanding is 
22 that we were informed of the mayor's intent, and the 
23 decision isn't taken in executive session. No decisions 
24 are taken in executive session. So when he came to that 
25 in his mind, I don't know, and the decision was fonnally 
Page 15 
1 announced in an open meeting. 
2 BY MR. SWARTZ: 
3 Q. And I'm trying to get an idea of whether the 
4 open meeting took place on the same day as the executive 
5 session, or it was several days before - an executive 
6 session was several days before the open meeting. Can 
7 you recall? 
B A. I can't recall. 
9 Q. And was there any discussion in the 
10 executive session with the mayor about why he was 
11 looking to terminate her employment? 
12 A. Not specifically, no. 
13 Q. How about generalJy? 
14 A. I think -- you know, I don't want to tell 
15 you what I think he said. It's a two-and-a-half-year-
16 old interpretation of -- my interpretation of his words. 
17 I wouldn't pretend that they were exact words or 
18 anything to that effect. 
19 Q. And I'm just looking for what you recaJI. 
20 I'm not looking for you to quote him. 
21 A. The mayor - the mayor had the right to 
22 terminate the city administrator, and wanted someone who 
23 he interviewed and could work with. 






















































Q. Did he ask for your blessing on his 
decision? 
A. He informed us of his decision. We later-
we later voted on it in an open session, so to the 
extent that you think that's a blessing, that's what 
happened. I think the mayor, as a courtesy, advised us 
in an executive session that he intended to terminate 
the city administrator. In an open session, we, as a 
council, voted. 
Q. And that vote wasn't necessary, ifl 
understood you correctly. He could have made that 
detennination without -
A. I believe so. That's my understanding. 
Q. Did he tell you why he was looking to have 
the city council vote on it? 
A. No. 
Q. Did you ask? 
A. No. 
Q. Was it an agenda item? 
A. I don't think so. I don't know. 
Q. Did you vote in favor or against? 
A. I voted in favor. 
Q. Why did you personally vote in favor of the 
termination? 
Page 17 
A. I felt that the mayor would work best with a 
direct employee whom he had interviewed, and had a part, 
the largest part, in hiring, and I don't think that's 
particularly unique to that city council or our city. 
The same thingjust happened in Ketchum. 
Q. There was a press release that was issued 
after Sharon Hammer's termination. Tab 20. It's Bates 
No. Hammer 327. Do you recognize that? 
A. By recognizing it, are you asking me if I 
understand what's in front of you, or ifl remember it? 
Q. Have you seen it before? 
A. I probably did see it, but I don't remember 
it. 
Q. Was the issuance of this paid ad a topic of 
conversation in the executive session? 
A. You said it is a press release at first. 
Was it a press release or --
Q. I apologize. It was a paid ad that's 
published in the Mountain Express, in red ink. This may 
not be the actual size. 
A. Okay. Sorry. I just read it. What were 
you asking me about it? 
Q. Just whether you recognized it. 
A. Does recognize mean I remember it? I don't 
12s council? 25 remember it. It seems factual. I'm not saying that it 
I 
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A. lwas. 1 
Q. Do you recall what happened with that claim? 2 
A. N~ 3 
Q. Do you have any recollection of being asked 4 
for approval of what to do with that claim? s 
A. \Vhen you say -- I'm not pretending that 6 
something happened or didn't happen, and it's very 1 
difficult to remember that far back, to be very honest a 
with you, and there was a lot going on. And this is not 9 
my full-time job. I have two kids and a job and a house 10 
and a husband, so where this ranges in my memory bank, 11 
you know, I don't remember. 12 
Q. Fair enough. Do you have any recollection 13 
of Patty Ball's investigation into Sharon Hammer's 14 
allegations about Nils Ribi's conduct? 1s 
A. I know that there was a report that was 15 
produced as a result of that. 11 
Q. Do you recall what the report stated? 18 
A. I think the conclusion of the report was u 
that there was inconclusive evidence, or something to 20 
that effect. 21 
Q. Do you recall any discussions in executive 22 
session or in the public forum about Nils Ribi having a 23 
conflict of interest in continuing to deal with Sharon 24 
Hammer and the allegations against her, in light of her 2s 
Page27 
allegations against him? l 
A. No. 2 
Q. Do you know how far back the allegations of 3 
Ms. Hammer's misuse of City finances went? I know they 4 
came out in November of 2011. Do you know how far back s 
they went? 6 
A. In Patty Ball's report, or in the forensic 7 
audit? 8 
Q. In Patty Ball's report. Let's start there. 9 
A. No idea. 10 
Q. How but forensic audit? 11 
A. I want to say the forensic audit went back 12 
two years, maybe three. I don't know. 13 
Q. Do you know who at the City provided 14 
documentation to Patty Ball regarding the allegations 15 
against Sharon Hammer? 16 
A. No. Patty Ball was finished by the time I 17 
was sworn in, so I have no idea what happened. 18 
Q. You just got a summary of the report? 19 
A. I got the report. I was permitted to read 20 
the report. I didn't get a copy of it, and the report 21 
was presented verbally by Patty Ball. 22 
Q. After the January I 0th meeting, when Patty 23 
Ball gave you the summary of her findings and advised 24 




engaged in criminal conduct, was there any discussion 
about terminating her employment? 
A. No. There was discussion about finding out 
what had really happened. 
Q. Wasn't that Patty Ball's -- wasn't that the 
result of her investigative report? 
A. My takeaway from that investigative report 
was that we were obligated to investigate what she 
believed to be criminal activity. I did not view her 
report as conclusive. I viewed the need for a further 
step, which was the forensic audit. That was my 
takeaway. 
Q. Did anybody vote against the forensic audit? 
A. Not that I'm aware of. Not that I recall. 
Q. Do you recall any discussion about releasing 
the Patty Ball report to the Blaine County prosecutor? 
A. Do you have a choice? Would we have had a 
choice to do that? 
Q. I'm just asking whether you recall any 
discussion. 
A. I don't. Sitting here, I would say that if 
the county prosecutor wants something, you have to give 
it to him. 
Q. Do you have any recollection of the City 
turning the report over to Blaine County prosecutor? 
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A. I have no idea. 
Q. Do you have any recollection of discussion 
of making the report public? 
A. The Patty Ball report public? 
Q. Yes. 
A. I don't believe that that's been done. I 
remember discussions about making the forensic audit 
report. I don't remember discussions about the Patty 
Ball report being made public or not. I don't know. 
Maybe. 
Q. \Vhy did you personally vote to terminate 
Sharon's employment? 
A. I thought the mayor would work better with 
someone that he had a hand in interviewing and hiring. 
And as I said before, that's not particularly 
extraordinary. It happens -- I think the previous mayor 
hired Sharon, and I think that the current mayor of 
Ketchum is in the process of hiring an administrator, 
and I think the previous mayor of Ketchum hired that 
administrator. It seems to be the way forward for 
mayors and administrators. 
Q. Did you ever tell Dave Wilson that you felt 
like the City of Sun Valley made a mistake by not 
allowing Sharon Hammer to respond to the allegations 
made against her in the Patty Ball report or the 
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1 forensic audit? 
2 A. Dave Wilson? No. Not that I remember. 
3 Q. You know who Dave Wilson is? 
4 A. Ido. 
5 Q. Do you feel like the City made a mistake by 
s not allowing Sharon Hammer an opportunity to respond to 
7 the allegations being made against her? 
8 A. Well, I thought that that was the purpose of 
9 the forensic audit. 
10 Q. Do you know why the city council reversed 
11 itself in allowing the employees to comment on that 
12 forensic audit report before it was made public? 
13 MR. NAYLOR: Object to the fonn. 
14 THE WITNESS: The city council reversed 
15 itself? So you'll have to explain what happened and 
16 then what you view as the reversal. 
17 BY MR. SWARTZ: 
18 Q. Sure. When it was completed, the forensic 
19 audit, the City announced that before it would be made 
20 public all the employees that were mentioned in it would 
21 have an opportunity to review it and make comment on it, 
22 and next thing everybody knows, it was released. 
23 A. I don't think that's what happened. 
24 Q. Do you think employees that were mentioned 
25 in that report had an opportunity to review it and 
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1 comment on it? 
2 A. I think the mayor saw every single one of 
3 those employees. I think he spent weeks in meetings. 
4 Q. Do you think that also included Sharon? 
5 A. Presumably. I don't know. 
6 Q. Going back to that press release, Bates --
7 A. Press release or advert? 
B Q. Yes. It's an advertisement, 327. Do you 
9 know who paid for that? 
10 A. I would assume the City, but I don't know 
11 that for a fact 
12 Q. How many times since January of2012 have 
13 you seen the City pay for an advertisement in the Idaho 
14 Mountain Express, publicizing the tennination of an 
15 employee's employment? 
16 A. I don't even remember this one, so if there 
17 are IS more in here, and you show them to me, I will 
18 believe that they were accurate, but I don't remember 
19 any of them. 
20 Q. Do you recall any discussion in an executive 
21 session about placing a paid ad --
22 A. No. I don't recall a discussion about it. 
23 Q. Have you ever come to know, in any of the 
24 expenses that Sharon Hammer was involved in, and that 






















































A. Repeat that. 
Q. Sure. Were any of the -- any of the 
expenses that Sharon Hammer was believed to have engaged 
in, and were believed to have been inappropriate, were 
any of those expenses not approved? 
MR. NAYLOR: Object to the form. 
THE WITNESS: I don't know. It aJI happened 
before I got there. 
BY MR. SWARTZ: 
Q. Have you learned since January of 2012 that 
any of those expenses weren't approved by the treasurer 
or the city council? 
MR. NAYLOR: Object to the form. 
THE WITNESS: Well, there's no - have I 
learned since they weren't approved? No. But that 
doesn't mean that it didn't happen, so I don't know. 
BY MR. SW ARTZ: 
Q. Sure. I'm just asking for your personal 
knowledge. Since January of -- I know you just took 
your seat in January of 2012, and Sharon was terminated 
on the 19th of 2012, and you may not have had a chance 
to interact much with her, because she was on leave, and 
there for a limited period of time·- did you ever see 
Nils Ribi interact with Sharon Hammer? 
A. Not in a way that stands out in my mind. I 
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mean, I don't remember what happened between the first 
and 19th, whether we had meetings and we were all there. 
I don't even remember. 
Q. Ms. Griffith, I think that's all J have for 
you today. That was painless, huh? 
MR. NAYLOR: Let's take a quick break. 
(A Break Was Taken.) 
EXAMINATION 
QUESTIONS BY MR. NAYLOR: 
Q. Michelle, when you voted to approve the 
mayor's decision to terminate Sharon Hammer's contract, 
that was with cause or without cause? 
A. It was without cause. 
Q. And do you recall what your understanding 
was at that time, why it was without cause? 
A. I thought that the mayor needed to interview 
and hire his own·· bad phraseology, but I can't phrase 
it any better than that on the fly - city 
administrator. 
Q. To the allegations of misconduct, criminal 
conduct, did any of that factor into your decision to 
terminate Sharon Hammer's --
A. None. That was clear. They were only 
allegations at that time. 
Q. Do you recall how the forensic audit was 
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1 made public? 
2 A. I think that the county prosecutor made it 
3 public, I think. 
4 MR. NAYLOR: Thats it. That's all the 
5 questions I have. 
6 (Deposition Concluded at 2:31 p.m.) 
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1 saying, to try to approach a system that was 
2 straightforward, whenever a problem was brought up, that 
3 we tried to resolve it. Ifit was in the policy, we 
4 tried to modify and edit that policy so it would work 
5 better. So I can't remember the wording of that, so I'd 
6 have to review it, review the exact wording to see if I 
7 would, once again, interpret it as meaning that the city 
8 administrator would interpret all policies. I don't 
9 know. Like said, I'd have to read it. 
10 Q. That's not an understanding that you had 
11 while you were sitting as a city council member? 
12 A. No. I didn't think that any one person 
13 would be the interpretive authority on policy, that we 
14 were all trying to have good policies, and ones that 
15 worked for the City, and that the interpretation, as I 
16 said multiple times, would be straightforward. There 
17 would be no need for interpretation. 
18 Q. That's the goal. Right? 
19 A. That's the goal. Whether or not you achieve 
20 that is pretty much a gradual, slow, refinement-type 
21 process. 
22 Q. Did you vote to terminate Sharon Hammer's 
23 employment? 
24 A. We consented to a decision that can only be 
25 made by the mayor. That was my understanding when we 
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l consented to the tennination of the employment contract. 
2 Q. What does it mean to consent? Does the 
3 mayor have to get your consent? 
4 A. No. He just wanted it. 
5 Q. And did you give your consent? 
6 A. Yes. I voted in favor, to consent to the 
7 termination of the employment contract. 
8 Q. And this was Mayor Briscoe at the time? 
9 A. Yes. 
10 Q. Who wanted to terminate the contract and 
11 wanted the city council's consent? 
12 A. Yes. Correct. 
13 Q. Was the consent of the council unanimous, do 
14 you recall? 
15 A. Yes, it was. 
16 Q. Was the vote taken in executive session? 
17 A. No. 
18 Q. Was it taken in a public session? 
19 A. Yes, it was. 
20 Q. Was there a discussion -- was that the 
21 January 19th, 2012 meeting? 
22 A. That -- the exact date, I don't know, but it 
23 would be right about that time period, yes. 
24 Q. Was there any discussion before that meeting 






















































meeting the first time that it was raised? 
A. I'd been made aware from Mayor Briscoe that 
he was having difficulty working with Sharon, prior to 
that meeting. 
Q. What was the difficulty that Mayor Briscoe 
was having? 
A. He just said he was having trouble working 
with her. 
Q. When did he take office? 
A. Somewhere very early, January 3rd, 
Januruy 2nd, something like that. 
Q. So between January 3rd and January 19th, you 
were made aware that Mayor Briscoe was having a 
difficult time working with Sharon Hammer? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Did he elaborate on what he meant? 
A. No. Didn't elaborate. 
Q. Did you ask? 
A. It was a very informal conversation, and I 
didn't feel comfortable, you know - I was never 
comfortable with details of what personnel issues might 
be. I didn't run for office to be involved with 
personnel issues. I ran for office to be what I was 
elected to be, as a policy maker. So l actively 
avoided, you know, any kind of real involvement with 
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personnel matters, administrative matters of the City. 
It wasn't my purview to do so. It wasn't my authority. 
Someone could ask for my advice, but I was never 
actively involved. 
I was listening to the person who had to 
work with the person, and I took that as input. 
Q. Prior to giving your consent to terminate 
Sharon Hammer's employment, did you have an 
understanding that there were allegations made about her 
misuse of City money? 
A. Yes. There were allegations on the table. 
Q. Did you believe those allegations to be true 
when you consented to terminate her employment? 
MR. NAYLOR: Object to the form. 
THE WITNESS: I didn't believe anything at 
that point. I wanted evidence. 
BY MR. SWARTZ: 
Q. Did you have evidence at that point? 
A. No. We had the beginnings ofan 
investigation, or data presented by the treasurer. That 
was it. 
Q. As of January 19th? 
A. That I had available to me, yes. That I 
became aware of. 
Q. What was the scope of the allegations that 
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1 Q. I know she brought allegations forward in 
2 November 2011, but what was the look-back period, do you 
3 recall? 
4 A. Well, if you go back to my notes, she was 
5 looking back as far as '08, apparently, because she has 
Ii a note here in July of '08 that there were 40 hours of 
7 vacation that Sharon had taken, so I would say back to 
8 2008. 
9 Q. Did you ever ask why Michelle Frostensen 
10 waited so long to bring those allegations forward? 
11 MR. NAYLOR: Object to the form. 
12 THE WITNESS: I did not ask her that 
13 question. 
14 BY MR. SWARTZ: 
15 Q. Do you have any idea why she chose to go all 
16 the way back to 2008? 
17 MR. NAYLOR: Object to the form. Calls for 
18 speculation. 
19 THE WITNESS: The answer is, I don't know, 
20 nor could I speculate. 
21 BYMR. SWARTZ: 
22 Q. Do you recall allegations that Ms. Hammer 
23 had falsified public records ever being discussed in 
24 executive session? 
25 A. No. 
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1 Q. Was it ever discussed in executive session 
2 whether Michelle Frostensen should be investigated for 
3 the approval of these expenditures that were now being 
4 characterized as being inappropriate? 
5 A. I don't remember discussing that. There was 
6 an ongoing investigation, so I personally didn't have 
7 the data to give any direction there. 
B Q. Do you recall whether the city council ever 
9 authorized Nils Ribi to disclose what took place in an 
10 executive session in the public record? 
11 MR. NAYLOR: Object to the form. 
12 Foundation. 
13 THE WITNESS: My recollection is we would 
14 never - I would never approve of that. At the time I 
15 felt like the executive sessions were to be private. I 
lli later found out, in my education with the attorney 
17 general, that they depend on things leaking out. 
1B BY MR. SWARTZ: 
19 Q. They depend on things leaking out of 
20 executive session? 
21 A. They stated -- I was surprised. They said 
22 certain things should be leaked. They said that. I 
23 couldn't believe it. I still don't believe it. I don't 
124 think it's correct, but that's my opinion, it's not the 





















































Q. Do you have any recollection of the city 
council authorizing Mr. Ribi to disclose what transpired 
in an executive session to his personal attorney, Keith 
Roark? 
MR. NAYLOR: Object to the form. 
Foundation. 
THE WI1NESS: I don't recall approving 
anything that had to do with informing anybody outside 
those present in the executive session and those that 
were directly impacted by the executive session to be 
informed. 
BY MR. SWARTZ: 
Q. Other than allowing Sharon Hammer to be 
presented with the allegations that we talked about 
earlier when Mayor Willich and Adam King came to her and 
presented her with the al legations and gave her a chance 
to admit or deny them, did the city council discuss 
giving her an opportunity to respond to the allegations, 
present her own data, anything along those lines? 
A. That was my expectation, that our advice at 
the time was to talk to Sharon about the allegations and 
get a response, and probably the response would be, 
Well, it's not true, and this is why. 
That was my expectation that the council --
not council, but the mayor would receive this, and the 
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mayor could decide how he would interact with the 
council on that one, on those responses. But I never 
was exposed to any response, written, other than the 
verbal denial of charges of all allegations. That was 
what I was informed about. 
Q. Did you ever observe Mr. Ribi interact with 
Ms. Hammer in a way that you believe was -- let me ask 
it this way. Did you ever see Nils Ribi raise his voice 
to Sharon Hammer? 
A. When you say raise his voice, I mean, what 
do you mean by that? Because it could either mean -- it 
could mean a number of things. What exactly do you 
mean? 
Q. Raise his voice beyond normal speaking 
level. 
A. For Mr. Ribi, no. His speaking level was 
all very -- at a high volume. That's the way he speaks. 
Q. Did you ever see Mr. Ribi approach 
Ms. Hammer in a threatening way? 
A. I have not. 
Q. Do you have any idea when Mayor Briscoe made 
the decision that he wanted to terminate Ms. Hammer's 
employment? 
A. As I said earlier, I had an informal, brief 
conversation where he said he had great difficulty 
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working with her, and then we had executive session l. 
where he was asking for our consent to tenninate the 2 
contract. 3 
Q. It was in executive session, or it was done 4 
in the public portion of the meeting? 5 
A. The consent was - we can only vote in 6 
public session. It's illegal to vote in executive 7 
session. So the vote was in the public section, but the 8 
discussion, his reasons for wanting to terminate the 9 
contract was in executive session. l.O 
Q. Tell me about his reasons. ll 
A. That he had great difficulty working with 12 
her, and that he thought it would be best if we moved 13 
on. Best for everyone. 14 
Q. Do you recall anything else from that 15 
executive session? 16 
A. No. That was basically the subject of it. 17 
Q. Did anybody disagree with his recommendation 18 
for terminating her employment? 19 
A. Not that I remember. Based on each 20 
individual had their reasons why they were consenting. 21 
Mine was that he could not work with her. I couldn't 22 
further, nor would I want to, find out all the details 23 
of that. He's just telling me as a manager he can't 24 
work with this person, will you please consent so that I 25 
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feel comfortable terminating the contract. 1 
Q. What were the other council members' reasons 2 
for consenting? 3 
A. I wouldn't know. 4 
Q. They weren't discussed? s 
A. I mean, I'd have to go and ask them, what 6 
was your reason in the end? Who knows for certain. I 7 
can't say. It's total speculation on my part. a 
Q. It wasn't discussed? g 
A. No. Not in a direct way. 10 
Q. Not in a direct way? 11 
A. Nobody said, I am doing this for this 12 
reason. There was a general discussion, and then there 13 
was a vote in the public part of the session. 14 
Q. Have you ever come to learn of any act of 1s 
misconduct that Ms. Hammer engaged in during her 16 
employment? 11 
MR. NAYLOR: Object to the fonn. 18 
THE WITNESS: I'm not remembering the 19 
details of the investigative reports as it relates to 
1
20 
Sharon. I'd have to review those reports to be able to 21 
answer that question. That's what I'd have·· what l : 22 
say on that. 23 
BY MR. SWARTZ: 24 
Q. And I'm not asking for the details. I'm 25 
Robert \' ouagroan 
May 20,2014 
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just curious if you have any personaJ belief that Sharon 
did anything wrong during her employment. 
A. You know, it comes down to what is wrong, 
and I'm reticent to be a judge of that, so I just do not 
have a position, without -- I'm a database person. I 
don't have the data in front of me, and I can't feel 
comfortable saying yes, particularly yes to that 
question, without the data in front of me. 
Q. So as you sit here today you have no 
recollection of Ms. Hammer having done anything wrong as 
an employee of the City of Sun Valley? 
A. Like I said, it depends on what's considered 
wrong, and I'd need to review that. 
Q. Do you have any recollection of Ms. Hammer 
having misused City funds? 
A. Not that I could say right now. 
Q. Did she misuse City property? 
A. I would, once again, have to review the 
reports where the data lies on these issues. A lot of 
this, for me, was put aside when the tennination --
mentally was put aside when the termination occurred. 
Q. Meaning you forgot about it after her 
employment was terminated? 
A. It wasn't something that I was thinking 
about anymore. It had been a while, so I would have to 
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review the reports and decide, yes, that was wrong, and 
this was okay, or whatever the case may be. J wouldn't 
want to speculate on that. That would be unfair. 
Q. Do you have any recollection of disagreeing 
with anything that was in the investigative report? 
A. No. Because I'm ignorant of the 
administration of the City. It wasn't part of my job, 
and it was all about the administration of the City. 
Q. Do you recall Kelly Ek filing a tort claim 
against the City of Sun Valley? 
A. I was informed that a tort claim had been 
filed. 
Q. Do you know what happened to resolve that? 
A. No. I was informed that a settlement had 
been reached. I had no involvement whatsoever. 
Q. Would that be the same with respect to 
Michelle Frostensen's tort claim that she filed? 
A. That's correct. 
MR. SWARTZ: I think, with reserving the 
right to come back once we get our privilege log, and 
nonresponsive log, I think we can wrap it up for today. 
Mr. Naylor may have some questions for you. 
Ill 
MR. NAYLOR: Let's take a quick break. 
(A Break Was Taken.) 
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l Q. What do you mean when you received one side of 
;z the story for several weeks? 
3 A. This is it. 
4 Q. Okay. 
5 A. Yeah. I was not allowed into anything that 
6 was going on in city hall. 
7 Q. Not until you were sworn in? 
8 A. Not till I was sworn in. 
9 Q. So any meetings that you would have attended 
10 on the other side of the story would have occurred after 
11 January of2012? 
l:Z A. Right. 
13 Q. Do you recall what Mayor Briscoe discussed 
14 with the city council about his desire to terminate 
15 Sharon Hammer's employment? 
16 A. Not exactly. But it was my understanding at 
17 the time, and still is, that the city supervisor serves 
18 at the pleasure of the mayor. And it's not unusual for 
19 mayors to want to bring in people that they think they 
:zo can work with, which includes the fire chief, the police 
:.ill chief, et cetera. I believe that the city council has 
22 only jurisdiction over the non -- the people other than 
23 in those positions, unless the mayor brings them into 
24 it. That was my understanding at the time. 
25 Q. And I need you to help me understand just a 
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1 bit more. Did he explain to the city council why he was 
2 looking for the city council's consent to his proposed 
3 termination of Sharon Hammer's employment? 
4 A. There was numerous discussions. And there was 
I 5 also an education process for me. But my -- at that 
6 time my knowledge was that the mayor did not need our 
7 consent, ifhe so chose. But as a courtesy, it's a good 
B idea for a mayor to bring in the city council on these 
9 matters. 
10 Q. Did Mayor Briscoe describe, explain, elaborate 
11 upon why he wanted to terminate Sharon's employment? 
12 A. Not to me personally. And there was so many 
13 meetings in there that I can't recall what took place at 
14 any specific meetings. We had -- I believe we had 52 
15 meetings of the city council in a period of six months. 
16 Q. Did any of the meetings before the tennination 
17 of Sharon Hanuner's employment include discussions about 
18 misconduct that Ms. Hammer was alleged to have engaged 
19 in? 
20 A. I believe the Hammers told me the misconduct 
21 she was alleged to have engaged in, and they were heavy 
22 on alleged, but they explained that to me. Because we 
23 had long conversations at my house on three or four 
24 occasions. 
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taking: office and the termination of Sharon Hammer's 
employment involve any discussions about that misconduct 
that she was alleged to have engaged in? 
A. Possibly, but I don't recall specifically, 
because we were getting infonnation from all kinds of 
sources. The ex-mayor was active in providing 
information unsolicited. 
THE COURT REPORTER: Did you say "unsolicited" 
or "solicited"? 
THE WITNESS: Unsolicited. For the most part. 
Q. (BY MR. SWARTZ) This is a December 27, 2011, 
memorandum to Mayor Willich and the Sun Valley City 
Council from Sharon Hammer. It's the first page of what 
you brought today. And there's a notation at the top 
right-hand comer that says, "What would have to happen 
for Mayor Briscoe to fire Sharon?" 
A. Right. 
Q. Do you see that? 
A. Yeah. 
Q. Can you tell me about that comment? 
A. That was my question. As I recall, Mayor 
Willich suspended Sharon Hammer. Sharon Hammer was then 
reinstated by Mayor Willich. When Mayor Briscoe took 
office. Mayor Briscoe suspended Sharon Hammer. So my 
question here is, ifhe wanted to tenninate her, what 
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would have to happen. 
Q. Did you have your question --
A. That was the question for me, that I asked 
myself in making these notations. 
Q. Did you have your question answered by anyone? 
A. I don't know if it was answered by anyone. 
But we're very restricted on what we do by the state 
open meetings law in talking with other members in the 
council, and so forth. The present members of the 
council weren't too helpful to me in becoming involved 
in this thing or acquainted. It was sort of a 
learn-as-you-go. And so at some point, either through 
my research or some other way, I came to the conclusion 
that the mayor had the right to terminate the city 
supervisor, according to her contract, as the contract 
was defined to me by the city attorney. 
Q. Who was the attorney that you spoke to about 
the contract? 
A. I believe it was the city attorney. 
Q. Who was that? 
A. Adam King. 
Q. And did you go to Adam King individually or 
was this a meeting? 
A. It might have been -- it wasn't 
individually - it might have been prior to a council 
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1 were against Mr. Ribi and Mr. Youngman? 1 
2 A. I do. 2 
3 Q. What were those? 3 
4 A. She -- as I understand, she accused Mr. Ribi 4 
5 of harassment. I don't know specifically with Mr. 5 
6 Youngman. I was pretty much in the dark what had 6 
7 transpired before my swearing in. All I knew was what I 7 
B had read. And there's very little discussion of it. B 
9 And as you know, you can't discuss something with one 9 
10 councilman and then discuss the same thing with another 10 
11 councilman separately. That's a serial meeting. 11 
12 MR. SWARTZ: Okay. I don't think I have 12 
13 anything further. 13 
14 (Deposition concluded at 10:38 a.m.) 14 
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1 of institutional problems going on within the city 
2 administration and the management of the City. 
3 Q. Did you suspect that at the time? 
4 A. No. 
s Q. What are you saying, we are correct; correct 
6 about what? 
7 A. For going forward with the audits, the reason 
8 for the audits. 
9 Q. What was the reason for the audit? 
10 A. The Patty Ball report. 
11 MR. SW ARTZ: Give me a second. I have another 
12 binder I need to grab. 
13 (Off the record.) 
14 Q. (BY MR. SWARTZ) Mr. Ribi, as I understand it, 
15 Michelle Frostenson came to you on - she texted you on 
16 November 10, 201 I and asked you to call her. Do you 
17 recall that? 
18 A. That's correct. 
19 Q. Do you recall what she told you when you 
20 returned her text message? 
21 A. I did not return her text message. 
22 Q. By phone, I presume you returned it by calling 
23 her as she requested. 
24 A. Yes. When 1 received her text message, I was 
25 in a local emergency planning meeting. She texted me, 1 
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l believe, around 11 :00 in the morning. Ms. Hammer was 
2 also in that same meeting, she was sitting right in 
3 front of me, as a matter of fact. and we spoke about 
• some things that had come up in that meeting that 
5 related to the City and just had a nice discussion. 
6 I saw the text then at the end of the meeting, 
7 and I left the meeting. And since I was headed towards 
8 City Hall to go get my mail, I called Michelle and said, 
!) What's up? And she said, I need to talk to you. I 
10 said, Well, I'm headed toward City Hall, let's talk. 
11 And she said, No, I don't want to talk to you at City 
12 Hall. I said, Where do you want to talk? She said, 
13 Some place private. I said, Okay. And I tried to think 
14 of some place. 
15 And on the way to the mail is a place over by 
16 Wildflower Condominiums that is just kind of over this 
17 little knoll, it's a little park area. So I said, Why 
18 don't we meet there. She said, Fine. So that is where 
19 we met. 
20 Q. Was November 10 a weekend? 
21 A. I think it was the day before Veterans Day, so 
22 whatever day that was. It would have been a Thursday, 
23 because the LEPC meets on Thursdays. 
2t Q. So her text came to you on a Thursday? 
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Q. And she was in town or --
A. She must have been. because I met her probably 
around noon when the meeting was over, the LEPC meeting 
was over. 
Q. When you met with Ms. Frostenson in the park, 
what did you learn? 
A. She told me that she had something that she 
wanted to speak to the city council, and I asked her 
what it was about. And she told me that she had gone to 
Mayor Willich in October with some infonnation and he 
had not done anything about it. And so I said, Well, 
what is it? And she started telling me. 
And I said, Wait a minute here, this is all 
news to me. Whatever it is that you want to tell me you 
need to tell this to the whole council. And I said, If 
the rest of the council wants to have an executive 
session, that's what would be appropriate. And I said, 
But I don't want to say anything to the other council 
members unless this is serious. If this is just minor 
stuff, don't waste our time. 
She convinced me it was serious and she gave 
me an overview. And I told her, I said, lfthe rest of 
the ,::ouncil wants to have a meeting, you need to be 
prepared with data and documentation. And then we left 
it at that. 
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Q. When she began to give you an overview, what 
did she state to you? 
A. She just gave me an overview of kind of what 
she presented at the executive session the next day. 
Q. Did she have any documents with her? 
A. No. 
Q. What do you recaJl that she told you while you 
were meeting in the park? 
A. She gave me an overview of the vacation 
issues, the use of the car issue, the credit card issue, 
the BLM issue, and then a couple of others I can't 
remember off the top of my head. I didn't take any 
notes, I was just listening. 
Q. What was the vacation issue that she relayed 
to you in the park? 
A. The same one that was discussed at the city 
council meeting on the 11 th. 
Q. What was that? 
A. What was that? 
Q. Yes. 
A. The time off issue that she discussed in 
detail at the council meeting. 
Q. I'm just asking you what is that, what is the 
vacation issue, the time off issue? 
A. What is it? 
M & M Court Reporting Ser,fice, Inc. 
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1 Q. Yes. Can you describe what she described to 
2 you the vacation issue was? 
3 A. I can't remember exactly what she said at that 
4 particular meeting on the I 0th, but it was related to 
s the vacation issue. 
6 Q. Did it involve a particular employee? 
7 A. Yes. 
a Q. What employee? 
9 A. Sharon Hammer. 
10 Q. Any other employees? 
11 A. It may have involved other employees. I can't 
12 remember specifically on that particular day. 
13 Q. What was the credit card issue that she spoke 
14 to you about on the I 0th of November? 
15 A. Same thing. 
16 Q. What was that? 
17 A. What do you mean "what was that"? 
18 Q. What did she describe to you was the serious 
19 issue with the credit card? 
20 A. The unauthorized use of the credit card for 
21 personal use. 
22 Q. Who did she allege was utilizing the credit 
2 3 card in that manner? 
2'I A. Sharon Hammer. 
25 Q. Any other employees? 
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l A. She may have. I don't know. Again, it was an 
2 overview and it was on that particular day, and I didn't 
3 take any notes. 
4 Q. Did she relay to you how much she believed 
5 Sharon Hammer had spent without authorization? 
6 A. I can't remember. 
7 Q. Whether she gave you a figure or not? 
8 A. I can't remember on that particular day. 
9 Q. What was the BLM issue? 
10 A. It had to do with something about modification 
11 of time and adjustment of times of some employee in 
12 order to gain additional money for the City or something 
13 like that. 
14 Q. Did she attribute whatever that was to Sharon 
15 Hammer? 
16 A. It's possible, yes. 
17 Q. Are you guessing or do you remember 
18 specifically? 
19 A. I believe that's what was said. 
20 Q. Did she have any allegations about any other 
21 employee on the 10th other than Sharon Hammer? 
22 A. It's possible, yes. 
23 Q. Do you remember any? 
24 A. I don't remember. 
25 Q. What is it about what she said that led you to 
-
Nils A. Ribi 
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1 believe it was serious enough that you were going to not 
2 waste the council's time and reach out to them and caJI 
3 an executive session? 
4 A. Based on what she told me it sounded very 
5 serious. It sounded like something that, especially 
6 sim;e the mayor had not taken any action on it, the 
7 council needed to hear this. I took it very serious. 
e This was our fiduciary duty to the taxpayers to deal 
9 with this, to at least hear it. 
10 Q. Why the urgency of calling the meeting the 
11 next day, the 11th? 
12 A. Because we had just learned about it. This is 
13 not something you sit on. You take action. You hear 
14 it, you take action, let's move on it. 
15 Q. Even ifit was a dollar alleged to have been 
16 misspent? 
11 MR. NAYLOR: Object to the form. 
1B THE WITNESS: Could you repeat that question. 
19 Q. (BY MR. SWARTZ) Did you have any idea of how 
20 much Ms. Frostenson was alleging was at issue? 
21 A. I don't know if she gave me specific dollar 
22 amounts, but it appeared there was significant dollar 
23 amounts involved. 
24 Q. Appeared based upon what? 
2s A. Based upon what she told me. 
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l Q. So she gave you some numbers of some sort. 
2 A. Of some sort, yes. And it sounded like 
3 significant taxpayer money involved. 
4 Q. How long did your meeting on the I 0th with 
5 Michelle last? 
6 A. I didn't keep track of time, but I'm guessing 
7 it was 15 minutes to half an hour. 
8 Q. When you told Michelle that she needed to have 
9 data and documents to back up her allegations, did she 
10 indicate that she had some? 
11 A. I believe she told me that she could put 
12 together that information. 
13 Q. Was it your impression that it wasn't already 
14 put together? 
15 A. Well, I believe what she said was she could 
16 put that together for the meeting. 
17 Q. Did she indicate whether she already had 
18 materials that supported her allegations? 
19 A. J believe she gave me that impression, yes. 
20 Q. What did you do following your 15 to 30 minute 
21 meeting with Michelle in the park? 
22 A I then contacted Council -- let me think --
23 Council Member or Council President Briscoe, I can't 
24 remember at that point. I think Council Member Briscoe 
125 
was council president at that point by phone and then 
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1 Council Member Youngman by phone. I couldn't reach 
2 Council Member Lamb, she apparently was out of town and 
3 was not available. 
4 Q. What did you state to Mayor Briscoe when you 
5 contacted him? 
6 A. I said to him that I had just been contacted 
7 by Michelle Frostenson and that she had given me 
8 information that was very important regarding a 
g personnel matter and that we needed to meet as soon as 
10 possible. And realized that we had a 24 hour notice 
11 provision, and I would also be contacting Council Member 
12 Youngman and Council Member Lamb and seeing what we 
13 could do to make arrangements to have a special 
14 executive session. 
1s I also indicated that it would probably be 
16 best if we had council members call the special meeting 
1 7 rather than asking Mayor Briscoe, since he obviously 
1a could be possibly involved in this. 
19 Q. Mayor Briscoe? 
20 A. Excuse me. Mayor Willich, since he may be 
21 possibly involved in this since he didn't want to do 
22 anything about it. 
23 Q. How do you know that Mayor Willich didn't want 
2 4 to do anything about it? 
25 A. Because, as I spoke to you earlier, I told you 
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l that she had approached him with this same information 
2 in October and he had not done anything about it. 
3 Q. Did you do anything to confinn that? 
4 A. No. But that was something we were going to 
5 bring up, and obviously I felt that we would bring it up 
6 in the executive session. 
7 Q. Was to ask Mayor Willich whether he did 
8 anything in response to the allegations? 
9 A. Correct. 
10 Q. Did you elaborate on what the personnel matter 
11 was that you referred to when you spoke to Mayor 
12 Briscoe? 
13 A. No. 
14 Q. Did you ask? 
15 A. No. 
16 Q. Was it a personnel matter or was it a 
17 financial issue? 
18 A. It sounded like a personnel matter to me. 
19 Q. Why did you characterize it as that? 
20 A. Because it involved personnel. 
21 Q. It involved personnel doing something they 
22 should not have done? 
23 A. That was the allegation that Michelle 
24 F rostenson made. 
25 Q. So it was more of a failure or a -- that's 
-
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1 probably not quite the right way to phrase it. 
2 I guess, bluntly, it was allegations that an 
3 employee had stolen money from the City; is that fair? 
4 MR. NAYLOR: Object to the form. 
5 THE WITNESS: That is your interpretation. 
6 Q. (BY MR. SWARTZ) Is that a fair interpetation, 
7 is that the way you understood it as a fiduciary, that, 
a Oh, wow, we have somebody who is taking money from the 
g City and they are not authorized to do it? 
10 A. No. It was my interpretation that there is 
11 some allegations here, we need to hear what this is 
12 about. 
13 Q. And it involved an employee and it involved 
14 misuse of funds and City equipment. 
l5 A. Potentially. 
16 Q. Tell me about your phone call with 
17 Mr. Youngman. 
lB A. Same as with Mayor Briscoe -- or excuse me, 
l9 Council President Briscoe. 
20 Q. When you reached out to Joan Lamb, did you 
21 leave her a voicemail, did you send her an e-mail, 
22 anything like that? 
23 A. I couldn't reach her. I did not send her an 
24 e-mail. 
25 Q. You tried to call her? 
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l A. I believe I may have. 
2 Q. Do you recaU what happened when you might 
3 have called her? 
4 A. I'm not sure. l don't remember. 
5 Q. Whether you got a voicemail or --
6 A. I don't remember. 
7 Q. How did you learn she was out of town? 
8 A. I believe when I arrived at City Hall later, 
9 perhaps Kelly Ek or somebody at City Hall told me she 
10 was out of town. 
11 Q. Are you just guessing about that or do you 
12 specifically remember? 
13 A. Someone told me, I don't know who it was. 
14 That was a day that City Hall was closed, but I know 
15 Kelly Ek was there at City Hall that day to assist with 
16 the noticing of the meeting. 
17 Q. Were there any other employees present on --
18 are you talking about the I 0th? 
u A. The 10th. Yes, I guess they were open that 
20 day. Yeah. they were open. So I'm thinking that - I'm 
21 confused, because it was the next day that it was 
22 closed. So she was there. Yes, there probably were 
23 other employees there too. 
24 Q. At any time during your term as a city council 
25 member did you and Joan Lamb have a disagreement about 
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1 the materials? 
2 A. I'm not sure. I don't remember. 
3 Q. You've got Idaho Code so.204 and your notes 
4 state·· 
5 A. The first one is some minutes of May 15th, 
6 2008 I believe where we approved the appointment of her 
7 as the city administrator. I'm sorry, I didn't mean to 
8 intenupt you. 
9 Q. That's okay. Then you have got a copy of 
10 Idaho Code so.204 and a notation that says: "City 
11 administrator not designated by resolution or 
12 ordinance." 
13 A. And I believe in the copy I had the line "and 
14 such other officers as designated by the council" was 
15 highlighted. 
16 Q. Were you trying to detennine the proper 
17 procedure for terminating her employment by looking 
18 at --
19 A. I think that might have been why that was 
20 there. 
21 Q. You've got the May 15, 2008 meeting minutes 
22 that says she's an appointed officer, then you are 
23 looking at the statute that tells you how to deal with 
24 appointed officers; right? 
25 A. Right. 
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l Q. And then you have a copy of Ms. Hammer's 
2 contract'? 
3 A. That is correct. 
4 Q. So since this wasn't copied in color there may 
5 be some highlighting on the contract as well? 
6 A. I don't recall that. 
7 Q. What was the purpose of having a copy of 
8 Ms. Hammer's contract? 
g A. I suspect to discuss the tenns of the 
10 contract. 
ll Q. Was there any discussion about terminating 
12 Ms. Hammer with cause? 
13 A. Not that I recall. 
14 Q. I realize that Mayor Briscoe did not elaborate 
15 with you the on the phone when he spoke to you on either 
16 the 18th or the 19th about why he couldn't work with Ms. 
17 Hammer. But do you recall whether he elaborated on his 
18 inability to work with Ms. Hammer during the January 
19 19th, 2012 executive session? 
20 A. I believe he gave a few reasons. 
21 Q. What do you recall? 
22 A. From what I recall, and I didn't write down 
23 any notes or any reasons, but to the best of my 
24 recollection, it related to the fact that he had 
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that time and determined that it was hard for him to 
work with her and that he wanted to choose his own city 
administrator, and that his management style was 
different than the management style that the previous 
administration had operated under, and that he wanted to 
have a city administrator that would work under his 
management style. Those were the three reasons that l 
recollect. 
Q. Did any of the council members ask him to 
elaborate on any of the reasons why he was wanting to 
tenninate Ms. Hammer's employment? 
A. Not that I recollect. 
Q. Why did you personally vote to support the 
tennination of Ms. Hammer's employment'? 
A. Because that is what the mayor wanted. 
Q. Do you know if Mr. Naylor was present by phone 
for the entire January 19th meeting'? 
A. To the best ofmy knowledge, yes. 
Q. And Adam King was present for the entire 
meeting? 
A. To the best of my knowledge. 
Q. Do you recall taking any precautions when 
tuming over the Patty BaJl report to the Blaine County 
Prosecutor to ensure that it wouldn't become a public 
document? 
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MR. NAYLOR: Object to the form; foundation. 
THE WITNESS: That was not my obligation. I 
had nothing to do with that. 
Q. (BY MR. SWARTZ) Did you ever disclose the 
Patty Ball report in any manner into the public forum? 
A. Which Patty Ball report? 
Q. Any of them. 
A. I disclosed one line of the Patty Ball report 
reg,srding me publicly, yes. 
Q. Anything else? 
A. No. 
Q. Now, throughout your term as a city council 
member you maintained a blog online; correct? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And you commented numerous times on your blog 
regarding Sharon Hammer; isn't that correct? 
A. I would not call it commenting. I posted blog 
posts that included copies of press releases or links to 
stories with introductions explaining what it was in 
most cases. 
Q. Why were you doing that? 
A. To infonn the citizens about what was going 
on. 
Q. At any point in time did anyone ask you to 
stop posting on your blog regarding Ms. Hammer? 
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1 A. We held an executive session on November 11th. 
2 Q. What happened in that executive session -
3 November 11th of2011 --
4 A. That is correct. 
5 Q. -- what happened in that executive session? 
6 A. I shared my concerns with the council. 
7 Q. Who was present? 
B A. Adam King, Mayor Wayne Willich, Councilman 
9 Nils Ribi, Councilman Bob Youngman, Councilman Dewayne 
10 Briscoe, and myself. 
11 Q. And what were the concerns that you shared 
12 with these individuals on November 11th? 
13 A. I shared with them concern about personal use 
14 of a city vehicle by Sharon Hammer. 1 shared concern 
15 about the use of a city credit card to purchase fuel for 
16 personal use of a city vehicle by Sharon Hammer. I 
17 shared concern about lack of reporting of vacation over 
18 three years by Sharon Hammer. That's all I can clearly 
19 remember. I believe there were other topics that we 
20 talked about, but that's what I clearly remember 
21 discussing. 
22 Q. Were your concerns related solely to Sharon 
























led to the calling of this executive session? 
A. Nils Ribi. 
Q. When did you speak with Mr. Ribi? 
A. I believe it was on the 10th, but it may have 
been on the 9th. I'm pretty sure it was the 10th. I 
didn't go up to the city on Wednesdays, usually. 
Q. Did you speak to anyone other than Mr. Ribi 
about your concerns? 
MR. NAYLOR: Object to the fonn. Foundation. 
THE WITNESS: Yes. 
Q. (BY MR. SW ARTZ) Who? 
A. Mayor Willich. 
Q. When? 
A. October 5th, 201 l. 
Q. Did you speak to anyone other than Mr. Ribi 
and Mayor Willich about your concerns prior to the 
November 11th executive session? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Who? 
A. Several people. 
Q. Who? 
A. Kelly Eck. 
Q. When? 
24 contractors of the City of Sun Valley? 
25 A. I specifically went to the council concerning 
24 
25 
A I can't answer that question Diane Shay. I 
sought professional advice from an individual outside of 
Page 15 Page 17 
1 Sharon Hammer. 1 city hall. I don't recall bis name at this time, but 
2 Q. Was there executive session already scheduled 2 it's in the records. He was an HR specialist who was 
3 for you to share your concerns, or did you request that 3 associated with Starley-Leavitt. 
4 an executive session be set up so that you could share 4 Q. Sta:rley-Leavitt? 
s your concerns? s A. Le~ivitt. They were our benefits 
6 MR. NAYLOR: Object to the fonn. Compound. 6 administrators for city, City of Sun Valley. 
7 THE WITNESS: Twenty-four hours' notice was 7 Q. And you spoke to this HR specialist about your 
e given that there would be an executive council meeting. e concerns concerning Ms. Hammer? 
9 Q. (BY MR. SW ARTZ) Who gave the notice? 9 A. I spoke to him about my concerns about misuse 
10 A. I don't know. Would you rephrase the second 10 of city property. I asked his advice on how I should 
11 part of the question? I don't remember it. 11 handle a situation professionally and legally, yes. 
12 Q. Yeah. Who gave the notice that this 12 Q. And it was related only to Sharon Hammer? 
13 November 11th, 2011, executive session was going to be 13 A. I'm not sure I even told him who it was. It 
14 called? 14 was a long time ago. 
1s A. I - I assume it was the city clerk, but I 15 Q. When you spoke to Diane Shay, do you recall 
16 really don't remember. 16 when that was? 
11 Q. This was a special executive session; this 
18 wasn't a regularly scheduled executive session? Is that 
u right? 
20 A. We don't have regularly scheduled executive 
21 sessions. They're all special. 
22 Q. Do you know what occurred that gave rise to 
23 the need to call this executive session? 




A. I don't. 
Q. Was it specific to Sharon Hammer? 
A. Yes. 





A. I don't remember. 
Q. Wbat did - what position did Diane Shay hold? 
A. Colleague. 
2 s Q. Who did you speak to about your concerns that 2 5 Q. That was her title, '1c0Ueague"? 
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l you ask Diane Shay how she knew that Sharon Hammer 
2 didn't report these golfmg trips? 
3 A. She asked me if Sharon reported them. 
4 Q. And what did you do in response to that 
5 question? 
6 A. I told her no. 
7 Q. So you reviewed Sharon -- at the time you were 
8 employed at the City of Sun Valley you reviewed Sharon 
9 Hammer's timecards? 
10 MR. NAYLOR: Object to the form. 
11 THE WITNESS: Sharon Hammer didn't fill out 
12 timecards. 
13 Q. (BY MR. SW ARTZ) What did you review in order 
14 to tell Diane Shay that Ms. Hammer did not report this 
15 golfmg outing? 
16 MR. NAYLOR: Object to the form. 
17 THE WITNESS: There was nothing to review. If 
18 she took time off, she emailed me and told me to deduct 
19 her hours. 
20 Q. (BY MR. SWARTZ) So she would contact you; 
21 Sharon Hammer's point of contact was you when it came to 
22 reporting paid time off? 
23 A. I can't answer that question other than to 
24 tell you that she would report her time off through 
25 email to me so that I would know to deduct it from her. 
Paga23 
l Q. Did she report it to anyone else other than 
2 yourself? 
3 MR. NAYLOR: Object to the form. 
4 THE WITNESS: I can't answer that question. 
5 Q. (BY MR. SWARTZ) Because you don't know? 
6 A. I don't know. 
7 Q. It could be that she reported her time to 
8 someone other than yoW'self? 
9 MR. NAYLOR: Object to the form. Calls for 
10 speculation. 
11 THE WITNESS: Again, I don't know. 
12 Q. (BY MR. SWARTZ) So what did you look at to 
13 answer Diane Shay's question about whether Ms. Hammer 
14 reported time off related to these golf outings? 
15 MR. NAYLOR: Object to the fonn. 
16 THE WITNESS: It's a pretty simple question to 
17 answer. Sharon Hanuner hadn't reported hardly any time 
18 off during the time she worked at the city unless she 
19 was gone for long periods of time. 
20 Q. (BY MR. SW ARTZ) Did you look at anything 
21 before you answered Diane Shay's question? 
22 A. I can't answer that. 
23 MR. NAYLOR: Just for clarification, why can't 
24 you answer that? 
25 THE WITNESS: I don't remember. 
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l MR. NAYLOR: Okay. I mean, you're not being 
2 instructed not to answer --
3 THE WITNESS: Right 
4 MR. NAYLOR: - is what I want the record to 
5 reflect. 
6 Q. (BY MR. SWARTZ) Tell me about your 
7 communications with Kelly Eck regarding your concerns 
8 about Sharon Hammer. 
9 A. Kelly came to me repeatedly over an extended 
10 period of time with concerns about how often Sharon was 
11 gone and how she couldn't possibly have that much 
12 vacation available to be gone that often. 
13 Q. And what did you do in response to Kelly Eck 
14 coming to you and her sharing her concerns? 
15 A. Often I would just shrug my shoulders. This 
16 took place over an extended period of time. It wasn't 
17 one incident. 
18 Q. An extended period of time where Kelly Eck 
19 would come to you and share her concerns? 
20 A. Yes. 
21 Q. And you would just shrug yoW' shoulders? 
22 A. On several occasions I did. It put me in a 
23 rather awkward position. 
24 Q. Why? 
25 A. Well, l didn't feel like it was -- I felt like 
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1 she should be going to the mayor. 
2 Q. Did you tell her that? 
3 A. I did tell her that a few times. Not every 
4 time. 
5 Q. Do you know if she ever did? 
6 A. I don't 
7 Q. When you told Diane Shay that she should take 
8 her concerns to the mayor, do you know if she ever did? 
9 MR. NAYLOR: Objection; asked and answered. 
10 THE WITNESS: I don't know. 
11 Q. (BY MR. SW ARTZ) When you received these 
12 concems from your co-workers, did you take them to the 
13 mayor? 
14 A. On October 5th of 2011. 
15 Q. Wben you shared yoW' concerns about the 
16 vehicle, the credit card, and vacation? 
17 A. Yes. 
18 Q. When you went to the mayor on October 5th of 
19 2011, did you have any written materials to substantiate 
20 your concerns? 
21 A. I did. 
22 Q. What did you have? 
23 A. I had put together a list of time away from 
24 the office that I could substantiate through email that 
25 wasn't reported as vacation. I put together a 
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1 which made be laugh. 
2 Q. Why? 
3 A. Because that didn't matter to me. I'd gone to 
4 him about Sharon Hammer. And I told him at that point, 
5 I said, "What you do with this information is your 
6 business. It was my job to tell you." 
7 Q. Did you raise concerns about Sharon Hammer on 
8 this follow-up meeting with --
9 A. No. 
10 Q. -- Mayor Willich? 
11 Why? 
12 A. I had done my job. And that's exactly what I 
l3 just told you. I knew he was fishing, that he - I knew 
14 he wasn't going to do anything at that point. It was 
15 three weeks later, and it was like he was just trying to 
16 pacify me. And that's why I said that I didn't care 
17 what he did with the information, that I had done my job 
18 in informing him. 
19 Q. Did you ask about your concerns that you had 
20 expressed to Mayor Willich at this follow-up meeting? 
21 A. No. 
2.2 Q. And you just laughed at him when he told you 
23 about his follow-up on Mal Pryor? 
24 A. I did not laugh at him. I was actually very 
.25 serious . 
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1 Q. I'm sorry. I misunderstood your testimony. I 
.2 thought you said that when he told you that, you 
3 laughed. 
4 A. I didn't laugh at him; I laughed inside. I 
5 apologize. I wasn't clear. 
6 Q. Any other follow-ups with Mayor Willich after 
7 that October 5 meeting and then the meeting that took 
B place three weeks later? 
9 A. I don't believe so. 
10 Q. The packet of materials that you had prepared 
11 for your October 5 meeting with Mayor Willich, did 
1.2 anyone ask you to prepare that packet? 
13 A. No. 
14 Q. Prior to preparing -· prior to your meeting 
15 with Mayor Willich, had you raised your concerns about 
16 Sharon Hammer with anyone other than Kelly Eck, Diane 
17 Shay, or this HR specialist? 
18 A. I don't remember. 
19 Q. When did you prepare the packet of material 
20 that you presented to Mayor Willich? 
21 A. Shortly before I met with him, probably the 
22 day before. I don't think it was -- I think I called 
23 him from home and asked him ifl could meet with him. 
24 And then the next day l met with him. I'm not 
25 completely confident of that, but I believe that's how 
Hammerv. 
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l it went. 
2 Q. Did you leave the packet of materials with 
3 Mayor Willich? 
4 A. No. 
5 Q. What did you do with it? 
6 A. I kept them in a folder. 
7 Q. At home or at City of Sun Valley? 
8 A. I don't recall. 
9 Q. You don't recall where the folder was? 
10 A. No. 
11 Q. Did you provide that packet to anyone else? 
12 MR. NAYLOR: Object to the fonn. When? 
13 MR. SWARTZ: Ever. 
14 THE WITNESS: Some format of that packet was 
15 presented at a later date. I had done a lot of research 
16 on vacation, matching up emails with vacation taken and 
17 time reported off, so, yes. 
18 Q. (BY MR. SW ARTZ) Who was it presented to? 
19 A. Over the period of six months, many people. I 
20 can't even answer that question, I mean, with any form 
21 of accuracy. It was -- I believe Patti Ball. I believe 
22 I gave a 1;opy of it to Scott Birch. I do not recall 
23 whether each council member got a copy of it -- oh, I do 
2, recall I was asked to prepare the information for a -· 
25 for an executive cowicil meeting, so I prepared seven 
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l packets of the information. 
2 Q. Was that for the November 11th-· 
3 A. No. 
• Q. •• 2011 meeting? 
5 A. No. 
6 Q. Do you recall what meeting that was for? 
7 A. I don't. 
8 Q. Did you take any materials with you to the 
9 November 11, 2011, executive session? 
10 MR. NAYLOR: Object to the form. Asked and 
11 answered. 
12 THE WITNESS: Yes. 
13 Q. (BY MR. SWARTZ) What materials did you bring 
14 with you? 
15 A. I brought a spreadsheet, a fuel -- credit card 
16 charges with me. I brought some format of vacation time 
17 taken off. I believe that was ... 
18 Q. Was that the same packet you tried to provide 
19 to Mayor Willich on your October 5 meeting? 
20 A. I believe I had done more research during that 
21 time, between October 5th and November 11th. So there 
22 was more to it. 
23 Q. Why were you doing more research? 
24 A. I believe I spent a great deal of time between 
25 the time I talked to Nils Ribi and the time I met for 
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l the executive council meeting putting that information 
2 together. 
3 Q. When did you speak with Mr. Ribi? 
4 A. I don't recall if it was Wednesday the 9th or 
5 Thursday the 10th. 
6 Q. After you met with Mayor Willich on October 5 
7 and then your three-week meeting with him afterward, 
8 following that meeting, is that when you spoke with Nils 
9 Ribi? 
10 MR. NAYLOR: Object to the form. 
11 THE WITNESS: I spoke with Nils Ribi on either 
12 the 9th of November or the 10th of November. 
13 Q. (BY MR SW ARTZ) Was that the first time that 
14 you spoke with Mr. Ribi about your concerns about Ms. 
15 Hammer? 
16 A Yes. 
17 Q. Did he come to you or did you go to him? I 
18 don't know if Mr. Naylor's got the answer to that 
19 question or not, but if you guys need to go chat, you're 
20 welcome to. 
21 A. No. There's just more to it. 
22 Q. Well, now's the time. Let's hear it. 
23 A. I called Nils Ribi -- I don't know ifl called 
24 him or texted him -- I was on the way up to the city, so 
25 it must have been on Thursday, the first time I tried to 
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1 contact him, because I always worked on Tuesdays and 
2 Thursdays. So it must have been Thursday that I 
3 contacted him. I was on the way up to the city, and I 
4 believe I tried to call him, and he didn't answer his 
5 phone. So I believe I tried texting him when I got to 
6 work. And then l tried to call him again, and he called 
7 me back. And then I met with him right after that. 
8 Q. Why were you reaching out to Nils Ribi? 
g A. I had received an email from Sharon Hammer, I 
10 believe it was Tuesday evening of that week., that said 
ll we need to discuss inventory. And so I talked with her 
12 the next day, which was Wednesday, over the phone. And 
13 she told me that she had known for a while that 
14 inventory was walldng away, but now something 
15 substantial had walked, and we needed to do something 
16 about it. 
17 And that precipitated a call to the auditors, 
18 who were coming the next week to do an audit on the 
19 city. On my way up to the city that Thursday morning, I 
20 called Jodi Daugherty, and I told her about the 
21 conversation. And she told me -- she says, "That's a 
22 significant deficiency, and it will be reported in the 
23 audit." 
24 That's like getting an "F" on your audit. And 
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questions. I provided infonnation for her. She told me 
that -- this isn't verbatim because it's been a long 
time -- but. basically, she said I had two choices: I 
either had to disclose what I knew or I needed to 
resign. I told her I couldn't afford to resign and that 
I felt like the right thing to do would be to disclose 
it. 
And so I immediately got off the phone with 
her and tried to call Nils. And that's how it 
precipitated my conversation with Nils. 
Q. You got an email from Sharon saying you needed 
to discuss inventory. She tells you that something 
substantial has walked out of the building. What was 
that substantial thing that went missing? 
A. I don't know. 
Q. You didn't ask? 
A. I did not ask. 
Q. And then you call the auditor and say Sharon 
Hammer has told me that something substantial has gone 
missing, and the auditor tells you, well, you need to 
disclose what you know or you need to resign? 
A. Oh, I told her everything at that point, that 
I had a conversation with the mayor. 
Q. What went missing? 
MR. NAYLOR: Let her finish. 
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MR. SWARTZ: That's what I'm asking, is what 
went missing. 
MR. NAYLOR: No. That's not the pending 
question she was answering. 
MR. SWARTZ: That was the question. 
Q. (BY MR. SWARTZ) What went missing? What was 
the thing that you told the auditor that Sharon Hammer 
told you went missing? 
A. I don't know. 
Q. How did you describe what went missing to the 
auditor? 
A. 1 didn't. I told her about the conversation 
that I had with Sharon. 
Q. Where Sharon told you that something went 
missing? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And the auditor says, all right, so here are 
your options: You either need to go disclose this 
unidentified thing that went missing or you need to 
resign? 
MR. NAYLOR: Object to the form. Misstates 
her testimony. 
THE WITNESS: Yes, that is not what I said. I 
-- we had been told the year before ·- I probably am not 
going to get this terminology correct -- but after an 
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1 audit is complete, they have - they have a list of 1 going to be: here next week, and I have to do my part or 
2 findings that they present to management. And during 2 I'm going to find myself in a very precarious 
3 the following year, you are to address those findings. 3 situation." 
4 You actually is have to tell them how you're going to 4 He said "Okay, let me call" -- I believe he 
5 address them. You have to respond to the audit s said he was going to call Bob Youngman. And that was 
6 findings. 6 the end of the conversation. I went back to city hall. 
7 And one of those findings was that we needed 7 And I don't know who told me, but I believe Nils called 
a to set up an inventory system. So when I shared this s me back, and told me that they were going to have an 
9 information with Ms. Daugherty, it precipitated this 9 executive meeting the next day, and it was going to be 
10 response from her. I also shared with her the other 10 later in the afternoon because they had to give 
11 issues that I had gone to the mayor about. And that 1.1 24 hours' notice. 
12 whole conversation ended up in her suggestion to me. 12 Q. Did he tell you that he wanted you to join the 
13 Q. (BY MR. SWARTZ) ThatyoushouldcontactNils 13 meeting? 
14 Ribi? l4 A. Yes. 
15 A. No. 15 Q. Didi he ask you to bring anything with you? 
16 Q. Why did -- why did you contact Nils Ribi? 16 A. I don't remember. I don't remember ifhe did 
11 A. Because I needed to tell the council. That 11 or not. 
18 was the next step. I needed to disclose to the council 18 Q. So you didn't share any details about your 
19 the information that I had 19 concerns with him, but you said there's an audit next 
20 Q. Did you reach out to any other council member 20 week and this inventory issue has come up, and I'm going 
21 other than Mr. Ribi? 21 to be on the hook for it? 
22 A. No. 22 A. 1-- I did tell him enough to make sure he 
23 Q. Why? 23 understoc1d the importance of this. I did -- I don't 
:24 A. John Lamb was on vacation. I had already 2 4 remember exactly what I said to him, but I shared with 
2s talked to Mayor Willich. I didn't even know Dewayne 25 him I had a meeting with the mayor on October 5th, and l 
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1 Briscoe. I hadn't bad more than ten words' 
2 communication with him in the entire time he'd been on 
3 the council, and pretty much the same with Bob Youngman. 
4 I had years of working with Nils Ribi. He'd been there 
5 almost as long as I had. And I trusted him. 
6 Q. And so when you contacted Nils Ribi, did you 
7 share with him at that time your concerns, or did you 
a just tell him generally I have concerns, and he decided 
9 to set up the executive session? 
10 A. When he returned my phone call at city hall, I 
11 said, "I have something I need to talk to you about 
12 immediately." 
13 And he said, "Okay." 
11 And I said, "And I don't want to do it at city 
15 hall." 
16 And he said, "Okay. Well, where do you want 
17 to meet me?'' 
10 And I said, "I don't know, somewhere, 
19 somewhere away from city hall. How about Sun Valley 
20 Company?" 
21 And so we met at Sun Valley Company. And I 
22 shared very little with him because I bad no proof with 
23 me. I just said, "This is what -- these are my 
2 4 concerns, and I don't know what to do with them, but 
2s I've got this situation with the auditors. They're 
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1 brought these things up to him, and then I had this 
2 email from Sharon and this conversation, and l just 
J talked to the auditors. And I told him, l said, "We 
4 need to do something immediately." 
5 Q. And the concern with the audit was this lack 
6 of inventory control? 
7 A. I don't know what I can tell you that I know 
B now. I know a lot more now about it than I did then. 
9 But I believe my understanding then was that 1 could be 
10 held personally liable ifl didn't disclose, because of 
11 state statute, what I knew. And it needed -- the timing 
12 of it was critical that it happen before the auditors 
13 arrive the next week. 
14 Q. So as I'm understanding it -- you correct me 
1s ifI'm wrong -- but we essentially have four concerns 
16 that you brought to Nils Ribi: One was this inventory 
1 7 control and the impending audit, and then the other 
18 three things related solely to Sharon Hammer, and that 
19 was the vehicle, credit card, and reporting of vacation; 
2 o is that correct? 
:u A. I don't remember exactly the conversation I 
22 had with him. I believe I shared all of those concerns 
23 with him. It was quick. It didn't last very long. It 
24 was just five minutes and over. 
25 Q. And then from the time that you had that very 
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1 quick meeting with Mr. Ribi and the November I I meeting, 
2 you said you did a bunch of research between those two 
3 periods of time; right? 
• A. I put together -- I put together something s that I could hand out to the council, because I felt 
6 like -- I was pretty scared. I mean, I could have lost 
7 my job over just what I was doing. It was not an easy 
8 thing for me to do. So I wanted to make sure that I had 
9 docwnentation to back up what I was saying. J didn't--
10 so it -- this was not an easy thing for me to do. 
11 Q. What was your job with the City of Sun Valley? 
12 A. I was the treasurer. 
13 Q. That's an appointed position; is that correct? 
14 A. That is correct. 
15 Q. Who appointed you? 
16 A. I believe it was the mayor and council. 
17 Q. Who had the ability to terminate your 
18 position? 
19 A. I -- you know, I'm not a legal expert. I 
20 don't know. 
21 Q. As an appointed employee, did you know that 
22 only the mayor, with the approval of the city coWlcil, 
23 could remove you from your position? 
24 MR. NAYLOR: Object to the form. Calls for 
25 legal conclusion. misstates the law. 
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1 THE WITNESS: At some point during that 
2 process I'd done my homework and asked some questions, 
3 and I did find that out. 
• Q. (BY MR.SWARTZ) Yousay"atsomepoint." Can 
5 you give me a --
6 A. No. 
7 Q. -- reference? 
B A. No. 
9 Q. At some point did you become concerned about 
10 losing your job? 
ll A. Oh, 1 was concerned about losing my job on 
12 October 5th when I went to the mayor. 
13 Q. And then was it that concern that led you to 
14 do your research into how you could lose your job? 
15 A. I don't believe so. 
16 Q. What led you to figure out, ask questions to 
17 figure out how you could lose your job? 
18 A. I don't know. We're talking - an enormous 
19 amount of things went on during that nine months that 
20 made me very uncomfortable. It could have been anytime 
21 during that nine months that I did the research. 
22 Q. From nine months--help me out with the 
23 period of time. What nine months? 
24 A. Well, from the time I went to the mayor until 
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exactly when I acknowledged that infonnation or sought 
legal cowisel, and that. 
Q. Did anyone ever tell you that your job would 
be protected? 
MR. NAYLOR: Object to the form. 
THE WITNESS: Yes. 
Q. (BY MR. SWARTZ) Who told you that? 
A. Patti Ball. 
Q. Anyone else? 
A. I don't know. It would have been satisfying 
enough to bear it from Patti Ball, but I wouldn't 
remember if anyone bad. 
Q. Patti Ball told you your job would be 
protected? 
A. She didn't say it exactly like that. 
Q. Well, how did she say it? 
A. She stated -- this is not verbatim -- but she 
implied to me that as a whistleblower I had certain 
protections under the law; and that if I found myself in 
any compromising position where I felt like my job was 
in danger, that I should contact her at that point when 
we were in the investigation. 
Q. Did you ever have a need to contact Patti Ball 
and share that your employment was in danger? 
A. I bad a need, but I never contacted her. 
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Q. Did you contact anyone about your belief that 
your job was in danger? 
A. Yeah. Kirt Naylor. 
Q. Anyone else? 
A. I'm not sure I understand the question. 
Q. Did you contact anyone else? 
A. I talked to my husband about it on a daily 
basis. 
Q. Anyone else? 
A. I suspect I talked to friends about it. 
Q. Anyone else? 
A I don't know. And we're talking three years 
ago. I don't know. 
Q. When you met with Mr. Ribi on November 9th, 
did you share with him what transpired during your 
October 5 meeting with Mayor Willich? 
MR. NAYLOR: Object to the fonn. Asked and 
answered. 
THE WITNESS: I believe I did tell him I had a 
meeting with Mayor Willich, and that I had discussed 
this with him, and that he hadn't done anything with the 
information I'd given him. 
Q. (BY MR. SWARTZ) What did you do to confinn 
your statement to Mr. Ribi that Mayor Willich hadn't 
done anything to address your concerns? 
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1 A. I think my exact words to Nils Ribi were: The 
2 only noticeable change is that the City of Sun Valley 
3 decals are missing off of her city vehicle. 
4 Q. Did you ask Mayor Willich whether he followed 
s up on your concerns? 
6 A. He'd already told me that -- that he was in 
7 the process of discussing Mal Pryor's situation or 
s addressing Mal Pryor's situation. It had only been a 
9 couple days before that that he told me that 
10 Q. And so you went to Nils Ribi, and you said 
11 "The mayor's not addressing my concerns that I brought 
12 to him"? 
13 A. What I said to Nils Ribi, ifl remember 
14 correctly, is that the only apparent change is that 
15 there are no city decals on her vehicle anymore. 
16 Q. Did you do anything to confirm whether Mayor 
l 7 Willich was following up on your concerns before you 
18 told Nils Ribi that you believed Mayor Willich was not 
19 following up on your concerns? 
20 MR NAYLOR: Object to the form. 
21 THE WITNESS: I believe I answered that 
22 already. 
23 Q. (BY MR. SW ARTZ) Is that a no, you didn't do 
24 anything to confinn whether Mayor Willich was following 
2 5 up on your concerns? 
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1 A. I had talked to the mayor a few days before 
2 that. The mayor had brought me into his office and told 
3 me what he was doing. So there was no need to confinn 
4 anything because be had already told me. 
5 Q. He told you, "I'm following up with Mal 
6 Pryor"? 
, A. Yes. 
s Q. And you didn't ask anything about your 
9 concerns regarding Sharon Hammer? 
10 A. What I said to him was, "I don't really care 
11 what you do with this. I did my part. I told you about 
12 it." 
13 Because at that point I recognized he wasn't 
14 going to do anything. At least in my opinion, it looked 
15 like he wasn't going to do anything, because her city 
16 vehicle had no decals on it anymore. It wasn't 
17 identifiable as a city vehicle anymore; they had been 
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1 end of the city, as an appointed treasurer. I could be 
2 held personally liable. 
3 Q. (BY MR. SW ARTZ) In fact, part of yow- job was 
4 to stand in front of the city council under oath and to 
s verify expenditures made by the city; right? 
6 MR. NAYLOR: Object to the form. 
7 THE WITNESS: I was not aware of that during 
s the time cif my appointment with the city. I do not 
9 believe that ever happened at city ball in all the years 
10 that they had been a city. I don't know that for sure. 
11 But I went back and looked in council packets, and I had 
12 not seen any documentation of that. Had I known that 
13 that was the legal responsibility, it would have been 
14 happening. I did not know. 
15 Q. (BY MR. SW ARTZ) As the treasurer for the City 
16 of Sun Valley, did you do anything to confirm 
17 expenditures that were made by the city? 
18 MR. NAYLOR: Object to the form. 
19 THE WITNESS: Would you repeat that question, 
20 please? 
21 Q. (BY MR. SW ARTZ) Sure. As the treasurer for 
22 the City of Sun Valley, was it part of your job to 
23 confinn expenditures that were made with city money? 
:u MR NAYLOR: Object to the form. 
25 THE WITNESS: I believe had I known someone 
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1 was fraudulently misusing city funds, it would have been 
2 my job to make sure that I reported that. And I did 
3 have my suspicions at times, and I did report them. 
t Q. (BY MR. SWARTZ) On October 5th? 
s A. No prior to that. I had sent emails to Sharon 
6 Hammer about the credit card use in the fire department. 
1 Q. What about Sharon Hammer's use of the city 
8 vehicle prior to October of 2011? Did you raise that to 
9 anyone? 
10 A. To her on many occasions. 
11 Q. Anyone else? 
12 A. Not anyone in a position of authority. 
13 MR. NAYLOR: How are you doing, Jahnene? It's 
14 been an hour and a half. Need a break? 
1s MR. SWARTZ: Yeah, let's take a break. 
16 (Recess was held) 
11 MR. SW ARTZ: Back on. 
18 removed. 1.8 Q. (BY MR. SWARTZ) Ms. Frostenson, when did your 
19 Q. Why were you so intent on having someone 19 employment as the treasurer for the City of Sun Valley 
20 address your concerns about Sharon Hammer? 20 begin? 
21. MR. NAYLOR: Object to the form. 21. A. I don't recall. When I was hired, I was not 
22 THE WITNESS: The policy strictly stated at no 22 hired as the treasurer. 
23 time shall any employee drive a city vehicle for 23 Q. Were you the treasurer before Ms. Hammer's 
24 personal use. It was my responsibility to make sure 24 employment began? 
2S that policies were followed in relation to the financial 2s A. I believe so. 
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l know, the mayor. I had not been sworn in. 
2 And somewhere along the line, Bob Van Ort got 
3 into some difficulty with some staff people, and he was 
4 either fired or asked to resign. And that - and l have 
5 no knowledge about how that all came about, but he was 
6 gone. 
7 And with Mayor Thorson's help, we interviewed 
8 a couple of potential interim city administrators, and 
9 then we hired - whose name just escaped me - Jerry 
l.O Osterman, and he had some 35 years in city 
11 administration and so forth. Terrific guy. Helped me 
12 tremendously. 
13 Then we went on a search for the, I'll say, 
14 permanent city administrator, and we interviewed, I'm 
15 going to say, five or six candidates, meetings with 
16 cotmcil members, and so forth. 
17 I proposed hiring Sharon Hammer as the city 
18 administrator, and I think she was unanimously approved 
l.9 and endorsed by the council. And she started in June of 
20 '08. So Sharon Hammer was the city administrator from 
21 June of'08 until later. 
22 Q. Through the end of your term? 
23 A. Through the end of my term. 
24 Q. How would you gauge her performance as a city 
25 administrator during that period of time? 
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l A. I thought she was outstanding in a11 respects. 
2 Very enthusiastic. She took EMT training, became a paid 
3 on call firefighter and was totally engaged in the city 
4 and, you know, I think, served our city very, very. 
s remarkably. 
6 I spent a lot of time with the Boeing Company 
7 managing large groups of people, and she was one of the 
8 best people I had worked with over 30-some-0dd years. 
9 Q. Did you ever come to know Sharon Hammer to 
10 have engaged in any misconduct during your term as 
11 mayor? 
12 MR. NAYLOR: Object to the fonn. 
13 THE WITNESS: Not that I know of, no. 
14 Q. (BY MR. SWARTZ) At some point in time, did 
15 Michelle Frostenson, the city treasurer, present 
16 allegations to you about misconduct that she believed 
17 Ms. Hammer to have engaged in? 
l.8 A. Yes. 
19 Q. Do you recall when that was? 
20 A. You just asked me a little while ago about 
21 reviewing dates, and I went back and reviewed the 
22 October 5th meeting with Michelle Frostenson. I didn't 
23 have it in my calendar as "Meet with Michelle 
24 Frostenson,n but it was October 5th of 2011. 
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A. Yeah, my office. 
Q. And did Ms. Frostenson alert you to why she 
was wanting to meet with you prior to the meeting? 
A. No, she- I had an open-office policy. 
Anybody could wander into my office anytime they wanted 
to. And she came in and she said, "Mayor, I have 
something to discuss with you." I'm trying to say words 
that are my impressions, and they may not be perfectly 
accurate. 
Q. Certainly. 
A. But, you know, somebody says, "Oh, sure, come 
on in." And she had the little stack of papers in her 
hand. And she said, "I wanted to talk to you right now 
while Sharon isn't in the office." 
I said "Oh, okay." And she started with an 
a11egation that I thought was very serious, but not 
about Sharon. The allegation was that she was very, 
very much concerned about the audit that was coming up 
in December, because we were going to be--you know, 
the books were closed at the end of the fiscal year, end 
of September.· 
And she said, "I am really worried about the 
audit report, because there's been improper vacation 
accruals going on, and it looks like it's about 
$133.000." 
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I said, "Whoa, didn't know anything about 
that." And I said, "Oh." So the second thing that she 
was very much concerned about was improper charging of 
our firefighters to the State of Idaho and to BLM and 
maybe the forest service when we went out on a wildfire 
fighting assignment And I said, "Oh." 
Then in a kind of conspiratorial manner, she 
said, "Now, as far as Sharon is concerned," and so she 
had that - you know, her concerns for her job first 
Yeah, $133,000 mischarged, that's a big deal. That was 
for the total staff. And then also cheating the State 
ofldaho -- mischarging or cheating the State ofldaho 
or the BLM. a federal agency, that's a big deal. 
So I had those two things in my mind, like, 
whoa, these are real revelations. And then she started 
into the, I'll say, personal stuff of Sharon driving the 
city vehicle, and I'm trying to remember what the other 
thing was. 
But 1 somewhat stopped listening at the city 
vehicle thing, because that was a surplus police car 
that was, basically, scrap value. And I was -- I had my 
mind foll of the 133,000 bucks. And then she went into 
other personal things, like Sharon Hammer is chasing 
around with Eric Evans, you know, the building 
department guy. 
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1 And so by that time, I was just listening, not 
2 answering, not responding. I said, "Okay. Okay. I'll 
3 have to look into this." And then she left 
4 Now, what kind of concerned me about this was, 
5 say, okay, Michelle is putting together like a package 
6 of allegations about Sharon Hammer. Like she was, you 
7 know, putting this whole report together. And I 
B remember that she and Council Member Ribi, apparently, 
9 had done one of these things before when they got 
10 Virginia Egger, the city administrator, way back in '07, 
11 removed. 
12 And you say, "Well, what do you know about 
13 that?" Well, soon after I was elected, Council Member 
14 Ribi sat down with me, like in the spring of '08, and he 
15 had a dossier of material that he showed to me on 
16 Virginia Egger with some checks in there that were 
17 improperly written. 
18 And I said, "Oh." I says, "Well, that's why 
19 she was" [sound effect). They put the story together 
20 that she had resigned and everything, but they gave her 
21 six months' severance pay, and I thought, "Gee, that's 
22 interesting. How do you resign and get severance pay? 
23 But I dismissed it then. I just, you know, 
24 kind of forgot about it until this day when Michelle 
25 Frostenson came to me, because then it triggered my 
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1 memory, "Hmm, wasn't"-· "weren't those checks supplied 
2 to Council Member Ribi by the treasurer, Michelle? 
3 Don't know." 
4 But in any event, at that point, I'm thinking, 
5 right away, something kind of smells here. It's just 
6 not passing the smell test. You know, Michelle had all 
7 of this time, and all of a sudden one month before the 
8 election and da-da-da. 
9 And I thought, well, the auditors don't arrive 
10 until December, so we have some time to do our own 
11 investigation, look into this, take care of it. Right 
12 after the election, when all of that is out of the way, 
13 and then we can get to work on it. That was my 
14 attitude. 
15 Q. In addition to the city vehicle, did Michelle 
16 Frostenson raise concerns about Sharon Hammer using the 
17 city funds to fuel the city vehicle for personal trips? 
18 A. I don't recall that, no. 
19 Q. Did she raise any concerns about Sharon not 
20 reporting her time accurately? 
21 A. I don't recall that. She buried the Sharon 
22 Hammer improper vacation accrual into that $133,000 
23 story. 
24 Q. During your term as mayor, whose job was it to 
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A. Track vacation time? 
Q. Well, so there's $133,000 that Michelle 
Frostenson is saying wasn't properly tracked. 
A. Oh, yeah. Michelle. I mean, preparing the --
yeah, Michelle. 
Q. So that was her job. 
A. But let me clarify something about the 
133,000. Later Tammi Hall, the part-time bookkeeper, 
and I then looked into that 133,000. That was a totally 
bogus number. When we cut through all of the vacation 
time accruals that might have been improper - first of 
all, the police chief could accrue lots of time, the 
fire chief can accrue lots of time. 
There were only a handful of people, and I 
believe not Sharon, that had accrued vacation time to 
the tune of about $13,000, not 133,000. And that's just 
not a decimal point error. I mean, it was much lower. 
And when you think about it, what she was 
really doing -- let's assume for a moment that all 31 
staff members all had a June I st anniversary date. For 
some odd reason they had all been hired in such a way 
that on June 1st, they started their new year. 
Well, you could postulate that -- is it May 
31st - on May 31st that there would be no vacation 
accrual, because all of the staff people had taken their 
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vacation during that year. On June 1st you'd have 31 
people times so many hours. You could have 300 -- a 
half a million dollars' worth of vacation accrual, 
properly, because they all were assigned a new two weeks 
or a new four weeks of vacation. 
So what -- now, my impression was that 
Michelle Frostenson purposely was trying to mislead, 
espec:ially the city council, in the report that she 
made. She was cooking the books. 
Q. How soon after the October 5th meeting did you 
come to your conclusions about the lack of veracity 
behind Ms. Frostenson's allegations? 
MR. NAYLOR: Object to the form. 
THE WITNESS: About an hour and a half of 
thinking. Because it's -- you've told me not to use 
body language, but I'm going to have to describe body 
language for you to show it You could say, here's body 
language one: "I'm very concerned about what's been 
going on relative to Sharon Hammer's use of the car." 
Okay? And for you to put this down, say it was very 
relaxed. It was a simple straightforward conversation. 
Now, I'm going to take a conspiratorial 
approach, and I'm going to be up on the table like this 
saying, "You know what, I have these things." You see. 
And so body language does count, straight words don't. 
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I • AJIJ)RJlA L. CHBCS., CSR Ko. 70, Certified 
Shorthand Reporter, certify; 
That the foregoing proceedings were taken 
befor11 ma at the time and place therein aet forth, at 
which tiDe the witneaa was put under oath by me; 
That the teat:Laony 11nd all objections made 
were recorded 11tanograpbie11lly by ae and tranacribed by 
me or under my direction1 
That the foregoing is a true and correct 
record of all testilllony given, to the beat of my 
ability; 
I further certify that I aa not a relative or 
employee of any attorney or party, nor am I finaneially 
interested in the action. 
IN wi:nrass 'IIBEREOF, I set my hand and seal 
this 6th day of June, 2014. 
I 
(:f,~ ?I,~(~, ·'-.. )\'. 
ANDRKA L. cm:a::, c.s.R. No. 748, R.P.R. 
Notary Public 
P.O. Box 2636 
Boise, Idaho 83701-2636 
My Commission expires July 20, 2016. 
M & M Court Reporting Service, Inc. 
(208)34S-961 l(ph) (800)234-9611 (208)-345-8800(fax) 
Wayne Willicb 
May 28,2014 
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1 IN TilE UNITED ST A TES DISTRICT COURT 1 VIDEOTAPED DEPOSITION OF SHARON R. 
2 FOR TI!E DISTRICT OF IOAHO 2 HAMMER, taken at the instance of the Defendants, 
3 3 at the law offices of NAYLOR & HALES, PC, 
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1 WITNESS 1 BOISE, IDAHO 
2 2 March 18, 2014, 9:06 a.m. SHARON R HAMMER Page 
3 3 
Examination by Mr, Naylor 5 4 THE VIDEOGRAPHER: On the record. 
4 
5 My name is Ron Attard. I'm the ••••• 
5 6 videographer. I'm with John Glenn Hall Company, 
6 EXHIBITS 7 whose business address is Post Office Box 2683, 
7 Page: 
8 I Notice of Taking Deposiuon 5 8 Boise, Idaho. 
g 2 Amended Nottce ofTalcing 6 9 This is the matter of Sharon Hammer and 
Deposition 10 James Donoval vs. City of Sun Valley, et al., in 10 
11 3 E-mail Chain 48 
I 
11 the -- this deposition is being made on behalf of 
12 4 E-mail Chain 58 12 the defendants. This is in the District Court --
13 5 E-mail 66 I 13 United States District Court of the District of 14 6 E-mail 73 
15 7 City of Sun Valley Letter 82 14 Idaho for the District of Idaho. 
16 8 Verified Complaint 137 15 Today's date is March 18th, 2014. The 
17 9 Resume 154 16 time is approximately 9:05 a.m. The location of 18 10 Use of City Vehicle Policy 167 
19 II Authorization for Release of 172 17 the deposition is in the offices of Naylor & 
Personal lnfonnation 18 Hales, 950 West Bannock in Boise, Idaho. The 
20 19 deponent's name is Sharon Hammer. 12 Charge of Discrimination 174 
21 20 Now other counsel will identify 
13 E-mail 179 21 themselves and then we'll swear in the witness. 
22 
22 MR. NAYLOR: Kirtlan Naylor for the 14 E-mail Chain 180 
23 23 defendants. 
15 City of Sun Valley Credit Carn 182 24 MR. SWARTZ: Eric Swartz for the plaintiffs. 24 Pohcy 
25 ...... 25 
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Page 185 
1 total amount makes me uncomfortable because it 
2 appears excessive. Has a policy on food purchases 
3 ever existed or been discussed." 
4 That's not documentation. That's an 
5 actual purchase you were concerned about, right? 
6 A. What's your question? 
7 Q. You were concerned about the amount 
8 of that purchase as being excessive, weren't 
9 you? 
10 A. That is what I've stated in the 
11 E-mail. 
12 Q. Now, were you familiar with --
13 while you were the City administrator for the 
14 City of Sun Valley, were you familiar with the 
15 antiharrassment guidelines of the personnel 
16 manual? 
1 7 A. I reviewed them while I was the City 
18 administrator. 
19 Q. Were you familiar with them while you 
20 were the City administrator? 
21 A. I don't know what you mean by 
22 "familiar." 
23 Q. Well, isn't it true that you knew the 
24 City of Sun Valley personnel, the policies and 










Q. Okay. Did you follow it? 
A. As I sit here today, I don't recall 
what it says word for word. 
Page 187 
Q. And you claim that Nils Ribi harassed 
you; is that correct? 
A. He did harass me. 
Q. And what was the nature of the 
harassment? 
Page 186 
1 A. What's your question? 
2 Q. Didn't you know ~- you were familiar 
3 with the Sun Valley City policies while you were 
4 the City administrator? 
5 A. I don't know what you mean by that. 
6 I'm sorry. 
7 Q. Well, we'll get to that document later. 
8 But there's a document that says that as the City 
9 administrator, essentially, I'm paraphrasing, you 
10 have the ultimate and final authority to interpret 
11 all City policies, even above the mayor. Do you 
12 remember saying that in a memo? 
13 A. I don't remember it verbatim. J do 
14 remember something like that in the personnel 
15 policies. 
16 Q. So, in essence, you would have to be 
l 7 familiar with those policies in order to interpret 
18 those, correct? 
19 MR. SWARTZ: Objection; foundation, 
20 argumentive. 
21 THE WITNESS: So what's your question? 
22 Q. BY MR. NAYLOR: Did you know that 
23 there was a City of Sun Valley harassment, 
24 antiharassment policy and guideline? 











it was very •• made very clear to me that my 
direction came from the mayor, he got very 
agitated. He would raise his hands and lean 
through the doorway and shake his hands and say, 
"No. No. You don't understand." He yelled at me 
that the mayor did not know what his job was. 
Q. That the mayor did not know whose job 
was? 

















A. Those allegations are in the complaint. j 
Q. What do you remember about those , 10 
allegations as you sit here today? What was the j 11 
Q. When you say "his job," what are you 
talking about? 
nature of his harassment? 1 12 
A. Do you have a specific question? .1 13 
Q. What was the nature of the harassment 14 
that you claim Nils Ribi did? 
1
1 15 
A. The bigger incidents are in the 1 16 
complaint. The nature of his harassment was to j 17 
try to intimidate me into doing what he wanted me 1 18 
to do. He had a pattern of coming by City Hall 1 19 
during the lunch hour when he knew that the mayor i 20 
and most of the other City employees were not in J 21 
City Hall. He would stand in my doorway and try I 22 
to intimidate me into doing things that had •. I I 23 
had not been directed to do by the mayor. When I I' 24 
would suggest that he talk to the mayor, because 25 
I 
A. That Mayor Willich did not know what 
his job was. 
Q. That Mayor Willich did not know what 
Mayor Willich's job was? 
A. Yes. 
Q. You said that he would intimidate you. 
How would he intimidate you? 
A. His behavior became erratic and more 
volatile during the period of time when I was at 
the City. 
Q. Did you know him before the time you 
were at the City? 
A. Did I know him? 
Q. Yeah. 
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1 A. No. 
2 Q, I don't quite understand what you just 
3 said. His behavior became more erratic during the 
4 time when you were at the City? 
5 A. So initially in 2008 --
6 Q. Um-hum. 
7 A. -- it wasn't -- I don't recall too 
8 many incidents then. But as time went on, and 
9 particularly after he was reelected and he knew 
10 that Mayor Willich would have to go through an 
11 election, his behavior became more aggressive 
12 towards me. 
13 Q. When you say "aggressive," in what 
14 way? 
15 A. More demanding. He would call me 
16 on the telephone and be very, very angry over 
1 7 something that was going on and yell at me. 
18 Q. When you say he was "demanding," what 
19 types of things was he demanding? 
20 A. Well, the bigger complaints -- the 
21 bigger incidents are in the complaint. 
22 Q. I'm just asking what you recall today. 
23 A. There were many. 
24 Q. And when you say "demanding," what 
25 types of things was he demanding? Just give me an 
Page 191 




2 A. How I spent my time as a City 
3 administrator working on particular projects that 
4 he wanted me to work on when I had received no 
5 direction from the mayor. 
6 Q, Were any of these demands by Mr. Ribi 
7 unrelated to your work as the City administrator? 
8 A. My job and what I did was defined by 
9 the mayor. 
10 Q. Were any of these demands by Mr. Ribi 
11 unrelated to your work as the City administrator? 
12 A. My job was defined to me by the 
13 mayor and what -- how I should spend my time. 
14 Councilman Ribi tried to direct my time into other 
15 areas that I had not received direction from the 
16 mayor. And when I would refer him back to the 
l 7 mayor to go talk to the mayor and work it out or 
18 talk to the council, he became very agitated. 
19 And it -- over time, his behavior became more 
20 aggressive to me, and it started to frighten me. 
21 Q. Okay. Let me go back to what he was 
22 demanding. You're saying that -- is it true that 
23 anything he was demanding was related in some way 
24 to the City of Sun Valley? 
25 A. That's not the same question that you 
Page 192 









Q. With regard to when you say he was 
demanding, isn't it true that anything he was I 
demanding was related in some way to the business I 










Q. Okay. So you had some flexibility to 
perform your responsibilities as the City 
administrator, correct? 
A. I'm sorry. What was your question? 
Q. You had flexibility to do what you 


















A. I don't recall sitting here today 
anything that wasn't related to the business of 
the City of Sun Valley, but it would be most--
there were occasions where he was directing me to 
use my time where I had not been directed to do 
that by the mayor. 
Q. Are you saying that you were -- you 
only did tasks as directed by Mayor Willich? 
A. When it got to the point where I felt 
it was a problem with him trying to direct my 
time, I felt that I needed to refer him back to 
Mayor Willich. 
Q. My question -· go ahead. 
A. Initially, in the early years, I tried 
very hard to build a positive relationship with 
him, as well as the other council members. 
Q. Are you saying that you were only --
that you only did tasks that were assigned to you 














A. I had some flexibility. 
Q. And on occasion, city council members 
might need a document, like a budget or some City 
document to review, wouldn't they? 
A. What's your question? 
Q. Wouldn't city council members come to 
you and say that they needed some document to 
review, maybe a budget document? 
A. Not all of them. 
Q. But some of them would? 
A. Some of them would on occasion. 
Nils Ribi was not occasionally. 
Q. But my question is did he ever ask for 
anything that was inappropriate for a city council 
member to review? 
A. I don't recall. I can't even think of 
what would be an inappropriate document for a 
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STATE OF IDAHO ) 
) 
County of Ada ) 
I, SHARON R. HAMMER. being first duly 
sworn on my oath, depose and say: 
That I am the witness named in the 
foregoing deposition, taken on March 18, 2014, 
consisting of pages numbered 1 to 198, inclusive; 
That I have read the said deposition and 
know the contents thereof; that the questions 
contained therein were propounded to me; that the 
answers to said questions were given by me, and 
that the answers as contained therein ( or as 
corrected by me therein) are true and correct. 
DEPONENT 
Signed and sworn before me this of 
NOTARY PUBLIC 
Residing at 
My commission expires 
Job No. 28 I 40 
Page 198 
l R E P O R T E R' S C E R T I F I C A T E 
2 
3 
4 I, BROOKE R. BOHR, a Notary Public in 
5 and for the State of Idaho, do hereby certify: 
6 That prior to being examined, the 
7 witness named in the foregoing deposition was by 
8 me duly sworn to testify the truth, the whole 
9 truth, and nothing but the truth; 
lo That said deposition was taken down by 
11 me in shorthand at the time and place therein 
12 named and thereafter reduced into typewriting 
13 under my direction, and that the foregoing 
14 transcript contains a full, true, and verbatim 
15 record of the said deposition. 
16 I further certify that I have no 
1 7 interest in the event of the action. 
18 WITNESS my hand and seal April 1, 2014. 
19 
20 
NOTARY PUBLIC in and for the State of Idaho; 
21 residing at Meridian, Idaho. 
22 
My commission expires September 7, 2019. 
23 CSR No. 753 
24 
25 
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UNITED STA TES DIS1RICT COURT 
FOR THE DISTRICT OF IDAHO 
SHARON R. HAMMER and JAMES R. 
DONOV AL, husband and wife, 
Plaintiffs, 
V. 
CIIT OF SUN VALLEY; NILS RIBI, in 
his individual and official capacity; and 
DEWAYNE BRISCOE, in his individual 
and official capacity, 
Defendants. 
Case No. 1 :13-CV-00211-EJL 
MEMORANDUM DECISION AND 
ORDER 
Pending before the Court in the above-entitled matter are Defendants' Motion for 
Judgment on the Pleadings and Plaintiffs' Motion to Convert. The parties have filed 
responsive briefing and the matters are ripe for the Court's consideration. Having fully 
reviewed the record herein, the Court finds that the facts and legal arguments are 
adequately presented in the briefs and record. Accordingly, in the interest of avoiding 
further delay, and because the Court conclusively finds that the decisional process would 
not be significantly aided by oral argument, the Motions shall be decided on the record 
before this Court without oral argument. 
MEMORANDUM DECISION AND ORDER - 1 
EXHIBIT 1913 
Case 1:13-cv-00211-EJL-REB Document 41 Filed 06/17/14 Page 2 of 18 
FACTUAL AND PROCEDURAL BACKGROUND 
Plaintiffs Sharon R. Hammer and James R. Donoval, husband and wife, filed the 
Complaint against Defendant City of Sun Valley ("Sun Valley" or ''the City") as well as 
Defendants Nils Ribi and De Wayne Briscoe in both their individual and official capacity. 
(Dkt. 1.) Mr. Ribi served as an elected City Council Member from January of2006 to 
January of2014 and was City Council President from 2008 through 2009. Mr. Briscoe is 
the current elected Mayor of Sun Valley as of January 3, 2012. Prior to that, since January 
of 2008, Mr. Briscoe was also an elected member of the City Council. Mr. Briscoe served 









Gender Discrimination and Harassment, Idaho Code§§ 67-
5901, et seq., against Sun Valley; 
Retaliation, Idaho Code§§ 67-5901, et seq., against Sun 
Valley; 
Retaliation Freedom of Speech, 42 U.S.C. § 1983, against all 
Defendants; 
Retaliation Access to the Courts, 42 U .S.C. § 1983, against all 
Defendants; 
Retaliatory Investigation, 42 U.S.C. § 1983, against all 
Defendants; 
Retaliation against the Plaintiffs'' Right to Intimate and 
Political Association, 42 U.S.C. § 1983, against all 
Defendants; 
Deprivation of Property, 42 U.S.C. § 1983, against all 
Defendants; 
1 All of the claims in the Complaint are alleged to have occurred against Ms. Hammer with the 
exception of the Sixth Cause of Action for retaliation which is claimed to have occurred against both Ms. 
Hammer and Mr. Donoval. (Dkt. 1.) 
MEMORANDUM DECISION AND ORDER- 2 
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Unconstitutional Bias Deprivation of Property, 42 U.S.C. 
§ 1983, against all Defendants; 
Deprivation ofDue Process, 42 U.S.C. § 1983, against all 
Defendants; 
Civil Conspiracy, 42 U.S.C. §§ 1983, 1985, against all 
Defendants; 
Assault of Ms. Harruner against Mr. Ribi individually; 
Wrongful Termination of Ms. Hammer against all 
Defendants; 
Breach of Contract against all Defendants; 
Negligent Infliction of Emotional Distress against Defendants 
Ribi and Briscoe. 
(Dkt. 1.) The claims relate to events occurring during Ms. Hammer's employment as the 
City Administrator of Sun Valley from June 1, 2008 until January 19, 2012. During that 
time, Plaintiffs allege that Ms. Hammer was repeatedly and continuously harassed, 
physically and emotionally intimidated, verbally abused, and assaulted by Mr. Ribi. Ms. 
Hammer asserts she reported these incidents to City authorities. In retaliation, Plaintiffs 
argue, Mr. Ribi and others trumped up allegations of misconduct by Ms. Hammer 
resulting in her twice being placed on administrative leave pending an independent 
internal investigation and ultimately terminated. Plaintiffs further argue Mr. Ribi acted 
with hostility towards them due to Mr. Donoval's political affiliations. Other of the 
factual allegations relate to improper conduct by various City employees concerning their 
investigation and allegations of financial misconduct by Ms. Hammer and their making of 
disparaging public statements concerning both Plaintiffs. Ms. Hammer alleges the 
Defendants engaged in actions designed to publicly destroy her personal and professional 
reputations in retaliation for her complaints of misconduct against Mr. Ribi. 
MEMORANDUM DECISION AND ORDER - 3 
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Ms. Hammer filed an administrative charge of discrimination and retaliation 
against the City with the Idaho Human Rights Commission ("IHRC") and the Equal 
Employment Opportunity Commission ("EEOC"). A Right to Sue letter was issued and, 
thereafter, Ms. Hammer filed a complaint in the Blaine County District Court pursuant to 
the Idaho Protection of Public Employee's Act ("IPPEA"). That action was ultimately 
dismissed. On May 3, 2013, Plaintiffs filed the Complaint in this case. Attached to the 
Complaint are: I) the City's Personnel Policies & Procedures Manual, 2) the City's 
Municipal Government City Council and Mayor Powers and Authorities, 3) the City 
Code of Ethics and Code of Conduct, 4) Ms. Hammer's Employment Agreement with the 
City, 5) Ms. Hammer's Employment Agreement Extension, 6) job description for the 
City's Finance Managerffreasurer, 7) the City's Credit Card Policy, 8) job description for 
the City Clerk, and 9) Engagement Letter for the City's Investigation. (Dkt. I.) The Court 
now considers the Motion for a Judgment on the Pleadings and related filings and finds as 
follows. 
STANDARD OF LAW 
Motions for a judgment on the pleadings are governed by Federal Rule of Civil 
Procedure 12(c) which provides that "[a]fter the pleadings are closed-but early enough 
not to delay trial-a party may move for judgment on the pleadings." Fed. R. Civ. P. 
!2(c). A motion for judgment on the pleadings is evaluated under the same standard 
applicable to motions to dismiss brought under Rule l 2(b )( 6 ). See Enron Oil Trading & 
Trans. Co. v. Walbrook Ins. Co., Ltd., 132 F.3d 526,529 (9th Cir. 1997). Thus, the 
MEMORANDUM DECISION AND ORDER - 4 
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standard for a motion for judgment on the pleadings is that articulated in Ashcroft v. 
Iqbal, 556 U.S. 662 (2009) and Bell Atl. Corp. v. Twombly, 550 U.S. 544, 556 (2007). 
A motion to dismiss made pursuant to Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 12(b)(6) 
tests the sufficiency of a party's claim for relief. 2 When considering such a motion, the 
Court's inquiry is whether the allegations in a pleading are sufficient under applicable 
pleading standards. Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 8(a) sets forth minimum pleading 
rules, requiring only a "short and plain statement of the claim showing that the pleader is 
entitled to relief." Fed. R. Civ. P. 8(a)(2). 
A motion to dismiss will only be granted if the complaint fails to allege "enough 
facts to state a claim to relief that is plausible on its face." Twombly, 550 U.S. at 570. "A 
claim has facial plausibility when the plaintiff pleads factual content that allows the court 
to draw the reasonable inference that the defendant is liable for the misconduct alleged. 
The plausibility standard is not akin to a 'probability requirement,' but it asks for more 
than a sheer possibility that a defendant has acted unlawfully." Iqbal, 556 U.S. at 678 
( citations omitted). A judgment on the pleadings may be granted only when it appears 
beyond doubt that the claiming party can prove no set of facts in support of his claim 
2 Rule 12(b)(6) of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure provides that a party may move to dismiss 
a complaint for "failure to state a claim upon which relief can be granted." Fed. R. Civ. P. 12(b)(6). 
MEMORANDUM DECISION AND ORDER - S 
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which would entitle him to relief." Enron Oil, 132 F.3d at 529 (internal quotations and 
citations omitted). 
When deciding a motion for judgment on the pleadings, the Court assumes the 
allegations in the complaint are true and construes them in the light most favorable to the 
non-moving party. Fleming v. Pickard, 581 F.3d 922,925 (9th Cir. 2009); Erickson v. 
Pardus, 551 U.S. 89, 93-94 (2007). A judgment on the pleadings is appropriate when, 
taking all the allegations in the complaint as true, the moving party is entitled to judgment 
as a matter oflaw. Milne ex rel. Coyne v. Stephen Slesigner, Inc., 430 F.3d 1036, 1042 
(9th Cir. 2005); West/ands Water Dist. v. Firebaugh Canal, 10 F.3d 667, 670 (9th Cir. 
1993). Although "we must take al] of the factual allegations in the complaint as true, we 
are not bound to accept as true a legal conclusion couched as a factual allegation." 
Twombly, 550 U.S. at 555. Therefore, "conclusory allegations of law and unwarranted 
inferences are insufficient to defeat a motion to dismiss for failure to state a claim." 
Caviness v. Horizon Comm. Learning Cent., Inc., 590 F.3d 806, 811-12 (9th Cir. 2010) 
( citation omitted). 
ANALYSIS 
1. Plaintiffs' Motion to Convert 
As a preliminary matter, Plaintiffs have filed a Motion to Convert the Motion to 
Dismiss into a motion for summary judgment. (Dkt. 22.) Plaintiffs argue the Defendants' 
waiver argument is most suitable for analysis under the summary judgment standard 
because the Court should consider materials outside of the Plaintiffs' Complaint. 
MEMORANDUM DECISION AND ORDER - 6 
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Defendants oppose the Motion arguing they have not relied upon any materials outside of 
the pleadings or written exhibits attached to the pleadings. (Dkt. 29.) Further, Defendants 
argue, no additional materials other than those attached to the pleadings should be 
considered because the terms of the contract are clear and unambiguous. 
"When ruling on a Rule I2(b )( 6) motion to dismiss, if a district court considers 
evidence outside the pleadings, it must normally convert the 12(b)(6) motion into a Rule 
56 motion for summary judgment, and it must give the nonmoving party an opportunity to 
respond." See United States v. Ritchie, 342 F.3d 903, 907-08 (9th Cir. 2003) (citations 
omitted). The Court may, however, consider facts established by exhibits attached to the 
Complaint, facts which may be judicially noticed, and matters of public record. Id. 
Consideration of such documents outside the complaint does not convert the motion to 
dismiss into a motion for summary judgment. Id.; In re Silicon Graphics Inc. Sec. Litig., 
183 F .3d 970, 986 (9th Cir. 1999). 
Here, the Court can and properly has considered the documents attached to the 
pleadings on this Rule 12(c) Motion without converting it to a motion for summary 
judgment. (Dkt. l, 11.) The Court has not, however, considered any documents that were 
not attached to the pleadings. In doing so the Court notes that even though Plaintiffs' 
allegations are accepted as true for the purposes of the instant Rule 12(c) Motion, the 
Court need not accept as true allegations that contradict matters contained within exhibits 
to the nonmoving party's pleading, documents referred to in the non-moving party's 
pleading, or materials that can be judicially noticed. See Sprewell v. Golden State 
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Warriors, 266 F.3d 979, 989, amended on other grounds, 275 F.3d 1187 (9th Cir. 2001); 
In re Silicon Graphics Inc. Securities Litig., 183 F.3d 970, 986 (9th Cir. 1999); 
Heliotrope Gen., Inc. v. Ford Motor Co., 189 F.3d 971, 981 n. 18 (9th Cir. 1999). The 
Plaintiffs' Motion to Covert is denied. 
Furthermore, in deciding this Motion, the Court has not considered any extrinsic 
evidence. The instant Motion is for a judgment on the pleadings raising a legal question 
as to the implications, if any, the terms of the written contracts have on the claims brought 
by Plaintiffs. When based on the contractual language itself without resort to extrinsic 
evidence, interpretation of a contract is a purely legal question which is susceptible to a 
motion for judgment on the pleadings. Cf Ate/ Financial Corp. v. Quaker Coal Co., 321 
F .3d 924, 925-26 (9th Cir. 2003) (interpretation of a contract is a pure question of law). 
As stated herein, the language of the contracts at issue is clear and unambiguous. 
Therefore, the terms are given their plain meaning. See Wylie v. State, Idaho Transp. Bd., 
253 P.3d 700, 706 (Idaho 2011) ("If the contract's terms are clear and unambiguous, the 
determination of the contract's meaning and legal effect are questions of law and the 
meaning of the contract and the intent of the parties must be determined from the plain 
meaning of the contract's own words. If, however, the contract is determined to be 
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ambiguous, the interpretation of the document is a question of fact which focuses upon 
the intent of the parties.") (quoting Page v. Pasquali, 244 P.3d 1236, 1239 (2010)). 
2. Defendants' Motion for a Judgment on the Pleadings 
On June I, 2008, Ms. Hammer signed a City Administrator Employment 
Agreement ("Employment Agreement") beginning her term of employment with the City. 
(Dkt. 1-5, Ex. 4.) Thereafter, on January 23, 2012, Ms. Hammer signed the Supplemental 
Release of Claims ("Supplemental Release") which effectively ended her employment 
with the City. (Dkt. 11-1, Ex. A.) Defendants argue that under the plain and unambiguous 
tenns of those documents, Ms. Hammer waived and/or released all but two of the claims 
brought in this case.3 (Dkt. 18 at 3-5) (0kt. 27 at 2-3.) Defendants maintain that Ms. 
Hammer was terminated without cause pursuant to Section 3.A. of the Employment 
Agreement which triggered both 1) a waiver of any claim arising from a tennination 
without cause pursuant to a severance payment and 2) a release of all claims against the 
City effective upon receipt of said severance payment. (Dkt. 18 at 4. )4 
Plaintiffs counter that the Defendants have not shown that, based on the totality of 
the circumstances, Ms. Hammer intentionally, voluntarily, knowingly, and deliberately 
waived her non-contract claims. (Dkt. 21 at 9, 12.) Plaintiffs maintain that Ms. Hammer 
3 Defendants do not seek dismissal of Counts IX and XI as they do not arise out of the 
tennination and, therefore, were not waived/released under the tenns of the contracts. (Dkt. 27.) 
4 Defendants raise other arguments in their Motion but because the Court's finding on the 
waiver/release argument is dispositive, the Court has not discussed the other grounds raised by the 
defense. 
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did not intend to waive any of her non-contract tort or constitutional claims and that she, 
through her attorney/husband Mr. Donoval, repeatedly advised the City that Ms. Hammer 
would not waive or release any non-contract claims other than those arising from the 
severance package. Thus, Ms. Hammer's position is that her intent was that the release 
only extend to claims arising out of any dispute related to the severance. (0kt. 21 at IO-
J 1.) Plaintiffs further assert that there is a presumption against waivers and, given the 
totality of the circumstances here, Ms. Hammer was coerced into signing the release, and 
the release was not supported by consideration. 
Section 3.A of the Employment Agreement states: 
Employer, acting through the Mayor, may terminate Employee's 
employment, without cause, for any reason or no reason. Any such 
decision to terminate shall occur only after the Mayor consults with each 
member of the City Council. Upon such termination, Employer shall pay 
Employee, as severance pay, a lump sum cash payment equal to six (6) 
months, base salary described in Section 5, Subsection A. 
The severance payment herein is intended to be Employee's sole exclusive 
remedy for any and all claims for damages of any kind arising from a 
termination without cause and such severance payment is hereby agreed to 
be reasonable, fair and equitable by both parties to this Agreement. 
Accordingly, Employee waives her right to bring a claim of any kind for 
damages against Employer arising from a termination without cause. 
Consequently, receipt of the severance payment is subject to execution of a 
release of all claims against the City of Sun Valley. A termination without 
cause shall not entitle Employee to an informal review under any section of 
the City of Sun Valley Personnel manual ("Personnel Manual"). 
(0kt. 1-5, Ex. 4 at 2) (emphasis in original.) 
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The Supplemental Release signed by Ms. Hammer on January 23, 2012, states: 
Upon payment of the severance payment required pursuant to Section 3.A. 
of the City Administrator Employment Agreement dated June 1, 2008, I 
release the City of Sun Valley for any claims defined in Section 3.A. of the 
City Administrator Employment Agreement as were intended when the City 
Administrator Employment Agreement was entered into on June 1, 2008. 
(Dkt. 21 at 10) (citing Dkt. 11-1, Ex. A.) 
Having reviewed the pleadings and documents at issue on this Motion, the Court 
finds the Employment Agreement and Supplemental Release of Claims to be clear and 
unambiguous. In Idaho: 
When the language of a contract is clear and unambiguous, its interpretation 
and legal effect are questions of law. An unambiguous contract will be 
given its plain meaning. The purpose of interpreting a contract is to 
determine the intent of the contracting parties at the time the contract was 
entered. In determining the intent of the parties, this Court must view the 
contract as a whole .... Whether a contract is ambiguous is a question oflaw. 
A contract is ambiguous if it is reasonably subject to conflicting 
interpretations. 
Lakeland True Value Hardware, LLC v. Hartford Fire Ins. Co., 291 P.3d 399,406 (Idaho 
2012) (quoting Bakker v. Thunder Spring-Wareham, LLC, 108 P.3d 332, 337 (Idaho 
2005) (citation omitted)).The meaning of an unambiguous contract must be determined 
from the plain meaning of the contract's own words. State v. Hosey, 11 P.3d 1101, 1104 
(Idaho 2000). Where a contract is determined to be ambiguous, interpretation of the 
contract is a question of fact that focuses on the intent of the parties. Id. Whether the facts 
establish violation of the contract is a question of law over which the court exercises free 
review. Id. 
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There is no ambiguity in the terms, words, or phrases used in either document as to 
the particular terms in question here. As discussed below, the terms of the two documents 
are clear and not subject to conflicting interpretations when viewed as a whole. 
Accordingly, the Court will consider the terms at issue here from the four comers of the 
documents giving the plain meaning to the language therein. 
i) Waiver/Release of Claims 
In considering the Motion, the Court must first determine whether, as a matter of 
law, the language of the documents themselves constitutes a waiver and/or release of 
Plaintiffs' claims. 
states: 
Again, the Supplemental Release signed by Ms. Hammer on January 23, 2012, 
Upon payment of the severance payment required pursuant to Section 3.A. 
of the City Administrator Employment Agreement dated June 1, 2008, I 
release the City of Sun Valley for any claims defined in Section 3.A. of the 
City Administrator Employment Agreement as were intended when the City 
Administrator Employment Agreement was entered into on June 1, 2008. 
(Dkt. 21 at 10) (citing Dkt. 11-1, Ex. A.) Section 3.A. of the Employment Agreement 
further clarifies that the "severance payment is intended to be Employee's sole exclusive 
remedy for any and all claims for damages of any kind arising from a termination 
without cause and such severance payment is hereby agreed to be reasonable, fair and 
equitable by both parties to this Agreement." (Dkt. 1-5, Ex. 4 at 2) (emphasis in original.) 
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The Court concludes that, as a matter of law, this express unambiguous language 
plainly, clearly, and unambiguously waived and/or released "any and all claims for 
damages of any kind arising from a termination without cause" that Ms. Hammer may 
have had and forecloses her "right to bring a claim of any kind for damages against 
Employer arising from a termination without cause." (0kt. 1-5, Ex. 4 at 2.) Ms. Hammer 
was terminated on January 19, 2012. There is no dispute that she accepted a severance 
payment and signed the release of claims quoted above on January 23, 2012. Thus, the 
terms of Section 3.A. of the Employment Agreement waiving/releasing "any and all 
claims" arising from a termination without cause is effective as to any claims in existence 
as of that date. There simply is no other reasonable interpretation of the express language 
of the documents which use the phrases: "any and all claims," "sole exclusive remedy," 
and "right to bring a claim of any kind for damages." The plain meaning of these words, 
phrases, and terms is abundantly clear. 
Plaintiffs contend that Ms. Hammer's termination was not "without cause" and, 
therefore, not subject to the waiver provision of Section 3.A. of the Employment 
Agreement. 5 This argument is contrary to the plain and unambiguous language of the 
Employment Agreement and the undisputed fact that she accepted the severance payment 
as provided for in Section 3.A. of the Employment Agreement. (Dkt. 1-5, Ex. 4) (0kt. 11-
5 The Complaint at first acknowledges that the reason for Ms. Hammer's termination from her 
position as City Administrator on January 19. 2012 was pursuant to the .. without cause" terms of her 
employment contract. (0kt. 1 at ,r,r 75, 265) (quotations in original.) The Complaint later alleges that her 
termination was actually for "cause" and in retaliation for her complaints of harassment and 
discrimination. (0kt. I at ,r 266,305,402, 438-441) (quotations in original.) 
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1, Ex. A.) Notably, the release Ms. Hammer signed specifically references Section 3.A. of 
the Employment Agreement which applies to terminations '•without cause." (Dkt. 11-1, 
Ex. A.) To now argue her termination was for cause is contrary to the plain and 
unambiguous language of the docwnents she affixed her signature to. Based on the 
undisputed facts, the pleadings, and the relevant docwnents attached thereto, the Court 
finds as a matter oflaw that the terms of the contract constitute a waiver and/or release of 
all of Ms. Hammer's claims with the exception of Counts IX and XI. 
ii) The Waiver/Release was Voluntary, Intentional, and Knowing 
The Court must next determine whether Ms. Hammers' release of her claims was 
"voluntary, deliberate and informed." Stroman v. West Coast Grocery Co., 884 F.2d 458, 
462 (9th Cir. 1989) (a Title VII act claim) (quoting Salmeron v. United States, 724 F.2d 
1357, 1361 (9th Cir. 1989)) (citations omitted); see also Jones v. Taber, 648 F.2d 1201, 
1203 (9th Cir. 1981) ("A release of claims under section 1983 is valid only if it results 
from a decision that is voluntary, deliberate, and informed."). The validity and 
inteipretation of a release of significant federal rights is governed by federal law. 
Salmeron, 724 F.2d at 1361 (citation omitted). A release of claims for violations of civil 
and constitutional rights must be voluntary, deliberate and informed. Id. That 
determination is "predicated upon an evaluation of several indicia arising from the 
circumstances and conditions under which the release was executed." Stroman, 884 F.2d 
at 462 (quoting Coventry v. United States Steel Corp., 856 F.2d 514, 522 (3d Cir. 1988)); 
(citing Salmeron, 724 F.2d at 1362 (whether a release was voluntary must be determined 
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from all the circumstances); Jones, 648 F.2d at 1203 (whether release was voluntary 
depends on both objective and subjective factors)). "Of primary importance in this 
calculation is the clarity and lack of ambiguity of the agreement, ... the plaintiffs education 
and business experience, ... the presence of a noncoercive atmosphere for the execution of 
the release, ... and whether the employee had the benefit of legal counsel." Stroman, 884 
F.2d at 462 (citations and quotations omitted). The Supreme Court has held that "a waiver 
of constitutional rights in any context must, at the very least, be clear." Fuentes v. Shevin, 
407 U.S. 67, 94 (1972). 
Accepting the facts as stated in the pleadings as true, the Court finds the totality of 
the circumstances evidences that Ms. Hammer made a voluntary, deliberate and informed 
waiver of any and all of her claims when she accepted the agreed to severance payment. 
Ms. Hammer signed the release after being advised by her legal counsel and husband on 
the matter. The plain and unambiguous terms make abundantly clear that the acceptance 
of the severance payment waives and/or releases any and all claims Ms. Hammer may 
have had for damages arising from her termination. Although Plaintiffs now argue they 
did not know or intend to give up their non-contract tort and constitutional claims, the fact 
remains that the plain and express terms of the documents they signed clearly state 
otherwise. Ms. Hammer is a knowledgeable person who worked in a professional 
capacity for the City for several years and was advised by her legal counsel and husband 
before signing the release. Had the Plaintiffs believed and/or intended something other 
than what was plainly and explicitly stated in the written documents they could have and 
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should have included language to that effect in the documents themselves. 
Plaintiffs argue a release of constitutional claims must be supported by 
consideration. (Dkt. 21 at 15-16.) Plaintiffs are correct. "'Under federal law, a valid 
release must be supported by consideration." Salmeron, 724 F.2d at 1362 (citing Maynard 
v. Durham & S.R. Co., 365 U.S. 160, 162-63 (1961) (citations omitted). Here, however, 
consideration for the release of "any and all claims" was given in the fonn of the six-
months severance pay which Plaintiffs do not dispute having received. 
The Plaintiffs' further argue there is an inherent presumption against the waiver of 
constitutional rights and they could not have prospectively waive their constitutional or 
statutory rights to claims that had not yet accrued at the time of contracting. (Dkt. 21 at 
11-12.) Defendants maintain that even if she did not prospectively waived her claims in 
the Employment Agreement, she released all claims she had against the City when she 
executed the Supplemental Release and accepted the severance payment. (0kt. 27 at 3.) 
Generally there cannot be a prospective waiver of an employee's rights. See EEOC 
v. Townley Engineering & Mfg. Co., 859 F.2d 610,616 (9th Cir. 1988) (Title VII 
discrimination case) (citation omitted). Here, however, the contract terms giving rise to 
the waiver/release became effective on January 23, 2012 when Ms. Hammer signed the 
Supplemental Release. The actions giving rise to Plaintiffs claims had already occurred 
by that date and, therefore, the claims were known to Plaintiffs at the time Ms. Hammer 
signed the Supplemental Release. 
Plaintiffs also assert they were coerced into signing the Supplemental Release; 
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pointing to the harassment by Mr. Ribi prior to her signing and Ms. Hammer's concerns 
for her "economic wherewithal." (0kt. 21 at 13-15.) The Complaint alleges that at the 
time of her termination and the signing of the Supplemental Release, Ms. Hammer and 
her husband had both been subject to harassment. Those allegations describe the 
harassing environment Ms. Hammer claims she had endured leading up to and following 
her termination and the signing of the Supplemental Release. See e.g. (0kt. 1 at 169, 76, 
79, 103, 113, 179, 190-91, 199, 248, 251, 260, 262-70, 305.) There are, however, no 
factual allegations concerning the actual negotiations or signing of the release; let alone 
any that go to show Plaintiffs were coerced into signing the Supplemental Release. 
Further, the Plaintiffs' response brief actually demonstrates that Plaintiffs 
understood the ramifications of signing the release by recognizing the choices Ms. 
Hammer was faced with: I) signing the release and receiving the severance or 2) refusing 
to sign the release and forego any severance. (0kt. 21 at 13-14.) This demonstrates that 
Ms. Hammer knew full well what choices she had when she elected to sign the release. 
Further, given the totality of the circumstances stated above - Ms. Hammer's knowledge 
and the fact she had been advised by legal counsel - the Court concludes that there are no 
facts alleged indicating Plaintiffs were coerced. The Plaintiffs' other arguments raised 
after the fact stating they had different intentions concerning the terms and disclaimers 
that they believe limited the release or preserved her constitutional claims also fail. The 
language of the contract could not be clearer. The waiver/release was as to "any and all 
claims" without any limitations. 
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Based on the foregoing, the Court finds the claims raised in Counts I-VIII, X, and 
XII-XIV have been waived and/or released by the express terms of the written documents 
as they are claims arising out of Ms. Hammer's termination without cause. The remaining 
claims are Count IX, Deprivation of Due Process against all Defendants, and Count XI, 
Assault against Mr. Ribi. (Dkt. 1.) 
ORDER 
NOW THEREFORE IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the Motion for Judgment on 
the Pleadings (0kt. 18) is GRANTED. Counts I-VIII, X, and XII-XIV are DISMISSED. 
The Counts remaining for trial are IX and XI. 
DATED: Junel7,2014 
~-
u. S. District Judge 
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Kirtlan G. Naylor [[SB No. 3569J 
Tyler D. Williams [ISB No. 8512J 
Jacob H. Naylor [ISB No. &474] 
NAYLOR& HALES, P.C. 
Attorneys at Law 
950 W. Bannock Street, Ste. 610 
Boise, Idaho 83702 
Telephone No. (208) 383-9511 
Facsimile No. (208) 383-9516 
Em.ail: kirt@naylorhales.com; tdw@naylomales.com; jake@naylorhales.com 
Attorneys for Defendants City of Sun Valley, Ribi, and Briscoe 
IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE DISTRICT OF IDAHO 
SHARON R. HAMMER and JAMES R. 
DONOV AL, husband and wife, 
Plaintiffs, 
Case No. 1:13-cv-211-EJL 
DECLARATION OF DEWAYNE 
BRISCOE 
vs. 
CITY OF SUN VALLEY; NILS RIBI, in his 
individual and official capacity; and 
De WAYNE BRISCOE, in his individual and 
official capacity, 
Defendants. 
L DEWAYNE BRISCOE, declare under penalty of perjury that the following is 
true and correct: 
1. I am over the age of eighteen (18) and competent to testify to the matters 
herein. I make this declaration based upon my personal knowledge. 
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2. lam the Mayor oftheCityofSun Valley and in that capacity I have access to and 
conttoloverthedocumentsidentifiedbelow. Additionally,Iamanameddefendantinthislawsuitandhave 
personal knowledge about the matters set forth herein. 
3. AttachedasExhibitsAisatrueandcorrectcopyoftheminutesfortheNovember 
11 and 14, 2011 executive sessions of the Sun Valley City Council. (SV 2069-2070.) 
4. Attached as Exhibit B is a true and correct redacted copy of a letter dated 
November 12,2011, from James R. Donoval to Sun Valley, which was delivered on November 13, 2011. 
(SV 88-92) (redacted). 
5. Attached as Exhibit C is a true and correct redacted copy of a letter dated 
November 15, 2011, fromDonoval to Sun Valley. (SV 95-96) (redacted). 
6. Attached as Exhibit D is a true and correct redacted copy of a letter dated 
November 16, 2011, from Donoval to Sun Valley. (SV 97-100) (redacted). 
7. Attached as Exhibit E is a true and correct copy of the November 18, 2011 notice 
to Sharon Hammer placing her on paid administrative leave. (SV 337.) 
8. Attached as Exhibit Fis a true and correct copy of the December 20, 2011 Ball 
Report regarding Sharon Hammer, as well as the accompanying exhibits. (BALL 1-259) (filed on seal) 
Note that the Ball Report actually consisted of three separate reports covering allegations involving the Fire 
Department, Councilman Nils Ribi, and Hammer. 
9. Attached as Exhibit G is a true and correct copy of the December 16, 2011 
"NOTICE OF CONTINUED PAID ADMINISTRATIVE LEA VE PENDING INVESTIGATION" to 
Sharon Hammer. {SV 338-339.) 
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10. Attached as Exhibit His a true and correct copy of the December 16, 2011 
Garrity Notice to Sharon Hammer. (SV 344-345.) 
11. Attached as Exhibit I is a true and correct copy of the December 16, 2011 
authorizationtonotifytheBiaineCountyProsecutingAttomeyre:posmblecriminalmisconduct. (SV342.) 
12. Attached as Exhibit J is a true and correct copy of the January 4, 2012 
authorization to notify the Blaine County Prosecuting Attorney re: possible criminal misconduct. (SV 34 3.) 
13. Attached as Exhibit K is a true and correct copy of the January 4, 2012 
"NOTICEOFP AID ADMINISTRA TIVELEA VE PENDING INVESTIGATION" to Hammer. (SV 
340-341.) 
14. Attached as Exhibit Lis a true and correct copy of the January 4, 2012 Garrity 
Notice to Hammer. (SV 346-347). Similar notices were issued to other Sun Valley employees in 
connection with the Ball Investigation and findings regarding the Fire Department. 
15. Attached as Exhibit Mis al true and correct copy of the January 16, 2012 Press 
Release regarding the settlement of a lawsuit by Hammer against Swi Valley and Sun Valley officials. (SH-
1™ELINE 000618.) 
16. Attached as Exhibit N is a true and correct copy of the minutes from the January 
19, 2012 City Council meeting. (SV 2084-2088.) 
1 7. Attached as Exhibit O is a true and correct copy of a press release issued by Sun 
Valley about Hammer's employment termination. (HAMMER 000327.) 
18. In February 20012, Sun Valley hired the law firm Moffatt Thomas Barrett Rock 
&Fields, Chtd., who engaged anindependentacountingfirm, Hagen, Streiff,Newton& Oshiro, P.C. to 
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conducta thorough audit of Sun Valley's financial mattersfiom2009through20I 1 (the "Forensic Audit"). 
AttachedasExhibitPisatrueandcorrectcopyofForensicAuditSummaryReport.(SV2718·2734.) 
19. Attached asExhibitQ is a true and com:ctcopy of aletter:fiom the Blaine County 
Prosecutor, Jim Thomas, about his decision not to chargeHammerwith criminal misconduct (SV 1175-
1183.) 
20. During the summer of 2012, two Sun Valley employees. Michelle Frostenson, 
fonnerTreasurer, and Kelly Ek, former Clerk. provided notices of tort claims against Sun Valley and 
variousSunValleyoflicials,includingSharonHammer,basedonalleptionsthattheyhadbeenretaliated 
againstaftermakingvariousallegationsofmisconduct ThesemattersweresettledinJune2012. Sun 
Valley published a pres.s release about each settlement. attached as ExhibitR(SV2413) and Exhibit S 
(SV 2414.) 
PURSUANf to 28 U .S.C. § 1746, I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing 
is true and correct. 
EXECUTED on this~ day of June, 2014. 
DeWayneBri 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the 271h day of June, 2014, I electronically filed the 
foregoing with the Clerk of the Court using the CM/ECF system, which sent a Notice of 
Electronic Filing to the following person(s): 
• Eric Swartz: eric@jonesandswartzlaw.com 
• Joy Vega: joy@jonesandswartzlaw.com 
8406_31 Declaration ofBriscoc.wpd 
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SPECIAL COUNCIL MEETING MINUTES 
OF THE MAYOR AND CITY COUNCIL 
IN THE COUNCIL CHAMBERS - 81 ELKHORN ROAD 
CITY OF SUN VALLEY, IDAHO 
NOVEMBER 11, 2011 2:00 P.M. 
ORIGINAL 
The Mayor and the City Council of Sun Valley, Blaine County, State of Idaho, met in a Special Council 
Meeting in the Sun Valley City Hall Council Chambers on November 11. 2011 2:00 p.m. 
CALL TO ORDER 
ROLL CALL 
PRESENT: Mayor Wayne Willich, Council President Dewayne Briscoe, Council member Bob 
Youngman and Council member Nils RibL 
ABSENT: Counci! member Joan Lamb. 
EXECUTIVE SESSION 
MOTION 
Council member Nils Ribi moved to enter into Executive Session pursuant to Idaho Code 67·23451 
(b) To consider the evaluation, dismissal or disciplining of, or to hear complaints or charges brought 
against, a public officer. employee, staff member or individual agent, or public school student; 
seconded by Council member Bob Youngman 
AYES: Council President Dewayne Briscoe, Council member Bob Youngman and 
Council member Nils Ribi 
NAYES: None 
Council member Joan Lamb was absent for this vote 
The Mayor dedared the motion carried 
Executive Session began at 2:10 p.m. 
Executive Session ended at 4:45 p.m. 
AMEND AGENDA 
MOTION 
Council President Dewayne Briscoe moved to amend the agenda to add an item authorizing the Mayor 
and City Attorney to have a discussion with a City Employee. seconded by Council member Bob 
Youngman 
AYES: Council President Dewayne Briscoe. Council member Bob Youngman and 
Council member Nils Ribi. 
NAYES: None 
Council member Joan Lamb was absent for this vote. 
The Mayor declared the motion carried. 
Council member Bob Youngman stated the good fa'1th reason to amend the agenda was based on 
information received by Council in Executive Session. 
MOTION 
Council member Nils Ribi moved to approve authorizing the Mayor and City attorney to meet with an 
employee consistent with vvtiat was discussed in Executive Session. seconded by Bob Youngman. 
AYES: Council President Dewayne Briscoe, Council member Bob Youngman and 
Council member Nils Ribi. 
NAYES: None 
Council member Joan Lamb was absent for this vote. 
MOTION 
Council President Dewayne Briscoe moved to continue the Special Council meeting date certain to 
Monday November 14th. 2011 at 10:00 a m, seconded by Council member Bob Youngman 
Council member Joan Lamb was absent for this vote. 
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AYES: Council President De...vayne Briscoe. Council member Bob Youngman and 
Council member Nils RibL 
NAYES None 
The Mayor declared the motion carried. 
RECESS 
Mayor Wdlich recessed the meeting at 4.50 p.m. 
SPECIAL COUNCIL MEETING MINUTES OF THE MAYOR AND CITY COUNCIL CONTINUED 
CITY OF SUN VALLEY, IDAHO 
COUNCIL MEETING OF NOVEMBER 11, 2011. 
RECONVENED NOVEMBER 14, 2011 9:00 A.M 
ROLL CALL 
PRESENT: Mayor Wayne Willich. Council President Dewayne Bnscoe. Council member Bob 
Youngman. Coundl member Nits Ribi and Council member Joan Lamb. 
ABSENT None 
Council member Joan Lamb part1c1pated via telephone. 
EXECUTIVE SESSION 
MOTION 
Council President Dewayne Briscoe moved to enter into Execuf111e Session pursuant to Idaho Codt=> 
67-2345 1 (bl To consider the evaluation. dismis5al or disciplining of. or to hear complaints or rt1arge~ 
brought against a public officer. employee. staff member or ind1vkfual agent or pubhc schoo: student 
seconded by Council member Bob Youngman 
Executive Session began at 9:00 a.m 
Execut'1ve Session ended at 12.00 p.m 
AMEND AGENDA 
MOTION 
Council member Bob Youngman moved to add an item to the ngenda lo discuss hiring an attorney to 
conduct an independent investigation. seconded by Council President Dewayne Briscoe 
AYES: Council President Dewayne Br'1scoe, Council member Bob Youngman. Council 
member Nils Ribi and Council member Joan Lamb 
NAYES:None 
The Mayor dedared the motion carried. 
Council member Bob Youngman stated the good faith reason was this item just arose dunng 
Executive Session 
Council member Nils Ribi indicated he was opposed to starting an independent investigation until 
Mayor Will1ch placed the City Administrator on a Leave of Absence. 
MOTION 
Council member Bob Youngman moved to authorize the Mayor to engage an attorney to conduct an 
independent investigation. seconded Dy Council President Dewayne Briscoe 
AYES: Council President Dewayne Brrscoe. Council member Bob Youngman and 
NAYES·. Council member Nils Ribi. 
Council member Joan Lamb was unable to vote due to a ceflular disconnection 
The Mayor declared the motion carried 
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November 12,201 l 
Hon. Wayne Willich 
Sun Valley City Hall 
Sun Valley, ID 83353 
JAMES R. DONOVAL 
Attorney 
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SJRICT\X CQNBDEN11AL 
Nat for Pybpc Qhlrlbyllpn 
lo cpn1e,np1at100 Qf Utiptlgn 
Re: Sharon R. Hammer- Sun Valley City Administrator 
Mayor Willich: 
Be advised that I represent Ms. Hammer related to the oral allegations of impropriety 
forwarded to Ms. Hammer late in lhe day on Friday, November 11. 2011, by yoW"SClfand Sun 
Valley City Attorney Adam King. These allegations had been discussed by yourself and Mr. 
King with Sun Valley City Council members Nils Ribi, Bob Youngman and De Wayne Briscoe 
during a Sun Valley City Council Executive Session earlier in the day. Pursuant to both Idaho 
State Statutes and the City Of Sun Valley Policies And Procedures, the Sun Valley City Council 
has no independent authority to take disciplinary action or to tenninate Ms. Hammer. Only the 
Mayor Of Sun Valley can authorize the termination or disciplinary action of a City Of Sun 
Valley employee, and in particular the Sun Valley City Administrator (namely. Ms. Hammer). 
Thus the termination payment offered to Ms. Hammer as described by yourself and Mr. King as 
being made on behalf of Mr. Ribi, Mr. Youngman and Mr. Briscoe, is unauthorized under Idaho 
law and the City Of Sun Valley policies. and is lherefore a nullity. Therefore. no response to Mr. 
Ribi's, Mr. Youngman•s and Mr. Briscoe's request will be fonhcoming. 
Both you and Mr. King described allegations that were discussed at the Executive 
Session on Friday. However, no written corroboration or written detail of such allegations were 
provided to Ms. Hammer during her discussions with you and Mr. King. Although you hinted at 
other allegations at that time, the two main allegations of impropriety described to Ms. Hammer 
was that Ms. Hammer somehow violated City Of Sun Valley vacation pay and use of City Of 
Sun Valley automobile policies. Ms. Hammer un-categorically denies any such allegations. 
1 
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Ms. Hammer Was Granted Flexible Personal Time And Wps Aptborizcd To Use A Citv or 
Sun Valle\' Vchidt 
Al though Ms. Hammer refuses to respond in detail to any allegations until such arc 
d~tai led i~ a. fonnal written charging document. it should be noted that Section l O of the existing 
City Administrator Employment Agreement between the City Of Sun Valley and Ms. Hammer 
provides that ''the Mayor, in consultation with the Employee, shall fix such other tenns and 
conditions of employment. as he may determine from time to time to be appropriate." Ms. 
Hammer discussed a flexible work schedule with you in which you agreed that hours worked 
outside of a nonnal 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. workday could be taken off without the use of vacation time. 
Additionally, Ms. Hammer requested and you approved her use of the City Of Sun Valley 
automobile at issue. Should the City Of Sun Valley, and in particular Mayor-Elect Briscoe, wish 
to change the current policies you implemented related to both flexible time off and the use of 
the City Of Sun Valley owned automobile, Ms. Hammer wilJ comply with those direetives. 
However, for the City Of Sun Valley to retroactively modify either policy as a basis for 
disciplinary action or for termination of Ms. Hammer has no suppon in law, logic or basic 
fairness, and will be challenged and litigated to the fullest extent. if required. 
Mr. Ribi Is Seeking Retribution For Ms. Hammer's Reporting Of His Own Abusive 
Behavior Apd Hanpment 
On multiple occasions, Ms. Hammer has been verbally and mentally abused by Sun 
Valley Council Member Nils Ribi, and on at least one occasion was physically threatened by Mr. 
Ribi. These incidents were witnessed by others and reported to you, Mr. King and Sun Valley 
Police Chief Cam Daggett. It is my understanding that you have also notified Mr. Ribi of his 
inappropriate conduct towards Ms. Hammer. Ms. Hammer has required medical and personal 
counseling due to the harassment inflicted by Mr. Ribi, and Mr. Ribi's actions and the results of 
his actions have been documented. 
To date, Ms. Hammer has refrained from prosecuting Mr. Ribi and the City Of Sun 
Valley for harassment. as would be her right pursuant to the clearly established Sun Valley 
policies and procedures on harassment of employees. However, it is now clear to Ms. Hammer 
that due to the impending change of administration, that by seeking her dismissal thal Mr. Ribi is 
seeking relribution against Ms. Hammer for Ms. Hammer's previous reporting of Mr. Ribi's 
inappropriate action against Ms. Hammer to yourself and other Sun Valley officials. Thus, 
should the City Of Sun Valley, and in particular Mr. Ribi, continue to make allegations of 
impropriety against Ms. Hammer, she will prosecute Mr. Ribi and the City Of Sun Valley for 
harassment, for defamation of character and for retaliatory discharge to the full extent of the law. 
In doing so, Ms. Hammer will seek a full investi tion throu h discov and disclosure of facts 
of Mr. Ribi's own history of misconduct 
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Sup Valley City Attoraev Ad1m King Shoald Be Bamd From Further Participation Ip 
The Manet 
We arc seeking that Sun Valley City Attorney Adam King be bfll'Rd from any further 
involvement in any matters related to Ms. Hammer. Mr. King has been notified by both you and 
Ms. Hammer of multi le issues related to the onnel problems associated with Mr. Ribi. And, 
The City Of Sun Valley Has A Well Established Policy On Employee Disclplipe 
The City Of Sun Valley has established progressive discipline policies related to all 
employees. which includes Ms.. Hammer. and has established policies requiring that employees 
against whom disciplinary actions arc taken arc to be provided with the right to due process to 
defend any and all allegations of misconduct. 
Ms. Hammer has never been notified of any prior acts of misconduct, and she has been 
given exceptional reviews by yourself since she became the Sun Valley City Administrator in 
2008. Ms. Hammer has been credentialed by the International City/County Manager's 
Association during her tenure with the City Of Sun Valley, verifying her dedication to the 
highest standards of ethical management, and has received the highest accolades from the 
Government Finance Officer's Association for both the City Of Sun Valley 201 I Budget and the 
City Of Sun Valley 2010 Audit, indicating Ms. Hammer's conformance with the highest 
standards of financial reporting, in direct contradiction lo the claims asserted against her as to her 
purported financial mismanagement. Considering Ms. Hammer's exemplary pcrfonnance and 
the failure of the City Of Sun Valley to bring any previous allegations of mismanagement against 
Ms. Hammer. there is certainly no basis for a dismissal of Ms. Hammer for cause based on 
purported violations of policies which had been approved by yourself. 
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As to the procedures being folJowed by the Sun Valley City Council related to Ms. 
Hammer's purported misconduct. Ms. Hammer is certainly entitlc:d to I) fonnal wrilten notice of 
the_ charg~ being assc~sed against her, 2) disclosure: of any and alJ documents which support the 
claun~ be1_ng ~ aga,~t her, and 3) a fonnal hearing on the charges being assessed against her 
at which time she 1s enutled lo legal representation and the right to confront her accusers and 
bring forward witnesses and evidence in her defense. On infonnation and belief, Fonner Sun 
Valley City Administrator Virginia Egger was provided with the same full due process rights 
when Mr. Ribi also brought misconduct aJJcgations against her, and Ms. Hammer should be 
entitled to no less of due process protections. 
Apy Disclplinaa Adlops Apipst Ms, Hammer. Prior To A Fall Aad Complete 
Copfide.qtial Jpvptjgatloa, Tbe Confidential FWpg Of Formal Chmes And Cmpfldeatial 
Formal Proceeding Will Be Considered A Pptpo,ef'gJ Attack Upop Ma, Hammer's 
Otherwise Unbkmished Professional Character 
Please be placed on notice that any disciplinary actions taken by the City Of Sun Valley, 
including placing Ms. Hammer on administrative leave before Ms. Hammer is provided with 
written charges and untiJ a full and complete due process procedure is followed, alJ of which 
must be done in total confidence, will be considered to be an action on behalf of the City Of Sun 
Valley (and in particular Mr. Ribi), to damage Ms. Hammer's otherwise stellar and unblemished 
prof~onal character, and will result in Ms. Hammer seeking vindication of such. As has been 
descri~ Ms. Hammer has a long history of being recognized for her professional performance 
and ethical conduct by national professional organii.ations such as the International City/County 
Manager's Association and the Government Finance Officer's Association. Based on those 
accolades, Ms. Hammer should be given the benefit of the doubt as to her integrity and ethics. 
As you are well aware. should you place Ms. Hammer on administrative leave, such 
action will be published in the Idaho Mountain Express. Th.e effect of such public notice of 1he 
assertion that Ms. Hammer has done something improper will never be able to be adequately 
countered in the future even if such charges are later dismissed. There can be no doubt that Mr. 
Ribi's intentions of convincing you to put Ms. Hammer on administrative leave is a purposeful 
attempt on the part of Mr. Ribi to publicly besmirch Ms. Hammer•s otherwise pristine reputation. 
J implore you to avoid the inclination lo place Ms. Hammer on administrative leave. As 
you are aware, Ms. Hammer has no authority to sign checks or for payroll - as that rests solely 
with you and Sun Valley City Cleric Kelly Eck (based upon presentation of request for payment 
of such to you by Sun Valley Finance Manager/Treasurer Michelle Frostenson). Thus, any 
assertion that Ms. Hammer could somehow act inappropriately with Sun Valley funds is 
impossible. And as you are also aware, you are personally in Sun Valley City Hall almost every 
day and will continue to have direct supervision over almost all activities of Ms. Hammer during 
an investigatory period. The weighing of the costs associated with Ms. Hammer's permanent loss 
of professional credibility should you place her on administrative leave, and the costs of the 
inevitable litigation that will follow, are clearly outweighed by your personal ability to control 
and approve all financial transactions of Sun Valley during an investigatory period. 
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Request For A Special Sun VaHey City Councal Executive Session 
We arc seeking that you call a Special Meeting and Executive Session of !he Sun Valle\' 
City Council for Wednesday, Novc:mber 16. 2011, and that you allow myself, Ms. Hanuner, a~d 
recently elected Sun Valley City Council members Franz Suhadolnik and Michelle Griffith to 
attend such Executive Session. Based on the above described issues. we request that Mr. King be 
barred from attending such Executive Session (although we have no objection to another 
attorney being present to represent yourself and the City Of Sun Valley). By the end of the day 
Tuesday. November 1 s. 2011, we demand that we be provided with formaJ written charges of 
any wrongdoing that Ms. Hammer is being charged with and that we be provided with any and 
all documents associated with the allegations against Ms. Hammer for use in such Executive 
Session. At the November 16. 2011 Executive Session we expect to fully discuss any assertions 
made apinst Ms. Hammer and the allegations being asserted herein against Mr. Ribi, and we 
will be expecting that any and all assertions of wrongdoing against Ms. Hammer be dismissed at 
that time. with prejudice. Should the aty Of Sun Valley choose to either not hold the Executive 
Session described above or to fully dismiss all allegations of mis-management or other wrong 
doing against Ms. Hammer, with prejudice, by Friday, November 18. 2011-on Monday, 
November 21, 2011. we will file the aforementioned harassment claims against Mr. Ribi and the 
City Of Sun Valley in the Blaine County Court and let the litigation process. and the inevitable 
negative publicity to the City Of Sun Valley that will ensue, take its course. Any further 
disciplinary action taken by the City Of Sun Valley apinsl Ms. Hammer lhereafter will result in 
the addition of damage to reputation and retaliatoiy discharge claims against Mr. Ribi and the 
City Of Sun Valley. 
Obviously, lhis is not the stable transfer of administrations and the retaining of the quality 
professional employees that both you and Mayor-Elect Briscoe have publicly promised. nor can 
Mayor-Elect Briscoe possibly be satisfied that bis new administration will commence with such 
acrimony. However, should Mr. Ribi"s vindictive intentions against Ms. Hammer be the 
controlling focus of the SWl Valley City Council, inevitably the next few months. or years. will 
be dominated by attention being paid to Mr. Ribi's emotional illness and continued abuse of City 
Of Sun Valley employees rather than all of the high quality improvements that Ms. Hammer and 
the other highly skilled City Of Sun Valley employees have brought and will continue 10 bring to 
the Cit fSun Valley. 
Ve T ty Youl)Jl /) 
JAM R. ,~~ 
AttOJDCY At Law 
_i 
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Hon. Wayne Willich 
Sun Valley City Hall 
Sun Valley, ID 133S3 
JAMES R. DONOVAL 
Attorney 
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(1121111-2029, C20lt m .. 1111 
Jdanoval4taal.cam 
SJRIQLY CONff PQITIAL 
Ngt FprPubQc QNdputfan 
In Cpntaplptallpn Of.,,,,,,..,, 
Re: Sharon R. Hammer - Allegations Of Misconduct 
Continued Demand For Total Confidentiality 
Mayor Willich: 
As you are aware. on November ll, 2011, I sc:n,ed upon )'OUnOlf and all CUITOIII: and about IO be 
sealed Sun Valley City Council members a lel&er seeking dial you call a Special Sun Valley City Council 
meeting and Executive Session for November 16, 2011 to discuss the generic oral alleptions of 
misconduct being made by Nils Ribi against Ms. Hammer and the alleptions of on-aoing and extensive 
harassment which Ms. Hammer has made against Mr. Ribi. 
It is my understanding that for undisclosed reasons discmsed in a Sun Valley City Council 
Executive Session on Monday, November 14, 2011. that the C-ny Of Sun Valley will not call the Special 
Meeting and Executive Session I requested regarding the misconduct alleptions being made ap.inst Ms. 
Hammer as well u the ex.tensive lmassmontallcptians Ms. Hmnmer has made apinst Mr. Ribi. 
However, instead, Ms. Hammer was told by yourself that the City Of Sun Valley will be appointing an 
independent party to conduct an investiption of all misconduct. I applaud your docision to investiple all 
allegations being made by Mr. Ribi against Ms. Hammer. We request and expect that the independent 
pal'I)' will also perform a complete investigation into the serious alleptions of harassment that Ms. 
Hammer has mde against Mr. Ribi as part of the process, as well as Mr. Riln's continued violation of 
Section 3.2 of Sun Valley Policies And Procedures related to Mr. RJ'bi's hnproperdircctives to Sun 
Valley employees and Mr. Rib i's inlrusion into the day to day opcsations of the City Of Sun Valley. Ms. 
Hammer will coopnte w:ith the investigation, will luUy disclose any flcts and documents beinB 
n:qucsted by the invcstiptor and will di&elW with the investigator and younelf any issues related to the 
investigation. 
I want to rcitcr9te our demand Chat any and an matters related to the investigation, any charges 
being made apinst Ms. Hammer and any mectinp or hearings with or before yourself and the Sun Valley 
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is to smncht,w puhlicl) besmirch Ms. Hammer·~ n.:puUllion in n:talinlion lc.1r Ms. Hammer ha\·ing 
disclosed and filed multiple and on-going harnssmc111 asscnion~ against Mr. Ribi. and 1hat the 
in,·t.'!>tigalitm against /\1s. I lammer is nothir1g mort· 1/mn a sham ··witch hunt .. again!>I J\ls. I lammer h) 1\tr. 
Rihi. I ,,ant ll1 rcitcrnlc in the slrongcst tcm1s pos~ihk• thal ~hnuld any public di!.elosurc ht: made of .:m., 
allcJ;?atinns agains1 r-.·ls. Hammer of any sort. 311) public disclosure be made llfthc investigation bcini; 
pi:-rformcd or an) public disclosure be made of 1hc rmlCccdings 1hat may he brought against ~Is. I lammer. 
Ms. llammcr will consider Mr. Ribi and the Cit) Of Sun V,1llcy to have ,·iolated Ms. Hammcr"s due 
process ri~hts and will prosecute Mr. Ribi and the Ci1y or Sun Valle~· to 1hc maximum cx1ent allm\ i:d hy 
law fi:>r hoth retaliatory discharge for bringing harassmcnl daims against Mr. Rihi and for darnagc w f\-1s. 
11:uumcr· s rcput;llinn. 
In additkm. I wanl to applaud your dt.-cisinn 1101 10 place Ms. I lammer on adntinistralivc leave 
until such lime as lhc invcsligation and any fonnal proceedings :1gainst Ms. llammer have ht..-cn 
compli:tcd. As previously noted. you and City Clerk Kelly Ed sign all checks and for a/J pa,-mcnts oul of 
City Of Sun Valley funds and you are personally In Sun Valley City Hall c\'er)' day 10 monitor Ms. 
I l:11111111:r (in tlk.' office ncx1 door to yours) and tht: 1,n-g11ing acti, itics of the Cit) Of Sun Vallt:). 1hus 
then· is no ch;mu· for Ms. I Jammer to perform <Ill) ac1s 11f misconduct without your knowledge". :\s I kin· 
prc\·it1usly explained. the mere act of placing. \Is. I lammer on aJministrJtive leaw. for any reason. will of 
itself he an ac1 of defaming Ms. Hammer for ,,hich thc.·rc "ill nc,·cr be satisfactory repair. It is i.:,·ident 
1!1:11 t\1r. Rihi's intclll is 10 damage Ms. I lammcr's rcp1J1atit1n in an), wa}· possible in retaliation Ji.1r l\1s. 
11.unmcr s c1~1irns Ji..lr hnr.Jssmcnt against ~-Ir. Rihi. J w,1111 to rcitcrnlc that we would consider an} ,1c1 of 
pn:cmpti\"C discipline such as putting !vis. I lammer 1111 nny form of leave. 1l1 also be an act of n:1rihution 
for l\ls. I lamrm:r's harassmcnl claims ag.ainsl ~fr. Rihi and will abo prosc-culc Mr. Rihi and lht.~ Cit) Of 
Sun V:lllc) li.lr sm;h .iction for retaliatol) discharge and f(1r damages to the full\!st e:\.t\!111 of the fow. 
Finall}. thus far Mr. Ribi. and in some ways 1hc City Of Sun Valley. has handled lhis e111ire 
111;1t1cr i11 :111 c-xlrcmcly unprofessional manner. am! in some ways already in viol.Ilion of Ms. Harmnc-r' s 
due pnk.:ess rights. Last Friday. you and Cily Attorney /\dam King were directed by Mr. Ribi and other 
Sun V:allcy City Council members to extend an offcr of rC'siµn:11ion to Ms. I lammer withoul ,my formal 
\\riHt·n charges ha\"ing been providt:d to her and witht1t1t any wrillcn c,·idcncc being pmdm:cd h) hc-r. I 
\\Ould asJ.. that sh,1uld Ms. Hammer be accu.scd \1fany misconduct \"iolations. that Mr. Ribi and 1hc Cil~ 
(JfSun Valle} '"l'i1c its source·· by providing !\·1s. llan11nc-r with 1hc 'ipceific ldahl) sta1mc. Sun Valli:) 
\-lunicipal Code SL"ction, Sun Valley Polic~ ,\nd Procedure scctim1 or other specific acl or documcllf 
\\ hkh suppon~ lhL' allcg1t1ions made against ~1s. 11:mum.:r. t 't111sidcring 1hat we IHI\ c clenrl: described 
\Ir. Rihi·~ ,1c1:-: thus far as nothing. more than a ··,,i1ch hmu·· in r~lnliation for 1hc harassmc:m cl;1ims mad1.: 
h:- \1s. I humner against ~1r. Ribi. and \Ir. Rihi" ~ long hi..;tor;. of unsupported claims that he: so111d1n\\ h,i,; 
c~pcrtisc: in la\, an<l other municipal related matters. \\C lmpc th.JI lhc City Of Sun \'.allc} ~t,md:. up fr1r 
lht· highc:.I slandard~ l)(duc process and cnsun.:s tha1 Mr. l{ibi's u\lL· •ations ofam 1, c a!!ain~t \b. 
I l:1mml.'r arc: su 1rtL·<l b, ac1ual i.:s1ablisht:<l \\ ri11cn lcl!al )re,c:dcnt 
\\:r) Truly Yours. 1) 
.· 1\-v,.,() I , 
JAMb 1( DO~OVAI.. 
/\lltlrney At ( .mv 
..:-· , ll:1111m~r 
J I .;,mt, 
J l lln,~·,.,.· 
I{ ,·,,1,n~m.111 
I 'iuh;1dolnil 
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November I 6, 2011 
Hon. Wayne Willich 
Sun Valley City Hall 
Sun Valley, ID 83353 
4325 Fairway Nine Condos 
POBox1499 
Sun Valley, ID 83353 
(312) 859-2029; (208) 721-7383 
jdonoval@Paol.com 
STRICTLY CQNAQENTIAl 
Not For Public Distribution 
In Contemplation Of Ut!Utlon 
Re: Sharon R. Hammer - City Of Sun Valley - Nils Ribi: Harassment Settlement 
Mayor Willich: 
As you are aware, on November 13, 201 I. I served upon yourself and all current and 
about to be seated Sun Valley City Council members a letter seeking that you call a Special Sun 
Valley City Council meeting and Executive Session for November 16, 2011 to discuss the issues 
detailed in the letter related lo Mr. Ribi's on-going harassment of Ms. Hammer. As I stated, Ms. 
Hammer had chosen not to previously proceed against Mr. Ribi for violation of the City Of Sun 
Valley harassment policies because of your personal promise that you had discussed the matter 
with Mr. Ribi and because of your personal promise that the City Of Sun Valley would take 
actions to protect Ms. Hammer from any further inappropriate behavior on the pan of Mr. Ribi. 
It is apparent that due to the recent change of administration, Mr. Ribi now considers himself to 
be free to continue his prior history of abuse and harassment of Ms. Hammer. 
It is my understanding that for undisclosed reasons discussed in a Sun Valley City 
Council Executive Session on Monday. November 14. 2011, that the City Of Sun Valley will not 
call the Special Meeting and Executive Session I requested to confront Mr. Ribi regarding his 
harassment of Ms. Hammer. nor is there any suggestion that the City Of Sun Valley intends to 
take action against Mr. Ribi or enter into any resolution to the allegations made against Mr. Ribi 
by Ms. Hammer. 
In the previous letter, I clearly described that if all matters related to Mr. Ribi's 
harassment of Ms. Hammer were not fully resolved by Friday. November 18, 201 l, that I would 
be tiling a harassment law suit against Mr. Ribi and the City Of Sun Valley on November 21, 
20 I I . In addition, as was made very clear in the Jetter, the failure to call the Special Meeting and 
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law suit against Mr. Ribi and the City Of Sun Valley. 
I had previously urged to you to investigate the allegations against Mr. Ribi regarding 
Mr. Ribi's violations of the Section 3.2, Section 7.4 and Section 7.5 of the Sun Valley Policies 
And Procedures (related to Mr. Ribi's improper directives towards Ms. Hammer and Sun Valley 
employees, Mr. Ribi's seeking and obtaining of confidential Sun Valley and Sun Valley 
employee information and Mr. Ribi's harassment of Ms. Hammer). You and the Sun Valley City 
Council should take note that Mr. Ribi was the only member of the Sun Valley City Council 
voting against your request for an independent investigation at the Monday, November 14, 2011 
Sun Valley City Council meeting, evidencing Mr. Ribi's intent to avoid having to face these 
serious allegations regarding his own conduct. Now, since that meeting, we have been informed 
that Mr. Ribi continues to contact Sun Valley employees seeking confidential information 
regarding matters related to Ms. Hammer, in direct violation of both Section 3.2 and Section 7.4 
of the Sun Valley Policies And Procedures, and even though you directed that an independent 
investigation of all matters is going to be performed. 
We applaud your conducting of an internal investigation. However, due to the serious 
nature of the harassment claims being made by Ms. Hammer. and to disclose Mr. Ribi's 
abhorrent conduct and seek to protect not only Ms. Hammer but Sun Valley employees and the 
general public from Mr. Ribi, I still fully intend to file the mentioned harassment suit on behalf 
of Ms. Hammer on Monday, November 21, 2011 as previously discussed. As you are aware, that 
law suit will be a completely public proceeding and all allegations against Mr. Ribi and the City 
Of Sun Valley and any and all actions and findings related to Mr. Ribi and the City Of Sun 
Valley after the filing of such law suit will be public record. Please be advised that on behalf of 
Ms. Hammer, that in order to avoid such action, we are offering the following terms of 
settlement related to all allegations made by Ms. Hammer against Mr. Ribi and the City Of Sun 
Valley in order to prevent the filing of the aforementioned harassment law suit: 
a) Mr. Ribi will resign from the Sun Valley City Council for ·'personal reasons" 
effective the day after Mayor-Elect Briscoe is sworn in as Mayor Of Sun Valley. This 
will allow Mayor-Elect Briscoe to name Mr. Ribi's replacement; 
b) The City Of Sun Valley will pay Ms. Hammer the sum of one hundred 
thousand dollars ($100,000.00) in settlement of all harassment claims Ms. Hammer may 
have against Mr. Ribi and/or the City Of Sun Valley; 
c) Mr. Ribi will agree to never contact Ms. Hammer in any form. Mr. Ribi will 
also agree that should he ever contact Ms. Hammer again that Ms. Hammer will be 
entitled to further proceed against him personally for liquidated and punitive damages in 
the sum of an additional one hundred thousand dollars ($100,000.00) for further 
harassment and breach of his no-contact agreement. 
We would still be willing to sit with the Sun Valley City Council in Executive Session, 
including with recently elected Sun Valley City Council members Michelle Griffith and Franz 
Suhadolnik and discuss the matter. However, should I not be provided written confirmation that 
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p.m. (noon) Friday November 18, 2011, or that some other amicable settlement has been 
accepted by Ms. Hammer or is being negotiated- on Monday November 21, 2011, on behalfof 
Ms. Hammer I will file in the Blaine County Court the harassment and intentional infliction of 
emotional distress action previously described against Mr. Ribi and the Ci Of Sun Valle . The 
law suit will detail all acts of Mr. Ribi in harassin Ms. Hammer, 
I have attached a courtesy draft copy of the Veri ed Complaint that 
we propose will be filed on Monday, November 21, 2011, so that you may understand the 
serious nature of the claims being made by Ms. Hammer against Mr. Ribi and the City Of Sun 
Valley. 
And, there is no 
question that had any other employee of the City Of Sun Valley performed the various acts of 
verbal, mental and threatened physical abuse that Mr. Ribi has done over the course of at least 
the last three (3) years that such employee would have been severely disciplined or terminated 
from their employment position. Mr. Ribi should be treated no differently. As has been 
evidenced by recent allegations regarding Penn State University, public officials and employees 
have an unquestionable duty to make the public aware of any allegations related to a public 
official's acts endangering the safety of individuals and to seek immediate removal of such 
officials and report such acts to appropriate authorities. 
Should Mr. Ribi not resign as suggested, and subsequently pe orm any er acts of 
impropriety or injury to City Of Sun Valley employees, and in particular to Ms. Hammer-
it is certainly now the City Of Sun Valley and 
the individual members of the Sun Valley City Council who will be held responsible. 
The Sun Valley City Council has no authority to force Mr. Ribi's resignation. However, 
Idaho State Statute 19-410 I provides for the removal of a public officer, after trial by the local 
county prosecutor. for actions of willful misconduct. Should Mr. Ribi refuse to resign, in order to 
protect City Of Sun Valley employees, in particular Ms. Hammer, and the public in general, I. 
and Ms. Hammer, believe that you, and the remaining Sun Valley City Council members are 
obligated to forward to Blaine County Prosecutor Jim J. Thomas a request to seek removal of 
Mr. Ribi from his position as a Sun Valley City Council member for acts of willful misconduct 
related to the harassment of Ms. Hammer in violation of Section 7.5 of the Sun Valley Policies 
And Procedures. In addition. as is detailed in the Verified Complaint, Mr. Ribi's multiple 
violations of both Section 3.2 (related to authority to direct Sun Valley employees) and Section 
7.4 (related to disclosure of confidential Sun Valley and Sun Valley employee information) of 
the Sun Valley Policies And Procedures should also subject Mr. Ribi to removal from office 
pursuant to ldaho Statute 19-4101 for additional and separate willful misconduct by Mr. Ribi. 
3 
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not either obtain Mr. Ribi's resignation or seek prosecution of Mr. Ribi for willful misconduct. 
please be on notice that the City Of Sun Valley and the individual members of the Sun Valley 
City Council will bear responsibility for any future actions of impropriety or misconduct on the 
pan of Mr. Ribi and any physical or emotional injury Mr. Ribi subsequently causes. 
Please note that upon the filing of the harassment law suit against the City Of Sun Valley 
and Mr. Ribi, the Verified Complaint and this letter will be disclosed to the public, including that 
both will be provided to the Idaho Mountain Express. the Times-News and the Idaho Statesman 
for publication, in an effort for the public to take notice of Mr. Ribi's potential danger to Ms. 
Hammer, City Of Sun Valley employees, and the general public. and to disclose the failure of the 
City Of Sun Valley to take any actions to protect such individuals from further potential 
harassment. threats and physical harm from Mr. Ribi. 
On a personal note. Ms. Hammer wishes to thank you for all of your efforts in seeking to 
ensure that Ms. Hammer has been protected from Mr. Ribi and his insults. abuses. misconduct 
and attacks during your Lenn as Mayor. As has been stated, Ms. Hammer has refrained from 
seeking the legal recourse she is certainly entitled to against Mr. Ribi based in large part on your 
personal promises and integrity. However, with the impending change of administration and that 
Mr. Ribi has now made clear that somehow he is "in charge" and "things will be done 
differently", Ms. Hammer has no other recourse to protect herself and other Sun Valley 
employe115 but to bring the harassment action, unless Mr. Ribi resigns. 
., r 
Very Truly Youk , . i 
~ ~ I- .. <fvvP'tl/ 
JAMES R. DONOVAL 
Attorney At Law 
I 
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November 18, 2011 
Dear Sharon: 
Effective Immediately you are being placed on paid administrative leave until further notice 
from your position a5 City Administrator and paid on-caU firefighter/EMT. Please deliver aU City of Sun 
Valley property In your possession to City Hall Immediately, including but not llmlted to cell phones, 
keys, IPads, computers, computer flies/computerized records, papers, telephones, pagers, fire 
equipment, EMT equipment, and any other property In your possession which belongs to the City of Sun 
Valley. This is not a disciplinary action. 
SUUJ1:G1017459.l 
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PERSONAL AND CONFIDENTIAL 
Sharon Hammer, City Administrator 
Mayor Wayne Willich 
December 16, 2011 
NOTICE OF CONTINUED PAID ADMINISTRATIVE LEA VE 
PENDING INVESTIGATION 
YOU ARE HEREBY NOTIFIED THAT subsequent to placing you on paid leave, we 
have received information indicating that you may have acted, omitted acts, or otherwise 
performed in ways which are contrary to the expectations or the standards of conduct for the City 
of Sun Valley employees. 
Because the matter under investigation potentially affects other employees, we cannot 
provide additional details about the behavior that is of concern at this time. 
THEREFORE, UNTIL THE INVESTIGATION INTO SUCH INFORMATION IS 
SUFFICIENTLY COMPLETED, YOU ARE HEREBY CONTINUED ON PAID LEAVE 
FROM PERFORMANCE OF YOUR CURRENT DUTIES WITH PAY, 
Pending the outcome of our inquiry, you are directed not to perform any of the duties of 
your employment other than those necessary to preserve the City's interests in your absence. 
Further, you should not make any representations or statements as a representative of the City of 
Sun Valley. You are further directed not to make any contact (directly, indirectly, personally or 
through any other person) with any person who may have filed a complaint against you or been a 
witness to any such event. This is a confidential personnel matter at this point, and you 
should respect that confidentiality until our inquiry is complete and you have been able to 
respond to our initial determinations. This paid leave is not a disciplinary action. 
You are also directed, as a condition of your continued receipt of your pay during this period of 
paid leave, to respond honestly to any inquiries from me, or any other individual designated by 
me, concerning any aspect of this investigation and any matters of business which are within 
your knowledge and within the normal course of your employment, as set forth in the Notice of 
Administration served on you as well. 
YOU ARE FURTHER DIRECTED THAT effective immediately, and during the 
period of your paid leave, you are not authorized to be present in any of the private offices of 
any City facility which are not accessible to any other member of the general public, without 
express written permission from me or the official in control of such facility. Finally, you are 
directed not to access or utilize any City computer, computer system, network resource or 
Notice of Leave - Page I 
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application (however characterized) or remove any docwnents or other City property (excluding 
only your personal effects Wlconnected with City operations) from any City facility. 
You are hereby notified that any violation of the directives set forth in this Notice 
may result in separate additional consequences. 
In the event the investigation indicates personnel action is warrante~ you will be 
given an opportunity to present any response to the infonnation received as a result of the on-
going investigation before a final decision is made regarding the action to be taken. 
If you do not desire to accept this continued paid leave pending the outcome of 
the on-going investigation, but prefer that your employment records with the City of Sun show 
that you terminated your employment by resignation, please submit your written resignation to 
me and your resignation will be docwnented and your final paycheck will be prepared and 
delivered to you. 
Please be advised that since this matter involves potential personnel action, you are 
requested to respect its confidential nature until all steps in the process have been completed. 
DA TED this 16111 day of December 2011. 
Affirmation of Service 
Service of the foregoing Notice was delivered via U.S. Mail to Attorney James Donoval, cowisel 
,s-
for Sharon Hammer on thi~ day of December, 2011. 
Si~ 
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PERSONAL AND CONFIDENTIAL 
Sharon Hammer, City Administrator 
Wayne Willich, Mayor 
December 16, 2011 
RE: NOTICE OF ADMINISTRATIVE INVESTIGATION; ORDER TO PARTICIPATE 
IN INTERVIEW PROCESS AND ADVICE OF RIGHTS 
YOU ARE HEREBY ADVISED that you may be questioned as a part of an official 
investigation. You will be asked questions specifically directed and narrowly related to the 
performance of your official duties. You are entitled to all the rights and privileges 
guaranteed by the laws and the Constitution of this state and the Constitution of the United 
States, including the right not to be compelled to incriminate yourself and to have an attorney 
of your choice present during questioning. Accordingly, you are hereby ordered pursuant 
to Garrity v New Jersey, 385 U.S. 493 (1967), to submit to this interview and are 
specifically advised that nothing you say in response to questions posed to you 
during this Interview wlll be used against you in any subsequent criminal prosecution. 
YOU ARE FURTHER ADVISED that if you refuse to answer questions relating to the 
performance of your official duties, you Will be subject to administrative charges which may 
result in your dismissal from employment. If you do answer, neither your statements nor any 
information or evidence which is gained by reason of such statements can be used against 
you in any subsequent criminal proceeding. However, these statements may be used 
against you in relation to subsequent administrative charges and violations of the City of Sun 
Valley's policies and procedures as well as the City of Sun Valley Personnel Policy. 
You are hereby notified that you are hereby placed on a paid leave status, and that, as a 
condition of continued receipt of pay during this paid leave, you are directed to assist this 
agency concerning matters you were addressing as an active employee and to provide the 
City of Sun Valley with a telephone number and address where you will be available at all 
times during said paid leave. You are further directed to fully cooperate with and 
honestty and fully respond to any inquiries you receive from the Mayor or any other 
person involved in this administrative investigation. Further, If you provide false, 
misleading or incomplete Information in answering any questions during this 
procedure, you may subject yourself to administrative action, up to and including your 
dismissal from employment with the City of Sun Valley. 
NOTICE OF ADMINISTRATIVE INVESTIGATION -1 
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Once you have had an opportunity to review this Notice, and in the event you do not intend to 
comply with this order to participate in this aspect of the administrative investigation, you are 
directed to notify me immediately. As previously noted herein, in the event you refuse to 
participate in or to answer questions relating to the performance of your official duties, you 
may be subject to administrative action, up to and including dismissal from your employment 
with this agency. However, that is a decision you must make. 
YOU ARE FURTHER DIRECTED NOT TO MAKE CONTACT WITH ANY PERSON WHO 
MAY HAVE FILED A COMPLAINT AGAINST YOU OR WHO HAS BEEN A WITNESS TO 
ANY SUCH EVENT. WHETHER IN PERSON. THROUGH A THIRD PARTY, BY 
TELEPHONE, OR IN ANY OTHER MANNER NOT SPECIFICALLY STATED HEREIN. 
If, after considering this Notice, you prefer that your employment records with the City show 
that you terminated your employment by resignation, please submit your written resignation 
to me, so that your records may be properly documented and your final paycheck will be 
prepared and delivered to you. 
Affirmation of Service 
Service of the foregoing Notice was delivered via U.S. Mail to Attorney James Donoval ,,~ . 
counsel for Sharon Hammer on this /JL- day of December, 2011. 
NOTICE OF ADMINISTRATIVE INVESTIGATION - 2 
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I, Mayor Wayne Willich, do hereby authorize Kirtlan G. Naylor of the law firm 
Naylor & Hales, P .C. to notify the Blaine County Prosecutrng Attorney with regard 
to the information and facts discovered in an employment investigation that may 
be the subject of criminal conduct. 
Dated 
EXHIBIT I SV342 
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I, Mayor Dewayne Briscoe, do hereby authorize Kirtlan G. Naylor of the law firm 
Naylor & Hales, P.C. to notify the Blaine County Prosecuting Attorney with regard 
to the information and facts discovered in an employment investigation that may 
be the subject of criminal conduct. 
Dated 









PERSONAL AND CONFIDENTIAL 
Sharon Hammer. City Administrator 
Mayor Dewayne Briscoe 
January 4. 2012 
NOTICE OF PAID ADMINISTRATIVI! LEA VI: 
PENDING INVESl'IGATION 
YOU ARE HEREBY NOTIFIED THAT subsequent to placiag you on paid leave, we 
have received infonnati.on indicating that you may have acted. omitted acts, or otherwise 
performed in ways which are contrary to the expectations or the standards of conduct for the City 
of Sun VaUey employees. 
Because the matter under investigation potentially affects other empJoyces, we cannot at 
this time provide additional details about the behavior that is of conc:c:m at this time. 
THEREFORE, UNTIL THE INVESTIGATION INTO SUCH INFORMATION IS 
SUfflCIENTLY COMPLETED, YOU ARE HEREBY ON PAID LEA VE FROM 
PERFORMANCE OF YOUR CURRENT DUTIES WITH PAY. 
Pending the outcome of our inquiry, yoa are directed not to perform any of the duties of 
yow- employment. Further, you should not make any representations or statements as a 
representative of the City of Sun Valley. You are further directed not to make any contact 
(directly, indirectly, personally or through any other person) with any person who may have filed 
a complaint against you or been a witness to any such event This ii a coaftdential personae! 
matter at th& point, and you should respect that coafldeatiaHty until our inquiry is 
complete and you have been able to respond to our baidal detenniaatiom. Tbil paid leave ii 
!l!! a d ildpliaary actioa. 
You are also directed, as a condition of your continued receipt of your pay during this period of 
paid leave. to respond honestly to any inquiries from me, or any other individual designated by 
me, conceminc any aspect of this investigation and any matters of business which are within 
yow- knowledge and within the normal course of your employment. 
YOU ARE FURTHER DIRECTED THAT effective immediately, aad duria1 the 
period of your paid leave, you are not authorized to be present in any of the private offices of 
any City facility which are not accessible to any other member of the general public, without 
e.xprcss written permission from me or the official in control of such facility. Finally, you are 
directed not to ~ or utilize any City computer, computer system. network resource or 
application (however characterized) or remove any documents or other Ci1Y properly (excluding 
Notice of Leave January 2012-Pagc I 
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only your personal effects unconnected with City operations) ftom any City facility. Further, jf 
you have any l'!'/2'!!% deraRPM!f m other rema rm any furre! inclndirs s;Jr&tt9Jric or r,wl 
in your oomrNn that are City mm+ or pubJic ,ecordL which you have not m;eived in vow 
poawsion pursuant to a du)y authorimd public m;ords reanor yqu are to retwP all such to the 
Citv ""PlmU,rrJx, You are to ,Im hnmcdinl!'IIY retum to the Citv all kcvs. mdit cards. 
gmigmmt Wedinr fire dmenrnmt egpipmg,t commqg. laptops, iPads, IPSJ MY and all 
things ownod by the City jn your cpn1rpl or PCMri?JL Retention of any such documents and 
things is not acceptable. 
You are l,ereby aotlfled that any vlolatloa of the dlrectlv11 set forth I• thla Notice 
may result Ill 11parate addltloaal coueqaenca, lacludlll1 tlie forfeiture of coallnued pay 
or termlaadoa. 
In the event the laveniptlon lndlcata penonnel action Is warranted for your 
condnd or for caa1e, you will be given an opportunity to present any response to the 
information received u a result of the on-going investigation before a final decision is made 
regardini: the action to be taken. 
If you do not desire to accept this continued paid leave peoding the outcome of 
the on-going investigation, but prefer that your employment records with the City of Sun sbow 
that you terminated your employment by resignation, please submit your written resignation to 
me and your resignation will be documented and your final paycheck will be prepared and 
delivered to YlllL 
Pleaae be advised that since this matter Involves potential personnel action, you are 
requested to respect its confidential nature until all steps in the process have been completed. 
DATED this 4th day of January, 2012. 
Affinnation of Service 
~ervice of the foregoing Notice was delivered by band delivery to Sharon Hammer on this 
5 '<' day ofJanuary, 2012. 
Notice of Leave January 2012 • Page 2 
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PERSONAL AND CONFIDENTIAL 
Sharon Hammer, City Administrator 
Dewayne Briscoe, Mayor 
January 4, 2012 
NOTICE OF ADMINISTRATIVE INVESTIGATION; ORDER TO PARTICIPATE 
IN INTERVIEW PROCESS AND ADVICE OF RIGHTS 
YOU ARE HEREBY ADVISED that you may be questioned as a part of an official 
investigation. You will be asked questions specifically directed and narrowly related to the 
performance of your official duties. You are entitled to ail the rights and privileges 
guaranteed by the laws and the Constitution of this state and the Constitution of the United 
States, including the right not to be compelled to incriminate yourself and to have an attomey 
of your choice present during questioning. Accordingly, you are hereby ordered pursuant 
to Garrity v New Jersey. 385 U.S. 493 (1967), to submit to this interview and are 
specifically advised that nothing you say in response to questions posed to you 
during this Interview will be used against you in any subsequent criminal prosecution. 
YOU ARE FURTHER ADVISED that if you refuse to answer questions relating to the 
performance of your official duties, you will be subject to administrative charges which may 
result in your dismissal from employment. If you do answer, neither your statements nor any 
information or evidence which is gained by reason of such statements can be used against 
you in any subsequent criminal proceeding. However, these statements may be used 
against you in relation to subsequent administrative charges and violations of the City of Sun 
Valley's policies and procedures as well as the City of Sun Valley Personnel Policy. 
You are hereby notified that you are hereby placed on a paid leave status, and that. as a 
condition of continued receipt of pay during this paid leave, you are directed to assist this 
agency concerning matters you were addressing as an active employee and to provide the 
City of Sun Valley with a telephone number and address where you will be available at all 
times during said paid leave. You are further directed to fully cooperate with and 
honestly and fully respond to any Inquiries you receive from the Mayor or any other 
person Involved In this administrative investigation. Further, If you provide false, 
misleading or Incomplete information in ans-ring any questions during this 
procedure, you may subject yourself to administrative action, up to and Including your 
dismissal from employment with the City of Sun Valley. 
NOTICE OF ADMINISTRATIVE INVESTIGATION· 1 
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Once you have had an opportunity to review this Notice, and In the event you do not intend to 
comply with this order to participate In this aspect of the administrative investigation, you are 
directed to notify me immediately. As previously noted herein. in the event you refuse to 
participate in or to answer questions relating to the pelformance of your official duties, you 
may be subject to administrative action, up to and including dismissal from your employment 
with this agency. However, that is a decision you must make. 
YOU ARE FURTHER DIRECTED NOT TO MAKE CONTACT WITH ANY PERSON WHO 
MAY HAVE FILED A COMPLAINT AGAINST YOU OR WHO HAS BEEN A WITNESS TO 
ANY SUCH eyENT, WHETHER IN PERSON, THROUGH A THIRD PARTY, BY 
TELEPHONE. OR IN ANY OTHER MANNER NOT SPECIFICALLY STATED HEREIN. 
If, after considering this Notice, you prefer that your employment records with the City show 
that you terminated your employment by resignation, please submit your written resignation 
to me, so that your records may be properly documented and your final paycheck will be 
prepared and delivered to you. 
Affinnation of Service 
Service of the foregoing Notice was delivered via hand-delivery to Sharon Hammer on this ~ 
day of January, 2012. 
NOTICE OF ADMINISTRATIVE INVESTIGATION - 2 
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PRESS REI.EASE JANUARY 16, 2012 
CllY OF SUN VALLEY 
1he day after a contested court hearln& lncludlns rnoilons to stop Plalntlfrs ha..,.lns discovery 
requests and sanction Attomey James Donoval, Shtron Hammar voluntarily dismissed ht!r lawsuit· 
qalrut the City of Sun Valley, Colllldlrnan NIis Ribl, aty Attorney Adam Kins and Councilman Robert 
vounan,an. Ms, Hammer's two other lawSUlts aplnst the City of sun Valley an, sttll active. 
City of sun Valley oflldals are glad to 181 thaUhis unfounded lawsult has been dismissed .. While their 
co1.11sel, Klrtlan Naylor, communicated all settlement offeB by Ms. Hammer to the City, this ll!solutlon 
of a voluntary drsmlssal by Hanunert. ttiaapproprtate action. 
At no time did tha City's Insurer, ICRl\,IP, threaten that legal counsel or Insurance c:overase for the City 
was In Joopardy, contrary to alleptlons by Hammer. 
Mr, Naylor stated In court at the hearlna. held J;inuary 11, that the City's lnvestlptlve report, which has 
been 11,a subject of much dl!Qlsslon In tha news and coun fillnp, has been tumid over to the Blaine 
County ProsecutJng Attorney for an Independent review of pas.<lble criminal conduct. For that re11on, It 
cannot be released for public consideration at this time. 
The City of sun Valley appreciates the paUenca of Its cltiWls is IJIIIR)priate steps are taken In this 
mailer. Mayor Briscoe Is committed to ensurln, a strong and effl!CWa admlnbtratlon to conduct the 
business of the City. The dismissal of this lawsuit wll allow the aclmlnlstratlon to now facus on the 
govarnln, of tha City and providing appropriate services to the citizens of Sun Valley. 
P.O. Box 416 · SUN VA!..LEY, ID 833S3, 208-622.+438 • PAX lOa.622-liOl 
....... lllnvolley.govofA«.com 
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COUNCIL MEETING MINUTES 
OF THE MAYOR AND CITY COUNCIL'S OF KETCHUM AND SUN VALLEY 
IN THE COUNCIL CHAMBERS - 81 ELKHORN ROAD OR I GI NA L 
CITY OF SUN VALLEY, IDAHO 
JANUARY 19, 20121:00 P.M. 
The Mayor's and the City Council's of Sun Valley and Ketchum, Blaine County, State of Idaho, met in a 
Joint Council Meeting in the Sun Valley City Hall Council Chambers on January 19, 2012 1:00 p.m. 
CALL TO ORDER 
ROLL CALL 
CITY OF KETCHUM 
PRESENT: Mayor Randy Hall, Council member Baird Gourlay 
ABSENT: Council member Larry Helzet. Council member Nina Jonas. Council member Curtis Kemp 
The City of Ketctwm did ,mt have a quorum 
ROLL CALL 
CITY OF SUN VALLEY 
PRESENT: Mayor Dewayne Briscoe, Council President Bob Youngman, Council member Nils Ribi. 
Council member Michelle Griffith and Council member Franz Suhadolnik. 
ABSENT: None 
PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE 
Kf'tchum_Mayor Rano_t Hali lp,.rJ H1e PIH_Q.Qe_o_f Al!fu.l1;_.,nc_:E' 
MAYOR COMMENT 
fy1ayor [Jnscc>e macit ~omrne~iis 
PUBLIC COMMENT 
Me~of.the public made comment 
Sun Valley Marketing Alliance (SVMA) Quarterty Report 
M~n~Schieven gavp a report/update on the Sun Valley Marketing AU tar.re 
Council President Bob Youngman made comments 
fill.ene_~c;:.bl~-1{.~DJ.PSPOQt;led tQ.....Qb.l.~Stiori!'. fron1 Bob Youngm.211 
~!£..l"llil!!.J~1i:!Y2!:J3ondy Hall made comrnents. 
~1jy_of Ketchum Council r11ember Baird Gourtay_ma@.£Q!Jlrfil~Q!.5.: 
Council members Franz Suha.QQl_r,ik and Nil$ R1b1 made corn_ments. 
Sustain Blaine Project Proposal· Purchase of Remote Polling Devices 
Harr:.y: Griffittl and Jo_ys Kasputys of Sustain Bla111e gave a prese11to:it1on 
Council nieniber Michelle Griffith recuserl herself due to a potential conflict of interest 
Council members made comments 
Ketchum Mayor Randy Hall made comment~ 
Ci.1Y.of Ketct1um Community Development Director Lisa Horowitz rnade crn:1ment:-. 
Ketchum Council member Baird Gourlay made comments 
JOINT PORTION OF MEETING WITH CITY OF KETCHUM ENDED AT 1:50 P.M. 
Idaho Power Presentation 
Dan Olmstead with Idaho Power introduced 1!E tearn tllat has been,wor~,,_n...s.Jogether or1Jl1r& 
grQ!Qg.L.QvyaU PrQJ!i...CI Man,:1g_er_ Tom_Barber~_.Consutt_ant Mr_ke.Pep_.Q_er _A__r_~£_Man.;1gg..r: B9_Hanchee. 
$enror Plrrnninq Engineer Brian Hobson. Community Advisory Committee Uoy:d Bctl§.._Lcn Harliq fill_Q_N~_::, 
.R1tl1 Olmstead stated. Sun Valley Compony Director of Resorts anrJ RnsQ!:J_Qe_y_eJ.Qrim~.n_t Wi:!!!y..f::f_\.!ffo_"@.G 
a}?QJ,H~[.lri;;!P..'c'l.1~Q_!~JJ.tl_~?D.9 Power nieetrnqs 
ldat10 Power Senior Planning Emneer. Bnan Hobso:1.began lhe.Preser1tat1on 
Council Pr~sr<lent Bob Youngman asked questions. to wh1d1 8rr.Jll Hohso!.)-~spor~ ... ci'.'"&. 
~t!.!P.1YJLnicnJl)_g.L~Jl''lJ~he\lf. Gr.~tfitJ1 ctml Fran1 Suhadolpik usketl uues!1µ2]~_ 
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RECESS 
MOTION 
Council member Nils Ribi moved to enter into a 5 minutes recess, seconded by Council President Bob 
Youngman 
AYES: Council Presidenl Bob Youngman, Council member Nils R1bi. Courcil member Michelle 
Griffith and Council member Franz Suhadolnik. 
NAYES: None 
The Mayor declared the motion approved. 
~[iy_ns Advt~!Y.....G.Qmm1ttee membe!:.l,ynn Ha[lig commented on tho lg,:,ho Power presentatiofJ., 
Amendment to Sun Valley Marketing Alliance Bylaws 
City of Sun Valley regresenlative on the Sun Valloy_Mark~1L_119.!,ll1ance Board Brooke W9ic1k rn<id.~ 
comments 
C.Rl,! . .rlfil member Fraru Suhadolmk asked questions. 
Qg_u_ncil member Nils R1b1 rnjg:le comments 
Public Hearing- Ordinance 441 Sun Valley Company Lot 28A Rezone No. ZMA 2011-02 
C:.:om1nunity Development D1rgpor Mark Hof!Tlari gave a..11I§~!Jl?.!ionc 
G:arth. McClure with Benchmark Associates mad!! commenls. 
Council rnernber Nils Rib1 asked guesl!ons. 
City attorney Adam.King made comments 
MOTION 
Council member Michelle Griffith moved to waive the 3 readings of Ordinance 441 Sun Valley Company 
Lot 28A Rezone No. ZMA 2011-02. seconded by Council President Bob Youngman 
AYES: Council President Bob Youngman. Council member Nils Ribi, Council member Michelle 
Griffith and Council member Franz Suhadolnik. 
NAYES: None 
The Mayor declared the motion approved. 
Ordinance 441 Sun \/'alley Company Lot 28A Rezone No. ZMA 2011·02 
MOTION 
Council member Nils Ribi moved to adopt Ordinance 441 White Clouds Lot 28A Zoning map Amendment 
as presented. seconded by Council President Bob Youngman. 
AYES. Council Pres·,dent Bob Youngman. Council member Nils Ribi. Council member Michelle 
Griffith and Council member Franz Suhadolnik. 
NAYES None 
The Mayor declared the motion approved 
Public Hearing- Sun Valley Company Parcel E Plat Amendment Application No. SUBPA 2011·03 
Community DevelQQr.I!.ent Director Marb HoftJElr.i_tJ_r:ig__Qt:i: Altorn§Y Ada111 K1nq n2!!.Q..t!....UH111ne11.t~ 
MOTION 
Council member Nils Ribi moved to adopt Plat Amendment Lot 28A and Parcel E White Clouds Corrected 
Subdivision. 100 and 200 Sun Peak Drive, Application No. SUBPA 2011-03 Findings of Fact Conclusions 
of Law as presented. seconded by Council President Bob Youngman. 
AYES: Council member Nils Ribi, Council member Michelle GriffHh. Counc·11 President Bob 
Youngman and Council member Franz Suhadolnik. 
NAYES: None 
The Mayor declared the motion approved. 
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Trimpe, Preliminary Plat Application No. SUBPP 2011-02 
Commu111ly Development Director Mark Hofman g.we a presentation. 
Garth McClure with Benchmark Associates.made comments 
MOTION 
Council member Franz Suhaddnik moved to approve Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law. Decisions 
and Conditions of Approval, Land Subdivision Trimper Lot. Split Lot 26A, Dollar Mountain Subdivision. 
Preliminary Plat Application No. SUBPP 2011-02, seconded by Council President Bob Youngman 
AYES: Council President Bob Youngman, Council member Nils Ribi, Council member Michelle 
Griffith and Council member Franz Suhadolnik. 
NAYES: None 
The Mayor declared the motion approved. 
Police Vehicle and Equipment Dispersal 
Police Chief Cam Daggett rnade comments 
Mayor Dewayne Briscoe authorized the transfer of property to the City of Bellevue 
Council Liaison Assignments 
Mayor ~D.Q_Coun(U._Q!scussed liaisoll.BQQQ.inttneri_t$_§0_Q.~~-!.9.2ri.1~n.!.$. 
MOTION 
Council member Michelle Griffith moved to approve the entire slate as suggested by the Mayor of Council 
Liaison appointments and assignments, seconded by Council member Nils Ribi 
AYES: Council President Bob Youngman. Council member Nils Ribi, Council member Michelle 
Griffith and Council member Franz Suhadolnik. 
NAYES None 
The Mayor declared the motion approved 
Council Priorities 
G.9.Y.!JGL!JLe!llUer Mid1elle Griffith n1;,ide curnmer1t~ 
9ouncil Pre5ident Bob Youngme:1n made comments 
~Bnsc:oe stateC_CouncjlPnoritie;.-,. wit! be revisited~! the March_lS Council r,neet111g_._Counc1I 
member~ tvill be renur1dec to review th~eadshQet on_ Marer 5111 20_12_.:imf to 5t1bm1!. a:)Y desired 
r.!1vis1on!'i- to the Mayor promptly, 
Ochi Art Installation on Festival Meadows 
Paui: Och1 of Ochi Gallery niade comments regarding tl1e art 1nslallat1on 
~ouncil 111embers Michelle Griffith and Nils R1bi made comments 
Year End Financial Report FY 11 
C1ty__Treasurer Michelle Frost_enson_ made conim_ents 
C.J1.YAttorn_e:yAdan1 King made comments 
Council member Nil~ Rib1 asked questions 
Financials 
Counc1i member Franz Suhadolnik mocJe com'llents 
G.ounc11 Pres1aenJJ2QQ __ r'.9l1nqman ... made comments 
Mayor Briscoe Jsked Council for consensus~-~ move tt1c EKecuh•t· Sess-1c:1f~ 011 the .iJ()Cnda betwee:_:i 
items 12 and 12a. to whi(.h they agreed unarnmu!-1slv 
Council Minutes November 17, December 2, 15, 2011. 
Council r_nember Nils Rib1 drrec.tet'. changes lQJli_e Nov~ber Jl.c 2CiU_M!I.!!_Jte~ 
MOTION 
Council member Nils Ribi moved to approve the Minutes of November 17 with the changes 
directed, approve the Minutes of December 2 and 15. 2011, receive and file the November and 
December paid invoice reµorts. receive and file the November and December Financial reports. and 
authorize payment of bifls and payroll for February 2012, VY'hen due. seconded by Council member 
Michelle Griffith. 
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AYES: Council President Bob Youngman, Council member Nils Ribi, Council member Michelle 
Griffith and Council member Franz Suhadolnik. 
NAYES: None 
The Mayor declared the motion approved. 
Willow Creek Ponds 
Council member Fre1nz SuhadoLnik made comments 
MOTION 
Council member Franz Suhadolnik moved to postpone definitely to date certain February 16. 2012 
Agenda Item 'Willow Creek Ponds". seconded by Councj member Nits RibL 
AYES: Council President Bob Youngman, Council member Nils Ribi, Council member Michelle 
Griffith and Council member Franz Suhadolnik. 
NAYES: None 
The Mayor dedared the motion approved. 
EXECUTIVE SESSION Pursuant lo Idaho Code 67-2345 1 (b, d. f,) b) To consider the evaluation, 
dismissal or disciplining of, or to hear complaints or charges brought against. a public officer. employee, 
staff member or individual agenl, or public school student; d) To consider records that are exempt from 
disclosure as provided in chapter 3, title 9, Idaho Code: f) To communicate with legal counsel for the 
public agency to discuss the legal ramifications of and legal options for pending litigation. or controversies 
not yet being litigated but imminently likely to be litigated. The mere presence of legal counsel at an 
executive session does not satisfy this requirement; 
MOTION 
Council President Bob Youngman moved to enter mto Executive Session. pursuant to Idaho COde 67-
2345 1 ( b. d .f ). seconded by Council member Franz Sunadolnik. 
AYES: Council President Bob Youngman, Council member Nlls Ribi, Council member Michelle 
Griffith and Council member Franz Suhadolnik 
NAYES: None 
The Mayor declared the motion approved. 
Executive Session began at 4:04 p.m. 
El!ecutive Session ended at 5:25 p.m 
City Administrator Contract 
Mayor Briscoe announced "l have made the decision to take action as provided by the City Administrator 
Employment Agreement to terminate the City Administrator under the provision in Section 3, Paragraph 
A, which provides for immediate termination and a lump sum severance pay eQual to six months base 
salary. The Agreement further provides that according to this condition. the City Administrator waives her 
right lo bring a claim of any kind for damages against the City of Sun Valley ans·,ng from such a 
termination. With this action, I will now be able to tum my attention to the management of the City's 
business with a City Administrator for my administration." 
MOTION 
Council member Franz Suhadolnik moved to approve the termination of City Administrator Sharon 
Hammer's Employmenl Contract, seconded by Council member Michelle Griffith. 
AYES: Councii President Bob Youngman. Council member Nils Ribi, Council member Michelle 
Griffith and Council member Franz Suhadolnik. 
NAYES: None 
The Mayor declared the motion approved. 
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ADJOURNMENT 
MOTION 
Council member Nils Ribi moved to adjourn, seconded by Council member Michelle Griffith. 
AYES: Council President Bob Youngman, Council member Nils Ribi, Council member Michelle 
Griffith and Council member Franz Suhadolnik. 
NAYES: None 
The Mayor declared the meeting adjourned at 5.30 p.m. I_ 
·k I 
I ' ' t I - .,,..-./.. \ J__..,(_~ \~.,l/(4! / /" i 
·1 C , • 
Kelly Ek, City Clerk ---~ C __ 
Dewayne Briscoe/Mayor 7 ·--
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Statement to City Council January 19 by Mayor Briscoe 
"I have made the decision to take.action as provided 
by the City Administrator Employment Agreement to 





...... Section 3, Paragraph A, which provides for \mmediate 
termination and a lump sum severance pay equal to six tj ·· 
months base salary. The Agreement further provides ij . 
that according to this condition, the City Administrator :'i 
waives her right to bring a claim of any kind for damages : J 
against the City of Sun Valley arising from such a · ; 
termination. With this action, I will nb"'." be able tq turn 
my attention to the management of the City's business 
with a City Administrator for my administration." The City !: 
~1 Council, by unanimous vote (4-0) confirmed the action ·;1. 
'._; recommended, and directed Mayor Briscoe to take such l · · 
_;j action as authorized by the employment agreement. . ;; 
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August 23, 2012 
Mr. C. Clayton Gill 
Moffatt Thomas Barrett Rock & Fields, CHID 
U.S. Bank Plaza 
101 S. Capital Blvd 10th Floor 
Boise, Idaho 83702-7710 
Re: City of Sun Valley Forensic Investigation 
Dear Mr. Gill: 
HfSINJO 
TIIE FDRE~SICS FIRM 
Accruiart • Tectn::itigy : Cons.iang 
Moffatt Thomas Barrett Rock & Fields, CH1D (·'Moffatt Thomas"). on behalf of its client the City 
of Sun Valley ("City"), engaged Hagen Streiff Newton & Oshiro, Accountants P.C., Certified Public 
Accountants ("HSNO") to perform a forensic audit of each of the departments of the City. 
Specifically, we investigated the: (1) Administration Department; (2) Building Department; (3) 
Community Development Department; (4) Fite Department; (5) Police Department; and (6) Street 
Department. 
SCOPE 
The scope of ow: investigation was limited to include the following topical areas: 
(1) Usage of City-issued credit cards and fuel cards for any improper purposes, including accuracy 
and adequacy of documentation supporting usage of City-issued credit cards and fuel cards; 
(2) Accuracy of hours reported to payroll for non-exempt employees or others paid on an hourly 
basis, including accuracy and adequacy of back-up documentation supporting compensable hours 
reported for those individuals; 
(3) Accuracy of hours reported to payroll for exempt salaried employees doing work for other 
deparonents on an hourly pay basis, including accuracy and adequacy of back-up documentation 
supporting compensable hours reported for those individuals; 
( 4) Accuracy of vacation hours claimed by employees, with special emphasis on accuracy of vacation 
hours reported by employees who cashed in unused vacation hours, including accuracy and 
adequacy of back-up documentation supporting vacation hours taken by employees; 
(5) Any misappropriation or improper usage of City property; 
(6) Accuracy of payments made to employees or other individuals for reimbursement of expenses 
related to travel, training, or entertainment, including accuracy and adequacy of documentation 
supporting any claim for reimbursement; and 
,\1la111a, ll(1~1un. Chic.l£.O. Dalh1s, l".111e'), ilk. Jerse, Cny. 1.o, Angdc,. Mia1111. Ne"· York. Ncwpnr1 B~ach. 
Pr." i~cnce. SaKramcnt,,. Sall l.ai.c Ci1~·. San r,m1d~c<1, Scattk S1an1l'i1rd. Washington. DC. 
D15 -1''· A,cnuc. S11i1e I 7JU I s~attlc. l/~ J<.11 I Phone· {:?06l H7-,338 J /';ix. t:C001-l-17-.~007 I Web. """ hsn<> wm 
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(7'J Any evidence supporting any improper business dealings between the City and any person that is 
related to a City employee by blood-marriage within the second degree. 
The review period for our investigation of the topics listed above was 2009 through 2011. 
Our review, investigation and analysis included a review of the records and information provided by 
the City of Sun Valley, Idaho, to us at our request. We relied on the accuracy of the documents, 
records and information provided to us. 
As part of the scope of our investigation, we performed various analytical procedures on the 
information provided to test the validity of the information provided, as we considered appropriate 
in the circumstances and within the scope of our assignment. The scope of our engagement did not 
include the investigation or detennination as to the authenticity of documents, possibility of 
alteration of documents, completeness of all documents and records, or possibility of forgery of 
signatures on documents .. Although we have performed a review, testing and analysis of the City's 
records, we have not audited the City's financial statements in accordance with generally accepted 
auditing standards. Therefore, we express no opinion on the data or documents supplied by the City. 
Our report is dependent on the accuracy of the information provided to us. However, with those 
limitations disclosed, and based solely upon our review of the documents and other data provided to 
us, the analytical procedures we performed, and interviews of those involved in the custody of the 
documents and other electronic infonnation provided to us, we did not find any evidence of 
alterations or deletions to the documents or other electronic information provided to us. 
This report is based on documents and information provided to us as of the date of our report. We 
will, if requested by the City of Sun Valley, continue to analyze any additional documents or other 
information that is provided to us subsequent to the issuance of this report and provide a 
supplemental report if necessary. 
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
1bis Executive Swnmary is intended to be a summary of ihe more detailed findings and conclusions 
set forth in ihe various exhibits and schedules to this report. The summary of our findings, 
conclusions and recommendations resulting from our forensic investigation are as follows: 
I. General Financial Governance of the City of Sun Valley 
The Idaho Code sets forth various statutes goveming municipal city government agencies such as the 
City of Sun Valley. Chapter 10, Title 50 of the Idaho Code provides specific governance related to 
the City of Sun Valley's financial matters. Idaho Code Section 50-1017 provides, in part, that "All 
claims against the city shall be approved by ihe city council prior to the payment of such claims and 
the city council shall establish and maintain an adequate and reasonable system on internal accounting 
contrals." 
Idaho Code Section 50-208, Duties of Treasurer, provides, in part, "The treasurer of each city shall be 
the custodian of all moneys belonging to the city ... render an account to the city council, under oath, 
showing the state of the treasury at the date of such account and the balance of money in the treasury; 
(s) he shall also accompany such accounts with a statement of all receipts and disbursements." 
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A Swnmaty of Findings Regarding the General Financial Governance of the City 
of Sun Valley 
Following is a summary of findings developed during our investigation. 
1. Control and Approval of City of Sun Valley Disbursements 
The process for the documentation and approval of expenditures by the Gty of Sun Valley in effect 








The department head or other manager in the department would review documentation and 
approve appropriate expenditures by completing and signing an approval form summatizing 
each expenditure for that department (referred to as a yellow sheet). The department head or 
manager would attach to the yellow sheet any supporting documentation, such as invoices, 
credit card statements, receipts for each credit card charge, and fuel card statements. 
The Finance .Manager/Treasurer would review documentation and account classification of 
the expenditure and general description of the expenditure category and complete any 
additional necessary infonnation. 
The Gty Administrator would review and approve the expenditures by signing the yellow 
sheet. 
The yellow sheet and all documentation would then be presented to the Mayor for review and 
signature. 
A designated City Cowicil member, on a rotating basis, would review and provide the final 
approval signature. 
The documents would then be returned to the Finance Manager/Treasurer for filing . 
1be Treasurer periodically prepares a statement to the Conncil swnmarizing the expenses and 
the Council approves such e.'<j>enditures. 
2 Findings Regarding Control and Approval of City of Sun Valley 
Disbursements 
Our review found that the intended process as described aboYe was not complied with relating to 





Adequate documentation and/ or explanation of the reason for a."Penclitures was not 
provided or presented by the department head in all cases, even though the department head 
signed their apprm·al; for example, invoices and receipts were often times not provided for 
purchases made using a City-issued credit card, especially in the Fire Department 
In some instances, the yellow sheet was not completed by the department head or the 
designated reviewing manager in the department, who was supposed to be the first sign-off 
approving the expenditure, but instead was prepared by the Finance Manager/Treasurer. 
The Finance :Manager/Treasurer did not consistently, or in all situations, insist or follow up 
on expenditure requests that were not ado:iuately docwnented. Additionally, the Finance 
Manager/Treasurer did not adequately or timely review and supervise the Fire Depamnent 
payroll function to control and ensure that the on-call firefighters were accurately paid for 
actual hours worked and that the hours were properly docwnented 
----·-~·- -
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• The yellow sheet did not include, for some expenditures, the complete set of signatures of the 
department head or department manager, Finance Manager/Treasurer, City Administrator, 
Mayor, and the reviewing City Council member. For some expenditures, only one of the 
approval signarures was missing. In other instances, there were multiple missing signarures. 
The former City Administrator's husband claims that his wife's signature was forged onto 
some of the yellow sheets, which, if ttue, is another indication of failure to follow the review 
process. The multiple approval process was intended to provide control over the City's 
expenditures, however, the process and controls were not followed in all cases. 
• For some periodic, reoccurring expenditures, prearranged automatic deductions were charged 
against the City of Sun Valley's credit cards or bank account before this approval process was 
complete. 
B. Conclusion Regarding City of Sun Valley Disbursements 
Based on our review of the documentation process for City of Sun Valley expendirures, the process in 
effect during the years 2009 through 2011 was not always followed, which resulted in inconsistent 
compliance with internal controls over expenditures. Additionally, during the course of the 
investigation we discovered that certain individuals responsible for reviewing and approving 
expenditures at the department level refused to sign off on the yellow sheets because they did not 
believe certain expenditures were appropriate or related to City of Sun Valley business. 
Notwithstanding, those e,q,enditures were processed and approved for payment without sign-off by 
the department head or a department manager. 
C. Recommendations Regarding Process for Approving City of Sun Valley 
Disbursements 
The City should not allow payment for any expenditure prior to the completion of the r"',iew process. 
Thus, the City should suspend its practice of allowing its bank to pay off its credit card balance before 
the review process and suspend its practice of allowing some of its invoices to be automatically paid 
with the City credit card, unless the expenditures are preapproved by resolution of the Council. The 
City should provide for an alternative review process and allow some flexibility in its review policy to 
account for a situation where one of the reviewers is away from the office for an extended period of 
orne. 
II. Compensation of Employees 
The City of Sun Valley Personnel Policies & Procedures Manual (''Personnel Manual'') in effect 
during the years 2009 through 2011, as adopted by resolution of the Council, provides that the City 
Administrator is delegated with the authority to administer the policies set forth in the Personnel 
lvlanual and is responsible for periodic.ally reviewing and recommending additions, ddetions or 
amendments to the City's personnel policies to the Mayor and Council. See Sections 1.2 and 2.1 to 
the Personnel Manual. However, that grant of authority to the City Administrator is limited by other 
language in the Personnel Manual that states: "Amendments and rmions to the Manual shall be by 
resolution of the Mayor and the City Council and shall be approved prior to implementation." 
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A. Lack of Controls Regarding City of Sun Valley Employee Work Schedules 
L Work Schedule, Attendance and Punctuality Policies 
The Personnel Manual states that the nonnal work schedule is a 40-hour work week from 8:00 a.m. to 
5:00 p.m.; however, the department heads, with City Administrator approval, retain the right to 
establish work schedules in order to best meet the needs of the City and the public. Employees are 
expected to be punctual and, if an employee regularly fails to arrive to work timely or leaves early, the 
employee will be subject to disciplinary action. 
a. Findings regarding work schedules and attendance by salaried 
exempt employees 
Our review and observations indicate that the City's stated nonnal work schedule was not consistently 
adhered to by some exempt employees. Department heads or supervisors were allowed to approve 
flexibility in work schedules. Additionally, there was a lack of consistent "'~dence of approval 
documentation of work schedule variances consistent with the Personnd Manual that allowed such 
variances, but only if they "meet the needs of the organization and the public." Rather, the work 
schedule variances appeared to have been taken by the exempt employees to accommcxlate their 
personal schedules by taking extended weekends and the like for out-of-town travel In other 
instances, there appeared to be evidence justifying a variance in work schedules, such as after hour 
public meetings, city services dictated by emergency situations, and late night or early morning snow 
removal and road repairs, but these reasons were never docwnented as part of any formal process for 
allowing a variance in the effected employee's work schedule. Also, some employees worked from 
home rather than working at their City office. 
We also found many instances in which exempt employees took compensatory time off during 
nonnal working hours (i.e., they were paid their nonnal salary even though they were out of the office 
and not claiming vacation during nonnal working hours), purponedly due to working more than 8 
hours in a day or more than 40 hours in a work week. Many of these exempt employees who took 
compensatory time off claimed that they were working before or after regularly scheduled work hours 
and on weekends. In only one instance were we able to locate documentation authorizing 
compensatory time off for an exempt employee, which grant of compensatory time off is inconsistent 
with the Policy Manual that only authorized compensatory time off for non-exempt houdy employees 
(see Section 4.8.A.3). Further, a policy of compensatory time off for exempt employees who work 
more than 8 hours in a day or more than 40 hours a week is also inconsistent with other provisions of 
the Personnel Manual that state: "[i]t is anticipated that exempt Employees will work more than 
2080 hours per year," that "Exempt Employees are expected to manage workloads to meet the high 
quality service needs of the City, including the supervision of staff, and may have variations in the 
hours worked from week to week to do so," and "Exempt Employees are not eligible for overtime 
compensation." We were also ach~ed that the acnng City Administrator and the acting Mayor orally 
approved flexible work schedules for some of the exempt employees. However, even if that was the 
case, those oral, unwritten policies were inconsistent v.,ith the above-ci:uoted provisions of the 
Personnel Manual, which Personnel Manual states, at Section 1.2, that "Amendments and rrnsions to 
the Manual shall be by resolution of the Mayor and the City Council and shall be approved prior to 
implementation.,, 
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Based upon the infonnation we reviewed, we quantified the number of absences by exempt salaried 
employees during nonnal working hours without clruming vacation at 1,837 hours, with a value of 
$88,161 based on the salaries paid to those exempt salaried employees. 
b. Recommendations for Work Schedules and Attendance for 
Exempt Salaried Employees 
In the early part of 2012, the dty of Sun Valley implemented a leave policy that requires a City 
employee to notify his or her supervisor of any absence from the City during nonnal working hours, 
Further, we are advised that the City of Sun Valley is in the process of amending its Personnel Manual 
and including provisions that allow for various disciplinary actions to be taken against an exempt 
employee with unexcused absences. We would also recommend that the City, as a prudent practice 
of public accountability, document the reason for allowing any authorized variance in an exempt 
employee's work schedule, setting forth in writing the justification for the variance so as to comply 
'w'ith the City's Personnel Manual that only allows a variance in those instances that "meet the needs 
of the organization and the public." 
B. Exempt Employees Being Paid Twice for Work Performed During Normal 
Working Hows 
1. Findings 
During the review period, certain City of Sun Valley saJaried exempt employees also perfonned 
services for the City as on-call EMT firefighters. City of Sun Valley on-call &\ff firefighters are paid 
for hours worked in response to emergency calls from the Blaine County emergency call center. We 
were told that exempt employees were not to be paid on an hourly basis for any EMT response that 
occurred during the City of SW1 Valley's normal work hours, from 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m., as those 
exempt employees were already paid a fixed salal), for those hours. Our investigation, which included 
obtaining the exact time ofE.l\ff and fire calls from Blaine County, revealed th.at certain exempt 
employees were paid on an hourly basis for certain EMT and fire calls that occurred during normal 
work hours, which resulted in a double payment to those employees. 
We quantified the number of double payments at 132 hours, or a total of$2,243 in additional 
payments to those salaried, exempt employees. 
2 Recommendations 
Because exempt employees' primary responsibility is to complete their duties as described in their job 
descriptions as exempt employees during nonnal business hours, we would recommend that the City 
disallow the practice of allowing exempt employees to perform sen-ices as on-call EMT fire.fighters 
during nonnal working hours. Ibis practice 'w'ill not only prevent the issue of double payments to the 
exempt employees, but it 'w'ill also hdp prevent issues related to ad-hoc variations in the work 
schedule of exempt employees. It is our understanding that this has been the practice of the City of 
Sun Valley since the early part of 2012. 
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C. Exempt Employees Being Paid Salaries Inconsistent with the Personnel 
Manual 
1. City Written Policies Regarding Administration of Salaries of City 
Employees 
Section 4.6 of the Personnel Manual states: 'The City's policy is to recognize and compensate 
Employees for work performed within and beyond the normal work period Accordingly, the City 
will maintain a Salary Plan." Further, the Manual provides that a minimwn and rnaximwn salary is to 
be established for each job position in the City, excepting only the City Administtator and City 
Attorney positions. By resolution of the Council in February of 2007, the City adopted a salary plan 
for each job position in the City of Sun Valley, other than the City Administrator and City Attorney. 
That salary plan was based upon a study of salaries paid to individuals performing similar services to 
similar municipalities in comparable resort markets. 
The Salary Plan adopted by resolution of the Council in February of 2007 set forth a minimwn and 
maximwn salary for each job position, and a nine step salary increase for each position. Further, the 
Personnel Manual provides that any changes in an employee's salary shall be consistent with the Salary 
Plan and based upon the results of periodic performance evaluations, which performance evaluations 
were to be conducted at least once a year. Any salary increase beyond the maximwn salary set forth in 
the Salary Plan is only allowed when an employee reaches the final step nine of the salary plan and 
receives an excellent performance evaluation. Further, any pay increase beyond step nine is limited to 
an annual pay increase of 2.5%. Finally, the Personnel Manual states that the City Administrator was 
responsible for updating the Salary Plan in April of 2010, presumably to ensure that the salary ranges 
remained consistent with wages paid in comparable markets for employees performing similar duties. 
2. Findings Regarding Administration of Salaries for Exempt Employees 
During the =~ew period, 2009-2011, the City did not follow the Salary Plan. Further, our 
in,•estigation revealed that the City did away with employee performance reviews that were to be used 
in conjunction with the Salary Plan adopted by resolution of the Council. Rather than using the Salary 
Plan based upon annual perfonnance reviews, the former Iv!ayor and the former City Administrator 
used an ad-hoc subjective process for re,,jewing and adjusting salaries. 1bis resulted in one instance 
of an employee being compensated more than $15,061 above the rnaximwn salary range established 
for that position under the Salary Plan approved by the Council. Further, our review discovered that 
that same City employee received twO "merit" increases of $5,000 within a four-month period, with 
no justification ever provided to us for the second "merit'' increase. Presumably, these actions were 
taken by the then-acting City Administrator based upon language in the Personnel Manual that states: 
'The City Administrator reserves the right to change Employee salaries for any reason deemed 
appropriate including but not limited to job performance and the availability of City funds." 
3. Recommendations for Administration of Salaries for Exempt 
Employees 
The City apparently abandoned the Salary Plan that was based upon a market study of salaries in 
comparable resort markets for similar positions with similar duties for an ad-hoc subjective approach. 
Tbis is not consistent with the concept of public accountability that should be the focus of any city 
administtation. Additionally, if the City Administrator is allowed to de,~te from the Salary Plan, his 
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or her discretion should be limited to certain enumerated exceptions or subject to approval by the 
Council. which is by statute responsible for establishing and maintaining an adequate and reasonable 
system on internal accounting controls. 
D. Wage and Hour Issues in the Fire Department 
1. Findings regarding the hourly on-call EMT firefighters 
The City's non-exempt hourly employees are paid for the compensable services they provide to the 
City and are eligible for overtime and compensatory time pursuant to applicable laws and as set forth 
in the Personnd Manual Our findings found several issues relating to the compensation of on-call 
EMf firefighters who performed services for the City of Sun Valley. 
During the review period, the City employed a nwnber of on-call EMT firefighters. It was the 
expectation that these on-call ElvIT firefighters would be hired in a position that was intended as a 
second job and not a full-time position for the City of Sun Valley. To establish camaraderie amongst 
the firefighters, on-call EMf firefighters were encouraged to hang around the fire department, leading 
to some confusion as to what was and what was not compensable rime as on-call EJ\1T firefighter. 
For instance, we saw many firefighters requesting compensation for barbeques, and in other instances 
reciuesting compensation for seven hours for what appeared to be simple tasks such as cleaning the 
Fire Chief's office. We also discovered that even though the on-call position was intended as a part-
time job, two on-call EMT firefighters were paid for more than 1,300 hours in a year, subjecting the 
City to liability to the State ofldaho administered retirement plan, PERSI. 
During the review period. the recording of compensable time for the on-call EMf firefighters was 
handled in this fashion: the fire department maintained a white board to record the names of those 
on-call EMf firefighters who responded to a call. Those names were subsequently transferred to a 
log sheet that identified the name of the on-call EMT firefighter and the length of rime they spent 
responding to the call. This log sheet also recorded time for drills and special events, such as 
attendance at any concerts hdd at the Sun Valley amphitheater (which appeared to be the bulk of 
hours recorded by the on-call EMT firefighters during the summer months). The maintenance of the 
log and the recording of the data on the log was the responsibility of the person who was supposed to 
submit monthly payroll swnmaries to the Finance Manager/Treasurer. The on-call EMT firefighters 
were responsible for recording any additional rime, ie., compensable time beyond the rime recorded 
on the log, on a separate time sheet Then, on a monthly basis, the hours recorded on the log and the 
time cards were added up and summarized on a single sheet of paper. The Fire Chief would then 
review the summary sheet and the supporting log sheet and time cards to ensure the accuracy of the 
hours reported on the single payroll summary sheet. Following the review process by the Fire Chief, 
the single-page summary sheets were submitted to the Finance Manager/Treasurer. 
In 2010, the City adopted an unwritten oral policy that attempted to restrict the on-call EMT 
firefighters to 80 hours of compensable rime each month. Based upon our review of e-mails and 
witness interviews, this 80-hour rule ,vas implemented with the hope of limiting the Gty's liability for 
contributions to the State of Idaho administered retirement plan, PERSI. 
Our review of the single-page payroll summary sheets, log sheets, and time cards for the on-call EMr 
fire.fighters revealed the following: 
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(1) Some on-call ElvIT firefighters consistently recorded more hours than others for attendance 
at the same event, such as an EMT class or a backcountty-training course; 
(2) Some entries on the time cards lacked dates, a description of the activity performed by the 
firefighter, were illegible, and in several instances we were not able to find time cards for some 
of the extra hours reported on the single-page summary sheets submitted to the Finance 
1'v1anager/T reasurer; 
(3) Once the 80-hour rule was implemented, those overseeing the fire department payroll would 
consistently write down the on-call EMT firefighters' hours to something below 80 hours on 
the monthly single-page payroll summary submitted to the Treasurer when the log and time 
cards for extra hours for that on-call EMT firefighter totaled something more than 80 hours. 
( 4) Our review of the payroll reports further establishes that the 80-hour rule was administered 
starting in September 2010 by never paying the on-call EMT firefighters more than 80 hours a 
month and attempts to make some of the on-call EMT firefighters whole by compensating 
them for their extra hours in later months when they reported less than 80 hours. 
(5) The time periods for the fire department payroll were not consistent and in some cases 
extended over a period of six weeks. 
(6) The review process for the fire department payroll included review of time cards by family 
members and, in some cases, the reporting of extra hours for family members for which we 
could not find a corresponding time card 
(7) One on-call firefighter's records that allegedly supported his claim for extra hours was 
allegedly taken from the fire department as a result of an alleged break-in at the Elkhorn fire 
station in February of 2012. 
2. Conclusions regarding wage and hour issues in the fire department 
The log sheets and extra time cards used to calculate the compensable hours for the on-call E.M.T 
firefighters do not always accurately reflect the rime identified on the single-sheet payroll reports 
prepared by the fire department and submitted to the Finance Manager/Treasurer. Further, the 
single-sheet payroll reports prepared by the fire department and submitted to the Finance 
l\1anager/Treasurer do not always match the payments identified on the City's electronic payroll 
reports that we reviewed. It is our opinion that those involved in payroll for the fire department 
attempted to compl), with the unwritten 80-hour rule by writing off any time for an on-call EMT 
firefighter that exceeded 80 hours for that monthly payroll period, and attempted where possible to 
make that firefighter whole by paying them for the written-off hours in later months, when they 
reported something less than 80 hours. 
3. Recommendations regarding wage and hour issues in the fire 
department 
The City should clearly define what are compensable tasks by an on-call E1\.ff firefighter. In 2012, 
the City prepared and distributed a written document that describes the duties of an on-call EMT 
firefighter. 'This should be supplemented with written instructions to the on-call EMT firefighters 
that explain what is and is not compensable time, as well as instructions on the detail to be provided in 
their time sheets to properly determine if the time they have recorded is compensable time. Family 
members should not be allowed to review and approve the hourly time sheets submitted by another 
family member. Wages should not be withheld or delayed to comply with any internal rule, such as 
the BO-hour rule. Our review reflected that there were twenty or more on-call E1fI' firefighters 
available at any given time, with some reporting only a few hours each month and others exceeding 
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eighty hours. It would appear that the City could better manage the 80-hour rule by better 
distributing the work amongst the pool of available on-call EMf firefighters, infonning the on-call 
firefighters that they are not authorized to work more than 80 hours each pay period, and disciplining 
any on-call EMT firefighter who reports more than 80 hours a month, after compensating that on-call 
representative for any compensable time they submitted for that pay period 
Our review indicates that in 2012 the City implemented new measures that define the fire 
department's payroll period in advance and ensure that the pay periods for the fire department are at 
least once a month. 
E. Non-Compliance with the City's Accrued Vacation Hour Policies 
1. Summaiy of the City's Vacation Policies During the Review Period 
(2009-2011) 
The Personnel Manual provides employees with a number of days of vacation depending on years of 
service to the City. 
The Personnel Manual further states that employees may accrue a maximum of 100 hours of vacation 
leave and the employee will cease accruing vacation leave until his/her accrual balance falls below 
100 hours. Three employees, by agreement, were allowed to accrue up to 200 hours of vacation, with 
the provision that such employees will cease accruing vacation leave tu1til his/her accrual balance falls 
below 200 hours. 
Employees, with approval of the City Administrator, may convert up to 40 hours of vacation to a 
cash payment each year, provided that the employee has used an equal amotu1t of vacation leave in 
the previous 12 months. 
Vacation leave must be scheduled and approved in advance with the respective departtnent head. 
2. Findings Regarding the City's Vacation Policies During the Review 
Period 






There was no formal system used to request and approve vacation leave 
The City was not in compliance with the City's maximwn vacation accrual policy during 
the years 2009 through 2011. A significant number of employees' vacation accrual hours 
were allowed to exceed the maximum allowed The City did not properly cease accruing 
vacation hours when the accrual reached 100 hours or 200 hours, depending on the 
applicable employee. 
Some employees did not take or report the minimum of 80 hours per year, and the 
vacation policy variances were not properly documented as approved. 
Some employees reported vacation hours in excess of the number of hours allowed 
annually, and variances were not properly documented 
Certain employees received cash payments for ,·acation hours despite not taking the 
required number of leave hours before qualifying for a "cash-out." 
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• As discussed previously, some employees appeared to be out of the office on vacation 
without claiming vacation or otherwise reducing their accrued vacation balances. 
3. Recommendations Regarding City's Vacation Policies 
In the year 2012, the City implemented procedures for employees to document any leaves of absence, 
also requiring sign-off by the employee's supervisor. This should alleviate issues re1ating to 
unexplained absences and create a paper trail to accurately record vacation accrual balances, and 
properly justify cash-outs of vacation hours consistent with the City's written vacation policies. 
The City should also periodically review the accrued vacation balances of its employees to ensure that 
they are accurately stated and do not exceed the City maximum allowed thresholds. 
We have been advised that as of July 1, 2012, all employees' accrued vacation balances were adjusted 
so as to comply with the 100 and 200 maximum allowable vacation accruals as applicable to the 
various City employees. Our review of the City's electronic payroll reports also confinns that this 
adjustment was made to each City employee's acoued vacation balance. 
Ill. Improper Use of City Property 
Section 3.13 of the Personnel i\ianual states, "City-owned vehicles shall never be used for private 
purposes" The Fire Chief is the only exception noted in the Personnel i\ianual, which states that the 
Fire Chief is provided a City-owned vehicle, which may be taken home and used during any work 
period for travel within and out of the City. 
A. Findings Regarding Improper Use of City Property 
Selected employees, in addition to the Fire Chief, were allowed, by approval of prior mayors, to use 
City-owned vehicles to commute from their residences to the City of Sun Valley offices, and to house 
the vehicles overnight at their respective residences. The Personnel Manual did not define an 
allowance for personal use of a City-owned vehicle. Some of these vehicles were allowed to be used 
for more than incidental personal use. In some cases, the Gty paid for fuel for the City-owned 
vehicles in excess of City business and incidental personal use. 
Again, the Personnel Manual states, "Amendments or revisions to the Manual shall be by resolution 
of the Mayor and the City Council and shall be approved prior to implementation." Thus, any 
allowance of personal use of a City vehicle should have been documented by resolution of the J\1ayor 
and Conncil prior to the allowance of personal use of any Gty vehicle. Additionally, the Gty should 
issue the appropriate tax documentation, such as a 1099, to any employee receiving a fringe benefit 
such as personal use of a City-owned vehicle. 
At the outset of our engagement, we were asked to investigate whether a 1999 pick-up, a white ttailer, 
a Yamaha 125 motorcycle, and a red and green snowmobile were misappropriated from the City. 
Our investigation revealed no such misappropriation. 
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B. Recommendations Regarding AccolUlting Controls for City Property 
The City's accounting policies only require assets with a fair market value greater than $5,000 to be 
recorded on the City's physical asset schedule. This threshold is vecy high and will exclude most 
assets of the City and, therefore, should be revisited and made consistent with the City's recent 
pi:acrice of creating an asset log in each department for any asset with a value exceeding $250. Not 
having assets on an asset schedule makes it easier for assets to disappear unnoticed Further, any City-
owned assets rhat can be titled or registered should be titled and registered in the name of the City of 
Sun Valley to further ensure that those types of assets cannot be disposed of without proper City 
authorization. 
IV. Issues Relating to Use of City of Sun Valley Issued Credit Cards 
A City Policies Regarding Credit Card Use 
The City's written credit card policy and credit card user agreement provides that City-issued credit 
cards will only be used for City business travel, approved conferences and meetings, and payment of 
supplies under $300. The purchases must be documented with receipts. The credit cards are not to be 
used for personal use. 
B. Findings Regarding City Credit Card Usage 
There was a severe lack of control with respect to credit card usage in the fire department Credit card 
purchases were allowed in some instances without approval or documentation. Further, our 
investigation revealed instances of inappropriate credit card purchases because either they were 
unrelated to City business or they were excessive purchases in that the department was purchasing 
gear and equipment rhat was of greater quality than necessary to perform the tasks as an on-call EMT 
firefighter, or of greater quality than the standard gear issued to other on-call EMT firefighters. 
Examples include clothing, food, ski tickets, and electronic accessories. Many of these items that were 
purchased with the City credit card and determined to be unrelated to City business or excessive are 
also not in the possession of the City, funher bolstering our finding that these purchases were 
unrelated to City business. Our investigation also uncovered instances where the credit card for the 
fire department was given to a family member with little to no control over the usage of the card and 
department members refusing to review and sign off on credit card statements because this 
department member believed that the charges itemized on the statement were for personal charges 
rather than City related business. 1brough the course of our investigation, we also learned that the 
issue relating to possible inappropriate charges within the fire department was brought to the 
attention of City administration in writing as early as February of 2010. 
The City's credit card policy also requires each City of Sun Valley employee that is issued a City credit 
card to sign a Credit Card User Agreement. Upon our request, the City was only able to locate two 
signed City Credit Card User Agreements, although credit cards were issued to each department head 
Our investigation ultimatdy revealed $23,494 in .inappropriate chatgcs on the credit card issued to the 
fire department. 
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C. Recommendations Regarding City Credit Card Usage 
'!be City's Credit Card Policy states that the City's Finance Manager/Treasurer is responsible for 
administration of the credit cards to ensure proper use. While this same concept is imposed upon the 
department heads that are issued credit cards through the Credit Card User Agreement to be signed 
by each department head, the City's policy should be amended such that department heads that are 
issued the credit card are also responsible for ensuring proper use of the credit card. Additionally, the 
City should ensure that each employee that issued a credit card signs a Credit Card User Agreement 
before the card is physically given to that employee. Finally, the fully-executed Credit Card User 
Agreements should be preserved in a secure location in the event they are needed as part of any 
enforcement process. 
We have reviewed the City's revised procedures for approving charges on City credit cards that were 
implemented in 2012. We believe that the new procedures are adequate, but should also address the 
situation of a review by a family member, such that any charges on a City credit card by a department 
head's family member should be required to be pre-authorized by the City's Finance 
Manager/Treasurer or some independent person other than the department head who is a family 
member. 
V. Review of City's Fuel Purchases 
A. Summary oflnvestigation on Fuel Card Usage 
We reviewed each department's fuel purchases for the years 2009 through 201 I. We also reviewed 
the gallon usage in each department for the period January through June 2011, as compared to 
January through June 2012, after new procedures regarding fuel reports were put in place. The later 
study revealed that gallon usage was fairly consistent in every department but the police department 
and the fire department, with fuel usage increasing signifieantly in the police department and declining 
significantly in the fue department. Moreover, the later study revealed a decline in usage for one of 
the fuel cards assigned to one of the fire department's vehicles by more than 50%. 
Based upon our initial findings, we conducted a more detailed re,~ew of the fire department's fuel 
usage. We learned that each vehicle in the fire department is assigned a fuel card. There are, however, 
some pieces of equipment that are not assigned. their own fuel card, such as a snowmobile trailer, 
snowmobiles, and motorcycles used for back.country rescue. In any event, we were told that some 
vehicles were fueled up with a fuel card assigned to another fire department vehicle. We additionally 
found that some fuel cards had multiple fuel-ups within a very short period of time; for example, one 
instance where there were 4 fuel-ups for 68 total gallons within an hour and a half of each other. We 
also learned that the fuel pump used by the fire department has the ability to track the user of the fuel 
card through the cntt)' of an identification number, and the ability to tcack the odometer reading of 
the vehicle being fueled, although neither device at the fuel pump was ever used by the fire 
department during the review period. 
We also learned that two individuals were tasked with reviewing the monthly fuel card statements for 
the various fuel cards assigned to the fire department vehicles. As mentioned previously, one of those 
reviewers refused to sign off on some yellow sheets because that person did not believe the fuel 
charges were related to City business. In any event, the unsigned ycllow sheet with the fuel card 
statement attached was sent to the Finance l\,fanager/Treasurcr and ultimately approved for payment 
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B. Conclusions Regarding City Fuel Purchases 
While we did not find anyone who witnessed someone in the fire department using a City fuel card 
for personal purchases, the other evidence of suspect fuel-ups within a short period of time on the 
one fuel card, coupled with an almost 50% decline in gallons purchased on that same card in 2012 as 
compared to 2011 after that fuel card was assigned to a different user, is highly suggestive of 
inappropriate fuel purchases on that City-issued fuel card. 
C. Recommendations Regarding Fuel Card Policies 
We have reviewed the City's new procedures governing fuel card purchases implemented in 2012, 
including requiring a fuel log in each vehicle and the use of the tracking devices at the fuel pump 
previously mentioned. We believe those new policies are thorough and comprehensive and should 
address the concerns relating to the findings set forth above. 
VI. Reimbursement of Employee City Business Travel Expenses 
A. City Policies on Reimbursement ofTravel Expenses 
The City's written policies during the review period provide that written applications, including cost 
estimates and prcapproval from a supervisor, shall be completed before traveling outside of the 
county. The City Administrator will set maximum per dierns for meals and the federal tax 
reimbursement for use of a personal vehicle for City business. 
B. Findings Regarding City Policies on Reimbursement of Travel Expenses 
\,;re foW1d no evidence of the policy being followed with respect to written applications and pre-
approvals for business travel expenses. \'X,' e did find, however, that approval of travel related expenses 
was done after the fact in accordance with City policy. 
C. Recommendations Regarding City Policies on Reimbursement of Travel 
Expenses 
Subject to our comments and findings regarding control, supervision, review and approval of 
disbursements, in general, we believe that if the City adheres to policies regarding the process for 
review and approval of City travel expenses, the process is adequate. 
VII. Inappropriate Business Dealings Between the City of Sun Valley and Relatives of City 
of Sun Valley Employees 
We were initially tasked with looking into whether there were any inappropriate business dealings 
between the City of Sun Valley and any relatives of the City of Sun Valley's employees. We were only 
able to identify two vendors that had any relation to a City of Sun Valley employee. But there was no 
evidence of any inappropriate dealings, nor was there any evidence that the City of Sun Valley 
employee improperly influenced anyone to use their relative or otherwise participated in the process 
to hire that relative as a vendor to the City of Sun Valley. 
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CONCLUDING REMARKS 
The documents we reviewed and the witnesses interviewed as part of the forensic investigation are set 
forth bdow. Further, as indicated above, the more detailed findings of our investigation are set forth 
in the rdated Exhibits 1 to 18 and supporting Schedules. 
INTERVIEW LIST 





Mayor Dewayne Briscoe 
Reid Black (by Clay Gill) 


















Wayne Willicb (including follow-up interview by Clay Gill) 
In May of 2012, Sharon Hammer was invited to be interviewed, but declined the invitation at that 





SUMMARY OF DOCUMENTS REVIEWED 
General Documents 
o Organization chart 
o Cfry of Sun Valley Personnel Policies and Procedure Manual 
o Resolutions relating to amendments to the Personnel Manual 
o Credit Card Policy 
o Salary plan 
o PERS! regulations 
Audited Financial Statements for the years ending September 2009 and 2010 
Department Operaring Statements for the years ending September 2009 and 2010 
Department Specific Documents 
o Administration 
• General ledger detail for FY 2009-2011 
• Detailed payroll records 
o Building 
• General ledger detail for FY 2009-2011 
• Detailed payroll records 
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o Community Development 
• General ledger detail for FY 2009-2011 










General ledger detail for FY 2009-2011 
Monthly payroll summary sheets 
Monthly EMT /Drill Logs 
Monthly rime cards prepared by volunteers 
Blaine County emergency response data 
Fire hydrant testing reports 
Detailed payroll records 
• General ledger detail for FY 2009-2011 
• Detailed payroll records 
o Street 
• General ledger detail for FY 2009-2011 
• Detailed payroll records 
• Payroll Documents 
o Payroll reports for all City of Sun Valley employees for 2009 - 2011 
o Leave Hour reports for all City of Sun Valley employees for 2009 - 2011 
o Time Cards for certain employees 
o Vacation Request Forms for certain employees 
• Expenditure Records 
o Invoices/Receipts for FY 2009-2011 
o Credit Card Documents 
• Listing of all City credit cards and identity of City employee/ representative to 
whom City credit card is issued 
• Documentation showing notice provided to individual employee(s) of proper 
use of City-issued credit card 
• Credit card statements 
• Cn:dit card receipts or other documents showing itemizations supporting 
charges to card, dates of purchase, phone numbers, e-mail addresses, 
signature 
• Documents showing sign-off by superior, supervisor, or manager approving 
charges to credit card 
• "Yellow" sheets 
o Expense Reimbursements 
• Documents regarding City policies and procedures for claiming 
reimbursement of expenses from the City 
• Forms completed for expense reimbursement requests 
• Supporting documents for reimbursement requests 






Credit card receipts and statements 
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• Check ledgers or registers showing payments made for expense 
reimbursements 
• Documents showing sign-off by superior, supervisor, or manager of any 
expense reimbursement request 
Accounting System 
o Access was granted to the Caselle accounting software system 
Various Correspondence 
Cell Phone Records 
o Cell phone billing records 
Budgets 
o City of Sun Valley budgets for FY 2009-2012 
Assets 
o Asset listings for City of Sun Valley owned assets 
o Depreciation schedule 
o City Policies and Procedures relating to use of City-owned property. 
Fuel Records 
o Fuel card purchase data 
o V chicle maintenance records 
o C nited Oil fuel records and invoices 
Yours truly, 
John W. Curran 
HAGEN STREIFF NEWTON & OSHIRO ACCOUNTANTS P.C. 
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ANGELA S. NELSON 
Deputy 
MATTHEW E. FREDBACK 
Deputy 
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BLAINE COUNTY PROSECUTING ATTORNEY 
November 21, 2012 
Mayor Dewayne Briscoe 
Members of the Sun Valley City Council 
Sun Valley City Hall 
PO Box 416 
81 Elkhorn Road 
Sun Valley, ID 83353 
RE: Criminal Investigation re: Employee Misconduct 
Mayor Briscoe and Members of the Sun Valley City Council: 
I. Scope of Investigation 
In October of 2011, Sun Valley City Treasurer Michelle Frostenson complained to Sun 
Valley Mayor Wayne Willich that certain employees were misusing City property, 
committing fraud with City credit cards and failing to accurately document personal 
leave/vacation hours. Based upon Frostenson's complaints, the Sun Valley City Council 
notified Kirt Naylor of the Idaho Counties Risk Management Program (ICRMP) who in 
turn facilitated an ICRMP contract with Patricia Ball, Esq. of Management Northwest to 
conduct an investigation into Frostenson's complaints. 
In December of 2011, my Office was requested by ICRMP attorney Kirtlan Naylor to 
initiate an investigation regarding allegations of employee misconduct, which included 
misuse of public funds, time card fraud, credit card abuse and illegal use of public 
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property. This request was initiated as a result of a conclusion by independent investigator 
Patricia Ball that "revealed suspected criminal activity". Specifically, the request included 
allegations that former City Administrator Sharon Hammer misused a City vehicle and 
credit card, and failed to accurately account for personal leave/vacation hours. In addition, 
it was alleged that Fire Chief Jeff Carnes had possibly made unauthorized personal and 
excessive gasoline purchases using a City credit card, and had engaged in time card fraud 
involving his son, part-time firefighter/EMT Nick Carnes. 
As the Prosecuting Attorney is generally precluded from conducting their own 
criminal investigations, I requested investigative assistance from the Idaho Attorney 
General's Criminal Investigative Unit and Scott Birch, Criminal Investigative Unit Chief, 
opened a criminal investigation into the allegations in January of 2012. On February 9, 
2012, Investigator Birch obtained three (3) bankers boxes of documents from Naylor that 
included credit card statements from the City of Sun Valley for October of 2010 through 
November 2011, payroll and time card records for the Sun Valley Fire Department for 
fiscal years 2009-2011, as well as a copy of Patricia Ball's Investigation Report dated 
December 20, 2011. A review of this data necessitated additional documentation that was 
requested and/or subpoenaed from a number of sources including the City of Sun Valley, 
employee cell phone records, independent employment records, court affidavits, and sales 
receipts from various retailers from March of20IO up to and including September of 2012. 
In addition to the referenced documents, an electr0nic copy of the HSNO Forensic Audit 
and supporting documentation was reviewed and heavily relied during the course of the 
investigation. 
II. Standard for Filing Charges in Criminal Cases 
In order to charge a person with a crime, my legal and ethical responsibility 
requires that there be probable cause supporting the charge. See State v. McGreevey. 17 
Idaho 453, 463-<i4, I05 P. 1047, 1050 (1909); Idaho Const. Art. I, § 8; Idaho Code§ 19-
804; Idaho Crim. R. 5.1; IRCP 3.8(a). Probable cause results from information that would 
lead a person of ordinary care and prudence "to believe or entertain an honest and strong 
2 
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suspicion that such person is guilty" of a particular crime. State v. Alger. 100 Idaho 675. 
677,603 P.2d 1009, 1011 (1979). 
Having a strong enough suspicion to believe in a person's guilt does not end the 
inquiry. In detennining whether charges should be filed, a prosecutor must also determine 
whether there is a likelihood of conviction given the high standard of proof required in a 
criminal case. 1n criminal cases. the burden of proof placed upon the State is to prove its 
case beyond a reasonable doubt, which is a far more difficult burden of proof than the 
preponderance of the evidence standard used in civil cases. See State v. Sheahan, 139 
Idaho 267, 273, 77 P.3d 956, 962 (2003) (explaining that the meaning of proof beyond a 
reasonable doubt requires "an abiding conviction, to a moral certainty, of the truth of the 
charge" in the eyes of a unanimous jury). 
Analyzing the likelihood of conviction requires me to look at the strength of the 
evidence presented, as well as consider defenses and evidence likely to be raised by the 
accused. In the context of government employees. the most common of these defenses is 
that the employee was given permission, or was authorized, to engage in the particular 
act(s) of alleged misconduct. If tacit or explicit authorization was given, the employee 
may lack the requisite criminal intent, as they believed their actions were justified and 
permitted. See J.C. 18-2406(3) (providing for a defense to theft when the property is taken 
"open and avowedly, and under a claim of right made in good faith"). 
In sum, I am compelled to review requests for criminal prosecution very critically. 
Besides the important legal and ethical considerations set forth above, I must also review 
the human and economic costs of prosecution. and the toll criminal prosecution talces on all 
involved. While I am responsible for seeing that those who violate the criminal laws in our 
community are brought to justice, I will not initiate criminal prosecution unless I am very 
confident that the charges are supported by compelling evidence and will ultimately be 
proven beyond a reasonable doubt at trial. 
3 
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III. The Allegations against Sharon Hammer 
a. M,suse of City Property 
Hammer is alleged to have used a City vehicle for personal use, above and beyond 
her responsibilities as City Administrator, and is also alleged to have used a City credit 
card for gas purchases for the personal use of the vehicle. 
There is a Jack of hard evidence supporting criminal charges for these allegations. 
Although Hammer used the City vehicle for personal use, there is a lack of documentation 
to support criminal charges. As stated in the HSNO report, 
Based on our review of the [Hammer fuelJ charges, there is not 
adequate infonnation to determine if the charges were for gasoline 
use in a City-o\\lled or a personally-owned vehicle, nor can we 
determine how many miles the City-owned car was used for 
personal use and City business use. It does not appear that Ms. 
Hammer :maintained documentation as to the type of City busine~ 
attended to with the City-owned vehicle or the miles used for City 
or personal use. 
The lack of evidence establishing these alleged crimes with specificity presents a serious 
hindrance to filing criminal charges and will ultimately hinder any attempt to prove 
charges beyond a reasonable doubt. 
More compelling, however, is evidence establishing that the City permitted these 
activities. Despite the fact that use of a City vehicle for personal use is strictly prohibited 
by City of Sun Valley Policy 3.13, Mayor Wayne Willich expressly authorized Hammer to 
use the City vehicle for business and personal use, citing her standing as an on-call EMT in 
support of her need to use the vehicle on a full time basis. Willich also authorized 
Hammer to use the city credit card for fuel purchases associated with Hammer's use of the 
City vehicle. The credit card charges were then submitted and approved during the regular 
course of claims, which provides another layer of authorization from Hammer's 
. l 
supervisors. 
1 As noted throughout the HSNO report, standard procedures lllld protocols were routinely disregarded by 
City officials entrusted with the oversight of credit card and claim processing. This general willingness to 
disregard City policies and procedures ls a recurring theme throughout this investigation. 
4 
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Evidence and documentation supporting this alleged misuse of City property is 
either lacking or the activity had been approved by City officials. Accordingly, I cannot 
find that sufficient evidence exists to file and prove these allegations beyond a reasonable 
doubt 
b. Personal Leave 
Hammer is alleged to have failed to account for personal leave she took while 
employed by the City. Specifically, the HSNO Report found 352 unexcused hours for 
which the City paid Hammer. 
As was the case with the use of the City vehicle, Hanuner's use of personal leave 
was consistent with the apparent approval of her supetvisors. In this regard, Willich 
allowed Hammer to exercise a ''flex time" schedule that did not require Hammer to 
account for her actual hours on the job. Although the Personnel Manual states that the 
normal work schedule is 8:00 a.rn. to 5:00 p.m., Willich expected Hammer, as a senior 
executive, to work additional hours beyond her regularly scheduled work day and was 
authorized to take time off that corresponded with the extra hours she worked beyond the 
regular work day.2 This lack of a structured schedule and flexible time accounting makes 
it highly likely that there are considerable hours of Hammer's work time that are 
unaccounted for, and these unaccounted hours could significantly decrease, or even erase, 
the 352 unexcused hour deficit set forth in the HSNO Report. Furthermore, there is no 
way of establishing an accurate accounting of hours worked without Hammer's own 
recollection, and thus, no way of independently establishing when Hammer was working 
or taking personal time off, which poses another significant problem in building a criminal 
case against her. 
For the above stated reasons, there is insufficient evidence to establish that 
Hammer submitted false claims or committed theft for unaccounted personal leave, and I 
will not file criminal charges for this alleged misconduct. 
2 These extra hours included Hammer's attendance at evening meetings. work performed at home, and her 
status as a 24n EMT. 
5 
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IV. The AUegations Against Jeff Carnes and the Fire Department 
a. Fuel Charges 
The Bal] Investigative Report, HSNO Forensic Audit and the IAG Investigation 
uncovered inappropriate credit card charges on the City of Sun Valley Fire Department 
fuel credit card and account managed by Chief Carnes. The HSNO audit report found the 
volume of fuel usage on Carnes' credit card was not consistent with the usage needed for 
only City vehicles, and that these excess fuel charges suggested that there was fue] usage 
for personal vehicles as well. 
Once again, there is a complete lack of evidence establishing that particular fuel 
charges were used for personal use. This is primarily due to what the HSNO Report refers 
to as "a lack of control" over fuel card supervision and protocols within the Fire 
Department, City Finance Manager/Treasurer, City Administrator, Mayor, and rotating 
Council member.3 Specifically, City records are missing the following critical 
inf onnation: (I) the vehicles or equipment being fueled; (2) odometer readings; (3) name 
of the purchaser; and ( 4) explanations tying the fuel purchase to a legitimate use of City 
equipment. Although each vehicle was issued its own fuel card, different cards were used 
for different vehicles, with different fuel types, by different individuals. 
In addition, interviews with past and present employees suggest several plausible 
explanations for what looked like excessive use of these cards. For example. one 
explanation was that Chief Carnes would use his credit card to fill up all of the vehicles 
after a single incident. This would account for an excessive charge, for different fuel 
types, on Carnes' credit card, but would likely constitute legitimate fuel expenditures. 
Without sufficient documentation, each of these explanations, true or not, could suffice to 
establish reasonable doubt in the minds of jurors. Given the lack of documented proof of 
illegitimate fuel purchases, lack of administrative oversight., and the fact that multiple 
people had access to the fire department fuel account, it cannot be proven beyond a 
reasonable doubt that criminal conduct occurred in relation to the fuel purchases. 
3 Hammer was notified of possible fuel card abuses in February, 2010, but did not take any action to 
investigate or institute administrative controls to curb possible misconduct. 
6 
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b. Other Credit Card Purchases 
The next allegation of misconduct on the part of Chief Carnes involves the misuse 
of the Sun Valley credit card for certain purchases. These inappropriate purchases include 
items that were alleged to have been purchased for personal use, such as custom clothing, 
electronic equipment, food, ski tickets, and snowmobile repairs. In addition, the HSNO 
Report determined that there was a general lack of control over the manner in which the 
City credit card was used, including inappropriate cocHng of purchases, lack of 
documentation of purchases, use of the credit card by someone other than the person the 
card was issued to, payment of sales tax, and lack of pennission/authorization for 
purchases. 
As discussed previously, there was a general lack of institutional controls over the 
manner in which the Fire Department credit card was used, and this included the manner in 
which purchases were approved by others within City government These lax controls 
were present in all or most levels of City government and present an enormous challenge 
to any criminal prosecution due to the lack of accurate documentation establishing specific 
instances of misconduct. In fact, the submission of these claims and the subsequent assent 
and approval of these purchases by the Administrator4, Mayor, Finance Officer, and 
revolving Council member create a presumption that these purchases were authorized as 
valid expenditures. In the eyes of a criminal jury, the fact that City policy was not 
followed is largely immaterial in light of this authorization, since the failure to follow 
policies and procedures was widely accepted. 
Moreover, the alleged purchases were arguably made for legitimate City uses. For 
example, investigative interviews of Chief Carnes and Willich revealed that many of the 
excessive and unwarranted credit card purchases were arguably pre-authorized based upon 
undocwnented discussions between Willich and Carnes, and an understanding that the City 
would provide certain gear, clothing and equipment to Chief Carnes and other employees 
of the fire department. Although some may quarrel with whether there was a legitimate 
need for such items, or their exorbitant price tags, such matters do not raise issues of 
4 Hammer was also notified of credit card abuses in February, 2010, but she did not take any action to 
investigate or institute administrative controls at that time. 
7 
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criminal culpability. Since the expenditures were authorized, they cannot be considered 
theft, and cannot be proven beyond a reasonable doubt. 
c. Tt11U! Card Fraud 
The fina1 allegation concerns purported time card fraud in the Sun Valley Fire 
Department. The specific allegation being that Nick Carnes, son of Chief Carnes was paid 
for hours that he did not legitimately work. Specifically, the HSNO Report raises issues 
concerning missing documentation for Nick Carnes and others5, illegible time cards for 
Nick Carnes that were prepared by his mother, Tina Carnes, vague descriptions of work 
performed, and large discrepancies between Nick Carnes' hours in comparison with similar 
employees. 
Again, there is a lack of specific instances proving that Nick Carnes was not 
working at times when he was paid by the City. The sheer number of hours worked 
certainly raises suspicion, and although there are numerous hours of undocumented or 
improperly documented payments to Nick Carnes, it is impossible to reconstruct an 
accurate tirneline or find supporting evidence that the State can rely upon to prove criminal 
malfeasance. Most notably, there is nothing establishing that Nick Carnes did not work the 
hours he was paid for, and there are several levels of administrative approval for these 
hours worked and the corresponding payments to Nick Carnes. As with the other 
allegations, there was a profound lack of management oversight and lax record keeping 
that heavily contributed to this situation and greatly hinders criminal prosecution.6 Taken 
together, these factors prevent the time card fraud allegations from being proven beyond a 
reasonable doubt. 
5 The HSNO Report noted that time cards were missing for Sharon Hammer, Nick Carnes, and Tina Carnes. 
6 Most shocking is the lack of any administrative control to curb the appearance of impropriety created by 
and the familial relationship between Jeff, Tina, and Nick cames. Instead of developing a system of 
oversight that would eliminate any appearance of nepotism, Nick was allowed to report his hours to his 
mother, who then created time cards for his father's approval and submission. At a minimum, such a close 
relationship begs for close scrutiny and oversight from the Mayor and Administrator. That apparently did not 
occur here. 
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V. Conclusion 
I will not be filing criminal charges against past or present Sun Valley City 
employees for the allegations discussed in this letter. Although no criminal charges will be 
forthcoming, the investigations revealed serious failures at multiple levels of management 
and supervision within the City of Sun Valley, including (I) a failure to document; (2) a 
failure to follow stated policies and procedures; (3) lax management and oversight; (4) 
poor time accounting; ( 5) apparent conflicts of interest; and ( 6) a lack of checks and 
balances throughout the claims process. These failures in oversight contributed to a 
culture of entitlement where certain employees took advantage of the City's 
mismanagement, and led to a breach of the public trust and damage to the City's 
professional reputation. I trust that the City of Sun Valley will institute the necessary 
actions to make sure that the mistakes of the past are not repeated in the future. 
Very truly yours, 
Jim J. Thomas 
Blaine County Prosecuting Attorney 
cc: Kirt Naylor, ICRMP 
Paul Panther, Chiefldaho Attorney General Criminal Division 
9 
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PRESS RELEASE 
FROM: Mayor Dewayne Briscoe, City of Sun Valley 
DATE: June 11, 2012 
Re: Sun Valley's City Clerk Tort Claim Notice Settled 
On April 20, 2012, City Clerk Kelly Ek filed a tort claim notice alleging that, "Ms. Hammer (City 
Administrator) and Mayor Willich retaliated against Ms. Ek both directly by their offensive behaviors as 
well as disparaging her to fellow employees." Ms. Ek's tort claim notice cited a violation of Idaho's 
"Whistle Blower" statute and other federal and state protections. 
The tort claim notice included that "Ms. Hammer and Mayor Willich, in an effort to discredit Ms. Ek's 
position, influenced Ms. Ek's co-workers to criticize, shun, disrespect, and reject Ms. Ek's effort in 
carrying out her responsibilities as City Clerk." The tort claims the "malicious and unfounded 
retaliation" was a result of Ms. Ek bringing matters to the attention of the City Council concerning Ms. 
Hammer's administration, which "violated her position of authority as Sun Valley City Administrator." 
The City of Sun Valley's liability insurance carrier Idaho Counties Risk Management Program (ICRMP) 
provided coverage for the tort claim notice. The Mayor and City Council were not parties to the 
negotiation and had no role in the settlement. 
ICRMP has reported to the City that it has resolved all claims relating to this tort claim notice. ICRMP 
will pay Ms. Ek $65,000, plus $7,000 for attorney's fees to resolve the matter. Ms. Ek tendered her 
resignation, effective June 8, 2012, which Mayor Briscoe has accepted. 
Mayor Briscoe, informed of the resolution, stated: 
This is another step in resolving the difficult issues, which were brought to City Council 
and me just after the November 5tn election. It is my responsibility with City Council to 
guarantee to our citizens that all City officials and employees consistently meet the 
highest standard of integrity and comply with federal and Idaho state laws. We will 
continue in this endeavor as ongoing issues are resolved in the months ahead. 
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PRESS RELEASE 
FINANCE MANAGERITREASURER'S DRAFT TORT CLAIM NOTICE SETTLED 
On June 27, 2012, the City of Sun Valley's insurer, Idaho Counties Risk Management Program (ICRMP), reported to 
Mayor Dewayne Briscoe and City Council that ~ has settled any potential claim against the City of sun Valley and its 
officials in response to a draft tort claim notice ("Notice"), which was submitted to ICRMP counsel from the attorney for 
City Finance Manager/Treasurer Michelle Frostenson. After full consideration of the matter, ICRMP settled the 
potential claim for a payment to Treasurer Frostenson of $84,127, of which $13,519 was for attorneys' fees and costs. 
As in the recent settlement or City Cieri( Kelly Ek's tort claim notice, neither the Mayor nor the City Council were 
involved in the negotiations or ICRMP settlement with Treasurer Frostenson. 
The basis of the draft Notice was the violation of the protections afforded in the State of Idaho's "Whistleblower" laws. 
Treasurer Frostenson's draft Notice states, "During the course of Mrs. Frostenson's employment with the City of Sun 
Valley, it became known to Mrs. Frostenson that Ms. Hammer and other employees of the City had abused their 
respective positions and had thereby misappropriated City assets in various ways, which include, but are not limited lo, 
the following: a) Misappropriating funds of the City; b) Use of the City's motor vehicle and other City assets for 
personal benefit; c) Use of City-issued credit cards for personal benefit, other than City business; d) Misrepresentation 
of paid time off; e) Approval of fraudulent timecards of certain "special employees,• thereby allowing these "special 
employees" to receive benefits(s) to which they were otherwise not entitled; Q Creatioo of a hostile work environment 
by misusing positions of authority; g) Failure to comply with the anti-nepotism statutes, ordinances and/or rules which 
were in effect and were to be abided by individuals employed by the City." 
The draft Notice continues, "Mrs. Frostenson communicated in good faith the suspected illegal conduct and waste to 
Mayor Willi ch on or about October 5, 2011, and to the City Council on or about November 11, 2011. Following the 
communication, Mayor Willich forwarded a certain Notice of Advice Regarding Investigation to Mrs. Frostenson, which 
provided that 'should you believe that any action or conduct by co-workers or supervisors is in any way intimidating or 
retaliatory to you as a result of your involvement with any employment investigation you are to notify your supervisor or 
the City's outside counsel ......... ' 
Notwithstanding, on or about December 28,2011, and at various times thereafter, the City, its Council and specifically 
Ms. Hammer and Mayor Willich himself retaliated against Mrs. Frostenson by placing her on unpaid leave, by 
subjecting Mrs. Frostenson to offensive behavior and words, and by disparaging Mrs. Frostenson to fellow employees.' 
Mayor Dewayne Briscoe infonned of the settlement of this claim stated: "Many difficult issues have arisen before the 
City since the November election. The settlement of this cia'im, now following setUement of the City Clerk's claim 
ear1ier this month, allows the City to move forward. None of these outcomes are easy. The next key step will be the 
completion of the City wide forensic audit. With City Council, ! will continue to work vigorously to address and to 
resolve all matters, so the citizens of Sun Valley can trust that its officials and employees are engaged in the day-to-
day business of good government.• 
Sun Valley City and City officials defly any wrongdoing that is alleged in the draft Notice. 
Mrs. Frostensoo has tendered her resignation, which Mayor Briscoe has accepted. During the transition period to find 
and train a successor, Mrs. Frostenson will provide payroll and payable services, and assist with other duties required 
of the Finance Manager for the City, as an independent contractor. 
The complete draft Tort Claim Notice is available on the City of Sun Valley's website at www.svidaho.org. 
Press Release approved for publication and posting by Mayor Dewayne Briscoe, June 27, 2012. 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BLAINE 
SHARON R. HAMMER, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
CITY OF SUN VALLEY; NILS RIBI; 
and De WAYNE BRISCOE, 
Defendants. 
Case No. CV-2012-479 
PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR 
SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
COMES NOW Plaintiff Sharon R. Hammer ("Plaintiff''), by and through her counsel of 
record, Jones & Swartz PLLC, and pursuant to Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure 7(b) and 56, 
hereby requests that the Court enter judgment as a matter of law dismissing Defendant City of 
Sun Valley's Fifth and Sixth Affirmative Defenses that Plaintiff's claims arising from her rights 
and protections under the Idaho Protection of Public Employees Act are barred by waiver and 
release. 
This Motion is made and supported by the pleadings and filings of record before the 
Court as well as the Memorandwn, Affidavit of Counsel, Affidavit of Sharon R. Hammer, 
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Affidavit of James R. Donoval, and Affidavit of Wayne Willich in Support of Plaintiffs Motion 
for Summary Judgment, each filed contemporaneously herewith. 
DATED this 17th day ofNovember, 2014. 
JONES & SWARTZ PLLC 
By 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 17th day of November, 2014, a true and correct copy 
of the foregoing document was served on the following individual(s) by the method indicated: 
Kirtlan G. Naylor 
NAYLOR & HALES, P.C. 
950 W. Bannock Street, Suite 610 
Boise, ID 83702-6103 
The Honorable Jonathan P. Brody 
District Judge 
Minidoka County Courthouse 
8th & G Streets 
P.O. Box 368 
Rupert, ID 83350 
PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT - 2 
[X] U.S. Mail 
[ ] Fax: 383-9516 
[ ] Hand Delivery 
[ ] Email: kirt@naylorhales.com 
[X] U.S. Mail 
[ ] Fax: (208) 436-5272 
[ ] Overnight Delivery 
[ ] Hand Delivery 
[ ] Email: 
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Joy M. Vega, ISB #7887 
JONES & SWARTZ PLLC 
1673 W. Shoreline Drive, Suite 200 [83702] 
P.O. Box 7808 
Boise, ID 83707-7808 
Telephone: (208) 489-8989 
Facsimile: (208) 489-8988 
Email: eric@jonesandswartzlaw.com 
joy@jonesandswartzlaw.com 
Attorneys for Plaintiff Sharon R. Hammer 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BLAINE 
SHARON R. HAMMER, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
CITY OF SUN VALLEY; NILS RIBI; 
and DeWA YNE BRISCOE, 
Defendants. 
Case No. CV-2012-479 
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF 
PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR 
SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Plaintiff Sharon R. Hammer requests that the Court enter summary judgment dismissing 
Defendant City of Sun Valley's {"City" or "Sun Valley") Fifth and Sixth Affirmative Defenses 
that assert Ms. Hammer has waived or released her claims, rights and protections afforded under 
the Idaho Protection of Public Employees Act, I.C. §§ 6-2101, et seq. {"IPPEA"). Sun Valley's 
affirmative defenses are based on a statement of waiver and release signed by Ms. Hammer after 
her employment with Sun Valley was tenninated. Sun Valley purportedly terminated 
Ms. Hammer .. without cause" pursuant to Section 3.A. of her written employment contract. 
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT Of PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT- 1 
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Section 3.A. also contained an exculpatory clause that conditioned Ms. Hammer's receipt of 
severance pay on her signing a statement of waiver and release of claims arising from her 
termination without cause. 
Sun Valley now relies on that statement of release in its attempt avoid liability under the 
IPPEA. But, Ms. Hammer could not and did not waive or release any statutory right or 
protection created by the IPPEA. As a matter of express public policy, the Court should dismiss 
Sun Valley's affirmative defenses and grant Ms. Hammer's Motion for Summary Judgment. 
II. STATEMENT OF UNDISPUTED MATERIAL FACTS 
1. On June I, 2008, Ms. Hammer began her employment with Sun Valley as its City 
Administrator.1 The terms of her employment were set forth in the City Administrator 
Employment Agreement ("Employment Agreement"). 2 The City of Sun Valley Personnel 
Policies & Procedures Manual was incorporated into the terms of the Employment Agreement. 3 
2. On September 17, 2009, Ms. Hammer's Employment Agreement was extended 
through the written City Administrator Employment Agreement Extension to automatically 
renew on June 1st of each year .. unless notice that the Agreement shall terminate is given at least 
sixty (60) days before the expiration date.',4 
3. On December 28 and 29, 2011, then-Sun Valley Mayor Wayne Willich confirmed 
in writing that Ms. Hammer's Employment Agreement was valid through June 22, 2012.5 
1 AFFIDAVIT OF SHARON R. HAMMER IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
(" Aff. of Hammer"), filed contemporaneously herewith, ,i,i 3-4, 12, Ex. l; AFFIDAVIT OF WAYNE 
WILLICH IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT ("Aff. of Willich"), filed 
contemporaneously herewith, ,i 3. 
2 Aff. of Hammer, ,r 4, Ex. I; Aff. ofWiJlich,,,. 3, 5. 
3 Aff. of Hammer, Ex. 1. 
4 AFFIDAVIT OF COUNSEL IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT ("Aff. of 
Counsel"), filed contemporaneously herewith, Ex. I. 
s Aff. of Counsel, Ex. 2. 
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4. Beginning in or about October 2009 through September 2011, Ms. Hammer made 
multiple complaints to Mayor Willich and City Attorney Adam King regarding City Councilman 
Nils Ribi's acts of harassment, hostility and misconduct against her.6 Mayor Willich repeatedly 
spoke with Mr. Ribi regarding Ms. Hammer's complaints.7 Mr. Ribi admits he had knowledge 
of Ms. Hammer's complaints against him by at least November 11, 2011.8 
5. On October 5, 2011, City Treasurer Michelle Frostenson approached Mayor 
Willich with concerns that, among other alleged problems, there had been improper vacation 
accruals totaling approximately $133,000.9 Mayor Willich, with the assistance of Sun Valley 
bookkeeper Tami Hall, detennined that Ms. Frostenson's allegations lacked veracity. 10 
6. Beginning on or about November 10, 2011, Ms. Frostenson and City Clerk 
Kelly Ek began communicating with Mr. Ribi and Mr. King regarding allegations of misconduct 
against Ms. Hammer and materials that purportedly supported their allegations. 11 
7. On November 10, 2011, Mr. Ribi, then-Council President DeWayne Briscoe, and 
Councilman Robert Youngman called a Special Meeting of the City Council to be held on 
November 11, 2011. 12 In addition to the three Councilmen, Mayor Willich, Mr. King, and 
Ms. Frostenson were present. 13 At the Executive Session, Ms. Frostenson presented the same 
allegations she had presented to Mayor Willich on October 5, 2011. 14 
6 Aff. of Hammer, fl 13, 17; Aff. of Willich, fl 11-12; Aff. of Counsel, Ex. 24, Willich Dep. 32:4-11, 
32:22-34:11, 34:18-35:9, 133:16-136:3, 136:12-137:20. 
7 Aff. of Counsel, Ex. 24, Willich Dep. 32:12-21, 36:2-25, 139:8-140:2; Aff. of Hammer, 113. 
8 Aff. of Counsel, Ex. 26, Ribi Dep. 12:2-6. 
9 Aff. of Counsel, Ex. 24, Willich Dep. 11:14-12:25. 
10 Aff. of Counsel, Exs. 23, 24, Willich Dep. 16:7-17:15, 20:24-21:12; see Aff. of Counsel, Ex. 27, 
Youngman Dep. 37:13-38:6. 
11 Aff. of Counsel, Exs. 4-6. 
12 Aff. of Counsel, Ex. 7; AfT. of Hammer, ,r 14. 
13 Aff. of Counsel, Ex. 24, Willich Dep. 24:15-25; Aff. of Hammer, ,i 14. 
14 Aff. of Counsel, Ex. 24, Willich Dep. 25:1-2, 25:23-29:23; Aff of Counsel, Ex. 27, Youngman Dep. 
33:12-35:4; Aff. of Hammer, ,i 14. 
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8. After the November 11, 2011 Special Council Meeting, Councilmen Ribi, 
Briscoe, and Youngman each demanded Ms. Hammer's resignation from her position. 15 
Ms. Hammer refused to resign. 16 
9. As early as the November 11, 2011 Special Council Meeting, Mr. Ribi was 
asserting that there could be criminal charges made against Ms. Hammer. 17 
10. On November 14, 2011, another Special Council Meeting was held. At that 
meeting Mayor Willich and the City Council decided to hire an independent person to look into 
the allegations brought by Ms. Frostenson against Ms. Hammer.18 At a later meeting, and 
against Mr. Ribi's vote, the City Council also instructed that an investigation be conducted into 
Ms. Hammer's complaints of harassment against Mr. Ribi. 19 
11. On November 18, 2011, Mayor Willich provided Ms. Hammer with written notice 
that she was being put on paid administrative leave.20 He told Ms. Hammer that she was placed 
on administrative leave to protect her from Mr. Ribi, not because she had done anything wrong.21 
12. On November 21, 2011, Ms. Hammer filed her VERIFIED COMPLAINT FOR 
DAMAGES AND INJUNCTIVE RELIEF PURSUANT TO THE IDAHO PROTECTION OF PUBLIC EMPLOYEES 
ACT and her EMERGENCY MOTION FOR TEMPORARY RESTRAINING ORDER PURSUANT TO THE 
IDAHO PROTECTION OF PUBLIC EMPLOYEES ACT in the Blaine County District Court, Case No. 
CV-2011-928 ("2011 IPPEA Case"). The 2011 IPPEA Case named as defendants Nils Ribi, the 
15 Aff. of S. Hammer, ,i 14; Aff. of Counsel, Ex. 24, Willich Dep. 27:4-10, 29:7-23; Aff. of Counsel, 
Ex. 29, Lamb Dep. 14:8-17:7. 
16 Aff. ofS. Hammer, 114. 
17 Aff. of Counsel, Ex. 24, Willich Dep. 30:4-31:9. 
111 Aff. of Counsel, Ex. 27, Youngman Dep. 42:10--43:5, 44:6-45:1 l; Aff. of Counsel, Ex. 26, Ribi Dep. 
59:24-62:5; Aff. of Counsel, Ex. 29, Lamb Dep. 26:13-27:20, 30:1-32:2. 
19 Aff. of Counsel, Ex. 26, Ribi Dep. 156:3-8; Aff. of Counsel, Ex. 27, Youngman Dep. 42:10-43:5, 
44:8--45: 11. 
20 Aff. of Counsel, Ex. 8. 
21 Aff. of Counsel, Ex. 9; Aff. of Counsel, Ex. 24, Willich Dep. 76:5-77:24. 
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City of Sun Valley, and Adam King. Kirtlan Naylor was hired and appeared as legal counsel for 
Sun Valley and Mr. King.22 Mr. Naylor also associated as counsel of record for Mr. Ribi, 
individually. 
13. On November 30, 2011, the Idaho Mountain Express newspaper reported that: 
"An internal investigation of Sun Valley City Administrator Sharon Hammer's 'possible misuse 
of public funds and equipment' was the cause of her being placed on administrative leave two 
weeks ago."23 The article quoted the AFFIDAVIT OF MR. RIB! IN OPPOSITION TO MOTION FOR 
TEMPORARY RESTRAINING ORDER that he had filed in the 2011 IPPEA Case.24 The article also 
quoted Mr. Ribi's Affidavit as averring that: "{T]he Mayor and Council had reason to believe 
that the Plaintiff may have committed serious misconduct, including possible criminal violations 
of statutes dealing with the misuse of public funds and falsification of public records. "25 
14. Mr. Ribi was not authorized by the Sun Valley City Council to disclose to the 
public what took place in Executive Sessions.26 
15. On December 5, 2011, Ms. Hammer amended her Complaint in the 2011 IPPEA 
Case to add Mr. Youngman as a defendant. 
16. On December 15, 2011, Ms. Hammer served on Sun Valley a notice of tort claim 
against Sun Valley, Mr. Ribi, Mr. Youngman, Mr. King, and Ms. Frostenson. On December 28, 
2011, Ms. Hammer served a revised notice of tort claim on Sun Valley, adding Mr. Naylor; 
Patricia Latham Ball, supposed independent investigator hired by Sun Valley to conduct the 
22 Mr. Naylor was only retained to represent Sun Valley in the IPPEA Case, not to participate in 
Ms. Ball's investigation. Aff. of Counsel, Ex. 24, Willich Dep. 52:23-53: 19. 
23 Aff. of Counsel, Ex. 10. 
24 Aff. of Counsel, Ex. 26, Ribi Dep. I 14:2-144:13. 
25 Aff. of Counsel, Exs. 10 and 11. 
26 Aff. of Counsel, Ex. 27, Youngman Dep. 79:8-15, 80:1-11; Aff. of Counsel, Ex. 29, Lamb Dep. 53:3-
55:l; Aff. of Counsel, Ex. 26, Ribi Dep., l 16:5-13, 119:19-123:13. 
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investigations; and now Mayor-Elect Briscoe as potential defendants.27 
17. On or about December 16, 2011, Ms. Hanuner filed a charge of discrimination 
against Sun Valley and Mr. Ribi with the Idaho Hwnan Rights Commission.28 
18. On December 23, 2011, Mayor Willich requested that Ms. Hammer return from 
administrative leave on December 27, 2011, and assume her normal duties as City Administrator 
and paid on-call firefighter/EMT.29 
19. On December 29, 2011, Mayor Willich advised Ms. Hammer that he considered 
Ms. Ball's investigation into the allegations of misconduct against Ms. Hammer to be closed -
having been inconclusive of any finding of misconduct.30 
20. On January 3, 2012, DeWayne Briscoe was sworn in as Sun Valley Mayor. The 
2011 IPPEA Case was still pending with the Blaine County District Court when Mr. Briscoe 
became Mayor of Sun Valley. 
21. On January 4, 2012, Mayor Briscoe provided Ms. Hammer with written Notice of 
Paid Administrative Leave Pending Investigation.31 The Notice directed that: "This is a 
confidential personnel matter at this point, and you should respect that confidentiality until 
our inquiry is complete and you have been able to respond to our initial detennioations."32 
22. Yet, two days later, on January 6, 2012, a statement by Mayor Briscoe was 
published by the Idaho Mountain Express newspaper that: "Sun Valley City Administrator 
Sharon Hammer was placed back on paid administrative leave Thursday."33 
27 Aff. of Counsel, Ex. 12. 
28 Aff. of Counsel, Ex. 13. 
29 Aff. of Counsel, Ex. 14; Aff. of Counsel, Ex. 29, Lamb Dep. 58:2-16. 
30 Aff. of Counsel, Ex. 15. 
31 Aff. of Counsel, Ex. 16. 
32 Aff. of Counsel, Ex. 16, Bates No. HAMMER 000247 (emphasis original). 
33 Aff. of Counsel, Ex. 18 ( emphasis original). 
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23. And, five days later, on January 9, 2012, Mayor Briscoe filed the AFFIDAVIT OF 
DEWAYNE BRISCOE in the 2011 IPPEA Case stating purported reasons why he placed 
Ms. Hammer back on administrative leave on January 4, 2012.34 
24. The January 4, 2012 Notice also stated that: "In the event the investigation 
indicates personnel action is warranted for your conduct or for cause, you will be given an 
opportunity to present any response to the information received as a result of the on-going 
investigation before a final decision is made regarding the action to be taken."35 
25. Ms. Hammer never received evidence of or explanation regarding the allegations 
against her, or an opportunity to respond to the allegations or any "initial determinations" that 
may have been made. 36 
26. Also on January 4, 2012, Mayor Briscoe provided Ms. Hammer with a Notice of 
Administrative Investigation; Order to Participate in Interview Process and Advice of Rights.37 
27. On January 16, 2012, Sun Valley issued a disparaging press release, which was 
also advertised in the Idaho Mountain Express, regarding Ms. Hammer's voluntary dismissal of 
the 2011 IPPEA Case.38 In the press release, Sun Valley stated, in part: "[T]he City's 
investigative report ... has been turned over to the Blaine County Prosecuting Attorney for an 
independent review of possible criminal conduct. "39 
28. On January 19, 2012, during a regular Sun Valley City Council meeting, Mayor 
Briscoe asked for a motion on the issue of Ms. Hammer's termination, and Councilman Franz 
34 Aff. of Counsel, Ex. 19. 
35 Aff. of Counsel, Ex. 16, Bates No. HAMMER 000248 (emphasis original). 
36 Aff. of Counsel, Ex. 25, Briscoe Dep. 158:15-165:24. 
37 Aff. of Counsel, Ex. 17. 
38 Aff. of Counsel, Ex. 20. 
39 Aff. of Counsel, Ex. 20. 
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Suhadolnik made the motion.4° Councilman Suhadolnik's reasoning for making the motion was 
that Councilmembers Ribi and Youngman were likely "tainted" because Ms. Hammer had 
brought complaints and legal actions against them. 41 
29. Before Ms. Hammer's termination on January 19, 2012, Sun Valley had ordered 
and was planning to publish a colored advertisement with the Idaho Mountain Express 
newspaper announcing Ms. Hammer's immediate termination.42 
30. Pursuant to Section 3 of the Employment Agreement, purportedly terminating 
Ms. Hammer without cause required the City to make a severance payment to Ms. Hammer, 
under the following specific terms: 
SECTION 3. TERMINATION AND SEVERANCE PAY 
A. Employer, acting through the Mayor, may terminate 
Employee's employment, without cause, for any reason or no 
reason. Any such decision to terminate shall occur only after the 
Mayor consults with each member of the City Council. Upon such 
termination, Employer shall pay Employee, as severance pay, a 
lump sum cash payment equal to six ( 6) months, base salary 
described in Section 5, Subsection A. 
The severance payment herein is intended to be 
Employee's sole exclusive remedy for any and all claims for 
damages of any kind arising from a termination without cause and 
such severance payment is hereby agreed to be reasonable, fair and 
equitable by both parties to this Agreement. Accordingly, 
Employee waives her right to bring a claim of any kind for 
damages against Employer arising from a termination without 
cause. Consequently, receipt of the severance payment is subject 
to execution of a release of all claims against the City of Sun 
Valley. A termination without cause shall not entitle Employee to 
an informal review under any section of the City of Sun Valley 
Personnel manual ("Personnel Manual").43 
40 Aff. of S. Hammer, 115; Aff. of Counsel, Ex. 28, Suhadolnik Dep. 55:19-58:11; Aff. of Counsel, 
Ex. 25, Briscoe Dep. 152:20-153:5. 
41 Aff. of Counsel, Ex. 29, Suhadolnik Dep. 56:5-9, 57:18-58:6; see also Aff. of Counsel, Ex. 24, Willich 
Dep. 36:2-25, 55:2-5; Aff. of Counsel, Ex. 26, Ribi Dep. 143:22-144:13, 156:3-157:4, 165:7-22. 
42 Aff. of Counsel, Exs. 21 and 22; Aff. of Counsel, Ex. 25, Briscoe Dep. 170:22-172:8. 
43 Aff. of Hammer, Ex. 1, § 3 .A. 
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31. Ms. Hammer provided Sun Valley with the Supplemental Release Pursuant to 
City Administrator Employment Agreement on January 23, 2012 ("Supplemental Release").44 
32. Leading up to the Supplemental Release, Ms. Hammer's attorney, James 
Donoval, repeatedly advised Sun Valley that Ms. Hammer would not waive or release any non-
contract claim, or type of claim other than those arising from the severance package. 45 
33. The intent of Ms. Hammer's release extended only to claims arising out of any 
dispute related to the severance package.46 Given Ms. Hammer's intent of the Supplemental 
Release, it succinctly stated: 
Upon payment of the severance payment required pursuant to 
Section 3.A. of the City Administrator Employment Agreement 
dated June 1, 2008, I release the City of Sun Valley for any claims 
defined in Section 3.A. of the City Administrator Employment 
Agreement as were intended when the City Administrator 
Employment Agreement was entered into on June 1, 2008.47 
34. Ms. Hammer was subsequently paid all amounts of severance due to her under the 
Employment Agreement. 
35. In June 2008, when the Employment Agreement was entered into by Ms. Hammer 
and Sun Valley, Mayor Willich was authorized and had the supporting unanimous vote of the 
City Council, to act for and on behalf of Sun Valley. 48 
36. In June 2008, when the Employment Agreement was entered into, there was no 
intent by either party that Ms. Hammer was waiving or would waive any constitutional or 
statutory rights, or claims of discrimination, harassment, retaliation, or tort. 49 
44 Aff. of Hammer, ,r 16, Ex. 2; AFFIDAVIT OF JAMES R. DoNOV AL IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'S MOTION 
FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT (Aff. of Donoval"), filed contemporaneously herewith, ,r 7. 
4~ Aff. ofDonoval, 16, Exs. 1-3. 
46 Aff. of Hammer, fl 4-5, 7-11, 16-17, 19-22; Aff. ofDonoval, ,nr 5-9; see Aff. ofWillich, 11Mf 3, 5-9. 
47 Aff. of Hammer, Ex. 2. 
48 Aff. of Willich, ,,r 2-3, 5. 
49 Aff. of Willich,,, 2-9; Aff. of Hammer, ,r, 4-11, 16-22, Ex. 2. 




37. In January 2012, when Ms. Hammer signed the Supplemental Release, she had no 
intent to relinquish any constitutional or statutory rights or waive any of the claims alleged in the 
present IP PEA case. 50 
III. STANDARD OF REVIEW 
Summary judgment in favor of Plaintiffs must be rendered by the Court "if the pleadings, 
depositions, and admissions on file, together with the affidavits, if any, show that there is no 
genuine issue as to any material fact and that the moving party is entitled to judgment as a matter 
of law." I.R.C.P. 56(c). "A summary judgment, interlocutory in character, may be rendered on 
the issue of liability alone although there is a genuine issue as to the amount of damages." 
I.R.C.P. 56(c). In making this determination, '4t.he Court liberally construes all facts in favor of 
the nonmoving party and draws all reasonable inferences from the facts in favor of the 
nonrnoving party." Camp Easton Forever, Inc. v. Inland NW Council BSA, 332 P.3d 805, 809 
(Idaho 2014) (citing Hill v. Hill, 140 Idaho 812,813, 102 P.3d 1131, 1132 (2004)). The trial 
court is permitted flexibility in crafting the form of relief granted on summary judgment so long 
as the non-moving party is on notice that the court is considering the claim. Kelly v. Hodges, 
119 Idaho 872, 876, 811 P.2d 48, 52 (Ct. App. 1991) (citing Brummett v. Ediger, l 06 Idaho 724, 
726, 682 P.2d 1271, 1273 (1984); see also I.R.C.P. 56(a-d). However, .. there is no genuine issue 
of material fact as to issues admitted by the parties in their pleadings.'' Esser Elec. v. Lost River 
Ballistics Tech., Inc., 145 Idaho 912, 919, 188 P.3d 854, 861 (2008). Summary judgment should 
be denied "if reasonable persons could reach differing conclusions or draw conflicting inferences 
from the evidence." Id. 
so Aff. of Hammer, ,i, 4-11, 16-22, Ex. 2; Aff. of Donoval, ,i, 6-9. 
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The party opposmg the summary judgment motion "may not rest upon the mere 
allegations or denials of that party's pleadings, but the party's response, by affidavits or as 
otherwise provided in this rule, must set forth specific facts showing that there is a genuine issue 
for trial." I.R.C.P. 56(e). "[T]he mere existence of some alleged factual dispute between the 
parties will not defeat an otherwise properly supported motion for summary judgment; the 
requirement is that there is no genuine issue of material fact." Anderson v. Liberty Lobby, Inc., 
477 U.S. 242 (1986). "If no disputed issues of material fact exist, then only a question oflaw 
remains." Camp Easton Forever, Inc., 332 P.3d at 809 (citing Infanger v. City of Salmon, 137 
Idaho 45, 47, 44 P.3d 1100, 1102 (2002). 
"A nonmoving defendant has the burden of supporting a claimed affirmative defense on a 
motion for summary judgment." Chandler v. Hayden, 147 Idaho 765, 771, 215 P.3d 485, 491 
(2009); see also I.R.C.P. 56(e). The United States Supreme Court has found "no express or 
implied requirement in Rule 56 that the moving party support its motion with affidavits or other 
similar materials negating the opponent's claim." Chandler, 147 Idaho at 771, 215 P.3d at 491 
(quoting Celotex Corp. v. Catrett, 477 U.S. 317, 323 (1986) (emphasis original in Celotex)). 
Because Sun Valley, as the nonmoving party in summary judgment, bears the burden of proof on 
the issue of its affmnative defenses at trial, it must set forth specific facts showing that there is a 
genuine issue for trial, and Ms. Hammer, as the moving party, is not required to negate 
Sun Valley's affirmative defenses. Chandler, 147 Idaho at 769-71, 215 P.3d at 489-91. 
IV. ARGUMENT 
Sun Valley's Fifth and Sixth Affirmative Defenses assert that Ms. Hammer waived or 
released any and all claims that she may have had against Sun Valley or any of its employees or 
elected officials pursuant to the contract imposed upon her by Sun Valley. However, the public 
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policy underlying the IPPEA prohibits any such waiver or release. And, even if Ms. Hammer, as 
a potential IPPEA plaintiff, could release or waive her right to prosecute statutory violations, 
such a release requires a showing of voluntary intent. Sun Valley cannot show any intent by 
Ms. Hammer to waive any statutory right or protection afforded by the IPPEA.51 
The State of Idaho has seen fit to protect government employees and define the legality 
of a government employer's response when informed of allegations of misconduct by one 
employee against another. The declared intent of the IPPEA is that: 
The legislature hereby finds, determines and declares that 
government constitutes a large proportion of the Idaho work force 
and that it is beneficial to the citizens of this state to protect the 
integrity of government by providing a legal cause of action for 
public employees who experience adverse action from their 
employer as a result of reporting waste and violations of a law, rule 
or regulation. 
I.C. § 6-2101. This statement ofintent is Idaho's declaration of public policy with respect to the 
protection of "whistleblower'' employees. "Public policy may be found and set forth in the 
statutes, judicial decisions or the constitution." Jesse v. Lindsley, 146 Idaho 70, 75,233 P.3d 1, 6 
(2008) (quotation omitted). Sun Valley cannot relieve itself of liability arising from its, or its 
employee's, violations of the IPPEA by conditioning payment of Ms. Hammer's severance 
payment on her assent to a contractual exculpatory clause. Any such alleged waiver or release 
would be void as against the public policy of this State. "Whether a contract violates public 
policy is a question of law for the court to determine from all the facts and circumstances of each 
case." Jesse, 146 Idaho at 75, 233 P.3d at 6 (citation omitted). 
Sun Valley is prohibited from contracting its way out of liability arising from violations 
of the IPPEA because such liability has been prescribed to it by Idaho's legislature. "[W]e do 
51 Statement of Undisputed Material Facts ("Stmt of Facts"), ,i, 31-37. 
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bold that where the legislature has addressed the rights and duties pertaining to personal 
injuries arising out of the relationship between two groups, i.e., employers/employees ... , 
and bas granted limited liability to one group in exchange for adherence to specific duties, 
then such duties become a 'public duty' within the exception to the general rule validating 
exculpatory contracts." Lee v. Sun Valley Co., 107 Idaho 976,979,695 P.2d 361,364 (1984) 
(emphasis added). Under the IPPEA, government employers are subject to liability for 
enumerated relief when an employee proves by a preponderance of the evidence that the 
employer took an adverse action against the employee because the employee engaged in an 
activity that is protected by the Act. J.C.§§ 6-2104, 6-2106. 
Prior to Lee, "the general rule ... that 'express agreements exempting one of the parties 
[from liability] are to be sustained' is subject to exceptions where: '(I) one party is at an obvious 
disadvantage in bargaining power; (2) a public duty is involved (public utility companies, 
common carriers).'" 107 Idaho at 978, 695 P.2d at 363 (quoting Rawlings v. Layne & Bowler 
Pump Co., 93 Idaho 496, 499-500, 465 P.2d 107, 110-11 (1970)). The Court in Lee clarified the 
public duty exemption and affinned that. in Idaho, "[certain] statutory rights and duties may not 
be waived or exempted by contract." 107 Idaho at 979, 695 P.2d at 364 (citations omitted). 
And, "[ e ]ven though no express provisions be contained in the ... statute, it would seem that any 
attempt to nullify or limit the operation of law must be held to be invalid as being against public 
policy." Id. (quoting 81 AmJur.2d Workmen's Comp. § 51, p. 741 (1976)). The IPPEA falls 
within the class of statutory rights and duties that cannot be waived or released by contract 
because it pertains to injuries arising out of the relationship between government employers and 
their employees - a pairing specifically identified in Lee's holding. Id. 
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Beginning in October 2009, Ms. Hammer made numerous complaints to Mayor Willich 
and City Attorney King regarding Councilman Ribi's acts of harassment, hostility and 
misconduct against her.52 Mr. Ribi's harassing conduct violated Section 7.5 of the City of 
Sun Valley Personnel Policies & Procedures Manual.53 Ms. Hammer's acts of reporting 
Mr. Ribi's violative conduct, and her subsequent, related IHRC and court filings were all 
protected activities under the IPPEA.54 LC. § 6-2104. Prior to her termination, Sun Valley made 
public statements about Ms. Hammer being placed on administrative leave, and that she was 
being investigated for criminal misconduct.55 
On January 19, 2012, Mayor Briscoe, with the majority vote of the Sun Valley City 
Council, terminated Ms. Hammer from her position as City Administrator.56 Sun Valley 
purportedly terminated Ms. Hammer "without cause."57 Pursuant to Section 3 of her 
Employment Agreement, termination without cause required the City to make a severance 
payment to Ms. Hamm.er, under the following terms: 
SECTION 3. TERMINATION AND SEVERANCE PAY 
A. Employer, acting through the Mayor, may terminate 
Employee's employment, without cause, for any reason or no 
reason. Any such decision to terminate shall occur only after the 
Mayor consults with each member of the City Council. Upon such 
termination, Employer shall pay Employee, as severance pay, a 
lump sum cash payment equal to six ( 6) months, base salary 
described in Section 5, Subsection A. 
The severance payment herein is intended to be 
Employee's sole exclusive remedy for any and all claims for 
damages of any kind arising from a termination without cause and 
such severance payment is hereby agreed to be reasonable, fair and 
equitable by both parties to this Agreement. Accordingly, 
52 Stint of Facts, ,r 4. 
53 Aff. of Counsel. Ex. 3, § 7.5. 
54 Stint of Facts, fl 4, 12, 15-17, 20. 
ss Stint of Facts, ,nr 13-14, 21-29. 
'° Stint of Facts, ,r 28. 
57 Stmt of Facts, ff 28-30. 
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Employee waives her right to bring a claim of any kind for 
damages against Employer arising from a termination without 
cause. Consequently, receipt of the severance payment is subject 
to execution of a release of al1 claims against the City of Sun 
Valley. A termination without cause shall not entitle Employee to 
an informal review under any section of the City of Sun Valley 
Personnel manual ( .. Personnel Manual").58 
Following a series of conversations between Mr. Donoval, as Ms. Hammer's attorney, 
and Sun Valley's attorney, Mr. Naylor, Ms. Hammer provided Sun Valley with the Supplemental 
Release on January 23, 2012.59 Leading up to the Supplemental Release, Mr. Donoval 
repeatedly advised Sun Valley that Ms. Hammer would not waive or release any claim other than 
those arising from the severance package (i.e., she would only waive contract and wage 
claims).60 The intent of Ms. Hanuner's release extended only to claims arising out of a dispute 
related to the severance package.61 In line with Ms. Hammer's position regarding the scope of 
Section 3.A. of the Employment Agreement, the Supplemental Release succinctly stated: 
Upon payment of the severance payment required pursuant to 
Section 3.A. of the City Administrator Employment Agreement 
dated June 1, 2008, I release the City of Sun Valley for any claims 
defined in Section 3.A. of the City Administrator Employment 
Agreement as were intended when the City Administrator 
Employment Agreement was entered into on June 1, 2008.62 
Ms. Hammer was subsequently paid all amounts of severance due to her under the contract.63 
In June 2008, when the Employment Agreement was entered into by Ms. Hammer and 
Sun Valley, Mayor Willich was authorized, and had the supporting unanimous vote of the City 
Council, to hire Ms. Hammer.64 At the time the Employment Agreement was entered, there was 
58 Aff. of Hammer, Ex. 1, § 3.A (emphasis original). 
59 Sttnt offacts, ,r,[ 31-32. 
60 Stmt of Facts, ,r 32. 
61 Stmt of Facts, fl 3 J-37. 
62 Aff. of Hammer, Ex. 2. 
63 Stmt of Facts, ,r 34 
64 Stmt of Facts, fl 35-3 7. 
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no intent by either party that Ms. Hammer was or would waive or release any statutory right or 
protection wider the IPPEA.65 And, when Ms. Hammer signed the Supplemental Release, she 
had absolutely no intent to release any statutory rights or waive any of the claims alleged in the 
present case. 66 
Even if Sun Valley's extension of Section 3.A. of the Employment Agreement, to relieve 
it of liability imposed by the IPPEA, did not violate public policy, it would still fail. ~'Clauses 
which exclude liability must speak clearly and directly to the particular conduct of the 
defendant which caused the harm at issue." Jesse, 146 Idaho at 75, 233 P.3d at 6 (citing 
Anderson & Nafziger v. G.T. Newcomb, Inc., 100 Idaho 175, 178, 595 P.2d 709, 712 (1979)). 
The language absolving Sun Valley of liability in Section 3 of the Employment Agreement "for 
any and all claims for damages of any kind arising from a termination without cause" is 
ambiguous and simply too broad.67 See Jesse, 146 Idaho at 76-77, 233 P.3d at 7·8 (finding 
exculpatory clause in lease too broad to enforce). Neither the Supplemental Release nor the 
Employment Agreement cites to, acknowledges, or even infers waiver or release of her statutory 
rights under the IPPEA, or Sun Valley's liability for violations thereof.68 No language within 
either document purported to waive the right to sue conferred upon Ms. Hammer by the 
IPPEA.69 I.C. § 6·2105. Even if she could, Ms. Hammer did not waive or release any claims or 
relief under the IPPEA. 70 
The Employment Agreement and Ms. Hammer's Supplemental Release cannot absolve 
Sun Valley ofa possible violation of the IPPEA. Lee, 107 Idaho 979-80, 695 P.2d 364-65. "It is 
65 Stint of Facts,, 36. 
66 Stmt of Facts,, 37. 
67 Aff. of Hammer, Ex. I,§ 3.A. 
68 Aff. of Hammer. Exs. 1 and 2. 
69 Aff. of Hammer, Exs. 1 and 2. 
70 Stmt of Facts, ,r, 32-37. 
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a well-settled general doctrine that the law will not sustain a covenant of immunity which 
protects against fraud or relieves one of a duty imposed by law for the public benefit." Lee, 107 
Idaho at 982,695 P.2d at 367 (Bistline, J., dissenting) (quoting 17 Am.Jur.2d Contracts§ 188, 
p. 557) (emphasis added in Lee)). The Court should find as a matter oflaw that Ms. Hammer did 
not and could not waive or release any right or protection provided under the IPPEA, and dismiss 
Sun Valley's Fifth and Sixth Affirmative Defenses. 
V. CONCLUSION 
For the foregoing reasons, Plaintiff Sharon R. Hammer respectfully requests that the 
Court grant her Motion for Summary Judgment in its entirety, thereby entering judgment as a 
matter of law dismissing Defendant City of Sun Valley's Fifth and Sixth Affirmative Defenses 
and finding that Ms. Hammer did not waive or release any right, privilege, or damage under the 
Idaho Protection of Public Employees Act. 
DATED this 17th day of November, 2014. 
JONES & SW ARTZ PLLC 
By~~~~~ 
~ARTZ 
JOY . VEGA 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 17th day of November, 2014, a true and correct copy 
of the foregoing document was served on the following individual(s) by the method indicated: 
Kirtlan G. Naylor 
NAYLOR & HALES, P.C. 
950 W. Bannock Street, Suite 610 
Boise, ID 83702-6103 
The Honorable Jonathan P. Brody 
District Judge 
Minidoka County Courthouse 
8th & G Streets 
P.O. Box 368 
Rupert, lD 83350 
[X] U.S. Mail 
[ ] Fax: 383-9516 
[ ] Hand Delivery 
[ ] Email: kirt@naylorhales.com 
[X] U.S. Mail 
[ ] Fax: (208) 436-5272 
[ J Overnight Delivery 
[ ] Hand Delivery 
[ ] Email: 





Eric B. Swartz, ISB #6396 
Joy M. Vega, ISB #7887 
JONES & SW ARTZ PLLC 
1673 W. Shoreline Drive, Suite 200 [83702] 
P.O. Box 7808 
Boise, ID 83707-7808 
Telephone: (208) 489-8989 
Facsimile: (208) 489-8988 
Email: eric@jonesandswartzlaw.com 
joy@jonesandswartzlaw.com 
Attorneys for Plaintiff Sharon R. Hammer 
r, 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BLAINE 
SHARON R. HAMMER, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
CITY OF SUN VALLEY; NILS RIBI; 
and De WAYNE BRISCOE, 
Defendants. 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
: ss. 
CoW1ty of Ada ) 
Case No. CV-2012-479 
AFFIDAVIT OF SHARON R. 
HAMMER IN SUPPORT OF 
PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR 
SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
I, Sharon R. Hammer, being first duly sworn upon oath, depose and state as follows: 
1. I am the named Plaintiff in the above-captioned matter. 
2. I have personal knowledge of the facts contained herein and if called upon to 
testify about the same, I could do so competently. 
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3. As a result of the City of Sun Valley's (''City" or "Sun Valley") national search of 
candidates, I was chosen, and ultimately appointed, to fill the position of City Administrator for 
Sun Valley. 
4. In May of 2008, Sun Valley Mayor Wayne Willich provided me with a copy of 
the City Administrator Employment Agreement ("Employment Agreement"). Attached hereto 
as Exhibit 1 is a true and correct copy of the Employment Agreement that I entered into with the 
City, dated June 1, 2008. 
5. The only Sun Valley official or employee that I recollect discussing any 
substantive issues regarding the Employment Agreement with was Mayor Willich. 
6. It was my understanding from speaking with Mayor Willich that the Employment 
Agreement was drafted by then-Sun Valley City Attorney Rand Peebles. I understood from 
speaking with Mayor Willich that Mr. Peebles had used the same form for my Employment 
Agreement as that used for the employment agreement between the City and former Sun Valley 
City Administrator, Virginia Egger. 
7. At the time I signed the Employment Agreement I understood from speaking with 
Mayor Willich that the provisions stated at Section 3.A., which provided that I would "waive 
[my] right to bring a claim of any kind for damages against [Sun Valley J arising from a 
termination without cause" only barred me from claims related to the severance package, 
including contractual salary or benefit damages that I may be entitled to. Exhibit 1, § 3.A. 
(emphasis original). 
8. At the time I entered into the Employment Agreement I did not understand or 
intend that Section 3.A. of the Employment Agreement would waive any future non-contract 
severance claims I may have against Sun Valley or its employees and/or officials. 
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9. At the time I entered into the Employment Agreement I had no intent to waive or 
release any rights or protections afforded to me under the Idaho Protection of Public Employees 
Act, codified at Idaho Code, Title 6, Chapter 21 ("IPPEA"). 
IO. At the time I entered into the Employment Agreement I had no intent to waive or 
release any legal claim that I may have arising from any state or federal statute, any state or 
federal constitutional right, or any common law or tort claim not arising from the severance 
package. 
11. At no time prior to or after signing the Employment Agreement did Mayor 
Willich tell me that the intent of Section 3.A. was a blanket waiver of every legal right or claim 
imaginable, whether accrued or unaccrued. 
12. From June 2008 until January 19, 2012, I was employed as the City Administrator 
for the City of Sun Valley, Idaho. 
13. Beginning in or about October 2009 through at least September 2011, I made 
multiple complaints to Mayor Willich and City Attorney Adam King regarding City Councilman 
Nils Ribi's acts of harassment and hostility against me. My numerous complaints rendered no 
change in Mr. Ribi's behavior. He was consistently hostile and abusive to me. 
14. On November 11, 2011, I was aware that City Councilmen Nils Ribi, DeWayne 
Briscoe, and Robert Youngman were holding a Special Council Meeting. After that meeting had 
adjourned, Mayor Willich and Mr. King came to my office and told me that each of the 
Councilmen had demanded my resignation as City Administrator because of undefined 
allegations of misconduct lodged against me by City Treasurer Michelle Frostenson and City 
Clerk Kelly Ek. I refused to resign. 
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15. On January 19, 2012, following the unarum.ous vote of the Sun Valley City 
Council, newly-seated Mayor DeWayne Briscoe terminated my employment with the City. My 
termination was purportedly "without cause" pursuant to Section 3 .A. of the Employment 
Agreement. 
16. On January 23, 2012, I signed a document entitled Supplemental Release 
Pursuant to City Administrator Employment Agreement, which merely referred to Section 3.A. 
of the Employment Agreement {''Supplemental Release"). The Supplemental Release was 
prepared by James R. Donoval, my husband and then-attorney. Attached hereto as Exhibit 2 is a 
true and correct copy of the Supplemental Release. 
17. At the time I signed the Supplemental Release, I had endured over two years of 
harassment and verbal and emotional abuse by Mr. Ribi. During those two years, I had 
repeatedly complained to Mayor Willich, City Attorney Adam King, and other officials 
regarding Mr. Ribi' s treatment of me. 
18. At the time I signed the Supplemental Release, I was faced with two choices: 
1) sign a release of claims as required by my Employment Agreement and receive the stated 
severance pay, or 2) refuse to sign a release of claims and forego payment of any severance 
package. In order to secure my immediate financial security, I was forced to sign a release of 
claims that was acceptable to the City. 
19. The language of the Supplemental Release purposely and intentionally does not 
include any mention that I was releasing any non-contract severance benefits. 
20. The Supplemental Release purposely does not include any waiver or release of 
any state or federal statutory claim, any constitutional claim, or any other common law or tort 
claims that I may have against Sun Valley, its officials or employees. 
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21. By signing the Supplemental Release I did not intend to, nor did I knowingly or 
voluntarily waive or release any non-contract claims, such as any claims arising from the IPPEA. 
22. If I knew that the Supplemental Mease was imended to cover claims other than 
those related to amounts owed on severance, I would not have signed it 
FUR1HERAFFIANT SA YB'IHNAUGHT. 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to befoic me this .11!!!._ day of November, 2014. -
"cforldaho _..;::: WLA 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 17th day of November, 2014, a true and correct copy 
of the foregoing document was served on the following individual(s) by the method indicated: 
Kirtlan G. Naylor 
NAYLOR & HALES, P.C .. 
950 W. Bannock Street, Suite 610 
Boise, ID 83702-6103 
The Honorable Jonathan P. Brody 
District Judge 
Minidoka County Cowthouse 
8th & G Streets 
P.O. Box 368 
Rupert, ID 83350 
[X] U.S. Mail 
[ ] Fax: 383-9516 
[ ] Hand Delivery 
[ ] Email: kirt@naylorhales.com 
[X] U.S. Mail 
[ ] Fax: (208) 436-5272 
[ ] Overnight Delivery 
[ ] Hand Delivery 
[ ] Email: 
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THIS CITY ADMlNISTRATOR EMPLOYMENT AGREEMENT hereinafter 
""Agreemenf". cffectm, the 1st day of June 2008, by and between the CITY OF SUN 
VALLEY. State of Idaho. a. municipal corporation. hereinafter called "'&nployer", and 
SHARON R. HAMMER hereinafter called "F.mployee" is made in contemplation of the 
followin,:: 
RECffALS 
WHEREAS. Employer desires to employ the sen.ices of said Employee as 
City Administrator of the City of Sun Valley ("Cify""); and 
WHBRBAS. Employee desires to accept employment as City Administrator of 
City pursuant to the terms and conditions hereof ·· 
NOW. THEREFORE. in consideration of the mutual covenan18 and promises 
herein oonwned. and 1he above Recitals whioh are incorporated herein. tlte parties agree as 
follows: 
SECTION 1. DUl'US 
Employer hereby qrees ~ employ Bmployeo as City Administrator of the City 
of Sun Valley to perform the duties customarily performed by City Administrators and which 
Employer. through the Mayor. shall from time to time assign. Employee shall perform such 
duties thoroughly. competently and with the highest level of professionalism as would be 
expected of a city administrator with .Bmp}oyee"s baokground. qualifications and experience. 
SECT10N2. EMPLOYMENT 
A. Bmpoyee"s Employment shall commence June 1. 2008. Employee 
shall report to work no later than June 23. 2008. 
B. Nothing in this. Agreement shall prevent. limit or otherwise interfere 
with the right of the Employer to terminate "the services of Employee under the applicable 
provisions of Section 3 below. 
C. Nothing in this Agreement shall prevent, limit or othetwise interfere 
with the right of the F.mployee to resign at any time from her position wi1h Employer, subject 
only to the notice provision set forth in Section 3. Subsection C. of this Agreement 
CITY ADMI'NISTRATOR.EMPLOYMBNT AGlW.BMENT • l 
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SECTION 3. TERMINATION AND SEVERANCE l>AY 
A Employer, acting through the Mayor, may renninate Employee's 
employment, without cause, for any reason or no reason. Any such decision to terminate 
shall ooour only after the Mayor consults with each member of the City Council. Upon such 
teanination, Employer shall pay Employee, as severance pay, a lump sum cash payment equal 
to six {6} months, base salary described in Section 5, Subsection A 
The sevenmce payment herein is intended to be Employee's sole exclusive 
remedy for any and all claims for damages of any kind arising from a tennination without 
cause and such severance payment is hereby agreed to be reasonable, fair and equitable by 
both parties to this A!!J"'ement. Accordingly, Employee waives her right to bring a claim of 
any kind for damages against Employer arising from a tenn!nation without cause. 
Consequently, receipt of 1he severance payment is subject to execution of a release of all 
claims a!lllinst the City of Sun Valley. A tennination without cause shall not entitle 
Employee to an infonnal review under any section of the City of Sun Valley Personnel. 
manual {"Personnel Manual"). ·· 
B. In the event Employee is tenninated for "cause", then Employer shall 
not be obligated to make any severance payment to Employee. ''Cause" is defuied as (i) a 
material breach of ibis Agreement; {ii) repeated neglect of Employee's duties as City 
Administrator; or {iii) misconduct such as theft, dishonesfyt>;fraud, misrepresentation, 
embezzlement or other acts of willful misconduct, moral turpitude or criminal conduct 
C. Unless the parties otherwise agree, if Employee voluntarily resigns her 
position with Employer, then Employee shall give Employer three (3) mon1hs notice in 
advance; provided Employer may waive such three month advance notice in its discretion. In 
the event of a voluntary resignation, Employee shall not be entitled to any severance payment 
unless the Mayor shall decide otherwise in his sole discretion. 
If Employee applies for employment ~here, and during tbe tenn of her 
employment hereunder is included in a list of ten or fewer candidates still under consideration 
for such employment, then, upon learning of her inclusion in such a list, Employee shall 
promptly inform the Mayor and each member of the City Council, which shall be confidential 
insofar as is permitted by applicable law. 
D. In the event Employee is terminated by Employer, acting through the 
Mayor, for any reason, the.ti Employer shall pay Employee, at the rate of compensation then 
being ea.med by Employee, all accrued and unused vacation entitlement in accordance with 
the then cur.rent policy for City Departlneot Heads. 
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SECTION 4. DISABilJTY 
. Unless otherwise required by law, if employee is pennanently disabled or is 
otherwise unable to perfonn her duties because of sickness, accident, injwy, mental 
incapacity or health for a period of four (4) successive weeks beyond any accrued sick leave, 
Employer shall have the option to terminate this Agreement, subject to the severance pay 
requirements of Section 3, Subsection A. However, Employee shall be compensated for any 
sick leave, vacation, holidays, compensatory time and other benefits accrued at the time 
Employee became disabled in accordance with Personnel Manual provisions which are 
applicable to management employees, AND reduced by. the Disability payments received for 
the preceding twelve (12) months. If Employee suffers any permanent disability or is 
otherwise unable to perform her duties then sick leave, vacation, holidays, compensatory 
time, and other benefits shall cease to accrue at that time. 
SECTIONS. COMPENSATION 
A. Employer agrees to pay Employee for her services a salary (hereinafter 
"Base Salary") at the rate of One Hundred Ten Thousand Dollars ($110,000.00), per year, 
payable in equal installments at the same time as other employees of the Employer are paid. 
B. Employer shall match, not to exceed to five percent (5%) of 
Employee's base salary of Section A, contributions made by Emjlloyee to a 457 Plan. 
C. Except as otherwise specifically provided in this Agreement, Employee 
shall receive the general employment benefits, including medical plan coverage, in the same 
amount and to the same extent as Employer grants to Department Heads. 
D. During the course of Employee's term of employment, Employer will 
pay into the Public Employees' Retirement System of Idaho ("PERS!"), for the account of 
Employee, in accordance with the policy established by Employer for all employees of 
Employer generally. 
E. Employer shall provide Employee a housing allowance of $1,000.00 
permonth .. 
SECTION 6. SICK LEAVE AND VACATION 
A Upon commencement of employment, Employee shall have credited to 
her personal account forty ( 40) hours of sick leave and thereafter shall accrue sick leave at the 
same rate as City Department Heads employed by the City. 
B. The leave entitlement granted to Employee pursuant to Subsection A of 
this Section 6 shall be used by Employee for time attributable to recovery from an illness or 
injury only and not as additional vacation time. If such sick leave is not used, it shall continue 
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to accrue. except that such entitlement shall not 8CCillC beyond the maximum accrual limits 
established for City Department Heads in respect to the same entitlement. Upon termination 
of this Agreement Employee shall not be entitled. to be paid for any accrued but unused leave 
ti.me. 
C. Upon commencement of employment, Employee sha11 have credited to 
her persona] account forty (40) hours paid vacation leave and thereafter shall accrue vacation 
leave at the rate of one hundred-sixty (160) hours per year. Vacation flCCl'ual and use shall 
follow the procedures set forth in the Personnel Manual. 
SECTION?. PEUOBMANCEEVALUATION 
A. The Mayor shall review and evaluate 1he perfonnance of the Emplo}'ee 
at least once annually for consideration of a compensation increase. Further. the Ma}Or shalt· 
provide the Employee with a summary written statement of the evaluation. 
B. Annually. the Mayor and Bmployee shall define such goals an<f 
pertbnnance objectives which they det.ermine necessary for the proper operation of the City 
and in the attainment of the Employers policy objectives and shall further establish a relative 
priority am.ong those various goals and objectives. Said goals and objectives shall be in 
writing. and shall generally be attainable within the time limitations as specified and the 
annual o~ng and capital budgets. ~-. \,.~ 
SECTIONS. GENERAL EXPENSES AND MEMBERSHIPS 
A Employer recognizes that certain expenses of a non-personal and 
generally jot,..affiliated. nature may be incurred. by Employee from time to time, and hereby 
agrees to reimburse or to pay actual expenses in acconlance with the travel and other policies 
of the Employer. 
B. Employer shall pay the membership fees to the International Oty 
Management Association on behalf of Employee. 
C. Employer shall reimbmse Employee's direct expenses fur relocating to 
the Wood River Valley. as substantiat.ed by receipts~ upto $15,000.00. 
SECnON9. INDEMNIFICATION 
Consistent with Idaho Code § 6-903, Cizy agrees to indemnify and hold 
hannless Bmployee from claims. liabilities. or causes of action brought against Employee 
which are related to the course and scope of Employee's employment or which arise out of 
any act or omission within the course and scope of Employee's employment~ provided, the 
City may .refuse a defense or disavow and refuse to pay any judgment for Employee i~ it is 
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determined that such act or omission of the Employee was not within the course and scope of 
her employment or included malioe or criminal intent. 
SECTION 10. OTHER TERMS AND CONDfflONS OJ!EMPWYMENT 
A. The Mayor, in consultation with the Employee, shall fix such other 
toons and conditions of employment, as he ma.y . detennine from time to time to be 
~. relating to the perform1111Ce of Employee, provided such terms and conditions are 
not inconsiste.iit with. or in conflict with the provisions of this Agreement. 
B. Except as herein specifically provided, all provisions of the Personnel 
Manual and regula!.i.ons and rules of the Employer relating to vacation and sick leave, 
retirement contributions, holidays and other benefits which now exist or heieafrer may be 
amended, also shall apply to Employee as they would to other employees of Employer. 
SECTION 11. NOTICES 
Notices puxsllllllt to this Agreement shall be given by deposit in the custody of 
the United States Postal Service, postage prepaid, addressed as follows or to such other 




Mayor :, ' ' ecy of SUn Valley 
P.O. Box416 
Sun Valley, ID 83353 
360 W. Illinois St. 
#3F 
Chicago, IL 60610 
Alternatively, notices requii:ed pmsuant to this Agreement may be personally 
served by hand delivery. Notice shall be deemed given as of the date of personal service or as 
of the date of deposit of such written notice in the course of transmission in the United ·states 
Postal Service. . 
SECTION 12. GENERAL PROVISIONS 
A. The text herein shall constitute the entire agreement between ·the 
parties. 
B. If any provision, or any portion thereof, in this Agreement is held 
unconstitutional. invalid or unenforceable, the remainder of this Agreement, or portion 
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thereof, shall be deemed severable. shall not be affecred and shall remain in full force and 
effect 
1N WITNESS WHEREOF, the City of Sun Valley has caused this Agreement 
to be signed and ~ecuted in its behalf by i1s Mayor. and duly attested by its City Oerlc, and 
the Employee has signed and executed 1his Agreement, as of the date and year first above 
written. 
EMPLOYER EMPLOYEE 
CITY OF SUN VALLEY, a 
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SUPPLEMENTAL RELEASE PURSUANT TO CITY ADMINISTRATOR EMPLOYMENT AGREEMENT 
Upon payment of the severance payment required pursuant to Section 3.A. of the City Administrator 
Employment Agreement dated June 1, 2008, J release the City Of Sun Valley for any claims defined in 
dministrator Employment Agreement as were intended when the City 
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Eric B. Swartz, ISB #6396 
Joy M. Vega, ISB #7887 
JONES & SWARTZ PLLC 
1673 W. Shoreline Drive, Suite 200 [83702] 
P.O. Box 7808 
Boise, ID 83 707-7808 
Telephone: (208) 489-8989 
Facsimile: (208) 489-8988 
Email: eric@jonesandswartzlaw.com 
joy@jonesandswartzlaw.com 
Attorneys for Plaintiff Sharon R. Hammer 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH WDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BLAINE 
SHARON R. HAMMER, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
CITY OF SUN VALLEY; NILS RIBI; 
and De WAYNE BRISCOE, 
Defendants. 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
: ss. 
County of Ada ) 
Case No. CV-2012-479 
AFFIDAVIT OF JAMES R. 
DONOV AL IN SUPPORT OF 
PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR 
SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
I, James R. Donoval, being first duly sworn upon oath, depose and state as follows: 
1. I have personal knowledge of the facts contained herein and if called upon to 
testify about the same, I could do so competently. 
2. I am married to Sharon R. Hammer, who from June 2008 to January 19, 2012, 
was the City Administrator of the City of Sun Valley, Idaho ("Sun Valley"). 
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3. I am a licensed attorney in Idaho, having been swom~in to the Idaho State Bar in 
October 2009, after having practiced law in Illinois since 1988. 
4. Beginning in November 2011, I have represented Ms. Hammer in various matters 
associated with legal disputes between her, Sun Valley, and various Sun Valley officials and 
employees. 
5. On January 19, 2012, Ms. Hammer was terminated from her employment with 
Sun Valley, purportedly .. without cause" pursuant to Section 3.A. of her City Administrator 
Employment Agreement with the City ("Employment Agreement"). See Exhibit 1 to Affidavit 
of Sharon R. Hammer in Support of Plaintiff's Motion for Summary Judgment, filed 
contemporaneously herewith. 
6. Prior to Ms. Hammer's termination, I sent emails and at least one letter to Kirtlan 
Naylor, attorney for Sun Valley, regarding Sun Valley's intentions related to Ms. Hammer and 
the impact of Section 3.A. of her Employment Agreement. Attached hereto as Exhibit 1 is a true 
and correct copy of an email I sent to Mr. Naylor on January 13, 2012, specifically clarifying 
that, if Sun Valley terminated Ms. Hammer pursuant to the "without cause" provision of the 
Employment Agreement, "her contract does not require her to waive any tort or any other non 
contract claims she may have with the City." Attached hereto as Exhibit 2 is a true and correct 
copy of an email I sent to Mr. Naylor on January 14, 2012, that specifically stated that 
Ms. Hammer "has a property interest in her employment which we will immediately seek to 
enforce." Attached hereto as Exhibit 3 is a true and correct copy of a letter I sent to Mr. Naylor 
on January 18, 2012, again specifically stating that Ms. Hammer would not waive any non-
contract severance claims. 
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7. On January 23, 2012, Ms. Hammer signed a ~ entitled Supplemental 
Releae Pursuant to Cizy Administrator Employment Agreement ("SuppJemental Releasej. 
which was prepared by me and which merely referred to Section 3 .A. of the Employment 
Agreement. See Exlu'bit 2 to Affidavit of Sharon R. Hammer in Support of Plaintiff's Motion for 
Swnmary Judgment. 
8. The Supplemental Release pwposely omitted any referertce to a release of any 
non-contract severance or benefits claims. In drafting the SupplementalL Release, neither I nor 
Ms. Hammer intended that she would be waiving or releasing any claim other than claims for 
sevennce amounts or benefits beyond the severance package that Sun Valley agreed to pay her.s 
9. The Supplemental Release purposely does not include ally release or waiver of 
any claim, right or protection Ms. Hammer has under any state elf fedeml statute, any 
constitutional right or protecti~ or any other common law or tort claum. agaimt Sun Valley, its 
officials or employees. The Supplemental Release purposely docs not include any waiver or 
release of any rights or protections afforde.d to Ms. Hammer under the Idfiho Protection of Public 
Employees Act. oodified at Idaho Code, Trtle 6, Chapter 21 ("IPPEA "). 
FURTIIERAFFIANT SA YETIINAUGIIT. 
R. Do?«:>V AL 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this~-~- day of November, 2014. 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 17th day of November, 2014, a true and correct copy 
of the foregoing document was served on the following individual(s) by the method indicated: 
Kirtlan G. Naylor 
NAYLOR & HALES, P.C. 
950 W. Bannock Street, Suite 610 
Boise, ID 83702-6103 
The Honorable Jonathan P. Brody 
District Judge 
Minidoka County Courthouse 
8th & G Streets 
P.O.Box 368 
Rupert, ID 83350 
[X] U.S. Mail 
[ ] Fax: 383-9516 
[ ] Hand Delivery 
[ ] Email: kirt@naylorhales.com 
[X] U.S. Mail 
[ ] Fax: (208) 436-5272 
[ ] Overnight Deli very 
[ J Hand Delivery 
[ ] Email: 
E .\iARTZ 
Joy . VEGA 
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TO AFFIDAVIT OF JAMES R. DoNOV AL IN SUPPORT OF 
PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDOMENT 
EXHIBIT I 
TO AFFIDAVIT OF JAMES R. DoNOV AL IN SUPPORT OF 
PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
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From: jdonoval <jdonoval@aol.com> 
To: kirt <klrt@naylorhales.com> 
Subject Re: Clty Administrator Contract 
Date: Fri, Jan 13, 2012 10:14 am 
Kirt: 
If the City is g<;>ing to terminate Sharon without cause her contract does not reqlire her to waive any tort or any 
other non contract claims she may have with the City. So if the City is going to terminate her without cause, we 
should work on a separation agreement that has the correct waiver language in it, and get it over with. 
If the City is going to try to terminate her with cause, especially without any hearings or anything, you know that is 
going to face continued litigation regarding that issue alone. 
As to your other email, Sharon and I have given you several settlement offers that you have dismissed outright, 
especially during Mayor Willich's terue, and I have asked on several occasions to sit with you and yotE client and 
you have refused - so we did not believe we were incorrect in filing the pieading. 
l would much rather have you provide me the settlement terms rather than the other way around, as thus far you 
have rejected anything we have put before you and have not countered. Please note that if you want a settlement of 
all matters, including arry tort or IPPEA claims Sharon has, we are expecting that it also includes a dismissal of Mr. 
Ribi's and Ms. Ribrs claims against me. And regardless of the language, we thought that dismissing the suit first 
was a good faith effort to settle the issues. 
Finally Kirt, there have been assertions all over the ptace of everyone doing bad acts. I am sorry for that. And you 
have probably not even been privy to some of the things that I have been subject to from Mr. Roark. However, the 
community here thinks this Is a travesty and a waste of money and not what governments are supposed to be doing. 
However, if we are going to get to some resolution to this, it needs to give Sharon back her reputation. No one is 
going to win on every issue and we need to discuss the matters to get it resolved. I don't care if you record our 
conversations. But as much as we do not see eye to eye - we both need to get to some common grourld otherwise 
this is going to go on forever. 
Best Regards 
JIM 
Please caU me when you get this to start working on where we are going .. 
-----Original Message----
From: Kirtlan Naylor <:Jcirt@navlorhales,com> 
To: jdonoval <jdonoval@aol.com> 
Sent Thu, Jan 12, 2012 7:32 pm 
Subject: RE: City Administrator Contract 
You may make any offer in writing to me. And I will communicate it to my clients. 
Kirtlan G. Naylor 
Dlrect 2:08 947-2070 
1\1 ! .~.~:i~~.~,:~ '~l~l~-e.,~: .r.~~; 
This ernilil is a coro:lential t(lll1llllllw:a\11n. 
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le: Resolulion follow up 
I oft 
From: jdonoval <jdonoval@aol.com> 
To: kirt <kirt@naylorhales.com> 
Subject: Re: Resolution follow up 
Date: Sat, Jan 14, 2012 7:30 am 
The Nls Ribi law suit is not an issue - I wftl fight that myself. 
If the City Council terminates Sharon on Thursday, we wRI be in Court immediately to see whether your theory of no 
contract extension flies. And regardless of whether you terminate her •without cause" - she has a property interest in 
her employment which we will immediately seek to enforce. And of course I wil immediately re,,flle the IPPEA claims. 
Is that what you really want - to continue litigation over ttis? 
JIM 
--Original Message--
From: Kirtlan Naylor <kirt@naylorhales.com> 
To: jdonoval <jdonoval@aol.com> 
Sent: Fri, Jan 13, 2012 5:32 pm 
Subject: Resolltion folow up 
Jim, 
I should tell you that since my earlier emails, I have had an opportunity to discuss this with my clients, 
so any of the ideas I floated earlier are withdrawn, even though I had no specific authority. 
I can tell you that Nils Ribl's lawsuit is separate from and will not be linked with any resolution of the all 
the Sun Valley rawsuits (including against city officials). 
Also, we do not agree that the language in the employment agreement is limited in releasing just 
contract claims. In any event, unless you can propose something more beneficial to the Oty than the 
terms of the Employment Agreement, then the City might as well proceed to terminate Sharon without 
cause. We are confident that the contract, which she drafted by reference with the extension will be 
interpreted against the drafter. 
So, at this time, the ball is in your court to propose a reasonable offer. 
I look forward to hearing from you. 
Klrtlan G. Naylor 
Direct 208 947~2070 
"'.~. ~:~~~K~S~~~::0~;~; 
This email 1, a confidential communication. 
If It was s.em to YoU mistaken"' 
please notify me and desuoy vow co11r. 
1038 
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JAMES R. DONOVAL 
January 18, 2012 
Mr. KTrtlan Naylor 
950 w. Bannock St., Suite 610 
Boise, ID 83702 
Attorney At Law 
4325 Fairway Nine Condos 
P0Box1499 
Sun Valley, 10 8335:3 
(312) 859-2029; (208) n1~1383 
jdonoval@aol.com 
Re: Sharon R. Hammer Contract And Termination 
Dear Mr. Naylor. 
HAMMER 000286 
I want to reiterate and add to some of the things that we mentioned in our just completed 
discussion. -~ ... 
Rrst, should the Qty Of Sun Valley seek to terminate Ms. Hammer's contract without cause, and 
pay her the severance payment described therein, the language related to such states : "The severance 
payment herein Is intended to be the Employee's sole exclusive remedy for any and all claims of 
damages of any kind arising from a termination without cause and such severance payment is hereby 
agreed to be reasonable, fair and equitable by both parties to this Agreement. Accordingly, Employee 
waives her right to bring a claim of any kind for damages against Employer arising from a termination 
without cause. Consequently. receipt of the severance payment Is subject to execution of a release of all 
claims against the City Of Sun VaUey." Please note that this language was drafted by then Sun Valley City 
Attorney Rand Peebles. As l have stated, the causes of action Ms. Hammer possesses for tort, lnduding 
the underlying harassment allegations against Council Member Rlbl and several other claims, do not 
arise "from a termination", they arise out of separate incidents. Nor is It rational to assert that Ms. 
Hammer would nave waived any non-contract damage claims she would have prospectively been 
entitled to {i.e. personal injury claims) when she signed the agreement. So as I have stated, If the City Of 
Sun Valley proposes to terminate Ms. Hammer without cause and pay her the severance payment In the 
contract, she will only sign a waiver that states the exact language in the contract cited above and 
nothing more. 
I also want to remind you that on at least two separate occasions (to Patti Ball and to Mayor 






shorted her retirement account by $1,642 and that Ms. Frostenson has failed to accrue 120 hours of 
sabbatical vacation Ms. Hammer was entitled to (and was charged for) in June of 2011 equaling $6,832. 
Please ensure that If the City Of Sun Valley terminates Ms. Hammer that those errors are corrected as 
part of Ms. Hammer's final tennination payment. 
tf the City Of Sun Valley terminates Ms. Hammer with cause, or asserts that the contract is 
invalid or expired, then of course she does not waive any claims of any sort, including in regards to the 
contract itself. 
Again, I want to remind you that should Ms. Hammer be required to litigate any matters related 
to Ms. Hammer's severance, then there is the potential that she would be entitled to treble damages 
and attorney's fees for the unpaid amounts pursuant to Idaho ~tutes 45-615. Also, please note that 
should Ms. Hammer be terminated, she is making demand for payment of all compensation due within 
forty eight hours (48) as Is required by Idaho statutes 45-606. 
Cc: S. Hammer 
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Attaneys for .PlaillWI Shlll'GD. R. H,..,mer 
IN mB DISTRICT COURT OP THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BLAINE 
SHARON R. HAMMER. 
va. 
CTI'Y OF SUN V AIJ..EY; NILS RIBI; 
aod.DcWAYNB BRISCOF., 
STA TB OF IDAHO ) 
: ss. 
County of Blaine ) 
Case No. CV-2012-479 
APl'IDAVIT OF WAYNE 
WILLICHJN SUPPORT OJ' 
PLAJN'I'.IFF'S MOTION FOR 
SUMMA.RY .RJDGMKNT 
I, Wayne Willicb, being first duly sworn upon oath, depose and state as follows: 
I. I have penonal bow:ledge of the facls contained herein and if called upon to 
temfy &bouttbe same, l could do so compclcnt1y. 
2. FI'Oln JamJa:ry of 2008 UDlil Ianuary 3. 2012, I was the duly elc:ded Mayor of 
Suu Valley. Idaho. 
APfJI>A VlT OF WAYNE WILLICfl ™ SUPPO:R.T Of PLAJNTJFF"S 
MO'IION JIOa. SOMMAI.YJtJDGMBNT- 1 
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3. .m. June of 2008, the City of Sa. Valley enletod. mto a written City .Admimstntor 
.Bmployment Agreemmt("Employmml~ with SharoaR. Bamrna:. 
4. The P.mploymat Agraement was draftad by Uam-&m Valley City Mlomoy Rand 
Peebms. The BmpJoyment Ap,emmt was based on the DDDlnat that had been mtemi in1o 
between fOIDICl' Sun Valley City Aclministra1or Virpua .Bger and Sun Vallc,y. 
:S. I was the sole Sun Valley ofticial ar iepreeClllfatift who discuuad my terms of 
the Bmp]oyment A.a,ccemcnt wid1 Ms. Hammec. 
6. At the time 1 CDknd iDto the Employma Aareement wi1h Ms. Hammer. them 
was no diseussion telmd. 1D whdbcr Section 31 Paraanpb A, waived any 8tatulDly np&s. 
poteDCial mdation claims, « otber llOHOldraCt cJaims lbould the Bmploymmt Aarecmmt be 
7. Al lbe time l cntCRd into tbc Bmploymm Agremnmt wita Ma. H1rnroer1 there 
was no mtcnt on my~ aa Sun Valley Mayer. tltatlfs. BIRlrner waive any staamoty r.iptg or 
:fbmm di&crimiuation. haraasrnent. retaliation or othor ~ claims if the Ci1y of Sun 
Val.lay cbase to ever tmoina1e the Bmp]oyment A,ree:meDt pmuam to tbe '"'widlout. cause" 
pmviliom of Section 3. Paragraph A. 
8. The waiver pnmsioo of Section 31 Pllllplpb A, had been carried ewer as one of 
the pmviticm 1hat had been iDcludal in Ms. Jiggf:r's comract.. 
9. Any aascrdon by the City of Sun Valley that Ma. H*'DIJM!f "intmded to or agreed 
to waive any statutory right, discrimindDD claim, luinslment eJaim, rataliabon claim. OJ' 1IJit 
elaim, are DOC based OD mine or Ms. Hemmer's di11CUB1iOD1 or lllLClers&andiD of die Employmmt 
Agn:,cmcnt whm it was entered into inl1111C 2008. 
AFP1DA VIT O.P WA YN£ WJLUCl:UN SUPPOI.T Of PLAINTJPFS 
MOTION FOa SUMMAR.Y JUDGM&NT-2 
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10. Daring my timB u Mayor, Ms. Hammer, as City Admioillrator, rapmted solely 
and cfincdy 11> me as the Mayor~ Valley. 
lJ. Bepndng in~ tlarough the autvom of 2011, Ms. Hammer iq,eatedly 
Jcported to me thal Councihnan Nils llibi had been hostile to bar and bad huused her. A 
told ComdJmaa Rl"bi that she took direction from me IJld that ba was not aulbomcd 10 give Ms. 
12. In ~ it i& my opinion that Coancilman Rim tn,atec:1 Ms. Hammer 
imp..operly aad in a hostile manner, when a told him that she woulcl fellow my dindian and 
oot his in regards to Sun Valley-reJamd :matters. 
PURTBD.AFFIANT SAYBTR NAUGH1'. 
~~ "ll Wll.UCK 
· SUBSCltlBED AND SWORN to betbre me 1lrls / 7 ~ay oCNovambc:r, 2014. 
IIA'IIEW G. PAULIOII 
NOTARYPIJBUO 
STATE OF IOAHO 
~~ 
APFIDAVD' OF WA YNB WIWCH JN SUP.PO:Kl' Of rL.AINTlflf"S 
MOTION POR.SUMMAR.Y JUDGMBNT-3 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 17th day of November, 2014, a true and correct copy 
of the foregoing document was served on the following individual(s) by the method indicated: 
Kirtlan G. Naylor 
NAYLOR & HALES, P.C. 
950 W. Bannock Street, Suite 610 
Boise, ID 83702-6103 
The Honorable Jonathan P. Brody 
District Judge 
Minidoka County Courthouse 
8th & G Streets 
P.O. Box 368 
Rupert, ID 83350 
[X] U.S. Mail 
[ ] Fax: 383-9516 
[ ] Hand Delivery 
[ ] Email: kirt@naylorhales.com 
[X] U.S. Mail 
[ ] Fax: (208) 436-5272 
[ ] Overnight Delivery 
[ ] Hand Delivery 
[ ] Email: 
AFFIDAVIT OF WAYNE WILLICH IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'S 







Eric B. Swartz, ISB #6396 
Joy M. Vega, ISB #7887 
JONES & SW ARTZ PLLC 
FIL' E-o AM. ___ _ 
P.M. j] 
1673 W. Shoreline Drive, Suite 200 [83702] 
P.O. Box 7808 
Boise, ID 83707-7808 
Telephone: (208) 489-8989 
Facsimile: (208) 489-8988 
Email: eric@jonesandswartzlaw.com 
joy@jonesandswartzlaw.com 
Attorneys for Plaintiff Sharon R. Hammer 
NOV 1 s ~ .~"' I I ..... ,i 
I ·A"/~'1_:'J:.,:7:_CdDi1,tr,'c;' ----w ... ~ .... _ .... .,.,-~ .. ··~·~ 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BLAINE 
SHARON R. HAMMER, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
CITY OF SUN VALLEY; NILS RIBI; 
and De WAYNE BRISCOE, 
Defendants. 
ST ATE OF IDAHO ) 
: ss. 
County of Ada ) 
Case No. CV-2012-479 
AFFIDAVIT OF COUNSEL IN 
SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'S 
MOTION FOR SUMMARY 
JUDGMENT 
I, Joy M. Vega, being first duly sworn upon oath, depose and state as follows: 
1. I am an attorney with the law firm of Jones & Swartz PLLC, and am authorized to 
practice law before this and all courts of the State of Idaho. 
2. I am counsel of record for Plaintiff Sharon R. Hammer in the above action. 
AFFIDAVIT OF COUNSEL IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT - 1 
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3. Attached hereto as Exhibit I is a true and correct copy of the September 17, 2009 
City Administrator Employment Agreement Extension between Ms. Hammer and City of 
Sun Valley ("Sun Valley"). 
4. Attached hereto as Exhibit 2 is a true and correct copy of email exchanges 
between Ms. Hammer and Wayne Willich dated December 28, 2011-December 29, 2011, as 
produced in discovery. 
5. Attached hereto as Exhibit 3 is a true and correct copy of the City of Sun Valley 
Personnel Policies & Procedures Manual. 
6. Attached hereto as Exhibit 4 is a true and correct copy of the text message from 
Michelle Frostenson to Nils Ribi dated November 10, 2011, as produced by Defendants. 
7. Attached hereto as Exhibit 5 is a true and correct copy of the email exchange 
between Michelle Frostenson and Adam King dated November 15, 2011-November 16, 2011, as 
produced in discovery. 
8. Attached hereto as Exhibit 6 is a true and correct copy of the email from Kelly Ek 
to Adam King dated November 15, 2011, as produced in discovery. 
9. Attached hereto as Exhibit 7 is a true and correct copy of the notice of Special 
Council Meeting, dated November 10, 2011, as produced in discovery. 
10. Attached hereto as Exhibit 8 is a true and correct copy of the notice of paid 
administrative leave from Wayne Willich to Ms. Hammer, dated November 18, 2011, as 
produced in discovery. 
11. Attached hereto as Exhibit 9 is a true and correct copy of an email from 
Ms. Hammer to Wayne Willich dated December 2, 2011, as produced in discovery. 
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12. Attached hereto as Exhibit IO is a true and correct copy of an Idaho Mountain 
Express news article dated November 30, 2011, as produced in discovery. 
13. Attached hereto as Exhibit 11 is a true and correct copy of the November 23, 2011 
AFFIDAVIT OF NILS RIB! IN OPPOSITION TO MOTION FOR TEMPORARY RESTRAINING ORDER filed 
in Sharon R. Hammer v. Nils Ribi, City of Sun Valley, Adam King, and Robert Youngman, Fifth 
Judicial District of the State ofldaho, Blaine County Case No. CV-2011-928, without exhibits. 
14. Attached hereto as Exhibit 12 is a true and correct copy of the December 28, 2011 
Notice of Tort Claim from Ms. Hammer to Sun Valley City Clerk Kelly Ek, as produced in 
discovery. 
15. Attached hereto as Exhibit 13 is a true and correct copy of the December 15, 2011 
Charge of Discrimination filed with the Idaho Human Rights Commission by Ms. Hammer, as 
produced in discovery. 
16. Attached hereto as Exhibit 14 is a true and correct copy of an email from Wayne 
Willich to Ms. Hammer dated December 23, 2011, as produced in discovery. 
17. Attached hereto as Exhibit 15 is a true and correct copy of an email exchange 
between Ms. Hammer and Wayne Willich dated December 29, 2011, as produced in discovery. 
18. Attached hereto as Exhibit 16 is a true and correct copy of the Notice of Paid 
Administrative Leave Pending Investigation from DeWayne Briscoe to Ms. Hammer, dated 
January 4, 2012, as produced in discovery. 
19. Attached hereto as Exhibit 17 is a true and correct copy of the Notice of 
Administrative Investigation; Order to Participate in Interview Process and Advice of Rights, 
from De Wayne Briscoe to Ms. Hammer, dated January 4, 2014, as produced in discovery. 
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20. Attached hereto as Exhibit 18 is a true and correct copy of a statement by 
De Wayne Briscoe published in the Idaho Mountain Express, dated January 6, 2012, as produced 
in discovery. 
21. Attached hereto as Exhibit 19 is a true and correct copy of the January 9, 2012 
AFFIDAVIT OF DEWAYNE BRISCOE in Sharon R. Hammer v. Nils Ribi, City of Sun Valley, Adam 
King, and Robert Youngman, Fifth Judicial District of the State of Idaho, Blaine County Case 
No. CV-2011-928. 
22. Attached hereto as Exhibit 20 is a true and correct copy of the January 16, 2012 
Press release issued by Sun Valley, as produced in discovery. 
23. Attached hereto as Exhibit 21 is a true and correct copy of an advertisement 
published by Sun Valley in the Idaho Mountain Express newspaper following Ms. Hammer's 
termination on January 19, 2012, as produced by Defendants in black and white, as well as a 
color copy of the same. 
24. Attached hereto as Exhibit 22 is a true and correct copy of an email from Kelly Ek 
to Jerry at the Idaho Mountain Express, dated January 18, 2012, as produced by Defendants. 
25. Attached hereto as Exhibit 23 is a true and correct copy of the June 2, 2014 letter 
and enclosures from Wayne Willich to Eric B. Swartz and Kirtlan Naylor. 
26. Attached hereto as Exhibit 24 is a true and correct copy of the May 28, 2014 
deposition testimony of Wayne Willich ("Willich Dep."). 
27. Attached hereto as Exhibit 25 is a true and correct copy of the May 29, 2014 
deposition testimony of De Wayne Briscoe ("Briscoe Dep."). 
28. Attached hereto as Exhibit 26 is a true and correct copy of the May 30, 2014 
deposition testimony of Nils A. Ribi ("Ribi Dep."), without exhibit. 
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29. Attached hereto as Exhibit 27 is a true and correct copy of the May 20, 2014 
deposition testimony of Robert Youngman ("Youngman Dep."), without exhibits. 
30. Attached hereto as Exhibit 28 is a true and correct copy of the May 21, 2014 
deposition testimony of Franz M. Suhadolnik ("Suhadolnik Dep."). 
31. Attached hereto as Exhibit 29 is a true and correct copy of the June 10, 2014 
deposition testimony of Joan Lamb ("Lamb Dep."). 
FURTHER AFFIANT SA YETH NAUGHT. 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN TO before me this 17th day of November, 2014. 
Notary Public fuldaho 
My Commission expires () f 13 · ,to IX 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 17th day of November, 2014, a true and correct copy 
of the foregoing document was served on the following individual(s) by the method indicated: 
Kirtlan G. Naylor 
NAYLOR & HALES, P.C. 
950 W. Bannock Street, Suite 610 
Boise, ID 83702-6103 
The Honorable Jonathan P. Brody 
District Judge 
Minidoka County Courthouse 
8th & G Streets 
P.O. Box 368 
Rupert, ID 83350 
[X] U.S. Mail 
[ ] Fax: 383-9516 
[ ] Hand Delivery 
[ ] Email: kirt@naylorhales.com 
[X] U.S. Mail 
[ ] Fax: (208) 436-5272 
[ ] Overnight Delivery 
[ ] Hand Delivery 
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EMPLOYMENT AGREEMENT EXTENSION 
'
,.., This Employment Agreement Extension (·extensionj is made and entered ·into as of this 
_..., ___ T"-fh~_day of September 2009, by and between the City of Soo Valley, State of Idaho. 
a municipal corporation, hereinafter referred to as ~Employer" and Sharon ft Hammer 
hereinafter referred to ·emptoyee,A collectively known as the "Parties,• is made Jn contempfat)on 
of the following: 
RECITALS 
WHEREAS, Employer and Employee are parties to the City Administrator Employment 
Agreement; and 
\NHEREAS, Employer and Employee wish to extend the original Employment 
Agreement effedlve June 1, 2008; and · 
VtlHEREAS, the Parties wish to amend U,e Employment Agreement as set forth in this 
extension. 
TERMS ANO CONDITIONS 
SECTION 1. TERM 
The tann of the Employment Agreement Extension IS one year commencing on June 1, 
2009 and fully Incorporates all terms or the EmplovmeN Agreement, originally 8lC8cuted by the 
Parties and effective on June 1, 2008, and this employment Agreement Extension. 
SECTION2.EIIPLOYMENT 
The Employment Agreement shall automatlcalty renew on its anniversary date (June 1-, 
for a parfod of one (1) year hereinafter ll'lless notice that the Agreement shaU terminate Is given 
at least sixty (60) days beforo the expiration date. In the event the Agreement Is not renewed, 
all compensation, benefits and t'9Cfl*ements of the Employment Agreement shall remain In 
elfect unh1 the expiration of the term of the Employment Agreement unlesa Employee \IOILl'itarily 
reslgns. 
SECTION 3. COMPENSATION 
A Employer agrees to pey Employee for her services a salary {heretr,after •ease 
Salaryj at the rate of One Hundred Sixteen Thousand One Hundred and Thtrty Two OoUars 
($116, 1 S2JJO), per year, beginning October 1, 2009 payable in equal ln&tallments at the same 
time as other employees of the Employer are paid. 
B. Employer &hall ~ not to exceed five percent (5%) of EmpJoyee's baae salary 
Of Section A above, contributions made by EmpJoyee to a 457 Plan or other qualified retirement 
program. 
1 





C. Consideration shall be given on an annual basis to increased compensation. 
Increased compensation can be fn the form of a salary Increase and/or bonus and/or increase Ir. 
housing aUowance. 
D. Employer shall provide Employee a housing allowance of One Thousand One 
Hundred and Twenty FIVe Ool!srs ($1.125.00) per month beginning October 1, 2009. 
SECTION 4. NOTICE 
Employee: Sharon Hammer 
P.O. Box 1499 
SUn Veney,' 10 83353 
SECTION 5. GENERAL . 
All other provisians r:I the City Administrator Employment Agreement effective Jt.118 1, 
2008 shall remain in full fOrce .and affect. 
EMPLOYER 





City Clerk \ 
2 
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Thursday, December 28, 2011 9·26 AM 
Sharon Hammer 
RE: employment contract 
Sharon, yes, we had multiple conversations 
during the Summer about your contract. It 
always was cut short with Capital plan, bond 
election, budget, etc. issues. 
The Mayor 
From: Sharon Hammer 
Sent: Wednesday, December 28, 2011 4:02 PM 
To: Wayne Willlch 
Subject; RE: employment contract 
Importance: High 
HAMMER 000230 
Mayor: Regardless of what the ICRMP attorneys think, please confirm that you told me that my contract would be 
extended based on our discussions. 
Sharon R. Hammer 
City Administrator 
Sun Valley City Hall 
P.O. Box416 
81 Elkhorn Road 
Sun Valley. JO 83353 
208.622.4438 
From: Wayne Willich 
sent: Wednesday, December 28, 2011 2:31 PM 
To: Sharon Hammer 
SUbject: RE: employment contract 
Sharon, it was confirmed by the ICRMP 
attorneys that your contract is valid through 
June 22°d. 2012. 
The Mayor 
From: Sharon Hammer 
sent: Wednesday, December 28, 2011 2:26 PM 
To: Wayne Willich 




1·.ii~·:or: ?'!io:ase confirm our conversations during summer and fall 2011 regarding my employment contract with the Oty. 
· 'we had multiple conversations in which you indicated that you would extend my employment contract through June 
22, 2012. 
Sharon R Hammer 
City Administrator 
Sun Valley City Halt 
P.O. Box 416 
81 Elkhorn Road 
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~Cli=·cityof SUN VALLEY 
CITY OF SUN VALLEY 
PERSONNEL POLICIES & PROCEDURES MANUAL 
Adopted by the Mayor and City Council 
Resolution No. 1997-2 Januaiy 16, 1997 
Resolution No. 1997-9 Januaty 16, 1997 
Resolution No. 2001-03 May 16, 2001 
Resolution No. 2004-08 November 18, 2004 
Resolution No. 2007-06 Februaty 15, 2007 







Welcome to the Cityof Sun Valley. We congratulate you on your decision to join us. We trust 
you will be happy with this decision. Every effon will be made on our pan to accomplish this 
end. 
The Qty of Sun Valley has carefully selected you to be one of its Employees. We realiu that 
our strength and future growth depends directly on the effons of all our Employees. Cities are 
successful due to the results obtained from sincere and enthusiastic Employees who work 
together as a team to provide the highest level of services to residents and visitors. 
All jobs are imponant at the City of Sun Valley. No matter what your assignment may be, you 
can be assured that it is important and that the degree of efficiency and professionalism you 
demonstrate will have bearing on your future and on the future of the City organization and 
the residents and visitors we serve. 
MISSION STATEMENT 
We, the Employees and elected officials of the City of Sun Valley, are dedicated to providir,g a 
positive environment wherein the quality of life and economic well-being of all who live, visit 
and woik in Sun Valley may be preserved. 
The success of the Gey of Sun Valley relies on a moral sense of stewardship and adherence to 
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OS:~""P COl~ol SUN VALLEY 
SECTION 1: GENERAL roucrns 
1.1 PURPOSE 
The purpose of the Pemnnd. Policies and Prrxe:iures Manud- js to sec forth the standards, 
procedures, and regulations guiding employment with the Qty of Sun Valley. It is predicated 
on the belief that achievement of the Gty's goals a.rid objectives rests primarily on the effort.<:, 
dedication and cooperation of the Employees. In order to maintain efficient and effective~ 
services, it is essential that the rules and regulations governing personnel be clearly 
communicared and impartially administered. Where federal law or funding sour...e regulations 
are in conflict with this Manual, the City sha11 f ol.lov.• such laws or regulations as applicable. 
1.2 ESTABLISHMENT OF POLICIES AND PROCEDURES 
The Perxnr,J Pdicies IJ1'ld Prro.du,,:s MID'IMlli shall be p~pared and maintained by the Cicy 
Administrator or his/her designee. In response co changes in applicable laws, regulacions and 
_chmging conditions within the City, the Gty Administrator shall periodically review and 
recommend additions, deletions or amendments to these policies to the Mayor and Council 
Amendmems and revisions to the Manual shall be by resolution of the Mayor and the City 
Council and shall be approved prior to implementation. 
The Manual, with all adopted amimdrnents and changes, supersedes all previous policies not 
consistem with the provisions hereof. The Manual, however, it is not intended to be an 
exclusive source of rules and regulations concerning employment. Individual City departments 
are enritled oo escablish work Standards and procedums necessary to implement Qty policy or 
to efficiently cany out the functions of the department, provided such standards do not 
diminish the benefics or protections gramed to Employees byO.typolicy. 
The contents of this Manual are subjea: to modification at any time without notice. The Gey 
reserves the righi to revise, supplement or rescind any of the provisions of the Manual as 
deemed appropriate. It is underscood. that any such modification may alter the rights and 
obligations of the City to ics Employees. The City reserves the right to change these policies 
and procedures as the Gty deems appropriate. 
1.3 EQUAL EMPWYMENT OPPORTUNITY POUCY 
The selection of all Czjr Employees and all employment decisions, including classification. 
mmsfer, discipline and discharge will be made without regard to race, ~gion, gender, age, 
national origin. No job, or class of jobs, will be closed tO any individual except where a mental 
or physical attribute, gender or age is a bona fide occupational qualification. It is the policy of 
City to comply as applicable with the .Americans with Disabilities Act. All objections to 
application of the City's Equal Employment Oppommity Policy shall be brought to the 
mention of the City A.dminiscr.ttor or in the case of objection to actions undertaken hy the 





The Personnel Policies and Pro~ Manual is not a com:ract. All Employees ·0f the Gty 
are Employees "At Will" and may be terminated at anytime with or without cause. 
1.5 EMPLOYMENT AGREEMENTS 
The City may enter into written employment agreements with any Employee. The provisions 





SECTION 2~ ADMINISTRATION OF PERSONNEL POUCIES AND 
PROCEDURES 
2.1 GENERAL ADMINISTRATION 
AUthority for the 3dministration of Personnel Policies and Procedures is delegated to the Gty 
Administrator, who is responsible to and directed by the :Mayor, and who is responsible for 
the City's day-co-day operations. 
A It shall be the responsibility of the City Administrator to provide interpretation 
and advice to Department Heads and Supervisory staff concerning the application 
of these policies and procedw-es. The City Administrator shall make the final 
derermin3.tion of questions of inwpretarions of these policies and the application 
of these policies. 
B. City Attorney; As the Jegal counsel for the CTty, the City Att0mey ml provide 
professional legal advice and services to the City A.d.minismuor and ~or on 
maners reJated to these policies and procedures. 
2.2 DISTRIBUTION 
Ar. the rime of employment, each Employee shall receive a copy of th.is Manual. It is the 
responsibility of the EmplCl)'CI! to familiarize him or herself with the contents of the Manual 
and to acknowiedge it:S receipt in writing. Periodic updates or changes shall also be 
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SECTION 3: EMPLOYMENT PRACTICES 
3.1 APPOINTINGAUIHORITY 
The appointment and discharge of the: City Administrator, Gty derk, Gey Treasurer and Qty 
Attorney shall be made by the Mayor and approved by the majority of the ary Council. All 
other personnd shall be appointed or discharged by the City Administrator. 
32 ADMINISTRATIONAUI110RliY 
The Cty Administrator and City Anomey shall be directly supervised and evaluated by the 
Mayor. All oilier personnel, including the Ciry Clerk and Ciry Treasurer, shalt be directly 
sup~d and evaluated by the City Adminiwator. 
3.3 PERSONNEL RECORDS 
Complete and permanent records of the employment history of eaclt CU1TCnt and former 
Employee of the City shall be 1naint:ained by the City Adnlini.Sttator's office. These files shall 
comain all documcncs permitted by Federal and State law. No document shall be pJaced in an 
Emplo}'ee's file withour his/her knowledge and receipt of a copy of same. 
Personnel records are confidc:ntia.J docwnents and are only to be reviewed by those staff on a 
need tO know basis. Such review is restricted to the Employee, the Employee's Supervi.soiy 
chain, the City Administrator and the Mayor. 
The City Administrator is responsible for assuring that the following information and documents 
are included in each Employee's Personnel File: 
1. The original employment appfu:arion and resume; 
2. A copy of the offer letter; 
3. Copies of a11 personnel acrion forms, such as change of name or address, sawy and 
wage adjustments, promotion or demotions, separations, disciplinary actions, or 
records of leaves of absences; 
4. Copies of performance appraisals; 
5. Copies of all licenses and cenific.ues pertinent ta the job requirements; 
6. The Employee's signed statement of having received., read and understood the Ocy-
of Sun Valley's Personnel Policies & Procedures Manual; and 
7. A copy of the Employee's backgrowicl investigation and verification of references. 
The City A.dminismitor's Office will maintain separate Employee records as the Employee's 
PayroD Record File, which will include the following: 
1. A copy of the Emplc,yee's W-2 form; 
2. A copy of the Employee's Employment Eligibility Verification Form (Form 1-9), 





3. A copy of the Employee's PER.SI application and authorization for salary dt:duccion 
to provide for benefns; 
4-. A copy of any autho:riz.arion for salary deduction for benefits; 
5. Copies of the Employee's selection of benefits; 
6. Time and attendance records; 
7. Payroll records; 
8. Wage garnishments. 
The confidentiality of all individual Employee records shall be strictly enforced subject to the 
conditions outlined above. An Employee's Personnel File and Payroll Record File shall not be 
removed from the City Administrator's office except upon written approval of the City 
Administrator. 
3.4 RECRUITMENT AND SELECTION PROCFDURES 
The employment hiring process will be comprised of the following stages: 
A. Vacancies: When a vacancy occurs, a request to fill the vacant position shall be 
prepared by the respective Department Head and presented to the uy 
Admi.nistrar.or. It shall include infom1ation pertinent to- the decision of whether or 
n0t to fill the vacancy. The City Administrator swl1 review the budget to ensure 
that each vacancy is within its budgeted position allocation. The City Administrator 
shall also consider the availability of in-house candidates to fill the vacancy. 
B. Recruionent Process: The rec:ru.i.tment process will begin when a request is received 
and approved by the City A.dmin.isttator. The City Administrator will determine 
whether r.h.e recruitment will proceed as an "'open competitive," a "closed 
promotional," or an "open/promotional" opportunity. The Gty Administrator shall 
determine the recruiting sources to be used and the reauitmem ti.me period, taking 
into account the Qty's needs, recruitment scmegy, and any special requirements of 
the position. 
C. Notice of Recruitment: Notice of all Gt:y recruitments shall be posted on the City's 
bulletin boards or other designated locations for a period of at least three business 
days. This notice shall include tbe deadline for filing applications. 
D. Types of Examinations: 
1. Open Com.J?eti.tive: This recn.utment shall be open to the public. Such 
recruitment shall be used to fill entty level vacancies, and vacancies above 
the enny level where sufficient qualified applicantS for prornotion are not 
available. 
2. Oosed Promocional: This recruitment shall be open only to regular and 
probationary Employees of the City who meet the nrinimtllll requirements 




3. Open and Promotional: When in the interests of the City, an external search 
is deemed necessary to fill a pan:icular position, a promotional recruitment 
may also be open to the public. 
E. Atmlication Process: All applications for employmem shall be made on an official 
City application fonn. The form will require infonnation covering a ondidate's 
education, lnlining, experience, and other information deemed pe.n:inem: and 
allowable by law. When the position to be filled requires special or exceptional 
F. Selection Methods: Applicanrs for positions shall meet the minimum qualifications 
of the position for which they have applied Qualifications shall be evaluated on the 
basis of information provided on the application form, resume. and any 
supplemental documents required by the City, as well as on written and performance 
rest scores. interview- scores and background investigations. · 
3.5 APPOINTMENTS 
'When a candidate has beeo chosen for a position, the Gey Admmistrator shall prepare an offer 
letter. 1bi.s letter will contain the following infonnacion: 
1. The position title; 
2. The effective date of hire; 
3. The w~oe/ salary which will be offered; to include any intent and purpose to adjust 
salaiy not related to merit increase; 
4. The working hours; 
5. Notice that the appointmeru: is contingent upon successful completion of a physical 
examination. if the position is in a classific.ation which requires such; 
6. A copy of the job description; and 
7. A signature block for the candidate to sign, indicating that he/ she has accepted the 
position \lllder the above circumstances. 
A copy of the offer letter shall be kept in the Employee's permanent personnel file. 
3.6 EMPLOYMENT OF REI.ATIVES 
The City does not employ members of an Employee's immediate family, unless the Gty-





An Employee may request a rransfer from one department to another, providing the position 
that the Employee wishes w transfer to is in rbe same classification series and that the position is 
an equal or lower classification in the series than the classification in which the Employee is 
currently. In addition, the Employee must meet the minimum qualifications for the position as 
set forth in the classification specification documents. 
The Employee shall direa his/her request t.o the Gey Administrator. The request i;hall then be 
foiwarded tO the appropriate Depanment Heaci. Such requests shall be given consideration 
when a suitable vacancy occurs and musr be approved by the City Admiruscrator. 
'This transfer policy is not designed to, nor does it create any contr.lCt right, express or implied, 
to a transfer, nor does the Qty's refusal to grant an Employee's request for transfer give rise to 
any claims against it. The City reserves the right tO fill any vacancy by transfer or by other 
recruinnem means, as deemed appropriate by the City Administrator. 
3.8 RESIGNA TIONS/DISMISSAlS 
Upon an Employee's resignation or dismissal, records pertaining to the separation of the 
Employee shall remain part of 1:he Employee's permanent personnel file. The City 
Achninistrat0r shall ensure that separations from employment are handled in a manner that will 
not interrupt the orderly operation of City business. 
Upon separation from employment, an Employee shall be paid for any wages/ salary due and for 
all unused vacation time at the Employee's regular rate of pay within 48 hows of separation. 
from service. In the event of an Employee's death, the escate of the Employee shall be paid all 
of the Employee's accrued salary-nd vacation leave. 
3.9 HOURS OF WORK 
The Gey Adminiru:ttor shall determine the hours during which City office and departments shall 
be open to serve the public. The hours of work of individual positions may be proposed by the 
respective Department Head and approved by the City Admi.nimator in order to serve the needs 
of th.eGty. 
The WOl'K schedule will normally provide for a worlc week of forty (40) hours within a seven-day 
period, from 8:00 am. to 5:00 p.m, including a lwich period. Ocher work schedules may be 
established by the Gty Administrator in order to meet the needs of specific City services. 
3.10 AiTENDANCE AND PUNCIVAU1Y 
Employees are expected to be at worlc on their normally scheduled workdays, unless they have 
received approval form absence from their immediate Supervisor. An Employee who is absent 
from wmk for tlu-ee (3) consecutive working days, without Supervisory authorization or a 






his/her job as of the last day of actrve employment. and will be declared to have voluntaJ.ily quit, 
unless the City subsequently determines that the absence 11.'as due to circumstances beyond the 
Employee's control. Because of overtime requirements, non-exempt positions should not begin 
work bc:fon: their assigned time nor leave work later than their assigned ending time without the 
prior approval of their Supe.ivisor. 
Non-exempt Employees who are more than ten (10) minutes late to their assigned place of work 
are considered tardy. An Employee who regularly fails to arrive at work on time without a 
legitimate reason or who does not nocify his/her Supervisor is subjea to disciplinaIY aaion. The 
Supervisor shall determine v.•hether the reason given is legitimate. Employees who cease and/ or 
leave work before the end of their assigned work day shall also be subject ro disciplinary action. 
3.11 WORK.SCHEDULES 
The. Ory Aclmin&rator will worl< with the Department Heads to establish normal work 
schedules. The City retains the right to alter work schedules in order to best meet the needs of 
the organization and of the public. 
3.12 RF.SIDENT REQUIREMENTS 
The Fin: Oiief, Assistant Fire Chief and Street Superintendent are required to reside within the 
incorpor.tted limits of Sun Valley or Kerchum. 1ne City may on an annual basis provide a 
housing aDowance or suitable housing to aid in the additional costs of nearby residency. In 
addition. emergency services depamnents may adopt restrictions on travel time and distance 
reg~ for Employees or volunteers in order to accomplish Employee response dwing 
emergences. 
3.13 CITY VEHICLES 
Drivers of City-owned vehicles or drivers of private vehicles while on City business shall obey all 
traffic and speed hrws. 1ne use of sear belts is required at all times. C:Ontrolled substances shall 
never be carried io a City vehicle or a private vehicle on City business, with the exception of 
evidence by law enforcement officials. 
City-owned vehicles shall never be used for private purposes. When Employees are required to 
travd outside the Gty while on City business, Employees should use a City vehicle unless use of 
a private vehicle is approved by the Supervisor. 
The Fire Oiief is provided Caty-owned vehicles which may be taken home and used during any 
work period for travel within or out of the Cit.y. In the absence of the Fire Cllief, the Assistant 
Fire 01.icf may use the Qty-owned vehicle during anywotk period for travel within or out of the 
aty. 
3.14 TRAVEL EXPENSES REIMBURSEMENT 
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according to the following: 
-···· ~r:i~~UEY 
1. Prior to traveling outside the Coonty, the Employee shall make written application 
and obtain approval fro~ the Supervisor for the trip. Travd requests shall include 
an estimate of the costs involved. 
2. Requests for reimbursement of expenses shall be submitted on a travel expenses 
fonn. All expenditure receipts shall be submitted when a request for reunbursement 
is made. · 
3. The City Administrator will set maximum per diem allowances for meals. 
4. If an Employee is authorized to use his/her private vehicle for ~ business, 
mileage shall be _pajd at the rate set by the Fecle.ral tar: reimbursement rate. 
3.15 ELECTRONIC COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS USA.GE POUCY 
A. PURPOSE: The availabilnf of electronic communication systems Wtthin the work 
environment provides many opportunities for enhancement of produaivity and 
effectiveness. These &yStems also entail the opporumity for rapid uaasfer and broad 
dissemination of sensitive material that can have damaging effects on the uty of Sun 
Valley, its employees, and the public, if not managed properly. It is important, therefore, 
that the ucy of Sun Valley establish a policy which provides direction to Qty employees 
regarding the purchase, lease, license and use of electronic communication systems. 
B. ADMINIS'IRATION: The Oty Administrator or her/his designee shalJ be responsible 
for the implementation of the Electronic Communication System Usage Policy. 
C. DEFINITIONS: 
L Electronic Communications System includes cell phones, PDA's, hardware, 
software, webpagc, computers, electronic mail systems (email), voice mail ~ms, 
paging syscems, elecrroni.c bulletin boards, Internet services, fax machines, mobile 
digical terminals (MDT), and any part of the aty of Swi Valley leased or acquired 
network qstem(s) of any sort. 
2. Computer - A programmable elea:ronic. device that can store, retrieve, and 
process data, including any computer issued or maintained by the City of Sun 
Valley, including but not limited to both laptop and desktop versions, or any 
compurer which is an.ached to or a part of the City of Sun Valley computer 
netwOik. 
3. Hardware - The physical components of a computer, including the monitor, 
keyboard, central processing unit, floppy drives, CD-ROM drives, external storage 
media. and all periphenu accessories, including but not limited to, network 
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4. License • To pennit or authorize the use of. 
5. Network System - The hardware and software which provides for the 
interconnection of City computers. 
6. Programming - A sequence of coded instructions that can be insened into a 
mechanism (such as a computer) to work out a series of instructions. 
7. Shareware - Computer software that can be used and copied wihout charge. 
However, shareware is copyrighted and, if the copyright holder requests, a 
donation or fee must be paid if the software is used regularly. 
8. Software - The entire set of programs, procedures and related documentation 
associated with a computer system/ program. · 
D. PUR<EASES, COPYRIGHT' AND LICENSES 
1. The purchase, lease, or license of all eleccronic communication system hardware 
and software muse be approved by the City Administrator or her/his designee. 
2. Copying of computer software owned by the City of Sun Valley shall be 
governed by the copyright agreement. 
3. License agreements will be maintained by the City Adnrinistrator or her/his 
designee. The license agreement shall be the ultimate rule governing the use of 
the software. Any act permitted by this policy, but not permitted by the license 
agreement of the software program, shall be considered null and void. 
4. Software registration must be completed for all software purchased by the City 
at the time of purchase and shall list the City of Sun Valley as the purchaser and 
list the City Administrator as the contact for inquiries as to the use of the 
product 
E. GENERALREQUlREMENI'S 
1. The eleccrorric communication system is to be used for City business purposes 
only. 
2. IncidentaJ personal use of the Internee is allowed from time-to-time during 
breaks, including the lunch hour, to check for email on a personal, non-City 
account(s). 
3. All messages composed, sent, stored, copied or received via elecrrorric 
colllIIlUIUcation systems are the property of the c.ity. These messages are not 




expectations of privacy in such messages. The City Administnttor bas the right 
to access, close and/ or disclose all messages sent via an electronic 
communications system. Employees, therefore, should treat electronic 
communications with the same degree of propriety and professionalism as 
official correspondence. 
4. The City Administmor shall regulate the requiremems for City password usage. 
Ail employees shall change, alter, or modify their passwords as required by the 
City Adrninisrr.u:or. 
5. Confidential electronic files must be professionally erased or storage devices 
containing these files removed from any computer or hardware device prior to 
the computer or hardware device being removed from the a,,oency for servicing, 
repairs, or replacement. 
6. The City Administrator must be notified immediately when -
a. Sensitive infonnation is or suspected of being lost or disclosed to 
unauthorized parties. 
b. Unauthorized use of the electronic communieations system has taken 
place, or is suspected of taking place. 
c. Passwords are lost, stolen, or disclosed, or are suspected of being lost, 
stolen, or disclosed 
d Any unusual system behavior such as missing files, frequent system 
crashes, misrouted messages, and the like appear because it may indicate a 
computer virus infection or sitnilar security problem. 
7. It is the intent of the City to provide the tools that evexy employee needs to 
successfully complete assignments. Occasionally an employee is allowed to use 
his or her personal computer for City business subject to prior department head 
approval and the following conditions: 
a. Any personal computer used for City business will be regulated by this 
policy as if it were a City purchased computer. 
b. All document files, emails, and any other type of file created on a 
personally-owned computer that is being used for City business is subject 
to the Public Records Law, and the employee who owns the computer 
must make the computer and its contents available for inspeaion in 
accordance with that law at any time it is requested 
8. The City Administrator shall define the netwotk server uses, organizational 
format, use of older/file protection, storage and other aspects of network 
capabilities. Employees have the responsibility to use the network server 






9. Electronic communications are subject to the provisions of Resolution 2006-05 
- Records Retention. 
10. An employee may indicate her/his affiliation with the Gty of Sun Valley in 
bulletin board discussions, chat sessions, and other offerings oo the Internet. 
This may be done by explicitly adding certain words, or it may be implied. In 
such cases where the employee states her/his affili.lrion 'ilrith the City, she/he 
must also clearly indicate the opinions expressed are her/his own and not 
necessarily those of the City of Sun Valley. • 
11. The use of electronic communication systems shall be in keeping with applicable 
Federal, State, local, civil and criminal laws. 
F. UNAUIHORIZED ACTIVITIES 
1. No personally owned software applications or shareware software may be 
installed on a City computer, including, but n0t lirnited to, games, entenainment 
software, and screen savers unless written permission is given by the c.ity 
Administrator and it is allowed by the licensing agreement of the software. 
2. No employee may tamper with. change, delete, reprogram, copy proceaed 
codes, enter into areas of the program reserved for programming, insen 
additional programming, or rename any computer software program purchased., 
leased, or licensed for use by the agency, unless it is authorized by the licensing 
agreement. No employee shall perform any repairs, installations, modifications, 
removal, or relocation of any computer hardware, peripherals, and associated 
components without first obtaining authorization by the City Administrator. 
3. Electronic transfer of files. software, or programs purchased by the City is not 
authorized unless it is allowed by the licensiog agree.mem of the software 
product. 
4. Employees shall not use the email account or password assigned to another 
individual to send or receive messages unless authorized to do so by the owner 
of the emaj] account. 
5. The elearonic communication system shall not be used t0 solicit or proselytize 
for commercial ventures, religious or political causes, outside organiz.arions, or 
other non job-related solicitations, or used for any personal commerce or 
purchases. 
6. The electronic conununication system shall not be used to send (upload) or 
receive (download) copyrighted materials, trade secrets, or proprietary 
information. Failure to observe copyright or license agreements may result in 





7. No employee shall utilize or cause any City-owned computer to mili.7.e an 
automatic log-on. Employees are prohibited from leaving a City computer 
unmended while logged on. 
8. The encryption of files and the use of encryption programs are not permitted on 
any Qty computer without the prior authom.arion of the City Admmi.strator. 
9, No employee shall bypass or modify any installed security systems or menu 
interfaces without the expressed permission of the City Administrator. 
10. No employee shall knowingly introduce any computer virus into any part of tb,e 
electronic comrnunicacions S}'~em oper.u:ed by the Gty. Employees must use 
due care and caution to avoid inadvertently introducing computer viruses inro 
any City computer by any means. Any material received which is suspect, e.g. 
multiple copies of email with the same subject line infonnation received in rapid 
succession, should not be opened. 
11. Viewing, downloading, commucicar.ing and/ or transmitting material (for other 
than law enforcement pwposes) that is known to involve the use of obscene 
language, images, jokes, sexually explicit materials or messages that disparage any 
person, group, or classification of individuals is strictly prol1ibited. Any 
employee who uses the Gry's equipment or network for these purposes will be 
subject to an imnrediare, severe disciplinaiy response. 
12. Employees shall oat use photographs or other material depicting City logos, 
vehicles, etc. on any personal or privately-owned home page. Personal/private 
home pages shall be clearly identifiable as personal pages. 
13. Electronic communication systems are for the exclusive and sole use of City 
employee and shall not be used at any time by fami1y members, friends or other 





SECTION 4: JOB DESCRIPTIONS & SA.I.ARY PLAN 
4.1 JOB DESCR1PTIONS 
HAMMER 001421 ._,~_.:., 
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All Employee positions in the City will have a job description which will include but is not limited to 
the position title, statement of duties, required skills, knowledge and abilities, education and 
experience requirements. The job description will be developed by the Department Head and 
approved by the Uo/ Administ.."'ator. A review of each job description shall be conducted periodically 
by the City Administrator. The City Ad.'llinistrator may from time to rime abofuh cenain job 
positions based upon the needs of the City. 
4..2 FULL-TIMEANDPAR.T-TIMESTATUS 
The scams of the position held with the City may affect the status of obligations or benefits associated 
v.-ith City employment. The procedures for hiring, promotion and transfer of full-time Employees 
shall be subject to the provisions of t.his Manual. Personnd actions concerning part-time or casual 
Employees are n0t subject to guidelines set forth herein unless the Manual's provisions expressly 
provide therefore. The primary groups of Employees and their respective srarus is outlined as 
follows: 
A FIJLL TIME REGULAR EMPLOYEES 
1. Employees whose typical work schedule calls for at least 30 hours of scheduled work 
during a seven (7) calendar day period. Full-time regular Employees shall receive all 
Employee benefirs provided by the City as such benefits now exist or may be 
subsequently changed 
2. Police Officer Idaho Post Certification; Any police officer obtaining an Idaho post 
cenification shall be eligible for a regular employment starus. 
3. T'ne Police Depanrnent has selected a full time employment scheduling period 
of fourteen {14) days as allowed by FLSA. This scheduling may be changed by 
the Police Chief with the approval of the City Administrator. 
B. PART TIME REGULAR EMPLOYEES 
1. Employees whose typical work schedule calls for at least twenty (20} hours, but not 
as much as thirty (30) hours, of scheduled work during a seven (7) calendar day 
period. Part-ti.me r~ Employees shall receive reduced Employee benefits in 
accordance i.1.>ith policies adopted by the Council. The scope of benefits received 
may v.uy proportiorun:ely Wlth the number of hours typically scheduled for a pan· 
time regular Employee. The nwnber of hours scheduled may also affect the 
Employee's obligation to panicipate in certain mandatory State benefit programs. 








4.3 SEASONAL & Tt\1PORARY EMPLOYEES 
This Section sets forth policies governing the Gty's use of tempOr.uy and seasonal Employees, and 
vohmreers. Except as specifically provided vntbin this Section, volunteers and seasonal Employees 
do not have any rights as regular foll or part-time Employees. 
A. Seasonal and Tempor.uy Employees may be employed on an as-needed basis by the 
City, not to exceed 1,000 hours per fiscal year (October 1 through September 30). 
Wtthin budgetary consmmits, che aty Adminiscraror will have the authority to 
appcint tempol"al)' and seasonal Employees. 
B. The City Administrator will detennine the appropriilte hourly rue of pay and 
benefits, jf any. All Seasonal and Temporary Employees will be retained with a 
written Letter of Employment. 
4.4 VOLUNTEERS 
Volunteers may be ucilizl:d by the Cay in any capacity that is deemed suitable by the City 
Administrator. The number of volunteers being utilized by the City at any one time may vary by 
prognunmacic needs and the availability of volunceers available with speci3liz.ed skills or abilities 
which may be needed. 
Upon the initiation of the volunteer relationship, the volunteer sbll. sign a "Vohmteer Waiver Form. 0 
Volumeers s~ submit a monthly log derailing the number of hours contributed to the Gty. The 
Ci.tywill utilize volunteers tO provide fire suppression services. 
The City shall provide cove.rage for all vohmreers under the State workers' compensation system as 
required by law. The Qty Administrator will determine the amoWlt of hourly pay and conditions for 
such p.ty and/ or benefits, if any. 
4.5 EXEMPT EMPLOYEES 
The City Administrator is authorized to evaluate each job position as necessary to determine whether 
it shall be "exempt" from certain work provisions as defined in the Fair Lilior Standards Act (FlSA). 
The following positions have been determined to be ~exempt~: City Admici.StratOr, Police Oue.f, Fi.re 
Chief, Assisrant Fire Ouef, Director of Community Development. Street Superintendent, City ~rk, 
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A. POLICY 
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The City's poLlcy is to recogniu and compensate Employees for work performed within and 
beyond the nonnal work period. Accordingly, the City will maintain a Salary Plan. 
The Salary Plan shall include all job positions in the City except the Gty Administrator and 
Qcy- Attorney and shall set fotth salary ranges for those positions. The City Administrator 
shall have the responsibility to develop and maintain the Salary Plan. The Salary Plan will 
establish minimwn and maximum salaries for each job position, with the exception of the 
Ciiy Administrator and City Attorney. The Salary Plan will be presented to the Mayor and 
City Council for adoption. EvCJY third year, commencing in April 2010, the City 
Administrator will update the Salary Plan for regional market changes to ensure job positions 
are comperitive. (Amended by R:solution 2007-06} 
B. SALARY PUN ADMINISTRA.TION 
The Salary Plan shall be implemented and administered by the City Achninistrator who shall 
determine the rate of pay for each Employee. Movement in the Salary Plan is not automatic. 
The City Administrat01- reserves the right to change Employee sal..iries for any reason deemed 
appropriate including but not limited to job performance and the availability of City funds. 
In order to properly compensate Employees, salary detenniruuions shall be based upon the 
following: 
L New Employees: The job qualifications, experience and education of the new 
Employee will be evaluated in detennining a new Employee's starting salaiy within 
clie Salaty Plan. 
2. M.."I'it Increases: In order to properly compensate Employees, adjustmems in salary 
shall be based on a merit pay syscem. Adjusunents will not be automatic, but shall 
depend upon achieving an "above Standard" rating or "outstanding" rating on an 
annual performance evaluation or a six month 
probationary perfonuance evaluation Salaxy adjustmems for those 
Employees achieving a ming wonhy of merit increase consideration shall fall 
within the salary plan r.mge for that position, unless approved otherwise by the City 
Administrator. 
3. Employee Changes In Status: 
a. Promotions: An Employee who is promoted to .i higher 
classification shall be placed in the higher sahiy range and will 
receive an increase not to exceed the maximum rate in the new 
range. When promoted, an Employee will retain his/her original 
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hire date for purposes of calculating annual benefits, but the date of 
promotion will be used for purposes of performance evaluations and 
merit consideration. 
b. Voluntary Demotion: An Employee who voluntarily is demoted shall be 
placed in the new job position salary range, at a step as close as possible 
to bis/her previous step and range. However, his/her salary shall n0t 
exceed the maximum rate for the new, lower salazy range. 
c. Involuntary Demotion: An Employee who is .involuntarily demoted as a 
result of disciplinary action may be placed in a new job position range 
and his/her salary reduced. 
d. Tr:ansfers: An Employee who transfers laterally to a classification with 
the same salary range shall retain his/her present salary placement. 
e. Employees who have reached Step 9 of their positton's Salary Plan: 
4.7 PAY PERIODS 
Upon receiving an excellent performance evaluation, an employee who 
as reached Step 9 of t'teir position's Salary Plan may be eligible for a 
2.5% pay increase. -
The City operates on a biweekly pay period which shall conunence on Monday and continue through 
the following second Sunday {two weeks). Employees shall receive pay for the prior two week pay 
period by 5 p.m. the following Thursday. If the Thursday is a holiday, the pay date will be the first 
business day preceding the holiday. The manner of distribution of paychecks will be determined by 
the City Administrator. 
4.8 OVERTIME PAY 
A. OVERTIME PAYFORNON-EXEMPT EMPLOYEES 
The Fair Labor Standards Act (FLSA) stipulates that overtime compensation shall be paid 
to non-exempt Employees. All overtime muse be authorized by the Supervisor in advance. 
Ovenime pay will be administered as follows: 
1. The Police Deparnnent work period shall be fourteen (14) days as allowed under 
FLSA. Overtime for nonexempt Employees will begin to accrue after eighty 
hour of work within the work period. Overtime will be compensated at a rate of 
pay equal to one and one-half times the Employee's regular hourly rate of pay. 
2. All other nonc,xempt Employees shall be entitled to overtime pay for work 
performed in excess of forty (40) hours per week. Overtime will be compensated 
at a rate of pay equal to one and one-half times the Employee's regular hourly 
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3. The Employee may request to be granted compensatory time off without pay in 
lieu of receiving overtime pay consistent with the applicable FLSA regulations. 
This request musi: be made each rime overmne hours are worked. The request 
should be direaed to the Depanmem Head, who Im}' gr.ant the request if rime 
off would nor pose a disruption of operations and the delivery of services. 
Compensatory time off will be at the rate of one and one-half hours off for each 
how- of overtime worlsed. 
4. Compensatozy time accrual will not exceed 40 hours for any Employee. 
B. EXEMPT EMPWYEE OVERTIME 
It is anticipated that exempt Employees will work more than 2080 hours per year. Exempt 
Employees are expected ro manage workloads tO meet the high quality service needs of the 
Qzy-, ioduding the supervision of staff, and may have variations in the hours worked from 
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SECTION 5: BENEFITS 
5.1 HOUDAYS 
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The following eleven (11) holidays are observed: employee's birthday or anniversa,y, 
Martin Luther King.Jr. Day, Presidents' Day, Memorial Day, Independence Day, Labor 
Day, Veteran's Day, Thanksgiving Day, the day after Tbankswving. Christmas Day, and 
New Year's Day. 
Holidays which fall on a. Saturday are token on Friday; those which fall on a. Sunday a.re 
ta.ken on a Monday. 
Police Officers are scheduled inoo eighty (80) hour rotations either for work or for a day 
off over fifty-two (52) weeks. Officers who have a regular scheduled day off on a 
holiday shall be provided eight hours of compensatory time off. Officers who are 
scheduled to work on a holiday will be compensated 11~th one (1) hour of compensatory 
time off for each hour wo.rlred on the holiday. 
Any other Employee who is called into work during a designated holiday, in addition to 
being paid for the holiday, shall be paid rime and one-half for each hour worked on the 
holiday. Compensation shall be either cash or compensatory time off, at the discretion 
of the Department Head. 
5.2 VACA.TIONLFAVE 
A. The purpose of vacation leave is to allow the Employee extended rest and rejuvenation. 
Regular full-rime Employees shall be provided annual vacation leave according to the 
following schedule: 
Years of Employment Vaeation Days 
Yearl 10 
Years 2-7 15 
Years 8+ 20 
B. Regular pa1t-rime Employees shall be provided vacanon leave according to the above 
formula in proportion to hours acrually worked in a typical 40 hour worl< week. 
C The following provisions apply to vaca.tion leave: 
L Employees are required to take a minimum of 80 hours of vacation per year, 
unless approved otherwise by the Employee's Supervisor. Employees may 
begin taking accrued vacation time after six (6} months of employment. 
2. Employees may accrue a max.imwn of one hundred (100} hours of vacation. 




rhe Employee will cease accruing vacation leave until his/her accrual balance 
falls below one hundred (100) hours. (Amended by Resolution 2007.06) 
J. Vacation Leave Conversion.: With the approval of the Employee's 
Supervisor and the City .Aaministrator, up to forty (40) hours of vacation 
leave may be convened to cash payment at the Employee's straight time rate 
each calendar year only if the Employee has used an equal amount of 
vacation leave in the previous 12 month period; for administrative 
purposes, no more than cwo (2) requests for conversion during the 
calendar year will be allowed, and any hours of vacation leave counted in 
the first reque~ for that year may not be counted in the second. 
4. Paid holidays which occur during vacation leave will not be charged to 
vacation time. 
;_ Vacation muse be scheduled and approved in advance with the respective 
Departmem Head, in order to ensure continued operation of City services. 
5.3 SABBA TICA!. LEA VE 
A. The purpose of the sab barical is to allow the Employee extended paid time off from 
work to pursue a personal or professional interest, including rest and relaxation. 
B. Employees will be entitled to fifteen (15 days) of paid sabbarical leave after completion 
of the first three ye.ars of employment and every four (4-) years of employment 
thereafter. The following provisions apply tO sabbatical leave: 
1. The fifteen {15) days leave must be taken in the first year following each 
three year anniversary date or be forleited, i.e., years 4, 8, 12, etc. 
2 There is no conversion of the sabbatical leave to cash payment at anytime 
including upon leaving the employment of the City prior to or during a 
sabbatical year. The sabbatical leave may be combined with other additional 
accrued vac.ition, if approved by the Supervisor. The sabbatical leave dares 
must be scheduled in consultation and with the approval of the Supervisor. 
It is expected that the fifteen (15} days of sabbatical leave will be taken as a 
single block of time off. 
5.4 SICK LEAVE 
Sick leave shall be a benefit to all regular full-time Employees as an assurance against a loss of 
income during the Employee's illness, injwy, or disability when the Employee is unable to fulfill 
his/her job duties. Employees may also take sick leave to care for a member of the immediate 





Sick Leave Accrual: Employees may accrue a maximum of 720 hours of sick leave. 
Sick time accruals are forfeited :u: the time of employmertt tennin.uion and there is no 
cash equivalent payment provided by the City. 
Physician's Statement: The City may request a Physician's Statement for absences of 
more than three {3) days. 
Duplicat~on of benefits: Sick leave benefits are not co be drawn during such rime as the 
Employee is drawing unemployment, workers' compensation, disability insurance, or any 
other similar benefits or paymems, either from the City or from any orher source except 
far personal, non-City related insurance benefits. 
5.5 MEDICAL INSURANCE 
The City provides to each Employee and his/her dependcntS a medical health insur.mce policy, 
which includes but is not limired to health and dental insurance. Due to the changing nature of 
medical insurance and the associated premiums, the current Medical Insurance Plan of the City 
will be oo file with the Finance Manager/City Treasurer. Appendix A summarizes the current 
benefits and will be updated and attached to this Manua1 whenever changes in coverage or 
benefit are approved by the Mayor and Gty Council. 
5,6 FAMILY CARE AND MEDICAL LEA VE POUCY 
To the extent not already provided for under current leave policies and provisions, the Qry will 
provide family and medical care leave for eligible Employees as required by federal and state law. 
Append.ix B sets forth cenain rights and obligations with respect to the Federal Family and 
Medical Leave Act. of 199 3 (FMLA.). 
5.7 LIFE INSURANCE 
The City may provide each Employee a Life Insurance Policy. Appendix C su.mmariz.es any 
current benefit. The Appendix will be updated and attached to this Manual whenever changes in 
coverage or benefit are approved by the Mayor and City Council. 
5.8 WORKERS' COMPENSATION INSURANCE· 
All Emp1oyees are covered by worker..' compensation insurance in accordance with state and 
federal law. An Employee who suffers a work related illness or injwy should check with the City 
Administrator's office for further infonnation. 
5.9 STATE UNEMPLOYMENT INSURANCE, SOCIAL SECURITY BENEFITS 
ANDPERSI 
All Employees of the City are covered by these benefits in accordance with stare and federal law. 
In addition, all regular Employees are covered by the Public Employees' Reciremau: System of 
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5.10 SECTION 457 DEFERRED COMPENSATION 
All regular full-time Employees and regular part-time Employees who work more than thiny (30) 
hours per week are eligible tO pan.icipate in the City's optional deferred compensation plan This 
plan, governed by IRS (Section 457) and state law, provides for the Employee to defer a portion 
of bis/her income bef o~ taxes through payroll deduccion, and provides for a variety of 
investment options. 
5.11 SPECIAL LFA VE 
A. PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT A.ND EDUCATIONAL 
The Gey encourages and supports the conrinuing education and training of Employees. 
Job related trcining or education shall be approved in advance by the Employee's direct 
Supervisor, in consultation with the City Adminisrrator, and shall include tuition, 
materials, and books. It shall be reimbursed to the Employee upon evidence of a 
passing grade. The approval of educational reimbursement is net aUtOmatic; it is a 
discrecionaiy benefir. The intent of the educational reimbursement policy is to cover the 
cost of irufa~dual classes only, on an infrequent basis. This policy is not intended to 
cover the costs associated with the pursuit of associate, undergraduate, graduate, or 
professional degree programs. Educational reimbursement, per this section, is academic 
in nature and is distinct from job related training, workshops, seminars, classes and/ or 
conferences. 
B. Mil..JTARY LEA VE 
An Employee who is a member of the National Guard, or is in a reserve component of 
the Armed Forces of the United Stares, or of the Public Health Services, shall be entitled 
to a leave of absence from City service for a period not exceeding 15 calendar days in 
any one (1) calendar year period Such leave shall be granted without loss of time, pay, 
or other benefits to which the Employee is entitled When an Employee receives bona 
fide orders to temporary active or training duty, such military leave longer than 15 days 
in any calendaryear shall be granted without City pay. 
C. BEREA VEMENr LEA VE 
Bereavement leave of three (3) days is authoriz.ed in case of a death in the immediate 
f~y. Immediate family is defined as spouse, child, parent, parent-in-law, brother or 
sister. 
D. COURT APPEARANCE 
Any Employee required to appear in court or before the GrmdJw:y as a juror, witness 




receive full compensation as though he wen: actually on the job during such time. 
He/ she shall chum any witness or other fee to which he/ she may be entitled by reason 
of such appearance and pay the same over to the City Treasurer to be deposited in the 
general fund. 
E. LEA VE OF ABSENCE WTIHOVf PAY 
City Employees may apply for a leave of absence 'Without pay for illnesses not otherwise 
covered by the City's family/medical leave policy, emergencies, or other compelling 
reasons. The Qty .Administrator will review the request and detennine whether to 
approve the leave. All applicable leave balances (i.e., sick, vacation, compensatory) musr 
be exhausted before the leave without pay begins. 
1. Reinstatements: Except for a leave of absence without pay of less than 90 days 
duration, the Employee's position will not be held open. For leaves beyond 90 
days duration. the Employee must apply for reinstaccmem and -will then be 
reinstated into the first av.ilable position of a simihu- classification and pay as the 
position vacated. 
2. Benefit accruals: No vacation, sick leave, retirement, or other benefits will be 





6.1 EVALUATION PROCEDURES 
A. STANDARD PROCEDURES 
Full-time Employees shall receive a job perfonnance evaluation at six months 
service and thirty (30) days prior to one year of service. Thereafter, performance 
evaluarions shall be conducted annually at the Employee's anniversary date. Wnh 
the approval of the City Administrator, the dates of performance evaluations may be 
extended when 1) the Employee's perfonnance needs improvement, and the 
SupeMsor, with the concurrence of the City Administrator, determines that it is in 
the best interest of the City and the Employee to grant an extension to allow for 
improvement; 2) the Employee is on a leave of absence without pay for more than 
30 days; and 3) when ciTCUmSW1ces indicate that the Employee h~ not had 
adequate time to demommn:e suitabilit;y for regular status or continued employment. 
Each Employee will be evaluated to assess the perlormance of that Employee in the 
job being perfonned for the City. Each evaluation will be given on the basis of the 
direet Supervisor's observations of the Employee's perfonnance, the accuracy of the 
Employee's worn: in addition to the quantity and quality of the work. Each 
Supemsorwill seek the input of other City personnd and input, where appropriate, 
from others outside of the City workforce who have an on-going knowledge of the 
Employee's work. 
1. The City Administrator shall provide to each Supervisor an appropriate 
Employee Appraisal Fonn. 
2. The Supervisor shall perform the following: 
a Review the Employee's job description; 
b. Review Employee's Goals from the previous appraisal period. 
c. Complete the Employee Perlormance Appraisal Fonn 
J. The Employee will also complete a self-evaluation on the Employee 
Performance Appraisal Form. 
B. EVALUATION 
Each evaluation shall conclude wirh a meeting between the evaluated Employee 
and the immediate Supervisor in which the Employee will be provided with the 
written evaluation prepared by the Supervisor. The Employee will be given an 
opportunity to respond to the evaluation. The Supervisor will estah]ish 
performance goals for the Employee for the next year and detail anywo~ 
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6.2 APPEAL 
Any Employee shall have the right to appeal his/her performance evaluation to the City 
Administrator by submitting his/her concerns in writing. The City Administrator shall meet 
with the Employee to discuss the Employee's concerns. The City Administrator shall issue a 
written finding, either upholding the Employee's performance evaluation, or retuming it to the 
Supervisor for changes or revision. Any written materials from this process shall become pan of 
the Employee's p=nnd file. The City Administrator's written finding shaJJ be final and there 
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SECTION 7: STANDARDS OF CONDUCT 
7.1 PURPOSE 
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This policy shall assure that all Employees are aware of important policies, procedures and 
regulations goveming then· employmen: with the City. In addition, the City expects that this 
policy shall ensure that Employees at all times conduct themselves in a manner that reflects 
favorably on the City and builds and suppons the integrity and credibiliiy of the Ci.ty 
organization. Violation of any of the policies included in this Section may be grounds for 
disciplin.uy action, up to and including termination of employment, depending upon the severcy 
of the vioJation. 
7.2 SAFETY POLICY 
Safety and health is the primaty concern and responsibifur of every Employee worlcing for the 
Qr.y. The City recognizes its obligation to provide adequate safety equipment. to train 
Employees in safe operations and practices, and to establish and enforce safety regubrions. 
All Employees are obligated to perform their assigned duties safety by following esrahlished safe 
work procedur-..s, using the proper safcqr equipment, and by reporting or correcting unsafe aas 
orworkplace conditions. 
7.3 CONFUCT OF INTER.EST 
City Employees are expressly prohibited from engaging in any activities which could represent a 
conflict of interest with their City employment. 
It is the responsibility of the Employee to notify his/her Department Head when the 
Employee's circwnstances or work assignment change and create a situation wherein a conflict 
of interest may arise. The Department Head will notify the City Administrator in writing of the 
paten.rial con£lia. The Cey-Administr.ttor, in consultation with the City Attorney. shall make 
recommendation to the Mayor and Council as to what action should be taken to avoid the 
potential conflia of intettst. 
7.4 CONFIDENTIA.LITY OF RECORDS 
Employees having access to confidential records such as personnel actions, medical records. 
payroll records, etc., shall maintain strict confidentiality of such records. City records may only 
be released or disseminated by the Mayor, City .Administrator or City Qedt in accordance with 
che public records laws of the State of Idaho. 
7.S HARASSMENT POLICY 
The purpose of this policy is to set forth the City's posmon pro.mooing harassment by or against 
any of its Employees or applicants. The City's h~t policy is in keeping with the Cit.y's 
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harassment in any folTI'I, including verbal, physical and visual harassment. 
A. Sexual harassment includes, but i.s not limited to, making unsolicited and unwelcome 
sc:xual advances, requescs for sexual favors and/ or ~ ve~. ph}'s.ical, or visual 
conduct of a sexual nature which occurs under the followmg arcu1nstmces: 
1. Submission to such conduct is explicitly or implicitly made a. t.erm or 
condition of employment; or 
2. Submission to or rejection of such conduct is used as the basis for 
employment decisions affeaing the Empioyee or applicant; or · 
3. Such conduct has the purpose or effect of substantially interfering with the 
individual's performance and/or creating an intimidating, hostile or 
offensive wor.k environment. 
B. Racia1 or ethnic harassmem includes, but is not limited to, ethnic slurs, jokes or 
other verbal or physical condua relating to an individual's race, national origin, or 
ancesay where such conduce 
1. Has the purpose or effect of creating an intimidating, hoscile, or offensive 
working e:a:monment; or 
2. Has the pur:pose or effect of unreasonably interfering with an individual's 
work performance; or 
3. Otherwise adversely affects an individual's employment opporruniries. 
C. Also similarly prohibited is any form of harassment against a person because of that 
pe!"son's religious creed, physical handicap, medical condition, sexual orientation. 
marital status or age. 
Gui~lines: 
A An Employee who believes that he or she has been harassed by a co-worker, 
Supervisor, any City offic.ial, or individual outside of the C.ity organization, should 
immediately notify his/her Department Head of the facts of the incident or 
incidenrs and the name(s} of the indi.vidual(s) involved. 
B. If the complaint is against the Employee's Department Head. the Employee shoukl 
repott it direaly to the City Adrni.nistr:-ator. H the complaint is agamst the C.ity 
Administrator, or a member of the Gty Council, the Employee should repon the 
complaint to the Mayor. If the complaint is against the Mayor, the Employe.e should 
repon i1 10 the President of the c.ouncil. 
C.. A Supervisor or Department Head who is notified of a compbint or othe~ 
becomes aware of a violation of this policy must immediar.ely notify the City 
Administrator. Failure to do ,o Ola}" result in disciplinary action up to and including 
termination. 
D. Once an incident has been brought to the attention of management, an investigation 
will be conducted by the GI¥ Administrator's office or other person designated by 






incident including, but n0t limited to, 
the totality of the c.m;umstances, the nature of the conduct, and the context .in which 
the alleged incident occurred The Gty has the right to retain an independent third 
part}' to conduct the investigation. 
E. If the complamt is against a patron of City services, the City will take those steps 
within its power to investigate and eliminate the problem. 
F. If a violation of this policy is found to have occurm:l, the Employee who is found to 
have violated this policy will be subject to discipline, up to and including 
termination. 
G. Retaliation: Retaliation apinst a person for filing a lunssment clmge or making a 
harassment complaint is prohibited. Employees found to be retaliating against 
another Employee shall be subject to disciplinary action, up to and including 
temunation 
7.6 SUBSTANCE ABUSE 
The City maintains a "zero-tolerance" policy toward the use or possession of illegal subscances 
and toward an Employee being impaired or incapacitated by alcohol or any other controlled 
substance. 
The unauthorized possession, consumption. tranSfer or sale of any illegal drug shall be grounds 
for inunediate disciplinary action. 
An Employee may not. under any cin:umstances, repon to work impaired by or under the 
influence of alcohol or any illegal or comrolled substance. Arey Employee who does repon to 
work under the influence of alcohol or any illegal or controlled drug will be relieved of duty and 
subject to disciplinaty action. 
7.7 oursIDE EMPLOYMENT 
The Oty Administrator shall have the authont;;' to limit outside employment activities of City 
Employees when in his/her judgment ttl2t employmei.1t would create a potential conflict of 
interest, a potential breach of confidentiality on s11bstantive matters of Ca;, business, or would 
have the potential to detrimentally affect the Employee's ability to perfonn for the City. Prior to 
engaging in outside employment, City Employees must submit a written requesr to the Ci1y 
Adrniaiscr.iror who shall approve or deny the request within five wooong cia:ys. 
7.8 PROPRIETARYRIGHTS 
Any and all work products including software design, reports, and research analysis completed 
by Gty Employees while in the employ of the City are deemed to be the property of the Qty. 
No Employee may sell, copy, or otherwise use such infonnarion for outside economic gain 
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7.9 DRESS AND PERSONAL GROOMING 
Employees shall at all times dress in a manner which refleas a professional image of the City. 
Ootlring should reflea: commonly accepted office standards and Employees should be well 
groomed at all times. Items including. but not limited to: h.aher tops, "spaghetti straps," 
extremely shon shorts, spandex shorn. or worn or soiled jeans arc neither appropriate nor 
acceptable during working hours. Employees in violation of this policy will be required to leave 
the premises and mum in appropriate attire, and time taken to comply with this requirement 
will be at the Employee's own expense. 
7.10 SMOKE-FREE WORK ENVIRONMENT 
It is the polit..y of the City to create and maintain a safe and hca!thful work environment. 
Tllerefore, the Gty is a smoke-free wodcplace. Consistent with this policy, all City buildings and 
vehicles are designated no-smoking areas. Employees desiring to smoke may do so in offsite 
locations during their normal lunch or break periods. 
7.11 GRATUITIES 
No Employee shall accept any fee, gift. or other valuable item in the course of pedorming the 
duties of his/her position. Employees may accept such items as candy, cake, cookies, or other 
items of nominal value which are intended to be appreciative in nature and which are made 
available for general office consumption or use. Meal expenses related to the conduct of City 
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SECTION 8: DISCIPLINE 
8.1 POLICY AND PURPOSE 
The purpose of this policy is to establish a disciplina,y system to assure a fair and consistent 
procedure for the prevention and correction of Employee perfonnance deficiencies. It is the 
policy of the City co promote a positive discipline process wherein the objective is to assist the 
Employee to succeed in his/her responsibilities whenever poSS1ble. 
8.2 SUPERVISORY RESPONSIBILITY 
It is the respons,bility of each Supervisor to identify, evaluate, and institute measures to correct 
performance deficiencies. Supervisors are expected to utiliz.e the following strategies: 
1. Communicate and explain the City's expectations and performance standards. 
2. Communicate and explain the Ciiy's disciplinary policies. 
3. Provide Employee training, recognition, and feedback on performance standards 
4. Conduct periodic performance reviews and appraisals. 
8.3 APPLICABILITY 
This policy shall apply to all regular full-time and regular pan-time Employees. Ir shalJ not apply 
to the City Administrator, City Clerk, City Treasurer, City Attorney, or any seasonal or 
temporary Employees, paid call firefighters or volunteers. 
8.4 CAUSES FORD1SCIPI1NARY ACTION 
Any action or inaction which is a hindrance to the effective performance of City operations, or 
reflects discredit upon the City or its Employees, will be considered just cause for disciplinaiy 
actioIL Disciplinary action may be taken for (but is not limited to) the following actions: 
1. Violacion of any City policy, rule, or regulation, contained in these Personnel 
Policies or in any other City communication of general distribution. 
2. Violation of the Drug-Free Workplace Policy. 
3. Violation of lawful duty. 
4. Insubordination, including refusal to obey a reasonable order and promoting work 
unit insubordination. 
5. Absence from the workplace without prior authorization (unexcused or excessive 
absenteeism). 
6. Habitual tardiness or absences. 
7. Abuse of sick leave benefits. 
8. Failure to perform assigned work in an efficient and acceptable manner. 
9. Abusive language or conduct toward the public or fellow Employees, or other 
conduct unbecoming a Gty Employee, including disrespect toward Superviso,y or 




authority over other Employees, or on or off-duty conduct which may bring 
discredit to the City. 
10. Being wasteful of City materials, property, or time. 
11. Unacceptable interpersonal skills. to the extent that the workplace environment is 
below srandard. 
12. Conviction of a wotk related felony. 
13. Use of religious, political, or fraternal influence for personal gain. 
14. Theft. 
15. Personal acceptance of a fee, gift, or other valuable item in the course of the 
employee's -v.rorlc for the G.ty. 
16. Release of confidential information. 
17. Falsification of forms, records, or reports, including but not limited to time cards 
or job appljcations. 
1&. Participating in unlawful harassment toward any member of the City staff or the 
public, including bur not limited to sexual or racial harassment. -
19. Violation of safety laws, regulations. or guidelines. 
20. Use of position, Gty property, or confidential Gty information for personal gain; 
or for the gain of others. 
8.5 FORMS OF DISCIPLINARY ACTION 
Disciplinary action may take any of the followmg fonns, in any order, depending upon the 
seriousness of the infraction, the Employee's previous work history and longevity, and other 
relevant factors. Progressive discipline shall be applied Olli}' where the Supervisor believes that 
the potential for improvement and curative behavior is possible. 
A. Oral reprimand: An oral rep1imand is a warning rather than a punitive action, and is 
designed to prevent the Employee from being placed in a position where formal 
discipline must be used. A Supervisor may make a brief note documenting the 
conversation and will retain the note for future reference. Documentation of an oral 
reprimand will not be placed in the Employee's personnel file. 
B. Written reprimand: A written reprimand is also intended to be a warning procedure; 
however, the written reprimand also serves to place the Employee on official nocice 
that future abuse will result in a more severe form of disciplinary action As such, 
the written reprimand will be placed in the Employee's personnel file. 
C. Suspension without .pay: Suspension without pay is a form of discipline which is 
usually taken either after a written reprimand has failed to correct the pcrf ormance 
deficiency or when the severity of the'violation is such that it warrants a suspension 
without pay. 
D. Disciplinary probation: Disciplinary probation is a form of discipline which is 
usually taken when a written reprimand or suspension without pay have failed to 
correct the performance deficiency or when the severity of the violation is such that 





probationary scarus. The Employee loses regular statuS, and must bring his/her 
performance up to a "Standard" rating in order to regain regular Employee status. 
E. Salazy: reduction: A reduction in salary is the reduction of the Employee's salary to a 
lower seep on the salary range t0 which his/her position is assigned.. This form of 
discipline may be used for any length of rime that the City Administrawr deems 
appropriate, and is generally but not exclusively used when it is advantageous to 
have the Employee on the job bur the seriousness of the violation or perfonnance 
problem warrants more disciplinary accion than a written reprimand. 
F. Involuntary demotion: A demotion to a lower classification may be used as a form 
of disciplinarJ, accion, when dismissal is not warranted, or when the Supervisor feels 
dm the Employee has the potential for correcring the miscondwi When demotion 
to a lower classification occurs, the salary of the Employee will be equal to, or less 
than, the Employee's present sahuy, at the discretion of the Supetvisor and aty 
Administrator. 
G. Dismissal; Dismissal from Ciry service may be necessary after other attempts tO 
correet the performance deficiencies have failed or when the seriousness of the 
infraction is such that dismissal is warranted. 
8.6 ADMINISTRATION OF DISCIPUNE 
The following is a list of positions with the authori1:y to impose discipline 
L The Employee's Supetvisor may administer an oral reprimand and a written 
reprimand and recommend other levels of discipline. 
2. Consistent with 8.7 below, the City Administrator will review and approve ail 
recommendations for suspensions without pay, disciplinary probations, reductions in 
salary, involunt3IJ7 demotions, and dismissals from City service. 
S.7 INFORMAL REVIEW 
A regular, full-time Employee shall have the right to an lnfonnal Review regarding disciplinary 
actions consisting of suspension without pay, disciplinary probation, salaiy reduction, 
involunta..,y demotion. or dismissal from City employment within 5 worlcing days after receiVU1g 
notification of the proposed disciplinary action. 
The following steps shall be followed in submitting and processing a request for an Informal 
Revie\V. For purposes of this Informal Review process, the C'.ity Administrator shall be deemed 
to be the Depamnem Head for all Employees. The Cliief of Police shall be deemed to be w 
Deparunent Head for the Police Department; the Fire Chief shall be deemed the Department 
I-Iead for the Fire Department; and the Community Devdopment Director shall be deemed the 







Step 1: In disciplinary actions imposed by the Department Heads, the affected Employee may 
submit a request for an Informal Review of the disciplinary action to the City 
Administrator within five (5) working days after receiving notification of the proposed 
disciplinaiy action. The Department Head shall review the Employee's requesc for an 
Informal Review and provide ro the Ci.t.y Administrator any and all relevant info:rmacion 
regarding the proposed disciplinary action within three (3) days after notification of the 
Employee's request for an InfonnalReview. 
Step 2: The City Administrator shall meet with the affected Employee and the Department 
Head to review the reasons for the proposed disciplinary action and any relevant 
infonnation the Employee desires to submit in connection with the disciplinary action or 
the information and/ or events upon which the proposed disciplinary action is based. 
Step 3: Upon the conclusion of the Informal Review, the Qty Administrator shall prepare his 
decision in writing upholding, modifying, or rescindlng the proposed disciplin;uy action. 
Seep 4: If the affected Employee is dissatisfied with the decision of the City Administrator, then 
the Employee may request that the Ci.cy Administrator's decision be informally reviewed 
by the W.ayor within five (5) working days after receiving the City Administrator's 
decision. The Mayor shall meet with the City Administrator and the Employee, review 
the Employee's written material and relevant infonnation regarding: the proposed 
disciplinary action and provide his wricr.en decision within three (3) days after the 
meeting. The decision of the Mayor shall be final and binding. 
In the evem of disciplinary action propo~d by the City Administrator acting in the capacity of 
the Department Head. such proposed discipliruny action shall be reviewed directly by the Mayor 
consistent with Step 4, above. The decision of the Mayor shall be final and binding. 
If the request for an Informal Review- is not initiated within the time limits established by this 
Section, then the right for an Informal Review shall be deemed to be waived. Any d.isciplinaiy 
action not taken to the next step of the Informal Review procedure ·within the time lirnirs 
established by this Section shall be considered settled on the basis of the lasr decision made. 
The time limits prescribed in tlus Section for the initiation and completion of the seeps of the 






MEDICAL INSURANCE PLAN 
CITY STAFF HEALTH REIMBURSEMENT ARRANGEMENT 
ANNUAL ROLLOVER AND PORTABILITY POLICY 
Regence BlueShield of Idaho has been selected by the City of Sun Valley to provide health 
insurance for its full-rime regular employees (ac·leasr: thirry (30) hours or more per week}. The 
Health _insurance plan includes a Health Reirnbursem~ Arrangement (HRA) program. 
Individual employee HRA accounts are established and annually the city appropriates funds to 
the HR.A account to hdp pay for employee deductibles. 
It is the City's policy that at the end of each fiscal year, any unused appropriation funds in an 
individual's HR.A account may be rolled over into the next fiscal year. The maximum amount 
that may be rolled over each year is seventy percent (70%) of the remaining funds. The funds 
may be used in subsequent years for medic.a.I costs as authorized by Regence BlueShielcl 
Vesting of rollover funds occurs at the completion of three (3) years of full-time employment. 
Rollover funds will at that time become available as a profitability payment to an employee 
should the employee leave City employment. After year three (3), an employee, upon 
employment termination, will be provided a payment of up to $1,500 of any vested rollover 
funds. Ar. the end of five (5) or more years of employment, an employee will be entitled to 
payment of up to $5,000 of any vesred rollover funds. 
An employee receiving a profitability payment may choose to either have the payment made as 
income and, therefore, subject ro aH applicable payroll ta.xes and payroll benefits or the employee 
may seleo: that a payment or payments be made directly for another health insurance plan. 
MAYOR & COUNCIL HRA PROGRAM 
The Mayor and Council are full-rime employees of the City and are eligible to receive health 
insurance benefits equal t those provided to other employees. In addition, the Mayor & C.Ouncil 
may select to provide for their health insurance coverage through an existing health insurance 
progr.un of their own or through a spouse's health insurance progr.un. If one of these options is 
selected,. the Mayor and/ or C.ouncilperson(s) may still panicipate in the Cey's Health 
R.eimbursementArrangemem: (HRA) program as follows:1 
1 The Mayor and Council an: considered a unique class under this policy and, tha-efore, other 




1. The City will establish an individual HR.A accoWlt for the Mayor and/ or' Councilperson 
and cont."lbute $1,217.40 per month to the account. The maximum rotal contribution 
over a cwdve month period is $14,608.80 and the 2period of time will be fromJanu.uy 1 
through December 312 
2. The HR.A accollll.l: may be used by the Mayor and/or Councilperson(s) for the 
reimbursement of their health insurance premiums and/or deductibles including all 
dependents on the program. 
3. The Mayor and/or Councilperson(s) must present to !SC, the City's HR.A account 
ma.,agers, acceptable proof of health insurance premi1m1 payment in order to be 
reimbursed (i.e. pa}TOll documentation or premium invoice). 
4. The Mayor and/ or Counc:ilperson(s) JI1USt: presenr to ISC acceptable proof of deduccihle 
payment in order to be reimbursed (i.e. doctor's receipt or Explanation of Benefits 
{EOB) from health insurnnce provider.) 
5. ISC will be responsible for verifying receipts and payroll deduction documentation and 
will make timely reimbursements for all eligible health insurance premium costs and 
deductibles. and deduccibles .. 
? The monthly and ma.am.um annual Cicy Contabucion to the HRA accounts is calculated based upon the 
currem per employee and dependent prrmi,,m. wsts charged by Regen~ BlueSbield of Idaho (Health Insurance) 
and MetLife (Dental Insurance) for Ctty employees and the City's share of paid deductibles in the curre1.1t 











$ 354.00/month (or $118/.montb/chi!d up to 3 children) $ 30,00 
$ 933.00 
Total per year: $ 11,196.00 
$1,012.80 
Plus: City Deductible Payment: $ 2,400.00 
Tot:l.!AnnualHRAAccountCom:ribution: $ 14,608.80 






6. The maximum total reimbursement for the twelve-month HRA period is $14,608.80. 
7. At the end of the twdv~montb period, or at anytime that the deaed term of the Mayaz-
and/ or C.ouncilperson(s) should end, any remaining funds in the Mayor's or 
Councilperson(s) HR.A account will revert back to the Ory and will be forfeited by the 
Mayor and/or Councilpenon(s) if they do not have outstanding receipts to withdraw 
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APPENDIXB 
FEDERAL FAMILY AND MEDICAL LEA VE ACI'OF 1993 (FML--1J. 
Rights and obligations, which are not specifically set forth below, are set forth in the Departlllent 
of Labor regulations implementing the Federal Family and Medical Leave Act of 1993 (FMLA..). 
Unless otherwise provided by this anicle, "'Leave" under tlus article shall mean leave pursuant to 
theFMIA. 
A Definitions 
1. "12-month period" means a rolling 12-month period measured backward from rhe date 
leave is taken and continuous with each additional leave day taken. 
2. "Child" means a child Wlder d1e age of 18 years of age, or 18 years of age or older who is 
incapable of self-care because of a mental or physical disability. 
An Employee's chi.Id is one for whom the Empioyee has a.ctual day-to-day responsibility for 
care and i.ticludes a: biological, adopted, foster, or srepchild 
3. A child is ~incapable of self-care" if he/she requires active assistance 01· supervision to 
provide daily self-care in three or more of the activities of daily living or instrwnental 
activities of daily living, such as caring for grooming and hygiene, bathing, dressing, and 
eacing, cooking. cleaning, shopping, taking public transportation, paying bills, maim3ining a 
residence, using telephones and direet:ories, etc. 
4. "Parent" means the biological parent or an Employee or an individual who stands or stood 
in la:o p:z,PJ1li.5 (in place of a parent) to an Employee when the Employee was a child This 
term does not include parents-in-law. 
5. "Spousen means a husband or wife as defined or recognized under Idaho State law for 
purposes of marriage. 
6. "Serious health condition" means an illness, .injury, impairment, or physical or mental 
condition thclt involves; 
a. Inpatient care (i.e., an overnight stay) in a hospital, hospice, or residential medical 
care facility, including any period of incapacity ~.e., inability to work, or perform 
other regular daily activities due to the serious health condition, treatment involved, 
or recovery there from); or 
b. Omcinuing treaonenr by a health care provider: A serious health condition 
involving continuing treatment by a health care provider includes any one or more 
of tbe following: 
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i) A period of incapacity (i.e., inability to work, or perform other regular daily 
activities due to serious health condition of mo??: than three consecutive 
calendar days, and any subsequent treatment or period of .incapacity rdating to 
the same condition, that also i.'1volves: 
u) Treatmem two or more times by a health care provider, by a nurse or physicians 
assistaut under direa supervision by a health care provider, or by a provider of 
health care services (e.g., a physical therapist) Wlder orders of, or on referral, by 
a health care provider; or 
iii) Treatment by a health care provider on at least one occasion which results in a 
regimen of continuing treaonent under the supervision of the health care 
provider. This includes, for example, a course of prescription medication or 
therapy requiring special equipmem to resolve or alleviate the health condition. 
If the medication is over the counter, and can be i...,mared witbour a visir to a 
health care provider, it does not constitute a regimen of continuing treatment. 
Any period of incapacity due to pregnancy or for prenaral care. 
Any pe1iod of incapacity or treatment for such incapacity due to a· chronic serious health 
condition. A chronic serious health condition is one which: 
i) Requires periodic visits for treatment by a healt.h care provider, or by a nurse or 
physician's assistant under direct supervision of a health care provider; 
iij Cominues over an extended period of time (including recurring episodes of a 
single underlying condition); and 
~ May cause episodic rather than a continuing period of incapacity (e.g., asthma, 
diabetes, epilepsy, etc.). Absences for such incapacity qualify for leave even jf 
the absence lasts only one day. 
A period of incapacity tha: is permanent or Jong-term due tO a condition for 
which treatment may not be effective. The Employee or family member must 
be under the continuing supervision of, but need not be receiving active 
m:atmem by, a health care provider. 
Any period of absence to receive multiple treatments (inclucling any period of 
recovery there from) by a health care provider or by a provider of heal.th care 
services under orders of, or on referral by, a health care provider, either for 
resrorative surgery after an accident or other injwy, or for a condition that would 
likely result in a period of incapacity of more than three consecutive calendar days 
in the absence of medical intervention or treatment. 
7. "Health Care Provider" means: 
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surgery by the State of Idaho; 
2) Individuals duly licensed as a physician, surgeon, or osteopathic pbysician or surgeon 
in another state or jurisdiction, including another country, who directly treats or 
supervises treatment of a serious health condirion. Podiatrists, dentists, clinical 
psychologists, optometriscs, and chiropractors {limited to treatment consisting of 
Manual manipularion of the spine to correct a subluxation as demonstrated by X-
rays to exist) authorized to practice in Idaho and performing within the scope of 
their practice as defined under State law; 
2) Nurse practirioners and nurse-midwives and clinical social workers who are 
authorized to pracrice under State law and who are perfonning within the scope of 
their practice as defined under State law; 
3) Christian Science pracritioners listed with the First Church of Christ, Scienrist in 
Boston, Massachusetts; and 
4) Any health care provider from whom an employer or group health plan's benefits 
manager will accept cenification of the existence of a serious health condirion to 
substantiate a claim for benefits. 
B. Reasons for Leave 
Leave is only permitted for the following reasons: 
1) The birth of ac.liild orto care fora newborn of an Employee; 
2) The placement of a child with an Employee in connection with the adoprion or foster 
care of a child; 
3) Leave to care for a child, parent, or a spouse who has a serious health condition; or 
4) Leave because of a serious health condirion that makes the Employee unable to perform 
the funcrions of his/her position. 
C. Employee's Rights to Leave: 
An Employee is eligible for leave if the Employee: 
1) Has been employed for at least 12 months; and 
2) Has been employed for at least 1,250 hours du,ing the 12 month period 
immediately preceding the commencement of the leave. 
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D. _l\...•uount of Leave: 
Eligible .Employees are entitled to a total of 12 workweeks of leave during any 12-month 
period. 
E. Minimum Duration of Leave 
If leave is requested for the binh, adoption, or foster care placement of a child of the 
Employee, leave must be concluded within one year of the birth or placement of the child 
In addition, the basic minimum durarion of such leave is two weeks. However, an Employee 
is entitled to leave for one of these pwposes (e.g., bonding with a newborn) for ar least one 
day, but less than two weeks duration on any two occasions. If leave is requested to care for 
a child, parenr, spouse or the Employee him/herself with a serious health condition, there is 
no minimum amount of leave that must be taken. However, the notice and medical 
certification provisions of this policy must be complied with. 
1. Spouses Both Employed by~ 
In any case in which a husband and wife both employed by the Cay are emitled to leave, 
the aggregate number of wo1kweeks of leave to which both may be entitled may be 
limited to 12 work-weeks during any 12 month period if leave is caken for the birth or 
placement for adoption or foster care of the Employees' child (i.e., bonding leave). This 
limitation does not apply to any other type of leave under this policy. 
F. Employee Benefits While on Leave: 
Leave under this policy is unpaid; however, the Employee may use sick, vacation, and/ or 
compensato,ytime as determined by the Ciiy. While on leave, Employees will continue 
to be covered by the Gty's group health insurance to the same extent that coverage is 
provided wlule the Employee is on the job. 
If an Employee fails to return to wmk after rus/her leave entitlement has been 
exhausted or expires, the Cay shall have the right to recover its share of health plan 
premiums for the entire period, unless the Employee does not return because of the 
continuation, recurrence, or onset of a serious health condition of the Employee or 
his/her family member which would entitle the Employee to a leave, or because of 
circumstances beyond the Employee's control. The Cay shall have the right to recover 
premiums through deduction from any sums due the City (e.g., unpaid, wages, vacation 
pay, etc.). 
G. Substirution of Paid Accrued Leaves: 
While on leave under this policy, as set fonh berein, an Employee may dect to 
concurrently use paid accrued leaves. Similarly, the Cay may require an Employee to 





an Employee to use FamilJ• and Medical C.are Leave concurrently whl1 a non-FMLo\ 
leave which is Thfi.A qualifyjng. 
1. Emplavl!e's Right to Use Paid Accrued Leaves Coucurrcnclv With Famify Leave: 
Where an Employee has earned or accrued paid vacation, administrative leave, 
compensato:ry time, or sick leave, that paid leave may be substituted for all or part of 
any otherwise unpaid leave under this policy. 
2. As for sick leave. an Employee is entitled to use sick leave concurrentlv with leave 
under tb~_pqµcy if: 
a) The leave is for the Employee's o"tJ.rn serious health condition; or 
b) The leave is needed to care for a parent, spouse, or child with a serious 
health condition, and would be permitted as sick leave under the City's sick 
leave policy. 
3. The City's Right to Require an Employ~ to Use Paid lnve When Using FMLA 
Leave: Employees must exhaust their accrued leaves concurrently with FMLA leave 
to the same extent that Employees have the right co use their accrued leaves 
concurrentlyw.ith F.Ml.A leave, with cwo exceptions: 
a) Employees are not required co use accrued compensat0rytime earned in lieu 
of overtime eamed pursuant co the Fair Labor Standm:ls Act; and 
b) Employees will only be required to use sick leave concurrently with FMLA 
leave if the leave is for the Employee's own serious health condition 
4. The City's Right to Require an Employee to Exhaust FMJ.A Leave Concurrently 
With Other Leaves: If an Employee takes a leave of absence for any reason which is 
FMI.A qualifying, the Gty may designate that non-FMI.A leave as running 
concurrently with the Employee's 12-week. FMIA leave entitlemem. 
5. City's and Employee's Rights If an Employee Requests Accrued Leave Without 
Mentioning the FMlA If an Employee requests to utilize accrued vacation leave or 
other accrued time off without reference to a FM1.A qualifying purpose, the Gty 
may not ask rhc Employee if the leave is for a FMlA qualifying purpose. However, 
if the Oty denies the Employee's request and the Employee provides 
information that the requested rime off is for a FMLA qualifying purpose, the 
City may inquire funher into the reason for the absence. If the reason is fl.,fi.A 
qualifying. the City may require the Employee to exhaust accrued leave as 
described above. 
6. Medical C.ertification: Employees who request leave for their own serious health 
condition or to care for a child, parent, or a spouse who has a serious health 
condition, must provide written certification from the health care provider of the 
individual requiring care if requested by the City. 
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If the leave is requested because of the Employee's own serious health condition, 
the certification must include a statement that the Employee is unable to work at all 
or is unable to perform the essential functions of his/her position. 
a) TIIlle to Provide a Certification: When an Emp1oyee's leave is foreseeable, 
and at least 30 days notice has been provided, if a medical certification is 
requested, the Employee must provide it before the leave begins. When this 
is nor possible, the Employee must provide the requested ceni£carion to the 
City within the time frame requested by the City (which must allow at least 
15 calendar days after the employer's request), unless it is not practicable 
under the particular circumstances to do so despite the Employee's diligent, 
good faith efforrs. 
b) Con.sequences for Failure to Provide ar. Adequate or Timely Cenification: 
If an Employee provides an incomplete medical certification, the Employee 
will be given a .reasonable opponunity to cure any such deficiency. 
However, if an Employee fails to provide 
a medical certification wit.lun the time frame estabhshed by this policy, the 
Gty may delay the taking of FMI.A leave until the reqwred cercifi.cation is 
provided. 
c) Recerrificarion: The City may require a medical opinion of a second health 
care provider chosen and paid for by the City. If the second opinion is 
different from the first, the City may require the opiuion of a third party 
provider, jointly approved by the City and the Employee, but paid for by the 
City. The opinion of the third provider will be binding. An Employee mil}' 
request a copy of the health care provider's opinions when there is a 
recertification. 
7. Intermittent Leave or Leave on a Reduced Leave Schedule: If an Employee requests 
leave intemriuently (a few days or hours at a time) or on a reduced leave schedule to 
care for an immediate family member with a serious health condition, 
the Employee must provide medical certification thac such leave is medically 
necessary. "Medically necessaiy" means that there must be a medical need for 
the leave and that the leave can best be accomplished through an intennirr.em 
or reduced leave schedule. 
Empl~ Notice of Leave: Although the City recognizes that emergencies arise 
which may require Employees tO request immediate leave, Employees are requested 
to give as much notice as possible of their need for leave. If leave is foreseeable, at 
least JO days notice is i:cquired. In addition, if an Employee knows that he/ she will 
need leave in the future, but does not know the exact dare(s) {e.g., for the birth of a. 
child or to take care of a newborn) the Employee shall infonn his/her Supervisor as 
soon as possible that such. leave will be needed Such notice may be given orally. If 
the City determines that an Employee's notice may delay the granting of the leave 





Right to Reinstatement: Upon expiration of leave, an Employee ls encitled to be 
reinscated to the position of employment hdd when the leave cornmenced, or to an 
equivalent position with equivalent employment benefics, pay, and other terms and 
conditions of employment. Employees have no greater rights to reinstatement, 
benefits and other conditions of employment than if the Employee had been 
continuous~, employed during the FMI..A period. 
Reinstatement Uoon Return from Leave: If a definite date of reinstatement has 
been agreed upo;, at the beginning of the leave, the Employee will be reinscated on 
the date agreed upon. If the reinstatement date differs from tl:te original agreement 
of the Employee and the City, the Employee will be reinstated within two business 
days, where feasible, after the Employee notifies the employer of his/her readiness 
10 return. 
Employee's Obligajon to Periodicallv Report on His/Her Condltion: Employees 
ma:y be required to periodically report on their status and intent to return to work 
This will help tO avoid any delays w reinstatement when the Employee is ~ to 
return. 
Fitness fo1· Duiy Certification As a condition of reinstatemem of an Employee 
whose leave was due to the Employee's own serious health condition, which made 
the Employee unable to perform his/her job, the Employee must obtain fitness for 
duty clearance from his/her health care provider that the Employee is able to 
resume such work Subsequent to obtaining such certification from his/her own 
health care provider, the Employee must present this certification to the Gty 
physician who will issue a return to work certification. Failure to provide such 
certification will result in denial of reinstatement. 
Reinstatement of "'Key Employees": The Gty may deny reinstatement to a ·1tey· 
Employee (i.e., an Employee who is among the highest paid 10% of all Employees 
of the City v.ichin 75 miles of the worksite) if such denial is necessary to prevent 
substantial economic cost to the: operations of the City, and the Employee is notified 
of the City's intent to deny reinstatement on such basis at the time the employer 
detennines that such injwywould occur. 
Reqyired Forms: Employees must fill out or provide the following applicable forms 
in connection with leave under this policy. These forms should be submitted to the 
Employee's Supervjsor, who will forward the request to the Ci.ty Administrator's 
Office. Empioyees must complete a "Request for Family or Medical Leave Fonn" 
prepared by the Qcy. NOTE: EMPWYEES WILL RECEIVE A RESPONSE 
TO THEIR REQUEST FROM THE CITY, WHIO! WILL SET FORTH 
CERTAIN' CONDffiONS OF 1HE LE.A VE. Employees must also tum in a 
Medical certification - either for the Employee's OV.'ll serious health condition or for 
the serious health condition of a child, parent, or spouse, and must have on file an 







United Heritage has been selected by the G.ty of Sun Valley to provide life insurance for its 
full-time employees. Coverage for this insurance is provided by the Oty of Sun Valley ind 
at no cost to employees. TI1e amount of the life insurance provided is in the amount of 
$50,000 per employee, however, the amount of the life insurance provided is reduced 
according to age once the employee reaches the age of 65. 
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- 100%-819.f...'4 -- _... ~- - . _~ __ . ....~-~- "\ • --:.-·-=:---:'"~' 
Messages Michelle Frost... Edit 
l ___ c_a_n ___ J ( FaceTime j ( Contact) J 
····-·····-··---------··-·················---·-·-- Text Message ......................... ,-········-··········-·-·····-
Nov 10, 201111;05 AM 
r ~ 
Please call me today. 
Confidentially on my cell. 
Michelle 
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From: Adam King [maiJto·abk.@ketchumleoal-com] 
Sent: Wednesday, November 16, 2011 7:21 AM 
To: Michelle Frostenson 
Subject Re: annuaVsic:k leave 
Thanks. Please bring documentation and be prepared to present Thursday. 
Adam · 
I I mobile please excuse typos// 
On Nov 15, 2011, at 11:48 PM, "Midle.Oe Frostenson" <mftostenson@syidaho.oQP wrote: 
Adam, 
HAMMER 000086 
Tonight I put together the annuaf leave/sick leave that hasn't been daimed over the past three years for Sharon. It came to 56 days or 448 
hours or $25,984 at her current rate of pay. I have email documentation to back up everyone of these days. I have another 20 emails for half 
days but I didn't indudethem. f ha¥e printed It all off and am m.iiling it to you tomorrow. 
I also have ~ty email she has sent me requesting vacation pay outsordaimedvaation. I Will include them and a copy of her leave time report 
from the accounting system. Sharon also reviews the leave time reports each pay period an signs off on them so she can't say that she didn't 
know that her vacation wasn't being recorded. 
Some of the time off was foron<all fire fighter training and as far as f can tell, she got paid both as city administrator for those hours and as an 
on-call fire fighter. In order to prove that, time cards will have to be requested from the ffre department. All I ever get is ·a total number of 
hours to pay out on each fire fighter. During one month where she took a ropes training course for an entire week and didn't claim any time off, 
she was paid for 32 hours from the fire department. That is an unusuafty high number of hours for an on-can fire fighter but I can't say for 
certain the hours were for the ropes course . 
. \1_-' .. ,i-.' >·i '·'--' ",:!, ,,;_;,;·,·) 
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.,. ' 
----------.. - --- · - NAMM.ER ~ooan--
Sent Tuesday ,_November 15., 2011..,_., -PM Tcr. •Adam· King' 
Subject: Important please read and respond! 
Importance: High 
Adam, 
Is Sharon Hammer golne to continue her position as Oty Administrator 
during the internal investiption? 
I 
If she is, I hereby request a paid leave of absence until this Issue is 
completely resolved, and she.is no lonser employed by;the City of SUn 
Valley. . ·. ( 
I was told when I came forward with the recording of Sharon Hammer's 
transgression, that the level of her misconduct ·warranted immediate 
dismissal from her position.. That has apparently been overlooked or flat 
out ignored. 
I was.also told that I would be protected~ and thanked empha:tic:ally for 
comlng forwa~ and "doing the right thing". 
You yourself told me that I wasa"hero". 
I cannot work at aty Hall with her and the Mayor joining forces to deny 
· all of her misconduct. 
~
I have not received a single email or call from the Mayor asking me how 
I am doing, or gMng me any kind of a status update. Staff has been. 
cold and yesterday Sharon talked with ~ staff one on Of18: to gamer 
support for her •cause•. Diane Shay, who was in complete support of 
exposing Sharon•s unethical behavior leading up to this,. came out of her 
office eying yesterday after a "dosed door session" with a complete 
change of heart regarding Sharon's termination. Sharon Hammer spoke to 
everyone In the office yesterday but me. Sharon-has bullied and harassed 
me for the past 3 years. The City has become a very hostile and toxic 
work environment. This current arransement ls Intolerable. After an of . 
the aUegatJons aplnst Sharon, AND the recording of her wrongdoing, she 
CONTINUES TO WORK at the Oty, with access to each and every City 
document (even the ones in question I) .•....•• 
Sharon still runs the show. 
This entire debacle r~ of dishonesty and corruption. I find the way 
this has been handled to be unaccept,able., and I wiD be forwafdina this 
email to all Coundl members and Council Etect unless you provide me 
with a very good reason not to. 
Sincerely. 
Kelly Ek, CMC 
OtyClerk 
City of Sun Valley 
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To: Kelly Ek, City Clerk, City of Sun Valley 
From: Dewayne Briscoe, Nils Ribi, Bob Youngman 
Date: November 10, 2011 
Re: Special Council Meeting 
,. ' 
IN&H WP/AC 
We wish to call a Special Meeting of the Sun Valley Crty Council on Friday November 11, 2011 at 2:00 
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HAMMER 000151 
November 18, 2011 
Dear Sharon: 
Effective immediately you are being placed on paid administrative leave until further notice 
from your position as City Administrator and paid on-call firefighter/EMT. Please deliver all City of Sun 
Valley property in your possession to City Hall immediately, including but not limited to cell phones, 
keys, iPads, computers, computer files/computerized records, papers, telephones, pagers, fire 
equipment, EMT equipment, and any other property in your possession which belongs to the City of Sun 
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..-... 




To: wwllllch <wwlllich@svidaho.org> 
Subject: Newspaper comments re: administrative leave 
Date: Fri, Dec 2, 2011 10:56 am 
-........ 
Mayor: In each of the last two newspaper articles on the investigation and lawsuit the newspaper has stated that I 
was place on administrative leave pending investigation of me for improper use or misappropriation of city fuoos. In 
Wednesday's paper they quoted Council Ribi saying that is the reason I was put on administrative leave. This is 
exactly the concern I raised to you regarding placing me on administrati\18 leave and the potential damage to my 
professional reputatiOn. You told me specifically that I was being placed on administrative leave not because of 
anything that I had done wrong but to protect me from Councilman Ribi. 
Jim has spoken to the newspaper and tried to get this point across but they have not reported it accurately. 
I am asking you to PLEASE contact the newspaper and explain to them why i was placed on administrative leave. 
The potential permanent damage to my professional reputation is of great concern to me. 
Thank you, 
Sharon Hammer 
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Wednesday, November 30, 2011 
Sun Valley councilman 
responds to lawsuit 
Ribi denies claims made by city 
administrator 
By GREG MOORE 
fapress Staff Writer 
An internal investigation of Sun Valley City Administrator 
Sharon Hammer's "possible misuse of public funds and 
equipment" was the cause of her being placed on 
administrative leave two week~ ago, according to an affidavit 
filed in Blaine County 5th District Court by Sun Valley City 
Councilman Nils Ribi. 
The affidavit is part of a rapidly developing spat between Rfbi 
and Hammer that has produced allegations of dangerous 
mental lnstabiUty against Ribi and defamation against 
Hammer. 
Ribfs affidavit was fil.ed Nov. 23 fn opposition to a motion for 
a temporary restraining order seeking an end to Hamme(s 
suspension and to the investigation. The motion and a $1 
million lawsuit against the city were filed on Nov. 21 by 
attorney Jim Donoval; a Republican candidate for state 
Senate last year and Hammer's husband. The suit alleges that 
Ribi physically threatened Hammer and tried to get her fired 
in retaliation fo..- complaining about his behavior. 
In his affidavit, Ribi denied those accusatkms. 
He also stated that City Treasurer Michelle Frostenson to{d 
him (at an unspecified date) that She had "uncovered 
evidence that indicated possible wrong doing by the 
Plaintiff." He said three council members set an executive 
session to hear that evidence on Nov. 11. Hammer was placed 
on administrative leave by Mayer Wayne Willich on Nov. 18. 
" ... [Tlhe Mayor and Council had reason to believe that the 
Ptai"!tiff m~y _have .com!'llitted serious misconduct, including 
possible cnmmat violations of statutes dealtng with the 
misuse of public funds and falsification of public records;· the 
affidavit states. " ... Because the Plainttff, fn the position of 
City Administrator, has unfettered access to the records of 
the City of Sun Valley, including reCDJ"ds which may be 
essential to a determination of ~ther or not improprieties, 
misconduct and/or crtminal action have been committed lly 
the Plaintiff, 1t was and is essential that she be placed on 
administrative leave and ordered not to be in Sun Valley City 
[HJall until appropriate investigative measures have been 
completed." 
The affidavit states that the administrative leave Is not a 
disciplinary action. 
The affidavit does not specifically state the nature of 
Hammer's alleged misuse of pubtic funds. However, a letter 
attached to it allegedly written by Donoval on Nov. 12 to 
Mayor Wayne Willich and copied to City Council members, 
states that "the two main altegations of impropriety described 
to Ms. Hammer was (sic) that Ms. Hammel" somehow violated 
City of Sun Valley vacation pay and use of City of Sun Valley 
automobile Policies.· The letter also states that "Ms. Hammer 
un-categorically (sk) denies any such allegations.· 
, ' 
HAMMER 001562 
The letter also states that "[s]houtd the aUegatlons and 
proceedings against Ms. Hammer proceed any further, Ms. 
Hammer will present multiple public officials, Sun Valley 
employees, and private individuals who have all disclosed to 
Ms. Hammer that Mr. Rlbf flas a long history of mentat and 
emotional Illness, is verbally abusive, is otherwise unstable, 
and is most ltkely emottonaUy incompetent to assume the 
public positiOfl that he now possesses or any public position 
he seeks in the future.· 
Another letter attached to Ribi's affidavn aUegedly written by 
Donovat on Nov. 16 states that 1t}here ·1s no question that 
due to Mr. Ribfs tenuous emotional health that Mr. Ribi is 
dangei-ous to City of Sun Valley employees, and in particular 
to Ms. Hammer.. . 
Ribi has hired Hailey attorney Keith Roark to address 
allegedly defamatory statements made by Donoval. In a letter 
to Donoval dated Nov. 21, Roark stated that "Mr. Ribi has 
never been diagnosed [With] or treated for any emotional or 
psycholollicat illness . •. : The letter demands that Donoval 
retract ~is aUegations of mental instability on Rlbfs part in 
letters sent to the recipients of his Nov. 12 and Nov. 16 
letters. 
Roark's letter points out that Idaho law precludes the filing of 
a lawsuit in cOtKt against a mun1cipatfty untft a tort claim has 
been filed with the fTll.lnicipality. Roark contends that no such 
claim was filed. 
"Should you_c~ose to file your 'complaint,' we are preparefdJ 
to have it d1sm1ssed summarily and will bring an appropriate 
action for malicious prosecution in addition to our claims for 
defamation and false light Invasion of privacy", In his letter. 
In an email to the Idaho Mountain Express Donovat said a 
hearing on his motion for a temporary restraining order 
originally scheduled for Nov. 23, would be rescheduted for 
sometime this week. 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STA TE OF ID.tiliO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BLAINE 




NILS RIB!, and individual.; THE CITY OF 
12 SUN VALLEY, and ldah.o municipal 
Corporation; and, ADAM ICING, and 
13 Individual, 
14 Defendant. 
15 STATE OF IDAHO, ) 
) ss. 
16 County of Blaine. ) 
) 
) 
) Case Nu. CV-11-928 
> 
) AFFIDAVIT OF NILS RIBI IN 
) OPPOSITION TO MOTIOJ\ FOR 








1 7 NfLS RIBL being sworn upon oath, deposes and states as follows: 
18 l . ] am a resident of the State of ldaho, County of Blaine and make the avem1ents 
19 contained herein of my own, personal knowledge. I 
20 2. I have read and attempted to understand the Complaint, Motion for Temporar~. 
21 Restraining Order and Affidavits filed in suppo11 thereof. 
22 




understand with precision the matters set forth therein, vour affiant can make some respon'-e. 
A.FfrDAVIT OF NlLS RlRJ I!\ OPPOSITlO\ THE Rtl.b,RK LA\\ FIRM 
TO MOTIO~ FOR TEMPORARY · 4,,(J·...,,ma\fair;'>Erc.l II 
H-;.iik:- l<l:tl,~. ~ · _;_._ 




4. At no time have I threatened by word or conduct to do any violent or physical act 
2 against the PiaiutifJ in this matter. 
3 
, 5. Al no time until after the end of City Council meeting of November i 1, 201] did 







that the Plaintiff had complained to them about my •'threatening" behavior toward her. 
6. I was completely unaware of any potentially improper or illegal activities the Plaintiff 
had engaged in while employed by the City of Sun Valley unlil it was brought to my 
attention by Michelle Frostensoa the City Treasurer that she had uncovered evidence that 
indicated possible wrong doing by the Plaintiff 












2011. The meeting in question Wd8 called, pursuant to ldabQ ~qde 50-706, by three council 
members for the purpose of holding an executive session to hear evidence uncovered by City 
Treasurer, Michelle Frostenson. A motion to go into executive sess1on was made and passed 
by all three members of the council in attendance. 
8. During the course of the executi1.1c.: session matters were presented to the council that 
caused all members serious concern about possible misuse of public funds and equipment by 
the Plaintiff. 
9. Following the City Council meeting: and execu.tive session of Novemher T 4, 2011 l 
and the other council member$ learned tha1 a Sun Valley City Police officer had listened i11LO 
rhe executive session and then reporLed to the Plaintiff v.'110, notv.·it11suu1ding her clear 
AFFJHA ,~IT OF NILS RIBI l'.\ OPPOSITIO!\ 
l TO \10TIO\ FOR TF.!\fPORARY 
THE ROARK L\ \Y FIRM 
.fr1:t' , .. nh ,.:;,~,, SHL,;;,:~ 
11,.,ic· ,., ,,, , u:·,:, I 
14 
, Rl~STJ{~! '\T,C, CI-RH[R • 2 ,::,,:: ··t} :·: 1·11A'.1'1M~R oooa14 
1124 
' ...... , ' I 
HAMMER 00 815 
l knowledge of the impropriecy of such intrusion, pro..:eeded lti question the officer about wha1 
2 had gone on iu that closed meeting from which she had been intentionally exduded . 
., 
-=- r 














placed the Plaintiff on administrntive leave. At and since the timf of the Mayor· s lener, the 
Mayor and Council had reason to believe that the Plaintiff may have cominitted serious 
misconduct, including possible criminal violations of statutes d~ahng wilb the misuse of 
public funds and folsification of puhlic records by the Plaintiff. Because the Plaintiff. in the 
position of City Administrator, has unfettered access lo the records of the City of Sun VaJJey, 
inducting records which may he essential to a determination of whether or not improprieties, 
misconduct and/or criminal action have been committed by the Plaintiff, it was and is 
essential that she be placed on administrative leave and ordered not to be in Sun Valley City 
hall until appropriate investigative measures have been compje~d 
lL The administrative leave is not a disciplinary action but is tntended to protect the city, 
its officer and employees while an investigation into the alleged improprieties, misconduct 
and/or illegal activities is being conduckd. 
17 12. At no time have I ever demanded or even so mucb as suggested that the Plaintiff be 
I V l . d l d ad . . . I d" . I . d . f. . e> ternunale or pace OD mm1stratrve eave or 1sc1p me m any nuumer or repomng 
19 anytlung to anyone about me. Indeed, I did not until afier the meeting of November] 1. 2(Jl 1 
20 even become aware of any alleged report to the Mayor or City Attorney by the Plaintiff 
21 regarding my alleged conduct or behavior. 
1.3. The PJ;.iintiff =- auorn~y. who is a!S<..• her husband. has made a series of th,·ems tc; me. 
Lhe 1\-fayor. the Cit:· Anomey and n,y \\jfe that demonstrate that his ,Ktio~1 in filing this ca'.:>:.: 
I AFF1_1 D_A YIT OF l\ILS RIRI I.'.°' OPJ'OSITlO~ THE ROAR!.,: LAW FIR,1 4(11 , :....-~~r~t: ::.t:l;: ;-.,.u.::·? 
I !:,ik:,, i:h1!·,~, ~~_;::::~ 
' 
I T_O i\10TIO'\.FOR TT\1.PORAR\' 





. -... ,. .... 
i, desiemed lo e!lect a political resttlt and extract a large sum of money fro~R~0816 
2 support of this avennent I have attached hereto and incorporate by reference herein the 






















a. Letter of November 12, 2011. James Dflnoval to Wayoe \Villi ch. 
b. Letler of November 16, 2011, James Don0val to Wayne Willicb with 
attachments. 
C. Undated letter of November 18, James Donovai to Patricia Brnlin-Kibi (Wife 
of Affiant). 
d. Letter of November 20, 2011 to James Donoval from R. Keith Roart 
14. l do not now and never have had any "'vendetta'' against the Plaintiff and my actions 
in this matter have all been guided by and based upon my concerns about possible improper 
and/or iUegal conduct by the Plaintiff whlle acting in the course of her employment with the 
City of Sun Valley. To my knowledge, the Plaintiff has not been deprived of any 
compensation or benefit to which she would be otherwise entitled and no finaJ action will be 
1aken until a full investigation, including opportunity for the Plaintiff to explain her activities, 
has been completed. 
15. Both the City Clerk. and City Treasurer of the City of S1m \<'alley have also been 
placed on administrative leave after informing the Mayor that they wonld be ''afraid" 10 
return to work if Sharon l-lammer is still functioning in the position of City Administrator. 
16. The naming of Adam King., Sun Valley City Anorncy, as a Defendant in this action i~ 
1
1
· m1 ob\·iou~ an0mpi to pl3ce the City al a di:.ad,·antag:: in defrndi1~~ ag1insr the clain,s ror. 
1 AfFIDA'\'IT OF '\;lLS RIBl lK OPPOSlT[O~ THE ROARI-.:. LAW FllZl\·1 
I·\ TO 1\'10Tl0"- FOR TE:1\1PORA RY ;i,-., • .. ,,,o; \;:ii1,S1:te·, Hrnh:~• H.h~h·.~ ~-3 ~::~ 
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injunctive relief by requiring new counsel to be appointed who will not have suffo:ient tune 




















17. 1 am also concerned that the Mayor of Sun Valley. whQ '>A."dS defeated in hi~ re:-
election campaign and who has en.iClyed a close personal relationship with the Plaintiff and 
her husband (counsel of record in this matter) is acting to further the interests of the Plaintiff 
rather than the interests of the City of Sun Valley by obstructing the efforts of City Attorney 
Adam King to enlist the representation of Brad Miller and the Hawley-Troxell law finn in 
defense of the city. 
] 8. lf this Court grants a temporary restraining order or preliminary injunction requiring 
the City to rescind the order placing the Plaintiff on administrative leave, the ability of the 
'\ ...... 
Mayor, the City Counc.il and others who may have an interest in determining whether or not 
possible improper and/or illegal conduct by the Plaintiff has occurred wil 1 be compromised.. 
FURTHER YOUR AFFIA...NT SA YETH NOT. 
rL-
Dated this23 day ofNoverriber, 20 I"-L a 
Nils R.ibi 
SUBSCRf~~ SWOR.'\l~ to before me thiSay of November. 201 T. 
~,,,, M. NO ,,.,,,,. 
~ . 't:- _ .......... lro :,,, 
~ ..,,_v .-··· '·· u' ~ 
~ V / \:'..A'$. 
f Z/ N 07,q ~ .\.-ji ~ 
: r 'T J.- \Q: 
~ f - • - tsj N tary Public in and for the Statt of Jdl:lhc. 
... i ~ i ... 
:. \ UeLrc ·· ···E ,:..r,p-., . /. :If, 
~~"- ... # 
residing_ at Hailev. therein. 
1v1 ~ Co~nmission. expires 2,f@-/-15= . 
,,,,, OF ID """.,\'""l. I ~, .,.~_:···--... ff.~·:::o ;.,-.; 
~.:/ ,,,,,.,."'''' 
I ~fTinA \"IT or ~ILS RIBJ f,'.\' OPPOSfTIO'\ 
l TO \fOTIO~ roR TE~U>ORARY 
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SHARON R. HAMMER 
Sun Valley City Administrator 
4325 Fairway Nine Condos 
PO Box1499 
Sun Valley, ID 83352 
HAMMER 000224 
December 28, 2011 
Sun Valley City Clerk Kelly Ek 
City Of Sun Valley 
P0Box4l6 
(312) 965-0245 
sharonrhaMmN@aol.com D Ug©~UW!gfo' 
[ DEC 2 8 2011 J0 
CITY OF SUN VALLEY 
Sun Valley, ID 83353 
Re: Sharon R. Hammer v. Kirtlan Naylor, Patti Ball, Mayor Elect Briscoe: 
Dear Ms. Ek: 
On December 15, 2011, the attached letter wu served upon you indicating my intent to file 
various claims against the City Of Sun Valley, Coullcil Member Nils rubi Council Member Robert 
Youngman, City Attorney Adam King and Finance Managertrreasurer MicheUe Frostenson. Please be 
advised that this notice adds attorney Kirtlan Naylor, Special Investigator Patti Ball and potentially Mayor 
Elect De Wayne Briscoe to such notice. 
On November 14, 20 l l, Sun Valley Mayor Wayne Willich ordered that an "indepelldent" Special 
Investigation would commence, part of which was to jnvestigate allegations made against me by Council 
Member Ribi and Finance Manager Frostenson. At some point, Mayer Willich appointed Patti BaU to 
perform d1e Special Investigation. Ou November 18, 20 I l, J was placed on "administrative leave" by 
Mayor WiUich pending the Special Investigation. On November 21. 201 t, I tiled a cause of action in 
Blaine County. Idaho (No. CV-2011-928) against Council Membec Rl'bi, the City Of Sun Valley and City 
Attomey Ad11nt King pursuant to the [daho Public 'Bmployee Protection Aot (the "IPPEA Law Sutt"). 
Subsequently, Council Member Youngman was added as a defendant in the IPPEA Law Suit. At some 
point, attorney Kirtlan Naylor was appointed by ICRMP to defend the City Of Sun Valley and Adam 
King in the 1PPEA Law Suit, and eventuai]y also filed Appearances on behalf of Council Member Ribi 
and Cow1cil Member Youngman in the lPPEA Law Suit. · 
Subsequent to Attorney Naylor appearing in the IPPEA Law Suit, Attorney Naylor, unilaterally 
and without any authority.from theGity Of Sun Valley or Mt\.Yor Willich, became involved in and started. 
directing the Speom( Investigation. And althoPgh Spec~l Investigator Ball was to have reported solely to 




unilateraJly determined. without any authority from the City Of Sun Valley or Mayt?r Willich, that she 
would instead .report to Attorney Naylor. Subsequent to Special lnvestigator Patti Ball determining that 
she would report to Attorney Naylor. Attorney Naylor and Special Investigator Ball began a scheme to 
seek any and all .information about me specifically to find reasons to tcnnina~ me, rather than pmorming 
an ''independent" Special lnvestigntiotx, as hlld been Special Investigator Ball's defined role. This has 
recently been confirmed to me by Mayor Willicb. Thereafter. Special Investigator Ball provided Attorney 
Naylor confidential information regarding myself and the Special Investigation that Attorney Naylor was 
not entitled to receive as counsel for the City Of Sun Valley, Council Member Rib~ Council Member 
Youngman and City Attorney King in the IPPEA Law Suit On multiple occasions my attorney has 
requested that Attorney N 11Ylor provide a written retainer agreement signed by Mayor Willich specifically 
authorizing Attorttey Naylor to participate in any way in the Special Investigation, but such an agreement 
has not been produced. In addition, on information and belief, T assert that SpeciaJ Investigator BalPs 
employment agreement with Mayor Willlch or the Cey Of S1m Valley (if one exists) does not authoru.e 
Special Investigator Ball to eithor report to, or provide any information related to the Special Investigation 
t.o, Attorney Naylor. 
Pursuant to the Idaho Statutes Section 6-906. I am providing you with notice of my l intention to 
file multiple tort and other claims against Attorney Naylor and Special Investigator Ball, including, 
intentional infliction of emotional distress, malicious prosecution, abuse of process. tortuous interference 
with contract, and conspiracy. Please be advised that I would be willing to settle all matters for 1he S8Ule 
sum as is being sought in the IPPEA Law Suit. namely, Sl tnillion. 
I consider all of 1he aots of Attorney Naylor exempt from inu~1unity under the Idaho Tort 
Immunity Act Odaho Sta.tut.es 6-901 et. seq.) as they were done outside his authority as defense counsel. in 
the IPPBA Law Suit, and because they were done with malice towards me in purposefully seeking my 
termination. I also coosider all of the acts of Special Investigator Ball exempt from immunity under the 
Idaho Tort lmtrwnlty Act (Idaho Statutes 6-90 I et. seq.) as they were done outside her specific authority 
to perform an "independent" Special Investigation. because she was not authorized to report to or disclose 
any information related to the Special Investigation to Attorney Naylor, and because they were done with 
malice towards me in purposefully set?l<:ing my tennination. 
Finally. at this pojnt, I havo been placed back on active duty as the Sun Valley City 
Administrator, the Special Investigation has been completed and I have been absolved of any violation of 
Sun V aliey policies and procedures or any other act that would wmant either disciplinary actions or 
termination. Thus far, Mayor Elect Briscoe has remained neutral on any of lhese matters. However, 
should any additional disciplinary acts be taken or should my contract with Sun Valley be terminated, I 
will seek to amend the TPPEA Law Suit to include Mayor Elect Briscoe, Attorney Naylor and Special 
Investigator Ball as defendants in that matter. Please also be on notice that I wm also seek tort damages 
against Mayor Elect Briscoe for intentional infliction of emotional distress, malicious prosecution, abuse 
of process, tortuous interference with contract, and conspiracy. Finally, I will file a Federal Section 1983 
case against the City Of Sun Val1oy, Mayor Elect Bri~ Council l\.fember Ribi, Cow1cil Member 
Youngman, Cey Att.omey King. Finance Manager Frosteosoo, Attorney Naylor and Special Investigator 
Ball. asserting violations of my coll8titutional rights to seek redress in the courts, for violation of my due 






equal protection rights in terminating my contract but mking no discipliruuy action against City Attorney 
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I bllllelte Ille pracllces of the above-named Respondent are In VIDlallon ot. 
~ TIie 67, Chllpler 59 of the Idaho Cade 
l<(Tllla VII of lhe Civil Righi& Id 
( ) The AmmlcalS Wllh Dlublllias Id (ADA} 
( ) The Age Dlacrlmlnaffon In Emplaymant Act (ACEA) 
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WayneWlllich 
From: Wayne Willich 
Sent: 
To: 
Friday, December 23, 2011 3:46 PM 
'sharonrhammer@aol.com' 
Subject: Return from leave 
Sharon, 
I am requesting you return from leave 
on Tuesday December 27th at your 
normal 8:00 AM time. You will assume 
your normal duties as City Administrator, 
paid-on--call firefighter and EMT roles. 
I must remind you there is a certain level 
of tension among the City staff and I 
expect you to make every effort to achieve 
a degree of harmony among them. 
Also, if you feel any animosity, intimidation 
or other untoward behavior directed at 
you, you must come to me with the information 
to give me a chance to resolve it If you 
are not satisfied you are free to contact 
Kirt Naylor at his offices in Boise. 
Tel 208-383-9511 
111ich 
Ma o City of Sun Valley 
(20 622-4438 FAX (208) 622-3401 
wwillich@svidaho.org 
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From: Wayne Willich 
Sent: Thursday, December 29, 20111:40 PM 
To: Sharon Hammer 
subject: RE: Jnvesttgation 
Sharon, 
Here is the way I understand it now. A draft 
report was prepared by Patti Ball. It was reviewed 
by Mayor Elect ~riscoe, ICRMP attorneys, Adam 
IGng and me. After reviewing the report and 
conducting a bit ofan investigation of my own, 
I have conduded there was insufficient material 
in the report to warrant your staying on leave. 
In fact, through my own work, I was able to find 
several Inconsistencies in the report that led me 
to bring the !;!Rtire report into question. 
As far as I am concerned the matter is dosed. 
The Mayor 
From: Sharon Hammer 
Sent: Thursday, December 29, 20119:53 AM ___ _ 
To: Wayne Willich 
Subject: lnvestigtion 
Mayor: Can you please advise me on the status of the Investigation of me? 
Sharon R. Hammer 
Cttv Administrator 
sun valley City Hall 
P.O. Box 416 
81 Elkhorn Road 
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PERSONAL AND CONFIDENTIAL 
Sharon Hammer, City Administrator 
Mayor Dewayne Briscoe 
January 4. 2012 
NOTICE OF PAID ADMINISTRATIVE LEA VE 
PENDING INVESTIGATION 
YOU ARE HEREBY NOTIFIED THAT subsequent to placing you on paid leave, we 
have received information indicating that you may have acted, omitted acts, or otherwise 
performed in ways which are contrary to the expectations or the standards of conduct for the City 
of Sun Valley employees. 
Because the matter under investigation potentially affects other empJo yees, we cannot at 
this time provide additional details about the behavior that is of concern at this time. 
THEREFORE, UNTIL THE INVESTIGATION INTO SUCH INFORM.A TION IS 
SUFFICIENTLY COMPLETED, YOU ARE HEREBY ON PAID LEAVE FROM 
PERFORMANCE OF YOUR CURRENT DUTIES WITH PAY. 
Pending the outcome of our inquiry, you are directed not to perform any of the duties of 
your employment. Further, you should not make any representations or statements as a 
representative of the City of Sun Valley. You are further directed not to make any contact 
(directly, indirectly, personally or through any other person) with any person who may have filed 
a complaint against you or been a witness to any such event. This is a eonfidential penonnel 
matter at this point, and you should respect that confidentiality until our inquiry is 
complete and you have been abJe to respond to our initial determinations. This paid leave is 
not a disciplinary action.. 
You are also directed, as a condition of your continued receipt of your pay during this period of 
paid leave, to respond honestly to any inquiries from me, or any other individual designated by 
me, concerning any aspect of this investigation and any matters of business which are within 
your knowledge and within the normal course of your employment. 
YOU ARE FURTHER DIRECTED THAT effective immediately, and during the 
period of your paid leave, you are not authorized to be present in any of the private offices of 
any City facility which are not accessible to any other member of the general public, without 
express written pennission from me or the official in control of such facility. Finally. you are 
directed not to access or utilize any City computer, computer system, network resource or 
application (however characterized) or remove any documents or other City property ( excluding 




only your personal effects unconnected with City operations) from any City facility. Further, if 
you have any records. documents. or other mmers (in any format including electronic or Pfl!)Cf} 
in your PQtSession. that are CiJY records or gublic record§. which you have not received in your 
poS§CSSion pursuapt to a duly authorized 1?ubHc records request, you are to return a!J such to the 
City immediately. You are to @l!o jmmediately return to ~ City all keysa credit canisi 
egyipment including fire ckmartment equipment, computers. l@Ptops, iPads, and any and all 
things owned by the City in your control or possession. Retention of any such documents and 
things is not acceptable. 
You are hereby notif"ied that any violation of the directives set forth in this Notice 
may result in separate additional consequences, io.cJuding the forfeiture of continued pay 
or termination. 
In the event the investigation indicates peno1111el action is warranted for your 
conduct or for cause. you wiH be given an opportunity to present any response to the 
infonnation received as a result of the on-going investigation before a final decision is made 
regarding the action to he taken. 
If you do not desire to accept this continued paid leave pending the outcome of 
the on.going investigation, but prefer that your employment records with the City of Sun show 
that you terminated your employment by resignation,. please submit your written resignation to 
me and your resignation wilt be documented and your final paycheck will be prepared and 
delivered to you. 
Please be advised that since this matter involves potential personnel action, you are 
requested to respect its confidential nature until all steps in the process have been completed. 
DATED this 4th day of January. 2012. 
Affirmation of Service 
Service of the foregoing Notice was delivered by hand delivery to Sharon Hammer on this 
4m day of January, 2012. 
Signature 
Notice of Leave January 2012- Page 2 HAMMER 000248 
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PERSONAL AND CONFIDENTIAL 
Sharon Hammer, City Administrator 
Dewayne Briscoe, Mayor 
January 4, 2012 
HAMMER 000249 
NOTICE OF ADMINISTRATIVE INVESTIGATION; ORDER TO PARTICIPATE 
IN INTERVIEW PROCESS AND ADVICE OF RIGHTS 
YOU ARE HEREBY ADVISED that you may be questioned as a part of an official 
investigation. You will be asked questions specifically directed and narrowly related to the 
performance of your official duties. You are entitled to all the rights and privileges 
guaranteed by the laws and the Constitution of this state and the Constitution of the United 
States, including the right not to be compelled to incriminate yourself and to have an attorney 
of your choice present during questioning. Accordingly, you are hereby ordered pursuant 
to Gartlty v New Jersey, 385 U.S. 493 (1967), to submit to this Interview and are 
specifically advised that nothing you say In response to questions posed to you 
during this Interview will be used against you In any subsequent criminal prosecution. 
YOU ARE FURTHER ADVISED that if you refuse to answer questions relating to the 
performance of your official duties, you will be subject to administrative charges which may 
result in your dismissal from employment. If you do answer, neither your statements nor any 
information or evidence which is gained by reason of such statements can be used against 
you in any subsequent criminal proceeding. However, these statements may be used 
against you in relation to subsequent administrative charges and violations of the City of Sun 
Valley's policies and procedures as well as the City of Sun Valley Personnel Policy. 
You are hereby notified that you are hereby placed on a paid leave status, and that, as a 
condition of continued receipt of pay during this paid leave, you are directed to assist this 
agency concerning matters you were addressing as an active employee and to provide the 
City of Sun Valley with a telephone number and address where you will be available at all 
times during said paid leave. You are further directed to fully cooperate with and 
honestly and fully respond to any Inquiries you receive from the Mayor or any other 
person involved In this administrative investigation. Further, if you provide false, 
misleading or incomplete lnfonnation In answering any questions during this 
procedure, you may subject yourself to administrative action, up to and Including your 
dismissal from employment with the City of Sun Valley. 




vnce you have had an opportunity to review this Notice, and in the event you do not intend to 
comply with this order to participate in this aspect of the administrative investigation, you are 
directed to notify me inmediately. As previously noted herein, in the event you refuse to 
participate in or to answer questions relating to the perfonnance of your official duties, you 
may be subject to adminfstrative action, up to and including dismissal from your employment 
with this agency. However, that is a decision you must make. 
YOU ARE FURTHER DIRECTED NOT TO MAKE CONTACT WITH ANY PERSON WHO 
MAY HAVE FILED A COMPLAINT AGAINST YOU OR WHO HAS BEEN A WITNESS TO 
ANY SUCH EVENT, WHETHER IN PERSON. THROUGH A THIRD PARTY, BY 
TELEPHONE, OR IN ANY OTHER MANNER NOT SPECIFICALLY STATED HEREIN. 
If, after considering this Notice, you prefer that your employment records with the City show 
that you terminated your employment by resignation, please submit your written resignation 
to me, so that your records may be proper1y documented and your final paycheck will be 
prepared and delivered to you. 
Dated January 4, 2012. 
~Ju~~ ayneBrisco :avor 
Affirmation of Service 
Service of the foregoing Notice was delivered via hand-delivery to Sharon Hammer on this 4th 
day of January, 2012. 
Signature 
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-,-._ __ 
Friday, January 6, 2012 
City administrator and fire chief back on 
leave 
-' 
Sun Valley City Administrator Sharon Hammer was placed 
back on paid administrattve leave Thursday, Mayor Dewayne 
Briscoe said. Former-mayor Wayne Willich placed Hammer on 
leave Nov. IB. She had returned to active duty status Dec. 27. 
Fire Chief Jeff Carnes was back on the job Tuesday, only to 
be placed back on leave Thursday. Carnes told the Idaho 
Mountain Express that he had been put on paid 
administrative leave as of Dec. 20. Then-mayor Wayne 
Will/ch would not confirm that. Wittich did, however, say 
before swearing in Mayor-elect Briscoe that Carnes was on 
duty Tuesday, Jan. 3. Briscoe confirmed Thursday that 
Cames was ptoced on leave as of Jan. 5. , 
When asked why Hammer and carnes were placed on leave, 
Briscoe referred the express to attorney Kirtlan Naylor, who 
was appointed by Sun Valleys Insurance carrier to represent 
the city in a lawsuit brought by Hammer against the city. 
Naylor told the E:xpress that he could not comment on why 
the staffers were on leave, other than ta say the leaves were 
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-
Kirtlan G. NaylQt [ISB No. 35691 
NAYLOR & HALES, P.C. 
Attorneys at Law 
950 W. Bannocl( Street, Suite 610 
Boise, ID 83702' 
Telephone No. (208) 383-9511 
Facsimile No. (2D8) 383-9516 
Email: kirt@pay1orhales.com 
.} 
Attorneys for Defendants City of Sun Valley, 
Nils Ribi, Adam '.King and Robert Youngman 
,, 
-
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THI'. COUNTY OF BLAINE 




Nil.8 RlBl, an individual; THE CITY OF SUN 
V AILEY, an lqaho municipal cmporation; 
ADAM KING,)n individual; and ROBERT 
YOUNGMAN~ an individual, , .. 
Defendants. 
STATE OF IDM{O ) 
.' )ss. 
County of Blaine ) 
Case No. CV-2011-928 
AFFIDAVIT OF 
DEWAYNE BRISCOE 
I, DEWAYNE BRISCOE, having been duly sworn do hereby depose and say as follows: 
.i 
1. I i&n the duly elected Mayor for the City of Sun Valley, Idaho since January 3, 2012. 
and served as the President of the City CotmCil before that time for all times relevant to these 
I 
proceedings. 





- HAMMER 000974 -
2. I have personal knowledge of the facts stated herein and could so testify if called as 
a witness. 
3. Toe Sun ValleyCity CollllCil authorized me, as Mayor-elect, and then Mayor Wayne 
Willich to jointly, supervise the investigation into personnel matters relating to, among others, Sharon 
Hammer, Sun Valley City Administer ("Hammer"). In this capacity, former Mayor Willich and I 
interviewed and selected Patti Ball as the investigator. 
4. No fiJla.l determination has been made regarding any report produced by Patti Ball. 
,(· 
Former Mayor \\~illich did not haveallthority to unilaterally "close" the investigation. He has at no 
time informed me of any such decision. and as far as I know, he never advised me that no additional 
action should be:'talcen into matters investigated. 
1 
5. mfact, I am aware that he authorized, in writing, counsel for the City to communicate 
certain findings'.:from the report to an appropriate independent party for review regarding possible 
! 
criminal investigation/chmges. This written authorization was never rescinded, as far as I know. 
6. I iilso was told by Ma)'(r Willich that he did not read all of the Ball report, nor did 
he at anytime before leaving office review any of the exhibits attached to the report. 
7. \Yithout consulting with me beforehand, Mayor Willich returned Hammer to work 
from paid leave on about December 27, 2011. 
8. Jmuary4, 2012, wasthefustdaylworkedintheSun Valley City Hallas mayor. Ms. 
Hammer was wo;:lcing that day. I spent about one and a half hours allowing Ms. Hammer to express 
whatever she wafited to tell me about her abilities, the allegations, and her position/response to the 
alleged misconduct, as she unders100d them. Throughout the day, she would come to me and 
continue her presentation to me on this matter. 






OF PAID ADMINISTRATIVE LEAVE PENDING INVESTIGATION and NOTICE OF 
ADMINISTRA'hvE INVESTIGATION; ORDER TO PARTICIPATE IN INTERVIEW 
PROCESS ANq ADVICE OF RIGHTS (G.rrity). 
Io. I was awte of, and based, in part, my decision to pl.ace Ms. Hammer on paid leave 
on the fo~owing: 
• Tile Ball tq>Ort 
• lrifonnation bad come to me that while Ms. Hammer had been returned to work the 
prior week that there bad been reports of retaliatory behavior toward persons who had 
~vided iDfonnalion to Investigator BaJI, to whidl she had been a party or instigator. 
• Upder her supervision as City Administrator, tbe email accounts for two of the 
m:vestigation witnesses had been placed OD the server, available to any emp)oyee, 
~ch may have jeopardized confidential or attorney-client privileged material. 
• T'rlat while she had returned to work., Ms. Hammer has accessed confidmtial 
a~~lient privileged materials between city officials and the city attorney, and 
dnrulged those to her husbmd/attomey James Donoval. 
• That pursuant to the notices served as referenced herein, Ms. Hammer was 
specifically din:cted to return all city records and documents, as well as laptops, and 
equi))Dlflllt in her possession or control, and she has. not returned anything to date, 
even though it is believed that she still has possession of items to return. This would 
~Jude. at the least, documents and emails, which she obtained only in her position 
~·City Administrator since December 27, and which I know she now has because her 
attomey referenced these in a letter to counsel for the City dated Januazy 3, 2012. 
In that letter, Mr. Donovat admitted, "Finally, since Ms. Hammer has been pJaced on 
aative duty, she bas obtained email con:espondences" that included at the least 
p1ivileged comm:umcations between the City Treasurer and Clerk with the City 
A:~ey. 
• lkrpresence at work created hostility reported by at least two critical city employees. 
• After returning to work, she allowed the City Clerk to be locked out of her office for 
a period of time. 
t 
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CER~ERVlCE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on: ~=acy. 2012, I caused to be served, by the 
method( s) indicated, a true and com:ct copy of the fon:going upon: 
James R Donoval 
PO Box 1499 
Sun Valley, ID 83353 
Attorney for Plaintiff 
R.. Keith Roark 
The Roarlt Law Firm 
409 N. Main St 
Hlliley, ID 83333 




AFFIDAVIT OF DEWAYNE BRISCOE- 5. 
v U.S. Mail 
Hand Delivered 
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PRESS RELEASE JANUARY 16, 2012 
Cl1Y OF SUN VALLEY 
The day after a contested court hearing, including moilons ti> stop Plaintiff's har;,sstng discovery 
requests and sanction Attorney James Don oval, Sharon Hammer voluntarily dismissed her lawsuit· 
again$t the City of Sun Valley, Councilman NIis Rlbi, City Attorney Adam Klng and Councilman Robert 
Youngman. Ms.· Hammer's two <>ther lawsuits against the City of Sun Valley are stiff active. 
City of Sun Valley i>fficlals are glad to sea that this unfounded lawsuit has been dismissed .. While their 
counsel, Kirt Ian Naylor, communicated all settlement offers by Ms. Hammer to the Clty, this resi>lutlon 
of a voluntary dismissal by Hammer is ttie appropriate action. 
At no time did the City's Insurer, IC~P, threaten that legal counsel or insurance coverage for the City 
was In jeopardy, contrary to allegations by Hammer. 
Mr. Naylor stated in court at the hearing, held January 11, that the City's investigative report, which has 
been the subject of rnuch discussion in the news and court filings, has been turned over to the Blaine 
County Prosecuting Attorney for an independent review of possible criminal conduct. For that reason, it 
cannot be released for p1.1blie consideration at this time. 
The City of Sun valley appreciates the patience of its citizens as appropriate steps are taken In this 
matter. Mayor Briscoe is committed to ensuring a strong and effective administration to conduct the 
business of the City. The dismls5al of this lawsuit will allow the administration to now focus on the 
govemiJ'€ of the City and providing appropriate services to the citizens of Sun Valley, 
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-
· City of Sun Valley City Administrator 
Sharon Ha~er Terminated 
Statement to City Couocil January 19 by Mayor Briscoe · 
HI have made tt,e decision to take· action as provided 
. by the City Administrator Employm~nt Agreement to 
·terminate the City Administrator under the provision in 
• Section 3, Paragraph A, which provides_ for i.mmediate 
·termination-and a lump sum severan~e-pay equal to six 
. months base salary. The Agreement further provides 
.that according to this condition, the City Administrator 
waives her right to bring a claim of any kind for damages · 
against the City of Sun Valley arising from such a 
·termination.With this action, I will navy be able tq turn 
my attention to the management of the City's business 
· . · with a City Administrator for my administration." The Cify 
Council, by unanimous vote ( 4-0) confirmed the action 
recommended, and directed Mayor Briscoe to take such 
action as authorized by the employment agreeme~t. . 
P.O. Box 416. · SUN VALLEY, ID 83353 • 208-62~8 
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~ Statement to City Council January 19 by Mayor Briscoe i 
j "I have made the decision to take .. action as provided ! 
lPj by the City Administrator Employment Agreement to f f terminate the City Administrator under the provision in I 
Section 3, Paragraph A, which provides for immediatel •:. I·•_ termination and a lump sum severance pay equal to six 
,it months base salary. The Agreement further provides 
j that according to this condition, the City Administrator 
J waives her right to bring a claim of any kind for damages 1· 
i against the City of Sun Valley arising from such a ._ ,_ 
1' termination. With this action, I will now be abfe to turn 
jl .-' my attention to the management of the City's business ! with a City Administrator for my administration." The City t 
f Council, by unanimous vote (4-0) confirmed the action 
~, recommended, and directed Mayor Briscoe to take such 
j action as authorized by the employment agreement. . 
P.O. Box 416_· SUN VALLEY, ID 83353 · 208--622-4438 
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Kelly Ek [kek@svidaho.org] 
Wednesday, January 18, 2012 8:40 AM 
jerry@mtexpress.com 
Please place quarter page ad ..... Call me AS~ 
Sun Valley Press Release.pelf 
High 
We would llke to place a quarter page Ad In the Friday edition. 
Please call me regarding placement, etc. 
Also, I will need to see and approve a proof. 
We may want to do it in color, so please quote me prices in color, and send me proofs in color as well 
We want this Ad to stand out. 
Thank vou. 
Kelly Ek, CMC 
City Clerk 
City of Sun Valley 
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- -Jun 02 14 11 :33a Wayne Willie .- . , ..__-622-9527 
June 2, 2014 
Subject: Vacation Accrual Data 
To: Eric B. Swartz 
Cc: Kirtlan G. Naylor 
Gentlemen. 
p.1 
As requested during my deposition on May 28th. I have compiled 
some data on the subject of improper vacation accrual. To reiterate, 
Treasurer Michelle Frostenson on October 5th 2011 told me she 
feared for her job because there was improper vacation accrual in 
the amount of over $130,000 and would be an issue in the 
upcoming audit coming up in December. She repeated this in the 
November 11th City Council executive session where as I recall 
was the first issue she brought up. 
Attached on page 1 is a copy of the first look that part time 
bookkeeper Tammi Hall prepared for me after staff members were 
placed on leave. It was done on 12/13/2011 and reflects the accrual 
as of 12/05/2011 which was the last pay period. Since the actual 
accrual dollar amount was just about 1/10 th the amount alleged by 
Ms Frostenson, I assume she was either inept or had some other 
idea in mind. 
Further, on page 2 of the attachment I asked Tammi to do another 
report that went back to the last pay period in the fiscal year to see 
what the over accrual would show as this was the data the auditors 
would look at. The data showed (after a correction to Chief 
Daggett's entry) that the over accrual was about $31,000 which 
was still about one fourth of what Ms Frostenson alleged. 
Since the Eide Bailly auditor's report was delayed one year due to 
investigations going on in 2012, I did not see the report until 
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1 anuary 2013. Attached pages 3 and 4 are copies of a letter sent by 
me to the Mayor and City Council on January 15th, 2013. Although 
the numbers may not be perfectly accurate, the gist of the story is. 
Attached pages 5 and 6 are copies of the Eide Bailly auditor's 
letter that supports the much smaller dollar amount of vacation 
accrual. 
Many years ago the Boeing Company where I was employed was 
faced with a similar situation. The company informed the 
employees they had six months to use the vacation time or lose it. 
To this end I sent a memo to staff informing them they had to use 
the vacation within the next six months or lose it. Since the new 
administration was sworn in shortly thereafter, I don't know what 
then transpired. 
If there are any questions concerning what I have laid out here I 
am available to answer them. Also since this is supplementary 
information to the deposition I gave, I am assuming it is given 
under oath. 
Respectfully, ~A-/ Wayne Willich (,. • 
(signed6/02/2014)j ff U'~ 
City of Sun Valley or 
January i 11, 2008 to January 4th, 2012 
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January ts", 2013 
To: Mayor and Council City of Sun. Valley 
Subject: Eide Bailly Audit Report FY 2011 
Dear Mayor and fumciJ, 
I have reviewed the subject audit repmt and have bad a Boise 
based CPA firm review it. In geoeml I can axept the report as 
written with a few comments. 
On page two the audito£ describes some back pay due to fire.. 
fighters. Before leaving~ I was able to ideatify one fire-
fighter that kept a personal log of time spent which I describe 
as "banging around 1he Blkhom station". 1be firefighter I 
identified was NOT N'd Carnes.. Vdhouttbe D81DCS woc-
iatecl with 1he S30,000 in back pay, I can"t comment fortber. 
Additiooally, the auditor identified $23,000 in vacation over-
accrual Tammi Hall, 1he part dme bookkeeper, and I idmtified 
$17,000 in ovemccroal.. The $6,000 di:ffacoce is not material, , 
however a. $133~ fhat was origiDally alleged by the I : 
Tieasun=r was purposely intended to mislead and misrt:prescut I 
' to 1he Council an improper liability tbat did not exist. l . 
On page two the auditor states awe are pleased to n,port 1lmt 
no such d;sag,ecwo•k llnJ6C ch:aing 1he cauae of our audit" 
This is in pert doe to our making the auditor aware of the 
misrepresentati 
On page four.1he auditor shows a beJaace of unrestricted assets 
of SJ,062,620 which is a very robust balance for a yearly bndgd 
of about $5 million. 
On page five due to a very conservative approach to budgedng 
by the ~w Councils, the budgels for FY 2010 and 
FY 2011 were uodcr IUD. by a combined ml,.787. The audit« 
reinforces the idea with a statemeot at the 1op of page 9 
"is in general a :result of an overall mful spouting of dollam 
Which RISllhl,d in ncady all depatbIWiff uodcr-spc:nding 
budgoted dollars,.. 
In SUIDllUIIY, at 1he end of PY 2011 oo Seplember 30, 2011, 
the fiscal house oftbe City. ofSUll Valley was inonler. This 
should have bc,cai 1c,ported to the Mayor and City Council on 
swearing in CJD January 4 .. 2012 but was delayed and DOW 
p.5 
Jun 02 14 11 :35a 
-,, 
Wayne Wilh.,.11 ..-., ~22-9527 
my administration can fiJHjD our State of Idaho Stalutmy 
n,quiremenb. Please CODBider this letter to be the of6oial 
commwncation to the prescat administration of the City and 
sholJld be put into the public record. No material mange was 
made to the financials betweeu Stptember 3oti. 2011 and 
January 4•, 2012. 
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December 03. 2012 
To the City Council 
City of Sun Valley. Idaho 




We ha.ve anditc:d the fimmcial fitatl:mcof3 of the govenmumtal activities and each majot' fuad of City of Sun . 
Vall~. Idaho (the qty) for tho year-ended ~ 30. 2011. Pmfossioual sbmdard.s rcqqirc that wcpJOY.ido 
you with fuf~ about our ccspoosibilifics uDdcr geacm.lly accepted auditing~ as well as-certain 
ioformatioa. related to the planned scope and timing of OlU audit. We 1-ve CODUJlun:ica;ed lilUch infmtnatioo in our 
lettea- to you dated October 12,. 2011. Professiooal standards also require that we COllllDllIUcatc ta you. :the 
following infittmation related to our audit. 
Sipific:antA.udit :Findiags 
Qaalitaun-Alpccts of Acco••4Dc Pradica 
Maaagcment is responsible for the sebtioD and use of appaopdate aoeountiog policies. 1bo significant 
acoouoting poliail:l5 used by tbc Cit;)' aie described in Non, 1 to the f'ioancial sratcmcmts DPring the year~ 
Gawrnmeuta1 Accountiag Stattmeart No. 54. Fa¢ Balance kporting and G011e1"1U'11111 Frm,J. 7jp: D,;Jir,.itwns 
was implemenkd The objective of 1hi5 stataoont is to enhance 1he usefulness of fund balsnr-e iDionnatian by 
providing clearer fund balance classification 1llat can be more consistently applied and by clarifyiagtbe existing; 
govammeutal fund type definitiom. No otller accouing policies were adopted a:ad Cho app1icatioD of existing 
policies was not changed during 2011. · We noted, no transactions eutercd into-by tho Cq during 1he--)'car for 
which there is a. lack of IIUth.oriCative guidance or coosensas. Allsigni:ficut~ana ha\lC beeu recognized in 
tm::·financiahtatements- in-,.-tbe.:proper peric:Nl. · 
Diflkalaes Encountered ht Performing tlae Audit 
The oompletioD of the audit was dela~ due m certain a&galions and subsequent iavatigations in addition t.o 
signiflr.ant tUmoV« of scvaral koy all}I~ 
Corn:c:ud aad Uncorrected Milistaiements 
Professional staadards. reqmre·us to aoo,unniatc all known and libly miastalrm.eam ideatmed during the audit. 
other than 1hose 1hat are -crivial, and ~IDIDWllC81l!I them to the -apJiropriate leftl of management. Below is a 
summary aftho uocorrocted misstatemeDt8 of1he financial staternatts. Maoagcmt.:ot.ha dm:nnincd lhatthar 
· eff'ec11' IJe imJnatelial. both illdividually and In the~ lO the tinaDcial-dBh-:uJCDIS 1Bkea-&s ~~le. The 
·· toUowingmisstatemeats ~ nat coa~ by ~.and "1'1«C-0Qt~ in tbe.~~ 
www.eideboilly.com 
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i) Record baclcpay to emplo)'et:S of the fire depanmem for total of$30,000. 
b). Government-Wide 
i) Record backpay t.o employees oflhc fire deparlmeut for tolal ofS30,000. 
·ii) Reduce vacattonpayai,le;fa,.an-cweraccrual ofSll,008.. 
Dis:agrNmeulli wkli llfanacemeat 
p.8 
For purposes ofdus letter, ~al slaodards define a disagr,,ementwidlDIIIDllgelllelltas afirumcia.l 
accounting. reporting. or auditing matfm', 'lllbdber or DOt resoJw:d to oar msfitction, that a,uJd he signfficant to 
the fillancial slll:tcments or lhe auditor's n,port. We me pleased to'reporttbat no such disagri'Aliiil'lLIIS arose c1urmg· 
the course of our audit. · 
We haven:quested cer1Bin n:piesoatatiom:from ma:oagomeatlhat-, included in 1ho managmwitrepreselllalfoo 
letter daled December 03. 2012. . 
Maaagemeat Cmisldllltions wl1h Odm- I:adepeadcat Accoaawats 
In S001e caes, management may decide fD c:onsult widt o1her 8"'XHiillau!s about and"i:ting and accouoting mat1m, 
similar to obtaining a "second opmion" on cerwn situations. If a COIIS1IJtalioo involves application of an 
accountiog principle to !he Ci1y's tioaneial il•k-meclls or a dela'mioation of the t)'pe of auditor's opinion that may 
be ~ en those statements, our ptOh!iCSiOllal swulards require the consulting aceoaotant to cmdc wi1h us to 
c:letttrnine 1hat the comullant has all !he relevant filcta.. To our knowleclgo, dla.. were no such c:onsullmms with 
other IICC01llllallfs 
Other Audit Findings or Junes 
We generally discilss a variety of matters, iocbuting the apptic:ation of aecouating prlncipla; and auditing 
standards, with roauagement each year prior to reti:Dtioo as the City's auditors. Howe.rer, these di..,,1ssicms 
(lCCIIITed in Iha nomal course of our pu 16i ssimal relatioasbip 811d our respODSeS were not a ooadmon 11> our 
retentioo. 
Other Jafonnatfon la Docamarls °"'1:lllaing Aadiled Jrlaanrial Slawmeata 
With'reapectto ti. supp~tmy. ii,fc,nnaul'.lll ~tile fiJlmcial ~r&roents, we made .ccnain inquiries 
ofymgi,jgeroent andl/Yaluatcdtbc form, coatent, and mclhocls ofptql&linglhe imm,natioo.todcmminetbatthc 
inforinilioil coo'tplies with ac:wuotiug principles gemnlly accoptal. in 1hc United Stams of America, the method 
cifpreparing itbas notchaogedfrom 1hc priorpmiod, 1111d 1ho imbrnnrtion is app1opriaeand comp!m;in:relation 
to ouraumtofthefinantjal slm:menCs.. We COWjMied and reconciled the supplemeutmy infonnatioo lo1he 
underlying accoootiog rccards used to pn,pare lhe financial statements oc to 1ho financial stab:llllenls tbrmsclves. 
1bis informatioD is inrmdcd solely foe the uso of City Ccnau.il and management of Cit;y of Sun Valley, Idaho and 
is not infmdcd to be and should not be used by aayonc otbcc than !hes,, spo ified pmtics. 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE DISTRICT OF IDAHO 
) 
) 
SHARON R. HAMMER and JAMBS R. 
DONOVAL, husband and wife, 
Plaintiffs, 
vs. 
) Case No. l:13-cv-211-EJL 
) 
CITY OF SON VALLEY1 NILS RIBI, in his) 
individual and official capacity1 and) 
DEWAYNE BRISCOE, in his individual ) 





DEPOSITION OF WAYNE WILLICR 
MAY 28, 2014 
ANDREA L. CHECK, CSR No. 748, RPR 
Notary Public 
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TD DSPOS:I'l'IOlt OP WAYJQ lat.LICE! waa t&ken o:r, 
behalf of the Plaintiff• at the office• of Jones a 
SWarts, i'I.I.C, Boise, :z:~o. c-.icing at 9101 a.:m. o:r, 
Kay 28, 2014, before AndZ°ea L. Check, Regiaterad 
Frof•••ion.-1 Reporter and Rotary Public within and for 
the State of Idaho, in tbe above-entitled matter. 
APPBARANCXS: 
For th• Plaintiffs: 
Jones• Swartz, PLLC 
BY Mlt. BRIC B. SWARTZ 
1673 West Shoreline Drive, Suit• 200 
P.O. Box 7808 
Boise, Idaho 
For tha Defendant: 
83707-7808 
Naylor• Bales, P.C. 




3 WAYNE WILLICH. 
4 first duly sworn to tell the truth relating to said 
5 cause, testified as follows: 
6 
1 EXAMINATION 
s QUESTIONS BY MR. SWARTZ: 
9 Q. Please state your legal name. 
10 A. It's Wayne Willich. W-i-1-1-i-c-h. with no 
l.l. middle initial. 







Q. That would be the cover letter, and there's 
Page4 
950 Nest Bannock Street, Suite 610 17 
Boise, Idaho 83702-6103 18 
the subpoena. Despite being subpoenaed to be here, 
thank you for joining us. We do appreciate your time 
today. 




TZS'l'DIOIIIY OP WA.YIU wu .. i:.:i::c:e: PAGE 
Kxmninatio:r, by llr, Swart:i; 4, 180 
baaination by llr, 1'aylor 87 
MARXED QUESTION 
P~g• Sl, Line 9 
BXBIBITS 
(No exhibita marked) 
Do you understand that you have just been 




22 A. Uh-huh. 
23 Q. And is that a "yes"? 
24 A. That's a yes. 
25 Q. Do you understand that the testimony that you 
Page5 
i will give here today carries the same force and effect 
2 as testimony given in a court of law? 
3 A. Yes. 
4 Q. Andrea, our court reporter, is making a 
s transcript of everything that is being said here today. 
6 To help her make the most accurate transcript possible, 
7 there's a couple of helpful hints for you and I. 
a The first helpful hint is to answer audibly 
g "yes," "no," or a spoken narrative, as the question may 
10 require. Try to avoid head shakes or "huh-uhs" or 
11 "uh-huhs." Okay? 
12 A. Okay. 
13 Q. Next, if we can be careful and not talk over 
14 one another. Allow me to finish my question before you 
15 begin your answer, and I will certainly endeavor to 
16 allow you to finish your answer before I ask my next 
i 7 question. Okay? 
18 A. Okay. 
1, Q. Ifl ask a question that you do not 
2 o understand, please ask me to rephrase it. I want to 
21 make sure that any question you are answering is a 
2 2 question that you widerstand. Okay? 
23 A. Okay. 
24 Q. And if you do answer a question, it will be 
25 understood that you understood the question. Okay? 
\li11-l'-Script"& M & M Court Rcportiag Service, I.De. 
(208)345-961 l(pla) (800)234-9611 (208)-J45-8800{fax) 
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1 A. Okay. 
2 Q. If I ask a question that you do not know the 
J answer to, I do encourage you to state that you don't 
4 know rather than to guess. Okay? 
s A. Okay. 
6 Q. This testimony that you're giving today is 
7 based upon knowledge that you have personally. All 
8 right? 
9 A. Okay. 
10 Q. If during your deposition today you realize 
11 that something you said was -- something needs to be 
12 corrected or amended, please stop me. Let's get that 
13 done on the transcript today. Okay? 
14 A. Okay. 
1s Q. Any questions? 
16 A. No. 
17 Q. Did you do anything to prepare for your 
11 deposition today? 
19 A. Do I get to ask you questions, like what do 
20 you mean "prepare"? 
21 Q. Yeah, that's a great question. That's asking 
22 me to clarify the question. 
23 A. Yeah. 
24 Q. So, for example, did you look at any documents 
25 specifically in anticipation of your deposition today? 
Page7 
1 A. Look at any documents? I'm still trying to 
2 get you·· trying to understand what you're talking 
3 about. Taking a look at some papers a few weeks ago 
4 trying to review like time lines, is that what you mean? 
s Q. Yeah, exactly. 
6 A. That's what I did. 
1 Q. Okay. And these are papers that -- were they 
8 notes? Are they affidavits that you had signed? Can 
9 you recall? 
10 A. I know I went through my calendars. I have, 
11 you know, the old-fashioned little pocket-sized 
12 calendars. And I have kept them over the years. And I 
13 just flipped through there to see if I could, oh,just 
14 refresh my memoiy on dates and times. 
1s Q. Anything else that you may have reviewed? 
16 A. No. 
11 Q. Did you have a chance to speak with anybody 
18 about your deposition? 
u A. Speak with anybody? You mean like Jim Donoval 
2 o calling me and saying, "Are you going to be at the 
21 9:00 o'clock meeting?" 
22 And I said, "Yes, I'm going to be at the 
23 9:00 o'clock meeting." 
2' Q. Okay. Anyone else? 




1 discussed at this meeting? No. 
2 Q. I think you've got it. I think you've got it. 
3 A. Let me clarify. I haven't had discussions, 
4 including with my wife, about what I might say or not 
s say at this meeting. 
6 Q. Okay. Perfect. Thank you. 
1 During what period of time were you the mayor 
e for the City of Sun Valley? 
9 A. I was sworn in January something -- the first 
10 week of January of'08, and Mayor Briscoe was sworn in 
11 as mayor January of'12. And it was the 3rd or 4th of 
12 January. 
13 Q. And while you were mayor, did you come to have 
14 an understanding of what your position duties were for 
15 the City of Sun Valley? 
16 A. I did. 
1 7 Q. And what was your understanding? 
18 A. Well, my understanding is that it's along the 
19 same lines as the federal government model, you know, 
20 the president, chief administrative officer, CEO, 
21 whatever name you'd like to use to describe the mayor's 
22 assignment. 
23 And I thought the relationship with the city 
24 council was a little bit like Congress. City council 
2 s controlled the purse strings, and as far as the running 
Pag&9 
1 of the city, I was to run the city within the 
2 constraints of the budget that was passed by the 
3 council. That's broadly what I thought my assignment 
4 was. 
s Q. During your tenn, who had the task of dealing 
fi with personnel issues? 
7 A. I did. If you look at the organization chart, 
e all of the staff people reported up through to my 
9 office. 
10 Q. During your term, who had the authority to 
11 direct the duties of the city administrator? 
12 A. I did. 
13 Q. Did the city council have the authority to 
14 overrule your direction to the city administrator? 
15 A. Not in my understanding. no. 
16 Q. During your term, who was the city 
1.1 administrator? 
18 A. There were -- this is going to take just a 
19 little bit of discussion, but it leads up to who the 
20 city administrator was during the bulk of my term. 
21 Q. Okay. 
22 A. But when I first came on board, there was an 
23 interim city administrator, and his name was Bob Van 
2, Ort. And Mayor Thorson was still, you know, the mayor. 
2s I had been elected, but Mayor Thorson was still, you 
M & M CrHart Reportiag Service., Inc. 
(208)34S-%11(pb) (800)234-9611 (208)-345-BBOO(fa:1) 
(2) Pages 6 • 9 
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l. know, the mayor. I had not been sworn in. 
2 And somewhere along the line, Bob Van Ort got 
3 into some difficulty with some staff people, and he wru. 
' either fired or asked to resign. And that ·- and I have 5 no knowledge about how that all came about, but he was 
6 gone. 
7 And with Mayor Thorson's help, we interviewed 
8 a couple of potential interim city administrators, and 
9 then we hired·· whose name just escaped me-· Jerry 
10 Osterman, and he had some 35 years in city 
11 administration and so forth. Terrific guy. Helped me 
12 tremendously. 
13 Then we went on a search for the, I'1l say, 
14 permanent city administrator, and we interviewed, ['m 
l.5 going to say, five or six candidates, meetings with 
16 council members, and so forth. 
17 [ proposed hiring Sharon Hammer as the city 
18 administrator, and I think she was unanimously approved 
19 and endorsed by the council. And she started in June of 
20 '08. So Sharon Hammer was the city administrator from 
;;n June of 'OS until later. 
22 Q. Through the end of your term? 
23 A. Through the end ofmy term. 
2, Q. How would you gauge her performance as a city 
25 administrator during that period oftime? 
Page 11 
1 A. [ thought she was outstanding in all respects. 
2 Very enthusiastic. She took EMT training, became a paid 
3 on call firefighter and was totally engaged in the city 
4 and, you know, l think, served our city very, very, 
5 remarkably. 
6 l spent a lot of time with the Boeing Company 
7 managing large groups of people, and she was one ofthe 
8 best people I had worked with over JO.some-odd years. 
9 Q. Did you ever come to know Sharon Hammer to 
10 have engaged in any misconduct during your term as 
ll. mayor? 
12 MR. NAYLOR: Object to the fonn. 
13 THE WITNESS: Not that I know of, no. 
14 Q. (BY MR. SWARTZ) At some point in time, did 
15 Michelle Frostenson. the city treasurer, present 
16 allegations to you about misconduct that she believed 
17 Ms. Hammer to have engaged in? 
1B A. Yes. 
l.9 Q. Do you recall when that was? 
20 A. You just asked me a little while ago about 
21 reviewing dates, and I went back and reviewed the 
22 October 5th meeting with Michelle Frostenson. I didn't 
23 have it in my calendar as "Meet with Michelle 
2, Frostenson," but it was October 5th of201 I. 






















































A. Yeah, my office. 
Q. And did Ms. Frostenson alert you to why she 
wru. wanting to meet with you prior to the meeting? 
A. No, she - l had an open-office policy. 
Anybody could wander into my office anytime they wanted 
to. And she came in and she said, "Mayor, I have 
something to discuss with you." I'm trying to say words 
that are my impressions, and they may not be perfectly 
accurate. 
Q. Certainly. 
A. But, you know, somebody says, "Oh, sure, come 
on in." And she had the little stack of papers in her 
hand. And she said, "I wanted to talk to you right now 
while Sharon isn't in the office." 
I said "Oh, okay." And she started with an 
allegation that l thought was very serious, but not 
about Sharon. The allegation was that she was very, 
very much concerned about the audit that was coming up 
in December, because we were going to be ·- you know. 
the books were closed at the end of the fiscal year, end 
of September. 
And she said, "I am really worried about the 
audit report, because there's been improper vacation 
accruals going on. and it looks like it's about 
$133,000." 
Page 13 
[ said, "Whoa, didn't know anything about 
that." And l said, "Oh." So the second thing that she 
was very much concerned about was improper charging of 
our firefighters to the State of Idaho and to BLM and 
maybe the forest service when we went out on a wildfire 
fighting assignment. And l said, "Oh." 
Then in a kind of conspiratorial manner, she 
said, "Now. as far as Sharon is concerned," and so she 
had that •• you know, her concerns for her job first. 
Yeah. $133,000 mischarged, that's a big deal. That was 
for the total staff. And then also cheating the State 
of Idaho -· mischarging or cheating the State of Idaho 
or the BLM, a federal agency, that's a big deal. 
So I had those two things in my mind, like, 
whoa. these are real revelations. And then she started 
into the. I'll say, personal stuff of Sharon driving the 
city vehicle, and I'm trying to remember what the other 
thing was. 
But I somewhat stopped listening at the city 
vehicle thing. because that was a surplus police car 
that was, basically, scrap value. And I was-· I had my 
mind full of the 133,000 bucks. And then she went into 
other personal things, like Sharon Hammer is chasing 
around with Eric Evans, you know, the building 
department guy. 
.Vlin-l-S~ript'.i.t M & M Cou.rt Reporting Service. lac . 
(208)345--%1 l(ph) (800)234-9611 (208)-34s.8800(1'ax) 
(3) Pages 10 - 13 
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l. And so by that time, I was just listening, not 
2 answering, not responding. I said, "Okay. Okay. I'll 
3 have to look into this." And then she left. 
4 Now, what kind of concerned me about this was, 
5 say, okay, Michelle is putting together like a package 
6 of allegations about Sharon Hammer. Like she was, you 
7 know, putting this whole report together. And I 
8 remember that she and Council Member Ribi, apparently, 
9 had done one of these things before when they got 
10 Virginia Egger, the city administrator, way back in '07, 
ll. removed. 
12 And you say, "Well, what do you know about 
13 that?" Well, soon after I was elected, Council Member 
14 Ribi sat down with me, like in the spring of '08, and he 
15 had a dossier of material that he showed to me on 
16 Virginia Egger with some checks in there that were 
17 improperly written. 
18 And I said, "Oh." I says, "Well, that's why 
19 she was" (sound effectJ. They put the story together 
20 that she had resigned and everything, but they gave her 
21 six months' severance pay, and I thought, "Gee, that's 
22 interesting. How do you resign and get severance pay? 
23 But I dismissed it then. I just, you know, 
24 kind of forgot about it until this day when Michelle 
25 Frostenson came to me, because then it triggered my 
Page 15 
l memory, "Hmm, wasn't" - "weren't those checks supplied 
2 to Council Member Ribi by the treasurer, Michelle? 
3 Don't know." 
' But in any event, at that point, I'm thinking, 5 right away, something kind of smelJs here. It's just 
' not passing the smell test. You know, Michelle had all 7 of this time, and all of a sudden one month before the 
8 election and da-da-da. 
9 And I thought, well, the auditors don't arrive 
10 until December, so we have some time to do our own 
l.1 investigation, look into this., take care of it. Right 
12 after the election, when all of that is out of the way, 
13 and then we can get to work on it. That was my 
14 attitude. 
15 Q. In addition to the city vehicle, did Michelle 
16 Frostenson raise concerns about Sharon Hanuner using the 
17 city funds to fuel the city vehicle for personal trips? 
18 A. I don't recall that, no. 
l9 Q. Did she raise any concerns about Sharon not 
20 reporting her time accurately? 
2:1. A. I don't recall that. She buried the Sharon 
22 Hammer improper vacation accrual into that $133,000 
23 story. 
24 Q. During your term as mayor, whose job was it to 





















































A. Track vacation time? 
Q. Well, so there's $133,000 that Michelle 
Frostenson is saying wasn't properly tracked. 
A. Oh, yeah. MicheUe. I mean, preparing the -
yeah, Michelle. 
Q. So that was her job. 
A. But let me clarify something about the 
133,000. Later Tammi Hall, the part-time bookkeeper, 
and I then looked into that 133,000. That was a totally 
bogus number. When we cut through all of the vacation 
time accruals that might have been improper -- first of 
all, the police chief could accrue lots of time, the 
fire chief can accrue lots of time. 
There were only a handful of people, and I 
believe not Sharon, that had accrued vacation time to 
the tune of about $13,000, not 133,000. And that's just 
not a decimal point error. I mean, it was much lower. 
And when you think about it, what she was 
really doing -- let's assume for a moment that all 31 
staff members all had a June l st anniversary date. For 
some odd reason they had all been hired in such a way 
that on June l st, they started their new year. 
Well, you could postulate that -- is it May 
31st -- on May 31st that there would be no vacation 
accrual, because all of the staff people had taken their 
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vacation during that year. On June 1st you'd have 31 
people times so many hours. You could have 300 -- a 
half a million dollars' worth of vacation accrual, 
properly, because they all were assigned a new two weeks 
or a new four weeks of vacation. 
So what -- now, my impression was that 
Michelle Frostenson purposely was trying to mislead. 
especially the city council, in the report that she 
made. She was cooking the books. 
Q. How soon after the October 5th meeting did you 
come to your conclusions about the lack of veracity 
behind Ms. Frostenson's allegations? 
MR. NAYLOR: Object to the fonn. 
THE WITNESS: About an hour and a half of 
thinking. Because it's -- you've told me not to use 
body language, but I'm going to have to describe body 
language for you to show it. You could say, here's body 
language one: "I'm very concerned about what's been 
going on relative to Sharon Hammer's use of the car." 
Okay? And for you to put this down, say it was very 
relaxed. It was a simple straightforward conversation. 
Now, I'm going to take a conspiratorial 
approach, and I'm going to be up on the table like this 
saying, "You know what, I have these things." You see. 
And so body language does count, straight words don't. 
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1 Because your stenographer here can use the very same 
2 words, but if you don't have the body language 
3 associated with it, they don't mean anything. 
4 What I'm suggesting to you is body language. 
5 She was -- it's as if she was trying to get me engaged 
6 in the - and I'm not going to use the word -- in a 
7 collusion. 
B Q. (BYMR. SWARTZ) Didyouhaveanyconcem 
9 about Sharon Hammer's use of the city vehicle? 
10 A. Not at all. It was a surplus vehicle. If you 
11 taJce the VIN number -- later on I looked at the trade-in 
12 value. It was $1,650, which is way below the asset 
13 control point that we had in the city of$5,000. And 
14 when you look at CARF AX and you see a surplus police 
15 vehicle with 130,000 miles on it, it's basicaUy junk. 
16 Q. Did you ever give Sharon Hammer pennission to 
17 utilize that vehicle --
18 A. Sure. 
19 Q. -- for her own personal use? 
20 A. Yeah. Uh-huh. 
21 Q. Was that part --
22 A. She said, "Well, I'm going to take it home." 
23 And I said, "Well, you're on firefighter duty, 
H so, yeah, go right ahead. n 
25 Q. And so she could -- with your pennission, she 
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1 could utilize that vehicle at all times? 
2 A. Yes. 
3 Q. Whether it was for business or for personal 
4 use? 
5 A. Yeah. Let me clarify. You might ask me, did 
6 I do this to any other staff members in the city? 
7 Number one, the police chief took a command vehicle home 
B every -- used it 24n. took it home and used it for 
9 personal use. Now, city policy authoriz.ed -
10 specifically authorized that. 
11 I allowed the assistant fire chief, Ray 
12 Franco, to take a command car home to his home in 
l.3 Ketchwn. And you might say, well, what's that all 
u about? Well, the bulk of the fire incidents, in my four 
15 years as the mayor, occurred right down Wann Springs 
16 Road in Ketchwn, and he was first on the scene in 
17 probably four or five fire incidents. And I thought, 
18 "Good public service. We've got an assistant fire chief 
19 over there, you know, first on the scene." 
20 I also allowed Brad Mitchell, in the 
21 wintertime -- he's in the street department. He lives 
22 in Hailey ~- and I authoriz.ed him to take the pickup 
23 truck with the plow on it home to Hailey if there was 
24 the thought of a storm coming up, with the idea being 






















































Valley at 3:00 in the morning to get the plowing 
started, and the county hadn't started doing Highway 75, 
he'd be able to get back to our city with a proper 
vehicle to start plowing. 
So, for instance, with the Brad Mitchell, was 
the Brad Mitchell stuff specifically authoriz.ed by city 
policy? No, but I thought it was good management. 
Q. In exercising your discretion in making 
decisions that that was good management, was that within 
the scope of your authority, as you understood it, as 
the mayor? 
A. Yep. 
MR. NAYLOR: Object to the fonn. 
THE WITNESS: Yep. Within - as far as I'm 
concerned, within -- within my authority, yes, operating 
within the budget that the city provided to me, yes. 
Q. (BY MR. SWARTZ) Did you relay to Michelle 
Frostenson that you didn't have any concerns about 
Sharon Hammer's use of the vehicle? 
A. Didn't talk to her. 
Q. Afterthe--
A. She left. In fact, I didn't engage her in a 
discussion. She left, and I didn't discuss it with her. 
Q. Did you look into any of the allegations that 
she brought to you on October 5th? 
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A. No. All of that was- I did all of that work 
when the staff members that were put on administrative 
leave were all gone. And that's when Tammi Hall and I 
and others went through things like the mischarging of 
the - to BLM; bogus. 133,000; bogus. The use of a 
surplus city vehicle; trivial. So I dismissed it all. 
Q. Was that before or after Nils Ribi called a 
special executive session on November 11, 2011? 
MR. NAYLOR: Object to the form. 
THE WITNESS: The analysis that I did? 
MR. SWARTZ: Yes. 
THE WITNESS: Afterwards. 
Q. (BY MR. SW ARTZ) Was that before or after the 
November 14, 2011, executive session? 
I believe it was the 14th. Maybe it was the 
17th. 
A. Well, now you're --
MR. NAYLOR: It was Monday the 14th. 
THE WITNESS: After. I'm trying to recall 
when various people were put on administrative leave. 
MR. SWARTZ: Sure. 
THE WITNESS: And what I did is waited until 
the building was clear before starting to go through 
material, just so that the -- all of the people, 
Michelle, Kelly Ek, all of the people -- those people 
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1 were out of the building, so that when I was going 
2 through material, like with Tammi Hall, that I didn't 
l have people kind oflooking over my shoulder. 
4 Q. (BY MR. SWARTZ) Now, I've already deposed 
s Michelle Frostenson, and she told me that at some point 
6 she just got frustrated that you didn't look into any of 
7 her allegations, and that caused her to go to Councilman 
a Ribi. And then as I understand it, what ensued was that 
9 Councilman Ribi, along with, I believe, Bob Youngman, 
10 called a special session on November 11, 2011. 
11 Do you recall that special session being 
12 called? 
13 MR. NAYLOR: Object to the fonn. 
14 THE WITNESS: Yeah, pretty clearly. Is 
15 Mr. Naylor making remarks when - I'm not understanding. 
16 MR. NAYLOR: Yeah. Just to make it clear, 
17 since there isn't a judge here, we can make objections. 
18 If I ask you questions, Mr. Swartz can make objections. 
19 They're just for the record, object to the form. 
20 THE WITNESS: I get it. Because I kept on 
21 hearing it. I say, "I wonder what's that all about?" 
22 MR. NAYLOR: You can just ignore that. 
23 THE WITNESS: All right. I'll ignore that. 
2 4 On Tuesday, November 8th, I lost the election to Mayor 
2s Briscoe. We knew that on that day. Two days later, 
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1 November 10th, at about 10:00 o'clock in the morning, 
2 Councilman Ribi was in City Hall offices going over 
J invoices and the bills that - we had this system where 
4 council members -- rolling council members would look 
5 over invoices. And so Council Member Ribi was in 
6 council chambers up at the table, you know, working on 
7 invoices. 
a And he said, "I'm calling a special council 
9 meeting. I've got Kelly Ek over there noticing the 
10 special council meeting for 2:00 o'clock tomorrow. And 
11 she has to get this notice out because there's the 
12 24-hour rule for noticing special council meetings." 
13 I said, "Oh, okay." Surprise to me. I said, 
u "What's the subject?" 
15 As I recall, Councilman Ribi said, "Personnel 
16 issues. Personnel issues." 
17 When Council Member Ribi gets -- oh, when you 
18 start to ask like a penetrating question, he repeats. 
19 He said, "Personnel issues. Personnel issues." Like 
20 that. Kind of like, you know, getting-- sounded like 
21 he was pretty agitated and dismissive ofme. 
22 I'd lost the election. I can see why he might 
23 have-- and Council Member Ribi aggressively 
24 supported-- in public, in his blog postings, supported 




1 after the loss. So, hey, I'm a lame duck mayor. So I 
2 just let that go. I said, "I guess I'll find out on 
l Friday" -- the next day - "what it's all about." 
4 What was interesting about that is Friday --
s that Friday was Memorial -- not Memorial Day - what's 
& the holiday in November? It's the other-- Veteran's 
7 Day, and so the offices were closed. 
s And I thought, "Gee, this is kind of strange. 
9 This must be some kind of a panic deal we're involved in 
10 here. I wonder what's going on?" Never connected the 
11 two. I thought that we were going to have a special 
12 executive session because somebody was found to have 
u been an ax murderer or something, and we had to hurry up 
14 and deal with this. Anyway, didn't connect the two. 
1s So notice was made. It's also interesting to 
16 note that Joan Lamb was out of the, I think-- I'm going 
17 to say out of the country--well, not available. And 
18 so it was council president, then Mayor-Elect Briscoe, 
u Councilman Ribi and Councilman Youngman. 
20 Q. (BY MR. SWARTZ) And yourself? 
21 A. And me. yeah. 
22 Q. Was anyone else present at the November 11 
23 meeting? 
24 A. Yeah, city attorney, Adam King, and Michelle 
2 s F rostenson. treas\U'et". 
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1 Q. When you arrived at the November I I th meeting, 
2 what did you learn was the personnel issue? 
3 A. Okay. rm not going to say we swore an oath, 
, but our policy for my four years was when we're in 
s executive session, it's confidential. So what - how am 
Ii I supposed to answer you now? 
7 Q. Well, you're under subpoena, and you're being 
a commanded to provide the testimony that I'm asking you 
, about today. If there's some privilege that is 
10 recognized by law, that would be an exception to what is 
11 talked about today, but your policy would not trump a 
12 subpoena. 
u A. I'm going to trust all of you guys on this, 
u that now I'm going to reveal the confidences that we had 
15 said that we wouldn't be discussing with anybody, and I 
16 have not discussed this with anybody. Okay? 
11 Q. All right. 
18 A. Well. here we go --
19 Q. Other than the folks within the executive 
20 session? 
21 A. Correct. 
22 Q. Okay. 
2 3 A. Once again, I'm sitting there not knowing 
24 what's going on. Michelle Frostenson goes into that 
2 s same set of allegations that I'm -~ that I got from her. 
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1 And as I recall, there were more than a half a dozen, 
2 some number. I took no notes. I didn't take anything 
3 with me out of the meeting, so I had no way of 
4 reproducing, physically, what actually happened there. 
5 She opened with the same discussion about the 
6 $133,000 improper vacation accrual, and talked about her 
7 concern about losing her job through the audit. I said, 
B "Oh, okay, I've heard that before." 
9 The next element was, you know, the 
10 mischarging the BLM, the State of Idaho, et cetera. et 
11 cetera. Also I had heard on October 5th. J thought, 
12 "Okay. Now I see what this meeting is about. This is 
13 serious, those two elements." 
1,1 Then it moved into the Sharon Hammer material 
15 of using the car and all of that. And I'm thinking, 
16 "Okay. Now, where is this going? Is it that Michelle 
17 Frostenson is trying to attach the improper charging to 
lB BLM, et cetera, onto Sharon? Is that where we're headed 
19 with this? You know, what's happening?" 
20 And at a couple of points in this discussion, 
21 while Michelle was having her discussion, Council Member 
22 Ribi helped her with the discussion, like "you mean" or 
23 "that is," something with some either modifications or 
2' improvements or correction. 
25 And so I'm looking at Councilman Ribi, and I'm 
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1 looking at Michelle, and I say, "Bingo. This is" --
2 "Mayor Thorson must have been in the same kind of 
3 meeting way back in '07." So I said, "Hmm." 
4 So the meeting continued on, and there was a 
5 consensus of council members that we shou]d immediately, 
6 if not sooner, dismiss Sharon Hammer. Offer her a deal 
7 where we've got all of these allegations and have all of 
8 this material, and you either -- you either -~ we'll let 
9 you resign with - I think Council Member Ribi suggested 
10 three months of severance. 
11 And with three council members, once again, 
12 looking -- going all of the way back to what's my role, 
13 if three council members are saying that they want her 
14 dismissed, I think I have to follow that order. I don't 
15 think that l can stiff-ann that. because the council 
16 members - she's an approved -- she's an approved staff 
17 member. 
lB You have to get the approval of the council to 
19 hire her and fire her or force her to resign. A mayor 
20 can't independently do that, in my understanding. I 
21 couldn't wander into her office and say, on my own, 
22 "You're out of here." 
23 So Adam King and I were tasked with the 
24 assignment of taking this offer to Sharon Hammer. And 





















































she's in the office, we'll go around the comer." So we 
took -- we took that thought, went over to Sharon 
Hammer's office and said, "There's a list of 
allegations." We didn't give her anything. We didn't 
show her a piece of paper and say, "See what" -· didn't 
do that. It was verbal. Everything was verbal. 
And she said, "There's no way." She was hot. 
She said, "I've done nothing wrong. You can come in 
here with $1 million" - I remember the phrase -- "You 
can come in here with $1 million and offer it to me, and 
I'd still say no." 
And I thought, "Okay. Good. Now we've got 
more time to figure out what's really going on." 
Because this whole thing looked like a kangaroo court, 
looked like it was cooked. And I said, "Okay. 
Fortunately she's stiff-armed that thing, now we're"·-
"we have some time to get down to what are we really 
going to do?" Because this little Mickey Mouse thing 
that was put together was totally improper, in my mind. 
That's the result of that meeting. Then we 
all went home. 
Q. Did you share with any of the council members 
at that November 11 meeting that you believed the 
allegations against Sharon Hammer to be baseless? 
A. I had no - I hadn't done my analysis or 
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anything. I let the - I let the car thing, I let that 
go. I wasn't going to like argue with council members 
about a triviality. Those two serious things needed 
investigation. I had nothing. I had no - at that 
point, I had no way of confronting anybody about the 
133,000 bucks. That came later. 
Q. Did you - at that November 11 meeting, did 
you come to know why the council members were calling 
for the dismissal of Sharon Hammer's employment? 
A. The coW1Cil members went down through those 
multiple allegations, and they said, "That's enough for 
us. Here you go." 
Q. And when you're saying dismissal, you're 
saying they wanted to fire her; right? 
A. Yes. But they -- I think-the impression I 
had was they had plenty of material to fire her right 
there, they thought. "How about you go let her resign 
with a three-month package, and this will all go away. 
She'll disappear, take her three months, it will be 
over." 
Q. Was there any discussion about preferring a 
resignation over the termination of her employment? 
A. I don't recall. 
Q. Was there any discussion about, if her 
employment was tenninated, she had to be presented with 
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l the allegations and have an opportunity to respond to 
2 them? 
3 A. Didn't have that discussion, no. 
4 Q. Did anyone raise the allegation that what 
s Ms. Hammer had allegedly engaged in was criminal in 
6 nature? 
7 A. There was -- I have to be really, really 
8 careful, because this is an accusation, I think. So I 
9 have to be very, very careful of trying to rack my 
10 memory of a meeting with no notes or anything. There 
1l was -- I think Council Member Ribi casually said, in a 
12 little parenthetical phrase, "There could be criminal 
13 charges here." That's what I recall. 
14 Q. Do you recall leaving that November 11th 
15 meeting, along with Adam King, and telling Sharon Hammer 
16 that the allegations being made against her in that 
17 November 11th executive session included allegations of 
18 criminal misconduct? 
19 A. I didn't say that, but Adam King, I think, 
20 said it. 
21 Q. Was that relayed to Sharon Hammer, as you 
22 recall it? 
23 A. In her office, yeah. Now, you may ask me, w-e 
24 you perfectly, perfectly 1 00 percent sure about that? 
25 What I just said was I thought -- I think I remember a 
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1 casual remark in parentheses by Council Member Ribi 
2 about, "This could rise to the level of criminal 
3 charges." 
4 And when he said that, I was thinking of 
5 cheating the BLM. And I'm thinking, yeah. So I kind 
6 of, you know, said, "Man, we really have to get to the 
7 bottom of this." I do vaguely recall Adam King telling 
8 Sharon that there could be criminal charges involved 
9 here. 
10 Q. After your discussion with Adam King and 
11 Sharon Hammer, following the November I Ith meeting, did 
12 you convey to the city council that Sharon Hammer was 
13 not accepting the offer of resignation? 
14 A. I think that occurred at the next executive 
15 session. 
16 Q. And I'll represent to you --
17 A. Now you're getting to stuff that I'm realty 
18 vague about. I don't even remember where the executive 
19 session on that Monday was held. 
20 Q. The November 11th --
21 A. I'm still under oath; right? 
22 Q. Yes. 
23 A. I can't remember thal Because how can you 
24 jump from remembering something rea11y clearly, and then 























































Q. Right. We won't question you on the location 
of meetings, just what you recall from those meetings. 
Okay? 
Prior to the November 11, 2011, executive 
session. had Sharon Hammer ever come to you and 
complained about Nils Ribi's conduct toward her? 
A. Yeah, multiple times over a period, 
especially, of two years. 
Q. Two years predating this November 11th, 201 l, 
meeting? 
A. Right. 
Q. Prior to the November 11th. 2011. meeting, had 
you ever spoken to Mr. Ribi about Ms. Hammer's 
complaints about his conduct toward her? 
A. Yeah. "Hey, you can't do that. Hey, what are 
you doing?" Did I sit with him in a recorded session 
with television? No. Did I, over a period of time, at 
various times - especially after Council Member Ribi 
won reelection in November of'09 with 77 percent of the 
vote, I think. Right after that, he was on a roll. His 
behavior became just untenable. 
Q. Did you observe his conduct toward 
Ms. Sharon -- Ms. Hammer - specifically any conduct 
that you found to be untenable? 
MR. NAYLOR: Object to the form. 
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THE WITNESS: Yes. 
Q. (BY MR- SWARTZ) Can you recall any specific 
incident where you saw Mr. Ribi approach Ms. Hammer in a 
threatening manner? 
MR. NAYLOR: Object to the form. 
THE WITNESS: Let's put it in context. 
Multiple times in public meetings he was chastised, for 
instance, by Council Member Joan Lamb about his behavior 
publicly. See, so you don't even have to -- you can go 
to the - go to our Granicus audio system and listen to 
that behavior. 
But there's one that stands out to me that --
and once again, with the dates and everything, I can't 
reca11. I think it was part of a budget session where 
Sharon came around the comer after - we were at 
recess, and Sharon came around the comer going back 
into council chambers, and she was visibly distraught 
that -- I wasn't present exactly where -- where Council 
Member Ribi used abusive language on her, but he did 
this in front of David Blarnpied. And you'll have to ask 
David exactly what happened. because I wasn't there, 
right there, but I did talk to David afterwards. 
And let's talk about body language again. 
Okay? Which, of course, you can't put, so you're going 
to have to figure out how to describe this. For 
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1 instance, you can tell somebody, "Look, Sharon, I've 
2 asked you multiple times to do these spreadsheets a 
3 certain way, and you've refused to do them. You keep on 
• telling me that, you know - that you have to ask the 
5 mayor. Well, that mayor doesn't know what his job is." 
6 Okay? And that's close to it. 
7 Now watch different body language. "Hey, 
8 Sharon, I've told you multiple times, and I want you, 
9 the next time" -- you see how the words are the same? 
10 And what I think is that that borders on assault, to me, 
11 when you approach somebody like that. 
12 Going back to my experience at Boeing Company, 
13 Council Member Ribi would have been disciplined over a 
14 period of time, and at some point would have been fired 
15 in the corporate world. Apparently, the public service 
16 world is - I don't know if the rules are different. 
17 They shouldn't be. 
l8 But I had no authority to fire him, but I 
19 would have. In fact, I mentioned to Mayor Briscoe that 
20 had I been reelected. I would have figured out some way 
2l of asking for CoLD1cil Member Ribi's resignation. That's 
22 how serious I am about it. 
23 Q. (BY MR. SWARTZ) And that was in response to 
24 his treatment of Ms. Hammer and others at the city? 
25 A. Yeah. 
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l MR. NAYLOR: Object to the fonn. 
2 THE WITNESS: Yeah. He was - he - he has a 
3 personality characteristic that it's his way or the 
4 highway. I mean. it's just -- it's just the way it is. 
5 That's the way he is. But he especially - he really 
6 stepped up the rhetoric with Sharon. He didn't like her 
7 because she was smarter than him, and he didn't like her 
8 because she was a female smarter than him. That's my 
9 opinion. You can put that down. That's my opinion. 
10 May I add something? 
11 Q. (BY MR. SWARTZ) Please. 
12 A. The first two years of my position as mayor, 
13 Council Member Ribi was the council president. We spent 
14 two years working very closely together, projects, going 
15 to meetings together, doing all kinds of, I think, good 
16 things, and as soon as Council Member Ribi was 
17 reelected, it went [sound effect]. It flipped. He just 
18 [sound effect] .•. 
19 Q. Did you ever discuss with Mr. Ribi that in 
20 light of Sharon Hammer's complaints about his conduct 
2I. toward her, that he should not be participating in 
22 discussions regarding allegations about her? 
23 MR. NAYLOR: Object to the fonn. 
24 THE WITNESS: I was -- you have to rephrase 






















































Q. (BY MR. SWARTZ) Sure. l mean, do you recall 
any executive session where the issue of Mr. Ribi 
possibly having a bias against Sharon Hammer because of 
her complaints against him would have disqualified him 
or should have disqualified him from participating in 
discussions about Sharon Hammer's employment? 
MR. NAYLOR: Object to the fonn. 
THE WITNESS: Absolutely. As soon as Sharon 
Hammer filed suit in November, I thought the -- and I 
can't remember who all was named in the suit, but I was 
thinking that Council Member Ribi, Yollllgman -- I don't 
know if Adam King was named in that first round. But I 
thought all of-- all of the people named there should 
not be then going to meetings strategizing how they were 
going to blunt the suit. I thought it was weird. 
Q. (BY MR. SWARTZ) Did you raise your concern? 
A. I thought I did. 
Q. Do you recall when you raised your concern? 
A. It must have been after the lawsuit -- no. 
No. No. It had to be before that, because it was 
already - I have to try to get the time line in my 
mind, but I'm thinking that the accusations had already 
been made on November 11th. 
So right away there were at least three 
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council members that were on the other team, and so I'm 
thinking. okay. council member. you've brought 
allegations and everything and now you're sitting in on 
meetings where you're strategizing how to, you know, go 
after this lady. It didn't - it wasn't right to me. 
And I - when I mentioned it, it was just dismissed. 
Just kept on coming to the meetings. 
MR. SWARTZ: Why don't we go ahead and take a 
break, everybody can stretch their legs, we'll come back 
and pick up. 
(Break taken.) 
MR. SWARTZ: Back on the record. 
Q. (BY MR. SWARTZ) Mr. Willich. I'm going to 
hand you a document. It's a November 12, 2011, letter 
from James Donoval to you. and it's Bates No. 
SH-Timeline 8 through 12. 
I'll ask you to take just a moment and review 
that and let me know when you're done. 
MR. NAYLOR: What tab is that? Is that from 
your exhibits? 
MR. SWARTZ: Tab 3. 
MR NAYLOR: Thanks. 
THE WITNESS: There's a good chance that I 
never saw this. 
Q. (BY MR. SWARTZ) You don't recall one way or 
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1 the other or --
2 A. I remember, at that time, there were so many 
3 things happening, that if I got a package from Jim 
4 Donoval, let's say in a manila envelope, I wouldn't open 
5 the envelope. I just left it. 
6 Q. And that's because there was a lot going on or 
7 you didn't care to hear what he had to say? 
8 A. Well, let me give you a Machiavellian answer. 
9 If you didn't see it, you can't know about it. And so 
10 ifI didn't see it, [ don't know. 
11 Q. And you don't recall one way or the other, 
12 today, whether you saw that November 20th --
13 A. I have no idea. Because I would get materials 
14 from all kinds of people, including Attorney Naylor, 
15 that I just ignored. 
1.6 Q. Okay. 
17 A. And I had been advised, when you're under 
18 deposition, not to make sarcastic remarks, but in the 
19 olden days it was called "plausible deniability," and 
20 I'm afraid someone's going to accuse me of that. Okay. 
21 You'll notice I didn't take any notes, nor did I take 
22 any material out of the November I Ith meeting. 
23 Q. Do you recall the meeting that took place 
24 after the November 11th meeting? This would be the 
2S November 14, 2011, city council session? 
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I. A. That one's almost entirely lost on me. That's 
2 just where we infonned -- the best that I can recall is 
3 we informed the city council that Sharon Hammer had 
4 rejected out of hand the offer. 
5 Q. If you'll go to Tab 4, you'll see the agenda 
6 for that meeting. And you're welcome to refer to it to 
7 refresh your recollection. 
8 As I understand it -- I'm sorry, that was the 
9 November-
10 A. This is November I Ith -- dated November 11th, 
11 is Tab 4. 
12 Q. It is. So let's go to --
13 A. What's kind of strange about this, this is 
14 dated up here November 11th, but it looks like material 
15 that the content of it seems like it's November 14th. 
16 This can't be November 11th -
:l7 Q. Right. 
18 A. - because Council Member Lamb is there. 
19 Q. Yeah. So it looks like it is the 14th, and 
20 it's on page 2 of those meeting minutes, you'll see that 
21 it's --
22 A. Oh, here it is. Here it is. 
23 Q. It's reconvening --
24 A. It's reconvening. There you go. 























































executive session from 9:00 a.m. to 12:00 p.m. 
Do you see that there? 
A. Right. 
Q. And it was to discuss a personnel issue? 
A. Right. 
Q. Do you recall that? 
A. Right. 
Q. Who was the employee that was discussed during 
that executive session? 
A. Sharon Hammer. 
Q. And what specifically about Sharon Hammer was 
discussed in that session? 
A. Well, if you look -- by the way, see, these 
minutes are signed by Mayor Briscoe, so that must be 
like way later. So J'm reading this for the first time. 
Q. Do you recall what was discussed about Sharon 
Hammer in the executive session that went from 9:00 am. 
to 12:00 p.m. on November 14, 2011? 
A. Yes. I'm going to say that Sharon Hammer 
totally rejected the offer, and then we started to move 
in the direction of bringing an independent investigator 
in to look at all of this -- everything. 
Q. Do you recall whose idea it was to retain an 
investigator? 
A. Well, according to these notes, it said 
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Council Member Bob Youngman. 
Q. Who was directed by the council to locate and 
hire the investigator? 
A. It was - I was directed to hire the 
independent investigator. And as a courtesy to 
Mayor-Elect Briscoe, I involved Mayor-Elect Briscoe in 
the proceedings, because I knew that this was not going 
to be over in a week- I mean, it just wasn't. It was 
going to talce a lot longer than that. 
So Mayor Briscoe and I, along -- sitting in 
city attorney Adam King's office, engaged in an 
interview process to get a private -- an independent 
investigator hired. 
Q. In involving Mayor-Elect Briscoe in that 
process of hiring an investigator, did you ever tell him 
that he would have any authority in directing the 
investigation? 
MR. NAYLOR: Object to the form. 
THE WITNESS: I know the question you're 
asking me. I finnly believed I was still the mayor. I 
had the executive responsibility until Mayor Briscoe 
would have been signed in. So as far as I'm concerned, 
[ had the responsibility, and I could have asked any 
number of people for help, but the authority was mine, 
period. 
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1 Q. (BY MR. SWARTZ) Directing the scope of the 
2 investigation? 
3 A. Everything. 
4 Q. Did you communicate that to the investigator, 
5 Patti Bait, that was retained? 
6 MR. NAYLOR: Object to the fonn. 
7 THE WITNESS: It was understood. I mean, it 
8 was understood that I was to direct her activities. 
9 Like, for instance, giving her names, telling me people 
10 to interview. And, remember. it was an interview. 
11 Nobody was under oath. Okay? It was an interview to 
12 see ifwe could flesh out, you know, material on what 
13 happened. 
14 I made, I'm going to admit right now, a huge 
15 mistake. The word was "independent investigator." And 
16 we had a chance to hire the Perkins Coie finn out of 
17 Seattle. And there was a representative in their office 
18 in Boise, and we didn't hire that person, and we hired 
19 Tammi Hall. 
20 Q. (BY MR. SWARTZ) Patti Ball? 
21 A. Patti Ball -- Tammi Hall -- Patti Ball. And I 
22 think that was a mistake. I think the fix was in on the 
23 first day with her. 
24 Q. What do you mean? 
25 A. She was off the reservation, I'll say. almost 
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l immediately. When I'm talking to her about making sure 
2 that she interviews Councilwoman Lamb and Councilman 
3 Youngman, she didn't-- no communication. Just she was 
4 noncommunicado. So as far as I was concerned, she 
5 wasn't working for me almost right away. 
6 Q. Who do you think she was working for? 
7 MR. NAYLOR: Object to the fonn, foundation. 
8 THE WITNESS: That became obvious a little 
9 later on when I saw the report. And I think Attorney 
10 Naylor was directing her efforts from -- right from the 
11 beginning. 
12 Q. (BY MR. SWARTZ) And what was Attorney 
13 Naylor's role with respect to-- what was his 
14 involvement with the city at that time? 
15 MR. NAYLOR: Object to the form. 
16 THE WITNESS: It was. He came on board --
17 remember the lawsuit? 
18 Q. (BY MR. SWARTZ) Yes. That's the Idaho 
19 Protection of Public Employees Act lawsuit filed by --
20 A. Whatever the fust one was. 
21 Q. -- Sharon Hammer? 
22 A. Yes. And so Attorney Naylor was representing 
23 ICRMP, the insurance company, and specifically Council 
24 Member Ribi, right from the beginning. In fact, I had 





















































I know I'm not supposed to make sarcastic 
remarks, but I will to give you the idea. When I'm 
involved with any kind of activity, I want to know which 
person has which dog in the hunt. Okay? 
And so Attorney Naylor was seriously 
representing the insurance company. I mean, he was 
engaged by ICRMP, the insurance company, for legal 
representation. I said, "Oh, okay, well. Attorney 
Naylor then is on the anti-Sharon Hammer team." And I'm 
thinking, "Okay. Now, how does that affect all of this 
that's going on in this independent investigation?" 
If you look at that report, there's no mention 
in there about the -- that I recall. of the $133,000 
bogus allegation of vacation accrual. It was all -- it 
looked like Patti Ball was part of the prosecutor's 
office going after -- you know, building the 
investigation against Sharon Hammer. It wasn't a 
balanced kind of thing. 
In fact, if you look at the report that really 
triggered me, l make a bunch of allegations down there 
and talk about how Kelly Ek had come to me various times 
really upset, distraught over her treatment by Nils 
Ribi. and Patti Ball put an editorial remark down at the 
end of my discussion that says, "Kelly Ek says that this 
didn't happen." 
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Well, what kind of independent investigation 
is that where she's editorializing through the thing. 
So, anyway, I dismissed that like right away. 
Q. After you came to the conclusion that Attorney 
Naylor was on the anti-Sharon Hammer team, did he sit in 
or participate by phone in any executive sessions? 
MR. NAYLOR: Object to the form. 
THE WITNESS: I believe. yeah. I think so. 
Q. (BY MR. SWARTZ) And do you recall any 
comments made by Attorney Naylor that you observed to 
influence any of the city council members' decision 
making? 
MR. NAYLOR: Object to the fonn. Object to 
the form - hold off Mr. Willich -- and I'll instruct 
you not to answer, because that--
THE WITNESS: You can't direct me anything, 
Kirt. 
MR. NAYLOR: And that means attorney-client 
privilege-
11fE WITNESS: I'm sony, you cannot direct me 
to answer anything. I'm in a deposed setting. I'm 
supposed to answer everything that I can. 
MR. NAYLOR: Mr. Willich, let me just make my 
record, and we'll go from there. 
THE WITNESS: Okay. You go ahead. 
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l MR. NAYLOR: That's an attorney-client 
2 privileged communication, which Mr. Willich has no 
3 authority to waive, and so I would instruct him not to 
t answer. 
5 And for purposes, Mr. Swartz, that we tried to 
6 enter into a stipulation to seek your vohmtary 
7 agreement to not invade that directly, which you 
8 refused, this question specifically is asking for 
9 attorney-client privilege information. So I'd ask you 
10 to withdraw the question rather than get into this. But 
ll I'll instruct Mr. Willich not to answer that question. 
12 And, Mr. Willich, you need to understand, you 
13 don't have the authority to waive the privilege of any 
14 attorney-client communications between counsel 
1s representing the city, because the city holds that 
l.6 privilege. 
l.7 So are you willing to withdraw that question, 
18 as phrased, Mr. Swartz? 
J.9 MR. SWARTZ: It doesn't can for disclosure of 
20 attorney-client privilege. 
21 MR. NAYLOR: Let's just go back -
22 THE WITNESS: I want you to stop this 
23 discussion right now. 
24 MR. NAYLOR: Hang on, Mr. Willich. 
25 THE WITNESS: I want you to stop talking for a 
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l moment. 
2 MR. NAYLOR: Mr. Willich, we need to make a 
3 record. This is a deposition, and we're all 
' participants, and so there's a process that we follow. 5 The question is: "Do you recall any comments 
6 made by Attorney Naylor that you observed to influence 
7 any of the city council members' decision making." 
8 Now, Mr. Swartz, ifthat doesn't call for a 
9 specific communication of advice by legal counsel -
10 MR. SWARTZ: It doesn't. I'm asking for a 
11 "yes" or a "no," that's all. 
12 Q. (BY MR. SWARTZ) Can you answer that question? 
13 MR. NAYLOR: No. That is more than - because 
u the "yes" or "no" tel1s the substance of the 
15 communication. 
16 MR. SW ARTZ: It doesn't. I'm asking for a 
17 "yes" or "no." 
18 Q. (BY MR. SW ARTZ) Can you answer that question, 
19 Mr. Willich? 
20 MR. NAYLOR: Okay. Let's take a break. 
:n. MR. SW ARTZ: It's my deposition. 
22 MR. NAYLOR: Yeah. We're going to call the 
23 judge if this is the line of questioning that you're 
24 going to pursue. 
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whether he observed a city council member be influenced 
by a comment made by you. "yes" or "no." 
MR. NAYLOR: No. And that --
MR. SWARTZ: rm not asking for the substance 
of the comment. 
Q. (BY MR. SWARTZ) Do you understand the 
question, Mr. Willich? 
MR. NAYLOR: Mr. Swartz, let's take a break 
and get a judge on the phone, because that invades the 
attorney-client privilege. And if you're intending to 
go in that same direction. then I think we need some 
direction here from the judge. 
THE WITNESS: Mr. Swartz, Attorney Naylor is 
not my attorney. 
MR. NAYLOR: That's correct. 
THE WITNESS: So I have no idea what he's 
talking. 
MR. NAYLOR: That's correct. But, 
Mr. Willich, I represent the city --
THE WITNESS: Did you say "That's correct"? 
MR. NAYLOR: That's correct. But I represent 
the city, over whom you have no authority to waive the 
privilege at this point in time. So I'm not allowing 
him to answer. And this is exactly why we tried to get 
a stipulation, so that you wouJdn't go this direction. 
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MR. SWARTZ: I'm asking fora "yes" ora "no." 
I'm not asking for what his comment was. 
Q. (BY MR. SWARTZ) I'm asking about your 
observations, whether you observed a comment he made 
influence a city council member, either a "yes" or a 
"no?" 
MR. NAYLOR: Correct I understand the 
question, but I still believe it invades the 
attorney-client privilege. 
THE WITNESS: I'm going to help you, Eric, 
clean this up. You just asked me about council members. 
I want you just to add "or mayor." 
MR. SWARTZ: Or mayor. 
MR. NAYLOR: And --
THE WITNESS: Okay. And I can skip--
MR. NAYLOR: -- I'm instructing you not to 
answer that 
THE WITNESS: And I can skip the council 
members, but I can discuss very clearly my relationship 
as mayor with Attorney Naylor. How does that sound? 
MR. SWARTZ: Sure. 
THE WITNESS: Yeah. Attorney Naylor tried to 
manipulate me, maneuver me, adjust me, influence me, 
almost every day, from the time he was on board to the 
day that I was sworn in, inappropriately, I say. 
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1 Because he even invited me to his law offices with 
2 another attorney in his office to romance me. to get me 
3 to, you know -- can't you do this? Can't you do that? 
4 I think inappropriately. 
5 And so your original question had to do with 
6 council members. I don't know, he could have had all 
7 kinds of conversations. And I can cave on the idea of 
8 council members, but l know exactly what his approach to 
9 me was, and I can only speculate that he did everything 
10 he could to maneuver council members. 
11 MR. NAYLOR: Object to the form. foundation. 
12 THE WITNESS: Does that help at all? 
13 Q. (BY MR. SWARTZ) I appreciate you sharing 
u that. And it gets us past the city council and your 
15 observation of how they may have responded in response 
lEi to Mr. Naylor's participation. 
l.7 At any time did you direct Patti Ball to 
18 contact Mr. Naylor as part of her investigation? 
19 A. No. 
20 Q. Didyou--
21 A. Let's be really careful. "Direct''? Did 1--
22 was there a telephone can and, say, did I say, "Hey, 
23 Patti. you've got to be in contact with Kirt Naylor?" 
24 No. "Did I email Patti Ball and say, Patti Ball, make 
25 sure you stay in contact with Kirt Naylor?" No. 
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l What are the other fonns? Did I see her in 
2 Albertson's and say, "Would you" -- no. Patti Ball was 
3 supposed to be doing my investigation, not Kirt Naylor's 
4 investigation. Because, remember, he's done -- he's on 
s the other team. Why would I want to get my independent 
Ei investigation contaminated by this outside influence? 
7 Didn't want it. Have him hire his own people, if that's 
8 what he thought he needed. 
9 Q. Did you convey that to Mr. Naylor? 
10 MR. NAYLOR: Object to the form, calls for 
11 attorney-client privileged infonnation. And if that 
12 doesn't, Eric, I'm not sure what does. That's a direct 
13 communication between an attorney and his - and the 
14 mayor the city represents, so I'll ask you to withdraw 
15 the question. 
16 Will you withdraw the question? 
17 MR. SWARTZ: I'm not asking him for legal 
l.8 advice. I'm asking whether he told you to stay out of 
19 Patti Ball's way. 
20 MR. NAYLOR: And if that isn't a communication 
21 between an attorney and his client dealing with 
22 instructions to the client or the attorney about what he 
23 should do in context of his legal representation -- that 
24 is an attorney-client privilege. So either withdraw the 
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the judge. 
MR. SWARTZ: Yep. We']I come back another day 
on that one. 
MR. NAYLOR: Let's do that. 
Q. (BY MR. SWARTZ) Are you, okay, Mr. Willich? 
A. Let's just take it easy a little bit, because 
rm trying to figure out how an attorney here who isn't 
my attorney has decided that any discussion that he and 
I might have had is involved in attorney-client 
privilege. He's not my lawyer. 
MR. NAYLOR: I can explain it to you. 
MR. SWARTZ: I understand. Nottoday, 
Mr. Naylor. 
THE WITNESS: I don't need it. He was never 
my attorney. 
Q. (BY MR. SWARTZ) Let's keep plowing ahead. 
A. Yeah. 
Q. As you understood it, what was the scope of -
well, let me ask it this way: You've already stated 
that Mr. Naylor's involvement came at the time that 
Sharon Hammer filed her first lawsuit; right? 
A. Yeah. 
Q. Did you ever retain Mr. Naylor to participate 




MR. NAYLOR: Object to the fonn. 
Q. (BY MR. SWARTZ) Patti Ball filed an 
affidavit, in one lawsuit or another, that said that 
unidentified certain city officials directed her to be 
in contact with Mr. Naylor. 
Do you have any knowledge of who within the 
city would have authority, other than you, to direct her 
to contact Mr. Naylor? 
MR. NAYLOR: Object to the form, foundation. 
THE WITNESS: No. That wasn't me. I have no 
idea who it might have been. 
Q. (BY MR.. SWARTZ) And while you - during your 
term as mayor, could a single city council member -
would they have authority to go to Patti Ball and say, 
you need to contact Mr. Naylor, or does the city council 
have to act in session and by resolution? 
A. No single member, or collectively, would have 
authority to direct Patti Ball. 
Q. Do you recall what the real purpose of the 
investigation, as you understood it - November 14th. 
when it was approved in executive session - what the 
real purpose of that investigation was? 
A. Yeah. 
MR. NAYLOR: Object to the form. 
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1 THE WITNESS: I was totally confident that 
2 what Patti Ball was going to do was to go through all of 
3 that material, the allegations, the specific 
4 allegations, and analyze, I'll say - maybe I have an 
5 imagination about what an independent investigation is 
6 supposed to be. Remember, this commentary about dog in 
7 the hunt? 
8 MR. SWARTZ: Yeah. 
9 THE WITNESS: Okay. Well, I think a real 
10 independent investigation would be, let's look at 
11 Allegation I. Okay. Let me get data, let me call 
12 people, let me interview people, Al1egation I. 
13 Allegation 2, et cetera, et cetera. Allegation I, 
14 couldn't find anything here. 
15 As soon as the Patti Ball report came out, it 
15 looked like it was preparing for an indictment. I said, 
17 "What the" -- "this is junk." In fact, Mayor Briscoe 
18 and I had a heated discussion about this in Adam King's 
19 office. And you can interview Mayor Briscoe about that. 
20 As I recall, Mayor Briscoe said, "What are you 
21 doing defending Sharon Hammer for?" 
22 And I said, "What are you doing being involved 
23 in this witch-hunt thing that you're going to go after 
24 her at any cost." And it was a pretty heated 
25 discussion. We finally calmed down. But it was pretty 
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1 obvious to me, dog in the hunt. 
2 Okay. Kirt Naylor, insurance company, Council 
3 Member Ribi, Council President Briscoe, Mayor-Elect 
' Briscoe, they were intent on putting the package 5 together that was going to take her out. 
6 MR. NAYLOR: You said "Sharon's company." I 
7 was just trying to -
B THE WITNESS: Insurance company. I didn't say 
9 "Sharon's company," I said "inswance." 
10 Q. (BY MR. SWARTZ) Let me back up to the 
11 November 11th, 2011, meeting. This was the meeting 
12 where the allegations were brought to the city comtcil? 
13 A. Yeah. 
14 Q. I mean, as I understand Sharon's contract, if 
15 she was to - her employment was to terminate without 
16 cause. she would have gotten six months' severance; is 
17 that your understanding? 
18 A. That's the way I understand it, yeah. 
19 Q. Why was Mr. Ribi proposing a three-months' 
20 severance instead of a six-months' severance? 
21 MR. NAYLOR: Objection; foundation, calls for 
22 speculation. 
23 THE WITNESS: Because it was a -- I think it 
24 was a -- oh, you know how you can package a threat and 























































that's the threat. You better just take the three 
months and head down the road or we're going to uncork 
this thing on you. So it was a-- you know, take the 
three months, and you get to resign, and you go away or 
we pull all of this other stuff on you. That was the 
nature of that 
Q. (BY MR. SWARTZ) Do you recall Mr. Ribi 
voicing objection to paying her the six months' 
severance that was outlined in her contract? 
MR. NAYLOR: Object to the fonn, foundation. 
THE WITNESS: It was -- yeah, in the 
November - we're still on the November 11th meeting? 
MR. SW ARTZ: Correct. 
THE WITNESS: That's how the deal was struck 
among three council members. Remember, council is in 
charge. Think about this, council is in charge of this 
proceeding at that time. I'm an interested bystander at 
that point. 
The council is the one that hires and fires 
those -- you know, the treasurer, the city 
administrator - I'm trying to think of who the other 
is ·- maybe it's the clerk, too. I'm trying to remember 
what -- the city attorney situation. 
Anyway, there are appointed staff people. 
Okay. Well, the council in session is the one that 
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determines what the deal is. And so council said, 
"Okay, you and Adam King, you go on over and tell Sharon 
Hammer she can resign, take three months' pay, and head 
out. Otherwise, here's all of this other material we're 
going to bring against you." 
Q. (BY MR. SWARTZ) Was part of Patti Ball's 
investigation supposed to include an investigation into 
Sharon Hammer's allegations about Mr. Ribi's conduct 
toward her. do you recall? 
A. During my interview, I added that. Because by 
that time, I thought, "Okay, I see what happened here." 
Council Member Ribi had done this, you know. years 
before with Administrator Egger. And I said, "Uh-huh." 
So this is the culmination of two years of his 
abusive behavior, and this was supposed to have been the 
culmination point. In other words, he builds it, and 
then, barn, out she goes. I said, "Okay, no." So I --
in my interview, I added that material. 
Q. Let's fast forward to the November 14th 
meeting. So this would be the second meeting. And this 
is where the council decided to hire an independent 
investigator. 
A. Yeah. 
Q. On page 2 of the agenda there was a motion by 
Mr. Yowigman to authorize you to engage an attorney to 
M & M Court Repertiag Service, lac. 
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1 conduct the independent investigation. 
2 Do you see that at the bottom of page 2 there? 
3 A. Yeah, I've got it here. 
4 Q. And the only nay to that motion was Mr. Ribi. 
5 And my question to you is: Do you have any recollection 
6 of whether Mr. Ribi explained why he was voting against 
7 the investigation? 
8 A. Well, what's confusing to me is -- see, I've 
9 never seen -- this is actually the first time I've seen 
10 these notes. What's this attorney thing in there? 
11 "Engage an attorney"? I was asked to hire an 
12 independent investigator, not a lawyer. 
13 Q. Was there any concern -- as you understood it, 
l4 was there any concern about needing a lawyer because of 
15 any legal action? 
16 A. No, independent investigator. Okay? And I'm 
17 trying to remember who the attorney general's office 
18 sent to do his investigation. I don't think that guy 
19 was a lawyer. I don't get it. Anyway, that's just a 
20 side issue, I think. I have no idea why Nils said -- I 
21 don't know. You'll have to ask him. 
22 Q. During your term --
23 A. I'm not supposed to be speculating; right? 
24 Q. Right. During your tenn as mayor, whose job 
25 was it to approve city expenditures? 
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1 MR. NAYLOR: Object to the form. 
2 THE WITNESS: "Approve city expenditures"? 
3 That's a little bit of a complicated question. Like, 
4 for instance, there was a - there was a chance to buy a 
5 surplus BLM brush truck in my first year. It was like 
6 $30,000 or so. Heck of a good idea. I think it's still 
7 in the city. That's $30,000. 
B I went to the council and said, "Hey, we have 
9 this" - because I had no authority just to write a 
10 check for 30,000 bucks. I didn't know -- I didn't go 
11 check city policy, but I just imagined that you can't do 
12 that. It was outside the budget, too. It wasn't a 
l.3 budget item. 
u Let's go through different examples. It's 
15 time to hire a contractor to pave the roads. Okay? We 
16 go out to competitive bid, et cetera, et cetera Even 
17 though the road paving is in the budget, it's a big 
18 dollar amount. So we go to the council, the council 
19 deliberates, talks about, let's hire Idaho Sand & 
20 Gravel, or whatever, and we go and pave the roads. 
21. One day the -- let's go down and start digging 
22 in the weeds here. There was a printer· fax machine in 
23 the fire station that was continuing to fail and was 
24 inop and everything. I authorized that -- to get rid of 























































machine. Did I go to the city council and ask 
pennission to? No. I thought that was well within my 
authority, way inside budget expenditures, and 
everything, to do that. 
You could think of other. you know, low-level 
kinds of things well within the budget. But even 
something that's in the budget but a high dollar amount, 
you have to get council approval. 
Q. (BY MR. SWARTZ) Earlier today you talked 
about, on November 10th. 2011, Nils Ribi was in City 
Hall reviewing invoices? 
A. Uh-huh. 
Q. And that city council members would rotate as 
to who would come in and review invoices. Was that part 
of an approval process that was in place? 
A. Yeah. It was supposed to have been a rolling 
council member's job, once a month, to review the 
invoices. And it generally was, you know, business as 
usual: Electric biJl, gas bill, so forth. 
And every once in a while there would be 
larger dollar amounts, but typically those larger dollar 
amounts had been previously approved by the council, so 
it was, you know, council members just, you know, 
checking invoices to see where the money is going. 
Q. Would they do the same with respect to credit 
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card bills? 
A. Oh, what I subsequently found out that I 
didn't know about for four years was that there was a 
whole parallel credit card receipt management system 
that Michelle Frostenson had that to this day I don't 
know what that thing was. 
Q. Do you have any recollection of a yellow sheet 
system? 
A. Yep. That was the standard invoice checking. 
You know, it was a yellow sheet that was typica1ly 
initialed by the department head and Sharon and a 
council member and me. So we had a level of checking on 
invoices. 
Q. When the city council would meet, would 
someone present to the city council expenses of the city 
as being appropriate expenses, just in the normal course 
of meetings? 
A. Well, every month at the council meetings, the 
treasurer, Michelle Frostenson, would make a report on 
expenditures, and the council would have another 
opportunity, in an open public meeting, to say, hey, 
what was this expenditure, and what was that 
expenditure, and so forth. 
I will give you an example. When two 
firefighters went off on a wildfire fight, the one 
M &: M Court Reporting Senice., Inc. 
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1 firefighter had to have his dogs boarded, because it was 
2 one of these quickie things, "You've got to get going. 
3 You have to leave tomorrow morning." And I think I 
4 authorized $400 or so to pay for boarding this 
s firefighter's dog for the ten days that they were gone, 
6 or whatever it was. 
7 And Councilwoman Joan Lamb questioned me on 
8 that, and said, "Hey, what's this all about?" And I 
9 explained -- told her what I had done, and said that 
10 under the same circumstances in the future I would do it 
11 again. And she said, "Well, okay." 
12 So did council members have the ability to 
13 pick through, you know, little -- $.480 or something? 
14 Yeah. I would do it again, by the way. 
1S Q. Do you recall who -- do you recall whether 
16 Attorney Naylor was present at the November 14, 2011, 
17 meeting? 
18 A. I don't recall. In fact, I don't even know 
19 where the meeting was. May I make a comment about the 
20 intensity of activity? 
21 Q. Sure. 
22 A. This thing was coming barn, barn, barn, like 
23 that. Big issues. November I 0th, executive meeting, 
24 boom, boom. November 11th, ti)' to get the administrator 
25 fired. November I 4th, bam, barn, more stuff. 
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1 And I'm scrambling around trying to figure out 
2 how to actually get this - get the thing under control, 
3 so to speak, with a whoa, whoa, whoa. slow, slow way 
4 down. Let's do this investigation, let's get the data 
s out here -- gee, do l sound like the president now -
6 and let's - you know, what do we know about this? 
7 Because I was suspicious about the whole 
8 thing. I said, "Good, get an independent person in, 
9 look at this material, get the facts straight." But 
10 then over a period of time, relatively short period of 
11 time, I'm finding out that some of the stuff that 
12 Michelle Frostenson brought forward was junk. It was 
13 just bogus. 
14 Q. Did you ever intend the Patti Ball 
15 investigation report to be made public? 
16 A. No. And you can tell that I did not intend it 
17 to be made public, because I told the council members it 
18 was to be held in Adam King's office. to be read in his 
19 office, and to not be made public. 
2D The reason is it was loaded up with what I 
21 considered more junk, and I didn't need that to appear 
22 in the Mountain Express, that stuff. Because it was all 
23 personnel issues and all kinds of things that I thought 
24 were improper until we would get to a -- I'll say a 





















































had in my mind. 
Q. Did you ever -- once you learned that the 
investigation was going a direction that was different 
than you intended, did you ever take any effort to stop 
the investigation? 
A. Okay. Now, you used a couple of words in 
there like I intended, like I expected that I was going 
to direct this investigation to satisfy me. Huh-uh. 
That wasn't -- what my intent was was a fair 
investigation. 
And when you go look at the forensic audit or 
you go look at the attorney general's investigation, all 
of them were tainted by the idea of we're really looking 
for the crook here. And so - and Sharon Hammer seems 
to be a great opportunity. 
Well, the attorney general didn't find it, the 
forensic audit was trivial. They finally figured out 
the $133,000. Oh, and the improperly paying 
firefighters was nothing. Okay? So all of the original 
stuff, you know, that really got me wondering about it, 
all turned out to be nothing. 
See. you're going to have to wait just a 
moment, because I had a thought in my mind that I wanted 
to get across that had to do with the Patti Ball report. 
She was finished as far- December 13th it 
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was over, she was off my payroll. I wouldn't have paid 
her for the report. And I communicated that to the 
new -- to Mayor Briscoe -- ask Mayor Briscoe -- and to 
council members. 
Q. On December 13th? 
A. No. I communicated that later to the mayor 
and council that I considered her report to be, you 
know, not a real report. 11 was just a list of stuff. 
Q. What, in particular, transpired on 
December 13th that led you to conclude that she was done 
on that date? 
A. If I remember correctly, it was Mayor Briscoe, 
Attorney King, and I, were in his office, and I looked 
at the report, and it looked like it had been - rm 
going to use the word "packaged." And I say, "Well, 
okay." 
And my inclination was that Attorney Naylor 
managed this thing. Because if you were an attorney 
representing the insurance company, and you had this 
investigation going on, and you had an opportunity to 
kind of position it just about right, bingo. I think he 
had fingerprints on it So I said, "Hey, I'm out. 
Done." 
Q. What do you mean by you're out, you're done? 
A. It was -- I had seen enough. Don't need 
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l anymore. Done. 
2 Q. Did you communicate that to Patti Ball 
3 following the December 13, 2011, meeting? 
4 A. She was on her own. 
5 Q. What do you mean? 
6 A. I wasn't going to start a firing process of 
7 Patti Ball -- Patti Ball. As far as I was concerned --
8 she said "Fine," she was going to submit this junk. and 
!I we would see where it would go. 
10 Q. As I understand it, there was another report 
11 made after December 13th? 
12 A. I have no idea 
13 Q. Do you recall seeing a report published in the 
14 Idaho Mountain Express that was different than a report 
15 that you had ever seen before? 
16 A. Yeah. Yeah. Here's the Express, and here's 
17 what I had seen on December 13th, and man that thing had 
18 been massaged. 
19 Q. In what way? 
20 A. First of all, the very first report was -- the 
21 first Mountain Express report had none of the material 
22 in there about Council Member Ribi. And I said, "Oh, 
23 gee, I wonder how that happened?" 
24 I know that I had -- I had purposely inserted 
25 a phrase in there that was going to be my little test 
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l phrase to see if Patti Ball was really going to -- but 
2 you'd have to listen to her recorded interview of me, 
3 because she -- she even maneuvered my interview around. 
4 And I gave her a phrase that I said. "You have 
5 to put this phrase in there." And this is -- I'm not in 
6 front of a judge now, but I think I'm not going to tell 
7 you the phrase until a judge orders me to tell him the 
8 phrase. It was a test phrase. 
9 I gave her a direct order. I gave her a 
10 direct order to interview Bob Youngman. I gave her a 
11 direct order to interview Joan Lamb. She dumped my 
12 phrase, she didn't interview Joan Lamb, and she didn't 
13 interview Bob Youngman, she was done. I'm getting a 
u little excited now. 
15 Q. Do you want to take a break? Are you doing 
16 okay? 
17 A. Oh, no, no, no, I'm good to go. 
18 Q. At some point in time you placed Sharon Hammer 
19 back on active status; correct? 
20 A. Yes. 
21 Q. And is that after you had concluded that the 
22 allegations of misconduct being made against her were 
23 not credible? 
24 A. Right. 
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had done nothing wrong? 
A. Right. 
Q. Did you communicate that to any of the city 
council members? 
A. Let's see if I can remember how it transpired. 
First of all, I'm going to try to remember the time 
period. Christmastime was in there. The Monday 
previous to Christmas, which was on Sunday, I had 
returned Michelle Frostenson and Kelly Ek to -- off of 
leave. Sharon Hammer was still on 1eave when I invited 
Michelle and Kelly back. 
And I sat both of them down and said, "Now 
what you're going to have to do" -- "we've had lots of 
tunnoil here in the city. What I need you to do is to 
be careful, you know, what you say and what you do so 
that you smooth the transition back." 
Michelle Frostenson and Kelly Ek spent that 
week going around teI1ing people, "Hammer's gone, we 
won, you guys are next." Check with David Blarnpied, 
check with Tammi Hall, check with Diane Shay, check 
with ·- who's another? 
There was somebody else in there. There's 
three, four, five wit nesses -- staff people that can 
testify, I think, that Michelle Frostenson and Kelly Ek 
said that "You guys are finished." Okay? 
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What I did was bring Sharon Hammer back off of 
leave on the Tuesday after Christmas Day. We11, 
Michelle Frostenson and KeIIy Ek went nuts, because they 
thought they had cooked her. And Sharon I gave the same 
speech. I said, "Sharon, we're going to be very careful 
about how we treat people." 
And she said, "Yes, Mayor, I understand." 
I says, "I think this now is behind us, and 
I'm only going to be, you know, on board another week or 
so, and so we'll have to have a stable staff." Okay? 
Well, Michelle Frostenson's approach to that was, 
without my approval, way the hell beyond her authority. 
she placed Kelly Ek back on the signature block on 
checks without discussing it. She just arbitrarily did 
it. 
I brought her into my office with Chief 
Daggett and Sharon Hammer there, and I said, "Did you do 
this? Did you put it without my approval?" 
And she said, "Yes, and that's because you 
don't know what you're doing, you don't know your job, 
and you've been a jerk." Along those lines. You can 
add, "along those lines." 
And I said, "You take" - "you leave your 
keys, leave everything here, you go home. I'm going to 
ask the council to frre you." And I wrote up a gross 
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1 insubordination, blah, blah. All of the right things. 
2 And knowing that she had put all of this junk material 
3 together beforehand, that was going to be part of the 
4 reason for firing her. 
5 I called for an executive session then -- and 
6 what is that -- to discuss firing Michelle Frostenson, 
7 and all of the council members bailed. They were not in 
8 contact. They boycotted my meeting. So I didn't get a 
9 chance to ask for her to be fired. 
10 MR. NAYLOR: Object; foundation, 
11 nonresponsive. 
12 Q. (BY MR. SWARTZ) Did you communicate to the 
13 council member by phone, by email, in person, about 
14 wanting that --
15 A. When I brought everybody back off ofleave, I 
lfi didn't see -- I saw no need to do that, no. 
17 Q. Well, I'm talking about when you called for an 
18 executive session and all of the council --
19 A. No. I just did the standard thing. Maybe 
20 Sharon Hammer -· or Kelly would be the one who would 
21 call for an executive session. You know, contact 
22 council members and so forth. And they were all 
23 incommunicado. 
24 Q. Just nonresponsive? 
25 A. Nonresponsive, yeah. Or I'm washing my hair 
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1 or something. 
2 Q. Did Kelly Ek report back to you that any 
3 council member refused to go forward with the executive 
4 session or it was just silence? 
5 A. It wasn't -- a report that said, "Hey, I can't 
6 get it together." 
7 I said, "Okay. Fine." 
8 Q. Did you communicate to Kelly Ek what the 
9 executive session was going to be about? 
10 A. No. I just said "personnel issues." Right, 
ll personnel issues. But she, obviously, knew that 
12 Michelle was home. 
13 MR. NAYLOR: Objection; foundation. 
14 Q. (BY MR. SWARTZ) Was there a period of time 
15 where you ordered Michelle F rostenson to bring back a 
16 bunch of original documents? 
17 A. Remember context. Lots of things happening. 
18 While Michelle was on leave, I - Tammi Hall was 
19 informed by the State of Idaho that we haven't -- hadn't 
20 done, I'm going to say, I think, our FICA report -- or 
21 it couldn't be state. That's federal. State would be 
22 maybe the PERSI report. Some state report. Michelle 
23 was like four months delinquent on that. 
24 And so Tammi Hall had to get the material 






















































know, there were boxes of material that aren't here." 
"Oh, what's that?" Boxes of different kinds 
of material, including credit card receipts and so 
forth, were at Michelle Frostenson's home in Rupert, 
Idaho, which is reaUy news to me. That was news. 
Q. You didn't authorize her to remove original 
documents from City Ha1l? 
A. No. No. 
Q. And you directed her to bring them back? 
A. Yes. And I have -- l have no idea. to this 
day, what is still missing and what was brought back 
or -- remember, barn, barn. This is all unfolding bing, 
bing, bing. If we had four months to do it, you know, 
we could have, you know, really done it carefully. But 
everybody's trying to do this in three days, and so 
there's a lot ofstu:ffthat went by. 
But this whole Miche11e Frostenson having, 
I'll say, sensitive - because I think a credit card 
receipt is a sensitive piece of material -- at her home 
in Rupert Idaho, I mean, that's bizarre. Anyway. 
Q. Did you ever provide Attorney Naylor with 
original personnel files? 
A. Provide? 
Q. Yeah, give him original personnel files to 
take with him off of City Halt premises? 
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A. Now, here's your question: Did I go into the 
files, pull personnel records out of the tiles and say, 
Attorney Naylor, here are these personnel files? No. 
Were different kinds of files in City Hall and in the -
and the fire station scooped up in an FBI-like raid by 
Attorney Naylor and Attorney King? Yes. 
Q. Did you authorize them to take those original 
documents with them? 
A. Did I get -- was I presented with a piece of 
paper that said the following files are going to be 
removed, would you please sign this? No. 
Q. Were you asked for pennission by Attorney 
Naylor or Attorney King to take those documents? 
A. It was more like, "We have authority to do 
this, we're going in and getting them." And I thought 
being a -- I'm an engineer, not an attorney. I got 
swept up, got hustled, h-u-s-t-1-e-d. 
Q. Earlier you spoke about involving Tammi Hall 
in your own personal investigation into the allegations 
being made against Sharon Hammer. 
A. Uh-huh. 
Q. What was the purpose of you conducting your 
own investigation? 
A. Remember the 133,000? That was like No. 1 on 
my list. The rest of the stuff was, you know, down from 
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1 there. I said, "Tammi, this is serious. Because even 
2 though everybody is on leave and everything, we've got 
3 an audit coming up. We have to get this thing figured 
4 out like right now." 
s She said "Okay." 
6 l said, "Here's what to do. Take all staff 
7 members, take all of their accrued vacation, dollarize 
8 it, and add it up, see what it is." Okay? So she went 
9 down 31 staff members, took Chief Daggett's, and she put 
10 a nice report together that said, okay. Chief Daggett, 
11 he gets to accrue, what, 200 hours. Chief Carnes gets 
12 so forth. 
13 But then what she did, she went down through 
14 everyone's accrued vacation, and the overwhelming bulk 
15 ofall of the accrued vacation was okay. I mean, if 
16 you -- on June 1st, your anniversary date, you get 
17 80 hours of vacation. You have 80 hours of accrued 
18 vacation right that instant. And if you dollarize that, 
19 you know, times 20 bucks an hour, it's, you know, a 
20 certain amount of money. 
21 When we then took all of the appropriate 
22 vacation approval out of the 133,000, [ seem to remember 
23 it was 10-, 12-, $13,000. And I said, "Well, Tammi, 
24 this is like a -- she - this is like a bogus idea that 
25 Sharon Hammer had been approving 133,000 bucks worth of 
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1 inappropriate vacation approval. It was bogus right 
2 from the beginning. 
3 Tammi Hall gave me her nice little report, and 
4 off - I said, "Okay." So this is all happening while 
5 I'm suspicious of the whole process of what-- and so 
6 we've got a get Sharon Hammer program started with all 
7 of this. 
8 And I'm slowly picking it apart with a proper 
g investigation, mine was, because r -- I don't know where 
10 that report is now, but we could just lay that out in 
11 front of you right now, and sure enough, when the 
12 auditors finally got around to it, they saw that it was 
13 pocket change ofimproper vacation accrual. [twas like 
u nothing. 
15 I don't know where I am now. What were we 
16 talking about just before this started? 
17 Q. Your independent investigation where you 
18 involved Tammi Hall? 
19 A. Then Tammi Hall got in contact with the BLM. 
20 I think it was the BLM, because they're the ones that 
21 managed the wildfire fighting thing. And she went down 
22 in detail about charges, and they said, "No, all of the 
23 charges are proper. Everything is fine." 
24 That's when I knew that -- that this whole 






















































professional way, it would have been way slow, good 
material, you know, Tammi Hall coming with her little 
analysis and so forth. If that had been done properly, 
we wouldn't be here today. 
Q. 1 recall -- I can't find it right now -- but I 
recall reading something about the reason that you 
placed Sharon Hammer on leave was to protect her from 
Nils Ribi's continued conduct toward her? 
A. That's one element. What I decided was with 
this, you know, kangaroo-court, witch-hunt approach, the 
smartest thing for me to do to protect her -- she then 
turning into a whistleblower H she already was a 
whistleblower, because we had - I had a meeting earlier 
in 2011 with Adam King and said, "Hey, what do I" --
"how do I get this thing stopped?" 
I had no ability to fire Nils Ribi. He's an 
elected officiaJ. I can't go anywhere and get him 
carmed. And I had no -- our city policies had no 
ability to censure or discipline a council member. We 
had nothing, nothing to work with. 
And so here's Sharon vulnerable to this 
activity. So I said, okay, smart thing is to put her on 
administrative leave, because she's a whistleblower, 
which the other team tried to unhook from my thinking 
and say, "Well, no. No, she's not a whistleblower." 
Pagen 
I said, "Yes, she is." If she's bringing 
allegations against a council member for improper 
conduct and everything, yeah, that's the pure definition 
ofwhistleblower right there. 
They say, "Well, Michelle Frostenson's a 
whistleblower, but she isn't." 
I said, "Well, that's nonsense." 
Q. What do you mean that "the other team"? What 
are you referring to? 
A. Yeah, I keep on thinking about the anti, let's 
get Sharon Hammer terun. There's a whole list of names 
on that, some of which are in the room right now. 
Q. So of the folks who are in the room, you've 
put Mr. - Mayor Briscoe on that list? 
A. Yeah. 
Q. Mr. Ribi? 
A. Yeah, absolutely. 
Q. Mr. Naylor? 
A.Yeah. 
Q. Did I miss anybody in this room? 
A. No. The rest ofus are okay. 
Q. Was there another element to putting her on 
leave that we didn't cover? 
A. No. What I -- no. 
Q. Do you recall a period of time when 
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l Mr. Donoval was requesting that her leave not be 
2 characterized as administrative leave, but be 
3 characterized as working from home? 
4 A. Remember the -- you may be referring to some 
5 material that you have seen or know about. I don't. 
6 Q. You've never heard of that request. that her 
7 leave be characterized as working from home versus --
8 A. Heard about? 
9 Q. Yeah. This is the first time you're hearing 
10 it is today? 
11 A. No, I've never read anything, because remember 
12 the manila envelope story? So did I hear it? 
13 Scuttlebutt? Yeah. 
14 MR. NAYLOR: Object to the fonn, foundation. 
15 THE WITNESS: Did I hear about it? Yes, I 
16 absolutely heard about that idea, that concept, that 
17 would really be good. I don't recall where I --
18 Q. (BY MR. SWARTZ) Did you--
19 A. Did I consider it? 
20 Q. Yes. 
21 A. No. 
22 Q. Is there a reason why? 
23 A. I thought -- yes. If you're going to be 
24 evenhanded, Sharon Hammers on leave, Michelle 
25 Frostenson's on leave, Kelly Ek is on leave, the Carnes' 
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1 family is on leave. Okay? So what we're going to do 
2 is. okay, everybody is on leave because there's 
3 allegations flying all over the place against Sharon 
4 Hammer, Sharon Hammer against Nils Ribi, and so forth. 
5 And so I'm thinking, okay, [ can't have --
6 okay. Well, Sharon, you can -- because that's not the 
7 definition of administrative leave. You're supposed to 
s leave everything in your office and everything. So it 
9 really wasn't a consideration, to be quite honest with 
10 you. Because there could be an impropriety there that 
11 somebody, you know, might say, "Oh, okay. Well, I know 
12 what's going on here." 
13 Q. Did you ever consider putting her back into 
14 active duty as an EMT or a firefighter while she was on 
15 leave? 
16 A. I did not, because that would have been that 
17 same kind of thing. I wanted to pretty badly, but 
18 didn't think I could, because that would mean that Nick 
1.9 Carnes would be back on, you know, as an EMT, and some 
20 other talk about. "Gee, well, maybe Michelle could do 
21 some work at home." 
22 "No. No. Whoa, whoa, whoa." All we want 
23 Tammi Hall to do is to call -- talk to Michelle 
24 Frostenson to get material to bring to the office, but 



















































mean? I mean, you know. 
Q. Do you have any recollection of ever 
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authorizing Mr. Ribi to publicly disclose what was 




A. I had no ability to authorize or not authorize 
him to do anything. That was his decision. 
Q. He didn't check with you before publicly 
disclosing what was transpiring in those executive 
sessions? 
A. No. That was just a violation of our council, 
I'll say, methodology, because we had come to an 
agreement early on that all of the executive session 
deliberations would be confidential. If you think about 
it for a moment, you go into executive session to 
discuss confidential matters. 
I mean. otherwise you just talk about it in an 
open meeting. you know, like contract negotiations or, 
you know, something along those lines. And so, yeah, it 
was understood that it should be confidential. 
Q. Did you ever - do you recall asking Patti 
Ball to reinterview Sharon Hammer and her decision not 
to? 
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A. I do not recall telling her to reinterview 
Sharon Hammer, no. 
Q. Do you recall any discussions about whether to 
release the Patti Ball report to the Blaine County 
Prosecutor's Office? 
A. Did I authorize? This is another one of those 
cases where I told Attorney Naylor, "Go right" --you 
know, "You're on your own. Go ahead. Take whatever you 
want." You're -- because I was quite assured that that 
would go nowhere. 
That was a -- in my opinion, that was part of 
the intimidation package that he was working with 
threats. Boy. we're going to the attorney general, 
we're going to the county prosecutor, we're going to fix 
you. 
Did he say that to me? No. Was it inferred 
to me, being a 68- 71-year-old man and been around for 
a while knowing what the game is? Yes. 
Q. Do you ever recall -- or do you recall ever 
telling Mr. Ribi that he should be seriously concerned 
about the allegations that Ms. Hammer was making against 
him? 
MR. NAYLOR: Object to the form, foundation. 
THE WITNESS: Let's see. The allegations --
prior to that first lawsuit. I was completely aware of 
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I. the form of the allegations. In public meetings. in 
2 comments that I made to Council Member Ribi in the hall, 
3 and so forth. yeah, l'm totally aware of the 
4 allegations. 
5 When they popped up, I'll say, publicly, the 
6 smart thing for me to do is shut up. Don't confront 
7 Council Member Ribi, don't discuss anything with him 
8 relative to that. So the simple answer to your question 
9 is, no. 
10 Q. (BY MR. SWARTZ) Other than communicating with 
ll. him about her complaints, you didn't express an opinion 
12 whether he should be concerned or that the allegations 
13 were trumped up or anything to that effect? 
14 MR NAYLOR: Object to the fonn, folUldation. 
15 THE WITNESS: No, because that took some time 
16 to flow out. And so in the early meetings, I wasn't 
17 I 00 percent sure that I knew what was going on unti I 
18 after, you know, Tammi Hall and I got together and 
19 everything. This took time. This didn't happen in 
20 45 minutes. It happened over a period oftime. 
21 And so by the time I got to the point where I 
22 knew that the allegations were bogus -- this was all in 
23 the court system and everything. So I said the smart 
24 thing for me to do is not have any conversation with 
25 Ribi or Mayor-Elect Briscoe or anybody, or minimal. 
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1 Q. (BY MR. SWARTZ) Do you recall Mr. Ribi asking 
2 you to see a copy of the harassment policy that the City 
3 of Sun Valley had and you asking Sharon Hammer to email 
4 it to him? 
5 A. Vaguely. Very vaguely. I kind of recall 
6 something - the word "harassment," yeah, somewhere 
7 along the line. I have no idea when that might have 
8 been. It was late in -- it was maybe 20 t I. not 2009. 
9 So.yeah. 
10 Q. So in that time frame, then, do you recall 
11 Mr. Ribi expressing to you that he didn't believe that 
12 his conduct violated the harassment policy? 
13 MR NAYLOR: Object to the fonn. 
14 THE WITNESS: I don't recall anything like 
15 that. You mean like email, telephone, hallway? 
16 Q. (BY MR. SWARTZ) Correct. Did he ever 
17 communicate to you that he didn't think his conduct 
18 violated the policy, and he wanted to see a copy of the 
19 policy? 
20 A. I don't recall that, no. 
2I. Q. Let me have you tum to Tab 6. 
22 A. You know you're showing me stuff that's like 
23 news to me? 
24 Q. I can believe it. And some of this stuff I 
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putting it in front of you to have some reference on 
time --
A. Okay. 
Q. -- as to certain events. And so we're now 
looking at the November 17, 20 l l, meeting minutes. And 
there was an executive session -- you'll see on page 2 
an executive session was entered into. It doesn't state 
why. 
My question to you is: Do you recall what was 
discussed in that executive session on the 17th? 
A. Okay. I notice down here it says -- this is 
the one where we reconvened at the Sage Room at the Sun 
Valley Lodge. Boy -- okay. Because when you look at 
what we did coming out of the public part of this, it 
says, "Move to amend to include appointment of assistant 
city clerk." 
See, because Kelly Ek was on leave, and we 
needed -- I think, from a statutory standpoint, you need 
an appointed city clerk. I don't think you can just 
say, "Hey, Joe, why don't you be the city clerk today." 
So we appointed Diane Shay as the assistant 
city clerk, and that was approved by the council, and 
she was - she started the city clerk assignment. Okay. 
Now, what did we talk about in the executive session? I 
don't recall. I don't know. 
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Q. Okay. 
A. Come to think of it, in those appointed 
positions, I think city administrator, city clerk, and 
treasurer, all have to be appointed and approved by the 
council, but I may be wrong on that 
Q. It's been a while. 
A. Yeah. Did I tell you I was an engineer, not a 
lawyer? 
Q. Youdid. 
MR. NAYLOR: At Boeing. 
COURT REPORTER: I'm sorry, what? 
MR. NAYLOR: At Boeing. 
THE WITNESS: Yeah, B-o-e-i-n-g. And put in 
there [ know about 737 airplanes, that's it. 
Q. (BY MR. SWARTZ) Do you recall a period of 
time when Mr. Oonoval, on behalf of Ms. Hammer, was 
making settlement offers, which included terms where 
Mr. Ribi would resign as a city council person? 
A. Now, I'm trying to remember ifl learned about 
that later or at the time. l think at the time I didn't 
know about that. Now, you might ask me, well, how about 
later? And help me -- ask the question, because I'm 
trying to get clear in my mind, well, what do you 
mean -- I don't recall at the time that all of that 
activity was going on that there were settlement offers, 
.\l'ir.-1·-scrlpt'? M & M Court Reporti•g Service, Inc. 
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1 because I had the impression that that wasn't - that 
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1 the things where Mr. Swartz may have already asked you. 
2 sort of wasn't my business. Like I - you know, it's in 2 MR. NAYLOR: Sony. Hang on. 
3 (Discussion held off the record.) 3 the court system, lawyers are talking to each other, and 
4 I had the impression that I wasn't engaged in that 4 Q. (BY MR. NAYLOR) Mr. Willich, do you remember 
s negotiation. But later on I understood that there were 
6 offers made of some kind. 
5 talking about getting those personnel files'? 
6 A. Attorney Naylor, it's a trivial little thing. 
7 would you refer to me as Mayor Willich? 
a Q. Well, are you still the mayor? 
, Q. There was an executive session that was then 
8 called on December 2nd, 201 I. And you'll find that 
9 under Tab 8. And based upon the first page of that 9 A. No, but when you get elected mayor, you hold 
10 the title like forever. 10 session - of the minutes from that session, it was to 
11 discuss an employee issue. 11 Q. Well, I may switch in between. No offense is 
12 Do you have any recollection of what employee 12 intended. 
13 A. I'll be okay with that. 13 or which employees were discussed on December 2nd? 
u A. You're really losing me now. I -- to be -- 14 Q. All right. Do you remember going to Sharon 
1s I'm under oath; right? 
16 Q. Oh, yes. 
1s Hammer's office with Mr. Briscoe and Mr. King and myself 
16 and using a key to unlock the filing cabinet to get 
11 A. Yeah. I have no idea I have no idea what we l 7 personnel files out? 
18 A. Let me think about that. Going to her 
19 office -- I know the filing cabinets you're talking 
18 talked about. I don't even know where it was. I guess 
19 it was in the council chambers, and don't know. Did 
20 they say who was present? 
21 Q. It looks like yourself-
2 o about, and I know the -- tell me again who you think it 
21 was, you, Mayor-Elect Briscoe, and I? 
22 A. The council. How come -- 22 Q. Yes. And I think maybe Adam King. 
23 Q. -- and the full council. 23 A. Adam King? 
24 A. But how come -- see, in a lot of these 24 Q. Let me back up and just make it easy. Did you 
2 s meetings, City Attorney King was there, so why isn't his 2 s have a key to that filing cabinet that was Jocked in 
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1 name down there in the people present or others that 1 Sharon Hammer's office? 
2 might have been there? 2 A. Yes, I did. 
3 Q. Do you recall others being present for any of J Q. So you had to unlock that to be able to 
4 the executive sessions? 4 retrieve personnel files; correct? 
s A. Well, I'm going to suggest to you that I think s A. Right. 
6 on IOO percent of the executive sessions, Adam King, the 6 Q. And wasn't there personnel files -
, city attorney, was there. I think. I may be wrong by 7 A. You're going to have to slow down just a 
8 one, but it's like all of them. And I think I recall 8 little bit. lt takes me a little bit oftime. I'm 
9 Attorney Naylor being in some of them, maybe even once 9 going to be thinking about, where was the key'? The key 
10 by telephone. So how come that wasn't in here? 10 was in my desk. And 1 think I recall it that way. 
11 Q. That's a good question. I can't answer that 11 Q. Do you recall discovering that someone's 
12 one for you. We'll ask Mayor Briscoe tomorrow. 12 personnel file wasn't there when you looked for it? 
13 A. What are you here for if you can't answer that 13 A. I don't recall that. 
14 question? No, okay, I'm supposed to answer, you're H Q. And you testified -
1s supposed to ask. Okay. 1s A. I can't say no, no, it wasn't that way. I 
16 MR. SWARTZ: Why don't we go ahead and take a 16 just, I don't recall. 
17 quick break. 17 Q. If you don't recall, that's fine. 
1a THE WITNESS: I thought you'd never ask. 18 A. Yeah. 
19 MR. SWARTZ: And we'll go ahead and assess our 19 Q. You testified earlier that Tammi Hall put a 
20 next moves here. 20 nice report together on vacation leave. 
21 (Break taken.) 21 What did you do with that report? 
22 EXAMINATION 22 A. Do with it? I held it in a folder somewhere, 
23 QUESTIONS BY MR. NAYLOR: 23 and I think after leaving office I have it in a box 
24 Q. Mr. Willich, we need no introduction. I'm 24 somewhere. I think I can reproduce it. 
25 going to kind of jump around, just to fill in some of 25 Q. You think you still have it'? 
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1 A. I believe I do. 
2 Q. Oh, would you mind providing that to us? 
3 A. I could easily do that, I think. 
4 Q. Okay. And I'll share it with Mr. Swartz. 
5 A. Well, in my case digging through boxes - easy 
6 is three days, five days, but I think I can reproduce 
7 it, yeah. 
8 Q. Did you ever tum that over to the city 
g council, that written report? 
10 A. You just used the phrase "tum over," and I 
11 will say no. 
12 Q. Did you share it with them? 
13 A. Share it like in a meeting like in executive 
14 session or something? 
15 Q. Yeah. 
16 A. No, not that I recall. 
17 Q. Did you ever share it with Patti Ball? 
18 A. No, I did not. 
19 Q. Did you share it with Scott Birch? 
20 A. Scott Birch is from the attorney general's 
21 office. 
22 Q. Yes. 
23 A. Yes. 
24 Q. You gave him a copy or did you just tell him 
25 about it? 
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1 A. Told him about it. 
2 Q. But you didn't show him the report? 
3 A. I think vaguely -- can we have a one-to-ten 
4 scale of assurance where ten is bulletproof? Yeah, I 
5 think I might have said, "Well, look. see, here's 
6 what" -- "let me show you, you know, what this accrual 
7 really means and everything," and then put it out. That 
8 could have happened. 
g Q. But you don't recall specific --
10 A. I don't recall exactly -- and said "Here's a 
11 copy - I don't recall turning a copy over to him. 
12 Q. Did you meet with the forensic auditors? 
13 A. Yes, for a day. 
14 Q. Did you share with them this Tammi Hall 
15 calculation? 
16 A. Yes. 
17 Q. Did you give them a copy of --
18 A. I believe they took a copy. 
19 Q. When Michelle Frostenson came in on 
20 November 1 l th, 2011, and reported her report to the city 
21 council. did you consider her, at that time, to be a 
22 whistleblower? 
23 A. In the pure definition ofit, yeah. I mean. 
24 she had allegations to bring forward relative to 
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whistle blower. 
Q. Was one of the reasons that you put her on 
paid leave was so that she would not be subjected to 
Sharon Hammer or other employees' retribution because of 
whistleblowing? 
A. No. The reason for putting her on leave --
once again, whistleblower -- is to remove her from all 
of the circumstances and to -- so that we could get our 
work done relative to the allegations without her being 
there. 
Because the idea that if she was there in the 
office, then the investigation and any discussions we 
might be having would look like it's tainted, because, 
well, she's hanging around the office, you know, hand --
you know, being engaged in activity. So if she's at 
home, there's no question of impropriety that she's 
around the office, in my mind. 
Q. There were no allegations at that time, in 
your mind, that Michelle Frostenson had done anything 
wrong, was there? 
A. When she was put on leave? Not right at that 
time, no. Very early. 
Q. What do you mean "very early"? 
A. Well, this all - I'm trying to remember the 
November 11th meeting, and I'm trying to remember the 
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exact day, which I don't recall, that she was placed on 
leave. But very early is within that short time period. 
Q. Okay. And until the time that you testified 
to earlier, on, I believe it was, December 29th, when 
you wanted to tenninate Michelle Frostenson -
A. Yeah. 
Q. - prior to that, had she, in your estimation, 
done anything wrong? 
A. Yes. I was convinced that she improperly. 
inappropriately packaged material that formed the basis 
for her allegations on November 11th, and -- but 
subsequent to that, when I - Tammi Hall and I did our 
0\\<11 little bookwork on this. I'm finding out that 
Michelle Frostenson, on any number of issues, had 
just - what is the word - misled the council. I'm 
going to say lied. 
And so. yes, l thought she had done any number 
of things that were improper. And, in fact, if she 
hadn't done what she did-- that insubordination action 
of putting Kelly Ek on the signature block, totally, 
totally inappropriate, way outside of her authority. 
She thought she was bulletproof. And I said "Good, this 
is the culmination of all of her improprieties, and now 
she finally put the nail in the coffin." 
Q. I'm going to hand you a document that's been 
\[in-l -Scr:ptE M & M Court Reporting Service, Inc. 
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1. previously marked here as Exhibit 25, so we don't need 
2 to mark it. 
3 A. Yeah. 
4 Q. It's dated December 28th, but it references 
5 events on December 29th. 2011. ls this the notice of 
6 suspension without pay and recommendation oftennination 
7 of Michelle Frostenson you're talking about? 
e A. Yeah, that's the one. 
9 Q. Okay. And other than the allegation that she 
1.0 changed the signature block on the checks to Kelly Ek, 
11 is there anything in here about her lying, misleading 
12 the council, fabricating any evidence or information 
13 that she presented? 
14 Go ahead and take your time and look at it. 
1.s A. Not in this. 
16 Q. Okay. 
17 A. I recognize this. Not in this. 
18 Q. So when you say it was the culmination of all 
19 that --
20 A. Right. 
21 Q. -- you did not put that in this notice? 
22 A. No. I was prepared to lay that all out at the 
23 executive session that I was calling, relative to her 
24 termination, and I was going to build that whole case to 
2s the council with this other material, and then 
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1 culminating in this. 
2 Q. Why did you put, in writing. then, the reasons 
3 for your suspension without pay and recommendation of 
, termination? 
s Why did you give this to Michelle Frostenson? 
6 A. This - what do you mean? 
7 Q. Well, wasn't this to notify Michelle of what 
a wrongdoing you believed she did? 
9 A. Right. 
10 Q. But you didn't --
11. A. This particular incident, correct. 
12 Q. And when we're talking about changing the 
11 checks, this isn't changing the signature cards down at 
l4 the bank as to who is authorized to sign a check, this 
15 is just the preprinted signature that shows up as one 
16 signature on each check; is that correct? 
11 A. There are two elements: One is the authorized 
18 signature list at the bank-
u Q. Correct. And that's not this. 
20 A. That's not this. This is the - yeah, the 
n signature at the bottom of the -- of the check. The 
22 preprinted, you know, electronic signature. 
23 Q. Okay. Who drafted Exhibit 25, this docwnent? 
24 A. Sharon Hammer drafted it with my, you know, 




1 Sharon, basically, drafted it. Sharon was her immediate 
2 supervisor at the time. 
3 Q. Did anyone else review it prior to you serving 
4 it on Michelle Frostenson, other than you and Sharon 
s Hammer? 
6 A. No, not that I - unless Sharon reviewed it 
1 with somebody. No, I don't know. 
8 Q. And what do you mean by, As an employee of the 
9 City of Sun Valley you do not have the authority to 
10 determine where you will work"? 
11 You go on to say. [ as read] "Your regular 
12 schedule is to be in City Halt on Tuesdays and 
u Thursdays." 
14 But you have -
15 A. Right. 
u Q. --you recognize that she worked Monday, 
11 Wednesday, and Friday from her home; correct? 
1e A. Yes. 
19 Q. And that was approved, wasn't it? 
20 A. Pardon me? 
21 Q. That was approved, wasn't it? 
22 A. Not by me. 
21 Q. Well, while you were mayor, did you object to 
24 her working from home? 
25 A. No. This work schedule was approved and set 
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1 up by the previous city administrator back in '07. That 
2 was Virginia Egger. And Mayor Thorson did - set up 
3 this program. 
4 Q. And during the nearly four years that you were 
s the mayor, you took no action to change it? 
6 A. Did not, you're right 
7 Q. So you agreed with it? 
a A. Right. I accepted it. 
9 Q. Did Sharon Hammer recommend this suspension 
1.0 without pay recommendation? 
1.1 A. That was my idea. I said, "I want her" - in 
12 fact, that instant when I said, "You leave your" - "you 
13 leave all of your keys and everything here, leave the 
14 building, and I need everything returned" - "you know, 
15 whatever you have at home, I need everything returned." 
16 And that was then. 
17 I wanted her off the property, summarily 
18 dismissed. And then I would go ask the city council to 
19 back me up on that, which, of course, the council could 
20 have reversed and said, you're out of your mind, we're 
21 not doing this, and everything, but they chose not to. 
22 Q. Now, the day that this occurred, you had 
23 testified that you were-· you called her in to your 
24 office, Carn Daggett and Sharon Hammer were also present? 
2s A. Right. 
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1 Q. Why did you have Chief Daggett there? 
2 A. I needed her direct supervisor there. 
3 Q. That's Sharon Hammer? 
4 A. Sharon Hammer and a credible witness. 
5 Q. The chief of police? 
6 A. Right. 
7 Q. And that was the only reason you called him 
8 in? 
9 A. Yeah. Anybody else who would have walked by, 
10 and somebody in authority -- if the chief wasn't there, 
11 I could have brought in Mike Crawford, the assistant 
12 chief, or something like that. But, anyway, a credible 
13 person to observe what was going on. 
14 Q. And you believed Chief Daggett to be credible? 
15 A. Totally. 
16 Q. And are you aware that he wrote out a written 
17 statement detailing what he observed on December 29th? 
18 A. Haven't seen it 
19 Q. You've never seen it? 
20 A. I have no idea. 
21 Q. Now, is it your recollection that the comments 
22 that you testified Michelle Frostenson made that were 
23 derogatory toward you about -- and l think they're 
24 reflected in here about - maybe they aren't. 
25 A. Okay. Here it is. See Conclusion No. 2? 
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1 Q. Yeah. Where does it say what she said? 
2 A. "Your accusations" -- misspe1led "you" -your 
3 accusations against me that this 'mess is entirely my 
' fault because I have not done my job."' And so I -5 that's what I remember her saying. 
6 Q. Do you remember Cam Daggett being present when 
7 she said that? 
8 A. Yeah. 
9 Q. And do you remember, as you sit here today. 
10 that all of this occurred in one meeting where Cam 
11. Daggett, Sharon Hammer, and Michelle Frostenson, and 
12 you, were present in your office? 
13 A. Yes. 
14 Q. Is it possible --
15 A. It took about four minutes, maybe less. 
16 Q. So you don't recall Michelle Frostenson 
17 leaving and then coming back and talking to you alone in 
18 your office? 
19 A. What? I ran her off the property. no. 
20 Q. And Cam Daggett was there when all of this was 
21 said? 
22 A. Yes. 
23 Q. That's your testimony? 
24 A. Yes. 
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A. You want a one-to-ten scale? 
Q. Yeah. 
A. We're at about an eight and a half or a nine. 
Q. And you are under oath today. You're 




Q. For the court reporter. 
A. Yes. Yes. 
Q. And you testified in January 2011 in a court 
hearing under oath; correct? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And you have filed - or you have signed 
affidavits -- I can't remember how many -- four or five 
affidavits in this litigation; correct? 
A. Right. 
Q. And all of those were sworn under oath by you; 
correct? 
A. Correct. 
Q. And were those true at the time that you 
drafted and signed those? 
A. To the best of my knowledge, yeah. Otherwise, 
I would not have signed them. 
Q. And who drafted those? 
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A. Affidavits? I have had some affidavits 
prepared by Jim Donoval that I have reviewed, corrected, 
modified, whatever. and then have signed. 
Q. Prior to coming in today, had you met with 
Mr. Swartz? 
A. Two years ago. Shook hands and said hello. 
Q. That was it? 
A. Yeah. 
Q. Have you ever sat down for a meeting to talk 
to Mr. Swartz about the details or facts of this case? 
A. No. 
THE WITNESS: To be quite honest with you, you 
waved to me this morning, and I didn't know who you 
were. 
MR. SWARTZ: No offense. 
MR. NAYLOR: Are you sure it wasn't me? 
THE WITNESS: I recognize you. I recognized 
Mayor Briscoe going by. 
Q. (BY MR. NAYLOR) And Joy Vega. his associate, 
have you ever sat down and met with her and talked with 
her-
A. No. The first time I met her was this 
morning. 
Q. So Jim Donoval has prepared these affidavits. 
Are there any affidavits that you've signed in 
,\J in-l · -Scrlpt'.!t M & M Court Reporting Service. lac. 
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l the litigation involving Sharon Hammer that did not 
2 originate from Jim Donoval? 
3 A. Affidavits? No. 
4 Q. Has Jim Donoval ever been your lav.,yer who 
s represented you? 
' A. No. 7 Q. Has Jim Donoval, to your knowledge, ever 
8 represented the City of Sun Valley? 
g A. Not that I know of, no. 
10 Q. To your knowledge, has Jim Donoval ever been 
11 the attorney for Sharon Hammer in her capacity as the 
12 city administrator for the City of Sun Valley? 
13 A. No. 
14 Q. When was the last time you talked with 
15 Mr. Donoval, other than this phone call the other day to 
16 make sure you were coming? 
17 A. Maybe three weeks ago. 
18 Q. And where was that? 
19 A. Just a telephone conversation. 
20 Q. When was the last time you had a face-to-face 
21 meeting with Mr. Donoval? 
22 A. Face to face? I think months ago. 
23 Q. Do you remember where? 
24 A. Oh, boy. A restaurant in Boise, because I'm 
25 trying to remember -- my wife had her knee surgery, and 
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l we had to come down to Boise to get that done, and -
2 yeah, it could have been - a couple months ago, l 
3 think. 
4 Q. Was it social or did you talk about this case? 
s A. Social. 
6 Q. Did you talk about the details of any of 
7 Sharon Hammer's cases? 
B A. No. I don't think that's too smart, to be 
g quite honest with you, about - it's like, you know, 
10 earlier today -- you know, all of this litigation was 
11 going on during that time period, you asked -- somebody 
12 asked me, did I talk to Council Member Ribi? No, not 
13 really. You know, going to go to the meetings and 
14 everything. Mayor Briscoe? Not really, because I just 
15 didn't think it's smart to be having detailed 
16 discussions about stuff. 
17 Q. Was Sharon Hammer at this meeting-- or at 
18 this dinner? 
19 A. Yes. 
20 Q. And so this was just a social event? 
21 A. Yep. 
22 Q. Approximately how many times have you talked 
23 to Mr. Donoval on the phone about the litigation? 
24 A. You mean about his affidavits? 






















































A. How many total are there, like four? Three? 
Q. How ever many there are. 
A. Three. I think three. I would say half a 
dozen times. 
Q. So when he wanted to -- when he sought you out 
to get an affidavit., would he send you a draft of what 
he needed in the affidavit? 
A. Email. 
Q. But the draft originated with Mr. Donoval; 
correct? 
A. Yeah. 
Q. And then you would work it over and correct it 
and send it back for him? 
A. Yeah. The reason is he thought -- I don't 
know about what he thought. If I were approached by 
you -- you know, Kirt. you and I have had issues, but if 
you came to me and you thought I had material -- in 
fact, you're doing it right now - that would be helpful 
to you, and you would want to put an affidavit together 
in some fonn, and I would look at it and say, "No, I 
can't agree with that, I didn't do that"; or, "Yes, I 
do," blah, blah. [ would have accorded you the same, 
l'll say, professional courtesy that I did to Jim 
Donoval. 
And if some other random attorney called me 
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one day and said, "You have, you know, something I think 
that might be useful to me." if it's truthful, I'd say, 
"Yeah, I can sign that." If it's not, I'd just cross it 
out and say "No, I'm not going to do it." 
Q. In those early lawsuits, in November, 
December. January of 2011 and '12, who was the attorney 
for the City, representing the city in those lawsuits? 
A. Lawsuits attorney? We have somebody called 
the "city attorney." So I'm not even quite sure what 
the role of the city attorney is. It's kind of a fuzzy 
thing that he-- the city attorney represents the city. 
Okay. Well, a city is a corporation, and I'm not even 
quite sure that -- what that all means. 
Q. Well, let me ask it this way, it might make it 
easier: Who attended the court hearings on behalf of 
the city at those trials - or those hearings? 
A. I was going to follow up with the answer, you 
know, the city attorney, Adam King. But, now, as soon 
as the lawsuits started flying around and the ICRMP 
insurance company - and I continue to refer to it as an 
insurance company, because that's what I think it is, 
liability insurance company -- that I think they engaged 
you to represent them in this action relative to the 
city. So I think the attorney that was assigned by the 
insurance company was Kirt Naylor. 
'1:n-C-Script:l!~ M & M Court Reporting Servh:e, In£. 
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1 Q. For the city that was being sued? I mean 
2 ICRMP wasn't --
3 A. Yes. All right. But there are individuals in 
4 the city. The corporation wasn't being sued. There 
5 were individuals named in the suit. They were --
6 Q. So was the City of Sun Valley? 
7 A. Yeah, and the individuals. 
B Q. Now, these other people that you've testified 
9 today that you gave permission to take city vehicles 
10 home, did you indicate to each of them that they had 
11 authority to use those city vehicles for personal use? 
12 A. Yes. I can give you an example. When I 
13 authorized Brad Mitchell to take the plow home all of 
14 the way to Hailey, Idaho, 15 miles away, ifbe used that 
15 vehicle to drive over and pick up kids from school, to 
16 go over to Albertson's and buy groceries, and maybe go 
17 down to Bellevue to see if his other car's mechanical 
18 work had been done, blah, blah, blah, yes. 
19 Q. That would be acceptable to you? 
20 A. Perfectly. 
21 Q. Do you know if that's in violation of the city 
22 policy? 
23 A. I have no idea. 
24 Q. Did you review or refer to the city policy 
25 about the use of city vehicles for personal use prior to 
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1 giving any of these individuals permission? 
2 A. No, because I thought it was in -- within my 
3 authority to do, you know, the right thing for the city. 
4 Q. So it didn't have anything to do with any side 
5 agreement or contract, it was your inherent authority as 
6 the mayor to be able to give these cars for personal 
7 use? 
8 A. You mean, did I sign a contract with Brad 
9 Mitchell to say, "I need you to sign this before you 
10 leave this afternoon with the vehicle"? 
11 Q. No, what I'm saying --
12 A. What's the nature of the question? 
13 Q. What I'm saying is: There was no side 
14 agreement with Brad that he would get a city vehicle 
15 while he was employed, it was simply you were providing 
16 him this benefit pursuant to your inherent power as the 
17 mayor? 
18 A. Yes. There was no written agreement with Brad 
19 Mitchell to use the plow to go to Hailey, right. 
20 Q. And when did you talk to Sharon Hammer about 
21 first using a city vehicle? 
22 A. Right after she was hired and came on and we 
23 had that surplus vehicle. They only had one car, and 
24 her husband, Jim, wasn't due to arrive for a while, and 
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parked out there, so why don't you use that'' 
Q. And in that situation, did you review the 
policy manual to see if you had the authority to provide 
her that car for personal use? 
We just have to get this on the record. 
A. I know. I was told -- I was told, a long time 
ago with some attorneys at Boeing, don't use smart 
remarks, you know, in your answer, because it doesn't go 
well. And my smart remark is, one more time, I'm an 
engineer not a lawyer. 
Did I pore through city policy manuals to 
figure out everything that I was doing over four years? 
No. Did I have a feeling of a certain level of 
authority -- because I made the example before, it was 
time to buy a $30,000 bush truck. 
I just knew, inherently, I didn't have to look 
at the policy - the city policy to say, hey, I think I 
better take this to the city council, I'm not going to 
write a $30,000 check on my own. 
Q. So did you tell Sharon that she could use the 
car at any time as much as she wanted for personal use? 
A. Did I specifically sit her down in a meeting, 
a fonnal meeting, and say, "Sharon. this is what I 
understand"? No, I didn't do that. We just understood. 
See, I had written that thing off in my mind a long time 
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ago. 
It would be like that printer that I talked to 
you about. I didn't have a big long discussion with 
anybody. I didn't look in the city's policies on 
whether or not I could get rid of a printer -- you know, 
an $800 printer, surplus it, because it wasn't working 
or anything. I just did it, because it was within 
normal bounds of running the business. 
Q. Did you treat this -- well, back up. Did you 
consult with anyone to determine whether this use of the 
city vehicle for personal use was a fringe benefit that 
needed to be considered for tax purposes by anybody? 
A. Didn't think about it at all, no. 
Q. Were there any limitations placed on her use 
of the vehicle? 
A. None that I know of. 
Q. So would you agree that if she wanted to drive 
to Fairfield on personal business, that that would be 
acceptable? 
A. Yeah. 
Q. What about if she wanted to go to New Mexico 
for a two-week vacation, would that be acceptable? 
A. With that vehicle? 
Q. Yeah. 
A. No. I think that would -- no, that wouldn't 
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1 be -- I would think that that would be a little far 
2 afield. 
3 Q. What about driving to Boise for totally 
4 personal reasons using that vehicle? 
5 A. Yeah. 
6 Q. That would be okay? 
7 A. Yeah. 
8 Q. Did you ever set any parameters with 
9 Ms. Hammer about, you can use it for personal reasons 
10 from here to Fairfield or here to Boise, but don't go 
11 500 miles? 
12 A. No. But you need context for my answers. 
13 Okay? So I'm going to give you context. Here's a woman 
14 that passed on her contracted bonus payment that she was 
15 due, and she just skipped the bonus payment and spread 
16 it around among the other staff members so that they 
17 could get a cost ofliving increase. 
18 And so, okay, I'm looking, here's the -- and, 
19 once again, I have a corporate background, and she was 
20 the senior executive in our little corporation. And if 
21 I look at -- if I look at, okay, she's senior executive 
22 in the corporation, she's in al1 hours of the day and 
23 night, sometimes on Saturdays -- I'd have to send her 
24 home. I'd drive by after dinner and see her car out 
25 there and say, "Hey, what are you doing here working at 
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1 8:00 o'clock at night?" 
2 "Well, I had to get this material." So I, in 
3 context of what she was performing from a work 
4 standpoint for the City of Sun Valley, knowing that she 
5 passed on bonus payments for the City of Sun Valley, and 
6 here's this little scrap value rig that is of very 
7 little value to the city, I weighed those things, and 
8 said "Yeah. go ahead." Did I say specifically, "Yeah, 
9 go ahead"? No, I just. .. 
10 Q. What do you mean, did you say specifically "go 
11 ahead"? Go ahead what? 
12 A. I did not specifically sit her down and say, 
13 this is what I understand about this and lay out a whole 
1t -- what I just did for you. I never had this long 
15 discussion that I just had with you with her. It didn't 
16 happen that way. 
17 Q. What about the city credit card, did you 
18 authorize her to use that Sun Valley-issued credit card 
19 to put gas in the Sun Valley-owned auto for all uses, 
20 including her personal use? 
21 A. I was under the assumption, and I believe 
22 if -- that it's been established that she paid for her 
23 own gas money for her personal. 
24 Q. So the answer is no you never authorized her 
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vehicle for her personal use? 
Do you want me to reread that? 
A. No. No. I don't need you to do it. I'm just 
wondering what kind of notes former Council Member Ribi 
was taking? What are we doing? 
Q. Let me ask you the question again. So you 
never authorized her, Sharon Hammer, to use the Sun 
Valley credit card to put gas in that vehicle for her 
personal use, did you? 
A. My understanding was that Sharon Hammer was 
purchasing fuel for that vehicle with her own credit 
carcl. 
Q. So if that was your understanding -- and I 
just need you to answer that question that I've asked --
did you ever authorize her to use a city credit card to 
put gas in that vehicle for personal use? 
A. That's a clever way of asking a question, but, 
of course, that's your job, isn't it? 
See, the inference in your question is that --
you've already prejudged it to the point where you 
already know she inappropriately used the credit card 
for personal use without my authorization. That's the 
way you've framed the question. 
Q. No, I'm just trying --
A. And I'm going to answer your question. That's 
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what I have going in my mind. And the answer that I 
have, in my mind, did I ever specifically, in writing, 
email, telephone conversation, or whatever, tell Sharon 
Hammer, "Sharon Hammer, you're authorized anytime, 
anywhere, anyplace, any distance, to use a city credit 
card to put fuel in that vehicle for any use 
whatsoever"? No, I never did that. 
Q. And what Ms. Hammer alleges is -- just so 
we're clear -- she alleges that you authorized her to 
use a Sun VaUey-issued credit card to put gas in a Sun 
Valley-owned auto for all uses, whether they be Sun 
Valley related or personal in nature. That infers that 
you affirmatively authorized her to do that. 
MR. SWARTZ: Objection; incomplete 
hypothetical. 
THE WITNESS: I have no idea what you're 
talking about. 
MR. NAYLOR: Let me just ask you --
THE WITNESS: Well, there's a piece of paper 
you're reading off of that has some kind of discussion 
about what Sharon Hammer said. She's not here, so I 
don't know. 
Q. (BY MR. NAYLOR) I just need to ask you this 
question; Did you ever authorize Ms. Hammer to use a 
Sun Valley-issued credit card to put gas in a Sun 
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l Valley-owned auto for all uses, whether they be Sun 
2 Valley related or personal in natural? 
3 MR. SWARTZ: Objection; asked and answered. 
4 THE WITNESS: Would you go back to my original 
5 answer? I'm just going to --
6 COURT REPORTER: Okay. Wait. Hold on a 
7 second. 
8 MR. SWARTZ: Objection; asked and answered. 
9 COURT REPORTER: Okay. Now go ahead. 
10 THE WITNESS: Will you go back to my original 
11 answer, and that remains my answer, that great big long 
12 discussion. And I'm not going to answer that question. 
13 l think I've answered his question already. 
14 Q. (BY MR. NAYLOR) Okay. Mr. Willich -- Mayor 
15 WiIIich? 
16 A. Yes, thank you. 
17 Q. You haven't -you've told me that you had 
18 never - I'm going back to your answer. It says, "And 
151 the answer that I have in my mind, did I ever 
20 specifically in writing, email, telephone conversation, 
21 or whatever, tell Sharon Hammer, 'Sharon Hammer, you're 
22 authorized anytime, anywhere, anyplace, any distance, to 
23 use the city credit card to put fuel in that vehicle for 
24 any use whatsoever'? No, I never did that." 
25 Is there anything you want to add to that? 
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l A. Yes. 
2 Q. What? 
3 A. See, that's the detailed, formal, answer to 
4 the question. You asked me a formal question: "Did you 
s write something? Did you have a discussion? Did you 
6 email? Whatever." The formal answer is "No." The 
7 infonnal answer is "Sharon, go right ahead, use good 
8 judgment." 
9 Q. So you authorized her to use her judgment to 
10 use the city-owned credit card for gas in that car for 
11 personal use, and if she did that, you would not have a 
12 problem with that; is that what you're testifying? 
13 A. What I'm testifying to is we had a culture in 
14 our city where people took on lots of personal 
15 responsibility. In her particular case, she was given 
16 wide, wide, wide latitude to use good judgment. And 
17 that's the answer. 
18 Q. Okay. I'm going to read you a statement that 
19 she's made, and just tell me if you agree with it or 
20 disagree. "During his term as mayor of Sun Valley, 
21 fonner Mayor Willich orally confirmed to Ms. Hammer that 
22 pursuant to his statutory powers as the mayor of Sun 
23 Valley, and pursuant to the flexible benefit provision, 
24 he possessed the authority to, among other things, allow 























































gas in a Sun Valley-owned auto for all uses, whether 
they be Sun Valley related or personal in nature." 
Do you agree with that? 
A. Referring back to the last part of the 
answer -- or the last part of the question that I 
answered is, yes, use good judgment. 
Q. So if she used the city credit card for 
personal use of gas, then you would not have any 
objection to that? 
A. You'll have to -- you have to go-you're 
going to have to give me way more details than just some 
kind of remark like that. That's just a hearsay, casual 
remark. I have no -- do you have any information that I 
can look at it, or do you have something --
Q. I'm just asking you for the parameters of how 
much -- if she used the credit card to buy gas to go to 
New Mexico, would that be acceptable to you? 
A. I don't know. We're -- you're going to have 
to give me a lot more detailed understanding of what the 
nature of your question is, because you're trying to 
wind me around into a position of -- kind of like 
setting up the circumstances where I disapproved of her, 
but I don't know what the circumstances are. 
If she had to drive to the hospital in -· very 
quickly, and it's low on gas, and she goes and swipes 
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the card, yeah, sure. You know, I don't know. Tell me 
what the exact circumstances are. 
Q. She drives to New Mexico for a two-week 
vacation and uses the city credit card to pay for all of 
that gas. Would that be, in your estimation, within the 
authority you gave her? 
MR. SW ARTZ: Objection; incomplete 
hypothetical. 
THE WITNESS: Yeah. I -· 
Q. (BY MR. NAYLOR) You used that hypothetical, 
didn't you? 
A. Well, I suspect that she would have used good 
judgment and not done that. 
Q. What about her flextime, how did that work? 
What did you tell her that she could do about 
vacation, sick leave, flextime? 
A. She was the senior executive in a corporation. 
You have to, okay, remember I come from a corporate 
background. In fact, I don't even understand what the 
flextime -- people have used that tenninology, and I'm 
not even sure what it was. 
Did I have a time card on Sharon Hammer? No, 
she was not a time card employee. Did I have, oh, some 
kind of specific 9:00 to 5:00 requirements for her? No. 
Did she generally have to perfonn the duties of her 
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1 position, and -- whether it was over holidays that she 
2 worked, various times, nights, weekends, and so forth. 
3 What I did was observed her general demeanor, 
4 in terms ofis she there, is she punctuaJ performing. is 
5 she coming in early, staying late, et cetera, et cetera, 
6 et cetera, and gave her, once again, wide latitude for 
7 her judgment on use of her time. Did I think she 
8 performed, over three-and-a-half years, completely 
9 fulfilling the on-time requirements? Yes. 
10 Q. So would you require her to keep track of how 
11 many hours she worked late and then give her so many 
12 hours off on a Friday or something like that, or would 
13 you just leave it up to her judgment? 
14 A. Did I say, "Hey, were you here on Saturday for 
15 four hours?" 
16 "Yes." 
17 "Okay. Sharon, let's mark this down four 
1.8 hours. Now, then, on Wednesday you'd like to go home 
19 early? Okay. I think you can go home early for four 
20 hours because you worked on Saturday." 
21 None of that happened. That did not happen. 
22 She's not a -· with a time card, no. Did we use 
23 judgment about it? Did I observe her, a lot oftimes, 
24 in the office at night, weekends, et cetera? Did I 
25 allow a lot oflatitude relative to going home - in 
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l fact, I don't even recall a time of her saying- coming 
2 into the office and saying. "I won't be here this 
3 afternoon because" - it may be once or twice - "of a 
4 doctor's appointment" or something. But she was there 
s all of the time, and, in fact, overtime. 
6 Q. What about if she wanted to take two weeks' 
7 vacation, would you expect her to count her - to charge 
8 her vacation time against that time? 
9 So in other words, if she took two weeks' 
10 vacation -- she's earned vacation time; correct? 
11 A. Sure, yeah. Everybody did. 
12 Q. So when she took vacation, did you expect her 
13 to use her vacation time for that time on vacation? 
14 A. Yes. And when we did the little analysis of 
15 accrued vacation time, as I recall -- I'd have to get 
16 the little report out -- but I don't think she had very 
17 much, if any, over-accrual. So, yeah. 
18 Q. But if she left on Friday at noon, she didn't 
19 check in with you, and you didn't need to authorize her 
20 to leave early on Friday; is that what you're saying? 
21 You just left it to her judgment? 
22 A. Let's see, to answer your question, in 
23 three-and-a·halfyears, did I ever walk down the hall 
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Q. So you're saying she never took time off? She 
was always there 8:00 to 5:00, other than on vacation? 
A. Would you ask that one again? 
Q. Yeah. You just said-
A. l'm trying to give you an answer that -
Q. You just said, did I ever go down the hall and 
look and see Sharon was gone? No. So I'm asking you: 
Does that mean that other than her being on vacation, 
was she always there at least 8:00 to 5:00? 
A. Let me answer it my way. You just 
rephrased -- or reframed the answer, and I want to 
reframe it back again. What I'm trying to suggest is I 
wasn't -- in three-and-a-half years, I don't recall ever 
being unaware of her absence. Now --
Q. "Unaware of her absence"? 
A. Of her absence from the office. I don't 
recaU ever, once again, walking down the hall and 
saying, "Hey, where's Sharon?" Never happened. I was 
either aware of vacations, aware of, "Mayor, I'm going 
over to" -- "I've got a doctor's appointment this 
afternoon," et cetera, et cetera. 
So I was never in a situation where, "Where in 
the heck is she?" In fact, I was overly aware of her 
being -- working in the office in City Hall way beyond 
the number. I was more concerned about that than I was 
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about any, like, absences. Okay. 
Q. Was this practice allowed for other employees? 
And I call it the flextime, because that's what 
everybody else calls it. What would you call it? 
A. Nobody ever walked in my office and said, "I'm 
leaving early because of flextime." 
Q. But if somebody else left early, would you be 
concerned about that if they didn't tell you, Michelle 
Frostenson is gone to --
A. Yes. Let me give you an example. Kelly Ek 
was -- is a lot - had a lot of health issues, lots. 
And so I, shall we say, cut Kelly Ek a lot of slack for 
doctor's appoinbnents, et cetera, et cetera, because 
of- why is that -- just because of her health. 
So we just made -- I think the whole staff 
made adjustments, l'm going to say. Were there times 
when I walked down the hall and said, "Well, where's 
Kelly?" Yeah, quite a few times. How was I on 
discipline relative to that? Pretty poor, actually, in 
her case. That should have been resolved, you know, 
sometime ago. 
Other people? I don't know. Michelle 
Frostenson? Remember, these are the appointed people. 
These are the senior people in the organization. Did [ 
not know Terence, you know, in the street department --
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1 was I totally aware ofall of his comings and goings? 
2 No. The reason is he was working for Bill Whitesell, 
3 the head of the street department. Was I aware of -
4 Q. So was it okay for anybody to take time off --
s A. No. 
6 Q. Okay. 
7 A. No. l'm just trying to explain it to you. 
8 Terence works in the street department, he works for 
9 Bill Whitesell. Bill Whitesell was responsible for 
10 keeping track of Terence's time, et cetera, et cetera. 
l1 Did I have a general policy that said that Terence could 
12 just take time off anytime he wanted or anything? No. 
13 Q. Was Terence an hourly employee? 
14 A. He is -- let's see, was he hourly? 
15 Q. I'm just talking about exempt employees that 
16 don't punch a time clock. 
17 A. Right. 
18 Q. If they came and went, it was okay with you, 
19 so long as they didn't abuse it? 
20 A. The senior people. yeah. 
21 Q. Now--
22 A. Three people in particular, Michelle, Kelly 
23 Ek, and Sharon. 
24 Q. Now. these two issues, Sharon's use of the 
25 car. and gas purchased by the city, as well as the 
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1 flextime time off and vacation time. those were two 
2 issues that Sharon -- that Michelle Frostenson brought 
3 up in that November 11th meeting. weren't they? 
4 A. I'm going to say, yes, except that, you know, 
5 the credit card thing. I don't recall that being a big 
6 part of the November 11th meeting. There was a 
7 reference to it, I think, but I don't recall that. 
B Q. At the November I 1th meeting in executive 
g session, when these issues came up, did you, at that 
10 time, tell the city council, "Oh. well, I gave Sharon 
ll permission to use this vehicle"? 
12 A. I had no discussion with the council on 
13 anything. I listened the whole time and shut up. 
14 Q. So wouldn't -- didn't -
15 A. I didn't defend anything or comment about 
16 anything. 
17 Q. But if you had given her permission, wouldn't 
l8 that have pretty much resolved it in your mind? 
19 A. I have no idea I did not discuss it with the 
20 council, I didn't defend anything, nor did I comment on 
21 anything. 
22 Q. Why not? Why didn't you clarify that you had 
23 already given her permission for that? 
24 A. Remember what I said earlier? The council is 
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inclination whatsoever, in a kangaroo court, to have a 
discussion with this council. They had the bit in their 
teeth., and they were on their way, and I shut up and did 
not say anything. 
Q. So as of November 11th, who was the chief 
executive officer responsible for the supervision of all 
employees? 
A. Me. 
Q. And you did not feel that it was -- would be 
beneficial to impart on that information? 
A. Not in that setting. I was going to -- I 
wanted -- which ultimately happened, poorly -- a real 
investigation into the allegations to start a -- to 
start a discussion with council members that were 
oriented a certain way. 
I said, "Let them go, Jet them talk, let them 
put their program together" -- come to think of it. I 
did that with you, too, Mr. Naylor. "You just go right 
ahead" -
Q. So on Monday, November 14th, when you met back 
with the city council, isn't it true that at that point 
you said that you had already -- that you had given 
Sharon Hammer permission to use the car? 
A. That's the meeting we decided to hire an 
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investigator. 
Q. But isn't it true that you told the city 
council --
A. I don't recall it that way, no. 
Q. You don't? 
A. No. 
Q. So you deny saying that or you just don't 
recall as you sit here? 
A. Don't recall. All I recall is we said we're 
going to hire an investigator. 
Q. And you don't recall telling the city council 
on Monday, November 14th, about that you had authorized 
flextime or this vacation time flexibility? 
A. Don't recall that 
Q. Do you remember Bob Youngman saying to you, on 
November 14th, something to the effect, "Well, that 
would have been good to know, what you're just telling 
us now, last Friday"? 
A. I don't recall that. 
Q. You just don't have a recollection? 
A. Don't have a recoliection. Because all I do 
recall is that all I had in my mind was investigation. 
Didn't want to have some kind of offiine interaction 
with council members and other people having a 
discussion of issues that may have turned out to not be 
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1 right. 
2 Q. Let's go back to the November 11th meeting 
3 when you met with the council in executive session with 
4 Michelle Frostenson. 
5 At that point in time, you -- isn't it true 
6 that you suggested that -- let me back up. Isn't it 
7 true that city council members said, "Well, if these 
8 allegations are true, then perhaps Sharon Hammer would 
g want to resign"? 
10 A. As I recall, there was a bit of interchange 
11 going on, the end result of which was this idea of 
12 offering to -- offering Sharon Hammer to -- offering to 
13 her to resign. 
14 Q. Do you recall the city council suggesting 
15 giving Sharon Hammer six months' severance, and you 
16 responding, "I think I can sell three months"? 
17 A. No. The discussion was six months. And as I 
18 recall, Councilman Ribi insisted on three months. 
19 "There's no reason for us to give her six months' 
20 severance pay. Offer her three months." 
21 Q. It's your recollection that that was Council 
22 Member--
23 A. That's my recollection was it was Cowcil 
24 Member Ribi's recommendation. 
25 Q. And did you then know at that point in time 
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1 that she had a six-month severance in her contract? 
2 A. Vaguely. Remember, this is going fast. Did I 
3 review the contract and everything --
' Q. No, did you have it in your mind that she had 5 a six-month severance? 
6 A. I thought the six months was on a 
7 termination - not a termination. I mean -- yeah, the 
8 six months was if she was dismissed without cause. 
g Those are the words l'm trying to remember. "Hey, we 
10 don't like you. here's six months' money," and off you 
11 go. Dismissed without a cause. that's what I thought 
12 the deal was. 
13 Q. And is it your testimony that you believed on 
14 November 11th that the city council was empowered to 
15 terminate Ms. Hammer, not you? 
16 A. At that time I believed that the city council 
17 was taking a no confidence vote kind of thing that says 
18 that we intend for her to be out of here, because of 
19 these allegations. And I -- remember, being an 
20 appointed position, you have to have the permission of 
21 the council to hire that person, and you have to have 
22 the permission of the council to dismiss them. 
23 So in one respect I was thinking, yeah, they 
24 had some authority. I'm not even quite sure what that 






















































could three council members walk into her office and 
say, "You're fired"? No, I didn't think they could do 
that. 
Q. So you went ahead, even though you didn't 
believe any of the allegations, you didn't -- and you 
believed that this was all trumped up, a kangaroo court, 
to use your tenn, you still went in and asked Sharon 
Hammer to resign; correct? 
A. Wait a second. 1 thought -- first of all, I 
knew it was a kangaroo court. They ham, barn, barn. Here 
we've got them and the state, we've got to get this 
done. Joan Lamb is out of town, blah, blah. Okay? Two 
days after the election. So I knew that part. 
The idea about the allegations, didn't know. 
Remember, I'm bringing you back to the 133,000 bucks. 
That was in my mind. The car was nothing. That was 
nothing. 133,000 bucks, cheating the BLM out of money. 
those are problems. But I needed more discussion than 
just somebody- Michelle Frostenson coming in and 
throwing some paper on the table and saying, "Okay. 
You're out of here." 
So I thought, okay, we need to really get to 
the bottom of this. And it smells-
Q. Let me take you back --
A. -- Michelle Frostenson's discussion on 
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October 5th, that smells. The -- Ribi telling me the 
day before we've got to hurry up and get this thing 
done, there's only three of them there, that kind of 
smelled. Everything smelled on this thing. 
Q. Okay. Let me ask you this, though: On 
November 11th, were you asking for an investigation to 
be ordered? 
A. No. 
Q. Okay. So you went in to Sharon Hammer, and 
you said, "If these allegations" -- even the BLM, in 
your mind- "if these allegations are true, perhaps it 
would be better for you to resign"? 
A. No. 
Q. So you weren't -· 
A. "They want you to resign." 
Q. That's what you told her? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And you -- but at that point, you weren't 
looking for an investigation -- to hire an investigator, 
you went in to ask her to resign if any of these matters 
were true; correct? 
A. ( said, "They have these allegations about 
you." And we only picked - Adam King only picked a 
couple of them. 
Q. Do you remember which ones he picked? 
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1 A. I don't know. What did he pick? He picked 
2 the car. I don't recall the rest. I know it was the 
3 car. And let's get this entirely clear, I was a --
' carrying a message from the city council, and it's the 
s city council's intent. 
6 And I said "They. They have brought these 
7 allegations forward, they are suggesting you resigning, 
B and they're suggesting a three month severance." 
9 Q. Then do you believe that the Birch report was 
10 impartial? 
11 A. Let me tel1 you about all of the reports, 
12 relative to the value of the car, including the forensic 
13 auditors. Never once, even though I had made it very 
1' clear to all of those people that I had looked into the 
15 trade-in value of that vehicle -- it was 1650 bucks. 
16 Okay? Which is well below the $5,000 limit for capital 
17 assets that you kept -- you had to keep on the books. 
1e And all of the reports never quoted me on the 1650 
19 bucks. 
20 Q. So was --did you consider the Birch report to 
21 be fair and impartial? 
22 A. In a limited way. 
23 Q. Did you consider the forensic audit to be 
2, impartial? 
2s A. Very, very limited. 
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1 MR. NAYLOR: Off the record for just a second. 
2 (Break taken.} 
3 Q. (BY MR. NAYLOR} Now, you testified that you 
4 believed that Nils Ribi was at the City Hall on 
s November 10th reviewing financial records? 
6 A. I believe so, yeah. 
1 Q. As you sit here today, do you recall that? 
B A. Yes. 
9 Q. So you're sure that that -- that Mr. Ribi was 
10 there at the City Hall on November 10th? 
11 A. I'm quite sure, in the morning, before noon. 
12 And you're going to say, okay, now some things you can't 
13 remember, what's this - all of a sudden you remember 
u these? Yes, because it was right after the election, 
1s and I just lost. And - December I 0th -- or 
16 November 10th. 
11 And Councilman Ribi is in council chambers, 
18 remember that, going over the invoices. And I go in 
u to -you know, when any council member comes in, you 
20 say pleasantries, "Hello. How are you?" And so forth. 
21 And you've got the rest of that. 
22 Q. Who hired Patti Ball? 
23 A. [ did. 
24 Q. Had you interviewed other attorneys before 
25 her? 
Wayne Willil:b 
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1 A. Why are you referring to her as an attorney? 
2 Q. Well, I'm asking - didn't you hire --
3 A. I didn't hire an attorney. I hired an 
4 independent investigator. 
5 Q. Well, who did you interview before Patti Ball? 
6 A. It was one - one woman they interviewed over 
7 the phone, and she was a -- she was in the Boise office 
a for the Perkins Coie firm out of Seattle. 
9 Q. Was she an attorney? 
10 A. I don't know. 
11 Q. And who else? 
12 A. I'm sorry. 
13 Q. Who else did you interview? 
14 A. Let's get back to the lady that we interviewed 
15 at Perkins Coie, and that was recommended to us. 
16 Q. That's okay. I don't need all of those --
11 A. Their firm was recommended by Joan Lamb, but 
1a goahead. 
19 Q. And then you interviewed somebody else? 
20 A. No. I think we just interviewed those two 
21 people. 
22 Q. And why did you settle on Patti Ball? 
23 A. It seemed - in retrospect now, it seemed that 
24 the woman out of Boise was, you know, representing a 
2s finn that was a Seattle firm, and it seemed a little 
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1 remote. Like, well, maybe she wouldn't be able to do 
2 quite as good a job as somebody that was, you know, 
3 familiar with the area. 
, Q. Any other reasons that you can recall that you 
s hired Patti Ball? 
, A. I'm trying to remember ifthere was a 
7 recommendation. I don't know. No, I don't recall. 
e Q. Did you authorize Sharon Hammer to study for 
9 the Idaho State Bar exam while she was working? 
10 A. Yes, I did. 
11 Q. Why? 
12 A. I thought it would be a real asset to -- you 
13 know, she did EMT training and firefighter training, and 
14 if she was admitted to the Bar in Idaho, that could be 
15 an asset to the City. 
16 Q. Now, you testified that there were multiple 
17 occasions where Sharon Hammer came to you about conduct 
18 by Nils Ribi from 2009 to 2011; is that correct? 
19 A. That's right. '10 and '11 in particular. 
20 Q. Can you remember the first time that she came 
21 to you. and what did she say was the conduct that she 
22 was complaining about? 
23 A. I don't recall the very first time. 
24 Q. Do you remember anytime that she came to you, 
2s and specifically what did she tell you? 
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l A. Yeah. multiple times. And I know 
2 specifically, you know, this place, this place. No. 
3 But if you take it in total context, if you look at 
4 Council Member Ribi's behavior during public meetings, 
s and you say, oh, okay, well, he's a certain personality 
6 type-
7 Q. No, I'm asking you about -
8 A. I'm getting to that, but I need context. 
9 Q. No, I'm asking you: When did Sharon - what 
10 did she say to you? Not what did you observe or 
ll. anything yet. I'll get to that. But what did she 
l.2 report to you was the conduct that she found offensive? 
13 A. At these times, "He's at it again. He's 
14 shouting out things." This person's a pretty clever guy 
15 in the way he handles himself, and he's -- even though 
16 he'd get overextended in public meetings where he would 
17 blurt out and everything, but quietly, more quietly, 
18 more surreptitiously, catch Sharon in places where he 
19 would have demands by giving her orders and everything. 
20 And she would continue to say -- she would 
21 come over to my office and say, "Hey, he's completely 
22 revamped all of these spreadsheets." I'll just use the 
23 tenn "spreadsheets." 
24 And I'll say, "Well, let me see." 
25 "Well, he wants to do this, and he wants to do 
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l that." I just can't, you know. go off and do all of 
2 this stuff that -- you know, it has to be in front of 
3 the council. it's got to be approved so the other 
4 council members are aware of what all of this activity 
s is and everything. 
6 And the impression that I had was that 
7 Councilman Ribi really believed that Sharon Hammer 
8 worked for him in some strange way. In fact. he told me 
9 one time, he said, "I'm a taxpayer, she works for me." 
lD I says, "What?" I said, "Go look at the org 
ll chart. She doesn't work for you." 
12 Q. So now I'm going back to my question. She 
13 came in -- and just to restate what you said -- she 
14 would come in and say that Mr. Ribi was asking her to 
15 change or revamp spreadsheets? 
16 A. Demanding. Let's use the correct words. 
17 Demanding. 
l.8 Q. And that was what she was complaining about? 
19 A. Right. 
20 Q. Did you consider that to be harassment? 
21 A. Yeah. 
22 Q. Why? 
23 A. Sure did. He's going way out of the scope of 
24 who he is, what his assignment is, what his role to play 






















































and go to a staff member and start demanding stuff. You 
can't do that. It's inappropriate. and it was 
harassment. 
Q. Did you ever look at the policy manual to see 
what -- how harassment is defined by the city policy 
manual? 
A. No. No, I'm going to say that I didn't. I 
didn't. Did I go through the manual, no, I didn't do 
that. I know what harassment looks like. 
Q. All right. There can be sexual harassment? 
A. Yeah, it wasn't that 
Q. It wasn't that. Was there -- was it gender 
harassment? 
A. Some of that. 
Q. How was it some of that? 
A. He has a - my inclination is my -- what I've 
observed. he has a little bit of difficulty with 
females, especially if they're smarter than him. 
Q. And that's just your opinion? 
A. That's my opinion. 
Q. Did Sharon ever say he's targeting me because 
['m a female? 
A. Did she specifically say those words? No. 




Q. -- that she believed that she was being 
targeted because she was a woman? 
A. Yeah, I think so. 
Q. What did she say? 
A. I think it's along the line of when Michelle 
Frostenson made a mistake and didn't properly notify the 
public on a budget meeting, man, he -- publicly in a 
public meeting he really ripped into Michelle. And I 
took the heat for Michelle. I said, "Michelle, you take 
it easy. I'll take care of that." 
Kelly Ek, boy, she's -- it turns out that the 
females in there in the staff were, oh, kind of -- he 
has a really poor attitude toward females, including 
Joan Lamb, the female council member. Did other members 
of the staff get chewed on by him? Yeah, the males did, 
but not to the extent of the females, and not to the 
level of Sharon Hammer. He picked her out especially. 
Now, did other council members, other male council 
members act in that same way? No. 
Q. I'm trying to remember if you answered my 
question. Did you look in the policy manual and see if 
this conduct violated the policy manual? 
A. I didn't specifically look at it, no. 
Q. Did you - when she would come in and talk to 
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1 you about him being involved in these projects, what 
2 action did you take? Did you ever write this down that 
3 Sharon came in and complained? 
4 A. I'm an engineer. 
5 Q. Did you ever respond to her complaint? 
(i A. Respond? 
7 Q. To her about it. 
B A. Yeah. 
9 Q. What did you tell her? 
10 A. l said, "we'll" -- "this is really, really a 
11 problem." I went to pay a visit to Adam King --
12 Q. When was that? 
13 A. - to complain. August of' 11. And I said, 
14 "This guy is" - "he's getting worse and worse. He's 
15 not getting better. He doesn't respond to anything." 
16 And now we get into this little difficulty about talking 
17 about lawyers and what the lawyers have told you in a 
1B private conversation. 
19 Well, I had a private conversation with Adam 
20 King, and I have a feeling -- I have a suspicion that in 
21 my conversation with Adam King that he contacted Nils 
22 and other council members 15 minutes after I left his 
23 office. My impression is that. 
24 Q. And do you believe that that was 
25 inappropriate? 
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l A. Totally. 
2 Q. And did you -
3 A. I warned him in the meeting, I said, "Adam, 
4 this is a private conversation. I'm having a discussion 
5 with you about behavior, and I need" -- "I want to 
(i discuss with you what recourse I have, either legally or 
7 administratively or whatever." 
B Q. Did you ever talk to Nils Ribi about any of 
9 these complaints by Sharon Hammer? 
10 A. In two years? 
11 Q. Yes. 
12 A. Yeah. 
13 Q. When was the first time you talked to him? 
14 A. I don't know. 
15 Q. Do you have any recollection what it was 
l(i about? 
17 A. 2010. I said, "You can't do that. You can't 
18 talk to her that way." 
1.9 Q. About what? 
20 A. Language that he's used in a meeting, in an 
21 open meeting. 
22 Q. Public meeting? 
23 A. Public meeting. Afterwards I said. "You 
24 can't" -- "hey, what are you doing?" 




















































A. Screw you. He didn't say that. Nils has a 
way of saying screwing you without verbalizing it. 
Q. Did Sharon Hammer, prior to September 2011, 
ever come to you and say anything to the effect of 
"Mayor, you haven't taken care of this problem with Nils 
Ribi. I need you to take care of it"? Did she ever 
indicate to you that she felt that you hadn't done 
enough? 
A. I don't have that impression, no. 
Q. Turn to the book right there --
A. I'm going to add. Because we had -- there 
were so many incidents and everything else, and 
especially with Councilman Ribi being an elected 
official, you can't just -- you can't just make a 
pronouncement in some kind of a meeting that says 
"You're fired" or "Get out of the building" or whatever. 
You're very limited in what you can do. 
Q. But you felt that you were doing everything 
that you needed to do? 
A. Trying to do, right. 
Q. And Sharon Hammer never indicated to you 
anything but the fact that you had been doing what she 
expected you to do; correct? 
A. What is this? What am I looking at here? 
Q. Let me ask that question again first Mayor? 
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A. Yeah. 
Q. "And Sharon Hammer never indicated to you 
anything but the fact that you had been doing what she 
expected you to do; correct?" 
A. No. Rightly so, I think she was disappointed 
in, I'll say, the system, and I think she was as 
frustrated as I was in not having a real overt event to 
occur of some sort. 
Q. If you look at Hammer 138. At the bottom it 
says "13 8." I think I had it open for you. 
A. Yeah. 
Q. This is a letter from Mr. Donoval? 
A. Page 4? 
Q. Yeah. Dated November 16th, 201 I, to you. And 
in the last paragraph it says, "On a personal note, 
Ms. Hammer wishes to thank you for all of your efforts 
in seeking to ensure that Ms. Hammer has been protected 
from Mr. Ribi and his insults, abuses, misconduct and 
attacks during your tenn as Mayor. As has been stated, 
Ms. Hammer has refrained from seeking the legal recourse 
she is certainly entitled to against Mr. Ribi based in 
large part on your personal promises and integrity." 
Do you have any reason to disbelieve those --
that statement from Mr. Donoval on behalf of Sharon 
Hammer? 
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l A. What am I supposed to answer? 
2 Q. Did she ever indicate anything different than 
3 what I just read? 
' A. You mean like that [ as read] "As has been 5 stated, has refrained from seeking~ -- da-da-da-da --
Ei "in large part on your personal promises and integrity." 
7 Yeah, okay. Yeah, we did what we could. 
8 Q. Right. And she agreed with that. Now, so far 
!I you've explained -- you've described the conduct by 
10 Mr. Ribi as loud in public meetings, demanding in 
11 private to do certain things work related. 
12 Is there anything else that you can describe 
13 that Sharon Hammer complained about Mr. Ribi's conduct? 
H A. Okay. Well, let's change a couple of words 
15 around. You've just used the word "loud." Yeah, you 
16 can be loud and shout out to somebody, but how about in 
17 the appearance of being unstable? That's different. 
18 Loud and appearance of instability are two different 
J.9 things. 
20 Stomping down from the dais, throwing papers 
21 in the air in a public meeting -- and Mayor Briscoe was 
22 there when that occurred. I gaveled Council Member Ribi 
23 to remain up in his area -- up at the dais, because it 
24 was disrespectful to the people in the room and to his 
25 fellow council members. 
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l Q. And was that -- was Sharon Hammer the --
2 involved in that? 
3 A. Yes. Then -- sitting in the room. 
' Q. Okay. I mean, was--5 A. I'm painting a picture of instability, okay, 
Ei which leads to this discussion about being concerned 
7 about his behavior, being nervous about him in his 
8 approach to Ms. Hammer, because this was escalating 
g toward the -- and it reached kind of a crescendo. As 
10 soon as Mayor Briscoe won the election, they said, 
11 "Okay, now we've got it." 
12 Had [ been reelected, this thing would have 
13 gone back down, would have stayed below the radar, and 
u other approaches might have been made. But in any 
15 event, the winners -- the winners became very arrogant 
1Ei in the way they were approaching this thing. And this 
17 just reached the crescendo. So you said "loud." I'm 
18 not using that word. [ want to move that up a step and 
l!I say, no, apparent instability, very erratic. 
20 Q. So you said that after the November 8th 
21 election, it escalated; is that your testimony? 
22 A. It had been escalating up through 
23 November 8th, and then the punch line was the November 
24 11th executive session. 























































A. Was she ever presented with the allegations 
and allowed to respond? No. 
Q. Well, we're just talking about the issues 
dealing with her claims of -- or concerns about Nils 
Ribi's conduct with her. 
A. Right. 
Q. So was there -- so prior to the election on 
November 8th, when was the last event that Sharon Hammer 
complained to you about Nils Ribi's conduct, that you 
remember? 
A. I think -- [ don't know exactly, but I kind of 
think August -- that meeting with Adam King when I 
was -- went to his office to determine what kind of 
formal recourse we could take with his behavior, that it 
kind of went underground until the election. 
So I have a feeling, between the first part of 
August and the election in November, it was pretty 
quiet. But if you work your way backwards from August, 
it was a steady escalation in his behavior from, I'm 
going to say, January of'lO to August of'l 1. 
Q. And as you sit here today, between 
January 20 IO and August 20 I I, do you remember any 
specific incident related to any specific topic where 
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Sharon Hammer came in and said, "Nils Ribi's conduct is 
a concern"? 
A. This is really over the top. There were many 
instances along the way. Then there was one, and I'm 
trying to remember - it was a budget session. But we 
had some discussions, we went into recess - I've 
already answered this earlier -- we went into recess, 
and Councilman Ribi and Sharon Hammer went into the 
front part of the building to run some copies, and 
that's when, I'm going to call it, an altercation 
occurred. Not physical, but verbal. 
Q. And to clarify, you weren't present? 
A. Was not present. She came back down the hall 
- because you asked me when did she talk to me about 
it -- she came down the hall, and then she said, "Man, 
this is" -- "he's really out of it now." 
Q. And did she ask you to do anything about that? 
A. Well, yeah, we're going into a meeting - what 
do you mean "do"? You mean go and attack him? Like do 
what? 
Q. No. Did she file a complaint, wanted you to 
follow up, investigate it? 
A. Yeah. Yeah. I'd say, "Well, I wonder what 
we're going to do about this?" 
Q. Did you follow up after the meeting and talk 
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1 to her about --
2 A. Yes. 
3 Q. -- what -- when did you talk to her? 
4 A. I don't recall that meeting. [ think that 
5 meeting might have gone -- you know, the next day-ish. 
6 Q. And what did you say? 
7 A. I said that that -- "this is really a 
B problem," because, once again, he doesn't work for me, I 
g can't fire him. 
10 Q. This is what you told Sharon? 
11 A. Told Sharon. I said, "I can't discipline him. 
12 I don't have a mechanism, so I want" -- "I don't know 
13 what we're going to be able to do." And I said, "I'm 
14 going to st.art asking like the lawyer, like Adam King," 
15 which was the wrong idea. 
16 I called - who did I call? I called a guy up 
17 in Caldwell, ldaho. Oh, gosh, what was his -- and he 
18 was put on to me by somebody. Because I had made a 
19 complaint to the ICRMP guys, and they just - they 
20 stiff-armed me. The executive director shuffled me. 
21 The claims manager shuffled me. 
22 And so I called a guy up in Caldwell, Idaho, 
23 to say, "What mechanism do you have?" And then he 
24 started asking me about, "Do you have any city policy 
25 relative to censure or discipline?" 
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1 And the one time I went to the city policy 
2 manual -- or Sharon did, I guess - and say, "No. No 
3 city policy. You can't" -- "we're high and dry on 
4 taking a council member and disciplining him," which is 
5 bizarre. Every agency of government has something 
6 somewhere in there that allows censure. 
7 Q. So your recollection is the copy -- copy 
B center issue occurred prior to your August meeting with 
9 Adam King? 
10 A. I think so. 
11 Q. Because you said between August --
12 A. I'd have to go and -- yeah. 
13 Q. Between August and November it was kind of 
14 quiet on this part? 
15 A. I believe so. 
16 Q. Other than -- well, just for the record, then, 
17 did you ever do a formal investigation - well, back up. 
18 Did Sharon Hammer ever tell you, "I'm filing a 
19 formal complaint pursuant to the policy. I want you to 
20 investigate this and do something to protect me." or 
21 were they just these conversations you had? 
22 A. Just conversations. 
23 Q. So she never asked you to follow up and do 
24 anything other than what you had -- what you've 
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A. Basically, "Do what you can, Mayor. Give 
me" -- "help me figure this out." And I said, "I'll do 
everything I can." 
Q. Did you feel that this was more of an abuse of 
authority, as you recall it from your Boeing days, where 
somebody over authority of somebody else is 
intimidating? 
A. From the Boeing days, if you're in authority, 
you're the supervisor, and you have somebody working for 
you - which wasn't even the case in this case -- it's 
especially bad if a -- let's say a vice president from 
this division goes way over to a different division of 
Boeing and starts chewing out a lower-level employee 
than reports to him in this division, that would be --
that would be nailed immediately, if not sooner. Be a 
nice talking to, and that would come under -- that would 
be a disciplining kind ofan action. 
Q. But what I'm getting at: Was this, in your 
estimation, observation - this intimidation more 
related to Mr. Ribi's perceived authority over Sharon 
Hammer or Kelly Ek or Michelle Frostenson or David 
Blampied? 
A. Yeah. And it could have been -- it could have 
risen to a lower level. Like, for instance, you know, 
"He's really a pain in the butt, isn't he?" And 
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everybody would say, "Yeah, he's kind ofa pain in the 
butt." But it's beyond that. It's aggressive pain in 
the butt, which is a whole different thing thanjust 
being a jerk. You know, all ofus in this room are 
jerks at different times. But then when you really act 
it out aggressively, that's different. 
Q. When Michelle Frostenson met with you on 
October 5th, you said that she talked to you about the 
car and Sharon's use of the car. 
Did you tell Michelle at that time that you 
had given Sharon permission to use the car? 
A. I did not discuss -- I listened to Michelle 
Frostenson. and I - and she started with -- let's 
remember, she started with 133,000, not the car. And I 
listened to her and didn't engage with her at all, no 
interaction. "Tell me what you're talking about. Yep. 
Okay, I got that. Yeah. Uh-huh. Uh-huh. Uh-huh.'' 
Q. Did you share that information with anybody 
else after that meeting? 
A. Not that I recall, no. In fact, I don't think 
I even - did I even talk to Sharon about this? Between 
October 5th -- I may not have even talked to Sharon 
about it. I'll tell you why. Once again, it smelled a 
little --
Q. It smelled in October? 
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1 A. October 5th. that meeting smelled. 
2 Q. But now you testified earlier that your 
3 thought was, "Let's get the election past us, and then 
4 we'll investigate this"; was that true? 
s A. Yeah. Here's October 5th. We're heavily 
6 engaged in bond - you know, having citizens come in and 
7 taJk about the bond issue and everything. Here's 
e Michelle Frostenson giving me a little package of back 
9 fence gossip -- that's the way I thought about it in my 
10 mind. 
11 I had in my mind, hmm, this sounds like the 
12 Virginia Egger scenario. So l said to myself, I think 
u I'm going to -- I'm going to let this lay. I've got 
14 time. Don't make -- don't go chasing around and have 
15 any discussions with Sharon about it or anybody. 
16 If you'll notice in my testimony all of this 
11 time, there are plenty times of when I just -- it's not 
18 often -- but occasionally I just shut up and listen. I 
19 don't engage. I don't interrogate. I don't say -- I 
20 just say, "Hmm. Hmm. Oh. really? Is that right?" 
21 Q. So my question was --
22 A. And let it go. 
23 Q. My question was --
24 A. Yeah. 
2s Q. -- I believe you testified that you were just 
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1 going to wait until after the election, and then you'd 
2 get to the bottom of it or do investigation. 
3 Did you take any action in that regard before 
4 November 11th? 
s A. No, not that I recall. 
6 Q. Then on November 14th-- that's the Monday 
7 meeting after November 11th -- over the weekend, had you 
s discussed any of these allegations with Sharon Hammer? 
9 A. No. Remember, it was -- remember the 
10 executive meeting on Friday? l can't talk with Sharon 
11 Hammer about details of the executive meeting; right? 
12 Q. I'm just asking if you did. Did you have any 
lJ conversations with Jim Donoval over the weekend? 
14 A. I'm going to continue on with my answer. 
15 Executive meeting, no details. Sharon Hammer was 
li!i presented on Friday with this deal, and that was it. 
1 7 Did I talk to them over the weekend? No. 
18 On November 14th, back in executive session, 
19 still can't be talking about all of this. And I 
2 o thought, okay -- since Sharon was so adamant on Friday, 
21 I said, "Great. Now we'll go and present to the council 
n that she rejected their offer just right out of hand. 
23 Now what we'l1 do is start going through the correct 
24 process of understanding what these allegations are. 




1 council meeting." And Bob Youngman and I didn't take 
2 the papers home with us, so I have no idea what was on 
J Michelle Frostenson's scraps of paper. 
4 Q. Do you remember being served with a letter 
5 from Jim Donoval over the weekend threatening a lawsuit? 
6 A. If it came in a manila envelope, I threw it 
7 away. 
a Q. And with regard to the Patti Ball report, 
9 isn't it true that you didn't even read the whole 
10 report, you didn't want to read the whole report for the 
11 same reason? 
12 A. I read the December 13th report, yeah. 
13 Q. You read the whole thing? 
14 A. I read the -- yeah. Mayor Briscoe and I were 
1s there together reading it. 
16 Q. Do you remember when Patti Ball was hired that 
l 7 with the retaining letter there was a control group 
1s where she would communicate with you, Mayor Briscoe --
19 Mayor-Elect Briscoe, and Adam King? 
20 A. Yeah. That's the way it was presented, right. 
21 Q. Now, moving forward--
22 A. Let's get clear about that, I was the 
23 authority. And I thought it was reasonable to be 
24 holding the meetings in -- at the attorney's office, 
2 s because when material would come out, we could put them 
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1 in his office, and they'd be held there, he'd be 
2 required to hold that material there. 
3 My invitation to Mayor Briscoe was not that he 
4 had co-authority with me. Huh-uh. That wasn't it. 
s Mayor Briscoe was there as a courtesy from me so that 
i!i when this extended through his swearing in date, he'd be 
7 aware of everything that went on, as a courtesy. 
8 Q. And wasn't it your understanding that any time 
9 Patti Ball provided any substantive report, that it 
10 would include both you and Mayor-Elect Briscoe being 
11 present? 
12 A. No, it would be if there was a substantive 
13 report, she would present it to me, I would accept the 
14 report and invite Mayor Briscoe in to review the report 
1s with me. 
li!i Q. Did you consider the December 13th report to 
11 be a draft? 
1s A. No. It was final as far as I was concerned. 
19 Q. Do you recall testifying in a hearing before 
20 Judge Stoker on January 11th that you believed that the 
21 report was a draft report? 
22 A. Did I say that? 
23 Q. I'm just asking, do you remember testifying to 
24 that? 
2s A. No. 
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i without any kind of -
2 A. To see what kind of people they were, yeah. 
1 (Discussion held off the record.) 
2 Q. (BY MR. NAYLOR) So --
3 A. I should have fired her that afternoon of 3 Q. And you didn't take any supervisory action to 
4 December 13th. 4 try and quell that? 
s A. Other staff members complained. 
6 Q. Did you --
' A. I said, "I have an idea. Why don't you call 
s Q. But you didn't, did you? 
6 A. I didn't have the authority, I don't think. I 
8 Kirt Naylor and make him aware of this kind of stuff." 
, might have. I should have tried it. 
9 Q. But you didn't tell her she was terminated on 
9 December 13th, did you? 
10 A. No. What a sad story. 
9 So you'd be aware, when we were sitting in this meeting 
10 here on May 28th, of that activity so that you could 
11 Q. While Sharon Hammer was on administrative 11 testify that Michelle Frostenson and Kelly Ek were 
12 abusive to the staff members. 12 leave, up until you brought her back -- well, until you 
13 notified her on December 23rd, I believe, did you have 13 Q. Did you ever go to Michelle or Kelly Ek and 
14 any communications with her? 14 say, "Staff have been complaining about you" --
1s A. Communication? Like the Christmas party? 15 A. No. 
16 Q. No, other than the public meeting. Did you 16 Q. -- "you need to shape up"? 
1, ever -- isn't it true that on December 22nd you went 1 7 A. No. No. 
18 over and met with Sharon Hammer and Jim Donoval to try 18 Q. Why not? 
19 and resolve the matter? u A. Because I wanted them to spend one full week 
20 A. December 22nd? First of all, I do remember 20 setting themselves up. Okay? I told them, when they 
21 meeting with them. Now, what's the nature of the 21 were back on Monday, I said. "You're going to" -- "what 
22 meeting? 22 1 need you to do"·- and I gave them strict instructions 
23 Q. Didn't you go over there to try and get her to 23 on their behavior, and they, basically, didn't do it. 
24 resign and pay severance? 24 Q. I handed you SV 338 and 339. This is a 
2 s A. No. I knew that was a dead deal. I think I 2 5 "NOTICE OF CONTINUED PAID ADMINISTRATIVE LEAVE PENDING 
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1 threw out some kind of a nwnber. I said, "What if it 
2 was a million dollar settlement, you know, what about 
3 that?" 
4 And I think her response, basically, was, 
s "Okay. A million bucks. Ribi resigns, full apology from 
6 everybody, mayor, and council, in the Express," et 
7 cetera 
8 So I said, "Okay. WeII, I know where that's 
9 going." And then I brought her back on -- but I had to 
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1 INVESTIGATION" dated December 16th, 2011. 
2 A. Uh·huh. 
3 Q. Is that your signature on it? 
4 A. It is. 
s Q. And in it, at the first ·- the second 
6 paragraph, it says, "Because the matter under 
7 investigation potentially affects other employees, we 
8 cannot provide additional details about the behavior 
9 that is of concern at this time." 
10 wait the week to make sure that Michelle Frostenson and 10 A. Where are you? 
11 Kelly Ek had cooked themselves for that week. 11 Q. The second paragraph of the notice. 
12 Q. What do you mean "cooked themselves"? 12 A. Go ahead. 
13 A. Well, I testified earlier that they spent the u Q. At the top it says, ''YOU ARE HEREBY NOTIFIED 
14 entire week threatening other staff members as the u THAT subsequent to placing you on paid leave, we have 
1s winners. 1s received infonnation indicating that you may have acted, 
16 Q. I missed -- why did you have to wait a week lo omitted acts, or otherwise perfonned in ways which are 
17 then? l 7 contrary to the" ·-
18 A. I wanted Michelle and Kelly to solidify their 18 A. Where you reading from? Are you still in the 
19 position as the winners for one full week to see exactly 19 same paragraph? 
20 how they would respond and react and what kind of people 20 Q. First paragraph. 
21 they were going to be. And then I brought Sharon Hammer 21 A. Third paragraph? 
22 back the following week. So Michelle Frostenson and 22 Q. First paragraph. 
23 Kelly Ek had a one-week opportunity to abuse the other 23 A. First? 
2 4 staff members. 2 4 Q. Do you see the first paragraph there? 
25 Q. You did that to allow them to take this action 25 A. Right at the top there? 
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1 Q. Yeah. It says, "YOU ARE HEREBY NOTIFIED"? 
2 A. Right. 
3 Q. Now, you signed this notice? 
4 A. Yes. "That you may have acted." 
5 Q. Correct. 
6 A. Right. 
7 Q. There was still an investigation going on? 
8 A. Alleged. 
9 Q. And let me hand you SV 344 and 345. This is 
10 also dated December 16th. "NOTICE OF ADMINISTRATIVE 
11 INVESTIGATION; ORDER TO PARTICIPATE IN INTERVIEW PROCESS 
12 AND ADVICE OF RIGHTS." 
13 And you signed this as well; correct? 
14 A. That's right 
15 Q. Okay. And what interview process, was it your 
16 understanding, was stilt ongoing? 
17 A. Hold on a second here. This is dated the 
18 16th? 
19 Q. That's right. And if it will help, you can go 
20 back to SY 338. 
21 A. Yeah. What were we thinking? Had the 
22 attorney general's investigation started? 
23 Q. Unfortt.mately --
24 A. I think it was --
25 Q. Unfortunately, you just need to go with your 
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1 memory. I can't really testify. 
2 A. I'm thinking that this had to do with the --
3 with all of this material going to the prosecuting 
4 attorney's office. and going to -- off to -- well, they 
5 ended up over at the attorney general's office, so 
6 that's what I was thinking. What were you thinking? 
7 Q. Well, and if you look at SY 338, the third 
8 paragraph where it starts, "THEREFORE, UNTIL THE 
9 INVESTIGA TlON INTO SUCH lNFORMA TION IS SUFFICIENTLY 
10 COMPLETED." if the AG's investigation wasn't started 
11 yet--
12 A. Well, it was coming. 
13 Q. -· then what investigation are you referring 
14 to? 
15 A. I think I'm talking about the Jim Thomas step. 
16 Didn't you tum over material to Jim Thomas? 
17 Q. Do you remember when that was turned -- was 
18 that turned over during your tenure as mayor? 
19 A. I believe so. yeah. I mean, otherwise how 
20 would he start the investigation during my tenure. 
21 Q. I'll hand you SY 342. Is that the 
22 authorization that you're talking about to tum --
23 [as read] "to notify the Blaine County Prosecutor with 
24 regard to the information and facts discovered in an 























































You testified to that earlier; correct? 
A. Yeah. This was your idea. that you were going 
to talce this material, and you were going to go to the 
prosecuting attorney. And I'm thinking that you're the 
attorney for the - for ICRMP, and you're going to 
aggressively go and get this done. And so I think I was 
telling. properly, Ms. Hammer that there are other 
investigations going on, they're coming. 
Q. And this --
A. And you have to cooperate. 
Q. And you authorized our law firm to notify the 
Blaine County Prosecutor? 
A. That was your idea, yeah. 
Q. And the employment investigation that -- where 
it says, "information and facts discovered in an 
employment investigation," isn't that the Ball 
investigation? 
A. Yeah, it just happened on the 13th. Yeah. 
Uh-huh. 
Q. So then on December 23rd you notified •• this 
is SY 260 -- you notify Ms. Hammer that you're going to 
have her return to work; correct? 
A. Yep. 
Q. And then at the bottom it says. "if you feel 
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any animosity," do you see that in the middle? "Also"? 
A. "Untoward behavior directed at you, you must 
come to me," yeah. 
Q. "You must come to me with the information to 
give me a chance to resolve it. If you are not 
satisfied you are free to contact Kirt Naylor at his 
offices in Boise." 
A. Yep. 
Q. Why did you refer her to me? 
A. So that if the Frostenson-Ek. et cetera. which 
you might have already known about -- that she would 
come in to me and say, "Hey, you know, Frostenson's 
really at it and everything." 
And I said, "Well, I've got an idea" - in 
these words and maybe verbally -- "I think you ought to 
talk to Kirt Naylor. He's the" -- "he seems to be the 
guy that's running this thing for the insurance company. 
so off you go." 
Q. So did you consider that contacting the Naylor 
law finn would be a way of resolving an issue for city 
employees? 
A. I don't know. I don't know. I didn't 
overthink it like that, no. 
Q. But at that time you understood that the 
Naylor & Hales law firm was still involved in the 
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l litigation with the city; correct? 
2 A. Yes. Which is a really, really strange thing 
3 to have council members and employees suing each other 
4 with a law firm - anyway. 
5 Q. Let me hand you SY 261 through 264. This is a 
6 memo to you from Sharon Hammer dated December 26th, 
7 2011, and it's titled "(the 'IPPEA Law Suit') Settlement 
8 Proposal." 
9 Do you remember seeing this? 
lO A. Yeah. 
ll. Q. So, now, Ms. Hammer returned to work on 
12 December 27th; correct? 
13 A. Right. 
14 Q. And this is dated December 26th. Do you know 
15 how you got this? 
16 A. I don't know. I think l -- did r get this in 
17 an email? I don't remember how I got it. but -- and I 
18 think I got it doing business -- maybe it was handed to 
l9 me by Sharon. 
20 Q. So at this point --
21 A. December 26th was a holiday, because Christmas 
22 was on Sunday. So the business -- the first business 
23 day was the 27th. 
24 Q. So you may have gotten this on the 27th? 
25 A. Could be. 
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1 Q. Did you ever talk to Sharon Hammer about this 
2 memo before it was written? Did she tell you she was 
3 writing it or anything? 
4 A. No. This was all new. And you want to see 
5 how I might have taken it from her? "Yeah. Uh-huh." 
6 Q. So you didn't read it in detail? 
7 A. No. 
8 Q. Why not? 
9 A. Not my business. 
10 Q. Okay. Let me hand you --
11 A. Wasn't she in a lawsuit situation with the 
12 city? What role am I supposed to play in that one? 
13 That's okay. I'm going to stop asking you questions, 
14 and I'm going to answer. 
15 Q. We're on to SY 274 to 280. And this is a memo 
16 dated December 27th to you. again. from Sharon Hammer, 
17 "Demand For Audit of Sabbatical Time." 
18 Do you remember reading this? 
19 A. This one - boy, do I remember this? You have 
20 to give me a moment. I think you -- I know my name is 
21 on it. I have a tough time remembering this. Okay. It 
22 could be -- just sitting here, this could be Sharon 
23 putting her material together that she needed to be 
24 dealing with you guys. And I was incidentally shown 
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material, and I would have thought. fine. What's the 
question? 
Q. If you had seen it. 
Okay. And then if you look at the last 
sentence -- on the first page. sorry. 
A. First page? 
Q. Yeah. The last sentence on the first page, SV 
274. It says, "Given the discrepancy in my accruals, a 
full and complete audit of not only my account but the 
accounts of aJl City of Sun Valley employees must be 
conducted immediately." 
Do you know if that ever was done? 
A. Between December 27th and when I swore in 
Mayor Briscoe on January 3rd -- January 3rd or 4th, no. 
Q. Did you take any action with regard to this 
memo? 
A. No. Running out of time. Well, but I did 
have the vacation accrual little report that I talked 
about. 
Q. Here's another memo on December 27th, 2011, 
from Sharon Hammer. It's Exhibit 31 to a previous 
deposition regarding termination process. And this is 
directed to you. 
And this, in general -- I can just tell you, 
she talks about -- the last paragraph talks about "this 
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interpretation is final and not appealable about how the 
city administrator can be terminated." 
Do you remember seeing this memo? 
A. No. But we're in the stage now where I'm 
running out of time of being able to do anything. This 
was like, "Mayor, be aware that this is the kind of 
stuff that I'm. you know. doing." And I had not 
tenninated her. so I -- she was an employee on 
December 27th. 
Q. Did you ask her to draft any of these memos 
from December 26th to December 27th? 
A. No. 
Q. So she was doing these all on her own? 
A. On her own. 
Q. Well, you didn't direct her to; correct? 
A. I did not direct her to prepare this memo, no. 
Q. And nobody else has authority over her, except 
for you; correct? 
A. Right. 
Q. And the last paragraph it says, 
"CONCLUSION" - and tell me if you remember this - "As 
the duly authorized Sun Valley City Administrator, I 
have the authority to make final determinations of the 
application of all Sun Valley Personnel Policies And 
Procedures, and neither the Sun Valley City Attorney, 
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1 the Sun Valley Mayor or the Sun Valley City Council has 
2 the authority to question or over.rule such findings." 
3 First of all, do you remember reading that? 
4 A. No. 
5 Q. Okay. As you sit here today, and having just 
6 read that, do you agree that the city administrator has 
7 that authority over the mayor and city council? 
8 A. I don't know. I'd have to study it I don't 
9 know. In the next 30 seconds, I don't have an opinion. 
10 You lawyers might, but I don't. 
11 Q. Here's Exhibit 29. That was--
12 A. Are you getting the impression that I'm a 
13 pretty [sound effect][hand gesture]. County Prosecutor 
14 Jim Thomas summarized it pretty carefully -- pretty 
15 nicely, that I had a lax administration. And I'd like 
16 to take him and take him over to a company and give him 
17 200 employees and say, "Now, tell me what kind of 
18 chicken guy you'd be." But go ahead. 
u Q. All right. Exhibit 29, SY 281, is a 
20 December 28th, 2011, memo from Sharon Hammer 10 you and 
21 the city council. "Demand for Audit of Retirement 
22 Contributions." 
23 And in the last paragraph -- first of all, do 
24 you remember this? 
25 A. Vaguely. Remember, this - I considered all 
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1 of these memos to be boilerplate that Sharon was putting 
2 together in her dealings with you guys. 
3 Q. The lawsuits? 
4 A. Yeah. 
5 Q. So you didn't really - did you consider these 
6 requiring you to take some formal action? 
7 A. Didn't know, didn't care. 
8 Q. And the last sentence says, [as read] "Given 
9 this discrepancy, a full audit" -- "full and complete 
10 audit of not only my account but all of the accounts of 
11 city employees must be conducted immediately." 
12 Did you do that? 
13 A. Didn't do that. l mean, a full and complete 
14 audit -- you know what, how long did it take the audit 
15 to occur a year later or something? 
16 Q. Now, those earlier notices from December 16th. 
17 you met over in Boise at the office of Naylor & Hales 
18 for those; right? 
19 A. I think I remember December 16th riding up 
20 with you and Dave Sasser. 
21 Q. And Dave saser is another attorney with Naylor 
22 & Hales? 
23 A. Right 
24 Q. Okay. I'll hand you -- we're just cruising 






















































Do you recognize this email exchange between 
you and Sharon Hammer on December 29th, 2011? 
A. Yeah. 
Q. She asks, "Can you please advise me on the 
status of the investigation ofme?" 
And you respond, "Here is the way I understand 
it now. A draft report was prepared by Patti Ball. It 
was reviewed by Mayor Elect Briscoe, ICRMP attorneys, 
Adam King and me." 
Is that the draft report - is that the Patti 
Ball report you reviewed on or about December 13th? 
A. Right. That led me to bring the entire report 
into question. As far as I'm concerned, the matter is 
closed. There is the rest of the ... 
Q. It's part of the record. 
Here's SV 327. This is a letter from Sharon 
R. Hammer with the title "Sun Valley City 
Administrator," dated December 30th. 2011, to Kelly Ek. 
And this is, basically, a tort claim notice of her 
intent to file multiple tort and other claims against 
Kelly Ek? 
Do you see that in the second paragraph? Do 
you remember seeing this? 
A. I do not remember seeing this. 
Q. Okay. Does it concern you now, reviewing this 
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SV 327, that Ms. Hammer files a tort notice on 
letterhead that says she's the Sun Valley City 
Administrator? 
A. No opinion. 
Q. Okay. Do you remember why you drove to Boise 
and met at Naylor & Hales on December 16th? 
A. Absolutely. I think you and I weren't getting 
along, I made several disparaging remarks about your 
performance and everything, complained to the ICRMP 
people about you, and I think you asked me to go to your 
offices so Dave Sasser, who's a really smooth kind of 
nice guy, highly respected guy, that you could romance 
me into place. That's as crude a way that l can 
describe it. but that was my feeling. I continue to 
feel that way. 
Q. And why did you wait until December 23rd, 
2011, to bring Sharon Hammer back to work? 
A. Same -- what is the Monday prior to 
December 25th of '11? What date is that? 
Q. No, what I'm talking about is, if you read the 
draft Patti Ball report on December 13th. and you've 
testified that you felt that it was flawed. why didn't 
you just bring her back on December 14th? 
A. I had, in my mind -- more things had to play 
out, get more information about - you know, from 
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1 Tammi -- Tammi Hall, and other kinds of things that-- 1 was. 
2 material I was trying to put together. Didn't 2 Q. Can you fax. or email that to me? 
3 necessarily want to be precipitous in this -- I mean, 3 A. I'll be home Friday night -
4 next day, you know, December 14th, why do that? , Q. Well, whenever you get there and you find it. 
5 What I was really looking for is more comfort, 5 A. Okay. 
6 in my mind, that I knew what I was talking about. I had 6 Q. Yeah, that would be great. 
7 lots of data out there. I had this Patti Ball junk, and 7 THE WITNESS: You want to get a copy also? 
a I had lawsuits flying around and all kinds of other s MR. SW ARTZ: Please. 
9 things. And so it took me a little bit of time -- I, 9 MR. NAYLOR: Yeah, you can send it to him. 
10 basically, had made my decision by -- does anybody have 10 I'll send it to him also. 
11 a calendar for December of '1 L 11 THE WITNESS: Come to think of it, you know, 
12 Q. What day are you looking for? 12 you've been sitting here this whole time, I haven't 
13 A. I'm looking for the Monday -- I know how to 13 supplied you with anything, that I know of, except right 
14 figure this out. December 25th was Sunday, Christmas 14 here. 
15 Day. Back up seven days. December 18th was the Sunday? 15 MR. NAYLOR: I'm almost done. Let's take a 
16 Q. Correct. 16 quick break. 
1 7 A. Patti Ball report was the 13th. If you')] 11 (Break taken.) 
18 notice, I brought Michelle Frostenson and Kelly Ek back 1s Q. (BY MR. NAYLOR) Let me hand you SV 2713. 
u to -- off leave on the 19th. On the 19th. 19 A. Oh, boy. 
20 Q. Okay. 20 Q. Do you remember sending this email --
21 A. Okay. So what you can tell from this isl had 21 A. Look at the opening sentence. 
2 2 made my decision to bring everybody back off of leave on 22 Q. -- dated December 20th, 2012, regarding 
23 the 16th. And you might ask me, hey, did you tell 23 Virginia Egger? 
24 anybody that you had decided to do that? And my answer 24 A. Yeah. 
2s is, no, I didn't tell anybody. 25 Q. You wrote this to the mayor and the city 
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1 So I brought Michelle Frostenson and Kelly Ek 
2 back off ofleave on the 19th, let the week play out so 
3 that I could see how Michelle and Kelly were going to 
4 react to all of this. They had finished up everything 
s that they were going to do that week, and on the 23rd, I 
6 think, I told Sharon that she was coming back off of 
7 leave and to be in to work on the 27th. The 26th was 
a the holiday. So 1, basically, made my decision three 
9 days after the Patti Ball report. So that tells me ... 
10 Q. So during that period of time, when was it 
11 that Tammi Hall put together her information and her 
12 report for you, before or after December 13th? 
13 A. I'd have to go get my report. You know, the 
u Tammi Hall - you're asking about the Tammi Hall report? 
15 Q. Yeah. 
16 A. I'd have to go and pull that out, but I'm 
11 thinking it was within a couple of days after the Patti 
is Ball report, I think. 
19 Q. So when you read the Patti Ball report on or 
20 about December 13th, you had not yet gotten Tammi Hall's 
21 information that debunked the leave time; is that 
:z:z correct? 
23 A. You know, I can't verify that, Kirt. I'm 
24 going to have to go -- I simply must go get that Tammi 
2 5 Hall report so that I can figure out what the time line 
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1. council; correct? 
2 A. Yeah. Oh, man. Whoa. 
3 Q. Was this when you were feeling kind that day? 
4 A. Oh.man. 
s Q. Do you remember why you chose to write this? 
6 A. Yeah. I started to look at the -- in fact, I 
1 think I sent a - anyway, I put a memo together that 
a talked about the victims, and I made a list of 31 staff 
9 members -- not including paid on call firefighters -- of 
10 31 staff members, 18 of them had been ousted, resigned, 
11 threatened, an kinds of stuff. 
12 So 18 out of 3 I staff people. And it seemed 
13 to be like a hit list. Whoever was a friend of the 
14 mayor -- mine, a friend of mine, was out. And I've got 
15 the list at home. I can send that to you. 
16 Q. Did you receive any response from this email, 
17 that you recall? 
1s A. No. No. They very wisely just hit the delete 
1.9 button. 
20 Q. You speculate? 
21 A. Yeah. 
22 Q. Do you remember going to the Mountain Express 
23 office and meeting with Brennan Rego on November 30th, 
24 2012? 
25 A. I think I was -- it could be. [ think I was 
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1 over there a couple of times. yeah. 
2 Q. And this was an incident where you threatened 
3 him with your -- because you carry a concealed weapon. 
4 A. No. 
s Q. You don't remember that? 
6 A. I remember commenting about it. but it had to 
7 do with a - because I had this list of names, and it 
8 had to do with a paid on call firefighter that I was 
9 very concerned about for my safety. 
10 Q. Did you threaten Brennan Rego? 
11 A. No. 
12 Q. Did you tell him that ifhe wasn't reporting 
13 accurately about Sharon and Jim Donoval, that you'd -
14 you threatened him? 
15 A. No. 
16 Q. Have you ever seen a police report related to 
17 that incident? 
18 A. No. 
19 Q. Let me hand you SV 2710 to 2712. Go ahead 
20 and -- let's go off the record and give you a moment to 
21 read through that since you haven't seen it before. 
22 (Brief pause.) 
23 MR. NAYLOR: Back on the record. 
24 TIIE WlTNESS: No thanks. You keep it. 
25 Q. (BY MR. NAYLOR) So you've had a chance to 
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l read this police report? 
2 A. Yeah. 
3 Q. In it Mr. Rego -- who is Brennan Rego, for the 
4 record? 
5 A. He was a reporter for the Express. 
6 Q. And in this -- in his handwritten statement, 
7 he says, "Wayne Willich, during a private, 
8 off-the-record meeting between just me and him said if I 
9 abused any information he gave me off the record (by 
10 printing) he had a 'concealed weapons permit' that he 
11 would use." 
12 Did you ever say that to Brennan Rego? 
13 A. Did he preface it at all by what l was talking 
14 about? 
15 Q. Well, did you make that statement? 
16 A. I don't recall that, no. 
17 Q. Do you remember this meeting? 
18 A. I remember the meeting. 
19 Q. And did you talk to him about private, 
20 off-the-record statements? 
21 A. Having to do with staff victims -- staff 
22 victims at City Hall. Did he say anything about the 
23 paid on call firefighter that I was concerned about? 
24 Q. I'm just reading to you -






















































are his words, so, yeah. 
Q. Do you have a concealed weapons permit? 
A. I do. 
Q. Do you carry a gun? 
A. No. Typically, no. 
Q. Then he says, in his handwritten statement, "I 
said, 'unfortunately threats don't scare me."' And then 
he goes on to say, "But it did scare me and I perceived 
it as a death threat." 
Do you remember making that statement? 
A. No. Is that why I had to report publisher Pam 
Morris to the sheriff's office? 
Q. Well, were you then thereafter banned from 
going to the Mountain Express office? 
A. Pamela Morris accosted me at the door of her 
building and said, "Get out of here. You're not welcome 
here. Get out of here." 
I said, "Whoa" When you're accosted by, 
number one, a female, number two, the publisher of a 
newspaper that has total control over all of the 
messages sent out. I wisely said, "Hey, whoa, whoa, 
whoa," walked out. [ said, "I was just trying to hand 
this material over to your newspaper." 
And she said, "You're still" -- "You're at the 
sidewalk." 
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I said, "Fine, I will go to the public right 
of way," which I did, backed way back. I said, "Now can 
I hand this to you?" And she grabbed it and went back 
in the building. 
So I went to Sheriff Ramsey and said, "Man, 
she's got something going." I don't know what she's got 
going. but I've stayed away from her. She's not a lady 
to be trifled with. 
Q. Did that incident with Ms. Morris occur before 
or after this meeting with Brennan Rego? 
A. After. Did I connect them? No. I didn't 
know what she had in mind. Can I talk about the 
firefighter at all? 
Q. lt's not relevant. 
A. You don't want me to tell you about who I was 
concerned about in this whole staff thing. about the 
firefighter that is talking about unstable people that 
have been fired from the Sun Valley police force? 
Q. No. You don't want to malign somebody's 
reputation in this deposition --
A. Of course not. 
Q. -- so that's why I'm not asking you. 
A. Got it. And I'm not giving you the name 
either. 
Q. What I'm asking you is, though: Do you 
\fo1--l-Script@ M & M Court Reporting Servici:, loc. 
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l remember making the statement -- in whatever context -
2 to Brennan Rego, "I carry a concealed weapons pennit, 
3 and l would use it"? 
4 A. I don't remember "and I will use it." l do 
s remember "I have a concealed weapons pennit." yeah. 
6 Q. Why did you tell him you had a concealed 
7 weapon-
' A. Can we get back to the firefighter? That was 
, the subject of the conversation. 
10 Q. Okay. That's fine. All I'm saying is 
1 really [sowid effect]. 
2 MR. NAYLOR: No further questions. 
3 THE WITNESS: She's threatening. 
4 FURTHER EXAMINATION 
s QUESTIONS BY MR. SWARTZ: 
Wayne Wilieh 
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6 Q. Mayor Willich, is there anything that you 
7 would like to add to your testimony today? 
B A. No. 
9 MR. SWARTZ: I don't have anything further. 
10 
11 whatever the conversation was, why did you tell him you 11 
12 have a concealed weapons pennit? 12 
(Deposition concluded at 2:39 p.m.) 
(Signature requested.) 
13 MR. SWARTZ: Objection; misstates prior 13 
14 testimony. 14 
1s Q. (BY MR. NAYLOR) Did you say that? Let's make 15 
16 the record clear, did you say --
17 A. "I have a concealed weapons permit," yes, I 
1a said that. 
19 Q. You did say that? 
20 A. l did say that. 
21 Q. Why did you say that? 
22 A. l was talking in the context of a person -- an 









24 name appeared in print connected to my name, that I was 24 
2s at risk. 25 
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1 Q. And so why did you mention the concealed 
2 weapon? I don't connect the two. 
3 A. To indicate to Brennan Rego, "Don't be 
• publishing these names with me, Mayor Willich said that 
s XXX guy is a bad guy, because this guy is dangerous. I 
& have a concealed weapons pennit, and I have to protect 
7 myself." That was the context. 
a Now, I don't know why -- I saw Brennan -- the 
, last time I saw him was last November when he was 
10 running for Ketchum city cowtcil, and he and I were 
11 cordial. I wished him well. I'm not afraid of Brennan 
12 Rego. 
13 Q. But you carry a weapon? 
u A. I'm afraid of this guy. I'm concerned about 
1s this guy that, you know - that isn't Brennan. It's not 
16 Brennan. I'm not concerned about him at all. 
11 Q. So when Brennan Rego states, "I did" -- "it 
11 did scare me, and I perceived it as a death threat," 
19 what's your response to that? 
20 A. That's too bad. If I could talk to him now, 
21. I'd say -- I would say, "Man, I am really sorry. It had 
22 nothing to do with you, Brennan. It had to do with this 
23 unnamed person." So I don't know why he did that. 
24 And the pub1isher of the newspaper really-- I 
2s reported her activity to Sheriff Ramsey. I said, "She's 
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1 DEWAYNE BRISCOE, 
2 first duly sworn to tell the truth relating to said 
J cause, testified as follows: 
4 
s EXAMINATION 
s QUESTIONS BY MR. SWARTZ: 
7 Q. Please state your legal name. 
Pege4 
e A. It's DeWayne Laverne Briscoe, D-e-W-a-y-n-e, 
9 L-a-v~-r-n-e, B+i-s-c-o-e. 
10 Q. Mayor, you understand that you have just been 
11 administered and accepted the oath to tell the truth 
12 today? 
11 A. Yes. 
14 Q. You understand that the testimony that you are 
15 going to give here today carries the same force and 
16 effect as testimony given in a court oflaw? 
17 A. Yes. 
18 Q. And whether you have been through a deposition 
19 personally or not before today, I know you've sat 
2 o through several preceding yours, so this is going to be 
21 old hat to you. 
22 You sat through Mr. Youngman's; correct? 
23 A. Yes. 
24 Q. Ms. Hammer's; correct? 



























Q. Mr. Donoval's; correct? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And then yesterday Mayor Willich's? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Did I miss any? You weren't there for 
Suhadolnik or Griffith; is that right? 
A. I was not there at either one. 
Q. So you have a pretty good feel for the 
process? 
A. Well, I'm not an attorney, but I've observed 
it. It's like being a baseball player. I'm in the 
audience, I'm not playing. 
Q. Very good. Do you have any questions about 
the proceeding that we need to address before we get 
going? 
A. No. 
Q. You understand that we do need you to answer 
audibly, no "uh-huhs" or "huh-uhs" or head shakes. 
Okay? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Yes, no, or a narrative as the question may 
require. All right? 
A. I'm sorry? 
Q. Yes, no, or a narrative as the question may 
require would be your answer. Do you understand that? 
:Win-l -Script'.K M & M Court Reportine Service., lac. 
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1 A. It may require a yes, a no, or a narrative, 
2 you or me, or both? 
3 Q. Your answer, I'm just asking that you answer 
4 audibly, with an affinnative yes, an affinnative no, or 
5 an affinnative statement. ls that okay? 
6 A. Understood. 
7 Q. If I ask a question that you do not 
8 wtderstand. please let me know that you do not 
9 wtderstand it and I will rephrase it. Okay? 
10 A. Yes. 
11 Q. If you answer a question, I will understand 
12 that you W1derstood the question. Okay? 
13 (Ms. Hammers entered the proceedings.) 
u A. Yes. 
15 Q. If you don't know the answer to a question 
16 today, by all means simply say that you do not know. 
17 I'm not looking for you to guess. I'm just looking for 
18 your personal knowledge. Okay? 
19 A. Yes. 
20 MR. NAYLOR: For the record. Sharon Hammers 
21 just arrived. 
22 Q. (BY MR. SWARTZ) Mayor, you were asked to 
23 bring materials with you today, any documents in your 
24 possession, custody, or control that relate to your 
25 denials, your allegations. or your defenses asserted in 
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l either the state lawsuit or the federal lawsuit. Do you 
2 see that on page 2 of your amended notice? 
3 A. Yes. 
4 Q. Did you bring any materials with you today? 
5 A. No. 
6 Q. Did you look for any materials? 
7 MR. NAYLOR: I can represent all the materials 
8 have been provided through discovery. Any materials 
9 related to his defense have been provided already in 
10 discovery. 
11 Q. (BY MR. SWARTZ) [ftoday, Mayor, you need to 
12 review any of the materials that Mr. Naylor is referring 
13 to, we can have him identify what they are and we can go 
14 ahead and get copies for you. Okay? 
15 A. Yes. 
16 Q. Did you do anything other than meeting with 
17 Mr. Naylor to prepare for your deposition today? 
18 A. No. 
19 Q. Did you review any materials? 
20 A. I reviewed the last page of the Patty Ball 
21 report in regards to her, l believe it's her conclusion 
22 and recommendation. 
23 Q. Which Patty Ball report? 
24 A. A copy out of the Patty Ball report. 




















































A. No. I just looked at one page. I didn't have 
the whole report. I only had a copy of the Patty BaJI 
report, final conclusionary page, that was all. 
Q. You didn't know which Patty Ball report it was 
that you reviewed? 
MR. NAYLOR: Object to the form. 
THE WITNESS: There is one Patty Ball report. 
Q. (BY MR. SWARTZ) That you are aware or! 
A. That I'm aware of. 
Q. Why was it that you chose to review that one 
single page of that report? 
A. It was important for me to at least look at 
what her conclusions were for the report, or what her 
recommendations were for the report. 
Q. What is your recollection as you sit here 
today of her recommendations? 
A. Her recommendation -- I can't state it 
verbatim. Her recommendation was that there were 
significant findings in her mind that there should be 
additional studies done to follow up the Patty Ball 
report. Additional, either investigation studies -- I 
don't remember how it was worded. 
Q. Why was that important to you to review before 
your deposition? 
A. To be able to understand a little better the 
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Patt)' Ball report. Not to Wtderstand the Patty Ball 
report, but the Patty Ban repon as it is. 
Q. I don't understand what you mean. 
A. It's my W1derstanding there are coun 
proceedings going on now, that the validity of the Patty 
Ball report is being contested. I haven't been to any 
of those hearings. 
Q. But you felt like that was going to be 
something that was going to be talked about today and 
you needed to review it. or what was your thought 
process in selecting that single page of that single 
document to review in preparation for your deposition? 
A. Just to try to W1derstand the legal process 
the City was going through, because I haven't been to 
any of those hearings. 
Q. Did you review anything else? 
A. No. 
Q. Other than Mr. Naylor, did you speak with 
anyone else about your deposition? 
A. No. 
Q. I understand that you are currently the mayor 
of the City of Sun Valley, and your tenn began in early 
January of 2012. And you are still in your first term; 
correct? 
A. Yes. 
M & M Court Reporting Senicc, lac. 
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1 Q. Prior to that you sat as a city council member 
2 for the City of Sllll Valley; is that right? 
3 A. Yes. 
4 Q. When did your term as a city council member 
5 first begin? 
6 A. I believe in January of 2008. It was a 
7 four-year tenn. 
8 Q. At some point you were elected as the 
9 president of the council; is that right? 
10 A. Yes. 
11 Q. Do you recall when that took place? 
12 A. Beginning of my third year in the term. 
13 Q. So January 2011? 
14 A. Must have been. 
15 Q. Having sat through Ms. Hammer's deposition, 
16 Mr. Donoval's deposition, Mr. Youngman's deposition, 
17 Mayor Willich's deposition, I may have missed one or 
18 two, but is there anything that comes to mind that was 
19 said at those depositions that you disagree with? 
20 MR. NAYLOR: Object to the form. 
21 THE WITNESS: Yes. Not specific things. I 
22 didn't take any notes. But yes, in general there might 
23 have been some things that I disagreed with. 
24 Q. (BY MR. SWARTZ) Do you recall any of those 
25 items as you sit here today? 
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l A. Mr. Willich's testimony is a little more fresh 
2 in my mind, since it was yesterday. Yes, I would say 
] there were some disagreements of Mr. Willich's 
4 testimony. 
5 Q. What do you recall that you disagree with? 
6 A. In general I would tenn his testimony as 
7 revisionist history, and some of the historical things 
8 that he has mentioned I would not concur with. 
9 Q. Do you recall what? 
10 A. Yes. His interpretation of the statutory 
11 authority of the mayor versus the council is one. His 
12 remembrance of the executive session on, I think 
13 probably November 11. 
14 The city council made it c1ear that both he 
15 and I were jointly to be in charge of the authority 
16 given by the council to retain an independent 
17 investigator. Mr. Willich insisted it was his total, 
18 sole authority. And he indicated that I was only there 
19 at his invitation, which it wasn't. I was there 
20 throughout the procedures, throughout the selection of 
21 Patty Ball. 
22 I disagree with his asswnption on the dates 
23 that the Patty Ball report was complete or still was a 
24 draft and in progress. I do not believe he had the 






















































be done by the council since the council authorized it. 
And I disagreed with his interpretation that 
as mayor he does not have to abide by the policies of 
the City, that he can establish his own policies for the 
City, and the statutory authority granted the separation 
of powers of council and mayoral authority. Only the 
council can establish policy for the City, and the mayor 
is to cany out those policies. Those are just some of 
the things that come to mind. 
Q. Are there any others? 
A. There could have been. I don't recall right 
at the moment I'd have to listen to the transcript or 
see it again. 
Q. If you think of anything additional today 
while we are talking. go ahead and stop me and let's 
talk about them today. Okay? Is that okay? 
A. Uh-huh. 
Q. Is that a "yes"? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Let's walk through the five bullet points that 
you listed today as the items that you disagreed with 
Mr. Willich on. 
His description of the mayor versus city 
council authority. What is it about his description 
that you disagreed with? 
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A. I don't know his exact quotes, but I believe 
he felt he was not bound to exactly follow the 
established policies of the City of Swi Valley. 
Q. In all respects or just as to Ms. Hammer's 
employment? 
MR. NAYLOR: Object to the fonn. 
THE WITNESS: I don't recall exactly his 
exact words. My interpretation was, and I would have to 
read his transcript to be sure, but my interpetation, as 
I recall it, is that all policies, he had the authority 
to set his own rules. 
He kept referring to his experience at Boeing 
rather than government experience, how we did it at 
Boeing. and he was going to do it the same way he did it 
at Boeing. He kept mentioning the word "Boeing" and his 
experience at Boeing, that he was going to run things 
according to the way he did it at Boeing. 
Q. What is your understanding, having sat as a 
city council member and now serving as mayor, what is 
your understanding of the mayor's role in the City? 
A. The mayor's role is to carry out the policy as 
established by the COllllCil. 
Q. Anything else? 
A. And not to make policy. Yes, and statutorily 
you conduct meetings. you arrange the agenda, and you 
\lin-l'-Scripfg; M & M Court Reportiq Service, lac. 
(208)34S-9'11 (pb) (800)234-9'1 l (208)-34S-8BOO(fu) 
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l sign contracts that are approved by the council. 
2 Q. Is it the council or the mayor that handles 
3 personnel issues? 
4 A. The mayor. 
5 Q. Is it the city council or the mayor who 
6 directs employees to perform certain functions? 
7 MR. NAYLOR: Are you still asking him as to 
8 his understanding? 
9 MR. SWARTZ: Yes. 
10 THE WITNESS: Would you repeat the question. 
11 Q. (BY MR. SWARTZ) Sure. Who has the authority 
12 to direct personnel to engage in certain activities? Is 
13 it the mayor or the city council? 
14 MR. NAYLOR: Object to the form. 
15 THE WITNESS: Neither, because statutory 
16 authority, the city attorney is the only one that works 
17 directly under the direction of the mayor. The city 
18 administrator then administers the City under the 
l9 direction of the mayor. So it is the city administrator 
20 whose responsibility it is under the job description to 
21 administer the personnel policies of the City. 
22 Q. Based on your experience as a city council 
23 member and as mayor, whose job is it to approve 
24 financial expenditures of the City? 
25 A. In the chain that I saw when I was council 
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l person, it was the city treasurer, and then it was 
2 signed off by the city administrator, and then signed 
3 off by the mayor, and then presented to the council for 
4 approval, in that chain of command. 
5 Q. Can you recall as you sit here today an 
6 expenditure that Ms. Hammer made that the council did 
7 not approve? 
8 A. Would you rephrase your question. 
9 Q. Sure. Do you recall an expenditure that 
10 Ms. Hammer made that the city council did not approve? 
11 A. Not specifically. The council approved a 
12 general, -· there was one motion made to approve the 
13 finances as reported by the City to pay the City bills. 
14 The motion was not to approve any individual aspect of 
15 that. 
16 Q. Prior to that motion to approve the package of 
17 bills, the treasurer has reviewed all of those bills; 
l8 correct? 
19 A. And the city manager. 
20 Q. And the mayor. 
21 A. And the mayor. 
22 Q. And as I understand it from testimony that 
23 we've heard thus far, at the time there was a city 
24 council person who would be on a rotation and would come 
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A. Yes. The city council person was always last. 
It had always been signed off by the city administrator, 
treasurer, and the mayor. In my experience I was the 
last one to see it. 
Q. And after the city council individual member 
reviewed them, then they would be presented to the 
entire council; is that right? 
A. Correct. 
Q. Prior to November 11, 2011, the special city 
council meeting executive session that was called, had 
you heard of any allegations of misconduct that 
Ms. Hammer was alleged to have engaged in? 
A. No. 
Q. Prior to that meeting, had you had any 
personal experience with Ms. Hammer where you believed 
that she was not performing the fW1ctions of her job? 
MR. NAYLOR: Object to the form. 
THE WITNESS: Repeat the question, please. 
Q. (BY MR. SWARTZ) Before November 11, 2011, did 
you observe anything that led you to believe that Ms. 
Hammer was not performing her job as the city 
administrator? 
MR. NAYLOR: Object to the form; foundation. 
THE WITNESS: That is a general summation, 
without any specifics involved, as to what you are 
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referring to. Were there some instances where I felt 
there were lapses in the administration of the City? 
Yes. 
Q. (BY MR. SWARTZ) What were those? 
A. Lack of some oversight of City employees. 
Q. Is there anything you can recall specifically 
about that? 
A. Yes. We had a bond issue that was important 
to the City for infrastructure, and we were under a very 
tight time frame for publication in the newspapers and 
things. And in the important phase of that, near the 
end. legal infonnation as required was not submitted for 
publication, and it put us back a ways. And that was 
the direct responsibility of the city administrator to 
see that was done and it wasn't done. 
Q. What legal information was not prepared in a 
timely manner? 
A. I haven't reviewed that document, but it was a 
notice requirement under a time frame for bond issue 
publications and elections. That is one that I 
specifically recollect. 
Q. Are you saying it just wasn't submitted, the 
paper for publication in a timely manner, or there was a 
component of the notice, a legal component of the notice 
that was lacking? 
:\!i n-l-Script&: M & M Court Reporting Service, Inc. 
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1 A. The notice wasn't put in the paper, and it set 
2 the time frame back on the bond issue. I don't know the 
3 exact details. But we were under pressure to get the 
4 bond issue done, and that was one that was missed. 
5 Under statutory requirements, going toward the 
6 bond issue, there has to be publications in the paper in 
7 a certain time frame, within certain days, between 
8 certain meetings. As I recall, that set the process 
9 back because something couldn't occur because that 
lO publication, legal publication wasn't done. That's one 
ll that sticks out. 
l2 I think that also there was a lack of 
13 accountability for employees on their time frames, their 
l4 work hours. 
15 Q. When was the bond notice not timely submitted, 
16 do you recall? 
17 A. I don't know the exact date. 
18 Q. Do you know the year? 
19 A. It was before the last election. It was two 
20 years ago. 
21 Q. 2010? 
22 A. No, no. Two years ago. 
23 Q. 2012? 
24 A. It was part of the election where I was 
25 elected as mayor. 
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l Q. So it was before November of201 l? 
2 A. Yes. Because the bond issue was on that 
3 ballot in September a few days -- the week before. 
4 There are instances of perhaps -- that I would 
5 consider perhaps a lack of supervision of employees or 
6 accountability of employees. 
7 And if you want an instance, my first day on 
e the - my first day as mayor, essentially I had five 
9 people lined up in the hall; the police chief, the 
10 assistant police chief, the building inspector, and two 
ll other people, corning in and informing me that they were 
12 going to various meetings throughout the state or the 
13 country. And I asked them where their forms were for 
14 that, and they said they didn't fill out any forms. 
15 They just notified people when they were going to 
16 meetings. And I felt that was a lack of accountability 
17 of management control of employees. 
18 Q. You believe that lack of accountability of 
19 employees was Sharon Hammer's responsibility, that fell 
20 on her shoulders? 
21 A. Yes, because she's responsible for the 
22 administration of the City, over the treasurer, over the 
23 city clerk, over the receptionist. 
24 Q. So who att was lined up in the hall getting 























































A. Without any form I said. [ didn't have any 
information, except verbal. It was the police chief, 
Cam Daggett; the assistant police chief, Mike Crawford, 
and the building inspector, Eric Adams; and two other 
employees. I don't remember the other two. 
I immediately questioned the police chief and 
assistant police chief as to why they were going to be 
gone at the same time and who was going to be in charge 
of the City for the police department while they were 
gone. 
I asked the building inspector why he was 
going and what his meeting was, and he said it was some 
meeting pertaining to building inspectors in either 
Idaho Falls or Pocatello. And I asked him what was the 
purpose of the meeting, why he was going, and he said I 
just always go. 
And I asked him to give a report to me when he 
came back as to what the meeting was about. I said, Is 
there a form that you fill out when you come back as to 
the importance of the meeting? He said, No. I said, I 
want you to fill out one and tell me the importance of 
the meeting, why you go, what the dates were of the 
meetings. He never followed through with it. 
Q. Did you relay your request to Mr. Adams to 
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complete this form and this report to Sharon Hammer to 
make sure that she was going to follow up? 
A. No, he was to report to me. 
Q. And his failure to report to you is something 
that you believe was Sharon Hammer's fault? 
MR. NAYLOR: Object to the form. 
THE WITNESS: I didn't say that. There was no 
required paperwork, no required forms to be filled out. 
Q. (BY MR. SW ARTZ) That's what you believed was 
Sharon Hammer's fault. 
A. Yes, there should have been. 
Q. So you are thinking on day one you arrive, 
there should have been a dossier for you that outlined 
where these folks with were going and why. 
MR. NAYLOR: Object to the form. 
THE WITNESS: It should have been just more 
than a verbal informing the mayor that they were 
leaving. 
Q. (BY MR. SWARTZ) Okay. What else, what other 
lack of performance issues do you attribute to Sharon 
Hammer? 
A. Attendance. 
Q. Whose attendance? 
A. City administration and Sharon Hammer. 
When I would go in to pick up my packet on 
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1 Wednesdays before, the week before meetings, she was 
2 seldom there, on Fridays. And I noticed on Fridays that 
3 essentially the parking lot was empty, that employees, 
4 only the necessary employees were there, such as the 
s city clerk, was frantically trying to get the City 
6 agenda ready for the council people, sometimes was 
7 really the only person there on Fridays. 
8 Q. I was a little confused by your testimony. I 
g thought you started out saying you would go there on 
10 Wednesday to pick up your packet. 
11 A. Fridays. 
12 Q. Fridays. Sorry. 
13 A. The packet is supposed to be ready on Fridays, 
14 the week before the council meetings. In general it was 
15 usually late. And I observed the city clerk, Kelly Ek, 
16 commenting she had not gotten the information from 
17 Sharon yet to fill out the packets, and she was trying 
18 to get the packets ready to put them out. 
19 Q. So Sharon would not be there on a Friday, 
20 nobody would be there on a Friday except for Kelly Ek, 
21 and Kelly Ek --
22 A. No. That's mischaracterizing my statement. 
23 I would say the usual, what l would expect, 
24 the officers to be there, were not there on Fridays, and 
25 that would include other employees as well. It appeared 
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l to be like people were working a four-day workweek, with 
2 Fridays off. That's what it appeared. 
3 Q. And when you would be there on the Friday 
4 picking up your packet, it wouldn't be ready, and Kelly 
5 Ek would just say, I haven't gotten the information --
6 A. Not every time. Occasionally, yes, on some 
7 occasions. And I don't have any specific dates. That 
B was my general impression. 
9 Q. Okay. And again, that is something that you 
10 attributed to Ms. Hammer's failure to perform her job. 
11 A. Part of her job description is -yes, her job 
12 description is to supervise the employees to make sure 
13 these things are done. 
14 Q. What else do you attribute to Sharon Hammer's 
15 failure to perform her job? 
16 A. Occasionally at council meetings there would 
17 be council questions, there would not be adequate 
18 information available for council members to question 
ig specific agenda items. 
20 Q. That took place over your four-year tenn as a 
21 city council member? 
22 A. Well, Ms. Hammer was not the city 
23 administrator in my four-year tenn. At least during the 
24 time that Ms. Hammer was city administrator. 





















































frequently, that she did not provide sufficient 
information to the council? 
A. No. That is mischaracterizing my answer. I 
observed that on a significant number of occasions she 
was not prepared to answer the questions of the council 
on specific entries that were on the agenda. The answer 
was, I would have to look it up or study it or we would 
have to do something. 
Q. So it's not a lack of adequate information for 
the council, it's she couldn't answer the council's 
questions. 
A. No, no. 
Q. Ifs both? I'm just trying to understand. 
I'm not trying to mischaracterize your words. l'm just 
trying to make sure I understand your observations of 
her failure to perform her job. 
A. Under the job description., the city manager 
should be prepared at every council meeting with the 
full knowledge of all the agenda items to be able to 
sufficiently answer questions of the council. 
Q. You feh like she failed to perform that 
function of her job on --
A. At times. 
Q. At times. Okay. 
What else did you observe in the way of Ms. 
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Hammer's failure to perform her job? 
A. In what time frame? 
Q. While you were city council member. 
MR. NAYLOR: Based on what he knew while he 
was the city council member? 
MR. SWARTZ: Yes, his observations. 
THE WITNESS: At this time I don't recall 
anything more at this time. 
Q. (BY MR. SWARTZ) How about when you were 
mayor, what did you observe Ms. Hammer do or not do that 
you felt like was her failure to perform her job? 
A. Ms. Hammer was -- when I became mayor, Ms. 
Hammer was there on a very limited time basis, for just 
a few days, and then was on paid administrative leave. 
So I didn't at that time -- ('m trying to recall the 
brief time frame between when I was inaugw-ated as mayor 
and when Ms. Hammer then left on administrative leave. 
I don't exactly recall the time frame of days. 
I don't recall at this time anything more. I haven't 
thought about it. 
Q. Other than your first day on the job and these 
people not having forms, that is the only item you can 
recall during your term as mayor? 
A. I didn't say -- that is a mischaracterization. 
I said they didn't provide me with any forms. 
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l. Q. That is the only instance that you can recall 
2 of her failure to perform her job while you were mayor? 
3 A. I don't know how to characterize it. but there 
4 was a dysfunction. I would use the term dysfunction of 
5 sociability of employees within the City during that 
6 time. There was a lack of communication, people weren't 
7 speaking to each other. 
8 I believe I would characterize it as, I 
9 observed a general, as a generalization term, some 
10 dysfunction of the City during those days. Not 
1l. specific, I can't think of specific instances now. It's 
ll a general characterization of my observations. 
13 Q. And that is something that you attribute to 
14 Ms. Hammer? 
15 A. It's within the job description of the city 
l.6 administrator. 
17 Q. Do you know were there was dysfunction and 
18 lack of, I think you said sociability? Do you know what 
19 was causing that? 
20 A. At that time? 
21 Q. Yes. 
22 A. No. 
23 Q. But it's something you believed was Sharon 
24 Hammer's responsibility to cure or to prevent? 
25 A. Yes. 
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1 Q. I understand you don't recall the exact dates, 
2 but after you took office as mayor you placed Ms. Hammer 
3 on administrative leave; is that correct? 
4 A. Correct. 
5 Q. Do you recall why you placed Ms. Hammer on 
6 administrative leave? 
7 A. Under advisement oflegal counsel. 
8 Q. I'm not looking for the specifics of advice of 
9 legal counsel, but I'm curious, if there were particular 
10 reasons that you were aware of as to why you made the 
11 decision to place her on administrative leave. 
12 A. I believe there was also a consideration of 
l3 statutes, ofwhistleblower status. 
l4 Q. She was a whistleblower or someone else was a 
15 whistle blower? 
16 A. Within the City there were a number of 
17 whistleblower people that had been on administrative 
18 leave brought back. Mr. WilJich had placed- Mayor 
19 Willich had placed Sharon Hammer on administrative 
20 leave, and it was his decision to bring her back on an 
21 interim period. 
22 Q. On an interim period? 
23 A. Yes. 
24 Q. How do you know it was an interim 






















































A. Would you rephrase the question. I don't 
understand what you are --
Q. Sure. As I understand it. Mayor Willich did 
place her on administrative leave, pending the Patty 
Ball investigation. And once he had concluded that 
Sharon Hammer had done nothing wrong, he brought her 
back on. 
I didn't understand him yesterday to say that 
it was an interim return to work. I understand that he 
had concluded she had done nothing wrong and she was 
back to work. 
MR. NAYLOR: Object to the fonn. 
Q. (BY MR. SWARTZ) Did you have a different 
understanding? 
A. My interpretation of the Patty Ball report 
differs from former Mayor Willich's. 
Q. rm just asking about your statement that you 
believe Mayor Willich brought Sharon Hammer back on on 
an interim basis versus full reestablishment of her 
position. 
A. I don't believe the Patty Ball report had been 
essentially completed at that time. It had not been 
presented to the council. The Patty Ball report was not 
completed until it was presented to the council. 
Q. That happened on January 10, 2012? 
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A. Yes. Mayor Willich was premature to asswne he 
had the authority to state that the investigation was 
concluded. He did not have that authority, only the 
council had the authority, who appropriated the money 
for it and made the tenns of it could make that 
determination that it was complete. 
Q. Did Mayor Willich have the authority to return 
Sharon Hammer to work? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And then when you took office, you exercised 
your authority to put her back on administrative leave. 
A. Yes. 
Q. Did Mayor Willich have the authority during 
his term to conclude that Sharon Hammer had done nothing 
wrong and was entitled to be reestablished in her 
position? 
MR. NAYLOR: Object to the form. 
THE WITNESS: No. 
Q. (BY MR. SWARTZ) Who did he have to check 
with? Ifhe didn't have the authority, who did? 
A. Council. 
Q. So before he brought Sharon Hammer back on, 
reestablish her in her position, found that she did 
nothing wrong, he first had to get the council's 
blessing? 
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l A. I wouldn't use the term "blessing." That is 
:z your tenn. 
3 Q. What tenn would you use? 
4 A. The council authorized the report. the 
5 extended report in executive session because other 
6 findings came in, and the report was to be given to the 
7 council. It was not his authority to be able to say 
8 that the Patty Ball report has ended or to make any 
9 conclusions from it because it was not ended. 
10 Because the investigation and Patty Ball's 
11 final conclusion was that there were -- not final 
12 conclusion. But her conclusion was there was 
13 significant findings that there should be additional 
14 studies made, and she even mentioned the words possible 
15 criminal involvement. I don't use it. That was Patty 
16 Ball's report. 
17 So Mayor Willich, in terminating the --
18 claiming to terminate the Patty Ball report, was not 
19 following through with the recommendations of the 
20 report. And those recommendations of the report should 
21 have been given to the council. The council didn't see 
22 the Patty Ball report until much later. 
23 This was an independent report. It was not an 
24 in City report. If this report was being done by a City 
25 employee, Mr. Willich might have had the authority to 
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1 say, Yes, I'm ending your investigation. But this was a 
:z specific outside agency that he did not have the 
3 authority over, an outside independent investigator. 
4 Q. Who did have authority over Patty Ball? 
5 A. Authority? 
6" Q. Yes. 
7 A. Define what you mean by "authority." 
8 Q. Well, I'm just using your word. You said that 
9 Mayor Willich did not have authority over Patty Ball. 
10 I'm asking who did have authority over Patty Ball? 
11 A. The council directed that Mayor Willich and l 
12 jointly retain - interview and retain an independent 
l.3 outside investigator, and after that selection was made 
14 the council authorized the mayor to sign the contract 
15 for it. 
16 So authorize, the council directed the intent 
l7 of the investigation, and that was to be followed 
18 through. 
19 Q. What did the council direct the intent of the 
20 investigation to be? 
21 A. I don't recal I the exact wording of the 
:Z2 intent. The intent was twofold. It was an 
23 investigation of internal accounting within the City. 
24 and then an investigation of the fire deparbnent was 
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report. And the council authorized additional funds to 
continue the Patty Ball report to go into the fire 
department investigation. 
Q. Who had the authority to direct Patty Ball in 
her conducting of the investigation? 
MR. NAYLOR: Object to the fonn. 
THE WITNESS: The tenns of Patty Ball's 
investigation would determine initially - the tenns of 
the investigation were such that she would conduct 
certain findings. If she found in her mind evidence 
that additional studies should be made for the 
possibility of criminal investigation. she would end 
her report at that time. And her recommendation was 
that it be followed up with additional investigations. 
Q. (BY MR. SWARTZ) When was this conveyed to 
Patty Ball, this directive? 
A. I wouldn't use the word "conveyed," because 
the interview with Patty Ball was bilateral. Mayor 
Willich and I made certain recommendations that her 
study be conducted. She had her own parameters that we 
had to agree with. 
Q. What were her parameters that you had to agree 
with? 
A. She wanted authority to be able to interview 
whoever she wanted to interview, and let the process 
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lead wherever the process she felt it would go. And 
then she would give us periodic updates. 
Q. Anything else? 
A. Anything else in respect to what, Mr. Swartz? 
Q. Her parameters. 
A. Her parameters? 
Q. Yes. 
A. She reported to MT. Willich and l. We usually 
had meetings in Mr. Adam King's office, the city 
attorney. Mr. Naylor was brought in, along with ICRMP, 
to be a part of the discussion during the Patty Ball 
report while we were discussing the Patty Ball report. 
When you mentioned the authority, Mr. Willich, 
former Mayor Willich erroneously interpreted that he had 
the total authority over the Patty Ball report, to 
detennine the parameters, to declare it ended. to guide 
it and who would report to who. And he and I had a 
disagreement over a meeting as to how that might be 
carried out. 
Q. Was that the December 13 meeting or was it 
before December 13? 
A. It was a date -- I don't know the exact. It 
was the date in which we were presented with the draft 
of the Patty Ball report. And Mr. Willich read the 
first few pages of it, probably five pages, and he 
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1 turned to me and he says, This could implicate me. And 
2 he said, I'm taking control of this. I want to end it 
3 now, and I want everything to go through me with Patty 
• Ball, and then I will report back to the council. 
s And I reminded him that he couldn't do that. 
6 that we had the joint responsibility to do it. And we 
7 went on a conference call with Mr. Naylor and Adam King. 
8 And he was adamant at that time, and I remember his 
9 exact words, turning to me, he said, This could 
10 implicate me, and I want this brought to a halt now, and 
11 everything is going to go through me now. 
12 And we objected and said, You can't do that. 
13 It has to go through me and it has to report to the 
14 council. The conversation ensued, to protect all 
15 individuals in the City. And the assumption that we had 
16 made is that, with Patty Ball, that City employees that 
17 were interviewed, that the Patty Ball report would be 
18 made private. 
19 And the discussion ensued as to, from this 
20 point on for the draft, who should be the contact 
21 between Patty Ball and Mr. Willich. And it was 
22 determined that Mr. Naylor would be that contact with 
23 Patty Ball, and that this was to retain the privacy for 
24 employees, for attorney-client privilege. So it would 
25 remain private for the protection of our employees, 
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l because they were promised protection. that the City 
2 would not make the Patty Ball report public. 
3 And at that particular time, at that 
4 particular meeting Mr. Willich objected and then finally 
5 agreed and said, Yes, now I understand. Mr. Naylor can 
6 now be the go-between between Patty Ball and us. 
7 Q. All that transpired at that December 13 
8 meeting? 
9 A. I'm not sure of the date, the date we were 
10 presented the first draft. 
11 Q. In Adam King's office? 
12 A. Yes. 
13 Q. You said Adam King was on the phone or he was 
14 present? 
15 A. Mr. Naylor was present by conference call. 
16 Q. Was Adam King present? 
17 A. Yes. 
18 And I was deeply concerned about trying to 
19 protect the privacy of the employees. 
20 Q. What employees were mentioned in the report, 
21 do you recall? 
22 A. I don't recall at that time who had been 
23 interviewed. I had been interviewed. 
24 Q. You had been? 






















































Q. Okay. And so you were looking to protect your 
privacy? 
A. No, no, I didn't say that. I said the privacy 
of the employees. The agreement was the employees who 
would be interviewed, Ms. Ball felt that to really 
obtain honest interviews they should be offered, at 
least the City would attempt confidentiality. 
Q. Was the Patty Ball report ever released to the 
public? 
A. Not by the City. 
Q. Do you know who released it to the public? 
A. Must have been the prosecuting attorney for 
Blaine County, Jim Thomas. The City did not release -
we kept it locked up. I kept mine locked up. Adam King 
kept it locked up. The City Council members were only 
allowed to read it in Adam King's office, and it was 
locked up. We made every attempt to keep this out of 
the public eye and out of anyone's eyes who wasn't 
entitled to see it. And that followed on when I was 
mayor. Council members objected to that, they wanted to 
take it home. We told them no. 
Q. Was there any concern about protecting Sharon 
Hammer from the contents of the report? 
A. Ofcourse. 




A. She was a City employee. She came under the 
same context of all of us. And she was interviewed. 
And anyone that was interviewed was given that promise, 
that the City would try to keep this report private. 
Q. So let's go back to when you and former Mayor 
Willich were interviewing Patty Ball, you were having 
your bilateral interview to discuss what you wanted her 
to do for the investigation. 
Was it determined at that time that the 
investigation was going to include allegations of 
misconduct that Ms. Hammer was alleged to have engaged 
in? 
A. There was no presumption of anything. It was 
to be an investigative report starting from scratch with 
no presumption of anything, guilt or innocence or 
anything else, just to start an independent 
investigation. 
One of the reasons that Mayor Willich was 
adamant on picking her was she was already prepared. 
She had already done the studies of the City, she had 
read City policies, she had understood what was going on 
in the City, whereas the other people we interviewed 
were going to start cold. 
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1 And Mr. Willich was particularly impressed, 
2 and he wanted to know if she had done work with 
3 governments before. She said she had. And he wanted an 
4 example of, What government work have you done recently? 
s And she said, Well, I did a -- either a county or a city 
6 recently, and it started out as a simple investigation 
1 and the sheriff is now in jail. And Mr. Wiltich says, I 
8 want her. 
g Q. Let's back up just a little bit as to why the 
10 city council ultimately wanted to do this -- hire this 
11 independent fact-finding investigator. As I understand 
12 it, allegations were brought to light at the November 
13 I l, 201 t executive session by Michelle Frostenson and 
u Nils Ribi; is that correct? 
15 MR NAYLOR: Object to the form. 
16 THE WITNESS: No. No, it's not correct. 
11 Q. (BY MR. SWARTZ) Can you correct me? 
18 A. You included Nils Ribi. I don't recall Nils 
u Ribi. It was Michelle Frostenson made a report to the 
20 city council in executive session over what she 
21 observed. I would call them irregularities. 
22 Q. Who called the special executive session on 
23 November 11, 2011? 
24 A. It was a combination, I believe, of the mayor 
2s called with three council members. I was called by 
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1 Councilman Ribi. As council president they asked me 
2 that the treasurer, Michelle Frostenson. wanted to give 
3 a report to the city -- to the city council in executive 
4 session, that she was concerned about something from the 
s audit. I wasn't told what. I wasn't told how or what 
6 it was. And I said, Okay, I'll be one of the three. 
7 Under the rules, three council people -- under 
8 the statutes, three council people can request the mayor 
g to have a meeting, or three council people can do it 
10 themselves and fill out a form. We didn't fill out a 
11 form, that I recall, the three council people. Mayor 
12 Willich was advised of this. he went along with it, so a 
13 meeting was called. 
14 So to say that three people called the 
15 meeting. I don't think is totally correct, because we 
16 didn't go in to the city clerk with a petition for the 
17 meeting by three people, as would be required under 
18 statute, so we did not do that. So Mayor Willich 
l.9 concurred and scheduled it. 
20 Q. Do you know if Michelle frostenson had brought 
21 her allegations to anyone other than the full city 
22 council on November I I before that date? 
23 A. Only from her recollection that she had 
24 presented -~ she had presented -- she had a packet of 




1 appointment with Mayor Willich on October 5, with a 
2 meeting, and that she had presented verbally her 
3 concerns. And I believe her concerns were such that she 
4 felt there were problems -- well, I'm only relating what 
s I heard from her, and I'm trying to remember. This is 
6 two years ago. 
1 And she mentioned that she had met with Mayor 
e Willich, and she had the stack of documents, and that 
9 Mayor Willich was rather dismissive of her, and he 
10 refused to look at any of the documents that she 
11 presented to him on October 5. 
12 So following that meeting she felt it was 
13 important enough to then try to go to the council. 
u because she felt, in my mind, my interpetation was she 
1s had felt rebuffed by the mayor because he wouldn't look 
16 at any ofber documents. That's what [ was told. I 
17 wasn't there. I didn't see it. 
18 Q. Did she meet with anyone else after Mayor 
1.9 Willich on the 5th and before meeting with the council 
20 on the I Ith that you know of? 
21. A. I don't know of any. I didn't have any 
22 contact with her at all. 
23 Q. Before November I I. 
24 A. Before November l 1. 
2s Q. Do you know what city council member she 
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l contacted following her meeting with Mayor Willich on 
2 October 5 and preceding the November I I meeting? 
3 A. I would only know she contacted Councilman 
4 Ribi, because be was one that called me. I don't know 
5 who else, if she contacted anyone else or not, not to my 
6 knowledge. 
7 Q. During that November t I meeting were there 
8 allegations by Ms. Frostenson about Ms. Hammer's 
9 misconduct? 
10 A. As a general characteriz.ation. I would call it 
11 questions. 
12 Q. Questions about whether she engaged in 
13 misconduct? 
14 A. That in her mind, in her mind there were 
15 questions of misconduct. Misconduct, I would 
16 characterize it in that way. 
17 Q. Were there any other employees discussed in 
18 the November 11 meeting? 
19 A. At that time I don't believe so. I don't 
20 recall. But I don't recall anyone else being at that 
21 time. 
22 Q. Do you recall anyone stating that Ms. Hammer's 
23 alleged conduct rose to the level of criminal? 
24 MR. NAYLOR: Object to the fonn. At what 
25 point? 
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l. MR. SWARTZ: In the November 11 meeting. 
2 THE WITNESS: I don't recall. 
3 Q. (BY MR. SWARTZ) Do you recall at that 
4 November l 1 meeting a decision being made to have Mayor 
5 Willich and Adam King ask Ms. Hammer for her 
6 resignation? 
7 A. That does not totally characterize it 
8 correctly. Could you restate your question. 
9 Q. Was there at any time in the November 11 
10 meeting any discussions about eliminating Ms. Hammer's 
l.l. employment, whether voluntary or involuntary? 
12 A. Yes. But the first part of your question was 
13 incorrect, when you said just the council. Mayor 
1.4 Willich was a part of this. 
·15 Q. So tell me about the discussions about whether 
16 to tenninate Ms. Hammer's employment. 
17 A. After Ms. Frostenson had presented what she 
18 had in the council, there were questions from the 
19 council. I don't believe I asked any questions. 
20 Frankly, on my mind was, What have I just 
21 stepped into as mayor? That was my first thought. I 
22 have just been elected mayor and suddenly this is all 
23 presented. What have I stepped into? That was my 
24 thought. 
25 Since these were allegations at first when the 
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1 council discussed what to do, in my mind I felt they 
2 were allegations. And I think I remember the statement 
3 that I used, and I said: Well, maybe Ms. Hammer can be 
4 just taken, quote, "taken to the woodshed" on this and 
5 it can be resolved. I used that exact statement. 
6 Q. I'm not familiar with that phrase. What does 
7 that mean? 
8 A. Maybe it can be corrected without asking for a 
9 resignation. I was a little skeptical. 
10 Q. Skeptical about what? 
11 A. The initial part of it, because it suddenly 
1.2 was just dropped on me, without any thought of what had 
13 gone on and being oblivious to it. And then suddenly 
14 thinking -- I don't mean to be redundant, but my 
1S thoughts were, and I guess I was distracted from some of 
16 the conversations because I kept thinking, What have I 
17 just stepped into? And [ made that statement. And that 
18 was repeated by Mayor Willich at one time or another, 
1.9 that Briscoe said that maybe she could be taken ... 
20 Then as it evolved, I began to feel, yes, 
21 there should be an investigation or something should be 
22 done from this. The conversation ensued as to the 
23 allegations were there. And Mayor Willich, not during 
24 that meeting at any time ever volunteered that he had 
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to do any of the things that the city treasurer 
considered a violation of City policy. 
And I felt at that time that was the trigger 
point to me, that I would go forward to ask for her 
resignation, because he never came forward and said, I 
gave her permission to use the car. I gave her 
permission for flex time. I gave her time off. Had he 
come forward at that particular time and expressed those 
thoughts to me, that would have been a game changer for 
me. I probably wouldn't - I would not have gone 
forward and asked for - I was the last one to concur of 
the council to ask for her resignation. 
And that would have been a game changer for me 
if he would have volunteered at that time, because that 
would have dispelled to me the whole thing. Not dispel. 
Because he didn't have authority to void City policy, 
that would have been a game changer for me. 
The conversation ensued then to ask for Ms. 
Hammer's resignation, and then there was discussion as 
to what the tenns should be. Mr. Mayor Wi!Hch was 
adamant that he wanted to ask for three months. He 
said, I will go forward and ask her for three months. 
The Council wanted six months. This is my recollection. 
The Council was adamant. they felt that we 
should ask for -- pardon me - remuneration, 
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remuneration. And Mayor Willich was adamant that -- he 
said, Let me handle this. I'm paraphrasing. it may not 
be exactly accurate. I believe I can handle this with 
her. Why don't Adam and I go present this to her. I'm 
sure I can get her resignation. So he was on board. 
Q. Was there any discussion about just 
terminating her employment rather than offering 
resignation? 
A. Yes, termination. There was something in the 
conversation, yes. It's hazy now to me as to whether 
the term tennination or resignation -- I'm perhaps 
interchanging those, interchangeab]y using those terms, 
but it was both. 
But it was my impression at that time that 
Mayor Willich was totally on board in asking for this. 
because he had not volunteered any of this information 
that we found out later. I was the reluctant member to 
go through the -- the last reluctant member to go 
through with this, to ask for it. 
Q. What was your reluctance? 
A. Because of the seriousness ofit and the 
implications for all involved, the City and the people 
involved, Ms. Hammer. 
Q. Can you elaborate on what you mean? The 
seriousness of the allegations and you felt like 
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1 terminating her employment would not be a good idea. 
2 MR. NAYLOR: Object to the fonn. 
3 TI-IE WITNESS: It probably came from my empathy 
4 and compassion as being a former medical person. 
5 Q. (BY MR. SW ARTZ) Did you feel like it would be 
6 unfair to terminate her employment? 
7 A. No. 
8 Q. You felt like that would be okay? 
g A. After I heard it, and it appeared that Mayor 
10 Willich was going along with the whole thing, yes. 
11 Q. Do you know why a decision was made not to 
12 terminate her employment on November 11? 
13 A. We couldn't do that. We were in executive 
1' session. 
15 Q. So the decision then was made to instead just 
16 offer her a resignation. If she accepts it, great. If 
17 not, you are all going to reconvene on November 14? 
18 MR. NAYLOR: Object to the form. 
19 TI-IE WITNESS: Mayor Willich, in his mind, was 
20 absolutely portraying that he could convince her to take 
21 this whole package and leave, that he felt he could 
22 resolve it. He wanted the council out of the building. 
23 He didn't want the council to have any more contact. 
24 Quote, "He was going to handle it with Adam King." 
25 Q. (BY MR. SW ARTZ) And if she did not accept the 
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1 resignation, was there a plan to reconvene on the 14th 
2 to address what steps to take next? 
3 A. No. The meeting on the 14th was to hear 
4 Mr. Willich tell us what his discussions with Ms. Hammer 
5 was. We had no idea. We were totally out of the loop. 
6 He didn't want any contact with us. He wanted to handle 
7 it alone, so we were out of the loop. So we didn't know 
8 until the 14th. 
g Now you are asking a question statutorily? On 
10 executive sessions you can't take any action. You would 
11 have to come out of executive session to tenninate an 
12 employee, the city administrator. The mayor would have 
13 to recommend it, and then you would need a majority of 
1, the full council; and/or the council could terminate the 
15 city administrator or an officer with a unanimous vote 
16 without the consent of the mayor. So there was certain 
17 legal processes that would have to be followed. 
18 So the executive session was just a discussion 
19 of asking for a resignation with no thought of what the 
20 action, in my mind. what it would be when Mayor Willich 
21 reported back, because I was under the impression he 
22 felt he could work this all out. 
23 I was surprised when he reported that it 
24 didn't work out, and instead of getting a resignation 






















































Q. What do you mean "reverse threats of what 
might happen"? 
A. I haven't reviewed those as to what feelings, 
but I don't recall. 
Q. But you just felt like Sharon Hammer or 
someone on her behalf returned fire with threats of 
something? 
A. That was my impression, but I don't recall the 
specifics. 
MR. NAYLOR: Can we take a break? 
MR. SWARTZ: Yes. 
(Recess taken.) 
Q. (BY MR. SWARTZ) Mayor, do you have anything 
you need to correct with regard to your testimony that 
you've given thus far? 
A. Not at this point. Once I see the transcript, 
I may have some questions, but at this point I do not. 
Q. Let's go back to that November 11, 2011 
meeting when Ms. Frostenson presented the allegations of 
Ms. Hammer engaging in misconduct regarding flex time 
and City expenditures. 
Did any of the council members or the mayor 
ask Ms. Frostenson why Ms. Frostenson allowed what 
transpired to take place? 
A. I don't recall. 
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Q. Wasn't it Ms. Frostenson'sjob to be looking 
at City expenditures being made by Ms. Hammer? 
MR. NAYLOR: Object to the form. 
THE WITNESS: In the context that she is the 
city treasurer, in that context, in a generalization 
context. 
Q. (BY MR. SWARTZ) Was it discussed that the 
expenditures that were at issue had been approved by the 
mayor, Ms. Frostenson, a city council member, and the 
city council at large? 
A. I don't recall that. But to answer yow-
question again, it's a gross generalization that the 
implication is that the council went through each and 
every recepit or something, and so it's a generalization 
that I can't necessarily concur with. 
Q. Were there any expenditures that Ms. Hammer 
was alleged to have made that were improper that were 
not approved by that process? 
MR. NAYLOR: Object to the fonn. 
THE WITNESS: I don't recall at this time. 
Q. (BY MR. SWARTZ) Do you recall how far back in 
time Ms. Frostenson went when presenting her allegations 
about Ms. Hammer's misconduct? 
A. I don't know the exact years, but I believe 
there was a characterization that it was over a several 
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1 year time frame. I believe that was the 
2 characterization, but I don't remember specific years 
3 being mentioned. 
4 Q. Was there any discussion with Ms. Frostenson 
5 about why she waited so long to bring these allegations 
' forward if they had transpired over a number of years? 7 A. I don't recall that exactly. Somewhere within 
8 the conversation Ms. Frostenson was concerned, had some 
9 questions over the audit and her fiduciary 
10 responsibility, and that the treasurer at Jerome or 
11 Burley or something lost their job over not reporting 
12 things or something. Not to that extent, not reporting, 
13 I'll take that back. Over some concerns of being 
14 treasurer. But this was all new to me and I was hearing 
15 it for the first time, trying to absorb quite a few 
16 documents that she went through. 
17 Q. Do you recall what the docwnents were that she 
18 presented to the council on the 11th? 
19 A. I did not see them on paper fonn. In general 
20 they were concerns of vacation time, vacation reporting, 
21 maybe a sabbatical, use of City credit cards, use of a 
22 City automobile in general. 
23 Q. Do you have a recollection of when you came to 
24 that meeting on the 11th seeing Sharon Hammer at City 
25 Hall in her office? 
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1 A. I don't recall. It seems to me it was a 
2 holiday also. I don't remember which holiday. l think 
3 it was a holiday. No, I didn't come through the 
4 offices. I just came in the door by the mayor's office, 
5 which is now the mayor's office, and just ran into the 
6 council chambers. 
7 l think it was a holiday period. I don't 
8 think there were employees in the building. I may be 
9 mistaken, but I think it was a holiday. One of the days 
10 we met was a holiday. 
11 Q. Yeah, it was a holiday, and I'm just curious 
12 if you knew if Ms. Ham.mer was there. 
13 A. No. 
u Q. Was there any discussion about asking Ms. 
15 Hammer about the allegations, getting her side of the 
16 story? Again. just at the November 11 meeting. 
17 A. I don't recall. 
18 Q. Would you agree with me that getting both 
151 sides of the story before taking action would have been 
20 reasonable? 
21 MR. NAYLOR: Object to the form. 
22 THE WITNESS: Define "reasonable." I don't 
23 understand reasonable. l can't answer your question. 
24 That is a gross generalization of what is reasonable. 






















































Q. (BY MR. SWARTZ) What about your definition of 
"reasonable"? Did you have any concerns about acting on 
just one side of the story without getting Sharon 
Hammer's side of the story? 
MR. NAYLOR: Object to the form. 
THE WITNESS: I think at the executive session 
we didn't take any action of any kind in the executive 
session. 
Q. (BY MR. SW ARTZ) The decision was made to have 
Mayor Willich and Adam King present Sharon Hammer with a 
request for her resignation; correct? 
A. After that, yes. 
Q. After what? 
A. After the executive session, not during 
executive session. Maybe there was another session. I 
haven't looked at the minutes of that meeting. No, I 
don't think it was unreasonable because Mayor Willich 
was concurring. 
Q. Here are the minutes if you need them. 
(Handing.) 
A. (Reviewing docwnent.) Well, there are no 
minutes kept of executive sessions under Idaho law. 
They are not -- no. 
MR. NAYLOR: Well, there is the rest of the 
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minutes there too. 
THE WITNESS: (Reviewing document) No, I 
don't think it was unreasonable. 
Q. (BY MR. SWARTZ) And that is because, if I 
understood you correctly, you believed that Mayor 
Willich was on board with the conclusion that the 
allegations merited the termination of Sharon Hammer's 
employment. 
MR. NAYLOR: Object to the form. 
THE WITNESS: Not a sole reason as such, but 
with his concurrence and his initial suggestion to offer 
Ms. Hammer three months of salary and ask for her 
resignation. I concurred. 
Q. (BY MR. SWARTZ) Who authorized Mayor Willich 
to offer Sharon Hammer three months of her salary? 
A. No one authorized him to do that. That was 
his suggestion. 
Q. Does the mayor have authority to give an 
employee money or is that something he's got to get from 
the city c.ouncil? 
MR. NAYLOR: Object to the form; foundation. 
THE WITNESS: In my experience tmder Mayor 
Willich. he acted on his own, without authorization of 
the council in some areas. 
Q. (BY MR. SWARTZ) You were in the November 11 
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1 meeting, you have three city council members present and 
2 the mayor present, and the decision is made that he's 
3 going to offer Sharon Hammer three months of her salary. 
4 A. I don't remember as to whether the offer was 
5 going to be three months or six months. I don't recall. 
6 Q. Regardless, he was going to spend City money 
7 to encourage the termination of her employment; right? 
8 A. Correct. 
9 Q. So where did he get the authority to spend 
10 that money? 
11 MR. NAYLOR: Object to the form. 
12 THE WITNESS: I believe it was a suggestion of 
13 the council. I don't know whether it was a resolution. 
u I haven't read the resolution as such of the meeting. 
15 That was the suggestion from the council to the mayor as 
16 a negotiating point to negotiate, because he was so 
17 adamant that he wanted to negotiate this himself, with 
18 the authority of the council, to negotiate within some 
19 parameters. 
20 Q. (BY MR. SW ARTZ) The decision of the council 
21 to allow him to do that occurred in executive session on 
22 the 11th? 
23 A. No. No. Decisions are not made in executive 
24 session. 
25 Q. As I understood Mayor Wi11ich's testimony 
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1 yesterday, the decision was made in executive session, 
2 he left executive session with Adam King and went and 
3 spoke to Sharon Hammer right then and there at City 
4 Hall. 
5 MR. NAYLOR: Object to the form. 
6 THE WITNESS: I don't recaH that. I don't 
7 know. 
8 Q. (BY MR. SWARTZ) You don't have any 
9 recollection of that occurring? 
10 A. I know he wanted us out of the building and he 
11 wanted to do it totally himself and asked all the 
1.2 council members to leave and not be around, let him 
1.3 pursue it. 
14 Q. If Sharon Hammer wasn't in the building, would 
1.5 there be a need for the city council members to leave 
1.6 the building? 
17 MR. NAYLOR: Object to the form. 
18 Q. (BY MR. SWARTZ) So that he could deliver this 
l9 offer? 
20 A. l don't know. 
21 Q. Do you have a recollection of not making this 
22 decision in executive session. but doing it in a public 
23 session? 
24 A. I'd have to review. 
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A. (Reviewing document.) The motion, it's public 
record as to what the motion was. The motion was 
unanimously approved. And the motion was authorizing 
the mayor and the city attorney to meet with an employee 
consistent with what was discussed in executive session. 
Q. Does it say anything in this public session 
about offering three or six months severance to an 
employee? 
A. No. It says what was discussed. 
Q. But it doesn't elaborate upon what was 
discussed in executive session. 
A. Not in this record. 
Q. ls there any other public record that you are 
aware of where the city council authorized the mayor to 
off er three or six months worth of salary to Sharon 
Hammer? 
MR. NAYLOR: Object to the form. 
THE WITNESS: Not that I recall at this time. 
Q. (BY MR. SWARTZ) So the decision on three or 
six, or whatever the number was, was made in executive 
session. You guys come out of executive session and 
then you say, Okay, now we are going to authorize you to 
go talk to this employee and deliver what our decision 
was. 
MR. NAYLOR: Object to the fonn; misstates the 
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testimony. 
THE WITNESS: No. I would say it was what was 
discussed. Discussed is different than a decision. The 
minutes say "discussed." 
Q. (BY MR. SW ARTZ) Do the minutes authorize the 
mayor to deliver an offer of money to an employee? 
A. No. The authorization authorizes the mayor 
and the city attorney to meet. They authorize an 
employee to meet with an employee consistent to what was 
discussed. 
Q. Are you aware of any public record where the 
mayor was authorized by the city council to spend City 
money to entice the termination of Sharon Hammer's 
employment? 
MR. NAYLOR: Object to the form. 
THE WITNESS: I don't recall. At this time I 
don't recall any City record of that. 
Q. (BY MR. SWARTZ) Was there any discussion of 
Sharon Hammer's contract in the November 11 meeting? 
A. Probably, but I don't recall exactly what 
would be discussed. 
Q. You are just guessing that it was; you don't 
have any recollection? 
A. No. 
Q. No, you are not guessing; or no, you don't 
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1 have any recollection? 
2 A. I don't have any recollection. 
3 Q. Do you recall who was the first to consent to 
4 the decision to offer her severance in exchange for her 
5 resignation? 
6 A. Please rephrase it again. 
7 Q. Do you recall who was the first to consent to 
B the decision to offer her severance in exchange for her 
9 resignation? 
J.O MR. NAYLOR: Object to the fonn. 
J.1 THE WITNESS: I believe it was a suggestion of 
12 Mayor Willich. 
J.3 Q. (BY MR. SWARTZ) To offer her money in 
J.4 exchange for her resignation? 
15 A. Yes. 
J.6 Q. Do you recall -- you said you were the last to 
17 consent. 
18 A. No. I'll rephrase that. I was the last to 
19 voice an opinion. 
20 Q. Had you ever come to know of Sharon Hammer 
2l. complaining about Nils Ribi's conduct toward her? 
22 A. Would you phrase that. 
23 Q. Have you ever come to know of Ms. Hammer 
24 complaining about Nils Ribi's conduct toward her? 
25 MR. NAYLOR: Object to the form; foundation. 
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1 It's in all the litigation. Are you talking about up to 
2 today? 
3 MR. SW ARTZ: I'm talking about ever. 
4 Q. (BY MR. SWARTZ) Do you know that Sharon 
5 Hammer while she was employed with the City of Sun 
6 Valley made complaints about Nils Ribi's conduct toward 
7 her? 
8 A. The way you first phrased it, I was -- okay. 
9 Yes, by Mayor Willich. 
10 Q. \Vhen did Mayor Willich make you aware of 
J.l Sharon Hammer's complaints about Nils Ribi's conduct 
12 toward her? 
13 A. It was in the spring of -- it was the spring 
14 of the election year. What was the election year? 
15 Q. 2011? You took office in 2012. 
16 A. Yes, 2011. I would usually meet with Mayor 
17 Willich on Thursday morning at 10:00, the week before 
J.8 the regular council meeting, to go over the agenda as my 
19 duty as council president. And Mayor Willich was 
20 concerned as to who might be running against him for 
21 election. 
22 So in the spring of the year, it could have 
23 been late winter, spring, he first mentions that, I 
24 think Nils Ribi is going to run against me. And he 






















































didn't know exactly what he was even talking about. 
Because I knew there was -- Willich had animosity 
towards Councilman Ribi at that time, so I didn't 
question it. 
He mentioned it perhaps several weeks in a 
row. And I said, What are you referring to? And he 
said that -- I'm paraphrasing. but he said that there is 
allegations that he is harassing Sharon Hammer, the city 
administrator. And at that time I said, Where is this 
going? What is happening? And he said, Well, when he 
runs against me -- when he runs against me, I'll kill 
him with this information. 
And I think it was probably in the start of 
the summer, because he didn't know whether he was going 
to run again or not. It was the start of early summer, 
late spring when he informed me at one of these meetings 
he was going to be a candidate and was going to run 
again. And he again mentioned that Ribi is going to be 
my opponent. 
And at that time I said, \Vhat is this about? 
You have alluded several times to Sharon Hammer --
harassing Ms. Hammer. And he said, Yes, and he said, 
When he runs against me, I'm going to kill him with this 
information. I said, Is this serious? He said, Well, 
it's serious. I said, Why are you not reporting it now 
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if it's serious? And he said, No. He says, I'll wait 
until election time. I said, Isn't this obstruction of 
justice by withholding this information if you think 
it's serious? And he said, No. 
Q. When you became privy to Ms. Hammer's 
complaints about Nils Ribi harassing her, did you do 
anything to look into those allegations? 
A. It's not my responsibility or authority to do 
so Wlder the statutes or otherwise. 
Q. Did you discuss it with anyone? 
A. No. 
Q. Did you discuss it with Nils Ribi? 
A. No, not at that time. 
Q. At what time did you discuss it with Nils 
Ribi? 
A. When it became public and - discuss it is a 
different word. When we were aware ofit was when, I 
believe, Ms. Hammer and Mr. Donoval filed a complaint 
with the Idaho Human Rights Commission. 
Q. That is the first time you believe it became 
publicly known? 
A. To my know]edge. 
Mayor Willich had backed off on mentioning 
this to me, because I think at the start of the summer 
he said, I found out Nils is not going to run against 
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1 me. And then he turned to me and he said, Are you going 
2 to run against me? I said, I might consider it. He 
3 says, Well, if you do, I'm going to crank up my machine. 
4 Q. So after the November 11 executive session, as 
s I understand it, Mayor Willich and Adam King did ask 
6 Ms. Hammer for her resignation and she declined. The 
7 council then met on the 14th ofNovember, reconvening 
8 from the 11th meeting. Do you recall what transpired at 
9 the November 14th meeting? 
10 A. I don't totally recall, no, at that meeting. 
11. Q. You do have the minutes in front of you if you 
12 need to review them. As I understand it, at that 
13 meeting and/or in the executive session, it was 
14 determined that an investigator would be hired. Does 
15 that refresh your recollection? 
16 A. Yes, it does. 
17 Q. If you recall, whose idea was it to hire an 
18 investigator? 
19 A. I don't recall exactly which council member it 
20 was, or it could have been Mayor Willich. 
21 Q. What was the purpose of hiring an 
2 2 investigator? 
23 A. To follow up on the material presented by 
24 Michelle Frostenson, to take it out of the hands of the 
2 s City and put it into the hands of an independent person. 
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1 Q. If everybody was following Mayor Willich's 
2 lead on the 11th and believed that the allegations 
3 against Ms. Hammer were true, is there something that 
4 happened between the 11th and the 14th that caused the 
5 council to question whether the allegations were true 
6 and then resulted in the need to hire an investigator? 
7 MR. NAYLOR: Object to the form. 
8 THE WITNESS: I don't believe I had any 
g communication with any council people during that period 
10 oftirne or Mayor Willich. 
11 Q. (BY MR. SWARTZ) Right. Did something-- I 
12 guess I'm trying to figure out what changed between the 
13 11th, when in your opinion everybody was following the 
14 mayor's lead and the allegations appeared to be 
15 allegations that would give rise to the termination of 
l.6 her employment, and the 14th, when it was decided that 
17 there would be some investigation into the allegations. 
18 MR. NAYLOR: Object to the form; misstates his 
19 testimony. 
20 THE WITNESS: Well. at least I left the 
21 meeting on the 11th convinced from Mayor Willich's tone 
22 that he would be able to work with Ms. Hammer and this 
23 would all be resolved by the 14th, and we found out that 
24 it wasn't resolved. So finding out it wasn't resolved, 
25 I believe it was intuitive upon the council to then say 
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1 that there should be an independent investigation. 
2 Q. (BY MR. SWARTZ) If you recall, did something 
3 come up that caused you to question the veracity of the 
4 allegations between the 11th and the decision to hire an 
s investigator? 
6 MR. NAYLOR: Object to the form. 
7 THE WITNESS: Veracity? What do you mean? 
e Q. (BY MR. SW ARTZ) The truth, that perhaps they 
9 weren't credible allegations. 
10 MR. NAYLOR: Object to the form. 
11 THE WITNESS: Ask the question again now that 
12 I understand what you mean by "veracity." 
13 Q. (BY MR. SWARTZ) As I understand your 
u testimony. the meeting on the 11th you believed, based 
1s upon the mayor's conduct at that meeting, that he 
16 believed the allegations to be true and that her 
11 employment should be terminated; right? 
1e MR. NAYLOR: Object to the form; misstates the 
1 g testimony. 
2 o THE WITNESS: That he should ask for her 
21 resignation. Termination and resignation are two 
22 different things. 
23 Q. (BY MR SWARTZ) Termination of employment is 
24 just a general -
2s A. I'm not playing semantic games. I want to be 
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1 correct. 
2 Q. Absolutely. I want to be on the same page 
3 with you as well. The allegations were serious enough 
4 and they appeared to be credible enough at the November 
5 11th meeting that the decision was made that her 
6 employment should come to an end; right? 
7 MR. NAYLOR: Object to the form. 
8 THE WITNESS: You mean a decision was made --
9 rephrase your question again, please. 
10 Q. (BY MR SWARTZ) Sure. On November 11th, you 
11 believed, based upon the mayor's conduct in that 
12 meeting, that the allegations against Sharon Hammer were 
13 true and that there was reason to bring her employment 
14 to an end; right? 
15 MR. NAYLOR: Object to the form; misstates his 
16 testimony. 
17 THE WITNESS: Rephrase it again for me, 
18 please, your question. Because you are going back to 
19 several questions and interjecting something else, I 
20 believe. 
21 Q. (BY MR. SWARTZ) So correct me if I'm wrong, 
22 but I believe your testimony today. and I'm summarizing 
23 it, is that at the November 11th meeting the allegations 
24 against Sharon Hammer were serious enough that everybody 
25 agreed that her employment should come to an end. And 
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1 the way that you all were going to attempt to make that 
2 happen was to offer her an opportunity to resign~ is 
3 that right, generally speaking? 
4 MR. NAYLOR: Object to the form; foundation. 
s compound. 
6 THE WITNESS: I donl believe I can answer 
7 that question yes or no. 
8 Q. (BY MR. SWARTZ) Was it determined at the 
9 November 11th meeting that Sharon Hammer should be asked 
10 for her resignation? 
11 A. Yes. 
12 Q. Was it based upon the allegations that were 
13 presented at that November 11th meeting? 
14 A. Yes. 
15 Q. And you believe, based upon the mayor's 
16 conduct, that he believed the allegations to be true; 
17 correct? 
18 A. Yes. 
19 Q. Now, let's go to November 14th. The council 
20 decides to do an investigation into the allegations; 
21 right? 
22 A. Yes. 
23 Q. What transpired between the 11th and the 14th 
24 that caused you to believe that the allegations perhaps 
25 were not true as you believed them to be on the 11th? 
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1 MR. NAYLOR: Object to the form. 
2 THE WITNESS: That is not true. 
3 Q. (BY MR. SWARTZ) What is not true? 
4 A. I still, at that particular time I felt the 
5 allegations had foundation since Mayor Willich had not 
6 given any adverse opinion to us. Mayor Willich seemed 
7 dismayed at that meeting that she had not taken his 
8 offer. 
9 Q. So on the 14th -- sorry. I didn't mean to cut 
10 you off. 
11 A. He seemed dismayed that she did not take the 
12 offer. 
13 Q. And then on the 14th you still believed, based 
14 upon Mr. Willich's conduct, that the allegations were 
15 true. 
16 MR. NAYLOR: Object to the form; misstates his 
17 testimony. 
18 THE WITNESS: No. I felt that an independent 
19 investigation should determine whether the things that 
20 we were presented were factual and accurate or not 
21 Q. (BY MR. SWARTZ) That was your decision, that 
22 was your idea, is that what you're saying; or you were 
23 on board with someone else raising that idea? 
24 A. It was my idea and I think perhaps other 
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Q. The purpose of that investigation, that was 
solely to determine whether the allegations being made 
against Sharon Hammer were true or not true? 
A. No. It was to be an investigation into the 
financial affairs of the City in general concerning a 
number of areas. 
Q. Any employees other than Ms. Hammer that were 
going to be the subject matter of the investigation? 
A. I can't say that it was targeted essentially. 
There might have been others involved -- at that time 
there could have been other departments involved too. 
So the parameters for Patty Ball was to start 
investigating the financial affairs of the City, and 
wherever that investigation led, she was to follow that 
lead. 
So it didn't start out with any preconceived 
idea of: These facts are all true. That is why you 
have an independent analysis, to substantiate whether 
what was presented to council were true and beyond what 
was presented to the council. 
Q. Was it your understanding that Patty Ball was 
being hired because Sharon Hammer was threatening 
lawsuits? 
A. Rephrase that again, please. 
Q. Was Patty Ball -- or the investigator being 
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retained because Sharon Hammer was threatening lawsuits? 
A. At that time not in my mind. It was to 
substantiate the facts and, quote, "just an 
investigation." 
Q. You testified earlier today that no other 
employee other than Sharon Hammer was discussed in the 
November 11 meetings. What about the executive session 
on November 14th, was an employee other than Sharon 
Hammer discussed in that executive session? 
A. I don't recall. 
Q. Do you recall any other allegations about any 
other employees other than Sharon Hammer having engaged 
in alleged misconduct? 
A. I don't recall at that time. 
Q. Do you recall any discussions in executive 
session at any time regarding any individuals possibly 
having a bias in light of allegations being made against 
them by Sharon Hammer? 
A. Rephrase that again. please. 
Q. Sure. Was there any discussion about someone 
perhaps needing to recuse themselves from discussions 
about Sharon Hammer because of allegations that were 
being made against them by Sharon Hammer? 
A. I don't recall that occurring, no. 
Q. I want to go back to your comment earlier that 
Min-l -Script@; M & M Court Rcporti•g Service. Inc. 
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l. you made about the November 11 meeting. You stated that 
2 perhaps she could be taken out to the woodshed. Sharon 
3 Hammer could be taken out to the woodshed, and the 
4 allegations against her could just be taken care of. 
5 I didn't follow up on that comment. I didn't 
6 fully understand what you meant by "taking her to the 
7 woodshed." Can you elaborate on that? 
8 A. Having heard the presentation by the city 
9 treasurer the first time and not having seen any of the 
10 documents, in my mind I wondered whether there might be 
11 some misunderstandings ofoperation of the City. And I 
12 didn't realize that the -- I'm not going to phrase it 
13 that way. 
14 In the context of whatever misconduct might 
15 have occurred, might a discussion be made with Ms. 
16 Hammer that could correct the situation in a way that 
17 maybe it could be resolved. In my mind I was looking 
18 for ways this could be resolved, in my mind at that 
19 meeting, could be resolved without going forward with 
20 all of the things that had transpired. 
21 Q. How did you think in your mind the matter 
22 could be resolved? 
23 A. I didn't. That is why I just made the thought 
24 to the council. 
25 Q. Essentially is there a way we can just get rid 
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1 of this thing and I don't have to deal with it as the 
2 incoming mayor? 
3 A. No, no, that was not in my mind. No, no. not 
4 at all. l accepted responsibilities when I was elected 
s mayor and it comes with the territory, so to speak. No, 
6 I was thinking of this individual situation, not my 
7 present situation as mayor, no. 
8 Q. Why would there be interest just to get rid of 
9 this situation? 
10 A. I didn't characterize it as "get rid of the 
11 situation." That would infer you are burying the 
12 situation. I didn't mean that at all. 
13 I just meant, having been presented -- as I 
u said, I don't mean to be redundant as many times. But 
15 having just heard all of this for the first time, it 
16 hadn't really --the implications ofit such that 
17 could -- could this be corrected internally, whatever 
18 had transpired? I had not seen the documents. It was 
19 just a thought 
20 Q. That's what "take her to the woodshed" means, 
21 is there a way to just end this? 
22 MR. NAYLOR: Object to the form. 
23 TIIE WITNESS: Not necessarily end it. because 
24 from what was presented that wouldn't end it. Because 






















































conduct of the mayor, the attitude of the mayor in 
running the City. It would be quite a few things, and 
I -- let me phrase it differently. 
It might be a way of saying. let's give her 
the benefit of the doubt, in my mind. Then we heard 
more, and after I heard more, then I went on with the 
consensus of council. That was, I think. maybe early in 
the discussion, I'm not sure. 
Q. After the council decided to retain an 
independent and fact-finding investigator and you and 
Mayor Willich, with your joint authority, retained Patty 
Ball, did you just turn it over to Patty Ball to allow 
her to conduct her investigation or did you continue to 
direct her in any way? 
MR. NAYLOR: Object to the form. 
THE WITNESS: First of all, we interviewed 
several people, and then we jointly selected her. And 
then we came back to the council with the proposal later 
with a monetary amount that the council then approved. 
She wanted documents. I think there was a --
she wanted a substantial number of documents from the 
City very quickly. She wanted the policy, the policy 
manuals. She wanted a lot of things from the City that 
I think were sent out by Adam King on a very quick basis 
to her. And then she was to come back with some 
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questions as to what she wanted. 
But the directions that she was given was to 
investigate the allegations by Michelle Frostenson, in 
total, and also an investigation into the City as to the 
operations of the City on vacation times involving other 
people, to my knowledge. 
And at that time I didn't have any contact 
with Patty Ball for some time; in fact, I don't remember 
having contact with Patty Ball outside of those meetings 
in Adam King's office. 
Q. (BY MR SW ARTZ) At any point in time was 
Patty Ball directed to also investigate Sharon Hammer's 
allegations of her harassment by Nils Ribi? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Was that at the initial engagement of Patty 
Ball or did that happen after the fact? 
A. I don't recall whether it was initially or 
after the fact. It probably was initially in the 
whole -- in everything that she was to be interviewing 
people for. 
Q. So you think you and Mayor Willich both 
decided at the initial meeting with her where you all 
set out the parameters that that would be a topic of the 
investigation as well? 
A. I don't recall exactly at that time, no. 
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1 Q. But at some point it did become a topic of the 
2 investigation? 
3 A. Yes. 
, Q. Do you know why it became a topic of the 
5 investigation? 
6 A. I don't know the time frame, whether 
7 complaints had been made to the Hwnan Rights Commission 
a of Idaho, the Idaho Human Rights Commission. I don't 
9 exactly recall the time frame on that. But it was all 
10 within her initial report and her initial 
11 responsibilities t.o investigate. It was all part of the 
12 package she was supposed to look at. 
13 Q. Open up your binder to tab J, SH-TIMELINE 8 
u through 12, it's a November 12, 2011 letter from James 
1s Donoval and you are cc'd as a recipient Do you see 
16 that on page 12? Do you recognize this November 12th, 
17 20 II letter? 
11 A. I haven't seen it in several years. I'm 
u seeing it now for the first time in several years. I 
20 haven't reviewed it. 
21 Q. I'm just going to ask you generally whether 
22 the second page of that letter, which refers to 
23 Mr. Ribi's conduct toward Ms. Hammer, perhaps refreshes 
24 your recollection whether you asked Patty Ball to 
25 include these allegations in her investigation. 
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1 A. I don't believe she was supposed t.o 
2 investigate possible behavior and harassment. I don't 
3 recall anything that she was supposed to be looking into 
, Mr. Ribi's retribution. 
5 Q. Would the harassment that is referred to in 
6 here and Mr. Donoval saying, Hey. Mr. Ribi is taking 
7 action against Ms. Hammer because she's reported him for 
e harassing her, I'm just wondering -- you had that 
9 information at the time you retained Patty Ball. I'm 
10 wondering if that refreshes your recollection as to 
11 whether you asked Patty Ball to include these 
12 allegations in her investigation. 
13 A. Yes, to investigate allegations of harassing 
u behavior, but not to investigate whether Mr. Ribi was 
1s seeking retribution in any way. 
16 Q. Thank you for that clarification. 
1, THE WITNESS: I'm going to need a very quick 
18 break. I don't need to meet with counsel or anything. 
19 MR. SWARTZ: That would be fine. 
20 (Luncheon recess taken.) 
21 Q. (BY MR. SWARTZ) Mayor, you are still under 
22 oath. We are just coming back from our lunch break. 
23 You've had a chance to think about your 
2t. testimony from this morning, I'm sure. Do you have 
25 anything that you need to correct or add to? 
DeW ayne Briscoe 
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1 A. No, not at this moment. 
2 Q. Earlier I was asking you about any perceived 
3 performance issues that you had of Sharon Hammer. Now 
, what I'm going to ask about is whether she engaged in 
s any behavior that you felt like was tantamount to 
6 misconduct. And I'm talking about the period of time 
7 while you were a council member and when you became 
e mayor before the tennination of her employment. 
9 A. You mean like personal demeanor? 
10 Q. Just any misconduct., misconduct and misuse of 
11 City funds or mistreatment of employees or anything 
12 along those lines. 
13 A. No, because Mayor Willich had built a Berlin 
14 wall between the council and the administration of the 
15 City. I never really felt welcome going into the City. 
1, Q. Did you say "Berlin wall"? 
17 A. Yes. He made it very clear that there was 
11 this entire separation between the administration and 
u the council. I never really felt that welcome going in 
2 o as a council person. 
21 Q. Once you --
22 A. This does not reflect on Ms. Hammer. Ms. 
23 Hammer was always very pleasant and very courteous. 
24 Q. Toyou? 
2s A. Yes. 
Pagen 
1 Q. Once you took office, did you observe or come 
2 to know Ms. Hammer having engaged in any behavior that 
3 you felt like was misconduct? 
4 A. Only after I became mayor or before? 
s Q. I asked about before. 
6 A. Rephrase that, please. 
7 Q. So any time were sitting as a city council 
e member or after you took office as mayor, but before 
, Sharon was terminated, that is the period of time I'm 
10 asking about. 
11 A. Yes. 
12 Q. During that period of time, did ever know of 
13 Ms. Hammer engaging in any conduct that you believed was 
u misconduct? 
15 MR. NAYLOR: Object to the form. 
u THE WITNESS: I was startled by some letters 
17 that City Administrator Hammer sent out around the 27th 
lB or 28th of December while the cowicil was on break. One 
19 letter that caught my attention certainly was a letter 
20 that she sent in regards to, I think it was entitled 
21 something about termination of employees, termination of 
22 officials or something. 
23 And her letter had laid the background in the 
24 first page or two that the mayor would not be able to 
2s break a tie in the event ofa tie vote for termination 
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1 of a City employee. And then she followed it up with a 
2 paragraph in which she stated that she was the complete 
3 authority and the interpreter of all City policies, and 
' neither the city attorney, the council or the mayor 5 could question or overrule her interpetation of the 
6 policies. 
7 I felt that that was well beyond -- I didn't 
B know where that was coming from or why she suddenly 
g raised that issue. I think that maybe Ms. Hammer 
10 perhaps anticipated that there might be some vote of the 
11 council for tennination at some time or maybe she 
12 anticipated a tie, which she did a preemptive strike to 
13 tcy to preclude the mayor from breaking a tie with a 
14 legal interpretation I did not agree with. 
15 Q. (BY MR. SWARTZ) You felt like the sending of 
16 that memo was misconduct? 
17 A. Yes. 
18 Q. Anything else that you believe was misconduct 
19 engaged in by Sharon Hammer? 
20 MR. NAYLOR: Object to the form. 
21 THE WITNESS: During the term that Mayor 
22 Willich brought Ms. Hammer back from paid administrative 
23 leave and during that time with the litigious atmosphere 
24 that probably was existing at that time, there was a 
25 concern on my part about the -- I don't want to use the 
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1 word "safety," but City records. 
2 I was startled when I became mayor and I asked 
3 about passwords of David Blampied, who was a 
' receptionist, and he just pulled out a Rolodex sitting s on his front desk. and he said, Here's all the passwords 
6 for all the employees of the City. I felt that was 
7 certainly a lack of control of security within the City. 
B That is my recollection at the moment. 
9 Q. (BY MR. SWARTZ) So the misconduct that you 
10 believe you became aware of before the termination of 
11 Ms. Hammer's employment was the December 27 memo on her 
12 ability to interpret the policies? 
13 MR. NAYLOR: Object to the form. 
14 THE WITNESS: Please rephrase the question. 
15 Sorry. 
16 Q. (BY MR. SWARTZ) Well, I'm going to run 
17 through these three things and make sure I've captured 
18 your testimony appropriately. 
19 You cited three different things that you've 
20 characterized as misconduct that you became aware of and 
21 that you believe Ms. Hammer engaged in before the 
22 termination of her employment. One, the December 27 
23 memo. Two--
24 A. December 28th, I believe I got it on the 29th, 






















































pertaining to wanting to investigate the PERSI accounts, 
wanting to investigate - something raised the question 
in my mind, Well, she was in charge of the treasurer, 
she was in charge of all these things. Why is she 
suddenly demanding an investigation now when she's been 
in charge of the operation for the City for three years? 
Q. So were all the memos --
A. They were all sent on the same day. I got 
them all e-mailed the same day. 
Q. And all three memos then are what you -
A. Four, there might have been four, three or 
four. 
Q. All of those memos, regardless of how many 
there were, you believe they were misconduct on Ms. 
Hammer's part? 
MR. NAYLOR: Object to the form; 
mischaracterizes his testimony. You've used the word 
"misconduct." He hasn't. 
THE WITNESS: I haven't used the word 
"misconduct." I would call it "questionable activity." 
Q. (BY MR. SWARTZ) Why is it questionable? 
A. For the reasons that I stated. Why was 
Ms. Hammer going to anticipate that there might be a tie 
vote and so she's doing a preemptive strike to prevent 
the mayor in breaking a tie vote? 
Paga 81 
MR. SWARTZ: This is under tab 14, Kirt. 
Q. (BY MR. SWARTZ) I think these are the memos 
you are talking about, but let's just run through them 
real quick. 
The first one is Hammer 406 through 409. Take 
a moment to review that and let me know when you are 
done. 
A. (Reviewing document.) I don't really recall 
at this time my recollection of reading this several 
years ago. 
Q. So maybe this isn't one of them. Let's have 
you tum back in this book. 
A. I was on vacation and out of the City during 
this period of time, trying to get what I could from 
e-mails. 
Q. All right. Now we are looking at SH· TIMELINE 
465 and 466. 
A. Yes. I believe it came on my computer on 
December 29, so my computer says December 29 rather than 
27, so I wanted to --
Q. Okay. Is this one of the memorandum that you 
received from Sharon that you believe was questionable 
conduct? 
A. Yes. 
Q. What is questionable about this memorandum or 
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l her conduct in sending it? 
2 A. She's reaching a legal opinion, and she's not 
3 a licensed attorney in Idaho and she's not a City 
• attorney. She's using it to say as a conclusion, as a 
5 city administrator, I do this. 
6 I think she has -- yes, I believe she uses the 
7 analysis that the mayor breaking a tie, that since the 
8 legislature, the legislative statutory intent did not 
g put in the legislation that the mayor could break a tie, 
l.0 her interpetation is, therefore, the mayor can't break 
ll the tie. 
l.2 My legal advice to me is it's reversed, is 
13 that the statutory intent specifically states several 
14 circumstances which the mayor cannot break a tie. So I 
15 felt she was using her position as city administrator to 
1.6 make a legal interpetation. 
17 Q. And you felt like that was improper. 
18 A. Yes. That should have been up to the city 
19 attorney. 
20 Q. Now, we are looking at SH-THvlELINE 467. 
21 MR. NAYLOR: Is there a question? 
22 Q. (BY MR. SWARTZ) Have you had a chance to 
23 review it? My question to you, Mayor, is going to be 
24 whether this is one of the memorandum that you received 
25 that you believed was improper for Sharon to send. 
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1 A. (Reviewing document.) The last paragraph I 
2 would question as to why, given the discrepancy ofmy 
3 accruals, a full and complete audit of not only my 
4 account but the accounts of all City civilian employees 
5 must be conducted immediately. 
6 It was a demand being sent to the mayor 
7 because she felt there was some problems with hers, that 
8 the whole City should be audited, all employees should 
g be audited. 
10 Q. You felt like that was inappropriate. 
11 A. Well, I questioned it because essentially as 
12 the city manager during that time, she was in charge of 
13 the treasurer and whatever else was going on, so why 
14 would she be demanding an audit of her own conduct. 
15 Q. It looks like there is a couple other memos 
16 during that period of time and they didn't make it in 
17 the binder, but this one is SV 281. Same question, 
lB whether that is another one of those memos you felt like 
19 was inappropriate for Sharon to send. 
20 A. Yes. It's the last paragraph again that 
21 caught my attention. Given the discrepancy of my 
22 deposits, a full and complete audit of not only my 
23 account. but the accounts of all City employees must be 
24 conducted immediately. 























































administrator is demanding of the mayor that he conduct 
full audits of all of these areas. And I think Mayor 
Willich's testimony yesterday was that he did not, he 
dismissed it. 
Q. This one is SC 274. Is that another 
memorandum that you would include in your grouping of 
memorandums that you felt like were inappropriate for 
Sharon to send? 
A. Yes, because of, again, the last sentence, 
last paragraph. Given the discrepancy in my accruals, a 
full and complete audit of not only my account but the 
accounts of all City of Sun VaUey employees must be 
conducted immediately. 
In essence, the summation of these is she's 
asking for an immediate and thorough auditing 
essentially of many, many accounts within the City. 
Q. What is wrong with asking for an audit of 
accounts? 
MR. NAYLOR: Objection; asked and answered. 
Go ahead. 
THE WITNESS: [ didn't say it was wrong. I 
don't believe I used that word. 
Q. (BY MR. SWARTZ) [nappropriate. 
A. Yeah. Well, I can only concur with Mayor 
Willich and his testimony yesterday, that he didn't feel 
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that any of this was necessary and didn't do it. 
Q. Well, I think what he said yesterday was there 
wasn't time in the remaining of his tenn to deal with 
it, so he just put it to the side. Your recollection 
may be different. 
Okay. You talked about the litigious 
atmosphere as being another -
A. Let's go back to the basic, the first 
question, so I'm clear. We've gone through a number of 
things. So you started with a basic premise question. 
I'd like to have that clarified. 
Q. Absolutely. I was asking you what misconduct 
you became aware of as a city cowicil member or as mayor 
that you believed Sharon Hammer had engaged in before 
you tenninated her employment. We covered the memos. 
Your second point was a litigious atmosphere. 
That is what I want to ask you about now, what you meant 
by that. 
A. I would question her attorney husband being in 
our offices of the City of Sun Valley after office hours 
during the time of the vacation. With the litigious 
nature of what was transpiring and the letters we had 
received, I would not expect that he would have been 
allowed access to the City, the City computer, the City 
offices during that time. 
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l. Q. Did you observe him in City Hall? 
2 A. No. 
3 Q. Why do you believe he was in City Hall? 
4 A. Because we have an affidavit from a citizen 
5 who is an attorney that states in effect, that he came 
6 in and there was very few people there and he rang the 
7 bell, and Mr. Donoval actually came out of one of the 
8 inner offices to come out to the desk. 
g Q. Who is the citizen? 
10 A. I can recollect the name at a later time. 
11 He's now a retired attorney, practiced in Idaho Falls. 
1.2 He just got an award from the Idaho Bar Association for 
1.3 70 years of law practice. I don't recollect his name 
1.4 right now, and he's African American. 
15 Q. What was he going to the City for, do you 
1.6 know? 
17 A. I don't know. I don't know. All I became 
18 aware ofis an affidavit to that effect. An affidavit 
19 or a statement, I'm sorry, r don't have a copy of it. 
20 Q. How was it presented to you? 
21 MR. NAYLOR: How was what presented? 
22 Q. (BY MR. SWARTZ) The affidavit or statement. 
23 A. I never saw it. It was relayed to me. 
24 Q. Who relayed it to you? 
25 A. I don't recall at that time. 
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l. Q. Anything else about point number two that you 
2 can recall? 
3 A. What is the point number two? 
4 Q. The litigious atmosphere, Mr. Donoval being in 
5 City Hall offices. We are still covering the items of 
6 misconduct that you believe Sharon Hammer engaged in and 
7 that you were aware of before -
8 A. Inappropriate conduct, not necessarily 
g misconduct. What I've mentioned may be inappropriate 
10 conduct also. 
11 Q. So misconduct or inappropriate conduct is what 
12 we are covering. 
13 A. Yes. 
14 Q. Anything else on point two? 
15 A. I don't recall at this time, no. 
16 Q. And then point number three that you raised 
17 was David Blampied having the passwords in a Rolodex. 
18 A. Yes. 
19 Q. That is inappropriate conduct or misconduct 
20 that you attribute to Sharon Hammer? 
21 A. It's lack of institutional control. 
22 Q. Do you know if Sharon Hammer knew that David 
23 Blampied had passwords in a Rolodex? 
24 A. Everyone knows it's here. I had asked about 
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responded. He pushed this out and he said, Here's all 
the passwords of all the employees. 
Q. He told you that Sharon Hammer knew that he 
had a Rolodex of all the passwords? 
A. He did not state that directly. 
Q. Any other inappropriate conduct or misconduct 
that you were aware of before you terminated Ms. 
Hammer's employment? 
A. Not at this time. 
Q. Earlier we spoke about why you placed Ms. 
Hammer on administrative leave when you took office, and 
you stated that it was upon advice of council. Let me 
have you tum to --
A. And there may have been other. 
MR. SWARTZ: Kirt, tab 17. 
THE WITNESS: I don't believe - in thinking 
about it, I don't believe that the Patty Ball report 
was, or the investigation had been given to the council 
at that time either. 
Q. (BY MR. SWARTZ) Okay. So l'mjusthavingyou 
look at your affidavit. Go ahead and take a moment to 
review that and let me know when you are done. 
A. We are looking at five, six pages. I haven't 
seen this in some time. 
Q. Sure. lbat is why I'm asking you to take a 
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moment. It's Hammer 566 through 569. 
A. (Reviewing document.) That was my 
recollection at the time, at the time the affidavit was 
signed. 
Q. Having had a chance to review it, do you see 
anything in your affidavit that appears to be inaccurate 
to you as you sit here today? 
A. Not on a cursory glance at it, no. 
Q. Do you want to take more time to review it? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Please do. 
A. (Reviewing document.) 
What is your question, sir? 
Q. Is your affidavit accurate? 
A. I believe it to be accurate at the time when I 
wrote it. 
Q. Do you believe it to be accurate as you sit 
here today? 
A. I would not change anything at this time. I 
might go back and investigate some of the statements 
that were there and look at documents, but at this 
particular time, yes. 
Q. What would you investigate? 
A. I don't know. I didn't say I would 
investigate something. You asked me a question, if --
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1 rephrase your question and I want to rephrase my answer. 
2 Q. I just am asking you whether this affidavit is 
3 accurate as you sit here today. 
, A. Yes, I believe it to be accurate as I sit here 
s today. 
Ii Q. On page 3, paragraph 10 you itemize a number 
7 of things that led you to place Ms. Hammer on leave. Do 
e you see those bullet points there? 
g A. Yes. 
10 Q. The first is the Ball report. What about the 
11 Ball report caused you to place Ms. Hammer on leave? 
12 A. (Reviewing document.) The whole thing or 
u paragraph 10? 
14 Q. So paragraph 10, first bullet point is the 
15 first thing that you cite as a basis for your decision 
16 to place Ms. Hammer on leave. Do you see that? 
11 A. Yes. 
1s Q. What about the Ball report led you to your 
19 decision to place Ms. Hammer on leave? 
20 A. Because the Ball report was still in progress 
21 and hadn't been approved by the council or seen by the 
22 council yet. 
23 Q. You had read the Ball report by January 9; 
24 correct? 
25 A. Yes. 
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1 Q. Was there anything in that report that led you 
2 to place Ms. Hammer on leave? 
3 MR. NAYLOR: Object to the form. 
4 THE WITNESS: My statement is the Ball report 
s in general, that it was still in the process of being 
6 reported and completed. So I didn't enumerate anything 
7 in the Ball report in this affidavit of mine. l didn't 
s list anything out of the Ball report at that time. 
9 Q. (BY MR. SWARTZ) Your affidavit also doesn't 
10 say, my decision to place Ms. Hammer on leave was 
11 because the Ball report was still pending; correct? 
12 A. Yes. 
13 Q. It just simply says "the Ball report"; right? 
14 A. Yes. Ballpark statement. 
15 Q. The second bullet point you state is that your 
16 decision to place Ms. Hammer on leave was that 
17 information had come to you about Ms. Hammer retaliating 
18 toward persons who provided information to Investigator 
19 Ball. Do you see that? 
20 A. Yes. 
21 Q. As the mayor if you became aware of one 
22 employee retaliating against another employee, would you 
23 consider that retaliation to be a terminable offense? 
24 MR. NAYLOR: Object to the fonn. 
2s THE WlTNESS: Rephrase your question. 
Dewayne Briscoe 
May 29, 2014 
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1 Q. (BY MR. SWARTZ) Sure. If one of the City 
2 employees retaliated against another City employee, 
3 would you consider the employee who did the retaliation 
4 an employee who should be terminated? 
5 MR. NAYLOR: Object to the form. 
6 THE WITNESS: I think there would have to be 
7 some specific example of that. I can't make a 
s generalization statement on that, because there are 
9 federal laws and state laws and retaliatory behavior of 
10 whistleblowers and things, which l'm not totally up to 
11. speed on. And I don't know the federal or state laws at 
12 this time on terminating employees for retaliatory 
u behavior, so I really can't answer that question in that 
14 form. 
15 Q. (BY MR. SWARTZ) The retaliation that you are 
16 referring to in the second bullet point, was that 
11 retaliation that you felt like could give rise to 
1s terminating Ms. Hammer's employment? 
19 MR. NAYLOR: Object to the form. 
2 o THE WITNESS: I still don't understand your 
21 question as to how to answer it. 
2 2 Q. (BY MR. SW ARTZ) You are stating that Ms. 
23 Hammer retaliated against a City employee. 
24 A. I said the information had come to me. 
25 Q. When you learned that Ms. Hammer is 
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1 retaliating against a City employee, did you think that 
2 was acceptable or unacceptable? 
3 MR. NAYLOR: Object to the fonn. 
4 THE WITNESS: I felt it was unacceptable, but 
5 not necessarily grounds for retaliation, because I said 
6 I'm not familiar with the federal and state laws on 
7 retaliation or whistleblowers. 
s MR. NAYLOR: You mean grounds for termination? 
9 THE WITNESS: Yes. 
10 Q. (BY MR. SWARTZ) The third bullet point down 
11 you state that a reason you placed Ms. Hammer on leave 
12 was that she accessed e-mail accounts for two of the 
13 investigation witnesses, do you see that? 
u A. Yes. 
1s Q. And I'm paraphrasing, Mayor. 
16 A. So what is the question? 
11 Q. I'm just asking whether you see that bullet 
18 point. 
19 A. Yes, I see the bullet point. 
20 Q. Did you feel like that was acceptable or 
21 unacceptable conduct? 
22 MR NAYLOR: Object to the fonn. 
23 THE WITNESS: Unacceptable. 
2o1 Q. (BY MR. SWARTZ) Who did you learn this 
25 infonnation from? 
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1 A. I don't recall at the time. It may have been 
2 Kelly Ek, it may have been Michelle Frostenson. I don't 
3 know at the time. 
4 Q. How did you learn about the retaliation that 
5 Ms. Hammer was engaging in with these other employees? 
6 A. Verbal accounts given to me by the employees. 
7 Q. Who are the employees? 
8 A. I believe Kelly Ek. I would think, I may be 
' mistaken, but at this time I would think it probably was 10 Kelly Ek and/or Michelle Frostenson. 
11 Q. Back to the e-mail account paragraph. If Ms. 
12 Hammer had allowed these e-mail accounts to be placed on 
13 the server and jeopardized confidential information or 
14 attorney-client privileged materials, is that something 
15 you would have terminated her employment for? 
16 MR. NAYLOR: Object to the form. 
17 THE WITNESS: You mean tenninate her on the 
18 spot at that exact time? No. 
19 Q. (BY MR. SWARTZ) Just terminate her 
20 employment; is that a terminable offense? 
21 MR. NAYLOR: Same objection. 
22 THE WITNESS: By itself in singularity, I 
23 don't think so. 
24 Q. (BY MR. SWARTZ) How about paired together 
25 with retaliating against City employees? 
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l MR. NAYLOR: Objection; form, calls for 
2 speculation. 
3 THE WITNESS: I don't recall. 
4 Q. (BY MR. SWARTZ) Let's move on down to the 
5 fourth bullet point. There you are saying that Ms. 
6 Hammer accessed confidential attorney-client privileged 
7 materials and divulged those to her husband/attorney 
B James Donoval; right? 
' A. Yes. 10 Q. Is that acceptable or unacceptable? 
11 A. Unacceptable. 
12 Q. Is it a terminable offense? 
13 MR. NAYLOR: Object to the form. 
14 THE WITNESS: In singularity, possibly, but in 
15 summation of a whole, it could be included in a 
16 summation of a whole and be grounds for dismissal. 
17 Q. (BY MR. SWARTZ) How did you learn that Ms. 
18 Hammer accessed confidential attorney-client privileged 
19 materials and divulged those materials to her husband? 
20 A. I saw an e-mail, which I have not been able to 
21 locate at the time, that was sent by Mr. Donoval, I 
22 believe it was sent to Mr. Naylor, that he had access to 
23 city materials from the city attorney and that he could 
24 prove there was a conspiracy to terminate Ms. Hammer 
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was an e-mail from Mr. Donoval essentially admitting 
that he had been able to access confidential 
attorney-client privileged material off city computer 
terminals, and that he had proof that a conspiracy 
existed with those three individuals to terminate Sharon 
Hammer. 
Q. Were you concerned at all about a conspiracy 
going on? 
MR. NAYLOR: Object to the form. 
THE WITNESS: I don't believe there was a 
conspiracy. 
Q. (BY MR. SWARTZ) Why is that? 
A. I wasn't apprised of any conspiracy. I had no 
knowledge, I hadn't talked to any of these people. I 
don't know whether they met. didn't meet. 
Q. After you received the e-mail from Jim DonovaJ 
that stated there was a conspiracy going on, did you do 
anything to look into it? 
A. Did l personally do anything? 
Q. Yes. 
A. No. 
Q. Did you ask anyone else to look into it? 
A. I believe I may have consulted with 
Mr. Naylor, is my recollection at the time. 
Q. The fifth paragraph down, you can read it in 
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full, but you state essentially that you asked Ms. 
Hammer to return materials to the city and that you 
believed she did not return materials and that she was, 
in fact, still in possession of materials. Do you see 
that bullet point? 
A. Yes. 
Q. ls that acceptable or wiacceptable? 
A. That is acceptable. 
Q. Sony? 
A. That is acceptable. 
Q. That is acceptable that she kept materials? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Why was that a basis for you to place her on 
administrative leave? 
A. Because according to her, Chief Daggett was 
supposed to receive this infonnation from her, and there 
was a list of things for her to return, and she attached 
a letter to that that she was withholding city 
documents, that she was withholding -- she was going to 
withhold original city documents because she felt they 
were attorney-client privileged for her attorney and 
her. 
There may have been docwnents, there may have 
been billing records for Adam King, there may have been 
billing records for Patty Ball. I don't recall at this 
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1 time what they were. But in her letter she said she was 
2 excluding those and not returning those. 
3 I don't know how to phrase it. I don't have 
4 her letter that she attached when she returned this to 
5 Chief Daggett. I haven't read that in several years 
6 now, but that was the summation. And I immediately --
7 that was given to Mr. Naylor and possibly to Adam King. 
8 Q. If she engaged in acceptable behavior in not 
g returning materials that you specifically told her to 
10 return, why would you cite that as a basis to place her 
11 on administrative leave? 
12 MR. NAYLOR: Object to the form. 
13 THE WITNESS: Please rephrase that again. 
l4 Q. (BY MR. SW ARTZ) So you are citing this 
15 paragraph, her failure to return property that you 
16 specifically told her to return, you are citing that as 
17 a reason why you placed her on administrative leave; 
18 right? 
19 A. Yes. WelJ, if she was in a position of taking 
20 documents from the City and giving them to her 
21 attorney/husband, I believe placing her on 
22 administrative leave so she wouldn't be able to do that 
23 any further was warranted, as part of the whole 
24 summation. 
25 Q. That would be the inappropriate or 
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1 unacceptable behavior. 
2 A. Yes. 
3 Q. And you were trying to stop that. 
4 A. Yes. 
5 Q. Next bullet point down you state her presence 
6 at work created hostility reported by at least two 
7 critical City employees. Do you see that? 
8 A. Yes. 
g Q. So this is the second account of hostility 
10 that Ms. Hammer is creating with City employees that you 
11 list in your affidavit; right? 
12 A. Either creating or just creating by her 
13 presence. 
14 Q. And if she is creating hostility with two 
15 critical City employees, is that acceptable or 
16 unacceptable behavior? 
l.7 MR. NAYLOR: Object to the fonn. 
18 THE WITNESS: Yes, I believe ~-the City was 
l.9 really divided into two camps. I tenn it that way when 
20 I came into office. Those that supported former Mayor 
21 Willich in the last election and those that supported 
22 Sharon Hammer, and those perhaps that maybe had 
23 supported me in some way. There was an obvious 
24 poisonous atmosphere. I say "poisonous atmosphere" 






















































to me and said, I want to be on paid administrative 
leave. I want to go away too because there is a 
poisonous atmosphere here. I had employees coming to me 
asked to be on paid administrative leave to get out of 
there. 
Q. (BY MR. SWARTZ) You attributed their request 
for that paid administrative leave to Sharon Hammer's 
creation of a hostile work environment? 
MR. NAYLOR: Object to the fonn. 
THE WITNESS: Again, I'll say perhaps it was 
by her presence in the building. 
Q. (BY MR. SWARTZ) Who are the two critical City 
employees? 
A. Are critical of what? Let me backtrack. What 
are we talking about? 
Q. You state in your affidavit that there were 
two critical City employees who reported Ms. Hammer 
creating a sense of hostility. 
A. I think by her presence. And David Blarnpied 
was one, where he refused to communicate with the 
treasurer or the city clerk. And there are other 
employees that - essentially in my mind, the City was 
becoming suddenly dysfunctional in regards to 
cooperation between employees. 
Q. Mayor, I'm asking you to identify the two 
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critical City employees that you are referring to. 
A. That was Michel1e Frostenson and Kelly Ek 
and -- no. Yes. 
I had two employees come to my office and tell 
me they were going to quit if Sharon Hammer wasn't 
brought back and all this was resolved. And the third, 
the city clerk apparently was locked out of her office 
for a period of time. 
Q. Hang on a second, Mayor. Can you identify the 
two critical City employees? 
A. Yeah, I believe Kelly Ek and I believe 
Michelle Frostenson. At this time that is what I 
remember, at this time. 
Q. Thank you. And when you were answering that 
before you said, and one of them was David Blampied and 
he wouldn't communicate with the city clerk. 
A. Yes. 
Q. Is that something that you attributed to 
Sharon Hammer? 
A. Administration of the City - because I found 
out that David Blampied had a master key to Kelly Ek's 
offices and Michelle Frostenson's offices, which I felt 
would be inappropriate administration of the City, and 
both employees had mentioned they felt that things had 
been rearranged on their desk and it wasn't as they left 
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1 it at noon or left it at night. 
2 And I questioned David Blampied as to why he 
3 had a master key.just being the city clerk. It was my 
4 understanding that only the police chief had a master 
5 key, and perhaps the mayor and maybe the city 
6 administrator. 
7 And he just said, Well, it's easier for me to 
a just go into their offices and put things on their desk 
g rather than putting them in their box, which didn't seem 
10 plausible to me. 
11 Q. That is conduct that you attributed to Sharon 
12 Hammer? 
13 A. David Blampied worked under the city 
14 administrator, Sharon Hammer. He took his 
15 responsibilities and instructions from her. 
16 Q. So that would be another failw-e of Sharon 
17 Hammer to perfonn her job appropriately? 
18 A. Yes. To allow a receptionist to have a pass 
19 key, a master key. 
20 Q. Let's go back to the last bullet point on that 
21 page 3. You state that she, Sharon Hammer, allowed the 
22 city clerk to be a locked out of her office for a period 
23 of time. Do you see that? 
24 A. Yes. 
25 Q. How do you know that Sharon Hammer allowed the 
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1 city clerk to be locked out of her office for a period 
2 oftime? 
3 A. It occurred on her watch. She's the 
4 administrator, she's responsible for the City. 
s Q. Who had the locks changed on the office doors? 
6 A. I don't know. I don't recall. 
7 Q. That wasn't during your administration? 
8 A. Yes. We changed it during my administration, 
9 yes. 
10 Q. So when you became mayor, you had all the 
11 locks changed on the doors? 
12 A. Yes. We had pass keys changed, we had --
13 Q. Is that when the city clerk was locked out of 
14 her office? 
15 A. No. The city clerk -- no, the city clerk was 
16 locked out of her office for a period of time after she 
17 returned to work. I believe it was actually during the 
18 time that -- actually before I was mayor. 
19 During that period of time when Mayor Willich 
20 brought Administrator Hammer back to work over that 
21 Christmas vacation period, I think that is when the city 
22 clerk told me that that had occurred. 
23 Q. That was going to be my next question. How 
24 did you learn this transpired? So Kelly Ek must have 























































Q. If Sharon Hammer locked Kelly EK out of her 
office, would that be appropriate or inappropriate 
behavior? 
A. It would be inappropriate. 
Q. Would it be a terminable offense? 
A. Not in singularity, but perhaps in summation 
combined with other things. 
Q. Next page, page 4, you state you placed Ms. 
Hammer on leave because she allowed e-mails of persons 
who presented information in the investigation to be 
deleted. Do you see that there? 
A. Yes. 
Q. How did you learn about that? 
A. Kelly Ek came to me crying saying that all of 
her personal e-mails and things had been deleted off of 
her information. And apparently she reported that Tammy 
Hall, as I recall, who was working in the office at that 
time, had deleted information off her computer and she 
was really distressed. 
Q. And in yolll' affidavit you attribute the 
deletion of those e-mails to Sharon Hammer; right? 
A. No. I'm not saying Sharon Hammer did it. I 
said it happened under the administration of Sharon 
Hammer, when Sharon Hammer was the administrator of the 
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City, and it was her responsibility to control all these 
things. 
Q. Right. You state that she allowed the e-mails 
to be deleted; right? 
A. It occurred. I would doubt that these 
individuals would have done it without her pennission. 
As a singular act, I don't have proof of that. 
Q. Asswning your belief is accurate, would that 
be appropriate or inappropriate conduct by Ms. Hammer? 
A. Inappropriate. 
Q. Would it be a terminable offense? 
A. Not in singularity, but perhaps in summation 
with other factors. 
Q. Next bullet point you are referring to Ms. 
Hammer allowing her attorney into the back offices of 
City Hall. Do you see that there? 
A. I believe I covered that. 
Q. Well, it's an another bullet point. l'm just 
I'm going bullet point by bullet point. Was that the 
same incident as the situation where your citizen 
provided you with a statement? 
A. The statement wasn't provided to me, but the 
statement was provided that I saw. Perhaps I never saw 
it, but it was read off to me. 
Q. So do you think this second-to-the-last bullet 
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1 point is--
2 A. Consistent with what other bullet point, 
l Mr. Swartz? Consistent with which bullet point? 
4 Q. You stated that you think you have already 
s covered this bullet point. It's the first time we have 
6 read it together, this is the first time I'm asking you 
7 about it. 
a A. Then l mentioned it in the context of another 
9 bullet point. I pre-answered the question in another 
10 bullet pointthen. 
11 Q. In the last bullet point, Mayor, you state 
12 that after returning to work she spent at least some 
13 time drafting and delivering communications related to 
14 her lawsuits against the City and its officials. Do you 
15 see that? 
16 A. Yes. 
11 Q. Do you believe that to be appropriate or 
18 inappropriate conduct? 
u A. I believe that to be inappropriate. 
2 o Q. Is that a terminable offense? 
21 A. Not in singularity, but perhaps in summation 
2 2 with other items. 
23 Q. You have identified a number of items in here 
24 as being inappropriate conduct. So adding alt of those 
2s together, would you consider the sum total of them to be 
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1 grounds for tennination? 
2 MR. NAYLOR: Object to the fonn. 
3 THE WITNESS: Not necessarily. 
4 Q. (BY MR. SWARTZ) So all this behavior that you 
s believe to be inappropriate and you believe Ms. Hammer 
6 engaged in or allowed to occur would be conduct that you 
7 would not terminate her for. 
a MR. NAYLOR: Object to the fonn. 
9 THE WITNESS: This wasn't over termination. 
10 This is being placed on administrative leave. You are 
11 mixing up two points. 
12 Q. (BY MR. SWARTZ) No. I'm asking you whether 
13 you would terminate Ms. Hammer for doing these things. 
14 MR. NAYLOR: Object to the form. 
15 Q. (BY MR. SW ARTZ) Not whether you would place 
16 her on leave for these things. 
17 A. Just on these things alone? No. But you were 
1a interjecting two things. You were talking about 
19 termination, and these bullet points, these bullet 
20 points do not refer to termination. They refer to being 
21 placed on administrative leave. 
22 Q. I understand. 
23 A. I want to make that very clear. 
24 Q. I understand. I'm just curious whether they 




1 MR. NAYLOR: Object to the form. Is that a 
2 question? 
J MR. SWARTZ: Yes. 
4 MR. NAYLOR: It's been asked and answered. 
5 Go ahead if you want to respond again. 
6 THE WITNESS: You interjected something and I 
7 lost my train of thought. 
8 Q. (BY MR. SWARTZ) That's okay. We can move on. 
9 I think I get your point, that some of these things are 
10 tenninable, but not on a singular basis. 
11 A. Yes. 
12 Q. Something else would have to happen to add to 
13 the mix. 
14 A. Yes. 
15 MR. NAYLOR: Object to the fonn. 
16 THE WITNESS: Yes. 
17 Q. (BY MR. SW ARTZ) As long as we understand each 
18 other. 
19 The last paragraph of your affidavit, 
20 paragraph l l, you state that based upon your personal 
21 observations and knowledge, you are making the decision 
22 that it's in the best interest of the City to place Ms. 
23 Hammer on paid leave pending the outcome of the matters 
24 under consideration and investigation. Do you see that? 
25 A. Yes. 
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1 Q. What matters were under consideration and 
2 investigation as of January 9, 2012? 
3 A. I believe the Ball report was still going to 
4 be presented to the council. I felt it was in the best 
s interest perhaps of both parties, Ms. Hammer and the 
6 other people in the City, to separate them. 
7 Q. You don't state that it's in the best interest 
a of Ms. Hammer though. You state it's in the best 
9 interest of the City; right? 
10 MR. NAYLOR: Object to the fonn. 
11 THE WITNESS: Yes. That was what I stated at 
12 the time, January of 2012. 
u Q. (BY MR. SWARTZ) So other than the items that 
14 were being -- that were still under consideration and 
15 investigation by Patty Ball, is there anything else that 
1, you are referring to when you use the phrase "outcome of 
17 the matters"? 
11 A. Yes. I believe it would be under 
19 investigation. on paid leave pending the outcome of the 
20 matters under consideration and investigation. And I 
21 believe that would be the Patty Ball report. 
22 Q. Well, you wrote it, so I'll go with your 
23 belief. 
24 You got a very long presentation by Patty Ball 
2s the next day, the day after you signed this affidavit, 
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l on January l 0, 2012. Do you recall that? 
2 A. Yes, I couldn't recite exactly what she said, 
3 but I recall the meeting. yes. 
4 Q. It was a very long meeting as I understand it 
5 from your fellow council members at the time. 
6 MR. NAYLOR: Object to the form. 
7 THE WITNESS: I don't know at this time. I 
8 don't know the length of the meeting. 
9 Q. (BY MR. SWARTZ) Do you recall what you 
10 learned during the presentation at that meeting? 
11 A. The summation was that there should be further 
12 outside investigations of the entire matter. That was 
13 what the summation of her presentation was. And I 
14 alluded to that earlier in my testimony today. 
15 Q. You said that she alluded to criminal conduct, 
16 recommended that her investigation should stop; is that 
17 right? 
18 A. I don't believe she said the word "stopped," 
19 no. Your question contains some incorrect premises 
20 there. 
21 She felt that -- as I said I can't exactly 
22 quote her last conclusion, which I already stated 
23 earlier in my testimony today, that she felt that there 
24 was -- in her investigation there she had produced 
25 enough documentation that she felt that an outside 
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l agency should pursue an investigation of the City on 
2 these matters, and she mentioned the words, "and to 
3 investigate possible criminal conduct." I believe that 
4 might be her exact wording. And I believe that was my 
5 testimony earlier this morning, I believe. 
6 Q. In the January 10, 2012 meeting with Patty 
7 Ball where she presented her report to the cowicil, did 
8 you learn that Ms. Hammer had engaged in any misconduct? 
9 A. From the Patty Ball report? 
10 Q. Yes. Did you learn of any information 
11 contained in the Patty Ball report that led you to 
12 believe that Ms. Hammer had engaged in any misconduct? 
13 A. Yes. From the Patty Ball report it was 
14 inferred by Patty BaJI that there was ·- and it was her 
15 report. not mine, she was stating her conclusions. And 
16 it was our conclusion. l believe at that time, when the 
17 council decided that -- I'm not sure at that meeting or 
18 another meeting later, that the council detennined that 
19 there should be a further investigation. 
20 Q. Into the potential criminal allegations. 
21 A. No, investigation of all the aspects. There 
22 had been other things added at that time. I believe the 
23 things in the fire department had been added. Sometime 
24 during the middle of her investigation it was reported 






















































not sure who they contacted, back to Patty Ball with 
some allegations of misconduct in the fire department. 
So the city council had a meeting and 
authorized additional funding for the Patty Ball report 
to investigate the fire department and other matters. 
Q. Let me get you to focus just on any items of 
misconduct engaged in by Sharon Hammer that you learned 
ofat the January 10, 2012 meeting. 
A. I learned of allegations of misconduct. You 
are saying did I learn of facts. I learned of 
allegations in the report. 
Q. They were still allegations at that point? 
A. They were still - they were allegations and 
they were conclusions by Patty Ball that said needed 
further investigation. 
Q. So Patty BaJI, to your recollection. did not 
state that Sharon Hammer had engaged in any type of 
misconduct? 
MR. NAYLOR: Object to the fonn. 
THE WITNESS: I couldn't recall her exact 
comments or her exact wording. but the inference was 
that she felt she wicovered misconduct, which should be 
followed up with some possible criminal investigation. 
Q. (BY MR. SWARTZ) As related to Ms. Hammer. 
A. Yes, and also the fire department. 
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Q. Back to your affidavit, page 2, paragraph 8, 
you are recounting a January 4, 2012 day in the office 
with Ms. Hammer. Do you see that there? 
A. Yes. That might have been the day that I 
asked her, that I came in early -- no, the first day. 
Okay. 
Q. This is the first day aft.er you were sworn in. 
A. Yes. 
Q. This is your frrst day on the job. 
A. Yes. 
Q. Did you go to Ms. Hammer and ask her to 
respond to anything? 
A. No. That was the same day also that five 
people were lined up in the hall telling me they were 
going on various meetings. 
I think Ms. Hammer·· the offices were 
adjoining with a door between, and Ms. Hammer came in 
repeatedly to tell me, quote, repeatedly, that I've done 
nothing wrong. I haven't done anything wrong. l 
haven't done anything wrong. Then repeated that over 
and over again. 
And I don't believe I discussed the specific 
allegations at that particular time. And I think I 
ended the conversation by telling her that I was going 
to take everything under consideration and examine 
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1 everything, that I wasn't making any - she flatly asked 
2 me, Are you going to tenninate me? I recall her asking 
3 that. And I said, I have not made that detennination. 
4 But that was one of her first questions, Are you going 
5 to tenninate me, Mayor? I expressed to her at that 
6 particular time, no, I was not. 
7 Q. Why were you having her tell you about her 
8 abilities? 
9 A. I didn't. I allowed her to express herself. 
10 Q. And that is what she expressed was her 
11 abilities, the allegations, and her --
12 A. She felt that she carried out her 
13 responsibilities for the City responsibly and that she 
14 had not done anything wrong. 
15 Q. Did you agree or disagree with her? 
16 A. I told her I had not made any detennination. 
17 And then she asked me repeatedly again, Are you going to 
18 terminate me? At the end of the conversation she asked 
19 that again. Are you going to tenninate me? I said, I 
20 have not made that decision. 
21 Q. Do you recall asking Ms. Hammer on your first 
22 day in office, the January 4 day that you are 
23 recounting, do you recall pressing Ms. Hammer on what 
24 Mayor Willich and Adam King told her when they came out 
25 of the November 11, 2011 executive session? 
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l A. I don't recall that ever being discussed. 
2 Q. You don't recall asking her what they relayed 
3 to her? 
4 A. No, I don't. 
5 Q. Before the election do you recall going into 
6 City Hall and telling a number of City employees, Don't 
7 worry about your job, if I'm elected you still have a 
B job here? 
9 A. Yes, I went to each particular person and I 
10 told them, I said, I don't anticipate making any changes 
ll at this time. 
12 Q. Was Ms. Hammer one of those employees? 
13 A. Yes. 
14 Q. After the election do you recall doing a 
15 similar thing, going around and talking to employees and 
16 telling them their jobs were safe? 
17 A. No. 
18 Q. You don't recall that or it didn't happen? 
19 A. I don't recall. In an acrimonious election, I 
20 wanted a harmonious transition. That morning we had the 
21 council meeting reaffirming the election, and I wanted 
22 to go around and reaffirm people that I knew some 
23 supported Willich, some of them didn't support me, and 
2, that at this particular time I was not making any 
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I had a further conversation with Ms. Hammer 
on how I wanted the City to be administered in the 
future at that time after the election. And I told her 
that I expected that she would have probably - how did 
I phrase it? I believe I expressed that I was going to 
expect more, that she would be city administrator, but 
she would also be like an executive assistant, and I 
would have her writing some of the letters that Mayor 
Will ich used to write, that I didn't need the ego to 
write all those letters. And she informed me, Well, we 
are going to need more staff then. 
So we had a conversation after that when I 
said I'm not going to - we are not going to -- I want 
to meet with you. I'm going to make some changes how 
the City is administered and how it's run. 
Q. Did she raise any objections to --
A. The only objection was, We are going to need 
more staff then, we are going to need more people. 
Q. Was that a problem? 
A. Yes. 
Q. What was the problem with that? 
A. I felt we were overstaffed to begin with. 
Q. Did you communicate that to Ms. Hammer? 
A. This was a hallway conversation. I believe it 
was out - David Blampied was gone, and it was in front 
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of David Blampied's desk that we had that conversation. 
I was trying to calm the City at that time 
after, because everyone was in shock, no one expected me 
to be elected. The faces were long, and I was trying to 
bring some unity to the City, to reassure them that I 
wasn't -- at that particular time no sweeping changes, a 
reassurance to try to make it hannonious during that 
time. I wasn't mayor yet, that was the day after the 
election. 
Q. That you were telling Sharon Hammer that you 
were going to have other people write letters for you? 
A. Yes, because it was a brief conversation in 
front of David Blampied's desk, yes, that I was going to 
have additional duties for her under the type of 
management that I envisioned. My management was going 
to be different than perhaps Mr. Willich's. 
Q. Other than saying that she thought more staff 
would be needed, did she in any way state that she 
wouldn't go along with your plan? 
A. No, not at that time. As I said, it was just 
a brief conversation because we had the time. 
Q. Did she ever raise objections to your 
proposals to change things? 
A. We did not discuss it again, because I didn't 
have any discussions with the city -- in fact, I really 
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1 didn't feel welcome as mayor coming in. That afternoon 
2 I asked David Blampied, I said, I want to hit the floor 
3 running, I want stationery printed up with my name on 
4 it, [ want business cards printed up with my name on it. 
s He said, You don't have the authority to do that. I 
6 won't do that until you are mayor. 
7 Q. Is that statement from David Blampied 
B something that you attributed to Sharon Hammer? 
9 A. No. I attributed it to the way the City was 
10 run. So I approached Mayor Willich. I believe I 
11 approached Ms. Hammer also, I said, What is this about, 
12 me not being able to get my business cards printed up 
13 until I'm inaugurated? And I believe I mentioned it to 
14 her, and l believe she mentioned, This would have to go 
15 through the mayor. So I mentioned it to Witlich, and he 
16 got mad. and he said, You should have come to me first. 
17 I don't want you talking to staff. He said, I'll tell 
18 David Blampied to print up your stuff. 
19 Q. Is that an exchange that you attribute to 
20 Sharon Hammer? 
21 A. No. 
22 Q. Is the feeling of not being welcomed as mayor 
23 something you attributed to Sharon Hammer? 
24 A. The acrimony of the election, no, because it 
25 was obvious the City was in psychological division and 
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l in shock that I had won. 
2 Q. Do you believe Sharon Hammer is responsible 
3 for any of that environment? 
4 A. For the election some occurrences happened 
5 that she had to be a part of. The City -- State law, I 
6 believe, is that there can be no electioneering within 
7 l 00 feet of a poll. And the City has a policy that 
B election signs cannot be placed on City right-of-way or 
9 City property. 
10 And the day of election I was up on Elk Hom 
11 Hill holding a sign, and I got a call from a constituent 
12 who said that Wayne Willich and Joan Lamb are right out 
13 there on City property with their signs campaigning. I 
14 said, They can't do that. 
15 So I immediately came down and confronted 
16 Mayor Willich, l said, What are you doing? He said, 
17 Well. Ms. Hammer and I have interpreted City law and 
18 State law that says that electioneering can be within 
19 l 00 feet of campaign headquarters. 
20 So Sharon Hammer or someone had someone 
21 measure with a yardstick, with a tape measure I 00 feet 
22 from the farthest door. and then made a reinterpretation 
23 that they could have their signs on City property, since 
24 it was I 00 feet from the election campaign. 






















































Hammer, you found that to be appropriate or 
inappropriate? 
A. Inappropriate. She would have had to be a 
part of it to make that measurement, to authorize it, 
and that the mayor knew it and Joan Lamb knew it. And 
Joan Lamb already had her signs attached to two trees in 
front. And so it was a violation of City policy to 
allow electioneering on City property. But their 
interpetation was it was allowable because it was I 00 
feet from the election place. 
Q. If one of your employees did that today, would 
you fire them? 
MR. NAYLOR: Object to the form; calls for 
speculation. 
THE WITNESS: On the spot would I terminate 
them? 
Q. (BY MR. SWARTZ) Yes. If one of your 
employees engaged in that conduct, would you consider 
that conduct to be a terminable offense? 
MR. NAYLOR: Same objection. 
THE WITNESS: I don't know. That is 
speculation. 
Q. (BY MR. SW ARTZ) How are you feeling? Do you 
need a break? Doing okay? 
A. I'll need a water break in a little while, a 
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reverse water break. 
MR. SWARTZ: Why don't we take a break. 
(Recess taken.) 
Q. (BY MR. SWARTZ) Mayor, any testimony that you 
need to clarify, add to, correct? 
A. Not at this time. When I review the 
transcript, I may find something, I may not, but at this 
time, no. 
Q. From November 11 when the allegations against 
Ms. Hammer were first brought to light, all the way to 
the termination of her employment on the 18th. do you 
recall any executive session where Nils Ribi abstained 
from discussing the allegations against Sharon Hammer? 
MR. NAYLOR: Object to the fonn. 
THE WITNESS: I don't know. l would have to 
check back at the minutes and see who attended or who 
did not. I don't recall. 
Q. (BY MR. SWARTZ) There are no minutes of what 
transpired during the executive session. 
A. No, but there are minutes of who was in the 
executive session. 
Q. We've got them all here, and you can look 
through them. I'm not asking whether he attended each. 
I'm just asking whether you recall an executive session 
where he was in attendance and said, I am not going to 
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1 discuss the allegations against Sharon Hanuner, something 
2 to that effect. 
3 A. At this time l don't recall. 
4. Q. Do you recall anyone being in executive 
5 session and stating that they shouldn't discuss the 
6 allegations about Ms. Hammer? 
7 A. I don't recall that. no. I don't recall that 
8 happening. I don't recall it not happening. I have no 
9 recollection either way of that. 
10 Q. Do you recall Jim Donoval's request that -- or 
11 notice, I should state, that Adam King remove himself 
12 from aJl of the executive sessions, city council 
13 meetings because of a conflict that he had with regard 
14 to Ms. Hammer? 
15 A. I don't recall that. It may have been. but I 
16 don't recall it. 
17 Q. You don't recall any discussion with regard to 
18 that? 
19 A. At this time, no. Somehow it transpired 
20 that - wen, not somehow. No, I don't. I don't 
21 recall. This was during the time when Willich was still 
22 mayor that you are talking about, until when. what time 
23 frame are you talking? 
24 Q. The time that you were sitting as a city 
25 council member until the termination of Sharon Hammer's 
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1 employment on the 18th of January. 
2 MR. NAYLOR: January 19th, 2012. 
3 Q. (BY MR. SWARTZ) January 19th, 2012. 
• A. Whether Adam King should be recused or 
5 somebody request he be recused? What was your question 
6 again? 
7 Q. Whether there was any discussion about whether 
8 Adam King should recuse himself from the executive 
9 sessions or the city council meetings where there was 
10 any discussion about Sharon Hammer, the aJlegations 
11 against her. 
12 A. I don't recall. I don't recall any 
13 conversations or not recaJl a conversation. I don't 
14 recall anything about it. 
15 Q. Do you recall any discussion about perhaps 
16 Nils Ribi should recuse himself because he was engaged 
17 in litigation with Mr. Donoval and Ms. Hammer? 
18 A. I don't recall. 
19 Q. Do you recall Nils Ribi participating in the 
20 discussion about Ms. Hammer's -- or the allegation of 
21 misconduct: being made against Ms. Hammer in any of the 
22 executive sessions? 
23 MR. NAYLOR: Object to the fonn. Could you 
24 read that question back. 





















































THE WITNESS: I don't recall. 
Q. (BY MR.SWARTZ) Youdon'trecallwhetherhe 
engaged in any those discussions? 
A. No. I don't 
Q. Do you recall whether Adam King engaged in any 
of the discussions regarding the allegations against Ms. 
Hammer? 
A. He may have been present at some meetings, but 
I don't know which meetings, and he may not have been 
present at all of them. I don't recall. 
Q. You don't have any recollection of whether he 
engaged in any of the discussions about Ms. Hammer's 
alleged misconduct? 
A. During executive sessions? 
Q. Correct. 
A. I don't recall, no. 
Q. Do you ever recall giving Nils Ribi permission 
to disclose what transpired in executive sessions? 
MR. NA YI.OR: Object to the fonn. 
THE WITNESS: Permission? 
Q. (BY MR. SWARTZ) Yes, to publicly disclose 
what took place in executive session. 
A. Will you rephrase that again. You mean as 
mayor, as council person? 
Q. Either position. 
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A. Rephrase the question again then. 
Q. Did you ever give Nils Ribi pennission to 
publically disclose what took place in an executive 
session? 
MR. NAYLOR: Object to the fonn. 
THE WITNESS: I don't think it was ever 
discussed. l don't recall a conversation about that. 
Q. (BY MR. SWARTZ) Okay. Would disclosing--
A. Why would -- I don't think I would have 
authority to teU him what to do in any respect. 
Q. Did you understand that --
A. Even if it occurred, I don't think I would 
have authority to tell a council person what to do. 
Q. Did you understand Mayor Willich's testimony 
yesterday about his understanding of executive session 
and what transpired there was to remain confidential? 
MR. NAYLOR: Object to the form. 
THE WITNESS: You are asking me only about 
Mayor WilJich, not in general confidentiality of 
executive sessions. You are asking me only what Mayor 
Willich stated or comment on what he stated, or are you 
asking my opinion on executive session confidentiality? 
Q. (BY MR. SW ARTZ) Why don't we try it that way. 
Did you llllderstand what took place in 
executive session was not to be publicly disclosed? 
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1 MR. NAYLOR: Object to the form. 
2 THE WITNESS: That was in question. My first 
3 year on the council there became a question of 
4 confidentiality by a council person, Joan Lamb, and 
5 breaking confidentiality of executive sessions. And 
6 there was a council discussion on exclusivity of 
7 executive sessions. 
8 And then recently we've had an attorney 
9 general's report which varies from that, assistant 
10 attorney general's report on confidentiality of 
11 executive sessions going beyond what I have understood 
12 before. So I understood they were to be confidential; 
13 however, in my term on the council we had another 
14 council person break that confidentiality, and nothing 
15 was done to her, she wasn't reprimanded, nothing 
16 happened done in that case with Joan Lamb. 
17 So in generalities I'm answering your 
18 question. My understanding personally is that J keep 
19 things confidential on executive sessions. Like I said, 
20 it's up to each council person to decide. 
21 Q. (BY MR. SWARTZ) After the female council 
22 member broke confidentiality, did the city council 
23 implement a policy on confidentiality regarding 
24 executive session? 
25 MR. NAYLOR: Object to the form. 
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l THE WITNESS: I can't answer that. I haven't 
2 looked at that part of our City policy manual or that 
3 for some time. I don't know at this time. 
4 Q. (BY MR. SWARTZ) Are you doing okay? 
5 A. Oh,yeah. 
6 Q. Earlier I asked you if you recalled any city 
7 council member discussing criminal allegations against 
8 Sharon Hammer in the November 11, 2011 executive 
9 session. and you stated that you did not recall that. 
10 A. Yes, I still reaffirm that I do not recall. 
11 Q. What about the November 14 meeting, do you 
12 recall whether there was any discussion of criminal 
13 allegations at the November 14 meeting? 
14 A. Criminal allegations against who? 
15 Q. Sharon Hammer. 
16 A. I don't recall at that meeting. 
17 What do you want me to reference in this? 
18 Q. We'll get there in a second. 
19 What about the November 17, 2011 executive 
20 session, do you recall any criminal allegations being 
21 discussed in executive session there? 
22 A. No, I don't recall. 
23 Q. I understand. 
24 I'm showing you an affidavit that was 
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through 817. I'm going to ask you to take a look at 
paragraph 10. 
A. This isn't anything pertaining to me or my 
document. This is someone else's document. 
Q. Yes, Nils Ribi and his private attorney Keith 
Roark put this together. 
A. What was the date of this? 
Q. It looks like it is November 23rd. 
A. You want me to take a look at paragraph 1 O? 
Q. Paragraph 10, please. 
A. (Reviewing document.) The plaintiff is who? 
Q. The plaintiff is Sharon Hammer. 
A. I tried to understand. It's a long paragraph. 
I tried to understand it. 
Q. Yes, it is. In reading it it states that: As 
of November 18, the city council and mayor had reason to 
believe that Ms. Hammer may have committed serious 
misconduct, including possible criminal violations 
dealing with misuse of public funds and falsification of 
public records. Do you see that there? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Do you recall any discussions about those 
items in the November 11, 14, or 17 executive sessions? 
MR. NAYLOR: Object to the form; asked and 
answered. 
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THE WITNESS: I don't recall. 
Q. (BY MR. SWARTZ) One way or the other? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Okay. Mayor, why was Ms. Hammer's employment 
terminated? 
A. Ms. Hammer's employment was terminated at my 
recommendation to the coWtCil because l felt that it 
would be difficult to work with Ms. Hammer in the 
future. And I wanted a choice of naming my own 
administrator, similar to what Mayor Willich had done 
four years previously. 
Q. Why did you feel like it was going to be 
difficult to work with Ms. Hammer? 
A. One of the reasons was the letter that we 
discussed previously, in which she had said she had 
authority over the mayor, over the city attorney, over 
the city council. I don't know whether she put the 
implementation in that letter or not. But I felt that 
it would be difficult to work, if I had the total 
responsibility and someone else had the authority under 
that interpetation. I felt that I could work better 
with someone else. 
Q. What other reasons? 
A. That's pretty much it. My style of 
management, my style of management considerations 
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1 differed from what had transpired in the past. I wanted 
2 a management in a more strict control of the City. And 
l I just felt that l could work better perhaps with 
4 another city administrator. 
5 Q. I'm sorry. I didn't catch that. 
6 A. I could work better with another city 
7 administrator, of going through the process again of 
8 city administration. 
9 Q. Showing you that letter that you were 
10 referring to, just to make sure we are on the same page, 
11 it's SH~ TIMELlNE 465 through 466. ls that the letter 
12 that you are ref erring to where she states that she has 
13 got authority to interpret the policies? 
14 A. Yes. "I have the authority to make final 
15 determination of the application of all Sun Valley 
16 personnel policies and procedures, and neither the Sun 
l.7 Valley City Attorney, the Sun Valley Mayor or the Sun 
18 Valley City Council has the authority to question or 
19 overrule such findings." 
20 But I tenninated Sharon Hammer without cause. 
21 Q. Do you see -
22 A. I requested termination of Sharon Hammer 
23 without cause. 
24 Q. Why is that? 
25 A. Because that was my detennination. 
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l. Q. Who did you request that of? 
2 A. The council. It was the mayor's request to 
3 terminate Sharon Hammer according to her contract that 
4 she helped write under the clause of -- what did we just 
5 say? 
6 MR. NAYLOR: Without cause. 
7 THE WITNESS: Without cause. And the council 
8 then reaffirmed that, and I informed the cowicil that I 
9 felt that I would be able to work better with a new city 
10 administrator and I asked that she be terminated without 
11 cause. 
12 Q. (BY MR. SWARTZ) Did you discuss her contract 
l.3 with the city council? 
l4 A. I'm not sure. I believe the city -- I don't 
15 know whether the city council had a copy of her contract 
16 or not. I don't know at the time. 
17 Q. Did you look at her contract before you 
18 reached your determination? 
19 A. Yes. 
20 Q. That you wanted to terminate her for cause -
21. or without cause? 
22 A. Yes, I knew that clause was in there, yes. 
23 Termination with cause, without cause. It was my 
2t determination to ask for the termination of the council 
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Q. Let's go back to the letter that you were 
citing as the reason that you believed it would be 
difficult to work with Ms. Hammer. 
A. Let me correct you. I'm sorry. It's your 
deposition. But you said "the reason." I am just 
listing out some things during the course of this 
deposition of why I felt that [ would rather work with a 
new city administrator. 
Q. What are those things? 
A. I have already listed them during the course 
of the conversation. And it's not pertinent because 
she's being terminated without cause. 
Q. Well, I would like you to help me identify 
what in your testimony today you believed supported your 
belief that you could not work with Ms. Hammer. 
MR. NAYLOR: Object to the form. He just 
barely answered that. 
Q. (BY MR. SWARTZ) For example, was it because 
she was in the Willich camp, was that a reason why you 
didn't believe you could work with Ms. Hammer? 
MR. NAYLOR: Object to the form. 
THE WITNESS: As I stated, and I'll state it 
again. It was my decision that I would rather work with 
a new city administrator, and it was my decision to ask 
the council to tenninate her without cause. 
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Q. (BY MR. SWARTZ) Yes. And I'm asking you 
about the testimony you just gave where you said, for 
all these reasons that you talked about today you 
reached that conclusion. I want you to help me identify 
all the reasons that led you to believe that you would 
work better with a new city administrator? 
MR. NAYLOR: Object to the form; asked and 
answered. 
THE WITNESS: Yes, I believe we have gone 
through that. But again, I'll come back to the question 
that my detennination was to terminate her without 
cause, that I could work better with another city 
administrator. And what you have, what we have 
discussed previously, I've already answered. 
Q. (BY MR. SWARTZ) You haven't identified all 
those things that you believe -
A. I don't have to. I terminated her without 
cause, so I don't need those things. 
Q. I understand. I'm looking for -- you keep 
using this phrase, I've identified a bunch of things 
today that have led me to believe that I couldn't work 
with her as an administrator. I just --
A. I don't believe I used that exact language. 
MR. NAYLOR: We can go back and read from the 
record. 
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1 MR. SW ARTZ: That would be great. 
2 Beverly, if you don't mind. 
3 (Record read back.) 
4 Q. (BY MR. SWARTZ) Mayor, you stated throughout 
5 the course of your deposition today that you had 
6 identified reasons why you didn't believe that you could 
7 work effectively with Ms. Hammer, and I'm just asking 
8 you to identify what those are. And if you can't, you 
9 can't. 
10 MR. NAYLOR: Objection; asked and answered. 
11 THE WITNESS: We were mixing up two things 
12 early on, because we were on why did I put her on 
13 administrative leave. That got mixed up into, I believe 
14 in my mind, maybe in your mind too, as to reasons for 
15 why I couldn't work with her. I separated out, I made 
16 it clear those were reasons for putting her on a paid 
17 administrative leave, not reasons for her termination. 
18 Q. (BY MR SWARTZ) I understand. 
19 A. That was the cause. It was just my sense of 
20 management. 
21 Q. Your sense that your management style just 
22 wouldn't work with Ms. Hammer. 
23 A. My sense of management style that says I would 
24 prefer to work with another city administrator. Because 
25 I chose the route of terminating, asking for termination 
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1 without cause, and I hold by that. There was no cause, 
2 there was no specific cause, there was no specific 
3 reason for termination of Sharon Hammer without cause. 
4 And l felt that I could work better with another. a new 
5 city administrator. 
6 Q. Going back to the memorandwn you cited to 
7 earlier as being one of the reasons why you didn't feel 
8 like you could work with her. Do you see where she is 
9 citing to policies of the City of Sm1 Valley? 
10 A. Uh-huh. 
ll Q. And she's quoting from that policy? 
12 A. Yes. 
13 Q. That policy states that: "The city 
14 administrator shall make the final detennination of 
15 questions of interpetation of these policies and the 
16 application of these policies"? 
17 A. Yes. 
18 Q. You disagreed with that? 
19 A. I disagreed with the City policy of that, or I 
20 disagreed with what? 
21 Q. Did you disagree with her position that that 
22 is what the policy stated? 
23 A. I disagreed with her analysis, her legal 
24 analysis of breaking the tie vote -- of the mayor not 






















































Q. Now, Mayor, it's your testimony, you can 
change it as many times as you like, but earlier today 
when I asked you why you didn't think you could work 
with her, you stated it was specifically because of her 
conclusion that is based on her quoting this section of 
the policy that states that she has final interpetation 
and application of the policies. Do you recall that 
testimony? 
MR. NAYLOR: Objection; argumentative. That's 
what the conclusion. 
THE WITNESS: That's the conclusion. 
Q. (BY MR. SW ARTZ) The conclusion of her reading 
of this sentence? 
A. I believe that I clarified that by saying that 
I disagreed with her interpetation of what it was, but 
because of her -- because of her conclusion, as mayor, I 
would not be allowed to contest her interpetation as to 
whether the mayor could break a tie vote or not. 
Q. On the termination of her employment. 
MR. NAYLOR: Object to the form. 
THE WITNESS: Any employee, not just her. 
Q. (BY MR. SWARTZ) Anything else about this memo 
that you disagreed with and that led you to believe that 
you could not work with her? 
MR. NAYLOR: Other than what has been 
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testified to. Object to the form. 
MR. SWARTZ: That's what why I said "anything 
else," just to be clear. 
THE WITNESS; No, not at this time. 
Q. (BY MR. SWARTZ) Did you believe that one of 
the reasons why you couldn't work with her was your 
belief of her involvement in the illegal campaigning on 
election day? 
A. No. 
Q. That didn't ire you at all? 
A. No. That would have been with cause. My 
request for termination was without cause. 
Q. What about the allegations of criminal 
conduct, do you believe you could have worked with 
Sharon Hammer knowing there were allegations of criminal 
conduct being made against her? 
MR. NAYLOR: Object to the form; calls for 
speculation. 
THE WlTNESS: No, because that investigation 
was not complete, and there was subsequent 
investigations after that and that had not entered into 
it. At that stage there was still -- it was still in 
the investigative stage. 
Q. (BY MR. SWARTZ) Did you find Sharon Hammer to 
be distracting to the operations of the City? 
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1 MR. NAYLOR: Object to the form. 
2 THE WITNESS: Distracting? 
3 Q. (BY MR. SWARTZ) All the allegations 
4 surrounding Sharon, all the investigations, did you find 
5 that to be distracting to your ability to run the City? 
6 A. Certainly there were distractions within the 
7 City, but that was more throughout the City, concerning 
8 other whistle blowers, there were other things going on 
9 within the fire department that were perhaps even more 
10 important to the City than these things. No, I didn't 
11 feel that was important to me. 
12 Q. Sharon Hammer didn't distract you from being 
13 able to focus on your duties as mayor? 
14 A. She was on an administrative leave. She 
15 wasn't there. 
16 Q. I'm showing you a document marked as 
17 SH-TIMELINE 577. It's a memorandum from Sharon to you 
18 and the city council dated January 4, 2012. Do you see 
19 that? 
20 A. Where are we? 
21 MR. NAYLOR: (Indicating.) The question is do 
22 you see it. 
23 THE WITNESS: I see the document. 
24 Q. (BY MR. SWARTZ) Do you recognize it? It's 
25 just a single page. 
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1 A. I see it. 
2 Q. Do you recognize it? 
3 A. Not right off I don't recognize it. I don't 
4 recall seeing it for quite some time. So do I recognize 
5 it? No. Do I see it? Yes. 
6 Q. Do you see the last sentence in the first 
7 paragraph where Ms. Hammer writes: "I am requesting 
8 that l be allowed to discuss these matters directly with 
9 the Sun Valley City Council at the executive session on 
10 Thursday, January 5, 2011 as part of my constitutionally 
11 protected due process rights in the matter. 
12 A. Yes, I see that. 
13 Q. Do you have any recollection of Ms. Hammer's 
14 request for an opportwiity to respond to the allegations 
15 being made against her? 
16 A. What is your question again, sir? I'm trying 
17 to read through the entire, get an understanding. 
18 Q. Sure. As I read this, maybe you have a 
19 different interpetation, but Sharon Hammer is asking for 
20 an opportunity to be able to respond to the allegations 
21 that are being made against her. 
22 MR. NAYLOR: Object to the form; the document 
23 speaks for itself. 
24 Q. (BY MR. SWARTZ) And my question to you was 






















































asking for that opportunity. 
A. Well, the letter is in two parts, as I'm 
reading through it, which was two years ago. She's also 
in the last paragraph stating that Mayor Willich, on 
December 29, had already received the Patty Ball report 
and there was no reason to bring charges against her, 
the matter is closed. The city coWicil was violating 
its own policies by failing to -- what she's asking for 
is twofold. I guess she's asking for the city council 
to discuss it, and then she's also saying that it's 
over, that the decision was made by the mayor. 
Q. So before you terminated Ms. Hammer's 
employment, did you understand that she wanted an 
opportunity to respond to the allegations that were 
being made against her? 
A. No, because the last paragraph she is already 
stating her case, a decision was made and we would be in 
violation if we discussed it, because it says the 
termination is final and binding, the mayor and the city 
council will be violating its own policy to respect the 
decisions of the mayor. 
So the first paragraph she's asking for a 
hearing and the last paragraph she says it's over, the 
mayor has made his final decision and you will be 
violating your own policies if you discuss it further, 
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because it's a final binding decision. 
Q. Did you have any discussions regarding Ms. 
Hammer's January 4th positions on the matter? 
A. No. not to my knowledge. 
Q. Do you believe that Mayor Willich's decision 
was final and binding? 
A. No. I've already covered that this morning. I 
believe. 
Q. So eliminating the last paragraph, based upon 
your own belief of your authority that it's not final 
and binding. what did you do with regard to her request 
for a hearing? 
MR. NAYLOR: Object to the form; foundation. 
THE WITNESS: I'm not quite sure how to answer 
because this is going back to January 4, 2012, and I'm 
referring to Mayor Willich's statements of yesterday at 
his deposition. And at the time I was unaware that 
Mayor Willich had made that determination she's 
claiming, that the determination was made. So what is 
your question? 
Q. (BYMR. SWARTZ) Why didn't you give Ms. 
Hammer an opportwiity to respond to the allegations that 
were being made against her? 
MR. NAYLOR: Object to the form. 
THE WITNESS: I don't believe Patty Ball had 
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1 reported to the council yet at this particular time. I 
2 believe there was still an investigation. The Patty 
3 Ball report had not been presented to the council at the 
4 time. 
s Q. (BY MR. SW ARTZ) Did you offer Sharon Hammer 
6 an opportunity to present her side of the story after 
7 the Patty Ball report came out? 
8 A. Rephrase that again. Did I? 
9 Q. Yes. Did you offer Sharon Hammer an 
10 opportunity at any time to present a response to the 
11 allegations that were being made against her? 
12 MR. NAYLOR: Object to the form. 
13 THE WITNESS: The council nor I were not 
14 making any allegations, it was Patty Ball, it would be 
15 the responsibility for Patty Ball, and Ms. Hammer to 
16 either respond to Patty Ball or Patty Ball's 
17 recommendation that there be further investigation. So 
18 no, there was no need for me or the council to intervene 
19 with that particular point. 
20 Q. (BY MR. SWARTZ) That was your determination 
21 at that time? 
22 A. Yes. 
23 Q. You understand from this memorandum that she 
24 was asking to speak to you and the council; right? 
25 A. The document speaks for itself. This is dated 
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1 January 4. When was I sworn in? That day or the day 
2 before? 
3 Q. 5:00 on January 3, 2012. 
4 A. Ask your question again, please. Would you 
5 repeat your question, please. 
6 Q. Did you understand that Sharon Hammer was 
7 asking to have an opportunity to speak to yourself and 
8 the city council so she could respond to the allegations 
9 that were being made against her? 
10 A. She doesn't mention me. She says she wants to 
11 discuss these with the city council. There is no 
12 reference to discussing it with me. 
13 Q. Did you unden;tand that she was wanting to 
14 discuss the matters then with the city council? 
15 A. Yes. Well, reading this now, that was 
16 apparently the request. 
17 Q. And that you determined that along with the 
18 city council, if I understood your testimony correctly, 
l.9 that that wouldn't be an appropriate forum, that the 
20 appropriate forum was for her to chat with Patty Bali? 
21 A. No. The appropriate forum would be for 
22 further investigative matters and she could respond to 
23 whoever was doing the further investigative matters, 
24 that the council was not in a position to be 






















































Q. Do you recall asking Patty Ball to interview 
Sharon a second time? 
A. Did I ask Patty Ball to a second time? 
Q. Yes. To follow up with Sharon Hammer on a 
second interview? 
A. I thought that there were opportunities, and I 
was told by, I think. Patty Ball that she had given 
Sharon Hammer the opportunity to respond, and Sharon 
Hammer hadn't responded to her. 
Q. Do you recall a period of time where Patty 
Ball told you that no further interviews should take 
place because she uncovered the criminal allegations or 
uncovered criminal conduct? 
A. That was in correspondence, either the final 
summation or correspondence somewhere, and that was the 
grounds, or the ground rules when she set the 
investigation with Mayor Willich and 1, that she would 
do an investigation, and that if she came to a point 
where she felt there should be further investigations to 
possibly see ifthere are allegations, then it should be 
ended at that point. 
Q. Showing you a January 16, 2012 Sun Valley 
press release, SH-TIMELINE 618. Do you see that? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Do you recognize it? 
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A. Yes, I do, because I believe it brings to my 
recollection that I was not named in the individual 
lawsuits. There was either a tort letter -- I'm trying 
to recollect the entire scenario at that particular 
time. I believe I was left out of the original lawsuit, 
and it was either in the tort warning letter or in 
the -- either the lawsuit itself that they purposefully 
left me out of the lawsuit because they said l was 
neutral. 
Q. Do you know who drafted this press release? 
A. It was drafted by legal counsel. Let me 
backtrack. Drafted. Let me go back. Drafted. 
Q. Who came up with the content of this press 
release? 
A. (Reviewing document.) The press release I 
believe was - I believe it was my policy that nothing 
would be released without consultation with the legal 
counsel for the City or the legal counsel for the action 
that was against the City. So I would think that this 
was probably prepared by a combination of legal counsel 
and perhaps myself. 
Q. When you were talking about legal counsel, 
were you talking about Mr. Naylor, Mr. King? 
A. Mr. Naylor. 
Q. Do you know if Mr. King was involved? 
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l A. No, I don't believe so. I don't know. He may 
2 have been at that time. 
3 Q. Did you approve this release as its written? 
4 A. Yes, I believe I was shown the final product 
5 and I approved it to be submitted. 
6 Q. Why submit a press release on these topics? 
7 A. When I ran for mayor, I alluded to that I 
B would promise my citizens a more open communications and 
9 a more open government, and I felt that the citizens 
10 should be appraised of what was occurring within the 
11 City. And this is part of transparency of government, 
12 is relating to the City what has occurred. 
13 And since Mr. Donoval, I believe, had been, or 
14 his representatives had been essentially spoon feeding 
15 things to the Mountain Express to report their 
16 allegations, which was almost weekly in their press 
17 reports, and citizens were asking, What is this, what is 
lB going on, what is the background for it. And in my 
19 promise to the citizens of openness and transparency, 
20 this was drafted and placed. 
21 Q. The fourth paragraph down that begins with the 
22 word "Mr. Naylor," do you see that? 
23 A. Yes. 
24 Q. That first sentence refers to the City's 
25 investigative report, do you see that? 
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1 A. Yes. 
2 Q. Is that investigative report the report that 
3 Ms. Ball was putting together regarding the allegations 
4 of misconduct engaged in by Ms. Hammer? 
5 MR. NAYLOR: Object to the form. 
6 THE WITNESS: Yes, I believe it was also 
7 because citizens were asking for a copy of the Patty 
8 Ball report, particularly a number of citizens had come 
9 in and were demanding copies. Since the taxpayers paid 
10 for it, they wanted a copy of the Patty Ball report. 
11 Q. (BY MR. SWARTZ) They wanted to know whether 
12 Ms. Hammer engaged in the misconduct she was alleged to 
13 have engaged in, or what? 
14 MR. NAYLOR: Objection; calls for speculation. 
15 THE WITNESS: No. The citizens just wanted to 
16 see the report. This was an explanation that it had 
17 been turned over to Blaine County for the independent 
18 review and cannot be released to the public at this 
19 time. 
20 Q. (BY MR. SWARTZ) You also state in this press 
21 release that it's being reviewed for possible criminal 
22 conduct; right? 
23 A. That's what it says. It's been turned over to 
24 Blaine County Prosecuting Attorney for an independent 























































Q. What do you think that statement about Ms. 
Hammer's possible engagement of criminal conduct did to 
her reputation in the public forum? 
MR. NAYLOR: Objection; form, calls for 
speculation and argumentative. 
THE WITNESS: That Ms. Hammer was not named in 
this, and I believe there were also other people 
involved in the Patty Ball report, there was members of 
the fire department. So this was not specifically 
targeted, by name or by inference, that it be Sharon 
Hammer. 
Q. (BY MR. SW ARTZ) Do you know the court hearing 
that is referred to that was held on January 11 where 
Mr. Naylor announced that the report was being turned 
over for review of possible criminal conduct? Do you 
know what hearing that was? 
A. No. 
Q. Can you see the first line of your first 
paragraph, you are referring to the day after a 
contested court hearing? 
A. Yes. 
Q. In that paragraph you are referring to Sharon 
Hammer's lawsuit? 
MR. NAYLOR: Object to the form; the document 
speaks for itself. 
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THE WITNESS: Yes, I guess it does speak for 
itself. 
Q. (BY MR. SWARTZ) Does this press release 
mention any other employees other than Ms. Hammer? 
MR. NAYLOR: Object to the form. 
THE WITNESS: It doesn't mention any 
employees, it doesn't mention Ms. Hammer. The only 
reference is to a lawsuit filed by Sharon Hammer against 
the City of Sun Valley. It doesn't mention any 
employees. 
Q. (BY MR. SWARTZ) Other than Ms. Hammer. 
A. It doesn't mention Ms. Hammer either. 
Q. Do you see Ms. Hammer's name mentioned in this 
press release? 
MR. NAYLOR: Object to the fonn; 
argumentative. 
THE WITNESS: Yes, because she created the 
lawsuit. 
Q. (BY MR. SWARTZ) Do you see any other 
employees' names referenced in this press release? 
MR. NAYLOR: Object to the form. 
THE WITNESS: No, because it specifically 
refers to a legal hearing over a lawsuit by Sharon 
Hammer. It doesn't mention that any other employees are 
suing the City. 
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1 Q. (BY MR. SWARTZ) You are now looking at a 
2 document marked as Hammer 327. Do you recognize this 
3 document? 
4 A. Let me read it. (Reviewing document.) 
s Yes. 
6 Q. How do you recognize this document? 
7 A. I recognize it that you just handed it to me. 
8 I'm looking at it. So I recognize that you handed it to 
9 me and I'm looking at it. 
10 Q. Have you seen it before today? 
11 A. Yes, I've seen it before. 
12 Q. Do you know who drafted this document? 
13 A. The approval for the document was reviewed by 
14 legal counsel. 
15 Q. Mr. Naylor, Mr. King, some other attorney? 
16 A. It could have been both. I don't recall at 
17 that time. I believe it was Mr. Naylor. 
18 Q. Did you approve this document to be posted in 
19 the Idaho Mountain Express? 
20 A. Yes, l gave the approval for the City staff to 
21 take it to the Mountain Express, as a final step in the 
22 approval of things taken to the Mountain Express. 
23 Q. Do you know who paid for this ad to be posted 
24 in the Idaho Mountain Express? 
25 A. That would have been under the City of Sun 
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1 Valley, under public information budget, or whatever the 
2 category for budget for public information is. 
3 Q. Did you participate in the drafting of this 
4 ad? 
5 A. Yes. I helped participate with it, yes. 
6 Q. When did you begin drafting this? 
7 A. I don't know exactly when I would have made 
8 the decision to draft it. It's my statement to the city 
9 council on January 19. 
10 Q. That is the day after Sharon Hammer's 
11 employment was terminated? 
12 A. I don't know the date. If that's the date --
13 I don't know the exact date she was terminated. I don't 
H know the exact date of the statement. 
15 Q. I misspoke. It was the city council meeting 
16 on the 19th, so the same day as this statement is when 
17 Ms. Hammer was terminated. 
18 A. I can't confirm the exact dates. I don't know 
19 the date of publication either of this. Is there a date 
20 of publication? 
21 Q. I'm not so certain about the date of 
22 publication, but the statement is dated January 19th, 
23 the city council meeting where she was terminated was on 
24 January 19th. My question to you is: When did you 






















































write it on the 19th? 
A. No. I would have written it after the 
decision, because it states that the decision would have 
been made after that. Pardon me. 
The city council confirmed the action and 
recommended -- so it would have been after. So the date 
may be wrong. I don't know. And as l said, I don't 
know the date of publication. 
Q. When did you make the decision that you wanted 
it terminate Ms. Hammer's employment? 
A. I don't know the date of the city council 
meeting. You'll have to look at the record to see the 
date of the city council meeting when I made that 
decision. 
Q. Did you make that decision before January 19, 
2012, which was the date of the city council meeting? 
A. I don't terminate. You said-- could you 
rephrase your question, because I recommend, but I don't 
terminate. I think you said did I terminate. 
Q. When did you make the decision to recommend 
termination of Ms. Hammer's employment? Before the 
19th? 
A. I don't know the exact date. I don't know. 
But it would have been at that council meeting. 
Q. Did you consult with anybody before you 
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reached your determination that you wanted to ask for 
the termination of her employment? 
A. I consulted with legal counsel. 
Q. Mr. Naylor? 
A. And probably Adam King. 
Q. Did you review any docwnents as you were 
working on your decision of what to do? 
A. No. Only the employment agreement, the 
provisions of a termination under the employment 
agreement, that was all. 
Q. Did you see the provision in the employment 
agreement that stated if she was terminated for cause 
that she would be entitled to a hearing? 
A. Did I see that? 
Q. Yes. 
A. Well, I read her contract, so I must have seen 
that provision. 
Q. Any reason why you wouldn't want to give her a 
hearing? 
MR. NAYLOR: Object to the fonn. 
THE WITNESS: I was not going to terminate 
Sharon Hammer with cause. I was going to tenninate her 
without cause. So the other provisions were not 
pertinent. 
Q. (BY MR. SWARTZ) Why weren't you going to 
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l tenninate her with cause? 
2 A. Why? 
3 Q. Yes. 
' A. It was my determination that the termination, 5 which in my mind I had finally come to that conclusion, 
6 was equitable for all concerned. It was the appropriate 
7 action to take and it was the most equitable for all 
9 concerned. 
9 Q. What do you mean by "most equitable"? 
10 A. Most equitable, fair to Sharon Hammer, that 
11 being terminated without cause, as publicly stated, 
l.l without cause, that it would probably not affect her 
13 employment in the future. And she could go on with her 
14 life, the City could go on. I thought it was a 
15 significant sacrifice to the City to pay six months. 
16 And we paid additional fees of leave and vacation and 
17 other things. And I felt it was probably in the best 
19 interest and would put this behind us for all of us 
19 concerned so we could all move on And due cause was 
20 not within my consideration. 
21 Q. Was this a way -· using one of one your 
22 phrases earlier, was this a way of taking Sharon Hammer 
23 to the woodshed and being able to put a period at the 
24 end of the sentence? 
25 MR. NAYLOR: Object to the fonn. 
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1 THE WITNESS: Oh, no, no, no. That is a 
2 misinterpretation of my statement of taking her to the 
3 woodshed. Taking her to the woodshed means, in my mind 
' at that time when I made it, because l didn't know all 5 the facts before us, we had just presented this for the 
6 first time, that maybe these are things that -- I don't 
7 know how to phrase it - could be corrected, modified in 
8 some way that wouldn't have to result in tennination. 
9 But in response to a termination without 
10 cause, l didn't think it would affect her employment, 
11 because it's consistent with many executives in the 
12 private sector, the public sector, that when they take 
13 office, they become CEO, they want their own personnel, 
14 and they want to be able to pick their own personnel. I 
15 believe I answered the question. 
16 Q. Do you see the second·to-the-last sentence in 
17 your advertisement there which states: With this action 
19 I will now be able to turn my attention to the 
19 management of the City's business with a city 
20 administrator for my administration"? 
21 A. Yes. 
22 Q. Was Sharon Hammer distracting your attention 
23 from the management of the City? 
24 MR. NAYLOR: Object to the form. 
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taking time away from the entire situation. the Patty 
Ball report, everything was taking time away from me 
trying to dig in as a new mayor into the business of the 
City, my attention to the management of the City's 
business. 
Q. (BY MR. SWARTZ) Do you recall that Jeff, Tina 
and Nick Carnes were all on paid administrative leave 
while criminal allegations were pending against them? 
MR. NAYLOR: Object to the form. 
Q. (BY MR. SWARTZ) They weren't terminated, they 
were put on administrative leave? 
A. By Mayor Wittich? 
Q. Byyou. 
A. Weren't they on paid administrative leave by 
Mayor Willich also? 
Q. I'm talking about during your term when you 
were the mayor and criminal allegations against the 
Carnes came out and they were placed on paid 
administrative leave. Do you recall that? 
MR. NAYLOR: Object to the form. 
THE WITNESS: I recall that I placed them on 
paid administrative leave. I don't agree with your 
preface to your question. 
Q. (BY MR. SWARTZ) Why did you place them on 
paid administrative leave? 
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A. When Chief Carnes -- I'm trying to think of 
the chronologic scenario. \\'hen Mayor Willich brought 
the Carnes off paid administrative leave, Chief Carnes 
immediately retaliated against one of the whistleblowers 
and had him locked out of the -- I believe it was -- I'm 
not sure which. So I was advised that they should be 
placed on administrative leave, partly because of -
paid administrative leave pending an investigation. 
Q. Why didn't Sharon Hammer get the same 
courtesy, remaining on paid administrative leave while 
the investigation into her alleged criminal conduct 
continued versus terminating her employment? 
MR. NAYLOR: Object to the form; compound, 
argumentative. 
THE WITNESS: I didn't place her on paid 
administrative leave. 
Q. (BY MR. SW ARTZ) You tenninated her on January 
19th. 
A. Yes, without cause. 
Q. While allegations of criminal misconduct and 
investigations into her alleged conduct continued. 
MR. NAYLOR: Object to the form. 
THE WITNESS: Because that essentially wasn't 
pertinent because I was terminating her without cause. 
Q. (BY MR. SWARTZ) Did you look at terminating 
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1 any member of the Carnes family versus put putting them 
2 on paid administrative leave? 
1 whose name was mentioned in the forensic audit? 
2 A. During the investigation. during the forensic 




THE WITNESS: Please repeat your question. 
MR. SWARTZ: Would you mind reading that back. 
4 Q. After the forensic audit was completed --
5 A. Yes. 
(Record read back.) 6 Q. -- and before it was turned over to the 
7 THE WITNESS: At that time period, no. I 7 prosecutor --
8 think they were on paid administrative leave. a A. Yes. 
g Q. (BY MR. SW ARTZ) Did you consider keeping Ms. g Q. - did you spend time with employees 
1.0 Hammer on paid administrative leave versus terminating 10 discussing the audit with them? 
11. her employment? 11 A. Yes. I discussed, because I was told that 
12 MR. NAYLOR: Objection; asked and answered. 12 they had, yes, an opportunity to respond. And it was 
13 THE WITNESS: Yes. I believe I have answered 13 never made public by the City. So yes, I did have 
l4 that. The decision was termination without cause. u meetings with individuals that were named in the 
15 Q. (BY MR SWARTZ) Do you recall the City 15 forensic audit. 
16 stating that any employee who is mentioned in the 1, Q. Did you meet with Sharon Hammer about the 
17 forensic audit would have an opportunity to review the 17 forensic audit? 
1s audit, comment on it before it was made public? 1a A. No. 
19 A. Forensic audit? 19 Q. Why? 
20 Q. Yes. 20 A. Because she refused to meet with the auditors. 
21 A. Would you read your statement back to me 21 There is an e-mail from the auditors that on advisement 
22 again. 22 of her attorney that she refused to participate in the 
23 Q. Do you recall the City stating that any 21 forensic audit investigation. So if she refused to 
24. employee mentioned in the forensic audit would have an 24 participate in the investigation, then she was not under 
25 opportunity to review the audit and comment on it before 25 the same category of being, quote, entitled to comment 
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l it was made public? 1 on the report, because she had refused to meet with the 
2 A. No, because there was no intention to make it 2 auditors. All the other people met with the auditors. 
3 public. 3 Q. Was her name mentioned in the audit report? 
4 Q. The forensic audit? 4 A. Yes. 
5 A. Yes, at that particular time. 5 Q. And you didn't give her an opportunity to 
6 Q. At what particular time? 6 comment on it? 
7 A. Well, the forensic audit was undergoing, and 7 MR. NAYLOR: Object to the form. 
8 the City did not release the forensic audit. The 8 THE WITNESS: I believe I answered the 
g prosecuting attorney for Blaine County released the 9 question. 
10 forensic audit. The City did not. 10 Q. (BY MR. SWARTZ) Your answer is you didn't 
11 Q. The forensic audit or the Patty Ball report? 11 give her an opportunity to comment on it; correct? 
12 Are we are getting confused? 12 A. She said she didn't want to participate in it. 
13 A. Forensic audit -- both, the City didn't 13 so there was no reason to ask her to comment. I was 
14 release either one. One was subpoenaed from the 14 advised under legal counsel, and the e-mail that she 
15 suggestion from Patty Ball, that further investigation 15 sent was under advisement. I will paraphrase it, but 
16 be done and her suggestion was for further study. So 16 under the advice of my attorneys I will not be 
17 following her suggestion it was referred to the county 17 participating in or meeting with the auditors. So if 
18 prosecutor for investigation. The forensic audit was an 18 she didn't meet with the auditors. 
l9 entirely different matter. 19 Q. Who told you that was the exception to the 
20 Q. Did you meet - 20 direction. that anyone who is mentioned in the audit 
21 A. You asked me a question. were employees 21 report would have an opportunity to comment on it? 
22 assured something about the forensic audit. Could you 22 A. What direction are you referring to? 
23 repeat your question, so we can go back to where - I'm 23 Q. You stated earlier that you were told that 
24 trying to complete my answer. 24 anyone whose name was in the audit would have an 
25 Q. Did you spend time meeting with employees 25 opportunity to comment on it. 
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l MR. NAYLOR: Object to the fonn. 
2 Q. (BY MR. SWARTZ) Now I'm asking who told 
3 you--
4 A. It was called name clearing hearings, which as 
5 mayor, the responsibility fell on me to do that. 
6 Q. Who told you that Sharon Hammer was not 
7 entitled to a name clearing hearing? 
8 MR. NAYLOR: Object to the fonn to the extent 
9 it calls for attorney-client privilege. And let's take 
10 a quick break. Let's see if that's where we are at. 
11 (Recess taken.) 
l.2 MR. NAYLOR: Would you reread the question. 
13 THE WITNESS: Because l think I was confused 
14 as to what you were asking for in a time sequence. 
15 MR. NAYLOR: Would you read the pending 
16 question. 
17 (Record read back.) 
18 THE WITNESS: No one did. 
u I was confused as to the sequence of what I 
20 was talking about. I believe l was referencing in my 
21 answer that after the audit was done that Sharon Hammer 
22 had not wanted to meet with the auditors and cooperate. 
23 And then I thought the question was she wanted to come 
24 back and meet with the auditors. That wasn't your 
25 question. Your question was, so no one told me that she 
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l didn't have the opportunity to ultimately respond to it. 
2 So I was confused as to what we were talking about. 
3 Q. (BY MR. SWARTZ) So you gave a number of 
4 employees who were referenced in that report an 
5 opportunity to come in and speak with you and have their 
6 name clearing hearing; right? 
7 A. Yes. 
8 Q. You didn't reach out to Sharon Hammer to offer 
9 her the same opportunity; correct? 
10 A. That is not true. 
ll Q. You did reach out to Sharon Hammer and invite 
12 her to come to your office? 
13 A. No. We went in a sequential manner with that. 
l4 There were employees and not employees of the City. 
15 Now, it referred to disciplinary actions, possible 
16 disciplinary actions for the employees that were still 
17 employed by the City. 
18 Ms. Hammer had left employment. Mayor Willich 
l9 had left employment of the City. So we started the name 
20 clearing hearings, which took quite a few months, and 
21 offered those that were still employees of the City the 
22 opportW1ity to respond to the allegations of the 
23 forensic audit report and have a names clearing hearing, 
24 and then the decision would made as to any possible 
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But Ms. Hammer had already left employment, so 
there was no - and Mr. Willich had already left 
employment. So before we got to those two we made a 
sequential of the employees first, because it was a 
combination of names clearing and possible disciplinary. 
Then we were going to get to Ms. Hammer and we 
were going to Mayor Willich. In the interim the county 
prosecutor subpoenaed that, so it was taken out of our 
hands, and it was taken out of my hands and was given to 
the prosecutor. So there were no more opportunities for 
me to have any other hearings after that because then it 
was in the hands of the prosecutor. 
So there is a difference. We started out -
we started out with name clearing hearings with those 
still employed with the City, because it pertained to 
possible disciplinary actions, as well as name clearing 
for the other. 
Mr. Willich, former Mayor Willich and Ms. 
Hammer wou1d have been given the opportunity later on, 
or scheduled, but it was taken out of my hands. It was 
taken out of our hands because the whole report was 
subpoenaed by the prosecutor, and then subsequently made 
public by the prosecutor. The process was interrupted 
by the subpoena to take it away. 
Q. Why do you believe that there is still not an 
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opportunity for a name clearing hearing? 
A. It's been made public by the prosecutor. 
Q. Couldn't there still be a name clearing 
hearing? 
MR. NAYLOR: Object to the fonn. 
THE WITNESS: No, because the City did not 
publish it, the City did not want it made it public, and 
it's been made public by another agency. So that ended 
our process, that ended our participation with it. 
I 
Q. (BY MR. SWARTZ) Why do you believe that a 
name clearing hearing cannot take place after this 
report has been made public? 
A. I just told you the answer. lt depended on 
legal counsel for that determination. That was the 
outside legal counsel of the forensic audit, not 
Mr. Naylor. 
Q. Clay Gill --
A. Yes. 
Q. -- told you that since it was made public you 
couldn't give Sharon Hammer a name clearing hearing? 
MR. NAYLOR: Object to the form of the 
question. Instruct you not to answer to the extent it 
calls for legal conclusions. 
THE WITNESS: Okay. 
MR. NAYLOR: Excuse me. Attorney-client 
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l privileged communication. It's late in the day. 
2 Q. (BY MR. SWARTZ) Mayor, I'm showing you your 
3 affidavit again. 
4 A. Is this something we've already gone over? 
5 Q. Yes. This is your January 9, 2012 affidavit. 
6 We have already gone over it. I'm going to start with 
7 paragraph 8 and we are going to have a new round of 
8 questions for you. Okay? 
g Did Ms. Hammer say anything on January 4, 2012 
10 during your one and a half hours of discussion with her 
ll that led you to believe that you couldn't work with her 
12 as a city administrator? 
13 A. Repeat the question, please. I'm trying to 
14 digest the paragraph, the context of your question. 
15 Q. On January 4, 2012 when you spent an hour and 
16 a half speaking with Ms. Hammer, did she state anything 
17 to you that led you to believe that she was a city 
lB administrator that you could not work with? 
19 A. r can't think of anything specific, because as 
20 I previously testified, I believe it was primarily spent 
21 with Ms. Hammer te11ing me that she didn't do anything 
22 wrong. 
23 Q. Was there anything-- I'll have you turn to 
24 the next page. We are going to go down the list on 
25 paragraph 10. Was there anything about the Ball report 
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l that led you to believe that Ms. Hammer was a city 
2 administrator that you could not work with? 
3 MR. NAYLOR: Object to the form; asked and 
4 answered. 
5 THE WITNESS: I believe I already have 
6 answered that question. 
7 Q. (BY MR. SWARTZ) That's the first time I've 
8 asked it actually. 
9 A. On the Ball report, we've had a number of 
10 questions on the Ball report. 
11 Q. So this question is getting to yow- -
12 A. This is different from the other questions? 
13 Q. Yes. You've stated that the reason that you 
14 terminated Ms. Hammer's employment was that you didn't 
15 feel like you could work with her. right? 
16 MR. NAYLOR: Object to the form; that is 
17 partial. 
18 THE WITNESS: Yes. Let me go back again. 
19 That Ms. Hammer, I recommended termination of Ms. Hammer 
20 on the basis of without cause, and the without cause was 
21. my determination. 
22 Now you are going to the Ball report? And 
23 these, again, were pertaining to paid administrative 
24 leave, not to termination. 
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A. But you are going back and asking me some 
other questions again repetitively. 
Q. No, Mayor, I'm trying to get an understanding 
of why you believed you could not work with Sharon 
Hammer. And I'm going to ask you about each one of 
these bullet points as to whether they factored in to 
your belief that you could not work with Sharon Hammer. 
I understand that in this affidavit they are 
listed as reasons why you placed her on administrative 
leave, but I'm asking you in these questions whether 
they factored into your determination that you could not 
work with her. Do you understand? 
MR. NAYLOR: And that's what he's already 
testified to, that he didn't factor in. They dealt with 
the administrative leave. 
MR. SWARTZ: I appreciate that was him trying 
to make a clarification. 
Q. (BY MR. SW ARTZ) I'm now asking you whether 
they factored into your belief you couldn't work with 
Ms. Hammer. And I can just ask you: Did any of these 
items listed in your affidavit lead you to believe that 
you could not work with Ms. Hammer? 
A. I don't believe directly, no. 
Q. Indirectly? 
A. No, it may be part of an overall perception, 
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but not individual bullet points, no. It could have 
been. 
MR. SWARTZ: I have to excuse myselfto grab 
my notes. I'll be right back. 
(Off the record.) 
Q. (BY MR. SW ARTZ) Do you recall Kelly Ek filing 
a tort claim against the City of Sun Valley? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Did you have any role in the decision to 
sett1e that claim? 
A. Not directly I don't believe I had. I believe 
that was a settlement between ICRMP and Kelly Ek, I 
believe. I didn't determine the parameters of that. I 
don't know. I don't know whether it was -- I don't 
believe the coW1cil had approved it or not approved it. 
I think the council was informed. I'm not sure of the 
sequence of the scenario. 
Q. Whether you had the ability to weigh in on the 
decision to settle that claim. did you have a personal 
feeling one way or the other whether the claim should be 
settled? 
MR. NAYLOR: Object to the fonn; relevance. 
THE WITNESS: Are you referring to a specific 
tort form letter? 
Q. (BY MR. SWARTZ) Kelly Ek made a claim for 
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1 money against the City saying that she was wronged, and 
2 the City settled that. Did you have a personal feeling 
3 one way or the other whether that should have occurred? 
4 A. No. 
5 Q. Do you recall Michelle Frostenson making a 
6 tort claim against the City? 
7 A. Yes. 
8 Q. Do you know what happened to that tort claim? 
9 A. I don't know exactly what happened to it, no, 
10 I don't. 
11 Q. Did you have any role in the decision making 
12 with regard to that claim? 
13 A. No. 
14 MR. SW ARTZ: Kirt. are you going to have to 
15 follow up? 
16 MR. NAYLOR: No. 
17 MR. SWARTZ: Let's take two minutes. We are 
18 real close. 
19 (Recess taken.) 
20 Q. (BY MR. SWARTZ) Mayor Briscoe? 
21 A. Yes, sir. 
22 Q. You stated earlier, and correct me if I'm 
23 wrong, but you felt like it was important to place this 
24 paid ad regarding the decision to tenninate Ms. Hammer's 
25 employment; is that correct? 
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I. A. Yes. For open and transparent government. 
2 yes, to let the citizens know what is being done in 
3 their government. 
4 Q. And you also stated that you felt like it 
5 would be good for Sharon Hammer and for her prospective 
6 employment inquiries? 
7 A. No, that is not what I said. I said I felt 
8 that the decision to tenninate her without cause would 
' be in the best interest of all concerned. 10 Q. Why is that? 
11 A. I've already answered that question. 
12 Q. Did it relate to her ability to -
13 A. You are asking about a press release, and the 
14 press release doesn't refer to that. 
15 Q. No, it doesn't, does it? It doesn't state how 
16 her employment was tenninated, does it? 
17 A. I guess it does. It says in the employment 
18 agreement under the provision of section 3, paragraph A, 
19 which provides for immediate termination, lump sum 
20 severance pay equals six weeks salary. 
21 Q. Does this paid ad reference cause or no cause? 
22 A. It has to because it lists the paragraph and 
23 the section that alludes to that. 
24 Q. Do you know the general public are aware of 






















































tennination without cause? 
MR. NAYLOR: Object to the form; calls for 
speculation. 
Q. (BY MR. SWARTZ) Did you publish the contract 
section along with this paid ad? 
A. No. 
Q. Did you publish the contract? 
A. No. 
Q. Did you ever publicly disclose that the 
termination of her employment was without cause? 
A. Publicly, you said did I publicly? 
Q. Yes. Did you go to Idaho Mountain Express and 
state, I terminated her employment without cause? 
A. I was probably asked that question by the 
Mountain Express reporter, yes, because they were on top 
of all of this asking questions about it. I may have. 
Q. Did you make a conscious decision not to 
reference cause or without cause in this paid ad? 
A. No, there was no intent to not personalty. We 
have a number of citizens at the City that do go in and 
look into all this and file public information requests 
and do know what the paragraph is and what is going on 
within the City. 
Q. Were you concerned about Sharon's reputation 
as a result of termination of her employment? 
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MR. NAYLOR: Object to the fonn. 
THE WITNESS: Rephrase the question. 
Q. (BY MR. SWARTZ) Were you at all concerned 
about Sharon's reputation being damaged as a result of 
the termination of her employment? 
MR. NAYLOR: Object to the fonn. 
THE WITNESS: That I can't answer yes or no, 
because I have already answered that I felt it was in 
the best interest of handling the contract in that way. 
that it would be without cause, which would be 
essentially not damaging to her reputation. 
Q. (BY MR. SW ARTZ) Is it important not to damage 
a former employee's reputation? 
MR. NAYLOR: Object to the form. 
TIIE WITNESS: Well, it must be because 
Mr. Donoval came up to the podium after I made the 
decision and thanked me twice and said, Mayor, you've 
made the right decision. And the first time I thought 
he was saying it in a sarcastic way. The second time I 
realized he was sincere. 
Q. (BY MR. SW ARTZ) Do you think it's important 
not to tarnish a former employee's reputation? 
MR. NAYLOR: Object to the form. 
THE WITNESS: As a general philosophy, yes. 
Q. (BY MR. SWARTZ) Did yo11 W1dertake any effort 
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l. to communicate with the Blaine County Prosecutor's 
2 Office your concerns about the forensic audit or the 
3 Patty Ball report being made public? 
4 A. I didn't have any conversation of any kind 
5 with the prosecuting attorney. 
6 Q. Did you ask them not to make it public when 
7 you responded to the subpoena? 
8 A. We just responded to the subpoena without 
9 clarification and without any comment It was 
10 subpoenaed; here it is. 
11 Q. Were you concerned that the Patty Ball report, 
12 which you kept under lock and key, was going to be made 
13 public once it was turned over to the prosecutor? 
14 A. We felt it would not be made public, and I 
15 think there was some communication to me that the Blaine 
16 County Prosecutor was not going to make to public. It 
17 was somewhat to my surprise when he did make it public 
1.8 in response to public information requests, I believe. 
19 I don't know whether he did or whether he 
20 didn't in regards to Mountain Express public information 
21 requests. I didn't have any conversation with Jim 
22 Thomas about this in any way, not that I can recall. 
23 Q. Who told you then that it would not be made 
24 public? 
25 THE WITNESS: Please, could you read back what 
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l my comment was, exactly what I said. 
2 MR. SWARTZ: It was about three answers ago. 
3 (Record read back.) 
4 THE WITNESS: What was your question again? 
5 Q. (BY MR. SWARTZ) Who communicated to you that 
6 it would not be made public? 
7 A. I don't believe I received a -- perhaps in 
8 conference with attorneys. I don't know. I don't know 
9 the exact, where that might have come from. It was my 
10 understanding that if something is being subpoenaed for 
11 a criminal investigation, it's all kept private and not 
12 made public. That was the impression that I got, that 
1.3 it would be a possible criminal investigation, so it 
14 would certainly not be made public. l don't know if it 
l.S was an assumption or whether it was told by the lawyers. 
16 I don't know. but we were surprised. 
17 Q. Who did you hire to replace Sharon Hammer? 
1B A. Her name is Virginia Egger. 
19 Q. Was she previously employed with the City? 
20 A. Yes. 
:ill Q. Do you know how her employment ended? 
22 A. I was shown two letters in regards to her 
23 employment. One letter was that she wanted to spend 
24 time with her daughter or family in the East, and there 
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for her services. and there was some remuneration. And 
that is all I knew about it at the time. 
Q. After you brought her on did you catch some 
heat from some folks for bringing her back? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Why is that? 
A. That was ideological, political in nature 
primarily. She was, I'll use the term pretty left wing, 
and we have a lot of constituents who are ideologically 
conservative. And they felt that there was an issue 
over affordable housing and other issues within the City 
and land use decisions. And there was a segment of 
population, I think the -- rephrase your question, and 
I'll keep answering if I can. 
Rephrase your question. I don't mean to be 
verbose and keep going on. 
Q. I was just asking why you caught heat. 
A. l'm answering because it was primarily over 
objections to her political views. 
Q. Did you allow Virginia Eggers to use City 
mileage to travel back to New York for personal reasons? 
A. At what time frame? 
Q. While you were the mayor and while she was 
serving as the city administrator. 
A. In her contract there was a provision that she 
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could use mileage credits for City credit cards, that 
she wanted some time off within a particular period, 
something to do with her family, and she wanted to use 
the City mileage credits if available for that. 
Q. And you allowed it? 
A. I don't believe she took the mileage credits. 
I don't know. 
Q. Have you ever undertaken any effort to evade 
service of process on you? 
MR. NAYLOR: Object to the form. How is that 
relevant in this case? 
MR. SWARTZ: It goes to credibility. 
MR. NAYLOR: In what way? 
MR. SWARTZ: You can make your objection and 
we can move to strike all of this later. 
MR. NAYLOR: Unless you can tell me how that 
is relevant, I will instruct him not to answer. 
MR. SWARTZ: It goes to his credibility. 
MR. NAYLOR: In what way? What is credibility 
of evading service? 
MR. SWARTZ: I'm not going to discuss it with 
you. If you are going to instruct him not to answer, we 
can reconvene at a later date. You've made your 
objection. We can strike it from the record later if 
you want it ruled upon. 
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1 MR. NAYLOR: Yeah. Well, let me take a break. 
2 (Recess taken.) 
3 MR. NAYLOR: Go ahead and read the pending 
4 question. 
s (Record read back.) 
6 MR. NAYLOR: Same objection. Go ahead and 
7 answer. 
s THE WITNESS: I don't know what you mean by 
9 "evade." 
10 Q. (BY MR. SWARTZ) At one point in time did you 
11 own property up in Seattle? 
12 A. Yes. 
13 Q. And was that property the subject of -- did 
14 you understand that someone was trying to serve you with 
1s papers at that property? 
16 A. No. 
17 MR. NAYLOR: What time frame are we talking 
18 about? 
19 MR. SWARTZ: Ever. 
20 Q. (BY MR. SWARTZ) Did Nils Ribi lend you a car 
21 so you could remain incognito while you were in the Sun 
22 Valley area so that you could avoid service process? 
23 MR. NAYLOR: Object to the form. 
24 THE WITNESS: No. 
2s Q. (BY MR. SWARTZ) Has Nils Ribi ever lent you a 
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1 vehicle? 
2 A. Yes. 
3 Q. What was the purpose of that? 
4 A. I don't recall. That was some time ago, some 
s years ago. I don't recall. But I don't think I was 
6 evading service. 
7 Q. Was it because you didn't want to be seen in 
s your own vehicle? 
g MR. NAYLOR: Object to the form; relevance. 
10 THE WITNESS: I don't think so. 
11 Q. (BY MR. SWARTZ) Have you ever been charged 
12 with a crime? 
13 MR. NAYLOR: Object to the form; relevance. 
14 THE WITNESS: No. 
1s Q. (BY MR. SWARTZ) To your knowledge have you 
16 had charges filed against you for stalking? 
11 MR. NAYLOR: Criminal charges? 
1a MR. SWARTZ: Charges, a charge filed against 
19 him for stalking. 
2 o MR. NAYLOR: A criminal charge? Are you 
21 asking was he ever charged with a criminal charge for 
22 stalking? 
23 MR. SWARTZ: Just a charge of stalking. 
24 MR. NAYLOR: Then I'll object and instruct you 




1 credibility. relevance, or anything in this case. I'll 
2 instruct him not to answer. 
3 MR. SWARTZ: It does go to credibility, and 
4 relevance is not the standard for this deposition. It 
s is for trial. 
6 MR. NAYLOR: And it's also would it lead to 
7 the discovery of admissible evidence. 
e MR. SWARTZ: That's right. 
9 MR. NAYLOR: So what evidence would be 
10 admissible? 
11 MR. SWARTZ: When he gives us the answer, 
12 we'll know. 
13 MR. NAYLOR: That is not the way to go about 
14 it I'll instruct him not to answer. And you can mark 
1s it and take it up. 
16 MR. SWARTZ: We'll be back a different day. 
17 Q. (BY MR. SWARTZ) Mayor Briscoe, do you have 
l.8 anything you need to clarify or correct about your 
19 testimony today? 
20 A. No. 
21 Q. Do you have anything that you need to add? 
22 A. No. I'll want to see the transcript 
23 Q. Of course. 
24 Have you been a party to any lawsuits, other 
2 s than the ones that we are here about today? 
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1 A. Yes. 
2 Q. What were the nature of those lawsuits? 
3 A. There may been some back in my professional 
4 career as a maxillofacial surgeon. There may have been, 
s but there was nothing that I ever went to trial with in 
6 that respect. 
7 Repeat your question again. 
a Q. Other than the two lawsuits that we are here 
g about today, do you have any other lawsuits that are 
10 currently pending against you? 
11 A. No. 
12 MR NAYLOR: Do you want to make a proffer of 
13 what you are talking about here to assist in any kind of 
14 objection? 
15 MR. SWARTZ: No. We'll just take it all up 
16 with the judge. 
11 MR. NAYLOR: Well, it puts us at a 
11 disadvantage because you are asking some open-ended 
u question that is not relevant or could lead to 
20 admissible evidence. 
21 MR. SW ARTZ: It goes to credibility. 
2 2 MR. NAYLOR: Well, without knowing any details 
23 it's hard to know that it would, and any judge would ask 
2 4 you, Where are you headed with that? 
2s MR. SWARTZ: Credibility. 
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1 MR. NAYLOR: Right. But factually what are 1 
2 you talking about? Ifthere is anything you want to put 2 
3 on the record as a proffer to assist, then otherwise the 3 
4 way you've asked the question, it's objectionable. 4 
s MR. SWARTZ: We'll file the proffer with the s 
6 judge. 6 
7 MR. NAYLOR: Okay. Then that would prevent me 7 
B from having an opportunity now to make a decision on how 8 
9 to advise my client because you are withholding the 9 
10 proffer from me. 10 
11 MR. SWARTZ: I don't have the documents. 11 
12 We'll fiJe it with the judge. You guys can respond. 12 
13 And then ifwe come back a different day, we'll come 13 
14 back a different day. 14 
15 MR. NAYLOR: Just making my record. 15 
16 MR. SWARTZ: Yes. 16 
17 MR. NAYLOR: We'll read and sign. 17 
18 MR. SWARTZ: Thank you everybody for your 18 
19 time. 19 
20 (Deposition concluded at 4:22 p.m.) 20 
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DONOVAL, husband and wife, 
Plain.tiffs, 
vs. 
) Case No. 1:13-cv-211-BJL 
) 
CITY OP SON VALLEY; NILS RIBI, in his) 
individual and official capacity; and) 
DEWAYNE BRISCOE, in bis individual ) 
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TBJI DBPOSI1'ICIJ OF Jr:ILS A. RIBI -· Ulten cm 
2 bebalf of tbe Plaiatiffa at the offices of Jones~ 
3 Swartz, 1673 N. Shoreline Drive, Suite 200, Boiee, 
4 Idaho, ccmmeucizlg at 9:12 a.m. on Nay 30, 2014, before 
5 Beverly A. Benj9min. Certified Shorthand Reporter and 
6 Notary Public within and for the State of I4-ho, in the 
7 above-entitled matter. 
B APPBARANCBS: 
9 Por Plaintiffs: 
10 Jones• swartz, PLLC 
11 BY MR. BRIC 8. SWARTZ 
12 1673 w. Shoreline Drive, Suite 200 
13 Boise, Idaho 83702 
14 Por Defendants: 
15 Naylor & Bales, PC 
16 BY MR. EIRTLAN G. NAYLOR 
17 950 w. BllDnock Street, Suite 610 
18 Boise, Idaho 83702 
19 
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l •·mail from BbalC'Oll iimm:Nlr to lfayne 16 
Killich, 9/30/2010, Subject: Barasament 
Policy, with attached B&r .. 81118Dt Policy 
NilsA. Ribi 
May38,2014 
1 NILS A. RJBI, 
2 first duly sworn to tell the truth relating to said 
3 cause, testified as follows: 
.. 
5 EXAMINATION 
s QUESTIONS BYMR. SWARTZ: 
7 Q. Please state your legal name. 
8 A. Nils Andrew Ribi. 
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9 Q. Mr. Ribi, you understand that you've just been 
10 administered and have accepted the oath to tell the 
11 truth today? 
12 A. Yes. 
13 Q. And you understand that the testimony you are 
u going to give carries the same force and effect as 
1s testimony given in a court oflaw? 
1& A. Yes. 
17 Q. I know you've had an opportunity to sit 
1s through many depositions in these cases. If I recall 
19 correctly, it would be Sharon's. Jim's, Mayor Briscoe's, 
20 Mayor Willich's, Mr. Youngman's, Mr. Suhadolnik, 
21 Ms. Griffith's - did I miss any? 
22 A. No. 
23 Q. You weren't there for Mr. Daggett's. 
24 A. No. 
25 Q. And you weren't there for Michelle 
Psge5 
1 Frostenson's. 
2 A. Correct. 
3 Q. So I know you have a pretty good idea of how 
4 the process rolls. A couple of helpful hints, I know 
5 you've heard these before, we'll just run through them 
6 quickly. 
7 Beverly is taking down everything that is said 
8 here today. To help her make the most accurate 
9 transcript possible, let's try to speak one at a time. 
10 Okay? 
11 A. Yes. 
12 Q. And if you can answer audibly, sometimes we'll 
13 have to remind each other, I'm sure. Stay away from the 
14 head shakes, the huh.uhs or the uh-huhs. We need yeses, 
15 nos, or a spoken narrative as the question may require. 
16 Okay? 
17 A. Yes. 
18 Q. If I ask a question that you do not 
u understand, please stop me and ask me to rephrase it. 
2 a If you do answer a question, it will be understood that 
21 you understood the question. Okay? 
22 A. Yes. 
n Q. If you don't know the answer to a question 
24 that I ask, please state that you do not know rather 
2 5 than guess, as I'm only looking for your personal 
\tin·l· -Script1!: M & M Collrt Reporting Service, Inc. 
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1 knowledge. Okay? 
2 A. Yes. 
3 Q. If at any time during yoW' deposition today 
t you realize that something you have said needs to be 
5 clarified. corrected or added to, please stop me and 
6 let's get that done on the record today. Okay? 
7 A. Yes. 
8 Q. Any questions about the process? 
g A. No. I understand I have an opportunity to 
10 correct it. the deposition afterwards, two weeks later, 
11 or whenever it is presented to me to review the written 
12 portion? 
13 Q. You have an opportunity to review it and sign 
l.4 it and make corrections that are typographical in 
. 15 nature. Corrections such as, today, for example, you 
16 answer the light was red and you subsequently say in a 
17 change sheet the light is green, that is something that 
18 I can comment on as a change in testimony. But if it's 
19 Nils Ribi and Ribi is spelled R-i-b-y in the transcript 
20 and you correct it to R-i-b-i, that would be an 
21 appropriate change. 
22 A. Okay. Could I ask you to pronounce my name 
23 REE-BEE. 
24 Q. It's Ribi, like R-E-E-8-1? 
25 A. Yes. 
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1 Q. I may slip up because in my mind I've been 
2 saying Ribi for a very long time. 
3 A. I've been hearing it for a very long time. 
4 Q. I'll do my best. 
5 A. This is my opportunity to finally speak up, so 
6 thank you. 
7 Q. You are here pursuant to notice that asked you 
8 to bring with you materials that in any way supports any 
g denial, allegation, or affinnative defense asserted by 
10 you in both the state and the federal case. Have you 
11 brought anything with you today? 
12 A. Not today. 
13 MR. NAYLOR: All of those, any documents that 
14 are responsive to that have been produced in discovery. 
15 MR. SWARTZ: Those specifically have been 
16 produced marked as Ribi Bates numbered documents? 
17 MR. NAYLOR: No. They may be SV docmnents. 
18 They've been produced by the defendants, because there 
19 is a lot of crossover. 
20 Q. (BY MR. SWARTZ) Mr. Ribi, if there is a 
21 particular document you need to see today to refresh 
22 your recollection to answer a question, please let me 
23 know. Part of why we ask you to bring things with you 
2t is so that you would have them available. Since you 
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of work off the cuff. 
A. Yes, I provided all those documents to my 
attorney. 
Q. And so I presume if you need to reference 
those, we'll have a copy of them. You can tell us what 
you need in order to answer the question, and we'll go 
grab it for you. Okay? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Did you, other than speak with Mr. Naylor, did 
you do anything to prepare for yoW' deposition today? 
A. No. 
Q. Were there any documents in particular that 
you reviewed? 
A. No. 
Q. Having sat through the number of depositions 
that we've already rattled off today, you've had an 
opportunity to hear many people testify about many 
things that transpired regarding Ms. Hammer, and I 
noticed during each of those depositions you were 
dutifully taking notes, including yesterday. You don't 
have your binder with you today I notice; is that right? 
A. That's correct. 
Q. I would invite you to go get that binder so 
that you can refer to it if you need. It seems that any 
of those notes you may have taken during any of those 
Page9 
depositions may assist you today. If you'd like, we can 
take a break now and you can go get it. 
MR. NAYLOR: Those notes are all addressed to 
me. They are attorney-client privileged, so he wouldn't 
need -- do you need it for your deposition today? 
IBE WITNESS: No. 
MR. SWARTZ: He may. 
Q. (BY MR. SWARTZ) I'll still invite you. I 
don't want to see them, but if you need to review 
them-
A. I don't need them. Those were prepared for 
the attorney. They are attorney-client. 
Q. So how about testimony that you have heard 
that you disagree with? 
A. Testimony I've heard that I disagree with. 
Could you explain that. 
Q. Sure. Did Mayor Briscoe deliver any testimony 
yesterday that you disagreed with? 
A. Not that I'm aware of. 
Q. Did Mayor Willich deliver any testimony that 
you disagreed with? 
A. Yes. 
Q. What did you disagree with? 
A. Pretty much all of what he said. 
Q. Can you be more specific? 
M & M Court Reporting Service, lac. 
(208)34S-'61 l(ph) (808)234-'611 (208)-345-8880(fas) 
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1 A. I would have to look at the transcript and 
2 then go through it with you. 
3 Q. That's part of why I'm thinking that your 
4 notes are going to have tltings in there where you are 
5 indicating what he just said is wrong. Do your notes 
6 contain stuff like that that you could to refer to? 
7 Again. I don't need to see them. 
8 A. Not necessarily. 
9 Q. But they may? 
10 A. Those notes don't necessarily relate to that. 
11 Those notes relate to attorney-client discussions. 
12 Q. I don't want to see them, but I want you to be 
13 able to review them. What I'm asking you is, is there 
14 something you disagree with about Wayne Willich's 
15 testimony? 
16 A. If you have specific questions for me, please 
17 ask them about his testimony. 
18 Q. That is my specific question. Anything that 
19 he said you disagreed with? 
20 A. And I said yes, pretty much everything he 
21 said. 
22 Q. Including when I asked him what is his legal 
23 name was? 
24 A. Those obvious things, no. I don't disagree 
25 with that, but regarding the case. 
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1 Q. Okay. What about Mr. Youngman? 
2 A. What about Mr. Youngman? 
3 Q. Anything in his testimony that you disagreed 
4 with? 
5 A. No. There may have been a few nuances about 
6 particular dates of when things happened, but those are 
7 just minor, and it's not that I disagreed with them. 
8 Q. Anything in Franz Suhadolnik's deposition 
9 testimony that you disagreed with? 
10 A. l would have the same answer as I gave you for 
11 Mr. Youngman. 
12 Q. How about Michelle Griffith's testimony. 
13 anything you disagreed with there? 
14 A. I'd give you the same answer as Mr. Youngman. 
15 Q. What about Mayor Briscoe, anything that he 
16 testified to that you disagreed with? 
17 A. l would give you the same answer as l would 
18 for Mr. Youngman. 
19 Q. Any testimony by Sharon Hammer that you 
20 disagreed with? 
21 A. I would give you the same answer as l would 
22 for Mayor Willich. 
23 Q. Any testimony from James Donoval that you 
24 disagreed with? 
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for Mayor Willich. 
Q. When did you first become aware of the 
harassment allegations being made against you by Sharon 
Hammer? 
A. At the end of the November 11, 2011 special 
city council meeting. 
Q. Was that the end of the executive session or 
the end of the public session? 
A. I don't recollect exactly when that was, but 
it was near the end of that meeting. 
Q. As I understand what transpired there, it 
looks like this is the way it happened for all meetings. 
There is a public session. you recess into an executive 
session, and then you go back into a public session; is 
that right? 
A. Correct. 
Q. When you are saying it's near the end of that 
meeting, you can't delineate whether it was the 
executive session or the public session? 
A. To the best ofrny recollection, the executive 
session ended and then there was a very short public 
session, probably for a couple of minutes and then it 
was over. 
Q. How did you learn of the harassment 
allegations made against you? 
Page 13 
A. Mayor -- could you rephrase that question. 
Q. Sure. How did you learn of the harassment 
allegations being made against you? 
A. Against me? 
Q. Yes. 
A. That I learned after the meeting was over. 
Q. Who infonned you of those allegations? 
A. That was infonned to me by Michelle 
Frostenson. 
Q. Did she state how she knew of the allegations 
that Sharon Hammer was alleging against you? 
A. Could you repeat the question. 
Q. Did Michelle Frostenson share with you how she 
came to know of Ms. Hammer's allegations against you? 
A. l'm sorry. one more time. 
Q. Michelle Frostenson came to you after the 
November 11 meeting and said. Sharon Hammer is making 
harassment allegations against you; correct? 
A. No, she did not come to me. 
Q. She shared with you after that meeting. if I 
understand your testimony correctly. 
A. Yes. 
Q. Did she relate to you how she knew of the 
harassment allegations? 
A. Yes. 
\-lin-l-Script& M & M Court Reporting Service, loc. 
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1 Q. What did she state? 
2 A. She stated - and this is just to the best of 
3 my recollection. It was in a phone conversation, that 
4 she felt that Sharon Hammer had come to her and told her 
s that I had been harassing her and that Sharon Hammer had 
Ii told her that I had been harassing Michelle Frostenson. 
7 And Michelle Frostenson said something to the effect 
8 that, no, he hadn't been harassing her, and that Sharon 
9 Hammer tried to bring Michelle Frostenson into that 
10 whole thing. And she said that she just blew Sharon off 
11 on that and didn't want to be involved. 
12 Q. lfl recall correctly, Michelle Frostenson was 
13 present at the November 11 meeting; correct? 
14 A. Yes. 
15 Q. Ifl understand your testimony correctly, she 
16 phoned you after that meeting to share this information 
17 with you; is that right? 
18 A. No. 
19 Q. Can you correct my understanding of your 
20 testimony? 
21 A. In what way? 
22 Q. Did you not state that Michelle Frostenson 
23 phoned you? 
24 A. She did not phone me. 
25 Q. How did this conversation transpire? 
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1 A. I phoned her. 
2 Q. After the November 11 meeting? 
3 A. Correct. 
4 Q. Why did you phone her after the November 11 
5 meeting? 
6 A. Because during the meeting at the very end 
7 Mayor Willich made some very - I don't know even know 
8 the word, just some vague allusion to something about 
9 harassment after he had proposed giving Sharon Hammer a 
10 three-month severance package. He said the reason he 
11 wanted to do that was because there was something about 
12 harassment or something like that, and that he thought 
13 that would be appropriate. 
14 And everybody questioned him, What is that all 
15 about? And he said, I'm not going to say anything. And 
16 someone, I don't know who, someone said, Who knows 
17 anything about this? And Michelle Frostenson said, I 
18 do. And then Mayor Willich shut her up. So that is why 
19 I called her after the meeting. 
20 Q. Do you know if any other council members 
21 contacted her about the harassment? 
22 A. I don't know. 
23 Q. Did you discuss what you learned from Michelle 
24 Frostenson with any of the council members? 






















































Q. Did you discuss it with Sharon Hammer? 
A. No. 
Q. Did you discuss it with Mayor Willich? 
A. No. 
Q. Did you discuss it with anyone other than 
Michelle Frostenson? 
A. Not that I'm aware of. 
Q. Did Mayor Willich share with the city council 
during that executive session on the 11th why he was not 
going to elaborate on the harassment? 
A. No. 
Q. Did anyone ask? 
A. Not that I'm aware of. 
MR. SWARTZ: These aren't Bates numbered, but 
they have been previously produced. Let's mark this 
one. 
(Exhibit l marked.) 
Q. (BY MR. SWARTZ) Mr. Ribi, you've just been 
handed what has been marked as Exhibit I. This is an 
e-mail from Sharon Hammer to you cc'ing Mayor Willich 
and attaching a harassment policy. Do you recognize 
Exhibit I? 
A. No, I don't. 
Q. Do you have any recollection of requesting a 
copy of the harassment policy in September of 201 O? 
Page 17 
A. No, I don't. 
Q. Do you have any recollection of any 
discussions with Mayor Willich about your treatment of 
Sharon Hammer before November 11, 2011? 
A. No. 
Q. Have you ever stated to Sharon Hammer that you 
believed Mayor Willich didn't know what his job was? 
A. Have I ever stated -· 
Q. To Sharon Hammer that you believed Mayor 
Willich did not know what his job was? 
A. No. 
Q. Did you ever indicate anything to that effect 
when you would go to Sharon Hammer, ask her to do 
something. she would tell you, Hey, I take my directions 
from the mayor, and you would respond in any way that 
would suggest that you believed the mayor didn't know 
what his job was? 
A. Could you restate ·- could you repeat that 
question. It was a long one. 
Q. Yes. Did you ever go to Sharon Hammer while 
you were sitting on the city council, ask her to do a 
task and her response to you was, I take my direction 
from the mayor? 
A. No. 
Q. That never transpired? 
Mi11-t · ·Script1!: M & M Court Reporting Service, Inc. 
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1 A. No. 
2 Q. Never happened. 
3 A. No. 
4 Q. Did she ever tell you no to one of your 
5 requests and direct you instead to make the request to 
6 the mayor? 
7 A. No. 
B Q. You were about to make a point and I cut off 
g your finger. What was the interjection that you were 
10 wanting to make? 
11 A. There were times when Mayor Willich would, 
12 based on e-mails that I had received from either Mayor 
13 Willich or Administrator Hammer regarding working on 
14 policies or programs or whatever it was, would invite me 
· 15 to review documents or see things and to meet with them, 
16 so on and so forth, and then we would have those 
17 discussions. Those documents exist. 
18 Q. You would have discussions about the existence 
19 of documents? 
20 A. No. We would have discussions about projects 
21 and working on things. Those were all based on meetings 
22 that were set up or requests that were made for me to 
23 review things or to come in and talk about things with 
24 him. 
25 Q. You don't have any recollection of Sharon 
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1 Hammer rebuffing any of your requests for documents or 
2 to do something that you asked her to do and having her 
3 direct you to the mayor instead? 
4 A. No. 
5 Q. Did you ever have any frustrations with Sharon 
6 Hammer responding to any of your requests? 
7 A. No. 
8 Q. She was always compliant with your requests? 
g A. Yes, because aJI ofmy requests were worked 
10 through the mayor or were in response to requests that 
11 she would have. And they weren't requests, they were 
12 just things that she was working on where she would ask 
13 me for infonnation or she would ask me to participate in 
14 various projects and review some of her work or whatever 
15 it was. 
16 Q. Did you ever get frustrated with Sharon 
17 Hammer's perfonnance or lack of performance with her 
18 performance of her job? 
19 A. No. 
20 Q. Did you ever have an occasion to observe Ms. 
21 Hammer not performing what you believed to be a function 
22 of her job? 
23 A. I think there were times during certain 
24 council meetings where the entire council was 
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backup or data for various issues that were in front of 
us, but that was a frustration everyone felt. 
Q. That frustration you believe was caused by Ms. 
Hammer's failure to perform her job? 
A. I don't think that's a failure to perfonn the 
job. I think that was just certain information was not 
available at certain times. 
Q. So my question to you is whether you observed 
Ms. Hammer not performing her job. Can you think of any 
occasions where that may have occurred? 
A. Not that I'm aware of. 
Q. Do you recall Mayor Briscoe's description from 
yesterday about how the finances of the City, financiaJ 
expenditures of the City were approved? 
A. [n general. 
Q. Do you have anything to add to Mayor Briscoe's 
description? 
A. I have my own opinions about finances. 
Q. What is your personal knowledge of how 
financial expenses of the City were approved while you 
sat as a city council member during Sharon Hammer's 
employment? 
A. During her employment and how City finances 
were approved, is that your question? 
Q. Correct. What was the procedure for approval 
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of financial expenses of the City while you sat as a 
city council member during Ms. Hammer's employment? 
A. It was a very haphazard process. Department 
heads would first approve an expenditure, then it would 
go, I believe, to the finance manager, then it would go 
to the city administrator, then it would go to the 
mayor, then it would go to a city council member for 
review. 
As far as when a city council member would 
review it, it would be one council member reviewing 
it -- one council member would have a three-month period 
that they would review it and then it would rotate, is 
my understanding. 
That process was pretty lackadaisical. 
Certain times council members weren't even advised that 
there were things to review. Things would just show up 
in your mailbox. If you happened to come in to check 
your mail, you would see something and you were advised. 
Many times the credit card statements weren't 
provided. I know I had to request it numerous times and 
sometimes they still wouldn't show up. If they would. 
they would be months late, after the bill had been long 
paid. I know that times when I would review it, things 
would be missing. [ would put Post-It notes on and ask 
questions about why things were missing or what was this 
"tin-l"-Script® M & M Court Reporting Service. Inc. 
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1 all about. Many times I would not get a response back. 
2 Those types of things happened. The final approva1, no 
3 one ever really knew what happened to that. 
4 We also disagree with some statements that 
5 have been made by others on how the council actually 
6 approved these. [f you notice on council agendas, the 
7 council actually just received and filed the financial 
8 statements and reports and the bills paid report. We 
9 didn't actually approve those. And the council would 
10 also authorize a payment of bills for the preceding 
11 month. So we were authorizing bills without even seeing 
12 them. 
13 All of this procedure is how the mayor and the 
14 city administrator ran the City. Based on subsequent 
1.5 audits, that procedure has all been changed. 
16 Q. You referenced a couple different times that 
17 there were instances that you could recall where there 
18 wouldn't be supporting information for an expenditure 
19 and you would have to request additional information, 
20 sometimes you didn't even get additional information. 
21 A. Correct. 
22 Q. Would you approve those expenses? 
23 A. No. At times I would only write -- I wouldn't 
24 even write "approved,'' I would just write "reviewed" 
25 when I signed it. 
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1 Q. Would you also write "reviewed but not 
2 approved" because certain information wasn't available? 
3 A. I would leave the Post-It notes on there when 
4 I would request information. 
s Q. What were the Post-It notes? 
6 A. Where is the documentation for this or what is 
7 this all about? 
8 Q. Did you ever do any follow up on those 
9 requests beyond the Post-It notes? 
10 A. I would expect that they would come back to 
11 me, but many times they didn't. 
12 Q. And then that packet of information would be 
13 presented to the council? 
l4 A. No. That packet never went to the coW1cil. 
l.5 Q. What kind of expenditures are you talking 
16 about where you never got your questions answered? 
17 A. This was quite a while ago. There would be 
18 various expenses. It's hard to pinpoint those. 
l9 Q. But you are saying they were not the type of 
20 expenses that would go to the council? 
:n A. No. The packet did not go to the council, the 
22 yellow sheets in them, they wouldn't go to the council. 
23 Q. What would go to the council? 
24 A. Just a summary that would list XYZ 






















































Q. So let's say you are reviewing the yellow 
sheets and there is an invoice for XYZ corporation in 
there, you put your sticky notes on there that says 
where is this, give me this additional infonnation, and 
you write "reviewed" on it, and then you are done with 
your job as city council, individual city council member 
reviewing that invoice. Okay? 
You then get the summary sheet at the city 
council meeting along with the entire council and on 
there is listed XYZ $500. Did you do anything at that 
time to say, I never got my answers to that invoice? 
A. Sometimes I would ask questions at council 
meetings. 
Q. Can you think of any expenditure that coWlcil 
did not receive and file because it was inappropriate? 
A. Off the top ofmy head I cannot answer that 
question because I don't know. I do know that after all 
of this blew up Michelle Frostenson told me that --
because I was the one who generally asked the most 
questions about the financials at council meetings --
told me that many times, or a number of times I had 
asked questions and I had come very close to some of the 
things that had come out in the audit. And when l did 
come close to touching a nerve, the city administrator 
and the mayor quickly changed the subject to move away 
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from it. 
Q. That, according to Michelle Frostenson, 
transpired in a city council meeting? 
A. Correct. 
Q. So how would the mayor and the city 
administrator direct you away from your inquiries? 
A. I don't know. Apparently they changed the 
subject, moved on. Mayor Willich was very quick at 
moving things on when he thought things were, 
quote-unquote, "dragging on." 
Q. If you, as a city council member, thought 
something about one of your questions was not being 
answered and Mayor Willich said, Let's just move on, 
would you have agreed to move on? 
A. You don't have a choice when Mayor Willich is 
running a meeting. He uses his gavel when he thinks 
people are asking too many questions. 
Q. You could have made your objection on the 
record even ifhe used his gavel; right? 
A. Sometimes it wasn't worth it with Mayor 
Willich. As we, of course have learned now with the 
results of all the audits that came out, we were 
correct. 
Q. You were correct about what? 
A. Well, the audits show that there was all kinds 
\lin-l-Scri pt'lt M & M Court Reporting Sen-ice, Inc. 
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l of institutional problems going on within the city 
2 administration and the management of the City. 
3 Q. Did you suspect that at the time? 
4 A. No. 
5 Q. What are you saying, we are correct; correct 
6 about what? 
7 A. For going forward with the audits, the reason 
8 for the audits. 
9 Q. What was the reason for the audit? 
10 A. The Patty Ball report. 
11 MR. SWARTZ: Give me a second. I have another 
12 binder I need to grab. 
13 (Off the record.) 
14 Q. (BY MR SWARTZ) Mr. Ribi, as I understand it, 
15 Michelle Frostenson came to you on -- she texted you on 
16 November 10, 2011 and asked you to call her. Do you 
17 recall that? 
18 A. That's correct. 
19 Q. Do you recall what she told you when you 
20 returned her text message? 
21 A. I did not return her text message. 
22 Q. By phone, I presume you returned it by calling 
23 her as she requested. 
24 A. Yes. When l received her text message, I was 
25 in a local emergency planning meeting. She texted me, I 
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1 believe, around 11 :00 in the morning. Ms. Hammer was 
2 also in that same meeting, she was sitting right in 
3 front of me, as a matter of fact, and we spoke about 
4 some things that had come up in that meeting that 
s related to the City and just had a nice discussion. 
6 I saw the text then at the end of the meeting, 
7 and I left the meeting. And since I was headed towards 
B City Hall to go get my mail, I called Michelle and said, 
9 What's up? And she said, I need to talk to you. I 
10 said. Well, I'm headed toward City Hall, let's talk. 
11 And she said. No, I don't want to talk to you at City 
12 Hall. I said, Where do you want to talk? She said, 
13 Some place private. I said, Okay. And I tried to think 
14 of some place. 
15 And on the way to the mail is a place over by 
16 Wildflower Condominiums that is just kind of over this 
17 little knoll, it's a little park area. So I said. Why 
l.8 don't we meet there. She said. Fine. So that is where 
19 we met. 
20 Q. Was November 10 a weekend? 
21 A. I think it was the day before Veterans Day, so 
22 whatever day that was. It would have been a Thursday, 
23 because the LEPC meets on Thursdays. 
24 Q. So her text came to you on a Thursday? 
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Q. And she was in town or --
A. She must have been, because I met her probably 
around noon when the meeting was over, the LEPC meeting 
was over. 
Q. When you met with Ms. Frostenson in the park, 
what did you learn? 
A. She told me that she had something that she 
wanted to speak to the city council, and l asked her 
what it was about. And she told me that she had gone to 
Mayor Willich in October with some information and he 
had not done anything about it. And so I said, Well, 
what is it? And she started telling me. 
And I said, Wait a minute here, this is all 
news to me. Whatever it is that you want to tell me you 
need to tell this to the whole council. And I said, If 
the rest of the council wants to have an executive 
session, that's what would be appropriate. And I said, 
But I don't want to say anything to the other council 
members unless this is serious. If this is just minor 
stuff, don't waste our time. 
She convinced me it was serious and she gave 
me an overview. And I told her, I said. If the rest of 
the council wants to have a meeting, you need to be 
prepared with data and documentation. And then we left 
it at that. 
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Q. When she began to give you an overview, what 
did she state to you? 
A. She just gave me an overview of kind of what 
she presented at the executive session the next day. 
Q. Did she have any documents with her? 
A. No. 
Q. What do you recall that she told you while you 
were meeting in the park? 
A. She gave me an overview of the vacation 
issues, the use of the car issue, the credit card issue, 
the BLM issue, and then a couple of others I can't 
remember off the top ofmy head. I didn't take any 
notes, I was just listening. 
Q. What was the vacation issue that she relayed 
to you in the park? 
A. The same one that was discussed at the city 
council meeting on the 11th. 
Q. What was that? 
A. What was that? 
Q. Yes. 
A. The time off issue that she discussed in 
detail at the council meeting. 
Q. I'm just asking you what is that, what is the 
vacation issue, the time off issue? 
A. What is it? 
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1 Q. Yes. Can you describe what she described to 
2 you the vacation issue was? 
3 A. I can't remember exactly what she said at that 
4 particular meeting on the 10th, but it was related to 
5 the vacation issue. 
6 Q. Did it involve a particular employee? 
7 A. Yes. 
8 Q. What employee? 
9 A. Sharon Hammer. 
10 Q. Any other employees? 
11 A. It may have involved other employees. I can't 
12 remember specifically on that particular day. 
13 Q. What was the credit card issue that she spoke 
14 to you about on the I 0th of November? 
15 A. Same thing. 
1.6 Q. What was that? 
17 A. What do you mean "what was that"? 
18 Q. What did she describe to you was the serious 
1!il issue with the credit card? 
20 A. The unauthorized use of the credit card for 
21 personal use. 
22 Q. Who did she allege was utilizing the credit 
23 card in that manner? 
24 A. Sharon Hammer. 
25 Q. Any other employees? 
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1 A. She may have. l don't know. Again, it was an 
2 overview and it was on that particular day, and I didn't 
3 take any notes. 
4 Q. Did she relay to you how much she believed 
5 Sharon Hammer had spent without authorization? 
6 A. I can't remember. 
7 Q. Whether she gave you a figure or not? 
8 A. I can't remember on that particular day. 
9 Q. What was the BLM issue? 
10 A. It had to do with something about modification 
11 of time and adjustment of times of some employee in 
12 order to gain additional money for the City or something 
13 like that. 
14 Q. Did she attribute whatever that was to Sharon 
15 Hammer? 
1.6 A. It's possible, yes. 
17 Q. Are you guessing or do you remember 
18 specifically? 
19 A. I believe that's what was said. 
20 Q. Did she have any allegations about any other 
21 employee on the 10th other than Sharon Hammer? 
22 A. It's possible, yes. 
23 Q. Do you remember any? 
24 A. I don't remember. 
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believe it was serious enough that you were going to not 
waste the council's time and reach out to them and call 
an executive session? 
A. Based on what she told me it sounded very 
serious. It sounded like something that, especially 
since the mayor had not taken any action on it. the 
council needed to hear this. I took it very serious. 
This was our fiduciary duty to the taxpayers to deal 
with this, to at least hear it. 
Q. Why the urgency of calling the meeting the 
next day, the 11th? 
A. Because we had.just learned about it. This is 
not something you sit on. You take action. You hear 
it, you take action, let's move on it. 
Q. Even if it was a dollar alleged to have been 
misspent? 
MR NAYLOR: Object to the fonn. 
THE WITNESS: Could you repeat that question. 
Q. (BY MR. SWARTZ) Did you have any idea of how 
much Ms. Frostenson was alleging was at issue? 
A. I don't know if she gave me specific dollar 
amounts, but it appeared there was significant dollar 
amounts involved. 
Q. Appeared based upon what? 
A. Based upon what she told me. 
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Q. So she gave you some numbers of some sort. 
A. Of some sort, yes. And it sounded like 
significant taxpayer money involved. 
Q. How long did your meeting on the l 0th with 
Michelle last? 
A. ( didn't keep track of time, but I'm guessing 
it was 15 minutes to half an hour. 
Q. When you told Michelle that she needed to have 
data and documents to back up her allegations, did she 
indicate that she had some? 
A. l believe she told me that she could put 
together that information. 
Q. Was it your impression that it wasn't already 
put together? 
A. Well, I believe what she said was she could 
put that together for the meeting. 
Q. Did she indicate whether she already had 
materials that supported her allegations? 
A. I believe she gave me that impression, yes. 
Q. What did you do following your 15 to 30 minute 
meeting with Michelle in the park? 
A. I then contacted Council -- let me think --
Council Member or Council President Briscoe, I can't 
remember at that point. I think Council Member Briscoe 
was council president at that point by phone and then 
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1 Council Member Youngman by phone. I couldn't reach 
2 Council Member Lamb, she apparently was out of town and 
3 was not available. 
" Q. What did you state to Mayor Briscoe when you 
5 contacted him? 
6 A. I said to him that I had just been contacted 
7 by Michelle f rostenson and that she had given me 
8 information that was very important regarding a 
g personnel matter and that we needed to meet as soon as 
10 possible. And realized that we had a 24 hour notice 
11 provision, and l would also be contacting Council Member 
12 Youngman and Council Member Lamb and seeing what we 
13 could do to make arrangements to have a special 
l.ft executive session. 
·15 I also indicated that it would probably be 
16 best ifwe had council members call the special meeting 
17 rather than asking Mayor Briscoe, since he obviously 
18 could be possibly involved in this. 
19 Q. Mayor Briscoe? 
20 A. Excuse me. Mayor Willich, since he may be 
21 possibly involved in this since he didn't want to do 
22 anything about it. 
23 Q. How do you know that Mayor Willich didn't want 
24 to do anything about it? 
25 A. Because, as I spoke to you earlier, I told you 
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1 that she had approached him with this same information 
2 in October and he had not done anything about it. 
3 Q. Did you do anything to confirm that? 
4 A. No. But that was something we were going to 
5 bring up, and obviously I felt that we would bring it up 
6 in the executive session. 
7 Q. Was to ask Mayor Willich whether he did 
8 anything in response to the allegations? 
9 A. Correct. 
10 Q. Did you elaborate on what the personnel matter 
11 was that you referred to when you spoke to Mayor 
12 Briscoe? 
13 A. No. 
14 Q. Did you ask? 
15 A. No. 
16 Q. Was it a personnel matter or was it a 
17 financial issue? 
1B A. It sounded like a personnel matter to me. 
19 Q. Why did you characterize it as that? 
20 A. Because it involved personnel. 
21 Q. It involved personnel doing something they 
22 should not have done? 
23 A. That was the allegation that Michelle 
24 Frostenson made. 





















































probably not quite the right way to phrase it. 
I guess, bluntly, it was allegations that an 
employee had stolen money from the City; is that fair? 
MR. NAYLOR: Object to the form. 
THE WITNESS: That is your interpretation. 
Q. (BY MR. SWARTZ) Is that a fair interpetation, 
is that the way you understood it as a fiduciary, that, 
Oh, wow, we have somebody who is taking money from the 
City and they are not authorized to do it? 
A. No. It was my interpretation that there is 
some allegations here, we need to hear what this is 
about. 
Q. And it involved an employee and it involved 
misuse of funds and City equipment. 
A. Potentially. 
Q. Tell me about your phone call with 
Mr. Youngman. 
A. Same as with Mayor Briscoe -- or excuse me, 
Council President Briscoe. 
Q. When you reached out to Joan Lamb, did you 
leave her a voicemail, did you send her an e-mail, 
anything like that? 
A. I couldn't reach her. I did not send her an 
e-mail. 
Q. You tried to call her? 
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A. I believe I may have. 
Q. Do you recall what happened when you might 
have called her? 
A. I'm not sure. I don't remember. 
Q. Whether you got a voicemail or --
A. I don't remember. 
Q. How did you learn she was out of town? 
A. I believe when I arrived at City Hall later, 
perhaps Kelly Ek or somebody at City Hall told me she 
was out of town. 
Q. Are you just guessing about that or do you 
specifically remember? 
A. Someone told me, I don't know who it was. 
That was a day that City Hall was closed, but I know 
Kelly Ek was there at City Hall that day to assist with 
the noticing of the meeting. 
Q. Were there any other employees present on --
are you talking about the 10th? 
A. The 10th. Yes, I guess they were open that 
day. Yeah, they were open. So I'm thinking that -- I'm 
confused, because it was the next day that it was 
closed. So she was there. Yes, there probably were 
other employees there too. 
Q. At any time during your term as a city council 
member did you and Joan Lamb have a disagreement about 
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1 her disclosure of information that was shared to her in 
2 executive session? 
3 A. Various members of the council and Mayor 
• Willich had issues with that. yes. 
5 Q. I'm asking about you specifically. 
6 A. Yes. 
7 Q. Do you recall when that took place? 
8 A. No. 
9 Q. This disagreement that you had with Ms. Lamb, 
10 as I understand it she shared information that was 
11 supposed to remain confidential because it was in an 
12 executive session and you believed that her disclosure 
13 of that information was wrong; is that correct? 
14 A. I do not remember the details of that. 
15 Q. What do you remember about your disagreement 
16 with Ms. Lamb regarding her disclosure of information 
17 that was shared in an executive session? 
18 A. I don't remember the details of that. 
19 Q. What do you remember? 
20 A. I don't remember anything about it. 
21 Q. Just that it happened? 
22 A. There was something that happened. and I 
23 remember Mayor Willich, myself, Council Member Briscoe, 
24 and someone else, whoever else was on the council at the 
25 time, had issues with it. 
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1 Q. Were they in favor of her disclosing 
2 information from -- I'm asking about you actually. Were 
3 you in favor of her sharing information? 
4 A. I think there was some issues with that 
s because of that particular issue, whatever it was at 
6 that time, whatever that particular issue that was 
7 disclosed. 
B Q. Following her disclosure ofinfonnation that 
9 was shared in executive session, did the city council 
10 undertake efforts to implement a policy that no 
11 information shared within an executive session would be 
12 shared publicly? 
1l MR. NAYLOR: Object to the fonn. 
l4 THE WITNESS: Could you repeat the question. 
15 Q. (BY MR. SWARTZ) Following Ms. Lamb's 
16 disclosure of information from an executive session, did 
17 the city council implement a written policy that stated 
18 no information from an executive session would be shared 
19 publicly? 
20 A. I don't know what the wording of - there were 
21 policies adopted, but I don't know what the wording of 
22 those policies are. You would have to show that to me. 
23 Q. Was the effect of the policy to make sure that 
24 what happened with Joan Lamb wouldn't happen again? 
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wording of that policy. You would have to show it to 
me. 
Q. What do you recall the policy to be with 
regard to infonnation that is shared in an executive 
session? 
A. There are various rules and laws and 
understandings about what can and can't be disclosed. 
There are privilege. attorney-client privilege that 
should never be disclosed. There are personnel matters 
that shouldn't be disclosed. 
There are other things that the attorney 
general feels you can disclose. It varies. There are 
times when there are legal matters that happen when you 
need to disclose things. 
Q. Do you believe that the policy the city 
cowtcil adopted while you were sitting as a member 
addresses all those various things? 
MR. NAYLOR: Object to the fotm. 
THE WITNESS: I haven't seen that policy in a 
long time. I would have to look at it and see what the 
exact wording is. I believe many of the things that 
have been presented in some of these files have been 
picked apart and cherry picked, with various portions 
not necessarily placed in full. 
Q. (BY MR. SWARTZ) Some of the information has 
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been covered up and some of it has been revealed, is 
that what you are saying. 
MR. NAYLOR: Object to the fonn. 
THE WITNESS: No. I'm saying certain parts 
have been extracted and just placed in without the full 
text placed. 
Q. (BY MR. SWARTZ) Right. Some stuff has been 
covered up so you can't see it. 
A. I'm not saying that, no. I'm saying certain 
sentences have been extracted out and used rather than 
the entire text. 
Q. How was the stuff that is not visible --
A. Sometimes you have to look at things in the 
entire context. 
Q. To fully understand them, is that what you are 
saying? 
A. Correct. 
MR. NAYLOR: Can we take a quick break? 
MR. SWARTZ: Sure. 
(Recess taken.) 
Q. (BY MR. SWARTZ) We are looking at tab 25, it 
should be the November 11 meeting minutes. 
Mr. Ribi, you are looking at some documents 
that were produced marked as Bates No. Ribi 272 through 
285. I'll ask you to take just a moment to look at 
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1 those and see if you recognize that packet of material. 
2 A. (Reviewing document.) Yes. 
3 Q. How do you recognize that packet? 
' A. Those are my notes from the council meeting 5 and executive session on November 11, 201 l, and also the 
6 exhibits, at least the ones that I had that Michelle 
7 Frostenson presented to the council. There may have 
8 been more, but those were the ones that I had. 
9 Q. As you are sining here today and looking 
10 through this, do you believe there were more or --
11 A. I can't recall. And I would also note that on 
12 her exhibits there were highlights, some of these items 
13 were highlighted in what she presented that aren't 
u highlighted here. 
15 Q. Is that because they weren't copied in color? 
16 A. They probably weren't copied in color. 
17 Q. It looks like Ribi 272 is from the public 
18 session, your notes from the public session; is that 
19 correct? 
20 A. That looks like -- correct. 
21 Q. The second page, is that executive session or 
22 is that --
23 A. That was my note prior to the executive 
24 session of what I was going to say to the council why we 
25 were there, the top part. 
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1 Q. Anything from Ribi 273 that you think is 
2 covered up? 
3 A. No. 
4 Q. Let's look at Ribi 274. Are those notes from 
5 the executive session? 
6 A. Those are my notes. 
7 Q. From the executive session? 
8 A. Correct. 
9 Q. Why don't you go ahead and walk me through 
10 your notes of what Ms. Frostenson shared with the 
11 council on November 11, 2011. We can work our way down 
12 the page here. 
13 A. Okay. 
14 Q. So it looks like the speaker is Michelle. 
15 A. Yes. 
16 Q. And it looks like she is referencing an 
17 October 5th meeting with the mayor; is that correct? 
18 A. Correct. 
19 Q. And then it looks like she is going into a 
20 number of her concerns that she is presenting to the 
21 council. And the first item listed is vacation; is that 
22 right? 
23 A. Correct. 
2' Q. What does that first line say? 
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sick - one day sick claimed, apparently maybe in July 
2008, no vacation. I don't know. I'm not sure. 
Q. What is the last line under the first section 
of vacation there? 
A. "She is not recording her vacation hours 
except for two big trips (Turkey and Bali)." 
Q. The last line. 
A. And asked for -- "people usually don't know 
that she will be gone." It's apparently some statement 
that Michelle made. 
Q. Am I reading your notes correctly that 
Michelle Frostenson went back to July of2008 to look at 
Sharon Hammer's pattern of reporting or not reporting 
vacation? 
A. You would have to ask Michelle that. 
Q. You don't recall? 
A. No. 
Q. Do you recall what period of time Michelle 
Frostenson's allegations covered? 
A. I'd probably have to look at some of the 
attachments. I believe. These are not detailed notes. 
These are just -- sometimes when someone starts 
speaking, they just start taking notes, and then when 
they realize maybe that is not pertinent, they stop and 
get into something else. 
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Q. lfit's pertinent in your mind, you would 
write it down? 
A. Sometimes I would; sometimes I wouldn't. 
Q. Then she has a number 2, "use of City 
vehicles." Do you see that there? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Was she alleging that Sharon Hammer was using 
multiple vehicles improperly? 
A. I don't know. I don't know why it says 
"vehicles" plural. 
Q. Third item says "gas card"; is that correct? 
A. Correct. 
Q. Number 4, "an iPad purchase"; is that correct? 
A. Correct. 
Q. And number 5, "iPhones for department heads"? 
A. Correct. 
Q. Is that "without upgrades"? 
A. That's what it says. 
Q. Number 6, "M. Hoffman, $800 chair on his 
credit card"; is that correct? 
A. Correct. 
Q. Was Michelle Frostenson suggesting that that 
was Sharon Hammer's doing? 
A. I think she is just outlining various things 
here. 
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1 Q. Did you have an understanding from the 
2 November 11, 2011 meeting whether things she outlined 
3 were in your opinion attributable to Sharon Hammer? 
4 A. I believe some were and some weren't. 
s Q. Number 7, Ray Franco bonus issue; correct? 
6 A. Yes. 
7 Q. Number 8, that is the BLM issue? 
8 A. Yes. 
9 Q. She is alleging that Sharon Hammer changed 
10 Michelle Frostenson's invoice to get more from the BLM? 
11 A. That's what it says. 
12 Q. Did Michelle Frostenson share with you ever 
13 during the November 10 meeting or the November 11 
14 meeting that she felt like her job was in jeopardy as a 
15 result of the things she was bringing to your attention? 
16 MR. NAYLOR: Object to the fonn. 
17 THE WITNESS: That her job was in jeopardy? 
18 Could you explain what that means? 
19 Q. (BY MR. SWARTZ) Sure. Did she relay to you 
20 in any fashion that she as the City treasurer felt like 
21 her job could be in jeopardy because of the alleged 
22 misuse of City funds and/or City property? 
23 A. Not on November 10, but I believe at the 
24 council meeting -- or at the executive session she may 
25 have said something to the effect that there were some 
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1 audit issues that she was concerned about. 
2 Q. Do you recall anyone ever telling her, Don't 
3 worry about your job, you are going to be protected? 
4 A. I don't. 
5 Q. Number 9, it's an issue related to a raise 
6 given to Eric Adams. Do you see that there? 
7 A. Yes. 
8 Q. Did she also allege that Ms. Hammer was 
9 believed to have an inappropriate relationship with Eric 
10 Adams? 
11 A. Not at this meeting. 
12 Q. When did she allege that? 
13 A. I think those allegations came up sometime 
14 during the Patty Ball report. 
15 Q. Do you know whether it was Michelle Frostenson 
16 or someone else who was making those allegations? 
17 A. I don't. 
18 Q. Number I 0, looks like an issue of overpayment 
1.9 to Nick Carnes; is that correct? 
20 A. [ don't know if that's an overpayment issue 
21 or -- it looks like a PERS! issue. 
22 Q. Next item number 11, Mal Prior, does that also 
23 look like a PERSI issue based on your notes? 
24 A. It says "just below PERSI level." 






















































qualify for PERSI but was getting it? 
A. It had something to do with the number of 
hours he was working or something like that. 
Q. Was that attributed to Sharon Hammer? 
A. I don't know. 
Q. Number 12, Nick Carnes, looks like he was 
alleged to have been intoxicated and somebody informed 
Sharon Hammer. Do you see that there? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Can you recall what that was about? 
A. Just what it says right there. 
Q. Do you know who infonned Sharon Hammer? 
A. No. 
Q. Number 13 says "inventory" -- you are going to 
have to read the rest for me. 
A. "Inventory - Tuesday e-mail from Sharon 
Hammer, quote, 'known for a while things have walked 
away from City Hall."' I think this was one of the 
issues that she may have raised regarding concerns for 
the audit. 
Q. How long did it take for Ms. Frostenson to 
share the details of her allegations for these 13 items, 
do you recall? 
A. Well. you can go back to the time here. 
Meeting was called to order at 2:00. It looks like 
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Willich left the meeting for a while, for almost an 
hour, then he returned, and we came out of executive 
session at 4:45. So that is 2 hours and 45 minutes. 
And then Michelle left the meeting at the end of the 
executive session. And the whole meeting was recessed 
at 4:50. 
So that's pretty close to what I was saying 
earlier in this deposition, just a few minutes after we 
ended. So it was 2 hours and 45 minutes. So I 
suspect -- I don't know, I would just be guessing. But 
it looks like her discussion was quite a lot of that, 
and then she had these documents and possibly others. 
Q. Was Michelle Frostenson present for the 
executive session attendees' discussion of what to do 
about her allegations or was she excused before those 
discussions took place? 
A. She was present. 
Q. Did she participate in the discussion about 
what to do regarding the allegations? 
A. I do not believe she was, no. 
Q. If! undeJStand your note correctly, the folks 
who are present at this November 11, 2011 meeting were 
yourself, Mayor Willich, Bob Youngman, Mayor Briscoe, 
and Michelle Frostenson? 
._ .... 
A. And Adam King. 
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1 Q. He was there as well? 
2 A. See right there (indicating). 
3 Q. Very good. Thank you. 
4 A. He was present at the request of the mayor. 
s Q. \Vhat were the discussions among all those 
6 attending the executive session regarding what to do 
7 about these allegations? 
8 A. I can't speak for the others. 
9 Q. What do you recall talcing place; what were the 
1.0 discussions? 
11 A. If you look at the checkmarks on page 274, or 
12 whatever you call this. 
13 Q. Bates number. 
1.4 A. Bates number. The discussion focused on those 
l.5 items that were checkmarked, 1, 2, 3, and 8. The 
16 vacation, the use of the City vehicles, the gas cards, 
17 and the BLM issue. 
18 Q. Okay. 
19 A. And then towards the end Mayor Willich focused 
20 in on two items you'll see, vacation and use of 
2l vehicles, and then the discussion went towards what to 
22 do. He proposed - the council, I didn't write that 
23 down, but the council had talked about a six-month 
24 severance and Willich said three months, and we did talk 
25 about releases. And you can see why he suggested three 
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1 months. 
2 Q. Because of what? 
3 A. The threat of harassment. And they asked to 
4 explain and Willich said no, he wouldn't explain. Adam 
5 couldn't. Michelle, as you remember earlier I said, 
6 Michelle said. I can. And that is when he shut her up. 
7 And that was the end of that discussion. 
8 And then the deal was to have Mayor Willich go 
9 to Sharon Hammer, discuss this with her, make an offer, 
10 see what happens, whatever, come back Monday and we 
11 would recess until then. 
12 Q. Do you have any recollection of whether Sharon 
13 Hammer was on the City Hall premises on November 11, 
14 2011? 
15 A. No. 
16 Q. Did Adam King explain why he would not explain 
17 the threats ofharassment? 
18 A. No. 
l9 Q. Was it just Mayor Willich that was te11ing 
20 Ms. Frostenson she couldn't discuss it or was it also 
21 Adam King? 
22 A. No, it was just Willich. 
23 Q. Based on your notes did you have an 
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A. No. 
Q. What do attribute your notes to Adam here 
that, no --
A. Just because he said -- sorry. 
Q. He was in agreement with Mayor Willich that 
there shouldn't be further explanation or he was somehow 
suggesting that no, I'm not going to discuss it? 
A. I think we got the impression that he couldn't 
explain it or just - that's all. 
Q. Was your takeaway from the November l l meeting 
that the allegations being made against Ms. Hammer were 
allegations that were serious enough to warrant the 
termination of her employment? 
A. Based on what was presented and based on the 
fact that Mayor Willich agreed that we should do it, 
yes. He was very antsy to move forward and do it. 
Q. Was there any discussion about his failure to 
follow up on the October 5th meeting with Ms. 
Frostenson? 
A. Could you repeat that. 
Q. Was there any discussion in this November 11th 
meeting about Mayor Willich's failure to follow up on 
Michelle Frostenson's meeting with him on October 5th? 
A. Yeah, there was. You can see that was brought 
up on page 274. 
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Q. Do you recall what Mayor Willich stated in 
response to that discussion? 
A. I can't remember directly. 
Q. Do you remember generally? 
A. I can't remember generally. 
Q. Did he deny not following up? Did he have 
anything to say about it? You just don't recall at all. 
A. I don't recall what he said. 
Q. Do you recall why the city council was 
suggesting a six-month severance? 
A. I can't remember whether -~ and I can't 
remember whether or not Adam King was able to get a copy 
of her employment agreement or not and whether that led 
to that six-month discussion. I don't know whether it 
was that meeting or not where he went out and tried to 
get a copy of it. That could be and that's why we 
looked at the six-month. 
Q. Did somebody suggest that her employment 
should just be tenninated without a severance? 
A. I don't believe that was discussed. 
Q. Do you see any reference in here to offering a 
six-month severance? 
A. It's not written down. 
Q. When did you learn about Sharon Hammer's 
response to the offer of severance and tennination of 
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1 her employment? 
2 A. I believe on Monday the I 4th when we had the 
3 next meeting. 
4 Q. If you'll go to tab 28, that looks like your 
5 notes from the November 14, 2011 meeting. Those are 
6 Ribi 292 to 294. Do you recognize those? 
7 A. Sort of, yes. The bulk ofmy notes are gone. 
8 Q. Well, they have a white box over them that 
9 says "Adam King and Brad Miller WP/AC," which I presume 
10 refers to work product/attorney-client. 
11 A. Okay. 
12 Q. Do you need to see an unredacted version in 
13 order to understand your notes? 
lf, A. I'll try my best without. 
15 Q. Okay. Let's see how we do. 
16 MR. NAYLOR: Well, I'll tell you that you are 
17 not to testify as to anything that Brad Miller or Adam 
18 King discussed with you about attorney-client privilege. 
19 Q. (BY MR. SWARTZ) I'm not asking about that. 
20 I'm just going to be asking about your notes. And if 
21 you just can't answer questions about your notes without 
22 seeing the unredacted stuff, you can just state that. 
23 Fair? 
24 A. Okay. 
25 MR. NAYLOR: But again, your instruction is 
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l not to delve into what they've discussed, that's why 
2 those notes are not contained in here. 
3 THE WITNESS: I understand. 
4 Q. (BY MR. SWARTZ) Were there any allegations --
s A. Can I just make one - there were things in 
6 here though that had nothing to do with --
7 MR. NAYLOR: Come here. Let's take a break. 
B (Recess taken.) 
9 Q. (BY MR. SWARTZ) Mr. Ribi, before we go to the 
10 meeting of the 14th, a couple follow ups on the meeting 
ll on the 11th. You stated that Mayor Willich left for 
12 about an hour; is that right? Do you need to look at it 
13 again? 
u A. Which tab is that? 
15 Q. It's going to be tab 25. 
16 A. Yes, my notes indicate he left at 2:55 and 
17 then returned at 3:45, so 50 minutes. 
l8 Q. Do you know why he left? 
l.9 A. No. 
20 Q. Do you know where he went? 
21 A. No. 
22 Q. Did discussions continue white he was gone? 
23 A. I would assume so, but I don't know for sure. 
24 Q. During the meeting did anyone suggest that the 
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criminal in nature? 
A. I do not believe so at that meeting. 
Q. Do you recall at what meeting that suggestion 
was first made? 
A. l believe it was made at the next meeting. 
Q. The November 14th meeting? 
A. I believe so. 
Q. Do you recall who suggested that the conduct 
that Ms. Hammer was alleged to have engaged in was 
criminal in nature? 
A. I believe that came from the attorney. 
Q. Which attorney? 
A. I believe that was Brad Miller. 
Q. Let's go to tab 28, which are your notes from 
the November 14, 201 t meeting; correct? 
A. Yes, what is left of them. 
Q. And Mr. Naylor is going to have an unredacted 
copy available for you to take a look at on his iPad to 
help you with any context issues you may have when we 
are going through this stuff. Okay? 
A. Thank you. 
Q. What was the purpose of the November 14 
meeting, do you recall? 
A. I believe, and again, without having the 
unredacted version, I believe that meeting was to hear 
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the results of Mayor Willich and City Attorney King's 
meeting with Sharon Hammer. 
Q. What do you recall the result of that meeting 
to be? 
A. I believe they reported back that she rejected 
the proposal on the severance. 
Q. Brad Miller is an outside attorney, correct. 
not a city attorney? 
A. That's correct. He was recommended by Adam 
King because he's a human resources attorney, I believe, 
with Hawley Troxell. 
Q. And no doubt the recommendation to have him be 
part of the November 14, 2011 meeting must have taken 
place before the November 14 meeting so that he could 
attend; correct? 
A. Could you repeat that. 
Q. Sure. He's not a usual suspect for one of 
these meetings, so somebody had to reach out to him 
prior to the November 14 meeting to arrange for him to 
join in. 
A. Yes. Someone must have reached out to him. 
Q. Do you know when that took place? 
A. No. 
Q. Do you know who reached out to him? 
A. I would assume it was Adam King. but that is 
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l an assumption on my part. 
2 MR. NAYLOR: So don't assume. 
3 THE WITNESS: So I'm not going to assume. 
4 Okay. 
s MR. NAYLOR: Just tell him what you know and 
6 tell him what you are guessing and he can decide what to 
7 keep. 
a THE WITNESS: I don't know. 
9 Q. (BY MR. SWARTZ) So he was attending the 
10 meeting as a human resource specialist to conunent on the 
11 allegations; is that your understanding? 
12 A. He was an attorney, but he had that 
13 background. 
14 Q. A human resource specialist? 
1s A. A human resource employment attorney was my 
16 understanding. 
11 Q. Do you recall why it was recommended that he 
1s join in on the November 14 meeting? 
19 A. I don't have my notes, so I'm not sure if they 
2 o say something about that or not. 
:a MR. SWARTZ: Mr. Naylor, do you happen to have 
22 the unredacted versions yet? 
23 MR. NAYLOR: No, he hasn't e-mailed those to 
24 me yet. 
2s Q. (BY MR. SWARTZ) So it looks like at this 
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l meeting folks who were present was Mayor Willich, Adam 
2 King, Bob Youngman, yourself, Mayor Briscoe, Joan Lamb 
3 joined by phone along with Brad Miller; is that correct? 
4 A. Yes. I do remember that Joan Lamb was only at 
s the meeting for a short period of time. She either hung 
6 up or was disconnected or something, I can't remember. 
7 Q. At the top of the page it says: "DB moved for 
a (b)." Do you see that? 
9 A. Yes. 
10 Q. Do you know what that refers to? 
11 A. I would assume that would be the section under 
12 Idaho Code for executive session. Section (b ). 
13 Q. The next page is completely blank. Third page 
14 looks like you are out of executive session at noon, 
1s having entered into at I 0: IO. There was a motion for an 
16 independent investigation; is that right? 
11 A. The motion to amend the agenda, to discuss 
18 that. In other words, to add -- it must not have been 
19 on the agenda, so it was a motion to amend the agenda. 
2 o And then there was a second motion to authorize the 
21 mayor to engage an attorney to do an independent 
22 investigation. Now I see, yeah, it was a 3 to O vote, 
23 so obviously Joan Lamb was gone. 
:z4 Q. Why did you vote against doing an independent 
25 investigation? 
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1 A. This reminds me. This reminds me of what 
2 happened in the meeting a little bit. I don't know what 
J I can say here based on what is redacted, but we 
4 obviously had discussions about administrative leave in 
s this meeting. And Mayor Willich didn't want to put 
6 Sharon Hammer on administrative leave. And I know there 
, was quite a bit of discussion about that and some big 
a concerns over it. And that really bothered me because I 
9 felt it was very important, and that was the reason I 
10 voted against that. 
11 Q. Against the independent investigation? 
12 A. Yes. I wanted him to get·- I wanted to get 
13 her on administrative leave. 
14 Q. What about the independent investigation 
15 suggested to you that she would not be put on 
16 administrative leave? 
11 A. I don't understand your question. 
18 Q. As I understand it the vote was whether to 
19 conduct an independent investigation. 
2 o A. No, this was to engage an attorney to conduct 
21 an independent investigation. 
22 Q. Why did you vote against that? 
23 A. l just explained to you my reason. 
24 Q. So, Mr. Ribi, here is SV 2070 and 2071, which 
2s is the minutes from the November 14 meeting. 
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1 A. Okay. 
2 Q. If you'll look on 2070, the motion that you 
3 voted against is listed as authorizing the mayor to 
4 engage an attorney to conduct an independent 
s investigation. 
6 A. Yeah, right here. No, that's to amend the 
, agenda. 
B Q. At the bottom. 
9 A. Okay. I see it. Right above it it says: 
10 "Council Member Nils Ribi indicated he was opposed to 
11 starting an independent investigation until Mayor 
12 Willich placed the city administrator on a leave of 
13 absence." 
14 Q. That was your statement in response to the 
is motion to amend the agenda to discuss hiring the 
16 attorney. That is the motion that took place right 
1 7 before the vote for authority to hire an independent 
11 investigator; is that right? 
19 A. No. That was my discussion prior to voting on 
2 o the motion. 
21 Q. To engage an attorney. 
22 A. Yes. You'll notice the motion above was 
23 already declared carried. 
24 Q. Why was that important to you to delay the 
2s investigation until Ms. Hammer was placed on leave? 
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1 A. Based on advice of council during that 
2 meeting. and Mayor WiUich was refusing to move. And I 
3 believe once I see my notes, now that this is all 
4 starting to come back to me, he was being very stubborn 
5 about that. 
6 Q. Why didn't he want to place her on 
7 administrative leave? 
8 A. I can't remember at this point the exact 
g reasons until I see, perhaps my notes say something. 
10 MR. SWARTZ: Anything yet, Mr. Naylor? 
11 MR. NAYLOR: No. They may be sending them all 
12 at the same time. Do you want to come back to this? 
13 MR. SWARTZ: Sure. 
14 Q. (BY MR. SWARTZ) Mr. Ribi, can you read from 
15 your notes right there where you are talking about 
16 "Because Mayor was" something? 
17 A. "Because Mayor wasn't going to put her on 
18 administrative leave against advice of Bra.cl." 
19 Q. Do you recall why the idea of having an 
20 independent investigation performed came about during 
21 the discussions in the November 14, 2011 meeting? 
22 A. There was threatened litigation. I know that 
23 was one of the key issues. 
24 Q. Who threatened litigation? 
25 A. Mr. Donoval. 
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1 Q. What was Mr. Donoval going to sue over? 
2 A. I believe l sent those letters to the City. 
3 Q. Do you recall what his threats were? 
4 A. I can't remember the specific things that he 
5 said. There was maybe one or two letters prior to that 
6 meeting. I can't remember. 
7 Q. There are two letters I'll show you. The 
8 first is SH-TIMELINE 8 through 12 and the other is 
g SH-TIMEUNE 13 through 14. Take a look at those, see if 
10 those are the letters you are referring to. 
11 A. (Reviewing document.) There is a November 12 
12 and a November 12? Are these just duplicate? 
13 MR. NAYLOR: They are different. 
14 THE WITNESS: They are different? 
15 MR NAYLOR: Yes. 
16 Q. (BY MR. SWARTZ) Both dated the same day but 
17 different letters. 
18 A. Somehow I don't remember two letters. Did I 
19 receive two letters? I don't know. This one looks like 
20 it's only to Willich and the other one is cc'd to all of 
21 us. So I don't know whether or not I received this, the 
22 second one. 
23 Q. Okay. You are referring to SH-TIMELINE 13 
24 through 14? 
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Q. Do you recall receiving SH-TIMELINE 8 
through 12? 
A. I believe I may have received that one, yes. 
Q. Is that the letter that you believe referenced 
threats to lawsuits? 
A. Yes. it says "in contemplation of litigation" 
right on it. 
Q. Do you recall reviewing this prior to the 
November 14, 20 l 1 meeting? 
A. I believe we had received it by then, yes. It 
says on the top here "Served 11/13/11," so that would 
have been the day before the meeting. 
Q. Do you recall any discussions about the 
content of this letter during the November 14, 2011 
meeting? 
A. Without seeing my notes, I can't answer that 
for sure. 
MR. NAYLOR: What do you remember? lbat's 
what he's asking. 
Q. (BY MR. SWARTZ) I'm just asking whether you 
recall any discussions about the content of the letter. 
A. Not that I'm aware of. 
Q. Go ahead and tum to the second page. First 
section is regarding Ms. Hammer's use of flexible 
personal time. Do you see that? 
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A. Yes. 
Q. And also authorized use of the City vehicle. 
Do you see that? 
A. Yes. Do you want me to read it? 
Q. Yes. why don't you review it and we'll talk 
about it. 
A. (Reviewing document.) Okay. 
Q. Did you understand from that paragraph that 
Mr. Donoval is reminding the mayor that he approved 
Ms. Hammer's use of flextime? 
A. It appears that's what he is saying. 
Q. Do you recall anyone in the November 14,201 l 
meeting disagreeing with that occurring? 
A. No. 
Q. Did you feel like an investigation into her 
flextime was still warranted? 




A. Based on the evidence that had been presented. 
Q. What evidence suggested that she did not have 
flextime approved by the mayor as stated in this letter? 
A. Mayor Willich had not indicated that he had 
given her any approval. 
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1 Q. Did he state that in the November 14 meeting? 
2 A. He never once disagreed with -- he never once 
3 said that he had given her approval to do that at the 
4 November 11th, the November 14th, or the November 17th 
s meeting. It wasn't until the December 2nd meeting when 
6 two council members questioned him about why he hadn't 
7 said anything about that. 
8 Q. Was that in response to Mayor Willich stating, 
g All of this was approved, I don't know why we are 
10 investigating it? 
11 A. I don't know what he said. 
12 Q. But at the December 2nd meeting two council 
13 members said, Mayor, why didn't you ever tell us that 
14 you had approved the flextime and had approved the 
-15 vehicle use? 
16 A. Why did you never bring it up? Why -· yeah, 
1. 7 they questioned him of why, Why did you - yeah. 
u Q. Who were the two council members? 
1. g A. Briscoe and Youngman. 
2 o Q. What did Mayor Willich state in response to 
21 them questioning about why he never stated that the 
22 stuff was authorized? 
23 A. I can't remember his exact response. I would 
24 have to look at my notes. If there is anything in 
2 s there, I don't know. 
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1 Q. It looks like there under tab 26 in the black 
2 binder. 
3 A. That doesn't help me much. 
... Q. We are looking at Ribi 286 through 288; 
5 correct? 
6 A. Yes. 
7 Q. Do you see anything in those three pages that 
8 refer to Mr. Willich being asked why he didn't 
g previously announce to everybody that the issues were 
10 nonissues because they were actually approved? 
11 A. I do not. Those are in the minutes or my 
12 notes that have been redacted from that meeting. But I 
13 do remember that at that meeting is when he was asked 
14 why he never bothered to say anything to the council 
15 about giving approval for all of these things; credit 
16 cards, vehicles, flextime, all that stuff. 
17 Q. So once it was learned by the council that the 
18 allegations being made against Sharon Hammer for 
l.9 unauthorized use of finances and the vehicle were 
20 actually authorized, why did the council continue on 
21 with investigating matters? 
22 A. I don't know what -- I can't speak for the 
23 rest of the council. 
24 Q. What was your understanding of why it was 




1 Hammer was alleged to have done was actually okayed by 
2 the mayor, why did the process continue, if you recall? 
3 A. The process had already begun, and it was 
4 brought to our attention that the policy was very strict 
5 on that, and it obviously was necessary to continue. 
, Q. The policy on what was very strict? 
1 A. On the use of vehicles for personal use. It 
s was also brought to our attention that the use of credit 
g cards, government credit cards for personal use was 
10 illegal under State code. 
11 Q. At that point Mayor Willich is telling the 
12 council her use of the credit card, her use of the 
13 vehicle was something I approved. And it didn't seem to 
14 be contested that those things occurred, at least based 
1s upon Mayor Willich's comments; right? 
16 MR. NAYLOR: Object to the form. 
17 THE WITNESS: Would you repeat your question. 
u Q. (BY MR.SWARTZ) Sure. Didyouhavean 
19 understanding that Mayor Willich wasn't contesting that 
20 Ms. Hammer had used the vehicle or had used the credit 
21 card? He was saying it was authorized by me. ls that 
22 your understanding? 
23 A. Eventually, later he eventually said that, 
24 yes. 
2s Q. At least by the December 2nd meeting. 
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l. A. After he was questioned by the council, yes. 
2 Q. I mean at that point you know that it's not 
3 being contested that these things occurred. What is 
4 there to further investigate at that point? 
5 A. That doesn't necessarily mean it was proper. 
6 Q. Right. No one is contesting that. The city 
7 council says, Well, maybe you can prove it. But why 
8 continue on with the investigation at that point? It's 
9 not being contested. It's being admitted by the mayor, 
10 these things did happen, and he may be wrong in his 
11 authority to allow Sharon to do them. But at that point 
12 why continue on with the investigation? It's being 
13 confirmed and not contested that these things took 
14 place. 
l.5 A. They still may be improper. 
16 Q. Nobody was suggesting they weren't improper. 
l.7 If Mayor Willich was saying, Yes, these things did 
18 happen, and the council is saying, Well, they violate 
19 State code, they violated the policy, what else was 
20 there to investigate? 
21 A. I don't understand your question. 
22 Q. It seems to me that when the council became 
23 aware of Mayor Willi ch saying, Yes, these things did 
24 happen and I authorized them, the council says, Why 
25 didn't you tell us this before, it would have been 
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1 infonnation that would have been nice to know, we 
2 wouldn't have gone through this investigation process. 
3 When the cat is out of the bag, what else was there left 
4 to investigate? 
s A. It still might have been investigated 
6 regardless. 
1 Q. What was there to learn --
8 A. The use of the government credit card for 
g personal use we were told was illegal, no matter whether 
10 Wayne Willich said it was okay or not. 
11 Q. At the December 2nd meeting was someone 
12 contesting that the credit card was not used for 
13 personal expenses? 
14 A. Those were all being handled by the 
1s investigator. We received Michelle Frostenson's 
16 infonnation. That was turned over to the investigator, 
11 the investigator had that in her hands. The council was 
18 not involved in this investigation. We were simply 
19 standing back. That was being handled by the attorneys 
2 o doing the investigation. 
21 Q. So December 2nd nothing is being contested as 
22 to the use of the credit cards and the vehicles. You 
23 have got a fiduciary duty to spend the City's money 
24 wisely; right? 
2s A. Correct. 
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1 Q. At that point aren't you thinking, Why are we 
2 still paying Patty Ball? The cat is now out of the bag, 
3 everything is on the table, the mayor is saying he 
4 authorized this stuff. Why keep throwing money at Patty 
s Ball? 
6 A. That is our fiduciary duty to find out what 
7 happened, to get that infonnation. 
8 Q. Didn't he tell the city council at the 
9 December 2nd meeting that the things did happen and he 
10 authorized them? 
l.1 A. I think I've answered your question. Criminy, 
12 how many times do I have to tell you? 
13 Q. Why throw money at Patty Ball to conduct an 
14 investigation on whether something did or did not occur 
l.S when the mayor is telling you it did occur? 
16 MR. NAYLOR: Object to the form. 
17 THE WITNESS: What is your real question? 1 
18 really --
19 Q. (BY MR. SWARTZ) That is my question: Why 
20 spend money on Patty Ball to investigate something that 
21 the mayor is telling the council, that at least by 
22 December 2nd. Yep. I authorized her to use the vehicle, 
23 yep, I authorized her to use the credit card? 
24 A. I answered your question. 
25 Q. What did she need to find out? 
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1 A. We were advised by legal counsels that there 
2 were allegations that had perhaps involved criminal 
3 activity, i.e., the use of a government credit card for 
4 personal use. That was one of them for sure. 
s Q. Do you recall -
6 A. Then there were additional things that came 
1 forward, when other issues regarding the fire department 
a came, and those were added to this. 
9 Q. Did those relate to Sharon Hammer? 
10 A. I think they may have indirectly. I don't 
11 know. 
12 Q. Do you recall Mayor Briscoe's testimony 
13 yesterday that the parameters of the Patty Ball 
14 bilateral interview and her investigation included her 
1s insistence that if she uncovered potential criminal 
16 conduct, she was going to stop the investigation and let 
1. 7 an independent agency take it over? 
18 A. My understanding of the Patty Ball 
19 investigation was she was to investigate what she was 
20 asked to investigate. and if she found on any one of 
:n these particular issues what she perceived as criminal 
22 activity or potential criminal activity, she would stop 
23 investigating that part. And that's I believe what she 
24 did. 
2 s Q. You just testified that as of December 2nd 
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1 that there were allegations of criminal conduct that 
2 were on the table. 
3 A. Allegations, correct. 
4 Q. Why didn't her investigation stop at that 
5 point? 
6 MR. NAYLOR: As to? 
7 THE WITNESS: As to what? 
8 Q. (BY MR. SW ARTZ) As to those criminal 
9 allegations involving Sharon Hammer. 
10 A. There were allegations on November 11th. sir. 
ll. Q. Of criminal conduct? 
12 A. WeU, Michelle Frostenson laid out 
13 allegations. 
14 Q. Of criminal conduct? 
15 A. Patty Ball was to investigate until she 
16 detennined whether there was potential criminal. 
17 Q. And that was present as of December 2nd? 
18 A. No. It wasn't done until Patty Ball finished 
19 her work. 
20 Q. l must have misW1derstood your testimony. 
21 A. Then I'm misunderstanding your question. 
22 Q. No. I want to make sure I understand your 
23 testimony. I thought you said as of December 2nd when 
24 everything was out on the table and the Mayor said, Yes 
25 this was all authorized, that one of the reasons why you 
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l kept going with the investigation was that there were 
2 a1legations of criminal misconduct. 
3 A. No,no. 
4 MR. SWARTZ: Kirt, do you have that unredacted 
5 version yet? 
6 MR. NAYLOR: No. Do you want to take a lwich? 
7 MR. SWARTZ: Yes. 
B MR. NAYLOR: If you want to, let's just break 
g for lunch. 
10 MR. SWARTZ: Yes, because I think.Mr. Ribi is 
11 rea1ly hamstrung without seeing his full notes. 
12 Let's go off the record. 
13 MR. NAYLOR: Yes. 
u (Luncheon recess taken.) 
1,s Q. (BY MR. SW ARTZ} Mr. Ribi, we are coming back 
16 from our lunch break. I understand that you have had an 
17 opportunity to review the unredacted notes from the 
18 various executive sessions; is that correct? 
19 A. Yes. 
20 Q. Based upon what you have reviewed, is there 
21 anything that you need to add to your testimony from 
22 this morning? 
23 A. No. 
24 Q. Is there anything that you need to correct or 
25 clarify? 
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1 A. I don't believe so. 
2 Q. Outside of the executive session questions 
3 that we've been going through this morning, is there any 
4 other testimony that you need to correct, clarify or add 
s to? 
6 A. The only thing I would say, just before we 
7 left for lunch, is that you were asking the question 
B about why it was necessary to continue the Patty BaJI 
g report. In reviewing what I did, I pointed out there 
10 was a fire department investigation that was added, and 
11 it was ongoing. There was also the investigation into 
12 Sharon Hammer's allegations about me, and that was 
13 ongoing too, and that needed to continue to be done. 
14 Q. Those a11egations are redacted - the 
15 information about a1legations against you are part of 
16 what is redacted in these documents? 
17 A. There were attorney-client discussions 
18 regarding that. 
19 Q. You participated in discussions about Sharon 
20 Hammer's allegations against you in an executive 
21 session? 
22 A. Notme. 
23 Q. But they are in your notes? 
24 A. Just the fact that there were discussions 





















































Q. Did it ever come up in any of the executive 
sessions that perhaps you should excuse yourself from 
discussing any of the allegations being made against 
Sharon Hammer because of her allegations against you? 
A. That was not discussed. 
Q. Did it ever come up that perhaps you might 
have a conflict because you were suing Sharon Hammer's 
attorney? 
A. That was not discussed. 
Q. Were you seeking money in your lawsuit against 
James Donoval? 
A. Possibly. 
Q. Would engaging in discussions with Sharon 
Hammer and/or her attorney in executive session. in 
light of your lawsuit against James Donoval in your mind 
be a conflict of interest? 
A. No. 
Q. Why is that? 
A. They were unrelated. 
Q. What was unrelated? 
A. My lawsuit and what was discussed there was 
unrelated. 
Q. You suing Sharon Hammer's attorney for making 
comments about you in a letter he wrote to the mayor was 
unrelated to Sharon Hammer? 
Pagen 
A. Correct. 
Q. And the letter he wrote to the mayor was 
a1erting the mayor to the instances of harassment that 
you engaged in against Ms. Hammer; correct? 
MR. NAYLOR: Object to the form. 
Q. (BYMR. SWARTZ) You can answer. 
A. My lawsuit was unrelated to this. 
Q. It arose out of a letter that James Donoval 
wrote to the mayor where he said based upon your conduct 
towards Ms. Hammer he believed you to be a dangerous 
person; right? 
MR. NAYLOR: Object to the form. 
THE WITNESS: The issues in my lawsuit were 
unrelated to this. 
Q. (BY MR. SWARTZ) It didn't arise out ofa 
letter that James Donoval wrote to the mayor claiming 
that you were a danger to Sharon Hammer and possibly to 
others? 
MR. NAYLOR: Object to the form; assumes facts 
not in evidence. 
THE WITNESS: What is your question? 
Q. (BY MR. SWARTZ) Your lawsuit did not arise 
out of that letter? 
MR. NAYLOR: Same objection. 
THE WITNESS: It arose out of statements James 
:\I in-l· -Script!'!i: M & M Court Reporting Service. lac. 
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1 Donoval made about me personally. 
2 Q. (BY MR. SWARTZ) What statements? 
3 A. They are in my lawsuit. 
4 Q. Didn't they arise out of a letter where he was 
5 telling the mayor that you were a threat to Sharon 
6 Hammer? 
7 MR. NAYLOR: Sarne objection. 
B Q. (BY MR. SWARTZ) It's the same letter where he 
g suggested that you had a mental illness. Do you recall 
10 that letter? 
11 MR. NAYLOR: Same objection. 
12 THE WITNESS: Yes, I do recall that letter. 
13 Q. (BY MR SW ARTZ) And isn't that the letter 
14 that gave rise to your lawsuit against Sharon Hammer's 
15 attorney? 
16 A. Part of it. 
17 Q. Let's pick up where we left off on the 
18 November 12 letter from James Donoval to the mayor 
19 cc'ing alt the city council members. I believe we left 
20 off on Bates page 9. The second section on that page 
21 states that "Mr. Ribi is seeking retribution for Ms. 
22 Hammer's reporting of his own abusive behavior and 
23 harassment." Do you see that? 
24 A. I see that statement. 
25 Q. Knowing that that allegation was being made 
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l before the November 14,2011 meeting, did you do 
2 anything to recuse yourself from the discussions about 
3 how to proceed against Ms. Hammer? 
4 A. No. 
5 Q. Is this November 12. 2011 letter the letter 
6 where Mr. Donoval refers to your history of mental and 
7 emotional illness? If you'll look down on that last 
8 paragraph toward the end. 
g A. It's where he alleges mental and emotional 
10 illness. It's not true. 
11 Q. And that's what gave rise to your lawsuit 
12 against Mr. Donoval; correct? 
13 MR. NAYLOR: Object to the form. 
14 THE WITNESS: I can't say that for sure that 
15 that was all of it. 
16 Q. (BY MR. SWARTZ) Doesn't your lawsuit have to 
17 do with Mr. Donoval making, your allegations, making 
18 untrue statements about your history of counseling and 
19 treatment for psychological illnesses? 
20 A. My lawsuit states exactly what it states, 
21 yeah. 
22 Q. ls that a fair summary of it? 
23 MR. NAYLOR: Object to the fonn. 
24 TifE WITNESS: Not necessarily. The lawsuit 
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says. That was over two and a half years ago. 
Q. (BY MR. SWARTZ) Sure. Mr. Donoval made these 
false statements about you and you sued him because of 
them; right? 
A. And other reasons. 
Q. Included in the false statements that you 
believe he said would be this line in here that you have 
a history of counseling and treatment for various forms 
of emotional, psychological, physiological illnesses. 
A. There were other letters involved in that. 
Q. Of course. This would be one of the false 
statements though; correct? 
A. I can't say this is the specific one that was 
used or not. I don't know. 
Q. When you received this November 12, 2011 
letter, you saw that phrase in there and you believed it 
to be false; correct? 
A. Of course, I know it to be incorrect. 
Q. How about the City's payment of any sessions 
that you attended for anger management or mediation or 
arbitration with another city council member and/or 
employee? 
MR. NAYLOR: Object to the form. 
Q. (BY MR. SWARTZ) Did that take place? 
A. No. 
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Q. You didn't go to any type of session with 
Virginia Egger? 
A. No. 
Q. Or Joan Lamb? 
A. No. 
Q. Never did any conflict management or 
resolution with any employee or city council member? 
A. We had city council sessions with Ketchum City 
Council, yes, on conflict resolution. 
Q. But you are not aware of any session where you 
and another employee or city council member went for 
assistance in working out your ditTerences? 
A. No. 
Q. Did it upset you that Mr. Donoval was making 
this untrue statement about you that you have identified 
in SH-TIMELINE 9? 
MR. NAYLOR: Object to the form. 
THE WITNESS: What do you mean by "upset"? 
Q. (BY MR SW ARTZ) Did it make you upset? 
MR. NAYLOR: Same objection. 
THE WITNESS: I knew this to be untrue. 
Q. (BY MR. SWARTZ) He sent this to all of your 
fellow city council members and the mayor; right? 
A. And to citizens. 
Q. Did that upset you? 
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1 MR. NAYLOR: Object to the fonn. 
2 THE WITNESS: What do you mean by "upset"? 
3 Q. (BY MR. SWARTZ) Was it okay with you that he 
• did that? 
s A. It was lllltrue. It certainly seemed 
6 inappropriate. 
7 Q. How did you feel about what he did? 
8 MR. NAYLOR: Object to the fonn. 
9 THE WITNESS: I've answered you. 
10 Q. (BY MR. SWARTZ) This is the first time I 
11. asked that question. How did you feel about what Mr. 
12: Donoval did? 
13 A. I felt it was inappropriate. 
14 Q. Anything else? 
1·5 A. No. 
Q. Is that a "no"? 
A. No, nothing else. 17 
18 Q. Did you do anything in response to Mr. Donoval 
19 making that untrue statement about you in the November 
2 o 12, 2011 letter? 
21 A. What do you mean by do something? 
22 Q. Did you do anything in response to these 





Q. The lawsuit against Mr. Donoval? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Anything else? 
A. Not that I'm aware of. 
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4 
5 Q. Do you recall when you contacted your personal 
6 attorney, how long after you read this November 12 
7 letter? 
8 A. I don't remember. 
9 Q. Did you discuss these false statements with 
10 your city council members at the November 14, 2011 
11 meeting? 
12 A. I don't remember. 
13 Q. Turning over to the next page, Bates 10, Mr. 
14 Donoval goes on and makes additional statements about 
15 you.. It's that first full paragraph. He states you 
u have a long history of mental and emotional illness, he 
17 is verbally abusive and is otherwise unstable, is most 
18 likely emotionally incompetent to assume the public 
19 position that he now possesses. Do you see that there? 
2 o A. I see his statement. 
2l Q. Did you believe any of that statement to be 
22 true? 
23 statements Mr. Donoval made in his November 12, 2011 23 A. No. 
24 letter? 
25 MR. NAYLOR: Object to the fonn. 
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1 THE WITNESS: Did I do anything? 
2 Q. (BY MR. SWARTZ) Did you take any action to 
3 alert people that they were untrue? Did you call Mr. 
4 Donoval? Did you call a lawyer? Or it was just, Ah, 
5 it's no big deal? 
6 A. No. lt would be inappropriate for me to call 
7 Mr. Donoval; he was representing a client. 
s Q. You are not an attorney; right? 
9 A. That's correct. I widerstand how those 
1.0 relations work. 
11. Q. You were cc'd on this letter; correct? 
12 A. Yes. 
lJ Q. Did you do anything in response to these false 
14 statements about you? 
1.s MR. NAYLOR: Object to the form. 
16 THE WITNESS: On November 12 when I received 
17 it? 
1s Q. (BY MR. SWARTZ) After November 12. 
19 A. Up until when? 
20 Q. At any time. 
21 A. I still don't understand. It may have been 
2 2 discussed. I discussed it with my personal attorney. 
23 Q. Anything else? 
24 A. It was obviously mentioned in-· this one may 
2 s have been mentioned in the lawsuit or attached to it. 
24 Q. Did you do anything in response to Mr. Donoval 
2 s having made that statement? 
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1 A. My answer would be the same as I gave you 
2 before. 
J Q. Contacting your attorney and this letter may 
4 have been attached to your lawsuit against Mr. Donoval? 
5 A. The same answer I gave before. 
6 Q. Is that what ( just recited back to you? 
1 A. No. What you recited to me wasn't the same 
8 answer I gave before. You gave your version of it. 
9 Q. Can you correct my version ifit's inaccurate? 
10 A. I'd rather have the court reporter read back 
11. what I said before. 
12 MR. SWARTZ: Let's do that then, if you don't 
13 mind. 
14 (Record read back.) 
1s TI-IE WITNESS: That would be my same answer 
16 here, yes. 
17 Q. (BY MR. SWARTZ) Thank you. 
18 Same page, moving down to the next section, 
19 Mr. Donoval is alerting the mayor and the city council 
2 o to the request to have Adam King barred from further 
21 involvement in matters related to Ms. Hammer. Do you 
22 see that? 
23 A. That first sentence? 
24 Q. Yes. 
25 A. Yes, I see it. 
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l Q. Was there any discussion at the November 14, 
2 2011 meeting about Mr. King being barred from any 
3 further discussions related to Ms. Hammer? 
4 A. Not that I recall. 
5 Q. Were there any discussions at any executive 
6 session about Mr. King needing to avoid discussion about 
7 Ms. Hammer? 
8 A. I recall Mayor Willich at some point, and I'm 
9 not sure exactly which meeting it was, making some 
10 complaints about Adam King being involved. But I don't 
11 know when that was. 
12 Q. Was that at the time he was being sued? 
13 A. No, I don't think it had anything involved 
14 with him being sued. 
l.5 Q. Do you recall how Mayor Willich's discussion 
16 of Adam King continuing to be involved played out? 
17 MR. NAYLOR: Object to the form. 
18 THE WITNESS: Could you repeat that question. 
19 Q. (BY MR. SWARTZ) Sure. Do you recall what the 
20 resolution of Mayor Willich's raising that concern was? 
21 A. I don't believe there was any resolution to 
22 that. However, the council and Adam King agreed that it 
23 would be important to bring in another attorney who had 
24 employment and human relation -- HR experience. 
25 Q. Do you think that is why Brad Mi11er was 
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1 brought in? 
2 A. I believe that is why. 
3 Q. And the November 14, 2011 meeting was the 
4 first meeting he attended; is that correct? 
5 A. Correct. 
6 Q. Who authorized the issuance of payment to Brad 
7 Miller? 
8 A. I don't know. 
9 Q. Isn't that a payment like the payment to Patty 
10 Ball or a contract like the contract with Patty Ball 
11 that would have had to have been approved by the city 
12 council? 
13 A. Not necessarily. 
14 Q. It could have been within Mayor Willich's 
15 authority to enter into a new contract with a new 
16 attorney? 
17 A. Yes, that could have been within the 
18 administrative legal fees line item. 
19 Q. Why would doing something like that be 
20 different than entering into a contract with an 
21 independent investigator who happened to be an attorney? 
22 MR. NAYLOR: Object to the form. 
23 THE WITNESS: That was a separate contract for 
24 a specific service. 
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contract in place with Mr. Miller? 
A. Yes. My understanding was his was simply for 
just legal services. The Patty Ball investigation was a 
separate, something entirely separate. 
Q. It wasn't for legal services? 
A. It was for an independent investigation. 
Q. I'm going to have you turn over to the next 
page, Bates 11. Do you see where at the top of the page 
Mr. Donoval is requesting that Ms. Hammer be fully 
apprised in writing of the charges being assessed 
against her, disclosure of what supports those charges, 
and a formal hearing? 
A. I see where that is written. 
Q. Was there any discussion at the 11/14/2011 
meeting about her request in that regard? 
A. Not that I'm aware of. 
Q. Did it occur to you that perhaps she should be 
given the opportunity to know the allegations being made 
against her and give her an opportunity to respond? 
A. That was in my opinion up to the attorneys to 
determine that. 
Q. Do you recall anyone ever raising the issue 
and saying, Why don't we just go ask her about these 
allegations? 
A. That was what Mayor Willich and Adam King were 
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going to do at the close of the meeting on November 11. 
Q. They were going to detail the allegations? 
A. They were going to let her know what was going 
on, yeah. 
Q. What the allegations were? 
A. Correct. 
Q. And get her response to them? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Were they going to take any documents to show 
her? 
A. I don't know what they were going to take. 
Q. Do you know what Ms. Hammer's response to the 
a1legations were? 
A. Those were reported to the council on the 
14th. 
Q. What was her response? 
A. I believe she denied them. 
Q. Do you recall any other details about her 
response? 
A. No. 
Q. Do you also see, second-to-the-last paragraph 
on that same page, where Mr. Donoval is advising the 
council and the mayor that if Ms. Hammer is placed on 
leave the Idaho Mountain Express will publish that 
information? 
M & M Court Reporting Servii.:c, Inc. 
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1 A. I see where he says that. 
2 Q. And he also raises concerns about her 
3 reputation being blemished as a result of her leave 
4 being publicized? 
5 A. I see where he says that. 
6 Q. Was there any discussion on the 14th regarding 
7 any action that the com1cil or mayor might take in order 
a to protect Ms. Hammer's reputation? 
9 A. I don't believe that was an issue on the 14th. 
10 Q. Was it ever an issue as you are aware of it? 
11 Was there any discussion of taking any precaution not to 
12 take action in the public record that would somehow 
13 affect Ms. Hammer's reputation? 
14 A. I believe there were discussions about that on 
1S the l l th, and that is why the severance was offered as a 
16 possibility. I believe that was discussed January 19th 
17 of2012 when the mayor's decision was made to end the 
18 contract without cause. I think those were the 
19 occasions. 
20 Q. Was the concern on the 11th that if the 
21 allegations against Sharon Hammer were made public that 
22 her reputation could be tarnished? 
23 A. No. I believe the discussion was if there was 
24 merit to the allegations and she took the severance, it 
25 would be over with and nothing would be made public. 
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1 Q. And then on the 19th what was the discussion, 
2 January 19th, the second meeting you referenced, what 
3 was the discussion abou1 trying to protect Ms. Hammer's 
4 reputation? 
5 A. I believe there was advice to the effect that 
6 the without cause allowed the City not to have to 
7 disclose the various allegations. 
8 Q. Bates page 12, at the top of the page Mr. 
9 Donoval is requesting an opportunity to meet with the 
10 city council and have an opportunity to address the 
11 allegations being made against Ms. Hammer. Do you see 
12 that there? 
13 A. I see where he wrote that. yes. 
14 Q. Was there any discussion about providing her 
15 the opportunity to do so? 
16 A. I don't recall a discussion about that. 
17 Q. Do you recall your feeling about her request 
18 to present a response to the allegations being made 
19 against her in an executive session? 
20 A. I believe we were advised that because of the 
21 allegations it wouldn't be advisable for us to be 
22 involved in that. 
23 Q. Hearing her side of the story? 
24 A. Because of the type of allegations that were 






















































investigation was going to be held, it wouldn't be 
advisable for the council to get involved in that. 
Q. To hear her side of the story? 
A. Yes. 
Q. That was discussed at the November 14, 2011 
meeting? 
A. It may have been. 
Q. When you refer to the phrase "the type of 
allegations," what are you referring to? 
A. Potentially criminal allegations. 
Q. The next meeting I believe was on the 17th of 
November. Is that your recollection? 
A. After which one? 
Q. The 14th. 
A. Yes, I believe that is true. 
Q. I think I've seen notes from the 17th. Do you 
recall whether you -
A. I did have one or two pages. 
Q. Okay. Let's see if we can find those. It's 
under tab 27. 
A. That's in the black book. 
Q.Yeah. 
A. (Reviewing document.) 
Q. So you've identified then Ribi 289 through 




Q. It looks like the top entry there is that you 
were bringing Joan up to speed by walking her through 
your notes of Michelle's counts? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Did anyone else assist Joan Lamb in getting up 
to speed on Michelle's allegations? 
A. I believe other council members assisted, yes. 
Q. Do you recall who? 
A. No, but they filled in areas that I did not 
cover or added to. 
Q. Moving on down the page there is a reference 
to a police officer overhearing something from the 
meeting. l can't quite read what is underlined in that 
sentence there. Can you read that for me? 
A. "Her workstation." 
Q. "From her workstation." So you are stating 
there was a discussion in that meeting about a police 
officer overhearing something that occurred in executive 
session from her workstation? 
A. The mayor said something to the effect, the 
police officer, quote•unquote, "overheard the meeting 
from her workstation." That is what the mayor said. 
Q. Do you know what was on the -- there is a 
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1 reference to a tape. Do you know what was on the tape? 
:z A. Yes. 
3 Q. What was on the tape? 
4 A. It was a recording of a conversation between 
s Sharon Hammer and a police officer discussing what was 
6 said in the executive session. 
7 Q. The police officer was reporting to Sharon 
8 Hammer what was said in the executive session? 
9 A. Yes, and Sharon Hammer was asking her for 
10 additional information. 
11 Q. What was the information that the police 
12 officer overheard? 
13 A. What was said in executive session. 
14 Q. What was that? 
15 A. [ don't recall. I haven't listened to that 
16 tape since probably November 11. 
17 Q. What is over in the parentheses on the far 
18 right-hand side in the middle of the page, "After" 
19 something "by Adam"? 
20 A. "After questioned by Adam contrary to 
21 previous." 
22 Q. Do you know what that refers to? 
23 A. It must refer to that sentence in front ofit. 
24 "The mayor says he didn't instruct the chief not to 
25 listen to it." The mayor must have said that after he 
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1 was questioned by Adam, which is contrary to something 
2 the mayor previously said. 
3 Q. The next line is that "Kelly Ek has a long 
4 serious history of health problems. She is a 
5 whistleblower"? 
6 A. Yes. 
7 Q. What was that discussion all about? 
8 A. That was a statement the mayor made. 
9 Q. Up above you've got. far right and kind of 
10 separated from the text, you've got a reference to "ask 
11 mayor if he is following whistleblower laws (he didn't 
12 know about it) don't know they existed." 
13 A. "Didn't know they existed, cited Boeing." 
14 Q. And then later on he's dubbing Kelly Ek 
15 a whistleblower? 
16 A. "The statement above relates to authorize 
17 Michelle to work at home. quote. 'she's a 
18 whistleblower."' Someone asked the mayor ifhe is 
19 following the whistleblower laws. He said he didn't 
:zo know about it. he didn't know they existed and he cited 
21 something about Boeing. And then below he says Kelly Ek 
2:Z is a whistleblower and then he says Sharon Hammer is a 
:ZJ whistleblower. 
24 Q. Why was Sharon Hammer, according to your 
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A. That's what the mayor said. 
Q. What does the mayor, according to your notes 
state: "She is alleging" --
A. - "to a person intimidation, harassment," 
according to Willich. 
Q. Can you tell from your notes who all was 
present at the November 17, 2011 meeting? 
A. Not on this one. Usually I make a notation of 
who is present I might not have at that particular 
meeting, but I can see Bob Youngman's name here where he 
made a statement about whistleblowers. 
Like I said, the mayor was present, obviously 
I was present. you can see that Joan Lamb is present. I 
can't remember, but I would assume that Mayor Briscoe 
was present, but that is just an assumption. I don't 
believe he missed any of those meetings. 
Q. There is reference to Adam King. 
A. And Brad Miller would have been there also. 
They say Adam King and Brad Miller on the work product. 
Q. Can you recall what else was discussed at the 
November 17, 2011 meeting? 
A. My recollection is this mainly had to do with 
administrative leave and an update on getting the 
independent investigator going. 
Q. Was anybody providing legal advice? I just 
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need a yes or no. I don't want the content of it. 
A. Yes. 
Q. Was that with regard to the topics that you've 
already stated? 
A. Yes. There was threatened litigation. Yeah, 
I think - it was threatened, obviously, yeah. 
Q. Do you recall any aspect of an offer of 
settlement being discussed at the November 17, 201 I 
meeting which included you resigning from your position? 
A. It may have been discussed, but I don't 
recall. 
Q. The day before that November 17, 2011 meeting 
Mr. Donoval sent the letter, it's referenced as Hammer 
135 through 138. He sent that to Mayor Willich and cc'd 
the city council as well as incoming city council 
members Griffith and Suhadolnik. Do you recognize that 
letter? 
A. Yes. 
Q. On the second page, 136, do you see the 
alphabetic marked paragraphs, A, a reference to you 
resigning from the council for personal reasons? 
A. I see where that is written. 
Q. Do you recall whether that was discussed at 
the November 17. 2011 meeting? 
A. I believe this entire letter was just 
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1 dismissed all together. 
2 Q. Why is that? 
3 A. I don't believe anybody was interested in it. 
4 Q. Why is that? 
5 A. No one was interested in it because we were 
6 proceeding with the investigation. 
7 Q. What did you think of Mr. Donoval's request 
8 that you resign from your seat on the city council? 
9 A. What did I think? 
10 Q. Yes. 
11 A. There was no reason to resign. I had not done 
12 anything that was alleged against me. 
13 Q. The harassment? 
14 A. Correct. 
15 Q. How did that make you feel that he was calling 
16 for your resignation? 
17 MR. NAYLOR: Object to the fonn. 
18 THE WITNESS: It didn't make me feel one way 
19 or the other. It was meaningless. 
20 Q. (BY MR. SW ARTZ) Did you feel at all like you 
2l. resigning would have been in the best interest of the 
22 City at large? 
23 A. There was no reason to resign. 
24 Q. Well, the City could have accepted the 
25 settlement if you resigned; right? 
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l MR. NAYLOR: Object to the fonn; calls for 
2 speculation. 
3 THE WITNESS: There was no reason to resign. 
4 Q. (BY MR. SWARTZ) I can understand that is your 
5 position. You are being called to resign, Mr. Donoval 
6 is offering a settlement, and that is one of the tenns, 
7 is that you resign from the city council. Did you put 
8 your self-interest ahead of the City in deciding not to 
9 resign and preventing the City from accepting this 
10 settlement? 
11 A. No one else who sat on the council or the 
12 mayor was interested in it either. 
13 Q. Don't you have the sole ability to voluntarily 
14 resign as a city council member? 
15 A. I could resign for any reason I wanted to, 
16 yes. 
17 Q. In receipt of this letter you chose not to 
18 resign; correct? 
19 A. That's correct. 
20 Q. Was there any mention of making a counteroffer 
21 to Mr. Donoval's letter? 
22 MR. NAYLOR: Object to the extent it calls for 
23 attorney-client privileged communications. 
24 THE WITNESS: Not that I remember. 
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paragraph Mr. Donoval states that in the event that you 
don't resign he believed that the remaining city council 
members were obligated to contact the Blaine County 
Prosecutor to seek removal of you in your position as a 
city council member as a result of acts of willful 
misconduct related to the harassment of Ms. Hammer. Do 
you see that? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Was there any discussion by the other city 
council members in the November 17, 2011 letter about 
Mr. Donoval's position on that matter? 
A. Not that I'm aware o[ 
Q. Under tab 6 you'll find the meeting minutes 
for the November 17, 2011 meeting. Do you see those? 
A. I see the agenda and then the minutes. Now 
you can see who was at the meeting. 
Q. That is the public meeting. 
A. Right. Well, you'll probably see when you see 
the executive session who went in. There you go. 
Q. Where about? 
A. SV 2073 at the bottom, Briscoe, Lamb, Ribi, 
and Youngman. 
Q. No reference to Adam King, no reference to 
Mr. Miller; right? 
A. No. The way the City wanted the minutes kept, 
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unfortunately those pieces of infonnation were no longer 
kept. 
Q. So if there was someone other than the mayor 
or a city council member in an executive session, it 
wouldn't be reflected on the minutes? 
A. Or in any meeting, any council meeting 
unfortunately. 
Q. What was the reason for that? 
A. They wanted simpler minutes with less detail. 
Q. Who is "they"? 
A. The administration. 
Q. Who approves the minutes? 
A. Council. 
Q. Does looking at the minutes help spark any 
recollection of anything else that was discussed in the 
November 17. 2011 meeting? 
MR. NAYLOR: Executive session? 
MR. SWARTZ: Yes. 
THE WITNESS: lt looks like after the 
executive session - I would have to look at the agenda 
though first to see if this was on the agenda or not. 
It wasn't. The agenda was amended to add an 
appointment of assistant to the clerk, and that was done 
afterwards. So there may have been some discussion also 
about a city clerk, an assistant city clerk position. 
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1 And I don't recall my notes, I don't see anything about 
2 that. 
3 Q. Was there any discussion of criminal 
4 allegations at the November 17, 2011 executive session? 
5 A. Which meeting, the 17th? 
6 Q. Correct. 
7 A. That was one that Brad Miller was at. 
8 Q. The second one. 
9 A. Excuse me. Which one? The second one. 
10 Q. Brad Miller was at the second meeting? 
11 A. He was at the third meeting. He was at the 
12 second and third meeting. 
13 Q. There you go. The 14th and the 17th. 
14 A. Correct. Yes. So your question? 
15 Q. And we've already covered there was discussion 
16 of criminal allegations at the November 14 meeting that 
17 he was present at. 
18 A. Yes. 
19 Q. And those were criminal allegations being made 
20 against Ms. Hammer. 
21 MR. NAYLOR: Object to the fonn. 
22 Q. (BY MR. SWARTZ) Correct? 
23 A. And there may have been more than just Ms. 
24 Hammer. 
25 Q. And then there were -- my question to you is 
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l whether there were discussions of criminal allegations 
2 against Ms. Hammer being discussed at the November 17 
3 meeting as well. 
4 A. Yes, that may have been discussed at that 
5 meeting, but it may have been more than Ms. Hammer also. 
6 Q. At the 17th meeting. 
7 A. At the 17th, yes. 
8 Q. By the 17th what other employees were being 
9 implicated for potential criminal misconduct? 
10 A. I would refer you back to the discussion we 
11 had earlier about the November 11th meeting when 
12 Michelle Frostenson outlined, I believe there were 12 or 
13 13 items that covered various individuals. 
14 Q. Tab25. 
15 A. Okay. 
16 Q. Let's start with Ribi 274. Item number 1, 
17 that is attributed to Sharon; correct? 
18 A. Well, if you look at the attachment there were 
19 other people involved in that also. 
20 Q. Your notes only reference Sharon though? 
21 MR. NAYLOR: Object to the form. 
22 THE WITNESS: That's true. 
23 Q. (BY MR. SWARTZ) Number 2, use of the City 
24 vehicle, and there is a notation again to Sharon. Do 
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alleged to have misused a City vehicle? 
A. Not in that particular note. 
Q. Do you recall any being discussed in the 
November 11th? 
A. Not that I remember. 
Q. Gas cards, again there is a reference to 
Sharon, but I don't see any other employees mentioned, 
do you? 
A. Not that I remember. 
Q. Do you see any in your notes? 
A. Not that I see in my notes. 
Q. The iPad purchase, whose iPad? 
A. It doesn't indicate who. 
Q. Do you have a recollection? 
A. No. 
Q. Do you have a recollection of who was being 
accused of purchasing an iPad that they shouldn't have 
purchased? 
A. I don't remember. 
Q. There is a reference in quotes on that same 
item that says, "being in contact." Do you see that? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Does that help refresh your recollection of 




Q. The purchase of the iPhone is number 5. Do 
you see that there? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Do you know who was being blamed for the 
purchase of these iPhones? 
A. I have no idea, it just says "department 
heads," plural. 
Q. Number 6, the -- well, back up. The iPad 
purchase, would that have been criminal conduct? 
A. I don't know. It says City credit card was 
not approved, so I don't know. 
Q. So that's possible criminal conduct? 
A. Possible. It wasn't one of the checked items, 
so I don't know. 
Q. The iPhones, is there anything indicating 
whether that was wrong or authorized? 
A. I don't remember the details of that 
discussion in this stage. 
Q. Do you recall any allegations of criminal 
misconduct with regard to the iPhones? 
A. I don't recall. 
Q. Number 6, the $800 chair, do you think that 
was being attributed to Ms. Hammer? 
A. I don't know. It just says "no 
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1 accountabit ity." 
2 Q. Who was supposed to be accountable for City 
3 expenses? 
4 A. Department head, finance department, city 
5 administrator, mayor. 
Ii Q. Does it say anything on number 6 regarding the 
7 chair not being authorized? 
8 A. I don't remember the details about what was 
9 said beyond what my notes say. 
10 Q. Do you recall whether there was any discussion 
11 regarding the purchase of the chair being criminal in 
12 nature? 
13 A. Not that I know of. It just says Mark 
14 Hoffman's name. 
15 Q. Number 7, reference to the Ray Franco bonus. 
16 Do you know who gave him the bonus? 
17 A. It doesn't say, it just says Jeff Carnes did 
18 not know about it. 
19 Q. Do you have any idea as you sit here today who 
20 was being blamed for getting Mr. Franco the bonus? 
21 A. I don't. 
22 Q. Do you have any recollection of that being 
23 discussed as being criminal in nature? 
24 A. Not that I know of. It may have violated City 
25 policy. 
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1 Q. The BLM fire invoice, issue number 8, the 
2 allegation is that Sharon changed the bill and marked it 
3 up; right? 
4 A. To get more money from the BLM she padded his 
5 hours knowingly. That's what it says. 
fi Q. Was that attributed to any other employee 
7 other than Sharon Hammer? 
8 A. Not that I know of. 
9 Q. Do you recall whether there was discussion 
l.O about that being criminal in nature? 
11 A. I believe at a later point it was, yes, 
l.2 because it involved the federal government. 
13 Q. Number 9, Eric Adams getting $10,000 in 
H raises. Do you see that? 
15 A. Yes. 
16 Q. Who was being accused of giving him these 
17 raises? 
18 A. I believe in that case it was Sharon Hammer. 
19 Q. Any other employees being accused of giving 
20 him the raises? 
21. A. Not that ['m aware of 
22 Q. Was there any discussion about giving him the 
23 raise being criminal in nature? 
24 A. Not that l'm aware of. I believe that was 
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Q. The next two items, 10 and 11, Nick Carnes, 
Mal Prior, the PERSI issues. Do you know who that was 
being attributed to? 
A. [ don't recall. 
Q. Was that being discussed as being criminal in 
nature? 
A. I believe there were some issues regarding 
state laws regarding PERSI, yes. 
Q. And so a potential criminal violation if they 
were receiving PERS[ benefits? 
A. I don't remember exactly how that went. 
Q. Nick Carnes being intoxicated at the symphony 
and Sharon Hammer knowing about it. Do you see that? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Was there any discussion about that being 
criminal in nature? 
A. I don't believe so. 
Q. Number 13, inventory, looks like Michelle 
Frostenson is alleging that Ms. Hammer has known for 
a while that things were walking away from City Hall. 
Do you see that? 
A. I think that was something that Sharon Hammer 
said in an e-mail, is what I believe she said, but I 
could be mistaken. 
Q. Was there any discussion about that being 
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criminal in nature? 
A. I think there was some discussion at some 
later point about inventory and City property, where it 
went. 
Q. Who was being held responsible for inventory 
that was walking away from City Hall? 
A. I believe that was to be a question to be 
answered during the investigation. 
Q. Following the November 17 meeting--
THE WITNESS: Can I ask for a break? 
MR. SWARTZ: Absolutely. 
(Recess taken.) 
Q. (BY MR SWARTZ) Mr. Ribi, do you have any 
testimony that you need to add to, correct or clarify? 
A. One thing I'd like to clarify, you had asked a 
question I think right after lunch about whether there 
was some -- there was a question you were asking about 
anger management and counseling and training, things 
like that. 
Q. Yeah, conflict resolution., that kind of thing? 
A. Things like that. 
Q. Yes. 
A. There were some sessions that the council had 
on kind of goal setting, conflict stuff in general, and 
I very vaguely think and remember some of that. So I 
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1 didn't want to deny that we had some of those with 
2 staff. So I just wanted to mention that. 
3 Q. It was your recollection it was the city 
, cotmcil at large, not just you.. 
s A. No. It involved others and some staff, yeah. 
6 So there was some of that. 
7 Q. It was the full city council and some staff 
e members? 
9 A. Sometimes we had one or two cotmcil members 
10 that didn't really participate in a lot of that. 
11 Q. Do you recall the staff who were participating 
12 in it? 
u A. Probably the senior staff. 
1' Q. But you don't recall who? 
1s A. No. Anyway, I just wanted to clarify that. I 
16 got to thinking about that. 
11 Q. Thank you. Anything else? 
ie A. No. 
19 Q. Following the December 17 meeting -- and the 
2 o full complaint is right here, but there is just timeline 
21 issues -- Mr. Donoval proceeded with filing a lawsuit, 
2 2 and in that lawsuit you and Adam King, along with the 
23 City of Sun Valley were named, and that lawsuit was 
2 4 filed on November 2 I, 2011. Do you have a recollection 
2s of being sued by Ms. Hammer about that time? 
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1 A. Yeah. I don't remember the dates, but there 
2 were so many things flying around. 
3 Q. Do you remember being named personally on a 
, lawsuit by Ms. Hammer? 
s A. Yeah. I think Bob Youngman was aJso named in 
6 it. 
7 Q. There may have been a subsequent suit, and I 
e think we'll probably get there. 
9 A. Okay. Anyway, yeah. 
10 Q. At the time that you were named as a defendant 
11 along with Mr. King. after that point was there any 
12 discussions about you and Mr. King needing to recuse 
13 yourselves from any of the executive session discussions 
14 regarding Ms. Hammer? 
1s A. No. 
16 Q. How did it make you feel being sued 
11 individually? 
1e MR. NAYLOR: Object to the form. 
u THE WITNESS: How did it make me feel? 
20 Q. (BY MR. SWARTZ) Yes. 
21 A. What do you mean by "feel"? 
22 Q. You know how people have feelings; sometimes 
23 they are happy, sometimes they are sad, sometimes they 
2, are mad, sometimes they are irritated. 
2s A. I was concerned because none of the 
-
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1 allegations in there about me were true. 
2 Q. What was yom concern? 
3 A. That was my feeling. 
4 Q. You were concerned? 
s A. Yes. 
6 Q. What were you concerned about? 
7 A. I was concerned because they weren't true. 
e Q. Were you concerned about people's perception 
9 of those allegations being made against? Were you 
10 concerned about how it might affect your reputation? 
11 What do you mean by you were concerned? 
12 MR. NAYLOR: Object to the fonn. 
13 THE WITNESS: You asked me that question and 
14 that is the answer I gave you. 
15 Q. (BY MR. SW ARTZ) You were just flat out 
16 concerned? 
11 A. Yeah. Just concerned, yeah. 
u Q. Were you upset that untrue allegations were 
19 made against you? 
20 MR. NAYLOR: Object to the fonn. 
21 THE WITNESS: I wasn't upset. I was 
22 concerned. 
23 Q. (BY MR. SWARTZ) Now I'm showing you a 
24 document marked as SH-TIMELINE 88, and it's a copy ofa 
25 Wednesday, November 23, 2011 article from the Mountain 
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1 Express, and there is a quote that is being attributed 
2 to you over on the second column. 
3 A. It looks like it's all been cut and pasted in 
4 various parts there. 
s Q. I'm asking you to take a look here where it 
6 says "Ribi denies the allegations." Do you see that 
1 there? 
8 A. I see what is there. I don't know if that's 
, the full article though. 
10 Q. Do you see this section here: "The charges 
11 against me are baseless and defamatory and will be 
12 proven as such in a court of law. He stated the voters 
13 of this county were introduced to Jim DonovaJ in the 
14 last election [when he ran for Senate] and they have 
1s already voted on his credibility." Do you see that 
1, there? 
11 A. Yes. Some of that is cut off, like I said. 
18 I've had experience with Mr. Donoval's 
19 documents where he's cut and pasted things and left 
20 certain things out. So I don't know that that is 
21. absolutely the complete one, but that may be. 
22 Q. That may be a quote that was attributed to 
23 you? 
2, A. I said something to that effect, yes. Except 
2 s for the part in brackets, I believe that was added by 
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1 the newspaper. 
2 Q. In the lawsuit that was filed on the 21st and 
3 that you are commenting on in that November 23rd, 2011 
4 article, you also filed an affidavit; is that correct? 
s A. No. I filed that affidavit in opposition to a 
6 motion for temporary restraining order, not in the 
7 actual lawsuit. You see that it says "in opposition to 
8 a motion for a temporary restraining order." 
9 Q. Correct. It was filed in the lawsuit. I 
10 understand you filed it in response to that motion, but 
11 it was filed in that lawsuit that you are commenting -
12 A. That is why I answered the way I did, the way 
13 your question was phrased. 
14 Q. That's the lawsuit that was filed on the 21st 
15 and that you were commenting on in the Statesman [sic] 
16 article; correct? 
17 A. My comment was on the lawsuit. This affidavit 
18 is in response to the temporary restraining order. 
19 Q. And that was a motion that was filed in the 
20 lawsuit that you were commenting on in the article; 
21 correct? 
22 A. Yes. 
23 Q. This affidavit was prepared by you and filed 
24 by you on November 23rd, 2011; is that correct? 
25 A. It was prepared by Keith Roark and then my 
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1 review, yes. 
2 Q. You assisted Mr. Roark in preparing it 
3 A. I reviewed it. yes. 
4 Q. Did you review it before you signed it? 
5 A. Yes. 
6 Q. Did you find all of its contents to be 
7 accurate? 
8 A. Yes. 
9 Q. Go ahead and tum to the second page of your 
10 affidavit. Do you see on paragraph 8 where you state: 
11 "During the course of the executive session matters were 
12 presented to the council that caused all members serious 
13 concern about possible misuse of public funds and 
14 equipment by the plaintiff"? 
15 A. Yes. 
16 Q. Who is the plaintiff? 
17 A. I believe that is Sharon Hammer. 
18 Q. Do you want to confinn that? 
19 A. (Reviewing document.) Yes. 
:;;!0 Q. You then go on in paragraph 9 -- we can skip 
21 9. Go to 10. You go on to state that: "The mayor and 
:;;!2 city council have reason to believe that the plaintiff 
23 may have committed serious misconduct, including 
24 possible criminal violations of statutes dealing with 























































records by the plaintiff." Do you see that? 
A. The second sentence? 
Q. Yes. 
A. Yes. 
Q. Who authorized you to disclose information 
that was being discussed in public session or in 
executive session? 
MR. NAYLOR: Object to the form. 
THE WITNESS: What was your question? 
Q. (BY MR. SWARTZ) Who authorized you to 
disclose information that was being discussed in 
executive session? 
A. No one authorized me. 
Q. Did disclosing this in the public record 
violate the city council's policy on ethics with regard 
to executive session? 
A. No. 
Q. Why is that? 
A. This is in response to a temporary restraining 
order, and if you take this in context to what is said 
about me in the temporary retaining order, you will see 
why this was necessary. 
Q. Can you explain it to me. 
A. Yes. There were accusations made against me, 
and I am defending myself. 
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Q. What accusations are you responding to in 
here? 
A. The lawsuit and the temporary restraining 
order. 
Q. What accusation is paragraph 8 responding to? 
A. By his letter of November 18th to the mayor -
MR. NAYLOR: Paragraph 8. 
THE WITNESS: That refers to the temporary 
restraining order. 
Q. (BY MR. SWARTZ) There was an allegation in 
there about what occurred in the executive session? 
A. Yes. No, it refers to the use of public funds 
and equipment and misuse. 
Q. So how is it that you disclosing what occurred 
in the executive session was defending allegations that 
were being made against you? 
A. lt's in context. 
Q. What context? 
A. In context to the temporary restraining --
what is said in their temporary restraining order. 
Q. What exactly is paragraph 8 responding to? 
A. We would have to go through that. 
Q. The motion for temporary restraining order? 
A. Yes. 
Q. You don't recall as you sit here today -
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1 A. Not today. 
2 Q. -- why you felt compelled to disclose what was 
3 going on in an executive session? 
4 MR. NAYLOR: Object to the form. 
5 THE WITNESS: That is irrelevant. 
6 Q. (BY MR. SWARTZ) What is irrelevant? 
7 A. What you just said. 
8 Q. You feeling compelled to disclose what 
9 occurred in executive session to defend yourself? 
10 A. I am responding - this affidavit is 
:u responding to a temporary restraining order. 
12 Q. Right. rm asking what compelled you to 
13 disclose what occurred in an executive session to defend 
14 yourself. 
15 MR. NAYLOR: Object to the form; asked and 
16 answered. 
17 THE WITNESS: Yeah. 
18 MR. NAYLOR: He said it's related to the 
19 temporary restraining order. that's what compelled him. 
20 I don't know if you two are communicating. 
21 THE WITNESS: I said that several times. 
22 Q. (BY MR. SWARTZ) You need to seethe 
23 restraining order in order to answer the question. 
24 A. I don't recall at this point what was said in 
25 the temporary restraining order. 
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l Q. Why was it important to disclose in an 
2 affidavit that the city council had serious concerns 
3 about possible misuse of public funds and equipment by 
4 the plaintiff? 
5 MR. NAYLOR: Objection; asked and answered. 
6 THE WITNESS: Because of something that was 
7 said in the temporary restraining order. 
B Q. (BY MR. SW ARTZ) You don't recall what? 
9 A. Today I don't. 
10 Q. Why was it necessary for you to state in an 
11 affidavit that there were going to be 
12 possible criminal -- serious misconduct and possible 
l3 criminal violations of statutes dealing with misuse of 
u public funds and falsification of public records by the 
15 plaintiff? 
16 A. Same answer as the last time. 
17 Q. You don't recall what you were responding to? 
18 A. Correct. 
19 Q. You think that a city council member acting 
20 through their private attorney to defend allegations 
21 being made against them in a lawsuit being filed against 
22 them personalty is an exception to the ethics policy 
23 that prohibits disclosing what transpires in an 
24 executive session? 
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THE WITNESS: Yes. 
Q. (BY MR. SWARTZ) Here is the ethics policy 
marked as Hammer 1519 through 1520. And best as I can 
tell it's bullet point number 8 on the second page: 
"Refrain from discussion of confidential proceedings 
when circumstances allow the city council to go" -
MR. NAYLOR: Hang on. Bullet point 8 it says: 
"Conduct all business in open meetings." 
MR. SWARTZ: Are we looking at the same thing 
here under the ethics code of conduct? 
MR. NAYLOR: Oh. code of conduct. 
Q. (BY MR. SWARTZ) "Refrain from discussion of 
confidential proceedings. When circumstances allow the 
city council to go into executive session, council 
members agree to respect the privileged nature of all 
discussions held in executive sessions and that all 
lawful discussions should remain confidential." Did I 
read that correctly? 
A. I believe you did. 
Q. Do you see an exception anywhere in this code 
of conduct relating to executive session that allows you 
to disclose information from executive sessions for your 
own personal use? 
MR. NAYLOR: Object to the fonn. 
THE WITNESS: It just says "refrain from 
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discussion," and it says ''and that all lawful 
discussions should remain confidential." There is a 
lawsuit, and I have an obligation to respond to it. 
Q. (BY MR. SWARTZ) I don't see that exception. 
Can you point me to where that is? 
MR. NAYLOR: Object to the fonn; 
argumentative. 
THE WITNESS: I disagree with you. 
Q. (BY MR. SWARTZ) There is an exception in 
here? 
MR. NAYLOR: Object to the fonn. He's just 
responding to your question. 
Q. (BY MR. SWARTZ) My question to you was: Is 
there an exception listed in this code of conduct? Your 
response was: I disagree with you. I don't think we 
are connecting. 
A. I disagree with your assertion. 
Q. I'm asking whether there is an exception to 
this paragraph 8 on revealing -
A. Yes. 
MR. NAYLOR: Let him ask the question, and 
then we can read back your answer from about two 
questions ago. 
Q. (BY MR. SWARTZ) So what is the exception to 
paragraph 8? 
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1 A. The record gives my answer about two questions 
2 ago. 
3 MR. SW ARTZ: Why don't you go and help Beverly 
4 find it. 
5 (Record read back.) 
6 Q. (BY MR. SWARTZ) Do you see in the code of 
7 conduct that there is an exception to paragraph 8 in the 
8 event of a lawsuit? 
9 MR. NAYLOR: Object to the form. 
10 THE WITNESS: The court reporter just read 
11 what I said. 
12 Q. (BY MR. SWARTZ) I'm just asking whether you 
13 see an exception in the code of conduct to paragraph 8. 
l{ It's either a yes or a no. 
15 A. Yes. The court reporter just read what I saw 
16 as the exception. 
17 Q. That there was a lawsuit and you were 
18 obligated to respond to it? 
19 A. What she just read. 
20 Do you want me to read it again? 
21 MR. SWARTZ: Sure. That would be very 
22 helpful. 
23 (Record read back.) 
24 Q. (BY MR. SWARTZ) The last sentence that 
25 Beverly just read, is that written in the code of 
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1 conduct anywhere? 
2 A. "Refrain from discussions and that all lawful 
3 discussions should remain confidential." 
4 Q. Yes, you are reading from paragraph 8; 
5 correct? 
6 A. Yes. 
7 Q. The last sentence to your prior answer -
8 A. I added that. And there is a lawsuit, and I 
9 have an obligation to respond via this affidavit. 
10 Q. Okay. Very good. I just wanted to make sure 
11 we are on the same page. You were adding that to 
12 paragraph 8, not reading it on paragraph 8. 
13 A. That is what I did initially, yes. 
14 Q. Were you responding to this lawsuit on your 
15 own behalf as an individually named party? 
16 MR. NAYLOR: Object to the fonn to the extent 
17 it calls for a legal conclusion. 
18 TIIE WITNESS: I don't recall. 
19 Q. (BY MR. SWARTZ) Were you acting for the City 
20 when you filed this affidavit? 
21 A. I don't recall. 
22 MR. NAYLOR: Same objection. 
23 Q. (BY MR. SWARTZ) If you'll look at the first 
24 page of your affidavit, the first defendant listed is 























































Q. Did you understand that you were being sued 
individually? 
A. I don't recall. 
Q. Is Mr. Roark your personal attorney or is that 
an attorney that the City hired for you? 
A. He's my attorney. 
Q. I'm trying to get you a copy of the temporary 
restraining order here. 
Let's move on down to paragraph 13 of your 
affidavit. Do you see that on page 3? 
A. Yes. 
Q. There you state: "The plaintiff's attorney, 
who is also her husband, has made a series of threats to 
me, the mayor, the city attorney, and my wife that 
demonstrate that his action in filing this case is 
designed to effect a political result and ex.tract a 
large sum of money from the City. And in support of 
this avennent I attach hereto and incorporate by 
reference herein unredacted exhibits." And then you go 
on and list four letters. Do you see that there? 
A. Yes.. 
Q. Why did you undertake the effort to submit 
them as unredacted exhibits? 
MR. NAYLOR: Object to the form. 
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TIIE WITNESS: I don't remember. 
Q. (BY MR. SWARTZ) Do you remember whether 
Mr. Donoval submitted them as redacted exhibits? 
A. I don't remember. 
Q. What were the series of threats that Mr. 
Donoval made to you that you refer to in paragraph 13? 
A. Threats to me? 
Q. That's what you state under oath. 
A. They were obviously in the letter of November 
12, the letterofNovember 16, and the letter of 
November 20. The undated November 18 letter were 
threats made to my wife. 
Q. What was the threat made to your wife? 
A. I don't recollect exactly what was said in 
that letter, but they were very vile. 
Q. They were vile threats? 
A. Yes. 
Q. How did that make you feel? 
MR. NAYLOR: Object to the form. 
Q. (BY MR. SWARTZ) How did that make you feel? 
A. I'm sorry. You asked me a question. 
MR. NAYLOR: Object to the form. 
THE WITNESS: Concerned. 
Q. (BY MR. SWARTZ) In what way? 
A. Concerned for my wife. 
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1 Q. Anything else? 
2 A. No. 
3 Q. What were the threats that Mr. Donoval made 
4 against the mayor? 
5 MR. NAYLOR: Object to the fonn; misstates his 
6 testimony. 
7 Q. (BY MR. SW ARTZ) You can read your testimony 
8 right there in front of you. "Mr. Donoval has made a 
9 series of threats to me, the mayor ... " Do you see that? 
10 A. Yep. 
11 Q. What were the series of threats made to the 
12 mayor? 
13 A. Those were in those letters, except probably 
14 item C and possibly item D. So probably A and B. 
15 Q. Any others that you can recall? 
16 A. That's what's referred to in item 13. 
17 Q. Next you list the city attorney as being the 
l8 recipient of a series of threats. What are the threats 
19 that were made against the city attorney by Mr. Donoval? 
20 A. Those, I assume. would also be in items A 
21 andB. 
22 Q. Your wife you identified the vile threats 
23 being in Exhibit C; right? 
24 A. Correct. 
25 Q. Sony. AttachmentC. 
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1 A. Correct. 
2 Q. What is the political result that you believe 
3 Mr. Donoval was trying to effect? 
4 A. Removing me from office. 
5 Q. Why did you come to that conclusion? 
6 A. Because that is something he requested. my 
7 resignation. 
B Q. In that offer letter? 
9 A. I believe so. 
10 Q. Did you feel like his false statements about 
11 your health or false statements that he made in the 
12 lawsuit against you was designed to tarnish your 
13 reputation? 
14 MR. NAYLOR: Object to the form. 
15 THE WITNESS: I believe that was part of his 
16 effort to obtain a settlement, yes. 
17 Q. (BY MR. SWARTZ) Did you believe that he was 
18 trying to tarnish your reputation in part also to have 
19 others begin to call for your resignation? 
20 MR. NAYLOR: Object to the form; calls for 
21 speculation. 
22 THE WITNESS: I have no idea. 
23 Q. (BY MR. SWARTZ) Was he making these false 
2{ statements about you in a closed forum where it was just 
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about you with other people? 
A. There were all the city council, the mayor, 
and two citizens on that list. 
Q. The two citizens were the city council elect? 
A. Yes. They were still citizens at that point. 
Q. Were the statements that he made about you in 
the temporary restraining order motion that you are 
responding to in this affidavit, were those statements 
made in a public forum or in a private closed forum? 
MR. NAYLOR: Object to the fonn. 
THE WITNESS: Would you restate that question. 
Q. (BY MR. SWARTZ) Sure. These statements that 
you are defending yourself against in your affidavit, 
were those statements made in a public forum or in a 
closed forum, both, do you know? 
MR. NAYLOR: Object to the form. 
THE WITNESS: What do you mean ''forum," public 
or private forum? 
Q. (BY MR. SWARTZ) Forum, it's another word for 
place. Mountain Express would be a public forum. The 
city council in public session would be a public forum. 
Shouting from a rooftop would be a public forum. A 
letter to one person or a telephone call with one person 
would be a private forum. 
A. Thank you. 
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MR. NAYLOR: Same objection. 
THE WITNESS: So could you say the question 
again then. 
Q. (BYMR.SWARTZ) Yes. Werethestatements 
that Mr. Donoval were making about you that believed to 
be false and that you were defending against in your 
affidavit, were those being made in a public forum or in 
a private forum? 
MR. NAYLOR: Same objection. 
THE WITNESS: In a public forum. 
Q. (BY MR. SWARTZ) So you now have a copy of the 
November 21st emergency motion for temporary restraining 
order that was filed against you individually and which 
you've already testified to is the reason why you filed 
your affidavit. Please take all the time you need to go 
through this temporary restraining order and identify 
for me the allegations being made against you that 
caused you to write paragraph 8 in your affidavit. 
MR. NAYLOR: For the record, that is Hammer 
767 to 784. 
MR. SWARTZ: Correct. 
And we can go off the record and you can take 
your time to review it. 
THE WITNESS: I'll also need the verified 
complaint, because it's part of the TRO. 
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l MR. SWARTZ: We'll get you that too. 
2 MR. NAYLOR: Let's go off the record. 
3 MR. SWARTZ: Yes. 
4 (Off the record.) 
5 (Recess taken.) 
6 Q. (BY MR. SWARTZ) Mr. Ribi, you've had an 
7 opportunity to review the emergency motion for temporary 
B restraining order, along with the verified complaint, 
g. both dated November 21st; correct? 
10 A. Yes. 
11 Q. You were reviewing those so that you could 
12 identify what allegations were in those documents that 
13 you were responding to in paragraph 8 of your affidavit; 
14 correct? 
15 A. Yes. 
16 Q. Have you identified some? 
17 A. Yes. 
18 Q. Which document do you want to start with? 
19 A. Start with the TRO, or whatever happens to be 
20 on top. 
21 Q. Okay. Which paragraph should I be looking at? 
22 A. Paragraph 9. 
23 Q. Okay. 
24 A. Paragraph 8 refers to executive session 
25 matters presented - or matters represented causing 
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1 members to have serious concern. 
2 Paragraph 9 alludes to the fact that these 
3 were done covertly outside, which was not true, and that 
4 is why paragraph 8 refers to the fact these were 
5 presented in executive session. 
6 Q. Okay. Anything else? 
7 A. Paragraph 11, this refers to the discussion on 
8 November 10th and the calling of the executive session, 
9 actually and the executive session itself, where in fact 
10 all these matters were discussed. 
11 Q. Anything else? 
12 A. Paragraph 13 refers to the November 14th 
13 executive session where these matters were discussed and 
14 the special investigation was determined to begin 
1S regarding these issues, although in here it just talks 
16 about Ms. Hammer's side ofit and not the other side of 
17 the issue. 
18 Q. Anything else? 
19 A. I believe paragraph 17 talks about the 
20 November 17th special Sun VaJley City Council, where 
21 again the city council discussed in executive session 
22 these matters. This one, again, only talks about the 
23 one side where, in fact, the possible misuse of public 
24 funds and equipment was discussed. 
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A. We talked about paragraph 9 already, so no. 
Q. If I understand you correctly, really 
paragraph 8 is to say, No, it wasn't me individually, it 
was the council at large that looked at this information 
and the council at large that had the concerns of misuse 
of public funds and equipment by the plaintiff; is that 
a fair summary? 
A. Paragraph 8 says exactly what it says. yes. 
Q. I was trying to summarize the paragraphs that 
you pointed out in the TRO; is that a fair summary of 
why you've included paragraph 8? 
A. The paragraphs I pointed out was why. yes. 
Q. The summary, that I'm trying to make sure we 
are on the same page, is generally, Hey, it wasn't me 
individually, it was the council at large. 
A. Yes, and it was more than just talking about 
the harassment, alleged harassment of me. 
Q. Against you. 
A. Yes. It was these issues discussed in 
paragraph 8. And when you go to the verified complaint, 
it's the same issues. 
Q. Sarne paragraph numbers? 
A. I think they were numbered differently. Go to 
paragraph 27, which addresses the November 11th meeting, 
same issue. 
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Q. Any others? 
A. Yes. Paragraph 29 addresses the November 14th 
meeting. same issue. 
Q. Anything else? 
A. And paragraph 32, which addresses the November 
17th meeting, same issue. 
Q. Any other aJlegations in the TRO or the 
verified complaint that you believe paragraph 8 of your 
affidavit was in response to? 
A. There may be others, but those are the 
specific ones I highlighted. 
Q. How about paragraph l O where you state: "The 
mayor and council had reason to believe the plaintiff 
may have committed serious misconduct, including 
possible criminal violations of statutes dealing with 
misuse of public funds and falsification of public 
records by the plaintiff." Would those be the same 
paragraphs that you've already cited? 
A. I believe that sentence refers to the sentence 
before it, which is by his letter of November 18th, the 
mayor, not the city council or myself, placed the 
plaintiff on administrative leave. 
Q. What allegation are you defending yourself 
against by stating that Ms. Hammer had engaged in 
possible criminal violations? 
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1 A. I believe there is a statement in the TRO that 
2 refers to something related to that first sentence. 
3 MR. NAYLOR: He's talking about the second 
4 sentence. 
5 THE WITNESS: Yes. And I'm saying that the 
6 second sentence relates to the first sentence. 
7 Q. (BY MR. SW ARTZ) Am I understanding you 
B correctly that the complaint and the TRO are essentially 
9 saying, Ribi did this individually. And your response 
LO to that is, No, I didn't do it individually, we acted as 
11 a whole, the city council and the mayor. 
12 A. That's correct. And in particular the 
13 administrative leave was an act of the mayor, not even 
14 the city council, let alone me. 
15 Q. Did reviewing the TRO or the verified 
16 complaint help remind you why it was significant for you 
17 to submit the unredacted exhibits? 
18 A. I was not thinking about that issue when I was 
19 looking at it. r was only looking it at in relationship 
20 to paragraph 8. 
21 Q. Was there anything in the TRO or the complaint 
22 that you saw that paragraph 15 would be responsive to? 
23 A. I wasn't looking for that when I looked at it. 
24 Q. Do you recall anything? 
25 A. I don't recall because I wasn't paying 
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1 attention to that issue. 
2 Q. And paragraph 15 is stating that the city 
3 clerk, the city treasurer have also been placed on leave 
4 after informing the mayor that they would be afraid to 
5 return to work if Sharon Hammer is still functioning in 
6 the position of city administrator. What is the 
7 significance of stating that in your affidavit? 
B A. It has some relationship to the temporary 
9 restraining order and the reason for it. 
10 Q. The reason for placing Ms. Hammer on leave? 
11 A. I believe so. 
12 Q. Did anyone at the City ask you to submit this 
13 affidavit? 
14 A. I don't recall. 
15 Q. In paragraph 17 you state that: "The 
16 plaintiff and her husband acting in the interest of Ms. 
17 Hammer, rather than the interest of the City of Sun 
18 Valley, would obstruct the efforts to enlist Brad 
19 Miller." Do you see that there? 
20 A. Yes. 
21 Q. And there you are talking about your personal 
22 concern; right? 
23 A. Yes. 
24 Q. What does your personal concern have to do 























































A. Those were observations from executive 
session, and the mayor's actions in attempting to, 
number one, as I mentioned earlier in the deposition, 
not placing the city administrator on leave and then 
further attempting to delay the investigation itself. 
Q. You didn't want the investigation delayed. 
A. No. The mayor did. 
Q. Why; do you know? 
A. I'm not sure. 
Q. Why did you think that the plaintiff and her 
husband would be obstructing the city attorney's efforts 
to enlist the representation of Mr. Miller? 
MR. NAYLOR: Object to the form. 
THE WITNESS: Could you restate or say your 
question again. 
Q. (BY MR. SWARTZ) Why did you believe when you 
completed this affidavit on November 23rd that the 
plaintiff and her husband would obstruct the efforts by 
city attorney, Adam King, to enlist the representation 
of Mr. Miller? 
MR. NAYLOR: Object to the form; misstates the 
testimony. 
THE WITNESS: That is not what this says. It 
says, I'm concerned the mayor of Sun Valley is acting to 
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further the interest. 
Q. (BY MR. SWARTZ) Because of his close 
relationship with the plaintiff and her husband? 
A. Yes. It looks like it's missing a comma after 
the paren. 
Q. Your belief that the investigation into 
possible improper and/or illegal conduct, as you state 
in paragraph 18, would be compromised if the TRO was 
granted. What formed the basis of that belief? 
A. Discussions with the attorneys in executive 
session. 
Q. How was the investigation going to be 
compromised? 
MR. NAYLOR: Do you want to ask him what he 
thinks rather than --
Q. (BY MR. SW ARTZ) Yes. What did you understand 
would be compromised with regard to the investigation if 
the TRO was granted? 
A. We were told that there was significant -
MR. NAYLOR: You are forbidden to talk about 
what you were told. He's asking you what you thought, 
that how the investigation would be impacted if she was 
not on leave. 
THE WITNESS: Okay. 
Q. (BY MR. SW ARTZ) If the TRO was granted, you 
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1 felt like the investigation would be compromised; right? 
2 A. Yes. 
3 Q. Why did you feel that? 
4 A. It was my feeling., based on what I understood, 
s that data and infonnation important to the investigation 
6 could be compromised at the City. 
7 Q. Was that a possibility or it was believed that 
8 it was going to occur? 
9 MR. NAYLOR: His belief again? 
10 MR. SWARTZ: Yes. 
11 THE WITNESS: It was my belief, based on what 
12 I was told, that it could be - there was a high 
13 probability. 
14 Q. (BY MR. SWARTZ) And it was going to be Ms. 
15 Hammer who was going to compromise the documents and 
16 data that were important to the investigation? 
17 A. Possibly. 
18 Q. Who suggested Ms. Hammer was going to alter 
19 documents or data? 
20 MR. NAYLOR: To the extent that calls for 
21 attorney-client privilege, you can't testify about that. 
22 Q. (BY MR. SWARTZ) That were important to the 
23 investigation. 
24 A. I can't testify to that. 
25 Q. That was an attorney's opinion, is what you 
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1 are saying? 
2 MR. NAYLOR: You can answer that. 
J THE WITNESS: That was an attorney's opinion. 
4 Q. (BY MR. SWARTZ) Was it Adam King? 
s MR. NAYLOR: Okay. Stop there. 
6 Q. (BY MR. SWARTZ) An attorney had an opinion 
7 that Sharon Hammer was going to compromise data or 
a documents that were important to the investigation; is 
9 that right? 
10 MR. NAYLOR: Object to the fonn. 
11 THE WITNESS: Yes. 
12 Q. (BY MR. SWARTZ) And as of November 23rd, 
13 we've had three executive sessions. the 11th, the 14th, 
14 and the 17th of November; right? 
15 A. Correct. 
1& Q. And we know that the attorneys present at the 
11 first one was Mr. King; the second one Mr. King, 
18 Mr. Miller; and the third one Mr. King., Mr. Miller; 
19 right? 
2 o A. I believe that is correct. 
21 Q. In paragraph 16 you state that: "Naming 
22 Mr. King in the lawsuit was an obvious attempt to place 
23 the City at a disadvantage in defending the claims for 
24 injunctive relief." Do you see that? 
2s A. Yes. 
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1 Q. Why did you believe that that was the obvious 
2 attempt? 
3 A. Because it would require new counsel to be 
4 appointed who will not have sufficient time to prepare 
5 for any hearing on an application for temporary 
6 restraining order or preliminary injunction. 
1 Q. Did you understand the allegations that were 
8 being made against Mr. King in the verified complaint 
9 and the TRO? 
10 A. I believe so. 
11 Q. What were those? 
12 A. Those were the ones that were spelled out in 
J.J the complaint. 
l4 Q. %at were the allegations being made against 
15 Mr. King? 
l.6 A. The ones in the complaint. 
17 Q. Do you recall what they were? 
18 A. At this point right now I don't. At the time 
u I did. 
20 Q. Allegations are being made against Mr. King in 
21 the complaint and in the TRO; right? 
22 A. Yes. At the time I knew what they were, but 
23 this is two and a half years later. 
24 Q. And was it your opinion that they were 
25 baseless allegations and trumped up just to name 
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1 Mr. King? 
2 MR. NAYLOR: Object to the fonn. 
3 THE WITNESS: I think the statement speaks for 
4 itself. 
5 Q. (BY MR. SWARTZ) Why was it so obvious to you 
6 that it was just an attempt to prevent him from working 
7 on the case? 
a A. I believe there was a time certain need to 
9 respond because of the timing of this. 
10 Q. Why would naming Adam King be an attempt to 
l.l place the City at a disadvantage in defending the 
12 claims? 
13 MR. NAYLOR: Objection; asked and answered. 
14 Q. (BY MR. SWARTZ) Is it that you think that 
is naming Adam King in the complaint was an obvious attempt 
16 to place the City at a disadvantage? 
11 A. It's because the City wouldn't have sufficient 
1e time to prepare by naming someone else. The City 
19 wouldn't have sufficient time to prepare for a hearing 
20 on application for a TRO or a preliminary injunction. 
21 Q. Why couldn't Mr. King still appear on behalf 
2 2 of the City? 
21 A. I answered that. 
24 Q. I'm not following. Where do you see in your 
2s affidavit where it says because they named Adam King he 
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l. couldn't represent the City? 
2 MR. NAYLOR: Object to the fonn. 
3 Q. (BY MR. SWARTZ) Mr. Naylor is pointing stuff 
4 to you. 
5 MR. NAYLOR: It's the same thing he's read 
6 twice already. 
7 MR. SWARTZ: Mr. Naylor can testify later. 
B He's going to be a good witness. 
9 MR. NAYLOR: I'm not testifying. I'm just 
10 pointing it ~· 
11 Q. (BY MR. SWARTZ) I'm asking about your 
12 understanding. 
13 A. I've read it. Do you want me to read it a 
14 third time? 
15 Q. I understand the language there. I'm not 
16 seeing where in the language it says that naming Adam 
17 King meant that he couldn't represent the City. 
1B A. You'll have to ask someone else that question. 
19 [ can't answer that question. 
20 Q. Who else would I ask about your opinion that 
21 you have rendered in an affidavit under oath? 
22 A. I told you I rendered that two and a half 
23 years ago. And at the time there was a reason, but I 
24 don't recall right now why. 
25 Q. So who should I speak to about your opinion? 
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l MR. NAYLOR: Object to the fonn; 
2 argumentative. He's answered your question. 
3 THE WITNESS: I have answered the question. 
4 Q. (BY MR. SWARTZ) You haven't identified the 
5 person that you are suggesting I need to speak to about 
6 your opinion. 
7 MR. NAYLOR: He testified that he does not 
8 recall today why he had that opinion at that time. 
9 That's what he just said. 
10 THE WITNESS: Yeah, that's exactly right. 
11 MR. SWARTZ: Mr. Naylor, ifyouhave an 
12 objection you can make it. but I don't appreciate you 
13 leading your witness. 
14 MR. NAYLOR: I'm not leading him. I'm 
15 pointing out to you why I'm objecting as asked and 
16 answered. And it's belligerent and it's argumentative, 
17 and I've made those objections, and so I'm telling 
18 you-· 
19 MR. SWARTZ: Enough of the speaking 
20 objections. Just make them. We need to move on. 
21 MR. NAYLOR: Go ahead. 
22 Q. (BY MR. SWARTZ) By the time ofyourNovember 
23 23rd, 2011 affidavit that you filed because you felt 
2t like you needed to defend yourself, you had been accused 
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false statements about you. your resignation was 
demanded, you were named as an individual defendant in a 
lawsuit. and vile threats were being made against your 
wife by Mr. Donoval. 
At that point in time did you feel like you 
might be biased toward Ms. Hammer and that perhaps you 
should remove yourself from any discussions regarding 
her employment or allegations being made against her? 
MR. NAYLOR: Object to the fonn. 
TIIE WITNESS: No. 
Q. (BY MR. SWARTZ) At that point in time you 
felt like you could remain completely impartial? 
A. Yes. 
Q. You are now looking at a November 25th, 2011 
letter from Mr. Donoval to Mr. Naylor, Bates No. 
SH·TIMELINE IOS to 109. Do you recognize that letter at 
all? 
A. Not necessarily. I don't know whether I 
received this letter or not. I'll have to read it. You 
have to excuse me, there were so many letters and so 
many things flying at that time it's hard to sort some 
of this out. 
(Reviewing document.) Okay. I looked at it. 
Q. Does that help refresh your recollection 
whether you've seen that before? 
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A. No, it doesn't. 
Q. Did anyone ever convey to you that placing Ms. 
Hammer on administrative leave was considered adverse 
employment or disciplinary action according to the 
International City/County Managers Association? 
A. I don't believe we discussed that. 
Q. Were you advised that another settlement offer 
to dismiss all claims against Sun Valley, Mr. King with 
prejudice would occur if you would resign from the city 
council? 
MR. NAYLOR: Object to the extent that it 
calls for an attorney-client privileged communication. 
If you learned of that from -- if your answer is in 
response to an attorney providing you this information, 
then I instruct you not to answer. 
TIIE WITNESS: I don't believe I received this. 
MR. NAYLOR: That's not the question. 
THE WITNESS: What was the-· I'm trying to 
sort out two things here. 
Q. (BY MR. SWARTZ) For a second time Mr. Donoval 
is making an offer to resolve claims against the City, 
and as part of that offer was asking for your 
resignation. Were you ever asked to resign a second 
time? 
A. No. 
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1 Q. A couple more pages, we are looking at a 
2 November 30, 2011 article from the Mountain Express, it 
3 says Hammer 898. Do you recognize this article? 
4 A. Not necessarily. It's probably an excerpt of 
5 something. It does not have Mr. Donoval's comments 
6 attached to it. 
7 MR. NAYLOR: Just the question is: Do you 
B recognize that document? 
9 MR. SWARTZ: Just the article. 
10 MR. NAYLOR: The article. 
11 THE WITNESS: I recognize the article, yes. 
12 Q. (BY MR. SWARTZ) Do you recognize this as the 
13 article that is reporting on your affidavit of November 
14 23rd? 
15 A. Yes. 
16 Q. The second paragraph states that: "The 
17 affidavit is part of a rapidly developing spat between 
18 Ribi and Hammer." Do you see that there? 
19 A. Yes. 
20 Q. "That has produced allegations of dangerous 
21 mental instability against Ribi and defamation against 
22 Hammer." Do you see that? 
23 A. Uh-huh. 
24 Q. Did you see this article when it was 
25 published? 
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l A. I probably did, yeah. 
2 Q. How did it make you feel when you were reading 
3 it? 
4 MR. NAYLOR: Object to the form. 
5 THE WITNESS: Just more of the same. 
6 Q. (BY MR. SWARTZ) Did you ask your private 
7 attorney, Keith Roark, to respond to an inquiry from 
B Mountain Express to address the allegations of your 
9 mental instability? 
10 MR. NAYLOR: Object to the form; instruct you 
11 not to answer that. 
12 Q. (BY MR. SW ARTZ) Mr. Roark states, at least 
13 according to this article, advised -- I apologize. I 
14 misstated. 
1S In a letter to Mr. Donoval from your attorney 
16 Mr. Roark is attributed as saying "that Mr. Ribi has 
17 never been diagnosed [with] or treated for any emotional 
18 or psychological illness." Do you see that in the 
19 article? 
20 A. Yes. 
21 Q. How did that make you feel to have your 
22 medical condition or lack thereof being discussed in the 
23 public paper? 
24 MR. NAYLOR: Object to the form. 
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paper and what they say. 
Q. (BY MR. SW ARTZ) Did you have any feelings as 
you were reading this article? 
MR. NAYLOR: Object to the fonn. 
THE WITNESS: Not that I can remember. 
Q. {BY MR. SW ARTZ) Did it make you feel happy to 
read it? 
MR. NAYLOR: Objection; calls for speculation. 
THE WITNESS: Like I say, I don't remember. 
Q. {BY MR. SWARTZ) How about right now, does it 
make you happy to read it? 
MR. NAYLOR: Object to the form. 
THE WITNESS: It's old news, none of it is 
true, so it doesn't bother me. 
Q. {BY MR. SWARTZ) Did it bother you at the 
time? 
MR. NAYLOR: Objection; calls for speculation. 
THE WITNESS: r told you how I felt at the 
time. 
Q. (BY MR. SWARTZ) That you don't remember? 
A. That's right. 
Q. So the next significant event, as I'm seeing 
things, following the lawsuit and your affidavit, is we 
go into a December 2nd, 2011 executive session and city 
council meeting. You'll find that under tab 8. 
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Based upon your notes can you tell what was 
discussed in the December 2nd, 2011 session? 
A. It says: "Kirt to bring us up to date. See 
notes." 
Q. You are refening to Ribi 286? 
A. Yes. It sounds like it was an update meeting. 
Was it on the phone or - oh, Joan Lamb was on the 
phone. Judge's order. There must have been some update 
on the judge's order. That was probably the response on 
the TRO thing. I suspect. And about Donoval 12/1 
letter. That wasn't the one we discussed earlier. Was 
that the same letter you just talked about? I don't 
think so. 
MR. NAYLOR: Wait for a question. 
THE WITNESS: Sorry. 
MR. SWARTZ: Hold tight. 
THE WITNESS: He asked me what we discussed. 
MR. NAYLOR: No, he just asked you one 
question. 
THE WITNESS: Sony. What was your question? 
Q. (BY MR. SW ARTZ) Looking at your notes, does 
that help refresh your recollection on what was 
discussed at the 12/2/2011 executive session? 
A. Yes. 
Q. What do you believe was discussed in that 
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1 session? 
2 A. I believe we had an update from Kirt Naylor 
3 on, I would assume, the Patty Ball investigation and 
4 whatever legal matters were underway and some letter 
5 from Jim Donoval. 
6 Q. Why do you asswne Mr. Naylor would be updating 
7 you on the Patty Ball report? 
8 A. Because that is who Mayor Willich asked us to 
9 get a report from. 
10 Q. Where is that written? 
11 A. It's not written, but that is who he had give 
12 us reports. 
13 Q. Did you hear Mayor Briscoe's testimony 
14 yesterday that it was not until December 13th that Mayor 
15 Briscoe and Mayor Willich decided to allow Kirt Naylor 
16 to become involved in the Patty Ball report? 
17 MR. NAYLOR: Objection to the form; misstates 
18 the testimony. 
19 THE WITNESS: I believe I mentioned there were 
20 nuances from timing of different meetings, of how some 
21 of us recollected when things happened. This could be 
22 one of those nuances. 
23 Q. (BY MR. SWARTZ) Do you have a specific 
24 recollection of Mayor Willich and Mayor Briscoe bringing 
25 Mr. Naylor into the Patty Ball investigation prior to 
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1 Mayor Willich and Mayor Briscoe reviewing the draft 
2 report in Adam King's office on December 13, 2011? 
3 MR. NAYLOR: Object to the fonn; foundation. 
4 THE WITNESS: Based on the reports given to 
5 city council and his involvement, yes. 
6 Q. (BY MR. SWARTZ} Just by virtue of him being 
7 there. 
8 A. Being there and reporting at Mayor Wiltich's 
9 request, yes. 
10 Q. Where in here does it say that the mayor has 
11 requested Mr. Naylor to bring everyone up to speed on 
12 the Patty Ball report? 
13 MR. NAYLOR: Objection; fonn. 
14 THE WITNESS: It doesn't say it there. 
15 Q. (BY MR. SWARTZ) Who all was present at the 
16 December 2nd, 2011 meeting? 
17 A. Joan Lamb, the mayor, De Wayne Briscoe, Bob 
18 Youngman, myself, Adam King, and Kirt Naylor. 
19 Q. The folks who are listed up top, is that in 
20 the public session all present? 
21 A. Yes, alt present. And then Diane Shay, I 
22 believe she was acting as the assistant clerk, so she 
23 would have been there to take the roll and the minutes 
24 for that first part of the meeting. That probably 























































Sage Room for the executive session. We felt that City 
Hall meeting room was compromised and there was no 
privacy. 
Q. Who felt that? 
A. The mayor and city council. 
Q. And we've got a bunch of stuff that is 
redacted. Do you need to see that unredacted in order 
to recall what other subjects were discussed? 
A. No. 
Q. What other subjects were discussed? 
MR. NAYLOR: Object to the extent it calls for 
attorney-client work product privileged information, 
instruct you not to testify as to those topics. 
THE WITNESS: I believe I gave you my 
recollection of the overview earlier. 
Q. (BY MR. SWARTZ) You are now looking at a 
December l, 2011 letter from Mr. Donoval to Mr. Naylor 
that is Bates No. SH-TIMELINE 243 to 246. Review that 
and see if that is the December I letter that was 
discussed in the December 2, 2011 executive session. 
A. (Reviewing document.) I believe it probably 
was. 
Q. Was there some discussion about this letter or 
were you just handed a copy of it? 
A. As far as my notes say, we were just handed a 
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copy ofit. 
Q. Was there any discussion about renewing the 
importance of keeping confidential what transpires in an 
executive session after receiving this December l, 2011 
letter? 
A. No. 
Q. Anything else on your heavily redacted notes 
that you can refer to to give us some indication of what 
was discussed in that meeting? 
MR. NAYLOR: Subject to my previous 
instruction and objection. 
THE WITNESS: No, because there was no action 
taken at the conclusion of the meeting. So my 
understanding is it was an update meeting. 
Q. (BY MR. SW ARTZ) At that point in time what 
was the update on the Patty Ball report? 
MR. NAYLOR: Same objection and instruction. 
THE WITNESS: I can't respond to that based on 
his instruction. 
Q. (BY MR. SWARTZ) Well, he's saying don't share 
communications from counsel who were providing legal 
advice. I'm just asking for a factual update. What was 
your understanding of where the Ball investigation was 
at that point and where it was going? 
A. I can answer that. 
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1 MR. NAYLOR: To the extent that that is 
2 attomey•client privileged from the attorney, then I 
3 will instruct you not to answer that. 
,I Q. (BY MR. SW ARTZ) He's not looking and I'm not 
s looking for you to reveal any legal advice you were 
6 getting from an attorney. 
7 A. 1 can report on the status of where it was at 
8 that point in time. 
g Q. Okay. 
10 A. And they reported to us that it was 
11 progressing, that additional information had come in 
12 regarding the fire department. and that was being added 
13 to the investigation. And I believe that is all I can 
14 say at this point without breaking attorney-client 
15 privilege. 
16 Q. And the attorneys present in the meeting were 
17 Adam King, and there is a reference to Kirt, but there 
18 is also a reference to their firm, so there could be 
19 some other attorneys. Do you recall any other attorneys 
20 present? 
21 A. Kirt Naylor is the only one that I had on my 
22 list. so I would assume there was no one else. 
23 Q. And then Adam King apparently, there is 
24 notations ·-
25 A. You asked regarding his firm. 
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1 Q. Thank you. 
2 Following the December 2nd meeting Mr. 
3 Donoval, on behalf of Ms. Hammer, filed an amended 
4 verified complaint for injunctive relief, and that is 
5 when he added Bob Youngman. That was on December 5th. 
(j A. Okay. Thank you. 
7 Q. Just to help keep us on track here. 
8 MR. NAYLOR: What date did you say that was? 
9 MR. SWARTZ: December 5th. 
10 Q. (BY MR. SWARTZ) It looks like the next 
11 meeting was on December 15th, it's tab 11. 
12 A. Yes. 
13 Q. And your notes are going to be under tab 29. 
14 Who was in executive session on December 15th. 2011? 
15 A. According to my notes, Mayor Willich, Bob 
16 Youngman, Dewayne Briscoe, Joan Lamb, myself, Adam King. 
17 and Kirt Naylor via phone. 
18 Q. And everything is redacted and is being 
19 attributed to Mr. Naylor providing legal advice. Do you 
20 recall factually what transpired at the December 15th, 
21 2011 meeting? 
22 A. Yes. 
23 Q. What is that? 
24 A. That was when the report was given to the city 
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Q. Just the findings or the entire report? 
A. The entire report. 
Q. Did that report include a section on the 
allegations of harassment by Ms. Hammer against you? 
A. My wtderstanding was that report involved 
allegations against Ms. Hammer, allegations by Ms. 
Hammer of me, and then allegations regarding the fire 
department. and it was all in one document. 
At the end of the meeting I requested a copy 
of the report regarding me. And they all agreed that I 
could have a redacted portion regarding me, and they 
would prepare that and get it to me. That is how they 
ended up with the three - Patty Ball apparently sliced 
it into three sections; the Hammer section, the Ribi 
section, and then the fire department section. That was 
done five or six days later after the meeting. 
Q. Knowing that the report included allegations 
against you, was there any discussion about you not 
engaging in any discussions regarding the Patty Ball 
report? 
A. The report was given about the allegations 
against me, and it said that I had not engaged in any 
violation of the harassment policy. 
Q. So my question to you was whether there was 
any discussion on whether you should remove yourself 
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from the discussions about the Patty Ball report in 
light of the fact that it concerned allegations about 
you. 
A. No. 
Q. What did you recall about the findings about 
Ms. Hammer on December 15th, 2011? 
A. Repeat the question. 
Q. What do you recall about Patty Ball's findings 
about Ms. Hammer on December 15th, 2011? 
A. It was reported that there •. my recollection 
is that it was reported that there were findings of 
significant potential violations of City policy and 
possible potential criminal allegations or violations of 
some criminal statutes. 
Q. What was the plan for proceeding with the 
Patty Ball investigation at that point? 
A. [ believe it was discussed at that point, 
which was the prior understanding of the cowicil, that 
once the Patty Ball report was finalized and if there 
was any potential allegations or potential criminal 
possibilities, that it would be turned over for further 
investigation. 
Q. Was that the conclusion of the December 15th 
meeting? 
A. I believe there was discussion during that 
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1 meeting that the report would be turned over for further 
2 investigation, yes. 
3 Q. Turned over to the prosecutor. 
4 A. Yes. 
5 Q. So Patty Ball was done as of December 15th, 
6 the report was going to be turned over to the Blaine 
7 County Prosecutor -
B A. I don't think she was done. She had 
9 additional work to do to break up the reports and then 
10 provide information to whoever was doing investigations. 
11 Q. So beyond dividing up the report though her 
12 investigative work was done. 
13 A. I wasn't involved in that part of it. That 
H was Mayor Willich and Mayor Briscoe .. Mayor Elect 
15 Briscoe and Kirt Naylor, they were involved in that. 
16 Council wasn't involved in any of that. 
17 Q. Did you understand as of 12/15 that her report 
18 was final with the exception of dividing it up into 
19 three sections? 
20 A. Yes. 
21 Q. Was there any discussion about the termination 
22 of Ms. Hammer's employment in the December 15th, 2011 
23 session? 
24 A. No, not that I'm aware of. 
25 Q. What about the December 2nd, 2011 session? 
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1 A. Not that I'm aware of, no. 
2 Q. The next meeting as I can tell took place on 
3 January 5th, two days after Mayor Briscoe was sworn in; 
4 is that your recollection? 
s A. I believe that's correct. Executive session 
6 meeting, yes. 
7 Q. Prior to that meeting on December 26 -- I got 
8 my date wrong on that. 
9 Sometime after the December 15th or early 
10 December time frame Ms. Hammer filed a complaint with 
11 the Human Rights Commission. Do you have a recollection 
12 of that? 
13 A. Vaguely. yeah. 
14 Q. And do you know what the allegations in that 
15 complaint were? 
16 A. I believe they were similar to the ones in the 
17 other one, the other case. 
18 Q. That you were harassing her? 
19 A. Allegedly. 
20 Q. Was there any discussion of that in the 
21 December 2nd or December 15th executive session? 
22 A. Not that I remember. 
23 Q. Was there any discussion at any time in 
24 executive session about the importance of not smearing 
















































A. I don't know that that particular subject, 




Q. Not doing anything to harm her reputation by 
making comments in the public record, anything like that 
discussed in any of the executive sessions? 
A. Discussions in the public record didn't come 
up. I told you earlier that we were very careful to see 
what we could do on November 11th and very careful to 
see what we could do on January 19th of2012 and how we 
handled that. 
Q. Did you feel like it was important not to make 
comments about Ms. Hammer that could damage her 
reputation? 
A. Say that again. 
Q. Did you place any importance on refraining 
from making comments about Ms. Hammer that could damage 
her reputation? 
A. I don't think we looked at - or I can't speak 
for anybody else. 
Q. rm just asking about you. 
A. My only comments were related to defense of 
myself, based on what was said about me. 
Q. Did you have any concern for Sharon Hammer's 
reputation? 
A. I was very careful whenever I said something 
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in public. I chose my words very carefully. 
Q. Was it because you were concerned about Sharon 
Hammer's reputation? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Turning to your notes under tab 30 of the 
black binder, ifs the January 5th, 2012 executive 
session. Do you see those there? 
A. Yes. 
Q. It looks like it's just a single page, 299. 
A. That's what it is. 
Q. Right? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Can you recall what was discussed at the 
January 5th, 2012 executive session based upon your 
notes? 
MR. NAYLOR: Subject to the same instruction 
and objection, calling for attorney-client privileged or 
work product information. 
THE WITNESS: The only thing I recollect from 
that meeting is this was the first meeting we had with 
the two newly elected council members, Michelle Griffith 
and Franz Suhadolnik. My recollection is this was their 
very first executive session, so it was most likely an 
update on legal matters and personnel matters. I don't 
know if there was any action taken after that meeting. 
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1 I don't have minutes of the meetings. 
2 Q. (BY MR. SW ARTZ) you'll find the minutes under 
3 tab 16. 
4 A. It doesn't look like there was any action 
s taken as a result of the executive session. 
6 Q. Do you recall what was discussed, or you just 
7 can't tell with everything redacted? 
8 MR. NAYLOR: Same objection.. 
g THE WITNESS: Same answer as I gave earlier. 
10 Q. (BY MR. SWARTZ) Just an update? 
11 A. Yes. 
12 Q. An update on what? 
13 A. As I said earlier, legal matters, I suspect, 
14 and personnel matters. 
15 Q. Did those personnel matters involve Sharon 
16 Hammer? 
17 MR. NAYLOR: Object; same objection and 
18 instruction. 
19 THE WITNESS: They may have. 
20 Q. (BY MR. SWARTZ) Did the legal matters involve 
21 Sharon Hammer? 
22 A. They may have. 
23 Q. Were there any other legal matters pending 
24 against the City or any of the city council members on 
25 January 5th, 2012 that you are aware of? 
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1 MR NAYLOR: Object to the fonn; same 
2 instruction and objection. 
3 THE WITNESS: There may have. 
4 Q. (BYMR. SWARTZ) You don't recall? 
s A. I don't recall. 
6 Q. Do you recall discussing the termination of 
7 Ms. Hammer's employment on January 5th, 2010? 
8 A. I don't remember discussing that at that 
9 meeting, no. 
10 Q. When do you first remember discussing the 
11 termination of Ms. Hammer's employment? Other than 
12 November 11th of201 l, I guess, what is the next time? 
13 A. I received a phone call from Mayor Briscoe, I 
14 believe either the day before January 19th or the 
15 morning of January 19th, I'm not sure which day it was, 
16 where he indicated to me his desire to end her contract. 
17 And he told me that he wanted to do it without cause, 
18 and he asked for my support of that on the meeting on 
19 January, I believe it was the 19th. 
20 Q. You believe he called you the same day as that 
21 meeting? 
22 A. Or the day before. I cannot remember when 
23 that was. 
24 Q. What did you say in response to Mayor Briscoe? 
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decision he made. 
Q. Was there any hesitation on your part in 
response to his request for your support? 
A. No. Whatever the mayor -- the city 
administrator works for the mayor, so whatever he wanted 
I would support. 
Q. Did he discuss with you why he wanted to 
tenninate Ms. Hammer without cause? 
A. Yes. 
Q. What did he state? 
A. He told me that he needed to have a city 
administrator that he chose and could work with, and I 
agreed with him. And I said to him that the previous 
three mayors, who I had served under each, had chosen 
their own city administrators. So that was very 
consistent with what I had seen in the past. 
Q. Did he explain to you why he believed he could 
not work with Ms. Hammer? 
A. He didn't go into any details at that point. 
Q. Did you ask? 
A. No. 
Q. Did you need to ask in light of everything 
that had transpired from November 11th to the day of 
that phone call? 
MR. NAYLOR: Object to the form. 
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THE WITNESS: That wasn't part of the thinking 
process. 
Q. (BY MR SW ARTZ) You didn't think at all other 
than state, I'll support you, Mayor; right? 
A. Yeah. It's what the mayor wanted, so I 
supported what the mayor wanted. 
Q. Is that why you voted to terminate Ms. 
Hammer's employment? 
A. We voted to approve the decision of the mayor. 
Q. At that time you had a pending lawsuit against 
Ms. Hammer, Mr. Donoval that was filed on December 30th; 
right? 
A. Correct. 
Q. You were seeking monetary damages in that 
lawsuit? 
A. Correct. 
Q. Did you think at all that by participating in 
the discussions about the termination of Ms. Hammer's 
employment that you might have a conflict and you should 
recuse yourself? 
MR. NAYLOR: Object to the form. 
THE WITNESS: No. 
Q. {BY MR. SWARTZ} Why didn't you perceive there 
would be a conflict? 
A. I didn't perceive a conflict. My attorney 
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l didn't perceive a conflict. Council members didn't 
2 perceive a conflict. no one did. 
3 Q. You know that the council did not perceive a 
4 conflict because that was discussed? 
5 A. They never raised that issue with me. 
6 Q. Did you raise that issue with them as there 
7 being a potential conflict and ask for them to weigh in 
8 on it? 
9 A. They had every opportunity to. 
10 Q. I asked you whether you raised it. 
11 A. No. 
12 Q. Did you raise it with anyone else? 
13 A. No. 
u Q. It looks like the next meeting was on January 
· 15 I 0th, another special meeting. What happened on January 
16 10th? 
17 A. This is the long meeting. This was a meeting 
18 where Patty Bal] came to Sun Valley to give her report 
19 to the city cowicil, in particular the two new members 
20 who had never seen the report or heard the report. And 
21 I believe it was because Michelle Griffith and Franz 
22 Suhadolnik wanted to hear firsthand from her and be able 
23 to ask her questions about her findings. 
24 Q. Were they the same findings that you were 
25 presented with on December 15th, 2011? 
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l A. Yes. 
2 Q. So this was old news to you. 
3 A. Yes. 
4 Q. What else do you recall about the January 
5 10th, 2012 session? 
6 A. That's it, as far as I can remember. It was a 
7 long meeting and a lot of question and answer. 
8 Q. Do you recall what the questions were? 
g A. Mostly the questions were coming from Michelle 
10 Griffith and Franz to Patty Ball. 
11 Q. Do you recall what the questions were? 
12 A. I don't recall th: specific questions, no. 
13 Q. Did you engage in any discussion during the 
u January 10th, 2012 meeting or did you just listen? 
15 A. I may have had questions too, but it was 
16 primarily them. 
17 Q. Do you recall what the plan for proceeding was 
18 at the conclusion of the January 10th, 2012 session? 
19 MR. NAYLOR: Same objection and instruction. 
20 THE WITNESS: As you can see, there was no 
21 action taken at the end of that meeting. 
22 MR. NAYLOR: Hang on a second, Eric. I need 
23 to call my office really quick and confirm something 
2, about these documents here. 
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MR. NAYLOR: Yeah. 
MR. SWARTZ: We'll go off the record and allow 
you to do that. 
(Recess taken.) 
Q. (BY MR. SWARTZ) Mr. Ribi, l believe you said 
it was decided that at the December 15, 2011 meeting 
that the report would be turned over to the Blaine 
County Prosecutor. 
A. There was discussion that it could be sent to 
the Blaine County Prosecutor, yes. 
Q. Which of the three reports? 
A. l believe it was the one that had criminal 
allegations in it. 
Q. Against? 
A. Ms. Hammer. 
Q. What about the allegations regarding the fire 
department, was that going to be turned over to the 
Blaine County Prosecutor as of that meeting? 
A. I don't recall about that one. 
Q. We covered the January 10th session. The next 
meeting was then on the 19th, that was the meeting where 
it was decided to terminate Ms. Hammer's employment; 
correct? 
A. That is where we ended her contract, yes. 
Q. [ didn't see any notes from you on that. Do 
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you recall whether you took any? 
A. I believe I did. l don't know whether ... 
Q. Maybe I didn't recognize them because they 
are -- let's try 24. 
A. That's one of them, yes. 
Q. That's Ribi 260 through 271; is that right? 
A. Yes. 
Q. It looks like on Ribi 261 you go into an 
executive session, it's Mayor Briscoe, yourself, 
Mr. Youngman, Mr. Suhadolnik, Ms. Griffith, Adam King, 
and Mr. Naylor was participating by phone; is that 
right? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Do you recall what was discussed in executive 
session on January 19th? 
MR. NAYLOR: ru give you the same 
instruction and objection as to the extent it relates to 
any attomey~client privileged work product 
commwiications. 
THE Wl1NESS: I believe we discussed Mayor 
Briscoe's request or decision to end the city 
administrator's contract, and then attached I think are 
some materials that I believe we had at that executive 
session. 
Q. (BY MR. SWARTZ) Do you recall who provided 
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1 the materials? 
2 A. I'm not sure. I don't remember. 
3 Q. You've got Idaho Code S0-204 and your notes 
4 state-
5 A. The first one is some minutes of May 15th, 
6 2008 I believe where we approved the appointment of her 
7 as the city administrator. I'm sorry, I didn't mean to 
8 interrupt you. 
9 Q. That's okay. Then you have got a copy of 
10 Idaho Code 50-204 and a notation that says: "City 
11 administrator not designated by resolution or 
12 ordinance." 
13 A. And I believe in the copy I had the line "and 
14 such other officers as designated by the council" was 
'l5 highlighted. 
16 Q. Were you trying to determine the proper 
17 procedure for tenninating her employment by looking 
18 at --
19 A. I think that might have been why that was 
20 there. 
21 Q. You've got the May 15, 2008 meeting minutes 
22 that says she's an appointed officer, then you are 
23 looking at the statute that tells you how to deal with 
24 appointed officers; right? 
25 A. Right. 
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1 Q. And then you have a copy of Ms. Hammer's 
2 contract? 
3 A. That is correct. 
4 Q. So since this wasn't copied in color there may 
5 be some highlighting on the contract as well? 
6 A. I don't recall that. 
7 Q. What was the purpose of having a copy of 
8 Ms. Hammer's contract? 
9 A. I suspect to discuss the terms of the 
10 contract. 
11 Q. Was there any discussion about tenninating 
12 Ms. Hammer with cause? 
13 A. Not that I recall. 
14 Q. I realize that Mayor Briscoe did not elaborate 
15 with you the on the phone when he spoke to you on either 
16 the 18th or the 19th about why he couldn't work with Ms. 
17 Hammer. But do you recall whether he elaborated on his 
18 inability to work with Ms. Hammer during the January 
19 19th. 2012 executive session? 
20 A. [ believe he gave a few reasons. 
21 Q. What do you recall? 
22 A. From what I recall. and I didn't write down 
23 any notes or any reasons, but to the best of my 
24 recollection. it related to the fact that he had 
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that time and detennined that it was hard for him to 
work with her and that he wanted to choose his own city 
administrator, and that his management style was 
different than the management style that the previous 
administration had operated under, and that he wanted to 
have a city administrator that would work under his 
management style. Those were the three reasons that I 
recollect. 
Q. Did any of the council members ask him to 
elaborate on any of the reasons why he was wanting to 
terminate Ms. Hammer's employment? 
A. Not that I recollect. 
Q. Why did you personally vote to support the 
termination of Ms. Hammer's employment? 
A. Because that is what the mayor wanted. 
Q. Do you know if Mr. Naylor was present by phone 
for the entire January 19th meeting? 
A. To the best ofmy knowledge, yes. 
Q. And Adam King was present for the entire 
meeting? 
A. To the best of my knowledge. 
Q. Do you recall taking any precautions when 
turning over the Patty Ball report to the Blaine County 
Prosecutor to ensure that it wouldn't become a public 
document? 
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MR. NAYLOR: Object to the form; foundation. 
THE WITNESS: That was not my obligation. I 
had nothing to do with that. 
Q. (BY MR. SWARTZ) Did you ever disclose the 
Patty Ball report in any manner into the public forum? 
A. Which Patty Ball report? 
Q. Any of them. 
A. I disclosed one line of the Patty Ball report 
regarding me publicly, yes. 
Q. Anything else? 
A. No. 
Q. Now, throughout your term as a city council 
member you maintained a blog online; correct? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And you commented numerous times on your blog 
regarding Sharon Hammer; isn't that correct? 
A. I would not call it commenting. I posted blog 
posts that included copies of press releases or links to 
stories with introductions explaining what it was in 
most cases. 
Q. Why were you doing that? 
A. To inform the citiz.ens about what was going 
on. 
Q. At any point in time did anyone ask you to 
stop posting on your blog regarding Ms. Hammer? 
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1 A. No. 
2 Q. Did you ever refuse someone's request that you 
3 back off on your posting about Ms. Hammer? 
4 A. No one made a request like that Unless there 
s was something written in one of the voluminous documents 
6 that maybe Mr. Donoval or Ms. Hammer had written, but 
7 other than that there was no request. 
8 Q. I can tell you when I first was hired as 
9 counsel, I contacted Mr. Naylor and was trying to 
10 engender an environment where settlement discussions 
11 could take place. And one of the items that he and I 
12 discussed was having you stop posting on your blog 
13 regarding Ms. Hammer, and I was advised by him that you 
14 would not agree to do that. Do you have any 
15 recollection of telling --
16" A. Now that you mention that, yeah, from the 
17 legal part of it there was that. And I actual1y did 
18 take my blog down as a courtesy temporarily to show good 
19 faith, but there was no good faith that came back the 
20 other way. 
21 Q. That you received? 
22 A. Correct. 
23 Q. What do you mean by there was no good faith 
24 coming back the other way? 
25 A. Mr. Donoval continued to post very negative 
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1 comments about me in the Idaho Mountain Express. 
2 Q. In response to that then did you fire back up 
3 your blog? 
4 MR. NAYLOR: Object to the form. 
5 THE WITNESS: You don't say "fire back up." 
6 It was just there. 
7 Q. (BY MR. SWARTZ) You made it live again. 
8 A. Yes. It's not live any more. Since rm no 
9 longer a council member, it's not there any more. 
10 Q. Did you review a copy of the forensic audit 
11 when it was issued? 
12 A. When it was issued? 
13 Q. Released. Did you ever see a copy of the 
14 forensic audit? 
15 A. I have seen a copy of it. 
16 Q. Do you recall seeing any expenditure in the 
17 forensic audit that was detennined to be improper 
18 attributed to Ms. Hammer that was not approved by the 
19 city council? 
20 A. I believe there were a large number of 
21 expenditures in there that were weren't approved by the 
22 city council. 
23 Q. Can you recall any as you sit here today? 
24 A. I can't give you specific ones. 
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the city council had no knowledge, no prior knowledge 
of. 
A. Correct. 
Q. Did you see any expenditures in there that you 
believed the treasurer had no prior knowledge of? 
A. I'm not aware of that. I couldn't comment on 
that. 
Q. Did you see any expenditures in there that you 
believed the mayor wasn't aware of? 
A. I couldn't comment on that. 
Q. Were you still around when Kelly Ek filed her 
tort claim against the City? 
A. Still around? 
Q. Still sitting as a city council member? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Do you recall Kelly Ek filing a tort claim 
against the City? 
A. We were made aware of that, yes, after it was 
filed. 
Q. Did you review it? 
A. Yes, I read it. 
Q. Did you find it to be a credible claim? 
MR. NAYLOR: Object to the form. 
THE WITNESS: My understanding is it had 
merit, yes. 
Page1n 
Q. (BY MR. SW ARTZ) Did you have any involvement 
in the decision about what to do with the claim? 
A. No. 
Q. How about Michelle Frostenson's tort claim, 
were you still city council member when that came in? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Did you have any involvement in the decision 
about what to do with that claim? 
A. No. 
Q. Did you find her claim to have merit? 
A. I believed it did have some merit, yes. 
Q. Did you ever see the settlement agreement 
related to either Ms. Ek or Ms. Frostenson's tort claim? 
A. No. 
Q. Would it surprise you if it included terms 
that stated that the claims were doubtful? 
A. I couldn't comment on what it said. I have no 
idea. 
Q. Do you recall why you lent your car to Mayor 
Briscoe? 
A. Lent my car to Mayor Briscoe? Are you 
referring to the question you asked yesterday? 
Q. Yeah. I asked Mayor Briscoe whether he had 
ever borrowed one of your cars and he stated that he had 
and he just couldn't recall why. 
.\lin-l-Script'? M & M Court Reporting Sen-ice, Inc. 
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1 A. I thought about that a little bit. He asked 
2 me -- I had an extra car, an old Land Cruiser, and he 
3 asked me sometime, a number of years ago, I can't even 
1 remember how far back, but it was probably after he 
s became a councilman, if I could loan him my car for a 
6 while. 
7 It was in the winter, I know. And I don't 
a remember exactly why, whether he was having other car 
9 problems or something. And I just said, Sure, you can 
10 borrow my car. I've have loaned my car to other people 
11 too. And yeah, I loaned it to him. 
12 Q. You don't remember why? 
13 A. No. He needed it for some reason. I believe 
14 he may have had car troubles. I'm not sure, but it was 
1s in the winter. 
16 Q. You believe he may have had car troubles. Are 
17 you just guessing or is that what he told you? 
18 A. I'm guessing because I don't remember. It was 
19 a number of years ago. 
20 Q. Do you recall how long he was borrowing your 
21 car? 
22 A. I think he used it for several weeks. 
23 Q. Did he tell you anything when he was done with 
24 it? He said, I'm done with it, I don't need it any 
2s more, anything like that, or he just returned it? 
Page 179 
1 A. Yeah, he returned it. 
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1 A. Potentially, potential allegations of 
2 criminal. 
3 Q. Or allegations of potential criminal conduct 
, A. Yes. I think it said something else, criminal 
s or civil or something like that. That's all I was aware 
6 of. 
7 Q. Since terminating Ms. Hammer's employment, 
s have you come to know anything different? 
9 A. I have read the County Prosecutor's report. 
10 I've read the HSNO report. I've read the attorney 
11 general's report. And they al1 have confirmed what the 
12 Patty Ball report has said, and even expanded on it, 
13 yes. 
14 Q. Anything else? 
1s A. f think that's it 
16 MR. SW ARTZ: Kirt, are you going to have any 
17 follow up? 
18 MR. NAYLOR: No. 
19 MR. SWARTZ: Let's take a quick break. 
2 o (Recess taken.) 
21 MR. SWARTZ: I don't have anything further, 
22 Mr. Ribi. Thank you for your time. 
23 MR. NAYLOR: We'll read and sign. 
24 (Deposition concluded at 5:02 p.m.) 
2s (Signature requested.) 
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1 CERTIFICATE OF WITNESS 
2 Q. He didn't explain to you why he didn't need it 2 I, NILS A. RIBI, being first duly sworn, depose 
3 any longer? 3 and say: 
4 A. No. 4 That I am the witness named in the foregoing 
5 Q. Number 20, this is the paid advertisement that s deposition, consisting of pages 1 through 183; that I 
6 we spent some time talking with Mayor Briscoe about 6 have read said deposition and know the contents thereof; 
7 yesterday, Hammer 327. Did you have any involvement in 7 that the questions contained therein were propounded to 
a preparing that advertisement before it was placed in the s me; and that the answers contained therein are true and 
9 Mountain Express? !f correct, except for any changes that I may have listed 
10 A. No. 10 on the Change Sheet attached hereto: 
11 Q. At the time that you voted to terminate Ms. 11. DA TED this __ day of ___ ~· 20_. 
12 Hammer's employment, what acts of misconduct that she 12 
13 had engaged in were you aware or? 13 
u MR. NAYLOR: Object to the form. 
15 THE WITNESS: The only thing I was aware of 
16 was what Patty Ball had reported in her report. 
1S 
16 
NILS A. RIBI 
17 Q. (BY MR. SWARTZ) Reported in her report that 17 SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this __ day 
18 you received on December 15th, 2011? 
u A. Yes, and then also reported -- yeah, that was 
20 that report, and then she said the same thing again at 
21 that January I 0th meeting. 
22 Q. And if I recall your testimony correctly, she 
23 identified serious violations of City policy and she 
24 identified conduct that could have been criminal in 
25 nature. 
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1 ERRATA SHBBT l'OR MILS A. RJ:BJ: 
















12 Pag• Lin• -- Reaaon for Change Reads--
13 Shoul.d Rei4 
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22 Page Line __ Reaeon for Change 
Reads--
23 Should Raad 
24 You may uee another eheet if you n-d aore rOCllll. 
25 WU'Nll:SS SI0HA1't1Rll: 
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l REPORTER'S CBRTIFICArB 
2 I, BEVERLY BJDi'JAJUll( CSR Ho. 710, Certified 
3 Shorthand Reporter, certify: That the foregoing 
4 proceedings -re taken before me at the tiae and plaee 
5 therein set forth, at whicb tiina the witness ... put 
6 under oath by me; 
7 That the teatiamy and a.11 cbjecti=- aade ware 
8 recorded atanograpbica1ly by aia and tranacribllld by me or 
9 under my direction, 
10 'l'hat the foregoing ia a true and corr-t record 
11 of all testilnony given, to th• best of my ability; 
12 X further certify that x .. not a relative or 
13 .,.,1cyae of any attorn.y or party, 110r am X financially 
14 interested. in the action. 
15 Xlll lfXTIIBSS 1IJIBABOI!', X aet my hal1d &Dd aaal t.b.i.a 




t.:~t,f. .C'f ... iitn,h-.. 
20 i 
21 BEV'li:RLY A. BBIIIJAXIN, csa No. 710 
22 Rotary Public 
23 P.O. Box 2636 
24 Boise, Idaho 83701.-2636 
25 My co-ission expires Kay 28, 201!1 
Min-t:-Script@: M & M Court Reporting Service, Inc. 
(208)34~961 l(ph) (800)234-9611 (208)-J45-8800(fH) 
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first duly sworn to tell the truth relating to said 
cause, testified as follows: 
EXAMINATION 
Page4 
TD l)JIP08ITIOR or ROHltT YOlllllillllll ..., taken 
an behalf of the Plaintiffs •t the Office Club, 160 
secmui Street Weac, Xetchum, Idaho, cCllllllllellCiJlW •t 
9100 a.a. an -Y 20, 201,. before Diana ICil.pat:rick, 
Certified Sllo>:t~d Reporter 1111d 5ot:azy Public withill 
amd for tha State of :i:4-ho, iA tba uiova-an.tit:led 
s QUESTIONS BY MR. SWARTZ: 
matter. 
6 Q. Please state your legal name. 
APPBARANCl:S: 
For Plaintiffa: 
Jone• & Swartz. PLLC 
BY IIR. BR.IC B. SWARTZ 




Naylor & Balas, P.C. 
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A. Robert Alan Youngman, one L. 
Q. Mr. Youngman, you understand that you have 
just been administered and accepted the oath? 
A. (Inaudible Response.) 
Q. Is that a yes? You're nodding your head 
yes. 
A. Yes. 
Q. And do you understand that in accepting the 
oath and giving the testimony that you're going to give 
here today, your testimony carries the same weight as 
testimony that you would give in a court of law? 
A. Yes. 
Q. You are here pursuant to a subpoena that was 
issued in a lawsuit that's been brought by Sharon 
Hammer. I'm handing a copy of that subpoena to you. 
Have you seen that before today? 
A. Yes. In electronic form, yes. 
Q. And did you understand that it was 
requesting that you bring documents with you? 
Fl'age5 
A. Yes. 
Q. And did you bring any documents with you 
today? 
A. Yeah. [ have my notes. 
MR. NAYLOR: And I have a copy of those 
notes that are responsive to the subpoena there. 
MR. SWARTZ: Do you have a copy for 
Mr. Youngman as well? 
MR. NAYLOR: No. 
THE WITNESS: I have the notebook. I have 
a-- he's in possession of the notebook right now, but 
it's my notebook. 
MR. NAYLOR: That is a redacted copy with 
the attorney-client privileged materials redacted, and 
we can do a privilege log at a later time. 
BY MR. SW ARTZ: 
Q. Other than these ten pages of notes that 
you've produced today, did you come across any other 
materials that were responsive to the subpoena? 
A. Not that I am aware of. I mean, as you 
know, I would be in possession of copies of the 
lawsuits, but I figured, Why bring a box of stuff you 
already have? Other than that, I don't have anything. 
Q. Copies of lawsuits and your notes? 
A. Yes. 
:Win-!.· -Script:lt M & M Court Reporting Service. lne. 
(2M)l45-961 l(ph) (800)234-9611 (208)-345-8880(fa:s:) 
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1 Q. That's all you have? 
2 A. That's the extent of what I have, and these 
3 are the extent of the notes. 
4 Q. Okay. You are entitled to a witness fee, 
s and that was not issued along with the subpoena. but I 
6' brought a check today, so there's your $40 witness fee. 
7 That will buy you lunch, maybe. Have you ever had your 
8 deposition taken before, Mr. Youngman? 
9 A. No. 
10 Q. A couple of helpful hints for you and I and 
11 our court reporter Diana to make the most accurate 
12 transcript possible, would be to answer audibly, so yes, 
13 no, or a narrative, as the question may require. No 
14 head shakes, uh-huhs or huh-uhs. Is that fair? 
· 15 A. Sure. 
16 Q. Another helpful hint is to allow me to 
l.7 finish my question before you begin your answer, and 
l.8 I'll certainly endeavor to allow you to finish your 
l.9 answer before I begin my next question. Okay. 
20 A. Okay. 
21 Q. That way we're not talking over one another. 
22 If I ask a question that you don't understand, please 
23 stop me and ask me to rephrase it or state it another 
24 way. 
25 A. (Inaudible Response.) 
Page7 
1 Q. Is that a yes? 
2 A. Yes. Sorry. 1'11 get used to this. 
3 Q. No problem. If you do answer my question, 
4 it will be understood that you understood the question. 
s Okay? 
6' A. Yes. 
7 Q. If during your deposition today you realize 
8 that something you said was inaccurate or needs to be 
9 clarified, go ahead and stop me and we can get that 
10 corrected on the record today. Okay? 
ll. A. Yes. 
12 Q. If I ask a question that you don't know the 
13 answer to, by aU means simply say that you don't know. 
14 I'm not looking for your best guess. I'm just looking 
l.5 for your personal knowledge. Okay? 
16 A. Yes. 
17 Q. Do you understand that Mr. Naylor represents 
l.8 the City of Sun Valley, Mr. Briscoe and Mr. Ribi in the 
19 lawsuits that are currently being brought by Sharon 
20 Hammer and James Donoval? 
21 A. Yes. 
22 Q. Do you understand that you have the right to 
23 have your own private attorney present for this 
24 deposition? 






















































Q. Do you have any desire to stop the 
deposition., reschedule for another day, for when you can 
have your own counsel present? 
A. Not at this time. 
Q. If that time arises during your deposition 
today, go ahead and stop me. I want to make sure that 
you understand that you've got that right so that we can 
get the deposition done without you saying, Wait a 
minute, I didn't know I had the right to counsel. 
A. Yes. Let me clarify that my understanding 
is that I am a-· essentially a part of the City, as it 
concerns what we're doing today, and the City is 
represented by Mr. Naylor, and therefore it was not 
my ·· I had no reason to bring my own lawyer separate 
from the City, because al I of my actions are as a city 
council person, which is encompassed by the City. 
Q. If that's your understanding. 
A. I just want to clarify my understanding. 
Q. I just want to make sure that you understand 
that you have the right to have your own private 
counsel. 
A. Yes. 
Q. Okay. Did you do anything to prepare for 
your deposition today? 
A. Mr. Naylor and I met. 
Page9 
Q. And I don't want to know what you and 
Mr. Naylor spoke about. Did you have a chance to review 
any materials? 
A. We reviewed our notes, or my notes, that you 
have a copy of there. 
Q. Did you review anything else? 
A. Everything that we reviewed came out of the 
notes. 
Q. So these ten pages are what you reviewed? 
A. Essential[ y, yes. 
Q. Essentially, does that mean yes? 
A. Yes. Everything derives from the notes. It 
was basically a chronological procedure, the notes are 
in chronological order. 
MR. NAYLOR: Bob, he's not asking what you 
discussed. He's just asking what documents you looked 
at. 
THE WITNESS: We only looked at the notes. 
That's al] we had. 
BY MR. SWARTZ: 
Q. Are you currently a city council member? 
A. No. 
Q. When did your tenure end? 
A. I think the 3rd of January, 2014, whenever 
the first counsel meeting was for the year. 
\tio-l." -Script@: M & M Court Reporti111 Service.. Inc. 
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1 Q. When did you first sit as a city council 
2 member? 
3 A. Approximately the same, 2010, early January 
4 of 2010. 
5 Q. In January of 20 I 0, up until the fall of 
6 2011, what was your understanding of how City expenses 
7 were approved? 
8 A. We had a system in place that was there when 
9 I arrived that involved city council meeting approval of 
10 expenses, and prior to that approval by the city council 
11 on a monthly basis, one of the four city council members 
12 was to review what were called the yellow sheets, and 
13 the yellow sheets were to be - my understanding was 
14 there were a comprehensive collection of all the 
15 expenses of the City, and that it was accepted that one 
16 council member would go through them, and ifthere were 
17 any issues, they would be brought forward prior to the 
18 meeting, and hopefully be resolved prior to the meeting, 
19 and when we got to the meeting, it was straightforward. 
20 A council member had reviewed them, therefore they were 
21 recommended for approval. 
22 That system was, in my recollection, 
23 somewhat amorphous in the sense that there wasn't a 
24 strict rotation of the review of those. It was very 
25 casual. They would appear in your mailbox, and if you 
Page 11 
1 happened to be in town, you would obviously review them, 
2 because you realized it was your turn, but if you 
3 weren't in town, they would sit there, and from what I 
4 understand, someone would realize they'd been sitting 
5 there, and as a consequence that person hasn't addressed 
6 them, so we need to push them into another council 
7 person's mailbox. So from time to time, you would get 
8 yellow sheets in your box more often than quarterly. It 
9 was somewhat, I wouldn't say informal, but it was an 
10 operational procedure that seemed to work. 
11 Q. Ultimately whose responsibility was it to 
12 approve City expenses? 
13 MR. NAYLOR: Object to the form. Calls for 
14 a legal conclusion. 
15 BY MR. SWARTZ: 
16 Q. As you understood it as a city council 
17 member. 
18 A. I think that the statutes say that the city 
19 council will approve the expenses at the meeting. and if 
20 they have any issue they would want to have it resolved. 
21 Q. At any point during your term as a city 
22 council member, did the city council decide that they 
23 were going to preapprove the payment of credit card 
24 expenditures? 
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Q. Are you aware of that happening in your 
tenn? 
A. Not credit card, no. 
Q. Was there an expense that was preapproved 
during your tenn? 
A. Sometime in early 2012, maybe March or 
April, 2012, we switched to a new system that ferreted 
out all of those expenses that were recurring. such as 
power and electric bills, and put them into a separate 
category that were essentially preapproved, and that 
everything else would then be approved on a review 
basis, and I think that's still in place today. There's 
a set of recurring bills that are essentially 
preapproved, finally approved, officially approved in 
the council meeting, and then a set that are reviewed by 
what's called a finance committee prior, the Monday 
prior to the council meeting, and that committee 
recommends to the rest of the council that those 
expenses are approved and not approved, and if there are 
issues they bring them up and try to resolve them during 
the meeting so they can be approved and get vendors 
paid. 
Q. Was the finance committee only reviewing the 
recurring charges? 
A. No. All of the charges. They would also 
Page 13 
take a look at the recurring ones and make sure there 
wasn't something funny in there, but since they're 
recurring, it's not something that justified a detailed 
review like some of the other ones do. 
Q. So let's rewind a little bit. When I was 
asking you about how City expenses were approved from 
2010 to 2011, you had indicated that a city council 
member would review a yellow sheet, and then once the 
meeting was called, it was brought up to the entire 
council for approval. Was there not a finance 
committee? 
A. No. There was no finance committee. [t was 
just that quarterly duty shifting from one council 
person to another. 
Q. And in March, April of 2012, the finance 
committee came on board? 
A. Was created, yes. 
Q. Would the finance committee take --
essentially take the place of the council member 
reviewing the yellow sheets? 
A. Yes. Although all council members had the 
materials available to them if they wanted to review 
them. That was part of setting up the committee. 
Q. What was your understanding of the city 
treasurer's duties? 
M & M Court Reporting Senice. lac. 
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1 A. Accurate accounting of the City's finances, 1 
2 I think. just to put it in simple tenns. 2 
3 Q. Did the city treasurer have any role in 1 
4 reviewing expenditures and confirming that they were 4 
5 legitimate? s 
6 MR. NAYLOR: Object to the form to the 6 
7 extent it calls for a legal conclusion. , 
a THE WITNESS: I can only say that I know a 
g what I personally did - g 
10 BY MR. SWARTZ: 10 
11 Q. Of course. 11 
12 A. -- in interacting with the treasurer. lfl 12 
13 found an issue in the yellow sheets, would take it to 13 
l4 the treasurer and ask it to be resolved. What the u 
1s treasurer then did I don't recall. There wasn't a 1s 
16 closed loop on that. I would often submit a concern. 16 
1 7 and never really hear a definitive answer back as to 1 7 
18 what the dea1 was with that particular expense. 1a 
19 Q. You would raise the concern to the u 
20 treasurer, and not necessarily hear back a definitive 20 
21 response? 21 
22 A. Yes. Right. 22 
23 Q. And by the time the city council meeting was 23 
24 called, would that expenditure then be raised for 24 
25 approva1? 25 
Page 15 
l A. That expenditure would be part of the 1 
2 package, and from time to time, if it was a substantial 2 
3 one - a lot of these things are tiny -- I would ask 3 
4 during the council meeting what the resolution was. But 4 
5 there was no official closed loop, is what I'm saying. 5 
6 So that we can close the loop, there was no official one 6 
7 at the time. So there was no way to go from the yellow 7 
8 sheet to a concern to its submission to the 8 
g administration, to an answer back to the council. It 9 
10 was more -- more of an informal kind of process. 10 
l1 Q. Can you recall ever voting not to approve an 11 
12 expense? 12 
ll A. No. No. That I recall. 13 
l4 Q. Every expense that was submitted while you u 
15 were on the cowicil, as best you can recall, you 15 
16 approved? 16 
17 A. As best I can recall. There was nothing of 17 
lB any major amount that didn't get approved. I just don't 18 
19 remember not approving. 19 
20 Q. Does an approva1 of an expense occur by 20 
21 unanimous vote or a majority vote of the council, or 21 
22 some other mechanism? 22 
23 A. My understanding is it's majority. 23 
24 Q. And there are four sitting members? 24 
25 A. (Inaudible Response.) 25 
Robert Youngman 
May UJ, 2014 
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Q. Is that a yes? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Can you recall an instance where any member 
of the council voted not to approve an expenditure? 
A. I have to remember two councils, because 
there were two sets of people. As far as the regular 
expenses of the City, my recollection is that they were 
always resolved during the meeting. Other expenditures, 
such as funding of organizations, there were plenty of 
objections along the way, and votes against funding 
certain things. But the expenses of the City generally, 
my recollection is they were always eventually approved 
after resolution of any concern. 
Q. Who presented the packet of expenses to the 
city council during the meetings? 
A. Typica11y the treasurer. The treasmer was 
present, and if the treasurer wasn't present, the 
administrator. 
Q. And do you have an understanding that part 
of the treasurer's job was to present those as proper 
expenses of the City to the city council for approval? 
MR. NAYLOR: Object to the fonn to the 
extent it calls for a legal conclusion. 
THE WITNESS: I don't know what you mean by 
proper. 
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BY MR. SW ARTZ: 
Q. Appropriate, legitimate. 
MR. NAYLOR: Same objection. 
THE WITNESS: My understanding is that the 
treasurer is to present the finances of the City 
accurately. 
BY MR. SW ARTZ: 
Q. Do you recall an instance when you were 
sitting on the on the council where the city treasurer 
did not present a finance -- financial picture of the 
City that was not accurate? 
MR. NAYLOR: Object to the form. 
THE WITNESS: I think that from time to time 
there were small arithmetic errors that were brought 
forward, that were then obviously in the minutes and 
corrected, but once those were resolved, then it was 
approved, so I was not aware that there would be any 
inaccurate representations that would have been 
approved. We, of course, could have mistakes and not 
seen the things that may have been there, but that's why 
you have an auditor. 
BY MR. SWARTZ: 
Q. Did the city council approve payroll 
expenses? 
A. Not directly. We approved the budget. My 
.\lin-L -Scnptjj; M & M Court Reporting Service, Inc. 
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l understanding. the council approves the budget, l 
2 essentially giving the mayor the authority to administer 2 
3 the City. The statutes refer to the mayor as the chief 3 
• administrative officer, and I've been informed by the 4 
5 Idaho Association of Cities council that the mayor is to 5 
6 be considered a chief executive officer with executive 6 
7 power, and with the budget, provided that the mayor 
I 
7 
8 stays within said budget, that they have some level of 8 
9 latitude to administer that budget. g 
10 So the payroll comes under the 10 
11 administration. As long as it's within budget, we, as a 11 
12 council person. have no authority, and the - if it was 12 
13 out of budget-- which from time to time we would have, 13 
l4 say, volunteer firemen on a monthly basis. because there u 
15 was a fire, we're out of budget, and would give a 11s 
16 reason, because it's all there in our financial , 16 
17 statement-- and say, Fine. it's all there, and move on. 17 
18 Q. Wou]d the degree oflatitude as the chief 18 
19 operating officer that the mayor had, would that allow u 
20 him to enter into employment contracts with, for 20 
21 example. Sharon Hammer? 21 
22 MR. NAYLOR: Object to the fonn to the 22 
23 extent it calls for a legal conclusion. 23 
24 THE Wl1NESS: You know, as Mr. Naylor is 24 
25 stating, there may be some fine detail that I have no 25 
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l idea about. I don't know the answer to that question. l 
2 BY MR. SWARTZ: 2 
3 Q. rm just asking your understanding. 3 
4 A. You know, I don't know. I truly do not know 4 
5 whether or not that is - I know that all -- I've been 5 
6 told that the council must approve all contracts to 6 
7 allow the mayor to enter into the contracts, and we did 7 
8 that on a regular basis, whenever we contracted with an 8 
g outside entity, or contracted with anyone having to do 9 
10 with the City. So based on that. I would say likely not 10 
11 be able to enter into a contract of any sort with anyone 11 
12 without council approval. That's without my reviewing, 12 
13 with an attorney. the details of the way the Idaho 13 
l4 statutes are written. H 
15 Q. When you were sitting as a COWlcil member, 15 
16 did you ever get down into the details of what hours an 16 
17 employee was working, going back and checking their 17 
18 tirnecard, anything like that? 18 
19 A. Council should have nothing to do with that. 19 
20 I was a policy maker, and a council person is a policy 20 
21 maker, has no administrative authority whatsoever, 21 
22 except over the officers of the City, which at the time 22 
23 of my tenure it was the treasurer, the attorney, and the 23 
24 clerk. 24 






Q. What was your understanding of what the city 
administrator's job was? 
A. My expectations were to manage the City, 
assist the mayor in managing the City. 
Q. Who was the city administrator's boss? 
A. The mayor. 
Q. Anybody else have authority to issue 
direction to the city administrator? 
A. No. 
Q. What was your understanding of the use of 
executive sessions while you were sitting as a city 
council member? 
A. My perspective today, different than when 
they were taking place, we took a course on executive 
sessions here in town - well, down in Hailey -- that 
was given by the Attorney General of the State ofldaho, 
where I learned a bunch of things. Most of what I knew 
was confirmed, and I learned a couple other things that 
the Attorney General feels should be extent in the 
process. So my understanding is it's for things that 
involve sensitive negotiation, particularly with respect 
to the purchase of land. land or real estate, any sort 
of personnel issue that needs to be brought to the 
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council for whatever reason, and any sort of other 
operational or administrative issue that the council 
needs to be involved with. I think that pretty much 
summarized my understanding. 
I 
Q. While you were sitting as a city council 
member, was it commonplace to announce to the public 
what took place in an executive session? 
A. No. 
Q. What was your understanding of sharing 
information about what took place in an executive 
session? 
A. Well, at the time my understanding was that 
it was executive session, and the subject of the 
executive session was in fact sensitive, and it wasn't 
announced. That was what I learned with the attorney 
general, is that it's preferable to communicate to your 
citizens what it is that you're meeting about in 
executive sessions. Preferable. You don't absolutely 
have to do it. Preferable. 
When I returned from that course, I brought 
that forward at cowicil meetings, saying, Maybe going 
forward we ought to say what we're going to meet in 
executive session about, to clear the air and make sure 
it isn't some mystery what's going on. Details, of 
course, were to be in executive session, but the subject 
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l to be readily available to the public. I agreed with 
2 that and brought it forth. That was near the end of my 
3 tenn, so I haven't followed if anything has happened. 
4 Q. During your tenure as a city council member, 
5 was it your understanding that Mayor Willich could allow 
6 Sharon Hammer to take flextime? 
7 MR. NAYLOR: Object to the form. 
B Foundation. 
g THE WITNESS: You know, during my tenure, I 
lD didn't have a fu)] understanding of what the mayor's 
11 level of latitude was. As it was explained to me by the 
12 Idaho Association of Cities council, the mayor generally 
13 has substantial latitude as long as they stay within 
14 their budget and they don't violate policy of the City. 
15 BY MR. SWARTZ: 
16 Q. It sounds like there was some edification 
17 through this training course? 
18 A. Multiple training courses, yeah. 
19 Q. And it sounds like - correct me ifl'm 
20 wrong •• that you took at least a course that you keep 
21 referring to as, What do I know now verses what did I 
22 know then. That was relatively recent? 
23 A. Perhaps I could just give you the 
24 chronological part of that. 
25 Q. Sure. 
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l A. Before I took my position on the council in 
2 January of2010 and November of2009, I took the 
3 introductory course, or the course that the Idaho 
4 Association of Cities gives to the -- primarily new 
5 council and mayors across the state. They give it 
6 regionally. I went to the one in Twin Falls. But other 
7 city council and mayors also attend, and they have a 
8 full day of programs, going through every last aspect of 
g what it is to run the City, what it is to be a council 
10 person, what it is to be a mayor, what you have to watch 
11 out for, be careful about, so on. And they give all of 
12 their presentation materials that you can then tap into 
13 as you proceed as an elected official. 
14 So I took that prior to my starting as a 
15 council person. I then took it again as a refresher in 
16 November 2011, two years later, and then I think it was 
17 September or October of 2013, when the AG had their, 
18 what they refer to as an open meeting law seminar, of 
19 which executive session was a substantial amount of the 
20 material that he presented that day. 
21 So those were the three, you know, 
22 definitive courses that I took. I also went about 
23 studying the statutes to the ability of my -- to 
24 interpret legal language, and would refer to the statute 





















































Q. Approximately when was the last course that 
you referred to? 
A. I think it was October, 2013. That was the 
open meetings law. 
Q. When you took that course, did you realize 
that something that you had done as a city council 
member prior to October of2013 was perhaps something 
you should not have done? 
A. No. I think the way the AG presented it, 
the one thing I was concerned was we would never say 
what we were meeting about in executive session, and as 
I recall, his recommendations was, it's preferable to 
announce it, but you don't have to. There's nothing 
that says you have to, but it's preferable. In his 
experience, it was preferable to say what it is. in 
general terms. That's what I brought back. 
I just thought - and we would get questions 
from time to time, you're having all these executive 
sessions, what are they about, so on. So I think saying 
in general what you're going to meet about would be 
conducive to a relatively quiescent atmosphere between 
the council and the public. 
Q. Did you ever come to have an Wlderstanding 
of who had the job of interpreting the City of Sun 
Valley's policies? 
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MR. NAYLOR: Object to the form to the 
extent it calls for a legal conclusion. 
THE WITNESS: It's hard to answer that one, 
because the policies are written as somewhat of a team 
effort to accomplish something good for the City, and 
then they're put in some level of verbiage, which may or 
may not be effective. Then you do your best to make 
them very easy to interpret, very straightforward. 
There's no multiple interpretations here, kind of thing. 
Then they're put in place. So I never have even 
pondered the question who is in charge of interpreting 
them, because as an elected official I would hope that 
the council would have made sure the verbiage was so 
straightforward that there was no reason for 
interpretation. 
BY MR. SWARTZ: 
Q. Do you have any recollection of including a 
clause in the policies of the City of Sun Valley that 
authorized or appointed the city administrator as the 
person who was to interpret the policies? 
A. This has been brought up in one of the 
dialogs that accompanied either a lawsuit or a letter, 
pointing out that something to that effect was approved 
by the council. Over the years, my tenure, there had 
been numerous adjustments to the verbiages, as I was 
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1 saying. to try to approach a system that was 
2 straightforward, whenever a problem was brought up, that 
3 we tried to resolve it Ifit was in the policy, we 
4 tried to modify and edit that policy so it would work 
5 better. So I can't remember the wording of that. so I'd 
6 have to review it. review the exact wording to see if I 
7 would, once again, interpret it as meaning that the city 
8 administrator would interpret all policies. I don't 
9 know. Like said, I'd have to read it. 
10 Q. That's not an understanding that you had 
11 while you were sitting as a city council member? 
12 A. No. I didn't think that any one person 
13 would be the interpretive authority on policy, that we 
14 were all trying to have good policies, and ones that 
15 worked for the City, and that the interpretation, as I 
16 said multiple times. would be straightforward. There 
17 would be no need for interpretation. 
18 Q. That's the goal. Right? 
19 A. That's the goal. Whether or not you achieve 
20 that is pretty much a gradual, slow, refinement-type 
21 process. 
22 Q. Did you vote to terminate Sharon Hammer's 
:23 employment? 
24 A. We consented to a decision that can only be 
25 made by the mayor. That was my understanding when we 
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1 consented to the termination of the employment contract. 
2 Q. What does it mean to consent? Does the 
3 mayor have to get your consent? 
4 A. No. He just wanted it. 
5 Q. And did you give your consent? 
6 A. Yes. I voted in favor, to consent to the 
7 termination of the employment contract. 
8 Q. And this was Mayor Briscoe at the time? 
9 A. Yes. 
10 Q. Who wanted to tenninate the contract and 
11 wanted the city council's consent? 
12 A. Yes. Correct. 
13 Q. Was the consent of the council unanimous, do 
14 you recall? 
15 A. Yes, it was. 
16 Q. Was the vote taken in executive session? 
17 A. No. 
18 Q. Was it taken in a public session? 
19 A. Yes, it was. 
20 Q. Was there a discussion -- was that the 
21 January 19th, 2012 meeting? 
22 A. That -- the exact date, I don't know, but it 
23 would be right about that time period, yes. 
24 Q. Was there any discussion before that meeting 






















































meeting the first time that it was raised? 
A. I'd been made aware from Mayor Briscoe that 
he was having difficulty working with Sharon, prior to 
that meeting. 
Q. What was the difficulty that Mayor Briscoe 
was having? 
A. He just said he was having trouble working 
with her. 
Q. When did he take office? 
A. Somewhere very early, January 3rd, 
January 2nd, something like that. 
Q. So between January 3rd and January 19th, you 
were made aware that Mayor Briscoe was having a 
difficult time working with Sharon Hammer? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Did he elaborate on what he meant? 
A. No. Didn't elaborate. 
Q. Did you ask? 
A. It was a very informal conversation, and I 
didn't feel comfortable, you know -- I was never 
comfortable with details of what persormel issues might 
be. I didn't run for office to be involved with 
personnel issues. I ran for office to be what I was 
elected to be, as a policy maker. So I actively 
avoided, you know, any kind of real involvement with 
Page 29 
personnel matters, administrative matters of the City. 
It wasn't my purview to do so. It wasn't my authority. 
Someone could ask for my advice, but I was never 
actively involved. 
I was listening to the person who had to 
work with the person, and I took that as input. 
Q. Prior to giving your consent to terminate 
Sharon Hammer's employment, did you have an 
understanding that there were allegations made about her 
misuse of City money? 
A. Yes. There were allegations on the table. 
Q. Did you believe those allegations to be true 
when you consented to terminate her employment? 
MR. NAYLOR: Object to the form. 
THE WITNESS: I didn't believe anything at 
that point. I wanted evidence. 
BY MR. SWARTZ: 
Q. Did you have evidence at that point? 
A. No. We had the beginnings of an 
investigation, or data presented by the treasurer. That 
was it. 
Q. As of January 19th? 
A. That I had available to me, yes. That I 
became aware of. 
Q. What was the scope of the allegations that 
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l you were aware of? 
2 A. The ones that I recall are the use of the 
3 City vehicle for personal use -- first of all, the use 
4 of the City vehicle, period, then use of the vehicle for 
5 personal use; flextime associated with working in a 
6 flexible manner; and credit card use of a City credit 
7 card use for, primarily, ifl remember, gasoline for the 
8 City vehicle for personal use. Those were the 
9 allegations that I recall. 
10 Q. Do you recall any allegations about not 
11 reporting vacation time? 
12 A. That was part of the flextime thing, yeah. 
13 Flextime, vacation time. 
14 Q. When were those allegations first brought to 
15 light, do you recall? 
16 A. To me, on the 11th of November in executive 
17 session of a special meeting of the city council. 
lB Q. Who called that special meeting? 
19 A. Nils Ribi. 
20 Q. Were you made aware of what the subject 
21 matter of that meeting was going to be before it was 
22 called. 
23 A. Not in detail. Just that there was a 
24 serious matter that we needed to meet on, and we need to 
25 call this meeting. Didn't get into any details. In 
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1 fact, Mr. Ribi said we shouldn't get any details unless 
2 we're in executive session on this issue. So nothing 
3 was said or discussed. 
4 Q. Was it Mr. Ribi that contacted you about the 
s meeting? 
6 A. Yes. 
7 Q. Once you got into the special executive 
B session on November 11th, what did you learn? 
9 A. Those three things, and you can look at my 
10 notes, and I would too, and tell you exactly, and tell 
11 you those three things. 
12 Q. Can you reach over and grab this packet, and 
13 let's walk through it? 
14 MR. NAYLOR: Do you want to make this an 
15 exhibit? 
16 MR. SWARTZ: Sure. That would be great. 
17 (A Break Was Taken.) 
18 (Exhibit No. 1 Marked.) 
19 BY MR. SWARTZ: 
20 Q. Mr. Youngman, your notes, which you've 
21 produced in response to the subpoena, have been marked 
22 as Exhibit l. You have that in front of you. Correct? 
23 A. Correct. 
24 Q. And we were just about to cover what 






















































Ifl'm reading your notes correctly, your notes from 
that session are on pages l and 2? 
A. Yes. That's correct. 
Q. Do you recall whether you were presented 
with any materials at that meeting? 
A. Not individually. There were, if I remember 
correctly, some pages supporting material for the 
statements that were made. I think they were passed 
around and given back to the treasurer. That's what I 
recaI1. 
Q. So who all was present at the November 11th 
meeting? 
A. My recollection is myself, Cowicil Member 
Briscoe, Council Member Ribi, and Mayor Willich. 
Q. Anyone else? 
A. That's it. And Michelle Frostensen. 
MR. NAYLOR: And Adam. 
THE WITNESS: And Adam. Adam King, the City 
attorney. 
BY MR. SWARTZ: 
Q. When you arrived for the November 11th 
meeting, what did you learn was the subject matter of 
the special meeting? 
A. That there was suspected misuse of City 
property and funds. 
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Q. And who suspected the misuse? 
A. The city treasurer, Michelle Frostensen. 
Q. And she had material that supported her 
suspicions that she brought with her? 
A. She had material that supported allegations 
that she made. 
Q. And looking at your notes, can you walk me 
through what her allegations were? 
A. Sure. This will be an approximate, what I 
remember of how it went. 
Q. Sure. 
A. From my notes, it says that Ms. Frostensen 
started out saying that she had contacted Nils Ribi 
on - about this, but that prior to this, on October 
the 5th, she had a meeting with the mayor on essentially 
the same issues. I don't know they were exactly the 
same issues. She just said the same issues. I can only 
represent what she represented there. And that he took 
them under advisement, but that she saw no -- nothing 
being done with respect to her concerns. 
So she had taken it upon herself to contact 
Councilman Ribi, and brought them forward here. Trying 
to read some of these. Okay. So she said with respect 
to Sharon, that there were, in her evaluation of the 
situation, somewhat apparent lack of accounting for 
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1 vacation hours used, and that some vacation hours had 
2 been cashed out, and that she suspected that this was 
3 not following the accepted procedure for vacation for 
4 the City administration. I didn't know what the 
5 procedure was, because I was never involved in that. 
6 That's what she said. 
7 That Sharon was using a City vehicle for 
8 personal business. She gave an example, which I wrote 
9 down here, and just an example of what she suspected 
10 were numerous occasions of use of the vehicle for 
11 personal use. She then went on to talk about how there 
12 was very little control over gas cards, gas credit 
13 cards; had a number for the amount of fuel that Sharon 
14 had used in a fiscal year; that Sharon had purchased an 
15 iPad and had purchased iPhones for every head at the 
16 City, that Mark Hoffman had recently gotten an $800 
17 chair. 
18 I don't want to laugh, but this is what we 
19 were presented. That Ray Franco had a $2,000 bonus. 
20 There was some discussion about reimbursements from BLM 
21. for time at a fire that she felt were not following the 
22 specific rules of the federal government. I don't know 
23 what those rules were. That Eric Adams had been given a 
24 $10,000 salmy increase; that there was some unusual 
25 accounting of hours in the fire department with respect 
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1 to the son the fire chief, and then some comment about 
2 the fact that this particular employee was found 
3 intoxicated at the symphony. I don't know necessarily 
4 why that was brought up. It had nothing do with this. 
s Q. What do you mean it had nothing to do with 
6 this? 
7 A. It's not part of a misuse of City funds. 
8 That's subject of the meeting was misuse of City funds, 
9 and somebody being intoxicated at a City event was not 
10 an administrative issue in my mind. 
11 Q. And this was all about Sharon Hammer and her 
1.2 alleged misuse of the City funds? 
13 MR. NAYLOR: Object to the form. 
14 THE WilNESS: Clearly it wasn't just a.bout 
15 Sharon Hammer, because other things were in here. 
16 BYMR. SWARTZ: 
1.7 Q. Who would be responsible for approving Mark 
18 Hoffina.n's $800 chair? 
19 A. It would have been Sharon, I assume, unless 
20 she had delegat.ed him the authority to decide what chair 
21 he wanted and gave him a budget, and he decided on the 
22 $800 one. 
23 Q. Other than the intoxication comment, 
24 everything is related to Sharon Hammer, isn't it? 






















































THE WilNESS: On the surface you would think 
so, but I can't say for sure, because I don't know what 
agreements that people had within the department. 
BY MR. SW ARTZ: 
Q. Was anyone other than Sharon Hammer alleged 
to have misused City finances? 
MR. NAYLOR: Object to the form. 
BY MR. SWARTZ: 
Q. During this meeting. 
A. Not directly that I recall. Could have been 
some - could have been some level of, well, this person 
did that too, but yes, primarily Sharon. 
Q. Sharon Hammer was the target of the 
allegations? 
A. Target? I think it was a concern expressed. 
[ don't think I would use target as a word here. There 
was no target. We were just trying to find out what was 
going on. 
Q. Do you recall how long your executive 
session lasted? 
A. Couple hours, at least. Two, three hours, I 
would estimate. The record will show how long it 
lasted. I just don't know what it is. 
Q. The minutes, which is Bates No. SV 2069, 
show that it went from 2:10 to 4:45. 
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MR. NAYLOR: What tab are you talking about? 
THE WITNESS: I couldn't have been more 
accurate four years later. It was about two and a half 
hours. Two hours, 45 minutes. 
BY MR. SWARTZ: 
Q. And during that two hours and 45 minutes, 
you had a chance to listen to Michelle Frostensen's 
allegations and review her supporting material. Right? 
THE WITNESS: Yes. We looked at what she 
had provided. I recall looking at some level of 
material, not in any detail. 
BY MR. SWARTZ: 
Q. Did Mayor Willich have anything to say about 
the allegations that he didn't follow up with on 
Michelle Frostensen's concerns that she brought to him? 
A. I recall him saying, I reviewed these, and I 
wasn't concerned about them. That's what I recall him 
saying. 
Q. Why did the meeting proceed beyond that? 
A. Well. because I think that the council had 
concern based on the data that Ms. Frostensen was 
providing. You know, obviously didn't a agree with the 
mayor on whether or not it was serious. 
Q. Who was in charge of personnel issues at the 
City? 
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1 MR. NAYLOR: Object to the form. 
2 THE WITNESS: The administration of the City 
3 is under the purview of the mayor. 
4 BY MR. SWARTZ: 
5 Q. And that would include personnel issues? 
6 THE WITNESS: Personnel issues, yes. 
7 BY MR. SW ARTZ: 
8 Q. And when he told Michelle Frostensen that he 
9 wasn't concerned about these allegations, and when he 
10 told the city council that he wasn't concerned about 
11 these allegations, he'd reviewed the materials, didn't 
12 think there was anything of it, why did the city council 
13 continue to push the issue? 
14 MR. NAYLOR: Object to the form. 
15 THE WITNESS: The council has a fiduciary 
16 responsibility to the citizens of the City. If there is 
17 suspected misuse of funds, the council talces that very 
18 seriously. As a council - I can't speak for other 
19 council members, but I was in the position of wanting to 
20 just know what was going on; that one employee, the 
21 treasurer of the City, the City official, coming forward 
22 to the council making allegations, I didn't want to 
23 dismiss them without getting more data and understanding 
24 what was going on. 
25 May or may not have a larger body of data to 
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l draw from, a larger body of understanding. He did not 
2 at the time provide any understanding to us. Didn't 
3 willfully, and I don't know that we asked him to, but 
4 the opportunity clearly was there. We took the 
5 allegations seriously, and wanted to-· as I say, I 
6 speak only for myself -- wanted to just get to the 
7 bottom of what the allegations were about. It all has 
8 to do with fiduciary responsibility, not administrative 
g duty. 
10 BY MR.SWARTZ: 
11 Q. During the November I I th meeting. did 
12 Mayor Willich, if you recall, tell you that he 
13 authorized Sharon Hammer to use the City vehicle? 
14 A. No. He did not say at that meeting. 
1.5 However, at a later meeting, he did. He told us that he 
16 had verbal agreements for use of the vehicle, and verbal 
17 agreements on use of the flextime and accounting of 
18 vacation. And that would have been very good 
19 information to have on the 11th, but we did not have 
20 that information. 
21 Q. Do you recall when he shared with you -· 
22 A. As [ say, there ended up being a number of 
23 meetings thereafter, as you probably know, so I could be 
24 defective in remembering, but I think it was the next 






















































a meeting on the 14th, a Monday, and I think he informed 
us at that point in time that he had verbal agreements 
with Sharon for use of the vehicle, and for having 
flextime in place, and my response to that at the time 
was, Great. So all we have are the credit card charges 
that we have to try to understand here. 
Q. Were the allegations of use of the City 
vehicle and the flextime pursued after the November 14th 
meeting, after Mayor Willicb shared with you that he had 
authorized the flextime and authorized the use of the 
vehicle? 
MR. NAYLOR: Object to the fonn. 
THE Wl1NESS: I had sort of mentally 
dismissed those, and was just looking more to the credit 
cards. 
BY MR. SWARTZ: 
Q. What was the -- do you recall what Mr. Ribi 
had to say during the November 11th meeting? 
A. Not in detail. I mean, there was obviously 
a two hour and 45-minute meeting. The tenor of the 
meeting was, let's get to the bottom of this. Let's get 
the data, let's see what's going on so we can make an 
educated - have an educated evaluation. ls there 
something, is there nothing, is there a little bit here, 
there, so on. That was the tenor of the meeting as I 
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took it, and I think the questions from all the council 
and the mayor were in that vein. 
Q. So what is the plan that you all came up 
with to look into these allegations? 
A. There was no plan. At the time we did not 
know that there was a verbal agreement between the mayor 
and Sharon with respect to the use of the vehicle and 
the flextime, vacation. Given that the treasurer is the 
person who accounts, in a financial sense, for all of 
these things, for the vacation time in particular, and 
it was stated that there was a City policy that there 
was to be no personal use of any City vehicle. Clearly 
that policy was not being abided by, but we did not know 
that there was this verbal agreement. 
And so in discussions that ensued at the 
latter part of the meeting, I think that there was some 
level, since the mayor was not presenting anything 
contrary at the time, that we felt that perhaps these 
things were in fact the case. The mayor is the boss of 
this person, the manager of this person, and would know, 
should know, have intimate knowledge ofall of this. We 
advised him that it sounds like it's a difficult 
situation. 
Remember, we're just advising, because we 
have no authority, and that my position was that it was 
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1 best to find the most quiescent way to resolution, and 
2 one of the things that was discussed was that. if they 
3 were true, to present these allegations to Sharon, with 
.. the City attorney present, get her response, and then 
5 come back to the council, and the mayor did that. We 
15 didn't tell him to do that because we can't. He's the 
7 first person to tell you that the council can't tell him 
B what to do, particularly on administrative issues. He 
9 was taking our advice. 
10 He and Adam went to Sharon and presented 
11 that. I have no idea what transpired. Was not present. 
12 We were later informed, I can't remember in what 
13 meeting, exactly what words wore spoken, but that she 
u denied all of it, and that at that point I was, Oh, she 
1.5 denied it all. But there's all this data that supports 
115 it, so we need to resolve that. That's what I was 
17 looking for. 
18 Q. Was that part of the reason why, emerging 
19 from the November 14th meeting, the council decided to 
20 hire a fact·finding investigator to resolve the 
21 discrepancy ·· 
22 A. Yes. 
23 Q. - between the denial of the allegations and 
24 what you've described as supporting data? 
25 MR. NAYLOR: Object to the fonn. Go ahead. 
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1 THE WITNESS: Yes. Essentially that's why 
2 we wanted the investigative report, and an independent 
3 person who wasn't involved, that doesn't know anyone, 
4 and just comes in and looks at what's available, and 
s there's something here, or there isn't. 
15 BY MR. SWARTZ: 
7 Q. When the city council decided to find that 
8 independent person to look at the facts, was the city 
9 council concerned at all about Sharon Hammer suing the 
10 City? 
ll A. It's hard to get that straight, there are so 
12 many-
13 Q. That was back on November 14th. 
H A. The reason I say that, I think at the 14th 
15 meeting there were no lawsuits that had been filed. 
115 It's almost impossible to get it done anyway, so I'm 
17 pretty certain that's the case. However, a very long 
18 letter was delivered to certain council members 
l.9 personally by Jim Donoval. My memory is it was Friday 
20 night the 12th that I received a knock on my door at 
21 8:30 at night, and l\.1r. Donoval and an associate were 
22 present, and gave me this letter. 
23 In the letter it's a whole bunch of-· I 
24 can't remember the details of the letter. You know, 






















































other allegations about what was going -- the letter 
writer's view of what was going on. So you know, that 
could mean that there would be a threat of litigation, 
based on the fact that they totally disagreed with what 
was going on. 
Q. Is that, in your opinion. why the 
investigator was retained? 
A. No. In my mind, it was all about fact 
finding. Here you've got the treasurer of the City 
making allegations about misuse of City fWlds. As a 
city council, that's our job, our fiduciary 
responsibility to the citizens. 
Q. When the city council voted to hire this 
fact investigator, had the mayor shared with you by that 
time that there was nothing wrong at issue, that he had 
authorized everything that had transpired? 
A. He didn't say that he authorized everything. 
He said that he had authorized the use of the vehicle 
and the flextime, but there were the credit card charges 
and a bunch of other things you see in these notes. 
There may have been other things that I didn't write 
down. 
Q. Did the city council direct the fact-finding 
investigator to look into the flextime issue or the use 
of the City vehicle issue after Mayor Willich had 
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advised the city council that it was all authorized? 
MR. NAYLOR: Object to the form. 
THE WITNESS: The direction of the council 
to the those in charge of the investigation was to do an 
investigation, period. People selected for heading up 
that investigation at that meeting were mayor and mayor 
elect, Mayor Willich and Mayor Elect Briscoe. They were 
to work together finding an investigator, and conduct an 
investigation. The city council gave no directives as 
to exactly what to do. That's exactly why we're getting 
an investigator. 
BY MR. SWARTZ: 
Q. So Mayor Willich and Mayor Elect at the time 
Briscoe, as you understand it, determined the scope of 
the investigation? 
A. [ don't know. I mean, we directed them to 
do an investigation and provided them the authority to 
expend funds to do so. I was hands off. I didn't play 
a part in that process at all. In fact, I wasn't even 
interviewed during the investigation. 
Q. Did you find that odd? 
MR. NAYLOR: Object to the form. 
THE WITNESS: No. I had nothing to do with 
it. Obviously I wasn't within the purview of the 
investigation, which would be appropriate, because I'm a 
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1 policy maker, not an administrator, and most of this was 
2 administration based, not like a cowtcil member was 
3 accused of misusing funds. 
4 BY MR. SWARTZ: 
5 Q. Do you recall the executive session that was 
6 held on November 14, 2011? 
7 A. Do I recall it? 
B Q. Yes. 
g A. Yes. 
10 Q. What took place during that executive 
11 session? 
12 A. That's what we were just talking about. The 
13 directive to start an investigation, the information 
14 from the mayor that he had verbal agreements on two of 
15 the three issues that were of concern to me, and that 
16 was basically the subject of the meeting. 
17 Q. Was there any more documentation to support 
18 the allegations that was brought to the November 14th 
19 meeting? 
20 A. I can't be certain, but I know that more and 
21 more data was being produced during that period. 
22 Q. Do you know who was presenting it? 
23 A. Primarily Ms. Frostensen, the treasurer. 
24 Q. Do you know who was asking her to produce 
25 it? 
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1 A. I don't know that anyone was. I don't know. 
2 Q. Do you have any notes from the November 14th 
3 executive session? 
4 A. I don't. I just don't. That's part of the 
s record that I took. you know. As I've said, I was after 
6 facts. We weren't getting any facts, so I had no notes, 
7 really, to take. 
B Q. The numbering that's up in the upper 
9 right-hand comer of your notes, that's not you? 
10 A. That's Mr. Naylor's numbers for the pages in 
11 the exhibit. My notebook does not have page numbers. 
12 It has -- they're just blank pages. 
13 Q. Is there any other writing on pages I 
14 through 10 that's not yours? 
15 A. No. It's all my writing. 
16 Q. Do you recall who was present at the 
17 November 14, 2011 executive session? 
18 A. Myself: Councilman Briscoe - Mayor 
l9 Elect Briscoe, Councilman Ribi, Councilwoman Lamb, I 
20 think was on the telephone. Mayor Willich, Adam King, 
21 City attorney. I think that was it. There was no one 
22 else there. And it was held in the Edelweiss Room, I'm 
23 pretty certain the Edelweiss Room at the Lodge, the Sun 
24 Valley Lodge. 
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November 14th meeting was to hire the fact investigator. 
Correct? 
A. To find an investigator and get an 
investigation going. 
Q. Let me have you take a look at Bates 
No. SH - Timeline 8. 
A. That first page? 
Q. That first page, yeah. 8 through 12. I'm 
just going to ask you whether that's the letter that 
Mr. Donoval served on you. 
A. My recollection is yeah, this would likely 
be it. but since I don't have my copy of it with me, I 
can't confirm that. I may not even have my copy 
anymore. 
Q. Do you recall whether --
A. This says it was on the 13th, so my memory 
of the time I received it perhaps is incorrect. 
Q. Do you recall whether this November 12th 
letter was discussed during the November 14th executive 
session? 
A. Not directly. I think it may have been 
referred to, but I don't recall going through it 
Q. Let me have you tum just beyond that 
letter, and there's one behind it, also dated 
November 12th, to Mayor Willich, and that's Bates SH -
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Timeline 13 through 14. Do you see that? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Do you recognize that letter? 
A. No. I don't think I've seen this one. 
Q. Were there allegations of criminal 
misconduct that were being raised at the November 11th 
executive session? 
A. No. Not at that one. The 14th meeting, 
there was, I vaguely remember some discussion about 
there's a point at which misuse of funds becomes 
felonious, and we didn't know what it was, but that we 
had to have additional concern, as fiduciaries for the 
City, we needed to be concerned that we may in fact be 
somewhat culpable if we don't pursue an understanding 
what was going on. because it could be at a criminal 
level, but there was no detailed discussion that it 
could be criminal at that time. 
Q. Who suggested that it could be criminal in 
nature? 
A. I don't know. It was a general discussion 
topic. I can't remember who brought it up. Obviously 
somebody bought it up first. I just don't remember who. 
Q. Did you ever come to know that Sharon Hammer 
was complaining of Nils Ribi harassing her? 
A. In an oblique way during the meeting, the 
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1 mayor claimed that there should be some concern over 
2 lawsuits here because of concerns that were filed by 
3 Sharon with the administration and with Adam, Adam King. 
4 Q. What was the nature of the complaints? 
5 A. We never saw the complaints, and he didn't 
6 talk in detail at that point about what they were. He 
7 just said they existed. 
8 Q. Did he state that they were in relation to 
9 Nils Ribi? 
10 A. He made a gesture towards Nils, and said 
H that, You should be concerned. That's my recollection. 
12 That was it. 
13 Q. So your takeaway from that was that 
14 Ms. Hammer had made complaints about Nils Ribi to Adam 
15 King and Mayor Willich? 
16 MR. NAYLOR: Object to the form. 
17 THE WITNESS: Based on what he said, that 
18 seemed to be the case, as to the conversation 
19 preceded - Mayor Elect Briscoe said, Wait a minute, 
20 wait a minute, what are we talking about here? That is 
21 al 1 news to us. As far as I know. it was news to 
22 everyone in the room, except for the mayor and the 
23 attorney. To all the council members present, we had no 
24 idea there was any complaint about anything, so it was 
25 total news to us. And Mayor Elect Briscoe went on to 
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1 say, We need to understand what these allegations are if 
2 they're going to play a role in this. 
3 BYMR. SWARTZ: 
4 Q. And what was the response? 
5 A. Nothing of substance. 
6 Q. Do you have any recollection of whether 
7 Mayor Willich elaborated at all? 
8 A. No. He did not elaborate, to my 
9 recollection. l didn't know the details. To this day, 
10 I don't know what they are. I shouldn't. I'm not --
11 don't have any administrative or official 
12 responsibilities to the extent that it deals with a 
13 contract with an employee. 
14 Q. Was there any discussion of Nils Ribi having 
15 a conflict of interest as a result of the com plaints 
16 that Sharon Hammer had made against him? 
17 A. No. A conflict of interest had never come 
18 up. 
19 Q. Did a conflict ofinterest ever come up at 
20 any time when the city council was making decisions with 
21 regard to Sharon Hammer at the time that you and Nils 
22 Ribi were being sued? 
23 A. I think by then Mr. Naylor was involved, and 
24 he was perhaps giving counsel that we needed to be 






















































ignorant of the process with respect to that kind of 
thing, I totally relied on our counsel for advice there. 
Q. Did you -- after the point in time when you 
were getting sued by Ms. Hammer, did you continue to 
participate in addressing allegations about her misuse 
of City finances? 
MR. NAYLOR: Object to the form. 
THE WITNESS: No. 
BY MR. SWARTZ: 
Q. You recused yourself? 
A. No. We weren't making any decisions. It 
was an ongoing investigation, the results of which we 
were waiting for. So there were no actions on my part, 
other than making sure that the investigation proceeded. 
Q. Do you recall what happened at the 
November 17, 2011 meeting? 
A. I don't remember the meeting. Perhaps I 
could have a - some sort of reminder of what it is. 
Q. Let me see if we've got something here. 
A. I see an agenda. 
Q. Under Tab 6? 
A. Yes. I have notes in my notebook on this 
meeting. I think not of the executive session, however, 
if there was one. It says there might be one. I assume 
there was one. 
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Q. It appears, on page two 2 of the meeting 
minutes, that an executive session was called. 
A. Yes, here. Mayor Elect Briscoe moved to 
move into -- I don't recall that meeting. I don't have 
any real memory of it in detail. I have no notes. 
Q. There's no notes of that meeting? 
A. There are no notes in there. You have 
everything that I took notes on. 
Q. Do you recall when you received the 
investigator's report? 
A. I did not take receipt of the investigator's 
report until it was made public to the -- until it was 
made public. I did not read it, I did not review it. 
Q. Until it was made public? 
A. Until it was made public. 
Q. When you say made public, is that when it 
was in the Idaho Mountain Express? 
A. Approximately. I can't remember whether the 
Mountain Express put it up first or the City put it up 
first, because it was actually coming from the county 
prosecutor. Ifl remember, he was making those 
documents public. He wasn't publishing them, but he 
made them available to be published. That's my memory 
of it. 
Q. So prior to it becoming public, do you have 
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l any recollection of seeing any drafts? 
2 A. No. I had no interaction whatsoever with 
3 the investigator, with others. If something came up, I 
' excused myself. I didn't want to be a part of that. I 5 found that it would serve no purpose whatsoever. 
6 Q. Do you have any recollection of the city 
7 council directing the investigator to report to any 
8 lawyer for legal advice? 
g A. We were not directing the investigation, so 
1.0 the answer would be no. We weren't telling the 
ll. investigator to do anything. The mayor and mayor elect, 
12 and initially, I think the City attorney, were the team 
13 that was involved with the investigation. What they did 
1.4 I have no knowledge of. 
1.5 Q. Did Adam King ever, at any time during the 
1.6 investigation, back off of being involved in it? 
1.7 A. I think that, if I remember correctly -- I 
1.8 could be totally wrong -- but I think when the lawsuit 
1.9 was filed it was advised that he not be a part of the 
20 investigation anymore, be involved with it. 
21 Q. Do you have any recollection of any lawyer 
22 taking his place in being involved in the investigation? 
23 A. Not that I was made aware of. Obviously 
24 Mr. Naylor was on the scene, but I don't recall there 
25 being any official this or that. But the mayor and 
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l mayor elect were in a position to do as they saw fit. 
2 Q. Do you have any recollection of Sharon 
3 Hammer being discussed at the November 17, 2011 meeting? 
4 A. I cannot remember that meeting. I just 
5 don't remember specifically that meeting. There were a 
6 number of meetings. 
7 Q. What do you recall from the investigator's 
8 report, once it was made public and you read it? Any 
g recollection? 
1.0 A. Well, I have notes from a meeting with 
1.1. Ms. Ball on the 10th of January, in executive session, 
12 once again at the Edelweiss room, at 8:00 am. She took 
1.3 some accurate notes. I have written down who was 
1.4 present. Ms. Ball, Mr. Naylor, Councilman Ribi, at this 
15 time Mayor Briscoe, Councilman Franz Suhadolnik, 
16 Councilwoman Griffith. Ms. Ball was giving a high-level 
17 review of her report. I can't remember whether there 
1.8 were any materials available or not. I'm not in 
1.9 possession of any. 
20 And she just went through, as I understood 
21 it, those things that were substantial outputs from the 
22 investigation. It looks like -- my notes have been 
23 redacted. As you can see, page 5 is blank. So my 
24 understanding is I should not speak to those. 
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BYMR. SWARTZ: 
Q. Hang on just a sec. [ want it to be very 
clear that if you need to see your notes in an 
unredacted format, you've got the right to do that. I 
don't necessarily have to see what is redacted, but if 
you need to see what is redacted to refresh your 
recollection, let's do that today. Okay? 
A. Sure. 
(A Break Was Taken.) 
BYMR. SWARTZ: 
Q. Mr. Youngman, we've had a chance to take a 
break. You've had a chance to speak with Mr. Naylor. 
Do you have anything to add? 
A. I've forgotten where we were on the 
question, if you could possibly restate the question. 
Q. Well, you drew a blank because of the 
redactions. 
A. But what was your question? That's what I'm 
trying to remember. 
MR. NAYLOR: I don't think there was a 
pending question. 
BY MR.SWARTZ: 
Q. We were talking about the January 10th 
meeting with Patty Ball, and you were walking through 
your notes, and then stopped and said, They're redacted. 
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A. My memory of the question was, what 
happened, what did she say during that meeting. Now 
that I've reviewed the redacted part, this is what I 
took notes on what she said. This is it. 
MR. NAYLOR: For the record, this, page 4 of 
Exhibit 1. 
THE WITNESS: Page 4 of Exhibit l were the 
notes I took on what Ms. Ball was saying. So basically, 
I talked about the two or three issues that she was 
initially looking at, that she had initially only 
investigated I through 3, but then upon investigation, 
things. other things came to light, and on November 
the 30th the investigation was expanded to the entire 
department. That's the extent of the notes that I have 
from what she said during that meeting. She was giving 
a high-level sort of overview. 
BY MR. SWARTZ: 
Q. Had the report been published as of the 
January 10th meeting, the report that you had read? 
A. I had not read it at that point, because it 
had not been made public. My understanding, my 
recollection is that yes, it had been written, but I'm 
not a hundred percent certain because I never got a copy 
ofit. 
Q. What was the direction that Patty Ball was 
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1 given at the January I 0th meeting? Finish up a report? 
2 Continue on with her investigation? Anything along 
3 those lines? 
4 A. My recollection was this was the high-level 
5 review of the work product. 
6 Q. So it was done as of the January 10th 
7 meeting? 
8 A. Yes. My recollection., I should say. 
' Q. Did Patty Ball also report on her 10 investigation into Sharon Hammer's allegations against 
11 Nils Ribi? 
12 A. I don't remember that being discussed here. 
13 I don't remember it being discussed. 
14 Q. Do you have any recollection of that ever 
15 being discussed? 
16 A. It must have, because there was a note back 
17 on page 3 of Exhibit l, Executive Session 15 December, 
18 non-redacted section there, you will see it says, 
19 "Investigative Report: No finding of actionable conduct 
20 by Nils Ribi, dash, offensive but not in violation of 
21 City policy." So that was obviously reported back in 
22 this December 15th meeting. 
23 BY MR. SWARTZ: 
24 Q. Who was at the December 15th meeting? 
25 A. I don't know exactly. I can't remember that 
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1 meeting in detail. We can look it up, because it's 
2 executive session. I'm not certain of who was present. 
3 Q. Who was making this report that you're 
4 making your notes on? 
5 A. The December 15th meeting? I don't know. 
6 It's my note. That's all I remember from that. I don't 
7 even remember the December 15th meeting in any detail. 
8 Obviously there was a meeting. but I don't remember. 
9 Q. Whose idea was it at the December 15th 
10 meeting to tum information over to the county 
u prosecutor? 
12 A. I don't know. I don't know. Sony. 
13 Q. All these redactions that Mr. Naylor has 
14 made to your notes, were they related to Sharon Hammer's 
15 lawsuits against the City? 
16 A. Not an the things that have been blanked 
17 out here have anything to do with that. I take notes in 
18 sequential order, so there was a totally different 
19 meeting here, and this section was something entirely 
20 different. 
21 Q. Had nothing to do with Sharon Hammer --
22 A. When you see executive session, 15 December, 
23 and you see a section of that meeting redacted out. then 
24 that's been redacted, but the other stuff's been covered 
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we're talking about. 
Q. Has nothing to do with Sharon Hammer? 
A. Right. 
Q. So everything that's been redacted has 
nothing to do with Sharon Hammer? 
A. Everything that's been redacted, that's 
separate from the executive session meeting notes, has 
nothing to do with Sharon Hammer. But the section here, 
where you can clearly see what's underneath there was 
taken out, was redacted. 
Q. Because it has nothing to do with Sharon 
Hammer? 
A. I didn't redact it. so in detail I don't 
know exactly why it was redacted. I don't know what's 
Wlder there. I'd have to look at notes. I don't know 
what's under there. Could be legal advice. I don't 
know. 
MR. NAYLOR: And we can provide you a 
privilege log as to which parts are attorney-client 
privilege. 
MR. SWARTZ: We're definitely going to need 
the privilege log, and we may end up coming back to do 
this again. 
MR. NAYLOR: Why would that be? 
MR. SWARTZ: Based on that privilege log. 
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He has no idea what's redacted, I have no idea what's 
redacted. We don't have a privilege log. 
MR. NAYLOR: We can clarify. He just 
reviewed the book. If you can just review your notebook 
as to what portions were redacted, versus what was not 
relevant, in this exhibit. 
THE WITNESS: I couldn't do that. l don't 
have a memory of it. 
MR. NAYLOR: Didn't we just do that? 
THE WITNESS: Yeah. My understanding was 
most of it that's redacted was, either it had nothing do 
with what we're talking about, different issue, or it 
was legal advice, which was attorney-client privilege. 
That was the only reason that anything would be 
redacted. 
BY MR. SWARTZ: 
Q. What's the different matter that's not 
related to Sharon Hammer that's been redacted? 
A. I'd have to look at that particular page. 
It may be legal advice on that one. On another one, it 
could be something that just doesn't have any bearing on 
this, has nothing to do with the subject. 
MR. SWARTZ: Mr. Naylor, is that going to be 
on the privilege log as well, whatever has been 
redacted? 
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1 MR. NAYLOR: No. The subpoena requested 
2 information related to Sharon Hammer's employment and 
3 termination and the lawsuits. I think what Mr. Youngman 
4 has made clear was there were other meetings to do with 
5 other City business that are in the notebook, and those 
6 are not included. 
7 MR. SWARTZ: That's fine. We're going to 
8 have that itemized on the privilege log so we can tell 
g what's what? 
10 MR. NAYLOR: No. Because those weren't 
11. requested, nor are they responsive to the subpoena. So 
12 the only thing that would be responsive that would be 
13 redacted would be anything related to Sharon Hammer that 
14 was attorney-client privileged. 
· 15 MR. SW ARTZ: Right And I wanted to be able 
16 to look at Exhibit I and be able to determine which 
17 redaction is because of the privilege and which 
18 redaction is because you think it's nonresponsive. 
19 MR. NAYLOR: What you'll get is, on page 3, 
20 redaction, attorney-client privilege, and who was 
21 present, and what that date was. Or you know, but if 
22 there was a page that is totally irrelevant to the 
23 request, and unresponsive, then it may not even be 
24 copied, because there were pages that were totally 
25 related to other business. 
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l MR. SWARTZ: If there was something in 
2 Exhibit l that has been redacted because it's 
3 nonresponsive, when you get back to the office, can you 
4 indicate that on that particular redaction so we know 
5 what's a nonresponsive redaction, or what is a privilege 
Ei redaction? 
7 MR. NAYLOR: I think I could do that. 
8 MR. SWARTZ: That would be helpful. 
9 MR. NAYLOR: Just to show how much is 
10 redacted on that page because of attorney-client 
11 privilege versus irrelevant? 
12 MR. SWARTZ: Bingo. 
13 MR. NAYLOR: All right. I can do that. 
14 BYMR. SWARTZ: 
15 Q. Do you have any notes from the December 2nd 
16 executive session? 
17 A. No. No notes. These are they. If it's not 
1B here, then I don't have notes. 
19 Q. Was it your practice to take notes at each 
20 executive session? 
2l A. No. I only take -- my approach to notes is 
22 I take notes when I think there's something worth taking 
23 a note of. I don't note everything. 
24 Q. Do you have any recollection of the 






















































A. Not in wiy specificity. 
Q. How about generally? 
A. Not even generally. There were so many 
meetings, they've all merged into a mass of events. 
Q. Do you have any recollection of the 
January 5th, 2012 executive session? 
MR. NAYLOR: He's just asking if you have a 
I recollection. THE WITNESS: No. Oflhand. I'd have to be 
prompted to remember any details. 
BY MR. SWARTZ: 
Q. And you don't have any notes? 
A. Nonotes. 
Q. If you can go to Tab 8, see if that helps 
refresh your recollection. 
MR. NAYLOR: That's the December 2nd 
meeting? 
MR. SWARTZ: Correct. 
MR. NAYLOR: I thought you just asked him 
about the January 5th meeting. 
MR. SW ARTZ: Yeah. We're going to back up. 
THE WITNESS: Do you want the December 2nd? 
BY MR. SWARTZ: 
Q. Yes. 
A. I do have vague memory of Joann Lamb being 
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present. That's what's sparking any memory I have, but 
detail of what happened in executive session, I just 
don't remember what was discussed there. Apparently 
it's the Sage Room of the resort I just don't 
remember. I didn't take notes, so there was probably 
not a lot that I would have considered, at the time, 
major. 
Q. But according to the meeting minutes, it had 
to do with an employment issue. 
A. I've drawn a blank on exactly what was 
discussed there. 
Q. Do you have any recollection of being 
presented with Ms. Hammer's offer regarding how her 
administrative leave was going to be classified? 
MR. NAYLOR: Object to the form. 
THE WITNESS: I don't remember being made 
aware of anything like that. 
BYMR. SWARTZ: 
Q. Do you have any recollection of her 
requesting that it be deemed her working from home 
versus administrative leave? 
A. I don't recall that being requested. 
Q. Do you have any recollection of Ms. Hammer 
making an offer to resolve her complaints against the 
City in exchange for Nils Ribi resigning? 
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1 A. I do remember that, yes. 
2 Q. Do you recall discussing that at any of the 
3 executive sessions? 
4 A. I think it was discussed. I think-- my 
5 memory is that Councilman Ribi said that he would not 
6 resign, so there was nothing to discuss. 
7 Q. Did Councilman Ribi recuse himself from the 
B discussions? 
9 A. We didn't discuss it, because he refused to 
10 resign, so there was nothing to discuss. 
11 Q. Do you recall receiving an offer from 
l.2 Ms. Hammer to resolve her lawsuit against the City in 
13 exchange for receiving an apology from the City and a 
14 two-year contract? 
1S A. I do remember that offer coming forward. 
16 Q. Was that discussed in executive session? 
17 A. I think it would only, if it was discussed, 
l.8 have been discussed in executive session. 
19 Q. Do you have any recollection of what was 
20 decided in regard to that offer? 
2 l. MR. NAYLOR: Object to the form, and to the 
22 extent it calls for attorney-client privilege 
23 communications, instruct you not to answer. 
24 THE WITNESS: We were receiving legal advice 
25 at the time, under attorney-client privilege. 
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1 MR. NAYLOR: You can answer the question as 
2 to what your decision was, but not as to what was 
3 discussed. 
• THE WITNESS: The decision was to not accept 
5 the offer. 
6 BY MR. SWARTZ: 
7 Q. Do you recall why? 
B MR. NAYLOR: Object to the form to the 
9 extent it calls for attorney-client privileged 
10 communications. I think that delves into 
11 attorney-client privilege. 
12 BY MR. SWARTZ: 
l.3 Q. I'm not asking what Mr. Naylor may have said 
l.4 to you. I'm just asking whether you recall why the 
15 offer was rejected by the council. 
16 MR. NAYLOR: By its very nature, the 
l.7 question would be related to legal counsel from whatever 
l.8 attorneys were present, would have been involved. 
19 BYMR. SWARTZ: 
20 Q. I'm asking for your personal decision. I'm 
21. not asking for anybody, what counsel may have told you. 
22 Do you have any recollection of why you personally 
23 decided to reject the offer? 
24 MR. NAYLOR: Let's take a break and I'll 






















































(A Break Was Taken.) 
MR. NAYLOR: ln aid of assisting, can you 
refresh his recollection when that offer that you're 
referring to was made? 
BY MR. SWARTZ: 
Q. It was a December 7th offer, is when it was 
dated. 
A. Okay. 
MR. NAYLOR: Then you can answer his 
question as to what your thought process was, 
independent from any legal advice that was given as to 
that offer. 
THE WITNESS: Well, there was an ongoing 
investigation at that point in time, and we did not have 
any results from that, so it made no sense to respond to 
an offer for a situation we didn't have all the 
information on yet. That was my position. You asked 
for my personal. That's the way I felt about it. I 
couldn't respond now, because I don't know what has 
transpired and if there's anything, so it was impossible 
to respond to it. 
BY MR. SW ARTZ: 
Q. What was still an open question as of 
December 7, 2011? 
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A. In my mind, primarily credit card use. 
Didn't have any feedback on that, whether there was any 
substantiation or not. 
Q. Who approved those credit card expenditures? 
A. Credit card expenditures, I can't remember 
the timing of those, but we came to the realization that 
the council wasn't approving the credit card 
expenditures. They weren't in the yellow sheets. My 
initial understanding, as I was informed when I first 
became a council member, that everything was in the 
yellow sheets. As it turned out, not everything was, 
and one of those things, the credit card expenditures 
were not in there. 
Q. And those were the things that were an open 
question in your mind --
A. Apparently the gas credit cards were in that 
group. There were other credit cards as well, but the 
gas credit cards were as well, so it was a matter of 
data generation, hopefully a mileage log compared to 
use, some way of resolving it. That's the 
investigator's expertise. Not mine. 
Q. Whose job was it to make sure that the 
credit card expenditures were legitimate? 
MR. NAYLOR: Object to the form. 
TIIE WITNESS: Based on them not being 
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l provided to the council, I don't know, because we 
2 never -- I don't remember ever been exposed to them. 
3 BY MR. SW ARTZ: 
... Q. Was the City treasurer's responsibility to 
5 make sure that expenditures were legitimate before they 
6 were approved? 
7 MR. NAYLOR: Object to the fonn. 
B THE WITNESS: If you read the 
9 responsibilities of a treasurer, it's to make sure that 
10 all financial accounting is accurate. 
11 BY MR.SWARTZ: 
12 Q. That would include the expenditures that 
l.3 were, in your mind, an open issue and still needed to be 
14 investigated? 
15 MR. NAYLOR: Object to the fonn. 
16 THE WITNESS: I don't know what the process 
17 was for approval of those. The administration could 
18 have any number of processes, more control systems in 
19 place. I did not know what those were, so I don't know 
20 exactly what the treasw-er's part of that process was. 
21 BY MR. SWARTZ: 
22 Q. Were the expenditw-es that were at issue by 
23 the time this December 7th offer was made, had they been 
24 approved and paid? 
25 A. Yeah. They were past expenditures, so by 
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l definition they had been paid. 
2 Q. Who approved them? 
3 A. Don't know, because they weren't part of the 
4 yellow sheets, so they were not part of the packages 
5 that the council got, so I don't know who put their 
6 signature on those. 
7 Q. It would have been the city council who 
8 approved the expenditures, ultimately? 
9 MR. NAYLOR: Object to the fonn. 
10 THE WITNESS: The city council would approve 
11 of the total, of which-- part of which the council 
12 never see, but the council didn't know it wasn't seeing 
13 it. At ]east I didn't. I didn't know we weren't seeing 
14 those. 
15 BY MR. SWARTZ: 
l6 Q. Whose job was it to present them to the 
17 council? 
18 A. The administration. 
19 Q. \.Vho within the administration? 
20 A. Ultimately it would be the mayor that would 
21 see that everything was provided so the council could --
22 it's his administration. Yes, we have a City officer, 
23 the treasurer, who reports in a fundamental way to the 
24 council, but we're not the administrative manager. The 
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that he or she prefers, and they put that in place and 
we may not know about it, and in this case apparently 
the credit card receipts were not presented to the 
council. 
Q. In a typical city council meeting, isn't it 
true that the city treasurer would present a packet of 
expenditures, present them to the council as legitimate, 
and ask the city council to approve them? 
MR. NAYLOR: Object to the form. Calls for 
a legal conclusion. 
THE WITNESS: Yeah, I'd have to --
BY MR. SWARTZ: 
Q. I'm not asking for a legal conclusion. 
You're a city council member, sitting on the bench. 
Typical meeting, it's on the agenda, the city treasurer 
stands before you and says, Here's your packet of 
expenditures. I've reviewed them, they're accurate, 
they're legitimate, now I'm asking for the city council 
to approve it. Didn't that happen at every city council 
meeting? 
MR. NAYLOR: Object to the form. Asked and 
answered. 
THE WITNESS: What? 
MR. NAYLOR: Asked and answered. 
THE WITNESS: As a city council member, it 
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was our understanding that everything, all the expenses 
of the City were captured and presented to the council 
for approval after being certified by the 
administration, and that the process the administration 
had in place to put that certification forward was the 
one we were accepting. 
BY MR. SWARTZ: 
Q. And who does that? The city treasurer? 
A. I don't know, because I don't know what 
their control process was. 
Q. I'm just asking at the city council meeting. 
A. That's what I'm saying. I don't know what 
exact process led to the presentation of the financials 
to the council for approval. I do know parts of it, the 
yel1ow sheets. There are a number of other things that 
come forward. Since then the City has formed a finance 
committee to get more into --
Q. And l'm not asking for-behind-the-scenes 
knowledge. I'm asking about a typical city council 
meeting. The city council shows up, the city 
treasurer -- tell me if I'm wrong -- has a packet of 
expenditures that she at the time would present to the 
city council and say, I've reviewed these, they're 
accurate, they're legitimate, and now I'm asking to you 
approve it? 
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1 MR. NAYLOR: Object to the form. 
2 Foundation. compound. 
3 THE WITNESS: I think that the treasurer 
4 would respond -- is presenting what they have detennined 
5 is accurate, the numbers are accurate. 
6 BY MR. SWARTZ: 
7 Q. That's all I was asking. It was the city 
8 treasurer who would present those. Right? 
' MR. NAYLOR: Object to the form. 10 BY MR. SWARTZ: 
11 Q. Would present the expenditures to the city 
12 council? 
13 MR. NAYLOR: Object to the form. 
14 THE WITNESS: My experience is that the 
15 treasurer presents and certifies that the numbers are 
16 accurate. 
17 BY MR. SWARTZ: 
18 Q. Do you recall a period of time when 
19 Mayor Willich had detennined that Sharon Hammer had done 
20 nothing wrong. and brought her back on? She was 
21 reinstated? 
22 A. Yes. Sure. I remember that. 
23 Q. And all of a sudden she was put back on 
24 administrative leave? 
25 A. Yeah. I do remember these things happening. 
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1 but because they were administrative in nature. I had no 
2 direct involvement with them, so I didn't discuss them. 
3 Q. Was putting her back on administrative leave 
4 discussed in executive session? 
5 A. I don't know if it was discussed, or if it 
6 was just done. As I reiterate, the council has no 
7 authority to do anything like that. That's all 
B administrative responsibility. We cannot direct the 
9 mayor to do that to an employee who is not an official 
10 ofthe City. 
11 Q. At the time that you consented to the 
12 termination of Ms. Hammer's employment. did you believe 
13 Ms. Hammer to have done anything wrong? 
u A. No. I have no data to support that at that 
15 point in time. 
16 Q. In your mind they were still just 
17 allegations? 
18 A. Still allegations. My consent was based on 
19 the concern of the mayor that he could not work with 
20 Ms. Hammer. That was the basis ofmy consent. 
21 Q. Do you recall the City issuing a press 
22 release after terminating Ms. Hammer's employment? 
23 A. I remember there was a press release. I 
24 can't remember the contents of it. I know I had nothing 





















































Q. Did the city council ever approve use of 
City funds for publishing an article about Sharon 
Hammer. or an ad about Sharon Hammer. in the Mountain 
Express? 
A. I did not approve anything. I wasn't asked 
to approve anything. 
Q. Do you have an understanding of why 
Ms. Hammer was placed back on administrative leave after 
Mayor Willich had found her to have done nothing wrong 
and reinstated her employment? 
MR. NAYLOR: Object to the form. Compound, 
and foundation. 
THE WITNESS: I don't recall the specifics 
of that process of going off and then going back on 
administrative leave. and what the thought processes 
were behind that. I just don't remember it. It was 
administrative. and I was, at best, somebody who would 
be consulted, and I don't even remember being consulted 
on that. 
BY MR. SWARTZ: 
Q. What other executive sessions do we have in 
Exhibit 1, if you can tell? 
A. We have the November 11th. and then it goes 
to the 15th of December, then the 10th of January, and 
then the 16th of February, and then the 22nd of March, 
Pagen 
which has an executive session, but you have in 
Exhibit I the non-executive session portion of notes, 
but you also have the executive session notes. 
MR. NAYLOR: There's the date there. 
THE WITNESS: Yeah. That's the 26th of 
March, but that's a work session for council priorities. 
The administrative job description, which was not an 
executive session, nor was the 28th of March. The 9th 
of Apnl. I didn't say whether there was an executive 
session. It was a special city council meeting where 
we're talking to law firms that would be the 
intermediary between the forensic auditor and the City. 
and we spoke with Hawley Troxell, Moffatt Thomas, and I 
think - I vaguely remember a third one, but I didn't 
take notes. or there wasn't a third one, and I can't 
remember whether this was in executive session or not. 
We'd have to look up the 9th of April. 
Generally there's no reason for it to be, 
because we're just interviewing them to serve a function 
for a fully public process of a forensic audit. 
BY MR. SWARTZ: 
Q. Do you recall what period of time Michelle 
Frostensen was alleging Sharon Hammer had misused City 
funds? 
A. Period of time? 
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l Q. I know she brought allegations forward in 
2 November 2011, but what was the look-back period. do you 
3 recall? 
4 A. Well, if you go back to my notes, she was 
s looking back as far as '08, apparently, because she has 
6 a note here in July of'OS that there were 40 hours of 
7 vacation that Sharon had taken, so I would say back to 
8 2008. 
9 Q. Did you ever ask why Michelle Frostensen 
10 waited so long to bring those allegations forward? 
1l MR. NAYLOR: Object to the form. 
12 THE WITNESS: I did not ask her that 
13 question. 
14 BY MR. SWARTZ: 
15 Q. Do you have any idea why she chose to go all 
16 the way back to 2008? 
17 MR. NAYLOR: Object to the form. Calls for 
18 speculation. 
19 THE WITNESS: The answer is, I don't know, 
20 nor could I speculate. 
21 BY MR. SWARTZ: 
22 Q. Do you recall allegations that Ms. Hammer 
23 had falsified public records ever being discussed in 
24 executive session? 
25 A. No. 
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l Q. Was it ever discussed in executive session 
2 whether Michelle Frostensen should be investigated for 
3 the approval of these expenditures that were now being 
4 characterized as being inappropriate? 
5 A. I don't remember discussing that. There was 
6 an ongoing investigation, so I personally didn't have 
7 the data to give any direction there. 
8 Q. Do you recall whether the city council ever 
9 authorized Nils Ribi to disclose what took place in an 
10 executive session in the public record? 
11 MR. NAYLOR: Object to the form. 
12 Foundation. 
13 THE WITNESS: My recollection is we would 
14 never -- I would never approve of that. At the time I 
15 felt like the executive sessions were to be private. I 
16 later found out, in my education with the attorney 
17 general, that they depend on things leaking out. 
18 BY MR. SWARTZ: 
19 Q. They depend on things leaking out of 
20 executive session? 
21 A. They stated -- I was surprised. They said 
22 certain things should be leaked. They said that. I 
23 couldn't believe it. I still don't believe it. I don't 
24 think it's correct, but that's my opinion, it's not the 





















































Q. Do you have any recollection of the city 
council authorizing Mr. Ribi to disclose what transpired 
in an executive session to his personal attorney, Keith 
Roark? 
MR. NAYLOR: Object to the fonn. 
Foundation. 
THE WITNESS: I don't recall approving 
anything that had to do with informing anybody outside 
those present in the executive session and those that 
were directly impacted by the executive session to be 
infonned. 
BY MR. SWARTZ: 
Q. Other than allowing Sharon Hammer to be 
presented with the allegations that we talked about 
earlier when Mayor Willich and Adam King came to her and 
presented her with the allegations and gave her a chance 
to admit or deny them, did the city council discuss 
giving her an opportunity to respond to the allegations, 
present her own data. anything along those lines? 
A. That was my expectation, that our advice at 
the time was to talk to Sharon about the allegations and 
get a response, and probably the response would be, 
Well. it's not true, and this is why. 
That was my expectation that the council --
not council, but the mayor would receive this, and the 
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mayor could decide how he would interact with the 
council on that one, on those responses. But I never 
was exposed to any response, written, other than the 
verbal denial of charges of all allegations. That was 
what I was infonned about. 
Q. Did you ever observe Mr. Ribi interact with 
Ms. Hammer in a way that you believe was - let me ask 
it this way. Did you ever see Nils Ribi raise his voice 
to Sharon Hammer? 
A. When you say raise his voice, I mean, what 
do you mean by that? Because it could either mean -- it 
could mean a number of things. What exactly do you 
mean? 
Q. Raise his voice beyond normal speaking 
level. 
A. For Mr. Ribi, no. His speaking level was 
all very -- at a high volwne. That's the way he speaks. 
Q. Did you ever see Mr. Ribi approach 
Ms. Hammer in a threatening way? 
A. I have not. 
Q. Do you have any idea when Mayor Briscoe made 
the decision that he wanted to terminate Ms. Hammer's 
employment? 
A. As I said earlier, I had an informal, brief 
conversation where he said he had great difficulty 
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1 working with her, and then we had executive session 1 
2 where he was asking for our consent to terminate the 2 
3 contract. 3 
4 Q. It was in executive session, or it was done 4 
s in the public portion of the meeting? 5 
6 A. The consent was -- we can only vote in 6 
7 public session. It's illegal to vote in executive 7 
8 session. So the vote was in the public section, but the 8 
9 discussion, his reasons for wanting to tenninate the 9 
10 contract was in executive session. 10 
11 Q. Tell me about his reasons. 11 
12 A. That he had great difficulty working with 12 
13 her, and that he thought it would be best if we moved 13 
14 on. Best for eveiyone. 14 
15 Q. Do you recall anything else from that 15 
16 executive session? 16 
17 A. No. That was basically the subject of it. 17 
18 Q. Did anybody disagree with his recommendation 18 
19 for terminating her employment? 19 
20 A. Not that l remember. Based on each 20 
21 individual had their reasons why they were consenting. 21 
22 Mine was that he could not work with her. I couldn't 22 
23 further, nor would I want to, find out all the details 23 
24 of that. He's just telling me as a manager he can't 24 
25 work with this person, will you please consent so that I 25 
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1 feel comfortable tenninating the contract. 1 
2 Q. What were the other council members' reasons 2 
3 for consenting? 3 
4 A. l wouldn't know. 4 
s Q. They weren't discussed? 5 
, A. l mean, I'd have to go and ask them, what 6 
7 was your reason in the end? Who knows for certain. I 7 
a can't say. It's total speculation on my part. a 
9 Q. It wasn't discussed? 9 
10 A. No. Not in a direct way. 10 
11 Q. Not in a direct way? 11 
12 A. Nobody said, I am doing this for this 12 
13 reason. There was a general discussion, and then there 13 
14 was a vote in the public part of the session. u 
1s Q. Have you ever come to learn of any act of 1s 
16 misconduct that Ms. Hammer engaged in during her 16 
11 employment? 17 
1B MR. NAYLOR: Object to the form. 11 
u THE WITNESS: I'm not remembering the 19 
20 details of the investigative reports as it relates to 20 
21 Sharon. I'd have to review those reports to be able to 21 
22 answer that question. That's what I'd have -- what I 22 
23 say on that. 23 
24 BY MR. SWARTZ: 2, 
25 Q. And I'm not asking for the details. I'm 25 
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just curious if you have any personal belief that Sharon 
did anything wrong during her employment. 
A. You know, it comes down to what is wrong, 
and I'm reticent to be a judge of that, so I just do not 
have a position, without -- I'm a database person. I 
don't have the data in front of me, and I can't feel 
comfortable saying yes, particularly yes to that 
question, without the data in front of me. 
Q. So as you sit here today you have no 
recollection of Ms. Hammer having done anything wrong as 
an employee of the City of Sun Valley? 
A. Like I said, it depends on what's considered 
wrong. and I'd need to review thaL 
Q. Do you have any recollection of Ms. Hammer 
having misused City funds? 
A. Not that I could say right now. 
Q. Did she misuse City property? 
A. I would, once again, have to review the 
reports where the data lies on these issues. A lot of 
this. for me, was put aside when the termination --
mentally was put aside when the termination occurred. 
Q. Meaning you forgot about it after her 
employment was terminated? 
A. It wasn't something that l was thinking 
about anymore. It had been a while, so I would have to 
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review the reports and decide, yes, that was wrong, and 
this was okay, or whatever the case may be. I wouldn't 
want to speculate on that That would be unfair. 
Q. Do you have any recollection of disagreeing 
with anything that was in the investigative report? 
A. No. Because I'm ignorant of the 
administration of the City. It wasn't part ofmy job, 
and it was all about the administration of the City. 
Q. Do you recall Kelly Ek filing a tort claim 
against the City of Sun Valley? 
A. I was informed that a tort claim had been 
filed. 
Q. Do you know what happened to resolve that? 
A. No. I was informed that a settlement had 
been reached. [ had no involvement whatsoever. 
Q. Would that be the same with respect to 
Michelle Frostensen's tort claim that she filed? 
A. That's correct. 
MR. SWARTZ: I think, with reserving the 
right to come back once we get our privilege log, and 
nonresponsive log, I think we can wrap it up for today. 
Mr. Naylor may have some questions for you. 
Ill 
MR. NAYLOR: Let's take a quick break. 
(A Break Was Taken.) 
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1 EXAMINATION 
2 QUESTIONS BY MR. NAYLOR: 
3 Q. Back on the record. Mr. Youngman, at the 
4 November 14th, 2011 executive session, do you recall 
5 another -- another attorney being present by phone? 
6 A. Yeah. There was an attorney from Hawley 
7 Troxell, an employment specialist. I think his name was 
8 Brad Miller. 
9 Q. So on November 14th there was the -- at that 
10 point in time you had this letter from Mr. Donoval that 
11 he had delivered to your home on November 13th. 
12 Correct? 
13 A. Yes. My recollection was November the 12th, 
14 but as I've demonstrated today, my memory is really 
15 defective. 
16 Q. I've got it right here. It's dated 
17 November 12, 2011 Tiroeline 008. 
18 A. Right. 
19 Q. And it says at the top, "In contemplation of 
20 litigation." Is that correct? 
21 A. Yes, it does. 
22 Q. And you've got an employment lawyer from 
23 Hawley Troxell on the phone on November 14th as well, 
24 and then there was a discussion to authorize 
25 Mayor Willich and Mayor Elect Briscoe to retain an 
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l investigator. Correct? 
2 A. Yes. 
3 Q. So what were all of the factors that went 
4 into the discussion of making the determination to hire 
s an independent investigator? 
6 A. From my personal perspective, the primary 
7 was to get facts and find out exactly what was going on, 
8 if anything. Secondarily, obviously we had the threat 
9 of litigation in front of us, so it was important that 
10 we did have a very proper independent investigation of 
ll the allegations, so that there would be no questioning 
12 of the motives behind that,just because of much of 
13 what's written in this letter. 
14 So for me, those were the primary factors 
15 involved in thinking that was the best approach. But 
l.6 for me it was primarily the getting of facts, getting of 
17 the data, ferreting out exactly what is and isn't the 
l.8 case. 
u Q. And on January 19th at the city council 
20 meeting, when the council voted, as you put it, to 
21 consent to the termination of Sharon Hammer's employment 
22 contract, was Jim Donoval present at that meeting? 
23 A. Yes, he was. 
24 Q. And after the vote was taken, did you 
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Mayor Briscoe about that situation? 
A. Yes. After the meeting concluded, Jim came 
up to the table, got Mayor Briscoe's attention, offered 
his hand, shook hands, and said, You've done the right 
thing. 
Q. And what was his demeanor like, or what did 
you take away from that? 
A. Very friendly, and Mayor Briscoe was 
somewhat taken aback. That's my memory of it. And Jim 
said, No, I really do mean this, you've done the right 
thing. 
MR. NAYLOR: No further --
BY MR. NAYLOR: 
Q. Oh, in what -- were you aware at the time of 
the consent to tenninate her contract, was that without 
cause? 
A. It was only without cause. 
Q. And were you aware of how that impacted her 
agreement with the City, a termination of her without 
cause? 
A. Meaning? 
Q. What was the benefit to her, Sharon Hammer, 
to terminate without cause? 
A. I remember it being beneficial. I just 
don't remember what it is. 
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MR. NAYLOR: Nothing further. 
MR. SWARTZ: I have nothing further either. 
MR. NAYLOR: We'll read and sign. You can 
send it to me. 
(Deposition Concluded at 11 :55 p.m.) 
(Signature Was Requested.) 
***** 
'\1ln-l -Script'.li' M & M Court Reporth1g Service. Inc. 
(208)345-961 l(ph) (800)234-9611 (208)-J45-8800(fu:) 
(22) Pages 86 - 89 
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Franz M. Subadoloik 
May 21,2014 
1. FRANZ M. SUHADOLNIK, 
2 first duly sworn to tell the truth relating to said 
J cause, testified as follows: 
4 EXAMINATION 
s QUESTIONS BY MR. SWARTZ: 
Ii Q. Please state your legal name. 
1 A. Franz M. Suhadolnik. 
Page4 
a Q. Mr. Suhadolnik, you understand that you have 
9 just been issued and have accepted the oath? 
10 A. (The witness nods.) 
11 Q. Is that a yes? 
12 A. Yes. Excuse me. I have a habit of shaking my 
13 head. 
14 Q. We're going to talk about both of our bad 
1s habits here injust a second. You understand that a 
16 transcript's being made of everything that is said here 
11 today? 
1s A. Yes. 
19 Q. Do you understand that the testimony that you 
20 are giving carries the same force and effect as 
21 testimony given in a court oflaw? 
22 A. Yes. 
23 Q. A couple of helpful hints for you and I to 
24 make the most accurate transcript possible. One, would 
25 be to have you answer audibly. No head shakes. 
Pages 
1 A. No head shakes. Okay. 
2 Q. Yes, no --
J A. She can't record it. 
4 Q. -- or a narrative as the question may require. 
s Okay? 
, A. I understand. 
7 Q. If I ask a question that you do not 
e understand, please ask me to rephrase it. Okay? 
9 A. Okay. 
10 Q. If you do answer a question, it will be 
11 understood that you understood the question. Okay? 
12 A. Right. 
13 Q. And then let's also try to refrain from 
u talking over one another. Allow me to finish my 
15 question before you begin your answer. And I will 
16 certainly endeavor to allow you to finish your answer 
17 before I ask my next question. Okay? 
18 A. I hope so. 
19 Q. If at any time during your deposition today 
20 you realize that something you said needs to be 
21 clarified or something you said was not accurate, stop 
22 me, and let's get it corrected on the record today. 
23 Okay? 
24 A. Okay. 
2s Q. You are here pursuant to a subpoena that was 
M & M Court Reporting Service, lac. 
(208)345-961 l(p•) (800)234-9611 (208)-34S-8800(fai) 
-
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1 issued to you. And I'm handing you a copy of your 
2 subpoena. Have you seen that before today? 
3 A. I'm sure I have, yes. 
4 Q. And it asks you to bring with you materials 
5 that are responsive to the category listed in the 
' subpoena. Did you have an opportunity to look for 7 materials that were responsive to the subpoena? 
8 A. I believe so. 
9 Q. And you brought in a stack of materials with 
10 you today. And as I've flipped through them, they are 
11 memorandums, letters, and pleadings in lawsuits that you 
12 received after you were elected as a city council member 
13 to the City of Sun Valley through at least your swearing 
14 in; is that correct? 
15 A. It was -- all the documents I have there were 
16 received before I was sworn in. 
17 Q. And you didn't have anything in your 
18 possession after you were sworn in? 
19 A. No, not to my knowledge. 
20 Q. No notes from executive committee meetings? 
21 A. I don't take notes in executive committee 
22 meetings. 
23 Q. Any notes from public meetings? 
24 A. Not to my knowledge. 
25 Q. Any emails? 
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1 A. I searched, and I could not find any. 
2 Q. Okay. 
3 A. But I have changed computers and so forth 
4 since then. But to my knowledge, no. 
5 Q. As a subpoenaed nonparty to a lawsuit, you're 
' entitled to a witness fee check. I'm handing you your 7 check for your statutory witness fee of$40. 
8 You understand that Kirt Nay !or represents the 
9 City of Sun Valley, as well as Dewayne Briscoe and Nils 
10 Ribi in lawsuits that are being brought by Sharon Hammer 
11 and James Donoval? 
12 A. I do. 
13 Q. Do you understand that you have the right to 
14 have your own personal attorney present for this 
15 deposition? 
16 A. I didn't, but I do now. 
17 Q. Do you have any desire to stop the deposition 
18 and reschedule for a day where you can have your private 
19 attorney available? 
20 A. No. I'll accept Mr. Naylor. 
21 Q. Did you do anything to prepare for your 
22 deposition today? 
23 A. Not really, spoke briefly with Mr. Naylor and 
24: went through this material, but not thoroughly. I just 
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Q. Did you review any of it? 
A. Briefly. As you can see my written markings, 
l reviewed it thoroughly at the time it was presented to 
me. 
Q. Are the red markings at the time that it was 
presented to you and the black marks were made at a 
different time? 
A. Not necessarily. 
Q. Is there any magic between the black ink -
A. No. 
Q. -- and the red ink? 
A. No.just ... 
Q. When were you elected as a city council 
member? 
A. November of 2011. 
Q. Are you still a sitting member of the council? 
A. Yes. 
Q. From the time that you've taken your position 
as a city council member, have you come to an 
understanding of what the city council's role is for the 
city? 
A. It's a learning process, and I'm getting 
there. 
Q. What is your understanding of what the city 
council does for the city? 
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A. The city council. for the most part, controls 
the finances of the city and rules on land use issues, 
et cetera. In our form of government, the city's 
council is not a major force. That would be the mayor. 
Q. What is your -- and what is the understanding 
that you've come to have about the mayor's authority? 
A. The mayor's authority, in our fonn of 
government, is quite extensive. 
Q. And would it cover personnel issues? 
A. Most personnel issues. 
Q. Are there personnel issues that you believe 
fall outside of the purview of the mayor's authority? 
A. I think with the exception of the city 
officers, which are designated by state statute, the 
mayor has complete control over other city personnel. 
Q. Would that include the city administrator? 
A. I don't believe the city administrator is a 
city officer by state statute. 
Q. So the governor -- the mayor would have 
control over personnel issues related to the city 
administrator? 
A. That's my understanding. 
Q. During your time as a city council member, 
have you come to understand what the role of the city's 
treasurer is? 
\Ii n-l" -5cript'E M & M Court Repertiag Service, Inc. 
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1 A. To some extent, yes. 
2 Q. What's that understanding? 
3 A. Well, the city treasurer is a designated city 
4 officer and responsible for the finances for the city. 
5 And by state statute, the city treasurer has to sign 
6 off, under oath, on all payables paid by the city and 
7 claims against the city. 
a Q. Were you asked to weigh in on the termination 
9 of Sharon Hammer's employment? 
10 A. The mayor, as I recall, asked council people, 
11 the council members, to be involved and to - which as I 
12 understand, he didn't have to, but he did. And the 
13 mayor often extends that courtesy to council members on 
H various issues which he would not be bound to by state 
15 statute or by city ordinance, is my understanding. 
16 Q. Do you recall when the mayor came to the city 
17 council to discuss Sharon Hammer's employment? 
18 A. Not exactly, no. 
1.9 Q. Do you recall whether it was in an executive 
20 session. public meeting, some other type of meeting, 
21 email, telephone caJl? 
22 A. It was in a meeting. It wasn't by a telephone 
23 call. 
24 Q. It was in a meeting? 
25 A. Yes. 
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l Q. Was it in an executive session? 
2 A. I don't think so, but it could have been. I'm 
] not sure. 
4 Q. Do you recall where the meeting was held? 
5 A. It was held in city hall. 
6 Q. And you don't recall a date? 
7 A. No. 
a Q. Did you receive advance notice of what the 
.9 topic of that meeting was going to be? 
10 A. I don't recall that either. You have to 
11 understand the state of flux the city was in at that 
12 time, and the amount of material that was being dumped 
13 on me, who was a neophyte in this business. 
14 Q. And you just pointed to all the materials 
15 related to Sharon Hammer. Were there other things going 
16 on other than an issue with Sharon Hammer that was being 
17 dumped on you? 
18 A. Not in that period of time, because we - I 
19 had no knowledge of what was going on in the city itself 
20 at that period of time. The only knowledge I had of 
21 what was happening between Sharon Hammer and the city 
22 was provided to me by the Donovals. And that was for a 
23 period of two months. 
24 Q. And that's this stack of paper that you 
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A. Right. Yes. 
Q. And that would include infonnation about 
Sharon Hammer's complaints about Nils Ribi's conduct 
toward her? 
A. That was given •• to some extent, that was 
given to me verbally by the Hammers, Ms. Hammer and 
Mr. Donoval, in my home. 
Q. Along with letters that outline --
A. Yes. They presented me with that. Hand 
delivered it to me. 
Q. And did they discuss anything else with you 
when they met? 
A. When Mr. Donoval and Ms. Hammer first appeared 
at my door, I had no idea why they were there. I had 
known them, but not socially, never mingled socially 
with them, had a fondness for them. I supported Mr. 
Donoval's campaign for state senator, admired his 
tenacity in doing so. They appeared at my door one 
November evening with a brown envelope in their hand. I 
had no idea why they were there. 
Q. Did they explain to you why they were? 
A. They handed me - they said. "Would you read 
this?" 
And I said, "Come in." 
And they said, "No, we don't want to come in." 
Page 13 
I said, "Please, come in." 
So they came in. And we sat down. and we 
discussed it. That was my first exposure to it. 
Q. And your discussion included Sharon Hammer's 
complaints about Nils Ribi; correct? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Did your discussion also encompass allegations 
of misconduct by Sharon Hammer? 
A. No. Sharon Hammer - they offered no -- I 
mean, nothing that - they gave their side of the story. 
Q. Did their side of the story include the fact 
that Nils Ribi and Michelle Frostenson were making 
allegations that Sharon Hammer engaged in misconduct? 
A. I believe that's in some of the documentation. 
Q. What was your takeaway understanding from that 
November evening meeting with Sharon and Jim? 
A. When you hear it -- like I say, I was -- I had 
personal -- not a personal relationship - but I knew 
them. They had been - always been courteous to me. 
Sharon had spent some time with me when l was -- first 
announced my candidacy, with the mayor's permission, to 
explain the budget to them, and so forth. I had nothing 
but good relations with them. And I was - of course, 
when you get one side of the story for several weeks, 
you, of course, sympathize with their position. 
\.I in· l" -Sc ript1\: M & M Curt Reporting Service, Inc. 
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1 Q. What do you mean when you received one side of 
2 the story for several weeks? 
3 A. This is it. 
4 Q. Okay. 
s A. Yeah. I was not allowed into anything that 
6 was going on in city hall. 
7 Q. Not until you were sworn in? 
8 A. Not till I was sworn in. 
9 Q. So any meetings that you would have attended 
10 on the other side of the story would have occurred after 
11 January of2012? 
12 A. Right. 
13 Q. Do you recall what Mayor Briscoe discussed 
14 with the city council about his desire to terminate 
15 Sharon Hammer's employment? 
16 A. Not exactly. But it was my understanding at 
17 the time, and still is, that the city supervisor serves 
18 at the pleasure of the mayor. And it's not unusual for 
19 mayors to want to bring in people that they think they 
20 can work with, which includes the fire chief, the police 
21 chief, et cetera. I believe that the city council has 
22 only jurisdiction over the non - the people other than 
;13 in those positions, unless the mayor brings them into 
24 it. That was my understanding at the time. 
25 Q. And I need you to help me understand just a 
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l bit more. Did he explain to the city council why he was 
2 looking for the city council's consent to his proposed 
3 termination of Sharon Hammer's employment? 
4 A. There was numerous discussions. And there was 
5 also an education process for me. But my -- at that 
6 time my knowledge was that the mayor did not need our 
7 consent, if he so chose. But as a courtesy, it's a good 
8 idea for a mayor to bring in the city council on these 
9 matters. 
10 Q. Did Mayor Briscoe describe, explain, elaborate 
11 upon why he wanted to terminate Sharon's employment? 
12 A. Not to me personally. And there was so many 
13 meetings in there that I can't recall what took place at 
u any specific meetings. We had •. I believe we had 52 
15 meetings of the city council in a period of six months. 
16 Q. Did any of the meetings before the termination 
17 of Sharon Hammer's employment include discussions about 
18 misconduct that Ms. Hammer was alleged to have engaged 
19 in? 
20 A. I believe the Hammers told me the misconduct 
21 she was alleged to have engaged in, and they were heavy 
22 on alleged, but they explained that to me. Because we 
23 had long conversations at my house on three or four 
24 occasions. 
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taking office and the termination of Sharon Hammer's 
employment involve any discussions about that misconduct 
that she was alleged to have engaged in? 
A. Possibly, but I don't recall specifically, 
because we were getting information from all kinds of 
sources. The ex-mayor was active in providing 
information W1solicited. 
THE COURT REPORTER: Did you say "unsolicited~ 
or "solicited"? 
THE WITNESS: Unsolicited. For the most part. 
Q. (BY MR. SWARTZ) This is a December 27, 2011, 
memorandum to Mayor Willich and the Sun Valley City 
Council from Sharon Hammer. It's the first page of what 
you brought today. And there's a notation at the top 
right-hand comer that says, "What would have to happen 
for Mayor Briscoe to fire Sharon?" 
A. Right. 
Q. Do you see that? 
A. Yeah. 
Q. Can you tell me about that comment? 
A. That was my question. As I recall, Mayor 
Willi ch suspended Sharon Hammer. Sharon Hammer was then 
reinstated by Mayor Willich. When Mayor Briscoe took 
office. Mayor Briscoe suspended Sharon Hammer. So my 
question here is, if he wanted to terminate her, what 
Page 17 
would have to happen. 
Q. Did you have your question -
A. That was the question for me, that I asked 
myself in making these notations. 
Q. Did you have your question answered by anyone? 
A. I don't know if it was answered by anyone. 
But we're very restricted on what we do by the state 
open meetings law in talking with other members in the 
council, and so forth. The present members of the 
council weren't too helpful to me in becoming involved 
in this thing or acquainted. It was sort of a 
learn-as-you-go. And so at some point, either through 
my research or some other way. I came to the conclusion 
that the mayor had the right to terminate the city 
supervisor, according to her contract, as the contract 
was defined to me by the city attorney. 
Q. Who was the attorney that you spoke to about 
the contract? 
A. I believe it was the city attorney. 
Q. Who was that? 
A. Adam King. 
Q. And did you go to Adam King individually or 
was this a meeting? 
A. It might have been -- it wasn't 
individually ·· it might have been prior to a council 
\lin-l -Script<lf M & M Court Reporting Service. Inc. 
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1 meeting, which I often will ask Adam King questions on 
2 the way in to the council meeting about something we're 
3 going to discuss in council. 
4 Q. I'll ta1ce that back from you so I can stick it 
5 back with your stack of documents. 
6 A. This all was a learning process to me. 
7 Q. When you're saying "this all," this -· and 
8 you're pointing to the stack of documents you brought 
9 with you. Are you talking about Sharon's allegations 
10 against Mr. Ribi and Mr. Ribi's allegations against 
11 Sharon, is that the learning process? 
12 A. Yeah, what was •• 
13 MR. NAYLOR: Object to the form. 
14 Go ahead. Go ahead. 
15 THE WITNESS: What was in there, the reason I 
16 spent time on that, that was a learning process to me. 
17 Q. (BY MR. SWARTZ) You were catching up on 
18 things that had transpired prior to you being sworn in? 
19 A. Right. 
20 Q. And what you were catching up on fell into 
21 these •• the two categories we've talked about, Sharon's 
22 complaints against Mr. Ribi, and Mr. Ribi's allegations 
23 of misconduct engaged in by Ms. Hammer; is that correct? 
24 MR. NAYLOR: Object to the fonn. You keep 
25 characterizing him as Nils Ribi's complaints, and they 
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l were Michelle Frostenson's complaints. But that's just 
2 a distinction. 
3 Q. (BY MR. SWARTZ) Allegations of misconduct 
4 engaged in by Sharon Hammer, regardless of who's 
5 alleging them, and Ms. Hammer's complaints of Nils 
6 Ribi's conduct; are those the two things that you were 
7 getting up to speed on? 
8 A. Ms. Hammer never admitted to any allegation 
9 that she had contained any misconduct. 
10 Q. Sure. 
11 A. And this is something I discussed with her, 
12 personally, and asked her if there's anything that she 
13 could possibly admit to. And she said, "No." 
l.4 Q. Did she - I didn't mean to cut you off. 
15 A. Go ahead. 
16 Q. Did she also relay to you that it was never 
17 made clear to her exactly what the allegations of 
18 misconduct were? 
1.9 A. She said that-· as I recall, that anything 
20 that she did that may have been misconduct, she was 
21 given pennission to do so by then Mayor Willich. 
22 Q. Did you ever learn of any information contrary 
23 to that statement? 
241 A. Well, if you read the city personnel policy, 
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Now, this is, as I understand, Mayor Willich's position, 
too, that he gave permission. I can't give you 
permission to go out and drive 35 miles an hour in a 
30-mile zone nor can the locaJ police chief. It's 
either right or it's wrong. And that was her allegation 
that -· to me, during conversations, that anything that 
she did that was in violation of the personnel policy 
she did with Mayor Willich's permission. 
Q. Did you ever learn of any information 
suggesting that Mayor Willich did not give her 
authorization to do what she was alleged to have done? 
A. I believe I read an affidavit by Mayor Willich 
which said that he did give her permission. And, 
therefore -· and he had the authority to give her 
permission to do certain things in violation of the city 
personnel policy. 
Q. Did you ever come to know why Mayor Briscoe 
put Ms. Hammer back on administrative leave after Mayor 
Willich had determined that the allegations against 
Ms. Hammer were unfounded? 
MR. NAYLOR: Object to the fonn. 
THE WITNESS: Repeat that. 
Q. (BY MR. SWARTZ) Sure. Did you have an 
understanding that when Mayor Willich brought -· 
reinstated Ms. Hammer, after the investigation into the 
Page21 
allegations against her, that he had found that she had 
done nothing wrong? 
A. No. I -- he didn't, but we were waiting the 
-- I was waiting for the Patti Ball report. 
THE COURT REPORTER: The what? 
THE WITNESS: Patti, private investigator's 
report. 
MR. SWARTZ: Patti Ball was the name. 
Q. (BY MR. SWARTZ) You did not have an 
understanding that Mayor Willich had concluded, after 
receiving the Patti Ball report, that Sharon Hammer had 
not done anything wrong? And if there's too many double 
negatives in that one, let me know. 
A. My impression of Mayor Willich was that he was 
covering his back side. 
Q. Do you know why he reinstated Sharon Hammer? 
A. I think that was his way of attempting to 
vindicate himself of any involvement in what had 
transpired in the city. 
Q. And that's just your personal belief? 
A. That's my very, very firm personal belief. 
Q. Okay. Do you know why Mayor Briscoe put 
Sharon Hammer back on administrative leave after Mayor 
Willich had reinstated her? 
A. Not exactly. Mayor Briscoe does not explain a 
\lin-l'-Script'.K M & M Court Rcporti111 Service, Inc. 
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1 lot of his actions to individual city council people, 
2 nor should he. 
3 Q. He did with respect to his decision to 
' terminate her employment; correct? 5 A. He explained to the city council people? 
6 Q. Correct. 
7 A. Why he wanted to terminate her? 
B Q. Right. 
9 A. To some extent. But it was my impression at 
10 that time that he had the right to do so. And I was not 
11 going to get into a catfight with him over whether he 
12 should or shouldn't. 
13 Q. So tell me about what he shared with the city 
14 council regarding his decision to terminate her 
15 employment. 
16 A. To some extent, I think it might have been 
17 that he -- and I don't remember exactly that he thought 
18 that he possibly couldn't work with her. 
19 Q. Did he explain why? 
20 A. Not in entirety. 
21 Q. Did you ask? 
22 A. I didn't press him on that 
23 Q. l understand he didn't explain in entirety. 
24 But what did he explain? 
25 A. Just that he didn't think that he would be 
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l able to work with her. And that's reason enough, given 
2 her contract, as I understand it, and given what I know 
3 about the city. You cannot have somebody that you don't 
4 feel that you could work with. 
5 Q. Did he ask for your consent to his decision to 
6 terminate her? 
7 A. He asked me ifl would support him. 
8 Q. And how did you respond? 
9 A. I would have to think about it, because I was 
10 in an education process there. 
11 Q. Howlong-
12 A. I only got one side of the story. 
13 Q. How long did you take to think about it? 
14 A. Probably up till the night of the meeting of 
15 -- to decide her termination. 
16 Q. Her termination took place at the January 19, 
17 2012, meeting? 
18 A. Right. 
19 Q. How long before that meeting did Mayor Briscoe 
20 come to you and ask whether you would support his 
2]. decision? 
22 A. l don't recall. 
23 Q. A matter of days? Weeks? 
24 A. Wen, it had to be a matter of days, because l 
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And nobody came to me before the 12th. 
Q. So sometime between the 12th and the 19th --
A. Right. 
Q. -- Mayor Briscoe approached you individually? 
A. I don't recall whether it was individually or 
in a meeting. As I said, we were having meetings fairly 
frequently then. 
Q. But it was a matter of days before the 
January 19th meeting? 
A. Had to be. 
Q. While you were thinking about his proposition 
of terminating Ms. Hammer's employment, did you review 
any materials, speak to anyone, do anything to help you 
process whether you would or would not support his 
decision? 
A. I possibly -- I think I clarified what her 
contract was. And if I did clarify that, it must have 
been with the city attorney. Okay. And number two, 
what his jurisdiction was. And that was the two things 
I clarified. 
Q. So other than speaking with Adam King to get 
clarification on the contract, do you recall speaking 
with anyone else? 
A. I might have, but l don't recall. 
Q. Ultimately, did you give your consent at the 
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January 19, 2012, executive meeting? 
A. Yes. 
MR. NAYLOR: Object to the form. 
Q. And--
MR. NAYLOR: You called it an executive 
meeting. 
THE WITNESS: It wasn't. 
MR. NAYLOR: It was an open meeting. I don't 
know if you intended to ask it that way. 
THE WITNESS: All decisions have to be --
we're very- Mayor Briscoe is very, very careful about 
the open meetings law. The open meetings law, in some 
ways, frustrates the council, but it's the law. And if 
a decision was made, it was made in open meeting. 
Q. (BY MR. SWARTZ) Do you recall having a 
January 19, 2012, executive session where not your vote 
but your consent to the proposed termination of her 
employment was asked for? 
A. I don't recall the specific meeting, but it's 
possible there was. It's possible that was discussed. 
I think that would be a proper thing to discuss in 
executive session because executive session allows 
personnel issues to be discussed, but not decided. 
Q. Once in the public form of the January 19, 
2012, city council meeting, were you asked to vote on 
:\tin-l" -Script;!t M & M Court Reporting Senice, Inc. 
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1 the termination of Sharon Hammer's employment? 
2 A. I believe we were. 
3 Q. Do you recall how you voted? 
4 A. I voted yes. 
5 Q. Tell me your personal reasons for voting yes 
6 to the termination of Sharon Hammer's employment. 
7 A. As I say, I had a good relationship with the 
8 Hammers. I knew what her contract called for. I 
9 thought personally that she would be much -- serve 
10 herself by taking her termination, her payment that she 
11 was given, and leaving, and going - moving on with her 
12 life, unscathed. That would be my best advice to her. 
13 That would have been the same advice to my daughter, 
14 under the circumstances. Because Ms. Hammer at that 
15 time I don't think her reputation had been tarnished at 
16 all. Because it's not unusual for people to change city 
17 supervisors. And the city would have - in my case, 
18 that would have ended it. And I believe I broached that 
19 subject with the Hammers in my home. 
20 Q. When do you believe her reputation was 
21 tarnished? 
22 MR. NAYLOR: Object to the form. 
23 THE WITNESS: Personally, I think her 
24 reputation has been tarnished by her. 
25 Q. (BY MR. SWARTZ) How's that? 
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l. A. Because all the allegations that have been 
2 made against her would have never become public, as I 
3 understand it, if she had accepted termination without 
4 cause. 
5 Q. Do you believe that she rejected a termination 
6 without cause? 
7 A. Yes. 
8 Q. How do you believe that she rejected that 
9 termination without cause? 
10 A. By the conversations I had with her previous 
11 to, that under no conditions would she resign, that she 
l.2 had done nothing wrong. 
13 Q. Before you voted yes to the termination of her 
14 employment, did you understand that Sharon Hammer had 
15 made requests to have an opportunity to learn fully 
1.6 about the allegations against her and have an 
17 opportunity to respond to those? 
18 A. I do not. But my understanding oftennination 
19 without cause is that both people walk away without 
20 damage to either party. 
21 Q. Did you understand that Sharon Hammer wanted 
22 to be heard in response to the allegations being -
23 A. I knew ofno particular petition by her to the 
24 council or anything to be heard. 
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yes to terminate her employment that Sharon Hammer had 
done anything wrong? 
A. At that time? 
Q. Correct. 
A. Only allegations. 
Q. Since the termination of her employment, have 
you come to learn or come to believe that she had 
engaged in the misconduct that was being alleged against 
her? 
A. To some extent, yes. 
Q. And what is that extent? 
A. It's based on the various reports: the city 
private investigator's report, the forensic audit, the 
attorney general's report, and the prosecuting 
attorney's report. 
Q. Can you recall what within those reports you 
believe established that Ms. Hammer had actually engaged 
in some misconduct? 
A. I don't think that-- establish is -- can only 
be established in the court of the law, as I understand 
it. The Patti Ball report was not under oath. 
THE WITNESS: Were any of those reports under 
oath? 
MR. NAYLOR: You have to go with your memory. 
THE WITNESS: I don't think so. But the 
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allegations were consistent and strong that there was at 
the least numerous violations of the city personnel 
policy. 
Q. (BY MR. SWARTZ) Did you ever hear of anyone 
making allegations that she had engaged in criminal 
conduct? 
A. The word -- to my knowledge, the word 
"criminal" was never used. 
Q. Since the termination of her employment, have 
you come to believe that - or have you come to know 
that someone is alleging that she has engaged in 
criminal misconduct? 
A. My reading of the prosecuting attorney's 
report was that there was allegations that he could have 
prosecuted on but elected not to do so. 
Q. I'm going to hand you, from your packet, a 
November 12, 2011, letter from James Donoval to Mayor 
Willich, and it CC's you on there, as well as sitting 
city council members, and, also, freshly elected 
Michelle Griffith, city council member. Do you 
recognize that from the stack of materials you brought 
today? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Do you see on page 4, top of the page, Mr. 
Donoval is requesting that Ms. Hammer be provided with 
\'lin-l-Script~ M & M Court Reporting Serviee. Inc. 
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1 formal written notice of the charges being assessed 
2 against her, disclosure of what supports those 
3 allegations? 
4 MR NAYLOR: Hang on. Here's where are we. 
5 MR. SWARTZ: Top of the page, one, two, three 
6 -- four, in that -- three, sorry - in that paragraph 
7 there. 
8 MR. NAYLOR: Yeah. 
g THE WITNESS: Yeah. Go ahead. 
10 Q. (BY MR. SWARTZ) And also requesting a hearing 
11 on the charges being assessed against her. Do you see 
12 that? 
13 A. I see that. 
14 Q. And you received a copy of that letter? 
15 A. Yes. 
16 Q. Does that refresh your recollection of whether 
17 Ms. Hammer was requesting an opportunity to have the 
1.8 details of the allegations being alleged against her 
1.9 and --
20 A. It obviously says that Ms. Hammer has 
21 requested that 
22 Q. Did that come into or factor into any of the 
23 discussions that you had as a city -- council city 
24 member after you were swom in? 
25 A. Not that I recall. 
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l Q. I will take that back from you and stick it 
2 back in your stack in the appropriate order. 
3 Did you think that Ms. Hammer -- other than 
4 just not walking away and insisting on a right to 
5 respond to the allegations, did you think that Ms. 
6 Hammer made any other mistakes prior to the vote to 
7 terminate her employment? 
8 A. Well, if you -- if you believe what you read 
9 in the various reports, the answer to that would be yes. 
10 Q. And what are those things? 
l.l. A. If you believe what you're reading in the 
l.2 reports. 
13 Q. Okay. 
14 A. Okay. For instance, the Patti Ball report 
1.5 says there was no evidence of harassment by Mr. Ribi. 
16 Q. Did you have an opinion about that conclusion? 
17 A. I had no opinion at all because I was 
l.8 completely out of the loop then. I knew Ms. Hammer was 
19 claiming it. And I didn't discount the possibility. 
20 But what is harassment? Patti Ball report, who's a 
21 reputable private investigator, said, when we went over 
22 the report with her. that there was no evidence of 
23 harassment by Mr. Ribi. 
24 Now, if Mr. Ribi went down to city hall and 
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might do, too. Because it's frustrating as a council 
person to be -- to be - you're part of the -- part of 
the system that will be faulted, and, yet, under our 
form of government. you don't participate to that 
extent. So it could be frustrating, too. I could 
understand to Mr. Ribi. But Patti Ball report says 
there was no harassment. 
Q. So what other things, what other conclusions 
did you see in the Patti Ball report that you believe 
were mistakes made by Sharon Hammer? 
A. Well, if you -- if the allegations are correct 
-- and the same allegations are made in all four 
reports -- then, obviously, she made some mistakes. 
Q. Do you recall what --
A. Either that or she didn't know the city 
personnel policies. 
Q. Do you recall what the mistakes were? 
A. One was the use of a city vehicle, the other 
was that as a volunteer fireman she couldn't charge for 
time spent as a volunteer and be on the city payroll at 
that time. Now, as I said, these are allegations. They 
haven't been proven. But they're in all four of the 
reports. Not -- not managing the leave time and 
vacation times of city employees. And that's all being 
strictly done now. Strictly done. 
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Q. You believe it was Sharon Hammer's job to 
manage, track the leave time of all employees that 
she's --
A. She's the city supervisor. Where does it l 
stop? Somebody has to be responsible for that. 
Q. Anything else? 
A. Not offhand. But if I had the documents in 
front ofme, there are - they're numerous. 
Q. Did you have these conclusions at the time 
that you voted to terminate Sharon Hammer's employment? 
MR. NAYLOR: Object to the form. 
THE WITNESS: Not the conclusions, but they-
those were out there. And I sincerely thought at the 
time, with some fondness for the Hammer -- Ms. Hammer 
and Mr. Donoval, that they would be best just taking 
their offer of tennination without cause and $60,000 
bonus or payoff payment and going away. Now, that was 
what my heart told me. My gut said if there's some 
wrongdoing there, let's do it with cause. 
Q. (BY MR. SWARTZ) Did you have any discussion 
with your city council members or the mayor or anyone 
else associated with the city about your gut feeling? 
A. I well might have, but I don't recall exactly. 
Q. Do you still have that gut feeling today? 
A. Yes, since she didn't take the opportunity to 
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1 take advantage of what I thought was the most favorable 
2 solution to her. 
3 Q. And that was to take the no cause termination, 
4 the money, and just go away? 
s A. (The witness nods.) 
6 Q. Is that a yes? 
7 A. Yes. 
8 MR. SW ARTZ: Let's take a quick break. 
9 (Recess was held.) 
10 MR. SWARTZ: Back on. 
11 Q. (BY MR. SWARTZ) Mr. Suhadolnik -
12 A. That's close enough. 
13 Q. Close enough ·- I'm going to hand you a 
14 document that's marked as HAMMER l 718. Take a moment to 
15 review that. Let me know when you're done. 
16 A. Okay. 
17 Q. Do you recognize that email? 
18 A. I don't recall it. but what is, is. 
19 Q. It looks like a June 11, 2012, email from you 
20 to Jim Donoval? The top email. 
21 A. Right. 
22 Q. And you reference that there's a lot going on 
23 in the city that frustrates you. and you'd love to be 
24 put under oath. You're under oath here today. And I 
25 would love to hear about all the frustrations that you 
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1 were experiencing at the city. 
2 A. You want -- how long do you want to be here? 
3 Q. I would like to know about- initially, any 
4 frustrations you had that related to Sharon Hammer or 
5 her employment. 
6 A. I have always been my own boss since [ got out 
7 of the Army. which was many, many years ago. 
8 Q. Thank you for your service. 
9 A. You bet. 
10 But other than that, I've never had to -- I've 
11 made my own decisions, ran my own show, didn't have to 
12 wait on other people to come along and so forth. So the 
13 whole experience has been frustrating to me, been a 
14 learning process, caused a lot of anxiety. I see things 
15 happening that I may not approve of, but I'm limited in 
16 what power I have over them. And that's frustrating to 
17 me. I tend to be a controlling person. My wife, 
18 infonned me that I would experience this, because she 
19 had been a school administrator, and she knew how the 
20 system works. The system frustrates me. 
2]. And at this time -- Mayor Willich is always 
22 out there, stirring up things, to this day. And a lot 
23 •• some of the things that he has done before and after 
24 were extremely frustrating to me, too. 
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A. [ had the feeling-· did any of those involve 
Sharon Hammer, yes, because the buck has to stop 
someplace. He's the chief executive officer of the 
city. And ifhe was giving Sharon Hammer permission to 
do certain things that were in violation of city policy, 
there was two people responsible: him for giving the 
permission and Sharon Hammer for doing them. Because, 
to me. city policy is sacrosanct. And that's the way we 
operate the city now. 
Q. So that frustrated you? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Anything else related to Sharon Hammer that 
frustrated you? 
A. I was possibly frustrated after talking with 
her and after reading the documentation that she was in 
a complete state of denial. I think •• 1 felt there had 
to be something there, and I told her so. I said, 
"Sharon, why don't you - is there anything you can 
possibly admit that you did wrong that would help ease 
this situation through? Because that's a good way to 
admit that you're wrong." 
And she said, "No." I found that frustrating, 
because I was trying to. at that time, be of help to 
her. 
Q. Did you have any frustration related to the 
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investigations into the allegations being made against 
Sharon Hammer? 
A. The frustration I bad is that Mr. Willich 
hired the private investigator - which was his 
decision -- selected her, and then tried to denigrate 
her report when it didn't turn out the way he possibly 
hoped it would. 
Q. He didn't agree with it? 
A. He's tried to denigrate it completely. 
According to him, Mr. Naylor coached Patti Ball, and 
everything in there is bogus. 
Q. And have you cOIDe to a conclusion as to his 
allegations to that effect? 
A. I think they're false. 
Q. Is there anything that supports your belief, 
or is that just your belief? 
A. What supports my belief is that the other 
reports say basically the same thing. 
Q. The other reports? Which are? 
A. The prosecuting attorney, the attorney 
general, and the forensic audit. We, as a council, 
voted for the forensic audit because we wanted to get to 
the bottom of all these allegations. And we made great 
-· went great effort to be certain that both the 
attorney we hired and the forensic auditor we hired were 
c\-lin-t-Scriptl! M & M Court Reportiag Senice, lac. 
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1 untainted. 
2 Q. Did the prosecutor's report, the attorney 
3 general's report, or the auditor's report comment on 
4 whether Patti Ball's report was independent or, as Mayor 
5 Willich had alleged, was directed by Mr. Naylor? 
6 A. They didn't comment on the Patti Ball report. 
7 I believe they gave their own independent position. But 
8 they covered some of the same issues, many of the same 
9 issues. 
10 Q. Anything else that you're referring to in your 
11 June 11th, 2012, letter that's frustrating to you that 
12 involved Sharon Hammer? 
13 A. This is subject to the RE, Kelly Eck 
u settlement. I was frustrated that we settled. I 
15 thought that particular issue should have been defended 
1, by the city. 
17 Q. What about the complaint that was brought by 
18 Michelle Frostenson? Were you frustrated by the 
19 settlement of that complaint? 
2 o A. Not to the same extent because Michelle 
21 Frostenson was protected by the whistle-blower laws, I 
2 2 suspect. I think that there was, in my investigation of 
2 3 the duties of the city treasurer, that she may have been 
24 in violation of state statute. But I wasn't near as 
2 s frustrated because I was named in the Kelly Eck 
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1 made against her. But I could be wrong. But that was 
2 my understanding. 
3 Q. You think Sharon Hammer's allegations ofNils 
4 Ribi's conduct arose after Michelle Frostenson and Nils 
s Ribi brought to light the alleged misconduct by Sharon 
6 Hammer? 
7 A. No. I know ~- I know she made those 
8 allegations prior to the time of my election, and so 
9 forth. But I -- my understanding is that there's a 
10 difference. There may not be, but that's my 
11 understanding. 
12 Q. Is that something that someone helped you come 
13 to understand or that's just your personal belief? 
14 A. My personal belief. I don't come and do what 
1s other people want. 
16 Q. I'm going to hand you a document marked 
17 HAMMER I 725 and have you take a look at the top email 
1B from you to Mr. Donoval, June 13, 2012. Do you see that 
19 there? 
20 A. Mm-hmm -- yes. 
21 Q. Do you recognize that email? 
22 A. No. But like I say, what is, is. 
23 Q. The second sentence there is "The fate of the 
24 city is in your hands." Do you see that? 
25 MR. NAYLOR: Up here. This is you. 
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1 settlement as one of the people. 1 THE WITNESS: Okay. 
2 Q. Who harassed her? 2 Q. (BY MR. SWARTZ) Do you see that? 
3 A. Yeah. And I couldn't have been, in no way, 3 A. Yes. 
4 because the only time I saw Kelly Eck was when I went to 4 Q. What do you mean by that phrase? 
s a council meeting. And I said hello and goodbye. That s A. Let me read this a minute. What I meant was 
6 was frustrating to me. But that's -- sometimes you're a 6 that was a -- if that was a true issue -- that was a bit 
7 part of a group, and you take the same heat as the 7 of a hyperbole on my part, I think - but if there was 
8 entire group does. e an issue like that, it was an issue that he would have 
9 Q. Were you asked to approve this Kelly Eck 9 to address, that I would not be effective in doing so, 
10 settlement? 10 to my limited powers as a - as a city councilman. And, 
11 A. No. 11 believe me, the powers are limited as an individual city 
12 Q. It just happened without your input? 12 councilman. 
13 A. Right. 13 Q. And you're talking about -
14 Q. Even though you were a named party? 14 A. And what it was, what it pertained to, was 
1s A. Even though I was a named party. 15 Kelly Eck's claim of harassment and so forth. 
16 Q. You referred to Michelle Frostenson being u Q. Okay. 
11 protected as a whistleblower. Did you have the same 11 A. And that was -- that was very frustrating to 
11 understanding about Sharon Hammer's protection, in light 18 me. 
19 of her whistle-blowing with regard to Nils Ribi's 19 Q. Why did you feel like the fate of the city was 
20 conduct? 20 in Jim Donoval's hands? 
21 A. My understanding was that there's a 21 A. Well. as I explained, that-- my wording there 
22 difference, that Michelle Frostenson came fotward, it 22 was a bit over the top·· but what I was getting at was 
2 3 wasn't personal, she just reported what was going on in 2 3 that if this issue was going be brought up and it was 
24 the city; where Sharon Hammer's was more in defense of 24 pertinent, it was not something I could do; it was 
2s what had transpired and what had-- the allegations 25 something he would have to do. 
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1 Q. Going to hand you a document marked as 
2 SH-TI:MELINE 656. Take a look at that. Let me know when 
3 you're done. 
4 A. I recognize this. 
5 Q. Is this a letter that you wrote to Sharon 
6 Hammer and Jim Donoval? 
7 A. It is. 
8 Q. And this is dated January 20, 2012? 
9 A. Yes. 
10 Q. That's the date after you voted to terminate 
11 Sharon Hammer's employment? 
12 A. Right. 
13 Q. What was the purpose of writing this letter? 
14 A. As I said, I had no personal animosity towards 
15 the Donovals -- Mr. Donoval and Ms. Hammer. My 
16 relationship with them had been good during the time 
17 they spent in my house, discussing this. I felt great 
18 empathy for them because I'd only heard one side of the 
19 story. And I say here -- what I'm saying is, in 
20 essence, is it's time to get on with your lives, go 
21 away, take what you got, and get on with your life. And 
22 I sincerely meant that. And I mentioned that my wife 
23 was, too, because she sat in on some of the discussions 
24 with the Hammers, so forth. And I sincerely believe 
25 that. Sincerely believe that. And there was things 
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1 beyond their control. 
2 And, once again, I get back to this, the fact 
3 that the mayor and the city runs the city. If the city 
4 wasn't run right, he has some responsibility. Now, that 
5 doesn't excuse Ms. Hammer's actions, if the allegations 
6 against her are true. But someplace, somebody has to be 
7 responsible. And so I wrote this letter in all 
8 sincerity. 
9 Q. The second line of the first paragraph you 
10 write, "You got caught up in something that was not 
ll entirely of your making. but, nonetheless, caught up you 
12 were." 
13 What are you referring to in that sentence? 
14 A. The various allegations of misconduct and the 
15 various reports, the fact that she said that Mayor 
16 Willich gave her permission to do things that were in 
17 violation of the city personnel policy. Should she, as 
18 a city administrator, also been a member of the fire 
19 department, I don't think so. We probably wouldn't 
20 allow that now, things like that, which she was allowed 
21 to get caught up in. 
22 When I was in Korea, I went through five 
23 company commanders. And the reason for - and that was 
24 in 16 months -- and the reason for that was it was a 
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medical company officer, medical officer. It was 
commanded by an infantry officer because the commander 
of the regiment wanted an infantry officer to command 
the medical company. The infantry officer didn't want 
to be commander of the medical company because that was 
not good on his record; he wanted to command infantry 
company. So I went through five company commanders. 
Each one of them changed the tone of the company. 
And the mayor changes the tone of the council. 
So the mayor is ultimately responsible. But, also, the 
city administrator has to have some responsibility. And 
she can't do what she - what - just because the mayor 
says sure, go ahead, that doesn't relieve her of 
responsibility for her actions. 
Q. During your time as a city council member, 
have you come to understand who has authority to direct 
the city administrator? 
A. Yes. The mayor. 
Q. Did you have that understanding at the time 
that you voted to terminate Sharon Hammer's employment? 
A. Yes. I had the understanding that the mayor 
-- there's certain people the mayor could remove without 
cause, just because he wanted to bring in people that he 
felt he could work with, which makes sense. And it 
makes sense to this day. And if the mayor came to me 
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this day and said "I can't work with our present city 
administrator," I'd say "Fine. Why?" I'd ask why, 
because I think highly of our present city 
administrator. 
Q. Did you ask why when he stated that he 
couldn't work with Sharon Hammer? 
A. It was obvious why, because of all the 
allegations going back and forth. And he didn't need to 
explain to me. All he had to do was say "I can't work 
with her." And that's enough. 
Q. And, in your mind, it was because of all the 
allegations of misconduct? 
A. He -- we didn't go into that because the 
process was to terminate Sharon without cause. And I 
be1ieve when you terminate without cause you don't raise 
causes. 
Q. As you widerstood the mayor and his intent to 
tenninate her employment, it was that he didn't feel 
like he could work with her, and your understanding of 
that was in light of the allegations? 
A. No. It was -- he didn't explain to me. I 
suspected it might be in light of the allegations. But 
like I say, the mayor - mayors do what they're going to 
do in our form of government. 
Q. Let's go back to 656, the second paragraph. 
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1 You state, quote, I did the best I could for you, but my 
2 options were limited and sometimes it is best to, quote, 
3 throw in the towel, end quote, and move on. See that? 
4 A. Mm-hmm. 
s Q. What are you referring to as doing the best 
6 that you could for them? 
7 A. Well, I didn't -- I certainly didn't go out of 
8 my way to try to do anything negative to prevent her 
9 from staying on. I thought it was strictly the mayor's 
10 decision. I talked to them about moving on, getting on 
11 with their lives, don't harm yourself. it's a pretty 
12 good severance, happens all the time. And I tried not 
13 to, in any way, bring up any of this material in council 
14 meetings or anything like that. 
15 And I personally thought that a great deal of 
16 responsibility of what transpired in our city was the 
17 fault of the mayor. And other city employees got caught 
18 up in that, too. Because the CEO or the commander sets 
19 the tone. In my office, I set the tone. The way I 
20 dressed affected my employees. My ethics affected my 
21 employees. So the head individual is the one who sets 
22 the standards of the tone. 
2J Q. Your reference to your options being limited, 
24 is that you referring to your limitations as a city 
25 cowicil --
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l A. Yes. 
2 Q. -- member? 
3 A. Definitely. Now, at this time- at this time 
" I still, for the most part. had only heard one side of s the story, because I hadn't read the Patti Ball report 
6 at this time. In fact, the Patti Ball report wasn't 
7 released to us until some months down the line. We had 
B to -- if we wanted to read it, we had to read it under 
9 supervision of the city attorney. 
10 Q. As of January 19th, when you voted to 
ll terminate her? 
1.2 A. I believe so. 
13 Q. Do you recall a January 10, 2012, meeting 
14 where Patti Ball presented an overview of her report? 
15 A. I don't remember the exact date, but I 
16 remember the overview. 
17 Q. Do you recall where that meeting took place? 
18 A. It took place in one of the conference rooms 
19 at the Sun Valley Company. 
20 Q. The second sentence of the second paragraph, 
21 you state, "There is no doubt you made mistakes." Do 
22 you see that there? 
23 A. Mm-hmm. 
24 Q. What mistakes do you believe, as of 





















































A. I believe by that time I was privy to some of 
the allegations against her. And I couldn't believe 
that all those allegations were conjured up. And, in 
fact, she admitted to some of them in my home, that she 
had done this and done that, so forth, but with the 
mayor's permission. And the mayor can't give you 
permission to do what is wrong. And as a city 
supervisor, she has a certain responsibility, even if 
the mayor tells her she can, to not do it. But they 
were allegations. 
Q. And did you have that understanding on 
January 19, 2012, when you voted to terminate her 
employment? 
A. Probably. Possibly. But there again, I voted 
to terminate her employment. None of these allegations 
had been proved, because l thought it was the best thing 
for the Hammers. Because I thought if the allegations 
came out, some of them had to be true; they were so 
numerous. And she would be harmed professionally. 
Q. Are there any mistakes that you're referring 
to in this January 20th letter that you attributed to 
Jim Donoval? 
A. I thought Jim should have taken my advice, 
too, frankly. And I think he made a mistake in not 
taking my advice. 
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Q. And what was the advice specifically that you 
gave to Jim? 
A. Take the termination without cause, the 
severance pay. and get on with their lives. 
Q. And that's the advice that you gave them in 
November of 2011? 
A. I didn't give that to them November 2011 
because at that time I was only privileged to -- privy 
to one side of the story. 
Q. Okay. So this would have been after you were 
sworn in? 
A. Yes. And at that time if she had done it, I 
think she would be further ahead. 
Q. Were you ever asked for your consent or 
permission for the City of Sun Valley to place a paid ad 
in the Idaho Mountain Express that announced the 
termination of Ms. Hammer's employment? And for the 
record, that's HAMMER 327. 
A. Not to my -- not that I recall. 
Q. Do you recall any discussion regarding that 
paid ad? 
A. I don't - I recall a discussion regarding 
that -- what the agreement for her tennination was, but 
I don't recall. In fact, I don't even recall seeing 
this ad. I'm not a big fan of the Mountain Express. It 
M & M Court Reportiq Service, Inc. 
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1 also causes me frustration. 
2 Q. You and a lot of people. 
3 A. And I've got enough frustrations in my life. 
4 So I don't need to pick up that paper. 
s Q. When you went to -- do you need to take a 
6 break? 
1 A. No. 
e Q. When you went to Adam King to get some 
9 clarification on Sharon Hammer's contract sometime 
10 between being sworn in on the 11th and voting for her 
11 termination on the 19th, was there any discussion 
12 between you and Mr. King regarding a provision in her 
13 contract that allowed Mayor Willich to give certain 
14 benefits to Sharon Hammer that were outside of the City 
1s of Sun Valley policies? 
16 A. Not that I recall. I just simply asked 
11 Adam-
is MR. NAYLOR: Well, don't get into specifically 
u what you said and he said. 
20 Q. (BY MR. SWARTZ) Do you recall any discussions 
21 among your fellow city council members regarding a 
22 conflict ofinterest that any of you may have had with 
23 regard to Sharon Hammer? 
2 4 A. A conflict of interest? 
2s Q. Yes. 
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1 A. No. 
2 Q. How about specifically as to Mr. Ribi in light 
3 of allegations that were being made against him by Ms. 
4 Hammer? Was that perceived as a conflict of interest as 
s he was commenting on Sharon Hammer? 
6 A. I don't recall any comment by Mr. Ribi against 
7 Sharon Hammer that was -- contained any animosity. And 
a so I don't-- and none of the allegations against -- by 
9 Ms. Hammer against Mr. Ribi have been substantiated. So 
10 I didn't see any conflict of interest there. 
11 Q. At the time --
12 A. I can't read Mr. Ribi's mind as to why he 
13 voted for tennination. All I can - only mine I know 
u was mme. 
1s Q. Did you have any involvement in the decision 1, to make the Patti Ball report a public document? 
11 MR. NAYLOR: Object to the form. 
18 THE WITNESS: I didn't have any involvement in 
19 the final decision. But my personal opinion was that it 
20 should be made public. 
21 Q. (BY MR. SWARTZ) And did you express that 
22 opinion in a city council meeting or an executive 
23 session? 
24 A. I possibly did. 
25 Q. Do you have a recollection of a period oftime 
Franz M. Suhadolaik 
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1 when the audit report was completed and the city relayed 
2 that they were going to give any employees who were 
3 mentioned in that report an opportunity to see the 
4 report and comment on it before the report was 
s publically released? 
, A. I don't recall regarding employees, but that 
7 was the -- that was - that restraint was placed on the 
e city council. 
9 Q. Say that again. 
10 A. I said I don't regard that as to employees, 
11 but that restraint was placed on the city council. 
12 Q. What restraint? 
u A. That we -- we weren't allowed to comment on it 
14 until it was released. 
1s Q. And I'm asking about the city placing a 
16 restriction on the release of the report until employees 
17 mentioned in the report had an opportunity to review it 
18 and comment on it. 
19 A. I don't recall that. 
20 Q. Do you ever recall authorizing Nils Ribi to 
21 publically disclose what had transpired in executive 
22 sessions? 
2 3 A. I'm in no position to authorize Nils Ribi to 
24 do anything, nor is he in a position to authorize me to 
2s do anything. 
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1 Q. Was it your under.,tanding as a city council 
2 member that what was said in executive session was not 
3 to become public information? 
4 A. That's my understanding. 
s Q. After receiving the four different reports 
6 that came out and addressed allegations of Ms. Hammer's 
1 misuse of finances, did you ever come to know any of 
s those expenditures that were not approved by the city 
9 treasurer? 
10 MR. NAYLOR: Object to the fonn. 
11 THE WITNESS: I don't have a great deal of 
12 knowledge of that. Reportedly, there were two bonuses 
13 handed out to a city -- a city employee without council 
14 approval. And the former mayor is vel)' vague as to 
1s whether he allowed that or not. As I understand in 
16 reading an affidavit from him or from him persona11y, 
11 that he may have, but he doesn't recall. So if that was 
1a done, that's in violation of city policy. 
19 Q. (BY MR. SWARTZ) Do you know if those bonuses 
20 fell outside of the budget that had already been 
21 approved by the city council? 
22 A. I don't. But that's not relevant. Anything 
2 3 like that has to be approved by city council. 
24 Q. Was there any expenditure that you believe was 
25 attributed to Sharon Hammer and that was inappropriate 
\lin-l · -Script@ M & M Court Reporting Sen-ice. [nc. 
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1 that was not approved by the city council? 
2 A. I only know the allegations in the various 
3 reports. Specifically, no. I just know the 
4 allegations. 
5 Q. Was it your understanding that the alleged 
6 inappropriate expenditures had been approved by the city 
7 council? 
8 A. I have no knowledge of that. 
9 Q. Of whether they were approved or not approved? 
10 A. No. I was not on the council at that time. I 
11 just know under this council those things would have to 
12 be approved. 
13 Q. A payment -- as you understand it, a payment 
14 from the city would not be made unless it was approved; 
15 correct? 
16 A. The city council has a finance committee. 
17 Every month, before any bills are paid, the city council 
18 committee goes over those payables. That is state 
19 statute. We have put some that can be paid without city 
20 council approval, but those are the concurrent ones, 
21 like gas, lights, electricity, et cetera. 
22 Q. Recurring? 
23 A. Recurring. yeah. Every other one is made --
24 is okayed by at least two members of the city council, 
25 which in the finance committee constitutes a quorum. 
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1 Q. Do you recall when the finance committee was 
2 implemented? 
J A. I know when ours was -- the present council 
4 was implemented. It was shortly after the council was 
s seated. 
6 Q. After you were sworn in? 
7 A. Yes. 
s Q. Prior to that time, did you know whether there 
9 was a finance committee in place? 
10 A. I assumed there was, but I don't know. But 
11 without the cooperation of the mayor, it would be a 
12 struggle to establish a finance committee. 
13 MR. SWARTZ: Mr. Suhadolnik. I think that's 
14 all f got for you right now. 
15 Mr. Naylor, do you have any follow-up? 
16 MR. NAYLOR: I just have one quick question. 
17 EXAMINATION 
18 QUESTIONS BY MR. NAYLOR: 
19 Q. Just for the record, then, on January 19th, in 
20 that city council meeting in the open portion, the 
21 minutes reflect that you made the motion to approve the 
22 termination of the contra.ct of Sharon Hammer, is that 
23 correct? 
24 A. That's correct. 






























A. I know this seems trite, but I thought for the 
good of the city and for the good of Ms. Hammer that I 
was the obvious one to make a motion - make the motion. 
The two previous council members could have been 
tainted. I stepped forward because I sincerely thought 
that was the best thing could be done under the 
situation. 
MR. NAYLOR: No other questions. 
MR. SWARTZ: Just a couple follow-up. 
FURTHER EXAMINATION 
QUESTIONS BY MR. SW ARTZ: 
Q. Was there a discussion about the two prior 
council members possibly being tainted, and one of the 
new city council members having to come forward? 
A. No. That was my own conclusion. And so I 
said - they said -- well, the mayor said, "We'll need a 
motion." I said. "I will make it." 
Q. The mayor said that in the executive session? 
A. No, in open session. And Mr. Donoval was 
there, I believe. 
Q. Tell me about how that transpired in the 
public session. The mayor said "I'd like to terminate 
someone's employment," and you said, "We'll need a 
motion"? 
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1 A. No. It had obviously been discussed. But 
2 everything is done in open session. No motions are made 
3 in executive session. 
4 Q. I understand. I'm asking about the decision 
s as to how to raise the termination of Sharon Hammer's 
6 employment. Did that -- did you all have an agreement 
7 in executive session that when we break you're going to 
8 go back into the public session, and I will make a 
9 motion? 
10 A. No. To who made the motion. I know that I 
11 don't recall the other. But I made the motion. l made 
12 the statement in public session that [ would make the 
13 motion. 
14 Q. What prompted you to say that? 
1S A. The mayor asked for a motion on the issue 
16 being discussed, which was her tennination, and I said. 
17 "I'll make the motion." 
18 Q. Why did you think that the two prior council 
19 members may have been tainted? 
2 o A. The fact that they had -- that they had been 
21 accused of -- been allegations against them by Sharon 
22 Hammer. 
23 Q. Was that Mr. Youngman and Mr. Ribi? 
24 A. I believe so. 
2s Q. Do you know what the allegations by Ms. Hammer 
M & M Court Reporting Serviee, lac. 
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1 were against Mr. Ribi and Mr. Youngman? 1 
2 A. I do. 2 
3 Q. What were those? 3 
4 A. She -- as I understand, she accused Mr. Ribi 4 
5 of harassment. I don't know specifically with Mr. 5 
6 Youngman. I was pretty much in the dark what had 6 
7 transpired before my swearing in. All I knew was what I 7 
8 had read. And there's very little discussion of it 8 
g And as you know, you can't discuss something with one 9 
10 councilman and then discuss the same thing with another J.D 
11 councilman separately. That's a serial meeting. 11 
J.2 MR. SWARTZ: Okay. I don't think I have 12 
J.3 anything further. 13 
14 (Deposition concluded at l 0:38 am.) l4 
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which time the witness was put under oath by me; 
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under my direction; 
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-.ploya• of any attorney or party, nor - :i: financially 
interested in the action_ 
:or 11:tTIIIBSS IIHKRBOP, r ••t my hand mid aeal th:i.a 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THB DISTRICT OP IDAHO 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
SHARON P. HAMMER and JAMES R. DONOVAL, 
Plaintiffs, 
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4 JOAN LAMB, 
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5 was thereupon produced as a witness and, after having 




10 BY MR. SWARTZ: 
11 Q. Please state your legal name. 
12 A. Joan Robertson Lamb. 
13 Q. Ms. Lamb, you understand that you have just been 
14 administered and have accepted the oath and that the 
15 testimony that you are going to give here today carries 
16 the same force and effect as testimony given in a court 
11 oflaw? 
18 A. Yes. 
19 Q. There are a couple of helpful hints to assist 
2 o Mary in making the most accurate transcript possible 
21 today. And the first, being on the phone, we're going 
22 to have to give each other a real good pause in between 
2 3 a question being asked and the answer being given. 
24 So if you can allow me to complete my question, 
25 before you give your answer, I will certainly endeavor 
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1 to allow you to finish your answer before I give my next 
2 question, okay? 
3 A. Yes. 
4 Q. And because ['m not there, it will be very 
5 difficult for me to understand what a head shake may 
fi look like. So please do answer audibly, yes, no or 
7 spoken audibly as the question may require, okay? 
8 A. Yes. 
9 Q. [f you don't hear something that l am saying, 
10 please let me know that you did not hear it so I can 
11 repeat it, okay? 
12 A. Yes. 
13 Q. If you don't understand a question that I have 
14 asked, please let me know you don't understand it and I 
15 will attempt to rephrase it, okay? 
16 A. Yes. 
17 Q. If you do answer a question that I asked, it will 
18 be understood that you understood the question, okay? 
19 A. Yes. 
20 Q. And if you don't know the answer to a question, 
21 by all means, please let me know that you don't know. 
22 I'm not looking for you to guess. I'm looking for you 
23 to share what personal knowledge you may have, okay? 
2, A. Yes. 
25 Q. The deposition that we're having you sit for 
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1 today requested that you bring with you any materials, 
2 documents, notes, meeting minutes or other materials in 
3 your possession from any Sun Valley- City of Sun 
4 Valley executive sessions. 
5 Did you happen to locate any materials that were 
6 responsive to that request? 
7 A. No. 
8 MR. NAYLOR: Just for clarification. your 
9 notice actually says any meetings attended from January 
10 5, 2012, to the present. And Joan was not on the city 
l.1 council after January 4th. 
12 MR. SW ARTZ: Not on the council after 
13 January 4th? Is that what you said? 
14 MR. NAYLOR: Yes. 
15 THE WITNESS: 2012. 
16 MR. SWARTZ: I'm with you. 
17 BY MR. SWARTZ: 
18 Q. Ms. Lamb, do you have any written materials in 
19 any executive sessions between November 2012 and January 
20 4,2012? 
21 MR. NAYLOR: You mean November 2011? 
22 MR. SWARTZ: Correct. 
23 A. Not that I have found or am aware of, no. 
24 Q. Okay. Other than meeting with Mr. Naylor, did 
25 you speak with anyone else about your deposition today? 
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1 A. Speak with anyone else about what? 
2 Q. Your deposition today. 
3 A. No. 
4 Q. Have you spoken --
5 A. Well, I spoke with my -- excuse me. I did speak 
6 with my fiance, who arranged for us to have this meeting 
7 room to meet in. So he was aware I was having a 
8 deposition, but he's not -- that was the extent of our 
9 conversation. 
10 Q. Okay. Did you speak with Nils Ribi? 
11 A. No. 
12 Q. Did you speak with Michelle Griffith? 
13 A. No. 
14 Q. Ron Zidolnik? 
15 A. No. 
16 Q. Mayor Briscoe? 
17 A. No. 
18 Q. Bob Youngman? 
19 A. No. 
20 Q. Any former or current city council member? 
21 A. No. 
22 Q. Any former or current city of Sun Valley 
23 employee? 
24 A. No. 























































Q. During what period of time did you sit as a city 
council member for the City of Sun Valley? 
A. January 2008 to January 2012. 
Q. And during that period of time, did you have --
did you come to have an understanding of what the 
mayor - the mayor's role was within the city? 
A. Yes. 
Q. What was your understanding? 
A. The mayor was the administrative chief executive 
of the city, responsible for overseeing the staff of the 
city and for chairing the city council meetings. 
Q. And doing what at the meetings? 
A. Chairing the city council meetings. 
Q. Did you have an understanding of what the city 
council's role was? 
A. Yes. 
Q. What was that understanding? 
A. That our primary function was to prepare and 
approve the budget for the city and also to vote on 
various ordinances and other matters that required the 
elected officials' approval, according to the statutes 
of the State of Idaho. 
Q. Once the budget was approved, did you have an 
understanding of who had the authority to spend the city 
Page9 
finances that fell within the confines of the budget? 
A. Who has the authority to do what? Could you 
repeat that, please? 
Q. Spend the money that was within the four corners 
of the budget that was approved. 
A. The mayor and the city administrator. 
Q. Whose job was it, if you knew while you were 
sitting as a city council member, whose job was it to 
review city expenditures and make sure they were 
appropriate? 
MR. NAYLOR: Object to the fonn. To the 
extent you're just asking for her opinion, is that what 
you're asking about, for her Wlderstanding? 
MR. SWARTZ: To the extent that she 
understood. 
BY MR. SW ARTZ: 
Q. As a sitting city council member, did you have an 
understanding of who reviewed and approved any 
expenditures to make sure they were appropriate? 
A. Yes, because we actually had city council 
meetings about that and adopted policies specific to 
that So we reviewed what the city policies were, as 
part of this process. 
Q. And what was the process, as you understood it, 
for review and approval of city expenditures? 
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1 A. My tmderstanding was that the department head 
2 would review and approve all expenditures and then the 
3 city administrator- well, not all. There was -- and I 
4 don't remember the dollar amount. Yeah, the department 
5 head would approve all expenditures, but they had 
6 discretion, up to some dollar amount I don't remember 
7 exactly what it was. 
8 And then there was a secondary approval, which 
.9 was the city administrator. And for expenditures •• and 
10 this was part of the policy over·· I don't remember the 
l.1 dollar amount, $1000 or something. it required a city 
12 council member's approval. 
13 And we were assigned and rotated through which 
14 city council members actually approved those 
15 expenditures. We reviewed the invoices for those 
16 amounts. 
17 Actually, we reviewed all the invoices. They 
18 didn't all require our initials, but they were all part 
19 of a packet that was provided once a month for rotating 
20 city council members to review. 
21 Q. In addition to the rotating city council member 
22 who would review all of the invoices for city 
23 expenditures, was the city council also presented with a 
24 packet of expenditures at city council meetings? 
25 A. No, not that I recall. 
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l Q. Do you recall who would prepare the packets of 
2 expenditures for the city council member's review? 
3 A. The city treasurer. 
4 Q. Was there a period of time that you recall, while 
5 sitting as a city council member, where approval was 
6 given for a payment of credit card bills in advance? 
7 MR. NAYLOR: Object to the form. 
B I can just object for the record. If you 
.9 if you need him to clarify the question, you can ask him 
10 to clarify the question. 
11 A. Just repeat the question, again, please. 
12 Q. Do you recall at any time, while you were sitting 
13 as the city council member, a period of time when the 
14 city council was asked to approve the city credit card 
15 bills in advance, so that the bills could be paid in a 
16 timely manner? 
17 A. Oh. yes. Because we actually had -· the council 
18 had to act on the actual payment, yes, yes. 
19 Wen, I can't say -- I think possibly, I can't 
20 remember exactly. Possibly. 
2l. That was sort ofa -- it was one of the 
22 administrative functions that we did. At council 
23 meetings we weren't reviewing them, so it was just a 
2t sort of a perfunctory vote that it happened. The review 
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Q. The review of the statements, that took place 
outside of the meeting? 
A. Yes. 
Q. But the approval of the payment took place in the 
meeting? 
A. I believe it did, because that was a regulatory 
requirement 
Q. While you were sitting as a city council member, 
do you recall whether there was ever any policy about 
the non-disclosure of executive session ongoing? 
A. Yes, there was. 
Q. Do you recall what that policy was? And not word 
for word, just generally speaking. 
A. I believe it was just a policy about not 
revealing what was discussed in executive session. 
Q. Was there ever a period ohime that you can 
recall where your fellow city council members were up 
for review for disclosing information that was disclosed 
in an executive session? 
A. Yes, I believe there was. 
Q. Was the policy implemented before or after that 
event? 
A. After. 
Q. And was the policy put in place because of that 
event? 
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A. I wouldn't be able to answer that. I don't know. 
Q. Was it·· do you recall whether the policy was 
put in place because the city council wanted to make 
absolutely clear that everybody on the council 
understood that what took place in executive session was 
not to be disclosed at the session? 
MR. NAYLOR: Object to the form. 
A. Yes, I believe that that's the case. 
Q. Do you recall learning of allegations of misuse 
of public funds by Ms. Hammer? 
A. Would you repeat the question, please? 
Q. Sure. Do you recall, while you were sitting as a 
city council member, any allegations being brought to 
light about Ms. Hammer's alleged misuse of public funds? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Do you recall when you first learned that? 




Q. Do you recall how it is that you came to learn of 
those allegations? 
A. I don't recall who [ learned about them from 
first. I think it was from Adam King, but then also 
from Mayor Willich. 
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1 Q. Do you recall, did they phone you, did they email 
2 you? 
3 A. I got telephone calls, telephone calls. l may 
4 have gotten an email to call, but through telephone 
5 calls. 
6 Q. Were you out of town when you received the call? 
7 A. I was back in town. I was in town. 
8 Q. Did you ever get a voicemail from Nils Ribi about 
g a special executive session that was being called on 
10 November 11, 2011? 
11 MR. NAYLOR: Object to the form. 
12 A. I believe I did get a call, a message. It may 
13 have been - yes, I believe I did get a message. 
14 Q. Do you recall what Mr. Ribi stated on the 
15 message? 
16 A. All I recall is that it was about an executive 
17 session and I provided my availability. 
18 Q. You returned his phone call? 
19 A. Either that or I emailed. I don't recall which. 
20 Q. Did they wait for you to return back to town 
21 before holding their executive session? 
22 A. No. 
23 Q. Do you know why? 
24 A. No. 
25 Q. Did you ever ask why they did not want -- why 
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1 they did not wait for you to return? 
2 A. I believe I may have asked Mayor Willich. 
3 Q. Did you get an explanation? 
4 A. Yes. 
5 Q. What was the explanation? 
6 A. That Nils had infonnation that he wanted the 
7 council to be aware of and did not want to wait. 
8 Q. When you did return to town and you had a phone 
9 cal! with Adam King, what did Mr. King share with you? 
10 A. Mr. King stated that the acts that Ms. Hammer 
11 committed were so egregious that it called for her 
12 immediate dismissal. 
13 Q. Did you ask what the acts or the alleged acts 
14 were? 
15 A. Yes. 
16 Q. What was that? What was his explanation? 
17 A. What was I told? 
18 Q. Yes. 
19 A. About expense account irregularities and also 
20 about the overhearing of the executive session by one of 
21 the police officers that was relayed then to Miss Hammer 
22 by telephone. 
23 Q. Did Mr. King suggest to you that Ms. Hammer had 
24 any involvement in the police officer overhearing the 
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A. Well, I believe he explained that she had 
listened, Miss Hammer had listened to the police officer 
relaying - listened by phone to the police officer 
relaying that there was an executive session, discussing 
Ms. Hammer's termination. 
Q. Did Mr. King - did he ask that Miss Hammer put 
the police officer up to listening into the session? 
A. No. 
Q. Did Mr. King elaborate upon how the immediate 
dismissal was going to -- Miss Hammer's employment was 
proposed to take place? 
A. Yes. 
Q. What did he share with you? 
A. That Mr. Willich -- Mayor Willich was instructed 
to provide a severance pay offer to her and request her 
resignation. 
Q. Who instructed Mayor Willich to deliver the 
severance and demand for resignation? 
MR. NAYLOR: Object to the form. To the 
extent you're asking -- and foundation -- if you're 
asking her for an incident that did not happen where she 
was present, if you're asking if she was told and by 
whom, then lay that foundation. 
Q. Miss Lamb, I'm just asking for your understanding 
of -- do yo11 recall ·- do you have an understanding of 
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who instructed Mayor Willich to deliver the demand for 
resignation and the offer of severance? 
MR. NAYLOR: Same objection. 
A. I was told by Mayor Willich that Nils Ribi, with 
the support of Wayne Briscoe and Bob Youngman told Mayor 
Willich that he had to confront Ms. Hammer and ask for 
her resignation and that Adam King supported that. 
Q. What else did Mayor Willich share with you during 
your phone call upon return back to the valley? 
A. That's a pretty open ended question. Well, can 
you be more specific? 
Q. Sure. Adam King shared with you that Miss Hammer 
engaged in egregious acts and the acts required her 
immediate dismissal. 
Did Wayne Willich share with you - Mayor Willich 
share with you a similar opinion? 
A. He shared with me that he did not share that 
opinion, but had no choice because he was outvoted. 
Q. Did he share with you that he did not believe 
that Miss Hammer had done anything wrong? 
MR. NAYLOR: Object to the fonn. 
A. I'm trying to recall exactly how he phrased - I 
believe he said that there were some expense accounts 
discrepancies that needed to be investigated that he --
that there was concern about the use of city vehicles 
\-/fo .. t -Script® M & M Court Reporting Senice. Inc. 
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1 and he was adamant that that had been approved by him, 
2 and he had also communicated that to the city council 
3 members on many occasions. 
4 And with respect to the overhearing of the 
5 executive session, he stated that it was virtually 
6 impossible not to overhear an executive session, 
7 especially if you were up in the officers' quarters, 
B because you could just hear everything that went on in 
9 the council chambers without trying. 
10 Q. Did either Mayor Wiltich or Adam King share with 
11 you anything about discussions regarding the amount of 
12 severance offered to Miss Hammer? 
13 A. I believe Mayor Willich did, but I don't remember 
H the amount. 
15 Q. Did he share with you who was - who came up with 
16 the amount? 
17 A. I believe he said the three council members did. 
18 And actually, I believe it was -- I believe it was 
19 something like three months severance. 
20 Q. Did he indicate whether he had any involvement in 
21 coming up with the severance amount in connection with 
22 Mr. Ribi, Briscoe and Youngman? 
23 A. My recollection is he did not agree with the 
24 amount. 
25 Q. Adam King did not agree with? 
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1 A. Oh, no, that Mr. Willich didn't. Why don't you 
2 rephrase that question. 
3 Q. Sure. Did you come to know whether Adam King had 
t an opinion on the amount? 
s A. No. 
6 Q. Did Mayor Willich or Adam King relay to you that 
, there were discussions about -- discussions of Miss 
a Hammer's conduct being criminal in nature? 
g A. Yes. 
10 Q. Did either Mayor Willich or -- well, let me ask 
11 this first. Who shared that with you? Mayor Willich or 
12 Adam King? 
13 A. Adam King. 
14 Q. Did Mr. King share with you whether Mr. Ribi, Mr. 
15 Youngman or Mr. Briscoe was in line with the be1iefthat 
16 her conduct was criminal in nature? 
11 MR. NAYLOR: Object to the form. 
1.e A. I don't recall. 
19 Q. Upon your return to Sun Valley, were you provided 
20 with any materials in advance of the November 14, 2011 
21 city council meeting and executive session. do you 
22 recall? 
23 A. I don't recall any. 
24 Q. Do you recall seeing any letters from Mr. Donoval 
2s on behalfofMs. Hammer? 
Joan Lamb 
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1 A. Yes. 
2 MR. SWARTZ: Mary, if you could provide Ms. 
3 Lamb the notebook. And Ms. Lamb, I'll have you turn to 
4 Tab No. 3. 
5 MR. NAYLOR: 3? 
6 MR. SW ARTZ: Correct. 
7 A. Okay. 
8 Q. Let's see, under Tab 3, a letter dated November 
9 12, 2011. Please first just confirm that you got that 
10 letter. 
11 A. SH-TIMELINE and then it's got five O's and an 8? 
12 Q. Correct. And you see at the bottom of that Page 
13 12, there's a cc, which includes J. Lamb. 
14 A. Yes. 
15 Q. Take just a moment to review that letter and let 
16 me know when you're done, okay? 
17 My question will be just generally whether you 
18 recognize it. 
19 MR. NAYLOR: Eric, you're either stepping 
20 away from your phone or not talking directly into it 
21 anymore and you're really hard to hear. 
22 A. Okay. I've read it. And yes. 1 am familiar with 
23 it. 
24 Q. Did you read a copy of that letter upon your 
25 return to Sun Valley? 
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1 A. Yes. 
2 Q. Did you read it at that time? 
3 A. Yes. 
4 Q. There is a second letter behind that one that 
s you've reviewed, dated November 12, 2011. And it's 
6 addressed to Mayor Willich. 
1 And again, my question would be whether you 
a recognize it. And if you don't mind taking a brief look 
9 at that as well. 
10 A. Okay. 
11 Okay. I've read it and I don't recall seeing 
12 this letter. 
13 Q. Okay. Let's go back to -- actually, you did 
14 attend a November 2011 city council meeting; is that 
1s correct? 
16 MR NAYLOR: November what? 
11 MR. SWARTZ: November 14, 2011. 
18 A. Yes. 
19 Q. That was your first meeting upon your return to 
20 Sun Valley? 
21 A. Yes. 
22 Q. Do you recall what took place there? 
23 MR. NAYLOR: Well, answer his question. I 
24 just pointed her to the minutes, but --
2 s A. That's November 11th. 
'.\-lin-l" -Script·'ii: M & M CHrt Reporting Service, Inc. 
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l MR. NAYLOR: Do you recall? Just tell him 
2 what you recall. 
3 A. OfNovember 14th? 
4 Q. Correct. 
5 A. You know, I have to read the agenda or have 
6 specific questions asked to be able to tell you what r 
7 recall. 
8 Q. I asked specifically about the executive session, 
9 not the public portion of the meeting, okay? So we have 
l.0 the same understanding? 
l.l. A. Yes. 
12 Q. Was there any discussion of what transpired, 
13 following the November 11th executive session in the 
14 instruction to Mayor Willich to demand the resignation 
15 and the offer of severance? 
16 A. What I remember mostly was just a discussion 
17 about how to move forward in terms of detennining 
18 whether the allegations were correct or not. 
19 Q. Was there, if you can recall, did anyone voice a 
20 dissent to wanting to investigate and wanting to -- take 
21 action on the information that was being presented. 
22 A. Would you repeat that? You just you cut out just 
23 a little bit. 
24 Q. Yeah. You said that there was discussions about 
25 wanting to look into whether the allegations were true. 
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l And my question to you is, did anyone voice an 
2 objection to wanting to investigate any of the 
3 allegations, but instead just rely upon the information 
4 that had been presented? 
5 A. I don't recall that. 
6 Q. Do you recall anybody being opposed to 
7 investigating the allegations? 
8 A. No. There may have been, but I don't recall any. 
9 Q. Do you recall any discussions about Miss Hammer's 
10 conduct being criminal in nature during the November 
11 l 4th executive session? 
12 A. I don't recall it in that session. I recall the 
13 discussion, I believe, with Adam King and also 
14 separately with Wayne Willich. but I don't believe those 
15 discussions were in this meeting. 
16 Q. Do you recall any discussions during the November 
17 14th executive session about Ms. Hammer's allegations 
18 against Nils Ribi and his conduct toward her? 
19 A. I don't recall those. It's hard for me to say 
20 whether I recall a discussion, whether they were in that 
21 session or an independent phone call with Wayne, with 
22 Mayor Willich. I'm not sure. I think they were in the 
23 independent phone call. I remember a -- definitely 
24 remember a discussion about it. 
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that Ms. Hammer felt like Miss (sic) Ribi's conduct 
toward her was inappropriate? 
A. Yes. 
Q. That she believed his conduct was in violation of 
the city's harassment laws? 
MR. NAYLOR: Object to the form. 
A. Yes. 
Q. Have you ever witnessed Mr. Ribi engage in 
conduct toward Ms. Hammer that you felt was 
inappropriate? 
MR. NAYLOR: Object to the form. 
Foundation. 
A. Yes. 
Q. Can you recall what it - the type of behavior 
that you observed was? 
A. It was a raised voice to the extent you could 
call it yelling, reprimand about either opinion or 
actions that she had taken. [ can remember some of that 
in council meetings and then some in the hallway, out in 
the hallway during council meetings. where he disagreed 
with an opinion she'd expressed. 
Q. Did you did you believe that his conduct toward 
her violated the city's harassment policy? 
MR. NAYLOR: Object to the fonn. 
Foundation. 
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A. I believed that it was inappropriate for anyone, 
either a public official, employee. lt was 
inappropriate behavior. 
Q. Did you observe that Mr. Ribi's conduct toward 
Ms. Hammer was different than his conduct toward city 
council members? 
A. No. I'd have to say no, he showed that behavior 
numerous times with the mayor. 
Q. Was his conduct toward women different than it 
was toward men, as far as you could observe? 
MR. NAYLOR: Object to the fonn. 
A. I can't say that it was, but it's different when 
you're an employee than when you're an equal. 
Q. What do you mean by that? 
A. Well. if someone is exerting -- using their -- if 
they're in a position of potential power relative to 
your employment, if they're being abusive verbally, it 
takes a different -- carries a different weight than if 
it's someone who is of equal stature position or above. 
Q. Did you feel like Mr. Ribi's conduct toward you 
was the same as conduct toward the male city council 
members? 
MR. NAYLOR: Object to the form. 
A. He was much more deferential to the other male 
council members, to the male council members, yes. 
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1 Q. Do you recall whether Mr. Donoval's letter that 
2 was received to all the city council members and two 
3 incoming city council members was discussed during the 
4 2014 executive session? 
s A. I'm sorry. Would you say that again? Repeat the 
6 question. 
1 Q. Yeah. The letters from Mr. Donoval, dated 
s November 12. 20 I 1, under Tab 3 that you testified you 
9 received a copy of before the November 14,201 I meeting, 
10 was that letter discussed in the executive session at 
11 the November l 4, 2011 meeting? 
12 A. Yes. 
13 Q. Do you recall the discussion surrounding the 
u second topic in that letter which is on SH-TIMELINE 9, 
1s retribution for Ms. Hammer's reporting of his own 
16 abusive behavior and harassment? 
11 A. What was question about that? 
11 Q. Do you recall what the discussion was regarding 
19 that topic? 
20 MR. NAYLOR: I'm going to object to the 
21 extent it calls for legal advice, attorney-client 
22 privilege, work-product related. 
23 And let me just put you on mute for just a 
24 second and find out if there he is any substance to 
25 that. 
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1 (Discussion off the record.) 
2 MR. NAYLOR: Okay. M;aybe Mary can just read 
3 the pending question. 
4 (Record read.) 
s A. What I recall is that we spent time needing to 
6 hire a professional who could advise us on sexual 
7 harassment and employee relations, because none of us 
e had the expertise to deal with that. 
9 Q. Was there any discussion about hiring a 
10 professional regarding the allegations against Miss 
11 Hammer? 
12 MR. NAYLOR: Objection. A professional 
13 what? 
14 MR. SWARTZ: Just using Miss Lamb's phrase. 
1s A. Well, there was a discussion about hiring 
16 professionals who investigate the vacation and expense 
11 account misuse allegations, so there was two. 
18 There was a professional to help us investigate 
19 the allegations related to expenses and then also to 
20 handle the sexual harassment allegations. 
21 Q. Now, ultimately were there two professionals that 
22 the city council decided hire? 
23 A. Yes. 
24 Q. And who were those professionals? 
2s A. We-- since Adam King was affiliated and had been 
-
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1 affiliated with Holly Troxell, and they had previously 
2 been the city attorney for the city, we went to them for 
3 an employment labor relation specialist to advise us. 
4 And we -- excuse me. We agreed to look for someone to 
s handle the expense account allegations. 
6 And I contacted my contacts at Perkins Coie. We 
7 got one of their specialists in this area to contact 
e Mayor Willich. 
9 Q. Was there a particular reason why you were 
10 suggesting Perkins Coie? 
11 A. I had done a lot of work in a prior career with 
12 them and I thought it would be advisable to have someone 
13 with-- certainly not located in the Wood River Valley, 
14 totally independent, third-party take a look at the 
1s allegations. 
16 And it turned out that they actually had someone 
11 in their Boise office who had experience in this area. 
18 Q. In your experience with Perkins Coie, did you 
19 understand that it was a law firm? 
20 A. Yes. 
21 Q. Were you seeking their investigative work in the 
22 expense allegation specifically for legal purposes or 
23 was it just a fact finding investigation? 
24 MR. NAYLOR: Object to the form. 
2s A. State the question again, please. 
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1 Q. Were you using Perkins -- were you suggesting the 
2 use of Perkins Coie because you -you were seeking them 
3 to provide legal services or were you seeking a 
4 professional to do a fact finding investigation? 
s A. Seeking professionals to do what I believe was 
6 called a forensic audit, the fact finding mission of 
7 wrongdoing. 
8 Q. By Ms. Hammer? 
9 A. Yes. 
10 Q. Was there any discussion about needing a 
11 professional to do that fact finding mission because of 
12 litigation or the threat of litigation? 
13 MR. NAYLOR: Object to the fonn. 
u A. Yes, I believe there was because of the -
1s Q. Do you recall who discussed that? 
16 A. No, l don't. 
11 Q. Was there a discussion about the - during --
18 again, during this November 14, 2011 executive session, 
19 were there discussions about the city being concerned 
20 about being sued by Ms. Hammer? 
21 A. I don't recall when exactly those discussions 
22 happened. But I know that certainly -- and I believe 
2 3 others from the very beginning were concerned about 
24 handling this properly to protect the city from 
25 litigation. 
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1 Q. Do you recall what you believed Ms. Hammer might 
2 sue the city for? 
3 MR. NAYLOR: Object to the form. You're 
4 just asking for her own thoughts, not what attorneys 
5 told her? 
6 MR. SW ARTZ: That's what I'm asking. 
7 A. Well, I think, as I recall, the two issues that 
8 seemed to be a concern were wrongful tennination in some 
9 fashion and sexual harassment allegations that had been 
10 made. Not sexual harassment, excuse me, just 
11 harassment. 
12 Q. Do you recall any discussion during the November 
13 14, 2011 executive session about Nils Ribi abstaining 
14 from any discussions regarding the allegation against 
15 Ms. Hammer in light of Ms. Hammer's allegations against 
16 Mr. Ribi? 
17 A. I don't recall. 
18 Q. Twning back to Mr. Donoval's November 12th 
19 letter, the first topic was entitled, Ms. Hammer was 
20 granted flexible personal time, was authorized to use a 
21 City of Sun Valley vehicle. Do you see that? 
22 A. Yes. 
23 Q. It was there any dispute during the November 14, 
24 2011 executive session regarding the statement that Ms. 
25 Hammer was granted flexible personal time and was 
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1 authorized to use the City of Sun Valley vehicle? 
2 MR. NAYLOR: Did you say whether there was 
3 any discussion or whether there was any dispute? 
4 MR. SWARTZ: Dispute. 
s Q. Did anyone disagree with what Mr. Donoval was 
6 stating in that first topic? 
7 A. l don't believe so, because we had all been 
8 informed in the city council meetings about this. 
ll Q. In light of the lack of dispute on that topic, 
10 why was there a need to investigate Ms. Hammer's use of 
11 personal flexible time and the use of the City of Sun 
12 Valley vehicle? 
13 A. At that time, I didn't know of any reason. 
14 Q. Do you recall who on the city council found that 
15 there was a reason to investigate these matters despite 
16 the fact that there was no disagreement over her ability 
17 to use flex time and the vehicle? 
18 MR. NAYLOR: Object to the form. 
19 A. Mr. Ribi. 
20 Q. When you identify Mr. Ribi as being a proponent 
21 of investigating these matters, despite the fact that 
22 they were not being disputed, was it that he was vocal 
23 about needing to investigate them or vocal about wanting 
24 to investigate them; do you recall? 
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Q. Nonetheless, he was the proponent? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Any other proponents? 
A. I don't recall. 
Q. Please turn the page to SH-TIMELINE 10 and you'll 
see a subject line: Sun Valley City Attorney Adam King 
should be barred from further participation? 
A. And can I just comment on that. I can't actually 
recall if I heard that in the meeting or I heard that 
afterwards from Mayor Willich. 
But I do recall being told that. I do recall Mr. 
Ribi being the one who wanted the investigation. 
Q. Into Miss Hammer's flex time and use of the 
vehicle? 
A. Yes. I'm sorry. You want me to go to Page 10? 
MR. NAYLOR: Next page. 
A. Okay. 
Q. And specifically, the section on stating that 
Adam King should be barred from further participation. 
Did you see that? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Was there any discussion that you can recall 
about that in the November I 4, 2011 executive session? 
A. Not that I can say happened, that I heard in that 
meeting, no. 
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Q. How about any discussion at all? 
A. I wasn't able to hear everything that happened in 
that meeting. 
Q. You were not? 
A. Yeah. I -- my recollections relate to the 
discussions about needing to hire the professionals. 
Those, I quite clearly remember. The rest of it. I'm 
not I'm as clear about. 
I had a - there was a conversation with Mayor 
Willich I had about Adam King and his - the 
appropriateness of whether he participate further or 
not, and I do remember that. 
Q. And do you recall what the outcome of your 
discussion with Mayor Willich about that topic was? 
A. Mayor Willich had told me that there had been 
ongoing problems between Ms. Hammer and Mr. King because 
she was taking on more and more of his work and he 
wasn't happy with that because she was -- she is also an 
attorney. 
Q. Did you or Mr. Willich, to your knowledge, go on 
and discuss that with any of the city council members or 
Mr. King? 
A. I think Mr. Willich brought that up in front of 
the entire council, but I'm not certain about that or 
when it happened. 
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1 Q. Do you recall how the discussion transpired? 
2 A. I recall us having this discussion in Mr. 
3 Willich's office. 
4 Q. And then later with the entire city council? 
5 A. I couldn't say if later or before. I'm foggier 
6 on that. It seemed to me that actually may have 
, happened quite a bit earlier in just sort of general 
e conversation with the council about how Miss Hammer --
9 that it was a good thing that Miss Hammer was taking on 
10 more of the regular contract business and so forth, so 
11 that there was less expense to the city. 
12 And I believe that happened in a much earlier 
13 city council meeting. 
u Q. As far as you can recall, some of the city 
1s council members found this to be a bad thing? 
16 A. Right, because it was presented as a good thing 
1., in tenns of saving the city and tax payers money. 
1e Q. Moving on do~ to the next section identified in 
u Mr. Donoval's letter. And specifically, his request 
2 o that Miss Hammer be presented with the entirety of the 
21 allegations being made against her and having the 
22 opportunity to the express those, do you recall whether 
2 3 that was discussed during the November 14th 2011 
24 executive session? 
25 A. I'm sorry where exactly are you? 
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1 Q. In the city of Sun Valley has a well established 
2 policy on employee discipline section on Page 10. 
3 A. Mm-hmm. 
' Q. And it goes over to Page 1 I. 5 A. I remember a discussion with Adam King about 
6 this, but I don't believe it was in that executive 
7 sess10n. 
8 And not about the policies in place and all of 
9 that, not about that, but about the misconduct. 
10 Q. Do you recall any discussion, then, about whether 
11 or not to allow Ms. Hammer to respond to the allegations 
12 being made against her? 
13 A. I remember a discussion -- again, whether it 
u happened in that meeting or not, I couldn't say for 
15 sure. But a discussion about how it was necessary to do 
16 the.investigation and then allow Ms. Hammer a chance to 
17 respond. That may have been a discussion I had 
18 separately with the mayor. 
19 Q. Did you feel like it was important for Ms. Hammer 
20 to be aware of allegations being made against her? 
21 A. Absolutely. 
22 Q. Did you feel like it was important for Ms. Hammer 
23 to have an opportunity to respond to those allegations? 
24 A. Yes. 
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1 subjects to your fellow city council members? 
2 A. I can't be certain about that, whether I did that 
3 in that meeting or if it was just in the conversation 
• with Mayor Willich. 
5 Q. Did you find it important to keep the 
6 investigation into the allegation against Ms. Hammer 
, confidential? 
e A. Yes. State the question again. Did I find it 
, important to keep it confidential? 
10 Q. Yes. 
11 A. Yes. 
12 Q. Was there any discussion about the importance in 
13 keeping confidential the investigation into the 
14 allegations against Miss Hammer with the city council 
is members in the November 14, 2011 executive session? 
16 A. l don't recall. 
17 Q. Do you recall any discussion with city council 
11 members at any time regarding Ms. Hammer's reputation 
19 and what the allegations being made against her would do 
20 to her reputation? 
21 MR. NAYLOR: Object to the form. 
22 A. I don't recall that from the city council 
23 meeting. 
24 Q. And not just the November 14.2011 meeting. l'm 
2s just asking about any time. 
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1 A. I don't recall other conversations with other 
2 city council members. I believe that Mayor Willich and 
3 I discussed that. 
4 Q. You've alluded to, several times, that you're 
5 having discussions with Mayor Willich that were separate 
6 from the city council. And I'm just sensing kind of a 
7 divide between you and Mayor Willich being in one camp 
8 and Mr. Ribi, Briscoe and Youngman being in another 
9 camp. 
l.O Was there something along those lines going on 
11 regarding the allegations being made against Miss 
12 Hammer? 
l.3 MR. NAYLOR: Object to the form. 
u A. I think one could make that conclusion. 
15 Q. Is that a feeling that you had? 
16 A. Mayor Willich and I were -- had both lost our 
17 reelections, so there seemed to be a momentum by those 
18 who were still in office and had one reelection to move 
19 forward, according to their agenda. 
20 Q. Did you think the agenda included terminating 
21 Miss Hammer's employment as you understood it? 
22 MR. NAYLOR: Object to the fonn. 
23 Foundation. 
2t A. It appeared that way since they took allegations, 
25 and as I was told, instructed Mr. Willich to take 
\.I in-l-Script·F M & M Court Reportiaq:: Service, lac. 
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1 immediate action to terminate Miss Hammer by having her 
2 resign. 
3 Q. Was there any discussions that you were part of 
4 where terminating Ms. Hammer's employment by firing her 
5 was discussed? 
6 A. I recall the city attorney stating something to 
7 that effect to me. 
B Q. That immediate action should be taken just to 
9 terminate her employment, don't offer resignation, don't 
10 go through an investigation, just terminate the 
11 employment? 
12 MR. NAYLOR: Object to the form to the 
13 extent it calls for legal advice and privileged. Let's 
14 go ahead and take a - go off the record for a minute. 
15 (Discussion off the record.) 
16 MR. NAYLOR: Okay, Eric, the question as 
17 framed called for legal advice and I'll instruct Ms. 
18 Lamb not to answer. 
19 Q. Ms. Lamb, the statement that you previously 
20 attributed to Mr. King. was that being made just to you 
21 or to the city coWlcil at large? 
22 A. We better repeat all of that, what the statement 
23 was. Can we have that. .. 
24 Q. Yes, yes. Mr. King discussed terminating, not 
25 asking for resignation, but terminating Ms. Hammer's 
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l employment? 
2 MR NAYLOR: That's the question that was 
3 posed as far as what the legal advice was. Why don't 
4 you just restate. 
s MR. SWARTZ: We can back up on the record, 
6 if you wish, but stated in response to the generalized 
7 question whether anyone discussed terminating Ms. 
8 Hammer's employment, she identified Mr. King as 
g discussing that. 
10 My question to her now is whether that 
11 discussion was with her individually or the city council 
12 at large. 
13 A. With me individually. 
14 Q. Based on your experience as a city council 
15 member, could a city council member act on their own or 
16 is an act of a city council required to be done by 
17 resolution and vote? 
1B MR. NAYLOR: Object to the form. 
19 Foundation. 
20 A. Act on their own in what regard? 
21 Q. Well, with the exception of reviewing- being 
22 designated to review expenses on that monthly basis, 
23 could a city council member, for example, go to -
24 unless otherwise directed by the council, go to Adam 
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A. The mayor had requested that we go through him 
with respect to questions that we had of the city 
attorney years prior at the beginning of his tenn. He 
sort of set that up as his preferred way of operating. 
But my understanding had been that we as council 
members could individually seek counsel from the city's 
attorney. And I had on several occasions called with 
questions. 
And this case, Mr. King was just bringing me up 
to date on things that I had missed in the executive 
sessions. 
Q. From the November 11, 2011 executive session? 
A. Well, and- and it may have been information 
that came out subsequent to that as well. I don't 
actually recall when, during that week, we had this 
conversation. 
Q. Turning back to the November 14, 2011 meeting 
date. 
If you'll look under Tab 4 of your binder, and 
the third page, specifically. that I'll have you take a 
look at. The that page number on that one is 2070. 
A. Okay. 
Q. Ifl understand the meeting minutes correctly. 
you all came out of the executive session and amended 
the agenda and hiring an independent investigation. ls 
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that on the agenda? Sorry on the meeting minutes? 
A. Yes. 
Q. The independent investigation that was -- that 
was to be conducted, was that into the allegations 
against Miss Hammer or into the allegations against Mr. 
Ribi by Ms. Hammer or both, if you recall? 
A. I recall it to be the allegations against Ms. 
Hammer. 
Q. Do you recall what the plan of action was with 
regard to the allegations by Ms. Hammer against Mr. Ribi 
at the November 14, 2011 meeting? 
A. No. I recall discussing hiring an employment 
specialist, but I don't recall at what meeting that was. 
Q. You stated earlier that in light of the fact that 
there was no disagreement about Ms. Hammer's flex time 
and use of the vehic1e, that you didn't believe that 
there was need for an investigation. 
Do you recall that need for an investigation? Do 
you recal1 that? 
A. Yes, l recall that we were-we council members 
were aware that she had the use of the vehicle and flex 
time. That was presented to us when she was initially 
hired. 
Q. Was there something else that you believed was 
going to be investigated as part of this new agenda item 
\iin-l-Script'E M & M Court Repertia1 Serricc, lac. 
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1 at the November 14, 2011 meeting or were the allegations 
2 regarding flex time and the vehicle, were those the 
3 items that were going to be investigated? 
4 A. Well, I recall being told that the city 
s treasurer, Michelle Frostensen, had said that there had 
fi been discrepancies in terms of how expenses -- I guess. 
7 it was mostly vacation time -- was handled. 
8 So, so were these allegations being made that 
9 needed to be resolved one way or the other to ascertain 
10 whether they were appropriate or not appropriate. 
11 Q. And that's what you understood the 
12 investigation -- that's why you believe the 
13 investigation was proceeding? 
14 A. Yes, to take the allegations that the city 
lS treasurer had made and determine whether there were, 
16 indeed, infringements or if it was in the guidelines 
17 that Mayor Willich had set out. 
18 MR. SWARTZ: We've have been going for about 
l9 an hour and a half. Would now be an okay time to take a 
20 break get up and stretch our legs? 
21 (Discussion off the record.) 
22 (Break taken.) 
23 BY MR. SWARTZ: 
24 Q. Ms. Lamb, I previously was asking about whether 
25 there was any discussion regarding whether Mr. Ribi 
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1 should abstain from discussions about Ms. Hammer in 
2 light of the allegations that she was making against 
3 him. 
' Along the same line to that question, I'll ask 5 whether there was any discussions about Mr. Ribi perhaps 
6 needing to abstain from those discussions in light of 
7 him being sued by Ms. Hammer. Do you recaJI anything 
B like that? 
g A. No. 
10 Q. Do you recall any discussions about Mr. Ribi and 
11 Mr. Donoval having made allegations about Mr. Ribi's 
12 mental health? 
13 A. Well, what was in that letter provided by the 
14 letter sent by Mr. Donoval. 
15 Q. Was that discussed at the November 14, 2011 
16 meeting? 
17 A. I don't recall. 
18 Q. Were there any allegations of or any discussions 
19 about Mr. Youngman not engaging in discussions about Ms. 
20 Hammer because he was sued by Ms. Hammer? 
21 MR. NAYLOR: At what time? 
22 MR. SWARTZ: Ever. 
23 A. I don't recall. 
2' Q. Do you recall ever being presented with any 
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Miss Hammer's behalf while you were sitting as a city 
council member? 
MR. NAYLOR: Tirat's a yes or no question. 
A. No, pretty sure not. No. I think I remember 
Mr. - never mind. 
Q. So your answer is no? 
A. No. 
Q. Your answer is no. correct? 
A. Yes, my answer is a no. 
Q. Your answer is no? 
A. Yes. it is no. 
Q. I'm with ya. Let me have you tum back to the 
binder and specifically. Tab 5, there's a November 15, 
201 l letter SH-TIMELINE 000016 through 17, a letter by 
Mr. Donoval, cc'ing all city council members as well as 
incoming city coW1cil members. 
Take a moment to review that. Let me know when 
you're done. And again, my question will just be 
whether you recognize it. 
A. I can't say that I really recall this letter, but 
that doesn't mean I didn't see it. 
Q. Sure. 
A. Yeah. 
Q. Turn one more page, and ifs an email from Mr. 
Donoval to you and to Mayor Briscoe delivering what 
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appears to be that letter. 
I'm just going to ask you whether the email helps 
refresh your recollection. 
A. I don't think I got this email, because [ wasn't 
getting emails at that email address. 
That was the City of Sun Valley email address and 
I had a hard time accessing those emails. l never 
checked that email. I don't think I saw this. 
Q. What about -~ go ahead and tum the page to a 
letter November 16, 2011, HAMMEROOOI35 through 138, take 
a moment to review that let me know when you're done. 
And again, I'll ask whether you recognize it. 




A. Yeah, I said, I can't say that I've seen this 
letter, either. 
Q. The next city meeting was on November 17, 2011. 
And I understand this was after the decision to conduct 
an investigation into the allegations against Miss 
Hammer had been decided. 
My question for you is whether you recall what 
took place at the November 17,2011 executive session. 
And if will refresh your recollection, the meeting 
Min-l-Script® M & M Court Reportiag Service, Inc. 
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1 minutes are under Tab 6 in the binder. 1 A. I believe he thought it was inappropriate until 
2 A. And what's the question you're asking me? 2 the allegations were investigated and substantiated or 
3 Q. Whether you reca1I what was discussed in 3 not. 
4 executive session on November 17, 2011. 4 Q. We previously spoke about two camps fonning after 
s A. No. No, you'd have to ask me specific questions. 5 the election. You and Mayor Willich in one camp and Mr. 
s Q. Do you have any recollection of anything that was 6 Briscoe, Ribi, Youngman in the other camp. 
7 discussed in the November 17, 2011 executive session? 7 Which camp would you say Adam King was affiliated 
a A. We11, I don't remember which meeting we discussed a with? 
9 the hiring ofour two outside advisors, if you will, the 9 MR. NAYLOR: Object to the form. 
10 employment lawyer from Holly Troxell. I know we had a 10 A. Well, as the city attorney, he wanted to continue 
11 conversation with him on the phone. It might have been 11 to be city attorney, so his opinions mirrored those of 
12 in that executive session. I don't reca11 if that was 12 the other three that your -- or his statements were 
l.3 the one. 13 consistent with the other three that you'd mentioned. 
14 And I think, again, at some point Mr. Willich u. Q. And were those statements generally about Ms. 
1s reported to us about him having hired Patty Ball. I 15 Hammer having engaged in conduct that they believed to 
16 don't know if it was -- I don't recall if it was at that 15 be criminal in nature? 
17 
18 
meeting or not. 
Q. And if it helps trigger your recollection, this 
19 meeting was held at the Sage Room at the Sun Valley 
Lodge. 20 
21 And according to the meeting minutes when you all 
2 2 came out, you amended the agenda to add the appointment 
23 of an assistant city clerk? 
2 4 A. Yeah. There were a lot of personnel issues at 
2s that time reported to us about who was refusing to come 
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1 to work because of various a]legations. Again, I don't 
2 remember the timeline exactly. There was a lot of 
3 turmoil at that point in time. 
4 Q. Did you understand what was causing the turmoil? 
s A. My understanding was that there was a lot of 
6 whistleblowing going on because people were concerned 
7 about their jobs. 
s Q. Do you recall Ms. Hammer having been identified 
9 as a whistleblower as a result of her allegations of 
10 inappropriate conduct by Mr. Ribi? 
11 MR. NAYLOR: Object to the fonn. 
12 A. No. 
13 Q. Do you recall any discussions about whether to 
14 place Ms. Hammer on administrative leave? 
15 A. Yes, I remember a heated discussion about that, I 
16 can't say at what meeting it was, with Mayor Willich 
17 saying he wasn't going to do it and Mr. Ribi pressuring 
1B him to do it. 
u Q. Did you have an understanding of why Mr. Ribi was 
20 pressuring Mr. Willich to put Ms. Hammer on leave? 
21 A. I believe he wanted her on leave so that she 
22 wouldn't have any access to the books and records in the 
23 city. 
24 Q. Do you recall why Mayor Willich was opposed to 
25 placing Miss Hammer on leave? 




A. I remember the word criminal being used. I'm 
20 not -- I don't remember who used it. 
21 Q. Was it that this other camp generally believed 
2 2 that Ms. Hammer had engaged in the conduct that she was 
alleged to have engaged in? 23 
24 MR. NAYLOR: Object to the form. 
25 Foundation. Ca1ls for speculation. 
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1 A. State the question again or do you want to 
2 restate it another way or ... 
3 Q. The sentiment that Mr. King, Mr. Briscoe, Mr. 
4 Ribi, Mr. Youngman was displaying to you and that you 
5 were observing, was that sentiment that Miss Hammer had, 
6 in fact, engaged in the inappropriate conduct or was it 
7 just more along the lines of we have to investigate 
a this? 
9 In other words, had they made up their minds 
10 about the conduct, as far as you could tell? 
11 MR. NAYLOR: Object to the form. Calls for 
12 speculation, foundation. 
13 A. Well, certainly Mr. Ribi seemed quite clear about 
u the allegations being more than just allegations, 
15 something that required action. 
16 Mr. King seemed to be most -- the conversation 
17 with me, seemed to be most concerned with, even if the 
18 allegations weren't true, the fact that she eavesdropped 
19 on the executive session, which was -- I don't believe 
20 he used the word criminal activity, but grounds for 
21 dismissal. 
22 Q. And what about Mr. Briscoe? 
23 A. He generally followed Mr. Ribi. I don't recall 
24 exactly what he may have stated. 
2s Q. What about Mr. Youngman? 
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1 A. Same. He was generally supportive of Mr. Ribi's 
2 position. 
3 Q. At some point before your term as a city coW1ci1 
4 member ended, do you recall a meeting where you were 
5 presented with preliminary findings by Patty Ball? 
6 MR. NAYLOR: Object to the form. Use of 
7 preliminary findings. 
8 A. I was made aware of her report being available 
9 for city council members to review in Mr. King's office 
10 and I went and reviewed the report. 
11 Q. Do you recall when that was? 
12 A. No. It was prior - it was while I was still a 
13 member of the council. [ believe it must have been in 
14 December. I don't reca11 when the report was published. 
15 Q. Do you recall any discussions about whether to 
16 make the report public? 
17 A. No. 
18 Q. Do you recall any discussions about any 
19 inaccuracies in the report? 
20 A. I believe Mayor Willich and I had a conversation 
21 about his concerns about that. 
22 Q. Concerned about inaccuracies contained in the 
23 report? 
24 A. Inaccuracies and questions that he had. 
25 Q. Did you discuss those inaccuracies and questions 
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1 that Mayor Willich had with your fellow city council 
2 members? 
3 A. No. 
4 Q. Was there any discussion about any need to 
5 correct the Patty Ball report that you reviewed in Adam 
6 King's office? 
7 A. Not that I was part of. 
8 Q. Do you recall what the plan was for proceeding 
9 after you reviewed the report in Adam King's office with 
10 regard to the allegations against Ms. Hammer? 
ll A. No. 
12 Q. Did you have an understanding of whether the 
13 investigation into the allegations against Miss Hammer 
14 were finalized at the time that you had reviewed the 
15 Patty Ball report in Adam King's office? 
16 A. Given the timing of the report and the Christmas 
17 holidays and the swearing in of the new elected 
18 officials, I believe it all was being deferred until 
19 they took office. 
20 Q. So as you understood it, everything was just kind 
21. of placed on hold until Mayor Briscoe took office and 
22 the new city council person took office? 
23 A. Yes. 
24 Q. As of November 18th, 20 l I, did you have reason to 
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behavior? 
A. November I 8th? 
Q. Correct. 
A. There was nothing that- there was nothing 
definitive. So I guess the answer would be perhaps, but 
we had no information supporting that at that time. 
Q. Have you ever - whether this was while you were 
sitting as a city council member or afterward, had you 
ever come to know of any conduct that Miss Hammer 
engaged in that you believe was improper? 
A. Could you repeat the question, please? 
Q. Have you ever come to know of any conduct that 
Ms. Hammer engaged in that you believed to be improper? 
A. The only possible conduct related to statements 
that were made in the Patty Ball report that -- many of 
which needed further investigation, in my opinion., what 
I saw was more lapse of judgment. 
But the report. in my opinion., wasn't the final 
document. And I believe she even stated that in her 
report, that there were items that needed to be 
clarified. 
Q. So would you agree with me, then, that you never 
have become aware that Miss Hammer engaged in what you 
believed to be inappropriate? 
MR. NAYLOR: Object to the form. 
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A. Nothing that was totally substantiated and 
proven, no. 
Q. Let me have you turn to Tab 7, about halfway 
through that section. You'll see an affidavit of Nils 
Ribi and the page numbers are HAMMER000813817. 
MR. NAYLOR: She's there. 
A. Am I supposed to read this? 
Q. Well, we're going to go through just a couple of 
portions. 
Down on the second page, Paragraph No. 8, Mr. 
Ribi states, "During the course of the executive 
session, matters were presented to the council that 
caused all members serious concerns about possible 
misuse of public funds and equipment by the Plaintiff." 
Do you see that there? 
A. Mm-hmm. 
Q. Is that a yes? 
A. Yes, yes. Sorry. 
Q. Sharon Hammer is the Plaintiff, you'll see on the 
first page, the caption of this affidavit --
A. Yes. 
Q. - that Mr. Ribi is referring to. 
My question to you is whether you recall the city 
council authorizing Mr. Ribi to reveal what transpired 
in the executive session? 
\1in-l -Script'.lf M & M Co•l'1 Reporting Sen-ice, Inc. 
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1 
MR. NAYLOR: Object to the fonn. 
2 A. No. 
3 
Q. Do you recall Mr. Ribi asking for authorization 
4 
by the council to reveal what tranSpired in the 
5 executive session? 
6 A. No. 
' 
Q. Based upon your understanding of the policy 
8 
against revealing what transpired in the executive 
9 
session, do you believe that Mr. Ribi's statement in 
10 
Paragraph 8 about what transpired in executive session 
11 violates that confidentiality policy? 
12 MR. NAYLOR: Object to the form. 
13 Foundation. 
14 A. Yes. 
15 Q. I'll have you tum to the next page, Paragraph 
16 10. Mr. Ribi states in the second sentence there, hThat 
17 the mayor and the council had reason to believe that the 
18 Plaintiff may have committed serious misconduct. 
19 including possible criminal violations." Do you see 
20 that section? 
21 A. Mm-hmm. 
22 Q. Did you believe that as a council member, that 
23 she may have committed serious misconduct, including 
24 crimjnal violations, as of November l S, 2011? 
25 A. I didn't know. I didn't have any infonnation one 
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1 way or the other. 
2 Q. Let me have you tum to Tab 8. This should be 
3 the December 2nd, 2011 meeting and executive session. 
4 Let me know when you're there. 
5 A. Yes. 
6 9· My question to is whether you remember what was 
7 discussed in executive session at that December 2nd 
8 201 l meeting? ' 
9 A. I would need to have specific questions to jog my 
10 memory. 
111 Q. Do you recall whether allegations about Miss 
il2 Hammer were discussed in the December 2nd, 2011 meeting? 
l3 MR. NAYLOR: Object for the form 
14 Foundation. · 
15 A. Oh, I'm sure they were. 
l6 MR. NAYLOR: Do you recall? 
17 A. Yes. That was the purpose of the meeting. 
18 Q. Was the purpose of the meeting to discuss any 
19 other allegations against any other employees or if you 
20 recall whether it was just focused 00 Miss Ham r? 
21 MR. NAYLOR: Object to the form me . 
22 Foundation. · 
23 A. Again, l don't recall if it was at this meeting 
24 or another .. But there was a discussion about the city 
25 clerk wantmg to be on administrative leave because she 
Joan l.,am.b 
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l 
didn't believe she could do her job properly and -
yeah. so I remember discussions about that. 
2 
3 
Q. Do you recall why the city clerk didn't feel as 
4 though she could perfonn her job? 
5 
A. She believed that Miss Hammer was going to be 
6 vindictive towards her in some fashion. 
7 Q. Do you know whether Miss Hammer was on 
8 
administrative leave at the time that the city clerk was 
9 
concerned that Ms. Hammer might be vindictive toward 
10 her? 
1l 
A. I don't recaU. I recall that there was an issue 
12 
between which one of those was on administrative leave 
13 
at what time. And that because Ms. X's cell phone had 
l4 been the one that recorded the conversation with the 
15 police officer, she was concerned about being in the 
16 same office that Miss Hammer was in. 
17 But I don't remember the dates, because they were 
18 put on administrative leave, brought back. put on again. 
19 And I don't remember who was there when. 
20 Q. Okay. Do you recall an offer of settlement made 
21 by Ms. Hammer that included calling for Mr. Ribi's 
22 resignation? 
23 A. Well, I just saw that in the documents here. And 
2, what tab was that one under? 
25 Q. Wetl, I think that there is one reference to it 
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1 on underTab9 SH-TIMELINE33S. 
2 A. There was the December 6th one. Let's see. 
3 We've already passed one. 
' Q. Okay. Then try Tab 7, right after the Ribi 5 affidavit. 
6 A. It's under Tab 5. Let's see. Jt's the November 
7 16th letter. 
8 Q. Okay. That's HAMMER135 through 138? 
9 A. Yes. 
10 Q._ ~ you recall any discussion about Mr. Ribi 
11 res1gmng as part of an offer being made by Miss Hammer? 
12 A. No. 
l3 Q. Tab No. l 0, p1ease. Actually, No. 11. It should 
14 be a December201 l meeting, an executive session. 
15 A. Okay. 
16 9· Do yo_u have any recollection of what was 
17 disc~sed m executive session on December 20, 20] 1 __ 
18 oh. Im sorry, December 15th, 2011? 
19 _A. Not without specific questions. I mean, I know 
20 it_ was stilt about the issues with Miss Hammer and other 
21 city ~mplo~ees, but beyond that. I don't recall 
22 spec1fi~s without specific questions. 
23 Q. Fair enough. It's been a while ago. 
24 When you would attend executive session, would 
25 you generally take notes? 
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1 A. Not generally, no. 
2 Q. Do you have any recollection of any time Mayor 
3 Willich having decided that Miss Hammer had done nothing 
4 wrong, that he was ending the investigation and that he 
5 was bringing her back to work? 
6 MR. NAYLOR: Object to the form. 
7 A. I remember that he was saying that he was 
8 bringing her back to work, because she was still on the 
9 city payroll and needed to be back to work and there was 
10 work to be done. That's what I remember. 
1.1 Q. Do you remember anyone voicing an opposition to 
12 Mayor Willich bringing Miss Hammer back on? 
13 A. I believe that Mr. Ribi and perhaps some of the 
14 other council members were in opposition and that Mr. 
15 Willich said that it was within his purview to do and he 
16 was doing it. 
17 Q. Do you recall any discussions at any time about 
18 whether to disclose Patty Ball's report to the Blaine 
l.9 County prosecutor? 
20 A. I remember that there was discussions about that 
21 and about whether it was -- I think it was a discussion 
22 about whether it was required that we do so or not. 
23 Q. Do you recall ultimately what was decided 
24 regarding whether you were required to tum it over to 
25 the Blaine County prosecutor? 
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l MR. NAYLOR: Object to the fonn. 
2 A. No. 
3 Q. Do you recall any discussion about whether Miss 
4 Hammer should be interviewed by Patty Ball a second time 
5 to address your -- to address questions that had come up 
6 during Patty Ball's investigation? 
7 A. I don't remember that specifically. I remember 
_8 the mayor having questions about many of her findings. 
9 Q. After the Patty Ball report came out and before 
10 you left office, do you recall any discussions during 
11 that timeframe about terminating Miss Hammer's 
12 employment? 
13 A. I don't recall any specific discussions. no. 
14 Q. Were there discussions, in general, from the time 
15 that you returned to the valley on November 12th that 
16 said, through the end of your tenn, regarding the 
17 tennination of Miss Hammer's employment? 
18 A. It's hard for me to remember. There were -- I 
l9 remember Nils being adamant about her being terminated. 
20 I don't remember exactly what period of time that was. 
21 I mostly remember by the time we had the report, that 
22 this was -- the mayor refused to -- wanted her back to 
23 work, thought that she should be there, based on the 
24 infonnation that had been provided and further 
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And I believe Mr. Ribi was very opposed to that. 
And I also remember that it was clear to 
everybody that the important decisions were all going to 
be made by the new council and the mayor. Or not 
important, but the decisions regarding resolution of the 
issue were going to be made by them. 
Q. And not by Mayor Willich? 
A. Well, not by, yes, not by the existing Mayor 
Willich or the lame duck council at that point. Because 
there were - there was disagreement and the -- and as 
you pointed out, there was a minority point of view, and 
a majority point of view. 
And the minority point of view was in favor of 
continuing to -- continuing to review the allegations 
and the majority opinion was in favor oftennination of 
Ms. Lamb. 
Q. Unless you have something to add to your 
testimony or anything that you need to correct, I think 
I'm done. Mr. Naylor may have some follow-up. 
MR. NAYLOR: Let's take a break. I just 
need to review my notes and I'll see. 
MR. SWARTZ: Okay. Back with you all in 




BY MR. NAYLOR: 
Q. Ms. Lamb, you testified that Wayne Willich had 
talked to you about some issues or something to with the 
Ball report. Do you remember when you had that 
conversation with Wayne Willich? And maybe it might 
help, was it before or after you reviewed it in Adam 
King's office? 
A. I can't remember if it was - well, I would have 
to say after, because I can remember saying that I felt 
there was - there were clearly lapses of judgment, but 
I believed Ms. Hammer needed a chance to respond to the 
various instances that were outlined in there. And we 
both agreed on that fact. 
Q. Do you recall what Mayor Willich said were the 
issues that he had with the Ball report in that 
conversation? 
A. No. I can remember him talking about use of the 
credit card and just in kind of a general -- no, I don't 
remember any specifics. I think it was more that there 
were a lot of -- there was a Jot of detail there and 
that Miss Hammer needed a chance to look it over and 
respond. 
And in his opinion, he thought there would be 
explanations for some of it, much of it, something in 
that range. 
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1 Q. You used the term "inaccuracies" in reference to 
2 Mayor Willich talking about the Ball report. And what 
3 did you mean by that? 
4 A. I just remember him saying something along those 
5 tines. And I don't know what he meant, if he just meant 
6 that he thought that there would be clarification of 
7 some of the points raised. So there was nothing 
8 specific that I recall. 
9 Q. After you reviewed the Ball report, did you have 
10 an opinion on whether you considered it to be a fair. 
11. reasonable, accurate, thorough report? 
12 A. It seemed. 
13 MR SWARTZ; Objection. Compound. 
14 A. It seemed to be very thorough to me. But it also 
15 raised questions in my mind, as I read it. as to what 
16 the other side of - what's the other side of the story. 
17 And fair and accurate, I mean, it's hard to say 
18 fair and accurate without, again, the person who is 
19 accused of these things having a chance to rebut it. so 
20 to speak. 
21 Q. Now, you recall in that Ball report that she had 
22 already interviewed Sharon Hammer? 
23 MR. SW ARTZ: Objection. Foundation. 
24 A. Yeah. I recall that there was an interview of 
25 Sharon, yes. Yeah. 
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l Q. Okay. And some of the conclusions that Ms. Ball 
2 raised were that there needed to be further additional 
3 follow-up on some issues? 
4 A. That's what I remember. That, yes. that some 
5 items raised questions that she thought needed 
6 follow·up. 
7 Q. Now, at the time that the -- well, I believe you 
8 testified that the city council knew that Sharon Hammer 
9 was using the city vehicle and driving it around? 
10 A. And for personaJ use as well as city use, yes. 
11 Q. And so then, what was the need to -- for Patty 
12 Ball to follow-up and investigate with regard to that 
13 issue? 
u. A. Well, again. I wasn't at that executive session 
15 meeting. But my understanding was that there was 
16 allegations that some of the - let's see. That perhaps 
1.7 in some of the personal use - well, again, you know. it 
18 was about the gas credit cards. And I don't remember 
19 when the gas credit cards came out. 
20 But I thought that was part of the treasurer's 
21 initial allegations, some charges on the gas credit card 
22 for personal use weren't appropriate. There was 
23 particularly a trip to Boise. 
24 Q. And was there any issue at that time that needed 
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within the confines that Mayor Willich had authorized 
her? 
A. It seemed as though the city treasurer had some 
questions about that. So - that she had raised them. 
But again, this is •• I wasn't at that meeting. And so 
I think the major thing that I recall was more about --
at that time, was more about the vacation time. That 
that was the bigger issue, bigger dollar amount. that 
she had been paid for vacation time or somehow had 
hadn't appropriately recorded the vacation time. so it 
had been overpaid, something related to that, but that 
was the major issue. 
Q. So what was the reason for ·- well, even though 
you didn't apparently vote on the motion to retain an 
attorney to do an independent investigation at the 
November 14th or November 17th meeting because your 
phone cut out. were you supportive of the mayor hiring 
an investigator? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And what was your reasoning for hiring an 
investigator at that time? 
A. Well, that the city's treasurer had come forth 
with allegations that she thought were substantive and 
that it was possible for us to ascertain what the -· for 
us, the city council to ascertain, what was factual and 
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what wasn't without an independent third-party doing 
such an audit, looking at the issues that had been 
raised. 
Q. Did Mayor Willich object to the recommendation to 
havetheindependentinvestigator? 
A. I don't recall. I don't recall any objections. 
I mean, sometimes he would •• I mean, he would say 
himself, sometimes he would have a reaction to something 
and then he'd settle back down and then move back 
forward with whatever the plan was, so I don't recall. 
Q. Do you know why Mayor Willich hired Patty Ball 
over somebody that you recommended at Stoel Rives or 
Perkins Coie? 
A. Perkins Coie. I thought that was at your 
recommendation, but l'm not sure. I don't know. 
Somebody had recommended·· I think one of the attorneys 
somewhere along the line, maybe it was at Holly Troxell, 
I don't recall, that recommended hiring Patty because 
she was local and had just done something similar and 
would cost less. 
One-man shop. She would cost less than a large 
law finn. 
Q. Did Mayor Wi11ich ever tell you why he chose 
Patty Ba11? 
A. Just, I think he told me those reasons, that she 
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l. was recommended to him and she was going to cost less. 
2 Q. And she had done something similar? 
3 A. She had experience in this area, which Perkins 
4 Coie, the attorney there did too. 
5 But Mr. Willich, his predilection was more to 
6 using the independent practitioners because he was 
7 always trying to keep cost down. 
8 Q. Was it your understanding that Patty Ball was 
9 tasked with investigating the allegations about 
10 harassment by Mr. Ribi that Sharon Hammer had made? 
ll A. No. I believe -- I thought she was tasked with 
12 doing what we called a forensic audit, is what I recall. 
13 It's possible once we got Holly Troxell's employment 
l4 la\,\,)'er involved, there were other conversations between 
15 him and Mayor Willich. And I don't know. I don't 
16 recall -- no, I reca11 hers as being forensic audit. 
17 Q. And when you read the Patty Ball report, you 
18 recall it discussed the financial matters, but also 
1.9 discussed the allegations dealing with Nils Ribi? 
20 A. I don't remember the Nils Ribi one so much. I 
21 remember the financial matters mostly. 
22 Q. Do you recall anything about the fire department 
23 in the Patty Ball report? 
24 A. I remember there being some questions raised 
25 there. I don't remember how thorough it was. I can't 
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1 remember about the fire department. I think most of it 
2 happened later, but I think she sort of Lmearthed the 
3 tip of the iceberg there, where there were some, yeah, 
4 some real questions about how the procedures that were 
5 being followed through. 
6 Q. So you don't recall Patty Ball's investigation or 
'1 conclusions relating to Nils Ribi? 
8 A. Not the harassment. I remember reading something 
9 that seemed to sort of absolve him from any wrongdoing. 
10 And I guess that must have been in her report. because I 
11 can't think of another report or document that I would 
12 have seen. 
13 Q. Did you ever observe Nils Ribi's conduct that 
l4 you've described that was concerning ever related to 
15 anything other than work conduct. failure to do 
16 something or the way he wanted it or related to work at 
17 the City of Sun Valley? 
18 A. No. It primarily related to decisions, work 
19 product, points of view, yeah. 
20 Q. And then you testified that most of your 
21 information came the Michelle Frostensen's allegations, 
22 because you weren't at the November 11th meeting, most 
23 of the information came from Wayne Willich and Adam 
24 King, correct? 
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Q. Did you ever have a conversation and sought 
infonnation from Nils Ribi regarding Michelle 
Frostensen's allegations? 
A. I don't remember that. It's possible we could 
have had some exchange on that, but I don't recall that 
conversation. 
Q. And I'm asking about other than at a city council 
meeting. 
A. I don't believe so. 
Q. Did Mayor Willich suggest that some of the 
allegations raised by Michelle Frostensen, if true, 
could implicate criminal misconduct? 
A. No. 
Q. You didn't talk about any kind of criminal, 
potential criminal issues with Mayor Willich? 
A. I don't remember. I remember it being more in 
the context of, you know, the disciplinary action. I 
don't remember - I don't remember criminal activity 
being discussed, no. 
Q. Okay. I don't have anymore questions. Eric may 
still have some. 
MR. SWARTZ: No. Thank you, Miss Lamb. 
MR. NAYLOR: You have the opportunity to 
read and sign your deposition, which means you could 
review the transcript to ensure that accuracy of the 
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court reporter. If you make any changes, obviously, and 
testify differently at a later time, that can be 
commented on. 
But you can also waive that right and just 
leave it the way it's been recorded by the court 
reporter. It's your choice. 
THE WITNESS: So it's about whether she got 
it accurate or not? 
MR. NAYLOR: Yes. I mean, some witnesses 
say, I'm done. The court reporter is fine. Orsome 
want to read their transcript to make sure that there 
wasn't anything misspoken and you have that right. 
THE WITNESS: I suppose l should read it. 
(Whereupon, the deposition concluded at 
12:10 p.m.) 
\lin-l"-Script'1f M & M Court Reporting Service, Inc. 
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Defendant, the City of Sun Valley, by and through its counsel, Naylor & Hales, P.C., hereby 
submits this Memorandum in Support of Sun Valley's Motion for Summary Judgment. As shown 
below, summary judgment is appropriate in this case and Plaintiff's complaint should therefore be 
dismissed, with final judgment entered in favor of Sun Valley, Nils Ribi and De Wayne Briscoe. 
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I. 
INTRODUCTION 
Plaintiff Sharon R. Hammer sued Sun Valley under the Idaho Public Employee Protection 
Act, Idaho Code§ 6-2101 et seq (the "Whistleblower Act") on June 29, 2012. (See Complaint for 
Damages and Demand for Jury Trial). She claims that she was twice placed on paid administrative 
leave pending an investigation in December 2011 and January 2012, then terminated on January 19, 
2012, in retaliation for having allegedly reported that then-Councilma11Nils Ribi1 harassed her. 
Hammer, however, waived this claim when she executed her City Administrator Employment 
Agreement (''Employment Agreement") on June 1, 2008. She then later released this claim at the 
time she was terminated in January 2012 when she executed a "Supplemental Release Pursuant to 
City Administrator Employment Agreement" (the "Release") in exchange for a six-month severance 
payment. Indeed, the Honorable Edward J. Lodge, United States District Court for the District of 
Idaho, has alreajy ruled that Hammer's waiver and release was valid and binding with respect to 
similar state and federal claims based on retaliatory discharge. 
Additionally, Hammer's Whistleblower Act claim is meritless. First, a portion of it is time 
barred because she did not timely file suit within 180 days after the alleged violation. More so, with 
respect to the non-time barred portions, swnmary judgment is appropriate because, in short, there 
is insufficient evidence upon which Hammer can make out a prima facie case of retaliation in 
violation of the statute. And even if she could, Sun Valley had a legitimate, non-discriminatory 
reason to discharge her and she cannot show that such reason was a pretext. Trial is therefore 
unwarranted here. 
'Nils Ribi served two, four-year terms as a Sun Valley Councilman, ending in January 
2014. 
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Last, Hammer's claims for damages exceed the scope of allowable damages under the 
Whistleblower Act. In the unlikely event that any portion of Hammer's claim makes it past summary 
judgment, and in the even more unlikely event she prevails at trial, Hammer cannot as a matter of 
law obtain the full relief she seeks. The Court should therefore grant partial summary judgment with 
respect to damages. 
II. 
BACKGROUND 
A. Hammer's Employment Aereement and Release 
Hammer was hired as the City Administrator for Sun Valley on June 1, 2008, under the terms 
of a v.Ti.tten Employment Agreement. (Complaint, ,r1 l, 16.) Section 3 of the Employment 
Agreement contains two termination provisions such that Hammer's employment could be 
terminated by Swi Valley either with or without cause. Specifically, Section 3 .A (the "without cause" 
provision) provides in plain and unambiguous language: 
Employer, acting through the Mayor, may terminate Employee's employment, 
without cause, for any reason or no reason. Any such decision to terminate shall 
occur only after the Mayor consults with each member of the City Council. Upon 
such termination, Employer shall pay Employee, as severance pay, a lump sum cash 
payment equal to six (6) months, base salary described in Section 5, Subsection A. 
The severance payment herein is intended to be Employee's sole exclusive remedy 
for any and all claims for damages of any kind arising from a termination without 
cause and such severance payment is hereby agreed to be reasonable, fair and 
equitable by both parties to this Agreement. Consequently, receipt of the severance 
payment is subject to execution of a release of all claims against the City of Sun 
Valley. A termination without cause shall not entitle Employee to an informal 
review under any section of the City of Sun Valley Personnel manual ("Personnel 
Manual"). 
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(Declaration of Susan Robertson, Ex. A (Employment Agreement, § 3.A)) (emphasis original). 
Section 3 .B provides that in the event of a termination .. with cause" Hammer would n.Q1 be entitled 
to any severance payment. (Id., § 3 .B.) 
The next year Hammer executed an Employment Agreement Extension that provided for 
automatic, annual one-year extensions of the Employment Agreement. (Id, Ex. B (Employment 
Agreement Extension,§ 2.)) It is thus undisputed that the Employment Agreement was in full force 
and effect at the time of Hammer's termination. 
On January 19, 2012, Hammer was terminated from her position at Sun Valley under the 
"without cause" provision of her Employment Agreement. In compliance with Section 3 .A, Hammer 
drafted, through her attorney/husband James R. Donoval, and executed the Release stating in full: 
Upon payment of the severance payment required pursuant to Section 3 .A. of the City 
Administrator Employment Agreement dated June 1, 2008, I release the City of Sun 
Valley for any claims defined in Section 3 .A. of the City Administrator Employment 
Agreement as were intended when the City Administrator Employment Agreement 
was entered into on June 1, 2008. 
(Id, Ex. C) Hammer received her six-month severance payment as stated therein and she and Sun 
Valley parted ways. 
A mere six months after accepting that money and agreeing not to sue Sun Valley, however, 
Hammer turned around and sued Sun Valley and two officials2 for alleged violations of the 
Whistleblower Act.3 Hammer alleges that during the time of her employment at Sun Valley from 
2The Court dismissed defendants Mayor De Wayne Briscoe and Councilman Nils Ribi on 
November 26, 2013, because there is no individual liability under the Whistleblower Act. 
3Hammer had previously sued and then voluntarily dismissed Sun Valley and various 
officials based upon similar allegations, in Blaine County Case No.CV-2011-928 (J. Elgee). She 
had also filed a claim against Sun Valley, Ribi and Briscoe with the Idaho Human Rights 
Commission, also based on similar allegations. It is undisputed that Hammer knew of the 




June I, 2008, until her discharge on J anwuy 19, 2012, she was harassed by Councilman Nils Ribi, 
which she asserts she reported to various Sun Valley officials and in retaliation she was placed on 
administrative leave, investigated, then terminated. (Complaint, fl 31-38.) Her Complaint 
conveniently ignores the waiver language in her Employment Agreement and the fact that she 
received a six-month severance in exchange for releasing this very claim. 
B. Hammer's Termination 
Mayor Briscoe was sworn into office as the new Sun Va11ey mayor on January 3, 2012. 
(Complaint at 29, ,r 143.) As is common with new administrations, he made the detennination that 
he could not work with the prior mayor's chosen city administrator. Instead, as was his prerogative 
as mayor, Mayor Briscoe decided he would rather vet and hire his own person for that important 
position, with whom he would necessarily have a close working relationship. 4 (Declaration of Kirtlan 
G. Naylor, Ex. A (Briscoe Depo Tr. at 129:4- 130:8); Ex. B (Griffith Depo Tr. at 13:14-24, 15:21-
23, 17:1-5, 29:13-21, 33:16-24); Ex. C (Youngman Depo Tr. at 27:24 - 29:6, 82:11 - 83:1); Ex. D 
(SuhadolnikDepo Tr. at 14:16-24); Ex. E (llibi Depo Tr. at 171 :20-172:15)). Thus, on January 19, 
Hammer's position with Sun Valley was tenninated under the "without cause" provision of her 
Employment Agreement, under which she executed a Release of all claims against Sun Valley and 
received a six month severance payment, as set forth above. 
allegations that form the basis of the present lawsuit at the time she was terminated and signed 
the Release. 
4Under Idaho Code§ 50-206, appointed officers (such as Hammer) may be removed by 
the mayor for any reason "deemed sufficient" with the affirmative vote of half the full city 
council plus one. Alternatively, a city council may upon its own initiative remove an appointed 
official by unanimous vote. 
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C. Related Federal Case 
Hammer also brought a related federal action against Sun Valley, Briscoe and Ribi, wherein 
she alleged fourteen claims for gender discrimination and harassment, retaliation, due process 
violations (both procedural and liberty interest), conspiracy, assault, wrongful termination, breach 
of contract and negligent infliction of emotional distress. See Hammer v. Sun Valley, Case No. 1: l 3-
cv-21-EJL. That case is still pending, but substantially overlaps with the present Whistleblower case, 
especially with respect to the Employment Agreement and Release. The Honorable Edward J. Lodge, 
United States District Judge, significantly narrowed the federal case by dismissing all but two claims 
based on the plain and unambiguous language of the very same Employment Agreement and Release 
at issue here. (Naylor Deel. Ex. I ("Lodge Decision")) 
In Judge Lodge's words: "the lanpage of the contract could not be clearer. The 
waiver/release was to 'any and all claims' without any limitations." (Lodge Decision at 17) 
(emphasis added). Thus, Judge Lodge dismissed nearly all of Hammer's claims existing against Sun 
Va11ey at the time of her termination. Notably, Judge Lodge's dismissal included claims for 
retaliation closely mirroring Hammer's Whistleblower claim here. Only Hammer's claims for assault 
(which does not involve Sun Valley) and liberty interest violation (which accrued after the release) 
remain in the federal lawsuit. 5 
D. Other Oni:oine; Sun Valley Matters 
While Hammer's termination was because Mayor Briscoe determined he could not work with 
her and would rather vet and hire his own City Administrator, there were other ongoing Sun Valley 
5Hammer moved for reconsideration but no decision has been entered yet on that motion. 
Additionally, defendants moved for summary judgement on the remaining two claims, which is 
also pending. 
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matters under investigation, which did in part relate to her being placed on paid administrative leave. 
These matters were not, however, the cause of Hammers termination. 
To put these events in context, the starting point is the fall of 2011. On October 5, 2011, then-
Sun Valley Treasurer Michelle Frostenson met with then-Mayor Wayne Willich and expressed 
concerns she had about possible City mismanagement. (Naylor Deel., Ex. F (Frostenson Depo Tr. 
at 15:22- 16:14, 25:11 - 37:19); Ex. B. (Willich Depa Tr. at 11 :14- 14:3)) Frostenson again raised 
the same issues to Councilman Ribi on or about November 10 because she did not believe Mayor 
Willichhadadequately addressedherconcems. (FrostensonDepo Tr. at 15:22-16:6; 53:14-22; Ex. 
C (Ribi Depo Tr. at 26:14 - 32:9)) Ribi contacted Councilman Bob Youngman and 
Councilmam'Mayor-Elect DeWayne Briscoe6 regarding these same matters and a City Council 
special executive session was called for November 11, 2011. (Complaint at 26, 1 129 .) 
During the November 11 executive session, Frostenson presented her allegations to the 
Mayor and City Council. (Complaint at 26, 1130; Briscoe Deel., Ex. A.7) Afterwards, Mayor Willich 
and Adam King, the City Attorney, met with Hammer, presented the allegations that had been made 
against her and proposed that she resign in exchange for a severance payment. (Complaint at 26, ,r 
131.) Hammer turned down the offer. (Complaint at 27, 1133.) 
On November 13, Hammer's husband/attorney, James R. Donoval, delivered to the Sun 
Valley City Council and Mayor Willich a letter, dated November 12, threatening Ii tigati on regarding 
6Briscoe defeated Willich in the Mayoral race on November 8, 2011. Additionally, Franz 
Suhadolnik and Michelle Griffith were elected as new City Council members, replacing Mayor 
Briscoe (due to his vacancy) and Joan Lamb. 
'Mayor Briscoe's declaration is attached as Exhibit J to the declaration of Kirtlan Naylor. 
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Ribi's alleged harassment, and in the event of any disciplinary action against Hammer. (Complaint 
at 27,, 136; Briscoe Deel., Ex. B.) 
On November 14, the City Council conducted a follow-up executive session. (Complaint at 
27,, 137.) The City Council voted to engage an attorney to conduct an independent investigation 
into the allegations being made. (Briscoe Deel., Ex. A at SV 2070.) 
Donoval sent Sun Valley a second letter, dated November 15, again threatening a lawsuit in 
connection with Hammer's allegations of harassment by Ribi and the City's intent to conduct an 
investigation. (Briscoe Deel., Ex. C.) Donoval followed up with a third letter, dated November 16, 
which actually applauded the decision to conduct an internal investigation, yet still threatened a 
lawsuit unless Sun Valley agreed to Hammer's absurd settlement terms, which included Ribi's 
resignation, a six-figure payment to Hammer, and a promise that Ribi would never contact Hammer 
again, otherwise he would be subjected to a hundred thousand dollar punitive damage assessment. 
(Briscoe Deel., Ex. D.) 
On November 18, Mayor Willich placed Hammer on non-disciplinary paid administrative 
leave, pending the outcome of the investigation. (Briscoe Deel., Ex. E.) Hammer responded by filing 
a Whistleblower Claim ( the first Whistleblower action) in Blaine County Case No. CV-2011-928, 
which was later voluntarily dismissed. She also filed a complaint with the Idaho Human Rights 
Commission. (Complaint at 28,, 139.) 
Sun Valley hired Patricia Ball8 on or about November 21 to conduct the investigation. The 
"Ball Investigation" occurred over the next several weeks and, with authorization from Mayor 
8While Ms. Ball is an attorney, her investigation was not done in the capacity of a legal 
representative. 
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Willi ch, expanded into a broader inquiry of Sun Valley financial issues, Fire Department issues, and 
Hammer's allegations of harassment by Ribi. (Briscoe Deel., Ex. F.) (Filed Under Seal) 
On December 16, Mayor Willich provided authorization for the Blaine County Prosecuting 
Attorney to be notified about "information and facts discovered in an employment investigation that 
may be the subject of criminal conduct." (Briscoe Deel. Ex. I.) He also issued to Hammer a 
"NOTICE OF CONTINUED PAID ADMINISTRATIVE LEA VE PENDING INVESTIGATION". 
along with a Garrity Notice. (Briscoe Deel., Ex. G and H) (emphasis original). 
The Ball Investigation then culminated in a December 20, 2011 report known as the "Ball 
Report"9 (id). With respect to Hammer, the Ball Report concluded that " [ s Jufficient evidence exists 
to support multiple violations of City policy by Hammer[]" and that "[t]hese matters should be 
immediately referred to an outside agency for further audit and investigation of possible civil and/or 
criminal violations." (Id at BALL 3.) After receiving the Ball Report, but before Ball actually 
presented it to the Mayor and City Council, Mayor Willi ch decided that he disagreed with the report 
and recommendations Ball made and therefore unilaterally brought Hammer back from paid 
administrative leave on December 27. (Complaint at 28, ,nr 141-142.) 
Briscoe took office as Sun Valley'snewMayoronJanuary3,2012. (Complaint at 29, ~ 143.) 
The next day he provided authorization for the Blaine County Prosecuting Attorney to be notified 
about "information and facts discovered in an employment investigation that may be the subject of 
criminal misconduct." (Briscoe Deel., Ex. J.) He also issued Hammer a "NOTICE OF PAID 
ADMINISTRATIVE LEA VE PENDING INVESTIGATION", essentially tracking the language of 
9The Ball Report actually consists of three separate reports covering allegations involving 
the Fire Department, Ribi and Hammer. (Briscoe Deel., 18.) For purposes here, the BaU Report 
will refer only to the report covering the investigation into Hammer. 
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former-Mayor Willich's notice. (Briscoe Deel., Ex. K.) Mayor Briscoe also issued Hammer a Garrity 
Notice. (Briscoe Deel., Exl. L.) Similar notices were issued to other Sun Valley employees in 
connection with the Ball Investigation findings about the Fire Department. (Briscoe Deel.,, 14.) 
As noted above, Hammer was terminated on January 19, 2012, because Mayor Briscoe 
determined he could not work with her and would rather vet and hire his own city administrator. 
Afterwards, Sun Valley issued a press release in the Idaho Mountain Express informing the public 
that Hammer had been terminated as the City Administrator. (Briscoe Deel., Ex. 0.) 
In February 2012, shortly after Hammer was terminated, Sun Valley hired the law firm of 
Moffatt Thomas Barrett Rock & Fields, Chtd., who engaged an independent accounting firm, Hagen, 
Streiff, Newton & Oshiro, P.C., to conduct a thorough audit of Sun Valley's financial matters from 
2009 through 2011. {Briscoe Deel., , 18.) The resulting Forensic Audit was completed in August 
2012. The audit found significant problems, including: ( a) non-compliance with control and approval 
of expenditure processes; (b) lack of control over work schedules by salaried exempt employees; ( c) 
exempt employees being paid twice for work performed during normal working hours; ( d) exempt 
employees being paid salaries inconsistent with the personnel manual; (e) problems with the 
compensation of hourly on-call firefighters; (t) non-compliance with the accrued vacation hour 
policies; (g) improper use of city property; (h) improper use of city credit cards; (i) inappropriate use 
of a fuel card; and (j) problems with travel expenses reimbursement. (Briscoe Deel., Ex. P.) 
Similarly, on November 21, 2012, the Blaine County Prosecuting Attorney issued a letter to 
Sun Valley about the criminal investigation initiated months before, which had been performed by 
Scott Birch, the Attorney General Office's Criminal Investigative Unit Chief. Based upon the 
criminal investigation, which included a review of Sun Valley documents as well as the Ball Report 
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and the Forensic Audit, the PA found misconduct by Hammer, but he chose not to pursue criminal 
charges in light of the heightened burden of proof of "beyond a reasonable doubt." Notably, the PA 
concluded: 
Although no criminal charges will be forthcoming, the investigations revealed serious 
failures at multiple levels of management and supervision within the City of Sun 
Valley, including (1) a failure to document; (2) a failure to follow stated policies and 
procedures; (3) lax management and oversight; (4) poor time accounting; (5) 
apparent conflicts of interest; and ( 6) a lack of checks and balances throught the 
claims process. 
(Briscoe Deel., Ex. Q.) 
Meanwhile, in June 2012 while both the Forensic Audit and criminal investigations were 
underway, two tort claim notices against Sun Valley and various Sun Valley officials, including 
Hammer, were settled. These claims were brought by Frostenson and Kelly Ek, a former Sun Valley 
Clerk. Both claimed that Sun Valley officials, including Hammer, retaliated against them after 
making allegations of misconduct and financial problems. (Briscoe Deel., , 20.) Sun Valley 
published press releases about the fact of the settlements in June 2012, which included brief 
synopses of the allegations. (Briscoe Deel., Exs. Rand S.) Both matters were later resolved. 
Hammer then filed the present suit on June 29, 2012, and has attempted to confuse these 
events and conflate them in such a way as to show that Ribi somehow orchestrated a scheme to have 
her fired in retaliation for reporting his alleged harassment. As shown below, however, Hammer 
cannot proceed to trial because she waived and then released this claim and, in any event, there is 
insufficient evidence to support her claim. 




SUMMARY JUDGMENT STANDARD 
Summary judgment is appropriate 1'if the pleadings, depositions, and admissions on file, 
together with the affidavits, if any, show that there is no genuine issue as to any material fact and the 
moving party is entitled to a judgment as a matter oflaw." I.R.C.P. 56(c); Shapley v. Centurion Life 
Ins. Co., 154 Idaho 875 (2013). A defending party may move for summary judgment as to all or any 
part of the claims against it. l.R.C.P. 56(b). 
The initial burden of establishing the absence ofa genuine issue of material fact rests with 
the moving party. Harris v. State, 141 Idaho 401, 404-405 (2009). In determining whether this 
burden has been met, "a court will consider only that material contained in affidavits or depositions 
which is based upon personal knowledge and which would be admissible at trial. 11 Petricevich v. 
Salmon River Canal Co., 92 Idaho 865, 869 ( 1982). Any disputed material facts is liberalJy construed 
in favor of the non-moving party, and the court makes all reasonable inferences in favor of the party 
resisting the motion. McCoy v. Lyons~ 120 Idaho 765, 769 (1991). 
Upon this initial showing, the burden then shifts to the non-moving party and in order to 
defeat summary judgment must submit "evidence ... which contradicts the evidence submitted by 
the moving party, and which establishes the existence of a material issue of disputed fact." State 
Dept. of Agric. v. Curry Bean Co., 139 Idaho 789, 792 (2004). Even disputed facts will not defeat 
summary judgment when the non-moving party fails to establish the existence of an essential 
element of the case, Badell v. Beeks. 115 Idaho 101, 102 (1988), or when a plaintiff fails to establish 
a prima facie case on which he or she bears the burden of proof. State v. Shama Res. Ltd P'ship, 127 
Idaho 267, 270 (1955). Further, the non-moving party "must not rest on mere speculation because 
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a mere scintilla of evidence is not enough to create a genuine issue of fact." Harris v. State Dept. 
of Health and Welfare, 123 Idaho 295, 298 (1992). 
IV. 
ARGUMENT 
A. Hammer Plainly and Unambi:uously Waived and Later Released Her 
Whistleblower Claim Aeainst Sun Valley 
Hammer's Employment Agreement is a plain and unambiguous complete recital of the terms 
and conditions of her employment with Sun Valley. It specifically states that " [ t ]he text herein shall 
constitute the entire agreement between the parties." (Employment Agreement § 12.) Relevant here, 
the Employment Agreement provides that Hammer could be terminated, "without cause, for any 
reason or no reason." (Id., § 3.) (emphasis added) It further provides that, at the time Hammer 
executed the agreement, she waived all claims of any kind arising from a termination without cause. 
(Id.) In a separate clause Hammer also agreed that upon receipt of the agreed upon severance 
payment she would release all claims against Sun Valley. (Id.) 
Thus, Hammer's present Whistleblower Claim fails for two distinct reasons: first, she waived 
any claim arising from a termination without cause when she entered into her Employment 
Agreement with Sun Valley; second, she later released all claims against Sun Valley when she 
received her six-month severance payment. Summary judgment is therefore appropriate, consistent 
with the Lodge Decision on the same issues. 
1. Hammer's Waiver and Release are Enforceable 
It is well settled that 'Tf]reedom of contract is a fundamental concept underlying the law of 
contracts." Rawlings v. Layne & Bowler Pump Co .• 93 Idaho 496, 499 (1970). It is, therefore, "a 
general rule of this state and the majority of American jurisdictions that a party may contract to 
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absolve [herself] from certain duties and liabilities under a contract subject to certain limitations." 
Anderson & Nafziger v. G. T. Newcomb, Inc., l 00 Idaho 175, 178 ( 1979). 
A legally enforceable contract must manifest mutual assent of the parties to its terms, which 
must be stated plainly and explicitly, and there must be consideration. State v. Korn, 148 Idaho 413, 
415 (2009) (citing 17A Am.Jur.2d Contracts§ 19 (2d ed. 2009)). When the terms of a contract are 
clear and unambiguous their interpretation and legal effect are questions oflaw. Opportunity, LLC. 
v. Ossewarde, 136 Idaho 602,605 (2002) (citing Idaho v. Hosey, 134 Idaho 883,886 (2000)). "The 
meaning of an unambiguous contract must be detennined from the plain meaning of the words." Id. 
The intent of the parties is thus ascertained from the contract language. Id at 607. 
Thus," [w]here preliminary negotiations are consummated by written agreement, the writing 
supercedes all previous understandings and the intent of the parties must be ascertained from the 
writing." Valley Bank v. Christensen, 119 Idaho 496,498 (1991) (emphasis added). "If the written 
agreement is complete upon its face and unambiguous, no fraud or mistake being alleged, extrinsic 
evidence of prior or contemporaneous negotiations or conversations is not admissible to contradict, 
vary, alter, add to or detract from the tenns of the written contract." Id. 
All contracts must also be supported by valid consideration. Weisel v. Beaver Springs Owners 
Ass'n, Inc., 152 Idaho 519, 526 (2012). Consideration exists where there is something given in 
exchange for a promise. While consideration is invalid if it is something to which the other party 
already has an absolute right, "forbearance to prosecute a disputed claim is good consideration." 
Salmeron v. US, 724 F.2d 1357, 1363 (9th Cir. 1983) (citing 1 Corbin on Contracts§ 140 at 595 
(1963)). Further, where a contract is in writing the presumption is that it is supported by valid 
consideration. Weisel, 152 Idaho at 526. 
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2. Hammer Waived Any Claim Arising from a Termination 
Without Cause Under the Plain and Unambiguous Terms of the 
Employment Agreement 
When Hammer was hired by Sun Valley in June 2008 she executed the Employment 
Agreement in which she contractually waived any claim that could arise from a future termination 
without cause. (Employment Agreement§ 3.A.) Specifically, the clear and unambiguous language 
of her Employment Agreement states: 
The severance payment herein is intended to be Employee's sole exclusive remedy 
for any and all claims for damages of any kind arising from a termination without 
cause and such severance payment is hereby agreed to be reasonable, fair and 
equitable by both parties to this Agreement. Accordingly, Employee waives her right 
to bring a claim of any kind for damaljes against Employer arising from a tenninati on 
without cause. Consequently, receipt of the severance payment is subject to 
execution of a release against the City of Sun Valley. 
(Jd.) (bold in original, underline added) Accordingly, Hammer cannot maintain her present 
Whistleblower Action against Sun Valley because she indisputably waived this claim when she 
executed the Employment Agreement. 
3. Hammer Later Released Sun Valley of All Existing Claims Under 
the Plain and Unambiguous Terms of the Release 
The "without cause" provision in Section 3.A of Hammer's Employment Agreement also 
includes a requirement stating that 11receipt of the severance payment is subject to execution of a 
release of all claims against the City of Sun Valley." (Employment Agreement,§ 3.A.) This release 
clause is separated from the previously discussed waiver provision, as it allowed Hammer the choice 
(upon a termination "without cause 11 ) to: (1) accept the contractually provided severance payment 
and consequently release all claims against Sun Valley, regardless of whether they arose from a 
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termination without cause; .Qt (2) to reject the severance payment and retain the right to pursue all 
non-waived claims against Defendant City of Sun Valley. (Id) 
The plain language of Plaintiff Hammer's Employment Agreement clearly states that receipt 
of the severance payment is subject to a release of all claims against Defendant. (Id.) This release 
is a conditional tenn and was only required if Plaintiff Hammer voluntarily took receipt of the 
severance payment. This is a clear and distinct event from the initial waiver for all claims arising 
from a termination "without cause". In other words, when Hammer made her choice to accept the 
severance payment and executed the Release, she released all claims against Sun Valley. 
If Hammer wanted to sue Sun Valley, her option at that time was to forego the severance 
payment and pursue any non-waived legal action she believed she might have. This was a basic 
risk/reward analysis. In signing the Release and accepting the severance payment, Hammer was 
guaranteed her six-month severance payment. In exchange for that certainty, she agreed to release 
any claim for damages available at that time. Alternatively, she could have rejected the severance 
payment and taken the risk of pursuing a lawsuit against Sun Valley for any un-waived claims. 
It is undisputed that on January 23, 2013, Hammer chose the first option and accepted the 
severance payment in exchange for a release of "all claims against the City of Sun Valley." She is 
now attempting to seek double-recovery as she has retained her six-month severance payment and 
also seeks money damages under the Whistleblower Act (as well as her federal court claims). This 
is contrary to the plain and wiambiguous language of her Employment Agreement and Release. 
Because Hammer has released all claims against Sun Valley - as JudKe LodKe has already found -
Hammer cannot maintain the present action. Summary judgment is therefore appropriate. The 
analysis and decision by Judge Lodge is correct, persuasive and can be relied upon by this Court. 
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B. Hammer's Whistleblower Claim Is Meritless 
1. Idaho's Whistleblower Act 
For the sake of argument, even if the Court were to analyze Hammer's claim on its merits, 
it cannot survive swnrnary judgment. The Whistleblower Act is designed to benefit the citizens and 
protect the integrity of government "by providing a legal cause of action for public employees who 
experience adverse action from their employer as a result ofreporting waste and violations oflaw, 
rule or regulation." LC. § 6-2101. Specifically, the Whistleblower Act prohibits the governmental 
employer from talcing: 
... adverse action against an employee because the employee ... communicates in 
good faith10 the existence of any waste of public funds, property or manpower, or a 
violation or suspected violation of law, rule or regulation adopted under the law of 
this state, a political subdivision of this state or the United States. Such 
communication shall be made at a time and in a manner which gives the employer 
reasonable opportunity to correct the waste or violation. 
LC. § 6-2104(l)(a). 
The Whistleblower Act contains an implicit, common-sense requirement that the employer 
engage in some sort of "predicate act" that triggers the application of the statute in the first place. 
Black v. Idaho State Police, 155 Idaho 570, 574 (2013). Thus, the statute cannot be used as a tool 
to resolve or take action as a result of political, internal, or organizational issues. It only protects 
activities directed at reporting or "blowing the whistle'' on the predicate act of wrongdoing related 
to waste or the violation of a law, rule or regulation. See id; I.C. § 6-2101. 
10"Forpurposes of subsection l(a) of this section, an employee communicates in good 
faith if there is a reasonable basis in fact for the communication. Good faith is lacking where the 
employee knew or reasonably ought to have known that the report is malicious, false or 
frivolous." I.C. § 6-2104(1)(b). 




If a plaintiff can establish the existence of a predicate act triggering the application of the 
Whistleblower Act, the issue becomes whether the plaintiff can set forth sufficient facts to 
demonstrate a prima facie case for retaliatory discharge. This requires an adequate showing that: (1} 
the plaintiff was an employee that engaged in or intended to engage in a protected activity; (2) the 
defendant is an employer that took adverse action against the employee; and (3) there is a causal 
connection between the protected activity and the employer's adverse action. Curlee v. Kootenai Cnty 
Fire & Rescue, 138 Idaho 391, 464 (2008). 
Under McDonnell Douglas, once the plaintiff establishes a prima facie case, the burden shifts 
to the defendant to show that its adverse employment action was for a legitimate, non-retaliatory 
reason. McDonnell Douglas Corp. v. Green, 411 U.S. 792, 801-804 (1973}. If the employer meets 
this burden, the burden shifts back to the plaintiff to prove that the legitimate, non-discriminatory 
reason the employer proffered is a pretext Id; see Hathewayv. Bd of Regents of Univ. of Idaho, 155 
Idaho 255, 263-264 (2013) and Frogley v. Meridian Jt. Sch. Dist. No. 2, 155 Idaho 558, 564 (2013) 
(both implicitly overruling Curlee's summary judgment framework and applying McDonnell 
Douglas burden shifting framework to employment retaliation claims}. 11A plaintiff may establish 
pretext either directly by persuading the court that a discriminatory reason more likely motivated the 
employer or indirectly by showing that the employer's proffered explanation is unworthy of 
credence." Frogley, 155 Idaho at 564. 
2. A Portion ofHammerts Claim is Time-Barred 
All actions under the Whistle blower Act must be brought 1'within one hundred eighty (180) 
days after the occurrence of the alleged violation .... 11 LC. 6-2105(2). Hammer's Complaint was 
filed June 29, 2012. She therefore cannot proceed on any alleged violation that occurred prior to 




January 1, 2012, which is 180 days before the date of her Complaint. See id This necessarily 
excludes her theories that she was retaliated against by being placed on paid leave and investigated 
in November and December 2011. 
3. Sun Valley Did Not Engage in a Predicate Act Merely Because an 
Elected Official Allegedly Violated City Policy 
Hammer alleges that Cowicilman Ribi harassed her in violation of Sun Valley's Personnel 
Policies & Procedures Manual. (Complaint, ,i 18, Ex. 1 ("Employee Manual")) The Employee 
Manual includes a "Standard of Conduct" section that. among other things, prohibits work place 
harassment "in any form, including verbal, physical and visual harassment.'' (Id., § 27; Employee 
Manual, § 7.5.) The Complaint rambles on at some length about the alleged violations of the 
Employee Manual Ribi supposedly engaged in, but they essentially boil down to mere allegations 
that Hammer and Ribi had several disagreements about a number of work-related issues and at times 
Ribi would become angry, bang his fists on a table and "verbally chastise her for not doing exactly 
what he wanted her to do." (See id, ff 43-126.) 
Hammer's deposition testimony echoes the same type of alleged misconduct: 
Q. And what was the nature of the harassment? 
A. Those allegations are in the complaint. 
Q. What was the nature of the harassment that you claim Nils Ribi did? 
A. The bigger incidents are in the complaint. The nature ofhis harassment was to try 
to intimidate me into doing what he wanted me to do. He had a pattern of coming by 
City Hall during the lunch hour when he knew that the mayor and most of the other 
City employees were not in City Hall. He would stand in my doorway and try to 
intimidate me into doing things that he - I had not been directed to do by the mayor. 
When I would suggest that he talk to the mayor, because it was very- made clear to 
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me that my direction came from the mayor, he got very agitated. He would raise his 
hands and lean through the doorway and shake his hands and say, "No. No. You don't 
understand." He yelled at me that the mayor did not know what his job was. 
(Naylor Deel., Ex. H, Hammer Depa Tr. at 187:7 - 188:6.) 
In other words, Hammer's allegations comes down to her belief that Ribi would at times 
become angry over work-related disputes. Even assuming this conduct violated the Employee 
Manual, it certainly does not trigger application of the Whistleblower Act. Indeed, the Idaho 
Supreme Court has rejected talcing an expansive view of what constitutes a violation of a law, rule 
or statute necessary to implicate the Whistleblower Act. Mallonee v. State, 139 Idaho 615, 620 
(2004). Under the plain language of the statute, the Mallonee court ruled that there must be a 
violation oflaws, rules or regulations that had been properly promulgated by an administrative body 
giving them the force and effect of law. Id. Where no such promulgation has occurred, a violation 
of a city policy simply does not amount to a predicate act. Id. at 620-621. Thus, merely violating an 
internal city policy does not trigger application of the Whistleblower Act. See id. 
Consequently, while reporting an alleged assault or status-based harassment may be a 
predicate act for purposes of the Whistleblower Act, Hammer cannot proceed to trial under any 
theory that Ribi merely violated the Employee Manual. 
4. Hammer Cannot Demonstrate a Prima Facie Case 
Even to the extent Hanuner could show a Sun Valley official engaged in a sufficient predicate 
act to implicate the Whistleblower Act, she still cannot adequately demonstrate a prima facie case 
to warrant trial. 
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a. Placing an Employee on Paid Administrative Leave 
Pending an Investigation Is Not Adverse Action 
The Whistleblower Act plainly states what constitutes an adverse action: 11to discharge, 
threaten or otherwise discriminate against an employee in any manner that affects the employee's 
employment, including compensation, terms, conditions. location, rights, immunities, promotions 
or privileges." LC.§ 2103(1). 
Sun Valley does not dispute that termination is an adverse action. However, placing an 
employee on paid administrative leave pending an investigation is not. As the Rhode Island Supreme 
Court very recently explained in finding that similar action as here did not violate that state's nearly 
identical whistleblower statute, 11 " [ t ]he use of paid administrative leave provides a reasonable means 
of immediately neutralizing a potentially contentious situation while minimally affecting the 
[employee]." Russo v. State, Dept. of Mental Health. Retardation and Hospitals, 87 A.3d 399,407 
(R.I. 2014) (internal quotations omitted). 
The Russo court further discussed how its decision was bolstered by the fact that under 
federal case law, to be actionable, an adverse employment action must be "materially adverse in 
order to 'prevent lawsuits based upon trivial workplace dissatisfactions' or 'bruised 'ego[s]."' Id. 
(quoting White v. Burlington Northern & Santa Fe Railway Co., 364 F.3d 789, 795, 797 (6th Cir. 
2004) (en bane) affd by Burlington Northern & Santa Fe Railway Co. v. White, 548 U.S. 53 (2006) 
(requiring that an adverse employment action must be material). Thus, consistent with the wording 
of the Idaho Whistleblower Act, actionable adverse actions include ( other than the obvious 
11 Rhode Island's Whistleblower Act states 11 [a]n employer shall not discharge, threaten, or 
otherwise discriminate against an employee regarding the employee's compensation, terms, 
conditions, location, or privileges of employment ... [because the employee engaged in 
protected activity.]" R.I. Gen Laws § 28-50-3. 
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discharge) such things as change in salary, benefits, responsibilities, refusals to hire or promote, 
reprimands, reassignment with significantly different responsibilities and otherwise inflicting direct 
economic harm. Id Indeed, "several federal appellate courts have specifically held that 
administrative leave with pay is not an adverse employment action." Id. ( citing Singletary v. 
Missouri Dept. of Corr., 423 F.3d 886, 891-892 (8th Cir. 2005); Kenney v. Merit Syst. Protection 
Bd, 356 Fed. Appx. 394, 3% (Fed. Cir. 2009); Joseph v. Leavitt, 465 F.3d 87, 91 (2d Cir. 2006); 
Peltier v. United States, 388 F.3d 984,988 (6th Cir. 2004); Von Gunten v. Maryland, 243 F.3d 858, 
869 (4th Cir. 2001); Breaux v. City of Garland, 205 F.3d 150 (5th Cir. 2000)). 
Idaho's case law is consistent with the these other jurisdictions. In fact, the Idaho Supreme 
Court in Hatheway, mandated that to be actionable an adverse employment action must include 
significant changes in employment. HaJheway, 155 Idaho at 265 (citing Burlington Indus., Inc. v. 
Ellerth, 524 U.S. 742, 761 (1998); Kcosis v. Multi-Care Mgmt., Inc., 91 F.3d 876, 887 (6th Cir. 
1996). Being placed on paid administrative leave pending an investigation does not constitute an 
adverse action, as in such instances there is no material or significant changes to the "compensation, 
tenns, conditions, location, rights, immunities, promotions or privileges" of one's employment. See 
I.C. § 6-2103(1). 
In this case, Hammer was placed on paid administrative leave twice pending the Ball 
Investigation into the allegations that had been made against her during the November 11, 2011 
executive session, as well as a possible criminal investigation pursuant to the authority given by 
fonner-Mayor Willich on December 16 and reiterated by Mayor Briscoe on January 3, 2012. As 
numerous jurisdictions have made clear, such paid administrative leave does not constitute an 
adverse action. Rather, it was Sun Valleys' means to neutralize contentious situation with minimal 
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effect on Hammer's employment. As such, while Sun Valley does not dispute that termination is an 
adverse act, Hammer cannot base her Whistleblower Act claim on merely being investigated while 
on paid leave. 
b. Not All of Hammer's Reporting Qualifies as a Protected 
Activity 
As discussed above, merely violating a city policy does not constitute a predicate act and thus 
does not trigger application of the Whistleblower Act. See Section 3.b, supra. It follows that 
reporting conduct that does not constitute a predicate act is likewise insufficient to create liability. 
See I.C. § 6-2I04(1)(a) (requiring reporting in good faith the existence of waste, or violation or 
suspected violation oflaw, rule or regulation). Hammer therefore cannot support this element of her 
cause of action merely by showing that she reported Ribi's conduct that was allegedly in violation 
of the Personnel Manual. 
c. Hammer Cannot Demonstrate That Her Termination Was 
Causally Connected to Complaining About Ribi's 
Conduct 
Hammer claims that she was terminated because from 2008 through 2011 she reported 
harassment by Ribi to Mayor Willich, Adam King and Cam Daggett. Even viewing the evidence in 
a light most favorable to Hammer, however, her contentions are belied by the actual evidence in the 
record. To reiterate, Mayor Briscoe was sworn into office as the new Sun Valley mayor on January 
3, 2012. As is common with new administrations, he made the determination that he could not work 
with the prior mayor's chosen city administrator. Instead, as was his prerogative as mayor, he decided 
he would rather vet and hire his own person for that important position, with whom he would 
necessarily have a close working relationship. Thus, on January 19, Hammer's position with Sun 
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Valley was terminated under the "without cause" provision of her Employment Agreement, for 
which she executed a Release of all claims against Sun Valley and received a six month severance 
payment. 
Hammer cannot create a triable question of fact as to causation simply by claiming that 
beginning over three years prior to her termination she complained about alleged harassment by Ribi. 
In fact, no Council Member testified that such was a reason for her termination. Rather, her 
termination was related to the change in administration and Mayor Briscoe's detennination to hire 
his own City Administrator. Hammers mere speculation that she was discharged in retaliation for 
complaining about Ribi is insufficient to show a prima facie case for retaliatory discharge. 
5. Sun Valley Had a Legitimate, Non-Discriminatory Reason to 
Discharge Hammer 
As detailed above, Mayor Briscoe decided that he wanted to hire his own city administrator 
because he could not work with Hammer. She was therefore terminated under the without cause 
provision of her Employment Agreement and received her six-month severance payment. 
6. Hammer Cannot Show that Sun VaDey1s Reason for Her Discharge Was 
a Pretext 
Because Sun Valley had a legitimate. non-discriminatory reason to discharge Hammer, the 
burden shifts to her to adequately show that Sun Valleyts reason was a pretext. t,A plaintiff may 
establish pretext 'either directly by persuading the court that a discriminatory reason more likely 
motivated the employer or indirectly by showing that the employer's proffered explanation is 
unworthy ofcredence." Frogley, 155 Idaho at 564 (quoting Texas Dept. ofComty. Affairs v. Burdine, 
450 U.S. 248,256 (1981)). 




a. There is Insufficient Direct Evidence of Pretext 
Direct evidence may exist in retaliatory discharge cases where the 11evidence, if believed, 
proves the fact without inference or presumption." Id. at 565 (internal quotations omitted). In other 
words, the evidence must reguire the conclusion that the defendant unlawfully retaliated against the 
plaintiff. Id. This typically requires some overt statement. See id. For example, in one age 
discrimination suit an employer issued a memorandum to management saying to "Fire Early- he is 
too old." Id (discussing Merritt v. Dillard Paper Co., 120 F.3d 1181 {11th Cir. 1997). This direct 
statement thus requires no inferences as it directly showed that the employer's proffered reason for 
firing that employee was a pretext. This type of evidence is rare in retaliatory discharge cases. Id. 
at 567. 
There is simply no similar direct evidence in this case that would show Sun Valley's reason 
for discharging Hammer was a pretext. Absent such evidence, Hammer cannot create a triable issue 
rebutting Sun Valley's proffered reason for her discharge. 
b. There is Insufficient Indirect Evidence of Pretext 
Where there is no direct evidence of pretext, a plaintiff "may come forward with 
circumstantial evidence that tends to show that the employer's proffered motives were not their actual 
motives because they are inconsistent or otherwise not believable." Frogley, 155 Idaho at 567 
(internal quotations omitted). However, "such evidence must be substantial and specific." Id. 
(emphasis added). "[I]ndirect evidence is not substantial and specific where no evidence beyond 
what is produced to satisfy the plaintiff's prima fade case is produced. Id. And"[ c ]ourts only require 
an employer [to J honestly believed its reason for its actions, even if its reason is foolish or trivial or 
even baseless. 1' Id. (internal quotations omitted). Summary judgment is therefore appropriate where · 
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the plaintiff fails to show that the defendant did not honestly believe its proffered reasons for its 
actions. Id. 
There is simply no such evidence in this case. Rather, the evidence merely shows that the 
only thing that happened at all related to Hammer reporting alleged harassmentt by Ribi is that Sun 
Valley broadened the Ball Investigation to include looking into those allegations. Hammer's theory 
that Ribi had some grand plan to get her fired, for which he recruited various other city officials and 
employees to execute, is pure speculation. Hammer cannot meet her burden to show pretext by 
relying on her baseless accusations. 
C. Hammer's Remedies are Limited By the Whistleblower Act 
If the Court allows Hammer to proceed to trial on any portion of her Whistleblower claim, 
it should nevertheless grant partial summary judgment to Sun Valley with respect to the scope of 
Hammer's potential recoverable damages. Specifically, Hammer claims that she has suffered "severe 
economic damages" and is entitled to her "loss of past and future wages, retirement benefits, medical 
benefits, other fringe benefits, and other losses to be proven at trial[,]" and also seeks recovery for 
her "emotional damages, including but not limited to public ridicule, contempt, and hatred; 
embarrassment, emotional pain and suffering; and loss of enjoyment of life. 11 ( Complaint at 3 2, 1 
169.) Thus, Hammer indicates that she is entitled to recovery any type and category of damages she 
can prove as a result of her termination if a jury finds her termination was in violation of the 
Whistleblower Act. Such broad recovery, however, is not authorized under the statute. 
Instead, the Whistleblower Act explicitly limits the scope of recoverable damages to a finite 
enumerated list of special damages, and does not allow for general damages at all. Initially, the 
statute defines "damages" to include "injury or loss caused by each violation of this chapter, and 




includes court costs and reasonable attorneys' fees!' I.C. § 6-2105(1). It then states that "[a]n 
employee who alleges a violation ofthis chapter may bring a civil action for appropriate injunctive 
relief or actual damages, or both .... " J.C.§ 6-2105(2). The statute goes on to list the specific 
remedies that are available, stating: 
A court, in rendering a judgment brought under this chapter, may order any or all of 
the following: 
(1) An injunction to restrain continued violation of the provisions of this act; 
(2) The reinstatement of the employee to the same position held before the 
adverse action, or to an equivalent position; 
(3) The reinstatement of full fringe benefits and seniority rights; 
( 4) The compensation for lost wav;es, benefits and other remuneration; 
(5) The payment by the employer of reasonable costs and attorneys' fees; 
(6) An assessment of a civil fine of not more than five hundred dollars 
($500), which shall be submitted to the state treasurer for deposit in the 
general fund. 
LC. § 6-2106 (emphasis added). 
Thus, the statute only allows the court to order "any or all" of these express and specific 
remedies; it does not provide for any other type of relief. Although the initial providing for damages 
or equitable relief seems general, see I.C. § 6-2105, it must be read in conjunction with the more 
specific provisions ofl.C. § 6-2106, which plainly and explicitly sets forth the remedies that a court 
may order for an employee. See Wheeler v. Idaho Dept. of Health and Welfare, 14 7 Idaho 257, 263-
264 (2009) (stating that the court "must construe a statute as a whole, and consider all sections of 
applicable statutes together to determine the intent of the legislature."). Reading the provisions 
together, Section 2105 authorizes damages and/or specific relief, and Section 2106 lists the types 





relief the court may order. To read the Whistleblower Act so broadly as to provide the broad and 
unenumerated relief sought by Hammer would require the Court to effectively nullify Section 2106. 
In this case, Hammer does not seek the equitable relief authorized under subsections (1) 
through (3) (nor would it be appropriate here) and therefore in the unlikely event Hammer were to 
prevail she would only be allowed to recover her reasonable costs and attorney fees and 
11compensation for lost wages, benefits and other remuneration." LC.§ 6-2106(4), (5). 
At least one Idaho district court has found that the Whistleblower Act limits the scope of 
recoverable damages such that damages do not include pain and suffering or front pay. See Van v. 
PortneufMed. Ctr., Inc., 156 Idaho 696, 1065 (2014)(Van 11). That issue was appealed but the Idaho 
Supreme Court declined to consider it because the court found no liability. Id. Nevertheless, the 
district court's decision in Van II was correct. Nothing in Section 2106 can be read as a "make-
whole11 remedy. It contains no reference to pain and suffering or any other general damages Hammer 
believes she is entitled to. It also does not refer to front pay extending to Hammer's retirement as her 
claims suggests. Instead, it contains a list of six enumerated remedies, to the exclusion of all others. 
Thus, Hammer is not entitled to the broad relief she seeks. Consequently, in the event any portion 
of her Whistle blower Act claim proceeds, the Court should take this opportunity to grant partial 
summary judgment in favor of Sun Valley with respect to Hammer's damages. 
V. 
CONCLUSION 
As shown above and in the accompanying materials, summary judgment is appropriate in 
this case. 





DATED this 21!.!_ day of November, 2014. 
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NAYLOR & HALES, P.C. 
Attorneys at Law 
950 W. Bannock Street, Ste. 610 
Boise, Idaho 83 702 
Telephone No. (208) 383-9511 
Facsimile No. (208) 383-9516 
DEC D 2 2014 
Email: kirt@naylorhales.com; jake@naylorhales,com: tdw@naylorhales.com 
Attorneys for Defendants City of Sun Valley, 
Ribi, and Briscoe. 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BLAINE 
SHARON R. HAMMER, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
CITY OF SUN VALLEY; NILS RIBI~ and 
DeWayne BRISCOE, 
Defendants. 
Case No. CV-2012-479 
SUN VALLEY 1S MEMORANDUM 11" 
OPPOSITION TO PLAINTIFF'S 
MOTION FOR SUMMARY 
JUDGMENT 
Defendant, the City of Sun Valley ("Sun Valley"), by and through its counsel, Naylor & 
Hales, P.C., hereby submits this Memorandum in Opposition to Plaintiffs Motion for Summary 
Judgment. As shown below, Plaintiffs motion must be denied. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
On November 18, 2014, Sun Valley moved for summary judgment on the basis that Plaintiff 
Sharon R. Hammer ("Hammer") waived and later released her present Whi stleb lower claim pursuant 
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to the plain and unambiguous terms of her 2008 Employment Agreement and 2012 Release. 1 In a 
related federal case, Judge Lodge has already analyzed those documents at length and ruled that they 
clearly foreclosed Hammer from bringing similar federal retaliation claims under the United States 
Constitution and the Idaho Human Rights Act. 
Nevertheless, Hammer has now moved for swnrnary judgment on two of Sun Valley's 
defenses, contending primarily that the same dispositive waiver and release in the related federal case 
are illegal because they purportedly violate public policy. In the alternative, Hammer argues that she 
did not knowingly and voluntarily agree to a waiver or release of her Whistleblower claim, but rather 
only contracted away a claim arising from a dispute over the severance payment she received in 
exchange for her release. 
Hammer's arguments are meritless. As discussed in more detail below, she cites to 110 
controlling authority whatsoever for the proposition that one cannot waive or release a claim under 
the Whistleblower Act. Instead, she relies on unrelated case law involving pre-injury waiver of 
personal injury claims, and which expressly limits its holding to such settings. Additionally, 
Hammer's Employment Agreement and Release are fully integrated, plain and unambiguous written 
contracts (the later of which her attorney drafted) and she cannot rely upon extrinsic evidence to 
alter, change or modify the easily understandable language therein. Even so, it is apparent she 
voluntarily waived and later released this claim. Simply put, Hammer's arguments fail and her 
motion must be denied. 
1Sun Valley hereby incorporates by reference its own summary judgment briefing and 
related materials. 
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II. ARGUMENT 
A. The Waiver and Subsequent Release Did Not Violate Public Policy 
It is well-settled that "[f]reedom of contract is a fundamental concept underlying the law of 
contracts." Rawlings v. Layne & Bowler Pump Co., 93 Idaho 496,499 (1970). 1t is, therefore, "a 
general rule of this state and the majority of American jurisdictions that a party may contract to 
absolve himself from certain duties and liabilities under a contract subject to certain limitations." 
Anderson & Nafziger v. G. T. Ne1·vcomb, Inc., 100 Idaho 175, 178 ( 1978). In other words, the general 
rule is that exculpatory clauses are valid, but there are exceptions, one of which is where the 
exculpatory clause violates public policy. See, e.g., Lee v. Sun Valley Co., 107 Idaho 976, 978-979 
( I 984 ). Whether a contract violates public policy is a question oflaw. Hyta v. Finley, 13 7 Idaho 755. 
757 (2002). 
Hammerrelies on Lee, supra, to support her argument that her waiver and release contravene 
public policy. That case, however, does not support Hammer's argument. There, the plaintiff 
participated in a horseback ride put on by a licensed outfitter and guide. Id. at 977. Prior to riding, 
the plaintiff signed an agreement stating that the would hold the outfitter ham1less from all claims 
arising from any injuries that might occur from use of the horse and equipment. The outfitter 
readjusted the horse saddle and, during the ride, the horse reared and plaintiff fell off, sustaining 
injuries. Id. The plaintiff sued the outfitter for damages and the district court granted summary 
judgment for the outfitter based on the pre-injury hold harmless agreement. Id. at 977·978. 
The Idaho Supreme Court found that the waiver did not exempt the outfitter from liability 
based on its holding that: 
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We do not attempt to articulate a general rule applicable to all statutes. However, we 
do hold that where the legislature has addressed the rights and duties pertaining to 
persona) injuries arising out of the relationship between two groups, i.e., 
employers/employees, outfitters and guides/participants, and has granted limited 
liability to one wup in exchange for adherence to specific duties, then such duties 
become a "public duty" within the exception to the general rule validating 
exculpatory contracts. 
Lee, 107 Idaho at 979 (emphasis added). 
Lee plainly does not control here. The Idaho Whistleblower statute simply does not address 
the rights and duties pertaining to personal injuries and it does not grant limited liability to one group 
in exchange for adherence to specific duties. Instead, it provides a private cause of action for 
retaliatory adverse employment action, similar to the Idaho Human Rights Act, Title VII, or 
Constitutional retaliation claims, all of which can be waived or released. (See Judge Lodge1s 
Decision at 9-18.) 
Hammer also ignores the fact that, even if - for the sake of argument only - a prospective 
waiver of a Whistleblower claim was in violation of public policy, she also later signed a release, 
which plainly and unambiguously relinquished all claims she had at the time of her termination. 
Hammer has shovm nothing to indicate how such a release would violate public policy and, indeed, 
she could not as it makes no sense to forbid the resolution of existing claims. 
Overall, Hammer attempts to create an incredibly broad and legally unsupported exception 
to the general rule that exculpatory clauses are legal and enforceable. And she does so by relying on 
inapposite case law dealing exclusively with personal injuries and statutory-based limited liability 
provisions. This 11one-size-fits-all" approach is unavailing. Because the general rule allows 
exculpatory clauses and there is no contrary authority in Idaho for the proposition that an employee 
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cannot waive or release a Whistleblower claim, Hammer's motion for swnmary judgment must be 
denied. 
B. Hammer Cannot Rely On Extrinsic Evidence to Alter the Plain Mcanin2 
of Her Employment Awement and Release 
Hammer contends that even if she could release a Whistleblower claim. she did not have 
"voluntary intent" to do so here. (Plfs Memo at 12, 15-17.) She also contends that the waiver and 
release are invalid because they do not specifically state Hammer was relinquishing a Whistleblower 
claim. Instead, despite the plain and unambiguous language in the Employment Agreement and 
Release, Hammer argues their scope "extended only to claims arising out of a dispute related to the 
severance package." (Plfs Memo at 15.) She has provided the Court with her ovm declaration, with 
several exhibits, her husband/attorney James R. Donoval's declaration, and the declaration of former 
mayor Wayne Willi ch, all of which she contends shows what she believes is the true meaning of the 
Employment Agreement waiver and the Release. 
These materials, however, are inadmissible. Exculpatory clauses are subject to the normal 
rules of contract interpretation. Relevant here is the parol evidence rule, which provides that 
"[w]here preliminary negotiations are consummated by written agreement, the writing supercedes 
all previous understandings and the intent of the parties must be ascertained from the writing." Valley 
Bank v. Christensen, 119 Idaho 496, 498 ( 1991) ( emphasis added). Further; 
If the written agreement is complete upon its face and unambiguous, no fraud or 
mistake being alleged, extrinsic evidence of prior or contemporaneous negotiations 
or conversations is not admissible to contradict, vary, alter, add to or detract from the 
tenns of the written contract. It is well established in Idaho that [o ]ral stipulations, 
agreements, and negotiations preliminary to a written contract are presumed merged 
therein and will not be admitted to contradict the plain terms of the contract. 
Id. (internal quotations omitted). 
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As detailed in Sun Valley's moving papers, there is no dispute here that the Employment 
Agreement and Release are complete upon their face and that there is no fraud or mistake being 
alleged. TI1e Employment Agreement waiver plainly and unambiguously states that Hruruner waived 
her right to bring a "claim of any kind against [Sun Valley] arising from a termination without 
cause." (Robertson Deel., Ex. A at SV 62.) And Hammer plainly and unambiguously released Sun 
Valley from "any claims•t defined in the Employment Agreement ''as were intended when the City 
Administrator Employment Agreement was entered into on June 1, 2008. (Robertson Deel., Ex. C.) 
Such intent can only be found through the fully integrated Employment Agreement and Release. 
Nevertheless, HammeT attempts to get around this straightforward rule by arguing that the 
waiver and release are vague or ambiguous because they do not specifically state that Hammer was 
relinquishing a claim under the Whistleblower Act. (Plfs Memo at 16.) She has consequently 
submitted extrinsic evidence purporting to show what she (as well as Donoval and Willich) 
subjectively understood her Employment Agreement and Release to mean. It is difficult to 
understand why Hammer fails to grasp the plain and unambiguous language of her waiver and 
release. As Judge Lodge stated: "the lanilllage of the contract could not be clearer. The waiver/release 
was to 'any and all claims' without any limitations." (Lodge Decision at 17) (emphasis added). 
Further, there is no requirement in that an exculpatory clause of this kind must specifically 
identify the claim being released. Indeed, the language quoted by Hammer in support of this 
proposition merely states that exculpatory clauses "must speak clearly and directly to the particular 
conduct of the defendant which caused the harm at issue." Jesse v. Lindsfoy, 149 Idaho 70, 75 (2008). 
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This standard is plainly satisfied by the language of the Employment Agreement and Release, as 
quoted above, and Hammer's argument to the contrary is simply meritless. 
C. The Waiver and Release Were Made Knowinely and Vqluntarily 
When significant federal constitutional or civil rights are waived or released, it must be done 
knowingly and voluntarily. E.g., Salmeron v. United Stales, 724 F.2d 1357, 1361 (9th Cir. 1989). 
In those cases courts will look to the totality of the circumstances to ensure proper waiver. Sun 
Valley is not aware of any similar requirement in Idaho related to the waiver or release of a state 
Whistleblower claim. As noted above, under basic contract principles, the intent of the parties is 
ascertained in a complete, plain and unambiguous written contract from within its four corners. 
Extdnsic evidence cannot be used to "contradict, vary, alter, add to or detract from the terms of the 
written contract." Valley Bank, 119 Idaho at 498. 
There is no reason here to vary from Idaho's well-settled contract law. Even were the Court 
to look outside of the Employment Agreement and Release it is clear that Hammer knowingly and 
voluntarily waived and later released her Whistle blower claim. In Judge Lodge's apt words: 
... The Court finds the totality of the circumstances evidences that Ms. Hammer 
made a voluntary, deliberate and informed waiver of any and all of her claims when 
she accepted the agreed to severance payment. Ms. Hammer signed the release after 
being advised by her legal counsel and husband on the matter. The plain and 
unambiguous terms make abundantly clear that the acceptance of the severance 
payment waives and/or releases any and all claims Ms. Hammer may have had for 
damages arising from her termination. Altho~gh Plaintiffs [Donoval and Hammer] 
now argue they did not know or intend to give up their non-contract tort and 
constitutional claims, the fact remains that the plain and express tenns of the 
documents they signed clearly state otherwise. Ms. Hammer is a knowledgeable 
person who worked in a professional capacity for the City for several years and was 
advised by her legal counsel and husband before signing the release. Had the 
Plaintiff's believed and/or intended something other than what was plainly and 
explicitly stated in the written documents they could have and should have included 
language to that effect in the documents themselves. 
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(Lodge Decision at 15-16) (brackets added) This reasoning is just as sound when applied to 
Hammer's present Whistleblower claim as it is when applied to her other claims in federal court. 
III. CONCLUSION 
As shown above, and in Sun Valley's own summary judgment materials, Hanuner's motion 
for summary judgment must be denied. 
DATED this 2"d day of December, 2014. 
NAYLOR & HALES, P.C. 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BLAINE 
SHARON R. HAMME~ 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
CITY OF SUN VALLEY; NILS RIBI; 
and De WAYNE BRISCOE, 
Defendants. 
Case No. CV-2012-479 
PLAINTIFF'S RESPONSE TO 
SUN VALLEY'S MOTION FOR 
SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Plaintiff Sharon R. Hammer has sufficiently pied and herein submits evidence of a prima 
facie case of retaliation against her by Defendant City of Sun Valley ("Sun Valley," "City" or 
"Defendant") in violation of the Idaho Protection of Public Employees Act, Idaho Code §§ 6· 
2101, et seq. ("IPPEA"). Ms. Hammer also submits argument and evidence refuting 
Sun Valley's claim that she has previously waived or released the rights and privileges afforded 
by Idaho's legislature pursuant to the IPPEA. The evidence of record does not support any 
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aspect of Sun Valley's Motion for Summary Judgment. For the reasons below, that Motion 
should be denied. 
II. STATEMENT OF MATERIAL FACTS WHICH ARE IN DISPUTE 
Ms. Hammer submits this section, Statement of Material Facts Which Are in Dispute, in 
response to Sun Valley's Section II, Background. (Ders. Corrected MSJ Mem., § II, pp. 3-11.) 
Ms. Hammer also incorporates her Statement of Undisputed Material Facts, and all citations in 
support thereof, as set forth in Section II of the MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'S 
MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT ("Pltf s MSJ Strnt of Facts"), filed on November 18, 2014, as 
if set forth in full herein. 
Ms. Hammer raises disputed issues of material fact, as follows: 
1. Plaintiff disputes certain alleged facts contained at Defs. Corrected MSJ Mem., 
pp. 3-4. Plaintiff disputes that the Employment Agreement, as presented by Defendant, is a true 
and correct copy of that document because it is missing the last page. 1 
2. Plaintiff disputes certain alleged facts contained at Ders. Corrected MSJ Mem., 
p. 4. Plaintiff disputes that she was terminated from her position at Sun Valley under the 
"without cause" provision of her Employment Agreement, as claimed by Defendant. 2 Sun 
Valley and various officials and representatives had been named by Ms. Hammer as defendants 
in lawsuits, notices of tort claims, and charges of discrimination to the Idaho Human Rights 
Commission.3 Mayor Briscoe submitted sworn testimony in the 2011 IPPEA Case enumerating 
1 AFFIDA VlT OF SHARON R. HAMMER IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY 
JUDGMENT ( .. Pltf s MSJ Aff. of Hammer"), filed on November 18, 2014, Ex. 1. 
2 Pltfs MSJ Stmt of Facts, ff 4, 6-10, 12-17, 21-29. 
3 Pltfs MSJ Stmt of Facts, ,r,r 12, 16, 17, 20. 
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purported reasons why he placed Ms. Hammer back on leave.4 And, Mayor Briscoe later 
testified that a majority of those reasons could be cause for terminating Ms. Hammer. 5 On 
January 25, 2012, the Idaho Mountain Express reported: "When asked whether Hammer's 
termination was with or without cause, Naylor said, 'There was no stated cause. "'6 Even Mr. 
Naylor's quote that, "[t]here was no stated cause," implies that some cause did exist, but Sun 
Valley would not, or could not, be publically forthright about that cause.7 Further, Defendant's 
actions and the publicity it generated regarding Ms. Hammer's personnel matters, the 
investigations into the allegations lodged against her, and the bias existing within Sun Valley 
toward her all evidence that Sun Valley only purportedly terminated her without cause.8 
3. Plaintiff disputes certain alleged facts contained at Defs. Corrected MSJ Mem .• 
p. 4. Plaintiff disputes that after she received the severance payment from Sun Valley they 
''parted ways,'' as claimed by Defendant.9 Following her termination from Sun Valley, 
Defendant has engaged in a campaign to ruin Ms. Hammer's personal and professional 
reputations. Io Before and after Ms. Hammer's termination, Mr. Ribi maintained a website and a 
blog, both of which recounted and discussed allegations of misconduct, criminal conduct, and 
alleged harassment of other Sun Valley employees by Ms. Hammer. I I As a result of the large 
amount of publicity that Defendant generated leading up to and following Ms. Hammer's 
4 Pltf's MSJ Stmt of Facts, ,r 23. 
5 AFFIDAVIT OF COUNSEL IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT ("Pltf s 
MSJ Aff. of Counsel"), filed on November 18, 2014, Ex. 25, Briscoe Dep. 88:20-108:14. 
6 AFFIDAVIT OF COUNSEL IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'S RESPONSE TO SUN VALLEY'S MOTION FOR 
SUMMARY JUDGMENT ("Pltfs Resp. Aff. of Counsel"), filed contemporaneously herewith, Ex. 2; 
Pltfs MSJ Aff. of Counsel, Ex. 25, Briscoe Dep. 152:20--158:14, 166:9-19, 168:3-169:1. 
7 See Pltfs MSJ Stmt of Facts, fl 4, 6-10, 12-17, 21-29. 
8 Defs Corrected MSJ Mem. § II; Pltrs Stmt of Disputed Facts. 
9 Pltf's Resp. Aff. of Counsel, Ex. 1, ,r,r 12-17; Pltf's MSJ Stmt of Facts, ml 13-14, 21-23, 27-29. 
10 Pltfs MSJ Stmt of Facts, ml 13-14, 21-23, 27-29; Pltf's Resp. Aff. of Counsel, Ex. 1, ml 12-17. 
11 Pltfs MSJ Aff. of Counsel, Ex. 26, Ribi Dep. 159:23-161:4; 173:4-175:9. 
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termination, she has been unable to obtain employment in her chosen career field of local 
management administration. 12 
4. Plaintiff disputes certain alleged facts contained at Def's. Corrected MSJ Mem., 
p. 4. Plaintiff disputes that she "agree(d) not to sue Sun Valley," as claimed by Defendant.13 In 
June 2008, when the Employment Agreement was entered into by Ms. Hammer and Sun Valley, 
there was no intent by either party that Ms. Hammer was waiving or would waive any 
constitutional or statutory rights, or claims of discrimination, harassment, retaliation, or tort. 14 In 
January 2012, when Ms. Hammer signed the Supplemental Release, she had no intent to 
relinquish any constitutional or statutory rights or waive any of the claims alleged in the present 
IPPEA case. 15 
5. Plaintiff disputes certain alleged facts contained at Def's. Corrected MSJ Mem., 
p. 5. Plaintiff disputes that "she received a six-month severance in exchange for releasing [her 
claims under the IPPEA]," as stated by Defendant. 16 Plaintiff incorporates by reference 
paragraph 4, above, herein. 
6. Plaintiff disputes certain alleged facts contained at Def's. Corrected MSJ Mem., 
p. 5. Plaintiff disputes that she was tenninated from her position at Sun Valley under the 
12 Pltf's Resp. Aff. of Counsel, Ex. l, ff 12-17. 
13 Pltf's MSJ Stmt of Facts, ff 30-37; Pltfs MSJ Aff. of Hammer, ,r,r 3-4, 7-11, 15-22; 
AFFIDAVIT OF WAYNE WILLICH IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
("'Pltfs MSJ Aff. of Willich"), filed on November 18, 2014, ff 2-3, 5-10; AFFIDAVIT OF JAMES 
R. DONOVAL IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT {"Pltf's MSJ Aff. of 
Donoval"), filed on November 18, 2014, ff 4-9 and Exs. 1-3. 
14 Pltf's MSJ Stint of Facts,~ 35-36. 
15 Pltf's MSJ Stmt of Facts, 1131-33, 37. 
16 Pltf's MSJ Stmt of Facts, ft 30-37; Pltf's MSJ Aff. of Hammer, ,i,r 3-4, 7-11, 15-22; Pltf's 
MSJ Aff. ofWillich, ~ 2-3, 5-10; Pitt's MSJ Aff. ofDonoval, fl 4-9 and Exs. 1-3. 
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"without cause" provision of her Employment Agreement, as claimed by DefendantY Plaintiff 
incorporates by reference paragraph 2, above, herein. 
7. Plaintiff disputes certain alleged facts contained at Defs. Corrected MSJ Mem., 
p. 5. Plaintiff disputes that "she executed a Release of all claims against Sun Valley," as claimed 
by Defendant.18 Plaintiff incorporates by reference paragraph 4, above, herein. 
8. Plaintiff disputes certain alleged facts contained at Defs. Corrected MSJ Mem., 
p. 6. Plaintiff disputes that the lawsuit filed with the United States District Court for the District 
of Idaho, Case No. 1: l 3-cv-211-EJL, "substantially overlaps with the present Whistleblower 
case," as claimed by Defendant. The federal case alleges causes of action arising from the 
federal defendants' violations of Ms. Hammer and her husband, James R. Donoval's, civil 
rights. 19 The federal case also alleges causes of action based in Idaho common law.20 This case 
is based on the statutory rights and protection enacted by Idaho's legislature as the Idaho 
Protection of Public Employees Act, Idaho Code,§§ 6-2101, et seq. The federal court has never 
had before it a claim of waiver of rights under the IPPEA.21 Thus, while both cases arise from 
the same set of facts, they are different in scope and governing precedent. 
9. Plaintiff disputes certain alleged facts contained at Defs. Corrected MSJ Mem., 
p. 6. Plaintiff disputes that Judge Lodge "significantly narrowed the federal case by dismissing 
all but two claims," as stated by Defendant. The federal decision cited by Defendant has no 
17 Pltfs MSJ Stmt of Facts,~ 4, 6-10, 12-17, 21-29. 
18 Pltfs MSJ Stlnt of Facts, fl 30·37; Pltfs MSJ Aff. of Hammer, 1i! 3-4, 7-11, 15-22; Pltf's 
MSJ Aff. ofWillich, fl 2-3, 5-10; Pltfs MSJ Aff. ofDonoval, ,r,r 4-9 and Exs. 1-3. 
19 Sharon R. Hammer and James R. Donoval v. City of Sun Valley, Nils Ribi, and De Wayne 
Briscoe, Case No. 1:13-cv-211-EJL, In the United States District Court for the District of Idaho 
("Hammer, et al. v. Sun Valley, et al."), DN 1, Complaint and Demand for Jury Trial. 
20 Hammer, et al. v. Sun Valley, et al., DN 1, Complaint and Demand for Jury Trial. 
21 Hammer, et al. v. Sun Valley, et al., DN l, Complaint and Demand for Jury Trial. 
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bearing on this case. In response to the federal court's issuance of the referenced decision, 
Ms. Hammer timely filed PLAINTIFFS' MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION OF THE COURT'S 
MEMORANDUM DECISION AND ORDER ON DEFENDANTS' MOTION TO DISMISS that is still 
pending.22 Ms. Hammer also filed PLAINTIFFS' RENEWED MOTION TO AMEND THE SCHEDULING 
ORDER AND MOTION FOR LEAVE TO AMEND THE COMPLAINT, which is still pending in the federal 
court.23 And, Ms. Hammer filed PLAINTIFF SHARON HAMMER'S MOTION FOR PARTIAL SUMMARY 
JUDGMENT regarding certain federal causes of action and state common law claims that the 
federal court erroneously dismissed and/or that are expected to be revived when the federal court 
grants the pending Motion for Reconsideration.24 Judge Lodge's decision is not final. 
10. Plaintiff disputes certain alleged facts contained at Ders. Corrected MSJ Mem., 
pp. 6-7. Plaintiff disputes that her "termination was because Mayor Briscoe determined he could 
not work with her and would rather vet and hire his own City Administrator," as claimed by 
Defendant.25 Plaintiff incorporates by reference paragraph 2, above, herein. 
11. Plaintiff disputes certain alleged facts contained at Def's. Corrected MSJ Mem., 
p. 7. Plaintiff disputes that ongoing Sun Valley matters under investigation "were not ... the 
cause of Hammer's termination." as claimed by Defendant.26 Plaintiff incorporates by reference 
paragraph 2, above, herein. 
12. Plaintiff disputes certain alleged facts contained at Def' s. Corrected MSJ Mem., 
p. 7. Plaintiff disputes that after the November 11, 2011 executive session that Mayor Willich or 
Adam King ''presented the allegations that had been made against her," as claimed by 
22 Hammer, et al. v. Sun Valley, et al., DNs 44, 44-1, 51, 57. 
23 Hammer, et al. v. Sun Valley, et al., DNs 45, 45-1 -45-4, 52, 58. 
24 Hammer, et al. v. Sun Valley, et al., DNs 48-48-44, 50, 53. 
25 Pltrs MSJ Stmt of Facts, fl 4, 6-10, 12-17, 21-29. 
26 Pltfs MSJ Stint of Facts, ff 4, 6-10, 12-17, 21-29. 
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Defendant. 27 At the time her resignation was demanded, Ms. Hammer was told only that 
undefined allegations of misconduct had been lodged against her.28 
13. Plaintiff disputes certain alleged facts contained at Def s. Corrected MSJ Mem., 
p. 8. Plaintiff disputes that the November 18, 2011 involuntary leave was ''non-disciplinary," as 
claimed by Defendant. 29 Shortly after forcing Ms. Hammer to go on leave, Sun Valley allowed 
the Idaho Mountain Express newspaper to report that: "An internal investigation of Sun 
Valley City Administrator Sharon Hammer's ~possible misuse of public funds and 
equipment9 was the cause of her being placed on administrative leave two weeks ago.',3o 
Nils Ribi, as a Sun Valley City Councilman submitted sworn testimony that: "[TJhe Mayor and 
Council had reason to believe that the [Ms. Hammer) may have committed serious 
misconduct, including possible criminal violations of statutes dealing with the misuse of 
public funds and falsification of public records.',31 These, and other, public statements by Sun 
Valley show that Ms. Hammer's involuntary leave was not non-disciplinary. 
14. Plaintiff disputes certain alleged facts contained at Defs. Corrected MSJ Mem., 
p. I 0. Plaintiff disputes that she was terminated "because Mayor Briscoe determined he could 
not work with her and would rather vet and hire his own city administrator," as claimed by 
Defendant. 32 Plaintiff incorporates by reference paragraph 2, above, herein. 
15. Plaintiff disputes certain alleged facts contained at Defs. Corrected MSJ Mem., 
p. 11. Plaintiff disputes that in the present suit she "has attempted to confuse these events and 
27 Pltrs MSJ Stmt of Facts, ,r,r 8-9, 25; Pltf s MSJ Aff. of Hammer, ,r 14. 
28 Pltfs MSJ Aff. of Hammer, ,i 14. 
29 Pltf's MSJ Sant of Facts, fl 11, 13-14. 
30 Pltfs MSJ Stmt of Facts, ,r 13 (emphasis added). 
31 Pltfs MSJ Stmt of Facts, ,i 13 (emphasis added). 
32 Pltf's MSJ Stmt of Facts, ff 4, 6-10, 12-17, 21-29. 
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conflate them in such a way as to show that Ribi somehow orchestrated a scheme to have her 
fired in retaliation for reporting his alleged harassment," as argued by Defendant.33 This 
unsupported argument does not assert or prove any issue of material fact. Regardless, 
Ms. Ham.mer disputes the argument, as presented herein and in her Memorandum in Support of 
Plaintiff's Motion for Swrunary Judgment, filed November 18, 2014. 
16. Plaintiff disputes certain alleged facts contained at Defs. Corrected MSJ Mem., 
p. 11. Plaintiff disputes that "she waived and then released this claim and, in any event, there is 
insufficient evidence to support her claim,'' as argued by Defendant. 34 Plaintiff incorporates by 
reference paragraph 4, above, herein. 
III. ST AND ARD OF REVIEW 
Summary judgment is appropriate only "if the pleadings, depositions, and admissions on 
file, together with the affidavits, if any, show that there is no genuine issue as to any material fact 
and that the moving party is entitled to judgment as a matter oflaw." LR.C.P. 56(c). In making 
the determination, disputed facts within the record are to be construed in the light most favorable 
to the party opposing the motion, drawing all reasonable inferences in that party's favor. 
Castorena v. General Elec., 149 Idaho 609, 613, 238 P.3d 209, 213 (2010) (citation omitted). 
"The fact that the parties have filed cross-motions for summary judgment does not change the 
applicable standard of review, and [the] Court must evaluate each party's motion on its own 
merits." Ciszek v. Kootenai County Bd. ofComm'rs, 151 Idaho 123, 128, 254 P.3d 24, 28-29 
(2011) (quoting Borley v. Smith, 149 Idaho 171, 176, 233 P.3d 102, 107 (2010)). ··When both 
parties file simultaneous cross-motions for summary judgment, the Court still bears the 
33 Pltfs MSJ Stmt of Facts. 
34 Pltfs MSJ Stmt of Facts, fl 30-37; Pltfs MSJ Aff. of Ham.mer, ,r,r 3-4, 7-11, 15-22; Pltfs 
MSJ Aff. of Willich, ,r,r 2-3, 5-10; Pltfs MSJ Aff. ofDonoval, 114-9 and Exs. 1-3. 
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responsibility for determining whether disputed issues of material fact are present, and must 
evaluate all of the evidence submitted.'' Al-Kidd v. Gonzales, 2008 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 106989 at 
** 22-23, 2008 WL 553777 at *7 (D. Idaho Feb. 13, 2008) (citing Fair Hous. Council of 
Riverside County, Inc. v. Riverside Two, 249 F.3d 1132, 1136 (9th Cir. 2001). 
IV. ARGUMENT 
A. Ms. Hammer Did Not Waive or Release Any Rights or Remedies Arising from 
Sun Valley's Violations of the IPPEA 
1. The public policy underlying the IPPEA prohibits the waiver and release claimed 
by Sun Valley. 
The public policy of the IPPEA is an express exclusion to the general contract analysis 
relied upon by Sun Valley to excuse itself of liability arising from its violations of the IPPEA. 
(Defs. Corrected MSJ Mem., § IV.A.) The State of Idaho has seen fit to protect government 
employees and define the legality of a government employer's response when informed of 
allegations of misconduct by one employee against another. The statute's declared intent is that: 
The legislature hereby finds, determines and declares that 
government constitutes a large proportion of the Idaho work force 
and that it is beneficial to the citizens of this state to protect the 
integrity of government by providing a legal cause of action for 
public employees who experience adverse action from their 
employer as a result of reporting waste and violations of a law, rule 
or regulation. 
LC.§ 6-2101. This statement of intent is Idaho's declaration of public policy with respect to the 
protection of "whistleblower" employees. "Public policy may be found and set forth in the 
statutes,judicial decisions or the constitution." Jesse v. Lindsley, 146 Idaho 70, 75,233 P.3d l, 6 
(2008) (quotation omitted). Sun Valley cannot relieve itself of liability arising from its, or its 
employee's, violations of the IPPEA by conditioning payment of Ms. Hammer's severance 
payment on her assent to a contractual exculpatory clause. Any such alleged waiver or release 
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would be void as against the public policy of this State. "Whether a contract violates public 
policy is a question of law for the court to determine from all the facts and circumstances of each 
case." Jesse, 146 Idaho at 75, 233 P.3d at 6 (citation omitted). 
Sun Valley is prohibited from contracting its way out of liability arising from violations 
of the IPPEA because such liability has been prescribed to it by Idaho's legislature. "[W]e do 
hold that where the legislature has addressed the rights and duties pertaining to personal 
injuries arising out of the relationship between two groups, i.e., employers/employees ... , 
and has granted limited liability to one group in exchange for adherence to specific duties, 
then such duties become a 'public duty' within the exception to the general rule validating 
exculpatory contracts." Lee v. Sun Valley Co., 107 Idaho 976, 979, 695 P.2d 361, 364 (1984) 
(emphasis added). Under the IPPEA, government employers are subject to liability for 
enumerated relief when the jury finds that the employer took an adverse action against the 
employee because the employee engaged in protected activity. I.C. §§ 6-2104, 6-2106. 
Prior to Lee, "the general rule ... that 'express agreements exempting one of the parties 
[from liability] are to be sustained' is subject to exceptions where: '(1) one party is at an obvious 
disadvantage in bargaining power, (2) a public duty is involved (public utility companies, 
common carriers)."' 107 Idaho at 978, 695 P.2d at 363 (quoting Rawlings v. Layne & Bowler 
Pump Co., 93 Idaho 496, 499-500, 465 P.2d 107, 110-11 (1970)). "However, it [was] 
nevertheless well established that courts look with disfavor on such attempts to avoid liability 
and construe such provisions strictly against the person relying on them, especially when that 
person is the preparer of the document." Anderson & Nafziger v. G. T. Newcomb, Inc., 100 Idaho 
175, 178, 595 P.2d 709, 712 (1979) (citations omitted). 
The Court in Lee clarified the public duty exemption and affirmed that, in Idaho, 
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"[ certain] statutory rights and duties may not be waived or exempted by contract." l 07 Idaho at 
979, 695 P.2d at 364 (citations omitted). And, "[e]ven though no express provisions be 
contained in the ... staMe, it would seem that any attempt to nullify or limit the operation of law 
must be held to be invalid as being against public policy." Id. (quoting 81 Am.Jur.2d 
Workmen's Comp.§ 51, p. 741 (1976)). The IPPEA falls within the class of statutory rights and 
duties that cannot be waived or released by contract because it pertains to injuries arising out of 
the relationship between government employers and their employees - a pairing specifically 
identified in Lee's holding. Id. 
Beginning in October 2009, Ms. Hammer made numerous complaints to Mayor Willich 
and City Attorney King regarding Councilman Ribi's acts of harassment, hostility and 
misconduct against her.35 Mr. Ribi's harassing conduct violated Section 7.5 of the City of 
Sun Valley Personnel Policies & Procedures Manual.36 The Policies & Procedures Manual 
had been repeatedly adopted by resolutions of the Mayor and City Council, causing it to be 
a "permanent record" of the City of Sun Valley.37 LC. § 50-907(1); see also I.C. § 50-902 
(establishing process for passage of resolutions). Ms. Hammer's acts of reporting Mr. Ribi's 
violative conduct, and her subsequent, related IHRC and court filings were all protected 
activities under the IPPEA.38 LC. § 6-2104. Prior to her termination, Sun Valley made public 
statements about Ms. Hammer being placed on administrative leave, and that she was being 
investigated for criminal misconduct. 39 
On January 19, 2012, Mayor Briscoe, with the majority vote of the Sun Valley City 
35 Pltfs MSJ Stmt of Facts, ,i 4. 
36 Pltf's MSJ Aff. of Counsel, Ex. 3, § 7.5. 
37 Pltfs MSJ Aff. of Counsel, Ex. 3, cover page. 
38 Pltfs MSJ Stmt of Facts, ii, 4, 12, 15-17, 20. 
39 Pltf's MSJ StrntofFacts, ,r,i 13-14, 21-29. 
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Council. terminated Ms. Hammer from her position as City Administrator.40 Sun Valley 
. ed M H ''with "41 purportedly tenninat s. ammer out cause. Pursuant to Section 3 of her 
Employment Agreement, termination without cause required the City to make a severance 
payment to Ms. Hammer, under the following terms: 
SECTION 3. TERMINATION AND SEVERANCE PAY 
A. Employer, acting through the Mayor, may terminate 
Employee's employment, witlaout cause, for any reason or no 
reason. Any such decision to terminate shall occur only after the 
Mayor consults with each member of the City Council. Upon such 
termination, Employer shall pay Employee, as severance pay, a 
lump sum cash payment equal to six (6) months, base salary 
described in Section 5, Subsection A. 
The severance payment herein is intended to be 
Employee's sole exclusive remedy for any and all claims for 
damages of any kind arising from a termination without cause and 
such severance payment is hereby agreed to be reasonable, fair and 
equitable by both parties to this Agreement. Accordingly, 
Employee waives her right to bring a claim of any kind for 
damages against Employer arising from a termination without 
cause. Consequently, receipt of the severance payment is subject 
to execution of a release of all claims against the City of Sun 
Valley. A termination without cause shall not entitle Employee to 
an informal review under any section of the City of Sun Valley 
Personnel manual ( .. Personnel Manual").42 
The Employment Agreement did not describe or specify what the anticipated release should say 
or the causes of action the release was anticipated to cover.43 
Following a series of conversations between Mr. Donoval, as Ms. Hammer's attorney, 
and Sun Valley's attorney, Mr. Naylor, Ms. Hammer provided Sun Valley with the Supplemental 
Release on January 23, 2012.44 At no time did Mr. Naylor or Sun Valley ever demand language 
40 Pltf's MSJ Stmt of Facts, ,r 28. 
41 Pltf's MSJ Sant of Facts, ml 28-30. 
42 Pltfs MSJ Aff. of Hammer, Ex. l, § 3.A (emphasis original). 
43 Pltfs MSJ Aff. of Hammer, Ex. 1, § 3.A. 
44 Pltf's MSJ Strnt of Facts, ,Ml 31-32. 
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releasing Ms. Hammer's claims under the IPPEA. Leading up to the Supplemental Release, Mr. 
Donoval repeatedly advised Sllll Valley that Ms. Hammer would not waive or release any claim 
other than those arising from the severance package (i.e., she would only waive contract and 
wage claims).45 The intent of Ms. Hammer's release extended only to claims arising out of a 
dispute related to the severance package.46 In line with Ms. Hammer's position regarding the 
scope of Section 3.A. of the Employment Agreement, the Supplemental Release succinctly 
stated: 
Upon payment of the severance payment required pursuant to 
Section 3.A. of the City Administrator Employment Agreement 
dated June 1, 2008, I release the City of Sun Valley for any claims 
defined in Section 3.A. of the City Administrator Employment 
Agreement as were intended when the City Administrator 
Employment Agreement was entered into on Jwie 1, 2008.47 
Ms. Hammer was subsequently paid all amounts of severance due to her under the contract. 48 
In June 2008, when the Employment Agreement was entered into by Ms. Hammer and 
Sun Valley, Mayor Willich was authorized, and had the supporting unanimous vote of the City 
Council, to hire Ms. Hammer.49 At the time the Employment Agreement was entered, there was 
no intent by either party that Ms. Hammer was or would waive or release any statutory right or 
protection under the IPPEA. so And, when Ms. Hammer signed the Supplemental Release, she 
had absolutely no intent to release any statutory rights or waive any of the claims alleged in the 
present case.51 
45 Pltf' s MSJ Stmt of Facts, ,r 32. 
46 Pltf's MSJ Stmt of Facts, ,r,r 31-37. 
47 Pit.rs MSJ Aff. of Hammer, Ex. 2. 
48 Pltf's MSJ Stmt of Facts, ,r 34 
49 Pltf's MSJ Stmt of Facts, ff 35-37. 
50 Pltf's MSJ Stmt of Facts, ,r 36. 
51 Pltf's MSJ Stmt of Facts, ,r 37. 
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Even if Sun Valley's extension of Section 3.A. of the Employment Agreement, to relieve 
it of liability imposed by the IPPEA, did not violate public policy, it would still fail. "Clauses 
which exclude liability must speak clearly and directly to the particular conduct of the 
defendant which caused the harm at issue." Jesse, 146 Idaho at 75, 233 P.3d at 6 (citing 
Anderson & Nafziger v. G.T. Newcomb, Inc., 100 Idaho 175, 178, 595 P.2d 709, 712 (1979)) 
(emphasis added). The language absolving Sun Valley of liability in Section 3 of the 
Employment Agreement "for any and all claims for damages of any kind arising from a 
termination without cause" is ambiguous and simply too broad.52 See Jesse, 146 Idaho at 76-77, 
233 P.3d at 7-8 (finding exculpatory clause in lease too broad to enforce). Neither the 
Supplemental Release nor the Employment Agreement cites to, acknowledges, or even infers 
waiver and release of her statutory rights under the IPPEA or Sun Valley's liability for violations 
thereof. 53 No language within either document pwported to waive or release the right to sue 
conferred upon Ms. Hammer by the IPPEA.54 LC. § 6-2105. Even if she could, Ms. Hammer 
did not waive or release any claims or relief under the IPPEA.55 
The Employment Agreement and Ms. Hammer's Supplemental Release cannot absolve 
Sun Valley of a possible violation of the IPPEA. Lee, 107 Idaho 979-80, 695 P.2d 364-65. "It is 
a welt-settled general doctrine that the law will not sustain a covenant of immunity which 
protects against fraud or relieves one of a duty imposed by law for the public benefit." Lee, I 07 
Idaho at 982, 695 P.2d at 367 (Bistline, J., dissenting) (quoting 17 Am.Jur.2d Contracts§ 188, 
p. 557) (emphasis added in Lee)). The Court should find as a matter oflaw that Ms. Hammer did 
52 Pltfs MSJ Aff. of Hammer, Ex. 1, § 3.A. 
53 Pltf's MSJ Aff. of Hammer, Exs. 1 and 2. 
54 Pltf's MSJ Aff. of Hammer, Exs. 1 and 2. 
55 Pltf's MSJ Strnt of Facts,~ 32-37. 
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not and could not waive or release any right or protection provided under the IPPEA, and dismiss 
Sun Valley's Fifth and Sixth Affirmative Defenses. 
2. Inherent in Idaho law is a presumption against the waiver or release 
of statutozy rights. 
Idaho law restricts the waiver or release of a known right.56 .. Waiver is a voluntary, 
intentional relinquishment of a known right or advantage." Brand S. Corp. v. King, 102 
Idaho 731,724,639 P.2d 429,432 (1981) (citations omitted) (emphasis added}. Nothing in the 
record before the Court establishes that Ms. Hammer voluntarily and intentionally relinquished 
her rights under the IPPEA. To the contrary, the record is replete with evidence that such a 
waiver and release were not contemplated or intended under either the Employment Agreement 
or the Supplemental Release. 57 
No terms of the Employment Agreement or the Supplemental Release "speak clearly and 
directly" to exclude Sun Valley's liability under the IPPEA. Jesse, 146 Idaho at 75, 233 P.3d at 
6. And, when the language of the Supplemental Release was being negotiated by Ms. Hammer 
and Sun Valley, Sun Valley did not request or require the Supplemental Release include specific 
language regarding Ms. Hammer's rights under the IPPEA.58 "The primary aim in inteipretation 
of all contracts is to ascertain the mutual intent of the parties at the time the contract was made." 
56 The Idaho Supreme Court has repeatedly affirmed that constitutional rights may be waived, so 
long as the prospective plaintiff (often times a criminal defendant) does so knowingly, 
voluntarily and intelligently. See, Smith v. State, 146 Idaho 822, 834-35 n.11 (2012); Lubcke v. 
Boise City/Ada County Hous. Auth., 124 Idaho 450, 460 (1993). "Howevert the waiver of any 
fundamental constitutional right is never presumed." G/angary-Gam/in Protective Ass 'n v. 
Bird, 106 Idaho 84, 90, 675 P.2d 344, 350 (Ct. App. 1983) (citation omitted). "[T]he waiver 
must be affirmatively demonstrated." Bird, 106 Idaho at 90,675 P.2d at 350. "As a corollary 
to this definition of waiver, this Court has repeatedly stated that there is a presumption against 
waiver of fundamental constitutional rights." Id. ( emphasis added) ( citations omitted). Smith v. 
State, 146 Idaho 822, 834-35 n.11 (2012) (citations omitted). 
57 Pltf's Stmt of Disputed Facts, ft 3-5, 7, 16. 
58 Pltfs Stmt of Disputed Facts, ft 3-5, 7, 16; Pltfs MSJ Aff. ofDonoval, Exs. 1-3. 
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Opportunity, LLC v. Ossewarde, 1636 Idaho 602, 607, 38 P.3d 1258, 1263 (2002) (citation 
omitted). "'If possible, the intent of the parties should be ascertained from the language of the 
agreement as the best indication of their intent" Opportunity, LLC, 1636 Idaho at 607, 38 P.3d at 
1263 (citation omitted). And, "when a subsequently executed agreement specifically references 
and relies on a former agreement, the two are to be interpreted together, if possible." 
Opportunity, LLC, 1636 Idaho at 607, 38 P.3d at 1263 {citing Silver Syndicate, Inc. v. Sunshine 
Mining Co., 101 Idaho 226,235,611 P.2d 1011, 1020 {1979)). 
The Supplemental Release purposefully refers back to the intent of Ms. Hammer and 
Mayor Willich when they signed the Employment Agreement in June 2008: 
Upon payment of the severance payment required pursuant to 
Section 3.A. of the City Administrator Employment Agreement 
dated June 1, 2008, I release the City Of Sun Valley for any claims 
defined in Section 3.A. of the City Administrator Employment 
Agreement as were intended when the City Administrator 
Employment Agreement was entered into on June 1, 2008.59 
The evidence of record shows that Mayor Willich and Ms. Hammer did not intend the 
Employment Agreement to "waive any statutory rights or future discrimination, harassment, 
retaliation or other non-contract claims if the City of Sun Valley shoes to ever terminate the 
Employment Agreement pursuant to the 'without cause' provisions of Section 3, Paragraph A.''60 
The Supplemental Release expressly incorporates the Employment Agreement and expressly 
incorporates the intent of Sun Valley and Ms. Hammer when the Employment Agreement was 
executed.61 To ascertain the intent of the parties in June 2008, the only admissible evidence 
available to the Court is the testimony of Mayor Willich and Ms. Hammer, and the terms of the 
59 Pltfs MSJ Aff. of Hammer, Ex. 2 (emphasis added). 
60 Pltfs MSJ Aff. of Willich, ,r 7; Pltfs Stmt of Disputed Facts, 'ff 3-5, 7, 16. 
61 Pltf s MSJ Aff. of Hammer, Ex. 2. 
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Employment Agreement. 62 The Court should consider the Employment Agreement in light of 
Ms. Hammer and Mayor Willich' s testimony regarding their intent about the same. 63 In doing 
so, the only outcome can be that no intent to waive or release Ms. Hammer's rights under the 
IPPEA has ever existed. 
Further, following Sun Valley's tennination of Ms. Hammer it expressly recognized that 
she may have claims and damages arising under the IPPEA.64 Sun Valley mutually recited and 
agreed that: "As a result of all incidents identified in [the 2011 IPPEA Case and her three 
Notices of Tort Claim], and all subsequent and ongoing incidents regarding or relating to 
Ms. Hammer's employment with the City of Sun Valley, she claims to have been injured by 
the Prospective Defendants' alleged violations of her common law, state and federal 
rights.',65 And, Sun Valley agreed to toll all applicable statutes of limitation in order for the 
parties to explore both settlement and Ms. Hammer's actionable claims and damages.66 In the 
absence of settlement, this case ensued.67 Now, over two years after Sun Valley acknowledged 
Ms. Hammer's claims under the IPPEA, it asks the Court to deny her statutory rights and 
protections promulgated by this State's legislature. 
Sun Valley's Motion for Summary Judgment must be denied because Ms. Hammer never 
voluntarily and knowingly waived or released her rights under the IPPEA. 
62 Pltfs MSJ Aff. of Willich, ff 2-9; Pltfs MSJ Aff. of Hammer, ff 3-4, 7-11, 15-22 and Ex. I. 
63 Pltf's MSJ Aff. of Willich, ft 2-9; Pltfs MSJ Aff. of Hammer, ff 3-4, 7-11, 15-22, Exs. I and 
2; Pltfs MSJ Aff. ofDonoval, ff4-9. 
64 Pltf' s Resp. Aff. of Counsel, Ex. 3. 
65 Pltf's Resp. Aff. of Counsel, Ex. 3. 
66 Pltf s Resp. Aff. of Counsel, Exs. 3-4. 
67 Pltfs Resp. Aff. of Counsel, Ex. 3. 
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3. No consideration was paid by Sun Valley for Ms. Hammer's alleged waiver or 
release of her IPPEA claims. 
The alleged release of non-contract claims was both unintended and lacked consideration, 
and therefore the release could not have been fonned.68 In Idaho, "[e]very contract must have 
these four elements ... : 1. Competent parties; 2. A lawful purpose; 3. Valid consideration; and 
4. Mutual agreement by all parties to all essential terms." IDJI 6.01.1. The severance payment 
that Ms. Hammer received was not consideration for waiver or release of her IPPEA rights. The 
severance payment was wages, and was treated as such by Sun Valley and Ms. Hammer. The 
Employment Agreement makes clear that what Ms. Hammer was receiving as consideration 
upon termination without cause was a severance bener:at, not consideration for a release of 
statutory protections: 
Upon such tennination, Employer shall pay Employee, as 
severance pay, a lump sum cash payment equal to six (6) months, 
base salary described in Section 5, Subsection A. 
The severance payment herein is intended to be Employee's sole 
exclusive remedy for any and all claims for damages of any kind 
arising from a tennination without cause and such severance 
payment is hereby agreed to be reasonable, fair and equitable by 
both parties to this Agreement. 69 
Under Idaho law, severance pay is wages; it is a component of compensation in an 
employment agreement. Sarbacher v. AmeriCold Realty Trust, Case No. 1: 1 O-cv-429-BL W, 
2011 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 131290, *20-24 (D. Idaho, Nov. 14, 2011). Similarly, the United States 
Supreme Court recently explained: 
[S]everance payments made to terminated employees are 
'remuneration for employment.' Severance payments are, of 
course, 'remuneration,• and common sense dictates that employees 
68 Pltf's Stmt of Disputed Facts, ,r,r 3-5, 7, 16. 
69 Pltf's MSJ Aff. of Hammer, Ex. I (emphasis original). 
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receive the payments 'for employment.' ... Severance payments 
are made in consideration for employment - for a 'service ... 
performed' by 'an employee for the person employing him ... .' 
United States v. Quality Stores, Inc., 134 S. Ct. 1395, 1399-1400 (2014) (quoting 26 U.S.C. 
§ 312l(b)). If Sun Valley intended the termination without cause provision to also give rise to a 
release of IPPEA rights and protections, it needed to pay consideration beyond the severance (i.e. 
wages) for that additional release. Groves v. Firebird Raceway, Case No. 94-3554, 1995 U.S. 
App. LEXIS 28191 (9th Cir. Sept. 28, 1995) (citing Lomas & Nettleton Co. v. Tiger Enters., Inc., 
99 Idaho 539, 585 P.2d 949, 952 (1978) (a release is a type of contract)); Vance v. Connell, 96 
Idaho 417, 529 P.2d 1289, 1291 (1974) (some consideration is a necessary element to all 
contracts); Karnes v. Quality Pork Processors, 532 N.W.2d 560,562 (Minn. 1995) ("as with any 
other contract, a release requires consideration .... "); Brown v. Kentucky Lottery Corp., 891 
S.W.2d 90, 92 (Ky. Ct. App. 1995) ("it is well established that a release must be supported by 
valuable consideration."). 
Ms. Hammer's situation is analogous to the Sarbacher v. AmeriCold Realty Trust. In 
Sarbacher, the employee and employer entered into an employment agreement providing for a 
severance payment in the event the employee was terminated without cause. 2011 U.S. Dist 
LEXIS 131290, *5. After being terminated, the employee sued for his wages. The employer 
disputed that severance pay was a wage and instead argued that the severance payment was 
liquidated damages. Sarbacher, 2011 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 131290, *17-24. Judge Winmill held 
that "severance pay is an item of bargained-for compensation in exchange for services rendered" 
and is thus "a wage under prevailing Idaho authority." Sarbacher, 2011 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 
131290, *24. And, a ''plaintiff is not required to return or offer to return consideration received 
pursuant to a valid release agreement as a prerequisite to initiating a [] action premised on 
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violations only purportedly released by the agreement.'' Botefur v. City of Eagle Point, 7 F.3d 
152, 156 (9th Cir. 1993). 
In both Johnson v. Allied Stores Corp. and Sarbacher, the terminated employee was 
supposed to receive (Johnson), or actually received (Sarbacher), a lump sum payment at the time 
of termination. Johnson v. Allied Stores Corp., 106 Idaho 363, 679 P.2d 640 (1984); Sarbacher, 
2011 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 131290. In both cases the ruling court found that the lump swn 
severance payments were considered wages for past performance. Neither court held the 
severance payments to be liquidated damages for other claims. Both courts held that "a claim for 
severance pay is [] a component of the compensation in an employment agreement. Severance 
pay is not a mere gratuity." Johnson, 106 Idaho at 367, 679 P.2d at 644; Sarbacher, 2011 U.S. 
Dist. LEXIS 131290, • t 9. Here, no consideration was paid for the alleged release of IPPEA 
claims. 70 No consideration was paid for a release of claims beyond the non-contract claims 
arising out of a termination without cause because such a release was never intended.71 
Judgment as a matter of law that Ms. Hammer voluntarily released her IPPEA claims 
cannot be entered because no consideration was paid by Sun Valley for such a release. Sun 
Valley's Motion for Summary Judgment should be denied. 
4. The federal court's decision in Ms. Hammer's parallel civil rights case is not final 
or binding on this Court. 
An action arising from the same facts and circumstances as this case is currently pending 
before the United States District Court for the District of Idaho. 72 However, the federal case 
involves only federal causes of action arising from the federal defendants' violations of Ms. 
70 Pltfs MSJ Aff. of Hammer, Ex. 1. 
71 Pltf s Stmt of Disputed Facts, fl 3-5, 7, 16. 
12 Hammer, et al. v. Sun Valley, et al. 
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Hammer's federally guaranteed civil rights and state common law claims. 73 The federal case is 
not another action pending between the same parties for the same cause of action. See I.R.C.P. 
12(b)(8). The federal court has never had before it a claim of waiver of rights under the 
IPPEA.74 And, unlike this Court, the federal court was not bound by the Idaho Supreme Court's 
decision in Lee v. Sun Valley Co., prohibiting contractual relief from liability that undennines the 
declared intent of an Idaho statute. 107 Idaho 976, 695 P.2d 361 (1984 ). 
The federal MEMORANDUM DECISION AND ORDER relied on by Sun Valley to bolster this 
Court's confidence in finding a waiver or release of Ms. Hammer's rights under the IPPEA is 
neither final nor binding on this Court.75 (Ders. Corrected MSJ Mem., § IV.A.3. p. 16.) The 
federal court's Decision resulted from Sun Valley's motion for judgment on the pleadings 
pursuant to Fed. R. Civ. Pro. 12(c).76 It was not a motion for summary judgment that allowed 
Ms. Hammer to submit evidence.77 In response to the federal court's issuance of the referenced 
Decision, Ms. Hammer timely filed PLAINTIFFS' MOTION FOR RECONSlDERATION OF THE 
COURT'S MEMORANDUM DECISION AND ORDER ON DEFENDANTS' MOTION TO DISMISS that is still 
pending.78 Ms. Hammer also filed PLAINTIFFS' RENEWED MOTION TO AMEND THE SCHEDULING 
ORDER AND MOTION FOR LEA VE TO AMEND THE COMPLAINT, which is still pending in the federal 
court.79 And, Ms. Hammer filed PLAINTIFF SHARON HAMMER'S MOTION FOR PARTIAL SUMMARY 
JUDGMENT regarding certain federal causes of action and state common law claims that the 
73 Hammer, et al. v. Sun Valley, et al., DN 1, Complaint and Demand for Jwy Trial. 
74 Hammer, et al. v. Sun Valley, et al., DN 1, Complaint and Demand for Jury Trial. 
75 Hammer, et al. v. Sun Valley, et al., DNs 41, 44, 44-1, 45, 45-1. 
76 Hammer, et al. v. Sun Valley, et al., DNs 18, 41. 
71 Hammer, et al. v. Sun Valley, et al., DNs 41, 22 (Judge Lodge refused to convert the 12(c) 
motion to a Rule 56 motion). 
73 Hammer, eta/. v. Sun Valley, etal .• DNs44,44-l,51,57. 
79 Hammer, et al. v. Sun Valley, et al., DNs 45, 45-1 -45-4, 52, 58. 
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federal court erroneously dismissed and/or that are expected to be revived when the federal court 
grants the pending Motion for Reconsideration. 80 The federal Decision has no bearing on this 
Court's denial of Sun Valley's Motion for Summary Judgment. 
B. Ms. Hammer Has Presented a Prima Facie Case of Sun Valley's Violations 
oftheIPPEA 
1. Ms. Hammer repeatedly reported violations or suspected violations of official 
Sun Valley rules and regulations. 
Government employees in Idaho are provided with heightened protections against 
termination or other adverse employment actions when the employee communicates "a violation 
or suspected violation of a law, rule or regulation adopted under ... a political subdivision ofthis 
state .... " LC. § 6-2104(1). Sun Valley incorrectly asserts that its Personnel Policies & 
Procedures Manual is not an official rule or regulation of the City of Sun Valley. (Defs. 
Corrected MSJ Mem., § IV.B.3.) Idaho Code § 50-902 codifies the process by which city 
councils pass or adopt official ordinances and resolutions. Once an ordinance or resolution is 
adopted by a city council it "shall be read and received in evidence in all courts and places 
without further proof." LC. § 50-902. Further, Idaho Code § 50-907(1) defines "permanent 
records" of a municipal corporation as including .. ordinances and resolutions." I.C. § 50-
907(l)(b). The City of Sun Valley Personnel Policies & Procedures Manual expressly identifies 
the numerous Resolution Numbers by which the Mayor and City Council have perpetually and 
repeatedly adopted the Manual as a permanent record - a rule or regulation - of Sun Valley. 81 
Sun Valley's reliance on Mallonee v. Idaho Dept. ofCo"ection, 139 Idaho 615, 84 P.3d 
551 (2004), to support its argument that its Personnel Policies & Procedures Manual is not a rule 
80 Hammer, et al. v. Sun Valley, et al., DNS 48 -48-44, 50, 53. 
81 Pltfs MSJ Aff. ofCowtsel, Ex. 3, cover page. 
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or regulation that can be violated under the IPPEA is misplaced. (Ders. Corrected MSJ Mem., § 
IV.B.3.) The Defendant in Mallonee W$ the Idaho Department of Correction ("DOC"), a public 
administrative body, not the state or a political subdivision of the state - like Sun Valley is.82 
Because the DOC was just an administrative body the extent of its authority to promulgate 
interdepartmental policies and procedures that could equate to a law of the state, namely 
pursuant to the Idaho Administrative Procedures Act, was limited. Id., 139 Idaho at 620, 84 P .3d 
at 556. The Mallonee Court found that because the DOC policies could not be promulgated as a 
law, rule or regulation of the state, the plaintiff's complaints about violations of DOC policies 
was not a protected act under the IPPEA. 139 Idaho at 620, 84 P.3d at 556. Mallonee is 
inapplicable here because the City of Sun Valley is a political subdivision of the state of Idaho, 83 
and reprisal against an employee for communicating violations of any of Sun Valley's rules or 
regulations adopted by resolution is a protected activity under the IPPEA. I.C. §§ 6-2101, 
et seq., 50-902 and 50-907(a). 
Here, the Policies & Procedures Manual had been repeatedly adopted by resolutions of 
the Mayor and Sun Valley City Council.84 I.C. § 50-907(1); see also I.C. § 50-902 (establishing 
process for p$sage of resolutions). Ms. Hammer's complaints about Councilman Ribi's 
violations of the harassment policy contained within the Policies & Procedures Manual were 
protected acts under the IPPEA. The Court should find as a matter of law that Ms. Hammer 
82 AMENDED COMPLAINT FOR DAMAGES AND DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL ("Amended Complaint"), 
1 2; DEFENDANTS' ANSWER TO PLAINTIFF'S AMENDED COMPLAINT FOR DAMAGES AND DEMAND 
FOR JURY TRIAL ("Answer"), ,i 3. 
83 Amended Complaint, 12; Answer 4'I" 3. 
84 Pltrs MSJ Aff. of Counsel, Ex. 3, cover page. 
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engaged in protected activities when she lodged such complaints with Mayor Willich and City 
Attorney Adam King.85 
2. Sun Valley's termination of Ms. Hammer, purportedly "without cause," was 
pretext for its retaliation in violation of the IPPEA. 
Sun Valley's purported reasons for terminating Ms. Hammer cannot be taken as true on 
summary judgment, nor is Ms. Hammer required to show anything more than a rational inference 
of retaliatory discharge in violation under the IPPEA. The Idaho Supreme Court has held that 
"the McDonnel Douglas analysis should be applied to actions arising under Idaho's 
whistleblower act." Curlee v. Kootenai county Fire & Rescue, 148 Idaho 391, 396, 224 P.3d 
458, 463 (2008). 
\Vhen the_McDonnell Douglas analysis is applied to cases involving 
retaliatory discharge under a whistleblower statute, the test is as 
follows: (I) the plaintiff must establish a prima facie case of 
retaliatory conduct for an action protected by the relevant 
whistleblower statute; (2) once the plaintiff demonstrates a prima 
facie case, the defendant is obligated to produce evidence which, if 
taken as true, would permit the conclusion that there was a non-
retaliatory reason for the adverse action; and (3) if the defendant 
articulates a legitimate non-retaliatory reason for discharge, then the 
burden shifts to the plaintiff to prove by a preponderance of the 
evidence that the reason the defendant offers is a pretext for 
retaliatory conduct. 
Curlee, 148 Idaho at 396, 224 P.3d at 463 (citation omitted). However, "the burden-shifting 
rule of McDonnell Douglas . . . has little or no application at the summary judgment stage. 
The rule explicitly governs the burden of persuasion at trial" Id. ( quotations omitted) 
(emphasis added). It would be error for the district court to apply the burden-shifting proof 
requirements at the summary judgment stage. Id. "[I]n order to survive summary judgment, [an 
IPPEA plaintiff] only [has] the burden of presenting evidence from which a rational inference of 
85 Pltfs MSJ Stmt of Facts, ,r 4. 
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retaliatory discharge under the whistleblower act could be drawn." Id. "if [the IPPEA plaintiff] 
present[s] a prima facie case ofretaliatory discharge, the district court [is] not free to accept as 
true the employer's testimony that she was fired from some other legitimate reason." Id. 
(emphasis added); see also Van v. Portneuf Medical Center, 147 Idaho 552, 559-60, 212 P.3d 
982, 989-90 (2009) ("Van f') (holding district court erred by simply accepting employer's 
proffered reasons for firing IPPEA plaintiff). 
Regardless of the very limited application of McDonnel Douglas analysis to Sun Valley's 
motion for summary judgment, ample evidence exists that Ms. Hammer's termination was not 
"without cause" and that the stated reasons are mere pretext. "A plaintiff may establish pretext 
'either directly by persuading the court that a discriminatory reason more likely motivated the 
employer or indirectly by showing that the employer's proffered explanation is unworthy or 
credence."' Frogley v. Meridian Joint Sch Dist. No. 2, 155 Idaho 558, 564, 314 P.3d 613, 619 
(2013) (quoting Texas Dep't ofCmty. Affairs v. Burdine, 450 U.S. 248, 256 (1981)). "Direct 
evidence of discriminatory animus has been recognized by several circuits as 'evidence which, if 
believed, proves the fact without inference or presumption."' Frogley, 155 Idaho at 564, 314 
P.3d at 619 (quoting Davis v. Chevron U.S.A., Inc., 14 F.3d 1082, 1085 (5th Cir. 1994)) 
(additional citations omitted). "Recognizing that direct evidence is rare, the plaintiff 'may come 
forward with circumstantial evidence that tends to show that the employer's proffered motives 
were not their actual motives because they are inconsistent or otherwise not believable."' 
Frogley, 155 Idaho at 622, 314 P.3d at 567 (quoting Godwin v. Hunt Wesson, Inc., 150 F.3d 
1217, 1222 (91h Cir. 1998)). "As a general rule, causation is an issue of fact for the jury and only 
rarely can the issue be determined on a motion for summary judgment." Van I, 147 Idaho at 989, 
212 P.3d at 559 (citation omitted). 
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Over the course of two years Ms. Hammer lodged multiple complaints regarding Mr. 
Ribi's violations of Sun Valley's anti-harassment policy; which Mr. Ribi had knowledge of.86 
Finally, on November 11, 2011, Mr. Ribi spearheaded a Special Meeting of the City Council 
regarding allegations of misconduct by Ms. Hammer asserted by the Sun Valley Treasurer and 
Sun Valley City Clerk. 87 Resulting from that meeting alone, Mr. Ribi, along with Councilmen 
DeWayne Briscoe and Robert Youngman, demanded that Ms. Hammer resign, and Mr. Ribi 
began asserting that criminal charges could be made against her. 88 
By November 18, 2011, Ms. Hammer was placed on administrative leave by Mayor 
Willich.89 Even though Mayor Willich told Ms. Hammer she was placed on leave to protect her 
from Mr. Ribi, Sun Valley reported to the local newspaper that she was placed on administrative 
leave pending investigation of her for improper use or misappropriation of City funds. 90 
Beginning on November 21, 2011 through mid-January 2012, a series oflegal and administrative 
proceedings ensued between Ms. Hammer, Sun Valley and various City officials arising from 
Sun Valley twice placing her on administrative leave without any honest specificity of its cause 
to do so, and from Mr. Rihi's continuing, now-public harassment of Ms. Hammer.91 
Sun Valley repeatedly publicized confidential personnel matters regarding Ms. Hammer's 
employment with the City.92 On January 19, 2012, Sun Valley publically terminated Ms. 
Hammer's employment in a manner that violated the terms of her Employment Agreement, and 
then pursued a public smear campaign to destroy Ms. Hammer's personal and professional 
86 Pltfs MSJ Strnt of Facts, ,r 4. 
87 Pltfs MSJ Stmt of Facts, ml 5-7. 
88 Pltfs MSJ Stmt of Facts, ,r,f 8-9. 
89 Pltrs MSJ Stmt of Facts, ,r 11. 
90 Pltfs MSJ A.ff. of Counsel, Exs. 9-11; Pltfs MSJ Stmt of Facts, ff 10-11. 
91 Pltf's MSJ Stmt of Facts,~ 12-27. 
92 Pltfs MSJ Stmt of Facts, ff 13-14, 21-29. 
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reputations.93 Following her termination, the Idaho Mountain Express reported that: "When 
asked whether Hammer's termination was with or without cause, Naylor said, 'There was no 
stated cause."'94 Given the totality of the circumstances surrounding Ms. Hammer's termination, 
Sun Valley's own attorney could not truthfully state she was fired "without cause." Even Mr. 
Naylor's quote that, .. [t]here was no stated cause," implies that some cause did exist, but Sun 
Valley would not, or could not, be publically forthright about that cause. 
The factual circwnstances and growing animosity against Ms. Hammer leading up to her 
involuntary leaves and termination evidence that Sun Valley's actual motives for such adverse 
employment actions were retaliatory. Sun Valley's argument that Ms. Hammer has not stated a 
prima facie case must be rejected. Sun Valley's proffered reasons for her termination are 
pretextual, and its Motion must be denied. 
3. Sun Valley took adverse actions against Ms. Hammer in violation of the IPPEA 
Sun Valley admits that, at a minimum, it took an adverse action against Ms. Hammer 
when it terminated her employment. (Defs. Corrected MSJ Mem., § IV.B.4.a.) Sun Valley 
undertook additional adverse actions against Ms. Hammer in violation of the IPPEA.95 The 
IPPEA defines an "adverse action" against an employee to mean: '10 discharge, threaten or 
otherwise discriminate against an employee in any manner that affects the employee's 
employment, including compensation, terms, conditions, location, rights, immunities, 
promotions or privileges." J.C. § 6-2103(1) (emphasis added). An employer is prohibited from 
engaging in actions that "could well dissuade a reasonable worker from making or supporting a 
93 Pltfs Resp. Aff. of Counsel, Ex. 1,r,r 12-17; Pltf's Stmt of Disputed Facts, ,r,r 2-3; Pltfs MSJ 
Stint of Facts, ,r,r 28-29. 
94 Pltf' s Stmt of Disputed Facts, ,r 3. 
95 Pltf's MSJ Stmt of Facts, fl 8-11, 13, 21-29; Pltf's Stmt of Disputed Facts, ,r,r 2, 6, 10-14. 
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charge of (violation of law]." Burlington N. & Santa Fe Ry. V. White, 548 U.S. 53, 57 (2006). 
"[A] plaintiff must show that a reasonable employee would have found the challenged action 
materially adverse, •which in [the Title VII] context means it well might have dissuaded a 
reasonable worker from making or supporting a charge of discrimination."' White, 548 U.S. at 
68 (quotations omitted). "To constitute an adverse employment action, 'a government act of 
retaliation need not be severe and it need not be of a certain kind. Nor does it matter whether an 
act of retaliation is in the form of the removal of a benefit or the imposition of a burden.'" 
Ledfordv. Idaho Dep't of Juvenile Corr., Case No. l:12-cv-00326-BLW, 2014 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 
29911, at** 12, 21-23 (D. Idaho Mar. 6, 2014) (quoting Coszalter v. City of Salem, 320 F.3d 
968, 975 (9th Cir. 2003)). "Indeed, a 'campaign[) of harassment and humiliation, could be 
deemed an adverse employment action even without the loss of any governmental benefit."' 
Ledford, 2014 U.S. Dist LEXIS 29911, at** 13, 21-23 (quoting Coszalter, 320 F.3d at 975)). 
Here, the adverse actions taken by Sun Valley against Ms. Hammer include threats of 
termination if Ms. Hammer refused to resign; threats of criminal charges if Ms. Hammer refused 
to resign; biased investigations; Sun Valley's publication of confidential personnel actions 
against Ms. Hammer, including two administrative leaves; Sun Valley's publication of alleged 
wrongdoings by Ms. Hammer; termination; and a post-termination smear campaign by Sun 
Valley.96 Each of these actions by Sun Valley were adverse to Ms. Hammer's employment. 
Each of these actions were prohibited by the IPPEA. LC.§§ 6-2103(1), 6-2104. 
Ms. Hammer has both alleged and shown that Sun Valley engaged in prohibited acts that 
were adverse to her employment. Sun Valley admits that it engaged in adverse actions against 
96 Pltf's MSJ Stmt of Pacts,,, 8-11, 13, 21-29; Pltrs Strnt of Disputed Facts, ,,r 2, 3, 12, 13. 
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Ms. Hammer. (Def s. Corrected MSJ Mem.~ § IV.B.4.a.) Sun Valley's argwnent that Ms. 
Hammer has not stated a prima facie case must be rejected and its Motion denied. 
C. Ms. Hammer's Claims were Timely Filed because Each Was Expressly Protected by 
Tolling Agreements with Sun Valley 
No part of Ms. Hammer's IPPEA case is barred by expiration of any statutory limitation. 
Idaho Code§ 6-2105 requires that: "An employee who alleges a violation of this chapter may 
bring a civil action for appropriate injunctive relief or actual damages, or both, within one 
hundred eighty (180) days after the occurrence of the alleged violation of this chapter." I.C. 
§ 6-2105(2) (emphasis added). Sun Valley and Ms. Hammer entered into a Tolling Agreement 
that expressly protected and extended her right to bring an action arising from wrongful, 
retaliatory acts of Sun Valley that occurred in November and December 2011.97 
Ms. Hammer claims to have suffered injuries beginning on or about November 1 lt 2011. 
Ms. Hammer has previously identified certain claims and damages in her initial Idaho 
Protection of Public Employees Act ("IPPEA~") suit, filed November 21, 2011; md in her 
1hree previous Notices of Tort Claim, dated December 14, 2011, December 26, 2011, and 
December 30, 2011. Ms. Hammer believes that new and additional claims are available 
to her as a result of the Prospective Defendants' alleged additional and/or ongoing 
conduct As a result of all incidents identified in the above-referenced matters, and all 
subsequent and ongoing incidents regarding or relating to Ms. Hammer's employment 
with the City of Sun Valley. she claims to have been injured by the Prospective 
Defendants' alleged violarions of her common law~ state and federal rights. 
The parties to this Agreement acknowledge that lhe .applicable statutes of limitation 
would require 1he Prospective Plaintiff to re-1ile andior amend her JPPEA suit and/or 
serve another notice of tort claim upon the City of Swi VaJlcy, to include; and/or ide.ntify 
additional defendants, allegations and statements of injuryt no later than May 9, 2012. 
However, the parties to this Agreement desire an opportunity to further discuss settlement 
of the matter prior to the IPPEA suit being re-filed and/or the additional notice of tort 
claim being ~rved. 
97 Pltfs Resp. Aff. of Counsel, Ex. 3. 
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The original tolling period was from May 8, 2012 through May 30, 2012.98 Sun Valley and Ms. 
Hammer later entered into the Extension of Tolling Agreement that incorporated by reference all 
recitals, tenns and conditions of the Tolling Agreement, and only extended the tolling period 
through June 29, 2012.99 Ms. Hammer's COMPLAINT FOR DAMAGES AND DEMAND FOR JURY 
TRIAL was timely filed on June 29, 2012. 
As recited in the Tolling Agreement, conservatively, the earliest that Ms. Hammer claims 
to have suffered injuries prohibited by the IP PEA was on or about November 11, 2011, when 
Sun Valley demanded her resignation without any explanation or evidence of wrongdoing. 100 
Under the IPPEA, Ms. Hammer then had until May 9, 2012 to file a civil action. Alternatively, 
the first time that Ms. Hammer was placed on administrative leave on November 18, 2011 is 
more likely the first actionable occurrence under the IPPEA. One-hwidred-eighty days from 
November 18, 2011 is May 16, 2012. Pursuant to the tenns of the Tolling Agreement and the 
Extension of Tolling Agreement, Ms. Hammer's Complaint was timely filed. 
Even under Sun Valley's argument, that its termination of Ms. Hammer on January 19, 
2012 was its only retaliatory act prohibited by the IP PEA, the Complaint was timely filed. 
(Defs. Corrected MSJ Mem., § IV.B.4.a.) One-hundred-eighty days from January 19, 2012 is 
July 17, 2012. The Complaint was file before that possible deadline. Now, instead of complying 
with its contractual obligations set forth in the Tolling Agreement and Extension of Tolling 
Agreement, Sun Valley presents a nonsensical argument that the Court should count backwards 
180 days from the date the Complaint was filed and find any wrongful acts prior to that 
backwards analysis as being time-barred. This analysis is wrong. The IPPEA is forward-looking 
98 Pltf s Resp. Aff. of Counsel, Ex. 3 ,i 1. 
99 Pltfs Resp. Aff. of Counsel, Ex. 4. 
100 Pltfs Resp. Aff. of CoW1sel. Ex. 3; see also Pltfs Stmt of Disputed Facts, ,i 12. 
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and provides an IPPEA plaintiff with ••one hundred eighty ( 180) days after the occurrence of 
the alleged violation of this chapter" to file an action. I.C. § 6-2105(2) (emphasis added). Sun 
Valley's argument that the Court should count backwards is not based on the plain language of 
the statute. 
The Court should deny as a matter of law Sun Valley's claim that its acts of retaliation 
against Ms. Hammer, committed in November and December 2011, are time-barred. 
D. Remedies Under the IPPEA Do Not Exclude Any Type of Lost Wages or 
Pain and Suffering 
To date, the Idaho Supreme Court has expressly refused to render a decision on whether 
an IPPEA plaintiff may recover damages for pain and suffering and front pay. Van v. Portneuf 
Med. Ctr., 156 Idaho 696,330 P.3d 1054, 1065 (2014) (Van//). The Court must therefore look 
to the temts of the statute, which enumerates the following opportunities for relief to an IPPEA 
plaintiff: 
A court, in rendering a judgment brought under [the IPPEA], may 
order any or all of the following: 
(1) An injunction to restrain continued violation of the 
provisions of this act; 
(2) The reinstatement of the employee to the same position 
held before the adverse action, or to an equivalent position; 
(3) The reinstatement of full fringe benefits and seniority 
rights; 
(4) The compensation for lost wages, benefits and other 
remuneration; 
( 5) The payment by the employer of reasonable costs and 
attorneys' fees; 
( 6) An assessment of a civil fine of not more than five hundred 
dollars ($500), which shall be submitted to the state treasurer for 
deposit in the general fund. 
LC.§ 6-2106 (emphasis added); see also I.C. 6-2105 (defining damages for injury or loss caused 
by violation of the IPPEA). Importantly, the Idaho Supreme Court has held that "front pay is a 
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permissible element of damages" under statutes that list "lost wages and benefits" as a type of 
damages that may be awarded to a plaintiff. 0 'Dell v. Basabe, 119 Idaho 796, 811, 810 P .2d 
1082, 1097 (1991) (analyzing damages available under Idaho Code§ 67-5908(3), Idaho Human 
Rights Act); see also Smith v. Mitton, 140 Idaho 893, 899-900, 104 P.3d 367, 373-74 (2004) 
(upholding a jury instruction that enabled an award of future wages to an IPPEA plaintiff). 
Both back pay and front pay are subsets of the global tenn, 'lost 
wages.' This is illustrated by the fact that lost wages are to be 
awarded as an element of •actual damages,' which are commonly 
understood as those actual losses caused by the conduct at issue. 
In other words, the purpose of the lost wages element of damages 
is to restore to the plaintiff all of the benefits lost as a result of the 
violation of the [statute]. There is no distinction drawn in the 
statute between actual damages suffered before the case reaches a 
courtroom from those arising after trial. . . . Our conclusion on the 
issue of front pay is bolstered by policy considerations. If damages 
were measured by the interval between the wrongful conduct and 
the date of trial, plaintiff's attorneys would have great incentive to 
procure trial delays in order to increase the amount of compensable 
damages. In addition, to cut off the measure of damages as of the 
date of trial would preclude full compensation to people injured by 
discriminatory practices. The alternative, to allow full 
compensation to injured plaintiffs for actual losses, is consistent 
with the terms of the statute and the policy 'to make persons whole 
for injuries suffered on account of unlawful employment 
discrimination.' Albemarle Paper Co. v. Moody, 422 U.S. 405, 
418 (1975). 
O'Dell, 119 Idaho at 811-12, 810 P.2d at 1097-98. "The amount of future lost wages or front 
pay to be awarded is a matter to be determined by the trier of fact upon review of the evidence in 
the record." O'Dell, 119 Idaho, 812,810 P.2d at 1098. 
Ms. Hammer's prayer for relief is not limited to damages, but also requests orders 
reinstating her job, her benefits and her seniority rights. 101 Regardless of the scope of relief 
sought by Ms. Hammer, neither the IPPEA nor Idaho case law support Swi Valley's position that 
101 Amended Complaint, p. 33. 
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she cannot be awarded special or general damages. Ms. Hammer should be permitted to prove 
her damages in this matter. The Court should deny Sun Valley's request that Ms. Hammer's 
damages be limited as a matter of law. 
V. CONCLUSION 
For the foregoing reasons, Plaintiff Sharon R. Hammer respectfully requests that Sun 
Valley's Motion for Summary Judgment be denied in its entirety. Ms. Hammer also requests 
that her Motion for Summary Judgment be granted in its entirety. 
DATED this 1st day of December, 2014. 
JONES & SWARTZ PLLC 
By~~ 
JOYM. GA 
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Telephone: (208) 489-8989 
Facsimile: (208) 489-8988 
Email: eric@jonesandswartzlaw.com 
joy@jonesandswartzlaw.com 
Attorneys for Plaintiff Sharon R. Hammer 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BLAINE 
SHARON R. HAMMER 
Plaintiff, 
VS. 
CITY OF SUN VALLEY; NILS RIBI; 
and De WAYNE BRISCOE, 
Defendants. 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
: ss. 
County of Ada ) 
Case No. CV-2012-479 
AFFIDAVIT OF COUNSEL IN 
SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'S 
RESPONSE TO SUN VALLEY'S 
MOTION FOR SUMMARY 
JUDGMENT 
I, Joy M. VEGA, being first duly sworn upon oath, depose and state as follows: 
1. I am an attorney with the law firm of Jones & Swartz PLLC, and am authorized to 
practice law before this and all courts of the State ofldaho. 
2. I am cowisel of record for Plaintiff Sharon R. Hammer in the above action. 
AFFIDAVIT OF COUNSEL IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'S RESPONSE 
TO SUN VALLEY'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT- I 
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3. Attached hereto as Exhibit 1 is a true and correct copy of the AFFIDAVIT OF 
SHARON R. HAMMER IN SUPPORT OF RESPONSE TO DEFENDANTS' MOTION FOR SUMMARY 
JUDGMENT, filed on July 22, 2014, in Case No. I :13...cv-211-EJL, In the United States District 
Court for the District of Idaho. 
4. Attached hereto as Exhibit 2 is a true and correct copy of the January 25, 2012 
newspaper article published by the Idaho Mountain Express. 
5. Attached hereto as Exhibit 3 is a true and correct copy of the Tolling Agreement 
between Ms. Hammer and Sun Valley, dated May 8, 2012. 
6. Attached hereto as Exhibit 4 is a true and correct copy of the Extension of Tolling 
Agreement between Ms. Hammer and Sun Valley, dated May 24, 2012. 
FURTHER AFFIANT SA YETH NAUGHT. 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN TO before me this 1st day of December, 2014. 
Notary Public for Idaho 
My Commission expires P 1.1.J ·L.4 Ii'. 
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The Honorable Jonathan P. Brody 
District Judge 
Minidoka County Courthouse 
8th & G Streets 
P.O. Box368 
Rupert, ID 83350 
[X] U.S. Mail 
[ ] Fax: (208) 436-5272 
[ J Overnight Delivery 
[ ] Hand Delivery 
[ ] Email: 
and on the 2nd day of December, 2014, a true and correct copy of the foregoing document was 
served on the following individual(s) by the method indicated: 
K.irtlan G. Naylor 
NAYLOR&HALES, P.C. 
950 W. Bannock Street, Suite 610 
Boise, ID 83702-6103 
[ ] U.S. Mail 
[ ] Fax: 383-9516 
[X] Hand Delivery 
[ ] Email: kirt@naylorhales.com 
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Eric B. Swartz, ISB #6396 
Joy M. Vega, ISB #7887 
JONES & SW ARTZ PLLC 
1673 W. Shoreline Drive, Suite 200 (83702] 
P.O. Box 7808 
Boise, ID 83707-7808 
Telephone: (208) 489-8989 
Facsimile: (208) 489-8988 
Email: eric@jonesandswartzlaw.com 
joy@jonesandswartzlaw.com 
Attomeys for Plaintiffs Sharon R. Hammer and James R. Donoval 
IN THE UNITED STA TES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE DISTRICT OF IDAHO 
SHARON R. HAMMER and JAMES R. DONOV AL, 
husband and wife, 
Plaintiffs, 
Case No. 2013-cv-00211-EJL 
AFFIDAVIT OF 
vs. 
CITY OF SUN VALLEY; NILS RIBI, in his 
individual and official capacity; and DEWAYNE 
BRISCOE, in his individual and official capacity, 
SHARON R. HAMMER IN 
SUPPORT OF RESPONSE TO 
DEFENDANTS' MOTION FOR 
SUMMARY JUDGMENT (DN 47J 
Defendants. 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
: ss. 
County of Ada ) 
I, Sharon R. Hammer, being first duly sworn upon oath, depose and state as follows: 
1. I am a named Plaintiff in the above-captioned matter. 
2. I have personal knowledge of the facts contained herein and if called upon to 
testify about the same, I could do so competently. 
AFFIDAVIT OF SHARON R- HAMMER IN SUPPORT OF RESPONSE TO 
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3. On September 15, 2011, I was employed by the City of Sun Valley ("City" or 
"Sun Valley") as the Sun Valley City Administrator. On that day I personally attended and 
participated in a scheduled meeting of the Sun Valley City Council ("Council") that was held in 
the Council Chamber at Sun Valley City Hall. 
4. A topic of discussion during the meeting was certain pre-approved budgeted items 
and whether an amendment to the City budget was required at that time. This topic included 
discussion regarding generally acceptable accounting methods for modifying budgeted line 
items. 
5. The Council took a break and I walked up to the front receptionist area of City 
Hall to make copies of certain documents that were being discussed in the meeting. 
6. On his own volition, Mr. Ribi followed me to the receptionist area. He then 
began demanding that I make changes to the City budget and certain budget documents based on 
his unilateral opinions of what the budget should contain. In response, I attempted to explain to 
Mr. Ribi the generally accepted accounting practices and procedures for modifying municipal 
budgets. I attempted to explain th.is to him so that he would understand that his personal 
demands of me were unacceptable and contrary to generally accepted accounting practices for 
municipal government. Mr. Ribi became increasingly and very agitat~ and continuously 
interrupted me, telling me how he wanted the particular procedure done. 
7. Every time that I tried to re~plain the correct budgeting procedures, Mr. Ribi 
would cut me off, raise his anns in the air and waive his hands, saying angrily: "You don't 
understand!" As the conversation continued., I perceived that Mr. Ribi was becoming more and 
more enraged. 
AFFIDAVIT OF SHARON R. HAMMER IN SUPPORT OF RESPONSE TO 
DEFENDANTS' MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUOOMENT- 2 
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8. Eventually, I told Mr. Ribi that I was just going to talk with Mayor Wayne 
Willich. At that point, Mr. Ribi raised his anns up and at me and leaned towards me, in what I 
perceived to be a very violent and physical threatening motion, puffed up his chest, and yelled at 
me: ''No! You will not talk to the Mayor!" 
9. In response to Mr. Ribi's physically and verbally violent outburst, my heart began 
racing, and I was extremely fearful that Mr. Ribi was going to imminently physically strike me 
with his hands or anns. I was fearful for my safety. Instinctively, I stepped back and away from 
Mr. Ribi, and said: "Whoa!" I believe that during this confrontation Mr. Ribi intended to either 
cause me physical harm or make me fearful that he was going to strike me at that moment. 
10. I then turned away from Mr. Ribi and walked down the hallway back to the 
Council Chamber where Mayor Willich and other Council Members and City staff were. I took 
my seat at the City Administrator's table. I engaged Councilman Robert Youngman in a 
conversation about the proposed budget amendment. Mr. Ribi sat down at his seat on the 
opposite end of the dais from me. He overheard my conversation with Councilman Youngman, 
slammed the table in front of him with his hands, and yelled, "We are trying to make a point!" 
Councilman Youngman responded by saying to Mr. Ribi, "Shut your mouth!" 
11. Prior to Mr. Ribi 's assault on me, I had made numerous complaints to Mayor 
Willich, Police Chief Cam Daggett, and the City's attorney, Adam King, regarding Mr. Ribi's 
harassment and hostility directed towards me during numerous confrontations that he had 
initiated. Included in some of those complaints, I told these City representatives that I was 
becoming increasingly fearful of Mr. Ribi and concerned that he would someday become 
physically violent towards me. After the September 15, 2011 Council meeting, I told each of 
these City representatives about the assault by Mr. Ribi and asked each for advice on how I could 
AFFIDAVIT OF SHARON R. HAMMER IN SUPPORT OF RESPONSE TO 
DEFENDANTS' MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT - 3 
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protect myself from him. I believe that on September 15, 2011, Mr. Ribi harbored significant ill-
will and hatred for me because I had complained about him to Mayor WiIIich, Police Chief 
Daggett and Mr. King. 
12. I was terminated from my employment with the City on January 19, 2012. 
Foil owing my termination I have been unable to secure new employment within my career field 
of local government management. 
13. Within weeks of being fired, I began applying for positions of Town Manager, 
Town Administrator, City Manager, County Manager, Assistant City Manager, Finance Director, 
etc. with communities in Idaho, Colorado, Oregon, Washington, Oklahoma, Delaware, and 
Arizona. Attached hereto as Exhibit 1 is a true and correct copy of the Job Search Summary that 
I have kept. 
14. In March 2012, I applied for jobs with two municipalities in Washington. Greg 
Prothman, the executive recruiter who had recruited me to the Sun Valley City Administrator 
position, was the recruiter for each of the Washington positions. Mr. Prothman and I set up a 
Skype interview. During the interview he told me that he did not need to discuss my 
professional skills because he knew I could do the job. Instead, he only wanted to know about 
what happened in Sun Valley. Mr. Prothman was very concerned with the fact that I had sued 
the City and Councilmembers. And, regardless ofmy explanation of why I had filed a lawsuit, it 
was clear to me that because I had sued Sun Valley and sitting Councilmembers, Mr. Prothman 
was no longer interested in me as a candidate for any position that he was recruiting for. 
15. I interviewed with about a third of the prospective employers. With each of the 
employers that I interviewed with I always received excellent and positive feedback after the 
initial interview. Undoubtedly though, within each interview process one of the interviewers 
AFFIDAVIT OF SHARON R. HAMMER IN SUPPORT OF RESPONSE TO 
DEFENDANTS' MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT - 4 
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would have conducted independent online research about me and would see the press releases 
paid for by Sun Valley, the near daily blog postings by Mr. Ribi, and the weekly articles in the 
Idaho Mountain Express - all about my termination, the ongoing investigations against me, and 
the statements by City representatives about my alleged misconduct and criminal conduct After 
the issue of Sun Valley came up, the whole tenor of the interview process changed from positive 
and energetic to awkward, tense and accusatory. Several times in the course of each of 
interview, I was asked about the situation with Sun Valley and why I was terminated. No matter 
how hard I tried to redirect the interviewers to my professional abilities, they always came back 
to the allegations by Sun Valley. And, because the investigations initiated by Sun Valley were 
ongoing, each interviewer would want to know when the investigations would be concluded. 
16. I was one of three finalists with the City of Bend, Oregon. I was also a finalist 
with the City of McCall, Idaho. But I received no job offer. I have not received any job offers in 
the field of!ocal government management. I believe that I have not received a job offer because 
of all of the negative online publicity paid for and promoted by the City of Sun Valley and its 
representatives. 
17. Since January 2012, I have done everything that I can do to present myself as a 
professional and viable candidate. I consulted with online reputation management companies. I 
created and maintained online profiles to highlight my professional abilities. 1 sought out several 
more-seasoned city managers who had also gone through difficult firings to get advice on how to 
manage the situation created by Sun Valley. I conducted extensive researched about how to 
overcome a negative employment experience. I always provided comprehensive application 
materials for every position I applied for. I followed up with every prospective employer who 
asked for more information or for an interview. I even researched the best way to conduct 
AFFIDA VlT OF SHARON R. HAMMER IN SUPPORT OF RESPONSE TO 
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interviews by Skype. Regardless of the efforts that I have taken to present myself, Sun Valley 
and its representatives have destroyed all prospects I have for working in my chosen career field 
of local management administration. 
FURTIIER YOUR AFFIANT SA YETH NAUGHT. 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this 21st day of July, 2014. 
m~ Notary\,u~~ 
My Commission expires $1 /zCJ / b 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the 22nd day of July, 2014, I filed the foregoing document 
electronically through the CM/ECF system, which caused the following parties or counsel to be 
served by electronic means, as more fully reflected on the Notice of Electronic Filing: 
Kirtlan G. Naylor, kirt@naylorhales.com 
Tyler D. Williams, tdw@naylorhales.com 
Jacob H.Naylor,jake@naylorhales.com 
NAYLOR&HALES, P.C. 
950 W. Bannock Street, Suite 610 
Boise, ID 83702~103 
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A 8 C 
l 
2 Qty/County State Position 
3 
Dillion co Town Manager 
4 
Estes Park co Town Administrator 
5 
Sherwood OR City Manager 
6 
Garfield Co1.1nty co County Manager 
7 
-
North Bend WA City Administrator 
8 
Send OR Assistant City Manager 
9 
.... ------~----
10 ,!:1.berty - WA City Administrator La Plata County co County Manager 
11 --- ~-- -- - - - -- - -- - -· Issaquah WA Deputy City Administrator 
12 
D E 
Hammer Job Search 
Search Firm Interview Process 
2012 
Fred Ralnguet I Telephone interview with Fred Rainguet. 
KRW Associates, LLC He sounded very interested in my eicperience. He asked 
me about what happened in Sun Valley and I did not 
hear fro~ him again. 
Gary Suiter Submitted resume. Did not move through the interview 
The Mercer Group ~~<:!55. . _ 
Heather Gantz Telephone interview with Heather Gantz and Jeremy 
'Waldron Consulting Firm I Parks. They asked me about working with the City 
• Council In Sun Valley and why I was terminated. Did not 
get c1 second interview. 
Phil McKenny Telephone interview with Phil Mckenny. 
Peckham & McKenny He sounded very Interested in my eicperience. He asked 
me about what happened in Sun Valley and I did not 
hear from him again. 
Did not use an external search Submitted resume. Did not move through the interview 
firm. process. 
Cheryl Proffitt-Schmidt, 
Administrative Services Director 
Did not use an external search I traveled to Bend to introduce myself to the city 
r·m 
manager. He meet with me for a brief introduction. I 
was subsequently Interviewed by Skype and then 
invited out for an in person interview as one of three 
finalist for the position. What happened In Sun Valley 
came up In every Interview. 
Did not aeply 
Did not use an external search I traveled to Durango to introduce myself to the human 
firm. resources director, Kelly Ganevsky. She meet with me 
and we discussed the county manager position. She 
asked me extensive questions about what happened in 
Sun Valley. 
··- -- --··· - -· - ·- ·-··· -- -- -





Salary Ranae Date Applied 
$100,000 • $110,000 1/30/2012 
$114,000 • $135,000 2/8/2012 
$115,000 • $130,000 2/23/2012 
-····---
$105,137 - $131,421 2/24/2012 
$98,234- $120,216 2/24/2012 
DOQ 2/22/2012 
DOQ 
$U5,000 • $145,000 3/6/2012 













































A B C D E F G 
2 Qty/County State Position Search Firm Interview Process Salary R.inge OateApplled - Lake Forest WA City Administrator Greg Prothman Interviewed with Greg Prothman via Skype. I had met $115,000 • $135,000 3/20/2012 
Prothman Greg when I was interviewing for positions when I left 
Oak Park, IL. sun Valley used Greg when Sun Valley 
hired me in 2008. During this interview he said he did 
not need to discuss my administration skills because he 





happened In SV. We spoke for about 45 minutes and he ~ 
only wanted to discuss what happened In SV. Following 





the situation. I did not move through the interview "F 
13 process. 
·-
Arvada co Deputy City Administrator Bob Murphy & Associates f spoke with Sob Murphy and told him I was going to $122,442 - $152,050 3/19/2012 
submit my resume for the position. I told him that I was 
going to be In town and asked ·1f I could stop by arid 
Introduce myself. He suggested that I contact Deputy 
City Manager, Bill Ray. I met with Mr. Ray while in 
0 
0 





Denver. He asked me about what happened In SV. I did m 
not proceed through the interview process. CJ 
14 
-· ····~~-·- .... .. 
4/7/2012 15 Loveland co Finance Director Search conducted Internally Did not receive an interview $89,359 • $116,167 
16 Greenwood co Director of Finance Search conducted internally No response $99,144 • $142,440 4/18/2012 
Twin Falls 10 Power Engineers - Business No response DOQ 4/27/2012 








18 Greenwood co Assistant TO City Manager Search conducted Internally No response OOQ u, 
Choctaw OK City Manager Larry Shelton l was notified via ema ii that I made the first cut of DOQ 4/18/2012 




and release form. I did not proceed through the I! 
19 Interview process. _ --
Newark DE City Manager Robert Slavin Submitted resume. Did not move through the Interview OOQ 4/30/2012 
20 Slavin Management_Consuttants process. 
Damascus OR City Manager Heather Gantz Submitted resume. Old not move through the interview $100,000 • $120,000 4/30/2012 
21 Waldron Consulting Ffrm process. 
·-








Center - Executive Director moved to the ED position with the Goldmine Thrift 
Store. I had not previously known him. He was excited 
about my interest in the position. t attempted several 




.... -·· - -







A B C D 
2 - Qty/County State Position Search Firm Newcastle co Town Administrator Search conducted internally 
24 
Chandler AZ. Assistant City Manager CPS HR Consulting 
25 




Hailey ID Executive Director Blaine Search conducted internally 
Co Drug Coalition 
27 
·-
McCall ID City Manager Search conducted Internally 
28 




I interviewed via Skype with the city council. The 
interview went very well and they specifically 
mentioned being impressed with the emergency 
management training that I have. They asked what 
happened in SV and the issue was discussed 
extensively. I received an email that said that the 
council felt that my "interview was outstanding" but 
they selected other candidates to proceed through the 
Interview process. 
. . 
Submitted resume. Did not move throuah the interview 
process. 
Interviewed via telephone with the assistant city 
manager and the human resource analyst. They asked 
why I was terminated in SV. I did not hear back from 
them after the Interview. 
I interviewed with the Board of Directors. I knew a 
couple of the board membeu from my work In the 
community. Larry Schoen was a Blaine Co 
Commissioner and I knew him very well, Also, my 
hairdresser was a new member of the Board but did not 
attend the interview. The interview went very well until 
they asked about what happened in SV. I could feel the 
energy drain from the room when we started talking 
about SV. Later my hairdresser told me that Larry 
Schoen had said that he felt that they could not hire me 
because I was too controversial. 
I initially interviewed via Skype with the Mayor and 
council members. The Interview was going very well 
given the similarities between the cities of Mccall and 
SV. I knew the CM that was leaving the position fairly 
well. I had worked with him on the Idaho City 
Manager's Association. They asked about what 
happened in SV and the atmosphere changed 
significantly and they seemed less interested. I was 
asked to participate in a 2nd Skype interview. That 
Interview was entirely about what happened in SV and 
lasted for approximately 45 minutes. I did not proceed 
through the interview process. 
Submitted resume. Did not move through the Interview 
process. Virginia Egger was hired as the Town Manager. 
Virginia was the Sun Valley City Administrator prior to 
me. She was terminated by the City and then rehired 




SalaryRanp Date Applied 
$85,000 · $90,000 S/31/2D12 
-
$128,831 • $180,363 6/8/2012 
$70,864-- $99,207 6/3/2012 
$60,000 - $82,000 6/28/2013 
DOQ 6/20/2012 



































A B C D 
2 City/County /State!. Position Search Firm - Salem OR Deputy City Manager Search conducted internally 
30 
-
Ketchum ID Community Library 
31 Executive Director 
32 
Boise ID Idaho Smart Growth - search conducted internally 
33 E,cecutlve Director 








Meridian ID Clty of Meridian ID - Search conducted internally 
Business Ope rations 




Boise ID Advocates for the west - Search conducted Internally 
37 Executive Director -
Ketchum ID City Administrator Phil McKenny 
38 Peckham & McKenny 
·---~ r--·~ 
Ontario OR City Administrator CH2MHIII 
39 
HAMMER 004087 
E F G 
lntentlew Process I Salary Range l Dlte Applled 
Submitted resume. Did not move throuah the Interview /$104,764-$13217/13/2012 
process. 
Did not submit resume DOQ ···· I ·7/18/2012 
i 
2013 
Submitted resume did not move through the interview DOQ 4/6/2013 
process. -· -
I called the Board President Kit TIiiotson and spoke to DOQ 6/12/2013 
him about the position. He sounded very Interested in 
mv e>1perience. He asked me why I was no longer 
working in local government. I Submitted resume did 
not move throush the interview process. 
Submitted resume did not move throush the interview DOQ 7/10/2013 
process. 
--·-
I had several interviews for this position. Initially a SS2,3-14 -$65A24 7/17/2013 
phone interview with the human resources director and 
the deputy public works director. I had a subsequent 
phone Interview with the same two lndiVlduals. t was 
Invited for an In person interview with the same people 
who conducted the phone interview and the public 
works director. The interview was extensive and t felt 
was going very well. At the end of the hour the PW 
Director said "Idaho Is a small town and we have read 
about what happened on the Internet. Would vou like 
to tell us your side of the story." We discussed the issue 
for another half hour. I could feel their enthusiasm for 
me decrease as we discussed SV. t received a phone 
message the following week that they "committee had 
decided to continue their search." 
Submitted resume did not move through the interview OOQ 9/6/2013 
process. ____ .~~----- -
Submitted resume and cover letter via company's $129,898 • $166,534. 
website. Did not move through the Interview process. 5/9/2014 -----------· 
CH2M Hill is contracting with the Cltv of Ontario, OR for DOQ 
work and I spoke with City Engineer re: contract work 
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Sun Valley terminates 
administrator' 5 contract 
By REBECCA MEANY 
Express St:D.ff Writer 
Following nn executive 
session Thursday, the Sun 
Valley City Council 
reconvened in public 
session and voted to 
approve the termination 
of City Administrator 
Sharon Hammer's 
employment contract. 
Mayor Dewayne Briscoe 
anno1.11ced that Hammer 
would be offered a 
lump-sum severance 
payment of six months' 
base salary. 
Briscoe declined to comment on the reason for the 
terminatl~n, which was effective immediately. He ~tr: 
the question to Kirtlan Naylor a Boise attor e e111 
the city's im;urance carrier to ~epresent the "c:~ ai~~ted by 
matter. 11.y n ulC' 
In an ematl to the Idaho Mountain Expr; N l 
comment on the reason for the termin:n, ::~~~ t'::t 
severance ~ayment was contl111ent upon her not 
city regarding her termination. suing the 
"This would include conduct by city elected offi I ls empl-es ti . . c a and -,w ac ng in the1r official capacftfes • he "d , sa1 . 
Whether she would be prohibited from fllin 
other issues, Naylor said "[T]o quote [H i a lawsuit on M r J' 1 ' ammer·s attorney 1 r. t· 1m Donoval, 'Anyone can sue anyone if the . ' 
the cowt can stop someone from fll""" fri _, Y want. Only ,.._ YUIOUS lawsuits." 
______ l)l:l~l said after the meetina that H ~ ........ _ • ammer"s contract 
allows for termination without cause . ___ ........ . 
pays her six months' salary. providms that the cfty 
Donoval said that means the city admits ft do .. 
legal complaint against Hammer that ca d tesnhe t have any 
termlnatton. use 
HAMMER 001580 
----··-_ .. _, __________ ,. ...... ---·--·----~--
When asked whether Hammer's termination was wtth or 
without c:au•, Naylor sa;d. 'There was no stated cause: 
Hammer had been placed on paid leave in November and 
December by then-Mayor Wayne Willich, who returned her to 
active duty for a few days. Brisco& placed her on leave again 
Jan. 4 one day after he was swom into office. 
A conflict between Hammer and the city erupted publicly 
last November, when she filed a Lawsuit against the city, 
eouncurnen Nils Ribl and Bob Younsman, and City Attomev 
Adam Ktna. In the suit. she alleged that Rtbi repeatedly 
harasSed her and, when she complained to Wtllidi, Ribi 
southt to have her terminated from her position, She also 
alleged that Vountman and Kini colluded in that effort, and 
that the ctty should have done more to protect her from 
Ribi. 
She sued under the ldaho Protection of Public Employees Act. 
Hammer droPf>ed her suit apinst the city and the other 
defendants on Jan. 12, while retaining the rtQht to refile. 
Other. related lawsuits are still pendina in 5th District Court. 
As for Hammer and Donoval's next move? 
"We're go111f'to'6ke a eouple of days and figure out what 
we're 10tna to do," Donoval said Tuesday. 
Meanwhile, ertscoe said he has been handtint the duties of 
the city admtntstrator. The citY has not made clear if or 
when It will hire someone to replace Hammer. 
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TOLLING AOREEMF.NT 
This tolling agreement ("the Agreement") is made as of May 8, 2012, by and between 
SHARON R. HAMMER ("Ms. Hammer" or "Prospective Plaintiff'), by and through 
her legal coWJSe!, Jones & Swartz PLLC, and the CITY OF SUN VALLEY and its 
C1J1Tent and former employees, elected officials, and other agents, coWJSel or 
representntives in any capacity ("Prospective Defendants"), by and through their legal 
counsel, Naylor & Hales, P.C. 
Ms. Hammer claims to have suffered injuries begiMing on or about November 11, 201 l. 
Ms. Hammer has previously identified certain claims and damages in her initial Idaho 
Protection of Public Employees Act ("IPPEA") suit, filed November 21, 2011; and in her 
three previous "lotices of Tort Claim, dated December 14, 2011, December 26, 2011, and 
December 30, 2011. Ms. Hammer believes that new and additional claims are available 
to her as a result of the Prospective Defendants' alleged additional and/or ongoing 
conduct As a result of all incidents identified in the above-referenced matters, and all 
subsequent and ongoing incidents regarding or relating to Ms. Hammer's employment 
with the City of Sun Valley, she claims to have been injured by the Prospective 
Defendants' alleged violations of her common law, state and federal rights. 
The parties to this Agreement acknowledge that the applicable statutes of limitation 
would require the Prospective Plaintiff to re-file and/or amend her IPPEA suit and/or 
serve another notice of tort claim upon the City of Sw1 Valloy, to include and/or identify 
additional defendants, allegations and statements of iajury, no later than May 9, 2012. 
However, the parties to this Agreement desire an opportunity to further discuss settlement 
of the matter prior to the IPPEA suit being re-filed and/or the additional notice of tort 
claim being served. 
For these reasons, the parties to 1us Agreement mutnally agree that the applicable 
statutes of limitation shall be tolled as described below and that, at the end of the tolling 
period, if the matter has not been settled, the Prospective Plaintiff may file suit against 
the Prospective Defendants as she deems necessary without any prejudice whatsoever. 
The Prospective Plaintiff and the Prospective Defendants agree as follows: 
1. Term of Tolling Period - Unless extended in accordance with the provisions of 
this Agreement, the "Tolling Period" for the Prospective Plaintiff shall run through and 
include May 30, 2012. The Tolling Period shall begin to run on the "Effective Date" 
which shall be May 8, 2012. 
2. Termination of Tolling Period -The Tolling Period will expire by its own terms 
at 11:59 p.m., on May 30, 2012. 
3. Extensioo of Tolling Period - The parties to this Agreement may choose to 
extend the Tolling Period by execution of an appropriate written extension agreement. 
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4. No Liti£3tion During Tolling Period - During the Tolling Period the parties to 
this Agreement shall not commence any litigation. arbitration or other proceeding against 
each other on any claim or issue whatsoever arising from Ms. Hammer's employment 
with the City of Sun Valley, her tennination from said employment, or any other related 
incidents in which Ms. Hammer claims to have been injured. 
5. Tollinl of Limitation Pedod - Any and all applicable statutes of limitation or 
repose, whether statutory, contractual or common law, shall be tolled during the tenn of 
the Tolling Period with respect to any claim or issue between the Prospective Plaintiff 
and Prospective Defendants whatsoever. The parties to this Agreement may not assert in 
reliance on the passage of time during the Tolling Period any claim or defense of waiver, 
estoppel, !aches or any similar claim or defense. However, nothing in this Agreement 
shall preclude any party from relying on the passage of time either before the Tolling 
Period has begun or after the Tolling Period has ended in support of any claim or defense. 
6. Written Notice - Where this Agreement reqwres or pennits written notice, the 
party giving such written notice shall send it by facsimile or messenger delivery to legal 
counsel for the non-noticing party. 
7. No WaiverofCJabns- Nothiog in this Agreement is intended as, shall constitute, 
or shall be used as evidence of an admission of wrongdoing or liability, including 
comparative liability or fault, a waiver of any right or defense in subsequent litigation, an 
estoppel, or an admission as to any other matter of fact or law. The parties shall be 
entitled to use this Agreement to enforce the terms of the Agreement 
8. Use or Discovery - The parties to this Agreement agree that the infonnal 
exchange of information shall not preclude either party from initiating discovery in any 
subsequent litigation between the parties to this Agreement provided the parties to this 
Agreement agree to use best efforts to avoid duplicating discovery already taken. 
9. Binding on Assigns - This Agreement shall be binding upon and inure to the 
benefit of the original parties who opted to be governed by its terms along with their 
respedive heirs, legal representatives. predecessors. successors and assigns. 
10. Governing Law - This Agreement shall be governed by the laws of the State of 
Idaho and construed in accordance therewith. 
11. Counterparts - This Agreement may be executed in one or more counterparts, 
eadl constituting a binding original. Any of the parties hereto, their authorized 
representative or legal counsel may execute this Agreement by signing any such 
counterpart. 
12. Ent.ire Agreement - This Agreement sets forth the entire agreement of the 
parties. No other tenns are binding on the parties except those found within this 
Agreement. Any changes to this Agreement must be made in a writing signed by the 
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13. Waiver- A waiver by either party of any term or condition of this Agreement or 
any breach of any term or condition, in any instance, shall not be construed as a waiver of 
any other term or condition. shall not constitute a waiver of a similar breach in the futun; 
or of any other breach, and shall not nullify the effectiveness of such provision. 
14. Headings - The headings used in this Agreement are for convenience purposes 
only and shall not be used to interpret or construe its provisions. 
TOIJ..INO AGREEMENT - 3 
JONES & SWARTZ PILC 
By~~~ 
JOYM. VEGA 
Attorneys for Sharon R. Hll1n1Mr 
NAYLOR & HALES. P.C. 
Km: . NAYLOR 
Attorneys for City of Sun Valley, its emplqyees, 
elected officials, and agents 
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EXTENSION OF TOLLING AGREEMENT 
This extension to the May 8, 2012 Tolling Agreement C'Extensionn) is made as of May 
24t 2012, by and between SHARON R. HAMMER ("Ms. Hammer" or "Prospective 
Plaintiff'), by and through her legal counsel, Jones & Swartz PLLC, and the CITY OF 
SUN VALLEY and its current and former employees, elected officials, and other agents, 
counsel or representatives, in any capacity ("Prospective Defendants"). by and through 
their legal counsel, Naylor & Hales, P .C. 
This Extension incorporates by reference all recitals, terms and conditions of the Tolling 
Agreement as if restated in full herein. This Extension does not alter or amend any 
aspect of the Tolling Agreement, except as stated herein. 
As of the date of this Extension, the parties continue to require an opportunity to further 
discuss settlement of the matter prior to the pending IPPEA suit being re-filed and/or the 
additional notice of tort claim being served. as described in the Tolling Agreement. 
Pursuant to Paragraph 12 of the Tolling Agreement, any changes to that Tolling 
Agreement must be made in a writing signed by the parties, their authorized 
representative or legal counsel. 
The Prospective Plaintiff and the Prospective Defendants further agree as follows: 
l. Term of Tolling Period - The extended "Tolling Period" for the Prospective 
Plaintiff shall run through and include June 29, 2012. The Tolling Period shall begin to 
run on the "Effective Date" which shall be May 24, 2012. 
2. Termination of Tolling Period-The Tolling Period will expire by its own terms 
at 11:59 p.m., on June 29, 2012. 
All other terms of the May 8, 2012 Tolling Agreement remain in full force and effect as if 
restated herein. 
JONES & SW ARTZ PLLC 
B~~~-'>~ ~i~ARiz 
JovM.VEGA 
Attorneys for Sharon R. Hammer 
EXTENSION OF TOLLING AGREEMENT· l 
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Eric B. Swa~ ISB #6396 
Joy M. Vega, ISB #7887 
JONES & SW ARTZ PLLC 
DEC - 9 201\ 
1673 W. Shoreline Drive, Suite 200 [83702] 
P.O. Box 7808 
Boise, ID 83707-7808 
Telephone: (208) 489-8989 
Facsimile: (208) 489-8988 
Email: eric@ionesandswartzlaw.com 
joy@ionesandswartzlaw.com 
Attorneys for Plaintiff Sharon R. Hammer 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BLAINE 
SHARON R. HAMMER, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
CITY OF SUN VALLEY; NILS RIBI; 
and De WAYNE BRISCOE, 
Defendants. 
Case No. CV-2012-479 
REPLY IN SUPPORT OF 
PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR 
SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Sun Valley presents no evidence adverse to the Court finding that no volwitary and 
knowledgeable intent to waive or release any statutory rights exists and that judgment as a matter 
oflaw should be entered in favor of Ms. Hammer. Defendant City of Sun Valley has accepted as 
true and undisputed all of Plaintiff Sharon R. Hammer's stated material facts that support her 
Motion for Summary Judgment. Sun Valley does not dispute that it only purportedly 
terminated her without cause, which means that she was actually terminated for cause and 
REPLY IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT - l 
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without due process.' Sun Valley does not dispute that: "In June 2008, when the [City 
Administrator Employment Agreement ("Employment Agreement")] was entered into, there was 
no intent by either party that Ms. Hammer was waiving or would waive any constitutional or 
statutory rights, or claims of discrimination, harassment, retaliation, or tort."2 Sun Valley does 
not dispute that, prior to Ms. Hammer signing the Supplemental Release Pursuant to City 
Administrator Employment Agreement ("'Supplemental Release''), Sun Valley was repeatedly 
advised that she ''would not waive or release any non-contract claim, or type of claim other than 
those arising from the severance package."3 Sun Valley does not dispute that "[t]he intent of 
Ms. Hammer's release extended only to claims arising out of any dispute related to the severance 
package.',4 Nor does Sun Valley dispute that: "In January 2012, when Ms. Hammer signed the 
Supplemental Release, she had no intent to relinquish any constitutional or statutory rights or [to] 
waive any of the claims alleged in the present case. "5 
Idaho's law on waiver and release plainly requires that, where an exculpatory clause does 
not violate public policy, any such relinquishment of rights or claims still requires the act to be 
made volwitarily and with knowledge. The admitted material facts, and absence of adverse 
evidence, show the Court that no legal, voluntary or knowledgeable waiver or release was signed 
by Ms. Hammer in relation to her statutory rights and protections under the Idaho Protection of 
Public Employees Act ("IPPEA"). Ms. Hammer's Motion for Summary Judgment should be 
granted and Sun Valley's Fifth and Sixth Affirmative Defenses dismissed as a matter oflaw.6 
1 Memorandum in Support of Plainti:ff s Motion for Summary Judgment ("Pltrs MSJ Supp. Mem."), filed 
November IS, 2014, §II,, 30. 
2 Pltrs MSJ Supp. Mem., §II,,, 35-36. 
3 Pltf' s MSJ Supp. Mem., § II, ,i 32. 
4 Pltf's MSJ Supp. Mem., § 11,133. 
5 Pltf's MSJ Supp. Mem., §II,, 37. 
6 Ms. Hammer incorporates by reference the entirety of the legal arguments and evidence submitted in 
PLAINTIFF'S RESPONSE TO SUN VALLEY'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT, filed December 2, 2014. 




A. Sun Valley's 2008 Exculpatory Clause and Ms. Hammer's 2012 Release Do Not 
Absolve Sun Valley of Liability For Its Illegal Actions 
1. The exculpatory clause of the Employment Agreement violates the public policy 
underlying the IPPEA. 
Freedom to contract is not limitless. Idaho's rule has historically imposed the restriction 
that express agreements exempting one party from liability are not enforceable where a public 
duty is involved. Rawlings v. Layne & Bowler Pump Co., 93 Idaho 496, 499-500, 465 P.2d 107, 
110-111 (1970). Sun Valley cannot contract-away its statutory obligations to not retaliate 
against employees who engage in activities protected by the IPPEA. See I.C. § 6-2104 
(codifying protected employee acts). Nor can Sun Valley relieve itself of liability for violations 
of the IPPEA at the commencement of a relationship with a new employee. See I.C. § 6-2104 
(prohibiting employer from certain acts). Sun Valley's attempt to relieve itself of the rule 
established in Lee v. Sun Valley Co., which expanded invalid exclusions from permissible 
exculpatory contracts, must also be rejected. 107 Idaho 976,979,695 P.2d 361,364 (1984). 
Sun Valley is prohibited from contracting its way out of liability arising from violations 
of the IPPEA because such liability has been prescribed to it by Idaho's legislature. "[W]e do 
hold that where the legislature has addressed the rights and duties pertaining to personal 
injuries arising out of the relationship between two groups, i.e., employers/employees, 
outfitters and guides/participants, and has granted limited liability to one group in 
exchange for adherence to specific duties, then such duties become a 'public duty' within 
the exception to the general rule validating exculpatory contracts." Lee, 107 Idaho at 979, 
695 P.2d at 364 (1984) (emphasis added). The public policy exclusion from exculpatory 
contracts is not limited to circumstances involving personal injury. It is also applicable to non-
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personal injury statutes. including: employer duties under Idaho's workmen's compensation 
statutes (Id. (citing I.C. § 72-318)); minimum wage statutes (Id. (citing Sherba Bros., Inc. v. 
Campbell, 361 So.2d 814 (Fla. App. 1978)); property exemptions from attachment and execution 
(Id. (citing Iowa Mutual Ins. Co. v. Parr, 370 P.2d 400 (Kan. 1962)); unemployment 
compensation statutes (Id. (citing Sw. Bell Tel. Co. v. Employment Sec. Bd of Review, 502 P.2d 
645 (Kan. 1972)); statutory right of redemption (Id. {citing Elson Dev. Co. v. Ariz. Savings & 
Loan Ass 'n. 407 P .2d 930 (Ariz. 1965)); and landlord-tenant relationships arising from Idaho's 
statutory implied warranty of habitability (Jesse v. Lindsley, 146 Idaho 70, 233 P.3d 1 (2008)). 
The import of Lee 's rule is that where the legislature has addressed the rights and duties arising 
out of the relationship between two groups, such as employers and employees, then those 
codified duties become a "public duty" within the exception to the general rule validating 
exculpatory contracts. Lee, 107 Idaho at 979, 695 P.2d at 364 (1984). This public policy 
exclusion from the general rules of contract is not new. Rawlings, 93 Idaho at 499-500, 465 P.2d 
at 110-111 (striking exculpatory clause that relieved one party for acts of broad, undefined 
negligence). 
Sun Valley's violation of the IPPEA resulting, in part. from Ms. Hammer's termination in 
retaliation for engaging in activities protected by the IPPEA implicates important public policy 
codified by Idaho's legislature. Ms. Hammer's analogy to and reliance on the rule stated in Lee 
is not inapposite or inapplicable. Lee, its progeny, and its predecessors all support 
Ms. Hammer's argument that Sun Valley's attempt to contract its way out of liability arising 
from its statutory violations is impermissible. Through the IPPEA, Idaho's legislature expressly 
intended to establish a standard of care dictating government employer response to employee 
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"whistleblower" activities. LC. § 6-2101. It would be improper for the Court to imply and 
enforce a waiver that is an affront to the IPPEA and that the parties did not agree to. 
Sun Valley's legal arguments fail as a matter of law. The Court should grant 
Ms. Hammer's Motion for Summary Judgment in its entirety. 
2. Inherent in Idaho law is a presumption against the waiver or release of 
statutory rights. 
Idaho law does restrict the waiver or release of a known right.7 "Waiver is a voluntary, 
intentional relinquishment of a known right or advantage." Brand S. Corp. v. King, 102 
Idaho 731,724,639 P.2d 429,432 (1981) (emphasis added) (citing Nelson v. Hopper, 86 Idaho 
115, 383 P.2d 588 (1963); Crouch v. Bischoff, 78 Idaho 364, 304 P.2d 646 (1956)). In order to 
find an exculpatory clause enforceable, a court must find that the clause "speaks clearly and 
directly" to the excused wrongdoing. "Clauses which exclude liability must speak clearly and 
directly to the particular conduct of the defendant which caused the harm at issue." 
Anderson & Nafziger v. G.T. Newcomb, Inc., 100 Idaho 175, 178, 595 P.2d 709, 712 (1979) 
(citations omitted) (rejecting exculpatory language exempting seller from liability for crop loss). 
Broad exculpatory language cannot be isolated from the context of the clause in which it appears. 
Anderson & Nafziger, 100 Idaho at 178, 595 P.2d at 712. 
Contrary to Sun Valley's blatant misrepresentations of the law and the facts to the Court, 
Idaho does require waiver of protected rights to be done knowingly and voluntarily. (Def's. 
7 The Idaho Supreme Court has repeatedly affirmed that constitutional rights may be waived, so long as 
the prospective plaintiff (often times a criminal defendant) does so knowingly, voluntarily and 
intelligently. See, Smith v. State, 146 Idaho 822, 834-35 n.I 1 (2012)~ Lubcke v. Boise City/Ada County 
Rous. Auth., 124 Idaho 450, 460 (1993). "However, the waiver of any fundamental constitutional 
right is never presumed.'' Glangary-Gamlin Protective Ass 'n v. Bird, 106 Idaho 84, 90, 675 P.2d 344, 
350 (Ct. App. 1983) (citation omitted). "[TJbe waiver must be affirmatively demonstrated." Bird, 
106 Idaho at 90, 675 P.2d at 350. "As a corollary to this definition of waiver, this Court has repeatedly 
stated that there is a presumption against waiver of fundamental constitutional rights." Id. (emphasis 
added) (citations omitted). Smith v. State, 146 Idaho 822, 834-35 n.11 (2012) (citations omitted). 
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Opp'n to Pl.'s MSJ, p. 7.) Nothing in the record before the Court establishes that Ms. Hammer 
voluntarily or intentionally relinquished her rights under the IPPEA. To the contrary, the record 
is replete with evidence that such a waiver and release were not contemplated or intended under 
either the Employment Agreement or the Supplemental Release. 8 No terms of the Employment 
Agreement or the Supplemental Release "speak clearly and directly" to exclude Sun Valley's 
liability under the IPPEA. Anderson & Naftiger, 100 Idaho at 178, 595 P.2d at 712; Jesse, 146 
Idaho at 75,233 P.3d at 6. 
When the language of the Supplemental Release was being negotiated by the parties, 
Sun Valley did not request or require the Supplemental Release to include specific language 
releasing Ms. Hammer's rights under the IPPEA.9 In fact, Sun Valley drafted its own version of 
the release that was rejected by Ms. Hammer. 10 After various correspondences with Sun Valley 
regarding the language of the release, Sun Valley accepted the Supplemental Release from 
Ms. Hammer. 11 And, during those contract negotiations, Sun Valley was put on notice that 
Ms. Hammer was not releasing any right under the IPPEA. 12 
Without evidence of Ms. Hammer's volwttary intent to waive or release her rights under 
the IPPEA, no such waiver can legally exist. Ms. Hammer's Motion should be granted. 
8 Pltf s MSJ Supp. Mem., § II, n 30-37. 
9 PLAINTIFF'S RESPONSE TO SUN VALLEY'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT ("Pltfs Resp. to Ders. 
MSJ"), filed December 2, 2014, § II, fl 3-5, 7, 16; AFFIDAVIT OF JAMES R. OONOVAL IN SUPPORT OF 
PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUOOMENT ( .. Aff. of Donoval"), filed November 18, 2014, Exs. 1-3; 
SUPPLEMENT AL AFFIDAVIT OF JAMES R. DONOV AL fN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY 
JUDGMENT ("Supp. Aff. of Donoval"), filed contemporaneously herewith, Exs. 1-2. Mr. Donoval's 
Supplemental Affidavit is filed in reply to, and for the purpose of contradicting, Sun Valley's claim that 
Ms. Hammer waived all claims (of any kind) as asserted in its opposition to Ms. Hammer's Motion for 
Summary Judgment. 
10 Supp. Aff. of Donoval, Ex. 2. 
11 See Supp. Aff. ofDonoval, Exs. 1-2; Aff. ofDonoval, Exs. 1-3; AFFIDAVIT OF SHARON R. HAMMER IN 
SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT ("Aff. of Hammer"), filed November 18, 
2014, Ex. 2. 
12 Aff. ofDonoval, Exs. 1-3. 
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8. Ms. Hammer and Mayor Willich's Intent is Expressly Referenced and Incorporated 
Into the Supplemental Release and Can Properly Be Considered By the Court 
Through Their Testimony 
The intent of Ms. Hammer and Sun Valley, as of 2008, is not presented to the Court for 
the purpose of contradicting, varying or altering the terms of the Employment Agreement. It is 
presented for the purpose of providing information expressly incorporated by reference into the 
Supplemental Release. The Supplemental Release purposefully refers back to the intent of 
Ms. Hammer and Mayor Willich when they signed the Employment Agreement in June 2008: 
Upon payment of the severance payment required pursuant to 
Section 3.A. of the City Administrator Employment Agreement 
dated June I, 2008, I release the City Of Sun Valley for any claims 
defined in Section 3 .A. of the City Administrator Employment 
Agreement as were intended when the City Administrator 
Employment Agreement was entered into on June 1, 2008. jj 
The evidence of record shows that Mayor Willich and Ms. Hammer did not intend the 
Employment Agreement to "waive any statutory rights or future discrimination, harassment., 
retaliation or other non-contract claims if the City of Sun Valley chose to ever terminate the 
Employment Agreement pursuant to the 'without cause' provisions of Section 3, Paragraph A." 14 
The Supplemental Release expressly incorporates the Employment Agreement and expressly 
incorporates the intent of Sun Valley and Ms. Hammer when the Employment Agreement was 
executed. 15 
To ascertain the intent of the parties in June 2008, the admissible evidence available to 
the Court includes the testimony of Mayor Willich and Ms. Hammer. 16 "The primary aim in 
interpretation of all contracts is to ascertain the mutual intent of the parties at the time the contract 
13 Aff. of Hammer, Ex. 2 ( emphasis added). 
14 AFFIDAVIT OF WAYNE WILLICH lN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
("Aff. ofWillich"), filed November 18, 2014, 17; Pltfs MSJ Supp. Mem., §II,,, 30-37. 
15 Aff. of Hammer, Ex. 2. 
16 Aff. of Willich, ,i, 2-9; Aff. of Hammer, 1113-4, 7-11, I 5-22, and Ex. 1. 
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was made." Opportunity, LLC v. Ossewarde, 136 Idaho 602, 607, 38 P.3d 1258, 1263 (2002) 
( citation omitted). "If possible, the intent of the parties should be ascertained from the language of 
the agreement as the best indication of their intent." Opportunity, LLC, 136 Idaho at 607, 38 P.3d 
at 1263 ( citation omitted). And, "when a subsequently executed agreement specifically 
references and relies on a former agreement, the two are to be interpreted together, if possible." 
Opportunity, LLC, 136 Idaho at 607, 38 P.3d at 1263 (citing Silver Syndicate, Inc. v. Sunshine 
Mining Co., IOI Idaho 226, 235, 611 P.2d 1011, 1020 (1979)). "Although parol evidence 
generally cannot be submitted to contradict, vary, add or subtract from the terms of a written 
agreement that is deemed unambiguous on its face, there is an exception to this general rule 
where a latent ambiguity appean." Knipe Land Co. v. Robertson, 151 Idaho 449, 455, 259 
P.3d 595, 601 (2011) (emphasis added) (citation omitted). "A latent ambiguity exists where an 
instrument is clear on its face, but loses that clarity when applied to the facts as they exist." 
Knipe Land Co., 151 Idaho at 455, 259 P.3d at 601 (citation omitted). 
Latent ambiguities have appeared regarding which of the claims Ms. Hammer intended to 
release and which she intended to keep through the language, "any claim." Latent ambiguities 
have also appeared regarding what Ms. Hammer and Mayor Willich intended when entering into 
the Employment Agreement in 2008. These latent ambiguities have appeared as a result of 
varying arguments being presented by the parties in their attempts to apply the Supplemental 
Release to the facts of the case. Ms. Hammer and Mr. Donoval's testimony regarding their 
drafting of the Supplemental Release, and Ms. Hammer and Mayor Willich's testimony about 
what they intended when entering into the Employment Agreement in 2008, are appropriate for 
review in light of such latent ambiguities. Knipe Land Co., supra. 
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Neither Ms. Hammer nor Mayor Willich's testimony defining what the phrase "claims" 
included varies or contradicts the terms of the Employment Agreement, but instead provides 
what they defined the word ''claims" to mean at the time the Employment Agreement was 
entered into. The same can be said for Mr. Donoval and Ms. Hammer's testimony about their 
reference to Ms. Hammer and Mayor Willich's 2008 intent and the "any claim" phrase contained 
in the Supplemental Release. 17 
Latent ambiguities can arise even with the most seemingly understandable term when 
trying to apply actual facts to the term. For example, in Mountairrview Landowners Coop. Ass 'n, 
Inc. v. Cool, the Idaho Supreme Court had to look to extrinsic evidence to determine the intent of 
the parties' use of the term ''swimming" in an easement agreement 139 Idaho 770, 86 P.3d 484 
(2004). And, in United States v. Park, the Ninth Circuit looked to extrinsic evidence as to what 
the term "livestock" meant in an easement agreement. 536 F .3d 1058 (9th Cir. 2008). In both 
Mountainview and Park, the presumption would be that the definition of the words "swimming" 
and "livestock" would be readily determinable. But, in both cases, when the facts related to the 
matter were analyzed against the terms, both courts turned to extrinsic evidence to address the 
latent ambiguity. The same should be done in this case regarding the term "any claim."18 
The Court must consider the Employment Agreement in light the Supplemental Release's 
express incorporation of Ms. Hammer and Mayor Willich's intent about the same. 19 In doing so, 
the only outcome can be that no intent to waive or release Ms. Hammer's rights under the IPPEA 
has ever existed.20 
17 Aff. of Willich, ,r,i 2-9; Aff. of Hammer. ,r,i 3-4, 7-11, 15-22, Ex. 2; Aff. of Donoval, ,Ml 4-9; Supp. Aff. 
of Donoval, foes. 1-2. 
18 Aff. of Hammer, Ex. 2. 
19 Aff. of Willich, fl 2-9; Aff. of Hammer, fl 3-4, 7-11, 15-22, Exs. 1 and 2; Aff. of Donoval, ,r,i 4-9. 
20 Pltfs MSJ Supp. Mem., § II, t,130-37. 
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C. Judge Lodge's Federal Interim Order Is Not Final Or Binding On This Court 
Sun Valley has no reputable legal basis to argue that Judge Lodge's interim Order is 
applicable in any way to Ms. Hammer's Motion for Summary Judgment. (Defs. Opp'n to Pl.'s 
MSJ, pp. 2, 6, 7.) The federal MEMORANDUM DECISION AND ORDER relied on by Sun Valley is 
neither a final judgment nor binding on this Court.21 The federal court's Order resulted from 
Sun Valley's motion for judgment on the pleadings pursuant to Fed. R. Civ. Pro. 12(c).22 It was 
not a motion for summary judgment that allowed Ms. Hammer to submit evidence.23 In response 
to the federal court's issuance of the referenced Order, Ms. Hammer timely filed PLAINTIFFS' 
MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION OF THE COURT'S MEMORANDUM DECISION AND ORDER ON 
DEFENDANTS' MOTION TO DISMISS, which is still pending.24 Ms. Hammer also filed PLAINTIFFS' 
RENEWED MOTION TO .AMEND THE SCHEDULING ORDER AND MOTION FOR LEA VE TO AMEND THE 
COMPLAINT, which is still pending in the federal court.25 And, Ms. Hammer filed PLAINTIFF 
SHARON HAMMER'S MOTION FOR PARTIAL SUMMARY JUDGMENT regarding certain federal causes 
of action and state common law claims that the federal court erroneously dismissed and/or that 
are expected to be revived when the federal court grants the pending Motion for 
Reconsideration.26 The interim federal Order has no bearing on this Court's grant of 
Ms. Hammer's Motion for Summary Judgment. 
21 Sharon R. Hammer and James R. Donoval v. City of Sun Valley, Nils Ribi, and De Wayne Briscoe, Case 
No. 1: 13-cv-2 l 1-EJL, In the United States District Court for the District of Idaho ("Hammer, et al. v. Sun 
Valley, et al."), DNs 41, 44, 44-1, 45, 45-L 
22 Hammer, et al. v. Sun Valley, et al., DNs 18, 41. 
23 Hammer, et al. v. Sun Valley, et al., DNs 41, 22 (Judge Lodge refused to convert the 12(c) motion to a 
Rule 56 motion). 
24 Hammer, et al. v. Sun Valley, et al., DNs 44, 44-1, 51, 57. 
25 Hammer, et al. v. Sun Valley, et al., DNs 45, 45-1 - 45-4, 52, 58. 
26 Hammer, et al. v. Sun Valley, et al., DNs 48-48-44, 50, 53. 




Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 12(b)(8) is not applicable to this matter. That Rule 
provides a defense arising from "another action pending between the same parties for the same 
cause of action." l.R.C.P. 12(bX8). "The first test is whether the other pending case has gone to 
judgment." Wing v. Amalgamated Sugar Co., 106 Idaho 905,908,684 P.2d 307,310 (Ct. App. 
1984), overruled on other grounds by NBC Leasing Co. v. R&T Farms, 112 Idaho 500, 733 P.2d 
721 (1987). "The second test is whether the court, although not barred from deciding the case, 
should nevertheless refrain from deciding it." Klaue v. Hern, 133 Idaho 437,440,988 P.2d 211, 
214 (1999) (citing Wing, 106 Idaho at 908,684 P.2d at 310). 
In exercising such discretion, a trial court should evaluate the 
identity of the real parties in interest and the degree to which the 
claims or issues are similar. The court also may consider the 
occasionally competing objectives of judicial economy, 
minimizing costs and delay to the litigants, obtaining prompt and 
orderly disposition of each claim or issue, and avoiding potentially 
inconsistent judgments. 
Wing, 106 Idaho at 908, 684 P.2d at 310. "The trial court is to consider whether the court in 
which the matter already is pending is in a position to determine the whole controversy and to 
settle all the rights of the parties." Diet Ctr., Inc. v. Basford, 124 Idaho 20, 22, 855 P.2d 481, 
483 (Ct. App. 1994) (citations omitted). "[W]hether the other court has already exercised 
jurisdiction is [another] important factor in determining whether to dismiss a parallel Idaho 
action under Rule 12{b)(8)." 'Zaleha v. Rosholt, Robertson & Tucker, 129 Idaho 532, 534, 
927 P.2d 925, 928 (Ct. App. 1996). Sun Valley has not and cannot present argument for this 
Court's adoption of any part of the federal Order under Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 12(b)(8). 
Nor may issue preclusion be used to bar this Court from dismissing Sun Valley's 
challenged affirmative defenses. "Issue preclusion protects litigants from litigating an identical 
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issue with the same party or its privity." Ticor Title Co. v. Stanion, 144 Idaho 119, 123, 157 P.3d 
613, 617 (2007) (citation omitted). 
Five factors are required in order for issue preclusion to bar the 
relitigation of an issue determined in a prior proceeding: ( 1) the 
party against whom the earlier decision was asserted had a full and 
fair opportunity to litigate the issue decided in the earlier case; 
(2) the issue decided in the prior litigation was identical to the 
issue presented in the present action; (3) the issue sought to be 
precluded was actually decided in the prior litigation; (4) there was 
a final judgment on the merits in the prior litigation; and (5) the 
party against whom the issue is asserted was a party or in privity 
with a party to the litigation. 
Ticor Title Co., 144 Idaho at 124, 157 P.3d at 618 (citation omitted). Of the five requisite 
factors, only the fifth is satisfied when comparing this IPPEA case to the federal Order and 
pending federal motions. Issue preclusion is not applicable to this case. 
No reason exists for this Court to show deference to the federal court under theories of 
comity. If this Honorable Court has an inclination to rely on the federal Order for any part of its 
analysis of the competing Motions for Summary Judgment before it, that inclination should be 
dismissed. The federal court has not issued any judgment in Mr. Hammer's civil rights violation 
case. Judge Lodge's analysis and determinations stated in the Order are far from final. There 
are at least three motions challenging the erroneous Order currently pending. And, Ms. Hammer 
has not had an opportunity to appeal any final judgment to the Ninth Circuit. This Court must 
conduct independent analysis regarding the exculpatory clause in the Employment Agreement 
and the intent of the Supplemental Release at issue in this case. 
This Court has exclusive jurisdiction over Ms. Hammer's IPPEA claim. No part of the 
interim federal Order is binding on this Court, and it should be disregarded in its entirety. 




For the foregoing reasons, Plaintiff Sharon R. Hammer respectfully requests that the 
Court grant her Motion for Summary Judgment in its entirety. 
DA TED this 8th day of December, 2014. 
JONES & SW ARTZ PLLC 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the 8th day of December, 2014, a true and correct copy of 
the foregoing document was served on the following individual(s) by the method indicated: 
The Honorable Jonathan P. Brody 
District Judge 
Minidoka County Courthouse 
8th & G Streets 
P.O. Box 368 
Rupert, ID 83350 
[X] U.S. Mail 
[ ] Fax: (208) 436-5272 
[ ] Overnight Delivery 
[ ] Hand Delivery 
[ ] Email: 
and on the 9th day of December, 2014, a true and correct copy of the foregoing document was 
served on the following individual(s) by the method indicated: 
Kirtlan G. Naylor 
NAYLOR & HALES, P.C. 
950 W. Bannock Street, Suite 610 
Boise, ID 83702-6103 
[ ] U.S. Mail 
[ ] Fax: 383-9516 
[X] Hand Delivery 
[ ] Email: kirt@naylorhales.com 
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Eric B. Swartz, ISB #6396 
Joy M. Vega, ISB #7887 
JONES & SWARTZ PLLC 
FILED~~-----
DEC -9 2014 J 
1673 W. Shoreline Drive, Suite 200 [83702] 
P.O. Box 7808 
Boise, ID 83707-7808 
Telephone: (208) 489-8989 
Facsimile: (208) 489-8988 
Email: eric@jonesandswartzlaw.com 
joy@jonesandswartzlaw.com 
Attorneys for Plaintiff Sharon R. Hammer 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF TIIE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BLAINE 
SHARON R. HAMMER, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
CITY OF SUN VALLEY; NILS RIBI; 
and De WAYNE BRISCOE, 
Defendants. 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
: ss. 
County of Ada ) 
Case No. CV-2012-479 
SUPPLEMENTAL AFFIDAVIT OF 
JAMES R. DONOV AL IN SUPPORT 
OF PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR 
SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
I, James R. Donoval, being first duly sworn upon oath, depose and state as follows: 
1. I have personal knowledge of the facts contained herein and if called upon to 
testify about the same, I could do so competently. 
2. I am married to Sharon R Hammer, who fropi June 2008 to January 19, 2012, 
was the City Administrator of the City of Sun Valley, Idaho ("Sun Valley"). 
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3. I am a licensed attorney in Idaho, having been sworn-in to the Idaho State Bar in 
October 2009, after having practiced law in Illinois since 1988. 
4. Beginning in November 2011, I have represented Ms. Hammer in various matters 
associated with legal disputes between her, Sllll Valley, and various Sun Valley officials and 
employees. 
5. Attached hereto as Exhibit 1 is a 1rue and correct copy of a portion of an email 
chain between me and Mr. Naylor on January 20. 2012. 
6. Attached hereto as Exhibit 2 is a true and correct copy of a portion of an email 
chain between me and Mr. Naylor, on January 21, 2012, with e attachment. 
FURTHER AFFIANT SA YE1H NAUGHT. 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this~ day of December, 2014. 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the 8th day of December, 2014, a true and correct copy of 
the foregoing document was served on the following individual(s) by the method indicated: 
The Honorable Jonathan P. Brody 
District Judge 
Minidoka County Courthouse 
8th & G Streets 
P.O.Box368 
Rupert, ID 83350 
[X] U.S. Mail 
[ ] Fax: (208) 436-5272 
[ ] Overnight Delivery 
[ ] Hand Delivery 
[ ] Email: 
and on the 9th day of December, 2014, a true and correct copy of the foregoing document was 
served on the following individual(s) by the method indicated: 
K.irtlan G. Naylor 
NAYLOR & HALES, P.C. 
950 W. Bannock Street, Suite 610 
Boise, ID 83 702-6103 
[ J U.S.Mail 
[ ] Fax: 383-9516 
[X] Hand Delivery 
[ ] Email: kirt@naylorhales.com 
SUPPLEMENTAL AFFlDA VIT OF JAMES R. DONOV AL IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'S 
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From: Kirtlan Naylor <kirt@naylorhales.com> 
To: jdonoval <jdonoval@aoJ.co1TP 
Subject RE: Lu~ Sum payment 
Date: Fri, Jan 20, 2012 11:34 am 
I""'"-'. 
hllr,;//mai l.aol. t:1111v 35478-21 J /;ml -Men-us/ma il/Pri ntMc:1:.ni;c .U5 
HAMMER 000288 
--·--------··--------·-------··-----------------------·---~--------------------
That won't do. If our accountants tell us this should be considered salary, the only way we will 1099 is if 
there is an indemnification by your client of all ta><es and penalties (including the to the City), ifthe IRS 
deems it to be salary. 
Also, I just received the signed "release" and demand. 
The release language you propose is not adequate. It needs to be identical to the Agreement, which 
states: "Consequently, receipt of the severance payment is subject to execution of a release of all claims 
against the City of Sun Valley." 
Please revise your release agreement to replace the last paragraph with this language, in order for 
payment to be made: 
"I release all claims against the City of Sun Valley," 






From: ;1J_Q_!19Y·tit!;!lA9l._ql.!_r) [mallto:1lfon()val1!)),H>l.coi_n] 
Sent: Friday, January 20, 2012 10:37 AM 
To: Kirtlan Naylor 
Subject: Re: Lump Sum payment 
As to her portion -yes. 
Sent from my Verizon Wireless Blacl<Berry 
From: Kirtlan Naylor <kir t~~rnylodul•:~'U!_>n1> 
Date: Fri, 20 Jan 2012 10:03:32 -0700 
To: jdonovaJili_ol .cQUJ.<idooovJl@aol .c_R!)').> 
Subject: RE: Lump Sum payment 
Will she sign an indemnification if there is deemed to be any tax liability for the City if this is deemed 
salary, requiring withholdings? 
Kirt/an G. Naylor 
Naylor & Hales, P.C. 
950 w. Bannock, SuJte 610 
Boise, Idaho 83702 
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From: Kirtlan Naylor <kirt@ruiylorhales.com> 
To: Kirttan Naylor <kirt@naylorhales.com>; jdonoval <jdonoval@aol.com> 
Subject RE: Lump Sum payment 
Date: Sat, Jan 21, 2012 4:03 pm 
Attachments: Release.pdf (42K) 
Jim, 
Also, the limiting language is part of the agreement she signed. So, when it says, "receipt of the 
severance payment Is subject to execution of a release of all claims against the City of Sun Valley,n in 
essence, the lump sum isn't due until that condition has been met. 
You quoted the rest of the paragraph, It seems that to quote the rest Is exactly what should be done. 
I have attached the acceptable release. If it is not received by 1:00pm Monday, payment will not be 
able to be made by direct deposit. 




From: Kirtlan Naylor 
Sent: Saturday, January 21, 2012 3:36 PM 
To: 'j,ip[1Ql.'.•~l@;,i9l_,q:nn' 
Subject: RE: Lump sum payment 





From: irlopqv,1l@._,i9\._q1m [r.n.,1.!lt9:j!J.\'J1lqy'.~l@i••)J.al,H1] 
Sent: Saturday, January 21, 2012 3:34 PM 
To: Kirtlan Naylor 
SUbJect: Re: Lump Sum payment 
I'm thinking treble damages and attorney fees. Read the statutes. You can't put limiting language on 
payments. She will sign your release on wednesday specifically under duress. Talk to you on wednesday. 
Sent from my Verizon Wireless BlackBerry 




RELEASE PURSUANT TO CITY ADMINISTRATOR EMPLOYMENT AGREEMENT 
The City Administrator Employment Agreement dated June 1, 2008 between the City of Sun 
Valley and Sharon R. Hammer, and as extended by the Extension dated September 17, 2009, 
states as follows: 
The severance payment herein is intended to be the Employee• s sole exclusive 
remedy for any and all claims for damages of any kind arising from a termination 
without cause and such severance payment is hereby agreed to be reasonable, fair 
and equitable by both parties tot his Agreement Accordingly, Employee waives 
her right to bring a claim of any kind for damages against Employer arising from a 
termination without cause. Consequently, receipt of the severance payment is 
subject to execution of a release of all claims against the City ofSun Valley. 
Therefore, pursuant to the language of the City Administrator Employment Agreement, I state as 
follows: 
"I release all claims for damages of any kind arising from a tennination without cause on January 
L 9, 2012, and all claims against the City of Sun Valley." 
Dated this __ of January , 2012. 
Sharon R. Hammer 
James Donoval, Witness 
HAMMER 000298 
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Kirtlan G. Naylor [ISB No. 3569] 
Jacob H. Naylor [ISB No. 8474) 
Tyler D. Williams [1SB No. 8512] 
NAYLOR & HALES, P.C. 
Attorneys at Law 
950 W. Bannock Street, Ste. 610 
Boise, Idaho 83702 
Telephone No. (208) 383-9511 
Facsimile No. (208) 383-9516 
DEC O 9 2014 
Email: kirt@naylorhales.com; jake@naylorhales.com; tdw@naylorhales.com 
Attorneys for Defendants City of Sun Valley, 
Ribi, and Briscoe. 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BLAINE 
SHARON R. HAMMER, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
CITY OF SUN VALLEY; NILS RIBI; and 
De Wayne BRISCOE, 
Defendants. 
I. 
Case No. CV-2012-479 
SUN VALLEY'S REPLY 
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF 
MOTION FOR SUMMARY 
JUDGMENT 
INTRODUCTION 
Sun Valley moved for summaiy judgment on the primary basis that Hammer waived and later 
released her whistle blower claim under the plain and unambiguous tenns of her 2008 Employment 
Agreement and 2012 Release. Judge Lodge has already ruled in this respect in a related federal case 
and his decision there is correct and his reasoning persuasive. This Court should do the same. 
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Additionally, even considering the merits of her allegations, Hamm.er cannot proceed to trial 
on the basis that Ribi merely allegedly violated the Employee Manual, as it does not constitute a law, 
rule or regulation under the Whistleblower Act and thus any such alleged violation is not a predicate 
act implicating the statute. Further, Hammer cannot demonstrate a prima facie whistleblower claim 
because placing an employee on paid administrative leave pending an investigation is not an adverse 
action and she cannot demonstrate that her termination was causally connected to complaining about 
Ribi's alleged misconduct. In fact, Sun Valley had a legitimate, non~discriminatory reason to 
discharge Hammer (the new mayor determined he would rather vet and hire his own City 
Administrator because he could not work with Hammer), and it did so wider the 11without cause" 
provision of Hammer's Employment Agreement, for which she received a severance payment. 
Hammer simply cannot show that this was pretext where she expressly acknowledged otherwise 
when she accepted that money. 
Last, in the event any portion of this case were to proceed to trial, the scope of Hammer's 
damages are limited by the Whistleblower Act. In the unlikely event she prevailed, she cannot 
recover general damages, including her alleged pain and suffering. Thus, partial summary judgment 
is appropriate on this issue. 
For all these reasons, Sun Valley has shown that summary judgment is appropriate in this 
case. The burden thus shifted to Hammer to cite to materials in the record or put forth material 
evidence to overcome summary judgment. As set forth below, however, Hammer has failed to do 
so. Accordingly, summary judgment should be granted and final judgment entered for Sun Valley. 





A. The Waiver and Release Are Valid And Enforceable 
Sun Valley has already responded to Hammer's flawed argument that the waiver and release 
are invalid because they violate public policy, and need not be further belabored here. (See Def's 
Opposition Memo) There are, however, three issues raised in Hammer's response that were not 
directly raised in support of her own motion for summary judgment and must be addressed. 
First, Hammer contends that there is a presumption in Idaho law against the waiver or release 
of statutory rights. (Plfs Resp. at 15-16.) This is incorrect. Each of the cases cited by Hammer in 
support merely stand for the unremarkable proposition that the waiver of fundamental constitutional 
right§ is not presumed. (See id. at 15, n. 56). The Whistleblower Act plainly does not involve 
fundamental constitutional rights and Hammer has not identified any authority that there is a 
presumption against waiver or release of a whistleb!ower claim. (See id.) In fact, the case law cited 
by Hammer in support of her motion for swnmary judgment states just the opposite: in a 
recreational-use statute claim, a waiver/release is generally Yfilig under basic contract principles 
unless an exception applies. Lee v. Sun Valley Co., 107 Idaho 976 (1984). Hammer's contention that 
there is a presumption against the waiver of a statutory claim is simply incorrect. 
Second, Hammer contends that Sun Valley is precluded from raising its waiver/release 
defenses because over two years ago it signed a tolling agreement with Hammer that acknowledged 
she had alleged various violations of the Whistleblower Act, and Sun Valley attempted to resolve 
those claims. (Plfs Resp. at 17.) This argument is meritless and has no basis in the Tolling 
Agreement itself, law, or common sense. In fact, Section 7 of the Tolling Agreement (which 
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Hammer) specifically precludes the use of the agreement as "a waiver of any right or defense in 
subsequent litigation, or estoppel, or an admission as to any other matter of fact or law." (Vega Aff., 
Ex. 3.) Further, the agreement makes clear that Sun Valley merely acknowledged the existence of 
Hammer's claimed allegations. It states plainly that "Ms. Hammer claims to have suffered injuries" 
and that she "claims to have been injured by the Prospective Defendants' alleged violations of her 
common law, state and federal rights." (Id. at 1.) Sun Valley certainly did not admit to Hammer's 
claims nor did it agree to foreclose itself from raising all available defenses in the event settlement 
negotiations failed. 
Third, Hammer argues that the release was not supported by consideration. (Plf's Resp. at 
18-20.) This is an argument that Judge Lodge correctly rejected because "consideration for the 
release of'any and all claims' was given in the form of the six-months severancypay which Plaintiffs 
do not dispute having received." (Judge Lodge's Decision at 16.) It is well settled that contracts must 
be supported by valid consideration. Weisel v. Beaver Springs Owners Ass'n, Inc, 152 Idaho 519, 526 
(2012). Consideration exists when there is something given in exchange for a promise. While 
consideration is invalid ifit is something to which the other party has an absolute right, "forbearance 
to prosecute a disputed claim is good consideration." Id. As Judge Lodge pointed out, the release 
was in exchange for the severance, which is valid consideration. It is clear under the terms of the 
Employment Agreement that the severance payment was not an automatic payment to be made upon 
a termination without cause, but rather was contingent upon Hammer's release of her claims against 
Sun Valley. She could not receive the severance without her release of all claims. 
Hammer tries to negate this fact through her incorrect reliance on Sarbacher v. AmericCold 
Realty Trust, Case No. l:10-CV-429-BLW, 2011 WL 5520442 (D. Idaho 2011), but this case is 
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distinguishable. In Sarbacher, there was no election from the employee to accept or reject the 
severance payment as a contractual condition, rather the employer had a pre-existing duty to pay the 
severance payment upon a termination without cause. While that case does make the general 
proposition that severance payments can be considered wages, the court applied an analysis of the 
context and contractual language regarding the severance payment at issue to determine its 
application as wages. Id. at 9. A similar comparative analysis to the "severance payment" provision 
of Hammer's Employment Agreement leads to the conclusion that her payment was not considered 
"wages," and therefore it is valid as consideration for the contractually required release. 
More specifically, in Sarbacher, the court first noted that simply referring to a payment as 
"severance" alone is not sufficient to automatically consider a severance payment as "wages." 
Sarbacher at 9. A more thorough analysis of the context and language surrounding the payment is 
required before immediately disregarding anything given the name "severance." Therefore, although 
Hammer's payment is referenced as a "severance payment," this does not equate to "wages.". The 
severance payment in Sarbacher was specifically classified and negotiated in the employment 
agreement as wages and an element of compensation, and there was no contractually required 
additional action (such as a release) from the employee in order to receive it upon a termination 
without cause. Id at 2. That is not the case here. Hammer's severance payment was not classified 
as wages and she was only entitled to her severance payment in exchange for a release of all claims. 
Sun Valley did not owe her the payment unless that condition was satisfied. This constitutes valid 
consideration. 
Further, an analysis of Hammer's severance payment leads to the conclusion that it is more 
akin to a liquidated damages payment as the Idaho Supreme Court held in Moore v. Omnicare, Inc., 
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118 P.3d 141 (2005). In that case, the severance payment was not "compensation for labor or 
services rendered by an employee," J.C. § 45-601 (7), but rather were considered 11future wages." The 
plain language of Hammer's Employment Agreement indicates that the severance payment at issue 
here, like in Moore, "constituted part of a liquidated damages provision due and owing in the event 
Omnicare terminated Moore 'without cause,"' and therefore is not wages. Id In fact, the 
Employment Agreement expressly states that the severance pay would be "~to six (6) months, 
base salary"; it does not state that it lli salary. (Employment Agreement§ 3.A) (emphasis added). 
For these reasons, there was consideration for Hammer's release of her claims against the City of 
Sun Valley. 
B. Hammer Fails to Overcome Summary Judgment on Her Whistleblower 
Claim 
1. The Violation of City Policy Does Not Constitute a Predicate Act 
Implicating the Idaho Whistleblower Act 
Hammer argues that the Employee Manual is a "rule or regulation" for purposes of the 
Whistleblower Act because it was adopted pursuant to city council resolutions. (Plfs Resp. at 22-24.) 
In support she relies upon Idaho Code §§ 50-902 and 907(1). However, Section 50-902, by its 
express terms, does not apply. The statute governs 11 [ t]he passage or adoption of eve,:y ordinance. and 
every resolution or order to enter a contract ... ; 1 I.C. § 50-902 (emphasis added). An ordinance is 
a formal legislative act of a city council and the procedures for adopting are prescribed by Idaho 
Code, Sections 50-901, 901A. and 902. A resolution is different from an ordinance, as it is not 
enacted in the same manner and does not have the same binding effect. A resolution does not have 
the force and effect oflaw, like an ordinance does. State v. Idaho State Bd of Land Com'rs, 150 
Idaho 54 7, 557(2010) ( citing Balderston v. Brady, 17 Idaho 567, 577 (1910) (noting that a resolution 
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11 is not enacted in the manner provided for the enactment of law ... and it is not contended that it 
is a law.n) 20 C.J.S. Counties§ 145 (2014). 
The Employee Manual is plainly not an ordinance and, though adopted by resolution as an 
internal administrative policy of the City, is not itself a resolution of any kind, Jet alone a resolution 
to enter a contract. 1 
AdditionaUy, Hammer's reliance on Idaho Code § 50-907(1), which defines "permanent 
recordn to include ordinances and resolutions, is also misplaced as that provision has no bearing on 
whether a permanent record is a rule or regulation. While ordinances and resolutions are obviously 
permanent records, all permanent records are not ordinances or resolutions, or laws, rules or 
regulations. Indeed, the phrase "permanent record" also includes budget records, cash books and 
other types of records that in no way could be deemed rules or regulations. See id. 
Hammer also argues that Mallonee v. Idaho Department of Correction (relied upon by Sun 
Valley for the proposition that employee manuals are not rules or regulations for purposes of the 
Whistleblower Act) does not apply because the defendant there was !DOC, a public administrative 
body, not a municipality like Sun Valley. (Plfs Resp. at 22-23.) The distinction is meaningless. At 
the core of Mallonee is that the !DOC policies there did not have the force or effect oflaw because 
they were not promulgated under the APA. 139 Idaho at 620. At the state administrative level, the 
prescribed procedures in the APA (e.g., publishing with comment period, due process) and 
1Hammer also incorrectly states that " [ o ]nee an ordinance or resolution is adopted by a 
city council it 'shall be read and received in evidence in all courts and places without fwther 
proof.'" (Plf's Resp. at 22) (quoting in part LC. § 50-902. This provision actually only applies to 
ordinances, not resolutions. I.C. § 50w902 (last paragraph of statute). 
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underlying legislative authority is what makes a rule or regulation equivalent to a law for purposes 
of a Wbistleblower claim. Id. 
Likewise, at the municipal level here, the Employee Manual was not promulgated under the 
ordinance-making process ofldaho Code§§ 50-902, 901A and 902 and therefore does not have the 
force and effect of!aw, like promulgated rules or regulations do per Mallonee. Hammer incorrectly 
states that the Mallonee court found that IDOC "policies could not be promulgated as a law, rule or 
regulation of the state .... " (Plfs Resp. at 23.) The issue in Mallonee was llil!, however, about 
whether IDOC had authority to promulgate policies as rules or regulations. IDOC could have 
promulgated what was set forth in its policies as rules or regulations, via the AP A, but it did not so. 
Consequently, IDOCs policies were not deemed rules or regulations under the Whistleblower Act. 
The same is true here: the Employee Manual was not promulgated as an ordinance, and thus is not 
a law, rule or regulation. 
Hammer's argument that violation of Employee Manual can constitute a predicate act because 
it was adopted by resolution is also unavailing. Unlike an ordinance, a resolution does not have the 
force and effect of law. With the exception of a resolution to enter into a contract, there is no 
statutory process for the passage of a resolution, like there is with an ordinance or a state rule or 
regulation. See Idaho Code § 50-902. Rather, a resolution is simply a device to accomplish any 
number of city administrative matters, such as adopting an internal personnel policy. Hammer's 
suggestion that a resolution is equal to an ordinance is based on a flawed reading ofldaho Code § 
50-902 and is simply incorrect 
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In short, to the extent Hammer supports her Whistleblower claim based on her allegations 
that one or more city official violated the Employee Manual, she cannot proceed because such is not 
a predicate act implicating the statute. 
2. Hammer Falls to Demonstrate that Her Termination Was a 
Pretext 
Hammer contends that Sun Valley's reasoning for her termination was a pretext because she 
was not actually fired "without cause". 2 (Plf's Resp. at 24-27 .) This assertion is belied by the fact that 
she indisputably signed the Release (drafted by her own husband and attorney) which plainly and 
unambiguously states that Hammer was terminated pursuant to Section 3.A of her Employment 
Agreement, the "without cause" provision, and for which she accepted the severance payment. 
Hammer's mere recital of the fact that she had made allegations of harassment by Ribi, and that there 
had been allegations of wrongdoing against her and others, while relevant to why she was placed on 
paidadministrativeleaveandinvestigationsbegan,doesnotshowthatherterminationunderthenew 
mayor was a pretext. 
As Judge Lodge clearly explained: 
Plaintiffs contend that Ms. Hammer's termination was not "without cause" and, 
therefore, not subject to the waiver provision of Section 3 A of the Employment 
Agreement. This argument is contrary to the plain and unambiguous language of the 
Employment Agreement and the undisputed fact that she accepted the severance 
payment as provided for in Section 3.A. of the Employment Agreement Notably, the 
release Ms. Hammer signed specifically references Section 3.A. of the Employment 
Agreement which applies to terminations "without cause." To now argue her 
2Hammer asserts that Curlee stated that the McDonnel-Douglass burden shifting analysis 
does not apply at summary judgment. However, she does not address Sun Valley's position that 
Curlee has been implicitly overruled on that issue. (See Defs Corrected Memo at 18.) 
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termination was for cause is contrary to the plain and unambiguous language of the 
documents she affixed her signature to.3 
(Lodge Decision at 13-14) (footnote and internal citations omitted). 
Hammer's conclusory assertion that she was discharged for some improper reason, even 
though she acknowledged already in writing that she was discharged "without cause" and received 
her severance payment, is unsupported by the record and is insufficient to show pretext. Summary 
judgment is therefore appropriate. 
3. Being Placed on Paid Administrative Leave Pending 
Investigation Is Not an Adverse Action 
Hammer lists several alleged actions she contends were adverse employment actions, relying 
on non-controlling Ninth Circuit and district court case law, arguing that these show a "campaign 
of harassment and humiliation" sufficient to demonstrate an adverse action for purposes of the 
Whistleblower Act. (PJfs Resp. at 27-29.) While the Ninth Circuit has taken an expansive view of 
what may constitute an adverse employment action for purposes of federal retaliatory claims (e.g., 
Title VII, ADEA), other jurisdictions have not ( at least one of which involved a whistleblower claim 
similar to Idahots) and Idaho is consistent with those other jurisdictions, as detailed in Sun Valley's 
opening brief. (See Corrected Memo at 21-22.) 
To reiterate, to be actionable, an adverse action must include si~ificant changes in 
employment. E.g., Hathewayv. Bd. of Regents of Univ. of Idaho, 155 Idaho 255,265(2013). Several 
jurisdictions have found that this does not include being placed on paid administrative leave pending 
an investigation. (See cases cited in Corrected Memo at 21-22.) This makes sense given the need to 
3While Judge Lodge stated this while discussing Hammerts waiver/release, the same logic 
bears significantly on the issue of pretext. 
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use paid administrative leave to provide "a reasonable means to immediately neutraliz[e] a 
potentially contentious situation while minimally affecting the [employee]." Russo, 87 A.3d at 407. 
The record shows that Michelle Frostenson made allegations of potential misconduct by 
Hammer, and Hammer was placed on paid administrative leave pending investigation. Hammer's 
conclusocy statements that there were "threats11 to terminate her and that the investigation was 
0 biased" are unfounded. And, in any event. she has not shown how even if true such would constitute 
an adverse employment action. More so, she has not provided any authority showing how Sun Valley 
informing the public about issues of alleged wrongdoing is actionable under these circumstances and 
has made no effort to explain why she believes a government should not infonn its citizens about 
matters of such significant public concern. Further, Hammer's belief that there was a "post-
termination smear campaign" against her is also not actionable, as by her own concession Sun Valley 
was no longer her employer during this period and since she was not an employee the Whistleblower 
Act would not apply to any of her post-termination allegations. See I.C. § 6-2104 (prohibiting an 
employer from retaliating against an employee) 
In all, the only plausible adverse action at issue here is her termination, but her claim on that 
basis fails for other reasons as set forth above in Section B.2 and in Sun Valley's opening brief. 
C. Statute of Limitations 
Hanuner correctly points out the May 2012 Tolling Agreement, which counsel for Sun Valley 
inadvertently overlooked. While this agreement does not act as a bar to Sun Valley's waiver and 
release defenses, as Hammer contends, Sun Valley withdraws its argwnent that the statute of 
limitations precludes part of Hammer's claim. 
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D. The Whistleblower Act Limits the Scope of Recoverable Damages 
Hammer seeks all available remedies under the Whistleblower Act, including getting her job 
back with full benefits and seniority rights,4 as well as "compensation for lost wages, benefits and 
other remuneration." She takes this last phrase to mean that she is entitled to prove general damages 
for pain and suffering. In support, however, she only cites to authority supporting her position that 
front pay is part of the phrase "lost wages". (See Plfs Resp. at 32.) That authority does not speak to 
general damages and, as Sun Valley previously argued, is not provided for under the Whistleblower 
Act. (See Def's Corrected Memo, § C.) 
To the extent Hammer suggests the tenn "other remuneration" is a broad enough catchall that 
would include pain and suffering, this is not the case. While not defined in the Whistleblower Act, 
the term "remuneration" refers to a for quid pro quo: the consideration an employee received in 
exchange for her services to the employer. See Black's Law Dictionary at 1409 (9th ed. 2009) 
( defining it as "[p ]ayment; compensation" or ''[ t]he act of paying or compensation."); Blacks 's Law 
Dictionary at 1460 ( 4th ed. 1951) (defining it as "reward; recompense; salary" and a "quid pro quo"). 
These definitions are consistent with the context ofldaho Code§ 6-2106(4), which refers to the 
types of consideration for an employee's services (i.e., "the compensation for lost wages, benefits 
and other remuneration. 11). A plain reading of the statute is that "other remuneration" is simply a 
catchall for the other types of unspecified forms of consideration an employee may receive in the 
employer-employee quid pro quo relationship that is not totally captured in the phrase "compensation 
4Sun Valley indicated in its opening brief that Hammer was only seeking special and 
general damages, but as she points out she is also seeking injunctive relief. Sun Valley disputes 
that, even if she were to prevail, such injunctive relief would be appropriate in this case, but that 
is not at issue in th.is motion for summary judgment. 
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or benefits". Emotional pain and suffering and other types of general, non-economic damages are 
simply not part of such consideration in the employment relationship, and are thus not included in 
the phrase •tother remuneration." 
Not only is this understanding consistent with the Whistleblower statute, it is consistent with 
how the tenn "remuneration11 is used elsewhere in Idaho statutes. Because the Whistleblower Act 
relates to public employment, other Idaho statutes related to employment are instructive. For 
example, under Idaho's Employment Security Law, Idaho Code§ 72-1301 et seq., "wages" include 
''[ a] 11 remuneration for personal services from whatever source, including commissions and bonuses 
and the cash value of all remwieration in any medium other than cash.'t Idaho Code§ 72-1328. 
Likewise, under Idaho's Workers' Compensation Law, Idaho Code§ 72-101 et seq., "wages" means 
"money payments for services" as well as other forms of remuneration, such as "the reasonable 
market value of board, rent housing, lodging, fuel and other advantages ... [and] gratuities received 
in the course of employment from others than the employer [e.g., tips].'1 Idaho Code§ 72-102(33). 
Thus, it is apparent that "remuneration" refers to and is limited to the various types of consideration 
in the employment relationship, and not a broad catch all that includes all imaginable damages. 
If the Idaho legislature wanted the phrase "other remuneration" in Idaho Code§ 6-2106(4) 
to include more than types of consideration related to employment, it could have done so. For 
example, Idaho has created a civil cause of action for the crime of malicious harassment. See Idaho 
Code § 18-7903(b ). The legislature took care to spell out the measure of damages more broadly such 
that "[a] person may be liable to the victim of malicious harassment for both special and general 
damages, including but not limited to damages for emotional distress, reasonable attorney fees and 
costs, and punitive damages." Id Further, the statute provides "[t]he penalties provided in this 
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section for malicious harassment do not preclude victims from seeking any other remedies, criminal 
or civil, otherwise available under law." Idaho Code§ 18-7903(c). 
Similarly, Idaho has created a civil cause of action against any person who violates Idaho 
Code § 27-502 (related to distw-bance of cairns and graves) and a prevailing plaintiff may be 
awarded, in addition to injunctive relief and attorney fees, actual damages. Idaho Code § 27-504( 1 ). 
(2). The legislature specifically provided that actual damages under that statute "include special and 
general damages, which include damages for emotional distress." Idaho Code§ 27-504(2). 
In addition to damages for lost wages, benefits and other remuneration, the "Whistleblower" 
Act similarly provides for attorney fees and injunctive relief, Idaho Code § 6-2 l 06(5), but does not 
go on to specify that a plaintiff may recover for general damages or other special damages unrelated 
to employment, like the malicious prosecution and protection of grave statutes do. 
Lastly, under the federal Whistleblower Protection Act, 5 U.S.C. § 1201 et seq., pertaining 
to federal employees, damages include "back pay and related benefits, medical costs incurred, travel 
expenses, and any other reasonable and foreseeable consequential changes." 5 U.S.C. § 
122l(g)(1XA)(ii). This language therefore provides for broader relief going beyond the what is 
contemplated in the employer~employee relationship. 
Thus, under each of the above exwnples where general damages such as pain and suffering 
are supported, the respective legislatures specifically drafted language providing for comparatively 
broad relief. Idaho, however, did not do so for its Whistleblower Act The remedial provision of 
the statute is worded in such a way that it limits recovery to economic damages related to an 
employee's services. General damages are therefore not allowed. 




As shown in Sun Valley's moving papers and as further set forth above, summary judgment 
is appropriate. Hammer's Whistleblower Act claim should be dismissed and final judgment entered. 
DATED this 9th day of December, 2014. 
NAYLOR & HALES, P.C. 
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Case No. CV·2012-479 
MEMORANDUM DECISION 
ON MOTIONS FOR 
SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
On December 16, 2014, the Court heard the parties• arguments on cross motions for 
summary judgment with respect to the defendant's fifth and sixth affirmative defenses. 
Defendant's motion also included a request for summaey judgment, asserting that plaintiff's 
allegations do not fall under Idaho's Protection of Public Employees Act (IPPEA), and in the 




event they did, possible remedies would be limited beyond what plaintiff requests. The Court 
ultimately took the motions under advisement. 
This case began when plaintiff, Sharon Hammer, filed suit against defendant, City of Sun 
Valley. for damages under Idaho's Protection of Public Employees Act (IPPEA). The plaintiff 
contends that she was terminated from her employment with the City of Sun Valley on January 
19, 2012 based on the fact that she had reported a city council member's conduct of harassing 
her. During the same time period, allegations were also made that plaintiff had engaged in 
inappropriate conduct with respect to the city's management. Plaintiff was placed on 
administrative leave while an investigation was conducted. Upon conclusion of the investigation 
no charges were bro~ and plaintiff resumed her duties. However, shortly after a new mayor 
came into office early January 2012, the mayor and city council unanimously decided to 
terminate plaintiff's employment. Plaintiff was terminated under the "without cause" provision 
of her employment contract Pursuant to the ''without cause" provision, plaintiff, with her 
attorney's assistance, drafted and signed a supplemental release of claims in order to secure a 
severance package. The signed supplemental release reads: 
Upon payment of the severance payment required pursuant to Section 3.A of the 
City Administrator Employment Agreement dated June 1, 2008, I release the 
City of Sun Valley for any claims defined in Section 3.A of the City 
Administrator Employment Agreement as were intended when the City 
Administrator Employment Agreement was entered into on June 1, 2008. 
Section 3.A. of plaintiff's employment con1ract, which was referenced in plaintifrs release of 
claims states: 
Employer, acting through the Mayor, may terminate Employee's employment, 
without case. for any reason or no reason. Any such decision to terminate shall 
occur only after the Mayor consults with each member of the City Council. Upon 
such termination, Employer shall pay Employee, as severance pay, a lump sum 
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cash payment equal to six (6) months, base salary described in Section 5, 
Subsection A. 
The severance payment herein is intended to be Employee's sole exclusive 
remedy for any and all claims for damages of any kind arising from a termination 
without cause and such severance payment is hereby agreed to be reasonable, fair 
and equitable by both parties to this Agreement Consequently, receipt of the 
severance payment is subject to execution of a release of all claims against the 
City of Sun Valley. A termination without cause shall not entitle Employee to an 
informal review under any section of the City of Sun Valley Personnel manual 
("Personnel Manualj. 
Plaintiff received a severance package and subsequently filed suit against the City of Sun 
Valley for violation of the Idaho Protection of Public Employees Act (IPPEA). Both parties filed 
motions for summary judgment in this case regarding defendant Sun Valley's affitmative 
defenses of waiver and release. Specifically, in its response to plaintiff Sharon Hammer's 
complaint under the IPP~ defendant asserts that plaintiff cannot bring suit against Sun Valley 
because plaintiff had released the city from liability for any and all claims she might have had at 
the time she was terminated from city employment Defendant's fifth and sixth affirmative 
defenses state that .. some or all of the Plaintiff's claims are barred by release ... [or] waiver.,, 
Conversely, plaintiff argues that Section 3.A. of her employment contract is unenforceable 
because it constitutes a prospective waiver and that the supplemental release pertains only to 
contract and wage claims surrounding severance payment itself and that there was no 
consideration for the signed release. 
Lastly, plaintiff disputes defendant's assertion that, upon plaintiff's terminatio~ the 
parties simply went their separate ways. It is alleged that the City of Sun Valley or employees 
thereof conducted a "smear campaign" against plaintiff that has caused her damage. Due to 
defendant's conduct after plaintilrs tcmrinatio~ plaintiff asserts that even if there were 
consideration for the supplemental release, it would be insufficient consideration. 




ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION 
Summary judgment is proper "if the pleadings, depositions, and admissions on file, 
together with the affidavits, if any, show that there is no genuine issue as to any material fact and 
that the moving party is entitled to judgment as a matter of law." l.RC.P. 56(c); &ona, Inc. v. 
Green Willow Trust, 133 Idaho 283,286,985 P.2d 1145, 1148 (1999). The court must liberally 
construe all disputed facts in favor of the non-moving party, and draw all reasonable inferences 
and conclusions supported by the record in favor of the party opposing the motion. Wiemer v. 
Rankin, 117 Idaho 566,570, 790 P.2d 347,351 (1990). lf conflicting inferences are possible, 
summary judgment should be denied. Only if there is no genuine issue of material fact after the 
affidavits, pleadings, and depositions have been construed in the light most favorable to the non-
moving party should summary judgment be awarded. Loomis v. City of Hailey, 119 Idaho 434, 
437,807 P.2d 1272, 1275 (1991). 
This Court finds that no genuine issue of material fact exists in this case because 
plaintiff's signed supplemental release of claims together with Section 3.A. of her employment 
agreement present a clear and unambiguous contract. When a contract is clear on its face, there is 
no need to go outside the four comers of the document. State v. Gomez, 153 Idaho 253, 257, 281 
P.3d 90, 94 (2012) ("lfthe language of the document is unambiguous, given its ordinary and 
well-understood meaning, we will not look beyond the four comers of the agreement to 
determine the intent of the parties.;. When dealing with extrinsic evidence such as intent, the 
parol evidence rule pronounces, "[i]fthe written agreement is complete upon its face and 
unambiguous, no fraud or mistake being alleged, extrinsic evidence of prior or contemporaneous 
negotiations or conversations is not admiSS11lle to contradict, vary, alter, add to or detract from 
the terms of the contract." Belk v. Martin, 136 Idaho 652, 657, 39 P.3d 592,597 (2001) (quoting 
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Chambers v. Thomas, 123 Idaho 69, 72,844 P.2d 698, 701 (1992)). In this case, plaintifrs 
supplemental release clearly absolves defendant of any liability for claims plaintiff had at the 
time of her termination. The release operates to "release the City of Sun Valley for any claims 
defined in Section 3 .A. of the City Administrator Employment Agreement" When looking to 
Section 3 .A. of plaintiff's employment agreement, it unambiguously provides that "severance 
payment herein is intended to be Employee•s sole exclusive remedy for any and all claims for 
damages of any kind arising from a termination without cause." It also goes on to say that 
"[c]onsequently, receipt oftbe severance payment is subject to a release of all claims against the 
City of Sun Valley." ( emphasis added). Plaintiff argues that Section 3.A. is void as against public 
policy because it creates a prospective waiver. Although prospective waivers are generally 
unenforceable, see E.E.O.C v. Townley Eng'g & Mfg. Co., 859 F.2d 610. 616 (9th Cir. 1988), in 
this case, plaintiff signed a supplemental release after the time she knew of her potential claims 
against defendant As defendant correctly points out, there is "nothing to indicate how such a 
release would violate public policy and, ~ ... it makes no sense to forbid the resolution of 
existing claims." Sun Valley's Opposition to Plaintiff's Motion for Summary Judgment-4. 
While plaintiff asserts that she never intended to release any non-contract cl~ the 
Court declines to consider the parties• subjective intent, where the contract is clear. Even if the 
Court were to look to the parties' subjective intent outside the four comers of the documents--
the .supplemental release and Section 3 .A. of the employment agreement-the release would be 
inte:tpreted in favor of defendant Restatement (Second) of Contracts § 20 I (2) states: 
(2) Where the parties have attached different meanings to a promise or agreement 
or a tenn thereof: it is interpreted in accordance with the meaning attached by one 
of them if at the time the agreement was made 
(a) that party did not know of any different meaning attached by the other, 
and the other knew the meaning attached by the first party; or 
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(b) that party had no reason to know of any different meaning attached by 
the other, and the other had reason to know the meaning attached by the 
first party. 
Restatement (Second) of Contracts § 201 (1981 ); see also Johnston v. C.LR., 461 F .3d 1162, 
1165 (9th Cir. 2006) (The Court relied on§ 201 in determining that "where one party has no 
reason to know of any other meaning than that apparent from the other party's own words, and 
the other party did have reason to know the meaning the first party would attach to his words, the 
first partyts understanding prevails."). 
In this case, plaintiff knew defendant's interpretation of the signed release's language. 
Plaintiff asserts in her sworn affidavit that: 
18 .... In order to secure my immediate financial security, I was forced to 
sign a release of claims that was acceptable to the City. 
19. The language of the Supplemental Release purposely and intentionally 
does not include any mention that I was releasing any non-contract severance 
benefits. 
20. The Supplemental Release purposely does not include any waiver or 
release of any federal statutory claim, any constitutional claml; or any other 
common law or tort claims that I may have against Sun Valley, its officials or 
employees. 
21. By signing the Supplemental Release I did not intend to, nor did I 
knowingly or voluntarily waive or release any non-contract claims, such as any 
claims arising from the IPPEA 
Affidavit of Sharon R. Hammer in Support of Plaintiff's Motion for Summary Judgment 
(emphasis added). Through correspondence with the plaintiff, defendant made clear what kind of 
release was accep1able. Based on plaintiff's affidavit, the Court finds that she knew or had reason 
to know that defendant believed the supplemental release pertained to any and all claims, not 
wage and contract claims only. The contract indicates the supplemental release would apply to 
all claims. At the hearing, plaintiff distinguished between "any" and "all." but Section 3.A. 1l.1eS 
both "any and all,. and "all claims,. in its language. The language in Section 3.A. is not 
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ambiguous. But if it is, defendant clearly wanted a release of all claims, and plaintiff knew that. 
Paragraph 18 of her affidavit indicates she knew what was acceptable to defendant. Defendant 
also submitted an affidavit :&om Mayor Willich to support the proposition that a release of non-
contract claims was not contemplated. However, the affidavit indicates that he did not discuss the 
types of claims contemplated in Section 3.A. It is clear that what was intended in 2008 was a 
release of all c~ based on the plain language of Section 3.A. 
Additionally, plaintiff argues that the signed supplemental release in exchange for a 
severance package lacks consideration because severance payments are in reality wages that 
have already been earned. Plaintiff relies heavily on Sarbacher v. AmeriCold Realty Trust, No. 
l:IO-CV-429-BLW,2011 WL 5520442 (D. Idaho Nov.14.2011) for the proposition that 
severance payments constitute wages. However, although that case is unreported and thus non-
authoritative, it is distinguishable anyway in that it dealt with an employment contract that 
provided. for a severance package with no strings attached. See id at •6-*7. Here, on the other 
hand, plaintiff's employment agreement provides for a severance package only conditionally. 
Plaintiff was not entitled to severance payment upon termination alone. This case is more 
comparable to Moore v. Omnicare, Inc., 141 Idaho 809, 118 P.3d 141 (2005), where the Court 
determined that liquidated damages for an employee~s termination "without cause" were not 
considered "wages" already eamed. Therefore. plaintiff's severance package was not equivalent 
to wages but instead served as consideration for her signed supplemental release. This case also 
does not involve a situation to recover unpaid wages. Here, the severance package was paid; Sun 
Valley ~ by paying the claim, giving up any chance it had to say the firing was for cause to 
avoid payment of the severance package. 
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Lastly. plaintiff argues that although she was terminated under the "without cause" 
provision of her employment agreement, she was in reality terminated "for cause" due to 
criminal allegations against her. While there might have been genuine issues of fact concerning 
whether plaintiff was terminated "for cause," she accepted, and impliedly asserted, that she was 
termiom:ed "without cause" when she elected to receive a severance package. Under her 
employment contract, plaintiff w~ to receive a severance package only if terminated ~thout 
cause," and even then, only if she signed a supplemental release. Because plaintiff made the 
choice to accept the severance package, acknowledging that she was terminated "without cause," 
she is now judicially estopped from making the argument that she was actually terminated "for 
cause." 
Judicial estoppel is appropriate to prevent "a party from gaining an advantage by taking 
one position, and then seeking a second advantage by taking an incompatible position." A & J 
Const. Co. v. Wood, 141 Idaho 682,684, 116P.3d 12, 14(2005) (citingSwordv. Sweet, 140 
Idaho 242, 252, 92 P.3d 492, 502 (2004)). "Judicial estoppel is intended to prevent a litigant 
from playing fast and loose with the courts." Id (citing McKay v. Owens, 130 Idaho 148, 152, 
937 P 2d 1222, 1226 (1997)). Indeed, ,u [t]he circumstances under which judicial estoppel may 
appropriately be invoked are probably not reducible to any genera] formulation of principle."' 
Heinze v. Bauer, 145 Idaho 232, 178 P.3d 597 (2008) (quoting Hamilton v. State Fann Fire & 
Cas. Co., 270 F.3d 778, 782 (9th Cir. 2001)). Judicial estoppel assists courts in maintaining "the 
dignity of the judicial process, it is an equitable doctrine invoked by a court at its discretion." 
Rissetto v. Plumbers & Stemrifiners Local 343, 94 F.3d 597, 600 (9th Cir. 1996) (quoting Russell 
v. Rolfs, 893 F.2d 1033. 1037 (9th Cir.1990), cert. denied, SOI U.S. 1260, 111 S.Ct. 2915, 115 
L.Ed.2d 1078 (1991 )). Therefo~ in the exercise of discretion, this Cowt applies the equitable 
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doctrine of judicial estoppel and refuses to consider whether plaintiff was actually terminated 
"for cause." Plaintiff accepted a substantial benefit based on the fact that she was supposedly 
terminated "without cause," and this Court declines to allow her to now assume an inconsistent 
position. Judicial em:oppel does not operate in situations where there is coercion or duMss. 
Plaintiff was in a difficult and stressful situation, but she did not suffer duress or coercion; her 
affidavit indicates she was clearly thinking strategically. 
Because defendant's affirmative defense of release clearly and unambiguously applies to 
any and all claims, plaintiff is barred from bringing her IPPEA suit against defendant. Thus, no 
genuine issues of material filct need be litigated, and the case must thereby be dismissed. Had 
there not been a release and the payment of a severance package, there are factual disputes that 
probably would prevent summary judgment. However, the supplemental release makes the 
merits of the case moot. Defendant's other reasons for requesting summary judgment need not be 
addressed, as the signed supplemental release is dispositive in this case. Any claims plaintiff may 
have that arose after her termination present separate issues and are pending in federal court now 
or subject to future suits as the case may be. 
CONCLUSION 
WHEREFORE, this Court hereby orders that plaintiff's motion for summary judgment is 
DENIED and defendant's motion for summary judgment is GRANTED. 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I, ~nr( 0 9 b.t Deputy Cleric for the County of Blaine. do 
hereby certify that on the / 2.. day of ~ n . , 2015, I filed the original and 
caused to be served a true and correct copy; the above and foregoing document: 
MEMORANDUM DECISION ON MOTIONS FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT to each of the 
persons as listed below: 
Eric Swartz 
Naylor & Hales, P .C. 
950 W. Bannock Street, Ste. 610 
Boise, ID 83 702 
Kirt1an Naylor 
JoyM. Vega 
Jones & Swartz, PLLC 
P.O. Box 7808 
Boise, ID 83707 
_ U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
_ Hand Delivery 
_ Overnight Mail . . ... 
u· F i:mH A .Ac..'°,......._. °'"""''WIY'' 'l..\A .u-... ~ vte aes ~ c.,, • ~ -~ 
_ U.S. Mail; Postage Prepaid 
__ Hand Delivery 
Overnight Mail 
/ '.iu Faesimile ·~ .. i'f ... e t'\A'1larl~Ui .u--. 
DATED -----------
CLERK OF 1lIE DISTRICT COURT 
BY: ____ C.._...;...b~~\o::::J.....;,.+-c:_ 
y 
Deputy Clerk 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STA TE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BLAINE 
SHARON R. HAMMER. 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
CITY OF SUN VALLEY; NILS RIB!; and 
OeWayne BRISCOE, 
Defendants. 
nJDG:MENT IS ENTERED AS FOLLOWS: 
Case No. CV-2012-479 
JUDGMENT 
The plaintiff's complaint is dismissed with prejudice as to all claims. 
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}-Eric B. Swartz 
JoyM. Vega 
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PO Box 7808 
Boise, ID 83707-7808 
Attorneys for Plaintiff 
Kirtlan G. Naylor 
NAYLOR & HALES, P.C. 
Attorneys at Law 
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Case No. CV-2012-479 
MEMORANDUM DECISION 
ON MOTION TO STAY 
PROCEEDINGS ON PETITION 
FOR STAY AND MOTION TO 
EXPEDITE 
Plaintiff has filed a motion to stay proceedings on the petition for fees filed by 
Defendants. The deadline for response is quickly approaching. There has also been a motion to 
reconsider filed, and to complicate matters. a motion to withdraw filed by coW1SCl. This Court 
believes all of the pending issues should be heard on the merits and not have a procedural 
deadline prevent a substantive response. However. it is unclear why a stay is necessary. 
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This Court considered denying the motion to stay on the basis that granting it oould 
actually prejudice the Plaintiff. If the deadline to tile a response cannot be extended, to stay the 
proceedings would prevent a response which the Plaintiff clearly wants to raise. However, after 
consideration, this Court believes it bas the discretion to extend the deadline to file a response to 
the petition for fees. 
It is the Court's understanding that the time for filing a response pursuant to I.R.C.P. 
54(d)(6) may be enlarged in the Court's discretion. Wheeler v. McIntyre, I 00 Idaho 286 (1979). 
The Plaintiff has set forth reasons why an enlargement is appropriate. However, it is not clear 
that a stay is necessary or that the issue of fees and costs cannot be decided at a hearing on the 
motion to reconsider. The motion to withdraw could also affect the status of the case. 
Thus, in the exercise of discretion, the time to file a response to the petition for fees is 
extended until March 2, 2015, by the close of business. This will prevent the Plaintiff from 
losing the ability to challenge costs while issues of representation are sorted out A status 
hearing may be helpful as well. 
CONCLUSION 
WHEREFORE, this Court hereby orders that the deadline to respond to the petition for 
fees is extended until March 2, 2015, by the close of business. The motion to stay is thus denied 
and the motion to expedite moot. 
Dated: J/to/tL 
s~ ~~ctJudg 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I, ~~ XZCq \:=::y:-: , Deputy Clerk for the Cowtty of Blaine, do 
hereby certify that on the /C) day of ~ • 2015, I filed the original and 
caused to be served a true and correct copy of the above and foregoing document: 
MEMORANDUM DECISION ON MOTIONS FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT to each of the 
persons as listed below: 
Eric Swartz 
Naylor & Hales,, P .C. 
950 W. Bannock Street, Ste. 610 
Boise, ID 83702 
IGrtlan Naylor 
JoyM. Vega 
Jones & Swartz. PLLC 
P.O. Box 7808 
Boise, ID 83 707 
0\(V"\~\ 
_U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
__ Hand Delivery 
Overnight Mail - ~\ _.x_ 'ie Eoe "mile ~' 
_ U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
__ Hand Delivery 
_ Overnight Mail 
X. V:ia Fawimile ~ \ 
DATED~-2/~1a_f._t~~~~~-
CLERK. OF TilE DISTRICT COURT 
BY: 
Deputy Clerk 
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James R. Donoval 
4110 F.aton Ave., Suite D 
Caldwell, ID 83607 
Ph: (312) 859-2029 
Fax: (208) 649-1603 
Idaho Atty No. 8142 
jdonoval@aol.com 
Attorney for Appellant Sharon R. Hammer 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF TIIE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, JN AND FOR TIIB COUNTY OF BLAINE 
SHARON R HAMMER, 
Plaintiff-Appellant, 
vs. 
CITY OF SUN VALLEY; NILS RIBI; 
and DeWA YNE BRISCOE, 
Defendants- ndents. 
Case No. CV-2012-479 
NOTICE OF APPEAL 
TO: THE ABOVE NAMED RESPONDENTS, THE CITY OF SUN VALLEY, IDAHO, 
NILS RIBI and DeWAYNE BRISCOE; NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT: 
NOTICE TO THE DISTRICT COURT AND RESPONDENTS: On January 38, 2015, 
Appellant filed her Motion For Reconsideration Of Entry Of Summary Judgment, a 
Memorand11Dl In Support and Affidavits In Support, within fourteen (14) days of the entry 
of final judgment, as is allowed punaant to LR.C.P. U(a)(2)(B). Punuant to LA.R 14 (a), 
as the Motion For Recoasideration Of Entry Of Summary Judgment, if granted, could 
affect tindinp of fact, conclusions of law or the judgment entered herein, the forty two ( 42) 
day period for filing a Notice Of Appeal is terminated, pending resolution of the Motion 
For Reconsideration Of Entry Of Summary Judgment. However, to ensare that the 
Appellant has timely filed her Notice Of Appeal herein, the Appellant is filing the Notice Of 
Appeal herein, subjeet to possible amendlllent or revenal of the findings of the District 
Court related its Memorandum Decision On Motions For Summary Judgment. 
1. The above-named Appellant SHARON R HAMMER, appeals against the above-
named Respondents to the Idaho Supreme Court from a) the Memorandum Decision On Motion For 
Summary Judgment entered on January 9, 2015 and filed on January 12, 2015 (Exhibit A); b) the 




Memorandum Decision Gtanting Defendants Motion To Dismiss entered on November 22, 2013 and 
filed on November 26, 2013 (Exhibit B); and, c) the Memorandum Decision Denying Plaintiffs 
Motion To Enforce Subpoena And Compel entered on January 17, 2014 and filed on January 17, 
2014 (Exlnl>it C); in the above-entitled action, the Honorable Judge Jonathan Brody, presiding. 
2. Appellant has a right to appeal to the Idaho Supreme Court, and the Orders described 
in paragraph 1 above are appealable Orders under and pursuant to Idaho Appellate Rule 11 ( a)(l ). 
3. Appellant requests a review of the following issues: 
(a) Did the District Court err as a matter of law by entering summary judgment 
against the Appellant, and in particular in finding that the Appellant bad waived any rights to proceed 
against the Respondents pursuant to the provisions of the Idaho Protection Of Public Employees Act 
(Idaho Statute 6-20 IO et seq.) (the "IPPEA ") by the submission to Sun Valley of a Supplemental 
Release on January 23. 2012 in order to receive conttactual "severance"benefits as weredescnoed in 
the City Administrator Employment Agreement the Appellant entered into with the Defendant City 
OfSun ValleyonoraboutJune 1,2008? 
(b) Did the District Court err as a matter of law in entering SUDllll8lY judgment 
against the Appellant by finding that judicial estoppel barred the Appellant from raising any claims 
against the Respondents under the provisions of the IPPEA? 
( c) Did the District Court err as a matter of law that personal liability does not attach 
to Defendants Ribi or Briscoe pmsuant to the provisions of the IPPEA? 
( d) Did the District Cowt err as a matter of law that Defendant Sun Valley and 
subpoena respondent Patricia Latham-Ball possessed attomey-client or work product privilege 
protections related to a discipliruuy investigation performed by Patricia Latham-Ball in November 
NOTICE OF APPEAL-2 
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-
and December of 2011, and various reports issued by Patricia Lstham-Ball which wen subsequently 
released to the public. 
4. No order has been entered sealing all or any portion of the record. However, the 
Respondents filed documents of an unknown quantity with the Court under seal, which are subject to 
the appeal request herein 
5. The Appellant will not be requesting any transcripts in the matter, as there were no 
evidential hearings held in the matter. 
6. Appellant requests the following documents to be included in the clerk's record: 
The standard record as is required by LA.R. 28. The Appellant shall file an Amended 
Notice Of Appeal detailing any additional documents to be included in the clerk's record upon final 
findings of the District Court related to the pending Motion For Reconsideration Of Entry Of 
Summary Judgment 
7. I certify: 
(a) That no request for any tnmscripts has been, or will be, made as there was no 
testimonial evidence in the matter as all matters were ruled upon based on brie~ affidavits and oral 
argument 
(b) That no fee was required in regards to the pieparation of any reporter's 
transcript 
(c) 
the Motion For Reconsideration Of Entry Of Snmmmy Judgment bas been ruled upon and a final 
request for the clerk's record is made. However, should the clerk requuean estimated payment at the 
time of filing, such payment has been made. 
(d) That the appellate filing fee has been paid. 
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(e) That service has been made upon all parties required to be served pursuant to 
Idaho Appellate Rule 20. 
DATED this l/j1H dayofFebruaty,2015. 
By (lkr;_llJ_ 
JAM,ES R. DONOV AL 
i 
Att"f"'eY For Appellant 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this t§flf day ofFebruary, 2015, a true and correct copy of 
the foregoing document was served on 1he following individual(s) by the method indicated: 
Kirtlan Naylor 
Naylor & Hales 
950 W. Bannock St, Suite 610 
Boise, ID 83 702 
Counsel for Respondent 
Eric Swartz 
Jones & Swartz 
POBox7808 
Boise, ID 83707 
Counsel for Appellant 
NOTICE OF APPEAL-5 
[X] U.S. Mail 
[ ] Fax: 
[ ] Overnight Delivery 
[ ] Messenger Delivery 
[ ] Email: 
[X] U.S. Mail 
[ ] Fax: 
[ ] Ovemight Delivery 
[ J Messenger Delivery 
[ J Email: 
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Case No. CV-2012-479 
MEMORANDUM DECISION 
ON MOTIONS IOR 
StJMMAllY JUDGMINT 
On December 16, 2014. the Come bad thD pmtiel' arpnen&s cm C111111 matiom tbr 
De&lidaat's motion allO inclvded a request for 11amma17 joclam,nt,, assertina dial plaintiff's 
~ do not fall undla' Idaho's PRIOmlm of Pubic Employws Act (IPPEA). and in the 
loflt 
1529 
event tbey did, possible mmedies wowd be limited beyond what plaintiff requests. 'Iba Court 
ultimately took the motions uudcr 8'MSCDleDt. 
Tms cue began when plaintiff, Sharon Hammet, filed suit apin,t defrndeat, Cig" of Sun 
Valley. fbr damages under Idaho's Protecuoa of Public Employees Act (IPPEA). The pJaintUF 
coma»ts that she was tmminalad from her employment with the City of Sun Valley on January 
19, 2012 based on the fact chat she bad :reportecl a city CODDCil members conduct ofbarasaing 
her. During the same mm~ allcptions were also made 1hat plaintiff had engaged in 
inappropriate eonduct with n,spect to the city's managemmt. Plaintilf was placed on 
ednrinistntive leave while an investigation was coodnrtecl Upon~ of the investigation 
DD charges wae brought, and plaintiff resumed her duties. However, shortly after a new mayor 
came .into oJlice early January 2012, the mayor and city cmmcil imanboously decided 10 
tcnninate plaintiff's empJoymmt. PJaintufwas ~ under the "wnhoDt cause" pmvision 
of her employment con!nlct Pumumt to the "without cause" provision, plaiutilt with her 
attorney's misblDCC. drafted and signed a aupplemental release of claims in Oide.r f.O secure a 
Upon payment of the sevenmce payment teqUil1Xl pursuant to Section 3.A. of the 
City Administrator F.mploymmt Agreemeat dated. June 1, 2008, I rdease die 
City of Sun Valley for any claims defined In Seed.on 3.A. of the City 
Administrator Employment Agreement as were mtended whClll die City 
AdmiaisCratot Employmeat Agreement was entaed into on lune I, :zoos. 
Section 3.A. of plairatifrs employmmt contract, wbicb. was tefmmced in plahdifrs release of 
claims states: 
Employer, actin& through 1he Mayor, may terminate Employee•, emp~ 
without case, for-, reason or no J8880D. Any such deciaion to temrinste shall 
oceur only atb=r the Mayor eonsalts with each member of the City Couacil. Upon 
such teuaioarlon, F.mp1oyer shall pay Employee, as severance pay, a lump sum 





cash payment equal 1o six (6) montba, base salay described in Sections. 
Subsection A 
The l!ICMll1D:e payment baein is iJdanckd to be Employee's sole exclusive 
mmedy for any aud all claims fir cJerMaes of my kind arising from a terorinauon 
without cause md such smnnce payment is bmby agtml to be reasonabl~ Im 
and equitable by both parties to this Apement. Ccmseqac:ntly, receipt of the 
severance paymcat is subjact to execution of a r:eksase of an claims against the 
City of Sun Valley. A ternrinedoa. wi1bout came shall not entitle Employee to an 
infuDnal review UDder any section of the City of Sun Valley Penonnel JD8IJUa1 
("Penomel Mmmal"). 
Plaintiff teeeived a severance peckJlge an4 subaequeatly filed suit apinst the City of Sun 
Valley torviolationof1he Idaho Proteclion of Public Employees Ad. (IPPEA). Both iaties filod 
motiom for SPmmary judgment in this case xeputiua cWcodant Sun Valley's affinmmve 
defenses of waiver and :release. Specifica1Jy, in its response to plaintilf SbaronHauONft•s 
complaint um:fer 1he ~ defaMiant wens that pJainti:ti cannot brlag suit against Sun Valley 
because pl.ainlift"bad released the city from liability for any and all claims she mi&bt have had at 
the time s w terminated from city employment. Defendam:'s fifth aad sixth affinnati:ve 
defew state 1hat ~ or all of the Plaintiff's claims are baned by tdease ... (or] waiver." 
Conversely, plainriff argues that Section 3.A. of her employmu.t contract is unenfmceable 
because it c:onstitutes a prospective waiver and tbat the supp1ementa1 :telease pertains only to 
contract and wage claims sumnmding sevaaace payment i1lcJf and that there was no 
considetation for the siped release. 
Lastly, plaintiff' disputes c:lefendanf11118Smtion tlm. vpm plamtifl"s tennirwtion. tho 
parties simply went their sepuate lVll)'I. It is allepd that 1hD aty of Sun Valley or employees 
thaeof c:oaducted a -m Cfflllplip• agaiffld: pbdntttf 1bat bas caused her damage. Due to 
CODBideration for the supp1emqdal reieua. it would be insuf6ciegt coasidea1tioa. 






SUIDllllrY judgment ia proper "if the pJewinp, deposiliom. ami admilaiou OD file, 
toptmr widl the affida.ws. ifllll)', sbow1hat them is no puim issue as to any mmerial fact and 
1hat du, IDOYml party is eatided to judgment as a matter oflaw.11 LR.C.P .. S6(c); Scona. lllc. Y. 
Green F'rllaw lhat, 133 Idaho 283., 286. 915 P .2d 1145. 1141 (1999). The court must lmerally 
COD8U'll8 all dispuled f'acls in favor of tba IIOIHIIWina pmty, and draw all RIIIOllllble infmencm 
and cmclusicms supported. by thD tecoJd ia favor oftm party opposina the modem. 1"iemo" Y. 
Rani.in, 117 Idaho S66,, 510, 790 P .2d 347,351 (1990). If coofficting iDfenmees are possible, 
SIIIIIIIMP'Y judament should be cleaied. Only iftlla:e is DO geaui:ae imme of 1DldWial fact after the 
aflida¥i1s, pJewfirtas, and depositions have been coastrmd in tile ligllt most favorable to 1he DOD• 
movins; party should smamary judgment be awmded. Loomis"· City a/Hailey, 119 Idaho 434, 
437. 807P.2'11272, 127S (1991). 
'Ibis COUit finds 1bal no gaaine issue of material fact exists in this cw beallme 
plaintiff's sitplld supplammial mease of claims topher with Socdm l.A. of bet employment 
asreemmt presam a clear and UIIIIDbiguom contract. When a contract ls clear on its face, thn is 
no need to ao outside the four ccmun of the domunant. State "· Gt»nez, 153 Idaho 253, 257, 281 
P.3d 90, 94 (2012) ('1ftbe language of1hc docummt is 1JIIIIIDbiguoua siven m oadiaary and 
wdl-\DlCB'ltood meaniJt& we will not look beyond die four comm of the agreaneat to 
de1D:xoino tho iDtent of 1he parties. j. Whan deeliq wilb. alrinsic CYidmcc am 81 intent, 1he 
parol evidwe ru1e proammcea, "'[l]fllle writtm 8ll'Cell\mlt 1s complete upon its race and 
Ull8lll1,jpous. no fiaud or milf!lb baiag allc&ed, ati:imic evidence of prior or commporaneous 
neac,tiatiODS or caavcnadons ii mt admiam"ble to coormdic:t, vmy, alter. add to or dctnct from 





Chambers .,_ 'I'homas, 123 ldaho 69. 72. 844 P .2d 698. 701 (1992)). In dlis case, pJaiDdtrs 
sopplnnental release clcarly absolves dd:a.dao1 of any liability for claims plaintiff bad at the 
time of her to::miaetioL The ie1easc operates to -rdeale 1hc City of Sun Valley for any claims 
defined in Seclioo 3.A. of the City Administrator F.mploymmt Agremumt.,. When looking to 
Section 3.A. of plaintiff's employment agreement, it ummbiguously provides that~ 
payment herein is inmodcd to be Employee's sole exclusive remedy fbr any 1111d all claim& for 
damages of any kind ar.isillg from a tamiaadon without came." It also goes on to say that 
"[c)onsequently, receipt oftbe sevaam:e payment is IDbject to a n1eue of all claims against the 
City of Sun Valley." (emphasis added). Plaintiff argues that Sc:etion 3.A. is void as against public 
policy because it aates a proapeotm, waiver. Although ptoSpeCtive waivers are generally 
uoeoforceab~ see E.E.O.C v. Townley F,ng'g& Aqg. Co., 859 F.2d 610., 616 (9th Cir. 1988h in 
this~ plaintiff' siped a supplemmtal release after tho time* knew of her polelltial claims 
against defendmrt As defendant correctly points out, tlun is "nothing to hHHrare how such a 
release would vioia1e public policy and, indeed, .•• it makes no sense to .fmbid the molution of 
existing claims." Sun Valley's Oppoaition to Plaiadff's Motion for Summary Judgment· 4. 
While p.laintiff asserts tbat she never imended to release my llOIH:OD1r8Ct claims, 1be 
Court declines to consider the pardas' subjectiye intmt. when the comract is clear. Even if the 
Court_., 10 loot to the parties' subjective inta:tt outside 1he four comers of the documcut&-
(a) that party did not know of any diffenmt"""""" attached by the other, 
and the other Jmcw the .tt1e1nmg &Uaohed by the fiat party; or 




(b) that party had no telSOll to know of any difft:aent mNOing attached by 
1be od:ter, and the other had reason to know the m.Mdng attacbecl by the 
fintparty. 
R.es1atement (Second) of Con1ncts § 201 (1981); see also Johnston v. CLR., 461 F.3d 1162. 
1165 (9th Cir. 2006) (The Court relied on§ 201 in detenninml tbat ~~party bum 
reason to know of say other tneBDinl tban 1hat appment fioD1 the other party's own WOids, and 
the o1her party did have reason to kaow the memung the first party would atlBb. to bis words, the 
firs& party's undenmmcting pmvails. "). 
18. . .• In order to secure my immediate financial security. I was foiced to 
sign a release of cJaima that was aeceptab/.e to the Chy. 
19. The language oftbe Supplemmrtal Rele:asefllll'P06IUYand intenlionally 
does_ not include any mention that I was n:leasmg any non-comract severance 
benefits. 
20. 'Ihe SUpplerneotal Release J1Ul'1IOffly does not iuclude any waiver or 
release of any fedeml stB1utoty claim, any CODSlitutional claim. or any other 
common law or tmt claims that I may have against Sun Valley, its oflicials or 
employees. 
21. By signing 1be Supplemada1 Rolease I did not mtcmd to, nor did I 
knowingly or voluntarily waive or ielease any non-contract claims, such as any 
claims arising f'mm 1he IPPEA. 
Atlidavit of Sharon R. Hm:nmer in Support of Plaintiff's Motion for Summary Judgment 
(empbasis added). Through corretpDndence with the plahrti~ defeDdant made clear what kind of 
release was acceptable. Based on plaiotiff"s affidavit, tbe Court finds that she knew or had M880II 
to Jmow that defendant believed the suppJemeataJ n:lease pertained to any and all claims, not 
wage and CODttact claims only. The COllll'IGt mdicata the supplelDCDlll mlease would apply to 
all claims. At the bearing, plaintiff diamquisbed between ~ and "all." but Section 3.A. uses 
both "any and all'" and "all claims" in its language. The Jangnage in Section l.A. is not 





ambiguous. But if it is, ddmdam cleady wanted a m1ealie of all claims, and plaindffkmw 1bat. 
Paragraph 18 ofber affidavit mdicatc8 she knew what w ~ to dcfcndmst- De&aiant 
also submitted an affidavit from Mayor Willich to supporttbe pmposmoll tbat a mlease of non-
contract claims was not ca1templamd However. the affidavit iruficates that he did not dilCUSll 1he 
types of claims contaopJated in Sccuon 3.A. It is clear that what was iamided in 2008 was a 
:release of all clmns, based on 1he plain language of Section 3.A. 
Additionally. plaintiff arpes that the signed supplflMl'.ltaJ rdeue in excbange for a 
sevenmcc padcap Jacks coasideration because sevm payments arc in l8IBty wages that 
have already been camed. PlaiDtift'slics heavily on Sarbacher 11. AlnttrlCold llBalty Trmt, No. 
I :1 O-CV-429-BL W, 2011 WL SS20442 (D. Idaho Nov. 14. 2011) for 1he proposition that 
severance paymems c:onstinde wages. However, al1bouah that case is uareported and 1lms no. 
authoritative, it is distinguiabable anyway in that it dealt with an employment contract that 
provided far a sevmance package with no slrinp attad1ed See Id at •6-*7. Here, on the other 
band, plaintlif"s employment 18lN"ND pmwles for a sewance pa,;kap only coaditionally. 
Plaintiff was not emided to sevemnce payment upon termination alone.. This cac is mo.re 
comparabJe to Moore 11', Omnicare. Inc., 141 Idaho 809, 111 P .3cl 141 (2005). whaetbc Court 
detmoaincd that liquidal£Cldamages for an employee's tmrrioation "witbout cause" 'WIile not 
oomideftld "wages" abady eamecl Tlaelefore. plaintifPs MYetaae pacbp was not equiwlmt 
to wages but instead served u coasideratioa. for her siped suppl,maaw n=1ease.. This case also 
does not involve a situation to ra:over uopaid wages. Hae, 1he 5e\leJ!IIU:O pskap waa paid; Sun 
Valley was, by payiq the claim. giving up any chance it 1m to say the firing was for cause to 
avoid payment of 1hc sewnmce pacbp. 
7ofll 
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Lastly, pJaindff argues 1bat although B WU termhvrttd under the "'without cause• 
provision of her employment l8RCIDent. she was in reality terminated "for ctme" due to 
c:riminal allegations apimt her. While there might have bean genuine issues of fact ooncemiag 
whe1:bet plaintffl'WU te,minu,d -:for' cause," D a:cepmd, and hnplied1y assmted, that she WU 
tamb,ated -wi1houl: cause" wmm. a elected to receiw a sevenmce package. Under her 
employmem axJtDC!t, plaintiff~ to IWive a severance priagc only if tc:nrrilJBted "'Without 
~" and even then, only if sb.e siped a sapplememal nlease. Because plaimiff made the 
choice to accept the seveamce parbge. acknowledains that• was ternri:oawd "without came," 
she Is now juctidaUy estopped 1rom making the argumeot that she was actually termhulted -rot 
cause." 
Judicial estoppel is appropriate to prevent "a party from gaining an advamap by taking 
one position, and 1hm seeking a SCCODd advan1age by 1BkiDg ID im::ompab.llle position." A & J 
Const. Co. 11. Wood. 141 ldabo 682,684, 116 P.3d 12, 14 (2005) (citinsSword11. Sweet, 140 
Idaho 242, 252, 92 P .lei 492, 502 (2004)). "Judicial estDppel is intended to prevent a litigant 
ftomplayiagfastandloosewithdecourm." Id (citing~v. Owen.v, 130Idabo 148, IS~ 
937 P .2d 1222, 1226 (1997)). Indeed.. -rtJhe ci:reumslam under which judicial cstoppe1 may 
appropriately be imobd arc probably not reduclole to any general formulation of principle."' 
Heinze v. Baur, 145 Idaho232, 178 P.3dSrn (2008)(quotingHflllliltonv. SIIMFannFire& 
Ca,. Co.-270 F.Jd 778. 782 (9th Cir. 2001)). Judicial estoppel assists courts in maintaining "the 
dignity of the judicial process, it ia an equitablo doetrine iDvobd by a court at i1s ctiacrm.OJL" 
Rl&retto v. Plwnbers ct Stea,,jfaen LIN:al 343, 94 F.3d 597,600 (91h Ch. 1996) (quoting.Russell 
v. Ro/A 893 F.2d 1033, 1037 (9th Cir.1990), art. denied. 501 U.S. 1260, 11 t S.Ct. 2915. 115 
L.F.d2d l 078 (1991)). T'berefoJe. in tm exercise of discretion, this Court applies the equitah1e 
8ofll 
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doctrine of judicial estoppel amt rduses to consider whether pJaindft' was actually tmorinued 
"for eause,. n Plaintiff accepted a substantial benefit based on the met that she WU supposedly 
femrinat:ed -without~" and this Court declines to allow bee to now msmue an m.consistent 
position. Judicial estoppol does not opemte in situations wbcm there is coercion or dun:ss. 
Plaintifl'was in a di:f6cDlt aod stn:ssfa1 sitnlti~ but sbe did not su1ier duress or coercion: lu:r 
affidavit indicates she was clearly thjn]rjqg sttatcgically. 
Because defaidatd's affirmaSive defmsc of release clearly and UIUIIDbipously applies to 
any and all claims. plaintiff is barred &om bringing her IPPEA suit against defendant Thus, DD 
genuine .iasua ofDUJferial fact need be litigated, and the ease Dl1ISt tbmeby be disorisml Had 
there not been a release and tbe pa.,mem of a sevmmce package, thete are factual disputes tbat 
probably would prevent summary judgment However. the supplemental release makes the 
meritci of the case moot. Dcfmdaat's other n:asom for requesdng summary judgment need not be 
addressed, as the signed suppJemeotaJ release is dispositiw in this case. Any claims plain1iff'may 
have that mme after her vrnrinatiou. pz =s1:nt sepamte issues and are pending in fedenl court now 
or subject m futun: suits u the case may be. 
CONCLUSION 
WHEREFORE, this Court laeby orders that p]eimitrs motion for SDIIIIIUll1 ju«lgmcnt is 
DENIED and defendant's motion for summary judgment is GRANTED. 
9of11 
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The dispute at issue involves the Plaintiff. Sharon R. Hammer, and the 
Defendants, the City of Sun Valley, Nils Ribi, and De Wayne Briscoe. The dispute is 
centered on the Plaintiff's treatment while an employee for the City of SU1l Valley. The 
Plaintiff brought suit against the Defendants for relaliatmy discharge in violation of the 
Idaho Protection of Public Employees Act ("IPPEA j. The Plaintiff has claims against 
the City of Sun Valley, as well as Mr. Briscoes and Mr. Ribi, in their individual 
capacities. 
The Defendants filed a Motion to Dismiss on September 19"-, 2013, seeking to 
dismiss the claims against Mr. Briscoe and Mr. Ribi. The Defendants argue that both Mr. 
Briscoe and Mr. Ribi are elected oftic~ or agents, of the City of Sun Valley, and 
therefore are not individually liable for a cause of action brought under I.C. § 6-2101, the 
IPPEA. Pursuant to that argument. the Defi:ndants seek to dismiss the claim against Mr. 
Briscoe and Mr. Ribi for failure to state a lepl claim. The Plaintiff counters, stating that 
both Mr. Briscoe and Mr. Ribi can be individually sued though the lPPEA, and that the 
statutory intent of the IPPEA does not comport with limitmg an qured plaintifrs ability 
to bring a cause of action against such individuals. 
The Motion to Dismiss was argued befme this Courton.October l, 2013, with this 
Court taking the matter under advisement. 
MOTION TO DISMISS STANDARD 
The standard for reviewing a 12(b)(6) Motion for Dismissal of a complaint is "A 
12(b)(6) motion looks only at the pJeadings to determine whether a claim for relief bas 
been stated."" Young v. City of Ketchum, 137 Idaho 102, 104, 44 P3d 1157, 1159 (2002). 
MEMORANDUM DECISION GRANTING MOTION TO DISMISS 
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Whenn:viewing a motion to dismiss pursuant to I.R.C.P. 12(b)(6), the non.moving party 
is entitled to have all inferences viewed in his favor. Id at 104 citing Orthman v. Jdaho 
Power Co., 126 Idaho 960,961, 895 P.2d 561,562 (199S). Afterdmwing all inferences 
in the non-moving partys favor, this Court must find whether a claim for relief has been 
stated. Id "The issue is not whether the plaintiff will ultimately prevail. but whether the 
party is entitled to offer evidence to support the claims." Id This Court must "examine 
whether Plaintiffs have sufficiently alleged the requisite elements of standing in their 
complaint to survive a 12(b)(6) motion to dismiss. .. Id. "Where a claim for relief is~ 
the complaint survives the motion to dismiss and the plaintiff is entitled to offer evidence 
in support of its claim." lndep. Sch. Dist of Boise City v. Harris Family Ltd P'shtp, I SO 
Idaho 583,587,249 P.3d 382,386 {2011) citing Orthmanv. ldaho Power Co., 126 Idaho 
960, 962, 895 P .2d 561, S63 ( 1995). 
DISCUSSION & ANALYSIS 
"A l2(b)(6) motion looks only at the pleadings to deteonine whether a cJaim for 
reliefhasbeenstated.'' Yow,gv.. Cityo/Ketc~ 137Idaho 102, 104,44P.3d 1157, 
I 159 (2002). The issue presented before this Comt is whether the Plaintiff stated a claim 
forrelie£ 
To resolve the issue presented to this Court, it must be de1ennined whether Mr. 
Ribi and Mr. Briscoe are considered employers as defined by I.e. §6.2103(4)(b). The 
IPPEA provides a cause of action "for public employees who experience adverse action 
from their employer as a result of reporting waste and violations of a Jaw. rule or 
regulation. ... I.C. §6-2101. "Employer means the state of Idaho. or any political 
subdivision or governmental entity eligible to participate in the public employees 





retirement system ..• " LC. §6,-2103(4)(a}. Furthennore, an "~[e]mploycr' includes an 
agent of an employer," J.C. §6-2103(4)(b), with no provision of the statute specifically 
exposing an agent of an employer to any individual liability. Statutory interptetation is 
necessary to determine whether Mr. Ribi and Mr. Briscoe faU into the definition of 
employer. as defined by the IPPEA. 
When determining the meaning of words in a statute this Court is instructed to 
consider "'(I) (t]he language of a statute should be given its plain, usual and ordinary 
meaning. Where a statute is clear and unambiguous, the expressed intent of the 
legislature shall be given effect without engagjng in statutoiy construction. The literal 
words of a statute are the best guide to deteanioiog legislative intent" J.C. § 73-113. 
Where the meaning of a statute and the words within it are clear, this Court is confined to 
follow that meaning and may neither add to nor take away by judicial construction. 
Credit Bureau of Lewiston-Clarkston, Inc. v. Idaho First Nat. Bank, 111 Idaho 29. 784 
P.2d 885 (1989). The plain meaning of a statute will prevail unless following such a 
meaning would lead to an absUJdre.,ult. Gibson v. Bennett. 108 P3d 417, 141 Idaho 270 
(200S). Furthermore, unambiguous language in a statute must fully interpreted by its 
plain meaning by courts applying the statute unless clearly expressed legislative intent is 
contrary. Kenneth F. White, Chtd v. St. Alphonsus Regional Medical Center, 31 P .3d 
926, 136 Idaho 238 (2001) review denied. Where words are used in a statute that have a 
well-known meaning at common law, they are presumed to have been used in that sense. 
State v. Sclmlz, ISi Idaho 863, 867 (2011)> See State v. Oar, 129 Idaho 337, 340, 924 
P.2d 599, 602 (1996) (quoting Lorillard v. Pons. 434 u_s. 575, 583, 98 S.Ct. 866. 871. 
55 L.Ed.2d 40. 47 (1978). 






Here, this Court must determine whether an IPPEA action can be filed against 
individuals who are elected officials and make decisions for a government employer. An 
IPPEA claim is purely statutory. Van v. Portneuf Med Ctr., 147 ldaho 552, SS8, 212 P.3d 
982, 988 (2009). It is purely a statutory claim against government employers. Id 
Although, this holding in Portneufis clear, that case did not directly address the question 
presented here. Nevenheless. looking at the structure and context of the IPPEA, a claim 
may be brought against a political subdivision or governmental entity, but not against an 
individual agent or member of that entity. 
The question is whether I.C. § 6-2103(4)(b) creates individual liability. 
Defendants essentially concede that Mr. Ribi and Mr. Briscoe are agents and thus fall 
under the agency analysis (and therefore subject the City of Sun Valley to potential 
liability). but argue that they are not subject to individual liability as they are not 
employers themselves. The IPPEA specifically includes the agents of employers into the 
definition of"employer", when it stated "'[e]mployer' includes an agent of an employer." 
l.C. §6-2103(4)(b). "Include," from the Latin Jnclaudere, meaning "to shut in, keep 
within," means "to confine wi~ hold as in an inclosure. take in, attain, shut up, 
contain, inclose, comprise, comprehend, emb~ involve. Tenn may, according to 
context, express an enlargement and have the meaning of and or in addition to, or merely 
specify a particular thing already included within general words theretofore used. 
'Including' within statute is interpreted as a word of enlargement or of illustrative 
application as well as a word of limitation." Black's law Dictionary 163 (6th ed. 2009) 
citing Premier Products Co. v. Cameron, 240 Or. 123, 400 P .2d 227 ~8 (1965). The 
primary definition of "includen is of limitation; it is not primarily a conjunctive word, 
MEMORANDUM DECISION GRANTING MOTION TO DISMISS 
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although it can be. Toe word can mean two different things. which bighliahts the problem 
here. 
While no Idaho case law is directly on poin4 numerous courts around the country, 
when analyzing similar statutes, have come to the conclusion that the "agent" language is 
only intended to hold employers liable and not supervisory employees, most citing 
respondeat superior liability as the reason for the inclusion of the word "agent." see 
Wathen v. General Electric Co., l 1S F.3d 400. 406 {6'11 Cir. 1997); Obst v. Microtron, 
Inc .• 588 N.W .2d 550, 553-554 (Minn. Ct. App. 1999); Reno v. Baird, 951 
P 2dl333,1337 (Cal. 1998) citing Tomka v. Seller Corp .• 66 F.3d 1295, 1313-1314. (2d 
Cir.1995). Lenhardt v. Basic Institute of Technology, Inc., 55 F.3d Jn (8th Cir.1995), 
U.S. E.E.0.C. v. AIC Security Investigations. Ltd., 55 F.3d 1276 (7th Cir.1995). These 
cases suggest a hypertechnical reading of the statute does imp]y personal liability. That is 
the situation here. in that a technical teading or expansive definition of "includes" 
suggests individual liability. However, a traditional meaning of "include" and the context 
of the statute means that the above cases are correct. 
The statutory remedies do not support individual liability. IPPEA, I.C. § 6-2106, 
provides "any or all" of the following relief for employees: "(I) An injunction to restrain 
continued violation of the provisions of this act; (2) The reinstatement of the employee 
to the same position held before the adverse action. or to an equivalent position; (3) The 
reinstatement of full fringe benefits and seniority rights; (4) The compensation for lost 
wag~ benefits and other remuneration; (5) The payment by the employer of reasonable 
costs and attorneys• fees; ( 6) An assessment of a civil fine of not more than five hundred 
dollars ($500), which shall be submitted to the state treasurer for deposit in the general 





fund." Only the State ofldaho, or another govemmental entity. not an individual; could 
provide much of the relief prescribed by the statute, further illustratina that the Idaho 
legislature did not intend to have supervisory employees be part of the definition of 
••employer." An individual council member or commissioner could not individually take 
action to reinstate an employee or provide benefits. 
There is a provision in the statute which has created additional ambiguity. LC. § 
6-2105(3) is the venue provision of the scatute. It states, "[a]n action begun under this 
section may be brought in the district court for the county where the alleged violation 
occ~ the co~ where the complainant resides, or the COW1ty where the person 
against whom the civil complaint is filed resides or has his principal place of business." 
I.C. § 6-2I0S(3). This suggests that an action could be filed against an individual. There 
are several problems with this. however. The first and second are the stated legislative 
intent codified in 6-2101, and the holding in Van v. Portneuf. 
The third problem is that the remedies in the statute do not suggest individual 
liability. J.C. § 6--2104 sets forth the ways the chapter may be violated. It can only be 
violated by employers, not individuals engaging in particular conduct, unless a strained 
interpretation is used. 
This is not to say there are no other possible causes of action for alleged conduct 
of individuals. but there is not an IPPEA claim. It can be dangerous for courts to overlook 
or ignore parts of a statute, but here the codified legislative intent, case law, and other 
pans of the statute lead to the conclusion that an individual cannot be sued 
notwithstanding 6-2105(3). 





Taking all inferences in the non-moving party's favor, and looking only to tlte 
pleactinp. a claim for 1eliefhas not been s1ated as to the claims brought against Mr. Ribi 
and Mr. Briscoe. Mr. Ribi and Mr. Briscoe in their individual capacities are not 
employers under the definition of the IPPEA. Then:f~ the Plaintiff cannot bring a 
cause of action against them using the IPPEA. 
The Defendants seek sanctions pursuant to I.R.C.P 11. The issue presented is 
fairly mguable aod not so elem under Idaho Jaw that sanctions m: warranted. Rule 11 is a 
court rnaoagement tool to be applied narrowly. This Court finds that sanctions are not 
CONCLUSION 
For the foregoing reasons. the Defendants Motion to Dismiss is hereby 
GRANTED. 
IT IS SO ORDERED 
l>,m:d: ti {22/2 '3 
S~: ~'* Jo~m 
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) CASE NO. CV 2012-479 
) 
CITY OF SUN VALLEY; NILS RIBI; ) 
and DeWA YNE BRISCOE, ) 
) 
Defendants. ) ---..._.;;..---------'---
MEMORANDUM DECISION DENYING PLAINTIFF'S Mffl10N TO ENFORCE 
SUBPOENA AND COMPEL 
Sharon HaJDJDer \Plaintilf') brought a Motion to Enforce Subpoena against non-party 
Patricia Ball and to compel production of documents withheld from production in diaeovery and 
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in response to subpoena. Ms. Ball and the Defendants, City of Stm Valley ("Sun Valley") an: 
opposing the Motion claiming that attorney-client privilege and attorney work product 
protections apply. Oral argument was heard on this matter on December 17, 2013. Because this 
Court finds tbadhe materials sought in the subpoena are protected by the work product doctrine, 
the PlaintifP s Motion is denied. 
FACfSANDBACKGROUND 
The dispute at issue involves the Plaintiff: Sharc,>n R. Hammer, and the Defendant, the 
City of Sun Valley. The dispute is cent.ered on the Plaintifrs treatment while an employee for the 
City of Sun Valley. The Plaintiff brought suit against the Defendant for retaliatory discharge in 
violation of the Idaho Protection of Public Employees Act ("IPPEA "). 
This Motion raises similar issues to this Court,s decision in the Non.party City of Sun 
Valley's Motion to Quash Subpoena in the Ribi v. Donoval, in Blaine County Case No. CV-
2011-1040. ~ this Court quashed a subpoena seeking Ms. Ball's investigation material and 
the communications that coincided with the investigation into the Plaintifrs activities as an 
employee for the City of Sun Valley. finding that the requested information was work product 
Here,, the Plaintiff bas presented additional affidavits that contradict some of the findings in this 
Court's Memorandum Decision Granting Non-Party City of Sun Valley's Motion to Quash 
Subpoena. 
Facts similar to the above mentioned subpoena are presented here. On November 10, 
2011, following allegations of improper misuse of public funds and equipment by the Plaintiff, 
Sun Valley conducted a special executive City Council session on November 11 y 2011, to 
evaluate the allegations. On or about November 12, 2011. the Plaintifrs then-attorney, James R 
Donoval, sent Mr. Wayne Willi.ch, then Sun Valley mayor, a letter with intention to pursue 
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litigation against Sun Valley and other officials in connection with Plaintiff's allegations of 
harassment and the City's potential disciplinary action against her. Similar letters were also sent 
by Mr. Donoval on November 15 and 16, 2011, following another special executive session on 
November 14, 2011. There were three letters sent by Mr. Donoval to the mayor and members of 
the Sun Valley City Council between November 12, 2011 and November 17, 2011. All three of 
these letters either explicitly or implicitly threatened litigation against Sun Valley or members of 
its government. On November 21, 2011, Mr. Donoval, on behalf of Sharon Hammer, filed a 
lawsuit against Sun Valley and members ofits government in Idaho's Fifth District Court, Blaine 
County. 
On November 17, 2011, AdamKing, the Sun Valley City Attomey, contacted Ms. Ball 
about the possibility of retaining her services for a fact-finding investigation regarding various 
allegations that could be the subject of litigation. On November 21, 2011, Sun Valley retained 
Ms. Ball for the purpose of conducting an investigation into alleged violations of City policy. On 
November 22, 2011, Kirtlan Naylor was assigned by Stm Valley's insurance canier to provide 
legal defense to Sun Valley, and Mr. Naylor was to appointed as Ms. Ball's primary legal contact 
on November 28, 2011. The scope of Ms. Ball's investigation included allegations conceming 
violations of city policy made against Ms. Hammer, as well as allegations made by Ms. Hammer 
against Nils Rim in her November 21, 2011 lawsuit. On November 30, 2011, Ms. Ball was 
informed that the scope of the investigation was to be expanded into additional allegations. In 
conducting this investigation, Ms. Ball interviewed witnesses, reviewed information, and drafted 
a report. Ms. Ball completed the factual basis of her report on December 9, 2011, and presented a 
draft of the report to Mr. Willich, Mr. Briscoe, the City Council, Mr. King and Mr. Naylor on 
December 12, 2011. Following corrections, the report was concluded on December 20, 2011 by 
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Sun Valley; however the Plaintiff asserts that the investigation was completed on December 12, 
2011. Portions of this report were later provided to the Blaine County Prosecutor for review as to 
any criminal conduct 
OnMay 6, 2013, the Plaintiff issued a subpoena to Ms. Ball seeking to produce all audio 
tapes of interviews, documents, communications, agreements, and reports obtained or produced 
in connection with Ms. Ball's investigation for Sun Valley, also referred to as the Hammer 
Disciplinary Investigation. Ms. Ball informed Sun Valley of the subpoena, and Sun Valley 
responded to the subpoena on June 24, 2013 and provided what they considered non-privileged 
documents and lodged objections as to privileged information. Plaintiff then began attempts to 
meet and confer to seek production of those privileged documents. On November l", 2013, 
Plaintiff filed the Motion to Enforce Subpoena. 
LEGAL STANDARD 
I.R.C.P. 26(b)(l) permits broad discovery of any matter that is not privileged, even if it is 
inadmissible, so long as it is "reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible 
evidence." I.R.C.P. 26(b)(l). The burden of showing information is privileged, and therefore 
exempt from discovery, is on the party asserting the privilege. Kirk v. Ford Motor Co., 141 Idaho 
697, 703-04, 116 P.3d 27, 33-34 (2005) citing F.x parte Niday, 15 Idaho 559, .98 P. 845 (1908). 
l.R.E. 502(b) states: "A client bas a privilege to refuse to disclose and to prevent any other 
person from disclosing confidential communications made for the pmpose of facilitating the 
rendition of professional legal services to the client which were made (l) between the client or 
the client's representative and the client's lawyer or the lawyer's representative, (2) between the 
client's lawyer and the lawyer's representative, (3) among clients, their representatives, their 
lawyers, or their lawyer's representatives, in any combination, concerning a matter of common 
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interest, but not including communications solely among clients or their representatives when no 
lawyer is a party to the communication, ( 4) between representatives of the client or between the 
client and a representative of the client, or (5) among lawyers and their representatives 
representing the same client". I.R.E. S02(b). A communication is confidential where it is not 
intended to be disclosed to third parties, other than those third parties who are furthering the 
rendition of professional legal services to the client or who are necessary to transmit the 
confidential communication. I.R.E. 502(a)(S). 
Furthermore, work product is generally immune from discovery. See I.R.C.P. 26(b)(3). 
Wark product is considered "documents and tangi"ble things otherwise discoverable ... prepared 
in anticipation of litigation or for trial by or for another party or by or for that other partys 
representative {including the partys attorney, consultant, surety, indemnitor, insurer, or 
agent) ... " Id Work product can only become discoverable "upon a showing that the party 
seeking discovery has substantial need of the materials in the preparation of the partys case and 
that the party is unable without undue hardship to obtain the substantial equivalent of the 
materials by other means." Id Additionally, "[i]n ordering discovery of such materials when 
the required showing has been made. the court shall protect against disclosure of the mental 
impressions. conclusions, opinions, or legal theories of an attorney or other representative of a 
party concerning the litigation. including communications between the attorney and client, 
whether written or oral." Id 
DISCUSSION 
Sun Valley argues that the Motion to enforce the Plaintiff's subpoena should be denied 
because the subpoena seeks protected work product and material protected by the attorney-client 
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privilege. The Plaintiff argues that the material sought is not protected by the attorney-client 
privilege and should not be considered work product. 
A party may obtain discovery of documents and tangJ.1>le things prepared in anticipation 
of litigation "by or for another party or by or for that other party's representalive •.. only upon a 
showing that the party seeking discovery bas substantial need of the materials ... and that the 
party is unable without undue hardship to obtain the substantial equivalent of the materials by 
other means." I.R.C.P. 26(b X3). If discovery of such material is ordered, "the court shall protect 
against disclosure of the mental impressions, conclusions, opinions, or legal theories of an 
attorney or other representative of a party concerning the litigation." Id 
There is ample support in the record that Ms. Ball was retained by Swi Valley in 
anticipation of litigation, and that her investigation was substantially focused on issues that 
appeared ripe for impending litigation. Aff. Ball, 15; Aff. King, 1 14. Ms. Ball was consulted 
after Mr. Donoval had threatened litigation, was retained on the same day Mr. Donoval initiated 
litigation, and conducted an investigation squarely related to that and other potential litigation. 
Aff. King, Ex. A, p. 5, Aff. King, 115, Aff: Ball, 'I 5,7. Therefore, Ms. Ball's report was 
piepared in large part for Sun Valley in anticipation ot: or in conjunction with pending and 
anticipated litigation. There have been new affidavits produced that create inconsistencies as to 
when the investigation was completed. This Court's previous finding is that the investigation was 
completed on December 201\ 2011. Plaintiff now argues, and relies on Mr. Willich's new 
affidavits, that by December 12, 2011, Ms. Ball's investigation and work was complete, and that 
anything beyond this point was no longer authoriz.ed work product. However, there is not enough 
evidence that shows that this Court's previous finding that the investigation was completed on 
December 201\ 2011, was incorrect. In fact, e-mail communications provided in camera 
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contradict Mr. Wtllich's assertion that he gave Ms. Ball no authority or direction to modify the 
"Final Ball Report" in any manner after December 12, 2011. K. Naylor Aff., Ex. B, SV IN 
CAMERA 57; Ex. L, 'f 14. Furthermore, Plaintiff's affidavit states that Mr. Willich stated-to her 
on December 16, 2011, "that the repcm of Spec.ial Investigator Ball was .close to.being completed 
and.that disciplinarychatges againstme,sifany, would be determined ina few days." Aft'. K. 
Naylor, ex. G, 'I 5, This further shows that Mr. Willi.ch did not see the investigation as complete 
on December 12, 2011. This Court continues to find that for the purposes of this motion, Ms. 
Ball's investigation was complete on December 20, 2011. 
Moreover, if Sun Valley retained Ms. Ball in substantial part to conduct her investigation 
in anticipation of litigation, as this Court finds it did, the materials produced as part of that 
investigation are protected under I.R.C.P. 26(b)(3). It is irrelevant whether Mr. Naylor was her 
primary contact, or whether Ms. Ball was retained as an attorney or merely an investigator. 
I.R.C.P. 26(b)(3) protects material produced in anticipation of litigation either for a party or for 
that party's representative. 
The work product doctrine protects disclosure of communications. Upjohn Co. 11. U.S., 
449 U.S. 383, 395 (1981). "Communications" are precisely what the Plaintiff seeks in the 
subpoena, essentially all documents generated in connection with Ms. Ball's disciplinary 
investigation. The Plaintiff is free to depose any of the individuals interviewed by Ms. Ball in the 
course of her investigation in order to discover underlying facts which may be relaled to this 
case. However, the Plaintiff is not entitled to copies, however recorded, of Ms. Ball's int.erviews 
with witnesses or communications with Sun Valley representatives engaged in pursuant to Ms. 
Ball's duty as an investigator. Furthermore, the Plaintiff is not entitled to the e-mails produced in 
accordance with the investigation. The Plaintiff can obtain the underlying facts obtained by Ms. 
MEMORANDUM DECISION DENYING MOTION TO ENFORCE SUBPOENA AND 




Ball in these interviews through other discovery methods. Notably, the report itself became 
publically available and Plaintiff has it. 
It is possible under certain circumstances to waive the work product doctrine. If work 
product is disclosed, and that disclosure is to an adversary, the protection is lost. Trustees of 
Elec. Workers No. 26 Pension Trust Fund v. Trust Fund Advisors, Inc., 266 F.R.D. I, 14-15 
(D.C. Cir. 2010) (citations omitted). In this case, part of Ms. Ball's report was disclosed to the 
Blaine Cotmty Prosecutor. Blaine County and Sun Valley are not adversaries; rather they share a 
common interest. Disclosure to the Blaine County Prosecutor is consistent with maintaining 
secrecy from Sun Valley's adVlll'llllries. See U.S. v. AT&T, 642 F2d 1285, 1300 (D.C. Cir. 1980) 
(MCI's disclosure of work product to the government, for the purpose. of aiding in the 
investigation of MCI's opponent did not waive work product immunity). "While the mere 
showing of a voluntary disclosure to a third person will generally suffice to show waiver of the 
attorney-client privilege, it should not suffice in itself (to waive protection of work product]." Id. 
at 1299. Since there has been no showing that Sun Valley disclosed its work product to an 
adversary, it has not waived protection of its work product. 
Moreover, the Plaintiff has not shown that Sun Valley has waived work product 
protection. The Plaintiff argues that Sun Valley has waived its attorney-client and work product 
privilege. While there is no direct Idaho case law on the issue, the Plaintiff cites to federal case 
law which analyzes a similar work product rule. Under the federal rule, work product protection 
is only waived when fairness requires, and is limited to the subject matter of the related 
disclosure, and does not create a blanket waiver of the work product privilege in the entire case. 
Hernandez v. Tanninen, 604 F.3d 1095, 1100-01 (9th Cir. 2010). "Moluntsry disclosure of the 
content of a privileged attorney communication constitutes waiver of the privilege as to all other 
MEMORANDUM DECISION DENYING MOTION TO ENFORCE SUBPOENA AND 
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such communications on the same subject." Weil v. Investment.Indicators, Research & Mgmt., 
Inc., 647 F. 2d 12, 23 (9th Cir. 1981). The Plaintiff attempts to argue that the voluntary waiver of 
a single document waives all communications presented in a case. However, this is not the case. 
Even a case cited by the Plaintiff states "[w]e conclude, then, that while the mere showing of a 
voluntary disclosure to a third person will generally suffice to show waiver of the attorney-client 
privilege, it should not suffice in itself for waiver of the work product privilege." Permian Corp. 
v. United Stales, 665 F.2d 1214, 1219 (D.C. Cir. 1981) citing United States v. AT&T, 642 F.2d 
1285, 1299 (D.C.Cir.1980). Because Ms. Ball's findinw, were disclosed to the Blaine County 
Prosecutor does not mean that waiver should be applied to all of Ms. Ball's other 
communications. Furthermore, there has been no evidence produced by the Plaintiff that the 
Defendant has vobmtarily disclosed any attorney-client communications between Mr. King and 
Mr. Naylor nor any of the work product currently not being disclosed. Therefore, the privileges 
remain. Lastly, Plaintiff's argument that Mr. Naylor and Mr. King we unauthorized to participate 
in Ms. Ball's investigatioo is not supported by the evidence in the record. 
The Plaintiff bas not shown that she cannot obtain .the UDderlying facts through 
depositions, interrogatories, requests for production, or other discovery methods, nor bas the 
Plaintiff shown either a substantial need for Ms. Ball's materials, nor an undue hardship in 
attaining the substantial equivalent of these materials by other means, and again, the Plaintiff has 
the report itself. Because the Plaintiff has not met the burden wider LR.C.P. 26(b)(3), and this 
Court finds that Ms. Ball was retained in anticipation of litigation, and the materials she prepared 
were prepared in anticipation of litigation, those materials are protected. Because of this, there is 
no need to analyze whether those materials are protected from disclosure wider the attorney-
client privilege. 
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For the foregoing reasons, the Plaintiff's Motion to Enfoo:e Subpoena and Compel is 
hereby DENIED. As to fees and expenses, I.R.C.P. 37(a){4) may require further argument. Fees 
and com are denied without prejudice at this time and the issue will be discussed at the next 
hearing. 
IT IS SO ORDERED 
Dated: r(r1
7
/ttf __ __ _ __ -__ 
~~ Signed: •- ___ --_ - -~ . >. _ Jo;,;~y; District~~ 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
i Crystal Rigby, Deputy Clerk for the County of Minidoka, do hereby certify that on the 
'2./2- day of January» 2014~ I filed the original and caused to be served a true and correct 
copy of the above and foregoing document: MEMORANDUM DECISION DENYING 
PLAINTIFF'S MOTION TO BNFORCE SUBPOENA AND COMPEL to each of the persons 
as listed below: 
Kirtian Naylor 
Naylor & Hales, P.C. 
950 W. Bannock St., Suite 610 
Boise. ID 83702 
Eric B. Swartz 
1673 W. Shoreline Drive, Suite 200 
P .0. Box 7808 
Boise, ID 83 707 
_L U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
_ Hand Delivery 
- Overnight Mail 
_ Via Facsimile 
/ U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
. .Hand Delivery = Overnight ~l 
___._._Via Facsimile 
CLERKOF'TIIB D1STRICT COURT 
BY: ~~ .. 
Crystal Rigby 4~ 
Deputy Clerk 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FD"fH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BLAINE 
SHARON R HAMMER, 
The Plaintiff, 
CITY OF SUN VALLEY; NILS RIBI; and 
De WAYNE BRISCOE, 












Case No. CV-2012-479 
ORDER MODIFYING 
AUTOMATIC STAY 
On March 3, 2015, the Court heard the motion to withdraw as Plaintiff's counsel in the 
case. At the hearing, the parties discussed the effect Plaintiff's Notice of Appeal, filed February 
25, 2015, would have on this Court's ability to grant the motion to withdraw as counsel. Pursuant 
to Idaho Appellate Rule I3(a), and upon stipulation of the parties, this Court orders that the 
fourteen-day automatic stay be modified to allow for a ruling on the motion to withdraw that was 
pending before the notice of appeal. 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I, Cx,,\s. h"S'\ ~ bh Deputy Clerk for the County ofBlaine, do 
hereby certifythai on the day of JGf.J:i ~ • 2015, I filed the original and 
caused to be served a true and correct copy of the above and foregoing document: ORDER 
MODIFYING AUTOMATIC STAY, to each of the persons as listed below: 
James Donoval 
4110 Eaton Avenue 
Suite D 
Caldwell, ID 83607 
Kirtlan G. Naylor 
Naylor & Hales, P.C. 
950 W. Bannock St., Suite 610 
Boise, ID 83 702-6103 
Eric B. Swartz 
Jones & Swartz, P.L.L.C. 
P.O. Box 7808 
Boise, ID 83707-7808 
__ U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
__ Hand Delivery 
__ Overnight Mail ~ 
"' v· r · ·1 am~, I ___6.._ d!l X 
__ U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
__ Hand Delivery 
__ Overnight Mail ~ 
_K_ Via i1W&imiJc £/nc:t/ I 
_ U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
__ Hand Delivery 
_ Overnight Mail ,;, / 
1-Yk Es H. 'Jg --,. e,,rn. e,t, 
DATED __ 3_( <j~/~2.JJ_J<5"" __ 
CLERK OF THE DISTRICT COURT 
Deputy Clerk 
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Kirtlan G. Naylor [ISB No. 3569] 
Jacob H. Naylor [!SB No. 8474] 
FILED ~M'.'"'-r---
MAR 11 2015 
Tyler D. Williams [1SB No. 8512] 
NAYLOR & HALES, P.C. 
Attorneys at Law 
950 W. Bannock Street, Ste. 610 
Boise, fdaho 83702 
Telephone No. (208) 383-9511 
Facsimile No. (208) 383-9516 
Email: kirtr@naylorhalcs.com; iak.e(ij),naylorhales.com; tdw@naylorha1es.com 
Attorneys for Defendants City of Sun VaJiey, 
Ribi, and Briscoe. 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BLAINE 
SHARON R. HAMMER, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
CITY OF SUN VALLEY; :t,.TJLS RIBI; and 
DeWayne BRISCOE. 
Defendants. 
Case No. CV-2012-479 
DEFENDANT-RESPONDENTS, 
REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL 
TRANSCRIPTS AND RECORD 
TO: THE ABOVE-NAMED APPELLANT AND THE PARTY'S ATTORNEY, AND 
THE COURT REPORTER AND CLERK OF THE ABOVE-ENTITLED COURT 
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN. that the Defendant-Respondents, in the above-entitled 
proceeding hereby request pursuant to LA.R. 19, the inclusion of the following material in the 
reporter's transcript or the clerk's record in addition to the standard record required 10 be included 
by I.AR. 28 and the notice of appeal. Any additional transcript is to be provided in electronic 
format. 
DEFENDANT-RESPONDENTS' REQUEST FOR 
ADDITIONAL TRANSCRIPTS AND RECORD - 1. 
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1. A copy oftbe transcript oftbc following bearings pursuant to I.A.R. 19(b): 
A. Hearing date: October 1, 2013 
Name of hearing: Hearing on Defendants' Motion to Dismiss 
Has a transcript been made? No 
Name ofreporter: Maureen Newton (208) 679-2534 
Estimated number of pages: 1-100 pages 
B. Hearing date: December 17, 2013 
Name of hearing: Hearing on Plaintiffs Motion to Enforce Subpoena 
Against Non-Party Patricia Ball and To Compel the Production of 
Documents Withheld From Production in Discovery and in Response 
to Subpoena 
Has a transcript been made? Yes 
Name of reporter: Maureen Newton (208) 679-2534 
Actual number of pages: 27 pages 
C. Hearing date: January 21, 2014 
Name of hearing: Heming on Plaintiff's Motion for Reconsideration of 
Defendants Ribi and Briscoe's Motion lo Dismiss 
Has a transcript been made? Yes 
Name of reporter: Maureen Nev.1on (208) 679-2534 
Actual number of pages: 40 pages 
D. Hearing date: April 14, 2014 
Name of hearing: Hearing on Plaintiff's Motion for Reconsideration of 
Plaintiffs Motion to Enforce Subpoena Against Non-Party Patricia 
Ball and To Compel the Production of Documents Withheld From 
Production in Discovery and in Response to Subpoena 
Has a transcript been made? Yes 
Name of reporter: Maureen Newton (208) 679-2534 
Actual number of pages: 39 pages 
E. Hearing date: December I 6, 20 I 4 
Name of hearing: Hearing on Defendants Motion for Summary Judgment 
and Plaintiff's Motion for Summary Judgment 
Has a transcript been made9 Yes 
Name of reporter: Maureen Newton (208) 679-2534 
Actual number of pages: 58 pages 
DEFENDANT-RESPONDENTS' REQUEST FOR 
ADDITIONAL TRANSCRIPTS AND RECORD · 2. 
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2. A copy of the following documents flied with the Clerk of the District Court in 
this matter pursuant to I.A.R. 19(b): 
A. 9/l 7/2013 Defendants' Motion to Dismiss 
B. 9/17/2013 Memorandum in Support ofDefendants' Motion to Dismiss 
C. 9/17/2013 Affidavit ofKirtlan G. Naylor in Support of Motion to 
Dismiss 
D. 9/24/2013 Errata to Plaintiffs Response in Opposition Lo Defendants' 
Motion to Dismiss 
E. 9/24/2013 Plaintiffs Response in Opposition to Defendants' Motion to 
Dismiss 
F. 9/27/2013 Reply Memorandum in Support of Defendants' Motion to 
Dismiss 
G. 11/4/2013 Plaintiffs Motion to Enforce Subpoena Against Non-Party 
Patricia Ball and to Compel the Production of Documents 
Withheld from Production in Discovery and in Response to 
Subpoena 
H. 11/4/2013 Memorandum in Support of Plaintiff's Motion to Enforce 
Subpoena Against Non-Party Patricia Ball and to Compel 
the Production of Documents Withheld from Production in 
Discovery and in Repsonse to Subpoena 
I. 11/4/2013 Affidavit of Wayne Willich Former Mayor of the City of 
Sw1 Valley in Support of Motion to Compel 
J. 11/4/2013 Affidavit of Attorney James R. Donoval Related to Motion 
to Compel 
K. l 1/4/2013 Affidavit of Counsel in Support of Plaintiffs Motion to 
Enforce Subpoena Against Non-Party Patricia Ball and to 
Compel the Production of Documents Withheld from 
Production in Discovery and in Response to Subpoena 
L. 12/10/2013 Defendant's Opposition To Plaintiff's Motion to Enforce 
Subpoena 
DEFENDANT-RESPONDENTS' REQUEST FOR 
ADDITIONAL TRANSCRIPTS AND RECORD - 3. 
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M. 12/10/2013 Affidavit of Kirtlan G. Naylor in Op!)(Jsition to Plaintiffs 
Motion Lo Compel. NOTE TO CLERK: EXHIBITS "A" 
AND "B" TO THIS AFFIDAVIT WERE FILED IN 
CAMERA, FOR THE JUDGE'S EYES ONLY. THESE 
EXHIBITS MUST RETAIN THAT IN CAMERA 
STATUS WHEN PRODUCED ON APPEAL, AND 
MUST NOT BE PROVIDED TO PLAINTIFF'S 
COUNSEL. EXHIBITS "A" AND "B" SHOULD BE 
PROVIDED TO THE SUPREME COURT IN 
SEPARATE ENVELOPES AS PROVIDED TO THE 
DISTRICT JUDGE. Sec, attached correspondence to 
the clerk dated December 10, 2013. 
N. 12/10/2013 Memorandum in Support of Plaintiffs Motion for 
Reconsideration of Defendants Ribi and Briscoe's Motion to 
Dismiss 
O. 12/10/2013 Plaintiffs Motion for Reconsideration of Defendants Ribi 
and Briscoe's Motion to Dismiss 
P. 12/13/2013 Reply in Support of Plaintiffs Motion to Enforce Subpoena 
Against Non-Party Patricia Ball and To Compel the 
Production of Documents Withheld From Production in 
Discovery and in Response to Subpoena 
Q. 12/13/2013 Supplemental Affidavit of Counsel in Support of Plaintiffs 
Motion to Enforce Subpoena Against Non-Party Patricia 
Ball and To Compel the Production of Documents Withheld 
From Production in Discovery and in Response to Subpoena 
R. 12/13/2013 Supplemental Affidavit of James R. Donoval in Support of 
Plaintiff's Motion to Compel 
S. 1/6/2014 Reply Memorandum in Support of Plaintiffs Motion for 
Reconsideration of Defendants Ribi and Briscoe's Motion to 
Dismiss 
T. 1/14/2014 Defendants' Opposition To Plaintiffs Motion for 
Reconsideration 
U. 1/31/2014 Plaintiffs Motion for Reconsideration of Plaintiffs Motion 
to Enforce Subpoena Against Non-Party Patricia Ball and to 
Compel the Production of Documents Withheld from 
Production in Discovery and in Rcpsonsc to Subpoena, Oral 
Argument Requested 
DEFENDANT-RESPONDENTS' REQUEST FOR 
ADDITIONAL TRANSCRIPTS AND RECORD - 4. 
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V. 1/31/2014 Supplemental Affidavit of Wayne Willich Fomier Mayor of 
the City of Sun Valley in Support of Motion to Reconsider 
Denial of Motion to Compel 
W. 2/14/2014 Memorandum in Support of Plaintiff's Motion for 
Reconsideration of Plaintiff's Motion to Enforce Subpoena 
Against Non-Party Patricia Ball and to Compel the 
Production of Documents Withheld from Production in 
Discovery and in Response to Subpoena 
X. 4/7/2014 Defendant's Opposition to Plaintiff's Motion for 
Reconsideration 
Y. 11/18/2014 Declaration of Susan Robertson 
Z. 11/18/2014 Memorandum in Support of Sun Valley's Motion for 
Summary J udgrnent 
AA. 11/18/2014 Sun Valley's Motion for Summary Judgment 
BB. 11/18/2014 Declaration ofK.irtlan G. Naylor 
CC. 11/18/2014 Declaration ofK.irtlan G. Naylor- Exhibit F of Exhibit J is 
Filed under Seal 
DD. 11/18/2014 Plaintiffs Motion for Summary Judgment 
EE. 11/18/2014 Memorandum in Support of Plaintiffs Morion for Summary 
Judgment 
FF. 11/18/2014 Affidavit of Sharon R. Hammer in Support of Plaintiff's 
Motion for Summary Judgment 
GG. 11/18/2014 Affidavit of James R. Donoval in Support of Plaintiffs 
Motion for Summary Judgment 
HH. 11/18/2014 Affidavit of Wayne Willich in Support of Plaintiff's Motion 
for Summary Judgment 
II. 11/18/2014 Affidavit of Counsel in Support of Plaintift,s Motion for 
Summary Judgment 
JJ. 11/21/2014 Corrected Memorandum in support of Sun Valley's motion 
for summary judgment 
KK. 12/2/2014 Sun Valley's Memorandum in Opposition to Plaintiff's 
Motion for Swnmary Judgment 
LL. 12/2/2014 Plaintiffs Response to Sun Valley's Motion for Summary 
Judgment 
DEFENDANT-RESPONDENTS' REQUEST FOR 
ADDITIONAL TRANSCRIPTS AND RECORD · 5. 
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MM. 12/2/2014 Affidavit of Counsel in Support of Plaintiffs Response to 
Sun Valley's Motion fo, Summary Judgmenl 
NN. 12/9/2014 Reply in Support of Plaintiff's Motion for Summary 
Judgment 
00. 12/9/2014 Supplemental Affidavit of James R. Donoval in Support of 
Plaintifl1s Motion for Summary Jt1dgment 
PP. 12/9/2014 Sun Valley's Reply Memorandum in Support for Summary 
Judgment 
3. Exhibits (civil cases only): 
Not applicable. 
4. I certify that a copy of this request was served upon the Reporter and Clerk 
of the District Court and upon all parties required to be served pursuant to Rule 20. 
DATED this 11 'h day of March, 2015. 
NAYLOR & HALES, P.C. 
DEFENDANT-RESPONDENTSt REQUEST FOR 
ADDITIONAL TRANSCRIPTS AND RECORD - 6. 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the 11 '" day of March, 2015, I caused to be served, by the 
method(s) indicated, a true and cmTect copy of the foregoing upon: 
James R. Donoval 
4110 Eaton Ave., Ste. D 
Caldwell, ID 83607 
Plaintifj's Attorney 
Court Clerk 
c/o Judge Brody's Chambers 
Minidoka County Court 
PO Box 368 
Rupert, ID 83350 
Maureen Newton, Court Reporter 
c/o Judge Brody's Chambers 
Minidoka County Court 
PO Box 368 
Rupert, ID 833 50 
S406_ 44 JAR 19 Request for Transcript and Documents.wpd 
~U.S.Mail 
Hand Delivered 
Fax Transmission: 649-1603 
Email: jdonoval(ai,aol.com 
_/U.SMail 
_i.c' U.S. Mail 
I 
Kirt! 
DEFENDANT-RESPONDENTS' REQUEST FOR 




KfRTLAN G. NAYLOR 
Direct Line; 947-2070 
"'~ NAYLOR&.. HALES, P.C. 
ATTOMNEYS AT ll.W 
E-mail: kirt@naylorhales.com 
December 10, 2013 
Via U.S. Mail and Email: isutherlcmd@co.minidoka.id.us 
Janet Sunderland 
715 G Street 
PO Box 368 
Rupert, ID 83350 
Re: Hammer v. City of Sun Vallev. et al. 
Blaine County Case No: CV-2012-479 
Dear Ja11et: 
Kirtlan G. Naylor 
Roger J. Hales 
Bruce J. CUtlaton 
James R. Stoll 
Eric F. Nelson 
Olivid Sasser 
Jacob H. Naylor 
Tyler D. Williams 
Jean E. Caffahan 
OfCou,-/ 
Robert G. Hamijn 
James D. Carlson 
As a follow up to my email to you on December 10, 2013, enclosed are courtesy 
copjes of the following documents: 
1. Defendant's Opposition to Plaintiffs Motion to Enforce Subpoena; 
2. Affidavit ofKirtlan G. Naylor in Opposition to Plaintiff's Motion to Compel; 
and 
3. Exhibits A-0 as referenced in the Affidavit. 
Exhibits A and B are being provided to Judge Brody only as they contain attorney-
client communications. Thank you. 
Sinc1rely, ,,. 
r( 1 ,' _J 
~--J,;/,t,{,l§..,, !VC:ki lAru:C0L- 1. 
Tricia J. Wassmutli'' 
Legal Assistant to Kirtlan G. Naylor 
tjw 
Enclosures 
cc: Clients. w/Enclosures 
M:\lCRMP\H111nmcr v. Sun Valley\Lc:t1ers\8406 Llr Clerk 07 _Sunderland. wpd 
950 w. Bannock Street, Suite 610 • Boise, Idaho B3702 • Phone: (208) 383-9511 • Fax: (208) 383-9516 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BLAINE 
SHARON R. HAMMER, 
Plaintiff/ Appellant, 
vs. 
Supreme Court No. 43079 
CERTIFICATE OF EXHIBITS 















I, Crystal Rigby, Deputy Clerk of the District Court of the Fifth Judicial District of the 
State of Idaho in and for the County of Blaine, do hereby certify that the following documents will 
be submitted as exhibits to the Record: 
Confidential Exhibits 
1- EXHIBIT F of EXHIBIT J to the Declaration of Kirtlan G. Naylor filed on November 18, 
2014 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed the seal of the said 
Court /J 
this L day of '===J~ I 2015. 
-"- ·. 
i ~ ·. 
V ·. 
''"'''' ,,, 
,· I 1' 
/ 
~ · .. +a , ...... .. . . 
... l I 
EXHIBIT LIST-1 
Jolynn Drage, Clerk of the Court 
By c~ 
Crystal Rigby, Deputy Clerl<Y 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BLAINE 
SHARON R. HAMMER, 
Plaintiff /Appellant, 
vs. 
CITY OF SUN VALLEY; NILS RISI ; and 
DeWAYNE BRISCOE, 
Defendants/Respondents. 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
) ss. 












Supreme Court No. 43079 
CLERK'S CERTIFICATE 
I, Crystal Rigby, Deputy Clerk of the District Court of the Fifth Judicial District of the 
State of Idaho, in and for the County of Blaine, do hereby certify that the above and foregoing 
Clerk's Record on Appeal was compiled and bound under my direction and is a true, full and 
correct Record of the pleadings and documents as are automatically required under Rule 28 of 
the Idaho Appellate Rules as well as those requested by the Appellant. 
I do further certify that all , if any, exhibits offered or admitted in the above-entitled 
cause and exhibits requested by the Appellant will be duly lodged with the Clerk of the Supreme 
Court along with the Clerk's Record on Appeal and the Court Reporter's Transcript on Appeal. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, ~to set my hand and affixed the seal of said 
Court at Hailey, Idaho, this 2- day of , 2015. 
.. _ ...... ..._ ... , ,,, 
''• 
r ·, .... . ~.C..J{ '\ . 
~ ,·· •••. v,... · ~ 
I • • • • • • • 
- c.._ 
i C' --.:_. 2 :.;; 
;:o (') ._; 
n .... ~· 
CLERK'S CERTIFICATE - 1 
Jolynn Drage, Clerk of the Court 
By ~\)v=--
Crystal Rigby, Deputy Clerk 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNlY OF BLAINE 
SHARON R. HAMMER, 
Plaintiff /Appellant, 
vs. 














Supreme Court No. 43079 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I, Crystal Rigby, Deputy Clerk of the District Court of the Fifth Judicial District 
of the State of Idaho, in and for the County of Blaine, do hereby certify that I have 
personally served or mailed, by United States mail, one copy of the Clerk's Record to each 
of the Attorneys of Record in this cause as follows: 
JAMES R. DONOVAL 
4110 Eaton Ave., Ste D 
Caldwell, ID 83607 
Attorney for Plaintiff/ Appellant 
KIRTLAN NAYLOR 
950 W. Bannock St., Ste 610 
Boise, ID 83702 
Attorney for Defendants/Respondents 
' IN WITNESS WHEREO~hereunto set my hand and affixed the seal 
of the said Court this 2-- day of .._o _ , 2015. 
JOLYNN DRAGE, Clerk of the Court 
By ~'o---\ ,.-. 
Crystal Rigby, Deputy Clerk~ 
1,.,0 •••• 
' ·111 1. 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE-1 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BLAINE 
SHARON R. HAMMER, 
Plaintiff /Appellant, 
vs. 














Supreme Court No. 43079 
AMENDED 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I, Crystal Rigby, Deputy Clerk of the District Court of the Fifth Judicial District 
of the State of Idaho, in and for the County of Blaine, do hereby certify that I have emailed, 
one copy of the Reporter's Transcript to each of the Attorneys of Record in this cause as 
follows: 
JAMES R. DONOVAL 
4110 Eaton Ave., Ste D 
Caldwell , ID 83607 
jdonoval@aol.com 
Attorney for Plaintiff/ Appellant 
KIRTLAN NAYLOR 
950 W. Bannock St., Ste 610 
Boise, ID 83702 
kirt@naylorhales.com 
Attorney for Defendants/Respondents 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF~ . e hereunto set my hand and affixed the seal 
of the said Court this /0 day of , 2015. 
' 
', -- . I • . 
'4, ·e, 
fl • 11 •,ei 'v' ,, ' 
JOLYNN DRAGE, Clerk of the Court 
AMENDED CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE - 1 
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New Case Filed - Other Claims Robert J. Elgee 
Plaintiff: Hammer, Sharon R Appearance Eric B. Swartz Robert J. Elgee 
Filing: A - All initial civil case filings of any type not listed in categories B-H, Robert J. Elgee 
or the other A listings below Paid by: Jones & Swartz Receipt number: 
0005184 Dated: 6/29/2012 Amount: $88.00 (Check) For: Hammer, 
Sharon R (plaintiff) 
Complaint For Damages and Demand for Jury Trial Filed Robert J. Elgee 
Summons: Document Service Issued: on 6/29/2012 to City of Sun Valley, Robert J. Elgee 
Idaho; Assigned to Returned to Counsel for Service. Service Fee of $0.00. 
Summons: Document Service Issued: on 6/29/2012 to Nils A Ribi; 
Assigned to Returned to Counsel for Service. Service Fee of $0.00. 
Summons: Document Service Issued: on 6/29/2012 to Dewayne L 
Briscoe; Assigned to Returned to Counsel for Service. Service Fee of 
$0.00. 
Summons: Document Service Issued: on 6/29/2012 to Adam King; 
Assigned to Returned to Counsel for Service. Service Fee of $0.00. 
Robert J. Elgee 
Robert J. Elgee 
Robert J. Elgee 
Summons: Document Service Issued: on 6/29/2012 to Robert Youngman; Robert J. Elgee 
Assigned to Returned to Counsel for Service. Service Fee of $0.00. 
Summons·. Document Serv'tce Issued: on 6/29/2012 to Kelly Rae Ek; Robert J. Elgee 
Assigned to Returned to Counsel for Service. Service Fee of $0.00. 
Summons: Document Service Issued: on 6/29/2012 to Michelle Robert J. Elgee 
Frostenson; Assigned to Returned to Counsel for Service. Service Fee of 
$0.00. 
Summons: Document Service Issued: on 6/29/2012 to Franz Suhadolinik; Robert J. Elgee 
Assigned to Returned to Counsel for Service. Service Fee of $0.00. 
Subpoena: Document Service Issued: on 6/29/2012 to Michelle Griffith; Robert J. Elgee 
Assigned to Returned to Counsel for Service. Service Fee of $0.00. 
Summons: Document Service Issued: on 6/29/2012 to Joan Robertson Robert J. Elgee 
Lamb; Assigned to Returned to Counsel for Service. Service Fee of $0.00. 
Summons: Document Service Issued: on 6/29/2012 to Wayne Willich; Robert J. Elgee 
Assigned to Returned to Counsel for Service. Service Fee of $0.00. 
Miscellaneous Payment: For Making Copy Of Any File Or Record By The Robert J. Elgee 
Clerk, Per Page Paid by: Naylor & Hales, PC Receipt number: 0005260 
Dated: 7/2/2012 Amount: $35.00 (Credit card) 
Miscellaneous Payment: Technology Cost - CC Paid by: Naylor & Hales, Robert J. Elgee 
PC Receipt number: 0005260 Dated: 7/2/2012 Amount: $3.00 {Credit 
card) 
Miscellaneous Payment: For Making Copy Of Any File Or Record By The Robert J. Elgee 
Clerk, Per Page Paid by: Naylor & Hales PC Receipt number: 0005289 
Dated: 7/3/2012 Amount: $51.00 (Credit card) 
Miscellaneous Payment: Technology Cost - CC Paid by: Naylor & Hales Robert J. Elgee 
PC Receipt number: 0005289 Dated: 7/3/2012 Amount: $3.00 (Credit 
card) 
Order of disqualification 
Order of assignment 
Robert J. Elgee 
Robert J. Elgee 
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Change Assigned Judge 
Notice Of Service of discovery requests 
Notice Of Service of Amended discovery requests 
Notice Of Service Of Second Amended Discovery Requests 
Acceptance Of Service 
Amended Complaint for Damages and Demand for Jury Trial 
Notice Of General Appearance for Defendents 
Defendant: City of Sun Valley, Idaho Appearance Kirtlan G. Naylor 
Judge 
Jonathan P. Brody 
Jonathan P. Brody 
Jonathan P. Brody 
Jonathan P. Brody 
Jonathan P. Brody 
Jonathan P. Brody 
Jonathan P. Brody 
Jonathan P. Brody 
Defendant: Ribi, Nils A Appearance Kirt Ian G. Naylor Jonathan P. Brody 
Defendant: Briscoe, Dewayne L Appearance Kirtlan G. Naylor Jonathan P. Brody 
Filing: 11 - Initial Appearance by persons other than the plaintiff or Jonathan P. Brody 
petitioner Paid by: Naylor, Kirtlan G. {attorney for Briscoe, Dewayne L) 
Receipt number: 0000033 Dated: 1/2/2013 Amount: $66.00 (Check) For: 
Briscoe, Dewayne L (defendant), City of Sun Valley, Idaho (defendant) and 
Ribi, Nils A (defendant) 
Defendant's Answer to Plaintiffs Amended Complaint for Damages and 
Demand for Jury Trial 
Jonathan P. Brody 
Defendants' Mot'lon For Costs Of Previously Dismissed Action Pursuant to Jonathan P. Brody 
I.R.C.P 41(d) 
Affidavit of Jacob H. Naylor in Support of Defendent's Motion for Costs of Jonathan P. Brody 
Previously Dismissed Action Pursuant to I.R.C.P. 41{d) 
Notice Of Hearing Re: Defendant's Motion for Costs of Previously 
Dismissed Action 
Jonathan P. Brody 
Hearing Scheduled (Motion 03/19/2013 01 :30 PM) Motion for Costs of Jonathan P. Brody 
Previously Dismissed Action 
Defendants' Motion to Appear Telephonically for Hearing on Motion for Jonathan P. Brody 
Costs of Previously Dismissed Action 
Order granting Defendants' Motion to Appear Telephonically for Hearing on Jonathan P. Brody 
Motion for Costs of Previously Dismissed Action 
Plaintiffs Motion for permission to appear telephonically 
Plaintiffs Response in Opposition to Defendants' Motion for Costs of 
Previously Dismissed Action 
Affidavit of Sharon R. Hammer in Support of Plaintiffs Response in 
Opposition to Defendants' Motion for Costs of Previously Dismissed 
Action 
Order granting Plaintiffs motion for permission to appear telephonically 
Reply Brief in Support of Defendants' Motion for Costs of Previously 
Dismissed Action Pursuant to I.R.C.P. 41(d) 
Continued (Motion 03/19/2013 09:00 AM) Telephonic in Minidoka Co. 
Motion for Costs of Previously Dismissed Action-Plaintiffs counsel. 
Defendants and Counsel to Appear Telephonically 
Jonathan P. Brody 
Jonathan P. Brody 
Jonathan P. Brody 
Jonathan P. Brody 
Jonathan P. Brody 
Jonathan P. Brody 
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Miscellaneous Payment: For Making Copy Of Any File Or Record By The Jonathan P. Brody 
Clerk, Per Page Paid by: brennan rego Receipt number: 0002199 Dated: 
3/19/2013 Amount: $84.00 (Credit card) 
Miscellaneous Payment: Technology Cost - CC Paid by: brennan rego Jonathan P. Brody 
Receipt number: 0002199 Dated: 3/19/2013 Amount: $3.00 (Credit card) 
Hearing result for Status scheduled on 03/19/2013 09:00 AM: Court Jonathan P. Brody 
Minutes Telephonic in Minidoka Co. 
Motion for Costs of Previously Dismissed Action-Plaintiff's counsel, 
Defendants and Counsel to Appear Telephonically 
Hearing result for Status scheduled on 03/19/2013 09:00 AM: District Jonathan P. Brody 
Court Hearing Held 
Court Reporter:NONE 
Estimated Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing: Telephonic in 
Minidoka Co. 
Motion for Costs of Previously Dismissed Action-Plaintiff's counsel, 
Defendants and Counsel to Appear Telephonically 
Hearing Vacated Motion scheduled on 03/19/2013 01:30 PM Jonathan P. Brody 
Amended Notice Of Hearing Re: Defendants' Matin for Costs of Previously Jonathan P. Brody 
Dismissed Action 
Hearing Scheduled (Motion 04/16/2013 01 :30 PM) Motion for costs of Jonathan P. Brody 
Previously Dismissed Action 
Notice Of Service Of Discovery Requests to Defendant City of Sun Valley Jonathan P. Brody 
Request to obtain approval to video record, broadcast or photograph a Jonathan P. Brody 
court proceeding & Order 
Court Minutes Jonathan P. Brody 
Hearing type: Motion 
Hearing date: 4/16/2013 
Time: 2:02 pm 
Courtroom: District Courtroom-judicial Bldg 
Court reporter: Maureen Newton 
Minutes Clerk: Crystal Rigby 
Tape Number: MINI 
Party: City of Sun Valley, Idaho, Attorney: Kirtlan Naylor 
Party: Sharon Hammer, Attorney: Eric Swartz 
Hearing result for Motion scheduled on 04/16/2013 01 :30 PM: District Jonathan P. Brody 
Court Hearing Held 
Court Reporter:Maureen Newton 
Estimated Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing: Motion for costs of 
Previously Dismissed Action less 100 
Case Taken Under Advisement Jonathan P. Brody 
Memorandum Decision Denying Defendants' motion for costs of previously Jonathan P. Brody 
dismissed action pursuant to IRCP 41 (d) 
no longer u/a 
Notice Of Service of Defendants City of Sun Valley's First Set of 
Interrogatories, Requests for Produciton of Documents, and Requests for 
Admission to Plaintiff 
Jonathan P. Brody 
Jonathan P. Brody 
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Notice Of Service Re: Defendant City of Sun Valley's Responses to 
Plaintiffs First Set of Interrogatories and Requests for Production of 
Documents 
Acceptance Of Service of Subpoena 
Notice of Compliance 
Notice of Compliance 
Notice of compliance 
Stipulation for Protective Order 
Order Re: Stipulation for Protective Order 
Hearing Scheduled (Motion to Dismiss 10/01/2013 02:00 PM) 
Motion to Dism·1ss 
Memorandum in Support of Defendants' Motion to Dismiss 
Affidavit of Kirtlan G. Naylor in Support of Motion to Dismiss 
Judge 
Jonathan P. Brody 
Jonathan P. Brody 
Jonathan P. Brody 
Jonathan P. Brody 
Jonathan P. Brody 
Jonathan P. Brody 
Jonathan P. Brody 
Jonathan P. Brody 
Jonathan P. Brody 
Jonathan P. Brody 
Jonathan P. Brody 
Errata to Plaintiffs Response in Opposition to Defendants' Motion to Jonathan P. Brody 
Dismiss 
Plaintiffs Response in Opposition to Defendants' Motion to Dismiss Jonathan P. Brody 
Reply Memorandum in Support of Defendants' Motion to Dismiss Jonathan P. Brody 
Court Minutes Jonathan P. Brody 
Hearing type: Motion to Dismiss 
Hearing date: 10/1/2013 
Time: 2:45 pm 
Courtroom: District Courtroom-judicial Bldg 
Court reporter: Maureen Newton 
Minutes Clerk: ANDREA 
Tape Number·. 
Party: City of Sun Valley, Idaho, Attorney: Kirtlan Naylor 
Party: Dewayne Briscoe, Attorney: Kirtlan Naylor 
Party: Nils Ribi, Attorney: Kirtlan Naylor 
Party: Sharon Hammer, Attorney: Eric Swartz 
Hearing result for Motion to Dismiss scheduled on 10/01/2013 02:00 PM: Jonathan P. Brody 
District Court Hearing Held 
Court Reporter: Maureen Newton 
Estimated Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing: 1-100 pages 
Hearing result for Motion to Dismiss scheduled on 10/01/2013 02:00 PM: Jonathan P. Brody 
Case Taken Under Advisement 
Plaintiffs Motion to Enforce Subpoena Against Non-Party Patricia Ball and Jonathan P. Brody 
to Compel the Production of Documents Withheld from Production in 
Discovery and in Response to Subpoena 
Memorandum in Support of Plaintiff's Motion to Enforce Subpoena Against Jonathan P. Brody 
Non-Party Patricia Ball and to Compel the Production of Documents 
Withheld from Production in Discovery and in Repsonse to Subpoena 
Affidavit of Wayne Willich Former Mayor of the City of Sun Valley in Jonathan P. Brody 
Support of Motion to Compel 
Affidav·1t of Attorney James R. Donoval Related to Motion to Compel Jonathan P. Brody 
4 
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Affidavit of Counsel in Support of Plaintiff's Motion to Enforce Subpoena Jonathan P. Brody 
Against Non-Party Patricia Ball and to Compel the Production of 
Documents Withheld from Production in Discovery and in Response to 
Subpoena 
Hearing Scheduled (Motion 12/03/2013 01:30 PM) Motion to Enforce Jonathan P. Brody 
Subpoena 
Notice Of Hearing 
Continued (Motion 12/17/2013 01 :30 PM) Motion to Enforce Subpoena 
Amended Notice Of Hearing 
Notice Of Taking Deposition of Franz Suhadolnok 
Stipulated Joint Discovery Management Plan 
Jonathan P. Brody 
Jonathan P. Brody 
Jonathan P. Brody 
Jonathan P. Brody 
Jonathan P. Brody 
Notice of Taking Deposition of Michelle Griffith Jonathan P. Brody 
Notice Of Taking Deposition of Robert Youngman Jonathan P. Brody 
Amended Notice OfTaking Deposition Ducas Tecum of Michelle Griffith Jonathan P. Brody 
Amended Notice Of Taking Deposition Ouces Tecum of Franz Suhadolnik Jonathan P. Brody 
Amended Notice Of Taking Deposition Duces Tecum of Robert Youngman Jonathan P. Brody 
Order Re: Stipulated Joint Discovery Management Plan Jonathan P. Brody 
Memorandum Decision Granting Defendants Motion to Dismiss Jonathan P. Brody 
Defendants' Motion to Remove Defendants Ribi and Briscoe from the Case Jonathan P. Brody 
Caption 
Defendant's Opposition To Plaintiff's Motion to Enforce Subpoena Jonathan P. Brody 
Affidavit of Kirtlan G. Naylor in Opposition to Plaintiff's Motion to Compel Jonathan P. Brody 
Memorandum in Support of Plaintiff's Motion for Reconsideration of Jonathan P. Brody 
Defendants Ribi and Briscoe's Motion to Dismiss 
Plaintiff's Motion for Reconsideration of Defendants Ribi and Briscoe's Jonathan P. Brody 
Motion to Dismiss 
Hearing Scheduled (Motion for Reconsideration 01/07/2014 01:30 PM) Jonathan P. Brody 
Notice Of Hearing 
Continued (Motion for Reconsideration 01/21/2014 02:00 PM) 
Amended Notice Of Hearing 
Reply in Support of Plaintiff's Motion to Enforce Subpoena Against 
Non-Party Patricia Ball and To Compel the Production of Documents 
Withheld From Production in Discovery and in Response to Subpoena 
Jonathan P. Brody 
Jonathan P. Brody 
Jonathan P. Brody 
Jonathan P. Brody 
Supplemntal Affidavit of Counsel in Support of Plaintiff's Motion to Enforce Jonathan P. Brody 
Subpoena Against Non-Party Patricia Ball and To Compel the Production 
of Documents Withheld From Production in Discovery and in Response to 
Subpoena 
Supplemental Affidavit of James R. Donoval in Support of Plaintiffs Motion Jonathan P. Brody 
to Compel 
Defendant's Motion to Appear Telephonically for Hearing Jonathan P. Brody 
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Hearing type: Motion 
Hearing date: 12/17/2013 
Time: 2:03 pm 
Other Claims 
Courtroom: District Courtroom-judicial Bldg 
Court reporter. Maureen Newton 
Minutes Clerk: Crystal Rigby 
Tape Number: DC 
Party: City of Sun Valley, Idaho, Attorney: Kirtlan Naylor 
Party: Sharon Hammer, Attorney: Eric Swartz 
Judge 
Jonathan P. Brody 
Hearing result for Motion scheduled on 12/17/2013 01:30 PM: District Jonathan P. Brody 
Court Hearing Held 
Court Reporter:Maureen Newton 
Estimated Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing: Motion to Enforce 
Subpoena less 100 
Order Granting Defendant's Motion to Appear Telephonically for Hearing 
Transcript Filed (12/17/13 Hearing) 
Defendants' Opposition To Plaintiff's Motion for Reconsideration 
Jonathan P. Brody 
Jonathan P. Brody 
Jonathan P. Brody 
Plaintiff's Motion for Permission to Appear Telephonically Jonathan P. Brody 
Order Granting Plaintiff's Motion for Permission to Appear Telephonically Jonathan P. Brody 
Reply Memorandum in Support of Plaintiff's Motion for Reconsideration of Jonathan P. Brody 
Defendants Ribi and Briscoe's Motion to Dismiss 
Memorandum Decision Denying Plaintiff's Motion to Enforce Subpoena Jonathan P. Brody 
and Compel 
Court Minutes Jonathan P. Brody 
Hearing type: Motion for Reconsideration 
Hearing date: 1/21/2014 
Time: 2:45 pm 
Courtroom: District Courtroom-judicial Bldg 
Court reporter: Maureen Newton 
Minutes Clerk: Crystal Rigby 
Tape Number: DC 
Party: City of Sun Valley, Idaho, Attorney: Kirtlan Naylor 
Party: Dewayne Briscoe, Attorney: Kirtlan Naylor 
Party: Nils Ribi, Attorney: Kirtlan Naylor 
Party: Sharon Hammer, Attorney: Eric Swartz 
Hearing result for Motion for Reconsideration scheduled on 01/21/2014 Jonathan P. Brody 
02:00 PM: District Court Hearing Held 
Court Reporter:Maureen Newton 
Estimated Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing: telephonic less 
100 
Notice of Compliance Jonathan P. Brody 
Hearing Scheduled (Scheduling Conference 02/04/2014 01 :30 PM) Jonathan P. Brody 
Notice Of Hearing 
Plaintiff's Motion for Permission to Appear Telephonically 
Jonathan P. Brody 
Jonathan P. Brody 
Order Granting Defendant's Motion to Appear Telephonically for Hearing Jonathan P. Brody 
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Order Granting Plaintiffs Motion for Permission to Appear Telephonically Jonathan P. Brody 
Plaintiffs Motion for Reconsideration of Plaintiffs Motion to Enforce Jonathan P. Brody 
Subpoena Against Non-Party Patricia Ball and to Compel the Production of 
Documents Withheld from Production in Discovery and in Repsonse to 
Subpoena, Oral Argument Requested 
Supplemental Affidavit of Wayne Willich Former Mayor of the City of Sun Jonathan P. Brody 
Valley in Support of Motion to Reconsider Denial of Motion to Compel 
Court Minutes Jonathan P. Brody 
Hearing type: Scheduling Conference 
Hearing date: 2/4/2014 
Time: 1 :45 pm 
Courtroom: District Courtroom-judicial Bldg 
Court reporter: Maureen Newton 
Minutes Cleric Crystal Rigby 
Tape Number: DC 
Party: City of Sun Valley, Idaho, Attorney: Kirtlan Naylor 
Party: Sharon Hammer, Attorney: Eric Swartz 
Hearing result for Scheduling Conference scheduled on 02/04/2014 01:30 Jonathan P. Brody 
PM: District Court Hearing Held 
Court Reporter:Maureen Newton 
Estimated Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing: telephonic less 
100 
Hearing Scheduled (Status 02/03/2015 01 :30 PM) Jonathan P. Brody 
Hearing Scheduled (Jury Trial 04/08/2015 09:00 AM) 8 days Jonathan P. Brody 
Notice Of Hearing 
Motion for IRCP 37(e) discovery sanctions against Plaintiff 
Jonathan P. Brody 
Jonathan P. Brody 
Affidavit of Kirtlan G. Naylor in support of discovery sanctions {Under Seal) Jonathan P. Brody 
Document sealed 
Memorandum in Support of Plaintiffs Motion for Reconsideration of Jonathan P. Brody 
Plaintiffs Motion to Enforce Subpoena Against Non-Party Patricia Ball and 
to Compel the Production of Documents Withheld from Production in 
Discovery and in Response to Subpoena 
Memorandum Decision Denying Motion to Reconsider Jonathan P. Brody 
Memorandum Decision Denying Motion to Amend Jonathan P. Brody 
Briefing Schedule for Defendant's Motion for Sanctions Jonathan P. Brody 
Hearing Scheduled (Motion 04/14/2014 02:30 PM) for Reconsideration Jonathan P. Brody 
Notice Of Telephonic Hearing on Plaintiffs Motion for Reconsideration of Jonathan P. Brody 
Plaintiffs Motion to Enforce Subpoena Against Patricia Ball and to Compel 
Production of Documents 
Hearing Scheduled (Motion 04/14/2014 03:00 PM) for Petition to Jonathan P. Brody 
Appeal-Plaintiff to appear telephonically 
Notice Of Telephonic Hearing on Plaintiffs Motion for Permission to Appeal Jonathan P. Brody 
Memorandum in Support of Plaintiffs Motion for Permission to Appeal Jonathan P. Brody 
Plaintiffs Motion for Permission to Appeal Jonathan P. Brody 
Notice Of Telephonic Hearing on Plaintiffs Motion for Permission to Appeal Jonathan P. Brody 7 
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Hearing Scheduled (Motion 04/14/2014 03:00 PM) for Permission to 
Appeal 
Memorandum in Support of Plaintiff's Motion for Permission to Appeal 
Plaintiff's Motion for Permission to Appeal 
Plaintiff's Opposition To Defendant's Motion for Sanctions 
Notice of Compliance with Briefing Schedule for Defendant's Motion for 
I.R.C.P. 37(e) Discovery Sanctions Against Plaintiff 
Affidavit of James R. Donoval on Opposition to Defendant's Motion for 
Sanctions 
Reply Memorandum in Support of Motion for I.R.C.P. 37(e) Discovery 
Sanctions Against Plaintiff 
Defendants' Objection to Motion for Permissive Appeal 
Defendant's Opposition To Plaintiff's Motion for Reconsideration to Deny 
Plaintiff's Motion to Compel 
Stipulation for Scheduling and Planning Dates 
Hearing result for Motion scheduled on 04/14/2014 03:00 PM: District 
Court Hearing Held 
Court Reporter:Maureen Newton 
Estimated Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing: for Permission to 
Appeal less 100 
Hearing result for Motion scheduled on 04/14/2014 03:00 PM: District 
Court Hearing Held 
Court Reporter:Maureen Newton 
Estimated Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing: for Petition to 
Appeal-Plaintiff to appear telephonically less 100 
Hearing result for Motion scheduled on 04/14/2014 02:30 PM: District 
Court Hearing Held 
Court Reporter:Maureen Newton 
Estimated Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing: for 
Reconsideration-Telephonic less 100 
Case Taken Under Advisement 
Order on motion for discovery sanctions 
Order Denying Permissive Appeal 
No Longer UA 
Scheduling Order, Notice Of Trial Setting And Initial Pretrial Order 
Memorandum Decision Denying Motion to Reconsider 
Amended Scheduling Order, Notice Of Trial Setting And Initial Pretrial 
Order 
Notice of Compliance 
Notice Of Taking Deposition Upon Oral Examination of Karen Ginnett 
Notice Of Taking Deposition Upon Oral Examination of Dr. Mary 
Barros-Bailey 
Declaration of Susan Robertson 
User: CRYSTAL 
Judge 
Jon at ha n P. Brody 
Jonathan P. Brody 
Jonathan P. Brody 
Jonathan P. Brody 
Jonathan P. Brody 
Jonathan P. Brody 
Jonathan P. Brody 
Jonathan P. Brody 
Jonathan P. Brody 
Jonathan P. Brody 
Jonathan P. Brody 
Jonathan P. Brody 
Jonathan P. Brody 
Jonathan P. Brody 
Jonathan P. Brody 
Jonathan P. Brody 
Jonathan P. Brody 
Jonathan P. Brody 
Jonathan P. Brody 
Jonathan P. Brody 
Jonathan P. Brody 
Jonathan P. Brody 
Jonathan P. Brody 
Jonathan P. Brody 
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Sun Valley's Motion for Summary Judgment Jonathan P. Brody 
Notice Of Hearing Re: Defendant's Motion for Summary Judgment Jonathan P. Brody 
Hearing Scheduled (Motion for Summary Judgment 12/16/2014 03:00 Jonathan P. Brody 
PM) 
Declaration of Kirtlan G. Naylor Jonathan P. Brody 
Declaration of Kirtlan G. Naylor- Exhibit F of Exhibit J is Filed under Seal Jonathan P. Brody 
Document sealed 
Hearing Scheduled (Motion for Summary Judgment 12/16/2014 02:00 Jonathan P. Brody 
PM) Plaintiff 
Notice Of Hearing Jonathan P. Brody 
Plaintiffs Motion for Summary Judgment Jonathan P. Brody 
Memorandum in Support of Plaintiffs Motion for Summary Judgment Jonathan P. Brody 
Affidavit of Sharon R. Hammer in Support of Plaintiffs Motion for Summary Jonathan P. Brody 
Judgment 
Affidavit of James R. Donoval in Support of Plaintiffs Motion for Summary Jonathan P. Brody 
Judgment 
Affidavit of Wayne Willich in Support of Plaintiffs Motion for Summary 
Judgment 
Jonathan P. Brody 
Affidavit of Counsel in Support of Plaintiffs Motion for Summary Judgment Jonathan P. Brody 
Continued (Motion for Summary Judgment 12/16/2014 02:00 PM) Jonathan P. Brody 
Defendant 
Amended Notice Of Hearing Re: Defendant's Motion for Summary 
Judgment 
Corrected Memorandum in support of Sun Valley's motion for summary 
judgment 
Defendant City of Sun Valley's List of Lay Witnesses for Trial 
Jonathan P. Brody 
Jonathan P. Brody 
Jonathan P. Brody 
Sun Valley's Memorandum in Opposition to Plaintiffs Motion for Summary Jonathan P. Brody 
Judgment 
Plaintiffs Response to Sun Valley's Motion for Summary Judgment 
Affidavit of Counsel in Support of Plaintiffs Response to Sun Valley's 
Motion for Summary Judgment 
Jonathan P. Brody 
Jonathan P. Brody 
Reply in Support of Plaintiffs Motion for Summary Judgment Jonathan P. Brody 
Supplemental Affidavit of James R. Donoval in Support of Plaintiffs Motion Jonathan P. Brody 
for Summary Judgment 
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Hear'1ng type: Motion for Summary Judgment 
Hearing date: 12/16/2014 
Time: 2:14 pm 
Courtroom: District Courtroom-judicial Bldg 
Court reporter: Maureen Newton 
Minutes Clerk: Crystal Rigby 
Tape Number: DC 
Party: City of Sun Valley, Idaho, Attorney: Kirtlan Naylor 
Party: Sharon Hammer, Attorney: Eric Swartz 
Judge 
Jonathan P. Brody 
Hearing result for Motion for Summary Judgment scheduled on Jonathan P. Brody 
12/16/2014 02:00 PM: District Court Hearing Held 
Court Reporter:Maureen Newton 
Estimated Number of Transcript Pages for th'rs hearing: Defendant less 
100 
Hearing result for Motion for Summary Judgment scheduled on Jonathan P. Brody 
12/16/2014 02:00 PM: District Court Hearing Held 
Court Reporter:Maureen Newton 
Estimated Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing: Plaintiff less 100 
Case Taken Under Advisement 
Notice of Compliance 
Notice of Compliance 
Memorandum Decision on Motions for Summary Judgment 
No longer U/A 
Jonathan P. Brody 
Jonathan P. Brody 
Jonathan P. Brody 
Jonathan P. Brody 
Jonathan P. Brody 
Hearing result for Pretrial Conference scheduled on 02/03/2015 01 :30 PM: Jonathan P. Brody 
Hearing Vacated telephonic 
Hearing result for Jury Trial scheduled on 04/08/2015 09:00 AM: Hearing Jonathan P. Brody 
Vacated 8 days 
Judgment 
STATUS CHANGED: Closed 
Jonathan P. Brody 
Jonathan P. Brody 
Civil Disposition entered for: Briscoe, Dewayne L, Defendant; City of Sun Jonathan P. Brody 
Valley, Idaho, Defendant; Ribi, Nils A, Defendant; Hammer, Sharon R, 
Plaintiff. Filing date: 1/16/2015 
Affidavit of Eric 8. Swartz in Support of Motion to Withdraw as Attorneys Jonathan P. Brody 
for Plaintiff 
Motion to Withdraw as Attorneys for Plaintiff Jonathan P. Brody 
Associated Appearance of Attorney James R. Donoval for Reconsideration Jonathan P. Brody 
of Entry of Summary Judgment Purposes Only 
Motion for Reconsideration of Entry of Summary Judgment 
Notice Of Flling 
Affidavit of Kirtlan G. Naylor in Support of Defendant's Memorandum of 
Costs and Attorney Fees 
Defendant's Memorandum of Costs and Attorney Fees 
Affidavit of Wayne Willich in Support of Plaintiffs Motion for 
Reconsideration 
Jonathan P. Brody 
Jonathan P. Brody 
Jonathan P. Brody 
Jonathan P. Brody 
Jonathan P. Brody 
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Affidavit of Sharon R. Hammer in Support of Plaintiffs Motion for 
Reconsideration 
Judge ~--
Jonathan P. Brody 
Affidavit of James R. Donoval in Support of Plaintiffs Motion for Jonathan P. Brody 
Reconsideration 
Facts in Support of Motion for Reconsideration of Entry of Summary Jonathan P. Brody 
Judgment 
Memorandum in Support of Plaintiffs Motion for Reconsideration of Entry Jonathan P. Brody 
of Summary Judgment 
Notice Of Filing 
Notice Of Hearing 
Hearing Scheduled (Motion 03/17/2015 01 :30 AM) Motion for 
reconsideration of entry of Summary Judgment etc. 
STATUS CHANGED: Closed pending clerk action 
Jonathan P. Brody 
Jonathan P. Brody 
Jonathan P. Brody 
Jonathan P. Brody 
Motion for expeidited ruling on motion to stay proceedings on petition for Jonathan P. Brody 
fees 
Motion to stay proceedings on petition for fees pending reconsideration of Jonathan P. Brody 
entry of summary judgment and rulings on motion to withdraw 
Memorandum in support of motion to stay proceedings on petition for fees Jonathan P. Brody 
pending reconsideration of entry of summary judgmetn and rulings on 
motion to withdraw 
Affidavit of James R. Donoval in support of plaintiffs motion to stay petition Jonathan P. Brody 
for fees 
Notice of filing Jonathan P. Brody 
Defendant's Objection to Plaintiffs Motion to Stay and Motion to Expedite Jonathan P. Brody 
Memorandum Decision on Motion to Stay Proceedings on Petition for Stay Jonathan P. Brody 
and Motion to Expedite 
Order on Motion to Stay Proceedings on Petition for Stay and Motion to Jonathan P. Brody 
Expedite 
Reply in Support of Motion to Stay Proceedings on Petition for Fees Jonathan P. Brody 
Pending Reconsideration of Entry of Summary Judgment and Rulings on 
Motion to Withdraw 
Court Minutes Jonathan P. Brody 
District Court Hearing Held (Status 2/10/2015 at 1 :30pm in Minidoka Jonathan P. Brody 
County) 
Court Reporter:Maureen Newton 
Estimated Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing: less 100 
Scheduling Order Jonathan P. Brody 
Hearing Scheduled (Motion 03/03/2015 03:30 PM) Call into Conf. Call 
Filing: L4 - Appeal, Civil appeal or cross-appeal to Supreme Court Paid 
by: Donoval, James R (attorney for Hammer, Sharon R) Receipt number: 
0001117 Dated: 2/25/2015 Amount: $129.00 (Check) For: Hammer, 
Sharon R (plaintiff) 
Bond Posted - Cash (Receipt 1118 Dated 2/25/2015 for 100.00) 
Notice Of Appeal 
Jonathan P. Brody 
Jonathan P. Brody 
Jonathan P. Brody 
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Plaintiffs Objection to Motion to Disallow, Defendants' Memorandum of 
Costs and Attorney Fees 
Memorandum in Support of Plaintiff's Objection to Motion to Disallow, 
Defendants' Memorandum of Costs and Attorney Fees 
Judge 
Jonathan P. Brody 
Jonathan P. Brody 
Court Minutes Jonathan P. Brody 
Hearing type: Motion to Withdraw 
Hearing date: 3/3/2015 
Time: 2:24 pm 
Courtroom: District Courtroom-judicial Bldg 
Court reporter: Maureen Newton 
Minutes Clerk: Crystal Rigby 
Tape Number: DC 
Party: City of Sun Valley, Idaho, Attorney: Kirtlan Naylor 
Party: Sharon Hammer, Attorney: Eric Swartz 
Hearing result for Motion to Withdraw scheduled on 03/03/2015 03:30 PM: Jonathan P. Brody 
District Court Hearing Held 
Court Reporter:Maureen Newton 
Estimated Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing: Call into Cont. Call 
less 100 
Hearing result for Motion scheduled on 03/17/2015 01 :30 AM: Hearing 
Vacated Motion for reconsideration of entry of Summary Judgment etc. 
Order Modifying Automatice Stay 
Order Permitting Jones & Swartz PLLC to Withdraw as Attorneys for 
Plaintiff 
Appealed To The Supreme Court 
STATUS CHANGED: Inactive 
Hearing Scheduled {Status 04/07/2015 04:00 PM} 
Jonathan P. Brody 
Jonathan P. Brody 
Jonathan P. Brody 
Jonathan P. Brody 
Jonathan P. Brody 
Jonathan P. Brody 
Notice Of Hearing Jonathan P. Brody 
Notice Of Service of Order Permitting Jones & Swartz PLLC to Withdraw Jonathan P. Brody 
as Attorneys for Plaintiff 
Defendant-Respondents' Request for Additional Transcript and Record Jonathan P. Brody 
Miscellaneous Payment: Copies Of Transcript For Appeals Per Page Paid Jonathan P. Brody 
by: JDIDAHOLAW, PLLC Receipt number: 0001534 Dated: 3/16/2015 
Amount: $2,557.50 (Check) 
Plaintiff: Hammer, Sharon R Appearance Wyatt Johnson 
Continued (Status 04/07/2015 02:30 PM) 
Motion to Supplement Objection to and Motion to Disallow Defendants 
Fees and Costs 
Jonathan P. Brody 
Jonathan P. Brody 
Jonathan P. Brody 
Memorandum in Support of Motion to Supplement Objection and Motion to Jonathan P. Brody 
Disallow Fees and Costs 
Supplemental Memorandum in Support of Plaintiff's Objection to, and 
Motion to Disallow, Defendants' Memorandum of Costs and Attorney Fees 
Jonathan P. Brody 
Affidavit of Sharon R. Hammer in Opposition to Sun Valley's Memorandum Jonathan P. Brody 
of Costs and Fees 
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Hearing type: Status 
Hearing date: 417/2015 
Time: 3:40 pm 
Other Claims 
Courtroom: District Courtroom-judicial Bldg 
Court reporter: Maureen Newton 
Minutes Clerk: Crystal Rigby 
Tape Number: DC 
Party: City of Sun Valley, Idaho, Attorney: Kirtlan Naylor 
Party: Sharon Hammer, Attorney: James Donoval 
Hearing resultfor Status scheduled on 04/07/2015 02:30 PM: District 
Court Hearing Held 
Court Reporter:Susan Israel 
Estimated Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing: less 100 
Hearing Scheduled (Motion 06/02/2015 01 :30 PM) 
Notice of Hearing and Scheduling Order on Motions 
Judge 
Jonathan P. Brody 
Jonathan P. Brody 
Jonathan P. Brody 
Jonathan P. Brody 
Defendants' Notice of Non-Opposition Jonathan P. Brody 
Sun Valley's Objection to Plaintiff's Motion for Reconsideration of Summary Jonathan P. Brody 
Judgment 
Defendants' Response to Plaintiff's Motion to Disallow Costs and Fees Jonathan P. Brody 
Reply Memorandum in Support of Plaintiff's Motion for Reconsideration of Jonathan P. Brody 
Entry of Summary Judgment 
Affidavit of James R. Donoval in Response to Allegations of Conflict of 
Interest with Attorney Eric Swartz(Under Seal) 
Document sealed 
Notice Of Filing 
Reply Memorandum in Support of Motion to Disallow Costs and Fees 
Defendants' Motion to Strike or in the Alternative to Order Production 
Motion to Shorten Time 
Notice Of Hearing Re: Defendants' Motion to Strike 
Jonathan P. Brody 
Jonathan P. Brody 
Jonathan P. Brody 
Jonathan P. Brody 
Jonathan P. Brody 
Jonathan P. Brody 
Declaration of Tyler D. Williams in Support of Defendants' Motion to Strike Jonathan P. Brody 
Defendants' Memorandum in Support of Motion to Strike or in the 
Alternative to Order Production 
Order Shortening Time 
Jonathan P. Brody 
Jonathan P. Brody 
Notice Of Service of affidavit filed under seal, response to motion to strike, Jonathan P. Brody 
and request that affidavit remain under seal 
Court Minutes 
Hearing type: Motion 
Hearing date: 6/2/2015 
Time: 2:08 pm 
Courtroom: District Courtroom-judicial Bldg 
Court reporter: Maureen Newton 
Minutes Clerk: Crystal Rigby 
Tape Number: DC 
Party: City of Sun Valley, Idaho, Attorney: Kirtlan Naylor 
Party: Sharon Hammer, Attorney: James Donoval 
Jonathan P. Brody 
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Hearing result for Motion scheduled on 06/02/2015 01:30 PM: District 
Court Hearing Held 
Court Reporter:Maureen Newton 
Estimated Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing: Mot. to 
Strike-Defendants less 100 
Order on Motion to Reconsider Entry of Summary Judgment 
Order on Motion to Seal Affidavit 
Order On Motion to Seal Affidavit 
Notice of Transcript Lodged 
Plaintiffs First Request to Supplement the Record on Appeal 
Plaintiffs Second Request to Supplement the Record on Appeal 
Judge 
Jonathan P. Brody 
Jonathan P. Brody 
Jonathan P. Brody 
Jonathan P. Brody 
Jonathan P. Brody 
Jonathan P. Brody 
Jonathan P. Brody 
Certificate Of Service Jonathan P. Brody 
Opinion and Order on Plaintiffs Motion to Disallow Costs and Attorney Jonathan P. Brody 
Fees 
Supplemental Judgment Jonathan P. Brody 
Miscellaneous Payment: For Making Copy Of Any File Or Record By The Jonathan P. Brody 
Clerk, Per Page Paid by: Naylor & Hales PC Receipt number: 0003775 
Dated: 7/2/2015 Amount: $2.00 (Credit card) 
Miscellaneous Payment: For Certifying The Same Additional Fee For Jonathan P. Brody 
Certificate And Seal Paid by: Naylor & Hales PC Receipt number: 0003775 
Dated: 7/2/2015 Amount: $1.00 (Credit card) 
Miscellaneous Payment: Technology Cost - CC Paid by: Naylor & Hales Jonathan P. Brody 
PC Receipt number: 0003775 Dated: 7/2/2015 Amount: $3.00 (Credit 
card) 
Hearing Scheduled (Hearing Scheduled 08/04/2015 01 :30 PM) 
Notice Of Hearing 
Jonathan P. Brody 
Jonathan P. Brody 
Stipulation of parties for inclusion of additional transcripts and record Jonathan P. Brody 
Order Jonathan P. Brody 
Hearing result for Hearing Scheduled scheduled on 08/04/2015 01:30 PM: Jonathan P. Brody 
Hearing Vacated 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BLAINE 
SHARON R. HAMMER, 
Plaintiff, 
V. 
CITY OF SUN VALLEY; NILS RIBI; 











MEMORANDUM DECISION DENYING PLAINTIFF'S MOTION TO ENFORCE 
SUBPOENA AND COMPEL 
Sharon Hammer ("Plaintifr') brought a Motion to Enforce Subpoena against non.party 
Patricia Ball and to compel production of documents withheld from production in discovery and 
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in response to subpoena. Ms. Ball and the Defendants, City of Sun Valley ("Sun Valley") are 
opposing the Motion claiming that attorney-client privilege and attorney work product 
protections apply. Oral argument was heard on this matter on December 17, 2013. Because this 
Court finds that the materials sought in the subpoena are protected by the work product doctrine, 
the Plaintiff's Motion is denied. 
FACTS AND BACKGROUND 
Toe dispute at issue involves the Plaintiff, Sharon R. Hammer, and the Defendant. the 
City of Swi Valley. The dispute is centered on the Plaintiffs treatment while an employee for the 
City of Swi Valley. The Plaintiff brought suit against the Defendant for retaliatory discharge in 
violation of the Idaho Protection of Public Employees Act ("IPPEA"). 
This Motion raises similar issues to this Court's decision in the Non-party City of Sun 
Valley's Motion to Quash Subpoena in the Ribi v. Donoval, in Blaine County Case No. CV-
2011-1040. There, this Court quashed a subpoena seeking Ms. Ball's investigation material and 
the communications that coincided with the investigation into the Plaintiff's activities as an 
employee for the City of Sun Valley, finding that the requested information was work product. 
Here, the Plaintiff has presented additional affidavits that contradict some of the findings in this 
Court's Memorandum Decision Granting Non-Party City of Sun Valley's Motion to Quash 
Subpoena. 
Facts similar to the above mentioned subpoena are presented here. On November 10, 
2011, following allegations of improper misuse of public funds and equipment by the Plaintiff, 
Sun Valley conducted a special executive City Council session on November 11, 2011, to 
evaluate the allegations. On or about November 12, 2011, the Plaintiff's then-attorney, James R. 
Donoval, sent Mr. Wayne WilJich, then Sun Valley mayor, a letter with intention to pursue 
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litigation against Sun Valley and other officials in connection with Plaintiff's allegations of 
harassment and the City's potential disciplinary action against her. Similar letters were also sent 
by Mr. Dono val on November 15 and 16, 2011, following another special executive session on 
November 14, 2011. There were three letters sent by Mr. Donoval to the mayor and members of 
the Sun Valley City Council between November 12, 2011 and November 17, 2011. All three of 
these letters either explicitly or implicitly threatened litigation against Sun Valley or members of 
its government. On November 21, 2011, Mr. Donoval, on behalf of Sharon Hammer, filed a 
lawsuit against Sun Valley and members of its government in Idaho's Fifth District Court, Blaine 
County. 
On November 17, 2011, Adam King, the Sun Valley City Attorney, contacted Ms. Ball 
about the possibility of retaining her services for a fact-finding investigation regarding various 
allegations that could be the subject of litigation. On November 21, 2011, Sun Valley retained 
Ms. Ball for the purpose of conducting an investigation into alleged violations of City policy. On 
November 22, 2011, Kirtlan Naylor was assigned by Sun Valley's insurance carrier to provide 
legal defense to Sun Valley, and Mr. Naylor was to appointed as Ms. Ball's primary legal contact 
on November 28, 2011. The scope of Ms. Ball's investigation included allegations concerning 
violations of city policy made against Ms. Hammer, as well as allegations made by Ms. Hammer 
against Nils Ribi in her November 21, 2011 lawsuit. On November 30, 2011, Ms. Ball was 
informed that the scope of the investigation was to be expanded into additional allegations. In 
conducting this investigation, Ms. Ball interviewed witnesses, reviewed information, and drafted 
a report. Ms. Ball completed the factual basis of her report on December 9, 2011, and presented a 
draft of the report to Mr. Willich, Mr. Briscoe, the City Council, Mr. King and Mr. Naylor on 
December 12, 2011. Following corrections, the report was concluded on December 20, 2011 by 
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Sun Valley; however the Plaintiff asserts that the investigation was completed on December 12, 
2011. Portions of this report were later provided to the Blaine County Prosecutor for review as to 
any criminal conduct. 
On May 6, 2013, the Plaintiff issued a subpoena to Ms. Ball seeking to produce all audio 
tapes of interviews, documents, communications, agreements, and reports obtained or produced 
in connection with Ms. Ball's investigation for Sun Valley, also referred to as the Hammer 
Disciplinary Investigation. Ms. Ball informed Sun Valley of the subpoena, and Sun Valley 
responded to the subpoena on June 24, 2013 and provided what they considered non-privileged 
documents and lodged objections as to privileged information. Plaintiff then began attempts to 
meet and confer to seek production of those privileged documents. On November I", 2013, 
Plaintiff filed the Motion to Enforce Subpoena. 
LEGAL STANDARD 
I.R.C.P. 26(b)(l) permits broad discovery of any matter that is not privileged, even if it is 
inadmissible, so long as it is "reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible 
evidence." I.R.C.P. 26(b)(l). The burden of showing information is privileged, and therefore 
exempt from discovery, is on the party asserting the privilege. Kirk v. Ford Motor Co., 141 Idaho 
697, 703-04, 116 P.3d 27, 33-34 (2005) citing.Exparte Niday, 15 Idaho 559, 98 P. 845 (1908). 
I.R.E. 502(b) states: "A client has a privilege to refuse to disclose and to prevent any other 
person from disclosing confidential communications made for the purpose of facilitating the 
rendition of professional legal services to the client which were made (I) between the client or 
the client's representative and the client's lawyer or the lawyer's representative, (2) between the 
client's lawyer and the lawyer's representative, (3) among clients, their representatives, their 
lawyers, or their lawyer's representatives, in any combination, concerning a matter of common 
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interest, but not including communications solely among clients or their representatives when no 
lawyer is a party to the communication, ( 4) between representatives of the client or between the 
client and a representative of the client, or (5) among lawyers and their representatives 
representing the same client". I.R.E. 502(b ). A communication is confidential where it is not 
intended to be disclosed to third parties, other than those third parties who are furthering the 
rendition of professional legal services to the client or who are necessary to transmit the 
confidential communication. I.R.E. 502(a)(5). 
Furthermore, work product is generally immune from discovery. See I.R.C.P. 26(b)(3). 
Work product is considered "documents and tangible things otherwise discoverable ... prepared 
in anticipation of litigation or for trial by or for another party or by or for that other party's 
representative (including the party's attorney, consultant, surety, indemnitor, insurer, or 
agent) ... " Id Work product can only become discoverable "upon a showing that the party 
seeking discovery has substantial need of the materials in the preparation of the party's case and 
that the party is unable without undue hardship to obtain the substantial equivalent of the 
materials by other means." Id. Additionally, "[i]n ordering discovery of such materials when 
the required showing has been made, the court shall protect against disclosure of the mental 
impressions, conclusions, opinions, or legal theories of an attorney or other representative of a 
party concerning the litigation, including communications between the attorney and client, 
whether written or oral." Id 
DISCUSSION 
Sun Valley argues that the Motion to enforce the Plaintiff's subpoena should be denied 
because the subpoena seeks protected work product and material protected by the attorney-client 
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privilege. The Plaintiff argues that the material sought is not protected by the attorney-client 
privilege and should not be considered work product. 
A party may obtain discovery of documents and tangible things prepared in anticipation 
of litigation "by or for another party or by or for that other party's representative ... only upon a 
showing that the party seeking discovery has substantial need of the materials ... and that the 
party is unable without undue hardship to obtain the substantial equivalent of the materials by 
other means." I.R.C.P. 26(b )(3 ). If discovery of such material is ordered, "the court shall protect 
against disclosure of the mental impressions, conclusions, opinions, or legal theories of an 
attorney or other representative of a party concerning the litigation." Id 
_There is ample support in the record that Ms. Ball was retained by Sun Valley in 
anticipation of litigation, and that her investigation was substantially focused on issues that 
appeared ripe for impending litigation. Aff. Ball, ,r 5; Aff. King, ,r 14. Ms. Ball was consulted 
after Mr. Donoval had threatened litigation, was retained on the same day Mr. Donoval initiated 
litigation, and conducted an investigation squarely related to that and other potential litigation. 
Aff. King, Ex. A, p. 5, Aff. King, ,r 15, Aff. Ball, ,r 5,7. Therefore, Ms. Ball's report was 
prepared in large part for Sun Valley in anticipation of, or in conjunction with pending and 
anticipated litigation. There have been new affidavits produced that create inconsistencies as to 
when the investigation was completed. This Court's previous finding is that the investigation was 
completed on December 201\ 2011. Plaintiff now argues, and relies on Mr. Willich's new 
affidavits, that by December 12, 2011, Ms. Ball's investigation and work was complete, and that 
anything beyond this point was no longer authorized work product. However, there is not enough 
evidence that shows that this Court's previous finding that the investigation was completed on 
December 201\ 2011, was incorrect. In fact, e-mail communications provided in camera 
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contradict Mr. Willich's assertion that he gave Ms. Ball no authority or direction to modify the 
"Final Ball Report" in any manner after December 12, 2011. K. Naylor Aff., Ex. B, SV IN 
CAMERA 57; Ex. L,, 14. Furthermore, Plaintiff's affidavit states that Mr. Willich stated to her 
on December 16, 2011, "that the report of Special Investigator Ball was close to being completed 
and that disciplinary charges against me, if any, would be determined in a few days." Aff. K. 
Naylor, Ex. G,, 5. This further shows that Mr. Willich did not see the investigation as complete 
on December 12, 2011. This Court continues to find that for the purposes of this motion, Ms. 
Ball's investigation was complete on December 20, 2011. 
Moreover, if Sun Valley retained Ms. Ball in substantial part to conduct her investigation 
in anticipation of litigation, as this Court finds it did, the materials produced as part of that 
investigation are protected under I.R.C.P. 26(b)(3). It is irrelevant whether Mr. Naylor was her 
primary contact, or whether Ms. Ball was retained as an attorney or merely an investigator. 
I.R.C.P. 26(b)(3) protects material produced in anticipation of litigation either for a party or for 
that party's representative. 
The work product doctrine protects disclosure of communications. Upjohn Co. v. U.S., 
449 U.S. 383, 395 (1981 ). "Communications" are precisely what the Plaintiff seeks in the 
subpoena, essentially all documents generated in connection with Ms. Ball's disciplinary 
investigation. The Plaintiff is free to depose any of the individuals interviewed by Ms. Ball in the 
course of her investigation in order to discover underlying facts which may be related to this 
case. However, the Plaintiff is not entitled to copies, however recorded, of Ms. Ball's interviews 
with witnesses or communications with Sun Valley representatives engaged in pursuant to Ms. 
Ball's duty as an investigator. Furthermore, the Plaintiff is not entitled to the e-mails produced in 
accordance with the investigation. The Plaintiff can obtain the underlying facts obtained by Ms. 
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Ball in these interviews through other discovery methods. Notably, the report itself became 
publically available and Plaintiff has it. 
It is possible under certain circumstances to waive the work product doctrine. If work 
product is disclosed, and that disclosure is to an adversary, the protection is lost. Trustees of 
Elec. Workers No. 26 Pension Trust Fundv. Trust Fund Advisors, Inc., 266 F.R.D. I, 14-15 
(D.C. Cir. 2010) (citations omitted). In this case, part of Ms. Ball's report was disclosed to the 
Blaine County Prosecutor. Blaine County and Sun Valley are not adversaries; rather they share a 
common interest. Disclosure to the Blaine County Prosecutor is consistent with maintaining 
secrecy from Sun Valley's adversaries. See US. v. AT&T, 642 F.2d 1285, 1300 (D.C. Cir. 1980) 
(MCI's disclosure of work product to the government, for the purpose of aiding in the 
investigation of MCI's opponent did not waive work product immunity). "While the mere 
showing of a voluntary disclosure to a third person will generally suffice to show waiver of the 
attorney-client privilege, it should not suffice in itself [to waive protection of work product]." Id. 
at 1299. Since there has been no showing that Sun Valley disclosed its work product to an 
adversary, it has not waived protection of its work product. 
Moreover, the Plaintiff has not shown that Sun Valley has waived work product 
protection. The Plaintiff argues that Sun Valley has waived its attorney-client and work product 
privilege. While there is no direct Idaho case law on the issue, the Plaintiff cites to federal case 
law which analyzes a similar work product rule. Under the federal rule, work product protection 
is only waived when fairness requires, and is limited to the subject matter of the related 
disclosure, and does not create a blanket waiver of the work product privilege in the entire case. 
Hernandez v. Tanninen, 604 F.3d 1095, 1100-01 (9th Cir. 2010). "[V]oluntary disclosure of the 
content ofa privileged attorney communication constitutes waiver of the privilege as to all other 
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such communications on the same subject." Weil v. Investment.Indicators, Research & Mgmt .. 
Inc., 647 F. 2d 12, 23 (91h Cir. 1981). The Plaintiff attempts to argue that the voluntruy waiver of 
a single document waives all communications presented in a case. However, this is not the case. 
Even a case cited by the Plaintiff states "[ w ]e conclude, then, that while the mere showing of a 
voluntary disclosure to a third person will generally suffice to show waiver of the attorney-client 
privilege, it should not suffice in itself for waiver of the work product privilege." Permian Corp. 
v. United States, 665 F.2d 1214, 1219 (D.C. Cir. 1981) citing United States v. AT&T, 642 F.2d 
1285, 1299 (D.C.Cir.1980). Because Ms. Ball's findings were disclosed to the Blaine County 
Prosecutor does not mean that waiver should be applied to all of Ms. Ball's other 
communications. Furthermore, there has been no evidence produced by the Plaintiff that the 
Defendant has voluntarily disclosed any attorney-client communications between Mr. King and 
Mr. Naylor nor any of the work product currently not being disclosed. Therefore, the privileges 
remain. Lastly, Plaintiff's argument that Mr. Naylor and Mr. King we unauthorized to participate 
in Ms. Ball's investigation is not supported by the evidence in the record. 
The Plaintiff has not shown that she cannot obtain the underlying facts through 
depositions, interrogatories, requests for production, or other discovery methods, nor has the 
Plaintiff shown either a substantial need for Ms. Ball's materials, nor an undue hardship in 
attaining the substantial equivalent of these materials by other means, and again, the Plaintiff has 
the report itself. Because the Plaintiff has not met the burden under I.R.C.P. 26(b)(3), and this 
Court finds that Ms. Ball was retained in anticipation of litigation, and the materials she prepared 
were prepared in anticipation oflitigation, those materials are protected. Because of this, there is 
no need to analyze whether those materials are protected from disclosure under the attorney-
client privilege. 
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CONCLUSION 
For the foregoing reasons, the Plaintiff's Motion to Enforce Subpoena and Compel is 
hereby DENIED. As to fees and expenses, I.R.C.P. 37(a)(4) may require further argument. Fees 
and costs are denied without prejudice at this time and the issue will be discussed at the next 
hearing. 
IT IS SO ORDERED 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I, Crystal Rigby, Deputy Clerk for the County of Minidoka, do hereby certify that on the 
"L,'Z- day of January, 2014, I filed the original and caused to be served a true and correct 
copy of the above and foregoing document: MEMORANDUM DECISION DENYING 
PLAINTIFF'S MOTION TO ENFORCE SUBPOENA AND COMPEL to each of the persons 
as listed below: 
Kirtlan Naylor 
Naylor & Hales, P.C. 
950 W. Bannock St., Suite 610 
Boise, ID 83 702 
Eric B. Swartz 
1673 W. Shoreline Drive, Suite 200 
P.O. Box 7808 
Boise, ID 83707 
/ U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
__ Hand Delivery 
__ Overnight Mail 
Via Facsimile 
/ U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
__ Hand Delivery 
__ Overnight Mail 
Via Facsimile 
CLERK OF THE DISTRICT COURT 
BY: ~~ 
Crystal Rigby --~ 
Deputy Clerk 
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On April 15, 2014, the Plaintiff filed a Motion for Permissive Appeal from this 
Court's January 21, 2014, Memorandum Decision Granting Defendants Motion to 
Dismiss and the corresponding Memorandum Decision Denying Motion to Reconsider. 
The motion was heard on April 15, 2014, and taken under advisement. This Court, 
pursuant to 1.A.R 12, now DENIES the Motion for Permissive Appeal and enters this 
order on the following grounds. 
I.A.R. 12 authorizes a party to appeal an interlocutory order that is not otherwise 
appealable under Rule 11, but only when certain criteria are satisfied. The issue must 
"involveO a controlling question of law as to which there is substantial grounds for 
difference of opinion and in which an immediate appeal from the order or decree may 
materially advance the orderly resolution of the litigation." I.A.R. 12(a). Pennissive 
appeals under Rule 12 are only for exceptional cases. Budell v. Todd, 105Idaho 2, 4, 
(1983). 
This Court dismissed two parties from this action, Mr. Ribi and Mr. Briscoe, 
because they cannot be held individually liable under the Idaho Public Protection of 
Employees Act, "IPPEA,,, statute. While there was no direct Idaho case law on the issue 
in the Motion to Dismiss, this Court did a thorough analysis of the law found in the 
statute and applied similar legal frameworks on the same from other states courts. 
Therefore, there is no controlling question of law which there is substantial grounds for a 
difference of opinion. · 
Allowing an appeal now would increase the likelihood of a second appeal after 
final judgment has been entered. An appeal now would only prolong litigation. For those 
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___________ _,.. '------------- _ _,___ --- ·---······-- -----··· 
reasons. it is this Court's opinion that an appeal from that order will not materially 
advance the orderly resolution of this litigation. As such, pursuant to 1.A.R. 12, the 
Motion for Permissive Appeal is hereby DENIED. 
IT IS SO ORDERED 
o-1: q~~li 
Si~OO:J~~ 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
~ Crystal Rigby,~ for the County of Blaine, do hereby certify that on 
the _lS.._ day of ~ , 2014, I filed the original and caused to be 
served a true and correct copyoi& ~ and foregoing document: ORDER 
DENYING PERMISSIVE APPEAL to each of the persons as listed below: 
Eric B. Swartz _ U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
Jones & Swartz PLLC __ Hand Delivery 
1673 W. Shoreline Drive, Suite 200 __ Overnight Mail 
Boise, Idaho 83707 ..........-Via Facsimile 
Fax:208-489-8988 
IGrtlan G. Naylor 
Naylor & Hales, P .C. 
950 W. Bannock St. Suite 610 
Boise, ID 83 702 
Fax: 208-383-9516 
_ U.S. Mail. Postage Prepaid 
Hand Delivery 
_ .. 9vernight Mail 
-~-v Viia, Facsimile 
CLERK OF THE DISTRICT COURT 
BY: ~~by-
Deputy Clerk 
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.. -.: ....... _.,_ 
•. 
James R. Donoval 
4110 Eaton Ave., Suite D 
Caldwell, ID 83607 
Ph: (312) 859-2029 
Fax:(208)649-1603 
Idaho Atty No. 8142 
jdonoval@aol.com 
JAN 3 0 2Df5 
Assoeiated Attoney for Plaintiff Sharon R. Hammer 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIF1H JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BLAINE 
SHARON R. HAMMER, 
Plain~ 
vs. 
CITY OF SUN VALLEY; NILS RIBI; 
and DeWA YNE BRISCOE, 
Defendants. 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
: ss. 
County of Ada ) 
Case No. CV-2012479 
AFFIDAVIT OF JAMES R. 
DONOVAL IN SUPPORT OF 
PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR 
RECONSIDERATION 
I, James R. Donoval, being first duly swom upon oath, depose and state as follows: 
I. I have personal knowledge of the facts contained herein and if called upon to 
; testify about the same, I could do so competently. 
2. I am submitting this Affidavit to correct the Court's misunderstanding of the 
facts. circumstances and intent of myself and Sharon R. Hammer ("Ms. Hammer") related to Ms. 
Hammer's entry into a contractual relationship with the City Of Sun Valley ("Sun Valley") by 
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• 
signing the City Administrator Employment Agreement in June of 2008 (the "Employment 
Agreement) (attached as Ex. A herein and as Ex. A of the Affidavit Of Susan Robertson in 
Support Of Sun Valleys Motion For Summary Judgment), and the submission of the 
Supplemental Hammer Release (attached as Ex. B herein and as Ex. C of the Affidavit Of Susan 
Robertson in Support Of Sun Valleys Motion For Summary Judgment) to Sun Valley on January 
23, 2012, when the Court entered Summary Judgment against Ms. Hammer's claims herein on or 
about January 12, 2015. 
3. I am married to Ms. Hammer, who from June 2008 to January 19, 2012, was the 
City Administrator of Sun Valley 
4. I am a licensed attorney in Idaho, having been sworn-in to the Idaho State Bar in 
October 2009, and am still licensed to practice law in Illinois, having practiced law in Illinois 
since 1988. 
5. In May of 2008, Ms. Hammer was provided a draft Employment Agreement Sun 
Valley which was drafted by former Sun Valley City Attorney Rand Peebles. 
6. When Ms. Hammer was provided the already drafted Employment Agreement by 
Sun Valley, I provided legal advice to Ms. Hammer related to the terms and conditions of the 
Employment Agreement. 
7. I was a former Certified Public Accountant, having been licensed in Illinois for 
several years during the ! 99<1s, but gave up my CPA license to focus on practicing law. Based on 
my experience as a CPA, I am well aware that "severance pay' is defined by the Internal Revenue 
Service as wages for income and employment tax purposes and for income and employment tax 
withholding purposes. 
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8. In reviewing Section 3.A. of the Employment Agreement (the "Severance 
Clause"), and in particular the multiple use of the phraseology of "severance pay" or "severance 
payment" and "all claims and damages of any kind arising from a termination", both Ms. 
Hammer and I agreed that such phraseology clearly meant that any payments Ms. Hammer 
would receive should she ever be terminated by Sun Valley "without cause" pursuant to the 
Severance Clause, was intended to compensate Ms. Hammer for past services rendered, and did 
not include that Ms. Hammer would be barred from thereafter bringing any non performance, 
service, wage or employee benefit related causes of action against Sun Valley or its officials, 
should they arise, including any claims against Sun Valley and its officials related to the IPPEA. 
9. Because both Ms. Hammer and I agreed that the phrases "severance pay", 
"severance payments" and "all claims and damages of any kind arising from a termination" in 
the Severance Clause only included payment for past services rendered to Sun Valley by Ms. 
Hammer as the Sun Valley City Administrator, or any employee benefits accrued by Ms. 
Hammer through that date such as vacation pay, and that such phraseology did not bar any 
claims unrelated to Ms. Hammer's performance, services, wages or employee benefits, including 
any potential future claims under the IPPEA, neither Ms. Hammer nor I requested that Sun 
Valley further def me what was meant by the phrases "severance pay", "severance payments", or 
"all claims and damages of any kind arising from a termination" in the Severance Clause, when 
Ms. Hammer formally signed the Employment Agreement and entered into a contractual 
relationship with Sun Valley in June of 2008. 
10. Beginning in November 2011, I also represented Ms. Hammer in various matters 
associated with legal disputes between Ms. Hammer, Sun Valley, and various Sun Valley 
officials and employees, and in particular in regards to Ms. Hammer's termination as the Sun 
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Valley City Administrator "without cause" pursuant to the Severance Clause on January 19, 
2012, and in regards to the negotiations of payment of the "severance" Ms. Hammer was entitled 
to pursuant to the Severance Clause. 
11. Attached hereto as Exhibit 1 is a true and correct copy of an email I sent to Mr. 
Naylor on January 13, 2012. 
12. Attached hereto as Exhibit 2 is a true and correct copy of an email I sent to Mr. 
Naylor on January 14, 2012. 
13. Attached as Exhibit 3 is a true and accurate copy of an email I sent to Mr. Naylor 
on January 16, 2012. 
14. On January 18, 2012, I held a telephone conversation with Mr. Naylor. My 
memory of the telephone conversation is that Mr. Naylor specifically told me that Sun Valley 
would never let Ms. Hammer return as the Sun Valley City Administrator because she had sued 
Sun Valley City Council Member Nils Ribi and Sun Valley. My memory of the telephone 
conversation is that I told Mr. Naylor that even if Sun Valley terminates Ms. Hammer "without 
cause" that she was not required to waive any of her non service or wage types of claims against 
Sun Valley, including the IPPEA claims, even if she was paid her severance pay under the 
Employment Agreement. Attached as Exhibit 4 is a true and correct copy of an email I sent to 
Mr. Naylor immediately after the telephone conversation of January 18, 2012. On information 
and belief, as Mr. Naylor recorded all conversations between he and myself, Mr. Naylor 
possesses a recording or transcript of the January 18, 2012 telephone conversation, but refuses to 
turn the recording or transcript over to Ms. Hammer, myself or Ms. Hammer's counsel Eric 
Swartz. 
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15. Attached hereto as Exhibit 5 is a true and correct copy of an email and letter I sent 
to Mr. Naylor on January 18, 2012. 
16. On January 19, 2012, Ms. Hammer was terminated "without cause" by Sun 
Valley pursuant to the Severance Clause. 
17. On January 20, 2012, Ms. Hammer signed a "Release Pursuant To City 
Administrator Employment Agreement" ("Original Hammer Release") which I drafted and 
witnessed, and which I personally served on Sun Valley on January 20, 2012, along with a letter 
I assisted Ms. Hammer draft of the same date. Attached as Exhibit 6 is a true and correct copy of 
the letter and the Original Conditional Release which I served on Sun Valley On January 20, 
2012. 
18. Attached as Exhibit 7 is a true and correct copy of an email I received from Mr. 
Naylor on January 20, 2012. 
19. Attached as Exhibit 8 is a true and correct copy of an email I received from Mr. 
Naylor on January 21, 2012. 
20. Attached as Exhibit 9 is a true and correct copy of a second email I received from 
Mr. Naylor on January 21, 2012, which included a "Release Pursuant To City Administrator 
Employment Agreement" that Mr. Naylor had drafted (the "Proposed Sun Valley Release"), 
which was attached to the email. 
21. Attached as Exhibit l O is a true and accurate copy of an email string between 
myself and Mr. Naylor on January 21, 2012. 
22. Upon receipt of the January 21, 2012 email from Mr. Naylor and the Proposed 
Sun Valley Release from Mr. Naylor, I discussed the matter with Ms. Hammer. We both agreed 
that because the Severance Clause of the Employment Agreement referred to "severance" 
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payments, and that "severance" payments were "wages" which applied to past services that Ms. 
Hammer had rendered to Sun Valley as the Sun Valley City Administrator, that Ms. Hammer 
was entitled to receive the full amount of "severance" payments described in the Severance 
Clause, without being required to waive any other claims that Ms. Hammer possessed against 
Sun Valley and its officials, including in regards to the IPPEA, as had been demanded by Mr. 
Naylor in his emails of January 20, 2012 and January 21, 2012 and as was described in the 
Proposed Sun Valley Release. 
23. Even though Sun Valley has asserted that Ms. Hammer only possessed two 
options, namely, to sign the Proposed Sun Valley Release and receive the "severance" described 
in the Severance Clause, or not sign the Proposed Sun Valley Release and not receive the 
"severance" Ms. Hammer was entitled to under the Severance Clause - both I and Ms. Hammer 
rejected that assertion by Mr. Naylor and Sun Valley. Instead, both Ms. Hammer and I agreed 
that the third option was that Ms. Hammer was legally entitled to submit a release to Sun Valley 
which did not waive "all" claims, but only claims that Ms. Hammer had foreseen being waived 
should Ms. Hammer ever be tenninated by Sun Valley when she entered into the Employment 
Agreement in June of 2008, which did not include the IPPEA claim, and still be entitled to 
receive her "severance"' pay. 
24. Attached as Exhibit 11 is a true and correct copy of an email I sent to Mr. 
Naylor on January 23, 2012. 
25. During January 22, 2012 and January 23, 2012, I drafted the Supplemental 
Hammer Release and discussed the matter with Ms. Hammer. 
26. The phrase in the Supplemental Hammer Release which asserts that Ms. Hammer 
was only releasing claims that were "intended when the City Administrator Agreement was 
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entered into on June I, 2008" (the "Conditional Clause"), was specifically placed in the 
Supplemental Hammer Release to provide notice to Sun Valley that Ms. Hammer was refusing 
to enter the unconditional language of "I release all claims against the City Of Sun Valley" that 
had been demanded by Mr. Naylor, in any release Ms. Hammer would be submitting, and to 
indicate that Ms. Hammer was not agreeing to releasing any non performance, service, wage or 
employee benefit related claims in return for receiving the "severance" under the Severance 
Clause, including any claims under the IPPEA, as Mr. Naylor had already been adequately 
informed of. 
27. On January 23, 2012, Ms. Hammer signed the Supplemental Hammer Release in 
my presence. 
28. Attached as Exhibit 12 is a true and correct copy of the email I submitted to Mr. 
Naylor and former Sun Valley Treasurer Michelle Frostenson ("Former Treasurer Frostenson") 
on January 23, 2012, which included the Supplemental Hammer Release. 
29. On January 23, 2012, I personally appeared at Sun Valley City hall intending to 
serve the Supplemental Hammer Release upon Sun Valley Mayor De Wayne Briscoe. Sun Valley 
Mayor DeWayne Briscoe was not present in Sun Valley City Hall when I appeared. The only 
person who was present at Sun Valley City Hall at the time was Former Treasurer Frostenson, 
who I personally served the original Supplemental Hammer Release upon, at which time I also 
explained to Ms. Frostenson what the document was. 
30. On January 23, 2012, when I met with Former Treasurer Frostenson at Sun Valley 
City Hall, Former Treasurer Frostenson presented me with a proposed final Payroll Direct 
Deposit Voucher (the "Severance Pay Voucher") for Ms. Hammer, which I reviewed and 
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approved as to the withholdings. Attached as Exhibit 13 is a true and correct copy of the 
Severance Pay Voucher. 
31. Based on my experience as a former Certified Public Accountant, I was well 
aware that "severance pay" is defined by the IRS as "wages" for income tax purposes, and is 
subject to withholding for income and employment taxes. Based on my experience as a former 
Certified Public Accountant, I was well aware that "liquidated damages" or other civil damages 
are not subject to income and employment tax withholdings pursuant to IRS guidelines. 
32. At the time I approved the withholdings and signed the Severance Pay Voucher, I 
considered all of the "severance pay" that Ms. Hammer was to receive as taxable "wages" 
pursuant to the Severance Clause for past services Ms. Hammer had rendered to Sun Valley, and 
not payment as settlement for any non payroll related claims that Ms. Hammer still possessed 
against Sun Valley, including any claims pursuant to the IPPEA, and certainly not "liquidated 
damages" of any sort. At the time, Fonner Treasurer Frostenson agreed with me that all of the 
"severance" payments that Ms. Hammer was to receive pursuant to the Severance Clause of the 
Employment Agreement and listed in the Severance Pay Voucher were "wages" subject to 
employment and income tax withholdings, and not "liquidated damages" or other damages. Had 
I believed that any of the "severance" payments were not wages, but instead liquidated or other 
damages, or had Fonner Treasurer Frostenson indicated that some of the "severance" Ms. 
Hammer was receiving was payment for claims other than for past services and wages or 
employee benefits, I would have required that Sun Valley not withhold any income or 
employment taxes from that portion of the "severance" that was being considered as "liquidated 
damages" or other non wage related payments. 
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33. On January 24, 2012, Ms. Hammer's and my checking account at Chase Bank 
received a direct deposit from Sun Valley for the "severance" balance due to Ms. Hammer 
pursuant to the Severance Clause in the sum of $66,935.53, which is the amount that had been 
agreed to and indicated on the Severance Pay Voucher. Attached as Exhibit 14 is a true and 
accurate copy of Ms. Hammer and my checking account statement for the period ending January 
27, 2012, indicating that the direct deposit of the $66,935.53 of funds indicated in the Severance 
Pay Voucher was made on January 24, 2012. 
34. As all of the "severance" Ms. Hammer received had been fully withheld for both 
income and employment tax purposes, I took that to be conclusive evidence that Swt Valley had 
agreed with Ms. Hammer and myself that all of the ••severance" was for past services Ms. 
Hammer had performed for Sun Valley, and not liquidated or other dam.ages for any of the other 
claims that Ms. Hammer asserted that she was entitled to proceed with, including the IPPEA 
claims, which would have then been exempt from any income or employment tax withholdings. 
35. Between my submission of the Supplemental Hammer Release to Former 
Treasurer Frostenson and Mr. Naylor on January 23, 2012 and the deposit of the "severance" pay 
balance paid to Ms. Hammer on January 24, 2012 by direct deposit into our bank account, I 
received no communications from Mr. Naylor or any other Sun Valley employee or official, 
seeking to clarify or amend the language in the Supplemental Hammer Release, or placing any 
other further conditions upon Ms. Hammer receiving the "severance pay" provided for in the 
Severance Clause of the Employment Agreement, before Ms. Hammer was paid the ••severance" 
pay due to Ms. Hammer pmsuant to the Severance Clause of the Employment Agreement on 
January 24, 2012. 
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36. Based on the prior communications between myself and Mr. Naylor, and the 
notice to Mr. Naylor of the rejection that Ms. Hammer agree that the unconditional language of 
"I release all claims against the City of Sun Valley" be placed in a written release before Sun 
Valley would pay Ms. Hammer the .. severance" pay she was entitled to pursuant to the 
Severance Clause of the Employment Agreement, I believed that Mr. Naylor and Sun Valley had 
accepted Ms. Hammer's conditions that she was entitled to the "severance pay" pursuant to the 
Severance Clause of the Employment Agreement without having to release any claims associated 
with the IPPEA. and thereafter paid her pursuant to such condition. 
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FURTHER AFFIANT SA YETH NAUGHT. 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this E)l.o~ day of January, 2015. 
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nns CITY ADMlNISTRATOR EMPLOYMENT AGREEMENT hereinafter 
"Agreement'\ effective the 1st day of June 2008,. by and between the CITY OF SUN 
VALLEY> State of Idaho. a municipal coiporation, hereinafter called "Employer", and 
SHARON R HAMMER hereinafter called "Employee" is made in contemplation of the 
following'. 
RECITALS 
WHEREAS. Employer desires to employ the services of said Employee as 
City Administrator of the City of Sun Valley ("City"); and 
WHEREAS, Employee desires to accept employment as City Administrator of 
City pursuant to the terms and conditions hereof 
NOW. THEREFO~ in consideration of the mutual covenants and promises 
herein contained, and the above Recitals which are incorporated herein. the parties agree as 
follows: 
SEC.'TION 1. DUTIES 
Employer hereby agrees to employ Employee as City Adnrinistrator of the City 
of Sun VaUey to perform the duties customarily performed by City Administrators and which 
Employer, through the Mayor, shall from time to time assign, Employee shall perform such 
duties thoroughly. competently and with the highest level of professionalism as would be 
expected of a city administrator with Employee• s background, qualifications and e¥PCrience. 
SECTION 2. EMPWYMENT 
A. Employee's F.mployment shall commence June 1, 2008. Employee 
shall report to work no later than June 23, 2008. 
B. Nothing in this Agreement shall prevent, limit or otherwise ioteJfere 
with the ript of the Employer to terminate the services of Employee under the applicable 
provisions of Section 3 below. 
C. Nothing in this Agreement shall prevent, limit or otherwise interfere 
with the right of 1hc Employee to resign at any time from her position with Employer, subject 
only to the notice provision set forth in Section 3, Subsection C. of this Agreement 
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SECT10N3. TERMINATION AND SEVERANCE PAY 
A. Employer, acting through the Mayor. may terminate Employee's 
employment, witJaout cause, for any reason or no reason. ·Any such decision to terminate 
shall occur only after the Mayor consults with each member of the City Council. Upon such 
termination. Employer shall pay Employee. as severance pay, a lump sum cash payment equal 
to six (6) months> base salary descnoed in Section 5, Subsection A 
The severance payment herein is intended to be Employee's sole exclusive 
remedy for any and all claims for damages of any kind arising from a tennination without 
cause and such severance payment is hereby agreed to be reasonable, fair and equitable by 
both parties to this Agreement. Accordingly, Employee waives her right to bring a claim of 
any kind for damages against Employer arising from a termination without cause. 
Consequently, receipt of the severance payment is subject to execution of a release of all 
claims against 1he City of Sun Valley. A termination without cause shall not entitle 
Employee to an informal review under any section of the City of Sun Valley Personnel 
manual ("PeISOnnel Manual''). 
B. In the event Employee is terminated for ~cause". then Employer shall 
not be obligated to make any severance payment to Employee. "Cause" is defined as (i) a 
material breach of this Agreement; (ii) repeated neglect of :Employee's duties as City 
Administrator; or (ill) misconduct such as theft. dishonesty, fraud, misrepresentation, 
embezzlement or other acts of willful misconduct, moral turpitude or criminal conduct 
C. Unless the parties otherwise agree. if Employee voluntarily resigns her 
position with Employer~ then Employee shall give Employer three (3) months notice in 
advance; provided Employer may waive such three month advance notice in its discretion. In 
the event of a voluntary resignation,. Employee shall not be entitled to any severance payment 
unless the Mayor shall decide otherwise in his sole discretion. 
If Employee applies for employment elsewhere, and during the term of her 
employment hereunder is included in a list of ten or fewer candidates still under consideration 
for mcb employment, then, upon lea.ming of her inclusion in such a list. Employee shall 
promptly inform the Mayor and each member of the City Counc~ which shall be confidential 
insofttr as is pemritted by applicable law. 
D. In the event Employee is terminated by Employer, acting through the 
Mayor, for any reason. then Employer shall pay Employee, at the rate of compensation then 
being earned by Employee, all accrued and unused vacation entitlement in accordance with 
the then current policy for City Department Heads. 
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SECTION 4. DISABILITY 
Unless otherwise required by law, if employee is permanently disabled or is 
otherwise unable to perfonn her duties because of sickness, accident, injury, mental 
incapacity or health for a period of four (4) successive weeks beyond any accrued sick leave. 
Employer shall have the option to terminate this Agreement, subject to the severance pay 
requirements of Section 3, Subsection A. However, Employee shall be compensated for any 
sick leave, vacation, holidays, compensatory time and other benefits accrued at the time 
Employee became disabled in accordance with Personnel Manual provisions which are 
applicable to management employees, AND reduced by the Disability payments received for 
the preceding twelve (12) months. If Employee suffers any permanent disability or is 
otherwise unable to perfonn her duties then sick leave, vacation., holidays, compensatory 
time, and other benefits shall cease to accrue at that time. 
SECTION 5. COMPENSATION 
A. Employer agrees to pay Employee for her services a salary (hereinafter 
"Base Salary") at the rate of One Hundred Ten Thousand Dollars ($110,000.00), per year, 
payable in equal installments at the same time as other employees of the Employer are paid. 
B. Employer shall match, not to exceed to five percent (5%) of 
Employee's base salary of Section A, contributions made by Employee to a 457 Plan. 
C. Except as otherwise specifically provided in this Agreement, Employee 
shall receive the general employment benefits, including medical plan coverage, in the same 
amount and to the same extent as Employer grants to Department Heads. 
D. During the course of Employee's tenn of employment. Employer will 
pay into the Public Employees' Retirement System of Idaho ('"PERSf'), for the account of 
Employee. in accordance with the policy established by Employer for all employees of 
Employer generally. 
E. Employer shall provide Employee a housing allowance of $1,000.00 
per month. 
SECTION 6. SICK LEA VE AND VACATION 
A Upon commencement of employment. Employee shal1 have credited to 
her personal account forty ( 40) hours of sick leave and thereafter shall accrue sick leave at the 
same rate as City Department Heads employed by the City. 
B. The leave entitlement granted to Employee pursuant to Subsection A of 
this Section 6 shall be used by Employee for time attributable to recovery from an illness or 
injury only and not as additional vacation time. If such sick leave is not used, it shall continue 
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to accrue, except that such entitlement shall not accrue beyond the maximum accrual limits 
established for City Department Heads in respect to the same entitlement Upon termination 
of this Agreement :Employee shall not be entitled to be paid for any accrued but unused leave 
time. 
C. Upon commencement of employm~ Employee shall have credited to 
her personal account forty (40) hours paid vacation leave and thereafter shall accrue vacation 
leave at the rate of one hundred-sixty (160) hours per year. Vacation accrual and use shall 
follow the procedures set forth in the Personnel Manual 
SECI10N7. PERFOBMANCF. EVALUATION 
A The Mayor shall review and evaluate the performance of the Employee 
at least once annually for consideration of a compensation increase. Further, 1he Mayor shall 
provide the Employee with a summary written statement of the evaluation. 
B. Annually, the Mayor and Employee shall define such goals and 
performance objectives which they determine necessmy for the proper operation of the City 
and in the attainment of the Employer's policy objectives and shall further establish a relative 
priority among those various goals and objectives. Said goals and objectives shall be in 
writing. and shall generally be attainable within the time limitations as specified and the 
annual operating and capital budgets. 
SECTION 8. GENERALEXPENS.ES AND MEMBERSHIPS 
A Employer recogni7.CS that certain expenses of a non-personal and 
generally job-affiliated nature may be incurred by Employee from time to time, and hereby 
agrees to reimburse or to pay actual expenses in accordance with the travel and other policies 
of 1he Emj,J.oycr. 
. 
B. Employer shall pay the membership fees to the International City 
Management Association on behalf of Employee. 
C. Employer shall reimburse Employee's direct expenses for relocating to 
the Wood River Valley, as substantiated by :receipts, up to $15,000.00. 
SECTION.9. IND:EMNIF'ICATION 
Consistent with Idaho Code § 6-903, City agrees to indemnify and hold 
harmless Employee from claims, liabilities, or causes of action brought against Employee 
which are related to the course and scope of Employee's employment or which arise out of 
any act or omission within the course and scope of Employee's employment; provided, the 
City may .refuse a defense or disavow and refuse to pay any judgment for Employee if it is 
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determined that such act or omission of the Employee was not within the course and scope of 
her employment or included malice or criminal intent 
SECTION 10. OTHER TERMS AND CONDIDONS OF EMPWYMENT 
A. The Mayor. in consultation with the Employee, shall fix such other 
terms and conditions of employment. as he may determine from time to time to be 
appropriate. relating to the perfonnanc.e of Employee. provided such terms and conditions are 
not i:nconsistel]t with or in conflict with the provisions of this Agreement 
B. Except as herein specifically provided, all provisions of the Personnel 
Manual and regulations and rules of the Employer relating to vacation and sick leave. 
retirement contributions, holidays and other benefits which now exist or hereafter may be 
amended. also shall apply to Employee as they would to other employees of Employer. 
SECllONll. NOTICES 
Notices pursuant to this Agreement shall be given by deposit in the custody of 
the United States Postal Service. postage prepaid. addressed as follows or to such other 





City of Sun Valley 
P.O. Box416 
Sun Valley, ID 83353 
360 W. Illinois St. 
#3F 
Chicago. IL 60610 
Alternatively, notices required pursuant to this Agreement may be personally 
served by hand delivery. Notice shall be deemed given as of the date of personal service or as 






The text herein shall constitute the entire agreement between the 
B. If any provisio~ or any portion thereof, in this Agreement is held 
unconstitutional, invalid or unenforceable, the remainder of this Agreement, or portion 




thereof: shall be deemed severable. shall not be affected and shall remain in full force and 
effect 
lN WITNESS WHEREOF, the City of Sun Valley has caused this Agreement 
to be signed and executed in its behalf by its Mayor. and duly attested by its City Clerk. and 
the Employee has signed and executed this Agreement, as of the date and year first above 
written. 
EMPLOYER. EMPLOYEE 
Sharon R Ham.mer 
ATTEST: 
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SUPPLEMENTAL RELEASE PURSUANT TO CITY ADMINISTRATOR EMPLOYMENT AGREEMENT 
Upon payment of the severance payment required pursuant to Section 3.A. of the City Administrator 
Employment Agreement dated June 1, 2008, I release the Oty Of Sun Valley for any daims defined In 
Section 3.A. of the dministrator Employment Agreement as were intended when the City 
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• .._. .. -••J I ............... lillll,II .__.... .. M,l, 
• F ., 
From: jdonaval <jdono¥a1Gaol.CORP 
To: ldrt ~conP 
Subtect Re: City Admrlilba.w Contract 
Data: Fri, Jan 13, 2012 10:14 am 
Kirt 
. ··-··-·-------·-- --- -·---·--·--- -- . -------- ----------
hllp://nail .aol.ccm'3S 138--211/.:,1-6/en-us/mail/PrintMessage.asp 
If the Cly II Pll to te,n illllte stwan withou: cause her COf1ract does not requn her to waiwt 8fff tort or any 
other non corlbact claima the may hav9 with the Cly. So If thlt City Is going to t811ril iate her wittm cause. we 
shouki work on a separatbn agn,ement that has the correct waiver ~uage In It, and get It over With. 
If the Cly Is goiv to try to terminate her with cause, especially witholt any hearqs or ~. you know that is 
going to face COl1iruid ltigation Rlg8rd)rV that issue alone. 
As to yOII other email, Sharon and I haw given you S8Y8f8I settJemert offers that you have dierrissed Oliright, 
especially dtn1J Mayor VVllich's terue, and I have asked on several occasions to sit with you and ycu CUent and 
you have refused • so we did not beliava we were inc:omlct: in ti1ir1J the ~. 
I woi.tJ nu:h rather Im& you provide n the 88lllenm terms rather than the Olhar Wirf 81'D11'1d, as tfu far you 
have rejad8d anyttq we have r:u before you am haw not coutered. Pleale note that If you want a sefflament of 
al mattera, includi,g any tort or IPPEA claiml Sharon has, we ant eJCpeetiig that it also lnCludes a dismissal of Mr. 
Ribl's and Ms. Ribrs claims against me. And regardless of the lar9,age, we thought that dlsmlasirYJ the Slit first 
was a good faith effort to settle the lsaun. 
Flnaly Kirt, there have been aaaartiDns al OWN' the place of ewryo,m doing bad acts. I am aony for that And you 
haw probably not ....,. bean privy to IOffll of the tfqs that I have bean S1.t,ject to from Mr. Roark. However, the 
comnu,tty here U1nks this la a travesty and a waste of money am not what govenmara are ll.flPOl8d to be doing. 
- Howevar, If we are goqi to get to some nlllOUion to this, I needs to give Slaron back her l'8pllation. flt> one Is 
9oil1a to win on every Issue and we need to diacuss the matters to get It reeofvad. I don't care f you record OI.I' 
conversations. But as nuch as we do not aae eye to eye - we both need to get to some C01111to.1 gl'OIRI othefwlae 
ttis is golrQ to go on forever. 
Bast Regard8 
JIM 
Please call ma when you get ttis to start wot1dng on where we are goq;i .. 
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le; Resolution follow up 
From: jdonoval <jdOnDValOaCJl.conP 
To: kirt <ldrt@nlylorhalec:onP> 
Sut,fect: Re: Raolutlon follow up 
Date: Sat. Jan 14, 2012 7:30 am 
The Nils Ribi law slit is not an issue - I will figtt that mysalf. 
hltp:1/mail.aol.a..~ JS 138-211/aol-6/eo-us/rnail/PrintMessase.aspi 
If the Cly Ccud ta ,iwates Sharon on Tllnday, we wl be in COU't imladlatetf to see whether you theory of no 
ccwiaact eJCtansion fllea. Nd regardless of whether you ta •••ate her "Withol4 cause" - she ta a property interest in 
her employmert which we wl lrrmBdiataty seek to enforce. And of ccuse I wl imlldiatefy re-fie the IPPEActaims. 
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--Ianmer v. Sm 'wlley ,,-.... http://mail.aol.co H 38-211/aol-6/en,,us/mail/PrimMessage..aspx 
I ofl 
From: jdonoval <jdonoval@aol.com> 
To: kirt <kirt@naylorhal.COOP 
Subject: Hanmer v. 81.i \alley 
Data: Mon, Jan 16, 2012 7:49 pm 
Kirt: 
I assume that you are also cognitive of the fact that if you lose the argt.ment that Sharon is not entitled to the six 
morth severaroe payment that ln:Htr 45-615 you may be subjecting the City Of SU1 \Jafley to treble damages, and it 
may eventually cost Sm vaney about $200,000 in contract damages alone. 
JIM 






Fram: jdonoval <jdonoval@aal.com> 
To: kirt <kirt@naylorhales.com> 
Subject: Today'a Converaation 
Data: \Mid, Jan 18, 2012 2:03 pm 
Kirt 
I wll forward ycu offer to Ms. Hanmer. 
.-.. 
hap://nail.aol.COl ; 131-211/aol-&'en-us/lllliUPrinlMessap.asp: 
In the maanwtile, I am reqlJEtStirV that you retain the recordl,v of today's cacwarsation as I believe that you 
mentioned that one, if not the cri/. reason ttat the City is ~ terrnnation action agai'lst Ms. Hammer is 
because she flted a law slit As the any two actions are the IPPEA law SI.it (which she had a ngtt to file and has a 
right to nHUe) and the 1-unan Rights coq,lajrt (wtich is stil per1Ctq), that evidence lends credence to the quastion 
of whether she is being teminated in retaliation for making veld datms agailst the City or Mr. Ribi. I do not want to 
"parse words" and tharefore wart to be Sll'8 of eJcaCtJy what you said today in that COfTll9IS8tion. Could you please 
proVide me with a copy the transcript of today's telephone call 
Best Regards and Thank You 
JIM OONOVAL 









http://nBil.aol.con •• .>478-211 /aol-6/en-i&'maiUPrinlMessage.aspl . ., 
Fram: jdonoval <jdonoval@aol.com> 
To: kirt <kirt@naylomalescom> 
Subject Hanmer Issues 
Om: Wed, Jan 18, 2012 3:-46 pm 
AttaGhmentl: 1-18_Leller _Pg_ 1 _001.tif (645K), 1-18_Letter_Pg_2_001.tif (375K) 
Ms. Hair1ner rejects the offer of earlier today. Please read the attached letter as weJL 
VVe c:ontinl8 to betieWt that the only non-pulitiYe and retaliatory course for the City Of 8111 \/aley to take is to leave 
Ms. Hamner on ad11ilisbative leave and let the e>cterral investigation be compteted and than hold an internal 
inYestigation (if nacessa,y), which will provide Ms. Hanmer with al the due process protections that the City Of S111 
\/alley as heretofore failed to aUow, before the City Of Sll1 valley corumplates artt fwthar adwrse actions of any 
type related to Ms. Hanmer or her 8f1lJloymert cx:,mact arwJ/or status. I am requesting that you forward this email 
and the attached letter to )'OU" client(s) for review and contemptation before tomorrow's Sll'1 YaUey City COl.l'lCI 
meeting. 
Best Regards 
JIM DONOVAL . 





JAMES R. DONOVAL 
January 18, 2012 
Mr. Kirtlan Naylor 
950 W. Bannock St .• Suite 610 
Boise, ID 83702 
Attorney At Law 
4325 Fairway Nine Condos 
POBoa1499 
Sun Valley, ID 83353 
(312) 159-2029; (208) 721-7383 
Jdonoval•aol.com 
Re: Sharon R. Hammer Contract And Termination 
Dear Mr. Naylor: 
I want to reiterate and add to some of the things that we mentioned In our just completed 
discussion. 
Fi~ should the Oty Of Sun Valley seek to terminate Ms. Hammers contract without cause, and 
pay her the severance payment described therein, the lansuase related to such states : "The severance 
payment herein is intended to be the Employee's sole exclusive remedy for any and all dalrns of 
damages of any kind arising from a termination without cause and such severance payment is hereby 
agreed to be reasonable, fair and equitable by both parties to this Agreement. Accordlnatv, Employee 
waives her right to bring a claim of any kind for damages against Employer arising from a termination 
without cause. Consequently, receipt of the severance payment Is subject to execution of a release of all 
daims against the City Of Sun Valley.• Please note that this language was drafted by then Sun Valley City 
Attorney Rand Peebles. As I have stated, the causes of action Ms. Hammer possesses for tort, lndudlng 
the underlying harassment allegations apinst Council Member Ribi and several other dalms, do not 
arise "'from a termination", they arise out of separate Incidents. Nor is it rational to assert that Ms. 
Hammer would have waived any non-contract damage claims she would have prospectively been 
entitled to (i.e. personal injury daims) when she slaned the agreement. So as I have stated, if the City Of 
Sun Valley proposes to terminate Ms. Hammer without cause and pay her the severance payment In the 
contract. she will only sign a waiver that states the exact language in the contract cited above and 
nothing more. 
I also want to remind you that on at least two separate occasions {to Patti Ball and to Mayor 






shorted her retirement account by $1,642 and that Ms. Frostenson has failed to accrue 120 hours of 
sabbatical vacation Ms. Hammer was entitled to (and was charged for) in June of 2011 equaling $6,832. 
Please ensure that if the City Of Sun Valley tenninates Ms. Hammer that those errors are corrected as 
part of Ms. Hammer's final termination payment. 
If the City Of Sun Valley tenninates Ms. Hammer with cause, or asserts that the contract is 
invalid or expired, then of course she does not waive any claims of any sort, Including In regards to the 
contract itself. 
Again, I want to remind you that should Ms. Hammer be required to litigate any matters related 
to Ms. Hammer's severance, then there is the potential that she would be entitled to treble damages 
and attorney's fees for the unpaid amounts pursuant to Idaho Statutes 45-615. Also, please note that 
should Ms. Hammer be terminated, she is making demand for payment of all compensation due within 
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January 20, 2012 
aty Of sun valley 
c/o City Cert Kelty Ek 
Sun VaHey City Hall 
Sun Valley, ID 83353 
SHARON R. HAMMER 
4325 Palrway ...._ Condoa 
PO Box1499 
81m Valley, ID 833113 
(312) Nl-0245 
Sharon R. Hammer-48 Hour Severance Payment Demand Pursuant To Idaho Statute 45-606 
City Of Sun VaJley: 
At approm,ately 5:30 p.m. on Thursday, January 19, 20U, the Sun VaJtev aty Council, at the 
request of Mayor DeWayne Briscoe, terminated the existlns City Admi!l~r Employment Apeement 
{the ·Alf'eement") between me and the City Of Sun Valley, pursuant~ ~on 3A of such Agreement. 
Therefore, I am requestins payment of all wages and compensation due Within 48 hours, or by 10:00 
a.m. Tuesday, January 24, 2012, as Is required by Idaho Statutes 4S-606. 
Wages and compensation are as follows: 
a) Pursuant to Section 3A of the A,reement, I am demanding payment for six months of 
compensation; 
b) f am demanding payment of four days of salary for the period of January 16, 20U throu,h 
January 19, 2012, the date of termination of the Aareefflent, or the equivalent of $1,858..88, at my 
current pay rate of $58.09 per hour; 
c} I am demandlna payment of 188.88 hours of accrued vacation, as Is detailed on my payroll 
records, equaling $10,9n.04, at my current pay rate of $58.09 per hour; 
d) I am demanding payment for 40 hours of vacation time r was mandated to request durfng the 
pay period ending December 18, 2011, because Mayor Wlfllch Instructed me to submit a request for 
vacation during the •administrative leave"' period. The amount for this 40 hours equals $2,323.60 at my 
current pay rate of $58.09 per hour; 
... -
e) I am demanding payment for 120 hours of sabbatical vacation time I earned in June 2011. The 
sabbatical time was never reflected in my vacation accrual by Ms. Frostenson. On at least two separate 
occasions (to Patti Ball and to Mayor Wllllch and the Sun Valley City Council), I have provided notice that 
Ms. Frostenson shorted my vacation account by the 120 hours, and my vacation accrual account has not 
been corrected. I am demanding payment of $6,907.80 for the 120 hours of non-accrued sabbatical 
vacation time at my airrent pay rate of $58.09 per hour; 
f} I am demanding payment for $1,642 that Ms. Frostenson shorted my ICMA-RC retirement 
account In January 2010 when the Initial deposit was made. On at least two separate occasions (to Patti 
Ball and to Mayor Wllllch and the Sun Valley City Council), I have provided a detailed accounting of the 
amounts withheld from my pay and not deposited Into my ICMA-RC retirement account totaling $1,642. 
I have not been paid this shortage or been provided an explanation as to why the shortage occurred. I 
am demanding payment of the $1,642 retirement fund shortage. 
I am demanding that all funds described herein be made by direct deposit In my 01ase Bank 
Account No. (1110019465024) (see attached void check) as has been the practice of payment for wages, 
by 10:00 a.m. Tuesday, January 24, 2012. If such Is not done, I consider the City Of Sun Valley to be in 
violation of the 48 hour payment requirement of Idaho Statutes 45-606. Should the City Of Sun Valley 
not make the payment demanded, or at least full payment of any norHlisputed balances due pursuant 
to Idaho Statutes 45-611, then the City Of Sun Valley shall be subject to payment for treble damages, 
attorney's fees and costs pursuant to Idaho Statutes 45-615. Should the City Of Sun Valley dispute the 
balances demanded, I demand a written explanation for each cateBC>O' q_f,compensation the City Of Sun 
Valley is disputing and a detail of the basis of the calculation of any undisputed balances actually paid. 
I am demanding that all paymentS be In •IIJ'OSS", without any withholding for taxes, or any other 
employee related Withholdings, as the payments are a •1ump sum- payment related to the termination 
of the Agreement. Should any withholdings be made, they are speclftcally being done without my 
authority or approval, and I consider those to also be done In violation of Idaho Statute 45-606. The City 
Of Sun Valley will have then made a unilateral detennlnatlon of withholdings from my separation 
without my approval. I certify that I will take responsibility for any and all taxes or employment related 
obligations associated with the payments demanded. 
Finally, I have attached a Release Pursuant To City Administrator Employment Agreement 
which complies with the specific language of the Agreement. Should the City Of Sun Valley fall to make 
payment of the balances demanded by 10:00 a.m. Tuesday, January 24, 2012 due to any matters related 




. " . 
"" RELEASE PURSUANT TO aTY ADMINISTRATOR EMPLOYMENT AGREEMENT 
The City Administrator Employment Agreement dated June 1, 2008 between the City Of Sun Valley and 
Sharon R. Hammer, prepared by then Sun Valley City Attorney Rand Peebles, states as follows:. 
"The severance payment herein is intended to be the Employee's sole exdusive remedy for any 
and all claims of damages of any kind artslna from a termination without cause and such 
severance payment Is hereby aareed to be reasonable, fair and equitable by both parties to this 
Agreement. Accordingly, Employee waives her right to brins a claim of any kind for damages 
against Employer arislna from a termination without cause.'" 
Therefore, pursuant to the language of the City Administrator Employment Agreement, I state as 
follows: 
·t release all daims of damages of any kind arising from the termination of the City 
I 
l 
an~ent by the aty Of Sun Valley on January 19, 2011 and for any 
V Hey arising from a termination without cause'". 
! 
•-
EXHl,BIT 7 · .·. 
66 
- Front: Kirtlan Naylor <~.com> 
To: jdonoval <jdonovalQaoleffl'P 
Subfect: RE: lun'f) Sum payment 
Data: Fri, Jan 20. 201211:34 am 
hltp://nail.aol.conr'3S478-2 l l/aol..&'en-uslnail/PrintMessage.a 
That won't do. If our accountants tell us this should be considered salary, the only way we will 1099 is if 
there Is an indemnification by your dient of all taxes and penalties (Including the to the City}, if the IRS 
deems ft to be salary. 
Also, t Just received the signed •re1ease" and demand. 
The release language you propose is not adequate. It needs to be identical to the Agreement, which 
states: nconsequently, receipt of the severance payment is subject to execution of a release of all dalms 
against the City of Sun Valley:" 
Please revise your release agreement to replace the last paragraph with this language, in order for 
payment to be made: 








EXH:1-BIT 8 .. 
68 
, 
Fram: Klrtlan Naylar <ldrlCl11aylamall8.COITP 
To: jdanoval <jdanoval@aol.ClOIIP' 
Subject: RE: 1.&11'> SI.Ill payment 
Data: Sat. Jan 21, 2012 3:08 pm 
Add that sentence to the release, or we will not consider that she has complied with the apeement. 
There Is no reason to delay this now. But you hold the "$$$" In your hands. 
The lump sum payment is the consideration for the release. 
The other demanded wages deal with her termination. They are not affected by this issue. 
Please know that in order for this to be paid direct deposit, the Oty must file with the bank paperwork 
no later than the day before at 3:00pm. So, I encourage you to send the stsned revised release soon. 
Klrtlan G. Naylor 
DINCI: 2111947..Jl70 
-
. ·J/ NAYLOR&. HALES. P.C. 
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RE: ~.m payment . ' 
·1l ' 
hap://mall.aol.conw'J54 78-211/aol-6/cn-us/mail/PrimMcssage.m 
From: Klrtlan Naylor ~co,rp 
To: Klrlan Naylor ~am>; jdonoval <jdonoval@eol.com> 
S.lbject: RE: LUft1) Sum payment 
DIie: Sat. Jan 21, 2012 4:03 pm 
Atlachmentr. Release.pdf (421() 
Jim, 
Also, the limiting language is part of the agreement she signed. So, when it says, "receipt of the 
severance payment is subject to mcecution of a release of all daims against the City of Sun Valley,• In 
essence, the lump sum isn't due until that condition has been met. 
You quoted the rest of the paragraph, it seems that to quote the rest Is exactly what should be done. 
I have attached the acceptable release. If it Is not received by 1."(J()pm Monday, payment will not be 
able to be made by direct deposit. 




- , . ... .. ~ 
• • 
RELEASE PURSUANT TO CITY ADMINISTRATOR EMPLOYMENT AGREEMENT 
The City Administrator Employment Agreement dated June 1, 2008 between the City of Sun 
Valley and Sharon R. Hammer, and as extended by the Extension dated September 17, 2009, 
states as follows: 
The severance payment herein is intended to be the Employee's sole exclusive 
remedy for any and all claims for damages of any kind arising from a termination 
without cause and such severance payment is hetd,y agreed to be reasonable, fair 
and equitable by both parties tot bis Agreement. Accordingly, Employee waives 
her right to bring a claim of any kind for damages against Employer arising from a 
termination without cause. Consequently, receipt of the severance payment is 
subject to execution of a release of all claims against the City of Sun Valley. 
Therefore, pursuant to the lang,11ge of the City Administrator Employment Agreement, I state as 
follows: 
"I release all claims for damages of any kind arising ftom a termination without cause on January 
19, 2012, and all claims against the City of Sun Valley." 
Dated this_ of January, 2012. 
Sharon R. Hammer 
James Donoval, Witness 
... 
. .. EXH·IBIT 10 .. · ·. · 
73 
1 of4 
. On Jan 21. 2012, at 4:03 PM, ·jdonovaf@aol.conf <jdonoyaJ@aol.com> wrote: 
After 48 holl'8 treble damagaa and attomao/ fees. You need to depoait al llldilpuad amcuts withi'l 48 holn. 
HaY8 a good weekend. 
Sent from "" VerizDn Wlr9lela Black8erry 
From: Klrtlan Naylor <kirt@naylorhales.com> 
Data: Sat, 21Jan201215:35:48 -0700 
To: jdonoyal@aoi.com<id;onovaf@aotcom> 
Subject: RE: wnp Sim paymart 




-------------------------··-···-------- -· --··· ---- .. 
Fram: idonoval@aol.com rmaHtg;jdonoyal@aotoomf 
SMt: Saturday, January 21, 2012 3:34 PM 
lb: Kirtlan Naylor 
SUb)ect: Re: Lump sum Pl\fflU!flt 
I'm thinking treble damages and attorney fees. Read the statutes. You can't put limiting language on 
payments. She will sisn your release on wednesday specifically under duress. Talk to you on 
wednesday. 
Sent from my Verimn Wireless BlackBeny 
From: Klrtlan Naylor <kirt@nayJorhales.com> 
Date: sat, 21 Jan 2012 15:05:54 -0700 
To: idonoval@aot.com<jdonoval@aol.com> 
SUbJect: RE: Lump sum payment 
Add that sentence to the release, or we will not consider that she has complied wlth the aa,eement. 
Then is no reason to delay this now. But you hold the .,$$$" in your hands. 
The lump sum payment is the consideration for the release. 
The other demanded wases deal with her termination. They are not affected by this issue. 










From: jdancwal <jdanovalOaor.mnP 
To: kirt <kiflOnaylofhale.CDRP 
SUbject New Releaae 
Data: Mon, Jan 23. 2012 9-.29 am 
..-... 
hap;//nil.aol.1. .J3S471-211/aol-6/m-aa/Rllil/PrimMessaF.as1 
At Ms. Hanwnar's direction, I am preparq a ~ retea&e that we beliMt will cortorm to YOU" request of 
Satll'day. I wil drop It off at the City Hal wlh the W-9 and amal you a copy later today once she 8PPRMIS It. 
JIM 





- - 77 
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-levised W-4; Supplemental Release 
. _:?. 
• . • From: jdonoval <jdonovalCDaol.CORP 
To: nlfiostenaan <rrlroetensonCDsviacfho.org> 
Cc: kilt <kiftOnaylorhal.com> 
Subject: Revl&ecl W-4; Supplemental Releue 
Data: Mon, Jan 23, 2012 1 :48 pm 
,-... 
hllp://mul.ao: o'35478-211/aol·6/en-us/.mail/PriDIMcssage.as 
Attachments: Reviaed_W-4_001.lif (571 K), SUpp1emantal_Release_001.tlf (286K) 
ofl 
Please see attached. Thank You. 
JIM OONOVAL 
{Jl)bb15 
2?!0!2012 8:02 AM 
• 
SUPPLEMENTAL RELEASE PURSUANT TO CITY ADMINISTRATOR EMPLOYMENT AGREEMENT 
Upon payment of the severance payment required pursuant to Section 3.A. of the Oty Administrator 
Employment Agreement dated June 1, 2008, I release the aty Of Sun Valley for any claims defined in 
Section 3.A. of the dministrator Employment Agreement as were intended when the City 
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80 
.. 
City of Sun Valley 
Payroll Direct Deposit Voucher 
Sharon R Hammer 
PO Box 1499 
Sun Valley ID 83353 
Hammer, Sharon R ( 20011) 
EARNINGS 
PERIOD 
TITLE HOURS RATE AMOUNT 
Regular 32.00 58.0900 1,858.88 
Overtime .00 .0000 
Vacation 348.88 58.0900 20,266.44 
Sick Pay .OD 58.0900 
ON-CALL .00 .0000 
Misc Pay .00 .0000 60,412.13 
Comp Time .00 .0000 
Allow/Exp .00 .0000 
Deductible .00 .0000 
TOTAL GROSS 380.88 82,537.45 
TOTAL OED 15,601.92 -
NET PAY 66,935.53 
BENEFITS 
PERIOD Y-T-D 
TITLE AMOUNT AMOUNT 
Soc Sec 5,117.32 5,917.73 
Medicare 1,196.79 1,383.98 
PERS! Ret 193.14 1,208.91 
Health Ins 910.00 
Dental Ins 67.73 
Life Insur 
TOTAL BEN 7,505.95 10,648.03 
Routing# 
071000013 








PAY PERIOD ENDING 01129/2012 
DEDUCTIONS 












AMOUNT TITLE AMOUNT AMOUNT 
11,153.28 FICA 4,663.36- 5,392.77 -
FWT 8,253.70- 10,352.02 -
22,59D.04 SWT 2,476.11 • 3,275.11 -
Annuity 
32.00 PERSI Rel 115.81- 724.88-
60,862.13 401K& Vol 
ICMARETIR 92.94- 559.26-
1,125.00 Cr Union 
Other Ins 84.30-
95,762.45 Flex Plans 230.76 -
20,619.10 - Misc Ded 
75,143.35 TOTALDED 15,601.92- 20,619.10 -
BEGINNING ACCRUED USED REMAINING 
Vacation 188.88 .00 .DO 188.88 
Sick Leave 376.10 .00 .DO 376.10 
Compnme .00 .00 .OD .00 
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.. CHASEO 
SHARON R HAMMER 
OR JAMES R OONOVAL 
'CHECKING SUMMARY] 
Beginning Balance 
Deposits and Additions 
Checks Paid 
ATM & Debit Card Withdrawals 
Electronic Withdrawals 
Fees and Other Withdrawals 
Ending Balance 
December 28, 2011 twough January 27, 2012 









Account Number: 001110019465024 
This message confirms that you have overdraft protection on your checking account. 
!DEPOSITS AND ADDITIONSj ____________ _ 
DATE DESCRIPTION 
12/29 Cash Back From Debit Card Bonus Otters 
01/05 City of Sun Vall PayroD PPD 10; 1820294056 
01/19 City of Sun VaU Payroll PPO ID: 1820294056 
01/24 . City of Sun Vall Payroll PPD ID: 1820294056 
Total Deposits and Additions 









Total Checks Paid 
DESCRIPTION 

























If you see a description in the Checks Paid section, it means that we received only electronic information about the check, 
not the original or an image ot the check. As a result, we're not able to return the check to you or show you an image. 
• All of your recent checks may not be on this statement, either because they haven't cleared yet or they were lsted on 
one of your previous statements. 
11 An image of this check may be available for you to view on Chase.com. 
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James R. Donoval 
4110 Eaton Ave., Suite D 
Caldwell. ID 83607 
Ph: (312) 859-2029 
Fax: (208) 649-1603 
Idaho Atty No. 8142 
jdonoval@aol.com 
JAN 3 0 2015 
Associated Attorney for Plaintiff Sllaron R. Hammer 
IN TIIE DISTRICT COURT OF TIIB FIFTI:1 JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STA TE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BLAINE 
SHARON R. HAMMER, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
CITY OF SUN VALLEY; NILS RIBI; 
and DeWA YNE BRISCOE, 
Defendants. 
STA TE OF IDAHO ) 
: ss. 
County of Ada ) 
Case No. CV-2012-479 
AFFIDAVIT OF SHARON R. 
HAMMER IN SUPPORT OF 
PLAINTIFFS MOTION FOR 
RECONSIDERATION 
I, Sharon R. Hammer, being first duly sworn upon oath, depose and state as follows: 
1. I am the named Plaintiff in the above-captioned matter. 
2. I have personal knowledge of the facts contained herein and if called upon to 
testify about the same, I could do so competently. 
3. I am submitting this Affidavit to correct the Court's misunderstanding of the 
facts, circumstances and my intent related to my entry into a contractual relationship with the 
AFFIDAVIT OF SHARON R. HAMMER IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'S 
MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT- I 
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City Of Sun Valley ("'Sun Valley") by signing the City Administrator Employment Agreement 
(the "Employment Agreement") in June of 2008 (attached as Ex. A herein and as Ex. A of the 
Affidavit Of Susan Robertson in Support of Sun Valley's Motion For Summary Judgment), and 
the submission of a Supplemental Release (the .. Supplemental Hammer Release") (attached as 
Ex. B herein and as Ex, C of the Affidavit Of Susan Robertson in Support of Sun Valley's 
Motion For Summary Judgment) to Sun Valley on January 23, 2012, when the Court entered 
Summary Judgment against my claims herein on or about January 12, 2015. 
4. From June 2008 to January 19, 2012, I was the City Administrator of Sun Valley 
5. I am married to James R Donoval ("Mr. Donoval"), a licensed attorney in Idaho, 
having been sworn-in to the Idaho State Bar in October 2009, and who is still licensed to practice 
law in Illinois, having practiced law in Illinois since 1988. 
6. In May of 2008, I was provided a draft Employment Agreement by Sun Valley 
which was drafted by former Sun Valley City Attorney Rand Peebles. 
7. When I was provided the already drafted Employment Agreement by Sun Valley, 
I sought and received legal advice from Mr. Donoval related to the terms and conditions of the 
Employment Agreement. 
8. During my tenure as a municipal attorney and as a local government manager in 
Illinois, which is where I was still located when I was negotiating the Employment Agreement, I 
was made aware of various statutes and regulations, one of which was Illinois Regulation 
Section 2950 .45 related to whether an employee who receives "'severance" benefits is entitled to 
collect unemployment benefits, which defined "severance pay" as remuneration for past service 
rendered to an employer. Attached as Exhibit 1 is a copy of Regulation 2950.45 to which I am 
referring. Therefore I did not consider the phrase "severance pay" as described in Section 3.A. of 
AFFIDAVIT OF SHARON R. HAMMER IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'S 
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the Employment Agreement (the "Severance Clause") to be considered as anything other than as 
settlement for any past services rendered or wages or employee benefits that may be due. I 
certainly did not consider ''severance" to in any way be payment in resolution of any non wage 
or employee benefit claims, including claims I may have under the IPPEA, I may have had 
against Sun Valley should I ever be terminated "without cause". 
9. In reviewing the Severance Clause, and in particular the phraseology of 
"severance pay", "severance payments" and "all claims and damages of any kind arising from a 
termination", both Mr. Donoval and I agreed that such phraseology clearly meant that any 
payments I would receive should I ever be terminated by Sun Valley "without cause" pursuant to 
the Severance Clause, was intended to compensate me for past services rendered, and did not 
include that I would be barred from thereafter bringing any non performance, service, wage or 
employee benefit related causes of action against SlUl Valley or its officials, should they arise, 
including any claims against Sun Valley and its officials related to the IPPEA. 
10. Because both Mr. Donoval and I agreed that the phrase "severance pay", 
"severance payments" and "all claims and damages of any kind arising from a termination" in 
the Severance Clause only included payment for past services 1 rendered to S1U1 Valley as the 
Sun Valley City Administrator, or any employee benefits I had accrued by that date such as 
vacation pay, and that such phraseology did not bar any claims unrelated to my performance, 
services, wages or employee benefits, including any potential future claims under the IPPEA, 
neither Mr. Donoval nor I requested that Sun Valley further define what was meant by the 
phrases "severance pay", "severance payments" or "all claims arising from a termination", when 
I formally signed the Employment Agreement and entered into a contractual relationship with 
Sun Valley in June of 2008. 
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11. Had there been any question at the time the Employment Agreement was entered 
into that I would be barred from bringing any non service, performance, wage or employee 
benefit claims against Sun Valley and its officials, should I be terminated "without cause" by 
Sun Valley, including in particular any claims pursuant to the IPPEA, I would have demanded 
such limiting language be added to the Employment Agreement before I signed the Employment 
Agreement. 
12. There is no question in my mind that when I entered into the Employment 
Agreement with Sun Valley in June of 2008, that former Sun Valley Mayor Wayne Willich and 
I had a clear meeting of the minds that the phrases "severance pay, "severance payments" or "all 
claims and damages of any kind arising from a termination" only related to past services, 
performance, wages and employee benefits, and that such phraseology did not bar me from 
bringing any non performance, service, wage or employee benefit claims against Sun Valley or 
its officials, including claims under the IPPEA, if I was ever to be terminated by Sun Valley 
"without cause". Any finding by the Court otherwise is simply a replacement of the Court's 
intent for what mine and former Sun Valley Mayor Wayne Willich's intent was at the time the 
Employment Agreement was entered into. 
13. Beginning in November 2011, Mr. Donoval also represented me in various 
matters associated with legal disputes between myself, Sun Valley, and various Sun Valley 
officials and employees, and in particular in regards to my termination as the Sun Valley City 
Administrator "without cause" pursuant to the Severance Clause on January 19, 2012, and in 
regards to negotiations of payment of the "severance pay" I was entitled to pursuant to the 
Severance Clause of the Employment Agreement. 
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14. Prior to my termination by Swt Valley "without cause" pursuant to the Severance 
Clause of the Employment Agreement on January 19, 2012, at my direction and with my 
knowledge, Mr. Donoval submitted at least three separate communications to Sun Valley's 
attorney Kirt.Ian Naylor ("Mr. Naylor"), specifically confirming that should Sun Valley terminate 
me, as had been threatened, that I would not be releasing any non performance, service, wage or 
employee benefit related claims against Sun Valley and its officials, including any constitutional 
or retaliation related types of claims, including specifically any claims under the IPPEA, even if 
Sun Valley paid the "severance pay" I was entitled to the Severance Clause of the Employment 
Agreement. 
15. On January 19, 2012, I was terminated "without cause" by Sun Valley pursuant to 
the Severance Clause of the Employment Agreement. 
16. On January 20, 2012, I signed a ''Release Pursuant To City Administrator 
Employment Agreement" (the "Original Hammer Release") which Mr. Donoval drafted and 
witnessed, and which Mr. Donoval served on Sun Valley on January 20, 2015, along with a letter 
I drafted with Mr. Donoval's assistance of the same date. Attached as Exhibit 2 is a true and 
correct copy of the letter and the Original Hammer Release which Mr. Donoval served on Sun 
Valley on January 20, 2012. 
17. Attached as Exhibit 3 if a true and correct copy of an email and a "Release 
Pursuant To City Administrator Agreement" that Mr. Naylor had provided to Mr. Donoval on 
January 21, 2012 (the "Proposed Sun Valley Release") which included unconditional language 
that Mr. Naylor was demanding that I include in any release I needed to sign in order to receive 
the "severance pay" under the Severance Clause of the Employment Agreement, namely, "I 
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release all claims for damages of any kind arising from a termination without cause on January 
19, 2012, and all claims against the City Of Sun Valley." 
18. Upon receipt of the January 21, 2012 email and the Proposed Sun Valley Release 
from Mr. Naylor, I discussed the matter with Mr. Donoval, and we both agreed that because the 
Severance Clause of the Employment Agreement referred to ''severance" payments, and that 
"severance" payments only applied to past services that I had rendered to Sun Valley as the Sun 
Valley City Administrator, that I was entitled to receive the full amount of"severance" payments 
pursuant to the Severance Clause of the Employment Agreement, without being required to 
waive any other claims that I possessed against Sun Valley and its officials, including in regards 
to the IPPEA, as had been demanded by Mr. Naylor in his emails and as was described in the 
Proposed Sun Valley Release. 
19. Even though Sun Valley has asserted that I only possessed two options, namely, 
to sign the Proposed Sun Valley Release and receive the "severance pay" described in the 
Severance Clause of the Employment Agreement, or not sign the Proposed Sun Valley Release 
and not receive the "severance pay" I was entitled to under the Severance Clause of the 
Employment Agreement- both I and Mr. Donoval rejected that assertion by Mr. Naylor and Sun 
Valley. Instead, both I and Mr. Donoval agreed that the third option was that I was legally 
entitled to submit a release to Sun Valley which did not waive "all" claims, but only claims that I 
had foreseen as being waived should I be terminated when I entered into the Employment 
Agreement in June of 2008, which did not include the IPPEA claim, and still be entitled to 
receive the "severance" pay. 
20. In my prior Affidavit, when I stated that ··1n order to secure my immediate 
security, I was forced to sign release of claims that was acceptable to the City.", as is quoted in 
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the Court's Summazy Judgment Decision. I was merely reflecting the two options that Sun 
Valley was asserting that I was facing at that time. The Court should note that I rejected Mr. 
Naylor's and Sun Valley's demands and did not sign the Proposed Sun Valley Release as Sun 
Valley was demanding. I assert that I selected a third option. by notifying Sun Valley that I was 
demanding that I be paid the "severance" payment that I was entitled to for past performance, 
service, wage and employee benefits, and that I was still retaining any other claims against Sun 
Valley and its officials, including any IP PEA claims. 
21. On January 22, I directed Mr. Donoval to notify Mr. Naylor and Sun Valley that I 
was refusing to sign the Proposed Sun Valley Release submitted to me by Mr. Naylor, and 
instead that I would be submitting a separate release ofmy choosing to Sun Valley. 
22. During January 22, 2012 and January 23, 2012, Mr. Donoval drafted the 
Supplemental Hammer Release and discussed the matter with me. 
23. The phrase in the Supplemental Hammer Release which asserts that I was only 
releasing claims that were "intended when the City Administrator Agreement was entered into 
on June 1, 2008" (the ''Conditional Clause"), was specifically placed in the Supplemental 
Hammer Release to provide notice to Sun Valley that I was refusing to enter the unconditional 
language of "I release all claims against the City Of Sun Valley" that had been demanded by Mr. 
Naylor, into any release I would sign, and to indicate that I was not agreeing to release any non 
performance, service, wage or employee benefit related claims in return for receiving the 
"severance pay" under the Severance Clause of the Employment Agreement, including any 
claims under the IPPEA, as Mr. Naylor had already been adequately informed of. 
24. On January 23, 2012, I signed the Supplemental Hammer Release in Mr. 
Donoval 's presence. 
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25. On January 24, 2012, Mr. Donoval's and my checking account at Chase Bank 
received a direct deposit from Sun Valley for the "severance" balance due to me pursuant to the 
Severance Clause of the Employment Agreement in the sum of$66,935.53. 
26. Between my signing of the Supplemental Hammer Release on January 23, 2012 
and the deposit of the "severance" balance paid to myself on January 24, 2012 by direct deposit 
into our bank account, I received no communications from Mr. Naylor or any other Sun Valley 
employee or official, seeking to clarify or amend the language in the Supplemental Hammer 
Release, or placing any other further conditions upon my receiving the "severance pay" due to 
me pursuant to Severance Clause of the Employment Agreement on January 24, 2012. 
27. Based on the prior communications between Mr. Donoval, myself, Mr. Naylor 
and Sun Valley, and the notice to Mr. Naylor that I was rejecting the unconditional language of 
"I release all claims against the city Of Sun Valley" in any written release I would be submitting 
before Sun Valley would pay me the "severance pay" I was entitled to pursuant to the Severance 
Clause of the Employment Agreemeni I believe that Mr. Naylor and Sun Valley had accepted 
my conditions that I was entitle to ''severance" pay pursuant to the Severance Clause of the 
Employment Agreement without having to release any claims associated with the IPPEA, and 
thereafter paid pursuant to such condition. 
28. Attached as Exhibit 4 is a true and accurate copy of the Form W-2 I received from 
Sun Valley at the end of 2012, which indicates that the entire amount of "severance" pay I 
received from Sun Valley was considered by Sun Valley to be taxable "wages" and had been 
withheld on for both income and employment tax purposes. 
FURTHER AFFIANT SA YETH NAUGHT. 
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SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this J.(p _...,.. day of January, 2015. 
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mIS CITY ADMOOSTRATOR BMPLOYMENT AGREBMBN'T hmanafter 
.. Agreement». effective the 1st day of June 2008, by and between the CITY OP SUN 
VALLEY. State of Idaho. a lDllDicipal ~ hmiDafta" called "Employer'", and 
SHARON R. HAMMBR. hereinak called "Employee" is made in contemplmion of the 
follawing: 
llCfl'AI8 
WHBREAS, Employer desires to mnploy the services of said Employee as 
City Administrator of the City of Sm Valley ("Cit¥j; and 
WHBREAS. Employee desires to accept employmtmt as City Administrator of 
Cify pursuant to the terms and conditions hereof 
NOW, THEREFORE. in consideration of 1he mutual covmmts and promises 
herein <mtained. and the abow Recitals which are inDmporated ~ the putics agree as 
follows: 
SECTION 1. DUTIES 
Bmployer bcteby agrees 1o employ Employee as City Administra1or of the City 
of Sm Valley to perform the duties customarily perfumied by City Administmtors and which 
Bmploym, 1hrougb. the Mayor. aball fimn time to time assign. Bmployee shall perfonn such 
duties thoraugbly, compelaltly and with the highest level of pufessionaliSrn as would be 
expeded of a city administrator with Bmployee"s ~ q11aJifications and experience. 
SBCI10N2. EMPLOYMENT 
A Employee's Employment shall commence June 1. 2008. &nployec, 
shall report to work no 1amr than June 23. 2008. 
B. Nothing in this Agreement shall prevent, limit or OCbcrwise iulafore 
with 1ho right of the F,mployc:r to t.enninate the services of Employee under the applicable 
povisims of Section 3 below. 
C. Nothing in this Agreemmt shall prevent. limit or otherwise interfere 
with 1hc right of the Employee to :resign at any time fi:mn her position with Employer. S\Jbjeot 
only to 1hB notice provision set forth in Section 3,. Subsection C, of this Agreament. 
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SECTIONJ. TEBMINATION AND SEVERANCE PAY 
A. Employer, acting through the Mayor, may 1amiDate Employee's 
employment, without cause, for any reason or no reason. · Any such decision to tenDinare 
shall occur only after the Mayor consults with each member of the City Council. Upon such 
ternrinauon, Employer shall pay Employee, as sewnm.ce pay, a lwnp sum cash payment equal 
to six (6) months. base salary de.sc:n1>ed in Section 5, Subsection A. 
The severance payment hmein is intended to be Employee's sole exclusive 
remedy for any and all claims for damages of any kind arising from a ferrnioation without 
cause and such severance payment is hmeby agmd to be i:easooable, filir and equitable by 
both parties to this Agreement Acoordingly, 13mployee waives her right to bring a claim of 
any kind fur damages against Employer arising fi:om a termination without cause. 
Coilseq{OCotly, rcceipt of the sevmmce payment is subject to execution of a release of all 
claims against the City of Sun Valley. A termioation without cauae shall not entitle 
Employee to an iofu11nal review under any section of the City of Sun Valley Personnel 
manual ("Peraonnel Manual"). 
B. In the event Employee is terminared for "caue", 1hen Employer shall 
not be obligared to make any sevemnce payment to Employee. "Cause" is defined as (i) a 
mamial breach of this AgR:emeot; (ii) n:pea1ed neglect of .EIJlployee's duties as City 
Administmtor, or (iii) misconduct such as theft, dishonesty, ftaod, misrepresentation, 
embezzlement or other acts of willful misconduct, moral turpitude or criminal conduct 
C. Unless the parties otherwise agree, ifEmployce voluntarily resigns her 
position with Employer, "then Employee shall give Employer 1hree (3) months notice in 
advance; prowled Employer may waive such 1hree IIlODlh advance notice in its discretion. In 
the event of a vohmtllly resillQl1tioo, :Employee lhall not be entitled to any sevmance payment 
unless the Mayor shall decide otbe.rwise in his sole discretion. 
If Employee applies for employment elsewhere, and during the term of her 
employment hereunder is incfuded in a list of ten or fewer candidates still under consideration 
for such empl.oymeot, then, upon learning of her inclusion. in such a list, 13mployee shall 
promptly inform the Mayor and each member of the City Council, which shall be confidential 
insom as is permitted by applicable law. 
D. In the event Employee is terminared by Employer, acting through the 
Mayor, for any reason, then Employer shall pay Employee, at the rate of compensation 1hen 
being earned by Employee, all accrued and Ulll!SM vacation entitlement in accordanoe with 
the then cummt policy fur City Department Heads. 
SECTION 4. DISABILITY 
Unless otherwise required by law. if employee is permanently disabled or is 
otherwise unable to perform her duties because of sickness. accident, injury, mental 
incapacity or health for a period of four (4) successive weeks beyond any accrued sick leave. 
Employer shall have the option to terminate this Agreement, subject to the severance pay 
requirements of Section 3, Subsection A However, Employee shall be compensated for any 
sick leave, vacation,, holidays, compensatory time and other benefits accrued at the time 
Employee became disabled in accordance with Personnel Manual provisions which are 
applicable to management employees. AND reduced by the Disability payments received for 
the preceding twelve (12) months. If Employee suffers any permanent disability or is 
otherwise unable to perform her duties then sick leave, vacatio~ holidays, compensatory 
time,. and other benefits shall cease to accrue at that time. 
SECTION 5. COMPENSATION 
A. Employer agrees to pay Employee for her services a salary (hereinafter 
"Base Salary") at the rate of One Hundred Ten Thousand Dollars ($110,000.00), per year, 
payable in equal installments at the same time as other employees of the Employer are pa.id. 
B. Employer shall match; not to exceed to five percent (5%) of 
Employee's base salary of Section A, contributions made by Employee to a 457 Plan. 
C. Except as otherwise specifically provided in this Agreement, J=;mployee 
shall receive the general employment benefits, including medical plan coverage. in the same 
amount and to the same extent as Employer grants to Department Heads. 
D. During the course of Employee•s term of employment, Employer will 
pay into the Public Employees' Retirement System of Idaho ("PER.Slj, for the account of 
Employee, in accordance with the policy established by Employer for all employees of 
Employer generally. 
E. Employer shall provide Employee a housing allowance of $1.000.00 
per month. 
SECTION 6. SICK LEAVE AND VACATION 
A. Upon commencement of employment. Employee shall have credited to 
her personal account forty ( 40) hours of sick leave and thereafter shall accrue sick leave at the 
same rate as City Department Heads employed by the City. 
B. The leave entitlement granted to Employee pursuant to Subsection A of 
this Section 6 shall be used by Employee for time attnbutable to recovery from an illness or 
injury only and not as additional vacation time. If such sick leave is not used. it shall continue 
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to accrue. except that such entitlement shall not acome beyond the maximum accrual limits 
established for City Department Heads in respect to the same entitlement. Upon termination 
of 1his Agreement Employee shall not be entitled to be paid for any accrued but uoused leave 
time. 
C. Upon commencement of empl~ Employee shall have credited to 
her perscmal account forty { 40) hours paid vacation leave and tb:reafter shall accrue vacation 
leave at 1be :rate of one hmidred-si:xty (160) hours per year. Vacation accrual and use shall 
follow the procedures set forth in the Personnel Manual 
SECTION 7. PEllPO:RMANCE :EVALUATION 
A The Mayor shall review and evaluate the performance of the Employee 
at least once ammally fur considt:ration of a compensation increase. Further~ the Mayor shall. 
provide the Employee with a summmy written sbdl'm.ent of the evaluation. 
B. AnouaJJy, the Mayor and Employee shall define such goals and 
pcrfonnancc objectives which 1bey ddennine ncccssary for the proper operation of the City 
and in 1hc auaiurncmt of the Employer's policy objectives and shall further establish a relative 
priority BJBOD& 1hose various goals and objectives. Said goals and objectives shall be in 
writing. and shall generally be attainable within tbc time limitations as specified and the 
annual opemting and capi1a1 budgets. 
A Employer recognizos that certain expmses of a non-personal and 
generally job-aftiliaied nature may be incurred by Employee from time to time.. and hereby 
agrees to reimburse or to pay actoal expenses in accordance wi1h 1he travel and other policies 
of the Employer. 
B. Employer shall pay the membership fees to the Intemationa1 City 
Management Association on behalf of Employee. 
C. Employer shall reimburse Employee's direct expenses for relocating to 
the Wood River Valley, as substantiated by receipts, up to $15,000.00. 
SKct10N9. INDEMNIFICATION 
Consistent with Idaho Code § 6-903. City agrees to indemnify and hold 
bmnless Employee from claims, ~ or causes of action brought against Employee 
which are related to the course and scope of Employee's employment or which arise out of 
any act or omission within the course and scope of Employee's employment; provided. the 
City may refuse a defense or disavow and refuse to pay any judgment for Employee if it is 
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detea mi1!0'1 that such act or omission of the Employee was not within the course and scope of 
her employment or included malice or criminal immt. 
SECl".ION 10. OTJIEll TDMS AND CONDfflONS OF'DIPLOYMBNT 
A The Mayor, in conaultation with the Fmployeo. shall fix such other 
terms and conditions of employmont. as be may detennine from tim8 to 1ime to be 
a~ te1ating to the p:rfonnance ofBmployec,. provided such terms and conditions are 
not inc:omismpt with or in conflict with. the provisions of this Agreement. 
B. Except as herein specifically provided. all provisions of the Personnel 
Manual and regulations and rules of the F.mployer m1atina' to vacation and sict leave. 
mtitrment contnuutions, holidays and other benefits which now exist or hCla1.fler may be 
ameaded,. also shall apply to Employee u they would to other rmp1oyees of'P.mployer. 
SECI10N 11. NOTICES 
Notices punuant to this Agreement shall be given by deposit in the custody of 
the United States Postal Service. postage prepaid. addressed as follows or to such other 





CifN of Sun Valley 
P.O.Box416 
Sun Valley, ID 83353 
360 w. Illinois St. 
#3F 
Chicago. IL 60610 
Altanatiwly, notices required pursuant to this Asremnent may be pc:rsonally 
serwd by hand.delivery. Notice shall be deemed giwn-u oftbe date of personal service or as 
of the dam of deposit of such writam. notice in the ooume of transnrission in the pnitcd Staie& 
POSbll Service. 
SECTION 12. GENDALPROVISIONS 
A. The text hmm shall constitute 1he entire agreement between the 
parties. 
B. If any provision, or any portion thea:=ot in thia Agreement is held 
tm.constitutional, invalid or unenforceable, the mmainck,r of this Agreem~ or portion 
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1heroot shall be deemed severable, shall not be affect.ed and shall remain in full force and 
effect. 
1N WITNESS WHEREOF, the City of Sun Valley has caused this Agreement 
to be signed and executed in i1s behalf by its Mayor, and duly attested by its City Cleit, and 
the Employee has signed and executed 1his Agreement. as of the date and year first above 
written. 
EMPLOYER. EMPLOYEE 
CITY OF SUN VAILEY. a 







SUPPLEMENTAL RELEASE PURSUAN[TQ CCIYAPMINlmJATOR EMPLOYMENT AGREEMENT 
Upon payment of the severance payment required pursuant to Section 3.A. of the atv Administrator 
Employment Agreement dated June l, 2008, I release the Oty Of Sun Valley for any dalrns defined In 
Section 3.A. of the ministrator Employment Agreement as were intended when the City 
·~1tq1;sA'tfR)¥91M!ftt Agreement was entered into on June 1, 2008. 
- Jiz_ 
.• .. ..: 
~ .. ' 
• ,.,l . 




§2920.45. Severance Pay -.~-, ___ _ 
a) Amounts paid or payable to an individual for past services rendered by the individual 
to an employer or amounts paid or payable to an individual for pension or seniority 
rights lost upon separation or layoff shall be considered severance pay. Suc:h pay 
shall not be considered wages payable or attributable with respect to the period 
subsequent to the individuars separation or layoff. Amounts paid or payable to the 
individual as severance pay shall not render the individual ineligible to receive 
benefits under SecHon 2920.5. The nature and purpose of such payments, rather 
than their characterization, shall determine whether or not such payments are 
considered severance pay under this Section. 
b) For the purpose of this Section. the status of payments as severance pay is not 
altered by the fact that: 
1) Such payments are voluntary; or that, 
2) Such payments are made periodically rather than in the form of a lump sum. 
A) Example 1: An employer's separation pay program provides for a 
lump sum payment based on the length of service. The purpose of 
the payment is to allow the individual to maintain his s!andard of Jiving 
while he seeks other work. The individual performs no services after 
his date of separation. This lump sum payment constitutes 
severance pay under this Section and hence is not disqualifying. 
B) Example 2: The individual was notified that he was to be terminated 
from employment on April 17. The Individual worked on the 
employer's premises until April 6 but performed incidental services "to 
the employer from April 6 through April 17 by telephone in training a 
replacement The wages received from April 6 through April 17 are 
not severance pay. Because the individual performed some services 
and received wages for the period April 6 through April 17, he was 
not unemployed under Section 239 of the M. and hence not eligible 
for benefits under the Act. 103 
. - -
.. 
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January 20, 2012 
City Of SUn Valley 
c/O City Clerk Kelly Ek 
Sun Valley Oty Hall 
Sun VaUe.y, ID 83353 
SHARON R. HAMMER 
4321 ,....., ... Cond• 
P0 ... 1 .. 
-v.u.,,mam 
(312)-0W 
.......... I ta ... Dl..cGlit 
Sharon R. Hammer-48 Hour Severance Payment Demand Pursuant To Idaho Statute 45-606 
Oty Of Sun Yaftey: 
At approximately 5:30 p.m. on 11iursday, January 19, ZOU. the SUn Ya"- City Coundl, at the 
request of Mayor OeWayne Brfscoe, tenninated the extstinl City Administrator Empjoyment Ap!ement 
(the ·Agreement") between me and the City Of 5un Valley, pursuant~~ 3A of such Aa,wnent. 
Therefore, I am requesting payment of au waaes and compensation due wtrhln • hours, or by 10!00 
a.m. Tuesday, January 24, 2012, as is required bv Idaho Statutes 45-606. 
Wages and a:,mpansation are as follows: 
a) Pursuant to 5ec:tlon 3Aof the Asreement. I am demandfna payment for six months of 
compensation; 
b) I am demanding payment of four days of salary for the period of January 16, 2012 throulh 
January 19, 2012. the date of termination of the Aareement. or the equlvalent of $U58,.88, at my 
current pay rate of $58.09 per hour; 
c) I am den8ldlnl payment of 188.88 hours of accrued vacation, as Is detailed on my payroll 
records, equaDng $10,972.04. at my current pay rate of $58.09 per hour; 
d) I am demandlna: payment for 40 hours of vacation time I was mandated to request during the 
pay period ending December 18, 201~ because Mayor Wlllk:h Instructed me to submit a request for 
vacation during the •ac1m1nistratlve leave- period. The amount for this40 hours equals $Z323.60 at my 




e} 1 am ctemandina payment for 120 hours of sabbatical vacation time I earned in June 2011. The 
sabbatical time was never reflected In my vacation acaual by Ms. Frostenson. On at least two separate 
occasions (to Patti Ball and to Mayor WUllch and the sun Valley City Council), I have provided notice that 
Ms. Frostenson shorted my vacation aa:ount by the UO hours, and my vacation accrual account has not 
been corrected. I am demanding payment of $6.,907.80 for the UO hours of non-accrued sabbatical 
vacatiOn time at my current pay rate of $58.09 per hour; 
f) I am demandinc payment for $1,642 that Ms. Frostenson shorted my JCMA,.RC retirement 
account In January 2010 when the Initial deposit was made. On at least two separate occasions (to Patti 
BaU and to Mayor Wlllich and the Sun Valley City Council), I haw provided a detailed accountina of the 
amounts withheld from my pay and not deposited into my IC.MA-RC retirement account totaling $1,642. 
I have not been paid this shorta8e or been provided an explanatlon as to why the shortaae occurred. I 
am demandlnc payment of the $1,642 retirement fund shortage. 
I am demandi111 that all funds described herein be made by direct deposit in my Chase Bank 
Account No. (1110019465024) (see attached void check) as has been the practice of payment for wasesr 
by 10:00 a.m. Tuesday, January 24, 2012. If such Is not done, I consider the City Of Sun Valley to be in 
violation of the 48 hour payment requirement of Idaho Statutes 45-606. Should the City Of SUn Valley 
not make the payment demanded, or at least full payment of any non-disputed balances due pursuant 
to Idaho Statutes 45-611, then the City Of Sun Valley shall be subject to payment for treble damases, 
attorney's fees and costs pursuant to Idaho Statutes 45-615. Should the City Of Sun Valley dispute the 
balances demanded, I demand a written explanation for each category \(.compensation the Oty Of Sun 
Valley is dlsputlrc and a detail of the basis of the calculation of any undisputed balances actually paid. 
I am demanding that all payments be In •arou1, without any wlthholdl,. for taxes$ or any other 
employee related withholdlnp. as the payments are a -aump sum- payment related to the termlnatkm 
of the Aareement. Should any wfthholdlnas be made, they are spedflc:ally being done without my 
authority or approval, and I consider those to aJso be done In violation of Idaho Statute 45-606. The City 
Of Sun Valley will have then made a unilateral determination of wlthholdlnp from my separation 
without my approval. I certify that I wUI take responsibillty for any and all taxes or employment related 
obligations associated with the payments demanded. 
Anally, I have attached a Release Pursuant To City AdminlstratDr Employment Agreement 
which compiles with the spedfk: language of the A,reement. Should the City Of Sun Valley fall to make 
payment of the balances demanded by 10:00 a.m. Tuesday, January 24. 20U due to any matters related 
to sianing a release, I will consider the City Of Stm Valley to be in violation of Idaho Statutes 45--606. 
. . ... ' .. 
- -
RELEASE PURSUANT TO CITY ADMIN!SJRATOR EMPLOYMENTAGREEMENT 
The Oty Administrator Employment A&reement dated June 1, 2008 between the Oty Of Sun Valley and 
Sharon R. Hammer, prepared by then SUn Valley Oty Attorney Rand Peebles, states as follows:. 
"The severance payment herein Is intended to be the Employee's sole exclusive remedy for any 
and all claims of damages of any kind arising from a termination without cause and such 
severance payment is hereby agreed to be reasonable, fair and equitable by both parties to this 
Agreement. Accordingly, Employee waives her right to bring a claim of any kind for damages 
against Employer arising from a termination without cause.• 




•1 release all claims of damages of any kind arising from the termination of the Oty 
ploym,eqtRJJ~tleilltby the Oty Of Sun Valley on January 19, 2011 and for any 
V Dey arising from a termination without cause•. 
' .. 
• . ,, -
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Fram: Killll'I Naylor' <Ckl!O-,ladlll• CDIIP 
'lb: 1<1rt1a11 Naylor~CXIIIP'; jdanoval 4icb10l.1I~ 
S,ebjaot: RE: lunl) s...n paym"1t 
Dita: Sat, Jan 21, 2012 4:CJ3 pm 
At.tachrnenla: R•aata.p« (GK) 
Jim, 
Also, the limitins lanauaae is part of the apement she si&ned. So, when it srA •receipt of the 
severance payment is subject to eJIIICUtion of a release of all daims against the City of Sun Valley: in 
essence, the Jump sum Isn't due until that condition has been met. 
You quoted the rest of the paragraph, It seems that to quote the rest Is exactly what should be done. 
I have attached the acceptable release. If it Is not received by 1:()(Jpm Monday, payment will not be 
able to be made by direct deposit. 
(also, your release references January 2011) 
-
... 
BEI,JASJ PURSUANT TO CITY ADMINIS'[BATOR EMPLOYMENT AGREEMENT 
The City Administrator Employment Agn:emeut dated June 1~ 2008 between the City of Sun 
Valley and Sharon R. Hammer, and as extended by the Extension dated September 17, 2009, 
states as follows: 
The severance payment bcrem is inte:nded to be the Employee's sole exclusive 
remedy for any and all claims for clarnap of any kind arising from a termination 
without awse and such severance payment is hen:by agreed to be reasonable, fair 
and equitable by both parties tot his Agreement. Accordingly, Employee waives 
her right to bring a claim of any kind for damages against Employer arising from a 
termination without cause. Consequently, receipt of the severance payment is 
subject to execution of a nslcase of all claims against the City of Sun Valley. 
Tbeiefore, pursuant to the language of the City Administrator Employment Agreement, I state as 
follows: 
"I release all claims for damages of any kind arising from a termination without cause on January 
19, 2012, and all claims ap.inst the City of Sun Valley." 
Dated this __ of January, 2012. 
Sharon R. Bammer 
James Donova1, Witness 
-k • # 
{-. ·-. 
,,\_:_'_ /.;;.·- . 
~





. EXHIBIT 4 
111 
---- ------· ---- --------
b Employer idenlifiCaliOn number (SN) 
82~294056 
C Employer's name, address, and ZIP oode 
CITY OF SUN VALLEY 
POB0X416 
SUN VALLEY ID 83353 
d COntn:11 nurnbet 
20011 
e Employee's naiM, addless, and ZIP code 
SHARON R HAMMER 
PO BOX 1499 
SUN VALLEY ID 83353 
1 Wages, tips, Dlher compenealiou 2 Federal ineome tax withheld 
94163.25 10352.02 
3 Soc;ia1 security ~ 4 Social security tax withheld 
95447.39 4008. 79 
11 Mediclue wage& end lip& 6 Medicare tax wilhhalcl 
95447 .39 1383.98 
9 10 Dependent care ben8flta 
11 Nonqualllled plans 
14 ()tier 
PERS! 724.88 
12a See instrudlons lor box 12 









15 Slal8 Ernployel'a atate ID number 18 State wages, lips, etc. 17 Slala lncoma lax 18 Local wages, lips, elc. 19 LOcal inCome tax 20 Locally name 
__ ID _j 000059844-W ·······--········- .......... 94163.25. ··--·-···· 3275.11 ........................ -................................... . 
W 2 Wage and Tax 
Form • Statement 
Copy C-For EMPLOYEE'S RECORDS (See Notice to 
Employee on the back of Copy B.) 
2012 Deparlment c:I Ille ltaaswy-lrQmal Revenue Service 
~~ "lfilbt> 
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James R. Donoval 
4110 Eaton Ave., Suite D 
Caldwell, ID 83607 
Ph: (312) 859-2029 
Fax:(208)649-1603 
Idaho Atty No. 8142 
jdonoval@aolcom 
JAN 3 0 2015 
Ass~iated Attorney for Plabatiff Sharon R. Hammer 
IN TIIE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTil JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 




CITY OF SUN VALLEY; NILS RIBI; 
and De WAYNE BRISCOE, 
Defendao1s. 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
: ss. 
County of Blaine ) 
Case No. CV-20l2-479 
AFFIDAVIT OF WAYNE WILLICB 
IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'S 
MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION 
I, Wayne Willich, being first duly sworn upon oath, depose and state u follows: 
1. I have personal knowledge of the facts contained herein and if called upon to 
testify about the same, I could do so competently. 
2. From January of2008 until January 3, 2012, I was the duly elected Mayor of Sun 
Valley, Idaho. 
AFFIDAVIT OF WAYNE Wll.LICH IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'S 
MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION -1 
3. I am submitting this Affidavit to correct the Court's misunderstanding of the 
facts, circumstances and my intent related to my entering into a contractual relationship with 
Sharon R. Hammer ("Ms. Hammer"} as the former Mayor Of Sun Va1ley by signing the City 
Administrator Employment Agreement (the "Employment Agreement") in June of 2008 
(attached as Ex. A herein). 
4. In May of 2008, Sun Valley forwarded to Ms. Hammer a draft Employment 
Agreement, which was drafted by fonner Sun Valley City Attorney Rand Peebles, which I 
reviewed. 
5. In reviewing Section 3.A of the Employment Agreement, and in particular the 
phraseology of "severance" and "in regards to termination", I believed that such phraseology 
clearly meant that any payments Ms. Hammer would receive should she ever be terminated by 
Sun Valley ''without cause" pursuant to section 3.A of the Employment Agreement, was 
intended to compensate Ms. Hammer for past services rendered, and did not include that Ms. 
Hammer would be barred from thereafter bringing any non performance, service, wage or 
employee benefit related causes of action against Sun Valley or its officials, should they arise, 
including any claims against Sun Valley and its officials related to claims pursuant to the IPPEA. 
6. I believed that the phrase "severance" and "in regards to termination" in Section 
3.A of the Employment Agreement only inc1uded payment for past services Ms. Hammer 
rendered to Sun Valley as the Sun Valley City Administrator, or any employee benefits Ms. 
Hammer had accrued, and that such phraseology did not bar any claims unrelated to Ms. 
Hammer's performance, services, wages or employee benefits, including any potential future 
claims under the IPPEA, which was my clear intent in entering into the Employment Agreement 
with Ms. Hammer. Therefore, I did not request that the Employment Agreement be further 
AFFIDAVIT OF WAYNE WILLICH IN SUPPORT OF PIAINTIFF' S 
MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION - 2 
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modified to define what was meant by "severance" or "in regards to termination", when I 
formally signed the Employment Agreement and entered into a contractual relationship with Ms. 
Hammer on behalf of Sun Valley in June of 2008. 
7. Had there been any question at the time the Employment Agreement was entered 
into that Ms. Hammer would be barred from bringing any non service, performance, wage or 
employee benefit claims against Sun Valley and its officials, should she be terminated ''without 
cause", including in particular any claims pursuant to the IPPEA, I would have added such 
language to the Employment Agreement to ensure that Ms. Hammer would not be barred from 
bringing such non wage related claims should she ever be terminated and seek and obtain the 
"severance". 
8. The Court's finding in its recent ruling that because I stated in a prior Affidavit 
that Ms. Hammer and I did not specifically discuss the intent of what the phrase "severance" and 
"in regards to termination" in Section 3.A. of the Employment Agreement meant that Ms. 
Hammer was barred from making further non performance, service, wage or employee benefit 
claims against Sun Valley or Sun Valley officials should Ms. Hammer be terminated ''without 
cause", is a total misunderstanding of what I meant in the Affidavit, and is taken out of context, 
as the phrase "severance" so clearly only meant to me to define service or performance related 
compensation, that it need not be further defined by myself or Ms. Hammer, and therefore did 
not need to be discussed. 
9. There is no question in my mind that when I entered into the Employment 
Agreement with Ms. Hammer in June of2008 on behalf of Sun Valley, that I and Ms. Hammer 
had a clear meeting of the minds that the phrases "severance" and "in regards to termination" 
only related to past services, performance, wages and employee benefits, and that such 
AFFIDAVIT OF WAYNE WILLICH IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'S 
MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION - 3 
- -. " 
phraseology did not bar Ms. Hammer from bringing any non performance, service, wage or 
employee benefit claims against Sun Valley or its officials, including claims under the IPPEA, if 
she would ever be terminated by Sun Valley "without cause". 
I 0. During my thirty (30) or so years as a fairly high level executive with the The 
Boeing Company, it was well understood by myself and within The Boeing Company as a whole 
that any "severance" pay that was included in a separation agreement with an employee was 
limited to performance related compensation. In my experience, it was set up that way 
specifically to prevent a corporation with great resources from holding employees hostage in 
paying compensation owed to terminated employees by pressuring them into dropping serious 
charges against management. One particular instance which was on my mind, at the time I 
entered into the Employment Agreement with Ms. Hammer, and affected my perspective of the 
issue, involved a female Boeing Company employee who had alleged that she was sexually 
harassed by a Boeing Company manager. She was provided her "severance" by The Boeing 
Company when she left the company, and was still entitled to pursue civil charges against The 
Boeing Company manager. 
11. Any finding by the Court that I or Ms. Hammer believed that Ms. Hammer's 
"severance" described in Section 3.A. of the Employment Agreement was anything other than 
compensation described for her past performance should she ever be terminated by Sun Valley 
"without cause" is simply a replacement of the Court's intent for what mine and Ms. Hammer's 
intent was at the time the Employment Agreement was entered into. 
AFFIDAVIT OF WAYNE WILLI CH IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'S 
MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION - 4 
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FURTHER AFFIANT SAYEIB NAUGHT. 
r YNE WILLICH 
,-A 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this z3 day of January, 2015. 
4 
No~ Public for Idaho 
My Commission expires 
GARY W. BROWER 
NOTARY PUBLIC 
STATE OF IDAHO 
AFFIDAVIT OF WAYNE WILLICH IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'S 
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CITY ADMINISTRATOR 
EMPLOYMENT AGREEMENT 
nns CITY ADMINISTRATOR EMPLOYMENT AORBEMBNT hereinafter 
"Agreement", effective the 1st day of June 2008, by and between the CITY OF SUN 
VALLEY> State of Idaho, a municipal corporation, hereinafter called "Employer", and 
SHARON R. HAMMER hereinafter called "Employee" is made in contemplation of the 
following: 
KEClTALS 
WBBREAS. Employer desires to employ the services of said Employee as 
City Administrator of the City of Sun Valley ("City"); and 
WHEREAS, Employee desires to accept employment as City Administtator of 
City pursuant to the terms and conditions hcreot: 
NOW, THEREFORE, in comideration of the mutual covenants and promises 
herein contained, and the above Recitals which are incorporated herein, the parties agree as 
follows: 
SECTION 1. DUTIES 
Employer hereby agrees to employ Employee as City Administrator of the City 
of Sun Valley to perform the duties customarily performed by City .Administrators and which 
Employer, through the Mayor. shall from time to time assign. Employee shall perform such 
duties tborougbly, competently and with the highest level of professionalism as would be 
expected of a city administrator with Employee's backgro~ qualifications and experience. 
SECTIONl. EMPLOYMENT 
A. Employee's Employment shall commence June 1, 2008. Employee 
shall report to work no later than June 23, 2008. 
B. Nothing in this Agreement shall prevent, limit or otherwise iute.rfcre 
with the right of the Employer to terminate the services of Employee under the applicable 
provisions of Section 3 below. 
C. Nothing in this Agreement shall prevent, limit or otherwise interfere 
with 1hc right of1be Employee to resign at any time from her position with Employer. subject 
only to the notice provision set forth in Section 3, Subsection C. of this Agreement 
CITY ADMINISTRATOR. HMPLOYMHNT AGRBHMENT- 1 
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SECTION 3. TEBMINATION AND SEVERANCE PAY 
A. Employer, acting through the Mayor, may terminate Employee's 
employment, without cause, for any reason or no reason. ·Any such decision to 1.elminate 
shall occur only after 1he Mayor consults with each member of the City Council. Upon such 
termination, Employer shall pay Employee, as severance pay, a lump sum cash payment equal 
to six (6) months, base salary de.\cn"bc:d in Section 5, Subsection A 
The severance payment herein is intended to be Fmployee·s sole exclusive 
remedy for any and all claims for damages of any kind arising from a termination without 
came and such severance payment is hereby agreed to be reasonable, fair and equitable by 
both parties to this Agreement According1y, Employee waives her right to bring a claim of 
any kind for damages against Employer arising from a termination without came. 
Consequent]y5 receipt of the severance payment is subject to execution of a release of all 
claims against the City of Sun Valley. A termination withoat eaue shall not entitle 
Employee to an informal review under any section of the City of Sun Valley Personnel 
manual ("Personnel Manual"). 
B. In the event Employee is terminated for "cause", then Employer shall 
not be obligated to make any severance payment to Employee ... Cause .. is defined as (i} a 
material breach of this Agreement; (ii) rcpeau,d neglect of Employee's duties as City 
Administrator; or (iii) misconduct such as ~ disbonesiy. fraud. misrepresentation, 
embezzlement or other acts of willful misconduct, moral turpitude or criminal conduct 
C. Unless the parties otherwise agree, if Employee voluntarily resigns her 
position with Employer, then Employee shall give Employer three (3) months notice in 
advance; provided Employer may waive such three month advance notice in its discretion. In 
the event of a voluntary resignation, Employee shall not be entitled to any severance payment 
unless the Mayor shall decide otherwise in his sole discretion. 
If Employee applies for employment eJsewhere. and during the term of her 
employment hereunder is included in a list of ten or fewer candidates still Wlib' consideration 
for such ~ then, upon learning of her inclusion in such a lis~ Employee shall 
promptly inform 1he Mayor and each member of the City Council, which shall be confidential 
insomr as is permitted by applicable law. 
D. In the event Employee is terminated by Employer, acting through the 
Mayor, for any ~ then Employer shall pay Employee, at the rate of compensation then 
being earned by Employee, all accrued and unused vacation entitlement in accordance with 
the then cummt policy for City Department Heads. 
CITY ADMINISTRATOR EMPLOYMENT AGRHEMENT- 2 





SECTION 4. DISABILITY 
Unless otherwise required by law, if employee is permanently disabled or is 
otherwise unable to perform her duties because of sickness, accident, injury, mental 
incapacity or health for a period of four (4) successive weeks beyond any accrued sick leave, 
Employer shall have the option to terminate this Agreement, subject to the severance pay 
requirements of Section 3, Subsection A. However, Employee shall be compensated for any 
sick leave, vacation, holidays, compensatory time and other benefits accrued at the time 
Employee became disabled in accordance with Personnel Manual provisions which are 
applicable to management employees. AND reduced by the Disability payments received for 
the preceding twelve (12) months. If Employee suffers any permanent disability or is 
otherwise unable to perfonn her duties then sick leave, vacation, holidays, compensatory 
time, and other benefits shall cease to accrue at that time. 
SECTIONS. COMPENSATION 
A Employer agrees to pay Employee for her services a salary (hereinafter 
"Base Salary") at the rate of One Hundred Ten Thousand Dollars ($110,000.00), per year, 
payable in equal installments at the same time as other employees of the Employer are paid. 
8. Employer shall match. not to exceed to five percent (5%) of 
Employee's base salary of Section A, contributions made by Employee to a 457 Plan. 
C. Except as otherwise specifically provided in this Agreement, Employee 
shall receive the general employment benefits, including medical plan coverage. in the same 
amount and to the same extent as Employer grants to Department Heads. 
D. During the course of Employee's tenn of employment, Employer will 
pay into the Public Employees' Retirement System of Idaho (°'PERSf'), for the account of 
Employee, in accordance with the policy established by Employer for all employees of 
Employer generaUy. 
E. Employer shall provide Employee a housing allowance of $1,000.00 
per month. 
SECTION 6. SICK LEA VE AND VACATION 
A Upon commencement of employment, Employee shall have credited to 
her personal account forty (40) hours of sick leave and thereafter shall accrue sick leave at the 
same rate as City Department Heads employed by the City. 
B. The leave entitlement granted to Employee pursuant to Subsection A of 
this Section 6 shall be used by Employee for time attnbutable to recovery from an illness or 
injury only and not as additional vacation time. If such sick leave is not used. it shall continue 
CITY ADMINISTRATOR EMPLOYMENT AGREEMENT - 3 
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to accrue. except that such CDtitlcment shall not aocroe beyond the maximum accrual limits 
established for City Department Heads in respect to the same entitlement Upon termination 
of 'this Agreement Employee shall not be entitled to be paid for any accrued but unused leave 
time. 
C. Upon commencement of employment. Employee shall have credited to 
her personal account fmty ( 40} hours paid vacation leave and thereafter shall accme vacation 
leave at the rate of one hundred-sixty (160) hours per year. Vacation accrual and use shall 
follow the procedures set forth in the Personnel Manual 
SECl'ION7. PEilFORMANCE EVALUATION 
A The Mayor shall review and evaluate the performance of the Employee 
at least once annually for consideration of a compensation increase. Further, the Mayor shall· 
provide the Employee with a summmy written statement of the evaluation. 
B. Annually, the Mayor and Employee shall define such goals and 
performance objectives which they determine necessary for the proper operation of the City 
and in the attainment of the Employers policy objectives and shall further establish a relative 
priority among those various goals and objectives. Said goals md objectives shall be in 
writing. and shall generally be attainable within the time limitations as specified and the 
annual opemting and capi1al budgets. 
SECTION 8. GENERAL EXPENSES AND MEMBERSHIPS 
A Employer recogni7.eS that certain expenses of a non-personal and 
gencmlly job-affiliated nature may be incum:d by Employee from time to time, a!ld hereby 
agrees to reimburse or to pay actual expenses in accordance with the travel and other policies 
of the Employer. 
. 
B. Employer &hall pay the membership fees to the International City 
Mmagement Association on behalf of Employee. 
C, Employer shall reimbmse F.mployee>s direct expenses for relocating to 
the Wood River Valley, ~ substantiated by receipts, up to $15>000. 00. 
SECTION 9. INDEMNIFICATION 
Consistent with Idaho Code § 6-903, City agrees to indemnify and hold 
harmless Employee from claims, liabilities, or causes of action brought against Employee 
which are related to the course and scope of Employee's employment or which arise out of 
any act or omission within the comse and scope of F.mployee's employment; provided, the 
City may refuse a defense or disavow and refuse to pay any judgment for Employee if it is 
CITY ADMINISTRATOR EMPLOYMENT AGRBBMENT- 4 
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detennined that such act or omission of the Employee was not within the course and scope of 
her employment or included malice or criminal intent. 
SECTION 10. OTHER TERMS AND CONDIDONS OF EMPLOYMENT 
A. The Mayor. in consultation with the Employee. shall fix such other 
terms and conditions of employment, as he may determine from time to time to be 
appropria1e,, relating to the performance of Employee, provided such terms and conditions are 
not inconsistetJt with or in conflict with the provisions of this Agreement. 
B. Except as herein specifically provided. all provisions of the Personnel 
Manual and regulations and rules of the Employer relating to vacation and sick leave, 
retirement contributions, holidays and other benefits which now exist or hereafter may be 
am~ also shall apply to F.mployee as they would to other employees of Employer. 
SECTIONU. NOTICES 
Notices pursuant to this Agreement shall be given by deposit in the custody of 
the United States Postal Service, pomage prcpai~ addressed as follows or to such other 





City of Sun Valley 
P.O. Box416 
Sun Valley, ID 83353 
360 W. Illinois St. 
#3F 
Chicago. IL 60610 
Alternatively, notices required pursuant to this Agreement may be personally 
served by hand delivery. Notice shall be deemed given as of the date of personal service or as 






The text herein shall constitute the entire agreemettt between the 
B. If any provision, or any portion thereof. in this Agreement is held 
unconstituti~ invalid or unenforceable, the remainder of tbiB Agreement. or portion 
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thereof. shall be deemed several>~ shall not be affected and shall remain in full force and 
effect 
IN WITNESS WHBRBOF> the City of Sun Valley .has caused this Agreement 
to be signed and executed in its behalf by its Mayor, and duly attested by its City Clerk, and 
the Employee has signed and executed this Agreement, as of the date and year first above 
written. 
EMPLOYER EMPLOYEE 
CITY OF SUN VALLEY, a 
~d/ 
Wa~illich, Mayor Sharon R. Hammer 
A1TEST: 
City Clerk 
CITY ADMINISTRATOR EMPLOYMENT AGRBEMENT ~ 6 
208-453-8109 cdl 
James R. Donoval 
4110 Eaton Ave., Suite D 
Caldwell, ID 83607 
Ph: (312) 859~2029 
Fax: (208) 649-1603 




JAN 3 O 2015 
Associated Attorney for Plaintiff Sharon R. Hammer 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
1lIE ST ATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BLAINE 
SHARON R, HAMMER, 
Case No. CV-2012-479 
Plaintiff. 
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Fax.:(208)649-1603 
Idaho Atty No. 8142 
jdonoval@aol.com 
Associated Attorney for Plaintiff Sharon R. Hammer 
JAN 3 0 2015 
IN l1IE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STA TE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BLAINE 
SHARON R HAMMER. 
Case No. CV-2012-479 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
FACTS IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR 
RECONSIDERATION OF ENTRY OF 
SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
CITY OF SUN VALLEY; NlLS RIBI; 
and DeWA YNE BRISCOE, 
Defendants. 
A) 1HE EMPLOYMENT AGREEMENT AND THE DEFINITION OF "SEVERANCE" 
The relevant section of the City Administrator Employment Agreement that Plaintiff 
Sharon R. Hammer ("Ms. Hammer") and Defendant The City Of Sun Valley ("Sun Valley") 
entered into in June of2008 (the "Employment Agreement") (Hammer Rehearing Aff., Ex. A) 
related to the "severance" payments Ms. Hammer would be entitled to receive should she ever be 
terminated "without cause" by Sun Valley (the "Severance Clause"), is as follows: 
SECTION 3. TERMINATION AND SEVERANCE PAY (emphasis added) 
A. Employer acting through the Mayor, may terminate Employee's employment, 
without cause, for any reason or no reason. Any such decision to terminate shall occur 
only after the Mayor consults with each member of the City Council. Upon such 
termination, Employer shall pay Employee, as severance pay ( emphasis added), a lump 
sum cash payment equal to six (6) months, base salary described in Section St Subsection 
A. 
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The severance payment ( emphasis added) herein is intended to be the 
Employee's sole exclusive remedy for any and all claims and damages of any kind 
arising from a termination ( emphasis added) without cause and such severance 
payment ( emphasis added) is hereby agreed to be reasonable, fair and equitable by both 
parties to this Agreement. Accordingly, Employee waivers her right to bring a claim of 
any kind for damages against Employee arising from a termination without cause. 
Consequently, receipt of the severance payment (emphasis added) is subject to the 
execution of a release4 of all claims against the City of Sun Valley. A termination without 
cause shall not entitle Employee to an informal review under any section of the City of 
Sun Valley Personnel manual ( .. Personnel Manual"). (see Hammer Rehearing Aff., Ex. 
A) 
a) Ms. Hammer's Interpretation OfWhat The Severance Clause Meant 
In May of 2008, Ms. Hammer was provided the draft of the Employment Agreement that 
had been prepared by then Sun Valley City Attorney Rand Peebles. (Hammer Rehearing Aff. 
Para. 7) 
During Ms. Hammer's tenure as a municipal attorney and as a local government manager 
in Illinois, which is where Ms. Hamm.er was still located when Ms. Hammer negotiated the 
Employment Agreemen~ Ms. Hammer was aware of various statutes and regulations, which 
define the common meaning of"severance" as being related to "wages" for "'services rendered", 
one of which is Rlinois Regulation Section 2950.45 related to whether an employee who receives 
"severance" benefits is entitled to collect unemployment benefits, and which defines "severance 
pay" as remuneration for past service rendered to an employer. (Hammer Rehearing Aff. Para. 8) 
Mr. Donoval provided legal advice to Ms. Hammer related to the terms and conditions of 
the Employment Agreement. (Donoval Rehearing Aff. Para. 6) (Hammer Rehearing Aff. Para. 7) 
Besides being an attorney, Mr. Donoval is also a former Certified Public Accountant, having 
been licensed as a CPA in Illinois for several years during the 1990s. (Donoval Rehearing Aff. 
4 It is not inconsequential that there was no sample "release" attached to the Employment Agreement drafted by 
then sun Valley Qty Attorney Rand Peebles by which Ms. Hammer could have known exactly what It was that she 
was required to waive should she ever be terminated by Sun Valley "without cause" in order for Ms. Hammer to 
receive the "severance"' described in the Severance Clause. 
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Para. 7) Based on his experience as a CPA. at the time the Employment Agl'eem.ent was entered 
into, Mr. Donoval was well aware that "severance pay" is specifically defined by the Internal 
Revenue Service as "wages" for income and employment tax purposes6• (Donoval Rehearing 
Aff. Para. 7) 
In reviewing the Severance Clause of the Employment Agreement in May of 2008, and in 
particular the multiple use of the phraseology of "severance pay" or "severance payment" and 
"all claims and damages of any kind arising from a termination", both Ms. Hammer and Mr. 
Donoval agreed that such phraseology clearly meant that any payments Ms. Hammer would 
receive should she ever be terminated by Sun Valley ''without cause" pursuant to the Severance 
Clause of the Employment Agreement, was intended to compensate Ms. Hammer for past 
services rendered, and did not include that Ms. Hammer would be barred from thereafter 
bringing any non performance, service, wage or employee benefit related causes of action 
against Sun Valley or its official~ should they arise, including any claims against Sun Valley and 
its officials which may have been related to the IPPEA. (Donoval Rehearing Aff. Para 8) 
(Hammer Rehearing Aff. Para 9) In particular, because of her prior experience as a municipal 
attorney and a local government administrator, and her understanding of the common definition 
of .. severance" as referring to "wages" only, Ms. Hammer did not consider the phrase 
"severance" pay as described in the Severance Clause to be considered as anything other than as 
settlement for any past services rendered or wages or employee benefits that may be due. 
(Hammer Rehearing Aff. Para. 8) Ms. Hammer certainly did not consider "severance" to in any 
way be considered payment in resolution of any non wage or employee benefit claims, including 
6 In U.S. 11. Quality States, Inc., 134 S.Ct. 1395 (U.S. Sup. Ct. 2014), the U.S. Supreme Court confirmed what the IRS 
had been asserting for an extended period of time against tax payers, namely, that •severance• pay was defined as 
"wages" for past performance of services for both income and employment tax purposes. 
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claims Ms. Hammer may have ever had under the IPPEA, against Sun Valley, should Ms. 
Hammer ever be terminated "without cause". (Hammer Rehearing Aff. Para. 8) 
In analyzing the Employment Agreement terms, both Ms. Hammer and Mr. Donoval 
agreed that the phrases "severance pay", "severance payments" and "all claims and damages of 
any kind arising from a tennination" in the Severance Clause of the Employment Agreement 
only included payment for past services rendered to Sun Valley by Ms. Hammer as the Sun 
Valley City Administrator, or any employee benefits accrued by Ms. Hammer through that date 
such as vacation · pay, and that such phraseology did not bar any claims unrelated to Ms. 
Hammer's performance, services, wages or employee benefits, including any potential future 
claims under the IPPEA. Therefore, neither Ms. Hammer nor Mr. Donoval requested that Sun 
Valley further define what was meant by the phrases "severance pay", "severance payments", or 
"all claims and damages of any kind arising from a termination", when Ms. Hammer formally 
signed the Employment Agreement and entered into a contractual relationship with Sun Valley 
in June of 2008. (Donoval Rehearing Aff. Para. 9) (Hammer Rehearing Aff. Para. 10) Had there 
been any question at the time the Employment Agreement was entered into that Ms. Hammer 
would be barred from bringing any non service, performance, wage or employee benefit claims 
against Sun Valley and its officials, should Ms. Hammer be terminated "without cause" by Sun 
Valley, including in particular any claims pursuant to the IP PEA, Ms. Hammer certifies that she 
would have demanded such limiting language be added to the Employment Agreement before 
Ms. Hammer signed the Employment Agreement. (Hammer Rehearing Aff. Para. 11) 
b) Former Mayor Willich's Interpretation Of What The Severance Clause Meant 
Former Mayor Willich has confirmed that in reviewing the Severance Clause of the 
Employment Agreement, and in particular the phraseology of "severance" and ''in regards to 
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termination", Fonner Mayor Willich also believed that such phraseology clearly meant that any 
payments Ms. Hammer would receive should she ever be terminated by Sun Valley "without 
cause" pursuant to the Severance Clause of the Employment Agreement, was intended to 
compensate Ms. Hammer for past services rendered. and did not include that Ms. Hammer would 
be barred from thereafter bringing any non perfonnance, service, wage or employee benefit 
related causes of action against Sun Valley or its officials, should they arise, including any 
claims against Sun Valley and its officials related to claims pursuant to the IPPEA. (Willich 
Rehearing Aff. Para. 5) 
Fonner Mayor Willich's perception of the definition of ''severance" was shaped by his 
thirty (30) or so years of experience as a fairly high level executive with the Boeing Company 
where it was well understood by both himself and within the Boeing Company that any 
"severance,, pay that was included in an employee's separation agreement was limited to 
performance related compensation. (Willich Rehearing AfI. Para. l 0) 7 
In responding to the Court's questioning in the Summary Judgment Decision of Fonner 
Mayor Willich' s admission in his prior Affidavit that he did not specifically discuss with Ms. 
Hammer the intent of what the phrase .. severance" and "in regards to termination" in the 
Severance Clause of the Employment Agreement meant, Former Mayor Willich responds that 
the Court's findings in the Summary Judgment Decision are a total misunderstanding of what 
Former Mayor Willich meant in the prior Affidavit, and is taken out of context, because to 
1 Former Mayor Willich goes on to state in his Affidavit in regards to his history as a Boeing Company executive 
tnat "In my experience, it was set up that way specifically to prevent a corporation with great resources from 
holding employees hostage in paying compensation owed to terminated employees by pressuring them into 
dropping serious charges against management. One particular instance which was on my mind, at the time I 
entered into the Employment Agreement with Ms. Hammer, and affected my perspective of the issue, involved a 
female Boeing Company employee who had alleged that she was sexually harassed by a Boeing Company 
manager. She was provided her "severance" by Boeing Company when she left the company, and was stilt entitled 
to pursue civil charges against the Boeing Company manager. (Wll1ich Rehearing Aff. Para. 10) 
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Former Mayor Willich the phrase "severance" so clearly only meant to define service or 
performance related compensation, that it needed not to be further defined by Fonner Mayor 
Willich or Ms. Hammer, and therefore did not need to be discussed. (Willich Rehearing Aff. 
Para. 8) Ultimately, Former Mayor Willich states that because Former Mayor Willich agreed that 
the phrase "severance" and "in regards to termination" in the Severance Clause of the 
Employment Agreement only included payments for past services Ms. Hammer rendered to Sun 
Valley as the Sun Valley City Administrator, or any employee benefits Ms. Hammer had 
accrued, and that such phraseology did not bar any claims unrelated to Ms. Hammer's 
performance, services, wages or employee benefits, including any potential future claims· under 
the IPPEA. which was Former Mayor Willich's clear intent in entering into the Employment 
Agreement with Ms. Hammer on behalf of Sun Valley, Former Mayor Willich did not request 
that the Employment Agreement be further modified to define what was meant by ••severance" or 
"in regards to termination", when Fonner Mayor Willich formally signed the Employment 
Agreement and entered into a contractual relationship on behalf of Sun Valley with Ms. Hammer 
in June of 2008. (Willich Rehearing Aff. Para. 6) 
As was the case with Ms. Hammer, Fonner Mayor Willich asserts that had there been any 
questions at the time the Employment Agreement was entered into that Ms. Hammer would be 
barred from bringing any non service, performance, wage or employee benefit claims against 
Sun Valley and its officials, should Ms. Hammer ever be terminated "without cause", including 
in particular any claims pursuant to the IPPEA, Former Mayor Willich would have added such 
language to the Employment Agreement to ensure that Ms. Hammer would not be barred from 
bringing IPPEA claims if she was ever terminated "without cause" and accepted the "severance" 
pay. (Willich Rehearing A:ff. Para. 7) 
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c) At The Time The Employment Agreement Was Entered Into, Ms. Hammer And Former 
Mayor Willich Had A Meeting Of Toe Minds As To What the Parameters Of The Severance 
Clause Were 
There is no question in either Ms. Hammer's or Former Mayor Willich's minds that when 
they jointly entered into the Employment Agreement in June of 2008, that both Ms. Hammer and 
Fonner Mayor Willich had a clear meeting of the minds that the phrases .. severance pay", 
"severance payments" or "all claims and damages of any kind arising from a termination" in the 
Severance Clause of the Employment Agreement only related to past services, performance, 
wages and employee benefits, and that such phraseology did not bar Ms. Hammer from bringing 
any non performance, service, wage or employee benefit claims against Sun Valley or its 
officials, including claims under the IPPEA, if Ms. Hammer was ever to be terminated by Sun 
Valley "without cause''. (Hammer Rehearing Aff. Para. 12) (Willich Rehearing Aft'. Para. 9) 
Both Ms. Hammer and Former Mayor Willich assert that any finding by the Court in its 
Summary Judgment Decision otherwise is simply a replacement of the Court's intent for what 
Ms. Hammer's and Former Mayor Willicb' s mutual intent was at the time the Employment 
Agreement was entered into. (Hammer Rehearing Aff. Para. 12) (Willich Rehearing Aft'. Para. 
11) 
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B) THE SUPPLEMENTAL RELEASE 
. II 
On January 23, 2012, Ms. Hammer provided the Supplemental Hammer Release at 
issue to Sun Valley (Hammer Rehearing Aff., Ex. B). The Supplemental Hammer Release states 
as follows: 
SUPPLEMENTAL RELEASE PURSUANT TO CITY ADMINISTRATOR 
EMPLOYMENT AGREEMENT 
Upon payment of the severance payment requited pursuant to section 3.A of the City 
Administrator Employment Agreement dated June I. 2008, I release the City Of Sun 
Valley for any claims defined in Section 3.A of the City Administrator Employment 
Agreement as were intended when the City Administrator Agreement was entered 
into on June 1, 2008 (emphasis added). (see Hammer Rehearing Aff., Ex. B) 
a) The Pre-Termination Communications 
Ms. Hammer and Mr. Donoval are married. (Donoval Rehearing Aff. Para. 3) (Hammer 
Rehearing Aff. Para. 4) Mr. Donoval is a lic.ensed attorney in Idaho. (Donoval Rehearing Aff. 
Para. 4) (Hammer Rehearing Aff. Para. 5). 
Beginning in November 2011, Mr. Donoval began representing Ms. Hammer in various 
matters associated with legal disputes between Ms. Hammer, Sun Valley, and various Sun Valley 
officials and employees, and in particular in regards to Ms. Hammer's termination as the Sun 
Valley City Administrator "without cause" pursuant to the Severance Clause of the Employment 
Agreement on January 19, 2012, and in regards to the negotiations of payment of the 
"severance" Ms. Hammer was entitled to pursuant to the Severance Clause. (Donoval Rehearing 
Aff. Para. 10) (Hammer Rehearing Aff. Para. 13) 
11 The Supplemental Release is described herein as the "'Supplemental Hammer Release", as it Is actually the ti nal 
of three drafted written releases that were passed back and forth between Ms. Hammer and Sun Valley, and is the 
conditional release eventually accepted by Sun Valley after extensive negotiations. 
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On January 13, 2012, less than a week before Ms. Hammer was actually tenninated, as 
had been made clear Sun Valley was about to do. Mr. Donoval sent Mr. Naylor an email, 
specifically clarifying that, if Sun Valley tenninated Ms. Hammer pursuant to the "without 
cause" provisions of the Severance Clause that, "her contract does not require her to waive any 
tort or any other non contract claims she may have with the City", and informing Mr. Naylor that 
if Sun Valley was going to terminate Ms. Hammer ''without cause" that Mr. Naylor and Mr. 
Donoval should be .. working on a separation agreement that has the correct waiver language in 
it." (Donoval Rehearing Aff. Para. 11) (Hammer Rehearing Aff. Para. 14) 
The next day, on January 14, 2012, Mr. Donoval sent Mr. Naylor another email which 
specifically stated that "regardless of whether you tenninate her "without cause" - she has a 
property interest in her employment which we will immediately seek to enforce. And of course I 
will immediately re-file the IPPEA claims." (Donoval Rehearing Aff. Para. 12) (Hamm.er 
Rehearing Aff. Para. 14) 
On January 18, 2012, the day before Ms. Hammer was terminated, Mr. Donoval and Mr. 
Naylor held a telephone conversation in which Mr. Naylor told Mr. Donoval that Sun Valley 
would never let Ms. Hammer return as the Sun Valley City Administrator because she had sued 
Sun Valley City Council Member Nils Ribi and Sun Valley. (Donoval Rehearing Aff. Para. 14) 
In that conversation, Mr. Donoval remembers telling Mr. Naylor that even if Sun Valley 
terminates Ms. Hammer .. without cause" that she was not required to waive any of her non 
service or wage types of claims against Sun Valley, including the IPPEA claims, even if she was 
paid her severance pay under the Severance Clause. (Donoval Rehearing Aff. Para. 14) 
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Immediately after the telephone call on January 18, 2012, Mr. Donoval also sent a letter 
to Mr. Naylor (Donoval Rehearing Aff. Para. 15) (Hammer Rehearing Aff. Para. 14) which 
repeated what Mr. Donoval had told Mr. Naylor on the telephone, and again, specifically stated: 
·'the causes of action Ms. Hammer possesses for tort, including the underlying 
harassment allegations against CoW1cil Member Ribi and several other claims, do not 
arise •'from a termination", they arise out of separate incidents. Nor is it rational to assert 
that Ms. Hammer would have waived any non-contract damage claims she would have 
prospectively been entitled to (i.e. personal injury claims) when she signed the 
agreement. So as I have stated, if the City Of Sun Valley proposes to terminate Ms. 
Hammer without cause and pay her the severance payment in the contract, she will only 
sign a waiver that states the exact language in the contract cited above and nothing 
more." 
hl The Post Termination Communications 
On January 20, 2012, the day after Ms. Hammer was terminated, Ms. Hammer signed a 
·'Release Pursuant To City Administrator Employment Agreement" (the ''Original Hammer 
Release") which Mr. Donoval drafted and witnessed, and which Mr. Donoval personally served 
on Sun Valley the same day (Donoval Rehearing Aff. Para. 17) (Hammer Rehearing Aff. Para. 
16). The Original Hammer Release merely repeated the language that was in the Severance 
Clause regarding Ms. Hammer's termination .. without cause", which Mr. Donoval had explicitly 
told Mr. Naylor it would in the January 18, 2012 letter to Mr. Naylor. (DonovaJ Rehearing Aff. 
Para. 17) In addition, on the same day, Mr. Donoval served a letter Mr. Donoval assisted Ms. 
Hammer draft of the same date, (Donoval Rehearing Aff. Para. 17) (Hammer Rehearing Aff. 
Para. 16), which demanded that Ms. Hammer be paid the full amount of "severance" and other 
employee benefits she was due within forty eight ( 48) hours of receipt of Sun Valley's receipt of 
the letter, as is required by Idaho Statute 45-606. (Donoval Rehearing Aff. Para 17) (Hammer 
Rehearing Aff. Para. 16) 
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Later the same day, Mr. Donoval received an email from Mr. Naylor, rejecting the 
Original Hammer Release, and demanding that Ms. Hammer sign a release which specifically 
included the phrase "I release all claims against the City of Sun Valley" before Sun Valley would 
pay Ms. Hammer the "severance pay" provided for in the Severance Clause of the Employment 
Agreement (Donoval Rehearing Aff. Para. 18) The next day, on January 21, 2012, Mr. Naylor 
sent another email to Mr. Donoval, which again mandated that Ms. Hammer provide Sun Valley 
a release that stated specifically stated "I release all claims against the City Of Sun Valley" or 
"we will not consider that she has complied with the agreement." (Donoval Rehearing Aff. Para. 
19) Finally, later in the day on January 21, 2012, Mr. Naylor sent Mr. Donoval another email, 
which demanded that Ms. Hammer sign a "Release Pursuant To City Administrator Employment 
Agreement" that Mr. Naylor had drafted (the "Proposed Sun Valley Release"), which was 
attached to the email. (Donoval Rehearing Aff. Para. 20) (Hammer Rehearing Aff. Para. 17) The 
Proposed Sun Valley Release included the unconditional language that Mr. Naylor had been 
demanding that Ms. Hammer include in any release she needed to sign in order to receive her 
"severance pay" under the Severance Clause, namely, "I release all claims for damages of any 
kind arising from a termination without cause on January 19, 2012, and all claims against the 
City of Sun Valley." (Donoval Rehearing Aff. Para. 20) (Hammer Rehearing Aff. Para. 17) 
That same afternoon, Mr. Donoval confirmed to Mr. Naylor that if Ms. Hammer did sign 
a release with any releasing language, she would only be doing so "under duress", because Sun 
Valley was improperly withholding her rightful "severance" pay. (Dono val Rehearing Aff. Para. 
21) 
Upon receipt of the January 21, 2012 email from Mr. Naylor and the Proposed Sun 
Valley Release from Mr. Naylor, Mr. Donoval and Ms. Hammer discussed the demands being 
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made by Mr. Naylor. (Donoval Rehearing Aff. Para. 22) (Hammer Rehearing Aff. Para. 18) Mr. 
Donoval and Ms. Hammer both agreed that because the Severance Clause referred to 
"severance" payments, and that "severance" payments were "wages" which applied to past 
services that Ms. Hammer had rendered to Sun Valley as the Sun Valley City Administrator, that 
Ms. Hammer was entitled to receive the full amount of "severance" payments described in 
Severance Clause, without being required to waive any other claims that Ms. Hammer possessed 
against Sun Valley and its officials, including in regards to the IPPEA. as bad been demanded by 
Mr. Naylor in his emails of January 20, 2012 and January 21, 2012 and as was described in the 
Proposed Sun Valley Release. (Donoval Rehearing Aff. Para. 22) (Hammer Rehearing Aff. Para. 
18) 
Ms. Hammer and Mr. Donoval agreed that Ms. Hammer was legally entitled to submit a 
release to Sun Valley which did not waive "all" claims, but only the wage and employee benefit 
related claims that Ms. Hammer had foreseen being waived should Ms. Hammer ever be 
terminated by Sun Valley when she entered into the Employment Agreement in June of 2008, 
which did not include the IPPEA claim, and still be entitled to receive her "severance" pay. 
(Donoval Rehearing Aff. Para. 23) (Hammer Rehearing Aff. Para. 19) 
On January 22, 2012, Ms. Hammer directed that Mr. Donoval reject Mr. Naylor's 
demands (Hammer Rehearing A:ff. Para. 21) for an unconditional waiver of all claims in order to 
receive her "severance" under the Severance Clause. On January 23, 2012, Mr. Donoval sent Mr. 
Naylor an email, indicating that Ms. Hammer was refusing to sign the unconditional Proposed 
Sun Valley Release, and that Ms. Hammer would instead be submitting a release of her own 
drafting. (Donoval Rehearing A:ff. Para. 24) 
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During January 22, 2012 and January 23, 2012, Mr. Donoval drafted the Supplemental 
Hammer Release and discussed the matter with Ms. Hammer. (Donoval Rehearing Aff. Para. 25) 
(Hammer Rehearing Aff. Para. 22) The Conditional Clause stating that Ms. Hammer was only 
releasing claims that were "intended when the City Administrator Agreement was entered into 
on June 1, 2008", was specifically placed in the Supplemental Hammer Release to provide notice 
to Sun Valley that Ms. Hammer was refusing to enter the unconditional language of"I release all 
claims against the City Of Sun Valley" that had been demanded by Mr. Naylor, and to indicate to 
Sun Valley that Ms. Hammer was not agreeing to releasing any non performance, service, wage 
or employee benefit related claims in return for receiving the "severance" under the Severance 
Clause, including any claims under the IPPEA, as Mr. Naylor had already been adequately 
informed of on several occasions. (Donoval Rehearing Aff. Para. 26) (Hammer Rehearing Aff. 
Para. 23) On January 23, 2012, Ms. Hammer signed the Supplemental Hammer Release in Mr. 
Donoval's presence. (Donoval Rehearing Aff. Para. 27) (Hammer Rehearing Aff. Para. 24) On 
January 23, 2012, Mr. Donoval submitted an email to Mr. Naylor and former Sun Valley 
Treasurer Michelle Frostenson ("Former Treasurer Frostenson") which included the 
Supplemental Hammer Release. (Donoval Rehearing Aff. Para. 28) 
On January 23, 2012, Mr. Donoval also personally appeared at Sun Valley City Hall 
intending to serve the Supplemental Hammer Release upon Sun Valley Mayor DeWayne 
Briscoe, who was not present in Sun Valley City Hall when Mr. Donoval appeared. (Donoval 
Rehearing Aff. Para. 29) The only person who was present at Sun Valley City Hall at the time 
was Fonner Treasurer Frostenson, who Mr. Donoval personally served the original Supplemental 
Hammer Release upon, at which time Mr. Donoval also explained to Former Treasurer 
Frostenson what the document was. (Donoval Rehearing AfI. Para. 29) 
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When Mr. Donoval met with Former Treasurer Frostenson at Sun Valley City Hall on 
January 23, 2012, Former Treasurer Frostenson presented Mr. Donoval with a proposed final 
Payroll Direct Deposit Voucher (the "Severance Pay Voucher") for Ms. Hammer, which Mr. 
Donoval reviewed and approved as to the withholdings. (Donoval Rehearing Aff. Para. 30) The 
Payroll Direct Deposit Voucher indicated that Sun Valley would be withholding income and 
employment taxes on the entire "severance" payment (Donoval Rehearing Aff. Para. 30), which 
Former Treasurer Frosteoson indicated at the time was because the entire "severance" payment 
was ''wages" and not settlement of other non wage related cJaims (Donoval Rehearing Aff. Para 
32) 
On January 24, 2012, Ms. Hammer's checking account at Chase Banlc received a direct 
deposit from Sun Valley for the "severance" balance due to Ms. Hammer pursuant to the 
Severance Clause in the sum of $66,935.53, which is the amount that had been agreed to and 
indicated on the Severance Pay Voucher. (Donoval Rehearing Aff. Para. 33) (Hammer 
Rehearing AfI. Para. 25) Eventually, after the end of 2012, Ms. Hammer received a Fonn W-2 
confirming that Sun Valley bad withheld income and employment taxes on the entire 
"severance" balance that had been paid to Ms. Hammer by Sun Valley (Hammer Rehearing Aff. 
Para. 28). 
Between the submission of the Supplemental Release to Former Treasurer Frostenson 
and Mr. Naylor on January 23, 2012 and the deposit of the '"severance pay" balance paid to Ms. 
Hammer on January 24, 2012 by direct deposit into her bank account, neither Mr. Donoval or 
Ms. Hammer received any communications from Mr. Naylor or any other Sun Valley employee 
or official, seeking to clarify or amend the language in the Supplemental Hammer Release, or 
placing any other further conditions upon Ms. Hammer receiving the "severance" pay provided 
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for in the Severance Clause of the Employment Agreement, before Ms. Hammer was paid the 
"severance" pay due to Ms. Hammer pursuant to the Severance Clause of the Employment 
Agreement on January 24, 2012. {Donoval Rehearing Aff. Para. 32) (Hammer Rehearing Aff. 
Para. 26) 
c) The Wage Claim Issues 
On January 16, 2012, even before Ms. Ham.mer was terminated, Mr. Donoval sent Mr. 
Naylor an email, which described that if Sun Valley tenninates Ms. Hammer and did not pay the 
"severance" payment Ms. Ham.mer was entitled to under the Severance Clause, as Mr. Naylor 
and Sun Valley had threatened, that pursuant to Idaho Statute 45-615 Sun Valley would be liable 
to Ms. Hammer for treble damages, which considering how much Ms. Hammer was entitled to, 
could have resulted in payment to Ms. Hammer of $200,000, rather than the $65,000 or so in 
"severance" Ms. Hammer was otherwise entitled to. (Donoval Rehearing A:ff. Para. 13) 
On the day after Ms. Hamm.er wu terminated, Mr. Donoval served a letter Mr. Donoval 
assisted Ms. Hammer draft of the same date, which demanded that Ms. Hammer be paid the full 
amount of "severance" and other wages she was due within forty eight ( 48) hours of receipt of 
Sun Valley's receipt of the letter, as is required by Idaho Statute 45-606. (Donoval Rehearing 
Aff. Para. 17} (Hammer Rehearing Aff. Para. 16) 
On January 21, 2012, Mr. Donoval and Mr. Naylor entered into a string of emails in 
which Mr. Donoval reminded Mr. Naylor that if Sun Valley did not pay Ms. Hammer the 
"severance" she was entitled to pursuant to the Severance Clause within forty eight ( 48) hours, as 
was required by Idaho Statute 45-606, Sun Valley would be subject to treble damages and 
attorneys' fees for not doing so. (Donoval Rehearing Aff. Para. 21} 
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d) The Withholding Issues 
Because Mr. Donoval is a former Certified Public Accountant, he has a heightened 
understanding that "severance pay" is defined as ''wages" for income and employment tax 
purposes, and is also subject to withholding for income and employment taxes when paid. 
(Donoval Rehearing Aff. Para. 7 and 31) 12 Based on his experience as a former Certified Public 
Accountant, Mr. Donoval was also well aware that "liquidated damages" or other civil damages 
are not "wages" subject to income and employment tax withholdings. (Donoval Rehearing Aff. 
Para. 31 and 32)13 
At the time Mr. Donoval approved the withholdings described in the Severance Pay 
Voucher and signed the Severance Pay Voucher, Mr. Donoval considered all of the "severance" 
pay that Ms. Hammer was to receive as taxable "wages" pursuant to the Severance Clause for 
past services to Sun Valley. and not payment as settlement for any non wage related claims that 
Ms. Hammer still possessed against Sun Valley, including any claims pursuant to the IPPEA, 
and certainly was not liquidated damages of any sort. (Donoval Rehearing Aff. Para. 32) At the 
time, Former Treasurer Frostenson agreed with Mr. Donoval that all of the "severance" 
payments that Ms. Hammer was to receive pursuant to the Severance Clause and described in the 
Severance Pay Voucher were "wages" subject to employment and income tax withholdings, and 
that none of the "severance" was exempt from income tax or employment tax withholding as 
"liquidated" or other non wage related damages. (Donoval Rehearing Aff. Para. 32) Had Mr. 
Donoval believed that any of the "severance" payments were not being considered .. wages" for 
past services rendered by Ms. Hammer, but instead "liquidated damages" or other non wage 
12 As has been previously described, in U.S. v. Quality Stores, Inc., the U.S. Supreme Court confirmed that 
"severance" pay was defined as "wages" for past performance of services for both income and employment tax 
purposes. 
13 In Rev. Rule 72-268 regarding liquidated damages, the IRS confirmed that "liquidated damages" are not "wages" 
subject to withholding for either income or employment tax purposes. 
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related damages (as the Court has now asserted in the Summary Judgment Decision), Mr. 
Donoval would have required that Sun Valley not withhold any income or employment taxes 
from that portion of the "severance" that was considered "liquidated damages" or other non wage 
damages as part of the Severance Pay Voucher, as Ms. Hammer was entitled to demand pursuant 
to the IRS guidelines. (Donoval Rehearing Aff. Para. 32) 
e) Ms. Hammer And Mr. Donoval Relied On Sun Valley's And Mr. Naylor's Actions And 
Inactions In Acce,pting The Conditional Nature Of The Sum>lemental Hammer Release And 
Classifying The Entire "Severance" Payments As "Wages" As Having Acce,pted That Ms. 
Hammer Had Not Waived Her IPPEA Claims 
As all of the "severance" Ms. Hammer received had been fully withheld for both ipcome 
and employment tax purposes, Mr. Donoval took that to be conclusive evidence that Sun Valley 
had agreed with Ms. Hammer and Mr. Donoval that . all of the "severance" was defined as 
"wages" for past services Ms. Hammer had performed for Sun Valley, and not "liquidated 
damages" or other non wage related damages for any of the other claims that Ms. Hammer 
asserted that she was entitled to proceed with, including the IPPEA claims, which would have 
then been exempt from any income or employment tax withholdings. (Donoval Rehearing Aff. 
34) 
Based on the extensive communications between Mr. Donoval, Ms. Hammer, Mr. Naylor 
and Sun Valley, during the week before and after Ms. Hammer's tennination, and the explicit 
notifications to Mr. Naylor and Sun Valley of the rejection that Ms. Hammer would ever agree 
that the \lllconditional language of "I release all claims against the City of Sun Valley" be placed 
in a written release she would be giving Sun Valley in return for receiving the "severance" pay 
she was entitled to pursuant to the Severance Clause of the Employment Agreement. Ms. 
Hammer and Mr. Donoval had the right to, and did, believe that Mr. Naylor and Sun Valley had 
accepted Ms. Hammer's conditions that she was entitled to the "severance" pay pursuant to the 
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Severance Clause of the Employment Agreement without having to release any claims associated 
with the IPP~ when Sun Valley accepted the "conditional" terms in the Conditional Clause of 
the Supplemental Hammer Release and thereafter paid Ms. Hammer the "severance" by direct 
deposit pursuant to such condition. (Donoval Rehearing Aff. Para. 36) 
Res~:~ ~. 
Jam . . Donoval 
Assopiated Counsel For Ms. Hammer 
Sol,y For Summary Judgment Reconsideration Purposes 
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IN TIIE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIF1H JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO. IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BLAINE 
SHARON R HAMMER. 
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CITY OF SUN VALLEY; NILS RIBI; 
and DeWA YNE BRISCOE, 
Case No. CV-2012-479 
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF 
PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR 




The relevant section of the City Administrator Employment Agreement that Plaintiff 
Sharon R Hammer ("Ms. Hammer'') and Defendant The City Of Sun Valley ("Sun Valley") 
entered into in June of 2008 (the .. Employment Agreement") (Hammer Rehearing Aff., Ex. A) 
related to the .. severance" payments Ms. Hammer would be entitled to receive should she ever be 
terminated .. without cause" by Sun Valley (the "Severance Clause"), is as follows: 
SECTION 3. TERMINATION AND SEVERANCE PAY (emphasis added) 
A. Employer acting through the Mayor, may terminate Employee's employment, 
without ca.w,e, for any reason or no reason. Any such decision to terminate shall occur 
only after the Mayor consults with each member of the City Council. Upon such 
termination, Employer shall pay Employee. as severance pay ( emphasis added), a lump 
sum cash payment equal to six (6) months, base salary described. in Section 5, Subsection 
A. 
The severance payment ( emphasis added) herein is intended to be the 
Employee• s sole exclusive remedy for any and all claims and damages of any kind 
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.. 
arising from a termination ( emphasis added) without cause and such severance 
payment ( emphasis added) is hereby agreed to be reasonable, fair and equitable by both 
parties to this Agreement. Accordingly, Employee waivers her right to bring a claim of 
any kind for damages against Employee arising from a termination without cause. 
Consequently, receipt of the severance payment (emphasis added) is subject to the 
execution of a release I of all claims against the City of Sun Valley. A termination without 
cause shall not entitle Employee to an informal review under any section of the City of 
Sun Valley Personnel manual ( .. Personnel Manual"). ( see Hammer Rehearing AfT .• Ex. 
A) 
Ms. Hammer has emphasiz.ed the phrase "severance pay" and "severance payments" in 
the Severance Clause above, because such phrase is specifically defined in multiple cases, 
statutes and regulations, including by the U.S. Supreme Court, as being ''wages" in remuneration 
for past services, and not related to the settlement of other non wage related claims or as 
liquidated damages, as the Court found in the Memorandum Decision On Motions For Swnmary 
Judgment entered by the Court on January 12, 2015 (the "Summary Judgment Decision"). Both 
Ms. Hammer and former Sun Valley Mayor Wayne Willich ("Former Mayor Willich") have 
confirmed that when the Employment Agreement was entered into in June of 2008, they both 
considered that the phrase "severance" in the Severance Clause was defined by its common 
definition as ''wages" for services Ms. Hammer rendered to Sun Valley should Sun Valley ever 
terminate Ms. Hammer at some time in the future, and not for anything else, including for the 
release of any non wage and benefit related claims, such as Ms. Hammer's IPPEA claims. As is 
finther described herein, Ms. Hammer asserts that the Court erred by not following federal and 
Idaho legal precedent that defines "severance" as being for wages for services rendered and not 
for non-wage related claims, and by failing to accept the intent of what the "severance" related to 
1 It is not inconsequential that there was no sample "release" attached to the Employment Agreement drafted by 
then Sun Valley Oty Attorney Rand Peebles by which Ms. Hammer could have known exactly what it was that she 
was required to waive should she ever be terminated by Sun Valley "without cause" in order for Ms. Hammer to 
receive the ·severance"' described in the Severance Clause. 
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when Ms. Hammer and Former Mayor Willich (on behalf of Sun Valley) entered into the 
Employment Agreement in June of 2008. 
As to the circumstance related to the Supplemental Release2, eventually, after multiple 
communications between Ms. Hammer and Sun Valley officials, and several drafts, Ms. Hammer 
provided the Supplemental Hammer Release at issue (Hammer Rehearing Aff., Ex. B), which 
states as follows: 
SUPPLEMENT AL RELEASE PURSUANT TO CITY ADMINISTRATOR 
EMPLOYMENT AGREEMENT 
Upon payment of the severance payment required pursuant to section 3.A of the City 
Administrator Employment Agreement dated June 1, 2008, I release the City Of Sun 
Valley for any claims defined in Section 3.A of the City Administrator Employment 
Agreement as were intended when the City Administrator Agreement was entered 
into on June 1, 2008 (emphasis added). (see Hammer Rehearing Aff., Ex. B) 
In entering its Summary Judgment Decision, the Court only looked at the language in the 
Supplemental Hammer Release that Ms. Hammer would "release the City Of Sun Valley for any 
claims defined in Section 3.A of the City Administrator Employment Agreement", and then 
failed to recogniz.e that the remaining portion of the same sentenc.e added the conditional 
language that such release only applied to claims "as were intended when the City 
Administrator Agreement was entered into on June 1, 2008" (the "Conditional Clause")3. 
Instead, the Court found that, notwithstanding the language of the Conditional Clause, that Ms. 
Hammer had knowingly waived "all" claims anyway. 
2 The Supplemental Release is described herein as the '"supplemental Hammer Release", as it is actually the final of 
three drafted written releases that were passed back and forth between Ms. Hammer and sun Valley, and is the 
conditional release eventually accepted by Sun Valley after extensive negotiations. 
3 See Pg. 5 of the Summary Judgment Decision In which the Court only quotes the first half of the sentence to 
assert that Ms. Hammer "clearly absolves defendant of any liability for claims the plaintiff had at the time of her 
termination .. and ignores the entire second half of the sentence (i.e. the Conditional Cause) which directly 
contradicts this finding. 
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In finding that Ms. Hammer waived "all claims". Ms. Hammer asserts that the Court 
failed to recognize that the Conditional Clause was inserted into the Supplemental Hammer 
Release by Ms. Hammer for a purpose. namely. that Ms. Hammer was indicating to Sun Valley 
that she was reserving her right to proceed on claims that she had not intended to waive back in 
2008 when the Employment Agreement was entered into, which included the IPPEA claims. If 
Ms. Hammer did not intend to reserve some claims, including the IPPEA claim, when she 
prepared and submitted the Supplemental Hammer Release, but instead understood that "all" 
claims were being waived under the Supplemental Hammer Release. then there was no need for 
her to even include the Conditional Clause in the Supplemental Hammer Release. As the Court 
found that the Severance Clause of the Employment Agreement waived "all" claims, then there 
was no need for Ms. Hammer to include the Conditional Clause in the Supplemental Hammer 
Release, if it was not somehow meant to clarify what was meant by the language of the 
Severance Clause. As the Court is required to presume that all language in a document is there 
for a reason. the Court erred by ignoring that Ms. Hammer intended that the Conditional Clause 
was included in the Supplemental Hammer Release to ensure that some claims, including Ms. 
Hammer's IPPEA claims, were excluded from being waived in return for payment of the 
"severance". 
This is especially important because Ms. Hammer had rejected Sun Valley's demands 
that Ms. Hammer instead sign a separate, unconditional. release drafted by Sllll Valley Attorney 
Kirtlan Naylor ("Mr. Naylor"), releasing any and all claims, immediately before Ms. Hammer 
submitted the conditional Supplement Hammer Release to Sllll Valley. Ms. Hammer's refusal to 
release any non-wage related claims had been extensively explained to both Mr. Naylor and Sun 
Valley officials in multiple correspondences both before, and after, Ms. Hammer's termination 
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from Sun Valley on January 19, 2012. The Court decision effectively turned what was intended 
by Ms. Hammer to be a "conditional" release, which was conununicated to Sun Valley as being a 
"conditional" release, into the "unconditional" release that Ms. Hammer had explicitly refused to 
sign. If Ms. Hammer knew she was waiving .. all" claims, as the Court determined, then she 
would have merely signed the llllconditional release that Sun Valley had provided her, rather 
than submitting a new, conditional release. 
In the Summary Judgment Decision, in discussing estoppel, the Court inferred that Ms. 
Hammer had somehow lead Sun Valley into believing that Ms. Hammer was unconditionally 
releasing all claims she may have had against Sun Valley, not just wage and benefit related 
claims, when she submitted the Supplemental Hammer Release to Sun Valley on January 23, 
2012. Apparently the Court believed that Sun Valley simply submitted a release to Ms. Hammer, 
which she then signed without any further discussions. That assertion is far from what actually 
happened. There were multiple correspondences and at least three versions of a release bantered 
back and forth between Ms. Hammer, her counsel James Donoval {"Mr. Donoval") and Mr. 
Naylor, before Sun Valley eventually accepted the Supplemental Hammer Release with the 
explicit "conditional" language included and direct deposited into Ms. Hammer's bank account 
the wage related "severance" she was entitled to pursuant to the Severance Clause. The 
correspondences, as are described herein, made clear to Mr. Naylor and Sun Valley officials that 
under no circumstances, whether Sun Valley paid Ms. Hammer the .. severance" benefits 
described in the Severance Clause or not, was Ms. Hammer going to waive any non wage and 
benefit claims, including claims under the IPPEA. 
The additional facts provided herein by Ms. Hammer, Mr. Donoval and Former Mayor 
Willich, and in particular facts related to the estoppel findings of the Court that were not 
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previously brought before the Court, negate any assertion that Ms. Hammer was somehow 
waiving any non-wage related claims in submitting the Supplemental Hammer Release, or that 
Ms. Hammer had somehow otherwise lead Sun Valley on in any way. 
For convenience of the Court, Ms. Hammer has provided new Affidavits of herself, Mr. 
Donoval and Former Mayor Willich, and has attached to those Affidavits the relevant documents 
at issue, and the communications between Mr. Donoval, Ms. Hammer, Mr. Naylor and Sun 
Valley, related to the negotiations of the "severance" payments in the Employment Agreement 
and the submission of the Supplemental Hammer Release by Ms. Hammer to Sun Valley. In 
addition, Ms. Hammer has supplied the Court with a Facts In Support Of Motion For 
Reconsideration (the "Facts"), which provides the Court with a chronological description of the 
facts associated with the Employment Agreement, and the submission of the Supplemental 
Release to Sun Valley. Ms. Hammer incorporates the Facts into this Memorandum. The 
Memorandum is intended to focus solely on the legal arguments. The Facts and the chronology 
of events related to the Employment Agreement and the Supplemental Hammer Release, are a 
significant part of the Memorandum, and should be read prior to the Memorandum, as there are 
minimum references to the Affidavits and documents in the Memorandum itself. 
IQ RECONSIDERATION STANDARD OF REVIEW 
I.R.C.P. Rule l l(a)(2)(B) provides that a motion for reconsideration of any interlocutory 
order of the Court, may be filed up until fourteen (14) days after entry ofa final judgment. Other 
than that description, there is little in the way of a description of what basis is required for a 
litigant to seek reconsideration of the findings of the Court. As the Idaho Supreme Court has just 
recently stated in December of2014 in International Real Estate Solutions v. Arave, 2014 WL 
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7384199, 3 (Idaho Sup.Ct. 2014), when considering a motion for reconsideration, "the trial court 
should take into account any new facts presented by the moving party that bear on the 
correctness of the interlocutory order." Certainly, when tbe litigant believes that there are new 
facts that were not presented to tbe Court, the litigant has a basis for submitting those facts in 
support of reconsideration, which is clearly the case here, based on the Affidavits of Ms. 
Hammer, Mr. Donoval and Former Mayor Willich in support of reconsideration. 
As is further described, the Court raised the estoppel issues sua sponte at the hearings in 
the matter, and made estoppel a significant basis for its findings in the Summary Judgment 
Decision. As is further described, the Idaho Supreme Court has described that reconsideration is 
appropriate where the court raises sua sponte matters in entering a summary judgment finding 
(see Sales v. Peabody, 157 Idaho 195,335 P.3d 40, 46 (Id. Sup.Ct 2014)) or where the litigant 
has not had the opportunity to adequately respond to issues which have been made part of a 
ruling by the court (see Massey v. Conagra Foods, 156 Idaho 476,328 P.3d 456 (Idaho Sup.Ct. 
2014). Ms. Hammer did not have an opportunity to respond to the Court's sua sponte estoppel 
concerns and findings regarding Ms. Hammer's purportedly leading Sun Valley into believing 
that Ms. Hammer had waived "all" claims when she submitted the Supplemental Hammer 
Release, or as to whether Ms. Hammer was duplicative in asserting that she was both terminated 
"without cause" or "with cause". Therefore, the findings of the Court are ripe for 
reconsideration. 
Finally, in regards to reconsideration of the entry of summary judgment, in 2014, in Shea 
v. Kevic Corp., 156 Idaho 540,545,328 P.3d 520,525 (Idaho Sup.Ct. 2014), the Idaho Supreme 
Court has recently described that on reconsideration of a swnmary judgment finding, the 
standard is still simply whether there remains any genuine issues of material fact that should 
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have resulted in the defeat of summary judgment. As Ms. Hammer asserts that there remain 
genuine issues of material fact as to whether the Severance Clause in the Employment 
Agreement was ever intended to waive any non-wage claims upon payment of "severance'' to 
Ms. Hammer, and whether Ms. Hammer intended to, or actually did, waive any non-wage claims 
by submission of the Supplemental Hammer Release to Sun Valley, Ms. Hammer is entitled to 
seek reconsideration of the findings in the Summary Judgment Decision. 
ill) THE SEVERANCE CLAUSE IN THE EMPLOYMENT AGREEMENT AND THE 
INTENT OF MS. HAMMER AND FORMER MAYOR WILLICH AS TO WHAT IT MEANT 
I) The Court Was Required To Read The Supplemental Release And The Employment 
A&reem,ent Together To Make Its Detennination Of What The Supplemental Hammer Release 
Meant, Including That It Was Ms. Hammer's Intent That Was The Primacy Factor In 
Determining What Claims She Was Releasing By Accepting The Severance Payment 
Multiple Idaho cases stand for the proposition that when a document bas an ambiguity in 
it, that the court must look to extrinsic evidence to determine its meaning, (see Brown v. 
Gearheart, 157 Idaho 156, 335 P.3d I, 11 (Idaho Sup.Ct 2014); Knipe Land Co. v. Robertson. 
151 Idaho 449,455,259 P.Jd 595 (Idaho Sup.Ct. 2011); Simons v. Simons, 134 Idaho 824,828, 
11 P.3d 20 (Idaho Sup.Ct 2000)). 
In addition, when one document refers to another document, namely, it incorporates by 
reference the second document, the Court must also look outside the first document for guidance, 
and interpret the two docwnents together (see Opportunity v. Ossewarde, 136 Idaho 602, 607, 38 
P.Jd 1258 (Idaho Sup.Ct. 2002)). 
In the Summary Judgment Decision. the Court did not describe whether it looked outside 
the four comers of the Supplemental Hammer Release because it was ambiguous, or because the 
Supplemental Hammer Release incorporated by reference the Employment Agreement. None the 
less, the Court looked outside the four comers of the Supplemental Hmnmer Release to the 
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Employment Agreement, but failed to acknowledge that it was Ms. Hammer's .. intent" 
phraseology in the Supplemental Hammer Release that should have been the determining factor 
in its decision. Instead the Court looked at the Severance Clause alone, in what Ms. Hammer 
believes was error. 
The Court obviously looked outside the four comers of the Supplemental Hammer 
Release to the Employment Agreement in entering summary judgment. Toe Court therefore, 
either found the Supplemental Hammer Release to be ambiguous 4• or that the Supplemental 
Hammer Release and the Supplemental Hammer Release needed to be read together, as is 
required under Opportunity v. Ossewarde. If the Court is going to interpret the two documents 
together, the Court must include that the phrase "intent" in the Supplemental Hammer Release 
relates to the Employment Agreement. Since the Supplemental Hammer Release clearly required 
that Ms. Hammer's '"intent" was the controlling factor regarding what Ms. Hammer intended to 
prospectively release under the Severance Clause, it was error for the Court not to analyze what 
Ms. Hammer's intent was when entering into the Employment Agreement As Ms. Ham.mer has 
sworn to, it was never Ms. Hammer's intent when she entered into the Employment Agreement 
to waive any non-wage related claims, including any prospective IPPEA related claims. 
Ms. Hammer asserts that in interpreting the Hammer Supplemental Release and the 
Employment Agreement together, there still remains genuine issues of material fact related to 
what Ms. Hammer's intent was regarding what claims would be waived should she be terminated 
"without cause'\ which prohibits the entry of summary judgment in Sun Valley's favor. 
4 It should be noted that from Ms. Hammer's perspective, the Supplemental Hammer Release is not an ambiguous 
document In that it clearly reflects that Ms. Hammer was not waiving any claims she did not intend when she 
entered into the Employment Agreement in June of 2008, of which her IPPEA claims were one claim she was not 
waiving. 
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2} The Court Must Look To The Intent Of Ms. Hammer And Mayor Willich At The Time They 
Entered Into The Employment Agreement, To Interpret What Was Meant By The Severance 
Clause 
a) Idaho Law Reguires That The Court Accg,t The Intent Of What The Terms Of The 
Employment Agreement Meant When Ms. Hammer And Former Mayor Willich Entered Into 
The Employment Agreement In 2008 
In Opportunity, LLC v. Ossewarde, 136 Idaho 602, 38 P.3d 1258, 1263 (Idaho Sup.Ct. 
2002), in regards to interpreting provisions of a contract, the Idaho Supreme Court directed lower 
courts as follows: 
"When a subsequent executed document specifically references and relies on a former 
agreement, the two are to be interpreted together if possible ... The primary aim in the 
interpretation of all contracts is to ascertain the mutual intent of the parties at the time the 
contract was made (emphasis added). If possible, the intent of the parties should be 
ascertained from the language of the agreement as the best indication of their intent. 
Where the parties' intent cannot be understood from the language employed in the 
writing, intent becomes a question of fact to be detennined in light of extrinsic evidence. 
Further, when the purpose or objective of the parties is ascertainable, the trier of fact may 
accord it great weight." 
The Court's findings in the Summary Judgment Decision, ignored what Ms. Hammer and 
Fonner Mayor Willich have certified under oath was their intent when they entered into the 
Employment Agreement in June of 2008. This finding directly contradicts the directions of the 
Idaho Supreme Court in Opportunity v. Ossewarde that the Court must accept the intent of the 
parties {i.e. Ms. Hammer and Former Mayor Willich in this case}, when they entered into an 
agreement, when subsequently interpreting provisions of the agreement. 
In addition, in Straub v. Smith, 145 Idaho 65, 175 P.3d 754 (2007), in referencing 
Opportunity v. Ossewarde, the Idaho Supreme Court has mandated that when there is a dispute 
as to the intentions of the parties to a contract, "We construe the contract against the person who 
prepared the contract." {see Straub v. Smith, 69) Therefore, even if the Court continues to 
choose to ignore Former Mayor Wtllich's testimony on the issue, the Court was obligated to 
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interpret the phrase "severance" and the intent of the Severance Clause, against the current 
administration of Sun Valley, because Sun Valley was the drafter of the Employment Agreement 
in 2008, and, did not clearly and adequately define what was meant by the Severance Clause 
when the Employment Agreement was entered into. 
Ms. Hammer asserts that the Court's finding that the current administration of Sun 
Valley's interpretation of the Severance Clause in the Employment Agreement supersedes the 
intent of Former Mayor Willich and Ms. Hammer when they entered into the Employment 
Agreement in June of 2008, and the Court's interpretation of the term "severance" against Sun 
Valley (i.e. the drafter of the Employment Agreement), contradicts Idaho precedent related to 
contract interpretation. Idaho law requires that the Court look to the intent of Ms. Hammer and 
Former Mayor Willich when the Employment Agreement was entered into, and not to the 
contradictory arguments of the subsequent officers of Sun Valley. 
b) Ms. Hammer's And Former Mayor Willich's Clear Intent At the Time They Entered Into The 
Employment Agreement Was To Not Require Ms. Hammer To Release Any Non Wage And 
Employee Benefit Related Claims, Such As Claims Under The IPPEA. Should Ms. Hammer 
Ever Be Terminated Without Cause 
As is described in the Affidavits of Ms. Hammer and Former Mayor Willich, and which 
are also detailed on pages l through 7 of the Facts, Ms. Hammer and Former Mayor Willich 
based their understanding of whether Ms. Hammer would be waiving any non wage related 
claims should she ever be terminated, on their professional understanding of what "severance" 
meant, and by the common usage of "severance" as being related to services rendered. Both Ms. 
Hammer and Former Mayor Willich have provided explicit information, in the form of their 
Affidavits herein, to express that their clear mutual intent at the time the Employment Agreement 
was entered into was that neither intended to require that Ms. Hammer waive any prospective 
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IPPEA claims should Ms. Hammer be terminated "without cause" and seek to collect on the 
"severance" she was entitled in the Employment Agreement 
It is also of note that on January 18, 2012, the day before Ms. Hammer was terminated by 
Sun Valley, in a letter to Mr. Naylor (Donoval Rehearing Aff. Para. 14), Mr. Donoval confirmed 
this position by stating: 
"the causes of action Ms. Hammer possesses for tort, including the underlying 
harassment allegations against Council Member Ribi and several other claims, do not 
arise "from a termination", they arise out of separate incidents. Nor is it rational to assert 
that Ms. Hammer would have waived any non-contract damage claims she would have 
prospectively been entitled to (i.e. personal injury claims) when she signed the 
agreement. So as I have stated, if the City Of Sun Valley proposes to terminate Ms. 
Hammer without cause and pay her the severance payment in the contract, she will only 
sign a waiver that states the exact language in the contract cited above and nothing 
more." 
There is no genuine issue of material fact that prior to Sun Valley terminating Ms. 
Hammer, Sun Valley, through Mr. Naylor, was aware of Ms. Hammer's assertion that 
"severance", as described in the Severance Clause, only meant wage related claims, and that Ms. 
Hammer had not prospectively waived any non wage related claims should she be terminated 
"without cause" and paid the "severance" when she entered into the Employment Agreement in 
June of 2008. 
3) Even IfThe Court Refuses To Recognize That It Must Take Ms. Hammer's And Former 
Mayor Willich's Intent Into Consideration, Idaho And Other Legal Precedent Requires A 
Finding That The Payment Of"Severance" Does Not Include The Settlement Of Non Wage Or 
Service Related Claims 
In the Summary Judgment Decision, the Court found that "severance", as described in the 
Severance Clause of the Employment Agreement, was not "severance", but was actually 
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"liquidated damages"8, even though the phrase "severance" is used at least five (5) times in the 
Severance Clause, including in the heading, and the phrase .. liquidated damages" cannot be 
found in the Severance Clause or anywhere else in the Employment Agreement. 
In Johnson v. Allied Stores Corp., 106 Idaho 363, 367, 679 P.2d 640 (Idaho Sup.Ct. 
1984), in determining whether "severance" pay was .. wages" under Idaho Statute 45-608 (related 
to the statute of limitation on collection of wages law suits), the Idaho Supreme Court stated that 
.. Severance pay is also a component of compensation in an employment agreement ... Thus we 
hold that a claim for severance pay also comes within the parameters of Idaho Statute 45-608." 
(i.e. Re: Collection Of Wages). 
In Parker v. Underwriters Laboratories, 140 Idaho 517, 96 P.3d 618 (Idaho Sup.Ct. 
2004), the Idaho Supreme Court discussed whether non lump sum, on-going post termination 
payments made to an employee after termination were considered "wages", thus disqualifying 
the former employee from receiving unemployment benefits while she was still receiving the 
post termination payments. In Parker v. Underwriters, the Idaho Supreme Court stated: 
" 'Severance pay• has been defined as 'a sum of money usually based on length of 
employment for which an employee is eligible upon termination.' (citing to the American 
Heritage Dictionary Of the English Language, 4th Edition, 2000). The purpose of a 
severance plan is to protect employees from economic hardship and to reward them/or 
past services rendered. (emphasis added)" (citing to 27 Am.Jur.2d, Employment 
Relationships. Sec. 70) (@520) 
The Parker v. Underwriters Court then cited to a Colorado case of Moore v. Digi,tal 
Equipment, 868 P.2d 1170, 1172 (Colo. App.Ct. 1994) by stating that "A severance allowance is 
a payment made to an employee in return/or services previously provided (emphasis added)."9 
8 On Page 7 of the Summary Judgment Decision, the Court states: "This case is more comparable to Moore v. 
Omnicare, Inc., 141 Idaho 809, 118 P.3d 141 (Idaho Sup.Ct. 2005), where the Court determined that •liquidated 
damages• for an employee's termination "without cause" were not considered "wages" already earned." 
9 It should be noted that in Porker v. Underwriters the Idaho Supreme Court found that non lump sum, on-going, 
post termination payments to an employee, in that case, were not wage related "severance• payments, but 
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The Court should recognize that for income, employment and withholding tax pwposes, 
the U.S. Supreme Court has defined «severance" to be "wages" for services rendered to an 
employer. The issue in the 2014 case of U.S. v. Quality Stores, 134 S.Ct. 1395 (U.S. Sup.Ct 
2014) was whether an employer was required to withhold employment and FICA taxes on 
"severance" payments made to employees when the company closed. In discussing what 
"severance" payments are, the U.S. Supreme Court in U.S. v. Quality Stores, 1399-1400 stated: 
.. Severance payments made to terminated employees are 'remuneration for employment'. 
Severance payments are, of course, 'remuneration•, and common sense dictates that 
employees receive the payments 'for employment' ... Severance payments are made in 
consideration for employment- for a 'service ... performed' by 'an employee for the 
person employing him.' " 
In making its decision, the Court chose to rely on the Moore v. Omnicare, 141 Idaho 809, 
118 P .3d 141 (Idaho Sup.Ct. 2005) to determine that the "severance" paid to Ms. Hammer was 
not "wages", but was "liquidated damages" which covered any and all of Ms. Hammer's non 
wage or benefit claims, including her IPPEA claim. However, there are significant differences 
between the employment settlement payments made to the plaintiff in Moore v. Omnicare and 
the .. severance" paid to Ms. Hammer. First, in Moore v. Omnicare, the plaintiff was paid 
separation payments for an extensive period time after the plaintiffs termination for 
employment. Ms. Hammer received a single, lwnp sum payment at termination Second, the 
employment agreement that the plaintiff in Moore v. Omnicare signed did not include the phrase 
"severance". The phrase "severance" was used at least five (5) times in the Severance Clause of 
the Employment Agreement, including in the heading, in describing what Ms. Hammer would be 
instead were considered payments for settlement of separate non wage daims pursuant to the written settlement 
agreement that the plaintiff had entered into with the defendant, specifically because the settlement agreement 
had used the phrase "enhanced" severance benefits. In Parkerv. Underwriters, it was these "enhanced" benefits 
that turned the payments into something other than "wages'", not the underlying "severance" that the plaintiff 
was entitled to pursuant to the standard company severance program. 
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paid if she was terminated "without cause". Additionally. the phrase .. severance payment .. was 
specifically used in the Supplemental Hammer Release. 
In entering summary judgment, the Court took little notice of the non-reported Sarbacher 
v. Americold Realty, 2011 WL 5520442 (U.S. Idaho 2011) case from the U.S. District Court for 
Idaho. However, Judge Winmill's well thought out analysis in Sarbacher of whether .. severance" 
payments are "wages" under Idaho law is pertinent The facts in Sarbacher are almost identical 
to the facts herein, including that the plaintiff in Sarbacher had entered into a written 
employment agreement in which his termination pay was specifically defmed as .. severance" in 
several places, similar to the Severance Clause in the Employment Agreement signed by Ms. 
Hammer. In Sarbacher, Judge Winmill confirmed that the Idaho Supreme Court had clearly 
recognized that Johnson v. Allied Stores "stands for the proposition that severance pay is a wage 
under Idaho's Wage Law."(@ 8) In Sarbacher, Judge Winmill discO\mts the findings of Moore 
v. Omnicare because the plaintiff in Sarbacher received a lump sum "severance" payment, while 
the plaintiff in Moore v. Omnicare received post termination payments over an extended period 
oftime10. The plaintiff's contract in Sarbacher specifically described the lump sum payment as 
"severance", and as Judge Winmill strongly noted "the Sarbacher agreement repeatedly uses the 
term •severance', while the Moore contract did not Indeed, as Sarbacher points out, the entire 
Moore opinion does not once use the term •severance"' (Sarbacher, 9). The same is true herein, 
in that the Severance Clause of the Employment Agreement uses the phrase "severance" five (5) 
times, including in the heading of the Severance Clause, and the Supplemental Hammer Release 
also uses the phrase "severance", and yet the phrase ·'liquidated damages" is not used anywhere 
in either document. 
10 On Page 9 of Sarbacher Judge Winmill notes "the determinative factor in Moore was that the damages award 
ultimately called for a payment of future wages. For the reasons discussed, the severance payment at issue here 
does not. Moore is inapposlte." 
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In summary, in the Johnson v. Allied Stores and Parker v. Underwriters cases, the Idaho 
Supreme Court clearly defined "severance" as pay for "services previously provided". In US. v. 
Quality Stores, the U.S. Supreme Court clearly defined that "severance" is ''remuneration" for a 
"service performed". In Sarbacher, in analyzing Idaho employment law, a U.S. District Court 
Judge found that, when an employee's contract clearly uses the phraseology of"severance" in 
multiple places and the employee receives a lump sum payment upon termination as opposed to 
receiving a stream of post tennination payments, that the payments the employee received upon 
termination are clearly "wages". Ms. Hammer asserts that it was judicial error for the Court to 
fail to follow established legal precedent regarding whether Ms. Hammer's severance was 
considered "wages" or "remuneration" for past services, and not related to the waiver of any 
non-wage claims. Ms. Hammer requests that the Court reconsider its Summary Judgment 
Decision, and reverse its findings to specifically find that Ms. Hammer's lump sum ''severance" 
payment was "wages" for prior services rendered to Sun Valley, and not related to any settlement 
of other non service related claims such as her IPPEA claims, pursuant to established legal 
precedent. 
4) Because The "Severance" Related To Past Services Rendered By Ms. Hammer To Sun 
Valley. And Not To Any Non Wage Related Claims, Sun Valley Was Required To Provide Ms. 
Hammer With Additional Consideration If It Claimed Ms. Hammer Waived Any Non Wage 
Claims, Such As Any IPPEA Claims 
In her prior briefs, Ms. Hammer argued that because the "severance" she was paid only 
covered "wages" for past performance, and because Sun Valley provided no additional 
compensation for the release of non wage claims such as the IPPEA claim, that she was entitled 
to continue to pursue her IPPEA claims. 
If Sun Valley intended the Severance Clause in the Employment Agreement to give rise 
to a release of Ms. Hammer's IPPEA rights and protections, it needed to pay consideration 
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beyond the "severancen (i.e. wages) provided for in the Severance Clause of the Employment 
Agreement for that additional release. (see Groves v. Firebird Raceway, 94-3554, 1995 U.S. 
App. LEXIS 28191 (U.S. 9th App. 1995) citing Lomas & Nettleton Co. v. Tiger Enters, Inc .• 99 
Idaho 539, 585 P.2d 949, 952 (Idaho Sup.Ct. 1978) (a release is a type of contract); Vance v. 
Connell, 96 Idaho 417,529 P.2d 1289, 1291 (Idaho Sup.Ct. 1974) (some consideration is a 
necessary element to all contracts); Karnes v. Quality Pork Processors, 532 N.W.2d 560,562) 
(U.S. Minn. 1995) (as with any other contract, a release requires consideration); and, Brown v. 
Kentucky Lottery Corp., 891 S.W 2d 90, 92) (Kentucky App.Ct. 1995) (it is well established that 
a release must be supported by valuable consideration)). 
As Ms. Hammer's prior service to Sun Valley was the consideration for the "severance" 
in the Severance Clause of the Employment Agreement, if Sun Valley wanted Ms. Hammer to 
waive any other non wage related claims, Sun Valley was required to provide Ms. Hammer with 
additional consideration. In both Moore v. Omnicare and Parker v. Underwriters, that is exactly 
what the Idaho Supreme Court found. In Moore v. Omnicare the Idaho Supreme Court concluded 
that the post tennination on-going payments made to the plaintiff was additional consideration 
for the release of non wage claims, and was therefore not "wages" but "liquidated damages". In 
Parker v. Underwriters, the Idaho Supreme Court found that the "enhanced" severance that the 
defendant paid the plaintiff, above and beyond what was required by the standard employer 
severance plan, was additional consideration for the release of the plaintiff's other non wage 
claims. As Judge Winmill pointed out regarding Sarbacher, this case is nothing like either Moore 
v. Omnicare or Parker v. Underwriters, as Ms. Hammer received nothing more than she had 
already been entitled to under the Severance Clause of the Employment Agreement when she 
received her "severance" pay for the prior service she performed for Sun Valley. 
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The payment of"severance" only applied to Ms. Hammer's past services rendered to Sun 
Valley, and Sun Valley provided Ms. Hammer no additional consideration for the release of her 
IPPEA claims. therefore Ms. Hammer asserts the Court must reverse its findings in favor of Sun 
Valley on the issue, and instead must enter findings on behalf of Ms. Hammer, that as a matter of 
law, Ms. Hammer did not waive any right to further pursue her IPPEA claims when she 
submitted the conditional Supplemental Hammer Release to Sun Valley and was thereafter paid 
the "severance" she was entitled to for past services rendered to Sun Valley, because she was 
provided no additional consideration. 
IV) THEW AIYER AND ESTOPPEL FINDINGS 
In Sales v. Peabody, 157 Idaho 195,335 P.3d 40, 46 {2014) the Idaho Supreme Court 
confirmed that a district court "may not grant summary judgment on a ground raised sua 
sponte ". Sun Valley did not specifically raise estoppel arguments in its prior briefs. Instead, the 
Court of its own raised the issue of estoppel sua sponte at the oral arguments on the counter 
motions for summary judgment, and discussed it in its Summary Judgment Decision (Pg. 8-9 
Summary Judgment Decision). Ms. Hammer was never allowed to adequately respond to the 
estoppel finding issued by the Court. Therefore, the issue is ripe for reconsideration briefing. 
1) Contrary To The Court's Findings, There Was Extensive Corres.pondences And Discussions 
Between The Parties Regarding Ms. Hammer's Non Waiver Of Non Wage And Employee 
Benefit Claims. Making Sun Valley And Mr. Naylor Extensively Aware That Ms. Hammer Was 
Refusing To Waive Any Non Wage And Employee Benefit Claims, Including The IPPEA 
Claims. Whether Sun Valley Paid Ms. Hammer Or Not. When Sun Valley AcceJ)ted The 
Conditional Clause In The Supplemental Release 
As is described in the Affidavits of Ms. Hammer and Mr. Donoval, and in detail on pages 
7 - 17 of the Facts, there was extensive discussions and negotiations between Ms. Hammer, Mr. 
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Donoval Mr. Naylor and Sun Valley officials which made clear to Mr. Naylor and Sun Valley 
that Ms. Hammer was not releasing any non wage or employee benefit claims, such as the 
IPPEA claims; regardless of whether Ms. Hammer signed a release; and regardless of whether 
Sun Valley paid Ms. Hammer the "severance". When Sun Valley accepted the Hammer 
Supplementary Release with the Conditional Clause, and paid Ms. Hammer the "severance" 
described in the Severance Clause, Mr. Naylor and Sun Valley did so with the full knowledge 
that Ms. Hammer was not releasing her IPPEA claims. 
2) Under Idaho Law, Ms. Hammer Did Not Unequivocally Waive Any Non Wage And 
Employee Benefit Claims, Including Her IPPEA Claims, By Submitting The Supplemental 
Hammer Release Which Included The Conditional Clause 
In 2011, in a seminal case regarding the issue of waiver, in Knipe Land Co. v. Robertson, 
151 Idaho 449,458,259 P.3d 595 (Idaho Sup.Ct. 2011), the Idaho Supreme Court clearly and 
succinctly stated in regards to whether someone had waived rights that they possessed that: 
"A waiver is a voluntary, intentional relinquishment of a known right or advantage. and 
the party asserting the waiver must show that he acted in reasonable reliance upon it and 
that he thereby has altered his position to his detriment ... A clear intention to waive must 
be shown before waiver shall be established. Waiver will not be inferred except from a 
clear and unequivocal act manifesting an intent to waive, or from conduct amounting to 
estoppel." 
As recently as August of 2014, the Idaho Supreme Court confirmed this analysis related 
to waiver in Pocatello Hospital v. Quail Ridge Medical Investor, LLC, 156 ldaho 709,719,330 
P.3d 1067 (Idaho Sup.Ct. 2014). Ms. Hammer asserts that the Court should also look to the 
language of the Missouri Appellate Court for guidance as to when a waiver has actually occurred 
described in Frisella v. RVB Corp., 919 S.W.2d 474, 477 (Mo. App.Ct.E.D. 1998), namely, that: 
"To rise to the level of waiver, the conduct must be so manifestly consistent with and 
indicative of an intention to renounce a particular right of benefit that no other reasonable 
explanation of the conduct is possible." 
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As is shown by the facts described on pages 7 - 17 of the Facts, during the week 
immediately before Ms. Hammer's termination and the week after Ms. Hammer's tennination 
through the submission of the Supplemental Hammer Release, Ms. Hammer and Mr. Donoval 
made numerous specific statements to Mr. Naylor and Sun Valley asserting that under no 
circumstances was Ms. Hammer submitting an unconditional release in return for receiving her 
"severance" payments as were required under the Severance Clause of the Employment 
Agreement. There is nothing in the communications between Ms. Hammer, Mr. Donoval, Mr. 
Naylor and Sun Valley related to the "severance" payments or Ms. Hammer's submission of the 
Supplemental Hammer Release that could have lead Sun Valley officials to conclude that Ms. 
Hammer was giving Sun Valley a "voluntary, intentional relinquishment of her rights" to 
continue to seek her claims under the IPPEA; or a "clear intention to waive" her right to continue 
to proceed on her IPPEA claims. Ms. Hammer also did not make a "clear and unequivocal act 
manifesting an intent to waive .. her rights to continue proceeding on her IPPEA claims. Ms. 
Hammer made it clear to Sun Valley through her communications that she was refusing to 
release "all" claims and was reserving claims that were not intended when she entered into the 
Employment Agreement in 2008, including any claims under the IPPEA. Through Ms. 
Hammer's and Mr. Donovars communications and actions, Ms. Hammer made clear that she 
was not providing a "clear and unequivocal act manifesting an intent to waive" her right to 
continue pursuing her claims under the IPPEA. 
Knipe requires that Sun Valley bore the burden of showing that it acted in "reasonable 
reliance" on Ms. Hammer's actions that Ms. Hammer was waiving her claims. Contrary to that 
burden, in the prior pleadings, Sun Valley provided no testamentary or other factual evidence 
related to whether Sun Valley Mayor DeWayne Briscoe or the members of the Sun Valley City 
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Council were infonned of Ms. Hammer's communications and refusal to waive "all" claims, or 
what. if anything, they actually ·'relied upon'' related to what Ms. Hammer was waving and what 
she was not. The Court could only infer what Sun Valley and its officials relied upon. based on 
the unverified and unsupported assertions and arguments in prior Sun Valley briefs. Swnmary 
Judgment cannot be supported by inferences regarding what Sun Valley officials relied upon, 
and may only be entered when there are no genuine issues of material fact. 
In its Summary Judgment Decision. the Court cited Ms. Hammer's prior Affidavit in 
which she said "In order to secure my immediate financial security, I was forced to sign a release 
of claims that was acceptable to the City" as evidence that Ms. Hammer knew that she was 
waiving all potential claims against Sun Valley when she submitted the Supplemental Hammer 
Release to Sun Valley. Ms. Hammer has now clarified to the Court that by that statement: 
'"I was merely reflecting the two options that Sun Valley was asserting that I was facing at 
that time. The Court should note that/ rejected Mr. Nay/or's and Sun Valley's demands 
and did not sign the Proposed Sun Valley Release. I assert that I selected a third option, 
by notifying Sun Valley that I was demanding that I be paid the "severance" payment that 
I was entitled to for past performance, service, wage and employee benefits, and that I 
was still retaining any other claims against Sun Valley and its officials, including any 
IPPEA claims."14 (Hammer Rehearing Aff., Para. 20) 
Ms. Hammer consistently made this factual allegation and argument in her briefs related 
to the counter summary judgment motions. The Court did not consider that there was a third 
option, which Ms. Hammer selected. On reconsideration, the Court should consider that Ms. 
Hammer selected the third option of retaining "some" claims and waiving only her wage and 
benefit related claims by the submission of the Supplemental Hammer Release and receipt of the 
"severance". 
14 At oral argument on the matter, Ms. Hammer's attorney Eric Swartz assened that thfs was one of the issues that 
made dear that there were still "genuine issues of material fact" which prohibited summary judgment from being 
entered, and that the matter should continue to trial for further darification of the facts surrounding the terms of 
the Employment Agreement and the Supplemental Hammer Release. The Court apparently rejected that assertion 
by Mr. Swartz. 
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There are genuine issues of material fact as to a) whether Sun Valley paid Ms. Hammer 
the "severance" on January 24, 2012, because if Sun Valley had not paid those "severance" 
payments within forty eight (48) hours pursuant to Idaho Statute 45-606 Sun Valley would have 
been subject to substantial penalties under Idaho wage laws, or, b) whether Sun Valley paid Ms. 
Hammer the "severance" on January 24, 2012 because Sun Valley Mayor De Wayne Briscoe and 
the Sun Valley City Council believed that Ms. Hammer had waived "all" her claims when she 
rejected the Proposed Sun Valley Release and instead submitted the conditional Supplemental 
Hammer Release, as Sun Valley asserts and the Court found. 
Ms. Hammer (and Mr. Donoval) did not waive Ms. Hammer's IPPEA claims. They spent 
two weeks around Ms. Hammer's termination submitting multiple correspondences to Mr. 
Naylor and Sun Valley confinning that Ms. Hammer was not going to waive her non wage 
claims, and negotiating three separate written releases, resulting in the final Supplemental 
Hammer Release which included clear "conditional" language (i.e. the Conditional Clause) 
stating that Ms. Hammer was only waiving claims "as were intended when the City 
Administrator Employment Agreement was entered into on June I, 2008." Ms. Hammer 
unequivocally rejected the unconditional terms of the Proposed Sun Valley Release. Sun Valley 
accepted the replacement Supplemental Hammer Release with the conditional language in the 
Conditional Clause, and, thereafter, knowing that there was conditional language in the 
Supplemental Hammer Release, did nothing further to seek to continue to enforce Sun Valley's 
demands that Ms. Hammer provide an unconditional release of"all" of Ms. Hammer's claims 
before paying Ms. Hammer the "severance" payment on January 24, 2012. 
It was error for the Court to have found that Ms. Hammer did not reject Mr. Naylor' s and 
Sun Valley's demands that she sign an unconditional release to receive her "severance", when 
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she explicitly rejected the Proposed Sun Valley Release and instead submitted the Supplemental 
Hammer Release which included the Conditional Clause. As Ms. Hammer did not "clearly and 
unequivocally" intend to waive any of her IPPEA claims when she submitted the Supplemental 
Hammer Release, as was required by Idaho law (i.e. Knipe and Pocatello Hospital). the Court 
erred in entering summary judgment against Ms. Hammer hued on a purported waiver of her 
claims by submission of the conditional Supplemental Hammer Release which included the 
Conditional Clause. There continues to be genuine issues of material fact related to the matter to 
require the reversal of the Court's summary judgment findings as to waiver. 
3) Ms. Hammer Should Not Be Estop_ped From Asserting That She Did Not Waive Her JPPEA 
Claims, Because OfThe Extensive Communications Between Ms. Hammer And Sun Valley 
Confirming Such, And Because Of The Language Of The Conditional Clause In The 
Supplemental Hammer Release Confirming Such. Instead. Sun Valley Should Be Estopped From 
Denying That Ms. Hammer Had Reserved Her Rights To Proceed With Her IPPEA Claims 
In the Summary Judgment Decision, the Court cites several cases related to the concept 
of estoppel under Idaho case law. Ms. Hammer has no dispute with the Court's discussion in the 
Su:mmary Judgment Decision that estoppel applies in certain cases. However, Ms. Hammer 
disputes that she did anything which would warrant a finding of estoppel related to her providing 
of the Supplemental Hammer Release to Sun Valley or her other claims in the matter. 
ru The ••without Cause" Verse ''With Cause" Estoppel Assertion 
In the Summary Judgment Decision, the Court states that Ms. Hammer is estopped from 
asserting that she waived "all" claims because of her inconsistent arguments that she was really 
terminated "with cause" rather than "without cause" (Summary Judgment Decision, Pg. 8). Ms. 
Hammer asserts that this finding misrepresents what Ms. Hammer claimed in her prior filings, 
and continues to claim. 
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Ms. Hammer has never had a problem with having been terminated "without cause". Ms. 
Hammer confirms that Sun Valley had every right to do so, and that Sun Valley actually did so 
on January 19, 2012. In fact, in order to attempt to rehabilitate her ruined career, Ms. Hammer 
continues to seek conclusive, undeniable confirmation from Sun Valley that she was tenninated 
"without cause", which Sun Valley, by its actions, refuses to do. It is not Ms. Hammer that 
claims she was terminated "with cause", it is Sun Valley that is asserting that Ms. Hammer was 
really terminated .. with cause" by publicly and falsely asserting that Ms. Hammer committed acts 
of misconduct, including criminal acts - conduct Ms. Hammer wants stopped or wants damages 
for. 
What Ms. Hammer has consistently asserted to the Court is that Sun Valley was 
prohibited from terminating her "without cause", for contract purposes, and then thereafter 
publicly asserting that she was actually terminated "with cause", including by announcing to the 
public that Sun Valley was seeking a criminal investigation against her 15 • Ms. Hammer's 
position has consistently been that Sun Valley could not use a claim of a ''without cause" 
tennination as a subterfuge for really tenninating Ms. Hammer "with cause", subjecting Sun 
Valley to damages outside the contractual "severance" that Ms. Hammer was entitled to in the 
Severance Clause of the Employment Agreement as part of her IPPEA claims. 
Ms. Hammer was entitled to the benefit of the inherent bargain she made in the 
Employment Agreement, namely, that if Sun Valley was going to terminate her "without cause" 
that Sun Valley was thereafter contractually prohibited from then subsequently professing 
publicly just the opposite. In reality, it is the non "severance" related rights Ms. Hammer had in 
her contract that Ms. Hammer continues to pursue, namely, that Sun Valley violated her 
15 It should be noted that Ms. Hammer's breach of contract claims in the Federal law Sult (Hammer v. Sun Valley, 
et al., 1:13-cv-00211-EJL (U.S. Idaho)) argues exactly that. 
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contractual right to publicly be found to have been terminated "without cause", without Sun 
Valley publicly claiming that she was actually terminated .. with cause", and violated the IPPEA 
by using pretext for her termination. By terminating Ms. Hammer '"without cause" for contract 
purposes, and using a "without cause' termination as a pretext for publicly asserting that Ms. 
Hammer actually was terminated "with cause" and then publicly going on a campaign of 
asserting that Ms. Hammer was actually terminated "with cause", if anyone is judicially estopped 
for taking inconsistent positions, it should be Sun Valley. 
It is not inconsistent for Ms. Hammer to readily agree that she was terminated "without 
cause" under her contract in pleadings, and at the same time assert that Sun Valley has, and 
continues, to violate its non-financial contractual obligations to not publicly ruin Ms. Hammer's 
professional career by asserting that she was actually terminated "with cause". 
Ms. Hammer has certainly not been "playing fast and loose" with the Court ( see Sword v. 
Sweet, 140 Idaho 242,252, 92 P.3d 492 (Idaho Sup.Ct. 2004))(see Summary Judgment Decision, 
Pg. 8). Separate from having been entitled to the payment of her "severance", Ms. Hammer is 
merely trying to enforce that she was actually terminated .. without cause", in contradiction to 
excessive public statements to the contrary by Sun Valley. Ms. Hammer is entitled to the benefit 
of the bargain that Sun Valley would not terminate her ''without cause'' and still publicly claim 
she was actually tenninated ·'with cause". That is not an inconsistent position, and should not be 
considered to judicially estop Ms. Hammer from pursuing her IPPEA Claims, or any other claim. 
At a minimum, Ms. Hammer should be allowed to testify at an evidential hearing related 
to the issues associated with her purported inconsistent positions related to whether she asserts 
that she was terminated "without cause" or "with cause", as was the case in Sword v. Sweet, 502, 
where the district court held evidential hearings, and where the Idaho Supreme Court determined 
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that based on the evidential hearings that the person at issue was not playing ''fast and loose" 
related to whether a preliminary agreement had been made final or not. As is the case with the 
individual in Sword v. Sweet, Ms. Hammer by no means was playing "fast and loose" in regards 
to assertions that she was contractually and legally terminated ''without cause" and that Sun 
Valley has thereafter publically contradicted that Ms. Hammer was terminated ''without cause" 
in numerous ways. 
b} Ms. Hammer Did Not Lead Sun Valley Officials Into Believing That Ms. Hammer Was 
Unconditionally Waiving All Claims By Submitting the Supplemental Hammer Release, In Fact 
The Opposite Is True 
Sun Valley has argued that Ms. Hammer only had two choices, namely, to sign an 
unconditional waiver and accept the "severance", or not sign an unconditional waiver and forfeit 
her right to the "severance". Ms. Hammer has steadfastly rejected that assertion, and has insisted 
that she entered into a third option, which was to waive any further rights to challenge that she 
was entitled to receive any further compensation for any work she performed for Sun Valley or 
in regards to her employee benefits, and not waive any other non wage related claims she was 
entitled to make, including her IPPEA claims, as had been contemplated when she entered into 
the Employment Agreement in June of 2008. 
The Court should consider Mr. Donoval's previously described letter to Mr. Naylor on 
January 18, 2014 (Donoval Rehearing Aff., Para. 15), the day before Ms. Hammer was 
terminated, repeating what Mr. Donoval had indicated to Mr. Naylor on the telephone that day 
as well, namely, first, that Ms. Hammer was denying that the Severance Clause required a 
release of any non-wage related claims, second, that Ms. Hammer had not "prospectively" 
waived any non-wage claims when she entered into the Employment Agreement, and third that: 
"if the City Of Sun Valley proposes to terminate Ms. Hammer without cause and pay her 
the severance payment in the contract, she will only sign a waiver that states the exact 
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language in the contract cited above and nothing more." (Dono val Rehearing Aff., Para. 
15) 
Ms. Hammer rejected the Proposed Sun Valley Release and its unconditional waiver of 
"all" claims language, and instead submitted the replacement Supplemental Hammer Release, 
which did not release any claims that had not been intended when she entered into the 
Employment Agreement in June of 2008, including her IPPEA claims. Otherwise, Ms. Hammer 
would have merely signed the Proposed Sun Valley Release and the matter would have been 
resolved. 
It was Sun Valley, not Ms. Hammer, that had the final decision that either a) Sun Valley 
could accept the Conditional Clause in the Supplemental Hammer Release and pay Ms. Hammer 
the "severance" knowing that Ms. Hammer would retain her IPPEA claims, or, b) Sun Valley 
could reject the conditional language in the Supplemental Hammer Release and simply not pay 
Ms. Hammer the "severance" until she provided the unconditional waiver of "all" claims that 
Mr. Naylor had been seeking. Whether or not Sun Valley was feeling the pressure of having to 
pay Ms. Hammer's "severance" or be subject to treble damages under Idaho Sta1ute 45-615, Sun 
Valley none-the-less chose to accept Ms. Hammer's condition that she was not waiving any non 
wage or employee benefit related claims, including the IPPEA claims, and paid Ms. Hammer the 
"severance". Because of Sun Valley's actions in accepting the Supplemental Hammer Release 
with the conditional language inserted, and Sun Valley's inactions in thereafter not rejecting the 
Conditional Clause or otherwise requiring that Ms. Hammer further clarify the "unconditional" 
nature of the Supplemental Hammer Release before Sun Valley paid Ms. Hammer the 
"severance" by direct deposit into her bank account, if any party is estopped in the matter, it 
should be Sun Valley. 
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Ms. Hammer was terminated by the Sun Valley City Council late in the day on January 
19, 2012. lbere was no further Sun Valley City Council meetings between Ms. Hanuner's 
termination on January 19, 2012 and when the .. severance" was paid on January 24, 2012 in 
which Sun Valley Mayor De Wayne Briscoe or the Sw Valley City Council could have discussed 
or approved the Supplemental Hammer Release before paying Ms. Hammer's "severance" on 
January 24, 2012, after Ms. Hammer had rejected the Proposed Sun Valley Release17• There is 
no evidence in the record that Sun Valley Mayor DeWayne Briscoe or the Sun Valley City 
Council ever even saw the Supplemental Hammer Release with its conditional language, after 
Ms. Hammer had rejected the Proposed Sun Valley Release, by which they could even 
contemplate what its terms meant, and thus have been convinced that Ms. Hammer had actually 
waived "all" claims in return for payment of the "severance" payment 
Ms. Hammer gave the Supplemental Hammer Release to Sun Valley fully believing that 
she had made explicitly clear to Sun Valley that she was retaining claims she never intended to 
waive if she was ever terminated when she entered into the Employment Agreement, including 
any IPPEA claims. Ms Hammer heard nothing else from Sun Valley thereafter to clarify matters, 
and instead the next day the sum of$66,935.53 was deposited directly into her checking account 
by Sun Valley, without further clarification. If anyone should be estopped in the matter, it should 
be Sun Valley. 
There is no evidence in the record that any Sun Valley officials were ever actually 
provided the Original Hammer Release, the Proposed Sun Valley Release or the Supplemental 
Hammer Release, or any of the numerous communications between Mr. Donoval and Mr. 
17 It should be noted that Mr. Naylor rejected the Original Hammer Release on Friday, January 20, 2012 (Donoval 
Reh earing Aff ., Ex. 7}. Mr. Naylor then drafted and sent Mr. Donoval the Proposed Sun Valley Release on a 
Saturday, January 21, 2012 (Donoval Rehearing Aff., Ex. 9). There is little chance, if any, that either Sun Valley 
Mayor DeWayne Briscoe or any of the members of the Sun Valley City Council ever saw the Proposed Sun Valley 
Release either. 
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Naylor, by Mr. Naylor, by which they could have possibly been deceived or even understand 
what was happening related to the issue of Ms. Hammer's severance. Nor is there any evidence 
that the Sun Valley City Council formally approved the payment of the "severance" to Ms. 
Hahmmer, as is required by Idaho Statute 50-1017 18• With all of the inconsistencies related to 
the waiver issue, and the approval of the payment of the "severance" to Ms. Hamm.er, there are 
still numerous genuine issues of material fact as to whether Sun Valley was actually somehow 
deceived into believing that Ms. Hammer had waived "all" her claims when the Supplemental 
Hammer Release was submitted to Sun Valley, as opposed to just her wage related claims. 
There are also genuine issues of material fact related to whether, at the time of the 
payment of the "severance" pay January 24, 2012, that by its actions.in withholding income and 
employment taxes on the entire "severance" balance, Sun Valley, through Former Treasurer 
Frostenson, acknowledged that none of the "severance" payments were related to either 
liquidated damages or other civil claims, because if they were, Sun Valley was not supposed to 
have withheld either income or employment taxes on those portions of the "severance". 
In order for the Court to have entered :findings that Ms. Hammer was estopped from 
asserting that Ms. Hammer bad not waived any non wage and benefit claims at summary 
judgment, including any IPPEA claims, there must be no genuine issues of material fact that Ms. 
Hammer "clearly and unequivocally" waived those claims, and that Sun Valley through its 
elected officials and official representatives (not its lawyer Mr. Naylor) believed that Ms. 
Hammer had also "clearly and unequivocally" waived any and all claims, not just her wage and 
18 The Court should be fully aware, that the Sun Valley City Council could only take official action in resolving an 
issue like this, or spend any Sun Valley Funds, unless there was a formal motion in a public meeting. Pursuant to 
Idaho Statute 50-1017, which states that "all claims asainst the city shall be approved by the city council prior to 
the payment of such claims", Sun Valley was prohibited from paying Ms. Hammer the "severance" until the Sun 
Valley City Council had formally approved doing so. There is also no evidence in the record that Mr. Naylor had 
been formally authorized by the Sun Valley City Council to make decisions of this sort or to authorize the payment 
of the "severance" to Ms. Hammer. 
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employee benefit claims. As has been described herein, Sun Valley placed no evidence in the 
record that between January 21, 2012 when Mr. Naylor was notified that Ms. Hammer rejected 
the Proposed Sun Valley Release and thereafter instead submitted the Hammer Supplemental 
Release to Mr. Naylor and Former Treasurer Frostenson, and when the "severance" was paid by 
direct deposit on January 24, 2012 without further discussion, that Sun Valley Mayor DeWayne 
Briscoe or the Sun Valley City Council ever even saw the Hammer Supplemental Release or 
understood what the terms of the Supplemental Hammer Release even said or meant for Sun 
Valley Mayor De Wayne Briscoe or the Sun Valley City Council to have relied upon it to claim 
they believed that Ms. Hammer had waive "all" claims against Sun Valley in retmn for the 
payment of the "severance". That being the case, it was error for the Court to conclude that 
estoppel principles applied and to have entered summary judgment based on estoppel. 
Jams . Donoval 
As ated Counsel For Ms. Hammer 
Solel For Summary Judgment Reconsideration Purposes 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FJFnl JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STA TE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BLAINE 
SHARON R. HAMMER. 
Case No. CY-2012-479 
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vs. 
MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION OF 
ENTRY OF SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
CITY OF SUN VALLEY; NILS RIBI; 
and DcWA YNE BRISCOE, 
Defendants. 
NOW COMES the Plaintiff, Sharon R. Hammer, by and through her associated counsel 
for the purpose of reconsideration of entry of summary judgment James R. Donoval, and hereby 
seeks that this Honorable Court reconsider its Memorandum Decision On Motion For Summary 
Judgment of January 12, 2015, as is allowed pursuant to Rule 1 l(a)(2)(B) of the Idaho Rules Of 
Civil Procedure. 
Dono al 
Counsel For Ms. Hammer 
Sol y For Summary Judgment Reconsideration Purposes 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BLAINE 
SHARON R. HAMMER, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
CITY OF SUN VALLEY; NILS R1BI; and 
De Wayne BRISCOE, 
Defendants. 
Case No. CV-2012-479 
SUN VALLEY'S OBJECTION TO 
PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR 
RECONSIDERATION OF SUMMARY 
JUDGMENT 
Defendant, the City of Sun Valley, by and through its counsel, Naylor & Hales, P .C., hereby 
submits its Objection to Plaintiff's Motion for Reconsideration of Summary Judgment. Because this 
Court properly granted summary judgment to Defendant based on correct legal precedent, and 
because the new affidavits and arguments submitted by Plaintiff are irrelevant to that decision, 
reconsideration is not warranted. 
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I. 
INTRODUCTION 
Sun Valley moved for summary judgment in this matter on November 18, 2014, which was 
granted on January 12, 2015, and subsequent judgment filed on January 16, 2015. (See 
Memorandum Decision on Motions for Summary Judgment, hereinafter "Memorandum Decision") 
James Donoval, Plaintiff's husband and frequent legal counsel, entered an appearance in this case 
on January 30, 2015, and filed the currently pending Motion for Reconsideration, due to Plaintiff's 
prior counsel citing an ethical conflict and moving for withdrawal on that same day.1 In conjunction 
with filing this motion for reconsideration, he also has submitted a memorandum and three new 
affidavits of Plaintiff, Wayne Willich, and himself, on behalf of Plaintiff's motion. These new 
filings, however, have little that this Court has not already seen, as they simply reargue Plaintiff's 
prior legal positions. The new affidavits, as per Plaintiffs established litigation strategy throughout 
this case, simply attempt to take this Court's well-reasoned decision and manufacture issues of 
material fact to avoid dismissal. However, the judgment of this Court should stand as a matter of 
law, and Plaintiff's motion for reconsideration should be denied. 
II. 
ANALYSIS 
Plaintiffs motion for reconsideration fails to even address the true basis stated for granting 
summary judgment: that due to the unambiguity of Plaintiffs Employment Agreement and her 
Supplemental Release, Plaintiff clearly released "all claims" against the City of Sun Valley and 
therefore her IPPEA claim was part of that unambiguous release. (Memorandum Decision, p. 4-5) 
1Plaintiff's prior counsel, Eric Swartz, later made it clear in hearing before this Court that 
he was to have "absolutely" nothing to do with the argument of this Motion for Reconsideration 
and that he was concerned with "having [his] name associated with Mr. Donoval in any fashion 
going forward." (February 10, 2015 Hearing, 19:18-24, 37:14-21) 
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Instead, Plaintiff makes a brief-and incorrect-argument that reconsideration is necessary because 
''the Court did not describe whether it looked outside the four comers of the Supplemental Hammer 
Release because it was ambiguous, or because the Supplemental Hammer Release incorporated by 
reference the Employment Agreement." (Memorandum in Support of Plaintiff's Motion for 
Reconsideration ofEntryofSummaryJudgment, p. 8, hereinafter "Reconsideration Memorandum") 
In actuality, this Court clearly stated, "[t]he release operates to 'release the City of Sun Valley for 
any claims defined in Section 3 .A of the City Administrator Employment Agreement.' When lookinl]; 
to Section 3.A of the plaintiffs agreement, it unambiguously provides that. .. " (Memorandum 
Decision, p. 5) It is abundantly clear that there was no ambiguity in the Supplemental Release drafted 
by Donoval, and that the Court simply applied the clear, specific, unambiguous direction of the 
language in that release to refer to Section 3 .A. of the Employment Agreement for definition of the 
claims Plaintiff had released. 
It is questionable how there could be any plausible finding of ambiguity in these documents. 
The Supplemental Release defines its own terms through referencing an exact section of Plaintifr s 
own Employment Agreement. (Memorandum Decision, p. 2-3) This section of Plaintiff's contract 
is not only relevant to the release, but reguires this very release in order to complete the terms of 
Plaintiff's termination without cause. (Id) A good faith argument for ambiguity might have existed 
had Plaintiff's Supplement Release not referenced that precise section of the Employment 
Agreement. Instead, Plaintiffherselfincluded the language in her Supplemental Release that she was 
releasing "any claims defined in Section 3.A." (Id.) Section 3.A. specifically defines those claims 
as "all claims against the City of Sun Valley." (Id.) ( emphasis added) 
It is difficultto imagine a clearer, less ambiguous way to state this. The parties involved were 
sophisticated actors (two attorneys and a "fairly high level executive with the Boeing Company") 
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who included the unambiguous terms of "any and all claims" and again later, "all claims," in 
reference to the release required the Employment Agreement, and included an additional requirement 
that no severance be paid until Plaintiff executed a release in accordance with these tenns. 
(Memorandum Decision, p. 2-3) The agreement Plaintiff signed is clear, unambiguous, and 
incorporated with a clear merger clause. This Court correctly determined that there was no ambiguity 
in Plaintiff's Employment Agreement and Supplemental Release, and that in reading both documents 
together (as the language in each clearly intends), that Plaintiff released her IPPEA claim. 
After largely ignoring this Court's primary (and controlling) reason for granting summary 
judgment, Plaintiff focuses the majority of her arguments for reconsideration on the secondary, 
additional reasons why her claim failed. First among these is that her allegation that the Court failed 
to properly acknowledge the intent of the parties as established through multiple affidavits. Plaintiff 
argues that the Court mistakenly "ignored" the conditional clause in the Supplemental Release which 
she argues requires this Court to consider the intent of the parties when the Employment Agreement 
was entered into in 2008. (Reconsideration Memorandum, p. 10) This Court had no need to give 
authority to superfluous or duplicative language in a non-contractual document. The Supplemental 
Release was nothing more than compliance with the specific contractual requirement found in 
Plaintiff's Employment Agreement. It was not a new contract and had there been any ambiguity in 
its tenns, it still would have been unenforceable against Defendant because it neither signed nor 
drafted it. 
In addition, it specifically states that Plaintiff is releasing "all claims as defined in Section 
3.A. of the Employment Agreement," as intended in 200&. "Where preliminary negotiations are 
consummated by written agreement, the writing supercedes all previous understandings and ~ 
intent of the parties must be ascertained from the writing. 11 Valley Bank v. Christensen, 119 Idaho 
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496,498 (1991) (emphasis added). The intent language in the Supplemental Release is superfluous 
because the "intent of the parties must he ascertained from the writing," not from the Plaintiff's latest 
affidavits tailor-made to retroactively modify that written agreement. Id Plaintiff's tactics are the 
very reason why the parol evidence rule exists, and why summary judgment is still appropriate in 
this case. 
Because the Employment Agreement and Supplemental Release are unambiguous, all 
Plaintiff's additional affidavits and legal memoranda regarding the alleged intent of the parties are 
irrelevant. As this Court stated in its decision, "the Court declines to consider the parties' subjective 
intent, where the contract is clear." (Memorandum Decision, p. 5) Even if this Court were to look 
to the intent of the parties, pursuant to Opportunity, LLC v. Ossewarde, 136 Idaho 602 (2002), ''the 
intent of the parties should be ascertained from the langyage of the agreement as the best indication 
of their intent." ( emphasis added). Looking to other extrinsic evidence is only appropriate when the 
language of the writing is unclear. Id. And all Plaintiff's purported factual evidence as to why she 
did not release her IPPEA claim stem from inadmissible parol evidence of her and Willich's intent 
prior to executing the Employment Agreement. Thus, the latest affidavits which state the thoughts 
and opinions of Plaintiff, Donoval, and Willich leading up to the execution of the Employment 
Agreement are irrelevant at best, and a sham at worst. 
Further arguing intent of the parties, Plaintiff alleges that the multiple communications 
between the Defendant and Donoval prior to the execution of the Supplemental Release put 
Defendant on notice that Plaintiff was not to specifically release any non-wage claims. 
(Reconsideration Memorandum, p. 20-23) Again, Plaintiff fails to grasp the clear and unambiguous 
language of the Employment Agreement and the purpose of the Supplemental Release. It is irrelevant 
what Donoval told Mr. Naylor throughout the negotiation process, as the Supplemental Release, 
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drafted by Donoval and signed by Plaintiff, clearly indicates that it was to release the claims "as 
defined in Section 3.A. of the Employment Agreement." The alleged intent communicated prior to 
the execution of the release is irrelevant to the knowledge of Defendant, because Defendant has 
always objectively relied on the clear and unambiguous language of the Employment Agreement. 
The Employment Agreement states that Plaintiff's release would relate to, "any and all claims" and 
"all claims,'' and this is clear and unambiguous. Plaintiff's Supplemental Release pointed directly 
to that language, and so any other negotiations, statements, or demands surrounding the 
Supplemental Release were immaterial as the release incorporated the contractual language of the 
Employment Agreement. 
Another secondary growid for granting summary judgment was that Plaintiff received 
appropriate consideration for her release of all claims against the City of Sun Valley. Again, the 
majority of Plaintiff's argument is not new, and continues the incorrect assumption that Plaintiffs 
"severance" payment was to be paid immediately upon her termination without cause when in 
actuality it was conditional on her execution of the release for ''all claims" prior to receiving that 
severance. The majority of the cases cited by Plaintiff establish clearly that severance payments are 
only considered wages when contractually provided and no additional conditions were contractually 
required of the employee. Defendant was not contractually obligated to pay Plaintiff any severance 
until she executed a release for "all claims against the City of Sun Valley." Thus, although termed 
a "severance," the use of that term alone, no matter how many times used, is not determinative of 
what they payment actually was classified by the contract itself. 
Interestingly, her argument regarding consideration includes two cases not raised previously 
that actually support Defendant's position and not her own argument. Parker v. Underwriters 
Laboratories, Inc., 140 Idaho 517 (2004), is a case which is remarkably similar to Plaintiffs, in that 
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an employee who was being terminated was required to sign a release from "all claims relating to 
her employment or subsequent tennination," before receiving an agreed upon severance package. 
Id at 521. The total amount she was to receive was, "based in part on Parker's base salary and years 
of continuous employment with Underwriters." Id The "plain language" of the release and other 
documents that Parker signed made it clear that she would not receive this severance package unless 
she signed the release. Id Even if Parker rejected the general release, she was guaranteed two weeks 
severance pay regardless. Id She then signed the release and received weekly payments. Id In 
receiving unemployment benefits, Parker failed to report her monthly severance payments to the 
Idaho Department of Labor as income, which after they discovered this, brought action against her 
to recover the benefits already provided. Id. at 518. The Idaho Supreme Court did not consider that 
severance payment to be wages even though it was based on her salary and length of past service, 
because the severance was only to paid upon the signed release of any and all claims of the 
employee, and thus was not actually "severance pay" only in return for services previously provided. 
Id at 522. 
The Idaho Supreme Court in Parker cited to Moore v. Digital Equipment Corp., 868 P .2d 
1170 (Colo.Ct.App. 1994), as support for its ruling that Parker's payments were not considered 
"severance pay" or wages. Similarly in that case, the employee received a lump-sum "severance 
allowance" payment, with the amount therein based on the length of time the employee had worked, 
in exchange for signing a release for "any and all claims of any kind or description." Id at 1171. 
This payment was then claimed by the State as potential wages for purposes of unemployment 
benefits. Id at 1170. The Colorado Court of Appeals disagreed and held as follows: 
Here, the written agreement between the parties demonstrates that the 
employer's primary purpose in making a lump sum payment was, as 
the referee found, not to provide a salary substitute to secure the 
employee's economic well-being during any period of unemployment. 
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While there is self-sezying language to this effect in the agreement 
that was unilaterally prepared by the employer. had this been the 
employer's primacy pumose for the payment, it would not have been 
conditioned on the enw)oyee's execution of the written release. 
Further, a severance allowance is a payment made to an employee in 
return for services previously provided. Hence, payment made by an 
employer to settle a claim asserted by an employee, even though paid 
on a weekly basis, is not a payment for services rendered. 
An employee has no obligation, as a part of the services he or she is 
to provide to the employer, to renounce legal rights possessed by him 
or her. 
Id. at 1172-73 ( emphasis added, internal citations omitted). 
· Almost identically to Parker and Moore, Plaintiffs Employment Agreement set forth a 
payment which was defined with the tenn "severance," and was based on a portion of her base 
salary, but was only to be paid on execution of a release of "all claims against the City of Sun 
Valley." As both cases above established, the payments received, no matter the semantic distinction, 
were not considered wages, as they were received in valid consideration for the employees executing 
releases for all claims against their employers. When the receipt of any severance payment is 
conditioned upon the execution of a release of legal rights, that payment is not wages in 
consideration of prior service rendered, but rather received in consideration of the release of those 
legal rights. Thus, Plaintifrs payment was valid consideration and her argument is incorrect. 
Finally, Plaintiff alleges that this Court acted improperly when it raised the question of 
judicial estoppel against Plaintiff's changing legal positions, allegedly sua sponte. (Reconsideration 
Memorandum, p. 23-30) However, this issue was not raised by the Court exclusively of its ovm 
volition, but the substance of the judicial estoppel argument was in fact raised by Defendant and 
briefed by the parties throughout, while admittedly not using the specific term "judicial estoppel." 
In Defendant's initial briefing, it raised possible grounds for sununary judgment in that Plaintiff had 
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accepted the severance payment and had executed the required release, and had thus acknowledged 
that she had been tenninated without cause. (Corrected Memorandum in Support of Sun Valley's 
Motion for Summary Judgment, p. 15-16) It then raised the issue that Plaintiff was now seeking 
double-recovery for keeping the severance payment and then also bringing her IPPEA claims against 
Defendant (Id.) Further, Defendant also argued that should the Court consider Plaintiff's IPPEA 
claim, that she would not be able to establish a prima facie case because Defendant had a legitimate, 
non-retaliatory, non-pretextual basis to terminate her as it did so without cause. (Id at 24-26) 
In response, Plaintiff specifically stated multiple times in her response that she disputed being 
terminated from her position at Sun Valley under the "without cause" provision of her Employment 
Agreement. (Plaintiffs Response to Sun Valley's Motion/or Summary Judgment, p. 2-5) She further 
argued specifically that she had a prima facie case for retaliation in violation of the IPPEA because 
Defendant's position that Plaintiff was terminated without cause was pretextual as ''ample evidence 
exists that Ms. Hammer's tennination was not 'without cause' and that the stated reasons are mere 
pretext." (Id. at 24-27) Defendant's reply then fully addressed Plaintiff's allegation that she was not 
fired without cause, and argued that because she signed the release, and accepted the severance 
payment, that this indicated that she clearly acknowledged in writing that she was in fact tenninated 
''without cause." (Sun Valley's Reply Memorandum in Support of Summary Judgment, p. 9- J 0) 
The relevant portions of this Court's decision regarding judicial estoppel mirrored the 
arguments made by counsel. The Court indicated that as Plaintiff accepted the severance package 
of her own choice, and that the severance package was only available to her if she was tenninated 
without cause, that she acknowledged that she was terminated without cause. (Memorandum 
Decision, p. 8) It then recognized that because she had previously made this choice to accept the 
payment, that she was judicially estopped from making the argument that she was terminated for 
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cause. (Id) Subsequent! y, the Court simply refused to consider whether she was actually terminated 
for cause. (Id. at 9) Contrary to Plaintiff's argument here, Plaintiff had ample opportunity to argue 
the substance of judicial estoppel, and did so, even though neither party used that specific term in 
their argwnent. Tiris issue was not raised by the Court sua sponte, and therefore reconsideration is 
not necessary on this issue. 
III. 
CONCLUSION 
As shown above, summary judgment was appropriately granted to Defendant and 
reconsideration of that decision is unnecessary, and Plaintiffs motion should be denied in its 
entirety. 
DATED this 1~ day of May, 2015. 
NAYLOR & HALES, P.C. 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTII JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BLAINE 
SHARON R. HAMMER. 
Case No. CV-2012-479 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
CITY OF SUN VALLEY; NILS RIBI~ 
and DeWA YNE BRISCOE, 
REPLY MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT 
OF PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR 
RECONSIDERATION OF ENTRY OF 
SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
Defendants. 
n CONTRARY TO SUN VALLEY'S ASSERTIONS IN ITS RESPONSE, THE COURT 
FAILED TO COMPLY WITH THE IDAHO SUPREME COURT'S DIRECTIONS IN 
REGARDS TO A SUMMARY JUDGMENT REQUEST RELATED TO AW AIVER 
In analyzing whether summary judgment related to a waiver should be granted, as is the 
case herein, the Idaho Supreme Court has directed that a district court act as follows: 
First, the Idaho Supreme Court has directed that "fact allegations contained in an affidavit 
opposing a motion for summary judgment must /Je accepted as true (emphasis added)." (Sutton 
v. Brown, 85 Idaho I 04 @I 09, 375 P.2d 990 (Id. Sup.Ct 1962)). 
Second, the Idaho Supreme Court has directed, "this court has repeatedly stated that upon 
a motion for summary judgment all doubts ( emphasis added) are to be resolved against the 
moving party" (Crane v. Banner, 93 Idaho 69@73-74, 455 P.2d. 313 (Id. Sup.Ct. 1969)). 
1 




Third, in regards to a waiver, the Idaho Supreme Court has directed that the existence of 
~aiver "is foremost a question of intent ( emphasis added). In order to establish waiver the 
intention to waive must clearly appear (emphasis added)." (Hecla Mining Co. v. Star-Morning 
Mining Co., 122 Idaho 778 @ 782, 839 P.2d 1192 (Id. Sup.Ct. 1992)). 
And, finally, the Idaho Supreme Court has directed that the existence of waiver "is a 
question of fact, and if there is any (emphasis added) substantial evidence in the record", 
regarding the existence or non-existence ofa waiver, "it is for the trier offacf' (emphasis added) 
(i.e. not the district court) to determine whether the evidence establishes a waiver or not 
(Riverside Development Co. v. Ritchie, 103 Idaho 515 @519, 650 P.2d 657 (Id. Sup.Ct. 1982). 
Nothing in Sun Valley's Response contradicts these explicit findings of the Idaho 
Supreme Court or contradicts the necessity for the Court to have followed the directives of the 
Idaho Supreme Court in regards to the waiver issues presented in this matter. 
Although Ms. Hammer recognizes and appreciates the Court's efforts, and its struggles in 
making findings in this matter, as was explained in Ms. Hammer's Memorandum In Support Of 
Motion For Reconsideration, and is further described herein, the Court has unwittingly rushed to 
judgment by violating every one of the directives from the Idaho Supreme Court described above 
in entering the Summary Judgment Decision. Most importantly, the Court has ignored the 
extensive communications to Sun Valley, submitted to its attorney Kirtlan Naylor ("Mr. 
Naylor"), making it clear at the time that the Supplemental Hammer Release was submitted to 
Sun Valley that Ms. Hammer was rejecting Mr. Naylor's demands that she sign an 
"unconditional" release waiving "all claims", and that she was instead retaining any non-wage 
claims against Sun Valley, including any IPPEA related claims, even if Sun Valley chose to pay 
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Ms. Hamm.er the .. severance" payments under the Severance Clause of the Employment 
Agreement. 
~ 
On January 24, 2012, Sun Valley paid Ms. Hammer by direct deposit the sum of 
$66,935.53, without any communications to Ms. Hammer that by doing so Ms. Hammer had 
somehow waived any non-wage claims. The payment of the .. severance" included withholding of 
both income and employment taxes on the entire amount. Both a) Sun Valley's withholding of 
employment taxes on the entire amount of the "severance" {admitting that the "severance" was 
entirely payment for wages, not liquidated damages or settlement of other non-wage claims 
which would not be subject to employment tax withholdings), and, b) Sun Valley's unilaterally 
deciding to pay Ms. Hammer the ''severance'' by direct deposit without clarifying that both Sun 
Valley and Ms. Hammer were in agreement as to whether she was waiving any non-wage claims 
- are genuine issues of material fact related to the circumstances surrounding the submission of 
the Supplemental Hammer Release which the Court did not take into consideration in entering 
summary judgment. and which (among other reasons), on reconsideration, requires the Court to 
reverse its summary judgment findings. 
The uncontested facts submitted in Affidavits by Ms. Hammer which the Court was 
required to accept as true for summary judgment purposes {see Sutton v. Brown), and instead 
ignored, included: 
a) The Court failed to accept as true the un-contradicted Affidavits of Ms. Hammer and 
Fonner Mayor Willich that neither intended that Ms. Hammer would be required to waive any 
non-wage claims as part of the Severance Clause of the Employment Agreement should Ms. 
Hammer ever be tenninated .. without cause" and be paid "severance" when the Employment 
Agreement was negotiated in 2008 (see Sutton v. Brown; Hecla Mining v. Star-Morning); 
b) The Court failed to accept as true the un-contradicted Affidavits of Ms. Hammer and 
Mr. Donoval that Ms. Hammer's intent was not to waive any non-wage claims when she rejected 
Sun Valley's "unconditional" Proposed Sun Valley Release and instead submitted the 
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"conditional" Supplemental Hammer Release to Sun Valley, after submitting numerous 
correspondences to Sun Valley confirming such (see Sutton v. Brown; Hecla v. Star-Morning); 
c) The Court failed to recognize that the uncontroverted facts in Ms. Hammer's and Mr. 
Donoval's Affidavits sunounding the rejection of the "unconditional" Proposed Sun Valley 
Release and the acceptance of the "conditional" Supplemental Hammer Release by Sun Valley 
and payment of the "severance" by direct deposit into Ms. Hammer's bank account, which 
included that Sun Valley withheld employment taxes on the entire "severance" payments, lead 
Ms. Hammer to believe that Sun Valley had acknowledged that Ms. Hammer was retaining her 
non-wage and IPPEA claims, as opposed to Sun Valley's subsequent claims that instead Ms. 
Hammer lead Sun Valley to believe that she was waiving "all" claims (see Sutton v. Brown); 
d) The Court violated the Idaho Supreme Court's direction that where there are any facts 
submitted by the opponent of summary judgment which prohibits the entry of summary 
judgment, the denial of summary judgment was, and is, mandated (see Riverside Development v. 
Ritchie); and, 
e) The Court violated the directives of the Idaho Supreme Court that if there are any 
doubts as to the entry of summary judgment in this matter, they were to be resolved against Sun 
Valley, not in Sun Valley's favor (see Crane v. Banner). 
As the Court failed to follow the directives of the Idaho Supreme Court in regards to 
entering summary judgment related to the issue of a purported waiver, and in entering the 
Summary Judgment Decision has ignored and failed to accept facts alleged in the Affidavits 
submitted by Ms. Hammer as being true for the purpose of summary judgment, it is Ms. 
Hammer's position that the Court is required to vacate its findings in regards to the Summary 
Judgment Decision and deny Sun Valley's request for summary judgment in the matter. 
ID CONTRARY TO SUN VALLEY'S DENIALS, THE COURT WAS OBLIGATED TO 
ACCEPT AS TRUE THE SWORN-TO FACTS SUBMITIED BY MS. HAMMER 
It is clear that in entering the Summary Judgment Decision, the Court failed to 
thoroughly review and understand the facts sunounding the "conditional" nature of Ms. 
Hammer's submission of the Supplemental Hammer Release to Mr. Naylor, and Sun Valley's 
payment of the "severance" by direct deposit to Ms. Hammer's bank account. The Court, 
apparently, instead believed that Sun Valley provided Ms. Hammer with a release that Ms. 
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Hammer simply and blindly signed without objection, and voluntarily accepted the payment of 
"severance" in return. The facts asserted by Ms. Hammer in Affidavits that have been submitted, 
which 11111St be accepted as true for purposes of swnmary judgment ( see Sutton v. Brown 
@109), tell a much different story than what has been argued by Sun Valley (without any 
affidavits to back up its assertions), and what the Court, in entering the Summary Judgment 
Decision, apparently accepted as being true. For summary judgment pUipOses, the Court was, 
and is, required accept as true Ms. Hammer's version of events - an obligation that the Court, 
regardless of its best intentions, violated. 
Sun Valley, Through Its Attorney Mr. Naylor, Was Clearly Made Aware That Ms. 
Hammer Was Not Waiving Any Non-Wage Claims And Considered Any "Severance" 
Payments That Were To Be Made As Entire]y Wages, And Not Related To The Release Of 
Any Non-Wage Claims. When Sun Valley Chose To, None-The-Less, Pay Ms. Hammer The 
"Severance" Anyway, By Direct Deposit 
In its Response, Sun Valley provided no additional factual information or Affidavits in 
opposition to Ms. Hammer's Motion For Reconsideration. Thus, the unopposed facts described 
in the Affidavits submitted by Ms. Hammer in opposition to Sun Valley's summary judgment 
request, and in support of her Motion For Reconsideration, which the Court 11111St accept as true 
for purposes of SIIIIUIUU'Y judgment (see Sutton v. Brown @I 09), but which the Court mostly 
ignored in the Summary Judgment Decision, indicate as follows: 
a) On January 13, 2012, Mr. Donoval sent Mr. Naylor an email specifically 
stating "her contract does not require her to waive any tort or any other non contract 
claims she may have with the City. (emphasis added)" (Donoval Rehearing Aff., Para. 
11, Exhibit 1 ). 
b) On January 14, 2012, Mr. Donoval sent Mr. Naylor an email specifically 
stating "regardless of whether you terminate her "without cause" - she has a property 
interest in her employment which we will immediately seek to enforce. And of course I 
will immediately re-file the IPPEA claims. (emphasis added). " (Donoval Rehearing 
Aff., Para 12, Exhibit 2). 
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c} On January 18, 2012, in a recorded telephone conversation, Mr. Donoval 
specifically told Mr. Naylor that ''even if Sun Valley terminates Ms. Hammer "without 
cause" that she was not required to waive any of her non service or wage types of claims 
against Sun Valley, including JPPEA. claims, even if she was paid her severance pay 
under the Severance Clause." (Donoval Rehearing Aff., Para. 14)1 
d) Immediately after the January 18, 2012 telephone call with Mr. Naylor, Mr. 
Donoval submitted a letter to Mr. Naylor stating "As I have stated, the causes of action 
Ms. Hammer possesses for tort, including the underlying harassment allegations against 
Council Member Ribi and several other claims (emphasis added), do not arise "from a 
termination", they arise out of separate incidents. Nor is it rational to assert that Ms. 
Hammer would have waived any non-colltract damage clailns she would have 
prospectively been entiiled to (i.e. personal injury dabns) when she signed the 
agreement (emphasis added}. So as I have stated. if the City of Sun Valley proposes to 
terminate Ms. Hammer without cause and pay her the severance payment in the contract, 
she will only sign a waiver that states the exact language in the contract cited above and 
nothing more." (Donoval Rehearing Aff., Para. 15, Exhibit 5) 
e) On January 19, 2012, Ms. Hammer was tennioated "without cause" by Sun 
Valley pursuant to the Severance Clause of the Employment Agreement. (Donoval 
Rehearing Aff., Para. 16; Hammer Rehearing Aff., Para. 15) 
f) On January 20, 2012, Ms. Hammer issued her letter to Sun Valley demanding 
full payment of her "severance" required under the Severance Clause of the Employment 
Agreement within forty eight ( 48) hours, or that treble damages would be required to be 
paid pursuant to Idaho Statute 45-606 and 45-615 (Hammer Rehearing Aff., Para. 16, 
Exhibit 2). The letter included a signed "Release Pursuant To City Administrator 
Employment Agreement" (Hammer Rehearing Aff., Para. 16, Exhibit 2) (the ''Original 
Hammer Release") which merely repeated the language of the Severance Clause of the 
Employment Agreement, as Mr. Donoval bad told Mr. Naylor it would in the letter of 
January 18, 2012 (see Donoval Rehearing Aff'., Para. 15, Exhibit 5). 
g) In two separate communications to Mr. Naylor (Donoval rehearing Aff., Para 
13, Exhibit 3) (Donoval Rehearing Aff.. Para. 21~ Exhibit 10), Mr. Donoval also asserted 
that if Sun Valley did not pay Ms. Hammer the "severance" within 48 hours, without 
requiring any limiting language related to her non-wage claims2, Sun Valley would be 
liable for treble damages pursuant to Idaho Statute 45-615. which considering that the 
total amount due to Ms. Hammer was approximate1y $83,000 (see Donoval Rehearing 
1 Mr. Naylor recorded this telephone conversation (see Donoval Rehearing Aff., Para. 14, Exhibit 4) and has failed 
to release the transc:ript of the conversation. Mr. Naylor has also failed to file an Affidavit denying that Mr. 
Donoval made these statements to Mr. Naylor. For purposes of summary judgment, the Court must accept this 
statement in Mr. Donoval's Affidavit as being true (see Sutton v. Brown @109), and that Mr. Naylor was aware of 
Ms. Hammer's claims that she was not releasing any IPPEA daims by accepting the "severance" payment. 
2 The email of January 21, 2012 from Mr. Donoval to Mr. Naylor specifically states "You can't put limiting language 
on payments." (Donoval Rehearing Aff., Para. 21, Exhibit 10) 
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Aff., Para 30, Exhibit 13), would have resulted in Sun Valley having to pay Ms. Hammer 
$250,0003• 
h) On January 20, 2012 and January 21, 2012 (a Saturday), Mr. Naylor submitted 
two emails to Mr. Donoval, which included that Sun Valley was rejecting the Original 
Hammer Release as written (Donoval Rehearing Aff., Para. 18, Exhibit 7), that Ms. 
Hammer must add specific language to the Original Hammer Release of "I release all 
claims against the City Of Sun Valley .. or Sun Valley would not pay Ms. Hammer the 
"severance .. (Donoval Rehearing A:tl., Para 18, Exhibit 7), and that if the sentence "I 
release all claims against the City Of Sun Valley" was not added to the Original Hammer 
Release that Sun Valley would not "consider that she has complied with the agreement." 
(Donoval RehearingA:ff., Para. 19, Exhibit 8) 
i) In a separate email late in the day on Saturday January 21, 2012, Mr. Naylor 
submitted the Proposed Sun Valley Release which included language demanded by Mr. 
Naylor that "I release all claims for damages of any kind arising from a termination 
without cause on January 19, 2012, and all claims against the City Of Sun Valley" or Sun 
Valley would not pay Ms. Hammer the "severance" . (Donoval Rehearing Aff., Para. 20, 
Exhibit 9) 
j) After discussions with Mr. Donoval, Ms. Hammer refused to sign the Proposed 
Sun Valley Release specifically because it did not affirm that Ms. Hammer was retaining 
her non-wage claims against Sun Valley. (Hammer Rehearing Aff., Para 18-21) 
(Donoval Rehearing ME, Para. 22-23) 
k) Based upon the directions of Ms. Hammer, on January 23, 2012, Mr. Donoval 
sent an email to Mr. Naylor indicating that Ms. Hammer would not be signing the 
Proposed Sun Valley Release submitted to Ms. Hammer by Mr. Naylor. (Hammer 
Rehearing AfI., Para 21; Donoval Rehearing Aff., Para. 24, Exhibit 11) 
1) On January 23, 2012, on behalf of Ms. Hammer, Mr. Donoval submitted the 
Supplemental Hammer Release to Mr. Naylor which stated that Ms. Hammer was only 
waiving those claims she "intended when the City Administrator Agreement was entered 
into". (Donoval Rehearing AfI., Para 28, Exhibit 12) At the time, Ms. Hammer and Mr. 
Donoval believed by submitting the Supplemental Hammer Release with the 
"conditional" language that Ms. Hammer made clear that she was not waiving any of the 
non-wage claims in acceptance of the "severance" payments, as had been clearly 
described to Mr. Naylor in previous communications. (Hammer Rehearing Aff., Para. 22-
24; Donoval Rehearing Aff., Para. 25-28, Exhibit 12) Contrary to Mr. Naylor's demands, 
the Supplemental Hammer Release did not include the "I release all claims against the 
City Of Sun Valley" or .. I release all claims for damages of any kind arising from a 
termination without cause on January 19, 2012, and all claims against the City Of Sun 
3 Mr. Donoval's email of January 16, 2012 (Donoval Rehearing Aff., Para. 13, Exhibit 3), estimated that treble 
damages for Sun Valley's failure to pay Ms. Hammer the "severance" would be about $200,000. In reality, based 
on the final "severance" and benefit payments of $82,537.45 (Donoval Rehearing Aff., Para. 30, Exhibit 13), the 
treble damages amount would have actually been closer to $250,000. 
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Valley" Mr. Naylor demanded before Sun Valley would pay Ms. Hammer the 
"severance". (see emails of Mr. Naylor, Donoval Rehearing Aff., Para. 19-20, Exhibit 8 
and 9) 
m) On January 23, 2012, Mr. Donoval met with former Sun Valley Treasurer 
Michelle Frostenson ("Former Treasurer Frostenson"), to review the amounts Ms. 
Hammer was to be paid as her final "severance" payments (Donoval Rehearing Aff., 
Para. 30, Exhibit 13). At that meeting, Fonner Treasurer Frostenson confinned to Mr. 
Donoval that all ''severance" payments which were to be paid to Ms. Hammer due to her 
termination "without cause" were "wages", subject to employment tax withholding, not 
payment for liquidated damages or any non-wage claims which would not have been 
subject to employment tax withholdings4. (Donoval Rehearing Aff., Para. 30-32). 
n) Based on the discussions with Fonner Treasurer Frostenson, and believing that 
the issue of whether all of the "severance'' payments to be made to Ms. Hammer pursuant 
to the Severance Clause of the Employment Agreement was for .. wages", as opposed to 
liquidated damages or non-wage claims, on behalf of Ms. Hammer, Mr. Donoval 
approved the Severance Pay Voucher. (DonovaJ Rehearing Aff., Para. 30-32) 
o) On January 24, 2012, without any further comn11mications to Mr. Donoval or 
Ms. Hammer from either Mr. Naylor, Former Treasurer Frostenson or any other Sun 
Valley officials, $66,935.53 was direct deposited in Ms. Hammer's bank account, without 
any forewarning to Ms. Hammer (Hammer Rehearing Aff., Para. 25; Donoval Rehearing 
Aff., Para. 33, Exhibit 14). The $66,935.53 payment included withholding of 
employment taxes on the entire "severance" payments made to Ms. Hammer, as had been 
affirmed by Former Treasurer Frostenson and as was indicted on the Severance Pay 
Voucher. (Donoval Rehearing Aff., Para. 30, Exhibit 13) 
In making its findings in the Summary Judgment Decision that Ms. Hammer had 
somehow lead Sun Valley to believe that she had waived any non-wage claims, the Court 
ignored that 1) Mr. Donoval submitted at least four (4) separate communications to Mr. Naylor 
confirming that Ms. Hammer was not waving any non-wage claims should Ms. Hammer be 
terminated "without cause" and be paid the "severance" under the Employment Agreement 
(paragraphs a -d above); 2) Mr. Naylor demanded that Ms. Hammer provide explicit language 
in a release that said that she was waiving "all claims" or sign the Proposed Sun Valley Release 
4 See Donoval Rehearing Aff., Para. 32. "At the time, Former Treasurer Frostenson agreed with me that all of the 
Nseverance" payments that Ms. Hammer was to receive pursuant to the Severance Oause of the Employment 
Agreement and listed in the Severance Pay Voucher were •wages'"' subject to employment and income tax 
withholdings, and not '"liquidated damages" or other damages". 
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which included that language (paragraphs h- i above); 3) Ms. Hammer rejected Mr. Naylor's 
demands to provide a release which explicitly stated that she waived "all claims", and instead 
submitted the "conditional" Supplemental Hammer Release which refused to do so (paragraphs j 
-1 above); 4) Former Treasurer Frostenson acknowledged that the "severance" that was being 
paid to Ms. Hammer was all ''wages", and not related to liquidated damages or non-wage claims 
(paragraphs m-n above); 5) Sun Valley paid the "severance" by direct deposit, notwithstanding 
that Ms. Hammer refused to submit a release admitting that the "severance" was in settlement of 
"all claims" as had been demanded by Mr. Naylor (Hammer Rehearing Aff., Para. 21-24; 
Donoval Rehearing Aff., Para. 22-28, Exhibit 12); and, 6) the payment of"severance" to Ms. 
Hammer included withholding of employment tax an all payments (Donoval Rehearing Aff., 
Para. 30, Exhibit 13), thus admitting that the "severance" was totally ''wages" and not liquidated 
damages or other non-wage claims. With all of these verified facts in the record confirming that 
Ms. Hammer did not intend to waive any non-wage claims related to her termination and that 
Sun Valley acted in a way that confirmed that Sun Valley also accepted that Ms. Hammer had 
not waived any non-wage claims in payment of the "severance", at a minimum, there are genuine 
issues of material fact which prohibit the entry of summary judgment. 
110 THE FAILURE OF SUN VALLEY TO SUPPORT ITS CLAIMS WITH 
AFFIDAVITS THAT SUN VALLEY BELIEVED THAT MS. HAMMER HAD WAIVED 
ANY NON-WAGE CLAIMS BY THE SUBMISSION OF THE SUPPLEMENTAL 
HAMMER RELEASE, REQUIRES THE DENIAL OF SUN VALLEY'S SUMMARY 
JUDGMENT REQUEST 
In response to the Affidavits filed in support of Ms. Hammer's original Response to Sun 
Valley's Motion for Summary Judgment, and in support of her Motion For Reconsideration, Sun 
Valley has filed no Affidavits explaining any of the circumstances surrounding the submission of 
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the Supplemental Hammer Release and the payment of the "severance" to Ms. Hammer in 
January of 2012, which include that: 
a) Sun Valley failed to supply any Affidavits that show that Mr. Naylor provided 
any of the communications submitted to Mr. Naylor by Mr. Donoval regarding the issue 
of the "severance" payments or that Ms. Hammer was retaining any non-wage claims 
against Sun Valley if she was paid "severance", including her IPPEA claims, to any Sun 
Valley officials or that any Sun Valley officials were aware of these communications. 
b) Sun Valley failed to supply any Affidavits that indicate that Sun Valley 
officials directed Mr. Naylor to draft and issue the Proposed Sun Valley Release, that any 
Sun Valley officials were aware of what the Proposed Sun Valley Release stated, or that 
Mr. Naylor even submitted the Proposed Sun Valley Release to Mr. Donoval on 
Saturday, January 21, 2012 on their behalf. 
c) Sun Valley failed to supply any Affidavits that indicate that Mr. Naylor 
communicated to any Sun Valley officials that Ms. Hammer had rejected the Proposed 
Sun Valley Release submitted to Ms. Hammer by Mr. Naylor. 
d) Sun Valley failed to supply any Affidavits which explained why Sun Valley 
accepted a release (the Supplemental Hammer Release) which did not include the 
language of"I release all claims against Sun Valley" demanded by Mr. Naylor for 
payment of the "severance", and still paid the "severance" to Ms. Hammer. 
e) Sun Valley failed to supply any Affidavits that indicate that Mr. Naylor 
provided the Supplemental Hammer Release to any Sun Valley officials or that any Sun 
Valley officials were aware that the Supplemental Hammer Release had even been 
provided to Mr. Naylor, upon which any Sun Valley officials could have made any 
determinations or decisions related to the intent of the Supplemental Hammer Release. 
f) Sun Valley failed to supply any Affidavits from either Former Treasurer 
Frostenson or any other Sun Valley officials denying that Sun Valley considered that the 
entire "severance" payments made to Ms. Hammer were "wages" as opposed to 
liquidated damages or related to other claims, or why Sun Valley withheld employment 
taxes on the entire "severance" payments made to Ms. Hammer, if a portion of the 
"severance" was actually for liquidated damages or in settlement of other non-wage 
claims, as is now claimed by Sun Valley. 
g) Sun Valley has failed to supply any Affidavits indicating which Sun Valley 
official or officials actually authorized that the direct deposit of the "severance" be made 
to Ms. Hammer's bank account, or on what information they relied before doing so. 
The failure of Sun Valley to enter any Affidavits into the record explaining the conduct 
of Sun Valley officials related to the circumstance surrounding the rejection by Ms. Hammer of 
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the "unconditional" Proposed Sun Valley Release, and the submission to, and acceptance of, the 
"conditioaal" Supplemental Hammer Release by Sun Valley, leaves the Court with no basis to 
determine who actually ma.de the decision to make a direct deposit of the "severance" payments 
into Ms. Hammer's bank account - or more importantly - why. In fact, there is no factual 
evidence in the record that any Sun Valley officials, other than Mr. Naylor, were aware of the 
rejection of the Proposed Sun Valley Release, had actually seen the Supplemental Hammer 
Release. or believed that Ms. Hammer had waived her non-wage claims by the submission of the 
Supplemental Hammer Release to Mr. Naylor. At this juncture, except for Former Treasurer 
Frostenson, the record shows that Mr. Naylor was the only Sun Valley related individual with 
any knowledge of the circumstances smrounding the submission of the Supplemental Hammer 
Release and the payment of the "severance" to Ms. Hammer by direct deposit5• 
For all the Court knows, Sun Valley officials paid Ms. Hammer the <(,severance" because 
they were lead by Mr. Naylor to believe that Ms. Hammer had signed the "unconditional" 
Proposed Sun Valley Release which Ms. Hammer had rejected, rather than having made clear to 
Mr. Naylor that such was not the case and instead submitting the ••conditional" Supplemental 
Hammer Release to Sun Valley. And even if the decisions were made by Sun Valley officials 
rather than unilaterally by Mr. Naylor, for all the Court knows Sun Valley officials paid Ms. 
Hammer the "severance" by direct deposit because they were more worried about having to pay 
Ms. Hammer treble damages under Idaho Statute 45-606 and 45-615 than that they were 
convinced that Ms. Hammer had waived any non-wage claims - as has been argued by Sun 
5 The only persons who held the authority to make decisions regarding the acceptance of the Supplementa I 
Hammer Release and the payment of the "severance" bv direct deposit to Ms. Hammer was the entire Sun Valley 
City Council by formal vote (which is nowhere to be found in the record) or by Sun Valley Mayor DeWayne Briscoe 
(which is also nowhere to be found In the record). aearly, Mr. Naylor or Former Treasurer Frostenson had no 
authority to make decisions to accept the Hammer Supplemental Release or to make the "severance" payment by 
direct deposit without the requlsite approval of Sun Valley Mayor Dewayne Briscoe or the Sun Valley City Council. 
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Valley. With all due respect, the Court cannot enter summary judgment based on inferences and 
assumptions about what Sun Valley officials did or not believe, or did or did not do, which are 
not in the record. 
Contrary to the arguments of Sun Valley, the verified facts in the record make clear that 
Mr. Naylor, the authorized representative of Sun Valley, was painfully aware of Ms. Hammer's 
assertions and belief that she was not waiving any of her non-wage claims by the rejection of the 
"unconditional" Proposed Sun Valley Release and the submission of the "conditional" 
Supplemental Hammer Release. There is no evidence that Mr. Naylor forwarded those 
communications to Sun Valley officials, or that Sun Valley officials were aware of Ms. 
Hammer's refusal to waive any non-wage claims in return for the payment of"severance". 
Without any Affidavits of what Sun Valley officials understood related to the submission of the 
Supplemental Hammer Release, the Court simply cannot come to the conclusion, at summary 
judgment, regarding what Sun Valley officials beliefs were as to whether Ms. Hammer intended 
to, or actually did, waive any rights to pursue non-wage claims by the submission of the 
Supplemental Hammer Release with the limiting language, especially considering that Ms. 
Hammer's assertions that she did not intend to do so have been submitted in a sworn-to 
Affidavit. 
It should be noted that on January 20, 2012 and January 21, 2012, after Ms. Hammer had 
already been temtinated, and after Ms. Hammer submitted the Original Hammer Release, Mr. 
Naylor demanded that Ms. Hammer sign a release that specifically had the "unconditional" 
language "I release all claims against the City of Sun Valley" or Sun Valley would not pay Ms. 
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Hammer the "severance'.6 (Donoval Rehearing Aft., Para. 19, Exhibit 8). Mr. Naylor then sent 
the Proposed Sun Valley Release with the "'unconditionar language of .. I release all claims for 
damages of any kind arising from a termination without cause on January 19, 2012, and all 
claims against the City Of Sun Valley" included, and again demanded that if the Proposed Sun 
Valley Release was not signed and returned "payment will not be able to be made.•• (Donoval 
Rehearing Aff., Para. 20, Exhibit 9). Contrary to Mr. Naylor's demands, Ms. Hammer did not 
sign the Proposed Sun Valley Release or a release that included language that she released .. all 
claims'' against Sun Valley and instead submitted the "conditional" Supplemental Hammer 
Release. Having demanded that Ms. Hammer sign an "unconditional" release of"all claims", 
Ms. Hammer was certainly entitled to believe that when Sun Valley did pay the "severance" 
even though Ms. Hammer did not sign a release that actually stated that she had waived "all 
claims", that Sun Valley had accepted that Ms. Hammer was preserving her non•wage claims, 
including claims under the IPPEA. By its own actions in paying the "severance" after Mr. Naylor 
had made clear that Sun Valley would only do so if Ms. Hammer submitted a release waiving 
"all claims", and giving Ms. Hammer the impression that Sun Valley had given up on its efforts 
to require Ms. Hammer to explicitly release "all claims" before Sun Valley made the payments to 
Ms. Hammer by direct deposit, Sun Valley should be estopped from then claiming that Sun 
Valley still somehow believed that she had waived "all claims" anyway. 
6 In the email from Mr. Naylor of January 20, 2012, in response to the submission of the Original Hammer Release, 
Mr. Naylor states "please revise your rel ease agreement to replace the last paragraph with this language, in order 
for payment to be made (emphasis added) "I release all claims against the Oty of Sun Valley". (Donoval Rehearing 
Aff., Para. 18, Exhibit 7) Then in the first email of January 21, 2012, Mr. Naylor states "Add that sentence to the 
release, or we will consider that she has complied wlth the agreement ... But you hold the "$$$" in your hands ... 
(Donoval Rehearing Aff., Para.19, Exhibit 8). Then in the second email of January 21, 2012, Mr. Naylor sent the 
Proposed Sun Valley Release with the language "I release all claims for damages of any kind arising from a 
termination without cause on January 19, 2012, and all claims against the City Of Sun Valley." and demanded that 
the Proposed Sun Valley Release was "'the acceptable release. If It is not received by 1:00 pm Monday, payment 
will not be able to be made." (Donoval Rehearing Aft., Para. 20, Exhibit 9) 
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As there are considerable facts related to Ms. Hammer's denial that she waived any non-
wage claims, which challenge Sun Valley's unverified assertions and arguments that Sun Valley 
officials somehow believed that Ms. Hammer had voluntarily waived her right to pursue any 
non-wage claims when Sun Valley unilaterally deposited the "severance" into Ms. Hammer's 
bank account after Mr. Naylor demanded that Sun Valley would only do so upon the receipt of a 
release which specifically stated that she had waived "all claims", which was never provided, 
and Sun Valley officials have been silent as to any of these matters, the Court's entry of 
summary judgment is in error, and should be reversed. 
IV} SUN VALLEY HAS FAILED TO COUNTER THAT THE U.S. SUPREME COURT, 
THE U.S. DISTRICT COURT FOR IDAHO AND THE IDAHO SUPREME COURT 
HA VE ALL DEFINED "SEVERANCE" AS WAGES OR AS REMUNERATION FOR 
WORK PERFORMED, NOT AS SETTLEMENT OF OTHER CLAIMS OR AS 
LIQUIDATED DAMAGES 
In her Memorandum in Support Of Reconsideration, Ms. Hammer provided cases from 
the U.S. Supreme Court, the U.S. District Court for Idaho and the Idaho Supreme Court, all of 
which define that when an employee is paid a "severance" payment, the payment relates to past 
services performed, and is not liquidated damages or settlement of other non-wage related 
claims, as was argued by Sun Valley, and as was found by the Court in its Summary Judgment 
Decision. 
The most important case law cite, and one which the Court is mandated by stare decisis 
to accept, is that in the 2014 case of U.S. v. Quality Stores, 134 S.Ct. 1395 (U.S. Sup.Ct. 2014), 
the U.S. Supreme Court stated (@1399-1400): 
"Severance payments made to terminated employees are 'remuneration for employment'. 
Severance payments are, of course, 'remuneration', and common sense dictates that 
employees receive the payments 'for employment' ... Severance payments are made in 
consideration for employment- for a 'service ... performed' by 'an employee for the 
person employing him.' " 
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In its Response, Sun Valley has failed to respond to, and has instead chosen to simply 
ignore, the U.S. Supreme Court's recent definition in US. v. Quality Stores that "severance'' is 
for "services performed", not for liquidated damages. 
In her Memorandum in Support Of Reconsideration Ms. Hammer also cited to two Idaho 
Supreme Court cases (Johnson v. Allied Stores Corp., 106 Idaho 363, 679 P 2d 640 (Idaho 
Sup.Ct. 1984)) and Parker v. Underwriters Laboratories, 140 Idaho 517, 96 P.3d 618 (Idaho 
Sup.Ct. 2004) and a U.S. District Court For Idaho case (Sarbacher v. Americold Realty. 2011 
WL 5520442 (U.S. Idaho 2011)), all of which discuss the parameters of what "severance" means 
in the context of an employment settlement under Idaho law. In Johnson v. Allied Stores, in 
determining whether ••severance" pay was "wages" under Idaho Statute 45-608 (related to the 
statute of limitation on collection of wages law suits), the Idaho Supreme Court stated that 
"Severance pay is also a component of compensation in an employment agreement ... Thus we 
hold that a claim for severance pay also comes within the parameters of Idaho Statute 45-608 ." 
(i.e. Re: Collection Of Wages) (i.e. wages for services rendered). In Parker v. Underwriters, in 
citing a Colorado case of Moore v. Digital Equipment, 868 P.2d 1170, 1172 (Colo. App.Ct. 
1994) (which stated that "A severance allowance is a payment made to an employee in return/or 
senices previously provided. (emphasis added))" the Idaho Supreme Court stated: 
"'Severance pay• has been defined as •a sum of money usually based on length of 
employment for which an employee is eligible upon termination.' ( citing to the American 
Heritage Dictionary Of the English Language, 4th Edition, 2000). The purpose ofa 
severance plan is to protect employees from economic hardship and to reward lhe,nfor 
pat services rendered. (emphasis added)" (citing to 27 Am.Jur.2d. Employment 
Relationships, Sec. 70) (@ 520) 
And in Sarbacher, the U.S. District Court for Idaho differentiated findings in an Idaho 
case named Moore v. Omnicare, 141 Idaho 809, 118 P.3d 141 Odaho Sup.Ct. 2005) that 
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prospective payments in settlement of a tennination were considered liquidated damages, not 
wages, to the facts in the Sarbacher case. In Sarbacher, the U.S. District Court differentiated the 
Sarbacher facts from the Moore v. Omnicare case because a) in Sarbacher the payment to the 
plaintiff was a lwnp sum payment (not prospective payments as was the case in Moore v. 
Omnicare), and b) the separation agreement entered into in Sarbacher specifically included the 
phrase '"severance" while the word ··severance" was never mentioned in the agreements entered 
into in Moore v. Omnicare7• 
As was the case in Sarbacher, in this ~ the Severance Clause of the Employment 
Agreement and the Supplemental Hammer Release both referred to the payments that Ms. 
Hammer was to receive as being ••severance", and Ms. Hammer received the "severance" in a 
lump sum payment However, in entering summary judgment, the Court specifically dismissed 
the findings of Judge Winmill in the Sarbacher case, and instead determined that the ••severance" 
payments to Ms. Hammer were "liquidated damages" pursuant to the rationale of Moore v. 
Omnicare. Judge Winmill has been a U.S. District Judge for approximately twenty (20) years 
and bas beard hundreds of employment related cases under Idaho law. Judge Winmill's logic and 
analysis of the definition of"severance" under Idaho law should not be held with such little 
disregard by this Court. Under Judge Winmill's analysis in Sarbacher, if payment is made to a 
terminated employee in a lump sum and if the phrase .. severanceH is used in connection with the 
payment, under Idaho law, the payment relates to remuneration for services rendered and is not 
to be considered "liquidated damages", as was the case in Sarbacher. Therefore, this Court 
should follow the extensive experience of Judge Winmill in regards to Idaho employment law 
7 ln fact, as noted in Ms. Hammer Memorandum in Support Of Reconsideration, in SarbQcher, Judge Wlnmfll 
specifically found that because the settlement agreement in Sarbacher used the phrase "severance", the payments 
made to the plaintiff in that case could not be considered "liquidated damages", as was found in Moore v. 
Omnicare, where the phrase "severance" was never mentioned in settlement documents. 
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matters, and follow the guidance of Sarbacher ( as opposed to Moore v. Omnicare), and find that 
the payments made to Ms. Hammer were strictly "severance" for wages and not liquidated 
damages as the Court found 
In its Response, Sun Valley also now asserts that the two Idaho cases Ms. Hammer 
mentioned in her Memorandmn in Support Of Reconsideration, which Sun Valley did not itself 
previously rely on, namely, Parker v. Underwriters and Moore v. Digital, confirm that 
"severance" is not wages or remuneration for past services. However, like in Moore v. Omnicare, 
the facts in both Parker v. Underwriters and Moore v. Digital are much different that Ms. 
Hammer's situation. In both Parker v. Underwriters and Moore v. Digital, (as was the case in 
Moore v. Omnicare), the plaintiffs received post termination payments which were considered 
"enhanced" benefits (see Parker v. Underwriters @622), which Ms. Hammer did not receive in 
this situation. Sun Valley's arguments regarding both Parker v. Underwriters and Moore v. 
Digital are not applicable as Ms. Hammer did not receive any post-temrination or "enhanced" 
benefits, but instead received a lump sum "severance" payment. 
However, no matter what the status was of previous Idaho rulings related to what is and 
what is not "severance", or what the definition of "severance" is. all courts, whether it be the 
Idaho Supreme Court, the U.S. District Court for Idaho or this Court, are now bound by the 
explicit findings of the U.S. Supreme Court in US v. Quality Stores, that "severance" payments 
are "consideration for employment - for a 'service ... performed' by 'an employee for the person 
employing him.'", and not liquidated damages or settlement of non-wage claims, as was fotmd 
by the Court in the Summary Judgment Decision. All cases entered prior to the 2014 findings in 
U.S. v. Quality Stores regarding what is and what is not "severance" must now be viewed in light 
of the recent findings of the U.S. Supreme Court in U.S. v. Quality Stores. Any arguments of any 
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litigant, including Sun Valley, that "severance" is anything but payment for a "service 
performed", faces serious scrutiny and skepticism subsequent to the U.S. Supreme Court's 
finding in US. v. Quality Stores. 
Pursuant to the concept of stare decisis, this Court is obligated to respect and comply 
with the rulings of higher courts, and in particular the U.S. Supreme Court. In light of the recent 
findings of the U.S. Supreme Court in U.S. v. Quality Stores, and the Court's findings that the 
"severance" payment to Ms. Hammer was not wages for a "service performed", but instead was 
liquidated damages, the Court must reconsider its findings in light of its obligations related to the 
U.S Supreme Court's definition of "severance" in US. v. Quality Stores as being payment for 
past services rendered or performed (as has been argued by Ms. Hammer), and not as "liquidated 
damages" or as settlement of non~wage claims {as has been argued by Sun Valley and found by 
the Court). 
V) FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT PURPOSES, THE COURT ERRED BY REJECTING 
MS. HAMMER'S AND FORMER MAYOR WILLICH'S SWORN STATEMENTS THAT 
NEITHER INTENDED THAT MS. HAMMER WAS PROSPECTIVELY REQUIRED TO 
WAIVE ANY NON-WAGE RELATED CLAIMS WHEN THE EMPLOYMENT 
AGREEMENT WAS ENTERED INTO IN 2008 
In support of her Objection to the entry of summary judgment, and in support of her 
Memorandum in Support OfReconsiderati~ Ms. Hammer has submitted Affidavits of herself, 
Mr. Donoval and Fonner Mayor Willich regarding the intent of the parties when the 
Employment Agreement was entered into back in 2008. The Court is obligated to accept the 
Affidavits as being true for summary judgment purposes (see Sutton v. Brown @109). 
Ms. Hammer, Mr. Donoval (who acted as Ms. Hammer's counsel regarding the 
Employment Agreement) and Former Mayor Willich have all sworn that in reviewing the 
Employment Agreement drafted by Sun Valley City Attorney Rand Peebles in 2008, that they all 
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accepted the common definition of "severance" as relating only to remuneration for past services 
rendered, and that none of the three considered that by entering into the Employment Agreement 
that should Ms. Hammer ever be terminated "without cause" that she would be waiving any 
non-wage claims (see Hammer Rehearing Aff., Para. 9-12; Donoval Rehearing AfT., Para. 8-9; 
WiJlich Rehearing AfT., Para. 5-9). 
Ms. Hammer's basis for her belief that "severance" only applied to past service should 
she ever be terminated. was based on her history as a municipal attorney and as a city 
administrator in Illinois • where statutes provide that ''severance" only applies to "past services 
rendered to an employer" (Hammer Rehearing Atf., Para. 8). 
Mr. Donoval's basis for believing that "severance" only applied to past services should 
Ms. Ham.mer ever be termina~ was based on his work as both an attorney and a CPA wherein 
he was aware that for income and employment tax purposes "severance" is defined by the IRS as 
wages, not as liquidated or other non-wage related payments. (Donoval Rehearing Aff., Para. 7) 
Former Mayor Willich based his belief that .. severance" only applied to past services 
rendered should Ms. Hammer ever be terminated, due to his work as a high level executive at 
Boeing wherein "severance" payments were ''limited to performance related compensation". 
(Willich Rehearing Aff., Para. 10) 
Both Ms. Hammer and Former Mayor Willich have confirmed that the specifics 
regarding whether "severance" did not apply to any non-wage related claims should Ms. 
Hammer ever be terminated were not specifically discussed when the Employment Agreement 
was entered into in 2008 because both believed that it was obvious that "severance" clearly 
meant that any compensation under the Severance Clause of the Employment Agreement was 
intended to compensate Ms. Hammer "for past services rendered". not for settlement of other 
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non-wage related claims. (Hammer Rehearing Aff., Para. 9-1 O; Willich Rehearing Aff., Para. 5-
6) Both Ms. Hammer and Former Mayor Willich have sworn that if there was any question that 
the phrase ··severance" in the Severance Clause of the Employment Agreement only was 
considered as payment for past services rendered, and not for settlement of any future claims, 
that both would have agreed to add specific language in the Employment Agreement defining 
such, because that was what was intended by both Former Mayor Willich and Ms. Hammer 
(Hammer Rehearing Aff., Para 11; Willich Rehearing Ali., Para. 7). 
Separate from the intent of Fonner Mayor Willich and Ms. Hammer related to the 
Severance Clause, the Court must look to the language of the singular sentence in the Severance 
Clause which requires that Ms. Hammer must provide Sun Valley with an undefined release of 
all claims, within the context of a section of the Employment Agreement which uses the phrase 
.. severance" no less than five (5) separate times. Certainly, because the provision requiring a 
release was in a section that described that it related to "severance" in nwnerous places, and that 
the phrase "liquidated dam.ages" is found nowhere in the Severance Clause, both Ms. Hammer 
and Fonner Mayor Willich had the right to consider that the providing of a release would only 
relate to the release of wage related claims for services rend~ as opposed to the release of any 
tort, injury, constitutional or other non-wage related claims at the time the Employment 
Agreement was entered into. 
It is simply ludicrous for Sun Valley to assert that Ms. Hammer had somehow knowingly 
prospectively released .. any and all" potential claims against Sun Valley, even clauns that could 
not have been foreseen, when she signed the Employment Agreement8• Under Sun Valley's 
s Mr. Donoval made this patently dear to Mr. Naylor in his January 18, 2012 email when he stated "'No,;s it 
rational to assert that Ms. Hammer would have waived any nan-contract damage claims she would have 
prospect/11e/y been entit~ to {i.e. personal injury claims} when she signed the agreement.• (Donoval Rehearing 
Aft., Para. 15, Exhibit 5) 
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arguments, and the Court's findings, did Ms. Hammer prospectively waive any horrific injuries 
she may have encountered if she was hurt as part of her duties as a Sun Valley fire fighter? 
Under Sun Valley's arguments, and the Court's findings, did Ms. Hammer prospectively waive 
any injuries Ms. Hammer may have suffered if Former Council Member Ribi had hit her over the 
head with a baseball bat rather than only assaulting her? Under Sun Valley's arguments, and the 
Court's findings, if Sun Valley was facing potential multi-million dollar claims from Ms. 
Hammer, Sun Valley apparently could terminate Ms. Hammer "without cause" and limit its 
exposure to only $65,000 (i.e. 6 months of Ms. Hammer's pay). That could not possibly have 
been the intent or purpose of the Severance Clause of the Employment Agreement when it was 
entered into in 2008. 
On Page 5 and 6 of the Summary Judgment Decision, the Court asserts that where parties 
disagree over the intent of a contract provision, that "where one party has no reason to know of 
any other meaning than that apparent from the other party's own words, and the other party did 
not did have reason to know the meaning the first party would attach to his words, the first 
party's understanding prevails." However, in entering the Summary Judgment Decision, the 
Court wholly ignores Idaho case Jaw directives that intent of the parties must be looked at "at the 
time the contract was made" (see Opportunity, LLC v. Ossewarde, 136 Idaho 602, 38 P.3d 1258 
(Idaho Sup.Ct. 2002)). The Court has made the error of using the interpretation of the new 
administration of Sun Valley as to what the Severance Clause of the Employment Agreement 
means, rather than the intent of the former administration of Sun Valley in the form of Former 
Mayor Willich, who negotiated and entered into the Employment Agreement on behalf of Sun 
VaJley. In essence, the view of the new administration of Sun VaJley should be irrelevant to the 
analysis. 
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Talcing the sworn-to statements of Fonner Mayor Willich as being true, which the Court 
must do for summary judgment purposes (see Sutton v. Brown@l09), the Court must 
acknowledge that at the time the Employment Agreement was entered into that Sun Valley, as 
an entity, interpreted the Severance Clause of the Employment Agreement in the exact same way 
as Ms. Hammer, namely, that the receipt of"severance" should Ms. Hammer ever be terminated 
did not require her to release any non-wage claims. As there is no disagreement between the 
parties who actually entered into the Employment Agreement as to what the language of the 
Severance Clause of the Employment Agreement was meant to provide for when the 
Employment Agreement was entered into, and therefore still must provide for, there simply and 
actually is no disagreement over the intent of the parties who actually entered imo the 
Employment Agreement. 
As the two parties who entered into the Employment Agreement, namely Ms. Hammer 
and Fonner Mayor Willich, had a meeting of the minds as to what the Severance Clause of the 
Employment Agreement meant, the new administration of Sun Valley, and the Court itself, has 
no authority to change that intent The Court's finding that a corporate owner or a new 
administration of a government entity can change the intent of a contract, notwithstanding both 
the prior owner's or administration's sworn-to statements as to what the intent of the parties were 
when entering into a contract, violates every tenet of the sanctity of contracts. As the Court must 
accept as true, for summary judgment purposes, that both Ms. Hammer and Fonner Mayor 
Willich were both clear when the Employment Agreement was entered into in 2008 that the 
Severance Clause of the Employment Agreement did not require that Ms. Hammer waive any 
non-wage claims should she be paid the "severance" payments if she was terminated "without 
cause", and as the Court must resolve all doubts regarding what the intent of the parties were 
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when the Employment Agreement was entered into in favor of Ms. Hammer, not Sun Valley (see 
Crane v. Banner@73-74), the Court must reverse its findings that the Severance Clause of the 
Employment Agreement required that Ms. Hammer waive any non-wage claims when she was 
paid the "severance" . 
V) SUN VALLEY HAS FAU 1ED TO RESPOND TO. OR DENY, THAT BY REQUIRING 
EMPWYMENT TAX Wfl'HHOLDINGS ON ALL OFTBE "SEVERANCE" 
PAYMENTS, THAT SUN VALLEY ACKNOWLEDGED THAT NONE OF THE 
"SEVERANCE" PAYMENTS WERE FOR NON-WAGE CLAIMS OR FOR 
LIQUIDATED DAMAGES 
Ms. Hammer's assertions about Former Treasurer Frostenson's admission that all 
"severance" Ms. Hammer was about to receive was subject to employment taxes, is not an 
insignificant issue in the matter. Sun Valley bas failed to respond in any way to the assertion that 
by withholding employment taxes on the entire amount of"severance", that Sun Valley was 
admitting that none of the "severance" payments related to liquidated damages or other non-
wage claims, which would have been exempt from employment taxes - or that at a minimum, 
Sun Valley lead Mr. Donoval and Ms. Hammer to believe that by withholding employment taxes 
on the entire "severance" payments that Sun Valley had conceded that Ms. Hammer was not 
being paid any of the "severance" in release of any non-wage claims. 
Pursuant to IRS Revenue Ruling 72-268, liquidated damages are not "wages" subject to 
employment taxes (also see Kern v. Mid-Continental Petroleum Corp., 63 F.Supp. 120 (U.S. 
N.D.lowa I 945, affirmed by the U.S. 8th Circuit Appellate Court (157 F.2d 310 (U.S. App.8th 
1946) (liquidated damages are not "wages" for employment tax withholding purposes). In fact, 
the entire U.S. v. Quality Stores case previously cited, deals with the issues related to whether 
"severance" payments are subject to employment tax withholding or are exempt from 
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withholding of employment taxes (which the U.S. Supreme Court affirmed they were not 
exempt) as some other forms of compensation (such as liquidated damages) are. 
Most competent attorneys, CPA' s and financial professionals are well aware of this 
employment tax provision. Certainly, Mr. Donoval was aware of this employment tax 
withholding provision when he discussed the issue regarding withholdings on the "severance" 
payment about to be paid to Ms. Hammer with Fonner Treasurer Frostenson on January 23, 2012 
(see Donoval Rehearing Aff., Para. 30-34). Mr. Donoval also had the right to presume that 
Former Treasurer Frostenson was aware of the implications of whether the "severance" 
payments about to be paid to Ms. Hammer were wages subject to withholding, or liquidated 
damages or other non-wage related payments not subject to withholding. Instead, Former 
Treasurer Frostenson made clear to Mr. Donoval that the entire amount of "severance" was 
wages subject to employment tax withholding, and not liquidated damages or other non-wage 
related compensation which would not be subject to employment tax withholding9• Considering 
that Mr. Donoval had just submitted several correspondences to Mr. Naylor confirming that Ms. 
Hammer was not going to waive any non-wage claims as part of issuing a release, that Ms. 
Hammer and Mr. Donoval had just rejected signing the .. unconditional" Proposed Sun Valley 
Release Mr. Naylor was demanding that Ms. Hammer sign in return for the payment, and that 
Fonner Treasurer Frostenson had just confirmed that none of the .. severance" payments related 
to liquidated damages or non-wage claims - both Ms. Hammer and Mr. Donoval had the right to 
believe that they had preserved Ms. Hammer's rights to bring further non-wage claims, such as 
the IPPEA claim,. even if Sun Valley paid Ms. Hammer the "severance". 
9 Pursuant to Mr. Oonovars Affidavit, on January 23, 2014 "Former Treasurer Frostenson agreed with me that all of 
the "severance" payments that Ms. Hammer was to receive pursuant to the Severance Clause of the Employment 
Agreement and listed In the Severance Pay Voucher were "wages" subject to employment and income tax 
withholdings, and not '"'liquidated damages" or other damages." Donoval Rehearing Aff., Para. 32) 
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For summary judgment purposes, the Court must accept as true (see Sutton v. Brown 
@109) the statements of Former Treasurer Frostenson on January 23, 2012 that all of the 
.. severance" payments to be made to Ms. Hammer were wages and that none of the "severance" 
payments were considered by Sun Valley at the time they were paid to be either liquidated 
damages or in regards to the settlement of other non-wage claims. (Donoval Rehearing AfI., 
Para. 32) The fact that Sun Valley withheld employment taxes on the entire "severance" 
payments made to Ms. Hammer is additional evidence that at the time of the direct deposit of the 
"severance" funds into Ms. Hammer's bank account, that Sun Valley officials did not consider 
any of the "severance" payments to Ms. Hammer to be liquidated damages or payment for other 
non-wage matters, in direct contradiction to what Sun Valley has subsequently argued and the 
Court has determined. 
As there is evidence in the record in the fonn of Former Treasurer Frostenson's 
uncontroverted admission that none of the "severance" being paid to Ms. Hammer was liquidated 
or other damages, and Sun Valley's withholding of employment taxes on the entire "severance" 
payments made to Ms. Hammer (evidencing that Sun Valley did not consider any of the 
"severance" to be liquidated damages at the time of payment), which directly contradicts Sun 
Valley's claims and the Court's findings, there are genuine issues of material fact as to whether 
Sun Valley really did consider that the "severance" payment to Ms. Hammer included settlement 
of non-wage claims, which prohibits the entry of summary judgment. 
VD THE COURT'S FINDING THAT MS. HAMMER WAIVED HER RIGHT TO BRING 
THE IPPEA CLAIMS BECAUSE SHE WAS PAID THE "SEVERANCE" BY DIRECT 
DEPOSIT, AND DID NOT RETURN THE PAYMENT BEFORE BRINGING SUIT, IS 
ERROR . 
In the Summary Judgment Decision, based on arguments of Sun Valley, the Court found 
that Ms. Hammer had the choice of rejecting the "severance" payment and pursuing her non-
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wage claims or accepting the "severance" payment and waiving all claims, including any non-
wage related claims. Ms. Hammer has asserted that she actually had a third option, which was to 
refuse to sign a waiver that included any language that she was waiving any non-wage claims 
and still demand that her wage related "severance" be paid (Hammer Rehearing Aff., Para. I 9; 
Dono val Rehearing Aff., Para. 23 ). 
The Court made its findings, apparently, misunderstanding that Ms. Hammer did not 
voluntarily receive a check from Sun Valley and cash it in settlement of "all" claims - but 
instead that the "severance" payment was made by Sun Valley by direct deposit into Ms. 
Hammer's checking account, without any indication from Sun Valley that by doing so Sun 
Valley considered that Ms. Hammer had waived any and all claims, as it later asserted. 
Although no Idaho cases can be found regarding whether a payment made by an 
employer must be returned if the plaintiff thereafter seeks to challenge the legitimacy of a 
waiver, several federal cases have discussed the issue. In Richardson v. Sugg, 448 F .3d 1046 
(U.S. App.8th 2006), the U.S. 8th Circuit Appellate Court found that former University Of 
Arkansas basketball coach Nolan Rishardson was not required to return approximately a half 
million dollar payment he was paid pursuant to the termination provision of his contract, when 
he thereafter brought a federal discrimination law suit against the University of Arkansas. 
Closer to home, the U.S. 9th Circuit Appellate Court, in Botefur v. City Of Eagle Point, 7 
F.3d 152 (U.S. App.8th 1993), found that requiring a plaintiff to return the termination payments 
made to an employee who signed a release, as a prerequisite to filing a law suit related to the 
termination, was not necessary. The Botefur Court found that "A tender back requirement is 
neither "indispensible to any scheme of justice" nor an "indispensible prerequisite to litigation." 
(@ 156). The Botefur Court concluded that "We hold that a civil rights plaintiff is not required to 
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return consideration received pursuant to a valid release agreement as a prerequisite to initiating 
a Section 1983 action premised on the violations purportedly released by the agreement." (@ 
156). 
In this case, Ms. Hammer did not voluntarily receive and cash a check from Sun Valley 
in settlement of any claims. Instead, Sun Valley unilaterally chose to direct the deposit the 
"severance" payments into her bank account, when Ms. Hammer had been clear in her 
communications that she was not releasing any non-wage claims, or at a minimum, that the issue 
had still not been resolved. Based on the cases cited above, the Court should not have taken into 
consideration that because Sun Valley paid Ms. Hammer the ••severance" by direct deposit it 
somehow was evidence that she had waived "all" claimsJ or required that she was required to 
return any of the "severance" funds received before she brought suit. 
VID THE COURT'S FINDINGS THAT JUDICIAL ESTOPPEL APPLIES CANNOT 
STAND CONSIDERING THAT ALLEGING THAT SUN VALLEY TERMINATED MS. 
HAMMER FOR REASONS OTHER THAN "WITHOUT CAUSE" OR "AT WILL" IS A 
PLEADING REQUIREMENT FOR A PRETEXT OR RETALIATION CLAIM 
In its Summary Judgment Order, the Court found that Ms. Hammer was judicially 
estopped from bringing her IPPEA claims because she asserted that she was terminated "without 
cause" and at the same time she asserted that she was really terminated "with cause''10• Sun 
Valley has responded that the findings of the Court related to judicial estoppel should stand. 
The Severance Clause of the Employment Agreement describes that if Ms. Hammer was 
terminated ''without cause" she would be entitled to a six month "severance" payment. The 
Employment Agreement also describes that if Ms. Hammer was instead terminated "with cause" 
10 The definition in the Employment Agreement related to Ms. Hammer being terminated "without cause" is akin 
to an Idaho employee being terminated "at will". 
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she would be entitled to a hearing to defend herself against the claims which resulted in a "with 
cause" termination. 
Whether it was based on her contract terms, or whether it was based on Idaho case law, 
Ms. Hammer was entitled to a name clearing hearing if she was not terminated "at will"/"without 
cause", but was actually terminated for a reason. Multiple Idaho cases confirm that an "at will" 
employee has a right to bring a cause of action if the employer terminated the employee "at will" 
as a pretext for terminating the employee for some other reason. In order to bring a ''pretext" 
cause of action, by necessity, the employee must allege that the employer terminated the 
employee "at will" as a pretext for the other real reasons that the employee was terminated, 
entitling the employee to a name clearing hearing. (see Hatheway v. University Of Idaho, 155 
Idaho 255,310 P.3d 315 @327 (Idaho Sup.Ct. 2013); Cantwell v. Boise, 146 Idaho 127@136, 
191 P.3d 205 (Idaho Sup.Ct. 2008)) That is exactly what Ms. Hammer has done, namely, in 
various pleadings in this case as well as other matters, she has alleged that she was terminated "at 
will" (i.e. "without cause") as a pretext, when in reality Sun Valley terminated her for the 
numerous erroneous public claims made by Sun Valley officials that she had committed all kinds 
of egregious acts. As it is a pleading requirement to bring a pretext cause of action against Sun 
Valley to assert that Sun Valley claimed Ms. Hammer was terminated "at will"/ ''without cause" 
when Sun Valley actually terminated Ms. Hammer for other publicly enumerated reasons 
without providing her with a name clearing hearing, the Court was in error for ruling that Ms. 
Hammer was judicially estopped from raising that allegation. 
As is the case with a pretext claim, by bringing a claim under the IPPEA, a plaintiff, by 
necessity, must assert that the public employer did not terminate the employee "at will" or for 
other reasons, but instead terminated the employee in retaliation for complaints the employee 
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made about the public employer or its officials, as Ms. Hammer has done herein. In both Curlee 
v. Kootenai County Fire & Rescue, 148 Idaho 391,224 P.3d 458 (Idaho Sup.Ct 2008) and Van 
v. Portneu/Medical Center, 147 Idaho 552,212 P.3d 982 (Idaho Sup.Ct. 2009) (also Van v. 
Portneuf Medical Center, 156 Idaho 696,330 P.3d 1054 (Idaho Sup.Ct. 2014)) the Idaho 
Supreme Court made clear that the parameters of a case under the IPPEA, by necessity, requires 
that the employee was terminated not for the reasons described by the employer or "at will", but 
instead for a retaliatory reaso~ namely, because of complaints made by the employee against the 
employer or its officials/employees11 • As is the case with a pretext claim, the Court was in error 
for ruling that Ms. Hammer was judicially estopped from claiming that she was terminated "at 
will"f'without cause", when in reality Ms. Hammer was terminated in retaliation for bringing 
harassment, hostility and assault claims against Former Council Member Ribi, when that is a 
pleading requirement to bring any retaliation claim against Sun Valley under the IPPEA. 
In McCallister v. Dixon, 154 Idaho 891,303 P.3d 578 (Id. Sup.Ct. 2013) the Idaho 
Supreme Court acknowledged that judicial estoppel precludes a party from advantageously 
taking one positio~ then subsequently seeking a second position that is incompatible with the 
first (@894). In this case, Ms. Hammer's allegations that Sun Valley terminated her "at will" 
under the ''without cause" of the Employment Agreement, when in reality she was terminated 
either ''with cause" under the Employment Agreement or generally «with cause" as an "at will" 
employee (entitling her to a name clearing hearing which was never provided). or that she was 
tenninated in retaliation for making harassment complaints against Fonner Council Member Ribi 
(thus allowing for claims under the IPPEA), are not inconsistent with her position, but are 
11 In Curlee v. Kootenai County Fire & Rescue (@394), the employee was purportedly fired for "aeating 
dissension". In Van v. Portneuf Medical ~nter {@ 985 ), the employee was purportedly terminated for "his inability 
to maintain positive interpersonal relations with his colleagues.N ln both cases the employees asserted that in 
reality they were terminated because of complaints they made about misconduct of co·workers or the company 
Itself. 
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instead pleading reqllirements to bring a pretext case or a retaliation case under ,,,e IPPEA. 
That being the case, the Court's findings that Ms. Hammer was judicially estopped from raising 
the same claims that are a pleading necessity for either a pretext case or a retaliation case under 
the IPPEA (i.e. claiming a termination "at will"Fwithout cause" when the employee was actually 
tenninated "with cause" or for a reason) must be reversed. 
VIII} SUMMARY 
As was stated in Ms. Hammer's Memorandum in Support Of Reconsideration, in Knipe 
Land Co. v, Robertson, 151 Idaho 449,458,259 P.3d 595 (Idaho Sup.Ct 2011), the Idaho 
Supreme Court clearly and succinctly stated in regards to whether someone had waived rights 
that they possessed that; 
"A waiver is a voluntary, intentional relinquishment of a known right or advantage, and 
the party asserting the waiver must show that he acted in reasonable reliance upon it and 
that he thereby has altered his position to his detriment ... A clear intention to waive must 
be shown before waiver shall be established. Waiver will not be inferred except from a 
clear and unequivocal act manifesting an intent to waive, or from conduct amounting to 
estoppel." 
Ms. Hammer asks the Court to also consider the language of the Missouri Court of 
Appeals in Frisella v. RVB Corp., 979 S.W.2d474 (Miss. App.Ct. 1998), where the Missouri 
Appellate Court reversed the entry of summary judgment related to an asserted waiver, when it 
stated: 
.. To rise to the level of a waiver, the conduct must be so manifestly consistent with and 
indicative of an intention to renounce a particular right or benefit that no other reasonable 
explanation of the conduct is possible." 
In this case Ms. Hammer's and Fonner Mayor Willich's swom•to intent was that Ms. 
Hammer was not required to waive any non•wage claims should Sun Valley ever terminate her 
without cause under the Severance Clause of the Employment Agreement. Based on both of their 
professional understanding of what "severance" was meant to be, both had the legitimate right to 
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assert that they widerstood "severance" meant wage claims related to services rendered only, not 
liquidated damages or other non-wage claims. The U.S. Supreme Court's recent description of 
"severance" being for "services perfonned" and not as liquidated damages in U.S. v. Quality 
Stores justifies both Ms. Hammer's and Former Mayor Willich's position as to what "severance" 
meant in the Severance Clause of the Employment Agreement. 
And, during the days surrounding the issuance of the "severance" to Ms. Hammer by Sun 
Valley by direct deposit, both Mr. Donoval and Ms. Hammer had the legitimate right to believe 
that they had retained the right to proceed on any non-wage claims notwithstanding that Sun 
Valley paid Ms. Hammer the "severance", including, that a) Mr. Donoval sent at least four 
communications to Mr. Naylor confirming that Ms. Hammer was not waiving any non-wage 
claims even if Sun Valley paid the "severance"; b) Ms. Hammer refused to sign the 
''unconditional" Proposed Sun Valley Release that Mr. Naylor demanded be signed before the 
"severance" would be paid; c) Ms. Hammer refused to add the language of "I release all claims 
against Sun Valley" to the Supplemental Hammer Release as had been demanded by Mr. Naylor 
before Sun Valley would pay the "severance", d) Former Treasurer Frostenson confirmed that 
none of the "severance" payments that were about to be paid to Ms. Hammer included any 
"liquidated damages" or settlement of other non-wage claims, and. e) Sun Valley withheld 
employment taxes on the entire "severance" even though employment taxes were not required to 
be withheld on "liquidated damages" or settlement of other non-wage related claims. 
Contrary to Sun Valley's assertions, Sun Valley had a choice - either pay Ms. Hammer 
the "severance't and admit that she was retaining several non-wage claims (including the IPPEA 
claims), or withhold payment and demand that Ms. Hammer actually provide the unconditional 
release with the language of"I release all claims against Sun Valley" included, which Ms •. 
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' Hammer refused to provide. Having paid Ms. Hammer the "severance" without getting the 
unconditional release Sun Valley was seekin& Sun Valley cannot now claim that it somehow 
believed that Ms. Hammer had waived "any and all claims". 
Based on the Affidavits provided by Ms. Hammer, which the Court must accept as true 
for pwposes of swnmary judgment (see Sutton v. Brown @l 09), Ms. Hammer certainly did not 
voluntarily and intentionally relinquish her right to proceed on non-wage claims she refused to 
sign the Proposed Sun Valley Release and instead submitted the Supplemental Hammer Release 
which did not include the language regarding the release of "all claims" that Mr. Naylor was 
demanding, as is required by Knipe v. Robinson. Ms. Hammer also certainly did not show a 
"clear intention" to waive any non-wage claims (see Knipe v. Robinson) by the submission of the 
Supplemental Hammer Release. In fact the opposite is true, namely that Ms. Hammer believes 
she showed a "clear intention" not to waive any non-wage claims based on the communications 
to Sun Valley by Mr. Donoval, her refusal to sign the Proposed Sun Valley Release, and her 
refusal to add the language that Mr. Naylor had demanded in the Supplemental Hammer Release. 
As Ms. Hammer's conduct was not "manifestly consistent with and indicative ofan intention to 
renounce'' any rights Ms. Hammer had to proceed with any non-wage claims against Sun Valley 
even if the "severance"' was paid (see Frisella v. RVB Corp.), it was error for the Court to have 
concluded, at summary judgment, that Ms. Hammer had waived any right to proceed on the 
IPEPA claims. At a minimum, th.ere are genuine issues of material fact which prohibits the entry 
of summary judgment based on a waiver claim. 
32 
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Case No. CV-2012-479 
ORDER ON .M0110N TO RECONSIDER 
:ENTRY OF SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
nns MATTER having come before the Court on Plaintiff's Motion For Reconsideration Of 
Entry Of Summary Judgment: 
IT IS ORDERED; 
The Plaintiff's Motion For Reconsideration OfEntry Of Summary Judgment is DENIED. 
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IN 1HE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BLAINE 
SHARON R. HAMME~ 
Plaintiff-Appellant, 
vs. 
CITY OF SUN VALLEY; NILS RIBI; 
and DeWA YNE BRISCOE, 
Defendants- Re ondents. 
Case No. CV-2012-479 
PLAINTIFF'S FIRST REQUEST TO 
SUPPLEMENT THE RECORD ON 
APPEAL 
IDAHO SUP. CT. 43079 
1. On February 25, 2015, Plaintiff filed her Notice Of Appeal, seeking appellate review 
of an Order of the Fifth District Court, Blaine County (the "District Court"), entering summary 
judgment against the Plaintiff in the matter, as well as in regards to severa1 interlocutory orders 
entered by the District Court. 
2. The Notice Of Appeal indicated that because a Motion For Reconsideration regarding 
the entry of summary judgment had been timely filed by the Plaintiff with the District Court, that the 
appeal of the matter herein was automatically stayed pursuant to I.A.R. l 4(a), until such time as the 
District Court made findings related to the pending Motion For Reconsideration. 
3. As part of the Notice Of Appeal, the Plaintiff requested that the standard record be 
prepared by the Clerk of the District Court. 
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4. On March 11, 2015, the Defendants filed their Request For Additional Transcripts 
And Record with the Clerk of the District Court, seeking that numerous filings with the District 
Court be included. as part of the Record on Appeal. Plaintiff bad no objection to the addition to the 
Record On Appeal of all of the filings that the Defendants sought be included in the Record On 
Appeal in their Request For Additional Transcripts And Record. 
5. On March 12, 2015, the Notice Of Appeal was transmitted to the Supreme Court by 
the Clerk of the District Court, with the Supreme Court assigning Case No. 43079 to the matter 
herein. 
6. On June 2, 2015, Plaintiff's counsel was served by the Clerk of the District Court 
with a seven (7) volume Record On Appeal. 
7. Plaintifr s counsel has reviewed the Record On Appeal and, in addition to the 
pleadings related to the Motion For Reconsideration, bas discovered several documents that have not 
been included as part of the Record On Appeal, which should be included in the Record On Appeal. 
8. First, the Record On Appeal fails to include the January 17, 2014, Memorandum 
DecisionDenying Plaintifrs Motion To Enforce Subpoena And Compel. Although the Defendants' 
Request For Additional Transcripts And Record did not included a specific request that the January 
17, 2014 Memorandum Decision Denying Plaintiff's Motion To Enforce Subpoena And Compel be 
included in the Record On Appeal, all of the other pleadings related to the issue were included as 
part of the Record On Appeal, and the Memorandwn Decision Denying Plaintiff's Motion To 
Enforce Subpoena And Compel is one of the rulings of the District Court that the Plaintiff has sought 
to appeal as part of the Notice Of Appeal, and thus should be included in the Record On Appeal. The 
Plaintiff requests that the Clerk of the District Court add the January 17, 2014 Memorandum 
Decision Denying Plaintifrs Motion To Enforce Subpoena And Compel to the Record On Appeal. 
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9. Second, the Defendants' Request For Additional Transcripts And Reoord sought that 
Exhibits "A" and "B" of the Affidavit Of Kirtlan Naylor In Opposition To Plaintiff's Motion To 
Compel, which were submitted to the District Court in camera on December 10, 2013, be included 
as part of the Record On Appeal The Plaintiff agrees that these exhibits should be included as pan of 
the Record On Appeal, for review by the Supreme Court in the matter, even if in camera. There is no 
evidence in 1he Record On Appeal that the documents provided to the District Court in camera on 
December 10, 2013 have been included as part of the Record On Appeal in any way. Plaintiff 
requests that the Clerk of the District Court prepare a separate volume of the Record On Appeal to be 
presented to the Supreme Court in camera, which includes Exhibits "A" and "B" of the Affidavit Of 
K.irtlan Naylor In Opposition To Plaintiff's Motion To Compel, which were submitted to the District 
Court in camera on December 10, 2013. 
10. Third, the Defendants' Request For Additional Transcripts And Record sought that a 
Declaration of Kirtlan Naylor, which was submitted to the District Court under seal on November 
18, 2014, be included as part of the Record On Appeal. The Plaintiff agrees that this declaration 
should be included as part of the Record On Appeal, for review by the Supreme Court in the matter. 
There is no evidence in the Record On Appeal that the Declaration of K.irtlan Naylor filed with the 
District Court under seal on November 18, 2014 has been included as part of the Record On Appeal 
in any way. Plaintiff requests that the Clerk of the District Court prepare a separate volume of the 
Record On Appeal to include the Declaration of Kirtlan Naylor which was filed under seal on 
November 18, 2014, and that such volume be filed under seal by the Clerk of the District Court with 
the Supreme Court. 
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950 W. Bannock St., Suite 610 
Boise, ID 83 702 
Counsel for Respondent 
Wyatt Johnson 
Angstman & Johnson 
3649 N. Lakebarbor Lane 
Boise, ID 83 703 
Counsel for Appellant 
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Attorney for Appellant Sharon R. Hammer 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH WDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STA 1E OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BLAINE 
SHARON R. HAMME~ 
Plaintiff-Appellant, 
vs. 
CITY OF SUN VALLEY; NILS RIBI; 
and DeWA YNE BRISCOE, 
Defendants- Res ndents. 
Case No. CV-2012-479 
PLAINTIFF'S SECOND REQUEST 
TO SUPPLEMENT THE RECORD ON 
APPEAL 
IDAHO SUP. CT. 43079 
1. On February 25, 2015, Plaintiff filed her Notice Of Appeal, seeking appellate review 
of an Order of the Fifth District Court, Blaine County (the "District Court''). entering summary 
judgment against the Plaintiff in the matter, as well as in regards to several interlocutory orders 
entered by the District Court. 
2. The Notice Of Appeal indicated that because a Motion For Reconsideration regarding 
the entry of summary judgment had been timely filed by the Plaintiff with the District Court on 
January 30, 2015, that the appeal of the matter herein was automatically stayed pursuant to I.A.R. 
14(a). until such time as the District Coun made findings related to the pending Motion For 
Reconsideration. 
3. As part of the Notice Of Appeal, the Plaintiff requested that the standard record be 
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prepared by the Clerk of the District Court. 
4. On March 11, 2015, the Defendants filed their Request For Additional Transcripts 
And Record with the Clerk of the District Court, seeking that numerous filings with the District 
Court be included as part of the Record on Appeal. Plaintiff had no objection to the addition to the 
Record On Appeal of all of the filings that the Defendants sought be included in the Record On 
Appeal in their Request For Additional Transcripts And Record. 
5. On March 12, 2015, the Notice Of Appeal was transmitted to the Supreme Court by 
the Clerk of the District Court, with the Supreme Court assigning Case No. 43079 to the matter 
herein. 
6. On June 2, 2015, Plaintiff's counsel was served by the Clerk of the District Court 
with a seven (7) volume Record On Appeal. 
7. Since the filing of the Motion For Reconsideration, the parties have filed various 
pleadings related to the Motion For Reconsideration and the District Court has held hearings on the 
matter. 
8. On June 8, 2015, the District Court entered its Order On Motion To Reconsider Entry 
Of Summary Judgment denying the Plaintiff's request to reverse or revise the District Court's ruling 
entering SU1llllUl1Y judgment against the Plaintiff. 
9. Plaintiff wishes to supplement the Record On Appeal with the various pleadings 
related to the Motion For Reconsideration. 
I 0. The Plaintiff requests that the following filings with the District Court be added to the 
Record On Appeal: 
a) The Associated Appearance Of Attorney James R Donoval For Reconsideration OfEntry 
Of Summary Judgment Purposes Only filed on 1/30/15. 
2nd REQUEST TO SUPPLEMENT RECORD -2 
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b) Motion For Reconsideration Of Entry Of Summary Judgment filed on 1/30/15. 
c) Memorandum In Support Of Plaintiff's Motion For Reconsideration Of Entry Of 
Summary Judgment filed on 1/30/15. 
cl) Facts In Support Of Motion For Reconsideration Of Entry Of Summary Judgment filed on 
1/30/15. 
e) Affidavit Of Wayne Willich In Support Of Plaintiff's Motion For Reconsideration filed on 
1/30/15. 
f) Affidavit Of Sharon R. Hammer In Support Of Plaintiff's Motion For Reconsideration 
filed on 1/30/15. 
g) Affidavit Of James R. Donoval In Support Of Plaintiff's Motion For Reconsideration filed 
on 1/30/15. 
h) Sun Valley's Objection To Plaintiff's Motion For Reconsideration OfSummary Judgment 
filed on 5/19/15. 
i) Reply Memorandum In Support Of Plaintiff's Motion For Reconsideration Of Entry Of 
Summary Judgment filed on 5/26/15. 
j) Order On Motion To Reconsider Entry Of Summary Judgment entered on 6/8/15. 
DATED this day of June, 2015. 
y For Appellant 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH .JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BLAINE 
SHARON R. HAMMER, 
Plainnfl: 
vs. 
CITY OF SUN VAi.LEY; NllS RJBI; and 
DeWayne BRISCOE, 
Defendants. 
Case No. CV~2012479 
SUPPLEMENTAL JUDGMENT 
JUOOMENT HEREBY IS ENTERED AS FOILOWS: 
The judgment entered on January 16, 201 S, is supplemented to add the following sentence: 
Defendant City of Sun Valley is awarded a judgment for costs in the total amount of 
$8,281.15 against Plaintiff Sharon R. Hammer. 
DA TED this ft day of July, 2015. 
SUPPLEMENTAL JUDGMENT~ 1. 
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James R. Donoval 
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Caldwell, ID 83607 
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Wyatt Johnson 
Angstman Johnson 
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Jacob H. Naylor [lSB No. 8474] 
Tyler D. Williams [JSB No. 8512] 
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Attorneys at Law 
950 W. Bannock Street, Ste. 610 
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Telephone No. (208) 383-9511 
Facsimile No. (208) 383-9516 
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Attorneys for Defendants City of Sun Valley, 
R.ibi, and Briscoe. 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BLAINE 
SHARON R HAMMER, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
CITY OF SUN VALLEY; NILS RIBI; and 
DeWayne BRISCOE, 
Defendants. 
Case No. CV-2012479 
STIPULATION OF PARTIES FOR 
INCLUSION OF ADDITIONAL 
TRANSCRIPTS AND RECORD 
TO: THE ABOVE-NAMED APPELLANT AND THE PARTY'S ATTORNEY, AND 
THE COURT REPORTER AND CLERK OF THE ABOVE-ENTITLED COURT 
NOTICE IS HERESY GIVEN, that the Plaintiff-Appellant and Defendant-Respondents, in 
the above-entitled proceeding hereby lodge their stipulation pursuant to LA.R. 29(a) for the 
inclusion of the fo How ing add.i tional material in the reporter's transcript or the cl erk 's record, already 
produced in this action. 
STIPULATION OF PARTIES FOR INCLUSION 
OF ADDITIONAL TRANSCRIPTS AND RECORD - 1. 
233 
----~ 
a. r -;, 
The following documents were to be included as part of the standard record on appeal, but 
were inadvertently omitted, and should be included in the record1: 
A. 1/17/2014 Memorandum Decision Denying Plainti~s Motion to 
Enforce Subpoena and Compel 
B. 5/8/20 I 4 Order Denying Permissive Appeal 
The parties also stipulate to also has no objection to providing the Supreme Court with 
the in camera Exhibits ''A" and "B" of the Affidavit ofK.irtlan Naylor in Opposition to 
Plaintiff's Motion to Compel, submitted on December 10, 2013. However, Defendant-
Respondent requires that any transmission of these documents by the Cleric of the District Court 
be only to the Supreme Court and be provided in a confidential manner such that their in camera 
status is maintained. 
The parties stipulate to the addition of Plaintiff-Appellant's requested documents 
included in her Second Request to Supplement Record. 
The parties also stipulate to the addition of the Judgment (filed January 16, 20 lS); 
Supplemental Judgment (filed July 2, 2015); and transcript of the following hearing into the 
reporter's transcript before the Supreme Court: 
A. Hearing date: June 2, 2015 
Name of hearing: Hearing on Plaintifrs Motion for Reconsideration of 
Entry of Summary Judgment 
Has a transcript been made? No 
Name of reporter: Maureen Newton (208) 679-2534 
Estimated number of pages: l-100 pages 
1The parties recognize that the sealed exhibit of the November 18, 2014 Declaration of 
Kjrtlan Naylor has already been provided to the Court, and was memorialized through 
certification bytbe Clerk of the District Court, (see Vol. VII, p. 1573), and thus re-production of 
this exhibit is unnecessary. 
STIPULATION OF PARTIES FOR INCLUSION 
OF ADDITIONAL TRANSCRIPTS AND RECORD - 2. 
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As the parties stipulate to these additions, and as provided in I.A.R. 29(a), this Court may 
make an order regarding these additions without requiring a hearing. 
DATED this 9"' day of July, 2015. 
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A mey for Plaintiff-Appellant ant-Respondents 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BLAINE 
SHARON R. HAMMER, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
CITY OF SUN VALLEY; NILS RIB!; and 
Dewayne BRISCOE. 
Defeildants. 
Case No. CV-2012-479 
ORDER 
The Stipulation of Parties for Inclusion of Additional Transcripts and Record having 
come before this Court, and good cause appearing therefor; 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the parties' Stipulation of Parties for Inclusion of 
Additional Transcripts and Record is ADOPTED in full. 
(\ 
DATED this .Jt} day or~J_;~(r""1'(-'-' ___ _,. 2015. 
ORDER-1. 
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Supreme Court No. 43079 
CLERK'S CERTIFICATE 
I, Crystal Rigby, Deputy Clerk of the District Court of the Fifth Judicial District of the 
State of Idaho, in and for the County of Blaine, do hereby certify that the above and foregoing 
Supplemental Clerk's Record on Appeal was compiled and bound under my direction and is a 
true, full and correct Record of the pleadings and documents as are automatically required under 
Rule 28 of the Idaho Appellate Rules as well as those requested by the Appellant. 
I do further certify that all, if any, exhibits offered or admitted in the above-entitled 
cause and exhibits requested by the Appellant will be duly lodged with the Clerk of the Supreme 
Court along with the Supplemental Clerk's Record on Appeal. 
IN WITNESS z!qEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed the seal of said 
Court at Hailey, Idaho, this · day of ,S-e.pt · , 2015. 
Jolynn Drage, Clerk of the Court 
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Record to each of the Attorneys of Record in this cause as follows: 
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